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HERPETOLOGY.
HiMOfjr.

Several are alluded
rtrurtive ignownw of l>wrb»riait>.
are clearly of opiwe
and
;
Scripture*
Sacred
the
to in
oj
nion with Schetichrcr (Na/ural History of the Book

Paravhrase on
of leviathan given
Job,) that the nublinie ilescrintion
applies to no
in the 41st chapter of the book of Job,
to
other animal witli which we are acquainted, if not
Hi* ample jaws and dreadful teeth, his
the crocodile.
compact impenetrable scales, his large and fiery eyes,
hii strength, ferocify, and courage, agree exactly with
our best descriptions of the crocodile ; and though some
namgri might lead us to conclude that the poet was

Job*) and Dr Young, (SoUa on

lotk.

his

dMOibing an inhabitant of the ocean, this objection is
trivial, when we reflect that the large rivers and lakes,
which form the ordinary habitation of crocodiles, might,
in the glowing and figurative languages of the East,
hyperbolical exaggeration, be desigand ocean.
the ancient classic naturalists who have written

without too
natetl
•»*

f^-

Of

much

by the

reptiles,

we

The former,

has furnished the fullest
second, eighth,
ninth, tenth, and twenty-eightli books, in which he relates all that was then known, and all that was believed
respecting the crocodile, the sea and land tortoises, the
In the second book, he
chameleon, and the basilisk.
shews himself acquainted with the fact, that reptiles are
not destroyed by cutting off their limbs or tail; in the
eighth, he mentions the spectacle of five living crocodiles
exhibited by .Scaurus, the edile, to the people of Rome
in the ninth, he describes the mode tiien practised in India, for taking turtles ; in the tenth, speaking of the
croco<lile, he tells us very gravely, that the male and
female sit alternately on the eggs laid by the latter;
and in the twenty-eighth, besides mentioning the utility
of the skink, and several parts of the crocmlile, as medicines, he details at considerable length the fabulous history of the chameleon.
Among the modern writers on natural history, Gesner, in part of his Historia Animalium, treats of oviparous quadrupeds, though the number which he de•cribcs, is by no means very considerable.
As usual,
with the writers of his time, he imitates the ancient
naturalists in mingling truth with fable, especially in
his second book, in wnich he describes the. chameleon.
In some respects, however, he is very judicious. He
notices the wonderful tenacity of life in reptiles, and
jvirticularly exemplifies it in the heart of the salalatter, in his Historia Naturnlis,

account of

QCSMS.

reptiles, especially in his

mander.
AlMMit the same time with Gesner, viz. in the middle
16'th century, lived, Rondelet, a native of Langue<loc in France ; who, in his work on fishes, has described some species of turtles as having been seen by
him upon the coast of France.
That laborious collector and compiler, Aldrovandi,
AUMTsadi.
in that portion of his works which is dedicated to quadrupeds, describes many reptiles, especially the tortoise, the croco<lile, the chameleon, and the salamander;
bnt a* his accounts are derived almost entirely from
preceding authors, and ab<iund with marvellous fictions,
they are now rarely consulted.
In that part of Johnston's Historia Animalium which
i s ded icated to quadrupeds, we have
also an account of
Ronddct.

of the

BtMiitt

•everd reptiles, among others the crocodile and the
chameleon.
In the latter end of the 17th century, Blasius pub• See

llistof}

structure
He also describes
perfection of their secreting organs.
which lie kept, and its
the manners of a tame tortoise
remarkable abstinence.
Prodromus SJbbald.
About the same time appeared Sibbald's
naturalis Scotice, in which he describes some

Historia

species of/»/r^/M, as being
of Scotland.

found on the western coast
,,.

,

t.-

r

Francis Redi published his Expenmenla RedL
about the same time his
circa Farias res Naturaks, and
The experiments
Italian work on the same subject.
tortoise, are
whicii Redi made on various sjiecies of
eminent dean
in
illustrate,
they
but
cruel;
sufficiently
possessed by these
gree, the surprising tenacity of life
They will be particularly noticed hereafter.
animals.

In

the

,

lO'S.i,

Our

terras dee^

nee<l mention only Aristotle and Pliny.
in his Hisioria Animalium, has described the
crocodile, the salamander, and someother species : but the

on

Anatomia Animalium fguris vtuiis illuslra.
on the
which contains some useful observations
the imremarks
particularly
He
reptiles.
of

lished his
la,

first

Ray.
learned and scientific countryman Ray, was
naturalist who gave any thing like a rational

account of

reptiles,

in his Sijnopsis

AnimaUum.

He

describes more species of tortoise than were known before ; and besides the crocodile, enumerates several
rare species of lizards.
The immortal Swedish naturalist, in his Systema LinnrEus.
Nalune, divided the class of amphibia into four or-

—

having feet, serpents without feet, gliding
[mcnnles,) and swimming reptiles, (nantcs).
As the last order was afterwards removed to the class
of fishes, and some other important emendations were
introduced into subsequent editions of that laborious
work, we shall defer any observations on Linnteus's method till we notice his last and best editor, Gnielin.

ders,

reptiles

reptiles,

In Seba's Thesaurus Nalurw, published about the
middle of last century, a considerable number of the
most remarkable reptiles is figured; and though the
engravings are not in the first style, they give a sufficiently just idea of the objects which they rejircsent.

Seba.

All the British species then known are described, Penn&au
figured in the Briliih Zonlogy of
Pennant, published in ilW, in 4 vols. He particularly describes the coriaceous, or leallierii iui tie, as having
/
been found on the British coast.
Mr Pennant also contributed some of the very few
papers on reptiles, to be found in the Philosophical
Truvsaclioiis, especially a description and figure of the
Tesiudo ferox, or soft tortoise, and the T. coriacea, or
leathern turtle.
Some species are also noticed in his
Arctic Zoology.
In 1755, professor Klein of Leipsic, published his Kleia.
Tenlamen ErpelologicB ; but as that work is confined
chiefly to serpents, we cannot properly do more than
notice it here.
In 1768, appeared the Specimen Medicum exhibens Laureati.

and some of them

Synopsin Jl^ep/jVwmof Laurenti, in which anew arrangement of these animals was attempted. He distributes
all reptiles (except tortoises, which he unaccountably
omits altogetiier) into three orders, leaping reptiles,
walking reptiks, and .-serpents. Of the first order, he
characterizes five genera, Pipct,

Bvfo, Rana, Hyla, and
second order thirteen genera, viz.
Triton, Salamandra, Catuiiverbera, Gecko, Chameleo,
Iguana, Basillicus, Draco, Cordybis, Crocodilus, Scincus, Stelliu, Seps.
Among the serpents he placts the
Chalcides, which certainly belong to the second as pro-

Proteus

;

and

in his

perly as the Seps.
Nine years after the " Specimen" of Laurenti, Sco- Seopoh.
poli published his Introductio ad Historiam Naturalem,
in

which he divides the

reptiles into legitimate or true,

his /"Ayrico Satra, published in 1T31..
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HERPETOLOGY.
iCmb^-

tad

bMtad m mmamti, nftJIm, Um

lattar

Una

being

JbpbHM

liliMk Tke tnie rcptilak,
ipnti^ iM^wfaiM into two
fint
:

•aaliMl to tlM

dMMi Um

tl» wrpwn, and tW teamd tkm luMwto of
tiw^Bky. ThitkllKktMbilnpidHntotwo
Tlw in> ofder eoaayriiM dMM MfMilM ilHt Utre
tvk,
Um aiM^ liMiriik dmnai^ and lonoiMi, iododiMf aadbt lisank dw cnoMvW >(MaM. oordvli, w>
ft^^^l^^^Mfl^L f^^^^^^^M^^^ ^^J^fciMk*
T^A ^B^^riMl

m.

I

TW

tmi tiM frngtb

h* nnlu

rihatrklct

pvbliihHl llii cditMO flf
In (iiMwark. whidi. tiiMgh
DO* fVMMit Bkncn cmbt
ate aolbar. th* CBTiAttM are

lis

m

.

iMHilw Mtd

MTpmu.

M kaiaf AiTBHlMd
or

ifi

^Ik Md

Tb«

with Cut,
baviaf riBi*

•oly ISmv priadp*!
Ltetrtm,
ta. «m1
mad lUmm
Bmmm t§ bat mart of
MbdiviiWL ""f Thi tirtniiML thirir in iNrrr
• lw««Ma,
l«r(«M«. and
OTiIm bhmu I^errta. tb«« an
,

y^ M*r

ovipaitNuquadnipeda withoat tub, uid two>ftiot«d rrp- HUtoi?.
tilrt, each bring more or Icm aubdivided.
Th« toctoites ^''V""
have only two raUbviaioot : lit. Sea lorioUet, of which
aix tpectea art daacribtd ; and 2d, FrtMk mater aiid /and
lortouet, of which tbrre are twenty ipedea noticed.
Thf Uaatda are divided into, lit, Tboae which have fiat
tail*, snd five tac» bcAaa^ indoding four apcdea of cro«
codilr. the draKoii, tupinambia, and five other cpeciea ;
9d, Tboae wbidi havo nmnd taiU, five toea before, and
a craird badi. eonptohcnding the guana, the baulisk,
the agama, and three other apccica ; Sd, Tbote that
have ronnd tail*, five toea before, and fillet* on the belPnnlaiBh<g eight apadea, amoM which are the coryht* and ameiva; 4<h« Thoaa taat have five toe* before, but no tnn*v«ne band* on the belly, including the
chanrlcMt. the fkink, and twenty othn' tpecie* ; 2th,
Tbow iiaviug Urge iml>riaitnl icalca on the under tur&ce of the toea, oentaining the gecko* and two other
analeVOM apacica; 6A, Tkeaa that bavr only three or
fcw taaa^t»4^hklibdaiy the aepa anddialcidea; 7tli,
Thoaa tbaft have ma^bmwMa wing*, the dragon or dy«
ing limd ; Sth, Thoae which have three or four toea
on each fee* fool, and four or five on each hind foot,
inrlnding the aalawanifar, aak, aad finur other*.
Of the owi owiMa quadni iiada w itheut taiU, there are
thne aobdivMiaa*: Irt, Frva harin^ their bead* and
botfaa aappdar and eluiigltd, of which there are tliirfpacw* : 9d, Tria ftop^ hafriiyt a aniall vi*cou«
•aOal aadcT each toe, eaaqmhaadaig aavan snrcie*
3d, Toad* with compact rooadad bodiM, of which there
•re (oortccn apeciea, iudading tha PV*. or Surinam
toad.
The latt head, wbich i* not aoUiviJcd, cuntain*
only two ipedca.
Sr

i

MM

wm

Thia work af M. Liwaidi
twwiKiil into EngliA by Mr Kerr. and pifilMiiil at EJiabaiih in4 roU.
•vaita I809L
la r9t. waa abHAid at Eriaag the Hiiiana Totadiaa** of J. D. Scho*^, an esoaUent work, left inw
perfect by the death of ito iagRuoaa author.
We BHat not here onut to aatioa two ingenious pub- T»«
licatioa* in L^n on the pbnialon of rrnrti.-. i.v Tir
i

T«f

t.^

addad to dtdr
•TtlM rnodina.

4Nid Uii^

w«k

wludl Wjwwto the
^mm/ A fc II, hM baao Ir—laiid. wilJb imm addt.
IkMl aMltar. by Di Tattai^. and iwMiihad in fbw

Thai aaft af CmmIm's

m

la I7M and ITBOlllH CmwI da Laamda pnblUMd
Ma Uutm^ Sttmnlt, d,, (^ml,MmmltMCfm»»irmtt StrpmB. Tbiawarit bad ha« pnjftf^ hyMnaaa

M

ha had aril^Md «^^imiJ,„^„fai,

.*

,.

t,

«mp«Mmi b«lndhH hinMN-anaUa to pwMa

da BM toah. ha

i

li

iili d I

^

haw

tobapmiatohw

aUjr

A ansa

Bdbo

bad toiactod hia

wark

ihia

^. iha wark

w
into aytlaautic Hrr-

at

•laMoTiha

^-

-

will kaif Iw rvKardcd

and alcfant publicaiiana «n

ihiajMft aTnatnaa bialOTjr.
The wbalb woril m diridad into two n«ar^ mjimI
— aayba
—•»• ^w
aa fUoanct
r- — which
«i
Ha»« and
»<» iiKlrprn^ —
«a«^|i^«^
haniy nraAioad by aptWiiainary diaMMMThaflmpafU
which wc alooa a(« at praacnt
CBwatnadt traala at nvipvoua onadnHiada ; tft^f ihaac

^wMi, mA
«•

fl iBi

1

III

dmk

tM

prdi^mt. A» we AaP ftJIjf ajcpha thia dataifiration, after
aanag noticed the ptfaqpaliMlaiahda who have adopted aad BMdiicd it, awafcali here aMtdy give an outline
of tUa aalhaf'a aahdlviaiaaa. Ha diatnbutni all rct>tilcs

oadar Aor geaatal aal«t : ddaawiu, or tortoiie*, uf
which ha aiakae two gaaaia, CMaaia and 'I'rttmdo, corfiuuadhig rtartly thut far vtitli the iiivi*ion uf I^repeaa; Sd, ^aartr**, of which there are niite genera, vi«.
Crmadiluj, Igaama, Drato, SttUio, Gajta, Ckaaidio,
Laotria, Scneni and CkaJridt*

Btanjww

M

Mifa
.

tht
aiwimta to annaly hianhtag

Robert Townaon : l*t, Dt Aa^iEut pn!
tii^ea in 1794 : aid Ud, OimnalUmti /'»^i.»..^.<« «<
lUtf
ma AamtHianm, nubliahad at Vicnoa in
1796.
Aeoofding to Danciin, the moat natural daaaification Biongnuc
of rralilaa
faaajrat apoaarad, ia that of M. Alcaandre
Brw^atot. paliMiiiit fa I7» iatha Magaum Emc^Iq.

I

wn

nadar Cmv
Chv geacnl
OBDoal heada,
h^da. bwKaaM.
Unnk.
toctoiaai^ Unrdi,

pmta ; aad Mb, Bmlraarma,

;

ad, OpkidlirHM, or

mt*

at which Ihacc are four ge>

Am, Biifa. //jda. aad gafaiaBdrg.
At the eery conaMWMMat of the prcaaat
M. Latreillepabliahed //#/lif<>t'rc KalartlU dtM
nets.

century, UinOk.
llrpnUi,
ticfrum that ut'La„ -.- .^^mander under the

the amageaMat of »
cepede, 'except in |>Ij
aama head with the (Voga and toad*, and a ipecica of
Praten*, which appoart to be a tadpcjc of the water aalamaadar, aad the Siraa, aatong the aarpenta. Ht*g^
neric chanctota. however, are more pred*e than thoaa
of Lacapadaj bat hi* BMthod, on the whole, i* inferior

—
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HERPETOLOGY.
Cinte.

M. Latreille aUo published
to that of Bronpiiart.
L'Uittoirt SatureiU det SalamanJres.
iht jtan 1 800 and 1 803, the celebrated anaI

I

and

naturalist Cuvier,

and

his disciple

and

assis-

tant Dumcril, published his Legont Anatomic Comparie,
in 5 vob. 8vo. with 52 platei at the end of the filth vohime. Covier had, in 1798, pul>li9hed an elementary
on natural history, under the title of Tableau Elede VHislnirc NaturtUf des Animaux, in which
he ipive a ceneral description of reptiles.
Attached to the first volume of his Lectures, Cuvier
bai given a systematic arrangement of the various classa and orders of animaU and in the classification of
rtptilea, he has adopted an arrangement radically the
•BBM with that of Brongiiiart. In the first place, he
,

•

,

dividea reptiles into two sections; 1st, Those which
have two auricles to the heart ; 2d, Thase that have but
Each of these sections is subdivided into two or«ne.
der*. The first order consists of those reptiles that have
a ihcU or carapace, and their jaws defended by horn.

Tbeae are the cheloniens, or tortoises. The second order consists of those that have the body covered with
acales, and are furnished with teeth like the sauriens,
or liaard-s, the genera of which are, with the addition of
The first oraeps, the same with tliose of Brongniart.
der o( the second section contains the serpents. The
•econd order comprehends those reptiles that have a
nakrd skin, feet, and gills at an early stage of their
existence.

Of

this

order (the Batraciens) there are

liami, or frog, including the three subgenera of Wano, Hi/la, and Bufo; Salamandra, including

three families

<biv.

;

the sub-genera of Snlamandra and Triton ; and Siren.
These excellent Lectures contain a very full account
of the anatomical structure and physiology of reptiles,
and to thtm we are almost entirely indebted for our
chapters on that subject.
The first two volumes of this
work were translated into English under the inspection
of Mr Macartney, lecturer on comparative anatomy in
I>on<lon, and published there in 1801.
In 1800, Dr George Shaw began his General Zoology, which was intended to include all the genera and
species of animals at present known.
The third volume contains the reptiles and serpents. In givino- our
opinion of this extensive work, we are somewhat at a
loss.
As a systematic arrangement of animals, it is
very defective, and the references to other authors are
extremely few. As a popular descriptive work, it is
•carcely deserving our attention ; for, though almost all
the species are described, as well as figured, there is
scarcely any thing like a history of the species.
The
arrangement is that of Linnaeus, and the characters are
in general derived from Gmelin's edition of the
Syslema
Natura. The work, however, abounds in excellent
plates, the figures of which are in general well
deline-

and beantifully engravetl.
We neetl scarcely mention the Naluralist's Miscellanot the same author, as but few reptiles are there

ated,

to 1805.

The

first

vokme contains some

historical

no-

species of Draccena, fourteen of Tupinambis, thirty-two
of Lacerta, two of Takydromus, three of Iguana, three of
Draco, two of Basiliscus, twenty-five of Agavia, nine of
Stellio, eight ofAiiolis, fifteen of Gecko, four of Cliamceleo,
twenty -one of Scinciis, six of Seps, and four of Chalcides.
The fifth, sixth, and seventh volumes are occupied
v/ith the Ophidian order, or serpents, and the eightli
completes the work with the history of the Bathacian
order, containing a description of twenty-seven species
of Uyla, sixteen species of Rana, thirty-two of Bufo,
fourteen of Salamandra, one of Proteus, and one of
Siren.
The specific characters in the body of the work
are in Latin ; but, at the en<l of the eighth volume, the
whole genera and species are arranged together, with
their characters in French, under tiie title of Tableau
Melhodiqiie des Reptiles.
Daudin's Natural History of Reptiles has considerably increased the number of species, and has brought
us acquainted with many that were either not known
before, or whose place in the systematic arrangement

had not been
ter of this

Though the matcannot, however, say

distinctly ascertained.

work

is

excellent,

we

so much for the execution of the plates.
The figures
are in general so deeply shaded, as to render it difficult
to observe the characteristic lines, scales, and dots, that
distinguish the species.

Dumeril, whom we have already noticed as the as- Dumeril.
of Cuvier, has published two works on natural

sistant

which contain, among other animals, the new
systematic arrangement of reptiles.
These are, ZoolO'
gie Analytique, published in 1 806, and Traile Elanen.
laire d'Histoire Naturelle, in two volumes, of which
the second contains the animal kingdom. His arrangement is 60 near that of the other distinguished naturalists of the French school, that we need not detail
history,

here, especially as we have already given a summary
view of it under the article Amphibia.
We might have extended these historical notices to a
much greater length ; but we consider it unnecessary.
VVe have given a succinct account of the principal writings on Herpetology, and shall now conclude this Part
of our subject with a list of other works, to which the
it

reader

may

refer for additional information.
the anatomy, physiology, and classification of Reference
*'"^''* ""
reptiles, see Swammerdam, Bihlia Naturae;
Roesel, '"
Historia Naturalis Ranarum; Schneider, Amphibiorum ""l"*'"*"Physwlogiae Specimen; and his Historia Amphibiorum; ^^'

On

Caldesi,
l^!rhaps the most complete account of
reptiles,
to the prMent day, has been given by

ud

M. Daudin, who

hM b..

H-voted most of his attention to
this part of
«,d
id hjLs
has published several treatises
on the subdes us Hi^oire SatureiU den
ifctReptiles, pub'•'
luhed •n>««te1y
rately, and the sequel of
the same workj en,
Utlejl. Ifutojre
oire Naturelle
Naturtlle de,
des Rainettes
Rati
des Grenouilles el
tetLropaudt, he has contributed eight
itMt'ropaMdt,
volumes octavo^
volumi
with numerous plates, to the voluminous
and expensive
TOllectimi of natural history published
by
,

.Sonnini

TBiutnes

were published

at different limes,

These
from 1802

History,

on Herpetology, and a copious ^—^r*"^
introductory treatise on the structure and physiology
of reptiles, illustrated by fifteen plates. The second
volume contains the natural history of the Chelonian
OTder, in wlixh are described fifty-seven species of tortoise ; and the same volume commences the history of
the Saurian order, and describes seven species of crocodile.
In the third and fourth volumes, the history of
the Saurian order is completed, by a description of one
tices of several writers

Osservazioni Anatomiche intorno atle Tartarnghe; Spallanzani, De Fenomini della Cifcolalione;
his Tracts on the Natural History
of Animals and Ve-

published by Sennebier

Blumenbach, AbilduugenNl
and his Handbuch, or
inanual of the same subject ; Schmid, Historia
Testa.
dtnum; Dmhenton, Dictionaire d'Erpetologie, forminn;

tur Hislormcher gigetisfande ;

a part of L' Encyclopedic Metliodique; Perault,
Me".
moires pour servir a I'Histoire Naturelle des
Animaux;
Humboldt, Recveird' Observations de Zoologie el
d'Anatomtecompariei Walbaum, Chelonograpkia ; the
com-

I

'

HERPETOLOGY.
ire Anatooiy tnmltCed
with 'aocfa additicBal hifauMtion

ftwi Cavicr. and Utely paMkiwl bj Mr Uwreace
HmmmiT BB^« l«fMi»y 'ate fA« oW^rwyraAHirf M » wa»p* trir

»«^;y

;

/

g^.

iltf-ijr
fttogr,

BwyWiw, 4w-

D—nin,

;

wveni paper* bjr Cuvi«r, G«af.
&c in the Amnalet de Um-

Laecpsdr,

mm £HkUwt SttmtUt,

wmn

pwticuVtrly in the Sd,

lOlk, Wk, aad IMk volanM, aad • aMle paper by
Mr UmC fibipMBil • Hm Brilkli linHa, m the •»
v«Blh volaar a* the Ummem Tnnttttiimt.

nof theapcdH.

oMMllii^
be derived from Shune**
\

eft* I

JiKii

if

^

^

Hittmn

Brown a

CMeih/e
^ JmmitmNtlmnl
Cmnimm:
Hm-

Gml Hutmy

t

RmmT*

tan
Mm»t white'a Nttmnd Hktmjf tf St^.
harm, CM^Aorse Ntlmrwk diOm Sankgm. «r hb

Pmkm

Hutorim Jn^iiMrii i H Pittium Smiitim / Bingley'a
^asaaW
ui^ Pai
W Bki^Wfkf,
fnitmX. Pmtm Ank im,
AharawW. weL iii^

kaVayMHorTkHMbor
OKHar. Cwk.

The Saurians, or lizards, have a lengthened scaly
body, feet anned with daws a tail that is olifii of conatderablelength, and the jaws be«et with teeth. Their
kg! an in general short, and rontequentiy their |)acc.
though quicker than that of the former order, is slower
than that of mott quadrupeds and as their legs are
set wide frtma the body, their progresa is unsteady and
oblique. The reptiles of this order alao
alao owpulate, and
dapoaite dMir
to be hatdiod by
The
youn^ara estracCd in a perfect state.
Of the Saurian order, Uaudin reckons sixteen ge«
nera. which ve ahaU divide, with Dumeril, into two
Sections, Pktni cmnlala, or flat tailed, and TereiicauOf the fldt-taile<I Saurians we
4ato, or raMDd tailed.
have fiMor genera Cncodilut having a flattened head,
the acalai on the beck of unequal aiae, and the hind
§Mt pakHted; Drtacvae, haviQ^ • aquere head, and
the toca diatinct ; BmiHimu, havii^ equal dorsal scalea
and a creeled ridge «lang iIm hMk, aappaftcd by bony
ravs, and TiifBaamUt, fiaeing equal aeuea b«t a* doraaltidge. Of the inuadMMMaaclion there are twelve
genera, vis. Igmm, having a crM en the beck, and a
on die throat ; Drmeo, having the sidca
;

Hittoy.

— .» —

^""*^

;

m
:

vilbaaBhraMafeaenibling win^; Agama,
caly body and tail, an innatcd itiroat.
and thin, aach fhraiahrd with five
toaa : StdVe, haviqg a spiiiaaa tail cofad acales; CAa sMfco.havMiglaet famwd
Gteko, having a tbidk body, and a throat
igdihtad few inflation Auolu, having a
bad|v. aad rBlarahle throat ; Lactria, having a
ad, bat no inflation of the throat
Tuiifdroimuk havii^ the body long and thin, and a row o(' very
;

;

naM granular pore* along each thi^

^am,

CMCLomanew Saoaiaiia, and BaTaactaiia.

Thm CaKunnuuea haw* a ahavt, lUik, neal badjr,
veeed vkh a beany ahall er nMahMaaeMai «!. TW

Sumet*, having
a len^ aealy boily and tail, and distaact h[ga ; Sept and
Ckakmkt, egreeuig in having a vety long md Mender
body, with either two or faur
saonll abort fret,
air very sai
and da
partienkra, which will be
;

la tha ihM order, B*TaACUNs, the body is naked, BuracUak
L c aoearad naithar with Aell nor scales ; the feet aro
alwaye diadnct and vithaal daws the two eoMa do
noc enter iaia perfcei eopulation, and the young ud>
;

netaaMepnoenu
Tina order ie anbdivtdsd into two acctions, those without t«ik and tboee with taila, and
eech qf thcae aections ere rerkoned thtea genan.
The aenaan of the Batrariaaa without tails are //«
Ihla,
ar lna>n«g, having a lang body a little oonMfeaseu i a
ahaM fladnr tengna ; ftur toaa on the faro
bro feet, terminatad by MnlicniBr knobs ; Ramm, or flrog, difeing
from the fottaer in having tlie tons pointed and not
hnahbad; and Bmfii, at toed, having a thick liroad
body heart with warty tube rcks, espMiaUy two upon
tite neck.
The genera belonging to the second section en iTafasiMiidi a. havini^ a long body terminate*!
by a tail that k gaaerally cyltiidrical, three or four toea
est the ISare ihe^ and five on the hind ; Proleat, having
a long body tamiinelad by a compraaii i fin-like uil.
thraa laas en the fbro leet, and two on the hind, with
peraiaiani hianAi*; aad Sinn, having a kngtbencd body, a oompfaaaad flai-like tail, fore feet fttr>
nished with ckwa, bnt na bind feet and persistcnC
ticrgo a
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A.
they lanHin nr HwanlnaML Tnav agga aro cava
wiifca«Ml.andawilif riil by«haft5£lahitfaa«
hi

.

d» *m whiafa they aro •• pMsanra Ihraagh Mfc.
TWniiliMni

arderie
irderie divided by C
DaaKiUhMe

rarodi/ bntas
aniy ana species, and
the fhanh only by a
„
Ibw aiintB dMaraneea. wa shaU conthMe the tBviatan
af CnvkvhMatwoganaea. Omimm tmi Tmmda : the
Bf Ina aaa tartaiaea, er tnttlea. which
the fceni rather of
\
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HERPETOLOGY.
Part

I.

ON THE ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY OF

Hatino now pven

« ffeneral description of Teptiles,
.lliplpZw and explwneH the clMsificstion which we intend to follow in the sub!*<iuent paRcs we shall proceed to exIscr of
•^•**«»
hibit a comprehensive view of their anatomy and physio'- r logy, punuing the same order which wc have obserred
f
in tlie oomparative part of our Anatomy.
^^^^^^

;

CHAP.
Of

the Motions

I.

of

Reptiles.

organs of motion in reptiles do not differ so
those of quadrupeds as some other psrts of
their organical structure, though there is considerable
variety in the several tribes a( this class.
The l)ones of most species are as firm as those of
auadrupeds ; but in the smaller reptiles, as the frogs,

The

much from

ley are

more

cartilaginous.

bones of tortoises
but in the larger lizards, these are suffiThe skeleton of a Saurian reptile is
ciently apparent
naturalists, that the

lary cavities

J^TJL
F^l.*
**""

by some
have no medul-

It is asserted

;

figured in Plate CCXCV. Fig. 1.
The skull of reptiles is generally very small in proportion to the bmly ; but in many species, the jaws are
The cavity of the skull is
proportionally very large.
cither exceedingly small, or not half filled by the brain.

A

remarkable change takes place in the head of the crocodile in proportion as the animal advances in growth
When first hatched,
after its extrusion from the shell.

REPTILES.

attached to the spine also vary consider- Anatomy
where only the head and tail are and PhysioIn
ably.
moveable, the spinal muscles are confined chiefly to
'""Jlf
/^P
"'^^
these two organs, and those of the neck possess many
*
The chief motions of the neck in this
peculiarities.
genus are those by which the head is thrust out from
The spinal musthe shell, and drawn back within it
cles of frogs and salamanders are few in number, except that in the latter, the crocodiles, and other saurians,

The muscles

tortoises,

~

the muscles of the tail are proportionally numerous and
powerful.
The thorax is very differently formed in the different Thorax,
In the tortoises, the sternum or breast bone is
orders.
lost in the breast plate or lower shell, while the ribs are,
Of the
as we have said, firmly cemented in the shield.
saurians, the crocodile has the anterior part of the sternum bony and prolonged, so as to receive the clavicles ;

while the rest is cartilaginous, and extends backward
to the pubis, furnishing eight cylindrical cartilages that
surround the belly. The ribs of this animal are twelve
in number ; but the two most atlantal or forward, and
the two most sacral or backward, are not imited to the
In the guana and tupinambis, only six of the
sternum.
The chameleon has a
ribs are united to the sternum.
small sternum, but all the ribs are made to meet round
In the
the thorax, by means of intermediate cartilajfles.
salamanders the ribs are extremely short, so as to appear
The frogs have a
like appendages of the vertebra.

sternum though no ribs.
In most of the reptiles, there is little peculiar in the
the skull is thick and rounded, and the forehead pro- muscles of the thorax and abdomen.
In the tortoises,
minent, and the eyes are nearly at an equal <listance be- hoH'ever, where the ribs are immoveable, and where
tween Uie fore and back parts of the head, hi proportion the place of abdominal muscles is supplied by the breastaa the animal grows, the frontal prominence gradually
plate, the muscles which would be attached to the sterdisappears, and the jaws lengthen forwards; and in the
num are inserted into the pelvis, upon which they act;
adult state, the head is quite flat, and the eyes three times and in frogs which have no ribs, the muscles are united
as far distant from the snout as they are from the back of to the sternum by strong membranes.
Uie head.
,
The superficial or glenoid cavity, in which the huThe skull of the crocodile resembles a truncated py- merus or large bone of the atlantal or anterior extremiramid, of which the cavity for the brain forms the base; ty moves, is in reptiles formed partly by the scapula
»
that of frogs and salamanders is of a form between the
and partly by the clavicle. The scapula has no spme ;
cylindrical and the prismatic ; that of tortoises consiit is elongated, and retracts and becomes thicker toderably resembles that of the crocodile.
The cavity of wards its neck. The clavicle is simple, short and flat.
the skull, in reptiles, is of an oblong form, and nearly
In tortoises, the disposition of the bones that form the
of an equal breadth. Of the jaws and teeth, we shall shoulder is most remarkable, and is thus described by
speak under the organs of digestion.
Cuvier.
Besides the scapula and the clavicle, there is
^"'' resjicct to the vertebral column, we may re- a bone which he calls the fork ; one of the bones stretches
Votcbraw
mark, that the number and proportions of its compo- from the base of
the rudiment of the first rib, to which
nent vertebnc var_y mo^e in this class than in all the it is attached
by a ligament as high as the glenoid caother vertebral animals.
The tortoises have generally vity, -where it is intimately united with the other two.
•even vertcbrr in the neck, from eight to eleven in the The second
bone, which appears like the continuation
b«dt, and generally three or four in the sacrum. In
of the former, is attached by its other extremity to the
thit genus all the vertebrae, except those
of the neck breast plate, and this extremity is bound by strong ligaand tail, are immoveably fixed with what is analogous
raents to that of the bone behind it.
These bones thus
to ribs, m the horny shicUl with which
tliey are coverunited are slightly curved outward, so as to leave bee<l.
The crocotlile has seven cervical, twelve dorsal, tween
them, and those on the opposite side, an oval
|ivc lumbar, two sacral, and
thirty-four caudal vertespace for the passage of the gullet, the windpipe, and
bra; but m the
other saurians, the proportional
numbers var)- in almost every species.
Frogs and toads
having no ril«, the ordinary, division of
the vertebral
column cinnot »)e distinctly made. The
common frog
hai in a
ten vertebne, and the pipa,
or Surinam toacf,'
naa
all eight
I

m

~

numerous muscles. Lastly, the third bone is placed
below the abdominal and thoracic viscera, ricarest tlie
breastplate, and is extended from the glenoid cavity as
far as the abdomen.
It gives attachment to numerous
muscles, and resembles the scapula in every thing but situation. See Cuvier, LegonsdAnat. Comparee, Sec. IV.

Atlanta] extremity.
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HERPETOLOGY.
TU* hoMtdt pmwrfi tteAiag itourluUe except in
tht lartnMi. where it ia unitad Mowwhat in the aao-

ADMumtr
tupinambes are tlie beit leapers among the saurian*
and ftoga and toada, though tbay cannot walk well, ate and Pby'ti.

ner of bird*, with the inqwik, the ckvidc, and the
toA.
In tba toctviae trdica, nwMraw aad atta^g miMck*
ts iIm lanBanH ; wbOa is fkopa awnr af the
whkfa are fcaad in thk rcgiaa. ui qoaanpada,

excellent juntper*.
great variety of reptilea awim well, especially turtle«i crooodilea, and fitiga.
The only apecies that can
be aaid to fly ia tlie dra^jn, wlioae motion through the
air raiawiMai that of the flying iquirreU.

A

arc wanting.
Tiic dkt^ part af the atlanu] aatfcmity, or what
flDB|MntiT« tfHCaoMto dMua to call the tatt-mwu, caa<
in tha frqg
aMto aa in aMadn ada af two boaa%
and load. Tbaaa at* analqgBW to tlw ladioa and nha,

CHAP.

ulofQr of
Bepiilo.

II.

aimt

y

lMtlka*aM«mlpaadi«itiaaol'ainiebii«. In |iaitki»>
Ur, the tortoiaea have then to fiud in a atate oTpeaaik
to twina the action of ihaaa iiiliaiiliia to

Of

Semsaliom im RtftUm.

Aa the

caTity of the cranium in reptilea ia very amall,
filled by the brain, it followt that the
It is calrulaaiae of thia organ ia very inoooaiderable.
tod that, in tlietwtle, the brain ia little larger than ^j^
WialMMllidlhahandar paw ia in
part of tiie whole body, thoogb in the frog it ia proporl^tU aaa tottlaa
daiafcljr variad.
tionally much lamr, being aa 1 to 172.
It oonairta
whole wjtfaaau liioa^gh.LiiiniiliBg, within af
chiefly of fivenMndad enuneneaa, without convolutiona,
In4kt I
it ia digitafl«l.aDd
There ia no €orpiu cattotmm.
of i«« divtaioM^ in othora of fcur, thiOT, and with a aMoth baae
andai
owe: thoM taaa are fowvally fomialMd with yonwa, mom vmniii, or mr6or mim, and what are called
bar,
tiM lAMaan of the optic nrrvca, are aituated behind the
dtmi, inaaaifiiatednawa,
to
digitated pawB,am»iwiii
The diatributien of the oervea tn
and anaonr of ikrir diraiana, at* adapted to
poculiaritiee.
tWnriena acliana gT walking, rlwliif. gnMping,
The nwnlMr of ipinal nervea in the different ordcra
and tiibca of reptilea, ia proportional to ilic number of
l?pel«iiw
earadaBy thai pal of k which
- "^
ttothnpnhi^wafeoaaiiMbla aae. and it ia
of which tike apinal column i« coropoked, and
patna la
ia ao littlo diflerant (hm tnat in man
tlui it need not be here deacribcd.
Thenarreaoftheatlantal, or foreleg*, are derived fVom
The thigh bone of rmlilaa ia dadar te thai ef
anhMl^ cxcrnl that it haa a daohla anwatia «Mfoor the oarvieal nervea. and oroetimea the tluraal, uniting to
fenn a brodttal plexua or net -work. Those of tortgiaea
leaa wwhalil^ |wea« lOiitm a conwity forward towaaJa
Ae tihU cr dirtal eitnouty. and a eonoavity towardt m» aatitnaely ooaiplea ; thoae of iiaanU mere simple
In the tortoiaea it haa well marked tio- end tlwe of Craga proceed (Voin a very thick cord
the paltia.
waning fttan betwe«i the aeooi>d and third vertebral,
•t ihaae aio wantfag in liaeeda and ftMa.
ly ronnd. *Napt_in the Snriaan toad. In
and tbrwnng tiM largcat nerve in the body.

Bmu.

and not nearly

rill

)

Iwe

^ then—

I

NtW

Md

TiMroarvfcw

itiawnchflattaniJ.
tn

thenwdaaof tJua wgiun

The leg ia compeaad ef a tibia and 6lMila,
thronghoat tlMir vlHle Irngth. eaorpc in froga. in which
WImbi arparoto, they are nearly of
aaitad.
Ihey
eqaal aiae, and in general'are artienlatad ianMdiatrly
with the thigh bone. The MMclea of tlw leg ate oMat
hahltiTthettleaaa lft«V«. Inthefiamrv.they
italheortofawinaungi in tha leOat; ihey
roalf of the
><< the haalar feet
Thebeaeaaadi
kgh..
>of llMpawa.
of the
r foal the very diflanat ibrai
MwiMirf
linha of rrptilea, their prafi awi»e
~
af alaadhc vary
n
tonlaa rcat aa
In
pawt. while the
laafl
flk*MHa J'ttle ahove the
aapraally flwea, lert in a
gftMOAm The laAroeieae,
kind of Mnkim paatara. with tha iw* pan of their body

m

W—

m

^

md

I

on the

fiar* Irga.

Thoae
>

liaarda.

whoaa bodiaa

the cAo/cadn. are coiled

walk hkeaaala s
hnttattoiaoawalkwoi
alewly.
Soane aanriana
Bwve liaBg with ipeat i^lity, while othrra, aa the rro-

Few
byiuprahadetttL
* to

Ifca

Ito^paara that laptilea peeana all tlia five
flmnd ai tiM other vertebral aniaials, thouf^h in very
proporti'
ilegrrea.
Tbeir sight aptlirir eves are in general
to bo very
and ptoaiincaL Tha sen ae of bearing, if we may
'

-

'

•.

Craai their

:

want

than that o4

of asternal car>.

i>

much

leaa

Tbeir smelling is suppoaad
a aiailar reaaon. and from the little u*f they «>•
poor tu aMke of thia aanae in aadiiiiK'
"I, to be
if them
atiU leaa acute; and It ia doubted w1h<
Tact

aigltt.

.

i

peaaaaa the frculty of tasting at all.
With respect to
lOMch, it ia prohablr that tha«e whidi iiave son skitu
and digitalod leet, puaacaa considerable acutenesa in
while iluM which have Md!\ slu Ily, or cothat
<l more especiii
la oo*>
riaoi
ties, are
capable of ci'.:^. ..^ touch in a %ti>
.
'.i^rre, if
shall essminc the organs of all these acnaea
at all.
in the order which we liave li>i<' ')<»"< in the article
AxsTowv, and nemplificd in (
except that
we shall defer the orcntu <if Ut..i.K. -t they deacrve
thai name, to the head of /a/rgvawUee
All reptilea appear to noaarsa a tmwue bat it varie*
anoh in aubatanoaandoagreeof mobiliti
Hity.
In the tor.

„

We

npin aatateof re«
The tnrtlea rather

a clinch wal^ if we eaeaat tho

The nervea of the aacnl rxtmnity in liaarda, after
aaaagiagftoan the pelvia, CDrmaaingie cord, which
rune down the inatde of the thigh, anathcnor supplie*
the leg and toaa. In frug* this lane cord paaaea to the
poatariar part of the thigh, like the adatic nerve in

hii'li

land

.

twaiftk

rkf Caviar oo lbs fhfotogf of tbacraas4ila, lewkich
I

iMiaaan

ia tkis plaea.

Nwtab
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HERPETOLOGY.
toitea, it ii

covered on the upper part with long

soft

In
cVmc papillff. (tivin* it the appearance of velvet.
and more
crocodiles these papilla' are extremely short,
In these animals it is entirely fleshy,
like wrinkle..
completely attached by the point and edges
but is
tothebMilarorlowerjaw, as to admit of scarcely any

.

.

.

.,

the

these have been removed.
In the tortoise tribes there is a bony ring, composed
of thin plates at the anterior part of the sclerotic coat;
«•„<,«. chameleons,
rhamelenns.
and a similar structure occurs in frogs,
The iris is varithe guana, and some other saurians.
ously coloured, but generally yellow, red, or brown.
The pupil varies in figure. In the crocodile it resembles that of the cat, being vertically oblong; in frogs

tongue terminates in two long flexible cartilaginous
poinU ; and in the skinks and geckos it is notched at

and geckos it is rhomboidal ; and in tortoises, the chameleon, and common lizards, it is round. The cry-

w

was long doubted whether

crocodiles

and it
oiotion
had a tongue. In stclliones, again, it is very moveable
and in the common lizards, and the tupinambes, it is
;

considerably extensile.

the

these

In

latter reptiles,

rough with papulae, but
that of frogs and toads has a smooth slimy surface. The
chameleon has the tongue of a cylindrical form, covered
on its surface with deep regular transverse furrows
and it is so constructed, as to be easily thrust out of the
mouth, to collect the proper food of the animal.
The organs of smelling are imperfect, and consist
diiefly of cavities opening in front of the snout, and
communicating backward with the mouth, lined like
the nostrils of mammalia with a pituitary membrane,
This membrane is
for the ramification of the nerves.
in several species divided into several folds, supported
by bony plates. Tortoises have three of these. The
external nostrils are furnished with muscular fibres, by
which they may be occasionally contracted and dilated.
is

very close together in crocodiles, while
in MHne of the other saurians, as the tupinambes, stelliones, and chameleons, tliey are more apart and lateral.
In the tortoises, they are very small and close together ; and they are also extremely small in salamanders.
In short, from the small extent of the nasal cavities in reptiles, compared with those in quadrupeds,
it appears that they are rather organs of respiration
than of smelling.
These animals have, as we before hinted, no auricles or external ears, though their internal organs
of hearing are sufficiently apparent. These consist of
a tympanum, (except in the salamander,) and a labyrinth with their attending bones and cavities.
In turtles the membrane of the tympanum is cartilaginous,
and covered externally by the integuments. The tympanum contains only a single little bone, and from it
proceeds a Eustachian tube. In this order there are
semicirailar canals.
The saurians, with the exception
of the salamander, have the same parts, and several
little bones, besides several soft stony substances in the
vestibule.
The crocodile is the only instance among
reptiles, in which there is any appearance of external
passage to the organ of hearing. The batracians, especially frogs, have a large membrane of the tympanum,
level with the surface of the bo<ly.
The tympanum
contains two cartilaginous ossicles, and has a wide openine of the Eustachian tube next the throat.
The vestibule contains rudiments of those soft stony substances
jurt mentioned, as occurring in the saurians.
In the
nalamander, the vestibule contains one of these stony
bodies, and the oval hole leading to the labyrinth
is

The

nostrils are

doaed by

till

cartilage.

In general the vestibule and membranous canals in these animals are much smaller than
the bony or cartilaginous cavities in which
they
' are
contained.

^Therejs,

we

believe, only

where the- eyes appear of

one instance in reptiles
This is in that

little use.

Reptiles.

.

"

stalline lens

tip.

The tongue of salamanders

llOBillg.

singular species the proleus, in which the eyeballs are Anatomy
and^Physioso covered with the integuments, as not to be visible

resembles that of fishes in

its

spheroidal

figure.

Besides the two eye-lids common to reptiles, and the
superior classes of animals, the former have, like birds,
a third, or nictitating membrane, which is vertical in
In
tortoises and crocodiles, but horizontal in frogs.
the crocodile there is a bony substance in the upper
eye-lid.
In the common lizards, instead of eye-lids,
there is a kind of circular veU extended before the eye,
with a sphincter muscle by which it may be closed.

There is considerable variety among reptiles with
Turtles have it very
respect to the lachrymal gland.
large, and situated at the lateral or posterior angle. In
the fresh water tortoises again, as well as in frogs and
toads, there are two small blackish glands.

Thus it appears that the eyes of reptiles are well
adapted to perfect vision, and provided with ample
defence against the too stimulating power of the rays
of light. It is well known that many of them are very
quick in perceiving their prey ; and some species, as the
green lizard and green frog, appear extremely fond of
the brightest light. Some few, however, shun the
day-light, and seek their prey chiefly by night, having
for this purpose the power of contracting or dilating
the pupil in a very considerable degree.
It is said that
the chameleon can move both eyes at once, in different
directions, a circumstance scarcely noticed in any other
animal.

The general phenomena respecting the nervous system of reptiles, and the influence of the brain on the

e

*^"'»"'"»*

other organic functions, cannot properly be considered
till these functions shall have been examined.
The

remarkable tenacity of life in reptiles, their great reproductive power, and the phenomena of the torpid
state which they undergo, all of which are more or less
connected with the nervous system, must also be deferred till we have treated of the functions of circulation

and

respiration.

CHAP.
Of Digestion

III.

in Reptiles.

Digestion

in reptiles is divisible into what we may
prehension, deglutition, and digestion, properly so
called. *
shall here consider the organs

Preheijsio

call

We

and phe-

nomena of these functions, in the order in which we
have named them.
We have seen that the mouth of the chelmians is fur-

nished with mandibles. These close over
each other
somewhat like the parts of a box, and frequently have
their edges so deeply indented, as to
have led to the
mistake that some tortoises have teeth.
The homy

^."K.i::a?s^ z'Ss'Tcst.rJ.';ixz'S^Lrj:is'S^-:^s.^ """ •""

Jaws,

m
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HERPETOLOGY.
am
Um
thcw tnth ww
Mammalia

m^tmr part of th* niiiTilir n Mitimrtwi with
mA rv<w- nnvly in tk» how uuner in wWcli

Kry

the bony Jaw,
beef oT the

and
nniwd to lk» cafia ham : (Sa*
there wan
*B^ bidwinarjaw
,
.,
iaaraeaMaa wita
with
Tne lower Jaw iaaMfaaklHl
bone. TheMwarjaw
MlaMM»Qkfy bane.
tha tkull. ^7 Maaaa of a baajr cafaMMoa of Iha lanar.
vmAt, and ili OMliaa eon.
Tka lower fm tmki b
Mia of little BoratHBopoiiacaKlrfntting the MMiadk
borie

if

VtmiMAaTMi

Mmt of thiaarderpoaNia great atraiKth inihe Java.
Tar Ibw% < aaaj of the gafiam, caprcUlly in the
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becidn teedi trt in the palait*. All Aratamy
Gwrnna thera
pointed tcctb of «nJ Phyrioib le the cutting and
the jwiiiarinin qaadniped*. vaA Mcm entirely adapted J!!^|,*f
The number of tc«th it ^,?~7^
to
_ aad maining
_.prey.
,
»pcciw, and evidently deAe awne »pectw,
tMt ia taa
aahhi i uwaiMf
aahfci

wmm^

m

i

pmdaon tlMa|eertha«>inMl.
ABoof tka Bi<r«ei aa« the frog* have taeth only in
the mmmt jaw; aalaaaandera have them in both but
,

;

toada nava tealh Im neithar jaw.
ever, hara tbeea in the nalate.

All theae tribe*, howThe tiren haa teeth at-

tschedtothaioiMraaifteaarthejawa.
Tht trgmmi a^ it Mhiilitu in reptile* have a conn- oi^ii^imb.
drraUa varie^ mpentof attMCtarr. We have already
briaiv aoticaa the toague andcr the orgma of *ema>
tiea. Dot bhm bete treat of that organ and iu appendagaaat ari atar length.
In the GMaataM, the taagtw ia mall and pyrami- T«ngBa.
w arih and the poinf
dal, with the baw tmned ba
ftrwankb Tba at kj/otia, or boae of the loague, va.
riaaiadJhrtpt ap afc It ia mora or lata eart^agi-

A

.

m

oooa.

wMbwvibv

rtAi*

;

m

the Chaadcon ia
itadf ia not larger than
Ave or atx incfae* long, growhy

Tba BMcbniaa of the taegaa

a goaaa qoB, bat ta
btaadar tavarda ita eaunnity, where it it cevrred
a ghMtaaaa aMttcr. IntheaaaalattaaeftiMaaiaMd,lhia
onaa liaa withia a Ataih at the hotiabi of Aa
aad ia ao oontiartWI aa to appav not mow than
aaarch or
whca tae
the aumal
anaaai n
ia in aaarcn
of prnr.
hot wnca
ia langlh
la
langla ; Dot
the taa«ae ia, bir pecaliar maadea. danod oat to tia
loMth w« hero dracribad, aad catching the iaaacta oa
ha
wtibuhe
wtich
the cfaMalaaB
rhiwilf Ihadi.
fcad^ by
wkhdrowa hNo the maoift
aacntiaB. ia Mria
aacntfaa.
i«ria wkhdrawa
ia awqr of the nplfla^ the tongaa ia
daady af a ihkk j|landalar maai^ Ifanaad of a'firaaft
munber of naol pipoa, oniicd towarda the haae, and
divotgiag low arda the aarthct of the tangae. In ftct,

m

nmaof

ia

waecMaathatonfaoftnoaaaalivary gland, andiha
m k iapowvd o«it l>y nmnerea* or4>

mawaalivaproparad

Mn

of the organ. Thi» i» panii-utarly
aleag the
the caae in the CWoat— », and many of tbo .Soomia*
and a aiiaHar aUBctait^k Hi aagi <aa
aad
aaleai, preraai
areraai
in the BMynoaot.
In thoaa rapdha tfMt hare a aealy toi^ao^ there are
two nblei^ lA iKllhr) glanda.
What ia cJhd tho alaiyi . or ewaWow, ia in rrptilaa
aal caiBy dklai«aUHd flam dw gallet. to which it
fleai

ha

i

with that of the galbt.

Tho «det in rcptOao ia aevhr ofoqn^ diameter Ount.
thro^gklli vfaolc Icagnl, and thm diaailar ia greater
io pwawthai totho aloaiach than hi |Bedni|iiiii
In
the dihiifiai, ita iatomal aaHhe* it aamathaM be.
tal with haid Imw oaaltal ^piDa^ with dMir paiota
ijiailad haatwJ^ appraiU} fcr Iha patpoae of preftoaa the ataaaach.
In
dda aider. ewaOovhw i* alw ftcilitolad by tha aeiioa
of iiiiiiilii plaead along the neck, aad aaartad mto
bene of the toagve and ita
the galat, aa well aa by the boae
iho
i

amaoHb

Tha aama laufhanii

evidaat in tlie Jloaad toada ; and in all
it

fiaiiaai, anadrfly ia tha l^n
tkiidaiadtorearaaaailyhitbamlletaaaMrDBalonfi.
tadhal ftMa. which, by admitting a eonaidartUe de>
greeofnaaaainn lathalaha,aathelbodiiniiaathroiM4
la the Irta^ aa the (bod paaai through
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dhaawieML
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opposite the

iuelf; and Uiat portion -wliich is
than the rest,
priuci|>al curvature, has its sides tiiicker
The
folds.
lonRitudinal
with
teil
pU
and is internally

upon
R«i*ok*.

insertion

FLAtt

CCXCV.
Ki,.4.
Fig. A, «•

ri^T.

ViC^B-

Pi«. II.

Pwdof

the Rullet in these nniinals

is

distinguished

inflated portion, then takes the
form of a long cylinder, and bends back upon itself.
the
In the Dragon, this organ is strait, and has nearly
shape of a pear. In the Datracians, the form of the
stomach resembles that in tortoises, but is proportionally
more dilated. In Salamanders it is long, not much expanded, and strait, except near iU farthest extremity.
Tlie intestinal canal of reptile* is not easily to be divided into small and large by any particular appendage,
like the cacum of qnadrupeds; though the distinction, in
point of diameter, holds in most species. All the ChelaBalracians extitans, most of the Saurians, and all the
cept the Siren, have a long small intestine inserted into
one extremity of a short great gut, into which it is
In the Iguaitsually prolonged, so as to form a valve.
na only is there any thing like a coecum.
The intestines of reptiles in general are very short.
In the Clielonians, what may be called the small intestine, is largest at its juncture witli the stomach, and
gradually diminishes in diameter till it terminates in
the great intestine, where its diameter is only about
one-fourth of that of the latter. The coats of the intestines in this order are thicker than in those of most
See Fig. 8.
other reptiles.

Chameleon begins by an

G Y.

partly on sea-plants, Anatomy
of theCheloni^in order, indeed, feed
with their and Physio*
thence called turtle grass, which they bite ofl"
logy of
whole.
swallow
and
mandibles,
Reptiles.
horny
voracious,
and
extremely
are
animals
Many of these
or insects,
will gorge themselves with living worms
till the
and
motion,
of
incapable
nearly
become
they
till
animals they have swallowed crawl again out of their

mouths.

.

.,

.
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process of JcgZ«//Vwn, in most reptiles, is effected by repeated contractions and dilatations of the throat
and gullet, which are very evident to an observer. It
that part of the
is supposed by some physiologists,
prey in some species undergoes a degree of solution in
the gullet ; but this seems to us not very probable.
Though the solvent power of the gastric juice in
reptiles is undoubted, its action is sometimes very slow,

The

on living animals, these having been found
undissolved, and sometimes even still alive at the end
of several days.
Notwithstanding the voracity of some reptiles, it is Abstinence
astonishing how long almost all these tribes can sup- of reptiles.
eioeciiilly

port the want of food. Turtles and tortoises, even when
not in a torpid state, have lived for 10, or even 18
months, without taking any kind of food. Newts have
lived for two months, a chameleon for eight, salamanders for an equal period, protei for two years, and toads
for a much longer time under the most perfect abstinence. It is most extraordinary, and the circumstance
forms a strange anomaly in animal physiology, that although these reptiles gradually lose their vitality from
the want of food, they do not lose weight in proportion,

and

in

some instances

suffer

no sensible diminution or

flaccidity of muscle.

CHAP. IV.
the small intestine is divide<l
is of greater diameter,
and has thinner coats than the other. This Intestine is
Of Circulation and Absorption in Reptiles.
remarkable for a thin layer of a pulpy glandular subThehe are several peculiarities in the circulation of
stance, between the muscular and the villous coats.
The large intestine of the nihlic crocodile is cylindri- reptiles, and the organs vary considerably in the different orders.
In some they are similar to those of
cal; but in another species, the gavial, it is pear-shaped.
In the lizard tribe, the large intestine is cylindrical, and the higher classes of animals, except that the principal
of much greater diameter than the rest of the canal. cavities of the heart communicate more or less freely
In the chameleon, the whole intestinal canal is nearly of with each other ; in others, the circulating system is
equal diameter, except at one part, where it forms a entirely different from that of Mammalia, and much
In the dragon, the intestines make about more simple.
sort of valve.
In the Chelonian tribes, the heart is very broad in Chcloniansk
two circumvolutions and a half, before terminatuig in
the anus.
In most of the smaller saurians the coats of proportion to its length, but differs in figure in the
the intestines are thin and transparent.
two genera, being nearly hemispherical in the proper
The most remarkable differences in the intestinal ca- Cheloniat, and of an oblong squareform in the Testudines.
iial of the Batracinns, are those which take place in the
In both it has two auricles, and a ventricle divided insame species at different periods of its existence. In the to compartments. It is situated below the lungs, and
tadpole, or young animal, the intestines are very long,
between the lobes of the liver. The auricles are very
small, and nearly of equal diameter, without any vallarge, forming each about one-third of the whole heart,
vular distinction, and have numerous circumvolutions.
and spread wide at the base of the ventricle. Their
I/i the perfect animal, the whole intestinal canal is
sides are thin, and their cavities do not communicate.
much shorter, the distinction into small and large in- The ventricle is strong and fleshy, and its cavity,
testines very evident, and the circumvolutions much
which is naturally small, is still more diminished by nufewer.
In frogs, the large intestine is cylindrical ; in
merous fleshy bundles that proceed from its sides, and
toads, it is more or less conical.
The difference of dia- are separated from each other in sack a manner as to
meter between the large and small intestines is most leave spaces between them. The auricles communicate
evident in salamanders, whereas in the siren this dis- jwith the ventricle by large apertures, guarded by memtinction is scarcely to be noticed.
See Fig. 11.
branous valves ; and on eacli side of the ventricle are
The food of most reptiles consists of worms, insects, orifices, also furnished with valves, that lead to the
and other small animals, which they swallow whole. great arterial trunks. The pericardium is large, and
Of course tlie process of digestion takes place almost closely attached to the contiguous memi^ffane, as to the
cDtirely in the stomach, where the gastric juice is evidiaphragm in quadrupeds.
li
dently possessed of considerable solvent power. Some
In tlie Saurians, the heart is also provided with two Saurians.
In the

9, 10.
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by the sudden dilatation formed by the stomach Among
globuthe Silurians, the crocodile lias tJie stomach of a
unequal portions.
lar figure, tlividcd, however, into two
long, withTilt stomach of the Guana is oval, and very
from the
distinguished
easily
not
and
ctirvature,
out
guUet In the Tupinambis the stomach forms a long
The stomach of the
tube, bent nearly into a circle.

into
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Aiutomy
to consider two of these circumstances
the remarkable faculty of rcprotiuction of parts that
mutilated or deatroyed, and the great ten*.
cracodile*, indeed, th«t iu ttructure h«» been mort ec- have been
^Siih*.
-.cnraldy examiocd, and to thia tribe we ahall here coo< city of life at which we have already hinted.
It is chiefly in the lizard tribe and salamander, that RiprodueThe heart of the mM»dikbatiiatcd|Mfth' between eipertmentt and observations on the reproduction of tion of
?«**•
the lanK*. and partljr between the lobea oc the lirer. parts have been made ; but it is reasonable, from anaphenomena
may
infer,
that
similar
take
place
to
logy,
CteioMMM,
tha
leaa
thn
in
pfoportianally
Itt anidc* are
bol their lidce ara thicker, and •trcngthened bjr faify in other tribe*. The lisards arc peculiarly liable, from
|nm#«^ iMmaim la variooa direcCiaiM. The Tcntrt- their tinallness and the numerous enemies to which thev
(|»iaaran«f*Jfttn,aBdhBaTei7thldcndea. luca. are exposed, to partial injury or destruction of their
bar*. This u particularly the case with respect to
eoBparlaMnta, oomoianicac. a
Tky ia JrWaJ into
which is long and slender, and in many specie*
tha
taO,
ODeoTthaae
fajraaoMnwarificM.
other
«Mh
with
fa(
In these
i ao brittle aa to break dwrt on being handled.
ia Mow, and towwria tha right, and t iaaiiw n i
with the right affcie by a lanw opaafay eati a rtail by caae* it haa been repeatedly obaenred, that the part
two ralTca. tiMt diraci the blaod thrMgh ita appar laat haa bam in no long time reprodaced, generally si.
B«t. Onthalrf»eideaf thiaeawty ia Ja p iiiigatp aiOar to the original, but Kmetime* a double tail has
artarr on the kft. that diatfilmtaa blood to tlM
a
The rrprgduction of lost parts in reptiles, has been
pntaoT tha hady; andhahiad thia aa
ttOm thraa eoaapartawiNa, aada tha aab^ect of niuneroas and satisfactory expcri.
ariiea laa^ to tha
Aaatad at the adddb af tha baae of the heart; and ftaa BMBta, eapaoally by Spallansani, Bonnet, and Blunien>
bach.
From these it appears, that when part of either
iiaiann trunk of the pabaoaary ar«
thia ariaea tha
estrcroity, or of the tail, is cut off, from two S|)ecics of
teriea.
aarida liaard, the tmetrtm agilu, and lacuUru or water newt,
Hmc* tha Uoad that la aoarad by tha
tnio the
wpaitM ieat on that rfda, fcwa chWIy hi two the woond ia MIowed, for two or three minutes, by an
effnaion of blood, after which the stump gradually lieati^
« lireetiam>
in. Into what nay be called tha ngkl rjr**
and in tha coarse of a few days the rudiments of a
r eota artaient of the rratrida, which throw* it
p
«dhp, IntathaaaAaeaareaaa*
Inia ttta p
aav Haih or tail Ixgin to make their appearance ; that
thetc4laacra/aar<a/
ioto the
Ml aocraf aarta / t^,
tbaae r udiuiama are gradually drrelopcd, till in a few
rtMflitff vimtI iMpMi It into tli0
r aoaaataacB a little more than a year, there la
fcagh aaaae of it prebaMy ooaea iaio the lili ayal»>
a perftet member, similar in sixe and proper*
^uaaiwlaiint. Tha lah aarida iMeiMi the Maad
to that which had been cut off, only retaining for
Aaaatha palaawiry aaiaa, aad poara H fata thalaft
time a delicacy of structure atid tran»|Nirency of
t; and from thia latter it iathrmmfaMa tha
maea aot fbond in the on'ipnal orfpn. It is fur.
fUrj, the caraiUab
and aaiUafy
'
proead. that thase rrgvnerated parts may be again
Tlka BMraawM ot«far hat* a
raooaladly maored and reprodaced. The most surof a aiMlr aarida. aad a
uiidiig of there aapariawotav howerer, are those of
.eTacBakal
bv Ma hnachae tWHialti tta blaad ta Boanat and Bluaaabach en the reproduction of tha
wfaela eye in the water newt.
These have tausht ua,
aD natta of tha ba^.
aui he i aaataalaf aaaaaarfaatkaaf thenmn- that whwi the eye of that animal is dissected from
caawa aT the pi hi ilpd aed a iaaek in the rap, the orbit, so as to leave about a fifth of the membranes
her
tila trihaa ; bat amat laAr the wadii to Cariar'a ^faain contact with the optic nerve, the vacant orbit is first
cloaed by the eyelids, and gradually the vacuity is filled
itr CWiparfri Le^on uv. Art. t, vd. it. vhara tfaay
ap wkb a growth of new parts, which in about a year
Thar* ia 'aal thai waO marltad
ika parftct slrvcture of an eye, with its inveat*
TMOTM MOOO IB
tnff flrttflSl
contained humours, transparent cop«
and rolourad irisi
ha laiaiafta. eaaara. aad bir«k ; ^at la
have already raaiarkad tha great power of ab> i-cnidty *f
dMra ia a aianifl fiAnaaa. aa CaUad h«
It i* Mid that n
aaed by teptflaa, and have now to notice uft.
hi tartoiw.
laag hare the Mood of a paler eaienr dHB tha aaaw ipa>
aafc raurable chvanwtancea under which
etaa ivgalarlT %d.
thay eoatlaaa to lire, and perform most of their tunc*
Tha ahMlata qnaatity vf blaod in tha drailatiBf
av taptueay ia propaitiaBally aaadi aaallar
Moat reptile* poescas the faculty of resisting estremea
aMna aad biina : hmoathavaanaclta are wl
of heat ann cold, and the rfliect of chemical agents, bet>
laiMa of a paler colour than in
ter than other animals.
7*hough notrady nuw believee
•Tka drealatCa ai thaaa i
thoagh not so cam> the ridiculous stories of salamanders living in the fire,
aa in tha hhhar daaaea afihaals, ia yet a pef^ it ia still a curious fact, that lisards and alligators live
on^ a* hi the Wghar daaaea, thoagh with aaae, and apparent satisfaction, in the water* of hot
;
aat hi the aaow dMoa. tha blood tdua a double eooraa. sariag*, heated to a liegree very considerably hit;her
aaaw af jta mhi g thr iiaah the \mng» befara it be diatri- than the hotteat temperature of the torrid sone. Fruga
baladtatfiaraatafthaaady.
aholl ace, fa the •
and nawta ara often exposed to a degree of cold far beeaadiac Chapter, that ahboNgh the laaga of TvptOaa
low the freeting point, while in a state of torpidity, and
largorm ptapui thia than thoae rf wa aiaia fa andIbM*.
they have evoa baan known to remain imbedded in a
bit
tli^ ara leas vaacalar, and theraAira eaalaia
block of ice for WMUiy houn, without having their vi>
qaanttty of blood.
It is this ia erfcuhai of what haa
tality extinguished.
Some of these animals, that have
p
baoa eoOad tha haa^ dnealotion, and the sli^^ht dilfiT- been put alive into aphrit of wine, for the purpose of
hf m^itimk and pafciaaic blood, that lay preserving them as speciaiew*. hare remaineil alive for
f^ aaawof thaaaaatrraiariuihiacimnB- several hoiara; and other instances are recorded of their
ia dta phyaidagy of tbaae aahaala.
are ousting for a considerable time in the exhausted re«

aaida ; and in one tribe, the crooodilet,
rfcj w* nmplioited than that of the firrt order.
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Progs and water-lizards have
ceiver of an air-pump.
live<l,and moved with a^lity, many hours after having
been deprived of their hearts ; and Redi, by a curious
but cruel experiment, proved that a land- tortoise, after
having the cavity ot the skull laid open, and the brain
disse<£ed out, walked away with apparent unconcern ;
«ud, except tliat its eyes closed, ancl never afterwards
opened, it appeared for several months to enjoy life,
and exercise its functions nearly as before the loss of
Frogs, which were subjected to a similar
the brain.
experiment by Spallanzani, livetl for five days. Nay,
a turtle has been known to live and move its limbs for
thirteen days aft^r its head had been cut off.
Not only is tl)e body in general of reptiles thus tenacious of life, but the parts and organs that have been
cut off shew signs of vitality and irritability, for hours
and even days together. The tails of water newts
have exhibited very lively motions for more than ten
hours ; the heart of a frog has continued to palpitate,
when irritated, for several hours aft«r being taken from
the body the he.id of a turtle has not only opened and
closed its jaws, but has rlused upon a stick with con:

•iderable force,

two days

after

having been ampu-

Uted.
Abfoffbest

The absorbenl system of reptiles has been very little
examined, and the investigation has scarcely extended
bi'yoiul tlie Chelouian order.
We find that the thoracic
duct of turtles is double, and that the mesentery in
these animals abounds with lacteals.
Numerous lymphatics are seen running in a longitudinal direction,
Doth on the superficial and central coats of the intestines ; but it is not certain that these animals possess
lymphatic glands.
If we may judge from the little waste that takes
place in the body of reptiles during a long abstinence,
and

wliile in the torpid state, it would seem that their
absorbent system possesses less activity than that of
giost other animals.

CHAP.
Of Respiration and
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Anatomy
extent of the lungs is greatest in the Chelonians,
anij Phy^jothey reach along the whole length of the
The lungs of reptiles are supplied with blood ^^^_>y"^
back.
general no ^--y-J'
by the pulmonary arteries, there being
bronchial vessels.
The gills or branchiae of tadpoles, and of the pro- Branchie.
teus and siren, resemble the gills of fishes in their general structure, but are not, like them, inclosed within
a particular covering, but hang loose and floating on
They form three or four rows
each side of the neck.
of small tufts or fringes, supported by small cartilagi-

The

in

whom

m

nous arches ; and these arches are articulated on one
side behind the cranium, while on the other they are
united to a bone re-.embling the os hyoides. They have
between the rows intervals, by which the water in
which the animal floats is freely admitted to the
mouth. The branchiae of the siren consists of three
tufts.

The spongy

texture and

little

vascularity of the lungs Respjraaoiu

to take in a greater quantity of air than other animals at a single inspiration,
and this capacity appears to be increased by the expanIt is remarkable, that repsive power of the air cells.
tiles not only receive air into the lungs in the ordinary
way of inspiration, but swallow it by the mouth, in
in

reptiles, enable

them

assisted by the muscles of tlie
only by deglutition that the Chelonians inspire, and in expiration the animals of this
order employ chiefly two pairs of muscles, situated in
two layers near the tail, between the shield and breastIn the Saurians, the mechanism of respiration is
plate.
executed chiefly by the abdominal muscles, and by those

which action they are

throat.

In

fact, it is

which move the

ribs.

the large quantity of air which reptiles can
inspire at once, there is the less occasion for frequent
respiration ; and, accordingly, in these animals, the
It is least slow in the
breathing is remarkably slow.
Chelonian tribes, and it appears to be slowest when the

From

What is most remarkable, howanimals are asleep.
ever, in the respiration of reptiles, is the power they
Tortoises have been
possess of suspending respiration.
known to live more than a month with their jaws closely tied, and their nostrils stopped with wax ; and there
seems little reason to doubt the remarkable instances
that are on record, of toads being found alive in the
trunks of trees and blocks of solid stone, where the

The lungs of reptiles are proportionally much larger
than those of quadrupeds and birds, and they are also of
a much looser texture ; their structure is most complicated in the Chelonian order, in which they are of a
function of respiration must have been suspended for
uniform texture, but the air vesicles are very large. In years together. It also appears that reptiles can live
tJie Saurian order, the lungs form two large vesicular
for a longer time uninjured in deoxygenated or impure
bags, one on each side tlie heart, and have their interair than other animals ; a circumstance that is explainnal substance divided by membranous plates into nued on similar principles. This continued vitality in vimerous polyponal cells, which are again subdivided in- tiated air, has its limits however ; for it is found, that
to smaller.
All the Balracian order have lungs, which
when these animals are confined in atmospheric air,
re.-^erable those of most of the Saurians in largeness and
they cease to exist when the oxygenous portion is ex•impUcity ; but in the tadpole state, they have also gills,
pended.
which disappear in the perfect animal, except in two
The changes produced on atmospheric air by the restribes, in which they are permanent.
piration of reptiles, are similar to those produced by
I" "H. the lungs float loose with the other viscera in
tlie breathing of other animals, viz. the consumption
the same cavity, and appear to have no innate contracof oxygen and formation of carbonic acid. On this
tile power.
subject we may refer our readers to Mr Ellis's Inquiry
The windpipe, except in one or two instances, di- into the chaugrx produced on Atmospheric Air, published
vides into branches or bronchi, before it reaches the
in 1807, and Further Inquiry in 1811, in which the
longs ; but this division takes place nearer the head
experiments and observations made by the ingenious
in some tribes than in others.
In the Chelonians, it
author, and collected by him from former writers, are
commences very early, while in the crocodile the tra- fully and satisfactorily detailed.
chea continues undivided for a considerable extent. In
Intimately connected with the function of respira- vitrf
general, however, the bronchi are very short,
and in tion, is the vital heat of animals. We have already
WMt iiutuces they terminate abrupUy ia the lungs.
seen that this in reptiles is very low. It appears, howS

Iis^t.
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toopenture of the atnuMphwe, the heat of tbe*c animal* it generally • few
degiVM above that of the surrounding mediuu; anJ
woua Nia eontinuea, tl>ey have the power ot* prcterviqg
a aBoderate tcmpcrataie, and of ntutiag, to a oeriMn Atgree, eooadanbly iofensr indeed to roan and
the extrcmaa of eitlier heat or cold. See
ev«r, that, uiMl«r the otdinary

Ahnoat ad teptilea otter toundt hmto or leas loud ;
the aalamander and the gicen liaard bcinK almoat the
only known exoaptioaa; and it is even nK certain
wbeUier the fimncr beuid be entirely excluded. Tur>
dos aad iMloiaaa hsaa or sigh ; crocodilas l«w or ruar,
la in so loud a tono aa to reaeoihle dictant
while the jrouag of thaacaaiaafe aaa aaid to
a noise like a cat, (but wholiMr mmmmg ot jmrrmg wc urn not told), and to utter piradnj criea ir attaocd, when firat extruded fram the tf(g. Iguaoaa
Make a sort of whittling sound as thejr ran akm^ Ike
treca, and the croaking of fnigaand loads ia suffiocat*
I

Ijr

know*.

The ergana of voioe

in thcae aniaaala are very MBple,
faf a Mqgle faryMT, vilhoHt eMrfirf<i>. but inBttwa ohorda of iJm gtaUu, nsovad bjr

m

I

wkM

whictb

aha» wanihranrwis baga
or paachea ia the cheeks,
JBJatiij acnre to ingti er awdify the

wiUi the

aialfii,

like the

kidney

;
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in the Saurians, it

is

elongated

;

in

Anatomy

mo«t of the Batracians, as frogs and toads, it is sniall '^ Pbyao.
and spherical, and in the former tribe is situated in tlie J."*^^?^
aaaentery ; while in salamanders it is of au oblong -_** ^form.

AU reptiles appear to have kidneys ; but the struc- Kidnejn.
ture of these organs is extremely simple and iwiforni,
as they have no distinction of cortical and medullary
subatsince, and no part* corresponding to tiic infimiU-'
and pelvis in mammalia. In figure and situation,
however, they vary in the several orders. In the Chelonians they are short and thick, and lie far back in
In the Saurians they are
the cavity of the abdomen.
of an oval form, more or less flattened and elongated,
aad in general they be far back under the eacrum or
near the taiL It is uncertain whether their form varies
with agt
att thaae awBMb ; but it appears that in
ywany cracadilea tkagr are eatire, while in full grown
ladividoals of the ssoae tribes they are divided into several lobes. In the Batraciana, they are situatrd pretty
6r Sarwmnl and very near each other, and resemble
those of the Saurians in form.
All the rentile tribes have not a urinary bladder. It L'rinary
bUUder.
is found in tne Chakmians, in whom it is very large,
and is mora or leas divided into two portions. Of
lha iSaariana, oidy the tupinambis, iguanas, stellioe,
clHaMlaana, aad dragons, have an urinary bladder.
It is foond in the Batsaeiana, ia some of whom it consists of two aMaafaraiMaa b^a, while in otliers it is

Mm

m

siaglaL
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El ia|itilBB tlMfe ia a cotnmon receptacle or passage cloaca.
for the urine aad /tcu, called eioaca ; and in those
tribea that hava ae eriaary bladder, the ureters, or
ptpca froat the kidneya, open inuaediataly into this re-

VI.

imtUfHkM.

TiiB moat iwpartant of the saaidi« argam, which
to Dodce ia teytiles, are the liver, iiinnaas,

we an
aflaan,
Uvtr.

and

Tbaa,

The liver of thaw amnala

ia always krytw and in
tan pas, as ia the lasnaader, ita nniport i al
de is very ceaasdevaU*. la the rkitwisna it
iato two roaadcd irteanlv Uhf, the one
the right hvpeeheadmna,
the other
to the sloiBaGh at ila sean «w«aiareb Ilk
divhied into two lehea ia the craoodile and the
hat in the el har S aa riasw , it tanm only one
ia aiae and Agare iu the several tribce.
In an the Batraciana occpt Ae MUnMlider, the liver

w

Md

[

:

iacaaanaed ef two lohea.
All raplilaa have a gall bhddar. which
tinalely

of a peculiar nature take place

ummrj arpmm.

Mnaealed with the

liver,

but

is

more

ia the crocodile, there is a gland

aa each ade of the lower jaw, just beneath the
ikia, having a doet opening externally, and secreting
a substaaoe that anelU like musk ; while gUiKls of a
simtlar natare are found in the cayman, near the anus.
In several of thaae anjaiala, aaia toada aiid aalanwndera,
aa acrid Said ezndaa thmach nnmeroMa pore* of the
alna wbaa they are irritateJ. This fluid is not, bowaver, poiaoaoaa, as has been supposed ; but, anMa^
the Sauiiaia^ the Reckoa secrete Avm between their
toes a matter whioi is really of a venomous nature.
See Cacao in the anbaaqawit Pivt

i».

nrepertionally
than ia ^aadrwpctk and birdsi In the Chela,
iwa. It iaalBMat wfaolhr eaaoaalcd in Uie riitlu lobe of
tito liver, aid ia fuaa d
a mntlar tuation ia crao».
aim. There aw generally two daato Itortinf to the
Niaaa ; oaeftaas the liver, the hepatic daat, aad the
r. Iha cyaiie^ Imbi the «all-bladdar» aad theaa^ ia
separate froni each other.
Thaaaailiaaaad atae of the eaaaeas are eery vala aiaataf thfrCbehaiians tt is triangiiUr. andge>
la the u e aa dil e it ii dtvuicd into lohea.
la seaaa of the B s tai ciaai, aa the fk«g. it ia lodged ia
Ihe erchef the s anrii towards the sterael part of the
hady ; ia nthwa, aa tikr aalaiaander, it ia aitaaled in the
carve of the hWeatawa. The paacraatic dnot is
hat hi aooe iaalaaeak aa ia the N»>
ia

lalW
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The^deea
ftea^ and

aiiata in all refMilca;

ritoati un in thaae snimel^

in pccujur
si- octioiu.

bntilaal
haa baaa vnr no-

latharhJaaaiii, itiaahqwd

Of

Inttgumation in ReptiUi.

A

coNCiDCRABLB variety is found among the repwith respect to their integuments and as these
varieties constitute many of the generic and specific
characters, it is necessary to examine them with some
tiles

;

aiinatctiesa.

In

all

these animals there

is

the usual distinction of Cutklst

The otructure of
and nte aacanaw
the skin and rrte aaaesaw dMera but little from that
of other animala, except in the ftog and toad, where
cuticle, true skin,

.

there ia this peeoiaity, that the Miin adherea to the
parte beaeath only at a firw points, ae that it forms a
aort of loaae bag about the animal, auaoeptible of occa>
aional inflatian. 1 he cuticle ii extremely variona in the
dtCaant andan and tribea. In the Chalnniana, though
only the bead, tail, and extxemitiear -appw to becoo>

k.
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with skin, yet in Veality the whole body within
is envelopwl with a thin transparent cuticle,
In most of these
capable of being thtache<l in plates.
animals, the cuticle, when exposed, is covered with
scales of a homy texture, and differing very much in

AmMb; twwI

^gd njtio. th^ ghell

A

thin membrane renuml>er, situation and figure.
«erobling cuticle, also covers the shell of the Chelonians;
and in several species, the upper shell, or shield, is covered with a dense and strong membrane resembling
Among the Saurians there is
leather or parchment.
first a cuticle enveloping the true skin, then scales,
plates, or tubercles, and over these again another cu-

In the croco<liles and
as in the Chelonians.
Draccena, there are strong and broad plates differently
shaped and arranged, as we shall see hereafter in the
tupinambes, the scales are disposed in circular rows
or transverse bands ; in the basilisks, they are diffused
over the whole b<xly, while in the lizards again, they
•re arrangwl in transverse bands. The Batracians have
the epidermis smooth, and in general slimy.
The .Saurians have generally very strong and numeMoKlnaf
rous subcutaneous muscles, especially in the tail ; and
the ikiii.
in most cases, there is an intimate connection or adhesion between these muscles and the skin.
We have already seen that the Chelonians are coToftiMe
vered, both on the upper and lower parts of their body,
with a strong and hard shell, of which the upper part
may be termed the shield, and the lower the breastEach of these is divided into a considerable
plate.
number of separate plates, united together by their
«dges, sometimes in a smooth and even manner, at
A row of these plates
others overlapping each other.
lies along the middle of the back over the vertebrae,
and these are surrounded on each side by several others,
which, together with the vertebral plates, constitute
what is called tlie disc. The other plates of the shield,
lying between the disc and the breastplate, are called
marginal, and are generally from twenty-one to twentyfive in number. They are of a more irregular figure than
those of the disc, and generally of an oblong form. The
The shield and breastshield is more or less convex.
plate are united only at their sides, leaving a space at
the fore and back parts for the head, tail, and extremities.
This shelly covering, in general, resembles the
hoofs of quadrupeds in its texture, though in some instances, as in what is called tortoise-shell, it is purer
and more transparent than the finest horn.
The Saurians and Batracians occasionally change the
CtuBgeef
eutide, throwing off the old, and acquiring a new one.
This is particularly the case while they are young, and
after leaving their winter quarters.
In these animals,
the change is not made at once, as in serpents, (see
OpiiioLonv,) but the cuticle is detached in scales or
ticle,

;

plates,

till

the whole

is

thrown

off.

CHAP. VIIL
Of Generation
TntRE

in Reptiles.

no part of the economy of reptiles more
more interesting to the naturalist, than
that function by which these animals generate their
like.
The differences, with respect both to organs and
phenonieiia. which are found in this class, admirably
is

curious, none

illustrate the observation oJ'a cplebrated naturali-t, that

• iiystematic arrangement of animals, as well an plants
might I)e composed merely from a comparison of their
'generative organs.

difference of sexes prevails in all reptiles, and the Anatomjr
male and female organs is in most instan- ^"^ PhyaoThere is one part of the structure, g"?,^;,*^,
ces very manifest.
however, found in both sexes. The cloaca, which has '^^^J^w
been already noticed as forming the common outlet Sexe».

A

distinction of

for the urine and faeces, also forms, as in birds, the
common receptacle of tlie external organs, and the outlet for the ova.
All male reptiles have /fs/«, but these organs differ

form and situation. In the Chelonians, they lie within the abdominal cavity, (as is the case in all these animals,) contiguous to the kidneys, and united to their
in

inferior or sacral surface.

In the Saurians, they

lie

j,^jj ^^^
guna,

in

on the sternal side of the kidneys, on each side
of the vertebral column and in the Batracians they are
situated immediately below the anterior surface of those
organs.
In the first order, the testes are composed of
front, or

;

large vascular bundles, disposed in various directions ;
and the epididymis is formed in the usual way, by the
convolutions of the vessels, particularly of the seminal
duct, or vas deferens.
It is not certain whether these
animals have seminal vesicles. The testes of the croco-

long and narrow, and communicate with two
organs that are supposed by some anatomists to be seminal vesicles, and if so, foi-m the only instance of
these organs among the reptile tribes. In salamander.*,
each of the testes is divided into two spherical bodies,
placed one before the other : and their texture consists,
as in all the Batracians, of an agglomeration of small
whitish granular bodies, interspersed with blood-vesdile are

sels.

The

penis

is

single in all the Chelonians, and in

most

The

Batracians have no organ of this
kind ; but, in some of that order, its place appears to
be supplied by a small papilla within the cloaca. This
organ is most remarkable in the Chelonians, in some of
whom it is of very considerable length. It is cylindrical, terminates in a point, and has a deep furrow along
the whole extent o( its upper surface.
It is furnished
with two retractor muscles, by which it is withdrawn
within the cloaca, where it usually lies concealed, and
from which it is thrust out in preparing for copulation.
In the Saurians, this organ is short, cylindrical, and
beset with numerous spiny processes, resembling the
bristles of the hedgehog. In the usual state, it is drawn
up under the skin of the tail, and, when erected, appears externally at the slit of the cloaca.
We must here notice a peculiarity of structure in the
males of those reptiles which do not immediately copuThere are found in these males,
late with the female.
during the copulating season, hard brown or blackish
papillce or tubercles, attached to the thumb and palm
of the fore feet, which assist in grasping the female.
These tubercles are found chiefly in the frog and toad.
Salamanders have, during the same season, a crest with
divided edge upon the back and tail, which afterwards

of the Saurians.

disappears.

The female reptiles have ovaries, and most of them Pemale
a vterus, or an expansion of the oviducts, which answers gans.
a similar purpose. The ovaries of the Chelonians resemble those of birds, (see Ornithologv. ) They are
two in number, and have each a duct opening into a
The uteri are thick and fleshy, and have openings by which they communicate with the cloaca. The
ovaries of the Saurians and Batracians are much alike ;
but the former contain fewer eggs, and have larger and
shorter oviilucts.
Those of frogs lie below the liver.
A curious structure prevails in the female of the Surinam toad, or Biifo dvrsiger. The skin of the back in
uterus.

or)
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hollowed out into a great number of cells,
uti Phy»o- ij, which the ova, after being extruded by the female,
J^jJ,^ and fecundated by the male, are placed by tlie latter ;
-^\"- and here they remain enveloped in the skm, whidi con" tract* round them till they are batched, and ready tor
'
enjoying a leparate existence.
Only the Chelonians and Saurians enter into actual cotitia

animal

is

pulation, and this act is different in tlie two order*. It
u not certainly known in what manner the male and

and tortoiaca perform this act. It is suppoaed, and even aaaeited by acme, that they unite
LiBaat plate to breastplate, while others affirm, that the
union take* place in the manner of quadrupeds.
are not disposed to enter into the minutis of these reptilian amours, as we do not think them calculated for
a work addrnscd to general readers. Those who wish
to gratify their curiotitv on this part of comparative
phyaiolonTf niay consult the dissertations of Spallanaani, aira the works of Boifsel, Swammerdam, and

feaiale turtle*
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and tail more evident ; and there are Anatomy
aim visible the rudiments of the fore feet and of the *°'^ Phyagr
gilU.
It haa now quitted the egg. At the end of nine
p^^"^
days, the head and body are enlarged, and the tail con- -_'*~**|^
sidenbly lengthened. Soon alter this, the branchice " "
are so much increased as to be distinctly observed ; but,
about the twentieth day, these appendages are withdrawn below the skin, as no longer necessary and
about four days after, the fore legs, which till now had
been almost entirely concealed below the skin, appear
tinction of head

;

The

Ixxly of the tadpole is still transpalong intestines are seen extending from Pi-atk
We head to tail, (see Fig. 16.) In a few days after this, ^9^'-T^the tail gradtudly disappears ; the hind legs are deve- '*'
luped ; and, in about two months from the first exclusion of the ovum, the animal becomes a perfect frog.
The metamorphosis of all the Batraeians does not proceed exactly in the manner above described. In particular, the tadpole of the liana paradoxa undergoes
such remarkable diaiiges, as to have been mistaken fur
Dawfia, abaady laantioned in oar hiHorical notioca.
The seaaon of eopuktiaa eemnMnoaa early in spring, aa animal ot'a very ditfrrent class. The«e will be noor aa soon aa the animals arc roused from their winter ticed in a subsequent part of this article. The young.
of salamanders also differ from the tadpoles of frogs,
state at torpor, and seems to return only once a year
and have been denominated tame. They remain four
it continue* for a longer or shorter time, in different
orders and tribes, genaadlj kngeat among the frogs months in the tadpole state.

extemallv.
rent,

and

its

and
B««-

toada.
All reptiles are properly oviparous, thousfa in oiw
instance, the aalananoer, the ova
hatffirid in the

an

the agga, ttato^ nuthat
merous, are laid distinct from each odter : and,
•aae, they are enveloped dtlMT br a calcareous shell,
or a mcaabrane reacaibliBg pamimant
Froga and
toads, however, ky fgn tnat ara oum wrtail lagathar
in a kind of bunch, aM^are of a gelatiaana oowiiliiwt,
each
containing in its centre a dark apol, wMdl ia
tba ramaocnt of the fbture yoong, ( see Fig. 1 5.) Theaa
CCXCV.
oonoectad ca» ars extruded gndually 1^ the female,
and ead) ia MOUMfatod by the male aa it escapee rrooa
tbedoaca. What may be oonaidarcd aa perfect eggs,
which are thoae of the Chaloniaws and Sauriani^ are
vary Mmiiar to thoae of birda, exoant that tha tnnaparant fluid, which t orras pond s to taa atfaairN in tha
lattar, doaa not eo^nhua by heat.
The eggs of the
CMoniana, and, according to soma aathora, thoae of
tha crooodile, aiord good and wholesome nouiishMsiH
to man.
We have said, that the yoong of the Batraeians undergo a mtlammmko$ii ; and this is not the least interasting part in taa nhy*i<^ary of generation in theaa
airi—Is
M. BoeM,
hia Hiitonm Ranmrwm Sottra.
limm, haa givaa a ninaM aeooaat, ilfaiatntad by (U
af &a |M«gf«aa«f tha coamao frag, from the
vhan the tgg ia fbstlknndladto dia campletion
of tha parftaanimaL
ahaU haiv preaiM
read.
era wit
itn an abstract of thia aceoont.
'1m«»«'
Two days after tha ovum ia excluded, the central
apot is aomawbat enlarced, but atitt spharical, and is
aoveloped by an immediate alhwrnini wia eoivaring, very
distinct from the exterior mucilage.
In four days, tM
central germ has sastimsd tha sfaana of a kidney bean,
and its Sboainaaa cmw
ia auaagad. In five davs,
the kidney-ahapad ambryonaa changed it* form to that
of a half crsaeent, tbouch still acaroriy increased in
sise ; but the following (by it haa become longer, thicker, and straighter, and the distinction between the
outer and inner mucilage is no longer visible. The
head, eye*, and mouth are also now obacnrely viaible,
snd there is some a|^>earance of a taiL By the seventh
dajr, the aiaa of the tadpole is increased, and the dis*
oviduct.
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Hyhernalion in ReplUet.

HAvnra, in the preceding Chapters, describe<l the
organiaatioo of reptilea, and given a comprehensive
view of their organie ftmctions, we have only to conaider the phenomena that take place in these animals at
that aaaaon when they begin to loae aenae and motion,
and aink into a state of torpor.
If we except the insect tiibea, there are no animals Bflcett of
"^
to whom heat appears mora neoeasary for enabling them
•
to exercise their functions with vigour and activity than
reptiles.
shall find presently, that bv tar the greater number of the specaes are natives of the torrid zone,
and indeed tha fow which inhabit these colder regions
are cwpaiativdy liffcileaa and inactive. The hett of
the ann seems to increase not only their vivacity and
agility, but their sensibilitv.
Cold produces the contrary aSecta ; and when this takes pUce in any consideiMile degree, they become listless and inactive, and
would pn£ably pensh, if they did not seek for refuge
in some situation where they are in some measure sbel«
tered from the cold in its extreme degree. Accordingly, we find that, on the approach of winter, these aniraak betake theaaselvea to some retreat corresponding
to their natural situation. Turtles and freth water tortoisea iasbed themselves in the muddv or the sandy bottams of lake* and rivers, while loiict tortoises make an
excavation in the earth, and there find a temporary
Crocodiles, and those other Saurians which regrave.
semble them in their usual habitation, find retreats in
sand-hank* ; while others, especially the Batraeians, retire to crevices of walls, cavities of stones, clefts of
trees, and cavema of mountains i while a few seek a
precarious cxmtinuanoa of warmth by creeping into
dunghills.
In these retreeta, where tliey can no longer
find their accustomed prey, they gradually sink into a
state of insensibility, and appear
a profound sleep,
scarcely to-be distinguished from actual death.
As this torpidity approaches, their circulation liecomef PhcoooMBa
languid, their respiration ia extremely slow, their appe- "^ 'rb«a>>

^^

We

m
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AaMM* titefor foxl appears to cense, and their temperature
mi Mv*. aink« below iu natural standard. So complete is their
and in
''«'•'
WMitof awitation, that they may l>e cut, torn,
"«>*"**•
'

expressing the
jome CMC* broken to pieces, without
sigTis of motion.
Inrt dMTCC of pain, or showing any
generally during the
tlii* state they continue
In

whole winter

and, as the genial heat of the spring reof season

:

changes
turns, or in thoM climates where the
revolution
are not so remarkable, when the analogous
to shew
begins
animal
the
place,
takes
of the seaaon

sense and
signt of returning life, gradually recovers
velomotion, iu heart beats with a gradually increased
regular,
and
frequent
more
becomes
respiration
its
citv,
its 'temperature

increases,

it

quits

its retreat,

resumes

its

seeks a
ordinary functions, searches after prey, and
mate.
•
.
,.
-i
hybernation of reptiles is
It is remarkable that this
or
cold
a
inhabit
not confined to those species wliich
temperate region, but seems to extend even to the hot-

South America.
ter climates of Barbary, Egypt, and
continued state of
It is also worthy of remark, that this
marmots, and
torpor, unlike the winter sleep of bears,

Part

II.

ORDER
ChcloviAva.

CLASSIFICATION
I.

CHELONIAN REPTILES.

have seen that most of this order, comprehending
the animals called turtles and tortoises, are inclosed
witiiin a homy covering, consisting of ;wo parts, one
covering the back, and usually called the sliield ; the
other supplying the place of a sternum, and called the
Each of these is composed of numerous
breastplnle.
plates ; tho»e of the shield being most numerous, and
divided into those of the disc, or middle part, and those
of the margin. The plates of the disc are generally

number ; and those which are ranged along
the back from head to tail, are denominated vertebral
The plates of the margin vary in the different
^ii^tM.
peOM from 21 to 25. There are several teniis applicable to these plates, which occur in the following characters, and therefore require explanation here. When
the plates rise in a ridge in the middle, they are said to
be carinated ; when they have depressions in the contrary direction, they are forromed ; when they are uniformly highest in the centre, they are convex or svb'
convex, according to tlie degree of elevation ; when
they lie upon each other like tiles or slates upon a roof,
they are imbricated ; when they are notched about the
edge like the teeth of a saw, they are serrated.
The shield and breastplate of these animals are more
or less firmly united together at the edges, leaving openings for the head, legs, and tail Some species have
the power of withdrawing all these parts within the
shell, where they lie as if shut up in a box, safe from
the attacks of almost every animal but man.
Thelegsof these animals are very short, but so strong,
that one of the larger turtles has been known to walk
with •ppamt case, while several men stood on its back.
In their motions they are slow and awkward, and, with
very few exceptions, they are inoffensive, and submit,
without resistance, to the most cruel treatment. They
pus the winter in a torpid state.
thirteen in

'

Gsifus

I.

Chblonia.

turtles.

feet flattened, *• as to resemble the

broad part

An«tomy
*"^J''>^'j'*
Reptiles.

emerging from them, and were found in some cases
not to have lost above two ounces.
It is found that when some of these animals, as tortoises, in a state of domestication, are taken from their
winter retreat, and exposed to a more elevated temperature, they recover, in some degree, their sense and motion, though they scarcely ever take food during this pehave known a land tortoise kept in a room
riod.
where there was almost a constant fire, lie for several
weeks together in the box that formed its retreat, with-

We

out making any attempt to come out, and though when
taken from the box, it opened its eyes, moved its head,
;ind sometimes walked a little, it could not be prevailed
upon to eat till its usual period of hybernation was completed.

The

))erson

with

whom

it

lived,

with officious

kindness, would sometimes force a little broth or soup
into its mouth ; but the animal never showed any desire
See Hybekna tion.
to eat of its own accord.

AND NATURAL HISTORY OF THE

We

The

hybernating quadrupeds, does not produce any
very evident emaciation or loss of weight in the torpid
Land tortoises have been repeatedly weighed
animal.
just before retiring to their winter quarters, and after
otlier

SPECIES.

of an oar ; the toes of unequal length, united together
so as to form a broad expanded surface, with flat nails
inserted into its margin.
The Cheloniw comprise the largest species of this order; some having been found that weighed seven or
eight hundred pounds.
They are inhabitants of the
ocean, and feed partly on fuci or sea- weeds, and partly
on the mollusca and other small sea-animals that harbour among these submarine plants. The eggs of all
the species, and the flesh of most of them, afford a delicious repast even to the epicure.
Of this genus only six species are distinctly marked
by naturalists, though it is understood that Schoepff,
the Prussian naturalist, was acquainted with eight.
These six species may be thus distinguished.
Species 1. Chekmia mydas. Green turtle. Plates Mjdas.
of the shield neither imbricated nor carinated, in numPlate
ber thirty ; four feet, furmshed with two nails. See
Plate

CCXCVI.

Fig.

CCXCVJ,

1.

Fig. 1.

La

Tortue Franchc. Daudin, Hist, Nat. des Reptiles,
par Sonnini, i. p. 10. Lacepede Hist. Nat. des ^iiad.
Ovip. i. Art. 1. (Translation by Kerr.)
Testudo mydas, Linn. Syst. Nat. a Gmelin, p. 1037.
Schoepff, Hist. Nat. Tesludimim, p. 73. pi. xvii. fig. 2.
Green turtle, Shaw, General Zoology, iii. pi. xxii.
Wrinkled T. Plates marked with
3. C. rtigosa.
Rugosa.
three transverse black furrows ; body of the shield chesnut-coloured, with a yellow margin.
T, ridce, Daudin, i. p. 37.
3. C. carelta.
Caret, or Hawksbill T.
Shell ellip- Ciietfa.
tical, subcarinated, serrated; dorsal plates 30, imbricated.

T. caret, Daudin, i. p. 39- Lacepede, i. Art. 5.
1\ imbricata, Linn, a Gxnelin, p. 1036. Schoepff, p.
83.

pL

xviii.

Imbricuted turtle, Shaw, iii. 89. pi. 26. xxvi.
4. C. cepediana,
Cepetlian T.
Feet thin shaped, CepediaHS.
furnished with one nail ; plates of tlie breastplate li.
T. cipedienne, Daudin, i. p. 49.
5. C. caouamia.
Loggerliead T. Shell ovato-corCaouaanib
date, serrated; plates of the disc 15; vertebral plates
gibbous behind.

HERPETOLOGY.
Lampede, i. art. 3.
in, L p. 54.
• GnKlin, 1038. Schoepff, p. 67.

LaggtHtmd Imtk, Shsw, i& tA. S3. 24, S5.
X. Corimitm. ConMCOiM T. Body not

CotUo^

shelled.

ft

bat covered witk a \m»htrj coat pbked longitudiiMdly

HN^ fin eni peo*
I^repcde, L art. 6.
T. laik, Uaudtn, i. p. 6?.
T.Jin*, Linn. • Gnwlin, lOiti.
tmrtk, Femunt, PkO. Trm*. \xL 915.
8^Mlt4
~' ttmtmtt ilriltiA 2M*«r, «oL iv. p. 1.
Sluw, iii. p. 77. pL «!

Of thaw mx
cwarMf

Cfuca

Tunk.

1.

ipacMS, we thall notiee th* lint, third,
ipatioilvly.
Eaculent, or green

tuitfe.

Of

all

the Chclonian reptile*, thb

it

deserredljr held

jMmlnHHii. fhM the
I^Cm4 «Mck it tibrda t» tfaa

'and

alwaneaf th» latum aftf>—tribaa,«Dd ia not

itia
laaata.

tawta^flf JlatMbHi aad iiiiri, th— ftan

ha

Bti»

Hty a* an anicW of diet.
A fall grown tmtlr «Aat aaMOTCt an or teren feet
in length tnm the n«ae to tbetip of it* ahort tail, three
ev tamr fcol in breadth, ottd ncarlv aa nmch in thirk>
It aooiatiaMawaigh*
at tba JdMla cf tfaa body.
•igkt baadbad paaada, Tha body ipvaM* of ai oral
fbna, and tba baad la af eoMUanbia aiat inpmMftian
ta Iha bady. Tba UQ b ab«t and thick. Tha fcct
an 1«M, and macfa bettar adaplad to tba aet&a of
awjnaMtlbMtbalof walkbMP. Tba bead, fcct. and
'
plati ia abattar
with leala* Twa bwaal
tail,aM
tban dw abiald, and baa twamy»thiat or twcnty-lbar
ptaMi dhpaaad hi foor rawa. The pttirailiag cofaar of
nrigaa
MaMMb'a riMll, wban in ita nMal aituatian. ia far^|hft
brawn, with apoto of a ytlhnr coloar ; and whan the
riMll baeoaaa dry, ifca brawn aManwa a darker baa.
Tbia laiBii ftanaala tba riau both of thaialanda
coMtneMO or ma nnia^uupaeai nj^iwio. ana w loana
bigf«M abaa^Ma balb in tba Bmi and Waat indiea.
It aanMlbnaa amaia Aa aaaa tha of krga rhaia, and ocgaaa dialraca ftani tba thor* into the
It awima with
parti of tba eovntrr.

mw

'^^

M

>

ka bead and part of
I

of

Aa waMr;

ita

Aell

wban itfearathe
ila jnvy am a
tba radui

iHaaadt

bat

m

€m ptK^tt, aa aaiba
divaatatba wnHn« aMam^ baiacn btaaaiua at ita
bawavcr, that it doaa
aawaaHnf Ihavaada. It ia
not <Uva vary laadBy, ai tba apadfic gravity of iti
'
that
bat of tba aah water. Wb«
bady bat Nttla waaado
When
it fate tba waiar, fai aaaliaa an tba land ia rather a
laatuibka that of oak an
aannbla than a mtA,
and

it

a^

.

'

md

I

axetpt

ifaat it

ia

nucfa
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at one time, »he scratrhes the miiiI over them, and Chelonian
learea them to be hatched by the heat of the tun. The Bepdlo.
egx« of tnit species are rouiKl, about the size of a tennis
ball, and covered with a white skin resembling Ttardu
ment. It is said that tlut part of turtles eggs which is
analc^ous to the albnmen or white in the eggs of birds,
does not coagnlate by the heat of boiling water.
As the fenmle turtle lays hc-r e-tfp at thrrc or four
ttmea, with interrab of about a fortnight, the young
are o€ coarse hatched at different pcriiKls, the eggs of
each laying requiring about three weeks before the
young are ready for extrusion. The Lulc animals are
(^ the same shape with their parent, but have only a
soft eoTcring instead of a shell
As soon as thev are
tiltaaail ftora their confinement, they make directly for
the water : and though this be sometime* at a con^ulerablo distance, they anape their course towards it in a
straight direction. But a small proportion of tliem, howercr, in general, reach their natural habitation.
Great
of thetn are seised br various predacious anioapactally cormoranta and other large birds, which
r aDont tha shore from May to September, fur ibc
porpoaa of seiziiw snch a desirable prixe.
The individuab of thb specie* are often found collacted into numerous groups, tbouah it doe* not appear
that they have much enjoyment of a social intercourse,
but are rather aUracted to the same place by the abuudaoca of their natural fiiod which it affurda. During
i

,

tba eoopUni sea^m, tite male and female seem wanuly
att arbed to each other, and are said to continue tlkeir
connubial embnoco for near a fortnight together.
To rbat age the green turtle is capable of living,
""' '>e aacertainetf;
it to raaain unmolested,
bat it if oonjcctand by thosiu who suppose
-*", antl the
tbaM*of an oniaut
nanmr of years re<j
growth.
that tbitspcciea mu>i >.>r mi
We
dkall asa barnfter that thia is no
_e for
-species of a much more (Hr
Even in tSc time of V.
of turtles for
the table* of the graat was |ir.ic s*-*! Ki tile East Indies;
and if we may cndit the account* of .Elian and Dio*
i« of the Ka*t were
donio bicvlua, the harbaro

•

1

,'

aocaMoBWd to employ thr
daabaa cmoea. It u bci;cNcil

i*

ijiat

the largest iiulivi.
it is only within

tbooa bandrad year* that turtle* have been imported
Into Bampe for the purpo*c* of food.
Variona method* are reaortcd to in diSerent connfbr catching turtle*.
A very common r
^l
them as they go on shore, or return. <.
.e
of iaybtg their eus, when tlie}- are easily «r«
rc«ted; and, by the unilMtbrce of several prrtons, are
turned on their backs, a position from ^'
y find
it extmnely difficult to escape.
Several
il.> are
thus tumcu, and when a sufficient number iios been
thus partly secured, thev are dragged away by ropes,
and carrinl in l>oat« to their place oi destination. This
ia Ibe methol i>rA< il '('(1 >>y the inhabitant* of the lUoften employ cd with success by
hama isUiw:
iig at the islands between the trosailors, wl<
.' voyage*.
pic* durinv
Turtles are alao taken
•

whifb tartleago on
II to
and. Thiv precc ia generaly bagan in ina maMb of April, and takes vp setaral
wana, aa dw agg* ara laid at intenrala c^ aboat Iburtaondays.

Wban ptaporing to lay

her egg*, the female
a little above
and into this cavity she drops abnut
ons at one tmie. While thus rmploj-ed,
aala aa eoaipkulj taken op with the buai.
aaaa ftr wMcb •*•» *>*• r,wnm «<bare, thirt a perion may
tartio

«fi

a bale abaat

two

feet deep,

i

earily

anaaach

:id,

thayaraWtMl

..

..,;.irf>ed

and catch the

egj;i as

brfBrv sh^ »-

aba qaito the place, and seaks a more *r<
Aflar borhig depoailad aD iba tggi wiadi she

'

if

ill,

^
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is by means of a kind
of spear, or harpoon, with a long wooden shaft, to which
the heail of the spear is but loosely attiched. This
kind of fishing, as it is termed, is generally carried on
by two men in a small light boat or canoe. One of
tho«e persons manages the boat, while the other stands
n uiv to dart the spear into the back of his destined
victim.
It is nat long before a turtle is seen either

ever, of catching turtles out at sea,

swimming

at the surface, or,

what

is

more

usual, feed-

Hi»)ubill

ing at the bottom, where the water is about a fathom
Sometimes the animal discovers the approach of
deep.
his enemies, and endeavours to escape ; but the men
paddle after him, and generally contrive to tire him out
The spearman then
in atwut half an hour's chace.
hurls his weapon, the head of which, from the peculiar
construction of the instrument, generally sticks fast in
the shell, while its attachment to the shaft is secured
by a long string. The animal thus wounded again,
makes off, unlvss he has been so much fatigued in the
In either
chace, as to be incapable of further exertion.
case, he soon becomes an easy prey to his pursuers.
It is only for its flesh that this species is so much
esteemed, its shell being of no use. In many of the
West India islands, turtles are exposed in the open
market, and a turtle-steak is there as common as a
The flesh of the turtle is exbeef-steak in Britain.
tremely nutritious, and is considered an excellent restorative in cases of debility and emaciation.
Sp. S. Chelonia caretta.
The imbricated or hawksbill

*"«'«•

turtle.

though of considerable size, is much
than the preceding, the largest individuals seldom
•weighing more than three or four hundred pounds. The
shield is of an oval and almost heart-shaped form, slightThe disk is
ly sinuated before, and narrowest behind.
covered with thirteen plates, that are two or three lines
thick, of a smooth surface, nearly transparent, lying
over each other like tiles upon a roof. The five vertebral plates are of unequal size and figure, though each
is ridged longitudinally in the middle.
That nearest
the head is very large and quadrangular, with a semicircular margin anteriorly.
The three next plates are
hexagonal, and have their greatest length across the
body. The fifth is pentagonal, with one angle directed
backwards, and a little prolonged towards the tail. The
eight lateral plates are very large, and of an irregular
pentagonal figure.
There are twenty-five marginal
plates, which are so much imbricated as to give the
sides of the animal a serrated appearance.
The colour
of all these plates is generally black, with irregular
transparent shades of red or yellow ; all of them together sometimes weigh from four to eight pounds.
We have been thus particular in describing the plates
of this species, because they constitute its most valuable
product.
They form what in Europe is denominated
fortoise-sheU, which, by the inhabitants of the West
Indies, is more properly called turtle-shell.
The head
and neck of the caret turtle are considerably longer
than those of the green turtle; and the upper mandible
projects so much over the lower, as to give the snout a
distant resemblance to the bill of a bird of prey, whence
English sailors have given it the name of hawksbill.
This species is found in the Asiatic seas, and on the
Atlantic coasts of America ; but is said not to be met
with in the South Sea.
Tiiis species,

less

_,,

^

smaller than the green turtle, the
*"
V
t)Tfi possesses
hawksbill
considerable strength; and when atUcked, defends Itself with much ferocity, giving very
•evere and painful bites. It is also more
difficult
to se-

cure, as

its

shield

than those of the

is

first

more convex, and
species; so that

feet longer
tiirned on its

its

when

Cheloniaai
Reptiles.

back, it more readily regains its natural position. The
female begins to lay her eggs in May, and continues
with intervals till .July. She is said not to deposit them
in fine sand, but in gravel mixed with shells.
young of this species very nearly resemble those

The
of the

former.

The eggs

of the hawksbill turtle are esteemed very

delicious; but its flesh is unwholesome, and affects
It is althose who eat of it with fever and dysentery.
most entirely for the plates of tortoise-shell that it is
made an object of search.
The use of tortoise-shell was known to the ancients,
but it is only in modern times that the manufacture of
In selecting the
it has been brought to perfection.
plates, those are preferred which are thick, clear, and
transparent, and variegated with dark-brown, goldenIn preparing them for use,
yellow, red, and white.
the plates are softened in warm water, and then reduced to the desired shape, by pressing them in warm
iron moulds.
After they are cooled, they are taken
from the mould, smoothed and polished. For the purposes of inlaying in cabinet work, the moistened plates
are pressed perfectly flat, and kept in that state till cool
and dry. It is usual to place below them metallic leaves

of such a colour as it is wished should appear through
the transparent part of the shell.
Sp. 5. Chelonia caounnna. Loggerhead, or Mediter-

L(,„„ej}|p,j

ranean turtle.
turtle.
This has been sometimes confounded with the last
species, under the name of caret, but Lacepede restricted this name to the hawksbill, in which he has been
followed by succeeding naturalists.
This is a very large species of turtle, and is said by
Lacepede even to exceed the green turtle in size. Its
head is much larger in proportion than that of either of
the former species.
The mouth, and especially the
upper mandible, is also of considerable size. The neck
is thick, and covered with a loose wrinkled skin, thinly
beset with horny scales. The shield is of an oval form,
narrowest behind. It is of a yellow colour, with black
spots.
The legs, especially the fore legs, are proportionally longer than in many other species; and both the
fore and hind feet are furnished with two sharp claws.
The individuals of this species are most abundant in
the tropical seas, especially about the West India islands;
but they are also found in the Mediterranean, particularly on the coasts of Sicily and Sardinia.
In its manners, this is one of the fiercest of the Chclonian tribe ; it defends itself with great courage and
activity, both with its mouth and claws, and has been
known to snap a moderate sized walking-stick with a
It appears to be the most
single stroke of its jaws.
predacious of all the turtles, not only feeding on shellfish of considerable size, the habitations of which it
easily breaks with its strong mandibles, but attacking
the young crocodiles, seizing them by the tail as they
retire backwards into the water.
Thus these animals
instinctively perform an act of retributive justice. The
older crocodiles make a prey of the eggs and young of
those turtles which inhabit the shores to which they
resort, and the turtles in return seize on the young crocodiles while they are too weak to defend themselves,
The loggerhead turtle wanders very far from land.
It has been seen apparently sleeping on the surface of
the ocean, about midway between the Azores and Bahama islands, at a distance of many hundred miles from
land.
The female lays her eggs in the sand.

HERPETOLOGY.
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flesh of this tpecies i*

come and rank, and eaten

only by the lowest d««e« of the people. lu body,
""""V""^ however, aflonb a oaasiderable quantity of oil, which is
Hwd for burains in lamps, and dressing leather. The
plates of its shell are too thin for most purposes, but
nave been ccnplojred in cabinet-work.
«l>«a«»-

An individual of this species, which was cauf;ht on
the coast of Provcnoe in France, was kept by Rondelet.
It emitted a canfuaed Idnd of noise resembling sighing.
11. Daudin rcckoos as varietieaof this medes, the Natieorme of Lacepede, the Box tortoise of Catesby, the
Thiddicadcd tortoise of Dampier, and the Tettudo matoiiacMis
Tonia.

eropiu of Walbamnf
Sji. 6. Chelomia coriaeta, ooriaceous turtle.
notice this s|MciM ban, only for the purpose of
oonfiiaDded with the
remarking, that it is somaC
The distinguishing chafirst species of the next tribe.
racters of both will be considered nton properij in a

We
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subsequent p»g9-
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TrioHifx de Georgie, Geotboy, Ann. de

Mus.

xiv.

•

Chelonan
Reptiles,

r. Enphratiea, Euphratian T. Shield of an obEuphraUoiL
scure green, leathery, not tuberculated ; breastpUte
2.

white and smooth
La T. de I'Eupkrate, Daud. i. p. 305.
Le Trionyx de I'Euphralr, Geoff. Ahh. xiv. p. 17.
S. T. 6arlrami. Cirrbated T.
Shell soft
feet five- Buwsmi.
toed, all the toes nailed ; nose elongated, and furnished
with retractile cirrhi.
La Tirtuf de Bartram, Daud. L p. 74.
Tettudo ytmicota Burlrami, Schoepff, p. 90.
4l
Beaked T. Shell orbiculo-ovate, nottisbb
T. rati rata.
leathery, carinated, rough, streaked with oblique furrows flxan elevated points ; nose cylindrical ; three toes,
furnished with claws.
La lortue a btc, Daud. L p, 77.
;

7. rottrata, Schoepff. p Q^. pi. xx.
T. mewtbroMocta, Linn, a Gmelin.
he twioiufx tk carine, Geoff Ann. xiv. p. 14.
5. T- groHuiala.
Shagreen T. Plates of the shield Cnaulsts.
granulated, naked, hard ; breastplate and margin of the
shield cartilaginoua.

TuK TortoiiTM, under which we include the
CMwda, and Tet'itdimrt of Dumeril, have all

Em]fde$,
the toaa

fanuslMd with daws, but not distinct in all spcdcs,
aonc having them separate, while in others the tfistinction is marked only by the projecting daws. The shell
n gcncfaUy hard and bumy, but in a few spades it ia
on w.
atm aoft eonristanc*. The turtoiaw ftad
mUMta, mad partly on iniirts, worms, snails, and simiaaU aainMla Smamtitktin faide on the borders
of kkaa and rivers; others livaantirdy on land. There
are about
spadca, wbicfa nwy be divided into two
Sactiopa, aceowliuf as tbay live moat cawnwaily on w»>

p«y

La

Sect.

These

I.

FrcsM-mder

have the toes distinct,

Tortoitet.

and cencrally termina-

ted I17 cfvokcd

daws

tirely separate

in otbers they are

In soma speacs the toes are eo>
mora or laaa coanec^
ed i)^ laamtiTinai, or the feet are palnuted. They b'e
in or naar ftaab walar, but walk caiuly on land.
Of
this Stctioa tiMva aaa abont 96 species, distinguished
by the foUowiaff aaaaa and cbanMarai
SiKcirs I. Teiim^Pertm. Fierce or soft tortoise.
Shdl ovate, brown, Isathsiy, tnberculaled beiot* and
behind ; three toes, fkmishad with nail* ; muule pnK
mincnt. cylindneaL
T. Frmx. Pnnant, PkU. Tram. voL Ixi. p. 9S(i.
Linn, a Gmalin, p^ 1099. Scboepff, Hut. Tetimi. p. 88.

pL

;

six.

La

Tortue de Pemmtmt, Daudin,

Shaw, iii pi 6*. pL xvii.
La Tortue MoUe, Lacepede, L art.

i.

p. 69. pi. xviii.

FlifTee T.

Daud. L

p. 81.

ihs

vex, tripiv carinated ; feet subdigitated ; no>e cylindriiMMWanad into a proboscis ; neck fimbriated on

cal,

Ijg tortae siafaasafa,

TJmiriatm,

Daud.

pi

4,

U

TV,

Tha

TV.

Tr.Ji

xxi.

fig. I.

Gme-

Linn, a

lin.

Fimbriated T. Shaw, iiL p. 70. pi. xviii.
CbellfM£mbriaia,f Dumeril, Zooiag. Analut.
Two.»pined T. Dorsal plates IS,
7. T. iitfimota.
alengatad, posteriorlv subimbncated, wrinkled, acutely
cartBatod; two of the marginal plates above the tad
acutely tw»4arkad.
La tortme damile epine, Daud. i. p. ()4.
Dorsal plates sub- s«]>enuna.
8 T. lerptntima. Sefi>entine T.
carinated behind ; shidu marked behind witii five or
six tooth- like processes ; feet digitated.

La

tortm* terpentine,

Ldoepade,

p

i.

art

Daud.

1.

p. 98.

pL

xx.

fig.

Ti.

S.

x.

T. eerpcnlina, Linn, a
«<. nl. vi.

Smoke lortotM, Shaw,

Gmelin,

iii.

pL

p.

1042.

SdMtepff,

xix.

.Spenglerian T. Shield yellow, sub- spengleri.
cannated, posteriorly tix-toothed ; ncales imbricated.
La iwme e/iemgUrienme, Daud i. p. 103.
Tetlitdti tpemgteri, hum. a Gmelin, p 1043.
10. T./lava. bellow T. Shield of a blackish-brown fUts.
colour, with yellow ilots and Unes radiated on each plate.

9

T. tpemglrrt

Im

lortue JauHe,

Daud. L

p. l(/7.

Lacepede,

i.

art.

xiii.

xiv.

T. orbiadarit, Linn, a Gmelin,

teararahkhwahsTsooikirfiB thcltMsifTiMajrmcs.
L« Tnoays A|lMi. /«*» rfc iVw» siv. p. II.
L* Tr. d'h^jptt, f. ItwUbihs Ttl*d» friniyw of Owslifc

Th(

1

xx.

p. 86. pi.

i.

Sdioapff, p. 97-

p.

1089.

'^ •— •'—-.
vbkb (>*• bi ha*ia( th* shield aorc n l«s emitumm ar esttOSfpoous, hsTt bsco Utclj anangsd
M.GsaAsy St Ulan*, aadsrtlttaMDtar rV'tMw, •onlbdrramlbsirtenBC but three daws on csdtfooc Of

a«

IV.
1. IV.
1.

art.

i.

Letrionyx de Coromamdet, Geoff. Aiut. xiv. p. 1 6.
T. matamat a.
Matamata T. Shell oval, subcon- Mtumsta.

IliissaAlks siksv

If

Lacepede,

6.

w

M

tortue ckagriiUe,

xxiv.

The isM

uathi»

srs ai follow.

mmU, p l£

tarkUmm af ti^olln
in*.

Is

Tr. do Jar*. B, IA.

nicely of distinc
•Bifiialka»aeaHlaBad«hslana4astfsaafsBS*(nn»(CMjr«) io the modem French rruigcnwnt ;
naal is aispL Of this anus M. GcsAoy iceksos two ipedss, sod ihinkt th«r« may b« thns^ 8m

.iiMm.

alv.

p.18.
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L

Kuw/xuff, JSchoapff, p.

'f.

Rrpulw.

SixckUd T. Shaw,

lii.

p.

i. pi.

La

u

Mud tortoise. Shield of a uniform
Jl. T. iiitniia.
fibular or outermont toe of Uie
dnrk brown culour
hind feet without claw.
/^ torlue bourbcute, .Daud. i. p. 115. Lacepede, i.

'

Luuxu.

;

art. vii.

T.

nails

MO

lorioitg, Slutw,

T

lU.

Cnpica.

cospica.

on the

p. 104O.
p. S2. pi. 6.

Linn. « (Jnielin,

Iiiluria,

Mud

iii.

Cmpijin T. ."^hell orbicular; five
and lour on the hind; head scaly;

fore-feet,

tail.

La torlue caspienne,

phtlik

Scabn.

Daud. i. p. 124.
T. ca%pn:a, Linn. aGniel. p. 104-1.
Ulackheaded T. Shell ches.
13. T melanocephala.
nut-coloured head and feet black ; tail short
Ln lorlue a liie noire, Daud. i. p. 128.
Upper part of the shield
14. T. icabra. Rough T.
;

rough, yellowish, irregularly spotted and striped witli
brown ; margiiml plates 25 ; feet palmated ; one hind
toe without ciaw.
J^ lorlue rabottietut, Daud. i. p. ISQ- Lacepeue, i.
art. xviii.

T. scabra, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1040.
Reddish or brown T. Shell chesT. subrufa.
nut-coloured ; plates of the disk flattened, smooth in
the middle, streaked on the margin; plate»(Of the
breastplate 13; all the feet five-clawed.
La tortus roussdlre, Daud. i. p. ISS. Lacepede, i.
art. XXV.
Warty T. Shell covered with
16. T. verrucosa.
Vertueosi,
warty prominences ; notched round the margin; all the
feet four-clawed.
Li toriue a vermes, Daud. i. p. 134.
T. verrucosa, Walbaum, Chelonograph, p. 116.
T.tcabra. Linn, a Gmelin, p. 1040.
GaUaU.
HeKneted tortoise. Shell oval, de17. T. Galeala.
pressed ; three dorsal intermediate plates, acutely carinated ; marginal plates 24 ; head plated ; lower mandible furnished with filiform cirrhi.

Subrufa.

15.

La
SeripUL

tortue

a casque, Daud.

i.

p.

1

36.

T. galeata, Schoepff, p. 12. pi. iii. fig. 1.
Galeated T. Sliaw, iiu p. 57. pi. xii.
18. T. scripta.
Manuscript T. Shell orbicular, depressed; plates marked above with characters; marginal plates 25, spotted on the lower part.

La

tortue ecrile,

Daud.

i.

p. 140.

T. scripta, Schoepff, p. 16

iMIered T. Shaw,

iii.

pi.

iii.

fig. 4.

and

5.

p. 57. pi. xii.

19-

tortue reliculaire, Daud. i. p. 144. pi. xxi. fig. 3.
21. T. serrata. Serrated T.
Shell marked above
with transverse brown and yellow bands; posterior

marginal plates not toothed; lateral margin at the juncture of the brea.stplate five-spotted.
La tortue a bard en icie, Daud. i. p. 148. pL xxi. fig.
«8. T. cenlrata.
Concentric T.
Dorsal and marginal plates marked with two or four black
concentric
circles ; breastplate yellow, without spots,
notched

hmd.

Daud.

i.

Chelonian

p. 153.

pi. iv.

Painted tortoise, Shaw,.iii. p. 45. pi. x.
Shell a little flat- Martinella.
25. T. martiiiella. Martinella T.
tened, oval, marked on the back with two longitudinal
ridges; plates of the breastplate 13.

La

tortue martinelle,

Daud.

viii.

344.

p.

Three-ridged T. Shell orbicu- Tricarinatat
26. T. tricarinala.
lar ; three-ridged, vertebral plates transverse.
La tortue retzienne, Daud. i. p. 174.
T. tricarinala relzii, Schoepff, p. 9- pl- ''•
Tortue a trois carhtes, Latreille, Hist, des Rep.

i,

p.

118.
Tricarinated T. Shaw, iii. p. 54. pi. xi.
Scorpion T. Shell oval, longi27. T. scorpioides.
tudinally three ridged j vertebral plates oblong, posteriorly imbricated.

La
La

torlue

a

trois carenes,

Daud.

i.

p.

1

Scorpioides-

78.

Lacepede, i. art. xii.
T. scorpioides, Linn, a Gmelin, p. lOH.
28. T. amboinensis.
Amboyna T. Shield convex,
smooth, brown, both it and breastplate bordered with
yellow ; head compressed, brown, cheeks and beak radiated with yellow ; feet palmated.
tortue icorpion,

Aniboinenliis.

Jm lorlue d'amboine, Daud. viii. p. 34'5.
29. T. Pennsylvanica. Pennsylvanian T. Upper part Penns)ilTaof the shield smooth, uniformly reddish, flaltish in the nica.
middle ; three of the vertebral plates hexagonal, oblong,
imbricated behind, the first and fifth being elongated,
and nearly triangular ; marginal plates 25 ; tail tipped
with a claw.
T. rougeatre, Daud. i. 182. pi. xxiv.
Lacepede, i.
art 2.
T. Pennsylvanica, Linn, a Gmel.

i.

1

042.

Schoepff,

be-

iii.

p. 60. pi. xiv.

Odorous T.

Shield smooth, uni- Odorata,
the middle ; marginal plates
23 ; breastplate moveable only in front ; tail tipped with
a claw.
T. odoranle, Daud. 1. 189.
31. T. glulinala.
T. a balans soudecs, Daxid. i. I9i. GUitinata.
This, which is marked by Daudin as a distinct species,
seems to be only a variety of the preceding, differing in
the immobility of the breastplate.
32. T. subnigra. Blackish T.
Shield rounded, con- Subnign.
vex ; plates streaked at the margin, smooth in the middle; vertebral plates carinated; plates of breastplate 13.
7\ noiralre, Daud. i. 197Lacep. i. art. 28.
33. r. virpulata. Striped T. Shell dark brown, with Viigulata,
numerous yellow spots ; vertebral plates longitudinally
carinated.
T. a goulellettes, Daud. i. 201.
34. T. clausa. Close T.
Sliell browni.sh, striped on
Claiua.
the back with yellow ; vertebral plates longitudinally
subcarinated; middle of the breastpkte a little compressed.
30.

La

Ccntnta.

lignes concentriques,

A.
Pennsylvanian T. Shaw,

plate.

Svmu.

a

Concentric tortoise, Shaw, p. 43. pi. ix.
Shell oval, moderately
23. T. jiunclata. Dotted T.
Punctata.
convex ; dorsal plates and head smooth and black dot.
ted with yellow.
La tortue pnncluce, Daud. i. p. 159. pi- xxii.
2'. punctata, Schoepff, p. 25. pi. v.
Spotted T. Sliaw, iii. p. 47. pi. x.
Painted T. Shield oblong, convex, Picta.
24. T. picta.
very smooth; plates nearly square, brown, bordered
with yellow ; breastplate as long as the shield.
La tortue peinte, Daud. i. p. 164.
Schoepff, p. 20.
T. picta, Linn, a Gmelin, p. 1045.

pi. xxiv. fig.

T. porphyrea. Porphyry T.
Shell of an ochry
red colour, scantily spotted with obscure green and
brown ; four squamous tubercles at the anus.
La tortue jtorphi^ree, Daud. i. p. 142.
Beticulau.
20. T. reticulata.
Reticulated T.
Shield streaked
and reticulated with black and brown, witli yellowish
lines in the middle of the plates; marginal plates not
toothed, three spotted at-the juncture with the breast-

forghyTtt,

lortue

Reptiles.

.'JO.

T. odorata.

formly brownish,

flattish in

HERPETOLOGY.
T. a
^TOica.

baiie,

Dand. i. SOT.
Shaw, iii. p.

brown bay,
iS. T. anolinfama.
nunlMd above with ; elluw line» uid tpoti; doml plates
triUHl; reitebnl plates longttodinaUjr carinated, !«•
Ural MbgiUMma.
T. iMMutei/me me, Dand. i. SOT. Lacep. i. art. xxr.
T.mnlma. Linn.aChnel 10! 1. 1013.
T. eUmm, ScfaoeplT. p. 32. pi. viL
96. T.tjuamalm. Scaly T. Shdl orate ; body, neck,
tail and feM tcalr abore, smooth and soft bcluw.

k

T. temilUum de Br
T. tqitamala. Linn
bciT.

II.

.2.

Lmd

Torimtgx

meek*

ii

Flatk

•rXcVL

Fi,r.«._
Lm T. grtequt, Dand. L S18.

bL

art. xvi.

Lecepcde, t. L

dft.

SImw,
f«.

iii p. 9.

Bonfemi T.

Shield oblcag,

dovMl pklas Uaekisb-brown, with a
shade Of yellow in the middle; marginal S3 or S4,
obliqaeiy marked with black and yellow.
T. ionUe, Dead. L SSS.
T. mmrfimmtm, SchocpflT. p. 52 pL ii.
Mm nimmHd- tortortr. Shaw. iiL p. 17.
99. 7. tmbmluta. Inlaid T. Shield eblong. gibbotu
plate* of the disc rectangular, sabgibboos, Aarrowed,

maginid

black, with yellow linct;

with yellaw below.
T. a
fmrtrrit . Dand.
7. loMMa, linn, a f ;.

wM

roMsr tmioite,
'lactnl*-

Schcepff,

pL vnL

58. T.
convex, eil

TtbtiUa.

p. I.

t.

i tM9tt9 fftfce, Linn, a Gmciin, p. lOiS.
pw

m

t

plate* SS, black

?4S.

Shaw.

i

i

.

pL vSL

Shd

40. r. p
rtmh rm. Spatted T.
a Iktie flattened, broad, snl
d ; bceaatpitt nearly of the
fa
taagtll with the shsdd ; hod black above, spotted
with yelww, entirsiy ytUow beknr. Daud. i. mg.
41. T. fnlypkewnu.
Gopher T. Snout slender and

mi

Mi

sharp

f

pUftes thin, of a greyish ash colour

; claws flat
L i56.
T.gofktr, Bertrao'B TVosefr.
4*. T. gtm mHi km. Geometrical T.
Shell orate; all
the plarln ele i lsd . bat flat on the ton, marked with
yen** Kraaks radbtinc ftum a centae at each plate.
T. gnrnttBinfM!, Dand. L 9Ga Laoepedc, i. art. xvii.
T.tnmtttiiM, Linn, a Ooselm, p. 1044k Scfaoepff,
p.49.pl.x.
;

and rooadish.

Dand

Geesstirfaa/ iBrfotJe. Shaw,
4S.

pktee

iiL p. SO.

T. afcynt.

u i wwl,

ft

Elegant T. Shell hemispherical
eooeez, Ifaor^ttiped, with flat araolsr

T. efq^M/r. DMd. L tML
7. elmnu, Scboepr, p. 111. pL nv.
4«b 7. emi. Shidd rouad, higyy convex ; plates
ialMaad, with proBiucut red arcoht ; three

9

;

Cheloniaa

lateral plates radiated

.

;

that belong to this aecttOB, the toes an
fran each other, but are niiitod below the
ak_
J une broad espannoa, from the inarein of
whicb appear the claws. They however walk, tJiotiffh
with • very slow pace, on the ground ; and live diiany
on woraM and faiaecla. There are 16 species, >t2.
Spieitt S7. T. griKcm. Comnon hmd T. Shield b*.
mi^phe iwal ; plate* of the disc Mboaorex, vertebral
plates subgtbboas: mannna] ^, obtuse at the aides;
the whole sldeM blM^ and yellow. See Pkte CCXCVI.

In the

late«

Reptile
below.
La TortHt coui, Daud. L 271. pi. xxvL
Yellowish T. Shield rounded, gib45. T. lutcola.
bous, yellow, with «ub-gibbous plates.
T. luleoU, Daud. i. 277Indian T. Shield convex ; anterior
46. T. indica.
marginal plates reflected upwards.
La loiiue indicnne, Daud. L 280.
7. indka, Linn, a Gmelin. Schoepff, p. 101 pL xxii.
IndioH lorloite, Shaw, iii. p. 25.
Areolated T.
Shield ovato-ob- AieoUU.
47' T. areolata.
plates nearly square, elevaloog, moderately convex
ted, deeply furrowed, with rough depressed areoLe.
La T. (irfolce, Daud. L 2877. areolata, SchoepfT, p. I0». pi. xziii.
48. 7. tafra. Cafre T. Shield flatli.«h, broad ; plates Ca&a.
flat, except the la<rt vertebml, whicli is gibbous ; yellow, el«;*ntly sprinkled with black dots ; marguud
plates of thcslueld 27.
La T. cafrr, Daud. i. 291.
Juvencula T. Shield square ob- JuvencnU.
49. T.juvotc^iU.
long, litUe gibbous, with concave grained areolae
plates of the disc 1 S, yellow, with black radiated points
marginal plates 26.
juvemcule, Daud. viiL p. 348.
La
50. T.fudata. Banded T. Shiekl brown-bay, with FaicUta.
a white transverse band in tlie plates of the disc ; first
vertebral plate cannated ; marginal plates 27La T. ajntcict biancktt a CtiloH, Daud. i. p. 294.
51.7. fHuiUa. Dwarf T. Plates of the shield va- PiuOIa.
riegated witTi l>lack, white, purole, green, and yellow
breastplate white ; a red tubercle on the neck.
La T. vermitloa, Daud. L 299. Lacepede i. ait
xxiL
7. ptaiU*. Linn, a Gmelm, p. 1(H4.
A/rieam land tortoise, Edwanls' GUaninet.
52 T. denliculata. Denticulated T. ^eld orbictt- Oeaticolalate cordate, denticulated at the margin ; plates hexa- ta.
gonal ; feet four-clawed.
La 7. daUiUe, Daud. L p. 303. Lacepede, L art.

rally

36. pi.
pi, viL
Ciiniliiia T.
Shell

t'lo»e lortoitf,

21

middle Tertebral pktes radiated of a deep yellow

T

xix.

7. denticMlala, Linn, a Gmrlin, p. 1043.
Dmlicmlated 7. Sliaw, p. 59- pi. xiii.
SrKdxal. TeMadoferox. Fierce tortoise.
There are several species of the Chelonian order
which have the shield softer than the ordinary shell of
most sprdrs. This is the case with the 6th species of
the fanner tribe, and with at least four of the present.
The coriaceous turtle, or Luih of the French writers,
and the soft-she lled tortoise of Pennant, though agreeing in the comparative softness of their external covering, differ very materially in general form, liabitation,
and manners. The coriaceous turtle has an oblong body, covered immediately with a bony shell ; but that
shell is invested with a Un\fi^ memliranous coat ref«m-

bling leatlier, plaited longittulinally, and the shield
terminates behind in an acute point, overhanging the
The body of the fierce tortoise is rounder and
tail.
more convex, and the middle part of the shield is hard ;
but its margin, especially towards the tail, is soft and
pliable, resembling thin sole-leather, and the hind part
u rounded. The tail of the first species is long, and
ytry thick at the root ; that of the acoand very short
and smalL The head ef the fanner is small, round,
and terminates in a beak, resembling the bill of a bird ;
that of the latter is proportionally larger and longer,
with a long tapering cylindrical snout, bsviog some

Pierce tortoue.

HER FETOLOGY.
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The coriaceous turChdooitB KWmbbuice to that of the mole.
tle i* an inhabitant of the sea, is frequently found in
the Mediterranean, and has been seen even on the coast
of Britain. The fierce tortoise has yet been found onl^
in the rivers and fresh water lakes of America, especiThe former is a large
ally in Floriila and Carolina.
species, otlen measuring above seven feet in length
the latter seldom weighs above seventy pounds.
The fierce tortoise frequents lakes and muddy rivers,
and hides itself among the water plants that grow at
the bottom, froni which it is said to spring suddenly
on its prey. This consists of small water animals, and,
in some places, more particularly of young crocodiles,
They seize
of which this species is extremely fond.
their prey by suddenly darting forward their long and
strong neck, which they do with great celerity.
This species is among the strongest and most active
of its tribe, and, as its trivial name implies, is possessed of ferocity and courage. When attacked, it boldly
defends itself, rising on its hind legs, and leaping for
ward

its

its

part,

to seize on
jaws on any

assailant
it

is

hold without cutting off

its

The

fierce tortoise

;

and

if

scarcely

once

made

it

fixes

to let

with

go

its

head.

forms an excellent
green turtle.

article

of food,

at least not inferior to the

Mod

c»r-

toisc

Sp. II.

T. lularta.

The mud

tortoise.

one of the smallest of the fresh water tortoises
its whole length, from the snout to the tip of
the tail, seldom exceeding eight inches, while in breatlth
This

is

;

it is not more than three or four.
It is of a blackish or
dark brown colour. Its tail is nearly half the length of
the shield, and is stretched out when the animal walks.
Hence the mud tortoise has been sometimes called by
the ancients mus aquntilis, or water rat.
This is a very frequent inhabitant of lakes and muddy rivers in the south of Europe, and in many parts of
Asia.
It is very plentiful in France, especially in the
provinces of Languedoc and Provence. It lives almost
entirely in the water, only going on land to lay its
^gs, which it covers with mould. It moves with a
quicker pace on land than many of this tribe when
disturbed, it utters a kind of interrupted hissing sound.
It feeds on fish, snails, and worms, and often proves
a troublesome inmate in fishponds, killing many of
the fish, and biting others till they are nearly exhausted
from loss of blood.
It has been proposed to employ the mud tortoise for
destroying vermin in gardens
but it is necessary to
have a pond or large vessel of water for its ordinary residence.
With such a convenience, it may be rendered tame and domestic.
The young of this species, when first hatched, are
not an inch in diameter. They continue to grow for a
long time, and are known to live for at least twenty,
;

;

four years.

T. Graeca.
Common land tortoise.
Several varieties of tortoise, known both to ancient
and modem naturalists, have l)cen described under the
name of Greek and, according to Daudin, Schoepff
Sp. 86.

bad

Mm.

IOC.

;

was

remedy this confusion, and to mark
distinctive characters. The species of which
are now treating seldom exceeds ten inches in
tile first

each by

we

length

;

to

its

is

«f aiv oval form, with a very convex shield,

broader behind than before. The breastplate is nearly Clielonian
of equal size with the shield, and is of a pale yellow Repules.
colour, witli a broad dark stripe down each side, while ^""V"^
the middle part of the shield is of a blackish brown, Common
^''
mixed with yellow. The head is small, and covered '"?*
"'*''*
on its upper part with irregular scales; the mouth is
small, the legs short, and the feet pretty broad, and
covered with strong ovate scales. The tail is very
short, scaly, and terminated at its extremity with a
curved horny process. It seldom weighs above three
pounds.
This species is entirely confined to the land, and preIt is found iu Europe,
fers elevated woody situations.
Asia, and Africa, and is very common on all the coasts
of the Mediterranean Sea, especially in Sardinia, BarIt is not a little curibary, and probably in Egypt.
ous, that, even in the warmer climates, this species reits subterranean quarters during the
winter months ; thus proving what we have before remarked, that the hybernation of these animals does not
depend solely on the degree of cold. It begins to bury
itself in October, and usually makes a hole about two
feet below the surface, where it continues till April.
The males of this species are in summer tolerably ac
The female
tive, and very fierce towai-ds each other.
lays her eggs towards the end of June, depositing them
in a hole, and covering them with sand or mould.
They seldom exceed five in number at one time, and
are of a white colour, and about the size of those of a
pigeon. They are hatched towards the end of September ; and the young, when first extruded, are scarcely
bigger than walnut-shells.
The individuals of this species live on roots, fruits,
worms, and insects, the shells of which latter they easily break with their strong jaws.*
The land tortoise is often domesticated, especially in
gardens.
We shall select the account of a tame tortoise, given by the Rev. Mr White of Selborne, as a
pleasing specimen of the manners of these animals in a
state of captivity.
This individual had been in possession of a lady for upwards of thirty years.
It regularly retired below ground about the middle of November, and did not emerge till the middle of April.
Its appetite was voracious in the middle of summer,
but it ate very little in spring and autumn.
It seemed
greatly alarmed if surprised by a shower of rain during
its peregrinations in search of food ; and though its
shell was so thick that it could scarcely have been injured by the wheel of a loaded cart, it discovered as
much solicitude to avoid rain, as a fine lady in her gayest attire, shuflSing away on the first sprinklings, and
making for some shelter. Whenever the old lady, its
mistress, who usually waited on it, came in sight, it
always hobbled, with awkward alacrity, towards its
benefactress, though to strangers it appeared quite inattentive.
It never stirred out after dark ; often appeared abroad only for a few hours in the middle of the
day; and in wet days never came from its retreat
Though it loved warm weather, it carefully avoided
the hot sun, and passed the more sultry hours under
the shelter of a large cabbage leaf, or amid the friendly shades of an asparagus bed. Towards autumn, how,
ever, he appeared anxious to improve the effect of the

gularly retires to

'**"• '" *"^ author with which we are acquainted, that land tortoises
are accustomed to drink.
The
ascertained ihc fact, that althout;!, they can Uve without
drink for years thev swallow liouids
"'^""^ *"• '^'""
'"' 'P""«'""^ "•"""••' "h''" ''=« been in the pes cssLTrf a c/rpenfer at ^^rt^-

J*Jrf
«iMf
of Ai.'^Thl''H.l''T
dm utaole h«, bteljr, however,

"
^
y ' ," '"/'"'•
wt "l^rnlrf
<" "» »™
*"? """/ ''"°""
the spring of
year (181o7then
h^
i^^l^T^nk Jl^ ^ 1 vlv
"""" "^
d-p'into'the fluidf so L ^ coier e^en it'Ty^"
un Hcn gTMiuuiy, ua umMt
. ^T*^
S^SUr.SX».Lretn"utv"
sS«''
'^'rsucks
up, so u to dnnk some ounces in the course of s quarter of an
hour.
'" *'""''
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irojierceptiWy,
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sunbeaint, hj gating under the reflection
In
»heil towards the »un.
its »he!l
rail, and inclining it«
ping the ground to form its winter retreat, it dug with
lUfec* feet, and threw up the earth over ita back with
ha hinder feet ; but the motion of itt legs was so slow,
faiiit

ScplUn.

Family

i

m acweely to be obaervcd

and though it worked with
the gf«atMt Maidnhv both night and day, it was more
tlMB a totaiglit bmre it h^ coinpleted ita inhuma;

tion.

How long an animal of this species may live, we
cannot determine but it is known at least, that their
age may exceed a centory. One of them was introduced into the nrden of Lambeth palace in the time of
Archbishop Land, was living a hundred and twenty
yean afterwards, and died at laat rather froin the neglect of the gardener thai ftvn tweemn age.
The land torlaiaa tonm aa exoaDant article of food,
though it ia acmrijr eaplayed far that pvrpose. es>
oept in Gfceea. The agga, however, are eaten very
;

oanmaniy
Dandin

in Italy.
iiwiiiiiilai cwfat varieties of the

Crrek

tor*

allof whtefaareoTa veiy diminutive size, and
raiiagations of the
chiefly in the sorftce

toise,

md

m

ancient
AflMi^ the noMrana fbaaQ raauina of
kttljr bean dheofand. ai« aeveral that
bdonc to the tmtoiie ttAaai Thew have been fcnad
in the ftraal of
in the aa t iruHa of Berlin
at M^u

world tfaM hMre
;

;

Ais in the south of France in the neigi^
the nonntainii of St Pierre
bou r heed of Bniaiela;
in the phwf err lai near Piaia.
near Maealrkhl ;
These liwiiina have bean daaiB ied bv Fanjas da 8t
Food
hia aeeoMK of the iiiitain af 8t Pierte, and
by Caviar in the 14lh vaL of the Jeaelrt de Mmtmmt,
Frea theae Moaanta we gather, that, hiadu
p. t>9.
mmj spedca either aoar cKtiacl. cr to na unknown,
renaina hare baaB fcnad of the grera lurile, of the
raiftfiMfad^ carctta, and sersawBOi turtles ; and of at
{T.JIava, or Emroptm) of ftuah water
Leipaic

;

at

;

md

n

I.

Okd»

SAURIAN REPTILES.

what we have

fkOMtAW
Onlo.

II.

said rsapecting

thn order,

in

arraagaaent. p. i, «• najr remark, that,
fai OMat of the ipacieih there ia as lenaMe neck, or remarkable contractioa bet a eau the head aad body ; that
they have all a Icngthaaad thorax, fNtmHad by the
ribs; that their tail ia OMat eeauaaalyi«aBdod,tii(Nigh
in soaw tribes it is oonnnaad lalanlly, than aenri^g
the parDoae of a fc, Mni|{ varf adoMa pnhansile.
The iinib^ which are always diart, are hi a few inftaneaa oahr two in aumber. The aen^bcr of the toes
aad flf Ihav c
puaent jomta, as well aa their form
mpailiie situation, difar eonadcrably. All the
chage their riun cvwj ipri^ Their jaws,
tn«gh dwy ca
cniy expand very oonsadenbly, ne>
snmte ftom each odiar at the articatotion, as we
ahall hvaaftar find to be the case with aerpmta.
They
all find on ihriy aaimala.
Their voice a weak, aad
whim m daff hfaa or whiatle. They copulate, lav
eags eoveicd with a caloBrcoos or meaibraaoaa shell,
wficfa they deposit ia the earth or aaad, bat do not aa.
Mt hatching thaaa. They are in general very active
and veracious. Moat of the saedea an inhabiunu of
the warmer dimatcs, few of thaaa being found in the
northern countries. It haa beaa leaiarkcd, that in
this <ader are (bund nearly the krgett and the
ef the poftct animals.
il

w

mi

pd«

w

w

m

m—

Flat-tailr) Satjrians.

Saitri Planicaudati.

Genus

CROCODILES.

Crocodilus.

I.

Ssuritn
Brpiues.

—'^"^

In this tribe, the back and bellj- are coverctl with C«oc«^*"
large plates the head is brcxad and flat; the tongue short, °^^
fleshy, and adhering to the lower jaw
the tail very
much comp^e»^e<i, and armed above with a serrated
crest, at firtt double, but single towards the tip. Thc^
have four strong feet, of which the hinder have Ave
toes, more or less palmated, only three being furnished with nails. All the species are capable of living
both in water and on land they f^nrrally inhabit the
former, but move with ease upon the latter.
Daudin has enumerated seven species, which he arrange* under three Sections, as follows.
;

;

;

Sect.

I.

CncodSa fnperly

to catted.

Snout long and flat one tooth on each side of the SpcdsL
lower jaw, prolonged outwards, and shutting into a
groove in the upper jaw.
SraciEs 1. Croeodilu* nilolicu*.
Nilotic crocodile, yjjotjcg,,
Muasle flat and oblong fourth tooth of the lower jaw
resting against the edge of the upper jaw
six large Pitrz
carin^ed platca upon the neck.
PUte CCXCVT. CC.XCVI.
;

;

:

"^

Fig. 5.

*^

»"«»•

Lt crocodile de Nil, Daud. ii. p. S67, pi. xxviL
Le cracodtU, Lacepede, i. part ii. art. I
Lscerlm troeedHmt, Linn, a Gmelin,

Comwwm
Under
'"
r

crocodUe,

Shaw

iii.

p.

fig. I

10S7>

p|. |v. Ivi. Ivii.

this species, Daudin ranks as varieties the
of Senegal, the black crocodile, and the ln>

m

I

23

Sect.

II. Gwoiaii.

Mnxale lengthened, narrow, nearly cvlindrical two
teeth at leeat en each side of the lower jaw, prolonged
upwarda beaide the upper jaw.
Sp.9. C. Immntlrit. Long-beaked crocodile. Mui- liDgintsle double the kngth of the head
both jawk furnish- '™cd with 97 teeth on each aide ; four carinated plates,
diaaoaed in a square upon the neck.
Lm crotodUe d kmg bee, ou le petit gatial, Daud. i.
;

;

S99Sp. S. C. AnHrottrit. Narrow-beaketl C. OangKic
('.
.Muislc narrow, as long as the head; upper jaw
furnished with 88 teeth on each aide ; loWer jaw with
onlv 25 on each side ; two carinated plates upon the

Le crocodile d
380.

Lt

pL xxviL

bee etroit,

ou

le

grand gonial, Daud.

Aretireitris.

i.

flg. 8.

gmoiml, Laeefedit, vol.

i.

Ijoetrtm gmmgitieo, Lirni. a

part iL art 3.

GmeL

Ijomg-moted eroeodiU, Edwards,

pi. xti.

p. 1057-

PhU. Trant,

%\\x.

p. 699. pi. xix.

Cmgtim enetdiU,

Shaw,

Sect.

III.

iii.

p. 197. pi. be.

Caiman*.

Muasle broad, flat, and obtuse ; the fourth tooth of
the lower jaw received into a particular ouaty of the
upper jaw, by which it is concealed.
Caiman crocodile. Beak flat, a Caimas.
Sp. 4w C. caiman.
little narrower than the head ; jaw* furnished with 1
teeth on each side; 14 carinated plates, diqiosed in
five rows upon the neck.
IjC crocodile caiman, Daud. i. p. 399Lacerta aUigalor, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1058. No. Ii.
AOigator, Smw, iii. p. 19S. pi. hx.
Sp. 6. C. yaam. Yacare C. Mustle blunt, a Utile Yacar*.

HERPETOLOGY.

S4

maWppi-

elevated; j»ws furnished with 19 teeth on each side;
two fore teeth of the lower jaw elongated, and passing
through the up|»er jaw. Daud. i. p. 407.

Sp

6'.

Muule

t-atinxtri*.

C. Misiissippiensis. Mississippi C. or alligator.
broad and flattened ; four carinated scales, dis-

posed in a square upon tl\e neck.
I ^ crocodile da Musissippi, Daud. i. p. 412.
Alligator, or Florida crocodile, Bartram's Travels in
South America.
Broad-beaked crocodile MuzSp. 7. C. Intiroslris.
zle broad and fl.ittcned; jaws furnished with 19 teeth
on each side ; eight scales, disposed in four pairs upon
the neck.
Le crocodile li large muncau, Daud. i. p. 417.
Perhaps this may be considered as a variety of the
alligator, from which it appears to differ only in the
number and disposition of the plates on the neck.
Such is the arrangement of Daudin. We must now
notice die classification of Cuvier, as given in the 10th
volume of the AnnaUt de Museum.
Essential Characters of the Genus.

hind feet palmated or
;
semipalmated tongue fleshy, attached to the floor of
the mouth, except at its edge ; teeth sharp, simple,
ranged in a single row ; penis single.
Tail flattened at the sides
;

Subgenera and Species, with their essential Characters.

Subgenus

I.

Alligators. (Sect. III. DaucUn.)

Muzzle parabolic, depressed ;
Native of North America.
transverse ridge between the or2. Cr. sclerops.
bits ; neck furnished with four bony bands.
Native of
Species

scales

1.

Cr. Indus.

on the neck

four.

A

has formed another species of Nilotic crocodile, under
the trivial name Siichn.t but his account of it is not
sufficiently precise to determine its specific differences.

Saurian
Reptiles.

;

As we have already, under the article Crocodile,
given a comprelieiisive account of the three principal
species of this tribe, viz. the crocodile of the Nile, the
alligator, and the Gangetic crocodile, or caiman, we
shall at present dispense with any thing more on the
natural history of these animals.

Genus

II.

DnACiENA.

DRAGON.

In this genus the body is covered with large rounded Dhacxsa
(those upon the back being carinated,) dispo- Genus,
eed in transverse bands, and separated by numerous
other very small scales that are round and carinated.
The head is thick, compressed laterally, and covered at
the top with several smooth scales.
Some of the teeth
in the fore part of the jaws are sharp- pointed, and those
behind are broad and flat like the molares of quadrupeds.
The tongue is forked at its distal extremity
and the tympanum of the ear is apparent externally of
a round form.
The lower part of the body is covered
with smooth scales, disposed in transverse bands. The
tail is covered on that half next the body with plates,
which form on its upper part first four, and then two
toothed ridges, while the remaining half is covered
with rough rhomboidal scales, carinated and imbricated.
The four feet are each furnished with five long toes
completely separated from each other, and terminated
scales,

by

claws.

There

Cr. vulgaris.
Muzzle equal ; scales of the neck
six ; those of the back in sixes, square.
Native of
Africa.
6. Cr. biporcatus. Muzzle furnished with two ridges
nearly parallel ; plates of the neck six ; scales of the

Species.
only one species, viz.
Draccena guianemis. Guiana dragon.
Guianentit.
La JDragonc de la Giiian, Daud. i. p. 423. pi. xxviii.
La Dragone, Lacepede, vol i. part ii. art. 5. pi. xiii.
Lacerta dracama, Linn, a Gmelin, p. 1059.
Plate
Draccena lizard, Shaw, iii. p. 218. pi. 67.
CCXCVI.
See Plate CCXCVI. Fig. 4.
Fig. 4.
This animal in many respects resembles the smaller
crocodiles, differing from them chiefly in its forked
tongue and distinct toes. It is of a reddish-brown colour, shaded with green.
It is from two to four feet
in length, of which the tail is about one half.
This
latter organ is very thick at its proximal extremity, tapering gradually towards the point, and is strong and

back in

flexible.

Guiana and

Brasil.

Cr. palpebrosus.
Bony palpebrse
ed with four bony bands.
4. Cr. trigonatus.
Bony palpebrae ;
3.

with irregular triangular carinated

Subgenus

II.

neck furnish-

;

neck furnished

scales.

Crocodiles. (Sect.

I.

Daudin.)

5.

eights, oval.
Native of the Indian islands.
Cr. rhombifer. Muzzle sub-convex, with two converging ridges ; plates of the neck six ; scales of the
back in sixes, square, those of the limbs thick and ca7.

rinated.
8. Cr. galeatus.
Top of the head furnished with a
two-toothed elevated crest; plates of the neck six. Native of India beyond the Ganges.
9. Cr. biscutatus.
Intermediate scales of the back
s<)uare; outer ones irregular both in form and situation ; plates of llie neck two.
10. Cr. acuius.
Intermediate scales of the back
square ; outer ones irregular plates of the neck six
;
muzzle elongated and convex at the base. Native of
the Antilles.

SwBOENus III.

Longiroftret, or Gavials. (Sect. II. Daud.)

11. Cr.gangeiicus. Top of tlie head and orbits
transverse ; two small plates on the neck.
1 2.
Cr teniiirottris. Top of the head and orbits contncted ; four small plates on the neck.
M. Geoffroy St Hilaire, in a second Memoir on CrocodUes, xn the tenth volume of the Aniuk*
de Museum,

is

Species

1.

,

The dragon has hitherto been found only in South
America, and chiefly in Guiana. It is a land animal,
frequents the savannahs and marshy plains; readily
climbs trees, and hides itself when in danger from crocodiles or other enemies.
Both its flesh and eggs are
used as articles of food.

Gbnus

III.

Basiliscus.

BASILISK.

The body in this tribe is thicker in proportion to its
Basilislength than many of the order, and its whole surface,
cus Gerni^
as well as that of the head, neck, tail, and limbs, is covered with small scales that are generally rhomboidal,
and a little carinated. The head is short and pretty
thick, especially towards the back part; the tongue
broad, thick, flat, rounded at its tip, not extensile, and
almost wholly attached within the lower jaw.
The
throat is susceptible of inflation. The tail is long, very

much compressed

laterally, and surmounted at least
anterior half, with a high vertical crest that is
radiated, capable of beuig folded together, and scaly.

along

its

HE
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and lon^ and furniatted each
Tbe
with fire toe*. Icnniaating in daws.
There are two spedca, via.
SptdtM 1 Batikuut mitrttmt. Mitred basiliak. Tail
ki^ and potntad ; back of tb* iMad kurmounted with a
feet ate rather thick

.

MitntiM.

very
'

I.

hi^ mitre.abapcd inemfaraie.

See Plate CCXCVI.

Lt BmtUic pntfrewmU iU^ ou « etfttehon, Daud.
3ia pL xlii
Le Ba»iUc, Laecfrnfe, voL L part ii. art. 14.

iil

LoBtrla htuHimmt, Unn. a Gntelin, lOCii.
B. amheaumm. Aanboiiia B. Tail long; head
nalud, dofwl CMit pcctiaatML
S.

Lt B. rm^mMa dtJkA tim ; Daud. iu. p. sn.
Lr porU-rrUa, l^atffdtk «>!• part ii. ait. 15.
Ijacrria

am

Mmu t
i

Linn, a Gntelia, p^ i06*.
in

pyriiCT

have nathing of the terrible
aspect and daadqr prapcrtica of the baailiak, to re.
nownedaiMMtbitwrilan of antiquity. See liAt-iuKK.
They are hanuWaa inofanave crcaturea, enlivenini; the
wooda of America and Aaia with thair active aotiwu.
AaMird bjr the craat on thair back and tail, ihajr bap
with agilitjr fton btBach fe» bnnch, thwMh thmy have
their external a

,

no

prataaaiao* to fl^init. *» waa aupj^aaad ojr Saba.
It
not certain whether ihejr bei|yaHt the water, but if
ihtj do, their
ea ud iuBbranei oMat act aa &U.
ia

u

GkXO> IV. Tl7riM4llBtS.
TheaniaMk of thia tribe have the back and

iaoaweted withMMMnoaaoMdlacalai^aBd,
well aa the neck, ia lent aad thin. TheMifMia
I.

The bedv U Iw^ Md
The ud k ««]r kng,

end fothad.

ef • foUnt aaekc.

at iu bMe. Iwhtljr vettidOiaid. ar

with a very oMUaetiUeai^ioin aame

hnfmlhinotheta. The >et

are

tWBg,and

Ime eech tea leea aayanaail
The tnpineiahaa

and ftwiihad with dawa.
ere very active, live hath on

oo
an wood mice,

in the water, feed

i

ftnita^

and

iafaaa^

The

aaak greedily afWlheana
they enaAilly avoid the
Mto, which, in their torn, prejr
Tbcjr an all naiivaa ef wann
cUaiy in South America, V^jpt, and tbe Eaat Indica.
Dawdin haa tharae tt ii Md fbartccn apeciaa, which he
diatffiNrtaa aadar tw» SactioM ea Iblkwa
(

SacT.

I.

7W|pMM«Aar milk Ikt Tmii geeyuwrf aarf
««/de.

/fprriety. TiqnnumUt wtamMor.
Saflmard tnpinam*
bk. Head covfrvd with pretty kfge nalea ; back black,
with foor lonjtitndiraU ltn<f« and tranavrrae white beoda,
intfy\m\f di«p«Md ; belly whitidi, with black ahadei;
tail

vcrr Bttle ri)iH|ireaM>i
Tufimmwtbit prtpremeiit Hi, en

Lt
W. p.

Seeeataii/, Daud.

Black above, with con-

Indicus.

Le

T. iudien, Daud. iii. p. 46'. pi. xxx.
SputtL-d T.
lilack above, irregu- MaculaCUb
T. maculalut.
larly marked with transverse bands, and seven longitudinal rows of greenish spots on the upper ]>art;
Deck p)ailc<l below ; tail half the length of the body,
Le T. a lachet verteg, Daud, iii. p. 48,
^'eilowiah-gray without Gruetu.
CJray T.
6. 7'. gritetit.
epols, paliT below ; »calrs nearly hexagonal, granuUte<l
«t) their margin ; tail nearly cy lindrioili and as long as

TxpiiivmUg, Lacrp. J. part ii. art. fi. pi. xiii. fig, 2.
Lmerrla wnmlor, Linn
Monilorv lizaitt, Shaw, ....
.. j .. ...:.
.
2. T. eJrfam*.
Elegant T.
Drowniah with white
prmcenfri' 1irii-4 :^^,ve the liead and neck, nine tran*vme bitrc!
wlijtr tpoi^ upon the hack i the
belly «->''''
rrruptcd tmavcrae biown tinea;
,

.;.ud. ill p.S6.

I

IU-

S.
ill

Lt

II.

viii.

p.

S5Z

m

7*. etoili

Ike Tail

iAJrimu, Daud.

iii.

p. .ta

pi.

StcUatu;,

xxxi,

Differs from the Nilotiau,
T, of the Nile,
former in having the accllated spots and dots irregularly diapoaed.
Probably a variety. See Daud. viii.
p. 95S.
Ikngal T. Ash-coloured above, BengslMw.
9. T. hengalennt.
spatted with white and bkck ; black bands across the
cheeka ; throat dotted with Uaick ; whitish below ; tail

T. milMicut.

8.

Le

T. p»f«e/^ dr lUngale, Daud. iii, p. 67.
7, omtUmt. Ornamented T, Body black ; throat
white, radkted with nine transverse black bandx with
seven trantvcne ro\«s of round while spots upon the
-en whitish rings round
back ; and flrom t
1 ig,6.
the tail. See PI :
Ijt T. ome, Daud. vni. p. 307.
Amt. de Afiu. de
Hitl. ffntmr. tom. ii. p. '.^40. pi. xlviii.
Whhe-throated T. Lower part
11. T. alhigularit.
and sides of the head and neck whitish, spotted with
brown ; two whitish lines extending from the eyes to the
10.

OinttiUi

;

neck

;

tail

Plate
CCXCVI,
Fig. 6.

AJbigoUril.

long.

Le T.a gt>rge blanche, Daud. iii. p.
M. T. rarif'alm. Variegated T,

72. pi. xxxii.

Blackiah above, Vuiegtiui.
variegated with double transverae rows of round yellow lines and sbades ; tail twice aa long aa the body,
Le T, Ugarri, Daud. iii. p. 76.

FerMretadirwrd.Whitr, Fnyerr/o N.S. ;f'(i&«,p.S53,
T. tMmmlktwmtiemt. Pimp^ T. Black-coloured,
with roundish white spota irregularlv disponed belly
marketl with brown bands ; two black lines behind the
eyes head scaly above ; tail of moderate len^.
Le T. rxanlhrmaliqme de Senegal, Daud. iii. p. 80.
Liaard T. Some carinatetl scales
\^. T. laceHinui.
along the back eight longitudinal rows of smooth pUtes
below the belly ; tail long, with a small double crest at
13.

;

Exsotlit.
maliciu.

;

!'««»><"".

;

its liase,

T. liztiniH, Daud. iii. p, 85,
l.ac*pedc, i. part ii, art 1 1
LaccTia bicarinata, Linn, a Graelin, p. 1060.

Cepedian T. Browni«h above, with

i* '.ran^vetae

VOL. II. r«BT

I.

Ije SiloHnr,

.

I

.

Tmiumie* kavhig

turmm Ud^mith
a rmaU double Crttt, 'Ugktltf serrated.
BUdtish-brown above,
7. T. ilellalms. Stellated T.
with transverse bends of small whitish drcular spots,
intcnperaed with whitish dots ; tail long,
Sect.

I^

20.

fjt

Lr

Indian T.
4. T. iiuUau.
fuaedly scattered white dots.

Repiile

ballr ei^

The hMd

and

;

tbe body.
Le T. grit iTEgypte, Daud.

••

,

The animak abow chMMteracd, thoogh augular

M

and black on the hintlor whitish
below, with interrupted trantver^ brown lines.
Le T. cejtedian, Uaud. iii. p. 43. pi. xxix.

5.

Fig. 5.
p.

t5

Y.

fore part of the body,

rowaef apoU; .white on the

Genus V.

Iglana.

GUANAS.

imlividnals of this tribe resemble those of the lotrAVA
Oeniu.
last, in having the body and tail surrounded with numeroos small rings of mmuta scales that are nearly of a
aqoare fignre, and in sometimes having the toil a little
oompreased at the tides, though this is in a >r " -'-gree.
hi^ crest comnos^ of numerous
scales, reaeinbliDg the teetn of a comb, extends mun^

Tbe

-

A

o

>

HEUPETOLOG V.

f6
Rrpnlc*.

the rxrlebro! from the neck to near the tip of the tail.
The head is somewhat pyramidal, and has four sides ;
the tongue

is

broad,

flat,

fleshy,

but

little

extensile,

and

is a
a little notched at its tip ; and below the throat
pendulous inflated skin, compressed laterally, and furnishcd at iu fore jiart with a crest resembling that on
the back and Uil. The feet are strong, each having

DrlicatitM'

five toes ending in claws, and under each thigh is a row
of small porous tubercles. The Guanas are found both
in the E. and VV. Indies; and chiefly inhabit the woods,
sporting among the trees. There are three species, viz.
Common guana.
Sptcies 1. Iguana deUcalissima.

Swelling of the throat pectinated anteriorly ; dorsal and
caudid crest pectinated ; forehead and muzzle covered

FtATB
CCXCVI.
Jig. T.

Plate CCXC\^I. Fig. 7.
plates.
J.'Ifuane ordinaire, Daud. iii. 263. pi xL
L'iguane, Lacepcde, vol i part ii. art 12.
Lacrrla iguana, Linn, a Gmelin. p. 1062.

with smooth

Common ^uana, Shaw,
Coniuu.

CarolOi

iii.

pi. Ixi.

Horned G. Swelling of the throat
coriuUa.
anteriorly pectinated ; forehead beset with tubercles,
especially one resembling a horn.
L'Iguane cornu, Dau<l. iii. 282. _
Le lezard cornu, Lacepede, vol. i. part ii. art. 13.
Blue G. Bluish-black, without spots ;
3. J.ccerulea.
2.

/.

a longitudinal row of pointed scales on each side of the
neck.
L'lguaite arioise, Daud. iii. p. 286.
Cominoo
luana.

Iguana delicaiissima. Common guana.
Species 1.
Tnis animal, afker the croco<lile and the dragon, is
one of the largest of the Saurian order, being not unfrequently found from four to six feet long from the
muzzle to the tip of the tail. In its general appearance, exclusive of its colours, it is clumsy and unsightIts
ly, and occasionally even assumes a terrific aspect.
head is large and thick ; its belly protuberant ; its tail
very long, thick at its commencement, and tapering
gradually towards a sharp point, its serrated back, tail,
and throat, its long toes armed with sharp crooked
claws, and its jaws with numerous sharp teeth, are sufficient to alarm an observer who is unacquainted with
its history.
To counterbalance these deformities, however, its whole surface is covered with numerous shining scales, of the most brilliant appearance, reflecting
various colours when viewed iu the sunshine, though
the prevailing tint is a brownish green.
The guana is found both in South America and the
West Indies, where it inhabits the forests, especially
near the borders of lakes or the banks of rivers.
It
sometimes ascends the highest trees in quest of insects
at others, seeks its prey among the grass and underwood. It is a harmless, inoffensive animal, and soon
becomes familiar with mankind. Its flesh forms a delicious article of food, and is either roasted fresh, or
salted and barrelled up for exportation, by the inhabitants of those islands where it is most frequent.
It is
aaid that tlie negroes are very expert in catching this
animal, arousing it bv whistling, and, when it suffers
them to approach, tickling it with the end of a rod,
having attached to it a cord with a running noose, which
they gradually slip over the head of the animal, and
thus secure their prey.

In other respects they
of the body to the shoulders.
resemble the guanas, having, like them, a crest along
the back and part of the tail, and an inflated membrane
below the throat. Their tail is, however, proportionally longer, smaller,

I)*AC0
ticotu.

having a membranous expansion resembling a wing,
supported by bony rays, and capable of being folded
«nd uni'olded^ extending from the flanks along each side

cylindrical,

and their

limbs more delicately formed. Naturalists of the present day reckon three species, which Daudin has dis- Spccie>»
tinguished by the following names and characters.
Radiated flying dragon. Lineatut
Species 1. Draco linealus.
Body beautifully variegated with blue and grey above ;
wings brown, longitudinally streaked with white.
Le iragonraye, Daud. iii p. 298.
Green flying D. Body green, rather Viridis.
viridis.
2.
scaly; wings grey, transversely marked with four brown
See Plate ^,l^^IL.
bands and connected with the thighs.

D

CCXCVI.
Le D.
Draco

Le

Vtr

Fig. 8.

Daud.

verd.

volaiis,

iii.

p. 301. pi. xli.

Linn, a Gmel.

Driigon, Lacepede, vol.

p. 10.56".

ii.

part

ii.

art.

S3.

D.piscus. Brown dragon. Body brown, paler Fuscus,
beneath, scarcely scaly ; wings brown.
Le D. brun, Daud. iii. p. 307.
These animals so far resemble each other in habits,
manners, and habitation, that it is unnecessary to deThey are usually of small size,
scribe each species.
seldom exceeding eight inches in length.
From this small size, and the membranous wings
with which they are furnished, they readily support
themselves for some time in the air, though their flight
seldom extends beyond thirty paces, darting from tree
to tree in the manner of the flying squirrels ; animals which they much resemble, as well in their moThey are supported
tions as in their manner of life.
chiefly by insects, which they sometimes take while
on their flight. Flying dragons are found in Asia, Africa, and America, especially in the island of Java.
We need scarcely remark, that the fantastic animals
described by the older writers of natural history, under
the name of dragons, are mere creatures of the imagination ; though it may be proper to observe, that specimens are not unfrequently met with, in cabinets of
animals, that nearly resemble the figures given by those
writers.
It is now known that these specimens are artificial, and are formed by designing people, who make a
trade of selling natural curiosities, by dressing up small
ray fish, so as to resemble the fabulous dragons.
3.

The

Genus VII. Agama. AGAMAS.
now ranked under this name had

gene- Agam^
been regarded as guanas, or stellios, from which Genus.
Daudin distinguishes them by the following characters.
Body oblong, more or less thick, entirely covered with
small rhomboidal scales, that are almost always carinated and reticulated together ; tail in most instances cylindrical, but in a few compressed ; tliroat capable of
being inflated tongue short, thick, a little cleft at its
tip ; head thick, callous, generally set with spines at
the back part, and covered with numerous small rhomboidal scides ; feet long and thin, having each five slender toes furnished with claws. There are twenty-five Speciei.
species, arranged under five Sections.
species

rally

;

Sect.

Genus VI. Draco. FLYING DRAGONS.
The extraordinary reptiles comprehended under this
name differ from all the other oviparous quadrupeds, in

and more

SHUrian
Beptile;!.

I.

Agamas having a compressed

Agama

Tail.

Supercilious Agama. SupercUioBody of a pitchy black ; back and tail crested above ; »»•
occiput callous and spinous ; scales of the body rhom.bold and carinated.
L' Aflame sourcilleux, Daud. iii. p. 336.
Laeerta superciliosa, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1063.
Species 1.

superciliosa.

HERPETOLOGY.
ptftii. art. 7.

FnagtiSmrd, Shaw.
2. A. tcniala.
Fork-hnded A. T«l « little rmtv.
prp«i«l. of the length of the body ; » fermtnl crest on
the back ami tail ; occiput odlooa and two ibrked.
I.'A. ocdptUjbmrcim. Daud. iii. p. S45.

Airu

I^crria toOaia, Linn, a GroeL p. lOGS.
Shielded lixjtrd, Shaw.
L* lett/otircAiie. Laoepede, toL L put iL art. 8.
3. .4. alra.
Black A. Occiput very rpinout ; body
of a blackish fqualid broirn above, with a lonpitu.linil
veil....

I,

I

•=,ndal«^»h«h«i; beUy and
'ttle cwBprwwtL

throat blu.

.i;aMr Htmirt, UamL Hi. p. S49,
/LfatcuUm. Banded A. Tail onsofaMd, thrice
aa kNur aa the body i coloar bine, pakr Ulow, with pal*
MCs on tiia atck, and four transverw pal* Mne band^ oC
which tha Mond is the ahorteat. on the
LA. i bmrnda de tlmde, Daud iii. p^ SA&
i.

^

ba^

Skctiox

Body

Aj:amtu properly to

II.

ealleJ,

wicboM tabetdaa ; tail cylindricaL
«fa«>n<«. Cii— HI AgMBa. Tail Ion* ; upp« part of the neck and back part of the Ixwl .piMo^ with the lodea of the oeefpot reretwd a nnall
aleiMlcr,

*• •^*

paciiaatad amm. ; rn lai « pale
L'A.iu€almu, Oaad. wL p. SM.

do«aaI

Laetrtm

^mmm.

Linn. •

L'Amamt, tmetA. L part

OmeL

;

gracxtiah blue.

Gakoi lusrd, Sbtw.
L'A. «*/«Mr, l aarpaiU . L part ii. ait. Id.
7 J. mmhrm. Clondcd A. Tail lonK ; oonpnt caU
fern and apinooj ; back five atfeakcd ; a black apat oa
the throat
LA. mmirr. Daud. iii. p^ SfJS.
Ijtceria tnmfira. Linn, a Gnwl. n. I0t>4.
CJoHdtd inard, Shaw.
LL'mhrtf Lacepada, ii. part ii. art SO.
Cadabia.

\in^ whiliah doaa.

L'A. oitdmlr, l)«u<l. iu p. fis*.
A. mm/fuUia. Angled A. Hea<l wrinkled abo»e,
.*^°?*.'**'^ :
of the back ilioaiboidal and
CMaatad, Ikaaa of the belly nuoalk ; two IwRe roaml

«l«
•

Skction III. Orbicular Agamtt or Tapayt.
Body a little deprcased. and beset here and there with
mall rounded or pointed tuberdask
J6 a. orUeularit. OrbicuUr A.
Body orbicular
and rough, i^mqntcd above with brown; head like

SteU«ri«.

Orbicului*.

that of a toad; feet yellow below; tail of moderate
len^h.
L'A. orlicutaire, Daud. iii. p. 406. plate xlv. fig. 1.
Lactrta orbicutarit, Linn, a GmeL p. IO61.
tx Tapay, LaceMde, toL ii. part li. art 37.
Orhieuiar Ihard, Shaw.
17. A. GemmalM.
Gemmed A. Body marked with Canmsu.
longitudinal rowa of four-sided pointed scales, with
brownish trmnarerse angular bands upon the back.
L'.i. a pierrtriu, Daud. iii. p. 410.
18. A. plica.
Plated A. Tail long ; occiput callous, PUia.
palpebrw excoriated above ; neck tuberculated at the

«deih and plate<l below.

L'A.pltue, Dauil. iii. p. 412.
lyicrrta flLra, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1074.

Le pitted

,

I.4icepede,

ii.

part

ii.

art. SI.

/^"V"*^**- '••«^tu«y A. Tongue round and ^.^tmim.
u!^ "l
thick
head obtow a longitudinal brown band upon ««.
the back, with a triangular brown spot on each side of
;

the Uil.

9.

Ndn bakm tha thm

Body and tail furnished above with a tootlied crest, with numerous white
•tarry pointa on the hack and on each side.
L'A. etoUe, I>aud. iii. p. 40^.

;

8. A. imdmtau.
Uodulatnl A. Aah brown ab«>Te,
wnpilarlv OMrkcd with tninavetaa baaib or wave*;

blai'h brlow, with a

white.
L' A. rude, Daud. iii. p. 40?.
15. A. Hellarit.
Starred A.

U

p. I0G4>,

art IT.
Blue ; tail Ion*

li.

t.A.ealatu. Galcol A.
;
lore part
flf the back and back ^r, »r.t,. i.,.,i r.,niiahcd
with a
PlAT«
aatlcrat Sac PU;
%
€CXCVI1.
l^M. ftltott, Ilanrl. .... |,. .,..,, im. juiii.
If^UtakUt^ Uan. a Gnalin, p. 106d^

'n:bn.
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long as the body, a abort longitudinal white line upon s»uria*
i<e|itilc*.
each flank.
^—'Y-»'
L'A. a gorge tajramie, Daud. iii. p. .S98.
13. A. rotacaiida. Ilose-tai)e<] A. Grey, pale below;
BosKiud*.
tail of a rose colour, 1 ^ the Icn^rth of the body.
L'A. rote-queue, Daud. iii. p. 400.
14. ^. atpera.
Itough A.
Head smooth and red- A«per».
di«h above; body and Uil l>eset with |M>inted scales,
marbled with transverse shades of redtliaii-brown and

g ,ad heiatonal.

L'A. du Paraguay, Daud. iii. p. 414.
«0. A. A«&MM/)a.
.Stiirgr<zhiK A.
Tail imbricated, HdisKopa.
thick at the base, and sharp at the tip ; head thick and
callous,

spinous at the back part; neck contracted,
transverac fold balow ; tail sttrlet be-

nurkrd with a
low.

L'A. Mmseopa, Daud. iii. p. 419.
Laceria Meluueopa, Linn, a Gmel. p. I074.
Zl. A. uralentU.
Uralian A.
Head roundish, neck Orslemis.
plated below ; back of a livid aah-colour, wrinkled, and
a little rough tail the length of the body, black at the
tip, and aix-bandcd.
L'A. rnkUeua di toural, Daud. iii p. 48«.
Laceria uralmtii, Linn, n Cmel. p. I07.I.
9i. A. guttata.
Dotted A. Head roundish; body cuuata,
(mood), blue above, with round white dots; belly
whitish ; tail longer than the body, black at its tip,
with four Mack opposite spots towards its base.
L'A. a goatltkUet, Daud. iii. p. 496.
Lacerta guttata, Linn, a Gmer p. 1078.
S3. .4. aurita.
Eared A. Anj^lea of the mouth di- Auriu.
lated on each side into a semi-orbicular dentatcd crest
L'A. a oretUer, Daud. iiL p. 429. pUte xlv. fig. 2.
Lacerta aurita, Linn, a GmeL p. 1U73.
Sect. IV. iJzard Agamat.
;

Lmeertm mfdiuM, Lion, a

OmcL

1061.

JmtakUdJumrd. Sham.
UurKan,

L'Uttmgom*, Laccpade, i. part ii. art 22.
10. A.mmfic^a.
Mnricated A. Body lonfptadinal.
ly atreakrd with pointed carinatad tcalca

hamd,

twice aa Jang aa the body

;

;

tail atriatcd,

occiput calloua and

•phtowL

LA.kiruUdela NtmttlU HolUmdr, Daud. uL
Mmncmlfd Ihard.
11.

J
.
dear
blue,
rWrigBb.

p. 391.

Ntvf SomlA

m the body.

ArUifuimi, T)«u.l

iii. p.
395^ pl,ty ,1;,.
Ycllow-throatad A. Grev, redabova^ Vtth a yellow throat ; laU once and a half aa

^.\^ ^^.fia'ifP'laru.

dub

to

HariM)ain A. Back marked on
*
wkit* line ; body of a
'«V»«*»«M«1
*?H*
with trantverae brown taada unon tha back

twice a* king

L'A

romoge

A. virmeokr.
,

tail

White'i

S

•

Platca on the head, and a row of granUar pores under each thigh.
14. A. marmorula.
Marbiad A. Throat inflated ; Mannsiaui.
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head coverwl with numerous plates, colour brownishbay, with transverse dark bands *nd green siiades
very Ion?.
L'A. tnarbri de Surinam, Daud. iii. p. 433.
iMcrrla marmorata, Linn, a Gmel. p. 106'j.
Miirhled lizard, Shnw.
Le tnarbrS, Lacepcde, ii. part ii. art. .TO. plate

tail

Agamas

Sect. V.
PicbcBnlU.

Le S. spiiiipcde, Daud. iv. p. 31.
Body
Azure S.
6. S. azureus.

tvilh pre/ienslle Tails.

of a light azure Azureus.

36. pi. xlvi.
7. S. brevicauda.

Short tailed S. Colour light blue, Brcviciuda>
with ti-ansverse bands of a darker blue, and a star-like Plate
spot upon the fore-head ; tail a little depressed and short. CCXCVII,

Daud. iv. p. 40. pi. xlvii.
Pelluma S. Upper part of the body
lower
variegated with green, yellow, blue and black
part with green and yellow tail the length of the body.
Le S. pelluma du Chili, Daud. iv. p. 46.
Lacerta pelluma, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1060.
Pelluma lizard. Shaw.
Black S. Colour black, with a double
9. 6'. niger.
broad white spot on each side of the neck.

Le
8.

STELLIOS.

VIII. Stellio.

*—,'—'
Spinipes.

and slender ; tail elongated, and
surrounded with 35 or 36 spinous whirls.
Le S. azure de I'Ainerique meridionale, Daud. iv. p.

Four transverse
black bands on each flank ; belly brown, with black and
white shades ; three black bands upon the cheeks ; tail
prehensile, scarcely longer than the body.
L'A. a queue prenaulc, Daud. iii. p. 440.

Genus

S.mtisn
Reptiles.

colour, without spots

ii.

Prehensile A.

25. A. prehemilis.

Bo<ly of a bright
Spinefooted S.
5. S. spinipes.
green, covered with minute scales, spinous at the sides ;
upper part of the feet covered with round sharp scales ;
pores below the tiiighs ; tail a little elongated.

S. courts queue,

S. pelluma.

Kig. lO.

Pelluma.

;

Stsli.io
Gcntn.

thick, entirely covered with small scales,
regularly disposed transversely ; tongue thick, short,
and a little cleft at the tip head broad, rather short,

Body oblong,

;

covered above with numerous scales or plates ; throat
capable of slight inflation ; tail compressed, surrounded with transverse rows of large carinated pointed
scales ; feet strong, furnished each with five separate
toes, tipt with claws.
This singular tribe of reptiles, which, in the form of
their bodies and the tubercles with which they are often covered, bear some resemblance to the toads, are
found only in the hottest parts of Africa and America.
They hide themselves during the day below stones, and
in the crevices of old buildings, and leave these retreats
at the approach of night.
They prefer dry situations,

and

on

live chiefly

insects.

Daudin has characterise<l nine species, which he
ranges under three Sections, as follows.
Sect.
Plates

t'otdyliu.

ar-

Cordyli.

I.

upon the head, body, and

tail versicillated

and

ipinous.
Species 1. Stellio cordylus.
Cordyle S. Headplatetl
above, body and tail covered witfc pointed carinated
scales, disposed in whirls.

Le

Daud.

Slellion Cordi/le,

iv. p. 8.

Lacerta Cordylus, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1060.
Le Cordyle, Lacepede, i. part ii. art. 21.

Sect.

1 1.

True

Slcllios.

Head covered above with

small scales, with some
scattered transverse bands of large scales upon the
body.
Viilgiris.

2. S. Vulgaris.
Common S. Body covered with
small scales, with a few transverse bands of larger scales
upon the back ; scales of the tail a little elongated.

Le

S. proprement dil,

Lacerta

Le

Daud.

iv. p. 16.

Linn, a Gmel. p. 1060.
Lacepede, ii. part ii. art. 33.

stellio,

stellinn,

liough lizard, Shaw.
3. S. Plalurus.
Broad tailed S. Tail flat, broadest
in the middle, spinous at its edges ; occiput and
back tu-

berculated and spinous; muzzle slender

;

colour brown-

ish-grey.

Le Sfa

queue jAaledB la Notiv. Hollande, Daud. iv.
p. 24.
Broad tailed Uzard. White's Voy. to N. S. Wales, 246.
p.

Sect. III.

Numerous very smaU
head and body.
Qiwtxpalea

4.

S. quelz-palco.

Bastard
scales

Stellias.

on the upper part of the
'^'^
*

Quetz-paleo S. Pale grey ; body
s<»lyand granulated ;. tail the length of
the
body, with elongated scales, each thigh
furnished beJow with a row of hrteen pores.
Le S, quelz-paleo. Daud. iv, p. 2ft
.little

;

Le

S. negre,

Genus
The head
face with

Daud.

iv. p.

48.

CHAMELEONS.

IX. Chameleo.
short

Niger,

and pretty

thick, covered

smooth five-sided or six-sided

on

its

scales

;

sur-

Chame-

nose

i-eo Uenas.

generally obtuse ; eyes covered with a granular membrane, perforated in the middle ; tongue long and cylindrical, terminating in a glutinous tubercle, and very
extensile ; tympanum of the ear very apparent ; throat
capable of inflation into a compressed pouch ; body
elongated, compressed, capable of considerable inflation,
covered with small scaly tubercles, irregularly disposed
at a distance from each other ; back sharp, and often
furnished with a crest formed by small prominent or
pointed scales ; tail at least as long as the body, covered with a granular scaly skin, capable of being rolled
in a spiral form round an object ; feet furnished each
with five toes, terminating in claws, and united two together and three together.
Species 1. Chameleo vulgaris.
Common chameleon. Vulgaris,
brownish-grey, with a spiny crest upon the back and
throat ; occiput pyramidal, four-sided, with prominent Pt.ate
tubercles under the skin of the back.
See Plate ccxcviI.

CCXCVn.Fig.il.
Le Camcleon

Fig. 11.

ordinaire,

Lacerta chamxleon.

Shaw's Gen. Zool.

iii.

Daud.

iv. p.

181.

Linn, a Gmel. p.

IO69.

See

pi. Ixxvi.

Le Camcleon, Lacepede,

ii.

part

ii.

art. 26.

Senegal C. Yellowish ash colour, shaded above with blackish ; an acute slender
crest upon the back, and a serrated crest upon the
belly ; occiput furnished with a triangular eminence.
Le C. d ventre denletee en scie du Senegal, Daud. iv.
2. C. Setiegalensis.

Senegalensis.

p. 203.
3. C. pumilus.
Dwarf C. Light blue, with two Pumilus.
yellowish longitudinal lines on each side of the body ;
throat fringed below.
Le C. nain du Cap de bonne Esperance, Daud. iv. p.
212. pi. liii.
Lacerta pumila. Linn, a Gmel. p. 1069.
4.
C. bifidus.
Two-forked C. Fore part of the Bjfiju,.
muzzle prominent and two forked, with each division
long and compressed.
Le C. nezjourchu de I' inde, Daud. iv, p. 217. pi. liv.
See Phil. Trans, vol. Iviii.
The chameleons use remarkable both for peculiarity of
structure and singularity of manners ; and the first and

HRRPBTOLOGY.
haa lonf been celebrated, both in
bett
ancient and- modeni timc^ Cat the varieto of colours
which it a«anie* on difiiBrcat oocMians. Their »kiti is

known fpedet

Bqxika.

w

looae and diU<
rrnurluibly thin and delicate, and i*
table, cMMviafly aboot the beRj, aa to admit of consi.
iknMa mflation when the anhnah expand their ample
langi hf a long and deep intpiration. Their eyes are
renuikable, both for the membrane tfwt coven them,
and lor Ae cue with which they are directed at the
Mune time towanb different obiecta. The peculiar itructure of their feet, and then- prrfieiwile laiU, •erre to give

them a iorer bold of the Branches of trees in which
they generally Ktc, and tfao* secure them against the
attack* of serpents, by whoo) they are eaf^iy sought
after, while their long txtnMOe and giutinons tongue
enables them more easily to caCeh the insecU which
form their natwal food. From the smallnesa of these
imects, and the Iom abadncnce which the chameleons

tn able to MitdB.

wm kng believed that diese ani-

it

mals lived upottatr: • volflw emr, which haa given
birth to many a pratty upteision among oar poets.
It has also ben snppoMd, that chameleons asiuroe the
oaloiirofsnyaMccttm which they an laid. This is so
tnir, that if the object he graen of ai^ shade, aa
o^the
thee'
chai we lew*, and
gret n is the prevaiUng eofeovof
rt passes thr ough vaneoa Aedn of this colour when
or angry, hm^ry or satiated, it acquiras. in the
thnde very near that of the
of the cxpefinent,
h never bceemea
or doth en wUch it is laid,
aidle bine or qaitc white, thoHgh it oAn verges upon
eolaafa ; asid aometimcs the shade of green is so

»

I

'

MM

dH«(. tiMt

hasty observer

ari^

call it black.

Attampti have been mifc t* aecount (or the changes
of calonr in the rhamelian, by tfie remark, tbat the
bUMd oTtiris nfaMl is oT a violet bhir. while *a nelu.
fa) eolovef thtsUaisyeBewt hence, whan the skiD
ia mcMt tinnipewnl. and the animal in yi^mtt rigaar,
ia darfcsst, or aaaMBOi moat ef the

when

the »kin i* least stietthed, and
the dnaaletidB languid, the colour becca>w paler, aai
towvda yellow-white^ or even brown.
*
ckfadhr in the tropical cUmatcs
E|nrpt and other
of th« old continent, ei|iecialty
parts of Anicn, They are generally or dinumitive siw,
the iatgasi not eiceecmn two fret, flvm the
to
the tip of die tcB; nf irhifh thf rail iii rM| iei nwt half

m

mode

i

Gam X.
Gccstt

The

OccAo.

GECKOS.

animals of this tribe ara not so anatf(hily in their

m

cxtvnal #i«H«Hn as the* am ii^gaMhif
t«ir
'
nan, and toe noaiouB iuid which
whi
they secrete. Their
head is Prcttjr thick, especially at the articulation of the
JBwa, wncic tt is bocdered with smsll plates, while the
•adhce tif the head i* co vered with small rounded pro>
aihwi i t scales the ronule is taper ; the tongue thick,
flat, tlightly cleft at Hs tip, and glotinoas^ but itet ez«
tmsile ; the eyce restmbh. these ef the chamehoas, bat
Ae extctnal opening ef the care b Icm apparent, and
the threat is susceptible of slight tnAation. The bodv
la knf and tfnn, a little drprrved, and covered with
smdl praniaent scales ; the Uil is generally cy>
Hndrical,!
tical, b«t in a ftw spaciea iallened; the fbet have
five broad toes, flancnad along thnr marfiaa, cod on their infilrier sarlhcc wwi smdl trauiv ci se
hahricated scales, oooeeaKng Klandahr porvs, fWm
tsMch eiudei a ffiy ecert^ire flnicL Each toe n tip>
pad vtfl a maO crooked daw.
Thagtchw tn kmti in Soath Ametics, in AiKca,
I

;

and Uie East
trees,

i^
They

about walls and in dkurian
feed chiefly on insect), ami have so little dreail of ltq"^«Indies.

live

mankimi, as familiarly to enter their houses.
There are 15 species, arranged under three Sections.

Sbction

^

"""i"^^

Geckos.

I.

Geckos, properly so calle<l, having the five toes disor a little palmated at their base, the tail cylindrical, and the body smooth.
Species
Gecko ^gypliaeut. Egyptian or common £gyptiaeu;.
gecka Light ash-grey ; tail for the most part hnving
tinct,

I .

six

bmad

rings at

little flatu-ncd.

I^ Gecko

its

base; body rather swollen, and a Plate

See IMate

ordinatre,

CCXCVII.

Daud.

iv.

ccxcvii.

Fig. 12.

Fig. 1*.

p. 107,

Laeerta gteko, I. inn. a Cimel. p. 1068.
Cow'MM geeio lizard, Shaw.
Le Gecko, Lacepede, ii. part ii. art 48.
A very curious structure has lately been tletected in
the foot ef this animal hy Sir Everard Home, Bart.
Sir Joseph Banks hail often observed at Batavia, that
the GecKo comes out in the evening from the roofs of
the hou.<e«, and walks down the smouih hard {>o'.i«lie<l
chanam walb in search of flies; and it oc-i-urrnl to
Sir Everard Home, that this must be dont
i-.rivaoce like that of the Eckineit remom, or
„ :i.ih.
Having precared from Sir Joseph a large s|)ecimen, pt^Ta
-

oa. he was euableil to ascertain lite |)ecuCXCV.
medtanism by which the ftct of the animal can ^"^ IS, !'•
keep hold of a smooth surface. The Gecko has five
toes, and at the end ef eech, except tiie thumb, is a
very sharp carved daw. (>• •»
Irr surface of each

weighing 5|

i

liar

toe are Id transverse dits
as many cavities,
or pockets, whoee depth is lu in v n|iial to the length
of the slit which forms the orifice they all open for.
wards, and the extcrnd edge of each opening is serraled like a small- toothed oomh.
The cavities, poekeu,
and serrated cdgea an cwvered with a cntide. A large
I

>

.-

the daw of each toe, and fttrni the
twalniw of these large musdas, two sets of smaller
originate, one pair of which i* lust upon the posterior suriaoe of rach of the cavities that lie immediately
over them. The large mnades draw down the claws,
and necaaaarily stretdi the small muscles. When the
mall maades contract, they open the orifices of the
cavities, and torn down their serrated edge u^xm the
sur&ce on which the animal stands
By this means
vanu ara Amnad, and the aMmd adhere* to the surfiux
by the pnwaiii of the atmosphere. See Phif. Tram.
IfUJ. n. l49Lamipage»l,col. 8. of this article.
«. O. Unit.
SniaoCh G.
Ash grey, all the scdes Ijnu.
vanr minute, inside of the thighs not porous tail of
moderate length, simple at the base; tips of the toes

ovd BMrnda awvaa

wdaa

;

triangular.

Le

G. line tTAwtM^me, Daud. iv. p. 11?.
G. tpiniamda. Spine-tailed tJ.
Bo<ly smooth ; Spinicsuda.
uil nearly the same length as the body, thick, and ring.
cd at the base : rin|^ b«Mt with spines on each side.
L* G. a qunu cputetue, Daud. iv. p. \13.
4. G. gwUatms.
Dotted G. Pale reil above, with Cutunis.
small round whitish s|iots disposed in rows ; nu'roerous
sqaara scales uprm the tail.
S.

LeG.a pouUeteiitt

blanchet,

Daud.

iv. p.

122. p|. xlix.

G. .Surinametui*. Surhiam G. Tail as long as
snriaamtn
the boily with brown bencb, a yellowish band border. '„.
ed with lirown running (han the e^eo to the thighs
back marbled with little brown spots.
LeG.de Surinam, Daud. iv. p 126.
a. G. itorjAtfreut.
Porphyry G. Pale red-brownish Porptirrtus.
above, with numeroiu naidl round spots of a paler hue.
5.
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Le C. poruhyri, D«u(l

^ualidiu.

ISO.
Squalid G. Tail short ; toes cariT. G. tqualidut.
nate<l abovf, lamelktcd below ; scales very minute, un-

and

equal,

G

1a
Vitunw.

G.

8.

iv. p.

(lotted.

Daud.

clingtinc,
rillnlMs.

ir. p.

134.

tudinal white band running from the occiput, where it
with white
is forked, along the back ; tail long, marked
bands.
G. a bandeblanche de tJnde, Daud. iv. p. 136.

U

pUte

1.

Ijurrln

Tiimip-tailed G. Dirty brown,
p. G. rttt'icnuda.
with a whilish band, bordered with brown, behind the
eyes tail short, thick, and turbinated at the base, con;

the anus, pointed at the tip.
Le G. a queue turbinfie, Daud. iv. p. 141. plate
I^certa raptcanda, Linn, a Gmel. p. 106'8.

stricteil at

li.

Tumip-lailed lizard, Shaw.

Sect. IL
F*«cacu]s-

G.fasciatlnire, Daud. iv. p Ht.
jMarin mnurilanica, Linn, a Gmel. p.
Moorixh liznrd, Shaw.

IfiO.

Lacepede, ii. part ii. art. 49.
G.lrirdrm. Triangular G. Body covered alwve
with eighteen longitu<Unal rows of triangular jiointed
lower part of the tail covered with small transscales
Grckoite,

;

Tuberctilo.
tuf.

Daud.

iv. p.

155.

Brownish,
Tuberculated G.
G. tubercnlosiis.
covered above with scattered, sharp, tuberculated scales,
with brown spots upon the back, disposed in pairs.
1'2.

1^

G. tuberculrux, Daud.

Sect. II L

iv.

p. 158.

Flat-tailed Geckols.

G.fimbrialm. Fimbriated G. Head, body, and
FimbiMtut.
legs flattened at the sides, and bordered with a memtail broad and compressed, with a
branous fringe
•imple membrane on each side.
Le G. a letcplale, Daud. iv. p. l60. pi. lii.
La tele plale. Lacepede, ii. part ii. art. 50.
Cre.«tetl G.
Tail furnished with
14. G. crislatii.t.
CritUtus.
a pinnatifid membranous crest ; feet palmated.
Le G a queue crelee, Daud. iv. p 167.
Lacerta caudiveibera, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1058.
13.

;

Flat-tailed lizard,
15.

^13
pf
'^*

Lacerta bimaculata, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1059Le Bimacnie, Lacepede, i. part ii. art, 10.

Pennsyhanian

Shaw.

lizard,

Uieir tips.
L'A. charbonnier,

Daud. iv. p 64.
A. lineahis. Striped A. Body marked on each
side with two longitudinal rows of oblong black linesr
3.

T.incattxs.

!,pots.

L'A. rayi, Daud.

p. Gtf. pi. xlviii, fig.

iv.

1.

4.

A. bullaris.

Red-throated A. Greenish or redon the temple.

Bullaris.

dish, with a black .spot

L'A. roquet, Daud. iv. p. 69.
Lacerta bullaris, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1075.
/yg roquet, Lacepede, ii. part ii. art. 40. pi. iv. fig. I.
Blue above, with white
5. A. punclatus. Dotted A,
dots, and a black longitudinal line upon the back ; sides
dotted with black.
L'A. a piiinls blancs de VAmerique mcridionale, Daud.
iv.

p. 84.

pi. xlviii.

fig.

punctaius.

2.

Lncertn punctata, Linn, a (hnel. p. 107G.
Dotted lizard, Shaw, Gen. Zool. vol. iii.
Gouty A. Greenish above, yel6. A. podagricus.
lowish below, with marginated nostrils, and tlie joints

pcdaoricus.

of the toes flattened.
L'A. goutteux, Daud. iv. p. 87.
Gilded A.
longitudinal white Auratus.
.7.
A. auratus.
line edged with brown, running from the eyes along
each side of the body ; toes .slender.

A

L'A. dore, Daud.

iv. p.

89.

Tail round, and of moA. spuMor. Spitting A.
derate length, covered below with a longitudinal row
of plates ; toes truncated ; body ash colour, with trans8.

Spulator.

verse white bands bordered with liver colour.
L'A. sputatcur, Daud. iv. p 99.
Lacerta spulator, Linn, a Gmel. p. IO76.
Spitting lizard, Shaw, Gen. Zool. vol. iii.

Genus XII.

Lacert.\.

LIZARDS.

Shaw.

Lacepede, i. part ii. art. 4.
Yellow, spotted
G. tarroubea. Sarroube G.
with green ; four feet four-toed.
I^ G. sarroube de Madagascar, Daud. iv. p. I76.
La talamandre sarroube, Lacep. ii. part ii, art. 58.
hr. fimelte-queue,

fammlm.

Blu- BimaculaSpecies 1. Anolis bimaciilatus.
ish green, with a black spot upon each shoulder ; back tiis.
P'/J,":,
flattened and serrated. See Plate CCXCVII. Fig. 15.
L' Anolis himacule, Daud. iv. p. 55.

but not carinnted.

11.

verse plates.
Le G. a ecailles triedres,

.Sjvjcics.

serrated.

Sect. H. Anofes having a cylindrical Tail articulated,

Le

•Tiicdms.

and

Geckols.

Tail cylindrical ; body covere<l with pointed scales.
Common geckot. Twelve lon10. G. fnsciciilnrix.
gitudinal rows of acute fasciculated scales on the body
tail short, with two broad rings at. its base.

Le

Aneles having the Tail compressed, carinated, v.»-y->-^

I.

Charcoal coloured A. Deep black. Carbon*.
'''^'•
with shades of blue ; throat yellow ; toes broadest at

Forkrd liznrd, .Shaw.
'Riipuetula.

Sect.

2. A. carbonaritis.

Linn, a Gmel. p. 1067.

villain,

Saurian
Reptiles.

Two-spotted A.

Reddish, with a longi-

Banded O.

reckons eight species, arranged under two .Sections

In the
the body

numerous
is

tribe of lizards, properly so called,

covered on

its

upper part with very

Lacerta

.small ^<^""s.

hexagonal or rounried scales, disposed in numerous
transverse bands, and below with small smooth square
The head replates, disposed in longitudinal rows.
seml)les an oblong pyramid with four sides, covered
above and on the sides with smooth plates. The tongue
Gencs XI. Angus. ANGLES.
is forked, and capable of being thrust far out of the
The animals of this genus are nearly allied to those mouth. The opening to the ear is oval or oblong, and
of tlie last, in the form of their bodies and the struc- very apparent. The tail is at lea.st as long as the body,
ture of their feet, except that, in the latter, only the quite cylindrical, composed of jointed rings, and has
first joint of the toes are scaly below.
The body is co- no upper crest. All the feet are nearly of equal length,
vered wilh fine granular scales; the tongue is not cleft, and under each thigh there is a row of small, rough,
anil is attached to the floor of the mouth ; the tail is
porous, scaly tubercles.
Each foot has five toes, comcylindrical in some species, and compressed in others.
pletely separate, thin, and terminated by small crookThe anoles are inhal>itants of America, where they ed claws. Many of the species inhabit woody situalive ill dry places much exposed to the sun.
Daudin tions, and seek their food among tlie foliage, or in the

HERPETOLOGY.
Sanriaa

Thia Ibod eondils

nndenrood.

Othen Krc about

of insects.
approach

diiefly

rvm

niinoa* bailding*, or

aad feed partly on iniects.
ami partJjr on (hitts and vegetables A few have their
natural babhatien in nianhes, ponds, or lake*, and
prcT Dpaa tbe iniall animab which inhabit them.
The liaarda are in general lively and active, and, on
tbe whole, fom tbe moat pleasing of all the Saurian
Tbey are innocent in tbnr a wr a ; cheerful
trflica.
in their movements ; and many of tbem, tmn their
acreeable form and variety of coioor, coostitate very
pIcMing featofea in a gronp of natural objects.
Bloatof tbem are natives of tbe wanner climates; but
more of tbis tribe than oT any other of the .Saurian order, are iwfigenooa in tbe temperate countries of Eu>
Thert wn aboot 39 iSMMa. wbidi Daudin diarape;
the dwelling* oT mankind,

mm

I

tribotca

SscT.

Ko aealy
and

collar

Jmnmt

L

oo tbe nadi ;

Liiardt.
tail

entirely cylindrical

verticiUalaii

6mc«m

1.

mwmm

Lme€rtm

Of

Asaiva UsanL

a

fwa of round

hngnt binecalow, with hmr
vlutiab

plaited

Lg kaanl aiwaa, Dand

VAmmm, Lawpada

,

eoL

iiL p. 98.
i.

part iL art. SS.
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Siurun
pale brown, with yellow dots; a double longitudinal row
Hcp iiri.^
of ovate blue spot* along each side ; tail long.
~
I^ L. verd de la Jamaique, Daud. iii. p. 149.
Twcvliiied L.
10. L. bilineata.
Back marked with Bilmeauu
two longitudinal white lines, ei%ed above with brown;
a loDgitudiiuil row of brown spots, and white points on
each side of the body, and a loug tail.
Le L. terd a deux rmiet, Daud. iii. p. 151. pi. xxxr.
i

'

fig. 1.
1 1.
L ttirpium. Copse L. Bright green, spotted Siirpiuiu.
with black ; back and tail grev, with a brown inter*
rupted line along tbe back ; a double row of black eyelike spou along eacb side, and a dotted belly.
Le L de utuckei, Daud. iii. p. 15.5. pi. xxiv. fig. 2.
Bright green above; Viridul*
viriduta. Greenish L.
1«.
yellow below tail three times the length of the body,
and black at the tip, with an orange coloured spot on

L

;

tbe occiput and neck.
Le L. verdelet de Panama, Daud. iii. p. 165.
13. L. iUifnerta.
Tail double the
Tiligurta L.
length of the body ; belly marked with eighty plates.

Le

L tiligurta,

Dsud.

iiL

p

167-

Lacrrta liligueria, Linn, a Gmelin. p. 1070.
1^ Ldumetornm. Wood L. Bright green, with the num«#»
neck and belly ofa bright steel colour ; feet black, and >•<>•
the collar of tna nadt serrated, and ofa violet colour.

Le L.d€S boiemut de Sitriuam, Daud.

mmmm, Linn, a Gaaabn. pw 1070k
BkmMmnd, Shaw, Gn. &a^ toL iii.

Tiligufrts^

iii.

p.

1

72.

Lmetrtm

UaA

A

%

/^ L argut ^AwmifM. Dand.

iii.

n.

1

17.

L. gmUmrotm.
SwollcB tbrootcd L. Sea-green,
tbnat and neck swollen red speU scattered over the
body, aapadally on eacb ssda.
Ct L. werd » pviMB r»mgt$, Dand. iii p 119.
6. L. eruikftxtpJkmlm.
Rcd-haaded L. Back dark
giaea, with transvctaa wndniatad brown bands ; throat
wbita; bf«aatblacii;iidaanriMdwitb brawn bands;
belly stripad loM^idiB^y with black, bitten aad wbiiat
5.

;

(TllM.

LtL.ilHt Tomgt, Daad. iii.
Lm tele nmge, Lacepede, vol.
8bct.

if.

y. 182.
1.

Grrtm

Green Iixanl«, having a scaly
and • verticillatcJ tail
7. L.

and

ii.

art.

SO.

Ijtzmrdt.

collar

Evcd I« Black
spoU of a light grten;

oceUal:

eya-likc

part

round the neck,
with lines
yellow below

abov<>,

witbout spots.

Le grand
p. 125

L

terd ocelli dm midt de f Europe, Dand.

iir.

pi. sxtiii.

I„ terH. Laomda, L part ii art. 19. pi. xv. fig. I.
•. L. y^ridU.
Oraan L.
Bright green, marked
aboea with ver^ nwaeroos black or brown poinu ; light
as n bdbw wttboot spots.

Le

VirMk

y

£• L. fifteti, ^Emrnpr, Dand. iii
9. L.j0wtiucentie.

Having

on the nadt, and several longitudinal
white parallel lines along the npperpart ufthc bo<l^.
Laced L. Nine white longitu15. L. Umniecnla.
long tail, blue on i'LAVa
<final lines upon the back and sides
the upper part; thighs spottad with white, and the ccxcvil.

p.

I

i4. pi. xxxix.

Jamaica L. Back reticulated with

a collar

;

middle dorsal line two-forked next the head.
Le
GmlomiU, Daud. iiL p. 175. pi. xxxvi.
Lacepede, i part ii. art. V5.
Linn, a Gntelin, p. 1075.
Ijieerla lemmieeata

L

Fig. 14.
fig.

I.

L

itjlineata. Six-ttripeti L.
Blackith brown Scxlincau.
16.
above, with tix longitudinal white lines upon the back,
with another short white line extending mnn the eyes
over the shoulders ; tail twice as long as the body, and
thigba without spot*.
Le Latijt rau, Daud. iiL p. 1S3.
'I/Kerta ee-xUaeata, Linn, a Gmelin, p. 1074.

Lacepede, i. part ii art. 24.
boMfUiaaa.
Bu«iuian L. Bright blue above, «»<H"*»»-with nine white longitudinal lines, witii intermediate
dots upon the back and sides, tlie middle line being
rfiort and undivided ; tail twice as long as the body
thiffhs spotted with white.
botquiea, Daud. iii p. 188. pi. xxxvi. fig. 2.
Z«
Blue headed L. Hcnd blue C<miIeo«
18. L. cmruleoiepJkata.
with a white longitudinal line alung tbe roiddlu of the capbala.
back; two yellow parallel lines on each side ; white dots
upcm tbe thighs, aiid tail twice tbe length of the bu>ly.
Ije lioM,

17.

/..

L

Ix

L

a the

bteur,

Daud.

iii.

p. !<)

L^pper part of the head Teyou.
L.
green ; back violet colour, with one green line and six
white ones: throat and belly ofa silvery white.
leuou terd, Daud. liL p. 195.
Ije
Desert L. Tail the length of the Dciertb
20. L. deterti.
body ; back black, with six white interrupted longitu19.

light

BMom Lixardt,

Sect. IIL

Lcttatad L. BlaU
gated above with obleaff black apoti^
bands, dotted with wbtte an cacb side; nech
fciwi'iiiily plailad befew.
L* L. mrdm trmitu maire$d»IUmmpir. Dand. iit. p. 1 06>
S. L. grtfUea.
Grapbie L* Blniah>grMn marked
with b l a
paiala and c nanw<ai
with a Itmgitudinal
CaidoaaMbaidaaf the- body, witboat white ey»-like
pats ; naek tnmaiaiwlji plaitad below.
Li L. grmfkifm. Dmti. UL p. 1 IC
4. L. arriM.
Blue; back marked with
Arf(us L.
blaa cjres Juposcd in transverse rows, with a IxngituifaHi Hid on each side of the body ; tail transversely
i. L. liiitrmtm.

La

Teyou

tryou.

L

dinal lines
tje

I^CfTta
81.

;

belly white without spots.

L du deerrl.
L

negated

deteiti,

*elox.

Dau<l.
l.inn.

p. Ii(9.Gnieiiii, p. 1076".

iii.

a

8wi(\ L. Body

wKh brown

<£ lighter colour;

d<its,

ami

ajth

coloured above, vs- Viloa

five longitudinal streaks

sides spotted with black

and

blue.

)
;

H E R P E T O L O G Y.

if
Le L.

veloct, Dauil.

Body greenish blue
above, witli nine or ten transverse black bands, spotted
with small round white eyes ; belly whitish; taW scarcely longer than the body.
"
Daud. iii. p. 204. pi.
/.<• L. genlil du iMiiguedoc,
/-. lepiffa.

22.

xzxvii.

Macolau.

and

S/yolted Lizards.

Sect. IV.
Lupiib.

Languetloc L.

fig. I.

macuhla. Spotted L. Blackish blue above,
with a few round sijots of a pale violet; belly whitish;
tail once and a half as long again as the botlj'.
Lt L. tachele d'Etpagiw, Daud. iii. p. 208. pi. xxxvii.
23.

/,.

fig. 2.

Sect. V.
2+.

Atilu.

tish

Ij.

below

;

Gret/ Lisard*.

Ash coloured above, whiback marked with a longitudinal dotted

agUis.

Agile L.

line, and a subreticulated brown longitudinal
edged with paler colour on each side of tlie body.
Le L. grit des vturaiUes, Daud. iii. p. 211. pi. xxxviii.

brown

6troke,
fig. 1.

BfongBui-

6«ric*«.

LaurtntiL

Araucola.

25. L. brongniardi. Brongniardian L. Bluish grey,
irregularly marbled on the back with black spots, and
with three longitudinal lines of black spots and dots on

each side.
Le L. brovsniardien, Daud. iii. p. 221.
Silky L. Brownish above, shaded
'J6. L. Serxcea.
with glossy green and blue ; pale green below ; tail
twice as long as the body, and a little streaked.
Le L. soyeux, Daud. iii. p. SZ*.
Laurentian L. Ash brown above,
27. L. laurentii.
everywhere spotted, with the spots upon the back obscure, those on the sides disposed in a triple longitudinal row.
Le L. de Laurenli, Daud. iii. p. 227.
Sand L. Brownish grey, paler
28. L. arenicola.
without spots below, with a row of brown spots upon
the back, and a double series of brown eyes dotted with
white, and another single row of white dots on each
side.

Le L.
Fnm.
ArgDU.

ar&nicole,

Daud.

iii.

p. 230. pi. xxxviii. fig. 2.

Brown L. Dark brown, with a lon29- L.fuxca.
gitudinal row of obscure spots on each side ; belly paler.
Le L. l/ruH, Daud. iii. p. 237.
Sharp snouted L.
30. /.. arguta.
Tail short and
vertidllated, thick at the base, and very shai-p at the
tip ; a remarkable double plate under the neck ; general colour sea green, with numerous transverse black
bands ; belly white.
Le L. a museau poitUue, Daud. iii. p. 2i0.
Lacerta argnta, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1072.
Sect. VI.

with two longitudinal brown lines scales of the back
belly carmated, and forming longitudinal streaks.
Le L. strie, Daud. iii. p. 247A considerable degree of uncertainty and ambiguity
prevails among writers, respecting tiie animals called
It) with Linnaeus and his followers, we comLizards.
prehend under this name not only the species just enumerated, but the Tupinambcs, tlie Stellios, the Basilisks,
the Guanas, the Geckos, the Chameleons, the Scinks, and
the otlier tribes of the SaurLm order, we shall find it comprehend above 1 50 species ; and even curtailed as it is
;

p. 202.

iii.

Lacerta velox, Liun. a Gmelin. p. 1072.

Reptile*.

Dracenoid Lizards.

Saurian
Reptiles.

by the modern French naturalists, we see that it is
pretty numerous. As it is impossible for us, within the
circumscribed limits of an article like the present, to
describe even all the most important species, we shall
here confine ourselves entirely to a general account of
those which .ire found in the British islands.
Mr Pennant, in the 3d vol. of his British Zoology, has
described only three species of lizard as belonging to
Britain, viz. the Scaly lizard, (a variety of Lacerta agilis, Linn.) the War/y lizard, ( Lacerta palustris, Linn.

He
lizard, {Lacerta vulgaris, Linn.)
indeed mentions two more, the Little brown lizard, and
the Snake-shaped lizard, from Ray, but gives nothing
and the Brown

on these species from

his

own

observation.

Mr

Revett Sheppard, in a paper published in the 7th
vol. of the Linnean Transactions, has particularised six
species as being indigenous in this country, viz. Lacerta agilis, scaly or swift lizard ; L. cedura, swelled-tailed
L. ; L.'anguiformis, viperine L. ; L. vulgaris, brown L.
L. palustris, warty lizard; and L. maculata, spotted L.
Ot these he seems to consider the 2d, 6th, and perHis descriptions of these
haps the 3d, as new species.
species are sufficiently minute, but he adds nothing respecting their habitats or manner of life.
The species most common in this country are the
Warty lizard, or water newt, and the Brown lizard, or
common land newt ; and of these the former has been
most minutely examined. The warty lizard is extremeThe
ly common in ponds and other stagnant waters.
young lizards continue for some time in an imperfect
or larva state, and the perfect animals annually change
their skin. *

Gesus XIII.

Takvdromus.

TAKYDROME.

This genus has been formed by Daudin for the pur- Takypose of including two species, which differ from the li- i>aoME
*^^'""zards, properly so called, in having a very slender body, which, as well as the extremely long tail, is vertiThey
cillated, or formed of scaly carinated rings.
have also two small vesicles at the base of each thigh,
a long extensile forked tongue, and a remarkable contraction between the head and body.
There are two
species, viz.

Having two

scaly folds

drical tail verticillated at

at

Quioque-

its distal,

under the neck, and a cylinits proximal, and reticulated

half

31. L. quinquelinenta.
Five-streaked L.
Bluish,
with five longitudinal black lines upon the back, and

white spots on each side.
Le L. a cinq rales, Daud.

iii.

p. 243.

Si. L. striata. Striated L.

Grey, bluish at

1

.

Takydrornus quadrilinealus.

Four-streak-

tlie sides.

a six raies, Daud. iii. p. 256. pi. xxxix.
These animals inhabit dry places, and, as their generic name imports, run with great swiftness.

* We h«»e laid (p. 31.) that the lizards tat innoceot rrptilet, a potitioD now generally maintained by modem naturalists. We arc,
however, aMuicd, by an intclliijeni friend, a clergyman, tliat when a boy, be bad one of bis fingeiG so much afiected, in consequciKe of
baadling a brown lizard,
to be very neatly in a >ute of gangrene.

u

Quadrilineatus.

Six-streaked T. Bright shining Sexlineatut.
2. 2\ sexlineatus.
blue, with three longitudiniil black lines on each side
Pi^ate
of the body. See Plate CCXCVII. Fig. 15.
lyC T. nacre

Sect. VI. Striated Lizards.
StraU.

Species

ed Takydrorae. Brown above, whitish below, with two
longitudinal white lines on each side.
Le Takydrome brun a qualre raies, Daud. iii. p. 252.

y^'^'^fy^''
'^'

'

;
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OtBIM.

SciiKDa.

SCINKS.

Le

Body long and rmther thick, entirely covered with elb'pUcaf or rounded imbricated ncales. Head oblong,
covered above with a few pUtes ; tongue rather thick,
hart, and tiij^litly cleft at ita tip. Tail knser or short*
er in the diSerent •pedea, covered with icaMs cimilar to
thoae of the body. Faet •brang, rather ihort and thin,
furniahed each with five long, tliin, separate toe*. tCTminating in claws.

u

a numerooa tribe, ooniprehending 81 wftan,
all nativea at warn cHmatea
They are
bri*k in their motions. Mid load of basking in the sun>
•hine.
They live in dry stony plaeaa, and feed on insects.
The species are airai^gcd by Daudin in four
sections, asfiiUowa.

This

which are

Sbct.

I.

Omnmm

Scinh.

Tail short and conical ; colour grey, having generally
transverse bands of a doner ooloar.
SptcietX. Sdmauqgkmatu. OAdnal Sdnk. Grey,
begirt with trsnsverae bUckiab soom; back a little an>
giuai; mussle short and scats; tail oanprsasad at tbe
tip; margin of the toss sstiatcd.
Le tcinque ontimmirt dfEgjnl, daud. iv. p. 130.
Laetrim teimeus, Linn, a Oniel. p. 1077.

Q0kmml idmk, Shaw, iii. p|. Ixxix.
Lt tdm^m, Laoep. ii. part ii. art. S4. pL L Ig. SL
8. & MM uf UaMw-wasp S. Thick, brown abov,
g
with laiji* moaded 'mJbtiaud scales monk taper,

m

,

;

Plats

withpUiss on

ccxcvii.

See

ito

nwar

patt;

pW CCXCVII.Tig. 1&

Le gn*

gaUu-matp dt

S.

la

tail

thick

hmI

short.

Jamaimit, Daud.

iv.

P.SS9.

Giants. \Mute, with lUMtoCB tnOMof oodatat* le^jth.
Lt S. grOM/, Oaad. i«. p^ 844.
4. .S. maUnjfm.
Uabouya S. Shininf adt-brovn,
with nuroeroas snail black spoU above each ad* ; sides
and belly pale ; tail elongated ; ownb pcoaunent.
S.

S.gifm*.

ban£;

verse

MibMja.

5

iv.

p.

84&

iaci^adr.

ii.

1.

TiliffuguS.

tiiigMgu.

TailarnodaalBlcMtli.
body thick, brown above, thick-

RMmd, and eonieal ;
ly sH with blMk dots, whitish beknr.
Lt 8, ttKt
Daodiv. p. 851.
ttfoerte Mjngw, Linn, a GmeL n. I07S.

m;

mamBmnl. Shaw.
Skct.

II.

Wkilt^rtmlmi Stmk*.

6. 5. JEmt%t.
Bronse S. Body slender, of a brtna*
colour, with a broad kmgitndinal pale ttreak npon tha

back

once and a biOrtbe length of the body.
Daod. iv. p. 8A4w
BJiaotujL
7- S. bilintatui.
Two^atrcaked S. Brownish, with
two white kiu|itiMiiiiallinaeiqwo the back, with brown
;

Le

tail

S. bronse,

spots disposed in rows.

Le S.a deux raki, Daud. iv. p. 856.
LaetrtamttqmncUUa, Linn, a Gmel.

p. 1075.

8. 8. tr^mgatu*.

Three- streaked S. Brawn above,
with tbiae longitudinal white lines ; tail a little longer
than the body, with tbs scales oo iU b^Jc part bau>

gonaL

LeS.a

troU rtdet, Daod.

iv. p.

86S.

9. S. qtudrUmemlmt,
Foar-streaked S. Tail kxig
iBd round; fore feet four-toed; hind feet five-toM,
with two langitudiaal white lin« on aacfa ode of the

body.
SI.

MRT L

Dand.

p. 266.
Reptiles.
Lacerta quadrUineata, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1076.
Le quatre rates, Lacepedc, ii. part ii. art 57.
10. S. Algira.
Algerinc S. Scales of the back c*> Algirs.
two yellow longitudinal lines aa each side of
rinated
the body ; tail long and round.
S. Algire, Daud. iv. p. 269.
Lacerta Algira, Linn, a Gmel. p, 1073.
L'Almre, Lacep. ii. part ii. art. S2.
11. S. ^Huiquetineatut.
Five-streaked S.
Blackish Quinque.
above, with five longitudinal yellow or white lines up- lincsiwi.
on the back ; whitish below ; tail oS moderate length.
Le S. a cinq raiet, Daud. iv. p. 272. pi. Iv. fig. 1.
Lacerta qtunaueiiaeala, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1075.
Le S. Mri^, Laeepede, ii. part ii. art. .S8.
Bloody S. Tail a little verticil- CnuDUtu>.
18. 5. cruentatMt.
above,
lated ; ash colour
scarlet bdow, with a whitish
tip ; seven white streaks upon the neck, four of which
reach to the tail.
Le S. tntoMglanU de la Siberie, Daud. iv. p. 278.
Lacerta ementa, Linn, a Gmel. p. 107*2.
iv.

;

U

Red^mUidtimrd, Shaw.
BUck-tailed S. Pale ash colour MeUnunii.
IS. S.wtelmmanu.
above, marked with seven longitudinal yellowish lines ;
ydlowtsh below tail round and black, twice as long
as the body.
Le S. a tepi raiet et a queue noire de flnde, Daud.
iv. p. 880.
14. S. oettUmatut. Eight-streaked S. Black above, Octolinnuu.
with eight loofitadinal whitish lines ; whitish below ;
tail fermgiaoaa, and twice as long as the body.
LeS. a kuit raiet de la SonteUe JloUandt, Daud. iv.
p. 885.
The ribboned lizard. White's Foyage to New South
Waitt, p. S45.
;

tail

Le S. MO&wya, Daucf.
part iL art. 24. pi. ii. fig.
A.

S3

S. a quaire rates,

Sbct.

BUck-ilreaktd Scinkt.

III.

Brown above, with four sioaniL
1 5. 5. tloanii.
Sloanian S.
black longitudinal lines, of which the intermediate are
sboftctt ; tail a little longer tiuin the body, « ith rounded imbricated scales on its proximal, and hexagonal vcrtidllated scales on its distal half.
Le S. dommen, Daud. iv. p. 887. pi. Iv.

& tchneiderii.

fig. 2.

Schnciderian S

Bright brownSchnelderil.
ish above, with a pale longitudinal line on each side,
whitish below ; tail twice as long as the body.
Le S. tckneidMen, Daud. iv. p. 891.
Le Dore, Laeepede, ii. part ii. art. 36.
Sallow S.
Back pale brown ; Trutauni.
17. 6^. trittahu.
ides of a deeper colour, marked with a double pale loiigitndinal band ; tail long and cylindrical.
Le S. rt mbr mai, Daud. iv. p. 896.
18. S. Imtieept. Broad headed S.
Head behind the Ltticfpf.
eyes, broad, oolonr brownish, spotted with black ; tail
as king as the body, having its oistal part covered both
above and below with tisusv
» plates.
Le S. a large the, Daud. iv. p. 901.
19. 5. carinatut. Ridged S. Scales carinated; tail Ciriostas.
twice as long ss the body, covered with scsles as in the
16.

f

last species.

Le

S.

CarhU. Daud.
Skct. IV.

iv. p.

304.

OctOated Sdnlet.

Eye-spotted S.
Ash coloured OoeUsnw.
SO. 5. octUatut.
above, with numerotis transverse lines of black scales
yellow in the middle ; tail about the length of the body.
Le S. Octlle de Ckypre et tfEgypt, Daud. iv. p. 308.
pi. IvL
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l.atrnli*.

Linn, a 6me1. 1077.
Ash coloured
Varieijatwl S.
S. lateralis.
nbove, witl/transvcrse rows of black spot', with oblong
white (lots in the niitldle ; black longitudinal lines,
(k>ttcd below with white upon the sides; tail shorter
Jjtceria ocellata.

21.

than the Iwdy, and ending suddenly in a point.
Le S. a bandes lalerales, Daud. iv. p. 314.
Of all these species, the first or Egyptian scink is the
most celebrated, both from the high estimation in which
it is held by the natives, and for its having been once
employed in Europe as a medicine. It is a small animal, seldom exceeding six or seven inches in length,
and is of a pale yellowish brown colour. In its manners it is perfectly harmless ; and so active in its motions, that it hides itself in the sand in an instant.
This species is so numerous in some parts of the East,
that several thousands of them have been seen at once
in the great court of the temple of the Sun at Balbec.
The ground, the walls, and scattered stones of these
ruinous buildings, were covered with them, exhibiting
a beautiful appearance from their glittering colours, as
they lay basking in the sun. See Brace's Travels.

with a brown line ; brown below ; feet remote from
the aiiKS, extremely short, either two or three-toed ;
toes without claws, and as if arising from a common

Saimaa
Heptilcs.

'"'V^

pedicle.

Daud. iv. p. 348.
Head and body gheltopuSheltopusik S.
withoiit distinct separation ; tail long and round, as sik.
well as the body, covered with pale imbricated scales
rudiments of hinder feet only, two-toed, and without
/,« S. schneiderien,

5.

S. sheltonusik.

•

claws, at the anus.
Le S. bipede sheltopusik,

Daud. iv. p. 351.
Lacerta apoda, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1079.
6".
Gronovian E. Dorsal scales dotted
S.gronovii.
with brown ; tail smooth at the tip ; hinder feet only,
very short, with one toe and no claw.
Le S. groiiovien, Daud. iv. p. 354, pi. Iviii. fig. 2.
Lacerta bipes, Linn, a Gmel, p. 1079.

Genus XVI.

Ciialcides.

Gronovll;

CHALCIDES.

These reptiles differ from those of the last genus only
in the disposition of the scales that cover the body and

py v,f ,,
des Genus,

which, instead of being imbricated as in the seps,
They inhabit
are arranged in r;ngs, or verticillated.
similar situations, and have similar manners.
There
are fo<ir species, of which three are four-footed, and one
two-footed.

tail,

Genus XV.

EFTS.

Seps.

and
Body, neck, and
covered with imbricated scales of a roundish or elliptical form.
Head tliin, oblong, covered above with few
scales ; tongue rather thick, short, and slightly cleft at
its tip.
Either four or two feet extremely short, simple, very slender, scaly, furnished with one, two, three,
lour, or five toes, indistinct, sometimes with claws,
tail very long, thin, cylindrical,

ClU,

SQinetimes without.
The animals which compose this genus so nearly resemble some of the serpents, as scarcely to be distinguished from them by a casual observer. Indeed, if
we except the short and often indistinct feet, and the
marks of an external auditory orifice, they possess almost
all the other characters of serpents ; and accordingly
several of them have been ranked among the Ophidian
reptiles.
In their habitudes and manners, they nearly
resemble the scinks, though, from the shortness of their
feet, their motions are rather those of snakes than litftdt*.

Daudin enumerates

zards.

six species,

Sect.

I.

Four-footed Chcdcides.

Species 1. Chalcides tetradactylus.
P'our-toed Chal- Tetradacty
cides.
Scales of the belly h.exagonal, with a longitudi- '"*•
nal furrow on each side of the body ; feet four-toed.

Leckalcide quadrupede tetradacti/le, Daud. iv. p
tridactylus.
Three-toed C.
Feet three
very short, and without claws ; tail a little longer
the body.
See Plate CCXCVIII. Fig. 18.
Le Chalcide quadrupede tridaclyle, Daud. iv. p.
2. C.

362.
toed, Tridacty-

than

lus.

'"'-^'te

367, ccxcviii.

"^^'^

pi. Iviii. fig. 3.
..

Le

Chalcide, Lacepede, ii. part ii. art. 52.
3. C. monodadt/lus.
One-toed C. Feet short
very slender, with one toe without claw ; tail once

.

and Monodtcand '^'"*'

a half the length of the body, and cylindrical.
Le C. quadrupide monodacttjle, Daud. iv. p. 370.

arranged under

the two following sections.

Sect.

<
Sect.
Pcntidacty.

ku.

Plate
ccxctiii,
Pig. 17.
I'ndictylus.

Species

tjlut.

-

Le

S. quadrupeds tridactyk,

3.

.9.

Daud. iv. p. 333, pi. Ivii.
One-toed E. Feet extremely
comiwsed of one toe without claw ; tail

monodactyliis.

thin and short,
three times as long as the
and slightly carinatedf

Le

S.

body

;

scales subimbricate,

quadrupede monodactyle, Daud.

iv.

p. 342, pjate

Iviii. fig. 1.

Lacerta anguina, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1079.

Sect.
Schaeiderii.

^

jg

schneiderii.

4

II.

Two-footed Efts.

Schneiaerian S.

II.

Two-footed Chalcides.

Grooved C. Fore feet only with fiive Propus.
of which four are clawed and one naked ; each side
of the body longitudinally furrowed.
Le C. bipede canncle, Daud. iv. p. 372. pi. Iviii. fig; 4.
Bipede cannele, Lacepede, ii. p. 325.
Several remains of Saurian reptiles, in a fossil state,
Fossil Sauhave been discovered in the bowels of the earth, parti- tians.
cularly the bones of two species or varieties of crocodile, nearly allied to the gavial, but considered by Cuvier as distinct from that species.
These remains of
crocodiles have been found near Honfleur, Mons, Angers, and Havre in France ; at Altorf in Bavaria ; at
Elston near Newark, in the English county of Nottingham ; and on the coast of Whitby in Yorkshire. See.
Annales de Museum, tom. xii. p. 73, and Phil. Trans.
vol. XXX. p. 9G3, and vol. 1. p. 688, and 7S6.
There
have besides been found in the mountains of St Pierre,
near Maestricht, some enormous bones of a Saurian reptUe, which have occasioned some dispute between
MM. St Fond and Cuvier the former alleging them
to be the remains of a gavial crocodile, and the latter arguing, with much plausibility, that although so large.
4. C. propus.

Seps pentadactylus. Five-toed Eft. Five
toes on each foot, fumishedf with claws ; bay or ash coloured alKJve, with numerous longitudinal brown streaks;
whitish below.
See Plate CCXCVIII. Fig. 17.
Le Seps quadrupide pentadactyle, Daud. iv. p. 325,
Lacerta serpens, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1078.
8. 5. tridaclylus.
Three-toed E. Feet furnished
with three extremely short toes without nails ; bay or
ash colour abovCj with four longitudinal brown streaks
I.

paler below.

Monodac-

Four-footed Efcs.

I.

Whitish above,

toes,

;
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they Kfctnble part* of a Tupinambi* rather than of a

with two parallel longitudinal white Unci a Utile arcLtd

crocodile.

upon the back.
/.a R. bi'ta^, Daud. viii. p. SO.
. H. fanoralis. Thigh-spotted H. Green, with
*eveii or more yellow spota on the upper port of tlic

Part* at' a winf^ reptile, reawnhlmg the flying drapop, have a)«o haen (bund in a rock near Manheim.
bee Uaud. in IJut. Nat. it* Heptda, tarn viiL p. 89 K

Batracian
UfpiUc*.
"~
»

FemonOis,

thiglu.

0«DE«
9*1 MX.
ciAaOidcr,

La

BATRACIAN REPTILES.

III.

The animab oflhii ankr rcMmblc thoM of the two
preceding in icTcral tcapecta. Like then, they have
and jawa not farmed, of two brancbea. move*
able OB each other and in one part at leaat of their proMftaa towarda maturity, they have all tail*. Like the
Sauriaoa, their jawa are fumiabcd with teeth, and their
larynx ia capable of pndmdag lound. On the other
hand, tbej <Gfcr front the C hakn iana and Sauriana, in
having a naked body in jamj hwtmrei oovcied with
warta or tubcrdea ; in kiaviag the booca aoft ; in having DO exlemal copniative organ in the male, nor any
reel internal one in the feinale.
Some of them have a
•tcmiaa, but no riba; other* riba, bat no atannan.
Moat of the tpeciea have four feet in their perfect atate.
All of thaa awioi, aone crawl, and other* leap ; and
the •pecica of oae geoaa attach tliemaclvca to objecta,
bv r9BDd tabardaa Mminatiog Uicir toca. The other
CMVMtnialie nariu have been already mentioitcd in
the frat part of thin aitide.
Modem natnimliala ndum li* gmtn aa belnnging to
all feet,

;

.

tUa

order,

iriwen*,

which Dancril Mrigii Badcr two aaUi-

m fuUowr

a

;

FaMiLY L

Gcvca
Body
'TtAC^
Tongue

Batradam mUkoiU TuU.

Hylx,

IfTLt.

I.

or

Tin FsoGt.

conpmacd, ebinHed, an
and tkidk the two Ave liiet ftiniiAed

alighlly

abort

j

hinder with fire all of thm with*
out dawa, but terminated by lenticular tubercle*.
The tfce-fhig*, aa their name imports, have their
habit at ion in tieca, to the Icavea of which they mSkmn
by the tubaRlea eo their taea, and when thiry are often
aacn leaping ftam branch to branch, or from leaf to
leaf, ia aaerai of worm* and in*ecta.
Daring winter
and early apring they *cek the bottaaa of lakco and ri<
vulcta, where, after their bybemetieo ie over, they
pwr, and when the rcaM.e 1*78 b«r aggi. Moatofthie
pedca are native* of Amcrioa ; bvt aooe an ~"TTrnni>
in France, Italy, and other warm E iupanu countrieaL.
At the patriM teaaan the male makaa • load ahiai

with temt

toaa, the

;

b

The croakiqg
teid t0 be perticniariy load
in the evening* on the e
ch of rain. It baa alao
beta rcmafkad of tfaaae aaaailak tiMt their (kin haa the

manner.

paw

There are twenqr-«i^ tyirim ili<ii%aialieil by the
<bUawiaf aanMa end chanctMa.
Spedca I. Hiflm mridU. Green H. Bright grtrn
above, with a yellow line on each aide, bordered with
a tihfiriih abade eitandh^ from the r^alrib to each
flank, aodflvfluag a dnaeaity above codi kin; wkitUi
beknr.

1^
part

ToimtUt 9trU, Daud.

iii.

viii.

p. "SS.

Laccpedc,

ii.

art. 14.

Linn, a Gmel. p. 1054.
Tr,
aw.
:•».
S.
Flank-atriped H.
Brixbt gtecn,
Kgbtcr bcivw, with a ctraight ycUow line upon tlie
aidea of the upper lip, bedv. and limb*.
Ii.inn ftrhtrro,

L->unJii

/

La

It. femorale, Daud. viii. p. S-2. pi. xciii. fig. 1.
H. tquirtUa. Ycllow-rumped H. Obscure gretn,
with brown apota upon the l>acK, and yellow rump.
La R. iquirtHe, Daud. viii. p. S4. pi. xciii. fig. S.

6.

R./Unc-raffit, Daud. viii. p. 87.
3. //. UUmaaia.
Two ttriped H. Obacnnt green,

Variegated H.
6. H. tforiegala.
Brown iibove,
with green doiticulated »poU ; limbs marked with
transverae green bands ; toe* flattened.
La R. bigarrt, Daud. viii. p. S6.
Mixed coloured H. Greenish
7. //. tntermiila.
gray above, ijitetapened with red *pota and dot* ; pale
red below.
Im R. mHawgit, Daud. viii. p. 38.
8. H. Ucolor.
Two coloured H. Blue almve, yellowiah
-)>ots turrounded witli violet.
See PI
.
19.
'

'

'

I

Im iC. bicotore, Uaud. viii. p. 40.
Rana bicoU/r, Linn, a Gmel. 10.32.

.
^
'liufeU*-

Vuirgali.

Intermixu.

Bioolor.

Plate
ccxcviii.
Fig. 19.

9. U. ryeaea. blue l\. Blue above, reddish clouded ash-colour below hinder feet palniated.
L* R. bUue dr la NouvelU Hoilaiide, Daud. viiL p,
;

3.
BUie/rog, White"* Voifagt to New South n'ales, p.
848, pr. iv.
10 H.Jrotlalis. Banded H. Bo<ly and leg* redpmntslik
dislt brown above, with ovale oblong wliile spot*.
Ijt R.a kamieau, Daud. viii. p 4J.
Rmmm kucopiyih, Linn, a (iroel. p. 1054.
II. //. tifciuria.
iitaincd H.
Body smooth, with
two longitudinal and one tnuuverae yellowish line* '^"'"*"'*apon the back.

La R.m

lapirtr, Daud. viii. p. \9.
19. It. J'ttaca.
Brown H. Bruwn above; whitish Pom*.
aah-ooluured below ; entirely without spota.

IA R. brume, Daud.

viii.

p. 51.

Laccpede, ii. part iii. art. l6.
13. H. miri. Red II. Brownish red above, with a
Rubra,
double pak line on each side, and rounded spots above
tbethisdu.
La R. nmge, Daud. viii. p. 55.
/>i bntne,

La

roufe, I.acrpede,
H. audrilintata.

ii.

part

iii.

art. 30.

Four-streaked H.
Blue or Qnadniiaulphur-yellow above, with a double yellow or whitish "•"*•
line on oKfa side.
La R.m fumtre rates, Daud. viii. p. 55.
15. H. auraaliaca.
Orange H.
Orange-yellow, Auruitiaca,
with a stain of reddiah upon ma back.
La R. armagie, Daud. viii. p. 57.
L'Ormmgt mpitlelle, Laoep, ii. part iii. art. 19.
16. H.kjfpechondrialiM. Hypochondrial H. Bluish Hypothoo.
grey above, with the side* ot*^ the body and limbs yel driilu.
lowiah, marked with tranavcise brown bands; toes
14.

clef\.

La

R. knochomdriale, Daud. vii!. p. 60.
17. H.tactea. Milky II. Milky white, with a brownish line extending from the nostrils to the eyes; forefeet semipalmatetl, hinder palmated.

Im R. iacier, Daud.
H.

viii.

p. (jK.

Croaking H.

Whitiah ash-coloured,
with brood tranaverse red ami brown atreaka ; head and
mouth broad ; hinder-feet lemipalmaled.
I^a R. btuglanlt, Daud. viii. p. ()4.
18.

boons.

Rnna boons, Linn, a GmcL
Croahng frog, .Shaw.

La

p. 1055.

CoMtur-ac-tait, Lacepcde, iL part

iii.

art. 17,

I.sctea.

;;
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Silvery-grey,
Eye-streaked H.
brown band extending from each eye to
the side limbs marked with transverse brown bands.
OtuUtit.
La R. oculaire, Daud. viii. p. 68.
Warty H. Uniformly brownish,
Vtmicon.
SO. H. verrucosa.

H.

19.

with a

ocultris.

lateral
;

Venulon.

TibUttix.

with a warty back.
La R. a verrues, Daud. viii. p. 70.
Marbled H. Yellow-ash, mar21. //. marmorata.
bled with reddish above, dotted with black below
•11 the feet flat and palmated.
L. R. marbre, Daud. viii. p. 71. pi. xciv.
Le Marbre, Lacepede, ii. part. iii. art. 33.
Veined H. Pale reddish, marbled
22. H. venulosa.
with irregular red streaks or spots, dotted with brown;
hinder feet semipulmated.
La R. riticulaire, Daud. viii. p. 7*.
Rana venulosa, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1053.
La rcUiculaire, Lacepede, ii. part iii. art 6.
Flute H. Yellowish white, inter23. H. tibiatrix.
spersed above with reddish dots ; hinder feet semipai^
mated.

La

FdMU-

Daud. viii. p. 76.
Palmated H. Pale reddish, marbled with reddish brown, with two streaks above tlie
R.Jluteuse,

H. palmata.

24.

limbs

the feet palmated.
patle d'oie, Daud.

all

;

La R.
Punctata.

BlochianA.

viii.

p,

80; Lacepede,

ii.

part iii. art 7.
Dotted H.
Whitish grey or
25. H. punctata.
brownish above, with scattered white dots, and a white
line on each side ; belly white.
La R. ponciuee, Daud. viii. p. 81.

La

Grenouille commune, Lacepede, ii. part. iii.
Gibbousfrog. Pennant, Rril. Zool. iii. p. 7.
Esculent, or green frog, Shaw, iii. pi. xxxi.

blochienne.

Daud.

Black spotted H.

H. mclanorabdota.

27.

Green

dota.

above, with transverse black spots.

Siirinun-

H. surinamensis. Surinam H. Ash-coloured;
marked with ovate red spots above, dotted with black

La

R. a laches noires, Daud.

viii.

p. 85.

28.

below

La

;

all

the toes separate.

R. de Surinam, Daud.

Genus IL Rana.

viii.

p. 86.

COMMON FROGS.

Body thick, a little compressed, elongated, moist,
covered with a few small tubercles ; generally granu*
lated below, except at the thorax, which is smooth
on each side of the back, above the loins, there is in
some species a longitudinal angular fold ; tongue short
and thick ; the fore feet have four separate toes, with
the thumb a little larger than the rest in the male ; the
hinder feet are almost always palmated, and are much
longer than the body ; the toes are pointed, and have
usually a small tubercle under each articulation.
Common frogs cannot climb like the tree-frogs, nor
can they be said to walk, their proper motion being that
leaping. They inhabit marshy and boggy places,
and the borders of lakes and ponds, into which they
frequently leap and swim about, either in search of innects, worms, and the fry of fishes, or for amusement.
Here too they pair and lay their eggs.
oJ"

About the time when the young frogs are come to
maturity,

it

often liappens

among them from

Esculents.

2. R. temporaria.
Common F. Red or brown Temporaria.
above, or greenish, with a blackish spot extending from
the eye through the opening of the ear.
La G. rousse a tempes noires, Daud. viii. p. 94.
Rana temporaria, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1053.
La Rousse, Lacepede, ii. part iii. art. 2.
Common frog, Brit. Zool. iii. p. 3. Shaw, iii. pi. xxxix.
Dotted F. Ash-coloured, dotted Punctata.
3. jR. punctata.
with green above ; feet marked with transverse bands;

toes separate.

La

4.

spots

;

Plicata.

feet separate.

La

p. 83.

viii.

Species.

art. 1.

brown

blochtana.

Reptiles.

the back ; belly whitish.
La Grenouille verte, Daud. viii. p. 90.
Rana esculenta, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1053.

the thighs.
Melanoiab-

tjenus.

marshy situations.
Daudin enumerates sixteen species of Rana, viz.
Esculent Frog. Green with
Sp. 1. Rana esculenta.
black spots, and three longitudinal yellow lines upon

G. ponciuee, Daud. viii. p. 100.
Plaited F.
Brown, with the sides
R. plicata.
double plaited ; breast and arms marked with four

H.

Batracian

croaking is heard at a very considerable distance.
Frogs are capable of being rendered familiar, and
have become so tame as to eat out of the hand. Some
of the species serve for food to man, and most of them
become the prey of the larger animals that inhabit

BlochianH. Ash-coloured above;
whitish below, with an obscure line extending from the
nostrils to the ear, ajid obscure transverse bands upon
Z6.

La R.

Kawa

ground have been seen nearly covered with them. Frogs
arrive at full maturity in about five years, and are supposed to Uve about twelve or fifteen. The croaking of
some species, especially of that called the bull-frog, is
remarkably loud, and in some parts of America, where
this species abounds, the noise made by their united

thiat migrations take place
a crowded pond or stream, to one

where they are less numerous. On these occasions, it
astonishing what numbers have been seen at once

is

crossing a field or road in their way to their new habiution. According to Mr Rae, two or three acres of

Daud. viii. p. 102.
Noisy F. Dull ash-coloured, interspersed with black dots ; upper lip green ; hind feet
G.plissee,
5. R. clamata.

palmated.
Im. G. criarde, Daud.

viii.

Clamata.

p. 104.

R. typhonia. Typhon F. Ash-coloured or red- Typhonia.
dish, with a few brown spots, and either five or three
longitudinal yellow lines upon the back ; belly whitish.
La G. galonnee, Daud. viii. p. 106, pi. xev. La6.

cepede,

ii. part iii. art xii.
marginata, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1053.
Hurricane frog, Shaw.
Reddish F. Rusty colour above, with RubeUa.
7. R. rubeUa.
three longitudinal black lines upon the back, and a
triangular white spot upon the forehead.
La G. rougette, Daud. viii. p. 109.
Spotted F. Grey, with a square Maculata.
8. R. maculala.
green spot upon the head, and another round one on
each shoulder ; whitish below, marbled with black.
La G. tachetee, Daud. viii. p. 111.
Bull F. Very large; dark green Pipiens.
9. R. pipiens.
above, whitish grey below, interspersed everywhere
with blackish spots.
La G. mugissante, Daud. viii. p, 113. Lacepede,
ii. part iii. art. 9Rana ocellata, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1052.
Bull/r»g, Catesby's Carolina.

Rana

Rana

catesbiana,

Shaw,

iii.

pi. xxxiii.

Eye-spotted F. Very large ; red- OceUatib
dish brown above, with round brown spots, eyed with
yellow on the sides and buttocks.
La G. ocelUe, Daud. viii. p. 118.
11. R. halecina.
Pitpit F. Green above, with brown Halfcina.
spots eyed with yellow; three longitudinal lines shaded
with yellow upon the back ; white below.
10.

R.

ocellata.

HERPETOLOGY.
G. hatUoMe, Daud. viii. p. 1S2.
R. tigmrima. Tierine F. Lju^ge ; greyish-brown,
with a longitudinal yellow line estendinc fitnt the now
to the rump; dark brown spots edged with yellow
above the lanlM, and yellow Inittocks.
La G. HgrHt, Dwid. riii. p. 1^5.
Grunting F. Brown or reddish,
IS. R.grmmun*.
wttk oUoog ycDow nota behind the eye*.
Im G. gngnamte, Daad. viiL p. 127.
Greenish-ath or
Paradoxical F.
14. R. paradatm.
reddish above, ii Mililwl with reddish brown ; thighs
marked below with oblique rcddiah lioea. See PUt«

La

-la.

PtATS

12.

ccxcna. CCXCVIII.

La G.

mated.
La G. arunco, Daud. viii. p. 134.
Yellow F. Body warty; yellow
16. R. tkaml.
semipalmated.
La. G. thaul, Daud. viii. p. 136.
Jleaa lulea, Linn, a GmcL p. 1050.

Fig. 20.

Jmekie,

Daud.

riiL p.

ISO; Latiep.

ii.

part
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which is reduced to one-fourth of its natural length, BatmaUn
and the animal nearly in its perfect state, and one-half .^'P'^"'.,
>
its natural siae, is represented in Plate CCXCVIII.
Fig. 20.
Arunco F. Body warty ; feet pal- Anmco.
15. R. arunco.

GiNoIII. Bora

iii.

feet,

ThsuL

TOADS.

art. II.

Rwt* fmrmdoam, Linn, a GmdL
PmrtJninlJhg. Stmw.
Smrimmmfng or JaekU.
Suriaaa

p. 1055.

ThcMtiml hialdry of this extraordinarjr animal is
bat ianpnftcthr ondcntood. It baa tang bwa Mmposed, that it ia ant a ftvg, and afterwarda dMogaa mto
a fish ; in which laBv iMc k is eaten br the natiirci of
Surinam, under the naBaa of Jackie and Frqg-lak.
Conridarabie light has beeo latriy thrown on the
aeaaoBjr of the Surinam ftog by Mr W. M. Ireland
and Sir E. Haaaa, in a paper just published in Tke
tkt ArU.\»\6, vol. i. p. 55. edited
Jtmntt pfStintH
at tba fiap^ inalltatioii by Mr Bnnda. Mr Ireland has
had tba good fatam to vibMB dM rtiajgaa whkh the
mubmI 'adaMaa ftoB tht t^poia to tha parfiiel atala;
and tha bOowiag k an abalnci of hia riliaaiiittoiii,
with thoaa of Sir k. Ikn^ on the internal structure of
tht tadpala hi two of iti atagea.
Whan firat aaan bjr Mr Irriand. tba tadpole was
aboot fisor inchaa and a half )anm by aboot an neb
broad, had a large bead and aaD Mmlb, vary
raaamhling tfaeae of a fiah, thoogh the l odhaantaof
two lag* WOTa oridant juat bafaindthe bead. In about
a iaitn^bt, the length of the aaioMl had iacreand to
oi^ iiMfaas, and iu breadth to aboot two and a half;
and tba nidiaMata of tha laga ware «k »aimiaJ into
Baariy parnct SMonn* wnh nve dewed toaa, eni*
•ad Iqr a ntuiibi aiw. evidatiy the Ihtara hfaid
of

nd

cfa

1^

Ob afwtnrM ita iataraal iUmtui e

during this forU

njgN, the iiilaannal oaal awaara very long, and coiled
pw and the riiitiaiaan af the nmgs are seen in the poalaiar nart of tha balhr.
InaMt three waaai the faa^ hgi aaka their 8|^
aiMice, tha bead and nwolh aaa«Ba thair ordinary

a

« M»

hadlrin at

dM battoBi af the vaMal hi a torpid
clhre

and

Ihrehr,

m

aid wmiWy

re>

tha water, with ila aonlh dwva
hei By thia thne tha iiilwiiial <—al ia won.
akeaan ia extant and aMMaaMoai t^'* eot^
tactad^appanntlytolaaathan hatftelaMh. and having bat vary fSrw shart convoiiitiona, and nearly tlie
whole of the cavity of the belly is filled with ftt.
In aboot HZ weah% the liwal ia graathr eontracted
in siae, bafa)g liitla man than three aNfaaa hng by
aboMan faici hi breadd^
haa baoooM a aaiCMt
pifttt
A<qg. « « cipt MBa anaU faaMhH of the tdl, whtdh
idi baa
haai giadnally rfanpiring o^ or abaurbed, and ttiediainawanea of wfaia haa aa gready eontracted theani-

^

'

mA

The apawiame of
I

the Frog.fisb,

the tadpole, in the state usually

U Aewn

in Plate

CCXCV.

Fig, 17.

Body thick, short, and broad, more or less warty on Boro G«the upper surface ; head thick and short ; eyes large >"»••
and protuberant, with a vertical pupil ; tongue short
and thick ; skin dilsUble by inflation ; belly often granolated; fore* feet with four separate toet, the thumb
laraar in the male ; hinder feet catnparativelv short,
and generally palroated with five toes ; all the toea
pointed, but without claws.
From the construction of their legs and feet, toada
do not leq> oo well as frogs, but they walk better, and
swim with fitdlity. In tiwtr other habits and modes of
life they resemble frags, except that, when irritated or
tenified, they emit from the pores of their warty skin
a aort of frothy fluid, which, though not venomous, at
waa ftraaariy iM|ipuaed, ia aofficiently irriuting to affcet daHeata parts of the akin of an animal that toucbea
it.
It is acaradv now naraaaanr to remark, that the
stone in tbe toa^a bead, whidi baa given rise to Shakeft beautiful simile, is only a poetical fiction, thoee
which have received that name appearing
oidy to be tbe fbaail teeth of a spades of fish.
Toads iiwd on worms and insecta, and in their turn
became the prey of tlie lar«r birds and snakes ; and it
is said, that tfaeur teh, so nr firom being venomous, a£>
fords aa wboleaome nutriment as that of the <Vog.
Sosne of these animala are also capable of being domesticatad.
are i nfan iieJ by Mr Pennant, that an individual of the cui miiMii toed was known to frequent
the Mepe of a gentleman's house in Devonshire for
thirty-six ycers, where it was accustomed to be fed ev»>
ry evening by the family and their visitors.
Tbe aoooonta that have been published in variooa
werka, respecting living toads found in hollow treaa
and blocks of atone, however extraordinanr, seem •»
well anthaHieated, thet we can scarody doubt tbe reality of soch occurrencae, thevgh we cannot setirfactorily account for them.
There art about thirty-two spadM of toad which are Spcdcsk
thus distingttiabed.
Sptdt* I. Bajo ml^arit. Common Toad. Pale red- Vulgsrkk
disn-esh oolooied, wrth red pustules above, reddishwhite below.
Li ermpmtid ctndrt a ptutmla rotuet, Daud. viiL p. 1 59.
9. B. emtmu. Cineraoiu T. Uniformly aah ctdour- Cio<

We

edf poatnlar.

LeC7emir4, Daud.

viii.

p.

HI.

B. JIaviaemlru. Yellow bellied T. Ash colour- purtYen.
ad andpustular above, sulphur-yellow bdow.
tris
Le C. a ttenlrt jamte, Daud. viii. p. liS.
Panams T. Ash coloured ; pus- PaninicD4. B. panameniU.
tules tipt witli violet, ycllowi«h below; feet scmipal- as.
matecL
LeC.de panama, Daud. viii. p. 145.
5. B. bombinut. Natter-jack T. Olive-brown above, BoaibiouF.
8.

;

HERPETOLOGY.
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Batncian
HqiOlca.

orange-yellow below, with bluish spots and a fold below the throat.
Le C. tonnant ou pluviale, Daud. viii. p. 146.

Among

other

synonymes under

this species,

Daudin

Rana bombina, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1048 Rana
ta, ibid. p. 1047; Rana salsa, ibid. p. 1049.
;

La sonnante, Lacepede,

ii.

part

art.

iii.

rttbi-

4 ; La pluviale,

ibid. art. 3.

Natterjack, Pennant, Brit. Zool. iii. p. 12.
B. roeselli. Roesellian T. Greenish above, with
elevated dark brown sjjots ; greenish-ash coloured be6.

low

,-

feet palmated.

Daud. viii. p. 150. plate xcvi.
bufo, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1047.
Toad, f'ennant, Brit. Zool. iii. p. 7; Shaw's Gen.

Ia! C. de roesel,

Rana
Zool.

iii.

plate xl.

Lc Crapaud commun, Lacepede,
CalamiU.

ii.

part

iii.

art.

21.

Olive above, with dark
spots, reddish pustules, and a longitudinal yellow line
along the middle of the back.
Le C. calamite, Daud. viii. p. 153; Lacep. ii. part ii.
7.

B. calamita.

Calamite T.

art. 25.
Viritlu.

Green T. Marked above with conti8. B. viridis.
guous green spots, and irregular whitish-livid lines dotted with red ; feet semipalmated.
Ae C. verd, Daud. viii. p. 156; Lacep. ii. part iii.
art. 22.

Cibbosus.

9. B. sibbosus. Gibbous T. The body ovate, smooth,
•convex, brownish above, with a longitudinal yellow indented band along the middle of the back ; toes sepa-

rate.

Le

C. bosiu, Daud. viii. p. 158; Lacep.
art. 29.
Rana gibbosa, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1047.

ii.

part

iii.

Gibbous load, Shaw.
fiucus.

10. B.fuscus.

Brown T. Marked above with broad

brown spots,
and one pale

Cunor.

GttUerio-

interspersed with livid ash-coloured lines,
longitudinal line ; hind feet palmated.
L. C. bntn, Daud. viii. p. 161 ; Lacep. ii. part iii.
art. 24.
Smootbish above, spot11. B. cnrwr. Courier T.
ted with reddish and black, with warty sides, yellowish
below, with three black spots upon the breast ; toes separate.
Le C. courier, Daud. viii. p. 1C4.
12. B. gutterrosus. Swelled throated T. Grey, spotted with brown, warts sliarp, and reddish at the tip
throat swoln.
Le C. goiireux, Daud. viii. p. 166; Lacep. ii. part iii.

B. venlricosus. Inflated T. Mouth narrow, arms
and thighs surrounded with a lax skin, capable of in1

3.

flation.

Le C. ventru, Daud. viii. p. 1G8.
Rana ventricosa, Linn, a Gmel. p.
Humid toad, Shaw.
LaTi&

Dorsigei.

B. dorsiger.

Surinam T.

C. pipa,
art. 30.

Daud.

viii.

p.

172

Dark brown, head

;

Lacep.

Jiana pipa, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1046.

A

7.

upon the body, bearing some resemblance to pearls
hinder feet semipalmated.

Le C.
Rami

perli;

Daud.

viii.

p.

1

79.

Gmel. p. 1050.
Pearled toad, Shaw.
La perk, Lacep. ii. part iii. art. 10.
Dwarf Surinam toad. Bright Surinamfn18. B. Surinamensis.
brown above ; belly dotted with grey, with a white sis.
line on the hips ; all the toes separate.
Le C. de Surinam. Daud. viii. p. 184.
19. B.allwnotalus. White spotted T. Brown; slightAlbonotawarted, with a white line extending from each nostril tus.
to each thigh ; upper part of the limbs spotted with
margaritifcra, Linn, a

white.

Le C. a taches blanches, Daud. viii. p. 185.
20. B. avails.
Oval T. Head short; muzzle long; Ovalis.
body ovate, nearly globular; brownish or bluish above,
yellowish below

Le

C. ovale,

;

feet palmated.

Daud.

viii.

p.

1

87-

Warty, brownish red,
with a white line drawn from each nostril through the
eyelids to the hind feet, another on each arm ; white
bands upon the limbs, and all the toes separate.
21. B.

lincttltts.

Striped T.

La C. rayc, Daud. viii. p. 1S8.
Musical T.
22. B. musicus.

Brown above, with
blackish .spots ; head furrowed above ; limbs marked
with blackish bands.
Le C. cri^rd, Daud. viii. p. I9O.
Rana musica, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1046.

Lincatui.

Musictis.

Musical food, Shaw.
Rough T. Yellowish, with black Scaber.
23. B. Scaber.
lips; body a little spinous, especially about the legs;
head furrowed above ; hind feet slightly palmated.

Le

C. rude, Daud. viii. p. J 94.
Lepiistuleux, Lacepede, ii. part iii. art. 27.
Bengal T. Body thickly co- Bcngalen24. B. bcngalensis.
vered with w'arts ; yellowi.sh grey ; head slightly fur- sis.

rowed above ; black sharpish pointed warts below the
hind feet semipalmated.
du bengale, Daud. viii. p. 197.
Spinous T. Dark brown above,
25. B. spinosus.
with broad spots of a paler hue ; pale grey below, with
tubercles tipt with a black spine.

feet

;

Lc

C.

C. ejwieux. Daud.

viii. p.

Spinosus.

199.

B. horridus. Horrid T. Dark green above;
warty, with numerous small black spines on eacli tubercle, hiarbled below with green and paler shades
26.

Horridus.

the toes separate.

Le

flat and triangular ; eyes minute, situated at the top of
the head ; toes of the fore, feet separate, and three or
four forked at their tips ; hind feet palmated ; cells on
the back in the female.

Le

Reptiles-

C. accoucheur, Daud. viii. p. 176.
coriaceous auricuB. Margaritifer. Pearly T.
Margaritilar lobe above each side of the head ; numerous warts fer,
1

all

IOI9.

Ii. B. Itevis. Smooth T. Pale yellow, with a smooth,
rather flattened body, and a longitudinal row of small
pointed tubercles above each side.
Le C. lisse, Daud. viii. p. 171.
15.

Batt aci.-ui

low.

Le

art. 28.

Ventrico-

Surinam toad, Shaw, iii. plate xxxi,
Accoucheur T. Dirty green,
16. B. obsteiricans.
with small irregular brown spots above ; whitish be-

Le

refers to

fioetelll

;;

ii.

part

iii.

C. hcrisse, Daud. viii. p. 201.
Australian frog, Shaw.
Brown above,
Spine-footed T.
27. B. spinipes.
bluish below ; sides marked with ochry colour ; fore
feet spinous above.

Spinipes,

Daud. viii. p. 203.
C. spinepede.
Shoulder-knot T. Very large; Humer.ilis.
28. B. humeralis.
ash-grey, irregularly spotted with brownish; parotid

Le

glands

lai'ge

and gibbous.

Le C. epaule armee, Daud. viii.
Rana marina, Linn, a Gmel. p.

La grenauille

p. 205.

1049.
epaule armee, Lacep. ii. part

Marine toad, Shaw.
29. B. semitunatus. Semilonated T.

iii.

art. 8.

Semiliina-

Blackish, with

tus.

i

HERPETOLOGY.
RcpcOn.

a white spot behind each ear ; bead slightly furrowed
above hinder feet gemipalmated.
demi-lune, Daiid. viii p. 20S.
Lt
Sa B. a^a. Druilian T. Very large; beautifully
marUed with yellow, brown, and grey, and rough with
tubercles large parotid glands ; hinder feet very slightly palmatcd.
he C. ague, Daud. viii. p. 8O9. Laoep. ii part iiL
;

C

Ar*

;

—

art.S«.

;yiifc

n

Ce mat.

Rana hraziUensit, Linn, a Gmel. p. \0%Q.
31. B. ryanopfilflit. Blue-warte«l T. Bluish brown
above, with blue pu«tule« on each «ide, extending from
the eyen to the lower part of the breast and sides, and
thence to the rump.
Le C. a pmsluUs bUmet. Daud. viii. p. 21 2.
Si. B.ommtut. Homed T. Head Urge, with a long
conical protuberance, or horn, upon euh upper eyelid.

I^ Ceormn, Daud.
art.

viiL p. 214.

was believed by the

— Lacepede,

ii.

part

iii.

p. 1050.

Gnct

II,

TmUd

SukLaMANDRA.

IT.

among the

upon its surface.
There are about fourteen

^'P"^**-

"

'

'~ ^

dries

species,

which are thus

dis- Species

tinguished.

Spirin

I

.

Salawumdra

trrrtstrix.

Common salamander.

Blackish, vari^ated with irregular blackish spot;
cylindriod, and a little obtuse.

La SaUmandric lerratre. Daud. viiL p. 321
I.— Laoepede, ii. part ii. art. 54. pi. viii.

.

Tettssiria.

tail

pi. xcvii.
fig. I.

Lacrrta taUmtandra, I.inn. a Gmel. p. 1066.
Sclamander, Shaw, iii. pi. Ixxxii.
2. S.atra. Black S. Uniformly bUck without qx>U;
tail

Atra.

and a little obtuse.
Daud. viiL p^ 2S5.

cylindrical

La
Family

BAtrmcua

ancients, and is still a popular
vulgar in most countries, that salamanders are not only capable of existing with impunity
in fire, but have the jwwer of putting a stop to a considerable conflagration when thrown among the flames.
This absurd idea has perhaps arisen from the fact which
has been observed by Maupertuis, that when one of
tbeae animals is plaoed upon a fire, its whole body
soon become* covered with drops of a milky fluid,
which ooses through the pores of the skin, and quickly
It

superstition

fig.

31.

Rtma eonnUm, Linn, a Gmel.
HorneJ/ng, Shaw.
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S. moire,

Red S. Red interspersed with nu- Bubn.
points, with a blackish streak upon the

S. 5. rubra.

Batraciam*.

merous bbck

SAL.\MANDERii.

belly

:

hinder feet semipalmated.
Daud. viii. p. 227.

I.a S. romge,

«t(_*IUS-

Body

within the lower jaw. Fore feet having either three or
four toe* ; hinder fumisbcd with five toes, all blunt, and
without claws.
Till within thcae ftw Toar*, the salamanders had been
ranked among theMxaida. to which thev arc allied onl^
r position
IVtm their having a tail, and fVom *'
and atfoetiire of their legs. Inthc:r
urnnixation and thair gtocral luuiita, they are entirely oirtinct
finoa all the Saurian order, and mote nearly reaemble
tbe Aug* aid toadt. They have no true rib* ; they rei|rire in tfae annc manner aa the Bairacian* already de>
acribed,and hi moat of ihentheftciindationof the ova
Hke* plaee in a aimilar manner. la a Arw of them. in.
deed, the jaaof art extmdad tnm tbe ova
within the ovidaet of tbe fetaale; and tbe 1;
whkfc tbii fafcee phee aw crilei eeew w/wten*. (n their
-

.

mctomorpbcaia, tbe yooflf aalamandera pas* through
die aafly stage* of existence with much the same appearance* a* we have deacribcd in tbe tadpole of tbe ftw.
except that the number of stagea is ratner Ic**. The
tadpole of the sa l anunder bonto tbe ovum within ten
days after it ia drefit ftom tbe laodier, and take* about
'ftnr month* to arrive at ita perfect slate, during which
time it subsi*** entiral* on vcntabiea; while in their
perfect state, tbey feed on sniula. worms, and insects.
Tbe number of yong ptodaeed by otic female sala-

mander tumetiuie* amoont* to thirty or forty.
Tbeta aniatala arc Iband In aaest warm cfamatca; and
at least lAteflbamaecnalhrcs of the south of Europe.

Tbev nbaUl tbe banka of nAaqoaoied attaaou, moisC
ahadywoaiHanlMgbgMinMb; but are addom seen
euepc daring wet wntber. ThcT^peartoliv«aqoaI!y
vail in the water and
land, and tbey twim with
great facility. Daring wintv tbejr lie CBneaaled about
Uwrogiaaf eldtrece, m tbe caeiuaa af old sraUa, or in

«

HliMiaiai

twMed

Pi t

Imetber.

wd

where tbaj aia aoaMtimc* found
In ibeir cweral habits, tbey are
their paee & iloir.

Venomous

4. S. renefioia.

elongated, cylindrical, naked, sonctimea warty,

and terminated by a tail that is either cylindrical or
No exftattencd, so aa to form a fin, and penittent.
ternal ears; tooguc abort, thick, and entirely 6aed

round vellow

spots,

.S.
Ground black, with ytagam^
arranged in a doable row along

the Inrk.

Im S. renimftue, Daud. p. S29.
Laetrta pmnetata, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1076.
Jm pomt»fe, Lacepede, ii. part ii. art 56.
Alleghany S. Larj^e, brown,
5. .^. aUegamiauis.

AUcguiieii-

paler bdow, with a ibortiah comprcased tail, slightly **»•
crested.
Iji .9. del montt aUeganit, Daud. viii. p. 231.
(i.
S. CTUtata.
Crested S.
Blackish above, marked Ciisuta.
below with larn rounded oranga-ooloiired dots ; side*
granulated with white, and dotted with black; tail

compreased ; back of the male furnished with a fimuruHva ctvm*
La S. crHft, Daud. viii. p. «3S.
7. .V. raArnra/ru.
with bmwntsh «pots

Orange

bellied S.

BUck

above, BubriTca-

orange below without spots, except a few black dots under the neck.

La
«f.
8.

;

S. m vtmire ormagt,

Daad.

viii p. 239.

tri*.

pL xcviiL

I.

S.

marmatala.

marbled with brown

;

Marbled S. Olive green al>ove, Mannonu.
brownish below, with white gra-

nular dola ; tail conipre*aed.
La S. wmrbrit, Daud. viiL p. 941.
9. .v. ahJtmimalu. Abdomtnal S. Olive green above, A>Mi«i<>*dotted with ydlow below, with a longitudinal yellowish
line fin cadi side of the back
all the toes separate.
/>a S. ahdoauma lr.
Daud. viii. p. 350.
la 8. atSmptt. WeMboted S. Head and arms Pahnipcs.
eellow, slightly dotted with black ; back olive brown ;
beOy yeilowiih ; hind feet psJmated.
La S. palmipede, Daud. viii. p. S5S. pl. xcviii. fig. S. p.
"^
Elegant S. Head and feet yellow,
II. 4- eifgant.
(lightly dottnl with black ; back ohve brlly yellowish;
ail the toes >eparatr, but those of the hind feet lobatcd.
Ijt S. etrganir, Daud. viii. p. S55.
Dotted S. Olive ash abbve, yel- Puodau.
IS. S. pmnctala.
low below, every where interspersed with black dots ;
tail very much comyiremrd
all the toe* separate.

^

;

;

;

LaS.pcmctmft.
13. S. emtta.

^
c

.

p. 2.57.

Yellowish olive above,

'^'•*«*
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(lotted yellow below with a white streak ; edged bolow with black dots all the toes separate.
L. S. ceintur^e, Daud. viii. p. 259.
H. 5. tridactyla. Three-toed S. Fore feet threetoed ; hind feet tbur-toed.
Im S. Iridacttfle, Daud. viii. p. 261. Lacep.
Le Lizard tndactyle, Lacep. ii. part ii. art. 59.

TtidactyU.

—

Ge.mos V,
paoTEi's
Ceaiu.

^^

Batraclan

Genus

;

Ansoinui.
'

Proteus.

PROTEUS.

cylindrical, terminated by a conapressed tail forming a fin ; tongue short, thick, adhering within the lower jaw ; fore feet furnished with

Body elongated

three toes, and the hinder with two ; all without claws
branchiae persistent.
Species. Proteus anguinus. Serpentine Proteus. Fore
feet three-toed ; hind feet two-toed.
Le prole anguillard, Daud. viii. p. 266. pi. xcix.
fig. 1.

Proteus anguinus, Laurenti, Si/nops. Reptil. p. 37.
Scopoli, Annates Hist. Nat. vol. v. p. 70.—
Linn, a Gmel. p. 1056, note. Hermann, Tab. AffiniSchneider, Hist. Ampkib.fascic. i. p. 45.
tal. Animal.
Schreiber, Phil. Trans. 1801.
The curious animal for which the present genus has
been constituted, was first observed at the bottom of a
lake in Camiola in Germany, and described in 1768,
by Laurenti, in the work referred to above. It was
afterwards described by Scopoli, and was briefly nopl.lL fig.3.

—
—

—

Systema Naturw, who, howof a salamander ; but
the most complete account of the animal has been given by Schreiber, a German naturalist, in a memoir of his
published in the Transactions of the Royal Society of,
London for 1801. From this account it is now generally allowed, that the Proteus is to be considered as a
perfect animal, differing from all the other reptiles with
ticed

by Linnaeus

ever, considered

it

in his

as the tadpole

which we are acquainted.
Its general length is about thirteen inches by about
one inch of medium breadth, and the head is nearly
two inches long. It has no external nostrils ; and its
eyes, which are black, and situated towards the base of
the muzzle, are so small as with difficulty to be distin-

guished. The colour of the living animal is a flesh red,
and the gills are scarlet ; but when immersed in spirits
after death, it becomes white. It appears to walk with
One that was
difficulty, but swims with great ease.
kept by Baron Zois, lived for about ten days, and during that time refused all nourishment, and appeared
in a torpid state.
The Proteus undergoes three degrees of metamorphosis before arriving at its perfect state.
In the two
former, it is blind and without feet.
It is said on certain occasions to utter a sound resembling that made by forcing down the piston of a
syringe.
Two reptiles have lately been noticed by the French
naturalists, bearing a near relation to the Proteus above
described. One has been described by Cuvier under the
name of Axotote Mexicaine, and has four toes on each
fore foot, and five on each hinder.
This we might call
Proteus mexicantis. The other is described and figured
by Lacepede, in the tenth volume of the Annaks de
Museum, p. i30. pi. xvii. by the name of Protee tetradactyU, {Proteus tetradactylus,) with four short pointed
toes on each of the four feet.
It differs from the Proteus auguinus in having a thicker and shorter body, a
much broader tail, and the legs Larger and shorter.

VI.

Siren.

SIREN.

Reptiles.

Body elongated, cylindrical, and terminated by a Sieen
<''""*•
compressed tail, forming a fin tongue short, thick, and
feet
digitated
no
hind
branchiae
feet
;
;
;
fore
adherent
;

persistent.

Species.
four-toed.

Siren lacertina.

Lacertine Siren.

Feet

La Siren lacertine, Daud. viii. p. 272. pi. xcix. fig. 2.
Siren lacertina, Linn. Amcenit. Academ. vii. p. 311.
Muroena siren, Linn, a Gmel. p. 1136.
Siren lacertina, Shaw's Naturalist's Miscellany, N°20,
pi. Ixi.— Schneider, Hist. Amphib. fascic. i. pi. 48.
The extraordinary reptile which constitutes this last
genus of Batracians was first observed in 1765, by Dr
Alexander Garden, in a fresh water lake near Charlestown in Carolina, and was described by Linnaeus in the
Memoirs of the Academy of Upsal for that year. He
considered it either as the tadpole of a species of lizard
or salamander, or as a new genus of his order Nantes,
Soon after, Linto which he gave the name of Siren.
nea;us placed the Siren in the order of Amphibia, which
he denominated Meantes, from which Gmelin, in his
edition of the Systema Naturce, injudiciously removed
it to the class of Fishes, and considered it as a species
of murcena.

The Siren very much resembles an eel in the general
form of the body and tail. Its mouth is small, and furnished with small sharp teeth, set partly in the palate,
and partly in the lower jaw. Its eyes are very small,
but more evident than those of the Proteus. Its skin
is of a blackish colour, slightly grained and porous,
with a longitudinal white line, extending on each side
from the feet to the tail, and a shorter one along the
middle of the back. The whole length of the animal
sometimes exceeds three feet ; and the feet, which are
small, and composed of a humerus, a fore arm, and four
small pointed toes, furnished with claws, are about an
inch long.
Its tongue is bony, and formed like that of fishes
the gills are composed of three fimbriated plates on
each side, are very apparent, and are above half an inch
long.
It has a real larynx, and its lungs resemble
In its metamorphosis from the
those of salamanders.
ovum to the perfect state, it seems to follow the same
degrees with the Proteus, except that its eyes are sooner
open.
This animal appears to reside entirely in the water,
where it must swim with great facility. It was supposed by Linnaus, from the form of its feet, that it
can also move with tolerable ease upon the land ; but we
believe it has never yet been seen in that situation.

EXPLANATION OF PLATES.
PLATE CCXCV.
Skeleton of a species of Tupinambis.
Fig. 1.
Fig. 2. The head of the same animal, a, the intermaxillary bone ; b, b, the two superior, or coronal maxillary bones ; c, the nasal bone ; d, one of the zygomatic
arches; e, a supernumerary bone ; J',/', the two sides of
the frontal bone ; ^, the parietal ; h, h, two bony arches
forming the interior border of the temporal fossa ; i, a
small portion of the left basilar jaw; k, the bone with
which this is articulated ; /, I, the occipital bone ; m, its
condyle.
1

Lacertlna.

H E R P E T O L O G Y.
Fijf. S.

Hey-

ExpUutiaaaf

CCXCY.

The j»ws of

the Nilotic crocodile extended,

•hewing the iBode of their Articulation.
Fig. 4. SCooMch of the comnion land tortoise.
Fig. 5. Stomach of the Garial crocodile, with • portion
of the intestinal canal commencing at a, the pylorus.
Fig. 6. Stomach at the Nilotic crocodile partiv laid
open ; a, a pouch into which the aliments pam before
proceeding out at i, the pylorus.
Fig. 7- Stomach and intestines of the Cli— fleon ;
m, the pglonu ; from a to b, the small intestbie ; 6, the
ooauaeiieemnit of the large intestine.
Fig. 8. Part of the intestines of the land tortoise
a 6, a part of the small intestine; 6, the commencement
of the kqm iaiMtioe.
Fig. S>. Tbe rtttim of the Nilotic crocodile iasensibly
rmii eiefi ng firocn the small intestiiM ; a «, • ralve betWCMI lfa» two.
Fig. 10. fiecsTMi of the Gavial ; a, the termination of
the aaall iataatioe: 6, the rectom; r, a proiectioa from
the small jtwti— into the lar|« far actug aa a valve.
Fig. 1 1. Stw—fii and intwtuiea of the Streo ; a the
lyisnw ; b, the termination of the hepatic doct
Fig. IS. The heart of the crocodile seen on ita lower
mr&ce; aa, the right auricle ; c, the commoa trunk of
the right cuotid and right brachial arteriaa; d, the comtronk ef the same arterice on the Ml side : e e, the
contin natien of the ricfat posterior aerta ; //, the left
peatarior aorta : g k, tte left and right poJmonary aiv
tariaa ; i il, the pithaoMVjr veins ; », the opening by
which the right aoricb eonaiiinicatcs with ttw kdWar
oanpaataMBi ti the ventricle p, an orifice
this rnieuaitiest conmunioates with the
cavity or the vcntride ; q, r, two vai^ee m. the
MBniiiiiil of the left aorta ; «, (, the trunks of the two
arlariea e and d laid open ; r, the trachea ; tr.iu sobdiviauue into faranchi ; « v> situation of the lunga.
Fig. li. The heart ortfie crooodBe viewed on its in.
fcrior soHhee, hot a little more to the left asde.
Hera the letters a, e, d, t, f, g, k, refer to the same
part* es fai the preceding figure, b. the left or pufano.
nary aurick; m, a row of toberde* behind ; t, y, the
valvce guarding the entnmoe ef the left pnhnonery ar.
tanr ; t, the ceaamimicatiaa Vrt aasa tha inftriar and
lanw ety compartmenta of the ventiide.
Fig. X*. The eroeodilee heart seen on ita upper sur.
face
where the lettam a. h, e, d, t.J, g, k, t, k, refer
to
at in the former ((gt
f(g«rciL
/, tiiaap*
of the ventricle laid
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general appearance of the ova of ftogs,
as extruded from the oviduct.
Fijf. 16. The tadpole of the frog, when only a few
Fig.

1

5.

days old.
Fig. 1 7. The tadp(4e of the Surinam frog in that
stage called frng-JUh.
vig,. 1 8. is the under surface of one of the toes of the
Gecko EfyptiacMt, of the natural sise. See p. 29.
Fig 19. Is a toe dissected to shew the appearance of
the pockets on its under surface, their serrated cuticular
edge, the depth of the pockets, and the small muscles
by which they are drawn open, the parts being highly
magnified : a a are the two muscles which lie on the
sides of the booes of the toe, with thuir tendons inserted
into the last bone^ close to the root of the claw. Tliemus.
dee behngiag to the pocket go off from these tendons.

PLATE CCXCVI.
Green turtle.
Fig. 1. Ctetoata mydat.
Common land tortoise.
Fig. 2. Testudo Grata.
Crocodile of the Nile.
Fig. .S. Croeodibu NUotiau.
Fig. 4. Drmemmn.
Dragon lisanL
Fi?. 5. TupimmmMi omahu. Omamentetl tupinambie.
Fig

en

6.

Btuilueut mitrattu.

Mitred

Plate
CCXCVI.

basilisic.

Fig. 7. Ipuata delicatiuima.
Common gtuma.
Fig. 8. Vntco volant.
Flying dragon.

PLATE CCXCVIL
Galoot Agama.
Fig. 10.
Sbo(t4a!led stellia
11. Cieir/re mdgmu.
Conunon chameleon.
F^ IS. Gaeko Egyfttatm. ^nrptian gecka
Two^awtted anolit.
F'lT' IS. ifnaAit iSmatmhtut.
9.

;

Fig. 14.
15.

Flat*

CCXCVI t

Lmnria Ummueala.

Lacoo Uiard.
Takydromut ttjMmett—. Six-striped taky<

dnaae.

1& Seimau ^fkmaiiM.

Fig.

Conroon

scink.

PLATE CCXCVin.

Platk

cncviii.
Five.toed eft.
17. Sep* ptnladaciytui.
18. Ckaladt* lTidacliilu$. I'hree-toed chalcidcs.
19. gyfaiaw/er. Two-coloured tna-fiof.
SO. ~
aaradara. Surinam ftog.
«I.
mm-tifer. Furinam toad.
'
Fig.«:
alerrtMrit. Common lalamandcr.
Fig. S3. PnUmt amgmmm*. Common protau.
Fig. 14.
leefrftaa.
Laocttjae nren.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.

f
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Aguna ptragnendt, Rb

Bufo Surinamenils,

plic«. lb

ventricosus,

88
roncauda, i1

vulgaris,

prehensilis*

cutata,

viridis, ib.

ib.

(upcrciliosa, ib.
versicolor, ib.

umbra, 27
undulata,

banded,

black, ib.
clouded, ibb

fusca,

eye-!»potted, ib.

hypochondrialis,
intermixta, ib.

pumilus,

ib.

yellow-throated, ib.

28

coriacea,

auratus, ib.
bimaculatus,

ib.

bullaris, ib.

dotted, ib.
carbonarius, ib.
charcoal-coloured,

ib.

ib.

dwarf, 29
two-forked, ib.
Chelonia genus, 5, 16
caouana, 6, 18
caretta, 16, 18
cepediana, 16

Ameivas, 31
Anolii genus, 30

gouty,

common,

ib.

long-beaked,

podagricus, ib.
punctatus, ib,
red-throated, ib.

Mississippi,

sputator, ib.
striped, ib.
two-spotted,

24

ib.

Surinam, 37

squirella, ib.

surinamensis, 36

typhon, 36
yellow, 37

tibiatrix, ib.

banded, 35

cinereus, 37
cornutus, 39
cursor, 38
cyanophlytis,
dorsiger, 38

brown,

fiute, ib.

flank-striped,

four-streaked,
green, ib.

segyptiacus, ib.

banded, 30

common,

tenuirostris, ib.

fascicularis, ib.

trigonatus, ib.
vulgaris, ib.

dotted, 29
fimbriatus, 30
guttatus, 29

cristatus, ibw

fuscus, ib.
lineatus, ib.

spinetailed, ib.

viridis, ib.

squalidus, ib.
8urin.imensis, ib.
triangular, 30

volans, Lin. ib.

Dragon

24
flying, brown, 26
tribe,

lineatus, ib.
ib.

Eft tribe,

turnip-tailed, ib.
vittatus, ib.

34

Geckot,

ovalis, ib.

gronovian, ib.
one-toed, ib.

ib.

sheltapusik, ib.
schneiderian, ib.
three-toed, ib.

spinipes, ib.

F.

Frog

tribe,

36

tuberculosus, ib.

radiated, ib.

five-toed, ib.

ib.

triedrus, ib.

ib.

E.

obstetricansi ib.

panamensis, 37
roeselli, 38

porphyreus, ib.
rapicauda, 30

ib.

Guana

common,

tribe,

ib.

ib.

ib.

H.
Hyla genus, 35
aurantiaca,
bicolor, ib.

23

amboinertsis, Linn.

25

ameiva, 31
anguina, Linn- 34
angulaiu, Linn. 27
apoda, Linn. 34

S2

argus, 31
arguta, 33
autUa, Linn. 28
basUiacus, Linn, 25
bilineata, 31

bimacvlatat Linn.
bullaris, Linn. 30
bicarinatOf Linn.

30
25

brongniardi, 33
caudiverbera, Linn. 30
calotes, Linn. 27
cocruleo-cephala, 31
cordyliu, Linn. 28
crocodilus, Linn. 23
ckameleon, Linn. 29
cruenta, Linn. 33
deserti,

34

dumetorura, 31
erythrocephala,
fusca,

ib.

32

gangeticuy Linn. 23.
gecko, Linn. 29.

graphica, 31
guttata, Linn.

28

gutturosa, 31
helioscopa, Linn.

27

jamaicensis, 31
iguana, Linn. 26
intirpunctata, Lifin, 33

32

laurentii,

Icpida,

blue, ib.

common,

33

aUigator, Linn.

lemniscata, 31

26

horned,

32

cdgira, Linn.

dractena, Linn.

Isevis, ib.

green,

ib.

ib.

sarroubea, ib.
spinicauda, 29

Isvis, ib.

margaritifer,

24
Gecko genus, 29

sclerops, ib.

Dracsena genus, 24
Guianensis
Draco genus, 26

Lacerta genus, 30
agamoy Linn. 27

Linn, 34
bosquiana, 31

Gavials, 23,

23

ib.

bipes,

G.

D.

gtbbosus, ib.
gutterosus, ib.
horridus, ih.
humoralis, ib.

35

warty, 36
yellow-rumped, 35

palpebrosus, 34
rhombifer, ib.

yacare,

ib.

delicatissima,
L.

arenicola,

ib.

thigh-spotted,

cocrulea, ib.

cornuta,

agilis,

Surinam, 36

lucius, ib.

37

3
35

hypochondrial, ib.
marbled, 36
milky, 35
mixed-coloured, ib.
orange, 25
palmated, 36

latirostris, ib.

38

I.

croaking, ib.
dotted, 36
eye streaked, ib.

24

35

Tguana genus, 26

ib.

red, ib.
stained,

variegata, ib.
venulosa, ib.
verrucosa, 3G
viridis,

veined, 36
variegated, 35

^

39

36

blochian,
blue, 35

longirostris, ib.

bombinus, 37
calamita, 38

36

black-spotted,

23

35

tinctoria,

35

tree tribe,

24

Mississippiensif , ib.
Niloticus, 23

35

tigrine, ib.

caiman, 23

24

ib.

ib.

two-striped, ib.
two- coloured, 35

amboina, 25.

spinosus,

quadrilineata,
rubra, ib.

Gangeticus, ib.

mitred, ib.
Batracian order, 6, 35
Bufo genus, 37
agua, 39
albonotatus, 38
Bengaiensis, ib.

Ecaber,

reddish,
spotted,

biporcatus, 24
biscutatus, ib.

galeatus,

amboinensis, tS
mitratus, ib.

ocularis, ib.

37

palmata, ib.
punctata, ib.

ib.

arctirostris,

ib.

lateralis, ib.

marmorata, 36

plaited, ib.

Nilotic, ib.

B.

semilunatus,

melanorabdota, iU

narrow-beaked, 23

Axolate Mexicaine, 40

musicus,

noisy, ib.
paradoxical,

yacare, ib.
Crocodilus genus, ib.
acutus, 24

spitting, ib.

ih.

lactea, ib.

ib.

lineatus, ib.

ib-

green, ib.
grunting, 37
hurricane, 36

my das, 16, 17
rugosa, 16
Chelonian order, 5, 16
Chclys fimbriate, 19
Cordylcs, 28
Crocodile tribe, ib.
broad.beaked, 24
caiman, 23

flaviventris,

gibbi>us, ib.

17,19

gilded, ib.

fuscus,

ib.

tribe, ib.

common,

starred, ib.
star-gazing, ib.

Basilisk tribe,

ib.

ib.

vulgaris,

Chameleon

27

Basiliscus genus,

ib.

ib.

frontalis, ib.

pitpit, ib.

Senegalensis,

rose- tailed, ib.

rough,

esculent, ib.

Cbameleo genus, 28
bifidus, 29

ib.

marbled, 28
^

femoralis, ib.

tridactylus, ib.

dotted, 88
cared, ih.
forlc-headcd, 27
galcot, ib.
harlequin, ib.
platted,

cyanea,

croaking. 35
dotted, 36

one-toid, ib.
propus, ib.
tetradactylus,
three toed, ib.

ib.

ib.

common,

common, 36

C.

monodactylus,

uralensis, ib.

Index.
v

3T

Chalcides genus. 34
four-toed, 34
grooved, ib.

ttellaris, ib.

Hyla biUneata, 35
blochiana, 36
boan!<, 35

Frog arunco, 37
bull, 36
blue, 35

ib.

ib.

ib.

32

litterata,

31

maculata, 'ii
marmorata, Linn. 28
maurttanica, Linn. 10
monitor, Linn. 25
Qcellata, 31
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R«na, nrmuta. Lion. 38
CMTulcnU, 38

Iod«x.

Beptiles<

4$

cuuneout mtucle*, 14
chuig* of ikiD, iU

ik
mate a>|UM, ib.
female orguM, ib.
15

giUota, Linn. 3S

ganeraliaii In,

gnioDims, ST
h«lcciaa,36
UmtmfifUa, Lipa. 35
0«
98j

•

,

Umu

of, ib.

bybtnutioii in,

ib.

38

ib.

8.

Salamander

Ihi

aec1UU,a6
pandou. ST

tribe,

39

abdemiaal, ib.
aUesbany, ib.

created,

iXL

doltrd, lb.
•I<(aal, ib.

.lb.
ih>.

a, lb.

.ST
liCmiM. ib.
t}|*<Mla.9«

ib.

ib.

pentadaetylut, ib.

•heltopunk,

ib.

Siren genu*, 40
laeettioa, ib.

38

ib.

ilM.ibb

eordjrlua, ib.

SMrMad*

common,

&

38

,40
.3*

34.

Rrptilo, (vncral ricw

gronoTii,

broad-tailed, ib.

orange-bclilcd, ilv
red, ib.

•raWaM, Linn.

t«04<mked, ib.
S4
Sepi geoui, 34
Tariegated,

aiurea, ilk
black, ib.
brevicauda,

ib.

pU<Mi..ib.

^

threc-atrealied, ib.

Stellio genus,

pi|iiMw,M

tt mlrie mm, Llaa.

ladn.

ib.

•chneiderii, ib.
tridactjiiu, ib.

k.ib.

I

tUigogu,

monodactylui,
I

m«iMa, Lisa.

Scinic,

of, I

>ib>.

ib.

nigcr, lb.

pelluma,

ib.

platiiniaf lb.

qnalspallo,

ib.

•bort-l^cd.

lb.

apina-fooMd.

ib.

rclatiana of, to oibcr

anloula,

Ih.

gtaanl arraogtowBt
er.«

Tulgaria, lb.

T.
Takjrdromua genua, 3S
quadrilineatui,
iex-lin«alu(,

Takjrdromc

SS

tribe,

fotir-Mreaked,

Miaaul tMinmUf,

I

>

nktitik.

Tapaya, tT

fubilffancriii

tb

l«rrMria,ib.

of. lb.

i>. T,

il>.

ilx.«(nakcd, iU

ib.

pei*>^f
Mcral astnaitj, IW
'

ib.

ib.

8

IrtdMljrIa,

TaMndo fnms, IB
to

ilnwidi.

40

IU. <I
19

Lib.
tl
ib.

*0
itrata, lb,

IK
,S1

l.«l
1

1*,

a^

dMMkalaU, lb.
MrfenUei.lt

MMll.*

fudata.

ib.

feros, 19, 1
,

tara. 19

lb.

gslaau, to

MMtrles.ll
10

ClaUaMa. to

laClk.
qulo^udinealii*,
arbneidaril,

ib.

giaaaUla, 19
graca, tl, tt

tmMemU

lb.

It.ik

Linn. It

indka, f 1
jurenctUa, tl
lutcola, tl, tt

tO

lutaria.

•d^iittt.SS

linau, tl
nelU. t<)

s::^

aia. 19
,

lb.

««iaaar, IS

ayi

.to

if>iid.

lb.

ib.

l*«4lrMked.

ib.

ftnir-etraakcd, ib.

lall^waap,
gianl.

Una. It

IT

.Mb

a%lM.aBwkad,

RaMi

•

Ib.

.

ib.

peaa^lvanlea, Ib.
trtiewUru, Llrm. 1»
pleta,tO
|wty|ib— , tl

lb.

aaboujra, IU
sAcinal, lb.
ridcad.lb.

a,

ib,

rctkuUU. to

», lb.

,»

nttrala, 19
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TettudOj leorpioides, tt

Toad, OTal, 38

19

^^rpeitjna,
teiiata,

roesellian, ib.

80

spengleri,

rough, ib.
semilunated,

19

squamata, 21
subnigra, 20

ib.

(iibrufa, ib.

smooth,

spine-footed, ib.
spinous, ib.
striped, ib.

20

verrucosa, ib.
virgulata, ib.

Surinam, ib.
Surinam dwarf,

37

tribe,

ib.

blue>warted,
brazilidD,

39

common, ib.
38

gibbous, ib.
green, ib.

homed, 39
38

martinclla,

painted,

blackish,

stellatus, ib.

rough,

variegatus, ib.

scaly,

20

20

concentric,

ib.

ib.

HERRING.

niluticus, ib.

ornatus,

ib.

ib.

21

Turtle

tribe,

ib.

16

scorpion, 20
serpentine, 19
serrated, 20

coriaceous, 17, 19
esculent, 17

shagreen, 19
spenglerian, ib.

hawksbilU 18

green,

ib.

loggerhead, ib.
mediterranean,

ib.

HER

HER
DTernng,
Hertford.

ib-

spotted, 21

coui, 21

natteijack, 37

maculatus, ib.
monitor, ib.

reddish,

ib.

ib.

indicus, ib.
lacertinus, ib.

ib.

pennsylvanian,
porphyry, ib.

1

griscus, ib.

reticulated, ib.

close,

ib-

ib.

matamata, 19
mud, 20, 22
odorous, 20

Caspian, ib.
cirrbated, 19

ib.

marine,
musical,

manuscript, 20

banded, 21
beaked, 19
blockheaded, SO

Carolina,

inflated, ib.

bengalensis, ib.
cepedianus, ib.
elegans, ib.
exanthematicus,

inlaid, ib.

bordered, 21
cafre, 21

horrid,

warty, 20

land, 21, 22

ib.

Index.

Tupinambis genus.
albigularis, iS

indian, ib.

amboyna, 20
areolated, 21

courier,

20

juvcncula, 21

Tortoise tribe, 19

39

calamite, 38
cinereous, 37

humid,

hel meted,

swelled-throated, ib.
white-spotted, ib.
yellow-bellied, 37

accoucheur, 38
bengal, ib.

brown,

ib.

Tortoise, striped, 20
three-ridged, ib.
two-spined, 21

yellow, 19
yellowish, 21
Tortoises, fo&sil.
Tortoise shell, structure of,
Trionyi genus. Geoti'. 19

euphratian, 19
fierce, 19, 21
geometrical, 21
gopher, ib.

shoulder-linot, ib.

tabulata, 21
Iricai'inata,

Toad

Tortoise, denticulated, ib.
dotted, 20
dwart, 21
elegant, ib.

panama, 37
pearly, 38

scripla, ib.

town, on account of the plague then raging in the me-

See IcHTHyoLOOY.
HERRING Fi.sHEnv. See Fisheries.
HERTFORD Town, in the hundred of Hertford, in
Hertfordshire, is pleasantly situated 21 miles north from
London, on the river Lea, which is navigable for barges to the town. The streets are chiefly neat and clean,
and the houses well built.
It contains two parish
churches a handsome sessions house, in which the assizes for the county are held ; a market house and town
hall, in which are kept the quarter sessions and county
courts J and a county gaol and penitentiary house, built
on Mr Howard's plan. The most important public seminaries for education consist of the East India College,
for the education of youth destined to fill the various
offices in the civil departments in India ; and a large
school belonging to Christ's Hospital in London, where
about 500 of the younger children are kept prior to
their being sent to the metropolis.
Hertford returns

from London, is situated the East India College. This
was chosen by the directors of the East India Company, when they formed the determination of abandoning the grand and extensive plan of a college at
Calcutta, sketched out and partly begun by the Marquis of Wellesley during his administration of India.
The object of both institutions is to give a suitable education to those persons who are meant to occupy civil
employments under the company in India.
"The college near Hertford was instituted in April
1805, and the foundation stone of the building was
laid on the 12th of May 1806.
The beauty of the
building, the fineness of the situation, the salubrity of
the air, and the object of the institution, render it an

two members to Parliament. The right of election is
vested in the inhabitants who do not receive alms ; and
in sueh freemen only as, at the time of their being
made free, were inhabitants of the borough. Their
number is about 700. The only article of consequence
manufactured here is malt, by which, and the large
quantities of com and wool sent down the river to
London, the inhabitants are principally supported.
In 673, a synod was held at Hertford, and King Alfred here built a castle, by means of which the Danes,
who had come up the Lea from the Thames, were
destroyed.
On the site of the ancient castle the present one, now the East India College, was erected in
the time of Charles I.
The manor of Hertford belonged to the Crown from 1 345 till the sixth year of Charles
I., when it was granted to William Earl of Salisbury,
whose descendant, the present marquis, is now owner
of it. In the 25th year of the reign of Elizabeth, and
afterwards in the 34th and 35th of the same reign, the
Michaelmas term was adjourned from London to this

The college is capable
object of considerable interest.
of accommodating above 100 students, and rather more
than thirty, on an average, are annually sent from it
According to the plan of the institution,
to India.
young men are received when they have completed
their 15th year, and they continue at the college till
they are 1 8, or till the court of directors shall deem it
proper to send them to their respective destinations.
nomination to the college, on the part of the court,
is equivalent to an immediate appointment.
The students are instructed by courses of lectures, nearly on
the plan pursued at the universities of Oxford and
Cambridge. The college coimcil, under whose direction and authority the institution is more immediately
placed, consists of a principal and several professors.
Besides the general superintendance of tlie college, it
is the duty and office of the principal more especially
to watch over the moral and religious conduct of the
students, to instruct them in the principles of ethics
and natural theology, and in the evidences, doctrines.

j

tropolis.
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At Haileybury, in the parish of Amwell, in the vitown of Hertford, and about 19 miles
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Hertford-
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of the land

is

under

tillage,

and the produce

barley, and oits, is very consiflerable.
ley in particular are grown here of as

in wheat,

Wheat and

bar"""^
good a quality as
In the neighbourin any other part of the kingdom.
hood of Wheathampstead, great quantities of wheat
have been trown for a very considerable length of time,
whence this place takes its distinctive appellation. Indeed, in the opinion of many, Hertfordshire was distinguished tor tiie excellence of its tillage husbandry.
even before Norfolk. Turnips and clover are supposed
to have been intro<luced in tlie time of Cromwell, who,
it is said, gave iSlOO a year, on that account, to a farmer of the name of Howe. Even the judicious ciiltiire
and a))plic»tion of tares were practised in this county
upwards of 80 years ago—at a period when they were
It
scarcely known in any other part of England.
does not seem, however, that the arable liusban;lry of
Hertford.siiire has improved much latterly ; and the kind
Hertford
of pliiiigh still in general use, will, with many, be deemshire
eil a proof of this remark.
This plough, known by the
ploujth.
name of the great Hertfordshire wheel plough, though
of trreat merit and utility in breaking up strong flinty
fallows in a dry season, ought certainly to be dispensed with in all the other operations of husbandry ; and,
even for that purpose, it might be constructed in such
a manner as to do its work with more ease to the horses.
It is excessively heavy, and so ill formed that it
will not move in its work one yard without the ploughman. The plough-shares alone weigh from 50 to 70
Ibs.

Grasslands.

'

Cattlc and

sheep,

The grass-lands of Hertfordshire, compared with
those under tillage, are very trifling : in fact, it may
be said that there is no grass district in it, except a very narrow margin in the south line, in the vicinity of
Barnet, which, being near London, is made artificially
productive, by means of manure brought by the hay
carts.
There are, however, some tolerably good meadows, especially those on the Stort, extending from
Hackerell to Hertford, and those in the vicinity of the
Lea, and about Rickraansworth. The many streams
tliat flow through the county are extremely favourable
to irrigation, though that system is not carried to any
great extent.
In the south-west corner of the county
are many orchards.
Apples and cherries are their

principal produce.
As the land in this county is chiefly arable, and the
artificial grasses are cultivated almost entirely for hay
for the London market, live stock is an object of very
inferior consideration.
The Suffolk breed of cattle is
regarded as the best. The sheep are mostly ewes of

whiclj, after being malted in the towns above mentioned, is sent to London chiefly by the na\'igati(-n of the
I.ea.
There are very few manufactures in Hertford-
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Houses inhabited

——

principal roads in Hertfordshire, in consequence
to the metropolis, are very good.
Six

its vicinity

.

m

manufacture*.

Malt.

;

.

'"'?

•

other lines

pi|(es,

Thegreatbusinessof the county is the traffic of com.
and the malting trade. The latter is carried on to a
very great extent in the towns of Hitchin, Baldock,
Roy ston, and Ware. Ware alone sends a greater supI)ly of malt to London than any other place ; and it always obtains the highest price, not only on account of
the excellence of the barley from which it is made, but
also from the excellence of the mode in which it is manufactured.
The Hertfordshire malt, however, is not
all made from barley grown in the county
large quanUties bemg purchased in all the surrounding districts,

.

Families inhabiting them ......
.
Houses building .
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'
""'nhabited .........
agriculture
Families employed

great leading turnpikes pass through this small district.
Many of the cross roadS are nearly as °
good as the turnTrade and

^
.

'

a Roman fortification, (now called Ardbury Banks), a
large square work enclosed with a trench or rampart,
Here the Romans had a standing camp, so advantageously situated, that they could discover the approach
even of a small body of men at a great distance.
Several Roman coins and earthen vessels have been dug
up here at different times.
In 1801 there were 18,172 houses in this county. Population,
and 97,577 inhabitants. In 1811, it appears, from the
population abstract, that there were

preferred.

of

_ "^
~
~

of any consequence at St Albans tlierc is a small
The niachicotton manufactory, and two silk-mills.
nery of the latter is particularly well contrived. At
l^erkhampstead fringe lace is made ; and also a considerable quantity of wooden shovels, bowls, spoons, &c.
In this, and some other parts of the county, plaiting
straw is a resource for poor women and children. At
Watford there are some silk mUls, one of which is
worked by the waters of the Colne ; the rest by horses,
In 1803 the poor rates amounted to £71,291 : in 1815, Poo"-rate».
they had increased to £98,380.
There are several antiquities of great interest in this Antiquities.
county. The British City of Verulam, on the site of
which St Albans stands, is of greater antiquity than even London itself; and, under the dominion of the Romans, acquired the dignity and privileges of a municipium. In the vicinity of this place Caesar defeated Cassivellaunus ; Boadicea conquered and massacred 70,000
Romans and Britons ; and two bloody battles were
fought between the rival houses of York and Lancaster
The field of Barnet, between St
in 1455 and 14Cl.
Albans and London, was also the scene of a bloody
battle in the destructive wars of the two houses, which
proved decisive in favour of Edward IV., his great
foe, the Earl of Warwick, surnamed the king-maker,
being there slain in 1471. During the Saxon heptarchy, this county was partly in the kingdom of the East
Saxons, and partly in Mercia. The king of the latter
resided in a castle at Berkhampstead.
At this place a
parliament was held in 697> and the laws of Ina were
published.
William the Conqueror here swore to preserve the laws made by his predecessors.
King Henry
II. kept his court here, and granted it all the liberties
and privileges which it had engaged under Edward
the Confessor ; and so lately as the reign of James I. the
royal nursery was established here.
Upon a hill in
Harborough field, near Ashwell, are evident marks of
sliire

the Southdown and Wiltshire breeds. The horses are
of various kinds, but the Suffolk punch appears to be
Roads.
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Greek

poet*.

Little

S
HcsumU

attempts to decide the question of pri-

from

philological critici^im and astroi'Omir.il cal»
1'lir' inculations, are e<|ually vairne nnd ineffiectual.
ference in fa%-our of Homer, which has been drawn

ority,

from his use of the word f^irrx for law, when He^iod
employs m«w»<i allejjeil to be of more recent oricin. is
of no force, as Mr Eltmj justly n-iuarki, " unless we
suppoae that Homer « poriti* cont lincd every word in
the language " The inpenimis argument of Dr Sauniel
Clarke, on the »ame side, with reifard to the quuuity
of ««A*(, of which in Homer the first syllHhlt- is long,
while Hesiixl varies it at pleasure, ami of •rw^i,,.. the
penult of which in Hoin«*r is long, and «hort in Ht~>iiKl,

Wk, and the few tacts that have reachiM*« oecMioned marh controversy among the
lavnad. It appaar* that hi* father Dius had origiaally rwideJ at Cama, a town of jfvolia in Asia Minor,
whrnoa ha afterwarda removed to Aacra, now Zagara,
tuated ina valicjr o( Mount Melicon. (See Helicon and
Oarkc^a TVaacb, part u. aect. iii p. 1 19 ) It is uncerThe difference of Io<-ility,
is acarcely more aaceeaaAil.
tain whether Heaiod icrii— piliit nis father from Cuina,
of dialect, and more partictilarly the very (-oiisiderable
latter is perhana the more
or wat bora at Aacn.
pnhehie cendwioo. In one of hia poema he mcntians aHirationa which the original ))oems have uMnifestly
• ahoit revacc to tlw iale of Eubcea, a* the only ocm- undergone since tli>. ir tojli^ioii an<l umngemfnt, do
ve argument tieing founded
bat if not aamit of »i
•ioa on wniai he had ever been on ahipboerd
Paterculus places Hesiu<l
he had oonw frooi Cana, he nraat have ooascd by tea on such minute t.
Graeee. It ia true, in the peaage elloded to, he 800 years before Christ, and Hoint-r <>'/0 and Herodoit kii

ed
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at hie nanlical espefioDoe, hot die alSnnation ia
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eseeptaon, that ei captJoB would either have been
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That he won a eootnted prtae fat Babom. w
in Ma paea ofthe ITerie and Utofw, tmmat tM.
•aablybedonbtnl: bat that he vnqdahed Heaer
km bam )hiI« raofdad aa a Ictian of tatar time*.
Hanad ia naiad <br longeritv. bw it b naccttain whe>
Hht ha waa
lMad «a die a natand death.
Then
ia a tndilian Aat he waa
wlw i d at Awe. en a piU
fliMfa ta the IMpfaie orade, by the aon of hia host
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HESSE, a principality of Germany, is bounded on
the south by the bishopric of Fulda, the principalities
and the counties of Irenburg, Nidda, end Sohns ; on
the east, by Brunswick Eiclisfeld and Thuringia; on
the west, by Solms, Nassau, Westphalia, and Waldeck
and on the north, by Waldeck, Padenbom, and Bruns<
wick. Its figure is irregularly oval, and it extends
about 60 miles from north to south, and from 50 to 70
from west to east. It occupies 2760 square miles, and
contains 7'S0,OOO inhabitants.
The greater part of this principality was annexed by
Bonaparte to the new kingdom of Westphalia ; and
the grand duchy of Hesse, wliich was one of the states
of the Confederation of tl»e Rhine, was formed out of
new territories. Before the peace of Presburg it contained 154' square German miles, and had a population
of 319,000 ; after the peace of Presburg, its extent was
202 square miles, its population 478,800, its military
contingent 4000, and its revenue in rixdollars 1 ,6ti0,000.
An account of this principality will be found in our article on the circle of the Rhine, of which it forms a
part.

See Cassel and Darmstadt.

HEVELIUS,

Hoevelkb, John, a celebrated Powas bom at Dantzic on the 28 th January 161 1, and was the son of a brewer of that city.
After studying mathematics under Peter Cruger, he
travelled through Holland, Germany, England, and
France, between the years 1630 and 1634; and upon
his return to his native place, he was principally employed in the affairs of the republic of Dantzic, of which
he was made consul in 1651. About the year I66O, by
the advice of his former master, he devoted himself
•wholly to the study of astronomy. In the year 1641, he
built an observ'atory at his own expence, and furnished
it with excellent telescopes and graduated instruments,
which he constructed with his own hands. With these
instruments, which consisted of a sextant, a quadrant 6| feet radius, and very large telescopes, he made
numerous observations, the result of which appearcd at Dantzic in the year 1647, in his work entitled
" Selenographia, sive Lunse descriptio, atque accutnaculorum ejus, quam motuum diversorata, tam
rum, aliarumque omnium vicissitudinum phasiumque
in qua simul
telescopii ope deprehensarum, delineatio
or

lish astronomer,

:

omnium planetarmn

nativa facies, variaeque
observationcs, presertim autem macularum solarium et
jovialium tubo specillo acquisitae, figuris sub aspectum
ponuntur ; necnon quam plurimae astronomiciB, opticas,
physicxque quxstiones resolvuntur. Addita est nova
ratio lentes expoliendi, telescopia construendi, et horum adminiculo varias observationes exquisite instituendi."
In 1650, he published an epistle to his friend Eichstad, on the eclipse of the sun, on Nov. 4th 1649 ; and
in 1652, appeared another epistle on the solar eclipse,
addressed to Gasscndi and BuUialdus.
About this time, Hevelius made the important discovery of the moon's libration, of which he gave an
account in a letter to Riccioli, which was published in
1654, and entitled De motu Lunce Ubralorio in certastaIn 1656 he published his Dissertalio de
bulas rtdacto.
Nativa Sal umi facie, ejiisque variLs phadbus, certa periodo rcdeuiitibus aii addita est Eclipsis Solis anni 1656,
observatio et diametri iolis apparaitis accurata dimensio.

ca;terorum

• These Paraseleae and
«, 6.
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Parhelia are described in our article

In I66I, Hevelius had the good fortune to observe
the transit of Mercury on the sun's disc; and in 1662,
he published his observations, entitled, " Mercurius in
sole visus anno I66I, cum aliis quibusdam rerum coelestium obscrvationibus, rarisque phenomenis ; cui annexe est Venus in sole pariter visa 1639, Liverpoliae a
Jeremia Horroxio, nunc primum edita, notisque illusAccedit succincta historiola novae ac mirae stellae
trata.
in collo Ceti certis anni temporibus clare admodum effulgentis, rarsus omnine evanescentis ; necnon genuina
delineatio paraselenarum et parheliorum *

quorundam

rarissimorum."
The reputation of Hevelius was now so great, that
the illustrious Colbert recommended him to the notice
copy of
of Louis XIV. who granted him a pension.
the letter, in which Colbert announced this act of liberality to Hevelius, is preserved in the Royal Library at
Hevelius shewed his gratitude by dedicating to
Paris.
Colbert his " Prodromus Cometicus, quo Historia Cometaj anno 1664 exorti cursura, faciesque diversas capitis ac
caudae accurate delineatas complectens, necnon dissertatio de cometarum omnium motu, generatione variisque
supplement
phenomenis exhibetur," Dantz. 1665.
to this work appeared in 1666, entitled, " Descriptio
Comet« anno 1 665, exorti cum genuinia observationibus tam nudis quam enodatis mense Aprili habitis ; cui
addita est mantissa Prodromt Comelici, observationes
omnes prioris Cometas l664, ex iisque genuinum motum
accurate deductum, cum notis et animadversionibus, ex-

A

A

hibens."
In the year I668, he published in folio, his great
work on comets, under the title of " Cometographia,
totara naturam Cometarum, utpote sedem, parallaxes,

ortum et interitum, capitum caudai'umque
diversas facies, afTectionesque, necnon motum eorum
summe admirandum, beneficio unius, ejusque fixae et
convenientis hypotheseos, cxhibens ; in qua universa
distantias,

insuper phenomena, questionesque de cometis

omnes

rationibus cvidentibus deducuntur, demonstrantur, ac
iconibus aeri incisis plurimis illustrantur ; cumprimis
vero Cometoc annorum 1652, 1 661, l664, 1665, .ibipso
Accessit omnium
auctore summo studio observati.

—

Cometarum, a mundo condito hue usque, ab

historicis

philosophis et astronomis annotatorum, historia, notis
et annotationibus locupletata, cum peculiar! tabula Co*
metarum Universal!."
When this work was completed, Hevelius sent a
copy of it to Dr Hooke, and to other distinguished
members of the Royal Society. In return for this work,
Dr Hooke presented Hevelius with a Description of
the Dioptric Telescope, and the method of using it
and recommended it as preferable to the use of plain
sights in astronomical instruments.
In this way commenced the celebrated controversy respecting the use
of plain and telescopic sights. Hooke maintained, that
with an instrument of a span radius, the distances and
altitudes of celestial objects could be measured to a second by telescopic sights ; and Hevelius insisted in his
reply, that with a gocd eye, and great experience,
he had obtained the same accuracy in the use of
his instruments ; and he sent eight distances between
stars, for the purpose of being examined by Dr
Hooke. Here the controversy was for the present ter•
minated,
In the year 1673, Hevelius published in folio, the
first part of his " Machina Celestis, organographiam.

Halo, VoL X.
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HEVELIUS.
iva iiMfiiiiiiwitnnnii atlniMMBinxtuii omnium quibui
kaeteiMU riiMMi at Wiiawww est, aecu'
MKtor
raU liiiliBiltii at dcwrriptio plnribus konibtH tni in-

Man

Um

ct exommU ; cum aliis quibusdam
ictta digni*. qtur ad mcchanicam optipertinent, anmiatlTeriionibiu, imprimis de
twhof
conatntctione et umui iii li«ai a di-

daw QloMnU

JMondii q«Mii

cidMW

BMJt—omm
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in

raebone, necnon nova bdlliina Ic-ntn qnaaria ex aecHeveliu* lent ov
tiaailMn eooi expoliendi ratiooc."
fim af tkia work to all hi* fnenda in En^^nd exeeot Dr Hooke ; who, in revenge of the afront, pub'
bibad in 167^ bit " AnimadvenioB* on the Firat
Part «f dM Mackmm Ceinlit, of the hooourable,
lawned, aid 6hhmw Joannes Heveliiu, together with
an iipltti»iM tt umt inatnaaeoU made by R. H."
Lend. Utt. That work
ehanetoiaed b^ the irof its author.
It waa written with that
-. Jtn^anl •uperioritj, which injured bis own
agnd excittd the bigbeet reaentroent on the part
of HaraUiu. In the Mna rear, Hnreliua arnt a letter
(•the Roja) Saeiatjr, comainmg a replj to the oi^actioas
af Hooke and PlanHtead, aDdappealing to obaarratioa
lar the < iii n itn aaa of ha opiaiana.
He cooiplained of
the " bittemcaa and boaatiDg^ with which he had been
attacked, and raqMatad iImI tba Boyal Society would
•end aoo* aaiaeBt attraBooMr to axamine his inatnmenU aitd method ef aaing them. This i imhwIiIs
demand waa Msadsd to; aad Dr HaOajr, who haU
Daari^ the aaiaa epintona as Hooka, waa requested to
rapair to Dantaic;
He arrived in that citjr on the 36th
Ifav 1079, and conunued with Herelio* till the IMh
of July. By mean* of agood inatrument. fumi«hcd
wiA MiMCapie aighia, HaDajeaaapartd hbown oiMer>
rabaM with thaaa af Haftbus; flMl ha particalarly au
to the luceaarira obMrvalions aads npaii tfaa

wm

!

mdad
aaas

star*

bv HavaGoi^ with

hia

kqp

bnaa

arxtant.

Tha reauk of this euMinatioa was hicfaly ftvourable to
ovaadHV. HdlOTlaftanatteMatiaB,daMlJnl7».ISth,
abundaDtljr aatiaicd of tha
1079, daehviqg hiaaeir
naa aiirf laitaiiu* ti Ibcao hia laatmuuim and obarr.
T itiaafc And wbanaa ha had befctv been alwa^'t doubt-

by naked sights might as to
sova ahMitaa bauaeertaia. and had tbcrsforr wondand
why he dcai»ad iha asa of liliiBuaii iMcs; ha hsd,
partly ta gnaOala tha aathor's paUhMig of his
v a tis
and partly to aalMSr his awn wwlIbb.
taken that jsamer, wMdiheiia'
that his sliMiraliiaii

ful,
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labore es ipso atbere haustas, peratuhisque iconibut,
auctoria manu «eri indsiii, illustrataa et esomatas, tri«
bus libris ezhiben*.'
Hrveiius had fortunately presented about SO copies
of this work to his frienda ; tor before it was published;
his property of every deacription was consumed by a
dreadful fire, on the S6th September 1()79No fewer
than seven houses, containing his money, plate, gold,
silver, household goods, printing houses, great part of
his library, the remaining copies of all his printed

works, published at his own ezpence, from the year
1647 to 1679, and particularly nis observatory, with
all his optical and astronoaical instruments, were comAmoo^ the articles preau s td
pletely reduced to ashes
were the latter part of his Machtna Celrttu, containing
the observations of nearly 50 y«ars, and hia Na» CaUUcgmtaflJkt Fixtd Start.
A full account of this calamity, and of his dispute
with l)r Hooke, were publiih«l in l')85, in his " Annus Climactericus, sive rerum Uranicarum et observationum annus quadrageaimus nonus, exhibens diversss
occnhationea tara planetarum qnam (ixarum, post edi«
tam Macfainam Celestan obaai v atas, nt-cnon ])lurimaa
altitudiiiae awridianaa solis, et distantias planetarum
ao anno impatr atas cum amicorum nonula pistalia ad rem istara spectantibus et continuastallc in CoUo Ceti, at et annoU-

This work wss the last which Hevelius published.
out with the infirmities of age, and with the labours of scienot, ha died on thr Stith January 1687, in
the 76th year of hia age. Hcvciius leA liehnol l.tm the
.i^
iipa laliuii of having been on* of the mo!>t
aad iagcoious practical astrononera of the -^^
..tch
ha lived The surprisa which Halle^ rspresaed at the
wondei flil accuranr of hia obacrvattor- v '• be felt
by every person who examines tl i tau
consi*
dcr* that they are well made by aiiassti.»-w ti^iuii, snd
that tha iastnnaents wars ooostructad and graduated

Worn
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,

with his

own

hands.

him two complete works, and
other asanuscripts. The first of these made it»
folio, rntitlrd, " rrociromus
ia MI90,
ashibeta Amdmicnta qua tam sd novum
plana at caa wrtha t l a ataBanwn tnnua catalogum conlicvrlius Irit behind
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an

it:

lof tha

raaaavMiUaawaayaaiiat aaa
•>af ahaiwiiwii^ tha fc.

ar

tw%

I

bat a

by aa

port of a air
la tha year l«79. HevaSaa pahHshad his
tMnm u Um Par* Hostenor; maai ianfcai

ia*

'

k

C

U

••

Ma.

am

ob.

taa adipaiaa huaiaariaai i^aam ocrulta.
^iHManaa « faanit^ aacBon akitadinum me»»P*s*fcaa, aalaliliar«Mi rt vqainoctiomm,
lell^aram ptaastaraaa §iaraaM|ue omninni

aervatioaaa,

I

oafMlaraai

I

m

tiaraa (abaha aahuaa, aliaaaas phrniaas ad astrononioai pail li wa t as, utpola ranactMnan solarium, parallasiaa, darihatloiMaB, aagaienun ediptinr et meridiaai. asaaMiiMni laelanm rt obliquarum horixunti
Oadaataaai {aaarriantiaB. diisrrntiarum aMmaionaUaaa, aalaa itaa rt tvAactionttm strllamm fixarum,
qinibaa addilaa art ataiu aa catakgos strllamm fixanira,
taa at^^or ad saai. W9&, onaro minor sd aim. cianploturn 1700.
Aanaait CoroUarii loco tabula mo^us lume
libratorii, ad Una aacak proxime ventura prolongata,
brevi cna ileactipti>>na cjaaaue usu."
This work, which was published by his wiflow, conIt wss afterwards
taint thr catalogue of 1 888 stars.
reprinted in the :ki vol. of Fiamstcad's Hutoria Olulu, and is incorpora ted in the catalogue of stars 'given
in our srticle Aitronomv
In the same >rar appeared his other posthumous
work, entitled, " Firmarorntum .Sobiesoanuro sive Uranographia, t<Xum ctelum stellatum, utpote tam quod<*"ni
librt sidus quam otanas rt singulas stnlas, —
genoinas consm im^nitailinia undo oculo
cognitas, rt mipcr pr ianim dctcctas, aocurau«>iiuu»|ue
c

as, plari

veu zi. ra«T

x.

HereKus.

^^^Z"™'

HEX
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ct australi, adhuo clarius cuique patet."
This work contains 54 charts, representing the whole

reali scilicet

heavens.
Hevelius was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society
of Lon(*on in 16(54. and contributed several papers to
the Philosophical Transactions.

When M.

Delisle passe<l through Dantzic on his

way

he purchased all the manuscript observatK'ns of Hevelius, along with his extensive correspundence, forming seventeen folio volumes, four of
which were occupied with his observations. These
manuM'ripts contain much curious information respecting the history of astronomy. They were lodged by
Delisle in the depot of the marine at Paris. Those who
wish for farther and more minute details respecting the life and writings of Hevelius, will find much
information in a life of hira, published at Dantzic^ in
1780 by Benjamin Leugnicli, and entitled, Hevelius,
oder Anehdoten und Nachrichten von diesem beruchnten
Manne. Many particulars respecting our author will also
be found in I3emoulli's Travels in Prussia, Poland,
and Warsovia, 1782, p. 183. A figure of his mausoleum is given in Bernoulli's Collection of Voyages,
torn. ii. 1781.
See also the Journal de Savans, Aout.
1 782, and Murr's Journal Literaire, Nuremb.
Mo/or of Galileo, is an interval of
music, whose ratio is \\,
9f
40 m, or the
462 S
Comma-rcdundanl major sixth. See that article.
Hexachord Major of the Greeks, or hexachordon
major of Holder, &c. has the ratio f,
4512
to Russia in 1626,

HEXACHORD

=

+

+

=

3f)

m, or the Major sixth, which

+9f +

see.

Hexachord Minor of Didymus, has the ratio tt7>=
404 2 -J- 8 f -1- 35 m, or the Comma- deficient minor
'SIXTH,

which

see.

Hexachord Minor of
4262 -f- 8f-J- 37 m, or
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orsanis rite observatas, eshibens; et quidem quodvis
siduj in peculiari tabella, in piano descriptum, sic ut
Ilc&hkm.
omnia coiijunctim totum globura celestem exactissimc
relcrant: prout ex binis heraispheriis majoribus, bo-

IleTcUui

Galileo, has the ratio ^^,

=

the Comma-redundant minor

SIXTH, which see.

Hexachord Minor of the Greeks, or hexachordon
minor of Holder, &c. has the ratio |^,
4152+82 +
36 m, or the Minor sixth, which see. (V)
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HEXAEDRON. See Crystallography.
HEXAGON. See Geometry, vol. x. p. 221.
HEXHAM, is a market-town of England, in

the

county of Northumberland, finely situated on the
south side of the river Tyne, at the confluence of
the north and south Tyne.
The two long streets, of
which the town consists, are narrow, and not well
built ; but the town contains some good houses.
The
road from Newcastle to Hallwhistle passes through one
of the streets, and the other principal street runs at
right angles to this. At the intersection of these streets,
stands the spacious market-place in a large square, with
a convenient piazza for the butchers market, which has
moveable stalls, and which is well supplied with -water from a fountain.
The church of Hexham, which
forms a part of its ancient monastery, founded in 1112,
is highly ornamented in the inside, and contains many
fine sepulchral monuments. This church was dedicated
to St Andrew, and was much celebrated for its beauty
and extent by ancient historians. It is in the form of a

Greek cross. The tower, which is in the centre, appears low and broad, though it has a height of 102
feet.
The architecture is Gothic and Saxon.
double gallery runs round the whole structure, opening

A

with Saxon archer each opening being composed of

three arches, the middle circular, and the others Heihani
The nave was burnt
pointed, with very light pillars.
down by the Scots in I296, and nothing remains of it Heywood.^
~
»
but part of its western door. The choir now forms the
parish church, and is crowded with inelegant pew« and
The priory stood at the west end of the
galleries.
church ; and not many j'ears ago, its cloister and chapels were to be seen.
There are two ancient stone
towers at Hexham, one of which is used as a sessionshouse, and formerly belonged to the priors of Hexham.
The other is situated on the top of a hill near the Tyne.
It appears from two Roman inscriptions, found in a
crypt of the church, that the Romans had a station, or
town, at this place ; for it is obvious, that this was not
the Epiacum of the ancients, as Horsley supposed.
The crypt, where they were found, is a place fifteen
feet by nine, and contains a number of carved stones,
which seem to have once formed part of a Romau
II

fortress.

The town is governed by a bailie chosen annually.
The principal employment of the inhabitants consists in
tanning leather, and in making shoes, hats, and gloves.
The following is a statistical abstract of the parish
for 1811:
Inhabited houses,
No. of families,

,

,

729
1171

Do. employed in trade and manufactures,
Males,
Females,
Total Population,

639
2136
2719
4855

See Pennant's Tour in Scotland, vol. iii. ; Hutchinson's
History of Northumberland ; and the Bcatdies of England and Wales, vol. xii. p. 158' 168.
Battle of. See England, vol. viii.

HEXHAM,

—

p. 638. col. 2.

HEYWOOD,

Jasper, D. D. a writer of the age of
Elizabeth, and son of the epigrammatist Heywood, whom we shall immediately have occasion to mention. He was born in London 1 535, and studied at Merton College, Oxford ; from whence, according to Wood,
he was on the point of being expelled for his irregular
life, when he resigned his fellowship.
Soon after he
repaired to St Oraers, and entered into the Society of
Jesus at that place. From thence he went to Diling
in S'witzerland, where he distinguished himself by his
learning and zeal for disputing with heretics ; so as to
obtain the rank of doctor of divinity. In the year 1581,
Pope Gregory the XIII. sent him at the head of tlie
first mission of Jesuits to England, but her majesty
shipped him off, with 70 of his associates, out of the
kingdom ; and, returning to Italy, he died at Naples,
where the zealous catholic Joannes Pittseus contracted
an intimacy with him, and speaks of him with great
He translated tliree of the tragedies ascribed
respect.
to Seneca, viz. the Thuesles, Hercules Furens, and
Troas, in the measure of the syllables, and from that
circumstance has obtained a name in poetical biogra-

Queen

phy.

(,)

HEYWOOD, John, father of the preceding writer,
was one of the earliest dramatic writers that England
produced. Warton says of him, that he drew the Bible
from the stage, and introduced representations of popular life, and familiar manners. He was bom at North
Mims, near St Albans, in Hertfordshire, and in his
youth contracted an intimacy with Sir Thomas More,
who introduced him to the patronage of the princess
(afterwards queen) Mary. His jests, and musical ta-

.

HEY
Hq«M<L lenU, made him a favourite with Henry V'lII. who freWhen Mary
quently made him bandaoaie preflenta.
caiue to the throne, he was admittetl to her most intimate ccnrctwtiaa, and ia said to have amused her with

'^C-'

bis diTtftiiuratariea eren in her last illness.

acoMMJO ofEliaabeth, being a bi^otted

On

catholic,

the
he na-

hu court favour ; and,
into vofauitary exile, he settled at Mechlin in
wbare he died in 1565.
At a poet, he was famous in his time, ami his jph>ys
One of them, Tkr Four P'l, is
are still curious relics.
His lon^^eat work is the Swin Dodalef's Collection.
Jkr mud S^, of which honest Holingshed sars, " that
the anthor dealeth so protbundlie anri beyona all measure of skill, that neitner he himself that made it, nor
any one that rcadcth it, can reach unto the meaning
tboceC" His Diahgne of Proirrln, and Sis Humdred
Epigram*, give ns but a bumble idea of the wit and
oonrcTMtiaa of oar ancestors. («)
TiioMAo. This author
an actor
well aa a writer, and flourislied in the reigns of Queen
FJiMh<*ii. Janes I. and Charles I.
The date of his
biith and death, (we might almost add, the whole history ct his life,) is unknown, except his profession and
character as a writer.
In the latter capacity he is diatingniihad aa one of tht oMst prolific th«t cT«r existed
for, b»>idc8 Ua pnae eaanpositiatis of Tie EmgHtk Tm-

turaUy anticipated the loaa of

mkag

BhmM,

HEYWOOD,

wm

M

;

Afekfwfar Atian,
in

£2i
mmmwift
I

ttc.

wbteDM hod
hwi oitlier a
'

nted to

&c. he tells us, that the
principal share, or wrote

two hutMlred and twenty.

Of

a few oouparativeiy r»>
Mia. Difccnt rrasnns havo baca aaigMd for tho
loss of so m«iy of than. It has been dtcgcd. thM they
were lost from the dcsahory manner in wkich he wrote
them, on the backs of plav-biUs and Uvem-btUa, as ho
was a grant frcqnentrr oTtavcms; bat the trm rsaaon
setns to have been, that the manegsn, in tboae days,
porchaaed the sole pwnisitj of the cooiaa oTiikya, and
It was not their h ln
tv let tfaea be noblished tiU
the public had baco eoMletaly satiated with then ; of
course whan plays enaad to be attractive, the mrmory
of than voald perish, and the actors would not murfi
tmMe III— s il vas abaot ooamositiaaB. which, if tbsy
had basn Bi i aJ. Brirfifet have wprfd the cost.
Of of hia plays Otal ivaaia t» na, ihOTv n ane that
oMgfat espcdalfy to Tads— Ua aaaa tmm aUivion.
Thn is,
IToaiM IsIM n*A JD'adWw. Tbeintaraat
of it is fcondad. Hke that of K atntb in 's Strmtgrr, an a
it ia

,

true, that but

m

i

l

»

nr

it

inBdeii^, and the rapantance that
ta—taalaa Mia* tngioally, and with a
rtmUmd, the panHant.
•»•
fbfglvo brr.
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•a^^J'

Un

^
,
l»*i^
**!?•*
sdr, and dwa btdUB-baartad.
Ia tfaia, awl in srscnl

•fWn>

h%My hmaM

nor

and thoo^ he sea— to have iMrdy poiansed
n anbitMM of a poet—to be thoMcht each.—
Im excwdiagiT astaral and loadiing. The
between Fraaklaad aad hia
hi
wife
very

toadung.
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other pMccs.
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HIBERNATION. See Hyberxatjow.
HIERA. SeeKAMMEM.
HIERES,

HibtmsUvu

a town of France, in the department ^
of the Var, about nine miles cast of Toulon.
It is
situatetl in a delightful valley, about four leagues
long and one broad, open on the »outh to the sea, and
boiinde<l on the nortli, east, and we?t. by lofty moun*
tains.
Between the northern and western chain is a
narrow pass, which is the road to Toulon. At the
sloping entrance of this pass, on the declivity of a
mountain that defends the whole plain, is situated the
town, which is built in the form of an amphitheatre.
The summit iif the mountain is bare, and is cleft in several places, to give it the appearance of a fortification
from a distance. Towards the base of the mountain,
stands the modem part of the town, which contains the
principal street, the square, and the inns ; but it has a
gloomy and dirty appearance. The old town, which
stands on the highest part of the mountain, presents a
heap of uninhaDited ruins but the suburbs, which
skirt the mountains, are chearful and clean, and have a
is

;

neat and rural apnearance.
Near the rooutn of the small river Gapeau, which
intersects the plain of Hieres, are the salt-pits, consisting of a number of small basins separated by canals.
The nooaes of the auperintendants, excisemen, and
wotfcasan, have the appearance of a little sea- port. The
salt is sent te Toulon, Marseilles, and GeiKM, and the
annual revenue amounts to about Sno Or>0 francs.
About four Eqglisli miles from the town i< the Etang,
aitaaled in the eantre uf an isthmus, running from the
aootbem eoaat It is about a league long, and half a
laa|pi « broad, and the three little islands in the middle
ofileantain a
nonbar of aquatic birds. The
laatt i ii part of tne isthmus joins the road of Hieres,
is called La Plage de la .Munasse.
Tlie lower part
of it is the peninsula Giens, which contains many interesting obiects.
Hieres u celebrated lor the mild temperature of its
winters ; but it ia rsehoned unhealthy from May to

mat

Md

October

At the chapel of Notre Dame, on a hill situated near
the aca-aborc, and about a Icagae from the town, is a
good panting of the Twelve Apostles, and a bas-relief,
by Pogat.
The cardan of M. Fillc is well worthy of being viIli ioaaal icrenue is about 84,000 fhincs.
In
ti M. Baaarcgard, which is excellent, a crop
afaiticiMkaa sold, ia 1793. far 1800 ftanoa. The chief
fton Hieres are oil, wine, frvit, vegeubles,
aad sail, which are aant almost exclusively to
Taalaa aad Ma—illaai A thooaand oranges are sold
fcr 40 Uwas.
Vaanls are loaded in «ummer at the
tfaa iall>«arks ; but in winter, all the mrrchandiae nast ba oen sey ad to Toulon by land. East
Long. 6*
55*. and North Let 4^7' S*. Population
about 7000. See ChrisL August. Fischer Rii$e naeh
I

'

r

//jreres,

mi IfSatersois ItOS and ISM. Leipsic, 1806;

Mimat Wtmmgrt dam U$ Departemeiu du Midi de
U Frmm, loaL a. chap. 6l.
HIERES, IsLBs or, (the Iiuuttr Artanm,) are a

aiid

•-•>«i art •.t.aia twMpt.mil.
Iks MMksr u mj ptmy bsksa.
u siiil

latfcy

AM wtaiUial grttf afMiliV

I

<

>pm ay Ml. dM ««!.
^lfr.Awa._r>xe«Msawn>.—I.t>.el,fc«.,«.n fm
•^mtn, Tk7wifi«n*ai,«n«—latlkse! (,)
H«aiMi to hMrt.
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elastcr of three small islands in the Mediterranean, m•aalad aboat fcar la^gaaa from the town of Hieraa.
They ate called PMaaarollea. Porticros, and the isle of
Titan. They were called Stoechadca by the Marseilloie,
who first inhabitad them. The aioat western of these
is Porquerallca. which b the largest aad best wooded,
ami contains
inllabitaiMaL
Porticroe ia three leagues
farther to tfaa east, and ii more elevated and fertfle. It

M

5

I

Hieres

HIE
Hmiki,
pliin.

ami contains about 50 inhabitants. The
other island is ubout three quarters of a league to the
east of I'orticros.
It has fewer inlwbitants, and is less
fertile tlian the rest. All these islands may be seen from
the town of Hieres. They are defended by small forts,
and are covered with lavender anil strawberries. They
are frequently visited by parties of pleasure from the
town.
See Fischer's A'cwe tiac/i Hycres.
hits a'haveii,

HI
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Nearly connected with this, was the practice of denoting the efficient cause by the effect produced ;
as harvest, by a sheaf of corn
winter, by a leafless
tree
hostile incursion, by ruined buildings and dead

—

—

boilies.

From these different kinds of contracted character*,
the transition was easy to the third stage in the progress of writing; to make one tiling represent another,
where any resemblance sufficiently sticking between
HIERO. See Syracuse.
tbe two objects could be perceived. To this mode of
HIERO'S Crown. See Hydrodyn.vmics.
HIEROGLYPHICS, ( from <^.f, .v«crerf, and yX«p«y, communication it became frequently necessary to have
recourse.
Intellectual objects of every kind ; the pasio carte,) properly sculptui-es or carvings, (and hence,
by an easy and obvious transition, jxiintings also,) sym- sions and feelings of men ; the moral qualities of actions, admit of no ilirect delineation by picture, they
bolically denoting, by particular figures and collocations
must therefore be represented, if represented at all, by
-of external or corporeal objects, sacred, moral, and relisensible objects, to which they either bear, or are supgious truths.
Under the view of
Hieroglyphics may be considered as a species, of posed to bear, some resemblance.
which symbol is the genus for hieroglyphics are a par- such analogies, wisdom was signifietl by an eye ; ingratitude, by a viper biting the hand that offered it food;
ticular class of symbols, differing however from other
courage, by a lion; cunning, by a serpent.
This consj'mbols, as well by tlie nature of the truths of which
they are the signs, as by the mysterious and recondite stitutes what may properly be termed tbe sijmbnlic
mode in which these truths are exhibited. The truths mode of writing. It is in some measure analogous to
denoted by hieroglyphics properly relate not to com- that stage in the .progress of speech observed among
mon or trivial objects, but to things sacred or divine ; all rude tribes, where figures, tropes, and metaphors,
and the mode of exhibiting these is designedly obscure fill up a great portion of every harangue.
This mode of writing is founded on resemblances
and enigmatical, requiring sagacity and acuteneas, as
perceived or supposed; and as it is difficult to set limits
well as patient attention, to develope their meaning.
The origin of hieroglyphical writing has generally to the power of imagination in discovering or figuring
been derived from Egypt ; and undoubtedly it appears resemblances, it might be supposed that the symbolic
mode of writing could be carri.^d to an indeterminate
to have been there that hieroglyphics first assumed the
But in fact it has its limits; it must be underfoi-m of a regular system.
But, in fact, the first steps extent.
in the formation and employment of hieroglyphic em- stood if it is to be useful at all; the resemblance, thereblems, may be traced as nearly coeval with the earliest fore, must be either obvious an<l discerned liy mere inattempts of miinkind to communicate their thoughts by tuition, or so generally perceived and recognised, that
the persons to whom it is addresed may easily pass
visible marks, in addition to articulate sounds. In such
attempts, it seems plain, that the first, as being the from the sign to the thing signified.
If the resemmost natural, way of accomplishing the end, would be blance be very recondite and remote, if the analogy is
by presenting a picture or delineation of the object to traced from qualities not generally observed, the symbe denoted. To express a man, an animal, or a tree, bolic writing becomes proportionally obscure, and to
the figure of the object would be drawn and exhibited. the uninstructed not even intelligible.
To intimate that a man had been slain by a wild beast,
It is thus, by a natural progress, that we can trace
the figure of a man stretched on the earth, and the ani- the origin of hieroglyphics.
Mere picture writing was
mal standing over him, would be fonued ; to indicate an obvious invention ; contraction of picture writing
that a hunter had caught his prey, the picture of the
was probably taught by necessity symbols required
man with the prey in his hands would be given. Such the exercise of imagination ; at first, probably, plain
was probably the earliest mode of writing. It is the and perspicuous, they soon became more complicated
opinion of the best informed writers, that it prevailed and obscure.
among the Phoenicians, Egyptians, and other early comAmong a people who had no mode of representing
munities ; and we know with certainty, that it was in their thoughts but by means of figures or characters of
use among the Mexicans when invaded by the Spathis description, the very progress of knowledge, or the
niards,
intelligence of their arrival having been transextension of enquiry beyond the mere objects of sense
mitted to the emperor in a picture, and even the histo- or immediate oliservation, could not fail both to add to
ry of the empire having been delineated by paintings the number, and augment the obscurity of the symboupon skins, afterwards found in one of the temples.
New discoveries, new truths,
lic signs made use of.
This way of communicating thoughts, however, was, new subjects of thought, required appropriate and exof necessity, liable to much inconvenience. It was of- pressive symbols ; these might either be drawn fi-om
ten difficult, and generally bulky.
To lessen the toil, objects not nitherto delineated, or figures previously
and abridge the size of the picture, different modes of in use might be employed, arranged in forms and colabbreviation were resorted to.
The principal part of locations remote from their former delineations. In
the object might first be made to stand for the whole
either way it woidd follow, that to persons unacquaintas the head ior the man, a hand holding a weapon for ed with the very subjects to wliich the signs related,
a warrior. Nex't, the principal circumstance in a com- the symbols, until explained, would present confused
plicated action might denote the entire action ; two or and unintelligible groups.
It was in this manner that
more hands, with weapons opposed, might denote a the universe, or universal nature, came to be denoted
battle; a scaling-ladder, set against a wall, a siege. by a winged globe, with a serpent issuing from it ; and
In a short time, a farther improvement would occur
a serpent itself was made to represent the divine nature,
to put the instalment of an action for the thing on account of its supposed vigour and spirit, its great
itself, aa, we are informed by Hori Apollo, two feet
age, and the reverescence ascribed to it.
standing in water represented the fulling of cloth.
Hieroglyphics then are only an extension of picture
;

:
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wul cumcame to be

in fact to preaerve
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i-;--.--i-, phict

rum the very naemployed for a very dir
ture at such a mode o( » rumg, a » easy to tee how
conTcniently, in itte hands of a act of ancn aiming at
prr-cmiacnce by the reputation of auperior wisdom, it
might be used, cither to oaocaai their knowladp;, or
reU their ignorance from the people. Enigmatic figures, explained onlv to the initiated, were admirably
fitted for such an entf ; and where the situatioo and circtioutanoes li' the ueople parmitied this made «f concealment, we mif nt expect to find it introdneed and
carried on.
The extent, however, to which it could
be carried, must be dctermiDed by the character or by
the peculiar inatttutiens of a peonle. UImiv superiority in knowledge in any dasa of the eanuMiBity was
somII. and tl» Mpantioa cf pwfwsiwia net verjr rigid,
the opportunkiea of oonoaaung kaowtedge would be
Ctw, and the use of enigmatic figuiw laaa fkvqucnt
but where diatinctiuns were strongly marked, particularly where a scpante class of ncn were act apart to
the CDoducttng of religions ritca and asOTaMMii^ thar*.
if no uiUBler actingd rr n nMt a iM a occnrw«i, th a»€r Mi nri i
and wmmm would ha niiwiwiiis and raadil* t immmi.
CpoQ tfaeae principles it ia not dificuU lo diaeovcr
in the situatioit and character of the ^yptiaa nriaat
hood, the circumatancea which, thonoi ihejr (ud not
imiard prodnce the invention of biarogmhiM^ MrtHDly oGcauaaed a more extcsuiva nae
taaai ifcaa ptvvaikd claewbcre. The Egyptian prieato war* aep*rate class of men, closely united aaaeng llMinwUsa.
but Mcrrdly diiunct frum the people, at a tiSM when
the oolv mode of wriiia|| in Egypt waa bjr picfiea
or tjinbalic stgn*.
Thev ictirrtl life, jotncd with
tfae(4>iecsa about whicii •* —
r-hiefly CBiploycd,
gave thera the mcana ai
t' carrying
tneir
rcMarchcs into at«tract ;. ..^.. iu>.,i, than the rest of
their iMintrymrii ; the fruits of thrae mean Ilia wrrr

w

M

^—

dcaolrd by prculiar, oAcn by the moat giiitasipia mkI
OBpricsoua symbola, oonveyisg a secret myntmm oaiy
t- '^'- -nitialed.
In no other CMuoaunity,
>isc nppurtuiutics f>ccur.
Amoa^
iiii.i..a>. the separatibn of tlie di&vant <
neither wide nor permanent, and e««n wlMr« ihey were,
yet as soon as Alphabetic or even rlMWitsi wriiii^
«aa intrudacad. (be aac of syvbahc wriiing would be
in a grcM meaaure s apa adid. Hian«iy|ita*a Snm
that period, cultivated only for sacred paipiaaa by the
priaats from the love of^ n^ atrry and oooeaalBMnt,
i

w

weald soon lose their aawung. and ia tiaM baaime
wbaJhr unintelligible to all but the prieaU aad their
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Egypt; the great ob*H*k brou^Ut from Egypt to
Rome, is Ml of such figures ; and on almost all the
Many cuobeliaka now existing tMy are met with.
rious hieroglyphic ^ures were engraved on what was
termed the Isiack Table, a large black table, long preaerved at Rogoe, and at the sacking of that city, in
lait5, found by a poor tradesman, and at\erwards removed to Mautua, where it di&appeantl at the capture
It had been previously engraved, and a
of the place.
plate or it ia given in Montfaucmi's AniitfHilict. Many
EgTptian hicroglyphka were also engraved on ^ta»,
whicli are atill to be met with in caHieroglyphica, properly so called, seem to be
bineta.
tlie uncouth
almoat peculiar to Egyptian anti(|uities
distorted figurca of aome of the Hindoo gods, have
been eonjecturad to conatitute significant entblems,
aosaawhat of the nature of hienapyphics ; but it t^
pears to have been in Egypt alone that they were extenaively employed ; a aroaaMtence tliat may easily be accoaB«Bd for upon the principlea already explained.
Sir Join liafaham aappoaca liicr«((lypoics to liave
been the origin of the wonhip of ananab ; the figure
and the thii^ signified, being aa he auppuass . so con.
nected, that both bagu to be held equally aacred.
Thia ia by no aacana improbable, thou^ no direct
praof of it ia lo be had. It aeems certain, howaver,
that hier^glrphica were often ei^T*ved on gaaai^ aa
a kind of a^gieal apaO; Iheae gcma were icrnKl
AaaaXAS ; tha^ were exhibilad by certain corrupted
Chriaiiana, aalivas of Egypt, who had mixed a great
deal of I'aganiam with their Christianity : many of
are still to be met with in the cabinets of the cuThcae abraxaa wo* aupcrscded among the aupeiatitioaa oriantela by teliamaa s.
The talgect of hiOTaRlTphics lias baan fVaqncntly

ma aiMll figorea,

:

ul

treated

oC

Among

the anriante,

Harm ApoU»

or

HarmfoUt, wrMe a matiaa exprtaalv on the subject,
lo iiinilaiii liwra, ana of the moat labortooa writers on
tMnniyphsaa waa the learned Jeauit Kincitxa. Hit
fi!dyas JB
meut oentaina a great ooUcotion of curi(wa panicmari but hia explanariani are ftnciiul, and
indicate littir judgment.
In the aaoaad book of Montfiiacaa'a AmtufmUit* is given a geanal account of hieragtypbicB, iUuatrated with accurate angraviiig*. Hy far

mU
;

the maat ii^aiioaa aad philnaaphirsl account, both of
tha hiataay and aatara af hietMyphics, is given by
Wartanrtonia the 4th book oftha AJasae L^fiaMlaa. The
Bishop haa not, haanarar , baan earaiid to
betweea aaabliais in general, and hieroglyphica |
l^aiy
ly so eailad.
Or E. D. ( larkc. in hia
pabUshad, aamteiaB, bat bjr no BMana upon iliiii
graanda, tla«l the hisiraglyphic chaiactara were tha lat«
teraof an itiwl alphabat, aad tha more
forma nrobably a aenea of monograms. ()

T*wU

i

HI£iiCKiIiAMMATI.«iT,(framii(M,i(o4'*n<ly(-^.
« mruer,) an order of priesta aracaig the an>
eiaal Sgnriwa. To theas was luiBwilted wa ava of
the lawBgyphha. Iha aapoaition of rrygiana dodrinei,
and the auparinlandanee of tha Egrptian learning in
genaraL TImv waaa nftedad aa a kmd of proplieu
itmttt *m,

ppcara lo have been the hiatary of hicm.
The nature of it Im* baan al-

writing.

'r-.<l>
xptaiaed.
The aymboiaaiade usaof ia it were
i^nu-a by aaaemblagea of variooa nbiarta, piaata, ani.
auU, narla of the humin body, heavenly iiIi)mH, tarmlrial appcarsners
all thcae coaibiiMd
oaupa,
which beiqg first Mofaably put topatlw apoa fiamed
resesiblaneea, could hardly be deciphered, after the secret of their ccaanoaiiian was lost.
.Saiie Icaniad men
harp ttiprmcd thst the Lgypttan birTc«lyphica coo<

m

;

ilad^e; prubaUy they
employ naiiis in dariiihi i ina
thou, would only be a waate of laaMT.
Hieroglyphics abound on the andaat aionumenU of
'

uj

and to aateblish

their r aiia telicn Ihr ihia, they

madaaae

of their kaowladga of taa heavenly bedioa, or nietaatic
phcnoMna, to anpoae upon the paopla. Tbcy were
alwayaacaa the penon of the king, to whom they ware
next in dignity, and were eaaBptod from all civil anplnvf<n<nt.
\\'ti.-ii Egypt becune a Roman provhwe

.^.

t

i;

.

'

ed op.

tha

M

^

(>;

tha art of divining futurity from
whan in the act of bang aAr>
triJB
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HIGHLANDS. See Scotland.
HILDESHEIM, isthenameofaGerman

bishopric,

-ibunded in 822 by Charlemagne. It extends about 50 or
60 miles from east to west, and about 35 from north to
south, and contains about 5i square German miles. The
soil of the greater part of the district is good, and produces abundance of corn, flax, hops, and vegetables. Tiie
southern districts are hilly, and covered with forests ;
some of the hills containing excellent quarries and iron
mines. The wood is principally oak, beech, ash, and
birch.
The diocese contains l6 bailiwicks, 75 manors,
13 towns, sat villages, and 85,000 inhabitants, with an
annual revenue of 250,000 rix-dollars. The principal
towns are Hildesheim, Peina, Rosenthal, and Marienburg. After the secularization of the diocese in 1803,
it was given among the indemnities to the King of
After the peace of Tilsit, it formed part of
Prussia.
the kingdom of Westphalia.
HILDESHEIM, or Hillesheim, the Bennopolis of
the ancients, is a town of Germany, and the capital of
the diocese, of the same name. It is situated on a rugged declivity, watered by the river Innerste ; about 6
leagues S. E. of Hanover, and 10 W. S. W. of Brunswick. The town is tolerably large, but is irregularly
built, and old fashioned.
It is divided into the Old
and New Town, which were united in 1583. The
principal public buildings are the cathedral. Holy
Cross Abbey, the Gymnasium Andreanum, about eight
Protestant churches, and several monasteries.
The cathedral belongs to the Roman Catholics, and its bishop
was the only catholic one in all Saxony. It is a richly

'

ornamented Gothic building, and contains among its
antiquities the celebrated Pagan monument of Irminsal, which fronts the great choir. It is a column whicli
serves to support a chandelier of several branches.
Population 12,600.
or Himalaya mountains, the Emodus,
Himaus, or Imatis of the ancients, is a stupendous

HIMALEH,

•"x

H
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a village in Middlesex, about four
nighgate
miles north of London, deligl»tf«lly situated on the top
I
Hiro»lfh.
,nj sjjes q( one of tlie hicbest hills in the county,
^"^^f"^^ commanding the most beautiful and extensive prospects
over Essex, Surry, and Kent, in one direction, and Hertfordchire, Bedfordshire, and Buckingliamshire, in anoIt consists principally of the villas of the oputher.
lent merchants, &c. of London, and its buildings are
equal, if not superior, to any in the neighbourhood of
the metropolis. In order to avoid the steep hill, it was
proposed to cut a tunnel through it, which was begun
The roof of it, however, fell in at\er the
in 1808.
work had made some progress, and it was found neThis
cessary to make an o|)en cut through the hill.
great improvement is now completed ; and the London
road passes below an arch, which it became necessary
to build for the purpose of carrying a cross road over
is

range of mountains, which bound Hindostan on the
north, and separate it from the country of Great and
Little Thibet.
In East Long. 76°, and North Lat.
34" 30', the Himaleh range joins the mountains of
Cashmere on the west, the northern range of the latter
being as it were a continuation of the former. The
Himaleh mountains being supposed to commence at
this point, take a S. E. direction to Bootan, and form
the boundary between that country and Thibet, in about
90" E. Long, and 28° N. Lat. stretrfiing still farther to
the east they terminate to the north of Assam. The
nver Burram-pooter is supposed to wind round the
eastern extremity of the range about 95° of East Long,
It appears from Col. Crawford's observations,
that ohc

I

P

of the peaks of Himaleh, seen from Patna, is more
thnn 20,000 feet above Nepaul, or about 23,000 feet
above the level of the sea. The country declines in
height from the summit of these mountains to the
south, the surface being irregularly mountainous to the
borders of Bengal, Oude, and Delhi, where the plains
Several of the tribubegin, which stretch to the sea.
tary streams of the Indus, and probably the Indus itself, have their origin from the western side of these
mountains It is supposed that the sources of the Sanpoo, or Burram-pooter, and its tributary streams, are
separated only by a narrow range of snow clad peaks,
from the sources of the streams which form the Ganges,
See Rennel's Memoir, and Asiatic Researches ; Hamilton's Gazetteer ; and our articles India and Thibet.
HINCKLEY is a town of England, in Leicestershire, situated near the borders of Warwickshire. The
town is divided into the Borough, and the Bond without the liberties.
The limits of the borough were formerly those of the town, which has been extended by
the successive addition of four streets, the Bond End,
the Castle End, the Stocken Head, and the Duck Puddie.
The parish church is a neat large structure, with
a modern built spire, erected in 1788, on the old tower,
The body of the church seems to have been built about
Its length, from the chancel to the
the 13th century.
west door, is 6"6 feet, and its width near the chancel
about 80 feet. There are three other places of worship,
and a Roman Catholic chapel. The town-hall, schoolhouse, and ball-house, are very curious, but in a ruinous
state.

Hinckley was once of much greater extent, and was
encircled with a wall and deep ditch, traces of which
are still to be seen.
The part called the Jewry- wall is
There
said to have been part of the temple of Janus.
is near the river a mount, supposed to have been a Roman fortification ; and near the church are the ruins of
Tesselated pavea bath, with three mineral springs.
menls, and other Roman antiquities, have been discovered here. This town is said to form the middle of
the highest ground of England, and commands a view
Its principal manuof no fewer than 50 churches.
facture is that of coarse stockings of cotton, thread,
and worsted.
larger quantity of stockings is sup-

A

posed to be made here than in any town in England.
The number of frames in the town and neighbourhood
is computed at 1200, which give employment to nearly
3000 persons.
The town is likewise noted for the
goodness of its ale.
In 1811, the parish of Hinckley, including Dadlington and Stoke Golding, contained
Inhabited houses
1097
Families
I '.'2*
1010
Do. emplc^ed in trade and manufactures
.

.

2872
3186

Males
Females
Total population

See mchol's Hisfori/ of Hinckley

of Enghmd and Wales,

;

6058
and the Beauties

vol. ix. p. 473.

HINDOSTAN. See India.
HINZUAN. See Johanna.
HIPPARCHUS. See AsTnoNOMy,vol.ii.p. 590,591.
HIPPIAS.

See Athens.

HIPPOCRATES, commonly

called the Father of
Physic, was the most renowned physician of ancient
Greece, and the oldest medical writer of whom there
are any authentic works now extant. He was a native
of the island of Cos, which had been long celebrated in
the annals of medicine, being the seat of one of \kt

Hinckley
"

Hippocrates.
.
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invited by that people to favour them with llie advan*
fflyiftl* foundgd bj tlte Aadepiadea or deaceiidanU of
JEacukpiat. Hippocntct hinuelf belonged to tlut f«- tages of his medical skill but, on inquiring into va.
milT, and >• reckoned by his bio^apben the LStli in rious drrumstances attending that epidemic, he coo.
• diract lino firom that penonage. Amonz the number eluded that his services would be inefl'ectual. He deof his lilt—tiiri waa Podalirius, the aon of ^.xulapiut, clined the journey and finding; rraton of apprehension
who, akng with hi* brother Madtaon, followed the that the same disease would extend to Thessaly and
Graaan army in the Trojan war. Hia genealo^ by Greaoa, he sent his sons to these countries, for the purequally honourable ; aa, in thu pom of preparing them to meet the visitation with protlic mother'! side
In a plague at Athens, he is said to
the SOth daaccndant of Herculea. Theac per precautions.
line, bo
gmmiamm may be jabuloua, but they were creditetl nave contributed much to the health of the city, by oraHMM^tnc 4Bident», and tended to increase the veneni- dering large 6res to be lighted for purifying the air,
and by burning various perfumes in private houses,
tion in which the character of thia great physician was
bdd. Very few details of the life ot' Hippocrates have in the maimer of the Egyptians. His sons, abo,
transmitted to us ; bat tfao iingular eminence of £re material assistance. Triese accounts, however,
not wril oorrespood with historical dates. The
characler makes the biogranher dwell with pleasure
gnat plague of Athens, described by Thucydides, hsp.
li irw i Mt ai'trrf. which, in the life of another man,
nnworthy of sctantion. Hcnco a variety pcned worn Hippocrates was only iliirty years of age,
of unimportant rumouia are ataloH, and the arguinents and could not have sons capable of giving medical directions.
The inhabitants of AbdMa, observing that
foe MoA gainst their nn dbility are stadioosly d ia iajd
Ho was born in the first jmt of the SOth Olympiad, thair ftUow-dtisen Domociitus had contracted mack
or 4.58 faara before Christ, in the rc%n of Artaxerxes sinyilariy of mannara, that he had become addicted
Longimanos of Persia, and was the cuntaHtpurary of to naawMnto and ill- timed laughter, and aedudad
himself from society, conceived him to be insane, and
Socrsteo. Herodotus, and Thucydides. Hia lather Heinvited HippocratM to go and pronounce a judgment
raclidea, and his grandfather Hippocrates the dder,
who were both eminent physicians, bestowed modi on his case, and take him under (lis medical care. Hippains on kis education in literature and general scjence,
pocrates went, and finding Democritus a man of deep
He studied poltte litcnture rr starch, who engaged himself with unwearied assiduias well as in medicine.
and elonooneo dsr C otgiaa of Looatium, aoalobraCad ty in philosopiucal puimits, pronounced him the wisest
rhaCoriaan. He is said to ha*« stndicd tbo pbyaicnl man in Abdarik Ten talanta ware offered to him on this
sc iwiC
onder Democritus; but it rather nniiws that ooGHioa, hat ho dadiaedaoeapling of any recompense.
ho vaa not acousinted with that nhilosoobor t31 bo waa
KiqgsaBd paiacH an said to have made different st.
in liio. and akmay eriaantad
noro
a n*> taatpta to enftga ban in their service. We are told.
dkal practitioocr. Ho mjof^
the rirniHMtsnMs that PHrdicaa, King of Macadon, invited him to his
aChJainrestfli^andthoyritof thoplacaof hianliTi. ooait ta can hit aan of a oonsamptioa ; and that Hip*
ty, great i aritameiit s to aadieal stadioa. and gnat adpocratos diicerarad tha whale eoapUint to consist
^^|w lor the pwaactiOB of tlw. Und« those fa. tha worfcinm of a aacrrt poaaon which the young man
vourable i n spi eea , he aoMirsd an aarlv nBtk hr tbo rhiridliit iSr Phyla, ilia aiisltaM of his faUier.
This
modjcal ptiifanuM,
dewtad himiifr to it
dtm atocT. kawavar, oeiiicidw aa exactly with the accounts
whh anlear and aasiduity. Bwidas st«idyii^ in tha of the cam aarfttaaed by Erasiatratus on Antigoniu,
school balonging to his natire iaUndl, ha ataified the the aan of Salaaeaa Nicaaor, that we are foreed to
UnnHtic adwiiio aadv Haradieaa^ by whan it was coadudo it ta be ffdmlous ; and it must be oonfeased.
tatm^ai, and ha tnTaOad mmtk la Gneea. Thaasalr, that the other anecdatw of his life do not rest on the
and Tlmsa^ vbaa ho made aMnr ohaarvalions on taa BMSt mt irfai <<a jf av ideuca. They are all derived from
hiHoryof ijp l iiiii fe ii
gnMar part af Ma the laawaoarca, a ««Herrk>n of letters and other pieces,
1 Kfc aaooM lohava bMB spent at UrisH, in
called t« t^imm, iwBtthnw publiahed with the works
Ono Aadnoa, wha wiataoa thahistery of of Uippaaalea.
' * him large SBaM,aad a splendid ea.
iCBS a liaa iMoaai^Ua moliva fer hia do>
H* says that ha afaMUMd hfaasair in or.
taindaetkim toenler hisaarrioedarii^a
dcr to aacane Avm tha paaithiMBt duo to some hre^
laaue which deaolatad aomeof the pre.
niss wUch ha had williil hi tha library of tha ma. vineas, and aLo the arauaa of PMaia.
iupocr atm redeal school of Cnidos, whare ha was said to ha*o tran*
the eCw in a haaghly slik^ oBfrewng his eoa.
softad soaaoof tha hooka, and then bonad thaorigi* lamet of hsrfMriana, and tha indlgiiily to which ha
nals. This aocoaat, howaMT, snlifaly ori^aalad in tha
waald find hfaaaalf saMaelad bjr laavum: the Orecka to
of the Caklian s aai, la whick Aadnaa ha.
to wat people. This uiuicceKsary
tha prannts of which were cwoU aiai tad
hly
an raress af national
_
It ia rnfimnaunt with the
olandad Artasiiaaab who than demandail -: u.. uiha«ra fimsirifitinri in all the
bitanu of Cos. that Hipfoctatea ahoukl ha dalirend
dactVHipfaoalaa. Othan mid. that ha fled
into his hands, Ihfiatwiim tham with the extremity
ho had capted soma iMcriptiana the tanple of iEscu. ofhisreivaaBoeincaMaffoAisaL The people of Co*,
lapius. dstaiUiM Ibacans of nek persona^ who tbua rahowrrer, ware too honaanMa^ and too mudt stt ached
rorded their scknowlsdfmsBts ta that deity. This re. to thdr illustriaaa countrymaa^ to yield to these iaiiau*
port is equally graan dl aw with the other, and doaa not dating thraata ; and Hippocntaa remained unmoleated.
conaMMBd with aav thing tiMt we know of the tandaa.
Tha bigk diataftw af this phyaidan gare hun,
ries of ancient prv^idier.
Ha seems to hare alaa tra. on one oocaaion, an o|ipartunity of performing an
veiled in Africa sod Asia ; bat the chief
important political sarrioe for his luitive country,
t at his
travels were on the Europoan CBntinrut. where he ft».
which he tenderly loved. The Athenians threatened
qacntly vi<tted different citim and coanthcs fur the the island of Coa with a formidable invaaion. Hip.
parpose of relieving epi!—- -"temper*, with whidi pocratcs solidtad the aiaistsnce of the people of ThM*
thiqr wwe occaaionaPy tfi
Afcifc . dresdlul pev
saly and the adjoining countries, and at the same
tOaMt Jiarvailad aaMBg tiic inynana, he
tamratly time sent Themlui his ton to Athetis, to avert the
;
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nep[otiation, and sage remonstrances on the
The exertions both of
baneful teniJency of ambition.
The Thessathe father and the son were successful.
lians, the Nf essenians, and the states of the Peloponnesus, engageil to espouse the interests of the island of
Cos; and the Athenians, partly out of regard for Hippocrates, and partly from the apprehensions which so
much resistance created, abandoned their hostile de-

storm by

signs.

Hippocrates entertained a deep sense of the importHe
ance of the duties of the professional character.
spared no pains which were necessary tor his own improvement, and tlie successful practice of his art. He
was aware that medicine requires more assiduous attention than other employments; he exacted of all
his pupils an oath, binding them to certain rigid principles of <iuty, and, among other things, to engage,
that they would enter no house whatever e.xcept for
the purpose of relieving those who needed their assistance. This rule, if taken according to the strict meaning of the words, appears somewhat fantastic, as it supposes that the number of patients and of practitioners
should- always be nicely accommodated to one another.
It shews, however, the abhorrence which Hippocrates
had of any degree of negligence and frivolity in the
medical character. He was ready at all hours to attend
on a call ; and submitted with as much willingness to
all those minute attentions which were necessary for
the welfare of his patients, as to professional offices
which were apparently the most dignified. It also redounded to his honour, that his attention was not less
directed to the gratuitous object of preventing, than to
the lucrative employment of curing disease.
Of this
he has left a testimony in his writings, by treating on
the subject of diet and of water. These features of
disinterestedness would not merit great praise in modern times, in which they are so common, and are requisite to establish a character, and are therefore often either mimicked for this express purpose, or avoided if they interfere with false and fashionable notions
of dignity. They acquire greater lustre from the consideration of the different sort of manners which prerailed in the days of Hippocrates, as well as the complete superiority to intrigue by which, in his conduct,

they were accompanied.

His zeal for science and humanity was rendered efby his excellent talents, and the weight of his
personal character.
His sagacity in observing nature
was a resource to him on every emergency ; and the

ficient

accuracy of his judgment led him to resist the useless
which superstition had introduced into medi-

frivolities

cal practice. Inviolable secrecy, justice, and good faith,
marked the whole of his conduct. Uniting dignity with
humanity in his deportment, he employed firmness or

complacency on such occasions as called for the exercise of either quality.
He spoke but little and his
language was masculine and concise. His actions were
never conducted with agitation ; no prescription was
given with precipitance no circumstances were neglected nor was the result ever left in any degree to
accident. If at any time he failed of success from want
of previous experience adapted minutely to any individual case, he acknowledged his failure in the most ingenuous manner. In his writings, he sometimes warns
his readers against mistakes and errors which he himself had committed, and which were attended with fa;

;

;

tal

consequences.

He

exhibited in

all

respects a bright

example of the qualities which he himself enumerates,
with so much eloquence and good sense, as contributing

of the medical character. Hence his
precepts on that subject ac(jiiire a double authority.
Hippocrates lived to a great ape; some say 109,
He died at Laothers, however, make it much less.
rissa, and was buried between that city and Gyrtona.
He left among numerous other disciples, his two sons,
Thessalus and Draco, both eminent physicians, and his
son-in-law Polybus, who had been a fiivourite pupil, and
afterwards became a celebrated teacher, and arranged
and published the works of his friend and master. In
statues and paintings Hippocrates is represented with
his head covered, which is different from the usual
manjier of the Greeks, and was probably done on account of his having been so great a traveller, as that
was the only description of individuals who were uniformly thus distinguished.
Hippocrates has always been regarded as the father
of his art. The honour in whicli he was held, both
during his life and after his death, was very high.
The inhabitants of Argos erected a statue of gold to
him. The Athenians more than once voted him a
crown of gold, and initiated him in their great religious mysteries.
This last was a favour very seldom
conceded to strangers. Although he did not cultivate
{general philosophy except as subservient to medicine,
he exemplified so ably its spirit, that Plato, Aristotle,
and others, looked up to him as a master, and sometimes commented on his opinions.
Aristotle even followed him as a model of stile. His works have been
held in high esteem in all subsequent ages ; they have
been translated or commented on by Galen, Celsus,
and numerous other physicians of the most eminent
genius, both in ancient and modem times.

to the perfection

in

The treatises which have gone under his name are 72
number but they are not all of equal authenticity.
;

Doctrines so contradictory are sometimes contained in
them, as shew them plainly to have been the works of
distinct authors. Some are probably of much more ancient origin than Hippocrates himself. Some are thought
to have been written by his grandfather, who bore the

same name and several have been either much altered
and interpolated, or entirely written by subsequent
authors.
Those which are universally allowed to be
genuine are, " the Aphorisms," " the Prognostics,"
the first and third book " on Epidemics;" and the
book " on the influence of air, water, and local situa:

Some are regarded as supposititious, because
they deviate from the character of Hippocrates, as
shown in the works now enumerated, both in solidity,
method, and correctness of language ; while others
bear only in part the character of thjs master, and incline the critical reader to suspend his judgment of
tion."

These last seem to have been such
as Hippocrates left in an unfinished state, or the substance of notes or copies taken from his prelections by his
their authenticity.

Such are " The Four Prognostics ;" " the Predictions ;" the 2d, 5th, 6th, and 7th books " on Popular
Diseases ;" that " on Diet in acute Diseases ;" the books
pupils.

" on the Parts of the Human Body;" "on Aliment;" "on
the Recoveries that happen on critical Days ;" and " on
the Humours." There is considerable difficulty, however, in deciding in the negative respecting the works said
to belong to a particular author. We may give a judgment on the positive authenticity of certain performances, which bear the stamp of the genius and manner
of a masterly writer.
But such writers often produce
works which are not equal to their genius, works which
have been written under inauspicious circumstances,
which have diminished their attachment to their sub-

nippocratcs.

HIPPOCRATES.
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j«ct, impftired their confidence in thiwiwltw, and obGreat difstructed the fliU esercue of their talent.

deeply skilled in the diagnosis and prognosis of diseaaea.
By far the greater part of his descriptions are
Juve> still recognised aa accurate by all who follow him in
feiences iMijr alao depend on the period of life.
the path of careful obscnation.
The article in which
nile perAnaaaeM oMjr be ooaipentively Lune or volahis observation:) are most deficient, is the pulse, which
tile, and old age briaga along with it a decay of the
mental powoit, whidi BMqr apfiMr in die litenfyper- he so much overlooketi, that some have supposed him
fomancn to which it give* otigin. Diflcieacai or the altogether unacquaintetl with the changes to which it
is liable.
It was chiefly from the degree of heat, and
the difficulty of respiration, that he judged of the state
cies ot' doctrine pHwincai hf dmt§at tt opuMn which
have Inkea nlorr bet ween ttw tiaw at which differeot of a fever.
In the treatment of diseases, he inctdcated a pro*
woefca baee been cnnipcoed.
The princinal editiona of the worka of Hj^pocratea feoad respect for the progress of nature, whom he re.
ISM; ||anledas the arbiter and judge of diseaaea, and as hav.
in the original are, thoae of Aldus at Veaiee
lag Mrtaia Mlatarjr otjecta in view- in the greater part
and of Frobeniu* at BmIo in 1538, both in folio.
The edition* of Greek aceompanied by Latin tranaU' of thooe Boeeaaive changes in the constitution which
they implied. This doc^ne is in fact the same which
tione are, those of Hieronynua Mercurialie, at Venice,
has been laaintainwl by various later theorists, under a
in 1578 ; of Zwii^ter, at Basle, in 1579 ; of Anutiui
FbeMos, at Frandott, in 1595 ; of J. A. \ ander Linden, difierant set of taraM, and with slight modifications,
such as the m rcA m ut of Van Helmont. and the vi4 mediat Leydcn, in 1665; of Renatua Chartrier, with tlte
calrii Hmtmne at Dr CuUen.
The opinions of Hipp».
worita of Galen, at Paria; and of Stephen Mack at
crates on this general point made hiin unwilling to use
Vienna, in 17iS, 1749. antl >759>
The editiam of L«tin IrMiilatiiwi, wkhont the ofigi- any means for interrupting the course of nature a* exhibited in the phenomena of disease : hence his pracnal, aw that of Crataadar at Baale^ br sereral traaa*
kteea,
U26; of M. F. Cakma, at Rome, in I5C5, tiee u culpably feeble and those whom an admira.
fran M8S. in tlM Vatican; of J. Coranrioa, at Venlee, tion of hia geniua has led to follow him cloaely, have
baaa too ptaae la mtMf tbeasselves with the exercise
in 15*5 : and tikat of Aantiaa Fo taine, at Fnadbrt, in
1"'
"-r,. byWcchel.
of Iraeisy tha eoone of dise aaei rather than to resist tbiir poMieaa.
.cratea was the ftit antbor who anpUed phi.
Tbeao ha«a boon noet mimeraue
in Fmoa, wtio
loMjpaiciii iiaermiin to medicine, the aect or the Ue«the stuchr of the Greek
,,.
is
BaOMs looked np to hia ai their bead. But be dal tnated as a separate branch of cducatiofi.
.poontic mat b od ai doaoanrntad tha method ut cxpecta.
not enhiyato tbaoey to tbo
tma. and is oBtoiM aa lariMioi aad aore. But it do.
experience
ooe of tko
he
ervas
aoow mmtan, the saicaeui of the Roman
batw
pbyBciao AaelipiadHb who oalled it mere meditation
en dntb, a aalialuda to nboiiiii bow a lii^ea)>e would
of foad InglMiMiSiJiatftaliaMat wUdk be wrote.
toiiiiiual% aad what Uaph of time it would reqoire to
Ittaor^of tkai
^—M uj tbo patint. Hmpocratoa indeed recammenda
f''^^ r'—i^fae ler the pornoae of aidiiiff the
•aod uNHlaMM of m/Ou% and gently curreciing soow
»; and ha applied the hbm docbino
of the humaa badr. In aiigbt daviaiioiM iackknt to it. Hi* precepu in thb
af boaitb
doportmaat are deli eotad with aooM lonnality, in cao<
wWdkhaMlbd Unnty to tba style of tba oariy pbiloaophy ; but they
are net chamciai'iiad bv that onptinces and Nnmcaain« ayalaty wbicb oAn prevailed, and they exU*
TMeagaot ha aoarfdaad aa tha caaaa of
the aninial ocMMBijr, hj attracting what i* good, ra. bit a ja
sm of remark which waa aatirtly bfa own.
:_!
^^^ r .
taining and pnnariaarit, and rtjectinK what M Mper>
Hi,
oral1 _;
priaespia waa, to euro eontnneo by eoawtaefc be atceanu
iaoaaandboilM. Tbo manair
eald fay boat, heal by cold, avaeaation by
Ar Iba fcnaaliun of the brain, the baaaik tba aiem.
I, and r milot i uw by ovacaatian.
ovacaotian.
la idiopathic
faranaa, and all the earioaa parta, Imm that air of abCrvon.babsHaB with tfrnngalalion of diet, which con.
mditf which ia aaircrwl in tbo nImieaJ phihnephy siMed ia praserifaing abatinmoe, with a verv sparing
eC tha flHMBilik HiB aaalaH^
WMWwtkagy aia not allowance avoa of liquids, for three or four (iays, that
rwy MIf ma^imadlm Ifca waria wbch »aeo reached no nwrlad BMltar might he added to the system,
OOT tiHM%
tUtd IWKuuL
white nataia tfaiaw off that which wss already present.
M9 flVMHOV
He dnndaa
<fieidaa tha oaaMiiMai
cewrilMM pofti
pofttor
or tha auBMl
auHu eeoBom
This was s am aad s d by the exhibition of varioos liquids
into the aolida, tha iaid% aad
a*d tlH MWa.
ipWa. Tha aaiida ull the fourteenth day. and it was n<4 till a late period
are tha rwHahiJM fttta, Iha
Iba p«to
that any aolid fisod was allowed.
Medicinal prepor*.
and tba apiwH thoia »hii> giea ation to Ibewbala. tlaat
alaa long deferred, and wnasWid of gentle
On tfBi aiiiilw. failiaml
aad ap
a» with miaa
demotica. In inflammatory complaints bia
ba oMabUshai bis doolrino of tbo
of d»- pnctict wae aMra active ; he aaed fimomatioaa, blood.
eoHu Hodhfidatbobamoon. for
te<ti^g,inHpin^ iBg He also save oonawadi wine and
blood, the pliiyi, tba yallow bila.
tlie bhck bite,
are, it must be aoalbmed, leae correct
aad distiqgBiakoa Ifcesa by tba ijmmiioB or tba
trictan antiaf boat or of moMtam. TbaUaodiswi
ia oanima (a eoltection of
.
^
tba pb lag
cold Mdmoiat; the ycUow bite warm and
poa in tba cavity of tha tbaanK)ba int drew out the
dfy.anrthebtecli bite ootd aad dry. The amat ealaa. patjenfa tongua, thai paanda liltte imtatmg liqaii),
Mayartaof tba ailliap af Hipp
aa aia Uabisto.
prepared from the root of aram, Ann holtebora or oep.
rtmt i
Ia iininiKli g tboae, wo fad hit a
into tha tnchaa, ftw the purpooe of axdthif a vio.
6ilhlUaadtebaria«abHrmiflNto; hmahawas
IMngh,
tbaa di acbargbiy tba puraknt matter.
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He

was also in the practice of shaking violently the
patient's body, with a view to detach the matter from
In diseases of the head
the parts to wliich it adhered.
he

first

H
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applied fomentitions, and then excited sneezing

for bringing off the phle-;jni

In pharmacy he made extensive improvements. His
preparations are diversified in their composition and
consistence, so as to answer minutely the various purposes of external medicine. He paid great attention to
the diversities of state, and the shades of morbid sensation in diseased parts, and nicely adapted to them the
forms of his remedies. In this respect he may often
serve for a model to correct the gross ideas of those
vho exclusively venerate the agency of powerful simAs a surgical author, Hippocrates had great meples.
rit ; though the vigour of his praftice in this department
sometimes exceeded the bounds of moderation. He
placed great reliance on the revulsion prodnced by
powerful discharges by means of blood-letting, and
which was assisted by the use of cupping instruments ;
and when this failed, he formed extensive and deep ulA full account of the opicers, by the actual cautery.
nions, theoretical and practical, of this ancient author,
In this country, an ac•would fill a large volume.
quaintance with them is, even among medical men,
reckoned an object of curiosity ratlier than an attainment necessary to the physician ; but the perusal of
the works of Hippocrates himself has an excellent tendency to cherish in the mind of a professional man,
that zeal for the objects of his aft, and that keen and
persevering attention to his duties, which rentiers his

most s.itisfactory to himself, and most useful to soSee J^Clerc's Histoirede la Medicine; Fabricius;
also the Life oj' Hippocrates, by Soranus; and the introduction to Pinel's NosngraiMe P/iilosophique. {H. D.)
HIPPOCRENE. See Helicon, vol. x. p. 703.
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and he henceforth devoted his whole time to De U Hire
these interesting studies.
Upon his return to Paris, he was nominated one of ._P*"'_*
'
the members of the Academy of .Sciences; and in 1699,
Between the
he was named Pensionnaire Geomeire.
years 1678 and 1718, he published no fewer than Itvo
fine arts,

!'

hundred and fort rf- four memoirs on almost every branch
of mathematics and natural philosophy.
When the great Colbert had resolved to make a correct map of France, De la Hire was associated with
M. Picard in this important duty, which occupied him
for several years.
In 1 6S3, he was employed in continuing to the north of Paris the meridian which Picard
had begun in l6"6'9, while Cassini was employed in extending it to the south. The death of Colbert having
put an end to this great undertaking, De la Hire was
next employed in the formation of the great waterworks with which Louis XIV. embellished his palaces.
De la Hire filled also the situation of royal professor
of mathematics and architecture, and was much esteemed among his countrymen. His name, however, is not
associated with any great invention or discovery; and
we are called upon only to admire the extent of his
knowledge, and the persevering industry which he exhibited both in acquiring it for himself and in communicating it to others.
The works which he published
separately were,
1.

1678,

Nouveaux Elemens des Sections Coniques.
1 vol.

Paris,

12mo.

2.

La Gnomonique.

S.

Traite

1682.

du Nivellement de M. Picard, avec des

life

additions.

ciety.

Sectiones Conicas in novem Libris distribute.
Paris, 1685, folio.
5. Traite du mouvement des eaux et des autres corps
fluides ; ouvrage Posthume de M. Mariotte.
1686.
6. Ecole des Arpenteurs.
1 689.
7. Traite de Mecanique.
1695, 1 vol. 12mo.

HIPPOPOTAMUS.

See Mammalia.
an eminent and industrious
French astronomer, was born at Paris on the 18th

HIRE, Philip de

la,

His father was painter to the king, and
•instructed his son in the same art, particularly in drawing, and such branches of the mathematics as related

March

1740.

In the year 1761, three years after
Dela Hire went into Italy to reestablish his health, and to study those fine models of
painting and sculpture which every artist was ambitious to imitate ; but, during the three years which he
spent in that country, he discovered that he was more
fitted to excel in astronomy and geography than in the

to his profession.

he had

lost his father,

Paris, iGiii.

i:

8. Tabulae Astronomiae Ludovici Magni jussu et
munificentia exarataa.
1702.
De la Hire died on the 28th April 1718, and left behind him a son, Gabriel Philip de la Hire, who was
much esteemed as a physician, and who published several papers on medicine and natural philosophy in the
Memoirs of the Academy from 1699 to 1720.

HIRUDO.
HIRUNDO.

See Intestina.
See Ornithology.
HISPANIA. See Spain.
HISPANIOLA. See St Domingo.

HISTORY.
niitory.

1 N this article it is proposed, in the first place, to point
out and explain the various advantages of the study of
Diviuon of history ; secondly, to enumerate those branches of study
the subject which ought to be entered upon, previous to, or contemporary with the study of history; thirdly, to give
a brief and rapid sketch of the order in which ancient
and modem general histories may most conveniently
and advantageously be read ; fourthly, to point out the
order in which the history of particular countries may
be read, so that they may be illustrative of one another;
fifthly, to notice the different species of history besides
what is emphatically called History.
I. With respect to the advantages which may be deAdvantages
of the study rived from the study of history, they are various and
of history.
important : if the value of that department of science

to be rated highest, which combines advantages of Historj'.
the most obvious and beneficial nature, history possesses a very strong claim to our attention and study.
It is equally attractive to the unreflecting and philosophical mind
the former it interests by the excitation of novelty; the latter by the usefulness and importance of the general principles which may be deduced
from the facts which it records. But periiaps the utility and value of this branch of study cannot be placed
in a more obvious and conspicuous point of view, than
by stating that it combines amusement of the deepest
interest ; the exercise and improvement of the best faculties of man ; and the acquisition of the most important species of knowledge.
A source of
History, considered merely as a source of amusement, iimusemem
is

:

'

HISTORY.
mtrnj'

nmunm,

the pe*
i» intmitelr preftnble to norelt tod
wiHGh tpo frequently debiliute* the intellect
rani
bjr ittflHBaw the iaagination, and corrupts the heart
bj the IoAhmm of wlut may justly be rwankd as moWhaterer valuable unprotMMM are made
ral pcJaoOL
upon the mind bv Bctitious adventures, the same in
kuid, though, perhapa, (generally not equal in d^ree,
mt laade t^ the penital of history ; and while work* of
fialioo mn not in their nature capal>le, in general. o£
any oUmt naea than the authors had in view, which
miMt aMlMBrilT be verv limited ; true hiatory, being
the eandact of Providcnoe, ha* infinite
mmj be rcnfdcd •• an inexhaojtible mine of the Boat wlnable knowledge. It haa
been vcnr Jiutiy rw—rttml, that " work* of fiction re*
«««*'— which we contrive to illustrate
the pri nci plea of phileeophy. Mch a* globe* and orreries,
the a*e* of whicb extend no farther than the view* of
human iogenuitr : where** real history rc*emble* the
experiment* made by the air.puinn, the ooodenaing engine, or electrical nacfaine, which exhibit the operation* of nature, and the God of nature hinuelf, who*e
woriu are the nobleat Mib)ect of contemplation to the
huniMt mind, and are the ground-work and materials
of the Boat aBtanaive and 11*11 fwl knowledge."
~ a highor
of hklerjr lata improve the ndar>

^

I

«

able IMM

•

the jndgRMOt: hy tbnifmg
iaiotha
^tha areata wbid it onlfaldi, the
the attention of the and ia Aud. and the
aolafgad: iHaoa ave
^ red the
eal^ of diaoDvoriaf ^nicker, and that flexibility
•teadiaaM *o aaoaaMry to be fboMi in the
all aCun. that depend oo the
tion of other men.
It ieagreat Iwt a prevalaot
take to wmpBB, that Urtorjr b falciilaiad to
the jaJgnMHt tmif on thaea aakjed* which arT oon
naetad with tha walfia e of the eommunity at Urge : it
ia nearly ia an oqnal li^gna wlralteil to enlighten the
jodgment on thoee that bear oa iadiriduai ntility aod
In thia ratpect tha adraatMa af hktary are
than theae we dariva mai oar own iadiwiaaea; lor thoogh the ion
by the lattor will be more vivid, and
yet the kaowledgo we do-

Mw

I
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preceding remarks, by the constant exercise which it Hutory.
alTord* for our judgment and penetration'; so tliat it may ""^"Y^^
be justly affirmed, that the faculties of the human mind
will derive from ita perusal a great acce*8ioa to their
strength.

But the great advantage to be derived from his- Maket us
and this advantage flows in the most direct acquHirtcd
manner, of the higfaeat character, and in the utmost with the msehanum of
abundance from the hietory of Britain, consists in this, ,00^..
that by means of it we gain our knowledge of the
mechanism of society of the reciprocal innuence of
national character, laws, and government; of those
cause* and circumstances, that have operated toward*
the production and a<lvancement, ur the destruction
aad retardation of dvil and religious liberty, and the
variou* brancbee of adence and hterature. It lead* to a
knowledge of man in hi* aodal relation* it exhibit*
the variaoe operatjoaa of difcrcnt systems of polity upon hnman happineee. In a country which enjoys so
great a portion of dvil liberty as lia^pily falls to the lot
of the inhabitant* of the British empire, almost every
order of the coeomuoity has it* influence upon tl>e meo>
sure* of the legislative and the executive powers ; conequently a knowledge of history should be diffused to
as wide an extent aa poaaible among them.
A familiar
acquaintance with the hi*tary of tlieir country was, iu
the beet time* of the Roman repubhc, held to be es*en«
tially requiaito V> qualify youth for stations of dignity,
power, and profit, in the administration of public afHence the bitteme** of the earcaam, uttered by
fair*.
Maria*, when he a**eited, that in hi* degeiierale days,
mea of iUoatrioaa birth did not begin to read the tuo*
tory of their country till they were elevrted to the
hi^Mat oSoaa of the state, that is, aa he aaid, " they
then bsthoogiit
of tho aadiiatieaa nscnoBry far the pro,
perdiedorioofil.'^
Ia thia brief aoooMtatian of the prindpal use* to be
tory,

—

—

;

:

derived ftenthasladyof historr, it upresupposed that
bistorieal flMta at* bhoo the sub^ecU of mature reflec-

He who i* lafiafiad with nerdy storing hi* mind
with a multiplidty of eveatsb even though thoee evcnta
OM^ be of the hi^teet dam in point of importance, and
tion.

Itooetablishor illaatrate the most uaefbl principle^ will derive little profit fhm a great expencc of

Bonact, and eaaaaqoeMly a
batter (aidoto

a%

ia oar lotofcaaiw with the W(

which are of the
ia tha study of hialoty,

Ar the

inamiilm which it ptwat* are ganeialiy
ploto; the wbobiabefivea*; wharaaaiaraalHfcbCVory
Meoe open* very alowly, and we oaaaoqaantly aae bat
a oaatt part of a thin|^ at a tiaae ; hen ce we arc liable
to be deceived in oor jadmaot of iL
Tha hirtety af Giaac Bribda wiU iB«eiaBlly illaa.
trato the troth of the praeadi^ ramwka : if ««itend
i»

ridi

and vahtaUe

ia ihie paint af view.
which thia ooontfy

rtato in

emitted el the period of the

Tlw rode
and

ita

ia>

Roman oomptcil,
when it ha* at-

cenHaMrtl with ita praat Mtaatioii,
tained an wfinoclT highm ruik ia the acale of intailact
and power thaa Room ever reached, caaaot finl to act
aa • rtinuloa to the carioeity. to lama the vrioot
avcato which oocarred between them two ttatc* so di*>
BMtrically oppoeite.
Beeidw thia mootbI aeuroe of
Mlaret and a a
ant , which the liitary ti Britam
koUaoat, there are many particular period* in it which
axe afaaartcouaUy calculated to cxdto aad gratify the*c
foelii^e.
Thi* la conwt Uring the hiatory of Great Bri>
tainjaiu leva* chaactCT; it fhrthar iUattntce our

m

w

to be oaiod ito UPo^yo^

•*

coastant and Prtiamsn

M

to have

cle- ttuditB.

and diro>

_

Withoot tha fcrmar, n»i
history can
.
of ^i!
have eay claar aad diatiact idea of what he reads.
awoeai, bf a knowledge of this science, we are able^
.
to veriiy many peat triawDliMi, which, if they ever i!uiduZhapneood, muat have left iadeKbie traces on tlie face legjr.
of the earth. Many cnnou* e«emplw of this nature
may be seen in Addtaon's Maandrela, and Sliaw**
TsiveU. With respect to chroniilogy, it i* ab*olutely

M

impossible to

Com

clear

aod

dittioct notion* of the in-

rim and fall of empire*, and of the
ucceesive astahliahmant of states, without some such
general comproheation of the whole current of time, aa
may aaoUe us to trace out dietinctly the dependence
of eventa, and distribute them into such period* and
divistoaa, a* shall place the whole train of peat tran*actioo* in a ju*t and ordariy manner before u*.
For a
further illustration of the use* of GxooaAPHV and
Chbonouwv a* applicable to hietory, we refer our
rta<lers to thoee two article* in thi* work.
Anatbarbiwdi of study, which ought to be pursued StaOgki.
terval* of tiaw^of the

history:

60.
HisMry.

along with the study of history, is what is called Staor that branch which comprehends an account
tistics
of the sources of the wealth and power of different
;

Siatutics.

states, such as their population, habits of industry,
agriculture, manufactures, trade, commerce, and finanUnless we possess intbrmation on this head, it is
ces.

obvious that we shall be much perplexed, and frequently led astray, in our endeavours to account for the
comparative influence and exertions of different nations.
Thus, for example, a person ignorant of the a<lvances
which Britain has made in agriculture, manufactures,
commen-e, and what may be called the economics of
the state, cannot possibly satisfactorily account for the
h^h rank which she holds in the scale of European
nations,—a rank to which, from the mere inspection of

map of Europe, she does not seem by any means
be entitled.
Another collateral branch of study ought to be that
Thereience
of govern- of the governments of nations not a minute investigamcBt.
tion of the various parts of their government, but such
a knowledge of their general and leading principles as
the
to

;

would enable us to ascertain, how far, and in what respects, the influence and advances of each state might
justly be attributable to their respective constitutions.
In this point of view also, Great Britain may be cited
as an instance peculiarly illustrative of the justice and
person who had made
truth of our observations.
himself acquainted with the progress of this country in
agriculture, manufactures, and commerce, and who beheld in them the sources of her wealth and power,
would still be desirous of learning the causes which
had enabled her to make this progress so far beyond
that of other nations ; and of these causes, on investigation, he would find her free constitution to be the
most prominent and operative. The observations which
we have now offered respecting the connection between
the history and the statistics and government of a coun-

A

be most fully and satisfactorily confirmed and
by reading the articles Bbitain, History of;
England, History and Statistics of; and Scotland,
History and Statistics of, in this work. It is only within
these few years that the study of statistics has been
much attended to ; and we think we may, without the
charge of vanity, or partiality, refer to this Encyclopaedia, as connecting the history and statistics of the
try, will

illustrated

various civilized countries of the world, more intimately and fully together than they had been previously
done in any work of the same nature.
Whatever illustrates the manners, customs, feelings,
The laws.
&C. of each circumstances, and condition of the inhabitants of a
country in the various periods of its history, ought also
Mate.
to be studied by him who wishes to derive from history its highest gratification and its full advantage.
The popular ballads of a nation, in this respect, ought
to be perused ; collections of the laws, ordinances, and
internal regulations enacted in a state, during any particular period of its history, are well calculated tor the
same object ; they give information respecting the condition of the great mass of the community, whether
they were free or slaves ; and also respecting the prevalent crimes and vices of the age, and what measure
of punishment was necessary to expiate or repress

them.
All these are collateral branches of study, which are
connected w-ith the proper and advantageous perusal
of history in general ; but those who wish to enter
more minutely into the history of any country, and to
gain access to as many sources of evidence respecting
it

as possible,

may

derive great advantage

and

assist-

ance from the records of the courts of law. These
HWon-.
furnish a vast variety of historical facts, most minutely ''"•"'"V^^
investigated.
To refer again to the particular instance
of our own country: It may with truth be affirmed,
that no one can form an adequate and correct idea of
the gradual amendment effected in our institutions,
and of the value of those constitutional principles and
eftbrts, from which those amendments have been derived, who has not read with attention the state trials. State trials.
Treaties with foreign powers should also be perused ;
and the despatches of ambassadors, especially the confidential communications made by diplomatic agents.
In the official letters of Barillon, published by Sir John
Dalrymple and Mr Fox, the impolicy of Charles II.
and of his unfortunate successor, is clearly traced ;
and in the papers of Sir Robert Walpole, as published
by Mr Cox, a striking picture is exhibited of the difficulties incident to the administration of a free govern- official <li«.
ment. How much history may be illustrated by the patches,
publication of such oflScial papers, or rather how inexplicable the facts it records may often be, if not illustrated by such papers, is proved in a most striking and
interesting manner in the following instance.
In the
years 1775 and 1776, General Washington lay encamped before the town of Boston, at the head of a
force far superior to that of the British, for the period
of nine months, witliout striking a blow. The General's official correspondence with Congress, published
in the year 1795, accounts for this dilatoriness, which,
till this publication, was inexplicable.
From it, it apjiears, that, during a great part of this time, he was so
scantily provided with powder, that, had the British
been aware of his situation, and marched to attack liim,
he would have been under the necessity of abandoning
his position.

Biography also

may be brought

to the elucidation and Biography,
In the lives of sovereigns, eminent
statesmen, generals, and lawyers, peculiarities of character, prejudices, motives, and reasons for conduct,
which history cannot detect, and other circumstances,
are often brought to light, which serve to elucidate
what is obscure, to connect what is disjointed and
abrupt, and to account for what before seemed without
an adequate and appropriate cause.
The history of many nations may also be elucidated iMonuby visible monuments, such as pillars, edifices, or mere mcnts, &&
heaps of stone ; and by the names given to counties,
towns, &c. Of the same nature with public monuments are national customs, in commemoration of remarkable historical events ; such as the Athenians
sending annually a ship to Delos ; the paschal supper
among the Jews ; the Lord's Supper among the Christians ; our making bonefires on tne 5th of November,
and carrying oak boughs on the 29th of May.
Coins and medals are also of great use, in the illus- Medals«
tration of history.
On ancient medals, a number of
events have been recorded, so that they serve to confirm
such passages as are true in old autliors, to ascertain
what was before doubtful, and to record such as were
omitted. By means of them, Vaillant has been enabled
to ascertain, in a very great degree, the chronology of
three important kingdoms of the ancient world, viz.
Egypt, Syria, and Parthia. Of Balbec and Palmyra,
whose ruins are so famous, history scarcely makes
any mention, and we have little knowledge of them,
but what is supplied by medals and inscriptions. In
modern times, coats-of-arms have been made use of for
They must,
the piurpose of distinguishing families.
therefore, be of great use in tracing pedigrees, and conassistance of history.
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A more particular account of
inttnnixturc of fable.
^"^""^ several events in the period of Herodotus' History may
be extracted from the following authors Justin, books
i. ii. iii. and vii. ; the 7th book of Xenophon's Cyropeedia ; the lives of Aristides, Themistocles, Cimon, MiU
tiades, and Pausanius, by Plutarch and Cornelius Nepos ; and those of Anaximander, Zeno, Euripides, Heraclitus, and Democritus, by Diogenes Laertius, will
illustrate not only the history of Herodotus, but also
the state of manners and philosophy at that period.
Thucydides must be read after Herotlotus. In his in_.
...
""^
troduction he connects his history with that of Herotlotus, by giving a summary view of the history of Greece,
from the departure of Xerxes to the commencement of
He proposed to write the enthe Peloponnesian war.
tire history of that war, but his work reaches only to
The method he pursues is directthe 21st year of it.
ly the reverse of that followed by Herodotus ; for his
exact and scrupulous observance of chronological order, obliges him to interrupt his narrative, in a manner
that is very painful and disagreeable to his reader. His
style is uncommonly compact and dense ; so that his
meaning is frequently not brought out with sufficient
His reflections are acute and
fulness and perspicuity.
profound, but more interesting to the politician than
the philosopher. After the first book of this author,
the nth and 12th of Diodorus Siculus ought to be
read ; and, after the whole of his work, the 4th and .6th
books of JFustin, and the lives of Alcibiades, Chabrias,
Thrasybulus, and Lysias, by Plutarch.
The 1 st and 2d books of Xenophon's History of Greece,
XenophoD.
complete the account of the Peloponnesian war, with the
contemporary affairs of the Medes and Persians. After
this the expedition of Cyrus, by the same author, should
be read ; and, lastly, the remainder of his History of
Greece, which contains an account of the affairs of the
Greeks and Persians till the battle of Mantinea, in the
year 363 before Christ. All the historical books of Xenophon comprise a period of about 48 years. The style
of Xenophon is remarkable for its elegance ; his impartiality is undoubted ; and his manner and plan form a
happy medium between the loose and slightly cgnnected excursions of Herodotus, and the extreme rigour of
Thucydides. His account of the retreat of the Ten
Thousand, in which he bore a principal part, is perhaps
as interesting a portion of history as ancient or modern
times can present, and is told in the most interesting
manner. To complete the history of all that period of
which Xenophon treats, the lives of Lysander, Agesilaus, Artaxerxes, Conon, and Datames, by Plutarch
or Cornelius Nepos, and the 13th, 14th, and 15th books
of Diodorus Siculus, ought to be read. The continuation of the work of Diodorus Siculus brings the history of Greece and Persia down to the commencement of
the reign of Alexander the Great, in the year 336' before Christ. The history of Alexander has been written
by Arrian, Plutarch and Quintus Curtius. After these
authors, may he read the 18th, 19th, and 20th books of
Diodorus Siculus, together with the 13th, 14th, and
15th books of Justin; these contain the history of
Greece from the 323 before Christ to the year 801
At this period, the course of historical narrative may
be traced from the l6'th to the 30th books of Justin,
and all that follow till the two last, which complete the
history of Greece till it mingles with that of Rome.
The object of Diodorus Siculus was, by reading aijd
Diodonu
Siculufc
travelling, to collect materials for an universal history,
from the earliest account of things to the time of Augustus when he flourished.
But only a small portion
Mitiory.

:

—

come down to us.
work consisted, the

Of 40

books, of which the History,
which bring the """"V"*
history of the world to the Trojan war, are entire ; the
next five are wanting; but from the 11th to the 20th
The work of Justin is
inclusive the work is complete.
an abridgment of an universal history, written by Tropes
Pompeius, who lived in the age of Augustus. It is
written in a style of considerable perspicuity and force,
and a due proportion and connection is observed among
Plutarch's lives of Pyrrhus, Aratus,
its several parts.
Agis, Cleoraenes, and Philopoemon, should be read to
complete this portion of history.
A a these authors contain not only the history of
Greece, but that of all the nations of the world that
were known to the historians ; so the following course
of Roman history must also be regarded as comprehending all that is now to be learned of the subsequent
ancient history of all other nations.
The early part of the Roman history is treated in Dinnjsius
"'^ Halicarthe most full and satisfactory manner by Dionysius of
°'''*"*'
Halicarnassus. His entire work consisted of 20 books,
and brought down the history to the commencement of
tlie first Punic war j but of these, only the II first are
now extant, and they terminate in the year 341 before
Christ, after the dissolution of the decemvirate, and the
resumption of the chief authority by the consuls. This
author pays much more particular attention to manners,
customs, and laws, than the ancient historians usually
did ; and, on this account, is peculiarly interesting and
instructive.
He is, however, very credulous ; and his
style, though pure, is harsh.
To complete the history
of the period of which Dionysius treats, the 1st, 2d,
and 3d books of Livy, and the lives of Romulus, Numa
Pompilius, Valerius Poplicola, Coriolanus, and Camillus, by Plutarch, should be read.
After Dionysius, by reading from the 4th to the 10th Livy.
books inclusive of Livy, the history of Rome will be
brought down to the year 292 before Christ. The entire work of Livy consisted of 142 books; but it has
come down to us in a very mutilated and imperfect
state, only 35 being left. This author is entitled to the
highest praise for fidelity, impartiality, and the rich
chasm occurs
and eloquent grandeur of his style.
between the 10th and 20th books of Livy, which may
be, however, in some measure, filled up, by the perusal
of the 1st and 2d books of Polybius; the 17th, 18th, Polybius.
22d, and 23d books of Justin ; and Appian's Punic and
Illyrian wars.
From Polybius we may learn many
curious and important particulars respecting the art of
war among the ancients. His topographical descriptions of the places which have been the site of the remarkable events he records are uncommonly accurate.
His style is harsh and involved ; his reflections bear
pevidence of a strong and reflecting mind. After
pian should be read the remainder of Livy from the
2 1 st book to the end, which brings the history of Rome
I'he lives of Hannibal,
to the year l6fj before Christ,
Scipio Africanus, Quintus Flaminius, Paulus jEmilius,
Cato major, the Gracchi, Marius, Sylla, Cato minor,
Sertorius, LucuUus, Ponipey, and Brutus, by Plutarch,
will not only serve to complete the history of Livy, but
will also afford some striking particulars respecting the
manners and state of society of Rome during the most
interesting period of its history.
The war of Jugurtha, and the conspiracy of Cata SaHusi,
line, which happened respectively 100, and 62 years
The
before Christ, have been narrated by Sal lust.
great merit of this writer is his impartiality at a time
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powerful in Rome.

for it* conciseness

;

»nd

His

style is re-

this quality is parti-

culwrlv con.«piciiou« in the chmmcters which he draws.
Mo-t of tnc transactions in which .lulius Cssar was
mgaged, are beat illustrated by his celebrated Comreientan«s, and the supplement to it compileil by Mirtius

In the Commentaries we may jfain some
others.
Tery authentic and interesting information respecting
the early state, manners, lawn, an<l customs of those
nations which now hold the roost distinguished place
The merit of this work of Cesar's
in modem Europe.
the
is very high in reapect both to matter and style
advantage which he derived, in respect to accuracy
dt infonmation, from narrating his own exploits, is
not, in a single instance, counterbalanced by vanity,
partiality, or the concealment of his faults : his style
The aeIS remarkable for its simplicity and ease.
ecrct hatUKj of this important period will be most
dearly imdentood from a |>erusal of Cicero's Epistles,
nliirh may also be oonsalted fur information respecting the Mate of society, manners, customs, &c. The
fragment* ot'the history of Dio Caanns contain a detail
of the evenu which took place between t^^ r^--->»l
when I.ucullus (iouridicd and the «kath of
ror Claodian.
In cuuibiuatioa with this autmir nuy
be read the degant compendium of N'elleius Patcm.
Ins, fraa the foundatioQ of Roae to the reign of Tibc>rius. at which period he lived.
The LiffW o/the Twelve Ccsxr*. wntten bj Soetonin>, win p« »|w e the way tor the study of the works of
Tacstna ; mad, twetbar with the BpiJun of Fliny. will
aMatA m fntty
taiighr iaiB UW ma»» tt aociety,
and naoMn of the E—in mafSn at dut aeriad.
Tacitaa wrote aiuiola of the Mblle aCurs dram the
death of Anguitaa nearly to the end of the reign of
portion of then have come
Nero : tmt only a
down to OS, via. the Ibor first books ; a small part of
the 3th: all the 6lh fron the llthtothe 15th; and part
of the Itith. There is also a biatory, by the aaaae aothor, which extends from the begfinning of the tvign of
Galba to the end of that of Doraitian. Ilia wont oo
the manners of the Germana ia partiruUrly iiiUiMtliin
and iaatraetive, m» a preparataty atndy to the modem
hiMoty of the northern and abiidio statoa of Europe.
Hb life of Agricob ia pefhapa the flnoM
biegrapfaical writinf OKtant.
Tadtaa jMlly

and

;
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Tacinu.

MmH

thanMae of a yhHyiiiiiliiril hJrtarian.fejni
into
hsBMn natort, apacUly into the aaairai and amkinca
of tha wantpaMJfii,

ia

datp and pcnrtntinf :

hisistyl
style

M moDQunonly denaa.
On the ttnM* aftcrvility

that iBWliiit the period
which Tadtaa lived, a dim Kffat b ahed by the
worlu of Annliaa Victor. Henxlian, the aix eompilen
who ai« eooHMBiljr known by tho name of Seripinm
lUmmm, EntnpiM, Zeaiiu na, Zonaraa, Jovnande*. .Am.
mknm MareaJOBua, Pncnpina, AptUaa Nicetas. .Si.
ceplMmM Ongont, and Joanaaa CamacMtawa Pro.
cafitm, JK. ara dj^ing aialiod by the appellation of the
wtine tuatorianai
Their works relate to the hie.
in

,

By

Hsndisa.

tOTy of the frrrek or Eastern Einpiro to the period
of ita destruction by the Turfca. Of all theae aotfaora,
two that pg
*<>*
miidi merit arc Herodian
and Annianna MaMrfUana. The fanner wrote the
hiatory of his own timet from the death of Antonine to
the reign of Batbinus and Pupienus, A. D. S3«.
I lis
nMBWcr of narratiag events la anooanonly magtmifi
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mianus Marcellinus wrote 31 books from the begmning of the reign of Nerva to the death of Valens, in
whose court he lived but of those, the first thirteen,
In
a superficial epitome uf 237 yenn are now lost.
those which are extant, he begins with Callus Caes.-ir,
about the year ofChrist S5S, and largely describes the ac-

Hutacjr

^"^""^

;

tions of Constantius, Cae«ar, Julian, Jovian, Valcntinian,
and Valens a period of 25 years, bringing down the
history of Rome to the year of Christ 378.
He was the

—

AmmUna<

Rome who comnoaed

a profane historj* M«rceUiHe well deserves the character °"**
in the I.atin langu.ige.
" It is not
and the praise which Gibbon gives him
without the most sincere r^n^ (**y^ ^^'^^ author) that
I must now take leave of an accurate and faithful guide,
last subject

of

:

has composed the histor}- of his own times without indulging the prejmlices and the passions which
(Gibbon'^
uaually affect the mind of a contemporary."
Rfman Empire, Vol. IV. chap, xxvi p. 426, 8vo. edi-

who

tioo.)

A moat important series of events, connecting ancient GibVw's
and modern history, is supplied by Gibbon's Hitlory of^^^ "•
Ihe Decline and FaU oflkt Roman Empire.
This work
^t^ "j
commences with a view of the polic^r which swayed modern bis.

the Raman cabinet in the time of .\ugustus. Rapidly corf.
paaaing on to the age of the Antonines, A. D. 180, it
eshibits the extent and military force, the union and
internal proepc ri ty. and the constitution of the empire
at that perim.
It then liegins to assume the form of
a hiatory in detail, which is lirou;;ht down to the total
extinetian of the Romnn Empire in the west ; is afterwarda continued to the taking of Constantinople by
the Turks, A. I). U53 ; and concludes at the esta>
bliah ant of the Papal power in the city of Rome, and
temtory. The minute and extetuive learntha
ing dnnlayad in thia impartant work not only snpports
tho aatneiititit t of tho acu whidi it records, but alao
enabiea the antnor to diacaaa many correlative or incidental safajectt, which doddate either the manners,
laws, and state of aociety at the different peof which he treats, or those institutions that even
at nraaaut diaracterixc and distinguish the principal
natiana of Enrope.
His stjrie ia by no means chaste
the unremitting pomp of hu periods fatigues his readers : and he rtt serves unqualified and severe censure Car the diaogenaoua manner in which he luis insinuated Ma atriaMdvoniona on the Christian religion.
Rut,
after all theaa dedoctiona fhan the merit and value of
this work, it b highly narftal ; and indeed the only
work tbr the reader wlio wiahea to obtain a clear, full,
and interestlnir view of history, and the state of sodety
betwr<
Klof the decktiaion of the Roman cm*
pire aii.x
-ucy of the prindpal European statea.
Thoae tui tuiB aa of modem history, which are con- RpiuiB« n{
ncctad witn ancient history, have already been men- modem bi»tioned.
We shall now notice tocfa epitomes aa are '"y*
confined to modem hiatory.
good general epitome
was a work lone wantiqg to the republic of letter*.
We have omittedto notice the Andent Universal History in the former part of this article, because it is
much too voluminous to serve as an introduction to a
general knowledge of ancient history.
The aame remark applies to-tM Madera Univeraal History. Both of
them are much mote useful aa books of renrence, or
for consultation, after a tolerably aocHrate and rxten*
sive knowledge of history haa been acquired, than aa
intMdudory work* ; baiidas , tha various portions of
both are eBOcalad with vary uneqtial denvea of merit.
Vohairiri JBiaai mtr Im
et FErpnt de* Nationi,
vj,^re.
ia ntlMr
coamnUiy on facta, an acquaintance with
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which

presupposed, than a detail of the facts them^'^'V^^ selves. The Histoire Moderne of the Abbe Millot is
a judicious abridgment. It deserves the character of
accuracy and impartiality ; but, besides being liable to
the objections that have been offered to the ancient
history of the same author, it is too much compressed
for the extent and importance of the topics which it
embraces.
Kusscl's History of Modern Europe is a
RiuwI.
work of a much higher character, and much more vaIts
luable and useful to the student in every respect.
merits appear to us not sufficiently known and prized.
Probably by those who have never read it, it is supposed that no great talents could be required or exercised
But
in drawing up a mere abridgment of history.
the contrary is the fact: to judge from this work of
Kussel's, he must have been a man of considerable peis

sound judgment, a philosophical spirit, and
His work is divided into two parts;
the first embracing the period from the rise of modem
kingdoms to the peace of VVestphalia in 1 648, and the
second comprehending the events of history from the
netration,

correct taste.

A

peace of Westphalia to the peace of Paris in 1763.
third part, bringing the history down from the peace
of Paris to the treaty of Amiens in 1802, has been add-

ed by Dr Coote, who, though he has
to the plan, has by
the original work.

strictly

adhered

no means attained to the merits of

The subdivision of the plan is effected with considerable skill and ingenuity in a series
of letters, in which the principal transactions of the
leading European states are concatenated with as rigid
adherence to chronological order, as was consistent
with the mixed and fluctuating interests of those states.
By passing over events which derived their importance and interest merely from the period in which they
occurred, or the personages who were concerned in
them, he has been enabled to give more room for those
of a more permanent nature. As a repository of facts,
therefore, judiciously selected, methodically arranged,
and authenticated with sufficient learning and diligence,
this modern history of Europe may justly be regarded
as a work of very great utility ; but it deserves higher
praise.
The causes and consequences of the most important events are traced with great ingenuity and penetration, at the same time that fanciiful speculations
regarding them are carefully avoided. The observations on the characters of the principal personages are
distinguished by tlie vivid and faithful pictures which
they exhibit. The progress of society from the rise of
modem kingdoms down to the peace of Paris in 1763,
exhibiting the manners of the people in their rudest
state, and in their highest polish, is given at stated periods with much ability and research.
The advances
made in taste and science, and the usurpations of the
ecclesiastical at the expence of the civil power, are
clearly developed ; and, being connected with the progress of war, politics, and legislation, exhibit, in a clear
and conspicuous manner, the intellectual and moral
improvement of European society. The style of this
work is pure, elegant, and concise ; and the reflections
that are interspersed, always illustrate and confirm
the sacred principles of public and private justice.
This work will serve to exhibit the great and leadGtDcnl
views ef the ing outlines of the events of
modern history; and
'^•°™ ^»''''°"'s Decline and Fall may be traced the oriEuTOBe.
P
gin of those barbarous tribes, whose chiefs, at different
periods, making themselves masters of the various sub-

Roman empire, laid the foundations of
the modern kingdoms of Europe.
The student having
thus gained a general knowledge of modern history, as
divisions of the

well as a more particular insight into the origin of the History.
European states, ought, in the next place, to peruse """Y"^
those works which exhibit a general view of the history of modern Europe at various periods.
Much valuable mformation relative to one of the Gaiikrd.
most important of the early periods of modern history is
to be derived from the Histoire de Charkviagne, published by M. Gaillard in the year 1782, in four vols. History of
The general state of Europe in the 11th centu- ^'jf'?V^
ISrao.
""'^
ry is described by Mr Berrington in the second edition
ofthe Lives of Abelard and Eloise. In the Abbe Sade's History of
Memoires Sur la Vie du Francois Petrarque, the author, Pe"*"^'**
by regularly indulging in details of circumstances with
which Petrarch has little or no connection, has contri.
ved to interweave into these memoirs a minute and elaborate account of the events which took place in Italy,
France, and other parts of Europe, during the greater
part ofthe Mth century. The history of this period may
still be further illustrated by the Chronicles of Frois- Froissatt.
sart, which, besides a minute detail of the transactions
which occurred from 1326 to 1400, give a most interesting and amusing insight into the manners, customs,
habits, and feelings of that period.
succinct narra- shepherd's
tive of general liistory is also to be found in Shepherd's Life of
Life of Poggio, which, relating to the origin of the fa- Poggio,
mous ecclesiastical feud, the schism of the West, almost touches the period of Petrarch, and traces the
principal occurrences which took place in Italy and
Europe in general, beyond the middle of the 15th century.
The Life of Lorenzo de Medici, by Mr Roscoe, Roscoc's
may be next perused as Lorenzo's political connec- ^''^ °
''"°^'*»
tions were very extensive, his history embraces the
principal occurrences which happened in the more civilised portions of Europe, during his life from 1448 to
1492. The succeeding period of general history is illustrated by the same author in his Life of Leo X.
In «n(l of
this work, Mr Roscoe enters fully into the state of Ita- Leo X.

A

:

ly and Europe, which had so much influence on the
fortune of that people, and which was also in no small
degree modified by his actions. In both these works,
Mr Roscoe has given a copious history of the progress
of literature and the fine arts.
The History of Charles V, next becomes the most Robertson's
prominent in the general history of Europe ; and, with Charles V.
this view of it, it has been most ably written by Dr Robertson.
The first volume of his work contains a view
ofthe progress of society in Europe, from the subversion
ofthe Roman Empire to the beginning ofthe Ifith century, embracing the several heads of government, laws,
manners, military establishments, and the political constitution of the principal states of Europe.
The History itself comprehends the eventful period between the
years 1500 and 1559, during which events took place
which materially affected the state of society, and tlie advancement of literature, knowledge, and liberty in Europe.
The Histories of Philip II. and III., by Drs Philip II.
Watson and Thompson, may also be read with refer- ao<l ''!
ence to a general acquaintance with the history of Europe during the period of their reigns, and to a knowledge of several events, which tended materially to
change the relative situation and importance of tha
various states of Europe.
Indeed, the political alliances and wars of these monarchs involve the interests of
so many kingdoms, that their history displays the general topics of the history of Europe till the year 1621,
the period ofthe death of Philip III.
Soon afterwards the French monarchy began to assume such a rank, and to connect itself with so many
states, that its history ought to be perused, as throw-
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tag more ligkt nn th« general historv of Europe than
Harte't Life
that of mny other kingdom at this time.
of Gustaviu Adol|>hu«, and Scheller'i History of the
Thirty Yeara' War, also illustrate, in tome degree, the
history and state of the north of Europe about the
aame pericxl ; and bring down the narrative of events
Voltaire's life of this
to the a^e of Louii XI V.
r/^uuXIV. nearly
monwch will conduct the reader to the period when, in
oonaequenoe of the allknoca formed by the English nation with varioos- tw iUiMHit al power*, the history of the
world is strictly eonnectad with that of our native land.
IV. Under the 4th division of this article, we proHiMMioer
posed to point out the order in which the history of
that tbej may b*
particttlar cowitriM may be read,
" Natare," as Mr Gibbon
illnatratiTe eiaam another.
joidjr obaoTcat " kaa hnplantcd in otir brcasis a livdy
—f"*— to extend tiie natnnr apan at our cxiatcnoe,
by the kDowledge of the evenu that have l ia|nwii iw<
on tiw soil whidt we inhabit, of the dtaradcn and ao*
tkma of those men ttom whoa oar dcaoent as individuals or a* a people is probably derived. The same
laudable emulaition will prompt us to review and to en«
rich our common treasure of national glory ; and those
who K9 beat entitled to the eMcem of poeterity, are
tke aoat indined to celebrate the meiita of thor anThe history of Britain, thenCN*. naturally
ccetor*.
Briuio.
w31 «id ought to clami our hiahwt Latarsst. Under tlic
ardde Britaih. in this EmcycUtpmJim, will be Iband a
Idatary of the Island fnaniu fiiat pcfmlatian bf the
Cebi^ ontil the arrival of the Snon* in tiie year UQ.
A» mu oonatitatjaa, oar natinnal dMmelar, tae taoe of
our aaannen and ftaiinf^ and oar la^fwifa^ mn, in*
great neaaofe, ocnTca Iran oar nortMiB oBBHlen, the
attadaa Gkbmaiiv and ScaNDiNAVu oockt to be read
in coonection with the early part of the niatoty of Britain.
From the arrival of the Saxons till the union of
the crown* of ERCLAKDandScoTLAiiDin the year 1603,
the bialorica of these two coontriea are treated distinctly under the nspeeti^a aitides ; but the coanactian
bet w een then during (he ffMter part of tiua period,
HiMarf.

m

wnwdoaa^

tiwagh gonaiMhraf alweta«Htiua, that
hklariM mn ii in mi ill nolMOy OlmnliTe of
each ethar. The hiatory ti Fbamcb, ake, givia vnder
thetartide, ongbttobe raad, ibr
narpoaa of illua.
trariow the himaii a both of Eqgland aad Saollnds
tunira cnn « d» aliM of the kngnaa, the
MMMn. ad the ante ef soriatj in Fnooa. will afcd
aladdbliaB, atd give ii l l i t ian a i faMarat to the Ei^ish
and Seoieh hiatary daring the aane nsiod. Under
the artide But AIM is given the hsetory or the island ftoB
tha ftiaa of the crowna of En^Mid and Seotknd to the
efthe year 1612: and the
raMmg nortioa of the foreign hi^aij of Brilaia
J • I « to the last peaee of Paris in 1 » 1 5, w iO be faaBd »•
der the aitida FaaMci. A nonfyi anoonl efthe
war between Great Britain and her colanea, tinn ia to
be Binn d under the farmer artide^ ia fl^w aMfar the
their

^

wWka

i

Amxuca, (yfairrsceii VmHtd SMm.) After the
prr onl efthe hiatorin of Ei^dand, StollMdt and Bri.

artida

nod in

and Una ahHidMad, d» leader sheold penn the hfaten af Ibuamo, girm nadOT
that artide : ad
laata Amaaow mdi aa antaadv*
and valuable portaaa efthe Britiah enpire. the hiato.
IV of it, under thetartide, ooght to be lead iaoaaaee.
tfaa with the history efthe unitad kiagdtaa.
IfthertodentU deainasefaalningnMi* roily and
tain,

thia order,

n

deenlpr into the hiatary of this eooaby than the articica
ia dua flsc
spnlia, ne wanrO y aaacuMl, wiU enable
VOU XL PAItT I.

y/

him
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to do, Rapin will afford

him a very

elaborate,

and

History,

the closf ^"'Y'"^
of the 17th century ; while, in Hume's History, he will Hume.
find infinitely more philosophy, but far less impartiality
and accuracy. The history of England, from the period
of the Revolution, cannot boast any writer of standard
excellence.
In Hcnrj-'s History of England, and An- Henry,
drews' History of (Jrcat Britain, connected with the Anilitvt.
chronology of Europe, the literature, artsnitd manners,
religion and government of the several nerio<ls, which
these works respectively comprise, are elucidated.
The very early history of Scotland has been most
elaborately elucidated by Pinkerton ; the same author, PinlertoB.
and Lord Hales, have also treated, in a masterly and sa- Hiics,
tisflKtor}- manner, the history of this country during
a lesa remote period. Af^er the second work of Pinkerton, should be reed Robertson's History of Scotland, Robcruon.
during the reigns of Queen Mary, and James VI. till
and Icing's i j;^ -.
his accession to the crown of England
Historr of Scotland from the union of the crowns to
the umon of the kingdoms. Iceland's History of Ire- LaUad.
land traces, in a masterly manner, the transactions
which took place in that country, from the invasion of
Henry II. to the treaty of Limerick in the reign of
William 111. Thoee portions of the history- of this iliftted and ill-used country since that period, which are
narticalarly full of incidents, cannot yet be treated in an
mpartial manner. In the History of >\'ales, by ttie WuringRev. W. \N'arrington, all the facts are collected which tuo.
can throw light upon the government, manners, and
final subjugation of a people, still strongly marked by a
pawiliar character, maanen, and rustomf!
Nest to the hisleiy ef the L'nite<l Kingdom, the his- |,{„g_
tory of Fiawce dainu the attention and investigation of r^^eL
the student, both en accoant of its connection with the
hiatory of theae islands, and on account of the relative
importance of that state in Europe.
L'nder the article
France will be found a sketch of its history, as full as the
limita and notore of this work will allow, accompanied
by a statiHicri account of that country, which, aa we
have afaoady leoMrked, oaght always to be read in
ean|uactioB with hiatory. lae early portion of the hia>
tory of Prnce adnitaof and require* elucidation, from
a knuwledce of the manaen, mws, &c. of the ancient
German tnbea, niariy a* much
the early history of
Britain ; the artida GxaMAiiY, thcrcffare, may be proAAcr the affairs of
fhahljr coaMkcd for that puntoae.
Fiaaoe cone for a time to be intinatelT interwoven
with the aCdra ef Baglmd, iu history becomes oon>
aactod with, aad ihirifen mar be cluddatrd by, the
hialmy of Aaatria nadar the &Bperor Charlea V. and
bjr the hialery ef Itoly.
Daring the 1 7th and the early
History of
part ef the IfldI eentvrira, the hiatary of France ro
IUI7.
qain* a idhieaca to the hietorica of the Netherlands
Mid of Spain. Fran the eemmencement of the war bc>
tweea Britaia and France in 1744 to the present time,
the hiatorin of the two countriea are mutually illustra*
in general a very faithful, histor)' of England

till

;

^

n

tire

of each other.

The hiatary of Spain,

peihaps, lx>th on accou

;

lin wtd
rdatioii to tar historic* of Britain and France,
l'atuif*L
aoooont of the inportance of that kingdom in the scale
of Europe, at leart during a certain P^'iod, next daims
the investigation of the studeaC Beaides the article

SraiN, the artide Arabia may advantageously be con«
suited, in elucidation of the manners, custons, &c.
the exand the carlv history of the peninsula.
pulsion of the Moors, the historic* of France, Spain,
and Italy, ftvn the
of the 1 5th to the b^inniog of

AfW

md

'
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its connection with the histories of Austria, PoThe
land, and Russia, claims perhaps the first notice.
history of Arabia, illustrated by the life of Mahomet,
is an interesting object of study, not onl)' on account of
the conquests and literature of the Arabs, but also from
the connection of their history with that of the Peninsula.
Though the history of China has little or no China.

the l6th centuries, are intimately connected. As the
discovery of the new world happened at that period,

from

the articles Amekxa, Mexico, and Peuu, ought to be
consulted for an account of the transactions of the Spaniards there. Soon afterwards the history of this country becomes connecteil with that of the Netherlands.
After the separation of the United Provinces from Spain,
its history may be chiefly elucidated by the histories of
Portugal, luly, France, and Britain. The history of Portugal admits of little elucidation from the history of
any other country except Spain; the articles Africa
and Asia, however, may be consulted for a brief account of their discoveries and settlements in these quar-

connection with the history of any European state, yet
the peculi."rities of its inhabitants must rendir its hisUnder that article will be found not
tory interesting
only an accurate and well-proportioned abridgment of
the history, but also a very faithful and detailed description of the maimers, language, institutions, &c. of
that singular countr}'.
Since the middle of the last
century, the history of India has become so intimately
connected with the histories of France and Britain,
and that country at present forms so large and valuable
a portion of the British empire, that its modern history
ought to excite considerable interest, even though its
ancient history, and the character of its inhabitants,
and their laws, institutions, &c. did not put forthstrong claims to our attention.
For an account of the
histories of the other kingdoms of Asia, we must barely
refer our readers to the articles of Persia, Biuman
:

ters of the globe.

introduction to the history of the German
states, the article Germany ought to be
perused : this will prepare the way for the history of
Austria, illustrated in its progress by the histories of
Switzerland, Italy, France, Spain, Russia, Turkey,
Sweden, and the Netherlands : the history of Prussia,
illustrated by the history of Brandenburgh, Russia,
Austria and France; the history of liavaria, Saxony,
&c. The account of the KeCormation, given in the article Ecclesiastical History, ought to be consulted,
with reference not only to the history of (Jermany,
but also to those of Britain, France, and the Netherlands, during the ICth and part of the 17th centuries.
KuMia.
The history of Russia will receive elucidation irom the
histories of Austria, Prussia, Sweden, Poland, Turkey,
and Persia. The article Scandinavia ought to be consulted for a general view of the manners, customs,
Denmark, laws, &c. and early history of Denmark, Sweden, and
Norway. These countries, besides mutually illustrating
the history of one another, will receive elucidation principally from the history of Russia and Germany. Under
the article Netherlands, will be found the history
Netlierhuuk.
of that country, not only while it remained undivided,
but also of the United Provinces, and of the new kingdom, which has reunited the whole seventeen provinces. That portion of the history of this country, which
properly relates to the United Provinces, will receive
elucidation from the history of Spain, France, and
England, during nearly the whole of the period, from
the establishment of their independence till they were
merged in the kingdom of the Netherlands. The comparativtily pacific history of Switzerland admits of ilSwitzetlu-tration, in no important degree, except from the
tuid.
history of Austria, during the very early period of the
establishment of its independence, till, like nearly all
the other states of continental Europe, its history becomes involved in the revolutionary history of France.
The general account of Italy ought to be consulted
luif.
previous to the histories of Naples, Sicily, Venice, Tuscany, the Popedom, &c. ; and these will be elucidated
by the histories of France, Spain, Austria, and Turkey.
The history of the Popedom indeed, both in its ecclesiastical and civil character, is so intimately connected
•with the history of all the European kingdoms, (except
Russia and Poland,) till the Reformation, that it ought
to be studied carefully; for this purpose the article
Ecclesiastical History may be consulted. The history of Poland will be elucidated principally by that of
Turkey, Austria, and Russia.
Respecting the histories of the kingdoms of Asia,
History of
the king,
Africa, and America, our notices must be very short. Of
tionu of
course before the history of any particular country in
any of these divisions of the globe is studied, the description of that particular division, under its proper
r.enaut
kingdoau.

As an

kingdoms and

head

in this

work, ought to be consulted.

Turkey,

Empire,

J.\pan,

India.

Thibet, Tartarv, Malacca, Ceylon,

SiAM, &c. The history of the principal states of Africa Africa.
will be found under the articles Egypt, Abyssinia,
Cape of Good Hope, Algiers, Moiiocco, Tripoli,
Tunis, &c. The history of the united states of Ame- America,
rica, as already mentioned, should be sought for under
the articles America and Britain
of the British colonies there, under the articles Canada, Nova Scoiia,
&c. and also under Britain ; of the Spanish colonies,
under the articles Buenos Ayres, Chili, Mexico,
Peru, &c. and also under Spain ; of the Portuguese
settlements under tlie head of BuAZii., and also under
;

'

Portugal.

We

V.
shall now conclude this article with a brief Other spenotice of the different species of history, besides that cies of history.
History, strictly
which is emphatically so styled.
speaking, relates to the narration of the wars and political events of kingdoms ; but besides this species of
histor}', that which relates to the support which Chris- Ecclesiiistical hi&tory.
tianity has received from the secular power ; together
resulting
from
this
with the benefits or disadvantages
suppart ; and also to the internal administration of the
church, its constitution and discipline, its doctrine and
its worship ; or, in other words, the history of Christianity, of its corruptions and reformation, and of the
influence wiiich its principles, or the conduct of its
professors, have had on the political c<mdition and affairs of mankind, may justly be regarded, as very intimately connected with the species of history, which we
have been so fully considering. Ecclesiastical history, Its connectlierelbre, ought to be studied, not merely in its reli- tion with
Whoever political hisgious, but also in its political point of view.
tory.
reflects on the power of the Pope for several centuries,
wars
between
the
differelations
or
the friendly
on
rent states of Europe, which they brought about,

—on

—

the wars arising from the Reformation, and on the great
and decided cliange in the political character and power
of the mass of the people which that event produced,
must be convinced that ecclesiastical history cannot
This
safely be neglected even by the mere statesman.
article, therefore, ought to be carefully perused, both
by itself, and in connection with the history of the different states of Europe.
The histories of the different arts and sciences are
quite of

a,

distinct class

from

political

and

ecclesiastical

HOB

m

though, to the student of both of these,
m«n of science, they mnrt be interrtting
and useful. The re*ource« and the wealth of states
depend matnljr on their advances in the art*, and sci**"*"•*"•' enoes
and with respect to the connection of some of
the latter with the state of religious knowledRe, the
^^*^
yi,^,^^ history of astronomj is sufficiently explanntory. As
aHhtftH- one of the principal objtrts and acfvanta);es of history,
strictly ra cslle<l, is to
an insight into the pn>>
gTCM of man in political and individual happiness,
•only an acquaintance with the advances which he hat
msde in every species of knowledge, which secures his
liberty, or multiplies his meant of defence or enjoyBesi<les,
ment, muot be interesting and important
whoever is desirous of satii^ctorily accounting for the
hiflkocy

;

wetl as to the

;

_

^n

between ancient aiiH modem nations, as
displayed in their respective hiatories, mad for the great
ana decidetl superiority <>f the latter, roost look beyond
mere politicml history, to the history of thaw arts and
dcncn, which were comparatively unknown to the
andotla. Mid in which the modems have made anch
vendMrAil adrtatem,~-mivmnem that will be found, in a
crMt HMMOf*. and nearly in •V07 iBstancp,acrompan>e<i
by, if not rcdhr praduetisre of nnikr adrancea Hi national
reno
The copioas historic*
, and poHtieal power
at the arts
aricncca, thereta*, given in this work,
under the raapMtiTe heads of eadi art or sciencr. ought
by ni BMans to be neglected by aocil aa wtab to icail
political Ualaty to advantage ; and if they srr ui nnwl
ncmoMCtian wkh llw ataMical account of cart eaanI17, gtvaa aloOf with ka Matory, the eansea of the companB« a Miiiiaii of aations in political liberty and
diflSnence

unm

md

pcww

win be very

ciaarijr

and

sattafactorUy traced.

(" •)

HIVF. See B», «nl iii. n. 413, Ac.
IIORBFS. Tkoma*, cdebratsd aa a

waa

first turned to mathematical studies, in consequence of having accidentally looked into a copy of
Euclid, where the enunciation of tlie 47th proposition
of the first book arrested his curiosity. " This," he e«He then rapidly went over
dainied, " is imposaible !"
the demonatntion, and traced in a retrograde direction
the preceding theorems on which the steps of the proceas
were founded. The lover* of the raatliematical sciences
much regretted that he began these studies so Ute in
life
aa he evince<l a happy talent for them, yet lalioored under the disadvantage of an obstinacy of opinion which might have been corrected by the more varied views unfolded during the pliant |>eriod uf youth.
The ardour of his mathematical studies waa in a
great mra^ure repressed, in conseqnence of the profi
which he took in political affairs, in
,-«t
wl
as a busy politician, in'-.d not intermeddle
triguing with indiriduals for the establishment of one
party on the ruins of another, but conceived the design
of prodncing a f[«neral impression by an upen expoaition of bis opinions, which, though new and peculiar,
he hoped to render nopalar, by the Ibrce of thoogbt
which he could display, and the strong arideoceslnr
which they were soppottad. Whan tiM politioal difference* of the wa were so strongly marked, it waa a
;

Italy,

Tb

M

when

'

"--Titlh»»aristj nf flatilan MMlnllwi wMaaii il
chanMtm, and Madiad the nsaiMM, iMlliiliwi.
ners, and Icambig of ihcaa two nadaoai
He now raaoltwi totlaeoto Ma lift to the cnkivalion
of nBte Htonturr. and Ma Int pabKeation waa an
i lHi n of Thncydidia. wMchapnaamlm
Ifltl.
Btft Ma plan* were disc uncottad by the death
afHapapQ and Mend. He soon alM Ifannad
an.
gagcmcnt to travel with the ton of afar GwatCliiIgn,

Mah tf

with his tiupil to Paris, where he studietl mechanics
and the laws of animal motion. On these subjects
he had frequent conversations with Father Mersenne
and with Gsssendi, who was then engage<l in an at*
tempt to revive the physical doctrines of the Epicurean achool.
It was at the age of 40 that his attention

form a more accnrate system tlian any maintained by
Nor was it unnstumi for a young
anthnr to pnau me t<xi much nn the readineas of mao»
kfaid to lay themaelvci open to conviction. The«e idaaa
he had eberiahcd Ibra cowri darah U time, and some r»>
prewnt Mai aa having cakiealod mathematic* chiefly
with a view to haMfato Maaaair to • doH and atoady
mode of tMnkmg.
Hia ffr«t polilMal cawy waa a amall tract, which waa,
not printed, bat cirrulaied in mamiseript in tlie year
I6t0, dnrin* the sitting of the partiament in April,
which was iBaanlvad the following May. when the parliamwit aad CIhvIc* I. differed so widely on the subject of the rayal mawgali ve.
Thia tract atroogty aa•erted the pretoMiona of royalty, and ooodanHiod thoae
of the paHiament and the people aa nqjoat encroaob*
mentt
It occa«iane<l a ouneioataMa Mmalioa, and
would have involved llobhes in imminent danger, if
This waa the
that narliament had not been dissolved
haibMHer af tha notod political wiirks which he subaf^MOOr pMUiad. Ms book A- Or •. and bis l^nUi.

"

veUadwAMaiHblepvpnhiPtaMaMd

whom he rcmainni for some time in France. In
1631, the Countess Dowsper of Devonshire renewed
his connection with hor tamily, by putting the young
He went
earl, then 13 years old, under his care.
with

—

and

ci.arirter.

"•

.*,i

iair general eanaiiaion that both partica wore a* likely
to be wrong as any one was to De exdosttrely right,
and that a man of vigorous thinking powers, who devoted much iaborioo* meditation to his subject, might

literary

bot diiatfy for the nccsiUarities of M^ rnorsi ^t^A nnlitiesi tlot UMiea, «aa UW aon of
'^V ••.
a |J»in iinte<lrT«^l rlerfrnian of
sbire.
tie WR« bom on the 5th o<
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liobbco.
In 1642, he published, while at Paris, a few copies
""nr""^ of his book De Cive. He became acquainte<l with Sir

him an annual pension of £100. But the personal favour of Charles was not sufficient to screen Hobbes

Duke of Newcastle,
who admired his mathematical talents, and attached liim-

from the censure of the parliament, which, in lC66,
was publicly pronounced against his book De Cive and
This prince, though fond of absolute
the Leviathan.
power, was a tool of the high church party, to which
that controul on the part of the sovereign over ecclesiastical affairs which Hobbes recommended was ex-

Charles Cavendish, brother to the

In 1647, his
self warmly to him as a friend and patron.
fame in mathematics procured for him a reeommendatioa to instruct the Prince of Wales, afterwards Charles
His fidelity and care in
II., in this brancli of science.
the execution of his trust secured to him the esteem

of that prince, whicli continued ever after, though on
some occasions prevented from being manifested by
In this year, a
the obnoxiousness of his principles.
more complete edition of his work De Cive was published in Holland under the care of Dr Sovbiere, to
which two recommendatory letters were prefixed, one
by Father Merseruie, and another by Gassendi.
In 1650, his book De Homine was published in London, containing a developement of his doctrines of
sensation, particularly as illustrated

by the mechanism

human

speech, intelalso ano:
ther work, entitled, De Corpore Politico, or " Elements
of Law." In this and the year 1651, he published in
London his Leviathan, a work in which his opinions
on moral and political subjects were more completeAfter the publication of this work, he
ly embodied.

of vision, with a dissertation on
lect, appetite, passion, action,

and character

returned to England, though Cromwell was now at
the head of the government, and lived at the Earl of
Devonshire's country seat in Derbyshire. It is remarked tliat he lived in communion with a congregation belonging to the church of England, and regularly
resorted to their place of worship. His assertion of the
royal prerogative was not now construed to his disadvantage, as he had prudently intimated that his doctrine was applicable to any individual possessed of su-

preme power.
In 1654, he published his letter on " Liberty and
Necessity," which occasioned a long controversy with
Dr Bramhall, afterwards lord primate of Ireland. He
advocated the doctrine of necessity. He sometimes
says he could not help being astonished that those
who argue that men can act without constraint, forget
that the determination of their actions depends on their
will, and that it is not to the actions as separated from
the will, but to the laws of the will itself that our in-

must be directed. He must be allowed to have
added some precision to the nature of the arguments
embraced in this controversy. He now began a dispute on his part not creditable, with Dr Wallis of Oxford, which involved the greater part of mathematical science.
Not content with attacking the doctrines of his adversary, he exposes with grovelling
quiries

minuteness the inaccuracies of his language; and,
though afterwards repeatedly refuted to the satisfaction oi all the mathematicians of the age, he persevered with unaccountable obstinacy in asserting his
first

opinions.

At the restoration of Charles II. in 1660, Hobbes removed to London, where he now reckoned himself
In the country, he was possessed of every advantage that books could suf ply, by the ample library
of his patron, which was always enriched with every
additional work that he chose to recommend ; but he
wished to enjoy the advantages of the conversation of
the learned, which he found necessary to his habits of
enjoyment, and to the full activity of his talents. Soon
after he came to London, the king observed him from
his carriage, and renewed his acquainUnce with him
He fondly cherished his couversation, and settled on
safe.

They professed the strictest attachto hereditary monarchy, but certainly exacted it
as a condition, that the king should maintain their hierarchy and forms as the established religion of the state ;
tremely obnoxious.

ment

if we may judge from subsequent events, would
have entertained but feeble objections to any prince
capable of being seated firmly on the throne, who would
shew himself most cheerful in assenting to this indis-

and,

pensible condition.

Hobbes maintained,

that the narenders it necessary to vest the
absolute power in one person, to whom the church and
the consciences of the people ought to be subjected.
Thus, he made the radical truth of any religious system
a matter of little importance. To admit this, would be
to acknowledge the church to be wholly a plastic mutable engine of government, and to compromise the
dignity which she always asserts of having her princi-

tural ferocity of

man

founded in immutable truth. A bill was also
brought into Parliament to punish atheism and profaneness, which he considered as aimed at him ; for, though
neither atheism nor the denial of Christianity were
tenets maintained by him, he knew himself to be accused of them by the general voice, and therefore wts
somewhat uneasy. On this occasion, apprehending
that his house would be searclied, and his papers seized,
he burned some of them, and particularly one which
was the most obnoxious of all, a Latin poem on the encroachments of the Komish and reformed clergy on
the civil power.
The king was now obliged to withdraw from him all public expressions of his personal
regard.
He continued, however, to live in London
unmolested j was held in high esteem among the learned ; and was honoured by the visits of ambassadors and
ples

other illustrious foreigners, among whom was Cosmo
de Medicis, then prince, and afterwards Duke of Tuscany, who procured his picture for his cabinet, and a
collection of his writings for his magnificent library at
Florence,
Hobbes had it in contemplation to publisii
an elegant edition of his Latin works ; but finding it
impracticable in London, he had an inferior one executed at Amsterdam in 1 668.
In 1 675, he published
his English translation of the Iliad and Odyssey.
About this time, he took a final leave of London to
pass the remainder of his days at the Earl of Devonshire's seat in Derbyshire, where he continued to prosecute his studies.
In 1676, his dispute with Dr Laney,
Bishop of Ely, on liberty and necessity, made its appearance ; and, in I678, his Decameron Physiologicum,
or ten dialogues on natural philosophy ; also, his Art
of Rhetoric, and his History of the Civil Wars, from
1640 to 1660, which he entitled Behemoth, of the publication of which, however, his friend Charles the II.
who saw it in manuscript, did not approve.
His mental powers continued vigorous till his last
illness, and his great delight consisted in exercising
them. In his 85th year, he wrote an account of his
own life in Latin verse, which evinced considerable
activity of mind, though the execution of his task afforded no bright display of literary taste.
In the following quaint conceit, for example, he depicts the circumstances of his birth

Hobbes.
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proclaim liim a believer in their respective systems, and told them, that if they did not desist, he
woidd expose the impostures of their whole fraternity

from Aaron downwards.
It is with the writinj^s of Hobbes, and the opinions
-which he circulated, that the public is chiefly concernHis Mrritings were fitted to make a powerful imed.
pression at the time at which they appeared ; but the
character of society has subsequently so much changed,
that they are now comparatively of little interest. His
small treatise De Homine is regarded by tlie philosophical world as the best of his works.
In this he, in
eome degree, advanced the science of optics, then in a

rude state. His notions, though crude and inaccurate,
His moral observations
are ingenious and interesting.
sometimes breathe the sage spirit of Aristotle. At one
time he, like that author, condenses his meaning in a
few words ; at another he suddenly deviates into a style
of extreme expansion. This chiefly happens when he
applies his doctrines to the opinions and transactions
celebrated living author (Profesof his own times.
sor Stewart) justly remarks, that Hobbes, whether right
or wrong, nevei' fails to set his reader a-thinking,
which is the most indubitable proof of original genius.
To attempt to collect a system of moral, political
and religious doctrine from his works, would now appear ludicrous.
In some parts his inquiries are shallow and deficient, most especially in his investigations of our ideas of morality and justice.
He considers a regard for personal advantage as the only law
of man in a state of natural liberty, aud represents all
the obligations of justice and good conduct to our fel
,lows as the consequence of civil contracts formed under the influence of individual prudence. The laws,
he says, are the foundation of justice: before them
justice and injustice are unmeaning words.
If this
view of things had been advanced only as a general
description of the actual condition of man under a total want of laws, as well as the absence of generous
or deliberate reflection, and if he had considered pactions and civil institutions as the means by which men
agree to execute beneficial ends, he could not have
been greatly blamed ; but he regards even eivil compacts as the sole effect of the regard of each man for
his own safety ; and such feelings of kindness and
compassion as most loudly proclaim the social virtues
to be a part of our original nature, are represente<l as
arising solely from a reflection on the possibility that
exists of experiencing in our own persons the evils which
we deplore in others.

A

In forming this, and some other views, he appears to
have been led astray by the desire of giving what appeared to him a palpable account of human aff'iiri but
it partakes too much of those gross maxims which
sometimes indecently obtrude on our notice both
in conversation and books, which foster our worst
;

passions by boldly representing them as the necessary springs of human conduct.
No doctrines can
have a more destructive influence on those finer feelings which arc connected with just reflection and the
encouragement of exalting sympathies, but which require to be delicately cherished if they are to be preservetl from pollution and degradation. The same love
of palpability seems to have been the origin of that system of materialism, or rather that preference of the
language of materialists, which appeared in tlie explaiWtions which Hobbes gave of the origin and laws of

S,

Hobbet.
thought. By representing justice as founded on positive
law, he overturns the principles of jurisprudence it?elf, '~"~V'*
which must precede law, and determine the propriety
of institutions. If he acknowledged the preservation of
the general welfare to be a valuable end, it was certainly paradoxical to deny that a man, on his first interview
with a stranger on an unknown shore, previously to
the establishment of any mutual understanding, is under obligations to cultivate personal kindness, and to
abstain from violence arid domination. The boundaries
of these early feelings, and the modes in which they
may be best expressed, are not indeed easily defined,
especially if we encounter distraction from the circumTherefore it apstance of a numerous population.
peared the easiest method to pronounce tlrcm arbitrary,
and in no degree binding, compared to declared promises, compacts, and promulgated laws. But men may
differ both about the formation and the executioii of
laws, and how are their differences to be decided ?
" They must," says Hobbes, " choose a sovereign power,
arjd to this their whole interests are at once committed."
Such is the origin of regal government ; and from this
simple fact he draws the monstrous conclusion, that
kings can do no wrong ; that tliey must never be resisted ; and that to their hands the lives, properties,
and consciences of the memljers of a state must be perpetually and unconditionally enfi'usted. That such will
be the state of mankind, if they are barbarous in their
character, jarring in their views, or bereft of spirit ; that
it will even be worse than this, if they are subjugated by
the power of a brutal master, who feels no oliligation to
consult their welfare farther than as it is subservient to
his imagined interest or the gratification of his caprice, is
a fact too often exemplified in the history of the world
but to erect it into a principle that this oiisht to be the
case, and that no efforts of mankind should be directed
to the formation of any better state of society, is an
idea which, in a reflecting mind like that of Hobbes,
could only be generated by the miserable dissensions
by which he was surrounded. In the days of Cromwell and the Charles's, the spirit of intolerance was active, extravagance contended with extravagance, and
there seemed to be no possibility of terminating the
scene of violence by a temperate discussiod of principles, or a mutual adjustment of views ; it was therefore
necessary to still the passions by some powerful agent.
The agent that occurred to Hobbes as. the most suitable, was the exertion of absolute authority in the hands
of the chief magistrate, and the perpetual establishment of this power seemed necessary for the prevention
of future troubles.
As a temporary expedient, he
might have been pardoned for advancing such a position, even by those \^ho dissented from him ; but when
he erects it into a universal princijile, he must be regarded as an aggressor of the rights and interests of society, and a deliberate apologist of tyranny.
In theology Hobbes speculated with equal infelicity.
Insensible both of tiie mysterious nature of his subject,
and the reverence which it required, he examined it
with a minute and daring curiosity, and pronounced
his opinions in the same dogmatic spirit which characterises his other discussions.
To retail his notions

would be

superfluous.

Let

it suffice

to

mention

that, in

conformity with his general theory of right and wrong,
he asserts that the attribute of justice has no meaning as
applied to the divine Being, who possesses uncontrolled power, aud is not accountable to any superior. His
comments on scripture cannot be read with interest by
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pation in Ship Court, in the Old Bailey. William Ho^"^V"""^ garth was bom in the parish of St Barlhoioiiiew in
1698, and seems to have received only the usual eduHe was bound apprentice to
cation of a mechanic.
Ellis Gamble, a silversmith in Cranbourn Court, Leicesterfields ; and was to learn in that profession only the
branch of engraving arms and ciphers on metal. Before his apprenticeship had expired, his genius for
Ha(;>rt]i.

to point to the comic path which it afHaving one day rambled to Highterwards pursued.
gate with some companions, he witnessed a quarrel in
a public-house, in which one of the disputants received
a blow with a quart pot, tliat made the blood stream

drawing began

his face.
Such a subject, one would think, was
calculated for gay effect ; but humour is not an
over-delicate faculty, and the distorted features of the
wounded sufferer, it seems, so much attracted the fancy of young Hogarth, that he sketched his portrait on
the spot, with the surrounding figures, in ludicrous caHis apprenticeship was no sooner expired,
ricature.

down

little

than he entered into the aCademy of St Martin's Lane,
and studied drawing from the life, in which he never
attained to great excellence. It was character, the passions, the soul, that his genius was given him to copy.
In colouring, he proved no great master ; his forte lay
It is not
in expression, not in tints and chiaro-scuro.
exactly known how long he continued in obscurity,
but the first piece in which he distinguished himself as

a painter is a representation of Wanstead Assembly. In
this are introduced portraits of the first Earl Tylney,
The colouring of
his lady, their children, tenants, &c.
this is said to be better than that of some of his later
and more highly finished pieces.
From the date of the earliest plate that can be ascertained to be the work of Hogarth, it may be presumed,
that he began business on his own acco)int^t least as
early as the year 1 720.
His first erx^^Mu^tAifieems
l^i'l^
to have been the engraving of arms
the next to design and furnish plates fl^|BHeIlers. *
Among these, were designs for tiudibras,*witn Butler's
head.
His Hudibras (says Horace Walpole) was the
first of his works that marked him as a man above the
common ; yet what made him then noticed now surprises UB, to find so little humour in an undertaking so
congenial to his talents.
The success of his plates was sufficient to bring him
business as a portrait painter ; but it was not permanent, or attended with much reputation.
The author
of the volume of anecdotes respecting him, affirms with
confidence, that though not a portrait painter, who
could gratify the self-love ofhis employers, he drew
individual likenesses in hisJH^^ieces.
One of his
most striking scenes of this^Pi; was the examination
of the committee of the House of" Commons into the
cruelties exercised on the prisoners of the Fleet to extort money from them.
On the table of the committee
are the instruments of torture.
prisoner in rags,
half starved, appears before them, with a good countenance, that adds to the interest. On the other side is
the confronted and atrocious gaolor, with villany, terror, and the eagerness to tell a lie, depicted in his features, and expressed in his gesture.
This was Bambridge, the warden of the fleet, who, with Huggins
his predecessor, were both declared guilty of extortion
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In 1730 Hogarth made a clandestine HiMrnrth.
marriage with the daughter of Sir James Thornhill, """"^r"*

and

cruelty.

sergeant painter, and history painter, to George I. Hogarth was at this time called in the Craftsman an ingenious designer and engraver ; but his father-in-law regarded liim as so unwortliy of his daughter, and w^as
so much offended by the match being a stolen one, that,
he was not easily reconciled to it. About the same period our painter began his celebrated Harlot's Progress,
some scenes of which were purposely put in the way
of Sir James Thornhill to bespeak his favour. Sir
James remarked, that the man who could produce such
works could maintain a wife without a portion ; but
he afterwards relented, and the young pair took up
their abode iu his house.
By the appearance of his Harlot's Progress, his fame
was completely established, and his finances raised, by
the rapid sale of the plates that were struck from the
pictures.
He might be said in this production to create
a new species of painting, the moral comic ; and in
the furniture, dresses, and details of the scenes, to give
The Rake's Proa history of the manners of the age.
gress, which appeared in 1735, though, in the opinion of many, superior in merit, had not so much success from want of novelty.
In the following year, ambitious of distinguishing himself as a painter of historj',
he finished the Scripture scene of the Pool of Bethesda,
and of the Good Samaritan ; but the burlesque turn of
his mind mixed itself with all subjects, and here with
disadvantage.
Nor was he more successful in his picture of Danae, where the old nurse tries the gold by
ringing it with her teeth.
His fame was however now
so high, that Swift complimented him in tlie Legion
Club, and Fielding in his preface to Joseph Andrews.
Theophilus Cibber had also brought his Rake's Progress on the stage in the shape of a pantomime.
His printed proposals, dated January 25, ascertain
his Company of Strolling Players, and his Marriage a
—la Mode, to have been then ready for sale. He had
also projected a Happy Marriage, by way of a counThe time suppoterpart to his Marriage a la Mode.
sed was immediately after the return of the parties
from church. The scene lay in the hall of an antiquated country mansion.
On one side the married couple
were represented sitting. Behind them was a group
of their young friends of both sexes in the act of breaking bride-cake over their heads. In front appeared
the father of the young lady grasping a bumper, and
drinking, with a seeming roar of exultation, to the future happiness of her and her husband.
By his side
was a table covered with refreshments ; jollity rather
than politeness, was the designation of his character.
Under the screen of the hall, several rustic musicians
in grotesque attitudes, together with servants, tenants,
&c. were arranged. Before the dripping-pan stood a
well fed divine, with his gown and cassock, with his
watch in his hand, giving directions to a cook dressed
all in white, who was basting a haunch of venison.
Among the faces of the principal figures, none but that
of the young lady was completely finished. Hogarth
had been often reproached for his inability to give
grace and dignity to his heroines.
The bride was
meant to vindicate his pencil from this imputation,

—

The

effort,

however, was unsuccessful.

The

girl

was

• Thirteen folio prints, with his name to each, appeared in Aubrey de la Mortraye's Traveis, 1T23. Seven smaller prints for
Apuleius's Golden Am, 1724.
Fifteen head pieces to Beaver's Military Punishments of the Aneients; and five frontispieces for the
transiatlon of Cassandra, in five vols. 1725.
Seventeen cuts for Hudibnis, 1726, Two for Ferseus and Andromeda, 1739, Two
for Milton, the date uncertain ; and a variety of others between 1726 and 1733.
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The laat memonblc event in his life, was his quarrri
with .Mr Willua. Hia ceonectian with the < —-* r-n.
bably indocadbiB toqvittba Uoe of part^
v
a print, .SiptSwwii 17SS;
»iu attacked "~ — •"ti, in a
> cari«
MMWherof the S'orth Briton, which nr^
catnre of Wilkes.
At an early pcnoci <ii m-. career,
Hogarth had ventured to aamil Rope himself in the
biBM of bia poetical repalatien, * and (ram hia exaqM<
radon be cacanod, etttir fav hia abaea r i ty . or by the
pradenca of the poet. Bathe
now deatined to feel
tbe laab of a writer, inArior indeed in faaaa^ bat equal
in tbe talenta of vitapantion. Churchill araiigi il the
ematan ef bia mInb Wilkao, by hia EpiitU to Ho.
fthk, B««, indaad. tba hr%htiat of hia worka, and in
which the aeveraat ef bia atrakM MI upon bia age.
H^BWth fataUatod by caricaturing Churchill under die
Jbnn of acaaonial bear, with a dub and a pot of par*
Never,
Walpole truly remarks, did two angry
tor.
en^ of their abilities, throw mud with leM deitterity.
it d iaai s ta to be noticed, that, amidst the bitterest
invactivca an Hogaith, hi* enemy, Churchill, caocetked
a d^gTM of BMrit to him with which hia wanaeat ad»
Hirara may ba contenl ed , aiul a dcecriptian of bu ge>
to WMch they would find it diffictilt to add a ma*
tiikiiiiM,
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auction ; and the celebrate*! painting of Sigirniuiula,
aaid to be the work of Corregio, ( Nf r Walpole thought
that it was by Furino,) cxcitetl his emulation.
Fn)m
a contempt of the ignorant virtunsi of the age, many of
whom he had seen buhblcd by vile copies, as well n%
from having never «tuilie<l the great Italian masters, he
peranaded himself that the praiaea bestowed on their
gloriout works were only the effects of prejudice.
He
went farther, he determined to rival the anrient<t, and
unfortunately chose the subject we have mentioned.
Hia Sigismunda i* described by Walpole as tlie reprewntatinn of a maudlin strumpet, just turned out of
keeping, and with eyes red with rage and usquebaugh.
Her Angara bloadred by her lover's heart, (the blood
aftarwarda expnnged from her fingers,} that lay
balore her like that of a sheep for dinner. None of the
aober grief; no dignity o( suppressed anguish; no
settled meditation of the fate ahe meant to meet ; no
amovoaa warmth turned holy by despair ; in short, all
waa wanting that ahoald have been there ; all waa
there that aucfa a story w&dd have banished from
a miod capable of conceiving such complicated woe,—
woe so alamly felt, and yet ao tenderly. Hogarth's
more ridiculous than any thing he
MiAmMBoe
Dad aaar lidiculed. He «rt the ortce of £400 on it,
and had it returned on his hanoa by the person for
whom it
painted. This unfortnnate picture which
the aoarca'of so much vexation to Hogarth, at
iea4 made a versifier of him. He a<ldres*ed an epistle
to a frimd, ocean nn ail by Sir KJchard Grosvenor (now
Lord,) retamiag tba pictHia en the artist's hands. The
vefw* BM aplcMtk
caoeattad, without a partida
ef wit or hamoor.
lie
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Each made for each, as bodies for iheir soul,
So an to form one true and perfect whole.
Where a plain story to the eye ia told,
Which we conceive the moment we behold
Hd^Brth tinrivallM utands, and shall engage
Unrivall'd praise to the moet distant age.

^'

Hogarth having be«n said to be in his dotage when
he pivxiuced his print of the bear, it should seem was
provoked to make the following additions to this print,
in order to give a farther specimen of his still existing
genius.
In the form of a framed picture on the painter's pallet, he has represented an Egyptian pyramid,
on the side of which is a Cheshire cheese, and round it
JtSOOO per annum, and at the foot a Roman veteran in
a reclining posture, designed as an allusion to Mr Pitt's
resignation. The cheese is meant to allude to a former
speech of Mr Pitt's, in which he said that he would rather subsist a week on a Cheshire cheese and a shoulder
of mutton, than submit to the enemies of his country.
But to ridicule this character still more, he is, as he lies
down, firing a piece of ordnance at the standard of
Britain, on which is a dove, with an olive branch, the
emblem of peace. On one side of the pyramid is the
city of London represented by the figure of one of the
Guildhall giants going to crown the reclining hero.
On the other side, is the King of Prussia, in the character of one of the Caesars, but smoking his pipe.
In
the centre, stands Hogarth himself, whipping a dancing bear, (Churchill,) which he holds in a string. At
the side of the bear is a monkey, designed by Mr
Wilkes. Between the legs of the little animal is a mopstick, on which he seems to ride like a child on a
hobby-horse. At the top of the mop'stick is the cap of
liberty.
The monkey is undergoing the same discipline as the bear.
Behind the monkey is the figure of
a man, but with no lineaments of face, and playing
on a fiddle.
This was designed for Earl Temple, in
allusion to the inexpressiveness of his countenance.

Amidst these disgraceful hostilities, Hogarth was visibly declining in his health.
In 1762, he complained
of an inward pain, which proved to be an aneurism,
and became incurable. The last year of his life was
employed in retouching his plates, with the assistance of
several engravers, whom he took with him to Chis•wick.
On the 25th of October 176'4, he was conveyed
from thence to his house in Leicester Fields, in a very
weak condition, yet remarkably cheerful ; and receiving an agreeable letter from the celebrated Dr Franklin,
he drew up a rough draught of an answer to it In
the night time, however, he was seized with a vomiting, probably owing to a circumstance of which he had
boasted before going to bed, viz. that he had eat a
pound of beef steakes to his dinner, and expired about
two hours after, aged 67. His corpse was interred in
the Church-yard of Chiswick, on a monument which
bears a simple inscription on one side, and on the other
emblematic ornaments, with some verses by Garrick.
In his private character this celebrated man is reputed to have been hospitable and liberal, as well as accurately just in his dealings, but his manners were coarse
and vulgar, and his powers of delighting seem to have
been restrained to his pencil. To be a member of clubs
of illiterate men was the utmost of his social ambition,
and even in those assemblies he was oftener sent to
*

Among

H O L

Coventry than any other member. The slightest contradiction is said to have transported him to rage.
His genius as a comic painter is of that strong descrip.
tion which breaks down the partition between connoisseurship and the popular taste in the enjoyment of
it
It is merit which his satyrist yet ablest panegyrist
so well expressed, " which we conceive the moment
we behold." The critic Du Bos often complained that
no history painter of his time went through a series of
What Dubos wished to see done, Hogartlr
actions.
performed, though probably without knowing that he
was so obligingly complying with a critic's request.
In his Harlot's Progress he launches out his young adventurer a simple girl upon the town, and conductsher through all the vicissitudes of wretchedness to a
This was painting to the under^
premature death.
standing and to the heart.
None had before made the
comic pencil subservient to instruction ; nor was the
success of this painter confined to his persons.
One
of his excellencies consisted in what may be termedthe furniture of his pieces for as in sublime historical'
representations, the fewer trivial circumstances are per;

mitted to divide the spectators attention, the greater is
the force of the principal figures; so in scenes of familiar
life, a judicious variety of little incidents contributes an
The rake's levee
air of versimilitude to the whole.
rooip, (Walpole observes) the nobleman's dining room,
the apartments of the husband and wife in marriage d
/n 7noi/e, the alderman's parlour, the bed-chamber, and'.
many others, are the history of the manners of the age.*
For a scientific view of the works of this great artist, we must refer the reader to Walpole's Anecdotes of
Painters, which we have already quoted.
complete
list of his prints, at least the most complete that has
been made out, will be found in the Biographical AnWalpole has made one remark
ecdotes, by Nichols.
upon them in his eulogy of Hogarth, against the truth of
which his works bear ocular demonstration, viz. that
his delicacy is superior to that of the Dutch painters,
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The illustration
or rather that his indelicacy is less.
of tijis would be a task more easy than agreeable.
Mr
Gilpin, in his Essay on Prints, observes, that in design
Hogarth was seldom at a loss. His invention was ferAn improper incitile, and his judgment accurate.
dent is rarely introduced. In composition, he continues, we see little in him to admire ; in many of his
prints, the deficiency is so great, as to imply a want of
all principle, which makes us ready to believe that
when we do meet with a beautiful group, it is the efOf the distribution of light, according
fect of chance.
to the same writer, he had as little knowledge as (rf
comjK)sition.
Neither was Hogarth a master of drawBut of his expression, in which the force of his
ing.
genius lay, we cannot speak in too high terms ; in
every mode of it he was truly excellent.
The passions
he thoroughly understood, and all the effects which
they produce in every part of the human frame; he had
the happy art also of conveying his ideas with the same
precision with which he conceived them,
(u)
HOLBEIN, John, or Hans, an eminent painter,
was born at iiasle, in Switzerland, in the year 14-98. He
was instructed in the art by his father John Holbein,
whom he very soon surpassed. Holbein was the particular friend of the celebrated Erasmus.
At his re-

the small arlicJei of furaiture in the scenes of Hogarth, (says the compiler of the anecdotes of hia life) a few objects may
uninielligibic, because their archetypes being out of use, and of perishable naturt^, can no longer be found. Such is
the liorc for larks, a circular board, with pieces of looking-giats inserted in it, hung up over the chiiiinty-jjiece of the distressed poet;
•nd the Jew's cake, (a dry tasteless biscuit, perforated with many holes, and formerly given away in greut quantities at the feast of
the payMTtr) generally used only as a f y-trap, and hung up as such against the wall in the siith plate of the Harlot's Progress.
speedily

become

'

H O L

painted with his left hand.
He succeeded equally
After he arrived
oil, water colours, and distemper.
in England, ha lc»n«d the art of miniatare painting
ftoB Laeas Comelii, and carried it to a \'eTy high de>
pvcv es pertpctioii.
In tha F1ae«MineeoIlectiaii,aK the portraits of Martin I.ttthar, Sir Thonaa Man, RklMrd Soothwell, and
of Holbein, all painted by oar aMtbor. The '* Sacnice
at Abraham,'* which has been imich admired, is in the
—hinft «f tte King of France, along with several porttail* eseeatad by Holbein.
In the library of the unis Msity of Baale are several
of Holbrin't works in the highiat prcaemdoo. A few
are prtaerre<l, which he yainted beAre he
15 year*
oM ; one of which he drew opaa a mgn for a writincmaster.
The portrait* of UmmU, Ua «t<h, aid cfai»ren, in the same gronp, are
The
psctarM of Heibem in this
m, the Passion of
enr Saviour,
ngnt <
the InMitution of
the Supper; the Body
Saviour alter the Crurifisien; a L«Mr«tia; a V(
a Cupid; ami portraits
of"
firmjaaa i* raprnenied
pan Matthew. In the
lifarwjr
c«pv of EiawBui*! Eicm
pra T nJ
Ala /a«r. wWch he had prMantarf to H«IUiB.SrS»
the margin of it with
tiane with the pen.
An ctjitlen'of tMa
waa pnfaliahed at Basle, ro 1976. by Charic* Patin, who
got the ordinal akaiciies copied by .StMtUr nf Brme,
and engraved fair Marian. A new e<li
<< work,
in Latin, F wn cw, ami fierman, with u.
^^ of the
orifiari dmig
engraven on wood, was published by
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in 1780.
The paintings of Holbein on the HoUea's
Tnnpetaorgan of the cathedral are still to be seen.
The Dance of Death on the walls of the cemetery of iiieot.
the Duminicans at Basle, was not painted, as has ot\en
been said, by Holbein, but by .Tohn Klauber, at the de-

M. Haas

sire

of the council,

when

the plas;ae ravafretl

tliat city.

These walls were pulled down in 1 805. The paintings
had been restored in 1558, 1616, l658, and 1703.
Since the year 1792, they have been almost entirely efFrom these paintings it is probable that Holfaced.
bein took the idea of coropoeing the famous drawings
of the Dance of Death in which he has shewn so
much judgment and imagination, that even Rubens
It consisted of
conciescenaeil to study and copy them.
44 designs, done with the pen, and sli<;htly shaded
These designs were engraved by
srith Indian ink.
Haller, and more recently by M. de Mechel, a celeThe origiiMb were sold, along
brated artist of Basle.
with the famou* collection of Crosat at Paris, to .M.
FIvicliman of Straaburg
In the reign of the Emperor Joseph II. the Prince (iallitain, the Russian affl'
iMwsador at Vienna, purchased them, and carried them
Holbein died in the year 1354, in
to 9t Petersbnrg.
the 56lh year c? hit age. See Coxe's Travel* ia Smit;

.

uriand,

vol.

i.

p. l62.

HOLDKN S TiMPCRAMtNT of the Musical Scale.

In

Mr JohQ

Hi>lden, in a wurk on music, in long
quarto, rvoommended a system of tuning, in which each
of the fiftha, ascept thnt on X G, should be flattened
;th of a major coooDa ; prodadni: a perfect or untemperrd major seventh
and a major third and major
6i)h, alike tempered by the ftb t>f a major comma, but
in f smli oi y direction*, as Mr Farey ha* shewn in the
PUIamtlmeal Mtgoxine, vol. xxxvi. p. 46; and Mr Lis*
ton ia
EtMf *m Prrfeti Intonation, p. 22.
gentleman, in p. 8^ desCTibes this system
The
ao bajag " nearly what i< in common uu ;" and in p. 1 42,
gtrea it the prHerence over the scale which Mr Hawkes
at last adopted, (via. V
1 C. see his Temperament) on
which scctHint. we nhall here preM-nt the musical student with a table of the beau of each of the 72 con-

1770,

;

m
knw

—

rorrfs in

Mr

our work,
»

4:2^798
5.9396
4.9999
35.6605
4.4665
31.8555

39900
3.7401

;

Holdcn's system, calculated on purpose fur

via.

4

7

fi

4.4778

4.9m4
*J0fO09

3.7802

SJ799
9J500
9.1920
9.99S9

3.3500
3.1920

S.MSS
ni5.m59

8.9330

11.2074

106802

9.6733
2.5063
9.3880

7.4909
7.I2S6
6.6830

10.0195
40.4365
9.9443
36.1219

47.66.M)

79902

9.9.<n9

59704

7.4903

9.1339
t.00OI

42.5799
5.33«6
4.9999

7.1,'nro

>1&6B59

93.8995
9.9659

SJK)63

9J880

1.8751
1.7966
rut.

rui,

•riiVm

sTliksa

•rvdisa

•TMhoa

&979S

sMiia

b

637110
79800

SJ64«
3J4I5

«*f.

VitiMt»s«ia

In colnmn 2. the netea are set down in the
interval in Paray'a natliiin : eoL 9. is
to the octave above taaw- di y C ; and th
eipitaaad hi the sis MIowinf iiilniii, all of
l
or beating $harp,
i i pnaii J at the

WUf

H O

T5

quest be vinted London, where he wtf paboniied
"""V"™^ by Sir Tbomas M«>re, to wbom ErMnnu had introduced him. Sir Thootai empWed him in p«intiiig the
whole «f hk &mily, anil s«vml of his rdatioas and
fiiewh. and he aliowMl him an apartment in hi* own
hmiait. where he continupd for three years. When King
Henry VIII. saw these performances, he was »o much
struck with the talent which they displayed, that he
took Holbein into his service, and honoared him with
hit patnoane and kindness durins the rest of his life.
It ia a singular circumstance, Uiat Holbein always
HtJiMte.

1" sftlaM.

35.6(i05

6.6915
27.0245
5.9775
SUrf.
•rvrniaa
1

ef the wreral columns, except \)E in col. 6, and $G in
col. 7, which are the reverse of all the other fourths
and fif\hs, in this system in which only two of the
notes diflier fWrni theae sinee adopted by Mr William
Hawkoa. Sec
Td
:

HawbW
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In a subsequent edition of his work, in octavo, entii\^^ << An Essay towards a rational System of Music,"
inent.
j^^ Holden, from having, unfortunately, adopted a
^'^'"~'
defective rule for calculating the Grave Harmonics
of a consonance, (see that Article), conceived, that he
had legitimately introduced the prime number 7 into
musical ratios ; and thereupon, in the 2d part of his
Hdden'a
Tcuipen-

book, grounds a great many unfounded and false rules Holdcn's
and conclusions, regarding harmonics: in particular, Temperament.
he gives an ascending and a descending scale, which,
notes
within
the
octave,
24
when combined, contains
eleven of which involve the number 7 in their numeri.
cal ratios.

(?)

HOLLAND.
H^nd. xdoLLAND, one of the provinces of the kingdom of Rhineland House, in Leyden. This council is com- Holland,
"—-v-"" the Netherlands, and, before the formation of that posed of the Dyke-graaf, and seven assistants, called >—^"^
kingdom, the most considerable of the united provinces Heemraden. There are several islands belonging to isianj.
Situation
South Holland: The island of Voornlees, between, the
boundaries, of the Netherlands, is bounded on the west by the
mouths of the river Maese ; Briel is the capital This
and extent. German Ocean, or North Sea ; on the north by the
Zuyder Zee, which separates it from the province of island, along with the small adjoining islands of Goree,
Friesland ; on the east, by the same sea, which sepa- and Overslackee, form the territory called Voornland,
The isle of
which was anciently part of Zealand.
rates it from the province of Overyssel, and by the
province of Utrecht, and part of Guelderland ; and on Ruggonhill, to the east of that of Voorn, of which Wil.
the south by tlie province of Zealand, and part of Bra- liamstadt is the principal town, together with the isle
of Finard, formerly belonged to Brabant.
bant. It is situated between the latitude of 51° 40' and
North Holland is divided from South Holland by North Hol530 Ky north, and the longitude of 3" 56' and 5° 30' east
of London. Its greatest extent, from south to north, the river Y. The principal towns in it are Saardam, land.
Across the
including the isle of Texel, is about 90 miles, and from Edam, Monikendam, Alcmaer, and Hoorn.
mouth of the Zuyder Zee lies a row of islands, belongcast to west not above 25 miles in some places, and
above 40 in others, it being of a very irregular figure, ing to North Holland. The Texel island is separated Texel.
and extremely narrow towards its northern extremity. from the North Cape of North Holland by a very narAccording to the calculation taken in the year 1554, row channel ; it is about eight miles long and five
broad ; it is defended from the sea by sand hills and
there were upwards of 300,000 morgens of land in this
strong banks ; there are several villages in it, and a
province, each morgen being about two English acres.
The states of Holland and Zealand, in a remonstrance large town on the east side, called Burgh, which enjoys
:

made

soon after this year to the Earl of Leicester, contended, that these two provinces, with all their heath,
downs, and grounds delved out, could make in all but
about 500,000 morgens ; and De Witt, in his work on
the true interests of Holland, calculates that there cannot possibly be more than 400,000 morgens of land in
this province, down and heath not included.
This province is divided into South Holland, comDivisions.
monly called Ug Holland ; and North Holland, generally called West Friesland, and sometimes Waterland ; there are also subdivisions, the principal of
which will be afterwards noticed. Both South Holland and North Holland contain a great many considerable cities, besides a vast number of large and beautiful villages.
In South Holland the principal places
South
are Amsterdam, Rotterdam, the Hague, Leytlen, HaerHolland.
lem, Dordrecht or Dort, Delft, the Briel, Gorcum,
Gouda, &c. Rhineland is a subdivision or district in
Rhineland,
South Holland, the capital of which is Leyden
it
contains within its jurisdiction 45 large boroughs and
villages. This subdivision is bounded on the west by
the coast of Holland ; on the east by part of the province of Utrecht, and by Amstellandj on the north
by part of the river Y, along the course of the dyke
that goes from Haerlem to Amsterdam, and by the
shallows and washes as far as Beverwic; and on the
south, by a line drawn from Montfort through Oiidewater arMl Gouda to the Hague : it has its name of
Rhineland from tlie middle branch of the Rhine running through it. All the inhabitants of this district
are obliged by law, agreed to among themselves, to
provide for the maintenance and reparation of the
dykes, sluices, and canals within the district and they
have a council which meets every Saturday at the
:

;

the privileges of a city.
As this island lies at the
mouth of the Zuyder Zee, and commands the only passage to Amsterdam, the States have built a strong fortress on it, in which a considerable garrison is always
kept.
The island of Vlieland lies towards the northeast of the Texel ; it is about nine miles long, and two
broad ; it has only two small villages ; and is chiefly
remarkable for the great quantity of muscles found on
it.
The island of Schclling lies to the north-east of
Vlieland ; and is about 10 miles long, and three broad;
there are five villages on it.
These islands, together
with several large sand-banks, break the rage of the
ocean, and form two good harbours, or rather roadsteds, at the Texel and the Vlie; the first being a
noted station for ships bound to the south, and tlie
other for those bound to the north.
The Wierengen,
thus called from the great quantity of sea- weed, named
in Dutch, as in Scotch, fVier, is a number of little
islands, which lie more to the south, on the coast of
North Holland ; the principal of them is five miles
long, and two broad, and contains several villages.
The name of Holland, (the hollow land,) sufficiently Pace of tlie
indicates the nature of the country.
The level of a country,
great part of it is, indeed, below the level of the sea,
which is kept out only by means of dykes, or natural
sand banks. In many parts, the dyke, or mound, is 30
^2g^^^ ^a
feet above the adjoining land; the width at top is dykes.
enough to permit the passage of two carriages ; and
there is a sort of imperfect road along it.
In its descent, the breadth increases so much, that it is not very
difficult to walk down either side.
On the land side,
it is strengthened by stone and timber, and covered by
earth and grass ; towards the sea, somewhat above, and
considerably below water-mark, a strong matting of

HOLLAND.
csnTiiur away the sur«
"UW*
jotAamouad. Thii kind of dfftnpw appears to
have bMB diacoverctl in the 1 7th eoitanr; for Sir
WQliam Tample, in bi« oiMefratkas on tne Nether.
I

,

tks

curauv

'*'<'''*

lajri,

it

was

lately

found out.

This

M hrld

to the shore by bandages of twisted
§agt ruBBing horiaoolalJy, at the distanrr of three cuter yards frara each other, and staked to the ground

ig

As this matting is worn by
fay straoc wooden fima.
•very tM&, a sarrar of it is ftvqtteotly made. Farther
Above, there
in tikt sea, it is hald down bv stones.
are pasta at ercty 40 yards, wnida arc namfacrad, that
the Spat aaqr be exactly dtacribed where rapatrs are
neeeaaary.
The Jntpeat, for the aintenance of these
banks, a moimi e la neariy as orach aa the land-ta». Sir
Willism TsBple aaerta, that these dykes csoploy aonually mpn nsB than aU the com of the province of
Holland eoold maintain
In the tiaae of Oe Witt, the
making of ene rood's length of sc*.dvke soaetime s cost
600 guilders. Besides nase ae^dykca, there are other
dykM to keep out the waters of the rivers. In the
tms efDe itt, the annual charges of the district of
*"
*
ttitTimih abont 8O0O osorgens, and
eaaHBoaicBliaa with the sea. nor with
but only with standing waters, paid aa aemWe
lod inland rharasa, at least two gnilikn fir
s for 3rawku|
BWmgOHt
out of the
b}r niilU each acre 90 rtavers, and towarda foe(>pafllM,
highwayi, and ditciMs, at lantt 90 stivers more. The
kaoka or dykes aaar Madanblidt. in North Holland.
n«r the Zaydsr Zee^ arestrangw, bvaader, and higher,
thaBaMratneniatlieeanBtry: for thew being noMiing

m

U

'

udi

>

i

tohndtthertoianacerihe s« tnm thaMbads
ffrtnltim and Vfialanl t» «ya sfasrt, the water bcMa
me* tmnamif wfon h what Ike nankiilj winda hlov,

k^

andatqwingLtidastheaaa litea saoMtiaMa as
aa
•ke dykes, and woald «*eB ewatfltfw and break than
dowa. did not the iahehiiiala stop as fury by laying
aais orav tka d^kaa, wkieb pr tasn t thcrn in a tampoit.
MlMnevar tke water ef tha sea, or the tivcr^ breaks
over apoa the lands, they are drHaad by maaaa of
wii^mill» of which there are immtase aaaiben for
this ptuaatss. Fran what has bean elraad/ taicU it awy
wellke waagiaarl, that the geneial foee af the
is that of a bge monk that kes been ikaiaiJ.
aals, and evaa tke aa^ laakiqg pale and ••• d
od by amd ; vet the eye ia a
and daligklaif by the giwea, ,
while the graat riteca, and tke'
'

"

to«i^ bat to evaiy rBhgik

BiisM.

The

f

(

aot anly to

i

md ahinst la
ef vamab evatywhora

Man

prtecipal rivara'ia Hallaad arc^ tke
to trat of tke
ef ikia province, the cknqgas in tke eoHTse of
so for aa they are oomMcted with it. will be
at pnaaat. wc akall esniae oufBslves to ita
p
in Haili d.
Acc«edii« to soaae g i i^phaw. the
narthera moalk of ikia river mast be aoagkt ia tke
Leek, wkick joias tke eMsoiy of tke Mease, bati
Dart aad BeMardaai: aecafdiag to etketa, it
thnogh ry d , wkate it divides itself into two eaaab,
one of wkick rans iaio tke kdw of Haerlcm. and tke
etkrr lews itself, four nilaa beyond Lejdcn. in the

When we come

^1

L

Mad

i

hilU between

ea tke

saa,

Cetwyk ea the Rhine, an*! Catwyk
tke moolh bv whidi it

when waa anciaaliy

litaalfiatolkeoctsn.

The Leak, if it be

be r^aided as OMlkrr

4

not the

river in
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course has been already mentioneJ. There HoUud.
is another small branch of the Rhine called the \'aert, """'V"^
or Vecht, which fall* into the Zuyder Zee at Muyden,
about eij(fat miles to the east of Amsterdam. The little
Y««el falls into the Maes, a short way to the eist of Rotterdam. The Maes, pasnng before Gorcum, runs to
Dort, where it divides itsdf into two Urge brsnches,
forming sn island called Yiiselmomle. The most northem branch runs to Rotterdam ; it is called the New
Maes, to distinguish it from the southern branch, which
They reunite a little before
is called the Old Maes.
they reach \'lardingen, and enter the ocean, by a wide
mouth, a little below Briel. The Amstel is not properly a river, but rather a collection of waters from the
Drecht, the .Miert, and other rivulets, the waters of
which are swelled by their communication with lakes

Holland ;

its

and rivers, by mearu of caiuls. The V, called by some
a river, is mure properly a branch of the Zuyder Zee,
from which it begins, at a sand bank called the Pampus.
Its dtannel h«« is half a mile broad, wliicli
breadth it continues to Amsterdam, but grows soon afIt receives the waters front
terwards twice as broad.
the lake of Haerlera by a large canal, called the Sparen,
and fram aeveral lakes in North Hollsnd. It afterwarda passee northwards to Beverwyk, without disekarging itself i^n into the sea.
From the Iqyva of Haerlcm, the great lake called the Hsnfem
Hacrlcsa Meet, or Sea of Haerlem, derives its name. It >!<«,.
is situated between Hserlcm, Amsterdam, and Leyden
and i* formed by the waters of several rivulet*, and of
tke sea, with which, as has just been noticed, it lias a
licatioii by means of the Y, which enters it by
From its
strongly bailt with brick>work.
f,
aicatioa wkk tke aae. the waters of the Meer
farackisk.
There are cmals from its several gulfs
to the cities of Amsterdam, Leyden, and Haerlem On
the eaat side, there is a gulf or branch called the New
Mcer, (Vooi wkick a oanal leads to the suburbs of AmHere there is a dyke, over which loade<l
•tefdan.
•re carried, by means of a wheel and rollers, into
On the north of the lake there is anogair. wbere there is a sluice, which opens aiul
itodri
!bf tke weight of the water. This is the
aluica by whidi the lake communicates witlt the Y. tit
one plaoi, the iteck of lawl which separates the
Moar ead tke Y is so narrow, that a oanal c»<
dnwD Ikroegh it. Betk tkeae watets tiave gainni cun
athnililjr en tkeir r imi rtiva skcwe, and if united would
At tke aenowwt pert, the neck of land
be iriwititli
f MiiiiH aft»a».wa»lr andaiMiaiiy totkc thickness of about
40 foeC Ob l|ie aeatk aad aoatb-weat, Haerlem .Macr
eoaaanoicalH witk aeveral aaall braacfacs of the Rhine,
one of which oames fkem Leyden. The Haerlem lake
ia about Jtf miles Iun<r. at»l nine bread ; and a* ground
I lulUnd, it hv. ut\cn bc«u
ia vary dear and ^
ataaaasd to drain r. ...: Uic draining of it would proDably be productive of great mischief, for it receives
the waters when the vioErtit north winds drive them
I

'.

<

•

Zuyder Zee and the
were
coofined within the bank* of the Y, thecity of Am»terdan would be in great danger of being overawed.
frara the

Y

;

Canaan Ocean

wherras

if,

by the

into the

draiiiiog of the lake, they

Besides this, the Uke of Heanen aCords a vast quantity of fish, and the convenicncy of navigation not only
to the adjoining villages, but also to Levden, Haerlem,
and Amstrnlam. Thiere are some small lakes in North
Holland, but none descrvmg of particular notice.
The dimate of HoUattd is humid, cold, njid general, qj,
ly HOwholeNOW ; the winters arc sharp and very long,

HOLLAND.
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HaUiuMl.

Soil.

the rivers being generally rendered unnavigable by the
In the spring,
ice for a considerable length of time.
which is very short, and by no means agreeable, the
sharp cold winds frequently blast the blossoms of the
The summers are not unfrequently very
fruit trees.
The climate is also disagreeable and unwholehot.
some, from sudden and extreme changes of temperaThe east wind generally blows nearly the whole
ture.
of the winter, and is extremely fierce ; but it serves to
drive away the fogs, with which this country is dreadfully plagued.
The moisture of the air is such, especially about Leyden, that all metals are apt to rust, and
even the wood to mould. The climate about WiUiamstadt is particularly unwholesome, from the extreme
flatness and marshiness of the ground ; whereas, about
Naerden, where the country is high and sandy, the air
The soil of Holland is in geneis by no means bad.
ral uncommonly rich, being in fact alluvial, and con-

some

however, it
of North Holland,
especially in the drained land called the Bemster, is
The country near the village of
particularly rich.
Schagen is reckoned to possess the richest soil in EuLand is sold here at double the rate of any other
rope.
in Holland, there having been trees upon it, one of
which, upwards of a century ago, yielded the owner
as much fruit in one year as brought him £iO sterling ; and a sheep, bred here, was sold, about the same
time, for the same sum.
The progressive geography of Holland is so interestProgressive
geography ing and important, that we have no doubt our readers
of the Zuy- ^yjjj pardon us for dwelling on it pretty fully and misisting of deep fat loam
consists of a barren sand.

dst cee.

;

in

The

parts,

soil

It naturally divides itself into what respects
the formation or extension of the Zuyder Zee, the alteration in the course, and the diminution of the size
of the Rhine, so far as it is connected with Holland,
and the changes which the breaking in, or draining off,
of the sea has produced in different parts of this pro-

nutely.

vince.

From

name of West

Friesland, which is given to
highly probable that part, at least
of this division of the province of Holland, was formerly united to East Friesland. How much of it belonged to the Frisia Occidentalis of the ancients is
not accurately known some geographers are of opinion, that only that part to the north-east, in which

the

North Holland,

it is

:

Hoorn, Enchuyzen, and Medenblic are situated, was
the ancient Frisia Occidentalis.
From the description
of Tacitus, it is evident that, in his time, no other distinction was known but that of greater or lesser Frisons ; and that distinction arose entirely from the number of the forces which each could respectively bring
into the field.
He informs us, that among the Frisons
were great lakes, evidently implying that they were of
fresh water ; and this is made yet plainer by the expression ambituttque immensos lacus, which prove* that
these lakes were inhabited round by these nations.
Hence it is probable that the more inland part of
what is now the Zuyder Zee, was one of the lakes
mentioned by Tacitus, between which and the Texel
and VI ie islands, there lay anciently a large tract
of land. This opinion is strengthened by several circumstances.
These islands lie still in a contiguous
lincj and Kke the broken remains of a continued co?.st.
The sea here, too, is remarkably shallow, and the
santls through the whoje extent very flat.
From the
inspection of the accurate maps of the ancient and middle geography of Gaul, by D'Anville, it will be seen
that part of the present site of tlie Zuyder Zee was oc-

cupied by a considerable inland lake called Flevo. Holland
This lay towards the southern part of the present ZuyProgcessive
der Zee. The question then is. By what means, and
geography
northern
were
the
period,
part
of
at what
the Zuyder of the ZuyZee formed, and tlie communication between this Sea der Zee.
and the ocean opened, or at least rendered so wide as it
From the lake of Flevo ran a river of the
is at present
same name into the ocean. Formerly the Rhine divided
itself into two grand branches at Burginasium, the present Schenck, about a miles north-west of the Colonia
Trajana, now an inconsiderable hamlet, called Coin, near
Cleves.
The southern branch joined the Meuse at
the town of Meusa, while the northern passed by Leyden into the ocean. From this branch Dnisus formed
a canal, bearing bis name, which originally joined the
Hhine to the Y'ssel, a river which flowed into the lake
Flevo.
This canal being neglected, the Rhine joined
the Yssel with such force that their waters increased
the lake of Flevo to a great extent, by which means it
was carried forward to the ocean by a wide gulf, instead of having a communication with it only by meana
of the river Flevo. It is probable, also, that the entrance of this river into the ocean was much widened
by the force of the waves ; for, at present, the violent
rage of the waves breaking in towards the mouth of
the Zuyder Zee, threatens the parts of North Holland
about Medenblick and Enchuysen, braving it over
the highest and strongest dykes of the province upon
every high tide and storm at north-west. The exact
period when the lake Flevo was extended into the Zuyder Zee is not positively known ; indeed it is probable that the increase took place at dift'erent periods.
We are informed by an old Dutch chronicle, published
by Vossius, that the increase on the south side, by the
breaking in of the inlet to the Texel, took place about
the year 1170; others say it was so late as the year
The increase of the lake on its northern side
1 400.
was probably at an earlier period, and also gradual. It
certainly was about the year 1400 that the river Y became navigable to Amsterdam by large vessels.
In our account of the progressive geography of the Of the
Zuyder Zee, we have partly noticed the changes which Rhine.
have taken place in the course of the Rhine. At the
same time that the lake Flevo gained its increase, the
northern branch of this river was weakened by the division of its waters ; and even the canal of Drusus was
afterwards almost obliterated by the deposition of mud
The Rhine seems to have been farin a low country.
ther divided and weakened by a canal cut by Civilis,
which, according to Cluverius, is the present Leek
though Pinkerton thinks the deviation of the Rhine into
the Leek was the work of natural causes.
The same
author regards the Leek, which joins the estuary of the
Meuse between Dort and Rotterdam as the northern
mouth of the Rhine ; which, according to him, the
Waal continues to be the southern, both being lost in
a comparatively small stream, the Meuse. According
to other geographers, what falls into the sea near Catwyk is not the Rhine, but a canal bearing the name
of that river. In the sea at low tides, are to be seen,
near this village, the foundations of an ancient Roman
castle, that commanded the mouths of the Rhine.
The Of the
Maese, running by Dort and Rotterdam, fell, as it Maese.
now does, into the sea, at Briel, with a powerful flow of
water ; but the sands, which are gathered for three or
four leagues upon this coast, having obstructed the exit
of the river, have caused or increased those inundations, out of which so many islands have been recovered, and of which that part of South Holland is so much
.'
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the tunattiaa ot them idtait,
aho to bare eontributed. Thi* ri>
the Scbeldt
ver anciestly formed m mere Delta; with four or fire
maU idhmdaL At'what time the iirupdotu uf thit rirer
look plaoe, by which the islmid* at Zcatand, and the
of tboee of Midland, wan fSormed, u not
ccanldT kaown. Pmkerton i« at ofoaan that dMy
iMMOed at tbe time that the Godwm mnda aniae:
autfarm amicn tbam to violent tiiiimli in the
Man«60and 117a A Zeolawdic dhe uoickr, q—tedb^
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ckmires, that Sir William Temple says it is the pleaThere ^ere
santcst summer landscape he ever saw.
no fewer than thirty mills employed to drain the

Ho
'""^

Beenister.

We ooae now to the consideration of the agriculture,
6*hrries, man«fiMtures, and commerce of the prorincc
of Holland. The agriculture of such a country, where

the sot] and dinate are so very aooiat, cannot be expected to be conaidanble, or to present m.-my in»trtictire or intereating topics : in some respects, however,
it dcaerrea notice, particularly in what rrf;ards the
of North Holland, and most espedidly uf the

provuice. few laacb are held in 6ef, or by ho- Apwot*"^
maae, ana tba women brine very fruitful of children,
tba RMn ganmlly dividing their landed property
of Hol> aaMi^ tbam, aalaley are for tne roost part smaJI. The
oriiMi
in the
knd. hMiteilw il^ywnit af tte Znjrikr Z«t A- 6nns aia aim small : the (ana houses are neat, shelia tfae year t«nd and eoaeaalad by small dusters of trees, and t^
of Dart, is the
dadad tqgalber with their gardens and orchards, in a
MSi, to tiM ijudh
Tbe fiekls are separated from tIddUi
Aim. D<jrt is th« caqpitil oT a bailiwii^ aT
par4act graon feaeak
la I4C1, tilia teilisrick
an
each other, aad ftam the nad, neither by hedges or
walls, but by deep dildMa filled with water, over wliicb
fair a violent tMaaaat. whicb 4i»mm the waters up the
Maaar muk tke ai aiina witli sadi
;tha)r
aw Idd sbmU bridgea, that may be opened in the
middle by a sort of trap door, rsiiaed and loiked to a
Tbe roads
•f kod, with 70 villaM» awl imVOOO awpli ; •
foat. ta pmeaal tba intiaaian of atraqgcrs.
Port aaa fcabaat wa» alaa fuiii, Tka
nMny pbcea are made on tbe dike of the canal, the
a fsrij Of I tW river
ielda baii^ fKn|unitly between five and six feet below
is aav awlWwad up bjt the rtiawaal of llw level of the road ; but tite coromunicatioo between
The iab oT lnnliil, «i wkick WiB«.
of Ibe tern basMm and tba vjIImm and le«a%
ibf fbaaeaCgvanaaetia*: it andaWa bet aaen tba aevarai paMa if ne tame &raw
wa»rec«»«i«ds«Ia«eas tbe yaar 1654
The moat Baidi.
entirvly by maaaa of saadl mnals.
Narr^Miiatka
capital of a diatrict cailad Gotland: it kaa i^oa Ae
blic raada in Holland etc tlMise in tbe
Z«]rdarXs«,l9aalaBtailMaMiarAaHaM^ia,«id 1«
Hague. Tba mad ftom thia pfaKe to
of
to the BottH of UttsdW. TkaoM tasra. wWdi'aload
iapaiatad aat by tbe Dalcb aa aa object of
aaere to the aaa*, was MraHawad ap b^ iIm aaa^ TIkr
tasMaiyii: tM length of this avenue, for
'faint are «il to ba
i*
baldly ba mfiad a road, b nearly two milaa, and
flieptaaaat taara.
its hrsadib mdher aaort thai fO paces: it is a parCiBlly
•rta ibaiaiil knjt in North Hoikad
that tbe entrance of the road eoaftatraifbt Kne,
aaasda a view of tbe whole ; and the church of Scba>-«thH«i. tbercaadKof
tbe
voKag, a picturoanae objrct, terminates the prospect.
tbe Wonooar. ami fchW iaar. Tbe Krpe
firat
It ia shaded on aaoi side oy beadMa^ liaaea, and oak*,
diainad aad iiiii iiyl
bjr bviu, \m WiUiaai Lord
of aa aatoniabiag growth, whicb are so cloMly and
af Bebaigsa. aai aaa aiad by Hiaajw fcacaaia ISM; dkUfblly pkmtad. that they Conn to appearance an ioaIbe aaa brake Atai iaan ia 1570.
AAar tbb it
From Drlf\ to the lla|rue, the road ia
«aa dtainad ^pia. aad saaarai )gj a bmIo of ptadi.
It L of •uffit-irnt breadth to adbalk, pnaf Maiaal aH atMin of tka adTtoar <r i>a ciriagas ahii aa, atadcd on both aidai
ffioM beigbt
aaa; aMlll ia aaw. tta al tbe aKhar dr^a
by lefty aova af aan^ ksat in aMailant repair, and ao
««7 fhiitfiil aaO. Tha aaia* aMda bv (be waa
ZvMk
lr*d, ibat net <ba laiat iwqaality of groai>d ia ta be
kia
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ta tbe Ami
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Tha BaHdadr aaMaiw 7090

Hkm,

•<:'*• baaidee tba kiyth waya,
aad raiiA arhiob
auad and woas in sevral plaaaa. It ties betwoan
and Edam, aisd was a Iska till the jrcsr iCW,
after fear vcan l ibaai and «a« oipaaee, (the

wm
rwmm
hen,

very

haid under tillage ia the pro- TiHsfr.
the
natare of tba soil aad climate t and what ia tmder tilalmaa eadaaivdy eoniaed to .South Hdlaad.
cram prmdpallv cakivatad are wheat, niaddcr,
lubauia^ anapk flax, clover, 4ce. Tbe eenntry adyaoeat
<e Owtamnila.aot 6r ftam the a>owtb of the Marse, is
weli aa tbe whrst
makaaad to preihsm tbe beat wbcat.
aaaelia grass in South Hollasid. Madder of moat as- ,^^j^
~
quality, naturally as well as praparad, in a moat
r aamier, bm lang been a piadaedve and facstrmivvly
awoacrsaiia Mollaad. Tobacco ia net
farawvly. rvaap aoanancs uamM^
or carelUly
y coltsvaled
remarkably well, tbe depth aad moiature of ibe aoil
being admimMy adapted to the luxuriant in«wtb af
Oadewater, about leven nnlr'> tn tdr aomfa
this plant.
^^nd,
of Woerden, upoe the leaser Yssel, in
.^ix i»
ia aalcd iSgr good haap pc ud aced on its i.^...
pj,^
nal only ftr tba pa^am of inmiifintiin^ bat
i*

viam of HulUnd.

h
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banks, by whieblliavawr tbiwwn aa»by tbemilU was
cooAnctl, having batn braken, alker the work waa katf
dene,) H waa aiadt dry Uad ; and ia aaw so plaaWd
with gaidaDs, archarda, iwa of trata> aad thMilei».
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PiiHures.

Milk.

ita seed, tlimigh some of the oilier provinces in
the NetherlamU are more remarkable for this crop than
The same remark applies to clover.
Holland.
The pastures of Holland, especially, as has been already remarked, of North Holland, are perhaps unrivalled for the abundance and luxuriance of the grass
they prwlnce. From it they obtain milk, cheese, and

also for

'

butter, all of excellent quality. Mrs Radcliflfe remarks,
that on her way from Hclvoetsluys to Rotterdam, she
passed now and then a waggon filled with large brass

jugs, bright as new gold ; in these vessels, which have
short narrow necks, covered with a wootlen stopper,
milk is brought from the field, throughout Holland.
It is always carried to the towns in light waggons or
carts, drawn frequently by horses as sleek and well-

the mode of laying out Holland.
ture must not be passed over
y~~-'
the gardens is still very ungraceful and artificial ; the
trees are bent and cut into a thousand fantastic shapes, _
and the flower-ljeds are of every fonn that can displease
and disgust the eye of taste. There are generally
abundance of stagnatetl canals, with puerile bridges
thrown over them. But setting aside these points of
inferiority, the people of Holland in several respects
arc excellent horticulturists, especially in what regards
the culture and improvement of the most beautiful
flowers.
The rage for flowers, especially tulips, is not Tulips,
nearly so great or general at present as it was formerly.
There is to be seen in the registers of Alcmaer, the record of a circumstance which deserves to be mentioned :
In the year 1637, there were sold publicly in this city,
:

^—

,

conditioned as those in our best coaches. The butter one hundred and twenty tulips, for 90,000 guilders
the greater one of these flowers, called the Admiral of Encbuysen,
of Holland is of a very superior quality
with its root and offsets, was sold for 5200 guilders ;
part of it is salted and barrelled for exportation ; Beetwo others, called Brabanters, for 3800 guilders ; and
nister is noted for the excellence of this article. There
Not
are several kinds of cheese made in Holland, some of one named the Viceroy sold for 4203 guilders.
Cheesewhich are rich and highly esteemed, and some, made only the name and price of these flowers, but also their
from milk, which has previously supplied the butter, weight, are particularly set down in the registers of
of course very inferior in quality. Leyden, Gouda, this city. The passion of paying exorbitant prices for
Edam, Gravesande, and Hoorn, are famous for their flowers at length came to such a height in Holland,
cheese : from the last place, vast quantities both of that the States were obliged to put a stop to it by secheese and butter are exported to Spain, Portugal, and vere penalties ; many gentlemen having been ruined
other countries, especially during their annual fair in
by that passion. The fruit of Holland, though abunthe month of May.
The cheese made in Holland is of dant, is seldom of good quality ; the humidity of the
two sorts, red and white ; the red is much esteemed, climate, as well as its rapid growth, from the richness
and somewhat resembles the Parmasan ; it is made into of the soil, rendering it insipid.
large and small shapes ; the former weighs from 1 8 to
The fisheries of Holland consist of those which are Fisheries;
'20, and the latter from 6 to 8 libs : the white cheeses
carried on near the coasts, and those which are carried
weigh from 6 to 7, and the richest kinds are excellent on at a distance. The shores abound with excellent
as toasting cheeses.
Besides the common Dutch
fish, particularly turbot and soals ; but for other fish,
cheeses, there are some called Kantcrkaas ; these are of in consequence of the shallowness of the sea near the
various sorts, the principal of which are the green coast, the fishei-men are generally obliged to go to the
cheeses, the white of Leyden, the cummin cheese of distance of more than five miles.
The village of ScheLeyden, and the round cheese. In North Holland, veling is particularly remarkable for the number of
about 18 millions of pounds of cheese were sold in the fishermen whom it contains ; they are distinguished
year 1801
and at Gouda, in 1803, about two millions by their ruddy countenances and athletic limbs. The
were sold. The cattle which produce such large quan- principal foreign fishery of Holland, formerly was that
Cattle.
tities of excellent butter and cheese, are not indigenous,
of herrings : it was carried on from the ports of Dort,
but for the most part are of the Holstein or Danish Rotterdam, Delft, Schiedam, Briel, Enchuysen, &c.
breed.
In the vicinity of Hoorn they have a consider- The time of departure for the fishery was about the
able trade in Danish cattle, which are imported lean,
24th of June. The cod fishery, whicli is still carried
and fattened in the rich pastures round this place, and on to a considerable extent, commences in October,
then driven to the other pai-ts of Holland. The utmost and ends in April. It is carried on upon the Dogger
attention is every where paid to the warmth and cleanBank ; what is caught serves not only for the conliness of the milch cows, so that even in summer the
sumption of Holland, but forms one of its chief exanimals appear in the meadows clothed with ludicrous ports. The city of London consumes immense quanticare.
The horses are principally from England or ties of cod, caught by the Dutch. The whale-fishery
Flanders.
The number of horned cattle in Holland, was formerly vested in a company, called the Northern
in the year 1804., amounted to 902,526, of which
Company : it afterwards became open and free ; but,
252,394 were under two years of age. At that time, like all the other branches of the fisheries and comit was generally believed that there had been a great
merce of Holland, was destroyed by the revolutionary
decrease in the number of horses, sheep, and swine.
It was chiefly carried
wars, and has not yet revived.
"Horses and The ancient race of sheep indigenous to the country,
on upon the coasts of Nova Zembla, as far as Davis
kheep.
have long been improved by the introduction of foreign Straits, and upon those of Spitzbergen, Greenland, &c.
breeds ; but the soil and climate of Holland are not The vessels engaged in this fishery, during its flourishfavourable to this animal : very little wool is exported,
ing state, were about 300 in number.
what is obtained from the sheep being chiefly consumed
The chief manufactures of Holland are linens, (many Manufacin the manufactures of the country.
In some parts of of which, however, are made in Silesia) pottery and tares,
Holland, bees are an object of much attention to the painted tiles, woollen cloth, leather, wax, snuff, sugar,
Kees.
farmer, chiefly on account of the wax which they afAt Haerlem, there are coHsiderable
starch, paper, &c.
ford. A vast quantity of this article is annually gatherWax.
manufactures for the fabrication of fine linen cloths. Linen,
ed ; and the bleaching of it forms a considerable branch dimity, satins, &c. which, though they have fallen off"
of industry among the poorer classes : a great deal of considerably, in consequence of the war, and the meawhite wax was formerly exported to Spain. In con- sures of Bonaparte, still give employment to a numnection with the agriculture of Holland, its horticulber of workmen, and carry on a profitable trade with
Butter.
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BniMDt and Gtntmnj. Th* blmwhwin at Hwrlem
~ have toBK been fainoas for ibe cMiaite whiteness
•
>l(«;t>cha. which thejr give U> linen cloth*, Utife qtMntitie* of
which M« aanualhr brought hither fiMm nil parts of the
Nit^wl^Qili and Gemuaj to naJLergo thia operation
and faafiw* the war between HgJiMiil anA BrilMa, and
the inyravemcntt made in th* proe— <# Uncbing,
bjr acana of the oxjmiUHtic ac^ miich
from
Ireland and Scatlmd.
The principal inhabitanta of
AnManlaaa and other ne^^hbouroy plaoea, also send
their linen to be waabad aad hlwpltfd at Haeriem.
The aaperior whjtwwn of the hlaacWiaa ot thi* town
1* attribMtetl to lo^ne pociiliar quality ia tha watar of
l*kc of Uacrtcni.
Some woollen do*b ia maoulae^gg^
^a,^^ lured at Delft, and othar plaaa*. but htyima ia the
priodnal ««at of this I m
•MO.
of
fc taw ; bora iaa
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of 100,000 pmcm: and owtajr
warkmaa wara mnftof^i- Tt«»
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anuuntrd to about HOOJOOO mtem at hfOMl doth.
aetve*. baiac^ «iift. Ice. w hawas ia the year 18M, tbor
did nut cacrni -jo noo ptaoo* : and io IWM, tiM whole
nanufaotur'
anowt
400UQ0O ell* of dotb.
TLe cflccu . tlocajr veto stiifciaiiiy cvinoad at
Laisdca, «be pnynlatiwi of vbiob tai tnm 00^000 to
90,000. TbciiaMifiictwwaf Ibkdiydonat
even in tbair nost iooriabinc «awlili«l, to hMPO
the fincnoas of tJi»ir atlidatk iholwMof
but their coaiaa dot^ tmmti a
nent. anU the Eaat and Weat Mia
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£pgla»i. aaama to have been omdo at Amator.
b bailtrt i of Laytlan are mentioned as of ai.
ccOcat mnUttft and tba ailrcr |iba of benonr aaama to
have be«t cpnftnpd en the caad«
<f riml d^.
Delft wm fcfV'(j IbnHMt kr ila mnufarfia of
rarthcii ware, which rivalled the
purtalaht of CbbM,
and was grneralhr sought aAar and aateimiJ thraugb.
out Europe, for faa deianee and beamy. In the year
1800. there were tcarcdy MO piTaini M^j^rcd
the
pottarie« of this place; wharoaa. In iWr maat Caurishuw days, thrr gave suh iistiuca ta aawaida of 10,000.
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FVadih phado. Tba iBdilldiaa of vdant spivita
iaihaaala
laiill itiiai whkh bm hirra—i ia Hd.
la 177S, them ware at Brhwdam. paideulariy
Jaad.
•atai Car iu Geneva. 190 diatillrriaa. Iq ti^ yam
Vtm. MO, aad fa tbo whala nianaaa af Holiaad 400
aadi
waadhr ««M ankara
ifaM dialiiMm
offia. Tba whrii didilawii of tha aaaoa paoaincm
waaU Hodaaa aMaaOy ;\aifiH aakam ; but the
waat ap pain mmdm* it neoaaaaiy to aadaaa this quaarilr anathiad. whiah harm 1.400,000 wikcrs. of
are atMamad in the country, and the
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a naiad aaaftrtnw of thaat at Sauda tfaay
oeat, and a very enlenaioa trade of
atL
They make mn in the nai^bourboad «f thia city a vaat quantity of bnelca and hlaa, the
kitar ptinonatiy what are called Dntcb tBae. At E»>
rlinwai, Mit faro«||bt ftom Brittany ia aefinad.
Bivvaisi
auaa aaid diatiUatMa ia HoUmmI ai»
Taa b
DaM. Oanda. aad Muydan are ^^ dutak.
fcr tbdr beer.
The boar made "**
in that place and the miIn tha IMfa oenturv. dw toam of
,.
,
Gonda had IM brawariaa, Aom which Zealand and a
gnat part of Flamlam wear fbraiahed with bear. In
1510, they Iwd daanaaad to 159; in the year 1598.
tlMra wert IM
in liM, there wara l«6: and in the
Tbaae, how a war.
year U09. tbeso war* only twa
aka bear of axodlant qaality ; imiiatiag London
i
Id arabli
UT, howwrnr/k h 4niA
pamr
oat af tha oaak, it ia vary infinior butallcr it haa baan
ia bnltlaa tar aaaw lima^ ita taste ia nearly a* a«i«*aan UaMLaMdan hottladnartar, ftom wMch it ia diOcult
laditfiMaJabk. Mwdan is ad^ fcr ooad boar caU

the c«ttinei|t, from iba oMaMiitaMBt ct
logna to xarioM paita of Ciiwaiiji and tba Natbar^
laadk wkick than oaaaad to draw anjr
•upplka fnoai Lufdm. In the year IMS. tbo
far the ii>tariari«a4p«rn>art tatj^iw^of liiliii 1.
on tbo »ato o/lby » wiPm
m whieh it
i,
i
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pendentlj of thoae whidi have pradiicad a general de< HoIUqd'cay of wannfartiiraa and romaaarrr in HoUiLnd, are the - •
inMoenaa qpMMlitiea of poroalain which, for a century
and a half, ha«e been imported in Europe t'rom C^hina ;
and the rival manuf.tctures which, during that time,
have been oMaMiohod in Germany and England. The
aarthcn wara «f fitalordshiie waa aome yeara ago ao
amah appwwod of in Holland, that the statca gaoml,
in aadar to protect tha nanufiKtunars of Delft from abolaNa rain, were obliaad to lay duties on ita inportatian
into th* lapublic, wbicb were ao aevera a* to anutunt
almoat to an entire prohibition. Glass, especially riaaa GIsm.
The (^aaatojN^ are nada in several parts of Holland.
bmiie in Bottardaaa waa loraieriy daamed tba beat in
tki SerflB PrMriMea. It made a wwabar of alaM top
and anaaaalled bowla, which ware oapaatad to ipdia,
finr cbioa ware, and oliiar ariantal com*
tba nauranal nnaetiaa at amokiag pj.^

ir of sawinR mill* in Hd- Saeiaf
tha ricinil* of Uotterdam. They «^^
tnlbar plamii^ djicta. the mall geaerally
naiag ham the lop of a aabalantial building two or
riMaa aletiaa high. Some of them am paimod in a
whiiaaifsl taite. and otbem adorned with groUsque 6>
naiaa During ilie toariahii^f atate of Holland, Saar.
3am, wbar* Viba the Oraat arqutrod a peartical knowledge of the art of ithip- building, derived great wealth
from that trade ; but it u now almost annihilated.
The miafalhnaimi manufiMtarm of Hollan<l, not vet
enimimataJ, aaat of wbiak however, are confmecl to wsi
'
AmaMadaaa, ara staA ambmhlarrd with gold anil tiU
ver, daoMika, hracadu, mohair, »tN(, ft
ami partioilarijr tkapaipaatioDof dinca ifar dyeing, {laintiug, and

lartr hi

.
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medicine, such as camphor, vermilion, sulphur, borax,

*»^'-~'

likewise pitch, tar, rosin, spermaceti, &c,
The cordage made in
Ti>e oil mills ire numerous.
Holland is very good ; and Dutch paper, particularly
cartridge paper, is still exported in very great quantities, even to England, though we now rival or excel
Tlie
tliem in the miiiiufacture of fine writing paper.
preparation of diamonds, th&t is, the cutting, polishing, and grinding of them, is confined to Amsterd.im,
wtiert many artists are employed for that purpose.
Ir.pis lazuli

I'he nmiiufacture of skaits
in fJolland.
Cummerce.

is

also of

.

Schoonhoven and
Brill,

with

its

1

villages

its

villages

.

20,

.

The Hague

1

56

17,430
1.144

Heusden

481,93*

De Witt supposes that West Friesland,

The United

Provinces were formerly pre-eminent
in commerce; and die province of Holland, from its
greater extent, population, and riches, as well as from
its possessing near all the sea-ports, enjoyed nearly
the whole of this commerce. Long before the French
Revolution, however the trade of the United Provinces had begun to decline ; and the circumstances of
that tremendous event may be said to have utterly anWhile it lasted,
nihilated the commerce of Holland.
it was carried on principally with France, England,
Spain, and Portugal, the Levant and Mediten-anean

Sweden, and Denmark and with Gerjnany by means of the Elbe, the Rms, the Weser, the
Hhuie, and the Meuse. The inland trade with Germany,
by the canals and the Rhine, is almost the only branch
which has escaped the ravages of war. Of this, the
most remarkable feature consists in the vast floats of
timber which arrive at Dort from Andernach and other
places on the Rhine.
The length of these rafts is from
700 to 1000 feet; the breadth from 50 to 90; and
;

500 labourers

direct them, living in a village of timThe
ber luits erected on the rafts for their reception.
navigation is conducted with the strictest regularity.
On their arrival at Dort, the sale of one raft occupies
several months, and frequently produces upwards of
aeao.OOO sterling.
The commerce of Holland was either transit or direct.
The articles of direct commerce
were supplied either by her agriculture, such as butter,
cheese, &c or by her m;mufactures, as prepared drugs
for meditine, dyeing, &c linen, woollen cloth, paper,
&e. ; or they were supplied by her East India possessions and her fisl\eries
In return, Holland received
either what was necessary for her own consumption,
particularly corn, or those articles which she again
distributed over the rest of Europe.
In the year 1807,
nearly one million pounds of •-ilk were imported into
England from Italy through the medium of Holland.
"^he province of Holland is extremely populous;
perhaps more «o than any other part of Europe. In
the year i 1 5, it contained only 45,000 houses.
In the
year 1732, the number of hoil^es was increased to
I

In I6ii.

28,339
24,622
7 585
0.293
10,703

some consequence

states, Russia,

ropulation.

Rotterdam, and its villages
Gouda, and its villages
Gomichem, and its villages
Schietlam, and its villages

;

163>62
De Witt, in his wtjrk on the true interests
of Holland, informs us, that, in the year l622, the
Slates laid a poll tax upon all inhabitants, none excepted but strangers, prisoners, and vagrants, and those
that were on the other side of the line; yet were
there found in all South Holland no more than 481,934,
although the instructions of the commissioners appointed for that purpose were very strict. The following are the particulars, as registered in the Chamber of

or North Holmight have the fourth part of the inhabitants of
South Holland, or 120,483, which, added to 481,934,
would give 602, H 7 as the total population of the proviiif;eof Holland in the year 1622. This, however, in the
opinion of I )e Witt, was far below the truth, and he raises
land,

the number to 2,400 000.
This mu.st be an exaggeration; and it is given here, only for the purpose of
adding De Witt's calculation of the proportions of this

number, engaged in different employments according
were employed, directly or indirectly,
in the fisheries
200,000 were supported by agriculture, inland-fishing, herding, hay-making, tuH making,
and by furnishing materials for these operations :
650,000 in manufactures 250,000 in navijration and
trade: 6,50,0(iO in miscellaneous employments; and
200,000 gentry, magistrates, soldiers, &:c
In the year
1732, the population of Holland certainly did not ex:

to him, 450,000
:

:

ceed 98(1,000.
In the year 1796, an estimate of tlie In 1796.
population of the Seven United Provinces was made
by order of the National Assembly, which we shall
give entire, for the purpose of comparing the population of Holland with that of the other provinces.

Guelderland, in the towns,
in the flat country

.

.

.

.

64,994
15d,S34

217,828
Holland, in towns

....

in the flat country

495,017
333,525
828,542

Zealand, in towns
in the flat country

39,978
42,234
82,212

Utrecht, in towns
in the flat country

.....

45,204
47,600
92,904

Friesland, in towns
in the flat country

....

44,824
116,689
161,513

Overyssel, in towns
in the flat country

....

41,805
93,255

Accounts
135,060
Dort, with its villages
Haerlem, with its villages
Delft, witfi Us villages

.

.

.

.....

....

Leyden and Rhineland
Amsterdam, and its villages

.

,

.

40,523
69,648
41,744
94,285
115,022

Groningen, in towns,
in the flat country

....

23,770
90, ;85

114,555

HOLLAND.
Tttf ceuBtry of Drent, in town*

.

.

.

in the flat countiy

89,672

Dntcb

firauant,

iii

the townt

iu the

flat

.

S,711

.

country

1 J'.',

166

808.177
T*tdr<r»-

The

total i« 8I0.19« in town*, and 1.070,274 in the flat
eoantiiMa matriny the entire population of the United
Proriacea. ia the jrcar 1796, to be I,890,4€S. The po.
r*'**^'*' of the pfovinoe oC HoUaad aa itated abore, in
the jraar n3i. wa« 9K0.000, and in the jrear 1796 it
828,548. which ihaiei a decraaaa of 151,458 inha.
equal to oiii) thirtwutfi ti the whole popuU-

The people of HoOwmI

tamj be divided into the fol.
lowing rlawM n the downa, or boert, who cultivate
the land ; the oiaen, or ikippen, who navimte the
faipa and inland bonia ; the OMfdHMli aad traden, who
fU the town* ; the remiamert, or men that that alao live
in town*, npen the KMaef their oMtfM; and the gentleiMB, oJMcn of the
aod OBTjr, naatinlea, tu.
The boors tmi ttmtf ea hartMh nala, ana milk. The

amy

nere peiperlj epeekie^ of lukewann water,
wied A gna* qnantity of (ptrituoa* liqnari are bIm drank ; *S6fiOO anken ef ccneen being
! i Ml the Mwrinee af Helland. The
Mittf n
fee, or.

r

aceieely cel

.

—

Maaatn

I

deal er MtleoMn, or oh fe*, i* yatjr hailed ; sMMt ut
the famfie* hnvi^g been estingniahed in the long wers
wiihSnain.
Of the charactoriatic nMnnere and cntteww of the
pMfda of UoUmhI we cm anljr nMnlion a few. To
every henee throtwhont North Ilolknd there ai* two
dooraj aneof whin i* never opaned but when a eorpae
or ft chriHe^ing ia carried Awn the houiei, while the
ether wrvea lor the ordinerjr nunote* of the fmmWr
thia CMlani ta peenhar to North Holland.
The hoiue*
in a hn ait evarT part ti the province have agajrappear^
aaerv the windowa end doen in general beagpttited
beag painted
gnan. The matt *cnipnlen* rhm li
ia racti*ed
iwipaeifaig theaa ; not only the windowa. but lao whole
fkeni oT ne hoMoe in mort of the lewne. ia gmmnliy
waited two or three tiaee •week, by eamcs fm
(erthet
ftp aer. which era ekandantly mppbcd with m,valcr
neaithecnnel*;
i; end
and om
the anae care ia extended to the
LertkeattwtiinwWdiihe
rWeh the BMr* opalcM in.
A Drtck hoaee, kiihe old atyU ef
ibejr are aaaa in Levden aiore pa
ateria h%h. the three Ant of
whKh are of ai eqiial breedlh. hat of aaetaal heighta
the thod elory Ihe roof riaa to a paiat, and the
-.

llooiA

i

i

i

i

i

m

;

—

TCMHiathiepeitcrUwheaM neeaia

iaiwab

e they apptoecii In the lop of the
ing.
litmt.wtA*i the apper anartaMnta pr^jacta
•»
ee
froa the roaf
neeriy to hide i^ a
•d

a

in

The
aarh

a

pr»>
fle; and the extcfiaref each rata
n^ till ^ftMt
ef the ante leryiatwo.dlwdaiea thai the faaeaent.
To Ihe epartaraef the apiiaiil ream
oaaoMaiy

a

fixedeaaall ornate the

mnraawa

of heitiag ep
weed and torf, and thaw caita aoaatinMe have groIhe .
In the large ami
town*. It ftwaently happoM*
ppam^ that epert>
wouM grace tne aar„ of a prince, nave
nofl«her vi<>*< fron their windoai
the dead waU*

a

I

I
Um
I
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HoUuul.
of a warehoufe. uaed
a magaaine fur stock-fish, skins,
'Y'"'
tobaocoi, Ac. so that the eje may turn from the works
of Ruben* and Titian to these disagreeable and disgusting object*.
The custom of aaoking is co prevalent in Molland, smoldnf.
that a genuine Dutch boor, instead of describing the
distances of places by miles or hours, ays, they are so
many pipes asunder. Thu*. a man may reach Delft
from Rotterdam in four pipes ; but, if he goes on to the
Hague, he will smoke aven during the journey. Adjoining to their theatre* is a room where refreshments
are to oe lold, and here the lovers of tobacco re«ort, to
aaoke their pipes between the act*. Their rigid attention to tWanfinea, and b^[otted attachment to smoking,
jointly give ria to a moat i nconv enient and disgusting
cnatoa. After dinner, there i* placed on the table,
along arith the wine and glasses, a spitting-pot, which
the bottle. AH Dutchr^ularly
is handed round
men of the lower daaa* of aociety, and not a few in
the higher walk* of life, carnr in their pocket the whole
appantna that is neoea^ary for smoking a box of enoiw
moos sixe, whidi frequently oontain* half a pound of
tobacco; a pipe of clay, or ivory, according to the fancy or wealth of the poaacssor ; if the latter, be carries also
instromenta todcaa it; a pricker to remove obstruction*
ftan the tnbe of the pipe ; a cover of braa wire for the
bowl, to pi e r em the aahcs, at aperk*. of the tobecoo
ftoa flying oaf; and aa aet iiii a tinder-box, or bottle
of pheapheras, to procore fire in case none is at hand.
When a woman b brought to beJ, a bulletin daily Hcdihbul.
fixed to her houa. for the space of a fortnight or longer
|"t^^
if she recover* *lowly, which contains a >t*toiTient <^
the heahh of the aiother and chikL This bulletin is
fastened to a board, omamentrd with lace, according
to the circaaeaaoa of the person lying in ; and aerva
to answer the iaqairia of (head*, and to prevent unneoaaary laia aaa the houa. ^^'hm a prrsnn of cnnseoaaaee isdaiwaaaaly ill, a bulletin of health is generally affixed to mir hciua ; but, unlr«t it is a child-bed
case, the board is not ornament' d with lace.

—

a

a

:
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I'he women in HolUnJ, in general, are lovely rather VTann.
than beautiful ; in their person* they are well tormed
their
ylexiaia are Cur, and tlicir I'eatum regular,
but their caialenaiius sre inanimate. Women are
aherta>4ived in llolUiul than men ; and after twentyfive amaaBy low all their beauty.
Ihe matuigcmcnt
of chSdran a vay absurd and injudicious. I'he air of
the CMiuitfy is regarded
so prejudicial to them, that
e months they are never taken
fiw the first I
.!ii» period, the windows of their
abroad; and.
aa kcitt invariably shut. Their diea con- p,,^
ia flannel ranen, girt very tightly about tlieh- bo- chiUta.
dies, and Ihca ro!
<rtlicr coveted with a l.irge
flannel wrapper, l>«a (bar tii^a round the
hady of tlie mfiuit, and latened with nins at it« feet.
The ua of water is rigoroasly denied Uiem. Thu« managed, they are sickly, (qualid dbjerti
Cliildren, particularly females, are fivquently indulged in the pemicioaa uoe at e^atftpted*, or stove*, without which a
DntckwoiBai CDtud not exist, and this adds to their unwhulcaane appearance. Wc may remark, hy tlie bye,
that the advanca of Britain in civiliaatiosv and useful
knowledge, are perhap* in no instance mo«« dcci<ledly
'oti>nu-uiMU, than in the improved management of
Slany of our readers roust remember the
vvlien British children were almort universally

a

•

.

rOMnta

^

'

,

clothed and treated

a

The female drca,

Dutch children

socfa

a

it

wu

itill

are.

gtacrally

worn

in

HGLrL
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HoUond.
*-^ '"'^
Ancient female dres.<.

IT(>ll.tml nearly two centuries since, ifi not unfrequently
siill seen on the cl:nighters of the ancient stock of
The hiiir is bound close to the head, and
biirj;licr8.
covered with a small nnornamented cap, with large
plates of thin gold projecting from eacli side of the
forehead, and a plate in the midille ; ponderous earrings, and necklaces of the same metal ; gowns of thick
heavily embroidered, and waists of unnatural
silk,
length and rotundity
hats of the size of a small Chinese nmbrella, gaudily lined witliin ; sometimes these
hats are set up in the air like a spread fan ; yellow
Children and
slippers, without quarters at the heel.
wiM\ien of seventy are frequently seen in this preposterous dress. Tiie Women of rank or fortune are very
fond of ornamenting their dress with rare and valuable
jewels.
These, as well as the gold plates worn by the
lower orders, are of great antiquity, and are most carefully handed down from generation to generation.
The Dutcli language is evidently of Gotliic origin,
but it is little known out of the United Provinces.
Dutch literature will lie more properly consiilered in
the article Nf.thkri.ands ; where, indeed, every thing
relatin<r generally to the history and statistics of the
Low Countries must be sought for ; as, in the present
article, we confine ourselves, as much as possible, to
the province of Holland.
With respect to the encouragement given to literature, this province was formerly very remarkable.
Leyden, Amsteitlam, and the
Hague, may be seen on the title-pages of the most valuable works, in Latin and French, which were printed during the 7th, and the beginning of the 18th centuries.
The Elr.ivers, justly celebrated for the coiTect
and beautiful editions which they have given to the
world of the best writers of antiquity, resided in Leyden, and ennobled its press by the elegant specimens of
typography, which, for the space of a century, appeared from their press.
During the bright period
of French literature, when the writings of Voltaire,
Rousseau, D'Alembert, &c. were eagerly sought after
by the learned and curious of Europe, the booksellers
at the Hague and Amsterdam multiplied the editions
of these authors, and carried on a lucrative trade with
their works.
Haerlem is one of the places which lays
claim to the honour of the invention of the art of printing but at present, the literary character, as well as
the bookselling and printing trade of Holland, are at
a very low ebb. There is one university in the province of Holland at Leyden, and an inferior college at
;

Diuch

Ian-

guage.

Literature,

1

;

Amsterdam.
Governnicnt and
laws.

Though the province of Holland is now only a part
of the kingdom of the Netherlands, and of course has
lost many of its peculiar privileges and institutions, yet
some particulars respecting its government require to
be noticed, as they still remain under the constitution
of the Netherlands. Deputies of the nobles, and those
of the towns and country, are elected for the parliament
of the kingdom. There are also provincial councils of
state for South and North Holland.
For the administration of justice, there aie two courts held at the
Hague ; namely, the court of Holland, and the high
council
The nobles of Holland are subject to the jurisdiction of this court
an appeal lies to it from the
sentences of the inferior courts. The high council of
Holland judge peremptorily and definitively of all cases
brought before tiiem by an appeal from the court of
Holland. Among the laws of this province the following deserve notice.
No person can be arrested for
debt who has not beon summoned regularly three times,
with the interval of 14 days between each summons; and
;

AN D.

six

weeks further must elaps« from the last official notifi- Holland,
and demand of the debt, before the creditor is per- """V""*'

cation

mitted to arrest or seize the effects of the insolvent person. By this mode of procedure, debtors are generally
enabled either fully to settle their affairs, or to compromise with their creditors, so that few are sent to
prison. No person can be arrested in his own house in
Holland, or even standing at the door of it, though
all the previous citations should have been made ; and
should his wife be lying in, he is privileged, during her
illness, to go abroad without molestation.
The religion of Holland is Calvinism. In it there
are two provincial synods ; one for .South Holland, and
the other for North Holland.
1 he whole province being divided into a great many clas.ses composed of the
deputies of five or six neighbouring churches each
class sends four deputies to the respective synods, two
ministers, and two elders.
The synods meet twice a
year, and a political commissary attends their meetings.
The ministers are paid by the magistrates. Their salaries are small
few, even in the cities, having £ 200 ayear, while in the country they have generally £ 60 or

Reli<n<ra.

;

;

£70.
The taxes of the province of Holland are very heavy.
They amounted in 795 to 24,000,000 of guilders, or

Taxes.

1

2,000.000 sterling, which, on the supposition that the
population was 800,000, formed an average of £2, 1 Os.
each person but a large portion of this taxation is, in
;

paid by foreigners, who consume the articles taxed.
Among the taxes really paid by the inhabitants
themselves are the following : A land-tax of about
43. 9tl. per acre ; a sale-tax of 8 per cent, upon horses,
1| per cent, upon other moveables, and '2}, per cent,
upon land and buildings ; a tax upon inheritances out
of the direct line, varying from 2^ to 1 1 per cent. ; 2
per cent, upon every man's income ; an excise of £3
per hogshead on wine, and a charge of 2 per cent, on
The excise upon coffee, tea, and salt
all public offices.
is paid annually by each family, according to their numfact,

ber.

The province of Holland, as well as all the countries Histon,
watered by the Meuse and the Rhine, were for a long
time divided into small earldoms ; but in the year 923,
Theodoric was appointed Count of Holland by Charles
the Simple, King of France, and the title became hereThe most frequent wars of the counts of Holditary.
land were with the Prisons, a part of the old Saxons.
There were also frequent contests between the counts
of Holland and Flanders, concerning the possession of
The counts of Holland, likethe islands of Zealand.
wise, were frequently opposed by their own nobility.
In order to break their power, they not only demolished many of their castles and strong-holds, but also,
about the year 1200, built several cities, and gave freedom to the inhabitants of the adjacent country, or ev-

en to foreigners, who would come and dwell in those
cities.
They were thus freed, not only from all taxes
due to the counts themselves, but also, when they had
dwelt in the cities a year and a day, from the vassalage
they were under to their own lords. The counts, besides,
gave especial privileges to those cities ; but the inhabitants were not permitted, though at their own charge, to
set up gates or walls to defend their cities, unless they
purchased the privilege from the counts. Hence proceeded the difl'erence between walled and unwalled
and also, that the counts being afcities in Holland
;

terwards jealous of the former, destroyed many of them
entirely, and pulled down the walls of others. Plnlippina, daughter of William HI. Earl of Holland, was mar-

H a L L J* » D.
ricd to the Prince of WiIm, aftmrards Edward III. of
Eaahmd. TIm kinf aitrrward* contested the earldom of

iMMd with Margfarrt,

hit sbter-in-Uw.

In the 3rear
1417, Jacqneiin, beima of Holland, naarricd John IV.
Doke of Brabant ; but her unrle John of Bararia, who
tiw bubopric of Liege, in the hcfiea of
had
ewmemmui bar, oontetled the loccessinn. A kind of
I. where,
•Z!«b7%H»w«L Jaequelin went t.
mcerter;
ia 14^, aba married Hamphrey, l>u.
batihia laaii iag t haviny bean annullad bj the I'ope, she
married, in H99, Borttim, aladtfaalder of HolUnd.
Bat havinir no cfcildrta bjr aaj at bar haibanda, Philip
tba Good. Dike «f Bar gi dy , who wat her fiivt couilmfltMgtt her lo fira optae adminittration and go>
vvnoMOtaf bcr ttatea.aaaat her death inherited thno.
S«en afterwardi, HeMand, with the other Urge powaa
•iana of the Houaa of Burjpindy, fell bjr mamaf^ to
tk* HoMe of Aottria.
It* history, from thia period,
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ba aaadkl iot omltr the article NcTHKRLAKOt.
8b9 AHMMlDar MOOtHtttt
iMmtum^ by R. Meterlecarap,
IMM; Dv Witfa Tme Imreat of iMtmmd ; Sir Wi|.
liam Tcwpl^a Ohterttttitm* om ih« NtAtrUmlM ; Mrs
Radcliffir-a Jottmw tkromgk IhUand •• I79»
A Tmtr
lAfmg* lAe BmSkia u tbrnUk fa 1800. by R. PaB.
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ontbaaaatb. Tbvcaal oomt wmaarveycd^emerally
by Captain C«ek, awl
New South Wake; and
the pOTtfaa ftwi Ch» How*, the aooth^eaal rmvmity,
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N«e Hanaad ia begirt wiUi
Alvfrpottion aftbecnnt is
roeln ar rftoali, or tbe nitiplluw AmmiM of the
•bwta; bM tbe frcMar part i« low and amiy, eitaBiit.
ng a baRtn aapact. A few lofty hMdIanda pMeet
«>*• ibaaaa;

bam and

and navigable
northern

nwm

harboore

are •earedy

an rvaly to be sMn,
yM dhmund. Tbe

oaMieiBdntHl by tbe imaanaeMlf of Car>
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t& entrwer,

and pcMtratbur BOO toBn faMetlie land; which, altbMgb it ia rwWy laM dMvn in the D«cb chart* of
tte I7th erntnry, waa Cr« eanplMaly eniarwl by
Oipiabi Flinden
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there are several lea
on
Kins George'* Sounil Tort Philip, wul Wcstcrn-port,
at the second of which a Dritish settlement xms atis
tempted in ISOt. On llie cast coast, Bi
iit
the moat important, from the flouri^hini; e~t
connected with it ; and two other iiileu of a ditierent
deacriptioa on the south coaat merit notice, fron: being
aoppoaed the entrance to some great ri\-fr dividing
New Holland asmider. One of the^e, CHlled Bonaparte's Gulf by the French, and Speiicer's Gulf by
the English, 48 mile« wide at the mouth, penetrate*
the land 185 miles, terminating in a point exactly opThe
poalte to the bottom of the Gulf of Carpentaria.
other, separated flvm it by York'x PniinsuUi, of which

the south coaat, as
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tbe otrcrae point
wnillfr rtimwiriiin
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lies in I.s6° S'i*
i

Vmi

Longitude,
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of

Thetideflowk40milesupHawkes.

Broken Bar, near Port Jacknavinhle by the wgeat resaels, and

•filing into
I

is

It ia
still tartiirr l.y those rawing nine ftet water.
the moat important river hitherto seen in New Holland ;
and tma the Hooding* ahore, sooetimes overflows those
paru of tbe banks 40 or 60 fcet above iu ordmary
King
ierd, theteby committing great devaatatioo.
Vranmi'* Mrer, on the wcat eoaat, is now conjectured
to be Htde more than a creek, whoae narrow entrance
ia

ofaahractcd by rocka.
Nothing can- l>e more rapnUre than the bleak and

dreary appearance of thooaanda of miles occupied by
tbe ahoraa of New Holland. Tbe earth is |wirched,
anmlcd, and animal lifb aaeaae incapable of
nppartad. ft«n tbe unirarad aoarci^ of aubaisu
Ita low, niftifni and starfle aipact n mdi, that
many cenerir* the whole haa only bean raoently i«>
Nor is it so with the continentclaimed tram tbe sea.
al part of New HolUnd akme; for. amkl«t the nume>
voM iskmds on the south, " mKfaing smiles tn thr ima>
re
ginatkn ; the soil ia naked tbe baareiM l>
>«1
and doDdles*: the wave* agflatad. but \>s
galea.
Man teams to have fled these ungratrtui rp>
glens ; and the navigator, trrrifled by dangers incaasandy ranewvd, turn* aaide hia waaiy eyes from the
mtserable •horea.'* Vet, admitting that tne exterior ia
of Utrr ori|;in, we m<i<( rrflect on the vatt extent of
where lofty moantains,
the interiur yet unki>own
wide rivers, tnd ihiik fmcsts, may all be Orouent
gmicr pardon ia unexplored than equal to tne cotmo
and pdnibly ita
of th« fangMl river in the world
ittimmm mmj be reerirtd in lakes, disilniiwl b> tub*
terr aneoua cbanitcU, or absofbed in andy oeaartt. We
ara aware, indeed, that, in the warmer Huaates, iaUitds,
which are tbe work of as inconsidanable insect, arise
in tbe aoaa ; that iher become a retting phee for bbtb
«la«W|i
hian
fcrtilliaiiou follow ; the seeds of
f-r deddooos parts
pinta are eonveyad thither,
i new loiL
Neiof VMMbles are not slow in
;

;

A

;

M
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tlMT n it i mprobable that vo)c.iii<r truptiooa may form
Still
for future a
i uo*.
a nudeoa or tulntrtu
these *ec»a*loM an so gradual, that many agea would
be len uired fltr tbe fbrmataun of so great a country a«
New HolIamL Baaidca, tbe appearanoe of the eoeat
cannot be rigoreoaly applied to Vbt interior; and tboae
miaenb supposed to enter the oonatitotioa «f primitiw
u ntams, are discovered hei*.
are not enabled to give any ipedfie account of the Miaaabgy.
mineralogy of tfai* oountry. Wilson's Pramontory consists of gfwiite ; there are several small islands, some of
which are granitic, and some volcanic ; and coal is dia>
covered ncer the sorface. Colonrad ptedoot atone* are
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not

know whether

Aaimals.

precise quality has been ascer-

tained.

In so

Botany.

tlieir

the country

yet explored, the vegetable creation is diffused more rarely than under corresponding latitudes, and fewer products are convertible
to the use of mankind.
It is disclosed only in scanty
patches, where the soil has underjfone amelioration ;
and there it appears in all possible variety, from
the coarsest grass creeping on the ground to forests
It
consisting of trees of immense girth and altitude.
is said of the eastern parts, that " all the plants of this
country are evergreens, and numbers of them are to
be seen covered with blossoms at all seasons of the
year.'' M. Leschenault remarks, " that in the districts
hitherto visited, and especially the western coast, there
have never been found in great masses, either the majesty of the virgin forests of the New World, the variety
and elegance of those of Asia, or the delicacy and
freshness of the woods in the temperate countries of
Europe. Vegetation is in general dark and sombre;
it resembles the shade of our evergreens or copses.
Fruits are for tlie most part ligneous ; the leaves of almost all the plants are linear, lanceolated, small, coriaceous, and spiny.
This peculiar texture springs from
the aridity of soil and climate; and it is doubtless owing to the same causes that cryptogamous plants are
so rare." Most of the plants of New Holland constitute new genera, and those belonging to genera already established are almost as many new species. Their
numbers and variety are amply described in the works
of M. Labillardiere and Mr Robert Brown, to which we
shall refer for ^illustrations. A plant approaching the qualities of |J,cofree has been found, two species of tobacco,
and a kind of indigo. Odoriferous gum exudes copiously from a tree abundantly disseminated, which is
used for difierent purposes by the natives, and has
gained some credit among the settlers for curing dysenteiy.
Wood of beautiful colours, fit for the finest
cabinet work and inlaying, is common ; and other kinds
have been employed in building vessels. But amidst
the great diversity of plants, only some small berries, a
few roots, and leaves, have yet been found which are
suitable food.
The climate of New Holland is particularly noxious to European fruits, as most of those introduced have speedily perished.
Grain, however,
succeeds admiiably, producing a certain and luxuriant
harvest, though the soil for the most part is soon exhausted, and some of what was once brought under
culture is now completely abandoned.
field equally new is presented in the animal
world, where an infinity of beings are beheld on this
continent, its shores, and islands, that never were seen
before.
Mollusca are so numerous, that, on one of the
latter, the French voyagers collected 180 species.
Great shoals of whales and dolphins fill the seas, but
in many parts they are rare.
The phocse are so multifar as

is

A

plied, that profitable fisheries have been instituted for
their skins and oil, though it is so indiscriminately fol-

lowed in destroying the young as to threaten the extirpation of the genera. Among birds, the black swan,
cassowary or emu, mountain eagle, and menura, are
the most remarkable.
The first, which is black as jet,
except two or three white feathers of the wings, covers
the lakes and rivers in flocks during the greater part
of the year. The emu is seen both on the continent and the islands; and there is sometimes found an
enormous nest, two or three feet in diameter, belonging
to an unknown bird, perhaps of the flamingo kind.
Quadrupeds are exceedingly rare, both in species and

numbers, compared with the extent of the country.
Besides the dog, which is akin to the shepherds' dog of
Europe, and never barks, it is supposed that another carnivorous animal of somewhat larger size approaches the
coast, which has not been seen. The members of the last
French expedition having prepared to pass a night on
Edel's land, inform us, that " suddenly a terrible roaring
it resembled the bellowing of an
froze us with terror
ox, but was much louder, and seemed to come from the
neighbouring reeds." Most probably this was an alligator, both from the sound and situation.
The greater
proportion of the quadrupeds of New Holland, though
absolutely new and unknown in other parts of the
world, belong to the opossum tribes.
Those attracting most attention are the kangaroo of various species
the wombat, and a singularly formed creature, the paradox or duck-billed ant-eater. The first is hunted
for the sake of its flesh
the second has been domesticated by the settlers ; the third, an amphibious animal,
is now found more abundant in the late excursions
which have advanced furthest into the interior. Perhaps we should add to the brute creation those introduced into New Holland since the year 1788.
Three cows and a bull having strayed into the forests,
propag.ited there, and many thousands of wild cattle are
seen in great herds, which it is dangerous to approach.
Sheep and swine have succeeded well, but the country proves unfavourable to goats.
So little of New
Holland has 3-et been explored, as to admit a strong
presumption of many interesting accessions to zoology
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what it has already received.
striking peculiarities are beheld in that Inhabitants
portion of the human race who inhabit these regions.
In stature, the New Hollander is of the middle size ;
with a large misshapen head, slender extremities, and
The colour of
the belly projecting as if tumefied.
the skin is reddish at birth, and then deepens almost
to African blackness ; but this is not uniformly so,
and some are only of the copper or Malay cast : the
hair is long and black, not woolly ; the nose flat, nosin addition to

The most

wide, and the mouth immoderately large, with
These, added to bushy eyebrows, and other
characteristics, give the natives a remarkable appearance
Dampier, who says " they are of a very un-

trils

thick lips.
:

pleasing aspect, having no one graceful feature in their
faces," seems inclined to doubt whether they should be
ranked with the human race ; and Mr Collins instances
" one man, who, but for the gift of speech, might very
well have passed for an oran-outang : he was remarkably hairy ; his arms appeared of an uncommon length :
in his gait he was not perfectly upright, and in his
whole manner seemed to have more of the brute and
less of the human species about him than any of his
countrymen." Yet the physiognomy of the New Hollanders is not disagreeable ; nay, it is said, that the delicacy which is to be found among white people, may
be traced on the sable cheeks of their females. Sustenance being so scanty, and clothing never employed,
a decided effect is seen in the want of physical strength,
and the consequences of perpetual exposure. In their
persons all are filthy ; the regular ablutions of many
eastern nations are not performed, and the disgust
of strangers is heightened by the custom of both sexes
rubbing fish oil into their skins as a protection against
the legions of insects swarming around them. Tattooing, so general in the South Seas, is not practised by
the New Hollanders ; but they have a mode of raising
tubercles on the skin, and both sexes ornament themThe
selves with scars on the breast, back, and anus.

HOLLAND,
abling ttie feet of animalt,
being nwd* bj the dura edge of • shell, and kept
""
•^-"
open, the ikin form a urge aeam in healing which
Tnh-Wt-n'i is verr ilirtnTgiitfh***'* in youth, but i« ahnost totally
efiaced by age. Men have the septum of the no«e perforated to reccire a bone, and are subjected to the ezUactionof soase of the iixiBt teeth when the^ attain the
MB ef paberty ; and the wooicn are dennved of the
Sat t«« joinu ct the little Saner of the left hand.
Their permial omemsnU are not BamcRtus, eooeisting
of the teeth of beasts or mankind glned to their hair,
and certain tribe* difeather*, and the tail of the dog
i^de their hair into paroda, matted together with giun
inlopwtiaBslikc tbethraauof a moil. Themenako
omamait theBselrca previous lo a dance or combat,
with bread Mibcs af white paint, used entirely acct>rd.
inc to taste, wtthont any definite fathion. " NMne," Mr
Cdlinaobstfves, " whan drewrated in their best manntr, leaked padectly horrible: nadm^ eaoU appear
mora terrible than • black and diimal fiMe, with a large
white drde drawn round each ejre."
All arc absoliitclj naked : Some of both sexes wear
the akin of the kangaroo around their shonlden as a
rleffapea ffiotit the weaUkcr, but Car no otiier nnrpose.
A ftw of toe men alM mo with a cMle about tae loins,
but the natwal aiaae of the whofa it aheeiule nmHtr,
and akay wiUi it. oeiiiM
Niiiilhalaw, riolelioas of
any senae ti shame
tjtjr wem inteitaiy more iinruaimim than where a fisfl
propartioa of clothing is used Their habitations are
of the meat niisrrahli doacriplion, the beat being
very kmg pMoas of barm bent
ancn a mannee,
the ends stack into the ground, as to wasmbli iIm
roof of a bum. Msby have no other aballer thai rsdut
or trcM. or eron hoMS in the earth. TiM subaslsiioe
of thoM hithnto savi on the Utant, m thlktj lah:
they also leed oa a kind of lanra, or wana, lorfciqg u»>
der the bark of trees, which is siiisniiilj divnstnig to
the view, hat t i p d> id a mat dalieacy ; aao tiary ao*
daavour to msuati wild aakaak. Captata FHndew
found a mee at Kmg Ceorga^a Soand. who eaeoMd to
live more br huiitiBg thaD lihiiig ; sad tho* are ii».
rtha woada aaitb«wast af Betaay Bay, who
a parte of the
toot aad nts braised to.
^***
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are hare ia the krwast
:

unknown, aD the
in the

Tha,

Mimei
I

masM

af
oTborfc

KlMa» or ffw#il
althebetlam
of the Gulf of Cefpentaria. the laigaat of all. are thir.
tcaa Ceet sad a half laag. by two aori a half htuad.
But man* of the trftee seam qaite uaaaqaahMed with
thaak Same tribm have also scoop iMts aad eamsMa
ortaferi rfii ng ; oae of the latter ao lamdaaMtMt
lo^ awl thyae hwad, ransiitimi af hsger w ish m sad
*«najfir twme thaa aay Baglisb twiae, WM
at C Ssi huats ba^ an the east ccMt.
Their
woodea laaesa, woodca ewon
One ef their firiang implaMBis is a fbur-poiatad
In reganl to social
:
all we caa
fiunilic*. the oldcat
riority over those
There i« no arknowl
law*, cteept those of
is

bv this means that even their marriages are accom>
plished.
Instead of the courtship, suit, and persuasion

none

ii

iii,

prwaliL there
that'they arv divided kilo
of which daaas a supe>
hiw.
of chieft; nor are anv
it
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in other countries, the object of aesire, eenerally of another tribe, is felled to the earth with a >l»nner»
club, in some rtrnote situation, and dragged in a state ""'""W"*-

of insensibility to the ilwelbng, if such it may be called,
of the hnslMind. She becomes his wife, and frequently
remains attached to him ever after. Sometimes, however, a more favoured lover i:i found, for whom the
husband ia deserted ; and many of the men do not con*
fine themselves to a single wife.
Their offspring is
named after some visible object, a quadruped, a bird,
the earliest infaiic}- subor a fish ; and female* are
jccted to that mutilation of the little finger above referred to.
Women are held in great subservience.
They are the victim* of all the barbarity which the superior power of savages can inflict, as is too incontestibly proved by the innumerable scars by which their
bodies arc covered. The New Hollanders either bum
or bar>- thrir dead ; and in general if a mother dies,
while suckling her infant, it is burie<l alive in the tame
grave. They are utter strangers to religion they have
no im^iges, nor can they be said to entertain apy idea
of a future state.
These people, however, are acquainted with tome
rcmakabw customs, of which the first and most contpictMuls is, depriving youths at the age of puberty of
an upper Aunt tooth.
Many ceremonies precede the
operation, which are conceived to bestow tne more valudbla ptepw ty of certain bruten upon them, and the
opn ati on entitles them to the privileges of men, with
whom they are now enrolled. They equip theotaelvet
with long tails hi imitation of kangaroos ; crawl on

m

:

their hanoa and fret, and scrape up tlie earth like dogs ;
aad remain notioalea the whole night before the operation. After some preparation by the incision of the gum,
the tooth is itraek oat by main force, but with conadar>

The otiject of this custom it altOMther
haa been supposed a tribute whidi one
tribeeooM exact of another but there u not tuflicimt
evitlenoe that this i« the case. The custom is, however,
widely , though not universally, diffused. Daropieraffimt
of those en the north-west coast, that " the two fore teeth
of their upper jaw are wanting in all nf thrm, men
woaeen, okl and young." Captn
r* saw
iatHeMaals at the south- wert rstrem.
ijd preall their teeth.
However, around the tcttleat Port Jackson, there are no ncrptions.
Here
it ia the right finoottoeth w!
-racted.
On the
aerth eoaat, it is the left; an
(lulf of Cari>entaria the men eeen by Captain Fiindera lud lost both.
We do not know whether tne loss of atembert be deemed tlibatary aaMiig any notion where it it prsctisad
bat it has been LiMy asserted, that, mi tTu tleatli of
the chief of the island of Owhyhee, r.
Ae
matt extract a tooth. Thccau^ofn
.ittla filler of the women, according to
.is to
avoid an eiiibariamiiiint which would i:
.» ;:jc fiab>
able dexterity.
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Another verr extraordinary cuttom it the exact measure of retalietMn observed fur injuries.
Thry have no
Uwt: but bUiod must slwsyt be fol!
bliNid.
If chiltirm when at play receive a f k
rrtum
*
^- '' i.
it by tine of equal
wmini. d. the
aggiiettw itoomprl
totlic tlir<><>ing
of the SuAtc^S spear, or timi <•!
,i|; siiil 't a
man of one tribo tlMoUl Ite iit>
bc^trti by
tbaea of aaothv, MMtindividaal at tae latter imnt tot-
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Yet there are many treacherous and midnight murders, and as savages sleep ex""^ tremely sound, this is the moment selected for venklanncrs
geaiicc.
It rathcrs appears also, that the death of eve(ndcustoms. ry individual, natural, accidental, or intentional, must
be followed by shedding some person's blood. The disposition of the New Hollanders, as described by one
who should know them well, is revengeful, jealous,
courageous, and cunning. " The inhabitant of Port
.Jackson is seldom seen, even in the populous town of
Sidney, without his spear, his throwing stick, er his
club.
His spear is his defence against enemies ; it is
the weapon he uses to punish aggression, and revenge
insult.
It is even the instrument with which he corrects his wife in the last extreme ; for, in their passion,
or perhaps oftener in a fit of jealousy, they scruple not
to mflict death.
It is the play-thing of children, and
in the hands of persons of all ages.
It is easy to perceive what effects this must have upon their minds.
They become familiarized to wounds, blood, and death,
and are repeatedly involved in skirmishes and dangers.
The native fears not death in his own person, and is
consequently careless of inflicting it on others " Nevertheless, it does not appear that the savages of New
Holland are animated by the same treacherous ferocity
They are not
as many of the neighbouring islanders.
cannibals : Strangers on the east coast, though surprisOn
ed when asleep, have escaped with impunity.
the north coast they are more ferocious ; but the sanguinary disposition of their European visitors may have
sometimes excited the desire of revenge.
The New Hollanders consist of tribes inhabiting
different districts ; but contrary to what is known
among all savages still less barbarous, the right of
individuals to territorial possessions, which are transmitted by inheritance, is apparently recognized.
The whole of this vast country seems inhabited
only by a single race of people, intimately resembling
each other in person, appearance, and manners, and
who have not undergone the slightest change since
Dampier's visit in the year 1688. In every different
part that Eui'opeans have landed, however, a different
dialect is spoken ; and these general conclusions are
deduced from a number of instances comparatively
small.
Few natives consent to hold intercourse with
strangers. Captain Flinders circumnavisated the whole
coast of New Holland without having beheld a single
woman from the time of leaving Port Jackson until
his return.
It has been conjectured, on very slight
probabilities, that New Holland has been peopled from
Papua. The natives of Botany Bay call themselves
Gal, distinguishing their tribe or family by prefixing
the name of the place which they inhabit.
There is a
tribe in Abyssinia designed Galla; the Highlanders of
Scotland are denominated Gael ; therefore, without in.
vestigating the source of affinities in name among people so remote from one another, we shall simply suggest, that Gal, Gael, or Galla may signify nothing
more than people. The present race presents a mortifying picture of mankind sunk in the lowest state of
degradation, and, were we to judge hastily, we should
say, they are incapable of civilization.
The South
Sea islanders have made wonderful progress in the
arts and civilization, from the transient visits of Europeans.
The natives of New Holland, who have
witnessed the cultivation of the earth, the erection of
houses, and the fabrication of apparel, for nearly thirty
years imiaterruptedly, still go UAked, seek a precarious
Holland,

^'*'

(lergo a similar punishment.
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subsistence, and shelter themselves under rocks, or in
Exceptions may be found, but
caves, from the stomi.
they are only of a few individuals nor is any change
ever to be expected, but in selecting otliers in the ear;

liest

childhood

;

for so deeply rooted

is

their attach-

ment to savage life, that a native carried to I'ngland,
and supplied with every comfort, soon after his return
stripped himself naked, and sought for greater enjoyhis barbarous countr3'men.
See Aus-

ments among
TiiAr.AsiA,

BoTANV Bav, and Diemen's Island,

HOLSTEIN
HOLYHEAD,

See Dk.vmark,

(c)

vol. vii. p. fii*.

and market-town of
on a small island, on the
north-west side of die island of Anglesey, and denominated in British Caer Ci/hi, or the fortified place of
Cybi.
The town consists of one principal street, with
detached buildings. The collegiate, now the parochial
church, is a handsome embattled cruciform structure,
consisting of a chancel, nave, aisles, and transept, with
a square tower, which supports a low flat spire. It appears to have been built about the time of Edward III.
An assembly-room and baths, and a large new inn and
hotel, have lately been opened.
There is also here a
free-school, estabhshed in 17.57This place seems to
have been once in the possession of the Romans. On the
summit of the mountain called Pen Caer Cybi, standsf
a circular building, (called Caer twr.) 60 feet in diameter, supposed by Pennant to have been a watchtower.
A long dry wall, 10 feet high, in many places
faced and quite entire, runs along the side of the mountain.
The precincts of the church-yard seem also to
be ancient. Three of the sides of the parallelogram
consist of massy walls, 7 feet high and 6' feet thick ;
the fourth is open to the harbour.
At each angle is a
circular bastion tower, and round the walls are two
rows of round openings or oeillets, four inches in diameter, having the inside smoothly plastered.
As the island on whicli the town stands is the point
of land nearest to Dublin, regular packets are stationed
here for the accommodation of travellers passing between England aiid Ireland. The distance between
Holyhead and Dublin is 20 leagues, a voyage which is
generally performed iu 12 hours, though sometimes in
six.
In stormy weather the packets have sometimes
been two or three days at sea. Six packets are in the
One goes out
constant employment of the Post-office.
every day except Thursday, and returns next morning.
These packets are well constructed and well manned,
so that serious accidents very seldom happen.
The harbour of Holyhead is formed by the cliffs under the church-yard, and a small island called Inys
Cybi, on which there is a light. This harbour has been
A pier has been built on the
lately much improved.
eastern side of it to enable vessels to ride at anchor in
four fathoms of water. In connection with this improvement, a new road has been made quite acress the country from Cadnant island, near Bangor ferry, to the harA new light-house
bour, which saves seven miles.
has also been erected on a small island, or rather projecting rock, to the w/sst of the head called the South
Stack.
The light, which is a revolving one, is about
200 feet above the level of the sea. In order to see
tlie lighthouse, persons are wafted over by ropes in
The promontory, called the Head,
a kind of basket.
is a huge mass of rocks excavated by the sea into the most magnificent caves, one of which, called the
North Wales.

is

a sea-port

It is situated

1

It is accessible
Parliament-house, is peculiarly fine.
only by boats at half ebb tide, and exhibits grand re-
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wpported

magniThe promontory consisu of
fidcnt piUan of rock.
IoAt cun esmvated into Ur^e cmvems, which afford
•belter to awarms of birtl*, auch a« pigcoiu, ^Ils, raaor
billa. ravana. xuillemotat oonnoranta, and herana.
The
As
fte ngiina falooa ia found on the loftiest cra^a.
the ca|a tiwmmy of the above mcntioocd binb are cooaa det ieioiM food, and are thcreTore in high re<
of the people of the country cam their
thape*,

bjr

|r

in the daQgCTCiaa nccupatiop of oollectin|>
the^gpa. InordcetoaeoMnpCah their purpoae, a atrong
atake la driven into the miand at a little diitancr from
the edge of the dil*. anaa rope is tieil to it of raSdent
length to reach the lowot neata. The adrentiurcr tica
the rope aboat hie nuddle. and, with the coil on hia
ana, he aeiaea it with bath banda, and gradoaliy deBfidi the diff, plaoag hia fret ^aiaat ila Mtae,
When he rcMJiBhiftiiHi hia handa with great caution.
ca the Bcal, he helda bjr the right haod, and with hia
left aeisn the wga, and plaoea them in a baakct slung
OTcr 1^ ^M^
The ialand on which Holjrhaad atmla ta called Holy
lakad. and reeetved thia naaae ftom the namber of
p iaai peraona who were bvried Man it It coositfa
chiciy of bare rock* and aterileaaada. In the southern
pnt of it. near Ftmr Mik Bridge, ia a qwvry of aarw
or BMfble, witaimng a
aaaianlhM.
which dtvidaa thia iriawi A«a the fwt
The
of Ai
ia narrow, and
fredad at
rish road paaaai
m hrid(e adied Ebjrd j iW.
The fullawing ia the population af the
ia
181 1 :

nd

,

men

nbe

"A

lelcmn, hug«, and dark

Pbcnl on Um nutgio of

^

Melaa,.

...

.

Tlie remains of the priory and offices stand on the south
side of the monastery, the inside of the walls being
built of whinstone, obtained from the rook, which forma
a high natural pier on the south side of the i»lniid.
The parish church, situated to the wVst or the monas*
tery, is a plain but apadotis Gothic edifice.
I'he pe>
deMal of
Cutbbert's cross, once highly eateeuied, is

M

now

Pehing Stone
Holy Island is aeceiiible at low water by all kinds
iTang<T in
of carriagea, though there is cons''
rrnaiiBg the sands without a guide.
I. which
ia a contin ued plain, is nine miles 111 circuuilt-mice,
aad oantainsMMriy lOSO acres, about one half of which
called the

aand banluk On the nortlweast side of the isUnd is
a tongueof land about a mile long, aiul in several plaoea
not moc« than 60 yards wide. Tlie tide may be hare
seen ebbing on the eaat, and flowing on the wcat.
Thoagh the coil is rich, yet, before tiie rnclosure of
theemftmon in i7iH, only 40 acrea were in tillage.
It
-'lerrnt ot'the whole island was tSiO, and
ill
<^6.
The town lies on the west side of the
ialand.
it appears to have been once much Isr^^tT, from
thenaoMa and ruins of the streets. It i> i>riiiil|>a]ly
IB

•

iahabitad bjr-Aahermen.
The harbour, ^
nail,
baftim the town and the castle, aiul
mled
byabittary. The caatla stands on sluHy »l>insiimerock
oa the ioiilh laal part of the ialand, about (>o teit high.
aad
only in a narrow winding pans. It is
generally gmiiauned by a drtaclimrnt nrini.ili.u
liaa

i
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HOl.i .^i^.Np, iaan is lan d l il a al fi ahaot twewilaa
from the coast of N'orthaabahHl. bat bdkHing,
ht all civil msUart. to the aNRMy of Dnrhani :
(Sa«
J)t/an»«. roL viii. p. 801. ooL 2.) It is sitiMtcd eppo>
aite to the month 0/ the bfvak Lindia. fnm whidi it
racrireJ the naaie of Liadfatena.
Bv the Brilana it
waa called /aa Mtdkmu. and bjr the EamlUk Holy
laiiJ. fcaaa being th« leaiJiw ii mnS^ci the tL
of the Celtic tkanh,
dao ftani hwaw been
Iherpiaeapal ««t of the sea of Dmk$n dM&« the
mtty agm
Chrittimthj in Britain. ThedMidlaf
•ha aMnaalery ia ia raiaa.
Ita aatth and aaalk walla
ana rtaadiag, thaogh they decline gtaatly ftnai
the penandkalar. The caat wall ia fidlni. but grant
part of the wrtt atiO laaiini. 1'he ardbca an in
gcnnal atrictly Saaan. and tha piUara on which ihey
rr* are short. Mronir. and eMMjr. The poiatad windows indicate that the bwlding baa bean
at a
mOm mA prried. The Icncth of the body af tha
cbarA ia ee fret : iu breadth 18 faal,
SS feat inda^ttfc the two aislaa. Mr Sdby. the proprietor of
OieialafMl, has lately rapaiml the weakcal part of the
walla. ThertoneaaaMarrcd with fire, and are wasted
way aa aa to rrenaMa a bonrvcsnih.

id

a

«

m^ad

m

ad

vaL.

u. rsKT

I.

nd-

Aaeooft, and Tiiiiilmaalh
Hd^ Island was aaada a biahop'a tee bv K-- '>..
wald
In 6M. thcdMiroh was enlsr.
6S5.
waa oiUy OMiie of timber aad thatched ; ami, mi wj^,
Eadberct, who was bishop for 10 yean, covrrrd the
roof and walU with ahccta of lead. The Danes landed
on the ialand in 799. and a second time in S'5, when
B iihrin Eardulph, along with the iahabitanta of tbis
ialantC took up the body of .St CatUMtt, aad left tha
ialand with aD their reixa and aacrad utenails.
AAer
yean^ ihajr at last settled in
• pi%tiwag i af

496

aOtii

Am

IsU'

and eonUtaa tha ch-^

701

Total population.
•

Holywdl.

shire,

J0*g

•

laUiui.

559

Fem alra,

9m P^ —

Holy
pile,

Mabmiov.

The panab of Holy
Na. of iofaaUlad henaaa,
NoL
frniliee,
Da CBplc^rJ in trmAr aixl tnanufacture*,

nd

the itie."

1.^..^,

Lv.Mid(,

m

«««

tathantuntsin 1811. there were

Na^b if af mhabitad
Do. cnploMd

I^

tiada

fai

hoosee

ia igrfcaltara

and aaaalMtBrrs

Totd pepafatiaa

in

Holy

159

....

67
«7

675

Sea Seolt^ Manama, eaalo ii wbidi eonUins a fine
poeticd l m cnptiua of Holy IsUnd ; tb<
nf
Frnglamdrntd frelw.ToLuL p. 288 ; and Ii
...... n's
Ilutory of Durham.
HO'I.VWELL. or TacrrTimnic, ia a town of North
Walra, in Fbiitahirr, which derives it* name from a remarkably fine spring, which n'..-. 3f the bottom of the
hill just below the town.
1
pleasantly situa*
ted on the slope of a hill, aUK.i,i...,K m lead ore. which
riaea beautifully above the town.
The place is fkHirish.
ing and wcjl built, and c^staU of one kmg street.
i

f

H O L
HolyweU.

^—-V*—

wliich

is

crossed

by another near

its

centre of equal

SeeT/ieBeauiiesof England and Wales, \o).x\ii.'p. 708,
&c.

cooclness.

Thechurch was built in the year 1769. It is a plain
neat building, with a square tower at the west end ;
but though It is furnished with a bell, yet, from its situation below the town, its sound is so inaudible, that
it has been found necessary to summon the congregation by a person, who suspends a pretty large one from
his neck by a leathern strap, and fixes a cushion upon
This moveable spire walks along eliciting
his knee.
Bounds from the bell, whenever the cushioned knee
strikes the instrument. There are other three places of
worship

H O M
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in

the town, two for

Roman

Catholics,

fer Protestant dissenters.
The spring called St Winifred's well

is

and one

reckoned one

It was found by one exof the finest in the kingdom.
periment to discharge tvoenly-one Ions in a minute, and
by another 84 hogsheads. In the course of nearly two
miles from the source of the spring to its junction with
the Chester Channel, its water tlrives one corn mill, four
cotton manufactories, built in 1777, 1785, 1787, and
1790, a copper smelting-house, a brass-house, a foundry, a large copper smithy, a wire mill, a calamine
calcinary, &c. The water boils up with great force into
a well of a polygonal shape, covered by a colonnaded
cupola, having its groined roof loaded with ornaments,
It IS supposed, but without much reason, to ha(ve been
built by the Countess of Derby, mother of Henry VII,
Near the well is a chapel in the pointed style, which
seems to have been built before the time of Richard
This building belongs to Mr Leo of Llanerch,
III.
and has recently been converted into a charity school,
precipitous hill above the church was the scite of a
fortress belonging to Ranulph the third Earl of Chester,
No traces of the building, however, are now to be seen,
The great mining concern, called the Holywell Level, began in 1774, and till lately was an unprofitThe level is carried horizontally for
able concern.
the length of a mile into the hill, and serves both as a
drain to the work, and as a canal for the delivery of the
Numerous vertical shaAs have been cut from this
ore.
horizontal archway, some of them in pursuit of the
mineral veins, and others for the purpose of ventilating
the mines. The products obtained from the hill are,
1. Limestone; 2. Chertz or petrosilex, which is ground
for the use of the potteries ; 3. Lead ore of two kinds,
via. cubic or dice ore, employed in glazing earthen
ware, and white or steel-grained ore, containing some
silver; 4. Calamine, or ore of zinc; 5. Blende, another
ore of zinc, called Black Jack by the miners. The
lead ore sometimes brings from thirteen to fifteen pounds
per ton, and at other times not more than seven or
eight pounds.
An account of the copper and brass manufactures
of Holywell has already been given in our article
FuNTSHiRB, vol. ix. p. 371. to which the reader is re-

A

ferred.

The following is the population abstract of the town
of Holywell for 1811:
No. of inhabited houses,
1S13
No. of families,
154I
Families employed in trade and manufactures, 752
Do. in agriculture,
II7
Males,
Females,

•

2925
3469

—
Total population,

6394

HOMANN, John Baptist, an eminent German
geographer and mechanic, and a very excellent eno;raver of maps, was born at Kamlach, a village of Suabia.
on the 20th of March, 1663. His parents, wlio were
Catholics, intended that he should embrace the monastic life ; but having repaired at an early age to Nuremberg, he became a convert to the tenets of Lutheranism,
and devoted himself to the art of engraving, particularly that of maps, which he executed with a degree of
His
correctness and elegance then very uncommon.
first performances of this kind gained him so great a reputation, that he was summoned to Leipsic, where he
was employed in engraving the maps to Cellarius' Orbh Antiquas. On his return to Nuremberg, he under,
took to execute the maps to Scherer's Alias Novus,
which was published at Augsburg in 1710. In tlie
year 170a, he established at Nuremberg a manufactory
of maps, from which there issued successively, speci.
mens to the number of two hundred. In 1719, hepublished an yii/a« meMorf/cu*, for young persons, in eighteen
sheets. Under the direction, and with the assistance of
another able geographer, Doppelmayer, he also undertook the execution of an astronomical atlas, which appeared, after his death, along with Doppelmayer's Elements of Astronomy, in 174''2. Besides maps, he likewise constructed small armillary spheres and pocket
globes, and a very curious and ingeniously contrived
geographical time-piece.

The scientific and mechanical talents of Homann
were deservedly held in high estimation and his merit
was not suffered to languish unrewarded. He was patronised by the Emperor Charles VI. who appointed
him his Majesty's geographer; and also by Peter, the
The Royal Society of Berlin admitGreat, of Russia.
;

He died in the
ted him a member of their institution.
year 1724. The manufactory of maps, which he established at Nuremberg, subsists to this day, and is still
conducted under the auspices of his name.
Homann is chiefly known as an excellent engraver
of maps ; but he likewise possessed a great deal of geographical and astronomical knowledge ; and with an
active and enterprising spirit, he combined an invenand uncommon mechanical skill. (2)
William, an eminent chemist, was
born at Batavia, in tlie Island of Java, on the Sth of
January 1652. His father was a Saxon, who had entered into the Dutch service, and obtained the command

tive genius

HOMBERG,

of the arsenal of Batavia.

Having

left this

settlement,

and gone to Amsterdam, he sent his son to the principal universities in Germany and Italy, where he successively pursued the studies of law, anatomy, botany.
astronomy, and chemistry. He was admitted to the bar
at Magdeburg in 1674' ; but having become acquainted
with Otto Guericke of that city, the celebrated inventor
of the air pump, he devoted most of his time to the acquiHe now went to the university
sition of the sciences.
of Padua, where he studied medicine, anatomy, and botany. After visiting Rome and Bologna, where he discovered the method of making the Bologna stone luminous, he went through France to England, and laboured for some time with our celebrated countryman Mr
Boyle. Returning to Holland, he resumed his anatomical studies under De Graaf, and took out his mediHis passion for travelcal degree at Wirtemberg.
ling, however, prevented him from settling to the
After visiting Baldwin and
practice of medicine.

Homana,
Homberg.

HOM
ot hi* chemical wcnta
Kunkcl. and exthm^ag
he riaited
fotbcir BMCboda afprepwinc
lia. and Sweden.
tb» minM oT Saumj. Haagur,
He iMXt nturaMl through Holland to I^ria, where he
fbr tome time ; and when, at the deaire of
Ua (hther.'he was about to leave the aaetwpuBa, the
>,

m

the name
gieal Colbert made him tucfa hi^ offitr*
vt^tm King, that he was induced to Mttle in Paria.
H* embraced the Catholic religion in 1 689, and in the
IMum htg jcv he wa* dtainherited bjr hia father Tor
banttgrcnouBeed thefioth orhkaaeoten. In 1685
he again went to Rome, wfaeiv he nnctiaed medicine
fbr aome jrear* with great aveoeaa. On the 4tfa Pefamur 1699, he wa* admitted a luembar ti the Acaderaj
or Sdcscea, and wa* allowed the cnw ata nt uie of the
iabemoty of the Acndcmj. The Doke of Orlcena, af.
tetw afik Bcgcnt of France, erected a oiagnificrat U>
beraftflvy hi 170>, and pst it under the charge of Hamlowed
a peniion, and in I7<H appointed
ben. HeaUowedl
In 1708. he marned MadehMhiaif
Irat plqraician.
Doifart. the daaghtrr of an cnioeBt aedioal
r; but being Batnrally of a weok cmtk B thiu ,
tired onlj a few jrcaia, and wa* carried oCbj a dytuatmj, to which he had been hable, ea the S4th ScpHonbcfg waanot tfi«ancharof anjr*^
1715.
work ; but he pKbliahwl mo Ikmtr then lot meIb the Ttlww ef tlM A«dcaij ef

Um

>

the

tricfcjr.

See

hia Eloge
Hilt. p. M.

fai

'At

the

HOME. Hnar,

Lord Kamw,

AMimiffir

1715.

«m ef th«
mA «a

of the Cottage of Jeaike ia ScdlBid.
bora ia the year

Ifljgfi.

)

wick ; hia mother waa
of HiiiaalaM,

He waf«dBai>d

of

of

Ba^

Mr WiTMiiihea

hie

uiliilily

171*. he waa beaad by faJentaw to enend the
of a wrter 10 the dgaeC fa Edtahargh,
atap to VkmttBAaf
•a a _
_
^ upea the pro>
a wrftar or aoBcitar beiire die
draaaastaaer, hu w a im , anww itfa tnhla vieWt; aad he liiflaeil to
the aiaialiidud acoiuariun ef a.writer, aad

Um

ttm

aaalil^ hiaiiilf far
tmdJaut
aJaacf. With
net vtew. he tcaalwd to aapaly, bv aaaUaaae aniKca.
tioB, the dellMto ef Ua faaperfcct edacatian : aad to ae.

if fcglj faaaaad the atady of tto aadeM aad awwhile, aft the aaaie thac, he

dem kagaagaa;

•d to aeqaira a cuaipiieiit kaaviadg* of the
Hia etteatiea aaona to hava heea pailhidarly

(fiiaeced

toward* aiataahf lical hismhiAaw, fcrwhich, throaghoat the whole eaam ef bb tilK he ni laH iined ad*.
^^J^Jt

-

-

»^*

—^ —

la the rear IIT>«.
T>4,
bar,

graced with the trfMrta
faditUaela. «iie aftcrwarda roee to the fnt
fa their iiiulfaiiuii.
Ahheach hia

_

knowledf^ aad he piainaid, fa a hMk^if...,
an fa gti aai r iaien er ; Mr Home ww net
gifted with theee ddafag power* af oratory, which
to calcalated to faring a yoang pi attilleiiei rapidly
ftMa aallee.
Aceonfingty. it waa not tin after the
pMh&Mieii ef hia int work en the kw, diet he ba^
tmtom^wfwm^
-•—^^tih—afpractica. That

'—*'"*'—

enployawnt aa a counsel in rvrml im|>ortant
; and thcj contribotad greatly to csubluh the

of the author aa a orofoand and scientific
tfie pniod of their publication, accordingfv, Mr Home appears to have bern engaged in rooet
of ine eauaca of impoctanoe *h\ch iKTurTed in the
Jir dutira of a
Court of Seerion. While oocui
laborioa* profiMaioa. however, >><.
~>t neglect the
poraaita of Cterature and science, to which hr seem* to
aava been at all time* ardently devoted and a conaidatable BortSanofhia tine waa abo given to theeriWa
nMBta of aodety, in a n u m croua and reapertable cirHe
of
intanoe.
He lived in habtta of intimacy with
aamy of the first literary and philoaophical character*
of the age, and (Vvquently corresponded with them ori
the •ub}ect* connected with hb a vou ri te porsuit*.
In the year I7«l, Mr Hone married Mfai Agatha
DnBBnoad,aTonnger daagfater of Jenice Drammond*
Eeq. of Blair,
tto eoantr of Ferdi, a fadir pHiaewed
of an emcBent anderatanmng, ami an enlightened and
solid Jadgmcnt fa the uundact of lid-, with nurh Dwertneaa of temper, and g eutkiKaa of manners.
In the
eoorae of the larae year, he poblisbcd, in two vnlume*
folw. Tilt DicuumM of Iht Comrt of SeuH;»
Inun.
mUmlion to tht Prrtfiil Time, obrtdgrJ mi<:
4er proper Itradt, in the form o/"o uielionari^, a work
eigttat labour, and of tne higncet utility to the profe*ion of the law in
tar

lawvar.

From

;

ary

m

Mr Hoaw waa called to the Seattkh

wMa waa, at thaiI jperiod,

talent* of

work, which comi«ted of a folio rolame of the RtimarkaUe DteUiom of the Court of. Session, from tlie
year I"! 6 down to the period of it* publication, appeared in 17S8. Mr Home's manner of pleading wa*
He never attempted to speak to
peculiar to himself.
the peaatoo*, or to captirate hi* hearers by the grace* of
oratoiy ; but addreesed hinuelf *olely to the judgment
of his audience; emptying a strain of language only
a little elevated abore that of ordinary di*cour*e, which,
even br it* familiar tone and »tyle, fixed the attention
of the jud^, while it excited no suspicion of rhetorical
It would appear, however, that hi* ability lay
artilioe.
mere in the devitinp; of ingeniou* arguments to sup.
port hi* own aide of the qucatioa, a* an opening or
leading coonael, than in reply ; for which he aeein* to
have wanted that ready command of copiou* elocution, which is neceeaary for extemporanrou* di*cu*Mon.
There wa* one peculiarity attending hi* mode of rephring which i* worthv of notice. This consisted in a
nir conceaaicn aod abandonment of all the weaker
pointa of hi* caaae.
By yielding tbeae at once to his
antagoniat, be laccecded in creating a ftvourable impression of hi* own candour, and a perstiasion of the ttrength
of hi* cause ; while, at the same time, he fVustratcd all
attack on those weak parts, which might have given
matter of triumph to his opponents, and had a prrj'uli.
cial inflaancc oM the more MHid ground* of hi* plea. But
the ftatm* by which Mr Home waa principally distinpvirfwd aa a barrister, conaisted in the faculty which
, in a very eminent degree, of striking oat
l%fata OBOO the oMat abatrnae and intricate doeof the law, and of iab}ectin^ to the •crutiny of
thoM ntlce and auaimi which had btcwa «••
only flan long and inveterato oMge, having
iw aoUd fcaadetiuii fa any jaat or ratioaal principle.
In 17tt, he pa hWrfted a small mhmir niMcr the title
These subef giaiji aa intnl S
(he coarse of
facta had been *ug e st.
g
ij

Hi*

Kaokte, waa gaatlaMi of aa
family, theagh of aaall fhrtaaa, ia the eoanty

9»»

E.

—

Daring the rel
74 5- 6, the rrmnr nf j udidal
procedure, in the northern part of 1'
m, wa*
latry, and
mtcrmpted by the diaocdcrcd itate ot
i

Hrnrr.
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the Court of Session did not meet for a period of eleven
months. Mr Home employed that interval in various
researches connected with the history, laws, and ancient usages of his country, which he afterwards digested into a small treatise, and published in the year
1747, under the title of Essays upon several Subjects,
These essays, although
concermnjr British Antiquities.
they contain some curious and important deductions,
an<l exhibit a great deal of ingenious reasoning, are by
no means esteemed among the most valuable of the

works of their author.
We have already observed, that

Mr Home's mind

•was peculiarly turned to metaphysical speculations, for
which he found leisure even amidst the pressure of his

In the year 1751, he pubprofessional employment.
lished his Essays on the Principles of Morality and NaThis work, in which he endeavoured
tural Religion.
to place the great principles of morals on a firm and im-

mutable

basis,

unaccountably drew upon him, from

certain quarters, the reproach of scepticism and impiety ; and his opinions, particularly on the abstruse question of/rce will, were attacked with great asperity by

Some of these were of so intolerant a
nothing less could satisfy their zeal, than
tlie interference of ecclesiastical authority, to repress
opinions which they conceived to be contrary^ to the
canons of the established church, and subversive even
of the fundamental principles of religion. To his opponents, Mr Home made a formal reply, under the title of Objections against the Essays on Morality and NaThis controversy attracted
tural Rdigion examined.
the attention of the General Assembly of the Church of
Scotland j and a motion was made in the committee for
overtures, which was supposed to be indirectly levelled,
among others, against the author of the Essays. The
motion occasioned a very warm debate, but was finally
However, Mr Anderson, a clergyman, and
negatived.
one of the most zealous of Mr Home's antagonists, reHe gave in a
solved not to let the matter rest here.
petition and complaint to the presbytery of Edinburgh
against the printer and publisher of the Essays on the
Principles nf Morality and Natural Religion, requiring
that the presbytery should summon them to appear before them, and declare the name of the author of that
work, in order that he might be subjected to ecclesiastical censure. The persons complained against appeared
by their counsel, and gave in formal defences ; but Mr
Anderson died during the course of the proceedings.
The defendants, however, waving all objection to the
want of a prosecutor, consented that the court should
give judgment on the merits of the case; which, after
undergoing some discussion, terminated in the rejection
various writers.
spirit, that

ducted himself with a proper courtesy and respect ; listening to the arguments of the senior counsel, who
pleaded before him, with patient attention, and animating the diffidence of the younger barristers by kind
indulgence and urbanity of demeanour. In his character he occasionally disj)layed something of the hup
OTOurist ; and, even on the bench, he could not always
repress his constitutional vivacity, which sometimes
broke out in amusing sallies, when the subject of discussion led to a ludicrous train of thought, or when a
happy repartee was suggested by the wit of the counsel.

A society had been instituted in Edinburgh, in the
year 1731, for the advancement of medical knowledge,
the plan of which was afterwards extended, at the suggestion of the celebrated Maclaurin, to subjects of philosophy and literature. It was now known by the title of The Society for Improving Arts and Sciences, but
more generally by that of The Philosophical Society of
Edinburgh. At what period Mr Home first became a

member

uncertain; but he appears to have been
president about the beginning of the year
1769; and in the volume of the Transactions of tliat
learned body, published in 1771, there are tln^e ))aper»
of his writing, viz. On the Lams of Motion ; On the Advantages of Shallow Ploughing; and. On Evaporation.
They exhibit the same ingenuity which is conspicuous
in all his productions ; but the papers an physical subjects are not built on sound philosophical principles.
In the year 1 755, Lord Kames was appointed a member of the Board of Trustees for the Encouragement of
the Fisheries, Arts, and Manufactures of Scotland ; and,
about the same period, he was chosen one of the conv
missioners for the management of the forfeited estates
annexed to the crown, of which the rents were destined
to be applied to the improvement of the Highlands and
In the discharge of these importIslands of Scotland.
ant trusts, he was a zealous and faithful servant of the
He regularly attended the stated meetings of
public.
these boards, generally officiating as chairman, and taking a most active concern in all their proceedings. In
the midst of his professional and literary occupations»
he was at all times easy of access to the meanest individual who had any application to make ; and was
ready not only to advise, but even to assist the ignorant and needy suitor in bringing his claims fairly into
elected

is

its

view.
In 1757, he published The Statute Latv of Scotland
Abridged, rvith Historical Notes, and two years afterwards he gave to the world his Historical Law Tracts,
The latter work lias undereach in one volume 8vo.
gone several editions, and stands deservedly high in the
It is one of the few works
of the complaint.
estimation of the public.
In the month of February 1 752, Mr Home was ap- which unite law with philosophy, and the study of
pointed one of the Judges of the Court of Session, by hu'.nan nature ; and it has accordingly received tlie
His promotion gave general praise, not only of juridical autliors, but of the writers
the title of Lord Kames.
satisfaction to the country, as his abilities and knowon politics and morals, both of our own and of foreign
ledge of the laws, no less than his integrity and moral
In 1760, appeared his Principles of Equity,
countries.
virtues, hafl raised him high in the public esteem.
To in which he traces historically the origin of the courts
the discharge of his duties, as a Judge of the Supreme
of equity in each of the united kingdoms, and endeaCivil Court, he brought an acute understanding, an arvours to ascertain those general rules by which a court
dent feeling of justice, and a perfect acquaintance with of equity ought to be governed. The active mind of
the laws of his country ; which, amidst the variety of Lord Kames, hov.'ever, did not confine its efforts to
pxirsuits in which his comprehensive mind had been
those studies and researches which were more intimateengaged, had always received the principal share of his ly connected with his profession, but exerted its powers
His judgments, which were always formed in various pursuits of a generally interesting nature.
attention.
with deliberation, liad deservedly the greatest weight In the course of the education of his own chddren, he
with the Court, especially on all questions of recondite was led to the composition of an elementary work
jurisprudence. Towards the bar he uniformly con- suited to the minds of young persons, and calculated at
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nndertbuidinfr, and to cultivaU
iuat notiom of morality. ThU little work he published
1761, in a «roall volume under tlie title of InlrodiiC'
It i« divided into two
liom lo tie Art of Thitiki»g.
par" '*--- '''>naar oontaiiung a Mri« of moral and prude
>mt, and the latter a rej^lar illtutration of
tlKrf.- u,^:>.iit)» 1^ torie* taken eithct fraea real hittory,
er ficdtioiu narratiTca.
It appean from the letters of lome of Lord Kaine»'s
CPCicapoMicnta, that he had for leveral jean meditated
an tslMWhw vark oo the principles of criticism. This
diri(pi iMaAarwarda carried into execution bjr the publication of hk Klemeal* of Cri/UUm, which first appeared in the jear IT62, in three volumes Sro. In this elahofale work, it waa the obiect of the author to sub^ject
the imprasaiona mada on the mind bjr the productions
af the fine arta to the standard of rcaaon, by tbcwinit.
that what is generally called taste
by no means artwtrary, but dapentlt on certain }it incipfca or laws of the
hnaaan oonatitntion ; and that a
tatttt conaku in
the cwnaona nce of ear faelincs wito those laws.
From the period of the p^itlcation of the last
tioned work. Lord Kama* apoears to hare derotad himsrlf fir a few years exdMivdy to hk nmftsiionil occnpatioaa. On the I5th of Apnl 176S, be waaappointad
one of the Latds of Jasddaty, that ia, one of the Judges
of the 11411 IB I erimiaal trib—al in Scodand. Theduti« ef tmt stertka ba condoMd ta ilisrhaiiii to the
ami of hk Kfe, wMi «|im1 iKBjanca and ability. In
year ITOS, be iwahrad a very lar|» addition to hk
fawoae bv the succassiim to the crtata of Blair>Dram<
aaood, which drrolrtd on hk wife by the death of her
brother. The scsaona of raeatioo wera now spent at
BlairwDranrnMod, whei* ha befn to tnenta a variety

ooee t»
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their discussion.

In the year 1776, he published hk CaUlewutn Farmer; a work of great utihty at the period of ito publica>
tion, and which affords a singular specimen of the undimiuished vigpnr of bk mind at the advanced age of
eifgfaty.
Evan at tfak lato period of hu life, his coostitatton Mipaai aJ to have solercd nothing from the attacks of «Nd agt. There was jrti no seitsible decay of

A*

of afcricvltaral ImfNovamaBU oa an euanded scale,
whicb, wbfle thajr srt a grant example r«» the iautatiaa
of the w akbbo iirim liJholdtrs. iMTe proved of tbe
most solidasd puMiamm baneCt lo the proprietor and
hkbrira. AmaBf tbam plana of imptovemcnt was one
ofanatnrrso extraotdtnarr t- '- *)e i^ncraDy regard,
ad at fint aa cfairaarieal, bi
iltnnalcly sneorcd'
ail far berood the mosl mngume « icws of its eootrirer.
We sllade to the epemiaBa camnmiKwl and earned on
by hk lordship on the mom of tCincaidine; of whidi
we shall have o cc ton to take sasna notin in the arti>
thk'worfc. MTitb them anbatantial na.
ho cmnbjnad many pbaa of embaOkh.
by tboae grart Aalana of natnral

m

akMOSSb

Towafds tbe eml of tbe yaar 1785 Lord Kamm poU
Ikbod a amaO pannblat on the pragma ef tbe las ha*,
bmby ta StilmLti which tba principal ot>}ect was
to abev. tbe
aJW i K i of sneoarainng tbe cukarr of
•tt of tbe nativv growth of tbe ooantry. At the mmo
"
hk kedahin avaOfam bkrnelf of a moat rxtaMivo
witb tbe pi&eqial kodboldera in Scot,
mnd. with a laa^bb seal, to stamdaia
their excitiaoa
difWng a spjrit of tadnatiT
t>>^ cattgara aod dspaadnta, by tbe mtradadion
sacn spedm of domastiL nanalactores, snited to both
BOS. aa, witboat any conaidarable rraenee on the pvt
af the preorlftors, wooU amaCanto the candition. and
mohiply the oomfhrta, of tbe lower orders, and tbna
lay the aeNd foundttian of aa incrMsc of thrir own rew
vennea. Aipoim those patriotie plans of Mtiooal im.
urvveuM ut, in which I^ird Kancs.
a atCBBber of the
board of trustm for the encoun^gement of arts, took a
most active concern, was the great and aseful project
or a navigabk canal between tha rifcn Forth and

—

m

m
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Clyde, which was begun in 1768, and from which,
since its completion, the internal commerce of tbe
coumry has derivetl ttie most essential l>enefit.
In the year 1766, Lord Kames tiublished his RevtarkabU Decuiont of Ike Court q/'Seuton.j'rori 1730/0 1752.
The reports contained in this volume consist of 130
cases, comprehending tbe most important causes which
had occurml in the course of liis own practice while at
the bar.
For many years Lord Kames had been employed,
during his leisure hours, in collecting materials for a
History of ytoH. Tlie design of tliis great work, how>
ever, as at first conceived, was found to be too vast
and he aAerwards wisely determined to confine hu
plan within narrower limits. The work was at length
published in the year 177K under tlie t-'tle of Schetcke*
T^
Although
I of Man, in two volumes 4ta
ofi'
put
the form of separate essays or dissert**
tioos, it u iligestcd with a oonsidcrmblo d^ree of sys>
tematic reguurity, and k valuable not only from tha
great variety of important o(>jects which it embraces^
but on accoiuit of the genius and ability displayed in

and, what k still more extraordinahe ^ M sssi td theasrae flow of animal spiriu, the
saaw gawt^ and vivacity, and the saoM ardour in the
porsuit oc knowledge, for which he bad been distin-

hk mental powers ;
ry,

guistied in
'

hk

eariv years.

In 1777, he natdiahad

hk

Ebuidaliont retpeclhg the

CBai u s

aad SUUmU Ltm ^SeoUmmi, in one volume
Svo: and ta 1780, hk Sfiect Drcitiont cfthe Court
qf
Seuiam. ta otie volume folio. The Utter publication
contains S6« reports of the most important cases d4N:i.
ded by tlie court, between the yean I75S and 17G8,
and forma a sanptsoMnt to tba oaiaa rormariy pubbsbad
under tha titia of iZcmarAai^ Atsnoaa. The bat
worii of Lord Kaoms wm bk Laasr IlinU on Fduco'
lioa, pa bl khad at EdtaburgB
tbe year 1781. when
theaadiorwaa ia tbaSAbyovof bkage.
AhbaiMb aaaanatly by no mwaa of a robust (Vame
oTbodv, Lard Kamea baa bitbarto enjoyed an uncommon abareof good bcahb ; but in tbe bmnning of tbe
yaar 1783. Wbaa be bad nmrly completad lus 86th
yaar, be waa •staed with a dkorder of tbe bowels,
wbkb. bmogatlaadad witbnopata. gavafafao. <fara
eaaadaiabia tiBM^ vaty btda aoprdienaioa. Ftadtag,
bowavar, after aaaw Bwaiha, that tha ttismic had aat
yielded to madidne or mfiamt, be began to regard It
as likely to terminate wally.
Durinf^ the summer
term ef thevear above mentioned, be regularly attended to hk omnal duty in the couita of session and juatidarr. and at the end of the term, he went, as usual,

m

with nis family to Blair- Drummond. He also attended the autumn circuit ; but, on his return, hi% strength
decrtaaed daily, although the serenity and rbaiifidniia
of hk temper remained unabated. He left Blair- Drummood ta the bc;i^taning of November, and continued,
lor some httle tmte. to attend the meetings of tlie court
of scasion ; bat he soon becam* aeaaibh! that hk
strvngth was not equal to the effort.
On the Ust day
of hk attendance, be took a separate and aflectiooato
farewell of each of hk brethren.
He tur» ivcd that pe-
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riod only about eight days, and died on the 27th of
1 782, in the 87th year of his age.
In his person. Lord Kames was very tall, and of a
His countenance was animated,
thin and slender form.
and strongly marked with the features of intelligence
and benignitj'. At every period of his life he had
a high relish for the pleasures of society ; and it
was usual for small and select parties to meet at his

December

what grounds we have never beeri able to learn. His
father was clerk, or, as it might be termed in England,
recorder of the town of Leith.* Our poet was born at
Leith in September 1722. He received the elementary
part of his education at the parish-school of his native
place ; after which he went to the university of Edinburgh, and there went through the customary course
of the languages and philosophy with the reputation of
a respectable and diligent student. At the university
he was the intimate companion of several of those eminent men, who, like himself, afterwards contributed so
highly to raise the literary reputation of Scotland about
the middle of the eighteenth century. Among these
were Drs Robertson and Blair, and Professor Adam
Ferguson. The circle of his intimate friendship after-

house in the evenings, during the winter and sumIn these parties, the
sessions, without invitation.
discussion of literary topics was agreeably blended
with innocent sallies of mirth and pleasantry ; and
the graver conversation of a Smith, a Blair, and a
Fergusson, was relieved or enlivened by the native
wit and polished manners of a Cullen, or the sprightly
fancy and whimsical eccentricity of a Boswell. The wards included David Hume, and Lord Kames. Being educated for the church, he had passed through
artless and ingenuous disposition of Lord Kames
led him, at all times, to express his feelings and opi- the divinity-hall, and was about to enter upon the dunions without reserve or disguise ; and this propensity, ties of the clerical profession, when he was suddenly
combined with a certain humorous playfulness of man- called to forsake his studies by the rebellion that broke
out in Scotland in the year 1745. On the approach of
ner, might frequently convey to strangers the unfavourable idea of a bluntness and levity, derogatory the rebels, the citizens of Edinburgh assembled, and
from that dignity and attention to decorum, which one formed themselves into an association for the support
so naturally associates with talents and eminence. But of their sovereign, and the defence of the city ; and in
this association Mr Home was appointed to be lieutethis impression was soon effaced by that vigour of intellect, that frankness, integrity, and candour, which
nant of a company of volunteers. In the first crisis of
He engaged alarm, it became a question among those who had tahis conversation never failed to display.
with interest in the discussion of almost every topic ken up arms, whether they should wait for the approach
that occurred, whether of ordinary life, literature, or of the rebels within their walls, or march out to meet
Mr Home, with
science ; and although naturally communicative, he them, and act with the king's army.
was always as ready to listen to the opinions of others the more active spirits, was in favour of the latter plan ;
To the introduc- and while the bulk of the volunteers remained in the
as to deliver his own sentiments.
tion of political subjects, however, in common converScottish capital, he was one of a much smaller number
sation, he had a strong dislike ; and when the converwho solicited and obtained permission to follow the
sation happened to take that turn, he either took no
army of Hawley into the field. At the unfortunate
part in it, or endeavoured to divert it by some timely battle of Falkirk, he was taken prisoner by a party of
J)leasantry, or guide it with address into a .different
Prince Charles's troops, and was for some time confined

mer

channel.
To the distinguishing features of Lord Kames* character as a lawyer, a judge, an author, and a man, we
have had frequent occasion to allude in the course of
He certainly contributed
the preceding narrative.
more than any other individual, to explain, Ulustrate,
and define the origin, progress, and character of the
laws and institutions of his country ; his unwearied attention to agriculture and ii,tern£j improvement, and
his zealous encouragement of every useful project, bear
sufficient testimony to his public spirit ; and, however
widely he might occasionally err in his speculations on
subjects of strict science, his many and valuable publications on literary and philosophical subjcct.s, will
prove a lasting monument of lis genius and industry.
See Lord Woodhouselce's Memoirs of the Life and
Writings of Lord Kames. I'he writer of this article has
also been favoured with a perusal of th^MSS. of John
Ramsay, Esq. of Ochtertyre, in which there are' many
interesting particulars i'.histrative of the characters of
Lord Kames and other individuals, whose talents contributed to elevate the lilt rary reputation of their native country during the eighteenth century,
(i)
John, a clergyman of the church of Scotland, but best known' to the public as author of one of
the most classical tragedies in the English language,
was a descendant of one of the ancestors of the Earl of
Honie. It was once reported, that he had some pretensions to the title o.*" the Earl of Dunbar, but upon

HOME,

a prisoner in the castle of Downe. From thence, however, he soon afterwards contrived to effect his escape
and public tranquillity having been restored by the
victory of Culloden, he resumed his studies, and was
In the same year, 1746, he was
licensed to preach.
presented to the living of Atholstaneford, in the county
It gives a poetical interest to the
of East Lothian.
name of this parish, that it had successively for clergymen two poets of respectal)le names, Mr Home having succeeded in that living to Blair, the author of The
Gram. In this retired situation, however, we cannot
suppose the dramatic muse of Mr Home to have found
herself so congenially situated as the more sombrous
genius of his predecessor. Accustomed to the sweets
of literary society, and elegant Jti his pursuits, he probably felt the life and duties of a country parish priest
To a mind teeming -svith
far from being delightful.
dramatic conceptions, the offices of visiting, catechising,
and spiritual rebuking, must have been somewhat irksome. He appears, however, to have sometimes taken
the recreation of a visit to England ; and on one of
those occasions, he met with Collins the poet, whose
mind immediately felt a pleasing congeniality with that
of Home. In his Ode on the Superstitions of the High'
lands, we have almost the only record that Collins has
left of his personal friendship, when he says.

• It should be observed, however, that the English recorder's office
sit, like the fomier, on capital cases.
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at^e, was not the
that was lii uBjint npon
Bnt of bii wpoaition. He had bafoi* written /Igu,
a tnfiwiy, of which we (hall have occMion to apeak
The plot of the tragedy of Doqglaa, aa few
win probably need to be told, waa aaacalad by the
ancient ballad of GiU or Child Morrtce^cwii^ a part
of that beautiful old mhi^ suii^ by a lady oa* sraning

Home'*

Edinburgh, Mr HoMM icnarkcnmaiocd the gcrma of a tragv
; and tcit mod laadt g«ad hia apinioa, by com.
Miring to ibiMiriai tlw atoey. DoagbsiBMbiufifit
OB tlw EJiiibufgb thaatre, which waa then
after a

d.

%

aupper party

that be tfaoogbt

in

it

mi

the yMr 17^ When
the MS. they readily aoce|>ted
and prvpaicd for giving it a
I. The tranaaction, however,

iditian, in

th«

coeDingtothclbiawledgeafthcaldaraorthe kirk, they,
in their great acal, fin* iMMoalntcd with the author
OB tba heiwaaa ain ha waa emtmilAtg. Failing in thia
fiMaamiaBca. thqr •adaaroandtalarnfy the perfimnbut with no batter aocwiifc
era ftoa nptMBdaf it
;

Aathor ana artonnaMineJ equally iacMfifible, and
nlTiiiinnrn-^ tat tha inanaad tlitn to do^bM
diaoMEAr frr tha hU*
tkMHlM to oaal/nd ftr
ally, not only thair diMbodiat poi^ bM ONB awh of
hfa ckrkal friMda oa had bMD wkkodanoigktogo
to aaa hia piaao pwftiwa J at tho Hl iatti. hipiiiMiu
d thair anallmoaa
and adf tftlaaaiinK tkay ttia ii
M^aallhaaa iayltaMBla of SMan. thaactan, who had

aw

di
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loat

or at iMt abattad in Ua waoimku^ tba
ahoap of dkair tack. The ptaabytety aT Edin.
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Bonnanan an aMManwcn ana canvm
atapidaya, wrhMi wna otdHad to bo raad ZaBtha
M^ka wfdrin Ihair banndi, in a Suiday
In dda piirl—otfan, thara waa no intiair of Mr
IIoBM ar fab pbT. thongh it waa evidantly
that thia aphitaal artilk^ of abaeleta laws
prajndieaa vara levelted. To avoid a Ibra
fraa dto ckandl, Mr Hoane. in 17^7. rad^
iag;, and with it tha inrlwiiitinal imfcaiiiin. and w«ra
Wwaii'
tha Paritena af
ftr trar after a lay habk.
FiiglniMdlhaftnBlHih Calihiiita adght hara bam
baftm. thia e}octiaa of aa aniabla and
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n priests, or of the influence of the monk* in Spain, when neither tlie pationage even of Philip IV. nor the orlhoiloxy of I^opc tie
Vega'a worka, were sufficient to screen him from the
pertonal viralence of the ecclesiastics. At no very distant period, indeed, during an epidemical disorder, the
inhabitants of Seville renounced the amusement of the
theatre, as the surest mode of averting Divine vengeance. To return, however, to our author, his tragedy of Douglas was extolled, on its first appearance,
by the litarary circles of the North, in terms that wera
perhape rather unqualified. David Hume gave it as hit
opinien. that it was one of the most interesting and pathatic piarw ercrashibited on any theatre; he even gave
it a preference to the Mrrope of Maffei. and that of Voltaire. Tiie rest of the philosopher's panegyric on our author, in which ha allodad to Shakespeare, may. for the
credit of hia taala, ba laft onqootcd. The poet Gray, in
one of hia lettcn to a friend, renders an homage to the
play of Doujriaa, that is perhaps not much Icaaened by his
ftatidioni aOaaion to itt dafects. " I am greatly struck,"
haaaya. " with thatnwedy of Douglaa, though it has infinita fanka. The aotnor aaoma to me to have retrieved
the troa hugnaga of the ttage, which Iiad t>ern lort
fcr tlMoa handiad vaara ; and there is one scene l>etwaan Matilda ana the old peasant, thnt strikes me
bBad to aO ito^afccta.' Jadcaan. in his Huiory of tho
AoMmA Stagt, infimaa oa, that when this tragedy waa
ctiginally pradooed in Edinburgh, the title of the belaina waa Ladjr Barnard. The alteratioo to Lady Randolph waa Baoa an its batng tranaplantad to London
lu auecoaa at tho Bdfaibargfa theatre indaoed Mr Home
inagers, where, notwiththo London
ito riling oa lahr ity , and all the influence used
in ka finwnr, k waa l afaa td by Mr Gairick. Mr Rich,
howavtr, aceaplad it, af>d k was acted for the fim
tioM at Covont GovdiBi, March 14. 1757. with aome
apala iiae ^•' 't tto means such as indicated the futura
I

.

%Tas to obtain.

cailblilj

On

Mr Honia repaired lo Eii|^
munificent patronaga and omoBUttiiw
Waiwhtip af the Earl of Bute made him ample aroen£
fcr tho ahandoBBent of his profcniun.
Ix>rd Bute
having boeoBM Int miaiotcr oa the acccasioa of hia
preaaat nanaMy, appainlad him
Match 1 7^^ a comiarfaarr nr airk aad twooodad aaaaaeii, and for tho
odlaQgaaf priaaaafaofmr; and in tho nest month
of iIm mmmymt, ho waa nnaahiatirl pubiu lator of tho
Soaldk piliiiigia at Cauysai a
gaaland.
From tha
poriodof tlia oihfciticaaf Doaglaa, down to tho year
ITTS, Mr Hoflw hraifht fva othar tragedies bafcre
tho pahlie. Of AoM^ J§jU, aa haa been already mcnti aaad, had baaa OMnaaad bafcra that of Douglaa.
Mr Ganiak hod fcnoarly rcAMod thia jpiaoa aa well as
land,

rotguiK^

iui living,

whan the

m
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That laavnorhi.

wa baUava tha iait
af itialobalbondlB theartida Hona hi tho Bio. Ooagiaat #ot w k wm now Baniidwahly altatcd, and
ilihiiil PirtiawwafMr A. Ctihiw^ tko mflor of thoaatk«^rmtalaan aatabliaiiod, tha aaanagcr braugfat
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fa rrniiianii

of

t^rwry Lane in I7M. Tho play iafiwndDrary
history.
It is prrtandad that
in Spartan
Spa
tho oathor Imm
pt up in the character of Agia a continoad aDMiaa to tl
tha wiifcilaoii of Oiarlaa tha Pint;
and tha ig nrHi ta fatnnpactaf tiwcanductaf the ScoU
tewarda their a eraign. waa cfaaritahfy ascribed by tha
conjactuna of Engtiab critadaa to dio author's vindic-

od on a ila^

k^

m

tive fcalin|a towarda Ua eaanlryaan.
The alloaion
waa in all orofaabilitjr ailhar caaoal or rroaffinary—
tlia impotod motiva ia ineonaietcnt with all that ia

known of the charaitar of Home. Agia was ceruinly heard with inpaftiality, and even with that
partial diapoattion which tho aatlier of Douglas bad •
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It had tlie additional advantage of
right to expect.
fTood acting, and of two solemn musical processions.
But the intrinsic merit of the piece could not secure to
On perusing it, the poet Gray
it a lastinjf pojiularity.

writes this melancholy sentence to Dr Warton. ^' I cry
to tliink that it should be by the author of Doufrlss.
Why, it is all modern Greek. The story is an antique
statue, painted white and red, frigid, and dressed in a
Mr
negligee, made by a mantuamaker of Yorkshire."
Home's third tragedy was the Siege of Aquilda. It
was acted witli indificrent success at Drury Lane, in
1 "60.
From the title, we should expect, that the author would ha\e adhered, with general fidelity, to the
circumstances, as they are recorded in history, of the defence of that city by the legions of Gordianus, against
thi- gigantic tyrant Maximin ; but, in reality, the incidents of the play agree much nearer with the history of
the Siege of Berwick, defended by Seton against the
arms of Edward III.; and it was conjectured, with
6ome appearance of plausibility, that Mr Home had
received his first hint from the latter story ; but disliking to bring Edward the Third before an English audience, in the light of a brutal tyrant, in which the
siege of Berwick too strongly exhibited him, he thought
proper to preserve the circumstances only under the
This play is regular
disguise of more ancient names.
in its structure, and the language in some passages is
fine; but, on the whole, the incidents are too lew, the
distress too unvaried, and the catastrophe too clearly
Mr Home's muse cannot be said to have
anticipated.
prospered beyond the time when she was rich enough
The shrieking of the spirit
to lend images to Oisian.
of the waters was an admired expression in the description of the tempestuous night in Douglas, which
seems to anticipate much of the spiritual imagery of
Macpherson. Gray the poet puts a query in one of his
letters, whether Home borrowed this from Macpherson,
or Macpherson from Home. Without pretending to

enter on the wider question of Ossian's authenticity,

we

Douglas appeared
some years earlier than the fragments ascribed to Os«ian.
The latter, as we have seen, was acted in 1 757
Macpherson did not come before tlic world till 1 760. By
the Fatal Discovery, Mr Home's next tragedy, it would
eeem that our author was willing to be reimbursed for
whatever hints of fancy he had lent to the Gaelic muse,
and accordingly he supplied himself in this piece with
much of the lamed phraseology of Fingal. But whatever might be the real demerits of the Fatal Discovery,
the London public seems not to have been disposed to
receive it with an equitable judgment.
To such a
height, we are told in the Biogrri pliia Dramatica, had
party prejudice risen against Mr Home, on account of
shall only notice that the play of

enjoying the patronage of the Earl of Bute, that it
to conceal the author's name during the first nights of its representation ; and, after
the twelfth night, Mr Garrick was threatened with having his house burnt down if he continued it an injunction with which the managers thought it advisable
to comply.
Alonzo, Mr Home's next tragedy, was
more successful than any other of his productions,
Dounlas alone excepted. It bad a considerable run on
its first appearance, and added much to the rising reputation of 13arry as an actor ; but it never obtained the
rank of what is called a slock play, nor was afterwards
performed, except at provincial theatres. The language
of the tragedy of Alonzo possesses considerable force
and purity, though the cadence of its versification is
like all the blank verse of that period, too little varied in
Iiis

was found necessary

:

the pauses, and monotonously concludes the rhythm
with every line. The story is also romantic and lucidly brought out, but it is rather too much like an echo
of Douglas. Omiisinda brings us back Lady Randolph.
She is not indeed a widow ; but has been forsaken for
eighteen j'ears by the husband of her early love, who
liad gronndlessly suspected her virtue. They had married unknown to her father, and their meetings were
where a confidential servant, in orin a solitary place
der to give the semblance of protection to Ormisinda,
assumed the plume and vesture of a brother. Deceived
by this appearance, Alonzo had abandoned her, wandered in foreign countries, and returned only in disIn
guise to fight with the Moors in behalf of Spain.
his absence Ormisinda has secretly reared his son at a
Like
distance from her, and unconscious of his birth.
Douglas, he bursts from obscurity into martial reputation ; and offers to become her champion without knowing that she is his parent. Alonzo conquers the Moor;

ish

champion, throws

off his disgui.-^e, declares his

mar-

riage with her from whom he has been eighteen years
separated, and, in a scene which is pretty striking, demands, as the reward of his services, that the king shall
sentence her, his own daughter, to die. The conscious

—

innocence of Ormisinda, the agony of her wrongs,—
and her
the bursts of her affection towards Alonzo,
maternal feelings at the sight of her boy rushing to
combat with his unknown father, compose a strong
situation of terror and pity and the moment when she
throws herself between their swords, is one of rivetIt may be questioned, however, if the
ting interest.
effect would not have been much better had the termination been fortunate. In plots where a happy denouement would not be merely satisfactory, but joyous and
exultingly triumphant, the policy of killing the tragic
Ormisinda was not like Lavictims is very doubtful.
dy Randolph, who, though her son was restored, had
only a second and apparently not a distractedly beloved
lord to be reconciled with ; she had all the pledges of
filial, maternal, and conjugal love to redeem, as well as
honour, and the inheritance of a throne and the catastrophe that severs her from all those blessings, seems
to depend more on the tragical resolution of the poet,
than on that overawing ya/a//(y which gives dignity to
dramatic slavglilcr.
Alfred, our author's last tragedy, was acted in Covent
Garden in 1778, but was only performed for three

—

—

;

;

nights.
It is impossible to follow this detail of Mr Home's
dramatic career, without a melancholy reflection on the
power of genius itself being included in the sentence
of mutability which is passed on all earthly blessings.
With Alfred he took his leave of the stage, and retired
to Scotland, where he continued to reside during the
In 1778, when the
greater part of his remaining life.
late Duke of Buccleugh raised a regiment, under the
name of Fencibles, Mr Home received a captain's commission, which he held till the peace. A few years before his death, ho published the Hislnry of the Rebela work of which great expeclinn in Scotland in 1 74 5
tations were formed ; but whether he delayed it until
his powers of mind had lost their vigour, for he was
now seventy-eight, or did not feel himself at libertj' to
For
use all his materials, the public was not satisfied.
a considerable time before his death his mental faculties were impaired, and his health was much affected
by a dangerous fall from his hotse. He died at Merchiston house, on the 4th September 1&08, at the ad.
vanced age of eighty-five, (n)
:
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HOMER, (tbcGrCdan poet.) Without leaning; to
the £uth of iImw wiwhave fknied the rxi^tmceoT Homcr, we cmumM aroid noticini; the mnarkable circum•tatice of bw OMleBce having; been called in question.
Both lcami*|( and in^nuity have been employed in
fj«,.yi.,g to prove, that neither the Iliad nor the Othe prodactiaB of a nof le K^niu*, but cotnbjr the rh apindiaf% who rcoled thoae poemt in
Bd jparu; and that the oaoM vt Homar, which.
iD Urn EaUan dialect aT Grwk. aicnifiaa " hUod," wa*
wholly ftodful, or,
•khar applied to
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way of ewiiwir% to aaaao atroUii^ ded«Bwr of
Iliad, who mmy hmn amoutcd parta at the poean,

the
bat caBBOt be aappoaed to be the author of the whole.
It maj acam • panMOBieal way of annihilating an indiviihMi to aaaJbply hi* euatcnce ; but yet, by proving
y of Heown, if mcb a thing ooukl be ptovea.
» Ow dBf^aMhorarUw Iliad woald be
th* npatatign of a aacred ttama would (all
itoloiaof muiy. Aaniaa of Vilarba pretaoda to
hority of Aichilacfaua. an author to whan
re the
e' aaeribea the aaeat mnoie antitjuity. fur the exiatenoe
•f oigbt di&rcnl aathota of the Iliad, among wbotB
are gravely r ag iaterad Aoelle* the paialer, «id PhiihaB
the atatnaiy. Bat lor tarn eontan oC thoae who otay
feel alMTHMd at the thfwMnad iliwmLMMMiit of the
eMatonce, it muuH be aairiwiaii that thia Aiw
aiaa of Vitorba, who waa a DowniBMi friar, and aM»
IV of theaacvMl palMO Hndar Pope Atcsandcr VI., waa
aa iwp«t«ir who had sot even tkill to palm upon the
werU the MS. pege of thia OMiant Anhifaidwa. which
heprrtandcd to fad, and atwda upaa neovd to OBe af
the aoet impttdaBt and clearly eonvktod of liienry
livMra. Tha heak, which he oallcd the GwMiwt B*.
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to aay, that a poet
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"*"•* *"r-T htw kanwn
to hii own riieinpiaBiiia Only a r«w acadavMl aBoodotaa af JShahaaprf himclf fave
readied the praatBt day. lBaa^(% each aa the pnheble
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boriad. all that
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OBaU be

told a/ hia^ iathei^
hia tomb, waa, " iirre liae Philip Maa-
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MBOtr, a Mrangcr." To adduce aU the prao& tiatt
CDold be jciven
given of great
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poeta baia^ Bisected by their
eoBHtopararica, woald nnhaw
nnbappily be to write the hiatory cT the gmtar part ofrthoiw
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of narratives that exceed the accustomctl phenomena of
nature, we cannot be sufficiently cautious of makinc
the creed of a peat age the standard of our own belief.
But tradition that is fiee from tlie marvellous, is fairly
entitled to confidence,

and the

tradition

;

;

i

I

which asaigns

a single author to the Iliad, a tradition which Lycurgus and Aristotle believed, has surely nothing in it so
incredible aa that a work, so remarkable fur simplicity
of daaign, ahould have been the work of turtuituus and
focoeaaive cooipoacn. Great works of science may,
indeed, be thus built up by aocuroulation, but great
poem4 and picture* are not usually constructed by a
Nor, if the Iliad had bern the
multiplicity of artists.
work of awxesaive rhapaodista, i« it easy to cunctive by
what poetical effort of modesty those authors suppressed their respective rights upon the gratitude and admiration of posterity.
W't must distinguish, however, between tlie credit
that is due to the general trailition of 1 lomer having
been a wandering reciter of hia own poetrj-, and the
more specific iacta that are pretended to be given as the
history of his life.
The BX«t anrirnt work of this kind
is the Ufe of Hotner attributed to Herodotus.
Whether
this be the genuine production of Herodotus, we are
tmr from pretending to decide.
The opinion of Professor Hevne, which was apt to be deliberately formed, is untavoorable to ita authenticity, as he pronounoaa it impnsaibic to aacertain eitlier the a^^ or country
of HoBicr. The learned V'oaaius also rejected its authority on the graand, that bo writer makes mention of
the work previoaa to Stephen of Bysantium, and 8uidas.
This aigaaicat. though it comes from a great
Baate, is oartamly not quite conclusive.
By (ar the
most iaaportaBt oMectioa to it is the different calcwlafiooa of cfaranolqgy exhibited in Herodotus the
hialoriaB of Groeor, and the Hcrxidotus to whom this
life at Haaaar ia aiagDod.
The (anncr, in his Euterpe, speaka athivaaaa aa poatorior to HoBier by only
400 yean while the latter compute* a period of 6SS
years, and the expedition of Xerxes across the I IdlB>
ipoot. a diflercnoe of aearly 200 years.
On this aoeeant, EustatUua wiihaa to •shrn the life of Homer to
lolhrr llerodotaa, swmamfd Olophyscius, instead of
the historian of Halicamasaoa. Admitting the above
ekjectinne ia their full force, it cannot be aflinncd that
Ihqr aBoaBl to a daoMOstration of the biography itaelf
hOTw either aparioa^ or fiwight with internal marks
at mtiliiiiiit
On the eaatrwr. tite birtli-place, which
kcivaa to the aathor of the luad, oorreaponda with an
faiuraaee bmiC piaaiflily drawn fa^ an eiuightancd tr»vellcr from the poet's desct^itiaBa at external nature,
that he paints ihiem with the Tcry drcumslancn that
Would occur to a native of Chios or Smyrna. If Homer was bum st the latter place, the vianity of Herodotoa's bath-place, would naturally make him anxious
snd in the
to ooUoct every traditioo respecting him
wandering Ufe and disaslraas royufn which those tradilions deacribr, there is every thing which the state
of sodcljV IB such an age renders iirottable. It cannot
wdl be doabted that the author of the Iliad and the ()dysscy was a traveller, aa they art both the evident offspring of a mind which had ooBtcmplated n.iture and
human life in a full variety of aspect and manners, <uid
atatm who had felt much from the opposite di*poai>
tions of good and bad in his own spcaea ; who, acoprdi-g to the drcuB-ancto then existing in society.
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Our ingenious countryman Wood • had a higher
opinion of the authority of the work in question ; and
although some allowance may b« made for the gratification of the traveller, in finding that theory respecting
Homer's history, which he had himself so plausibly deduced from his landscapes and similes, confirmed by a
work ascribed to so venerable a name as that of Herodotus, yet Woo<rs remarks are worth attending to : " It
may be here requisite," he says (p. 1 89, Essay on Homer, ) " that I take some notice of the ancient life of
Homer, handed down to us, and ascribed to Herodotus.
The life of Homer is supposed by several not to be the
genuine production of that historian. As it is impossible
to imagine a collection of circumstances which have
less the appearance of fiction, I do not see why we
should not suppose that this was the last and most proAs for
bable account that the historian could get.
the observation that they belong to the lowest sphere
of life, I fear it is suggested by modem distinctions of
rank unknown in those times. Wlien we are told, by
way of depreciating this written life, that it is conducted with the spirit of a grammarian ; that there is nothing in it above the life which a grammarian might
lead himself; nay, that it is such a one as they commonly do lead, the highest stage of which is to be master of a school, we are treated with objections which
arise much more out of a knowledge of modern than
ancient times.
The character of a grammarian was
unknown, not only to Homer, but to Herodotus ; and
when it did appear, was much more respectable than
of late, when, by an easy transition, it is connected
with the name of schoolmaster, as in the present case,
and conveys very false ideas of the state of knowledge
and learning. Of the same sort is the stricture upon
the extempore verses of this treatise, which, far from
being an argument against it, 1 take to be the most
genuine mark of the age to which it pretends. When,
in a written composition, the distinction of prose and
verse was of a short standing, what we here call extempore verses, which are so' often interspersed in the
works of Herodotus, and the oldest of the Greek writers, I suppose to have been quotations from that period of knowledge previous to the common use of writing, when prose was confined to conversations, and all
compositions were in metre, that they might be more
easily remembered."
In this life of Homer, attributed
to Herodotus, the name of the poet's mother is said to
have been Critheis, a native of Smyrna : he was the
offspring of illegitimate love.
" No

sickly fruit of faint compliance, he
in the mint of Nature's eestacy."

Stampt

Sivioi.

Critheis had been left an orphan.
Her tutor, whose
uame was Cleanax, having disgraced her for her frailty,

she was obliged to

fly from her native place, and,
some time, arrived at the banks of
the river Meles. There she was delivered of the infant, who, from the place of his birth, was called Melesigenes, a name which he bore till it was changed to
Homer after his blindness. Phemius, an inhabitant
of Smyrna, who taught music, took the unfortunate

after

wandering

for

his house, married her, and adopted the
The youth for some time assisted
child Melesigenes.
them in the school of music, but after their death was
seized with a desire of seeing foreign countries, and
Among
embarked with a Phenician shipmaster.
other places, he arrived at Ithaca, where he learnt the
adventures of Ulysses ; but his stay was unfortunately
prolonged till he was struck with ophthalmia, which
the ignorance of a pretender to the healing art soon
made incurable. Already he had been a poet, and

mother into

genius only could acquire."

he

now

With

consoled his blindness by composing the Iliad.

this treasure in his

memory, he wandered from

place to place, and subsisted by reciting it.
Universal
tradition thus exhibits to us the greatest genius of antiquity as

wandering about

in blindness,

and supported

by the spontaneous kindness of those whom he visited.
But the idea of such mendicity must not be confounded with the repulsive and squalid associations which
the word beggary brings to the mind in our own artificial state

of society, when disgrace covers the supplicant,

and when the feeling of compassion carries contempt,
and not kindness, along with it. In simple times, the
traveller went abroad, and sought protection and food
with the assurance, that, whenever he saw the human
countenance, he should meet with the natural charity
of the human heart. He made his way with confidence, for hospitality was the virtue and the point of
honour of primeval society. A picture of such hospitality is given in the Odyssey, when Mentor and Telemachus arrive at the dominions of Nestor. The King, who
knows nothing of the visitants, invites them to the
royal table, and, not until he has feasted them, puts
the question, " Strangers, ivhat are you ?" But Homer did not visit foreign countries with merely the

common

claims to hospitality, religiously resjiected as
those claims were sure to be.
He travelled in the
character of bard and reciter, of which an image was
renewed in modem Europe among the minstrels and
the troubadours.
Of the latter description of poets,
we know that many held an honourable place at the
most splendid courts, were the inmates of palaces, and
the suitors of noble dames. The Greek itinerant bard,
in times when books and writing were unknown, must
have been a character not coldly respected as a stranger, but esteemed and beloved for his powers of entertainment.
Poetry was then not only the ornament of
sentiment and beautiful fiction, but embraced all that
was the mental amusement, and all that could be called
the knowledge of mankind. It taught them what they
believed to be their history ; celebrated their mythology ; gave them romantic conceptions of the past and
the present world ; and gave additional pleasure to the
Such
heart, by the charm which it afforded to the ear.
was the profession of the ancient poet ; but which, nevertheless, though immeasurably removed above the
contempt of contemporary society, must have been ex-

posed to many incidental calamities. The very virtue
of hospitality arose out of a state of society, that rendered travelling and navigation fatiguing and perilous.
When the poet could only recite his works, the honours and caresses due to genius and originality alone
might often be lavished on the least inspired of the
profession, who drew their stores of entertainment from
a memory tenacious of the compositions of others ; and
hospitable as the times might be, the general partiality of the undistinguishing multitude, for impudence
and flattery, might often favour the mere pretenders to
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at ed hia race in the
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lappeaed to bare peiiie

Homendea, who,

many

and the Olyuey. On ihia aeoount of
Hoaaar'a lendtuca in Chioa, whether fabalaoa «r true,
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ted by hit
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the rack, whick
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anrijr avar the whaia Map af
Fi lrni o Bniiii , and tha ArridaahM

of history. The Emperor Adeian applied to tlie orade
to solve the oueation, and waa^told that he waacertainly bom in ItiuMai; but the oracle seema to have converted few to ita opinion. The opinion of antiquity
•eaow g^MraOy to laiwt towards either Chios or Smyrna
havingoeenhis birth.pUce. Wood, who, after describing
Balbec and Falinyra, travelled tlirou^h Greece with the
worka of Homer in hia hand, ha» adopted, as we hare
already mentioned, an ingenious mode of inferring from
the landaeapea mm! natural similes of the poet, tlte
place in which Homer first received hia impressions of
" 1 f we survey," aaya that traveltite acenery of nature.
ler, " the map ot' tlie world with attention, 1 think we
auj diaoover that his first impreaaiona of the exterlud fiioe of nature were made in a country east of
Greece, at leaat aa far as we may be alloweil to form a
judgment, from hia deacribing aome placea under a perapactive, to which such a point of view ia naoeaaary
M, Cor example, when he placea the Locriana beyond
Euboea. Thia piece of geography, though very intelligible at Smyrna or Chioa, would appear strange at
Athena or Argoa. Hia deacription of the aituation of
the Friiiimlri beyond sea oppoaite to Elia, haa aumethJM e)parnral in it, which la cleared up, if we suppoae
it adqraaMii to the inliabiunta of the Asiatic side of the
fi rrhif rlago
But if, with Mr I'ope, we understand
the wovda ^' bryo<>d sea" to relate to Elis, I think we
adopt an unnatural cuoattitaticn to ctnne at a forced
meaning; for the eld Graah hiatoriana tell us, that thoae
ialaud* are so doae upon the coaat of Kli*, that in their

lia« MMVflf thoataadbaaBJoiMdtoitby maaaaof
the iahilm, vkkb atill mtt^amm to eoaneet them
eriih the tirtiiiit, bf the nibbiah which that river depoaila at ita BMNh.
I think 1 can diaeo««r another inalanoe of thia kind in the IMh book of the Odyaaey,
where
the faitiiful aervant of Ulyaaea, ia daacribed
( hia dii^iaad master with a recital
of the
of hia youth. He opena hia rtaty
with a
of the nland of Syraa, hia native
land, and
Now, it'
it beyond ar above Oftygia.
Ithaaa waa iha icana af thin tionfwwiBa
Ulymaa and fiuawaa, it will afipaor thai tha
af Syroa ia vary inacaantoly laid down ; for
ia reality thia iaknd, ao far Aaai being plaead beyond
ar Cnthar AaaaOrtygia, ahould have bean daaaihail
to it. An ingewioaa friend thioka that
nian*a
'
to to tha latitadaw and that Honiar maaat to
aa north of Ortogia ; but I cannot help
Iha applianhai af high to northern lau-
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had tuadvoctaa gar thia diatatetien; so that the whole
ancient worid aaay ba aad to hava claimed him.
The
poet Martial, whan caBad nyan far kirn ipiiiiaa an the
Mfaiact, eookl only aiplylnan
MaabalaHadtathaanfU at lam, aod it
tW«MnM.1ikathalia|hl, babnga to all that can an.
i^ it; bat unfortunate^ epi^MH win not settle poiota

Aa tkmwhim tha aane deau aitian would luve bean
parlaatly agiaaable to twnii had it baan aiaila in Ionia,
laitiMtMaanBafelatoaappaaothattbapoatMeeived

hia

earlv iaipaataiana of thaaitaatiaa of Syraa in that part
of the world, and had apan thia BBcaiinn forgotten to
adapt hieidoaa to the apet towhieh tha aoene ia ahiftad.
If
rMJ iBlBii ia thaa Aa aJaait tttl. I beg laava
to p ie c aaJ to a farther aaa of it, in attompting to
throw aooM Ught on thib obaeoia ezpiaaaiaa ittrfurmi
iuutt*. It ia important to that part of the poet'a chara^
tar now under oonaidtoatian, to have hia aenae of thoae
worda la atowd if poaaihla; far they hava bean aigod aa
an aag n nt at hia
igwui aiica of foagtanhy, Iqr
thoae who think they niato to tha laliiada af Syna,
and that thia dcacrinlian pkHaa that iiiand nndcr dto
* * * *.
I beg leave to carry tha reader for a
to the Aaiatic aid* of the Archipelago, in order to ei amine whether a view of the landscape under

ay

m
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that perspective offers any appearances to which those
'""'Y*™^ vrortls can be naturally applied without violence to their
No part of our tour afforded more
literal meaning.
entertainment than the classical sea prospects from this
coast and the neighbouring islands, where the eye is
naturally carried westward by the most beautiful terminations imaginable, especially when they are illuminated by the setting sun, which shews objects so distinctly in the clear atmosphere, that from the top of
Ida I could very plainly trace the outline of Athos on
the other side of the jEgean Sea, when the sun set behind that mountain. This rich scenery principally enpoet's attention ; and if we consider him as
a painter, we shall generally find his face turned this
way. In the infancy, and even before the birth of
astronomy, the distinct variety of this broken horizon
would naturally suggest the idea of a sort of ecliptic to
the inhabitants of the Asiatic coast and islands, marking the annual northern and southern progress of the
sun.
Let us suppose the lonians looking south-west
from tlie heights of Chios at the winter solstice, they
would see the sun set behind Tenos and towards Syros,
the ne.\t island in the same south-west direction ; and
having observed, that when he advanced thus far he
turned back, they would fix the turnings (t^otoji) of
I submit it as matter of conjecthe snn to this point.
ture, whether this explanation does not offer a more natural interpretation of the passage than any which has
yet been suggested. In pursuance of the same method
of illustrating Homer's writings, I shall draw some
conjectures with regard to the place of his birth, or at
Here we may
least of his education, from his similes.
expect the most satisfactory evidence that an enquiry
ef this obscure nature will admit. It is from these natural and unguarded appeals of original genius, to the
obvious and familiar occurrences of common life, that
we may not only frequently, collect the customs, manners, and arts of remote antiquity, but sometimes discover the condition, and, I think, in the following instances, the country of the poet."
After enumerating
several similes to support his theory, the essayist proceeds to the following " When the formidable march
of Ajax is compared to a threatening storm coming from
the sea, I must observe as an illustration, not of the obvious beauty of the simile, but of the poet's country,
that this can be no other than an Ionian, or at least an
Asiatic storm ; for it is raised by a west wind, which,
in those seas, can blow on that coast alone.
When,
Bgain, the irresistible rage of Hector is compared to the
violence of Zephyrus buffeting the waves, we are not
immediately reconciled to that wind's appearance in
that rough appearance so little known to western climates, and so unlike the playful Zephyrus of modern
poetry.
But before we condemn Homer as negligent
of nature, we should see whether he is Hot uniform in
this representation, and whether this is not the true
Ionian character of Zephyrus. The very next simile
of the same book is as much to our purpose, where the
numbers, tumult, and eagerness of the Grecian army
collecting to engage, are compared to a growing storm
which begins at sea, and proceeds to vent its rage upon
the shore.
The west wind is again employed in this
Ionian picture, and we shall be less surprised to see the

gaged the

:

same

allusion so often repeated, when we find, that of
appearances of nature, of a kind so generally
subject to variation, there is none so constant upon this
coast.
For at Smyrna, the west wind blows into tiie
all tlie

gulf for several hours, almost every day during the
sununer season, generally beginning in a gentle breeze

before twelve o'clock ; but freshening considerably towards the heat of the day, and dying away in the evening.
During a stay of some months in this city, at
three different times, I had an opportunity of observing
the various degrees of this progress, from the first dark
curl on the surface of the water, to its greatest agitaThough these aption, which was sometimes violent.
pearances admit of variation, both as to the degree of
strength, and the precise time of their commencement,

This wind, upon which
yet they seldom entirely fail.
the health and pleasure of the inhabitants so much depend, is by them called inbat. The Frank merchants
have long galleries running from their houses, supported by pillars, and terminating in a chiosque or open
summer-house, to catch this cooling breeze, which,
when moderate, adds greatly to the oriental luxury of
their coffee and pipe.
We have seen how happily the
poet has made use of the growing violence of this
wind, when he paints the increasing tumult of troops
rushing to battle, but in a still, silent picture, the allusion is confined to the first dubious symptoms of iti
approach, which are perceived rather by the colour,
than by any sound or motion of the water; as in the
following instance. When Hector challenges the most
valiant of the Greeks to a single combat, both armies
are ordered to sit down to hear his proposal.
The
plain thus extensively covered with shields, helmets,
and spears, is, in the moment of this solemn pause,
compared to the sea, when a rising western breeze has
spread a dark shade over its surface. When the reader
has compared the similes I have pointed out with the
original materials which I have also laid before him, I
shall submit to his consideration, as a matter of doubtful conjecture, whether the poet, thoroughly familiarized to Ionian features, may not have inadvertently
introduced some of them in the following picture, to
which they do not so properly belong. When Eidothea,
the daughter of Proteus, informs ^lenelaus at Pharos,
of the time when her father is to emerge from the sea,
the circumstance of Zephyrus, introduced in a description of noon, darkening the surface of the water, is
so perfectly Ionian, and so merely accidental to the
coast of Egypt, that I cannot help suspecting the poet

have brought this image from home."
That the Iliad displays abundance of geographical
knowledge, is certainly no internal proof either for or
to

its being the work of one individual ; but if we
suppose it to be the work of a single genius, upon the
grounds of that mind alone which had conceived so
lofty a plan, being able to accomplish its magnificent
execution, we shall find in the geography of its author
unquestionable pi-oofs of his having been an extensive
Slrabo has left a commentary on the geotraveller.
graphical parts of the Iliad and Odyssey ; and others,
such as ApoUodorus and Menogenes, wrote on the same
subject, though unfortunately only the titles of their
works have reached posterity. Homer, in the midst of
all his splendid machinery, was regartled as so faithful
a painter of real existence, that his catalogue of the
Grecian forces was respected as a valuable record in
ancient Greece, and appealed to by its jurisprudence. In
some cities it was enacted by law, that the youth should
get the catalogue by heart. Solon, the lawgiver, appealed
to it in justification of the Athenian claim against the
pretensions of the Megareans, when the right to Salamis
was so warmly contested by Athens and Megara. And
the decision of that matter was at last referred to five
Spartan judges, who, on their part, admitted the nature of the evidence, and tlie affair was accordingly de«

against

Homer.
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termined in favour et the Athenians. Three other litigated CMM of property and dominioB are taid to hanre
been detamined by rmrcnce to Hooer'a geography,
was no other way of acquiring
la HoMMt^ age
knowledge but b^ trarelling. To the curioaity re*pect>
tpeocs, which muft have poi t i urf iIm
^ Mi own
nind of the poet, antl impelled him to bnve dw
of aM and himI, ika vcraciow Slnboadda ano>
probable motive of hi* tniTeb, whiob waa the
to make hi« fable accord with the mythoiogy of
the pca|de whom he hntrodnoed on Ma acww of action.
For thia porpoae, aaya Strabo, he eonwi ked the relirecordi and the oraclea that wcte aoapcnded in
uw trmpiea. At thet period there were hardly any
ether hiitorieal notimnenta known. The prieMa held
the (ceptre of public opinion, and all hiatary waa ooa>
awned to the oradce. Oiodorua aaya, that Uooer t>Aftar the aeeond nckiag of
ailed the wie of Delphoa.
OieeiBn Thcbea by Akmeon, the ure ph iteM Marnlo,
deaglMcr of the fiuned TireMu. hed beea aant to Delphi at making part of the aprtla, where ahe aeqoirad
greet renown ly her talent fort uwipiwng efdea. The
mting of Homer with each a Iwly ie intercating to
the imawnatinn. Ilomer, aaya the luMarian. borrowed
aoaw itraDag vcraea of the eracle^ .either a>
er avtodn^ to give weignt to hie werka.
what
HeIbecmooa to aee«tain
It
ne paelry of Gtaest vhen he
; b«l Ike niiiliea ia tatalvad in
the
ebae afity . While he ia haikil
Accordgly not the laeaatar ef pactry.
ing to the Greek hbraiy of PaWciaa, thave ware aaecnty Greek poeta anlinor to Mto* Taa graMar peet
ia CMd,
ef them were maaiciaHk, Amoqg tiMae

dim

t

I

I

MM

m

1

m

}

Ubm

vte^ it ia aaid, reheaaM ihaflniaspaaiMBafBMMHB
and OrplMaat wha aasg tiw ArgaMNMa aneaWasi
TheamwtieBefgoiAe, tiM Homer dbaw hb atMjr oT
the nkd Aem thM of CorioMM, wha eaiafaaad it dae to be aoljr the dram of a
ring the Tiejaa war, ii
Taetaee, a iiiriJii ef the Ifllh eaniMiwMieiihei .
tUffTi WnO MMto ft CBMIIlXlltfttT VIpOS LVCM|NHVD9 HKI
a bad poem called the Chiliadal wavld have «e b^
liere that Hontrr bonewad hia lUad ikea Ditto* Om>

w

tenea, a writer to whom a amaaearlpt eirtainfy
aneiant, bat not migiiial, waa aacrioad,
ia theraignef one ef the Ca aai a, in a

w

araea wa are laM
titfawa eaea ay an eaftB^aaa^
that Dictye maowad idanmaeaa to the eiege ef Tiay,
and wrote a httiary of it ia ptoM, wa have mdto em

ataryefHeaMr'a
lef
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etymology, which, with its Agas and Memnons
ia not so cliverting, but equally credible with Swift's
derivation of Hector, Ajax, and .\lexancler.
The epoch of Homer has been not less a subject of
diapotation than his country.
Herodotus says in his
Eatarpe, that he lived 400 vears before his own (the
hialenaii's) tin»e.
In the chronicle of the I'arian marblea. Homer ia aaid to hare been in hi* hif^hest renown
at the Tear of the chronicle 67-'^, which would place the
dato of the Iliad 2707 JTcai* ftom the beginning <^ the
preeent century but Tcnetnble aa the airthority of the
Parian marbles may appear, they seem to assitrn a later
date to the great poet than hia writings, and the man«
nersofeoeiafef which he deacribee, reader probable. It
oaaiaei t with his writings to auppoae, that he
not long after the siege of Trey, and that he
~
both his poems half a century after the

with

its

;

i

tawn waa

taken.

As the

first

intf reeling

aloriee

ha

heard when a boy were those of the exploits performed
in the Tfojen war, in his riper years he had still an oppnrtMnity ef conversing with the old men who had
beea stigagBd in it. Their immediate deecapdanta
would, aoeorcUng to this supposition, be his c on tem polar ies ; he might know their grandchildren, and live to
aee the birth af the ibutth generation.
It is true, that
thia hjrpatfaesis awkee the birth oi Homer prior to the
Ionian mi^iaNuai which Thurydidea places 80 years
after tlte wage ef Trey ; but in this tnare is no solid
wa know that there were loniana in Asia
pnartotiMflalaByof that name beiiw brought thither.
Tha rhiMawii af Haner aearibiag double tha
to aaa ef the beroce of tha
pnof that he laokad hack toa very
Sach ftaciftd ii^garaliuiis of tha
s i aiHied iala aaeaslan wKf be Ibaad ia
af Ike awldla ^aa, that mast have beea
ria illy T8«n af tha liMaw af tbeaa
wkaai na poet ateribM a siae aad
aiag saber belieC Tha aeeoant which
Hoiaer gives of toe teaty of jEneas ceiMinuing to
rrign over tha Trajaaa after the Greeks had rlsMBhsh
ed Troy, theagh at vatiaace with Virgil's fidde, (a dpeaaMtBMeef Bojpaat eeasaqamws as to its credibility,)
has all tha air efnaiiiig basa drawn from contemporant of the family of
it waald have beea difkult, aa well as Hirlsm,
far Hoamr to have fimtd.
Now the succimion of
AaaasTs graal>fnaddalaraa to the kingdom ef Troy
is the latest faetwWeh the peal has left on rcoonL The
pnfaahly distarbed that very

aad from Homer, who
acmunta, being ailent
laihaBta, it may be infetred, that
he did not live to be iH|aiiiiliil with it. Tha otfaar
snd later era which has beea asagned to our past,
nmkes him cantempus afy with Lycurgos, and, connected with it, thera ia a traiditian of Homer and the lawin tha iaiand of Chioa.
But the pic^
ef aaciaty which Hoaav exhibita da« not acconl
historical

iiae

mend en

edv

times, vis. the tbeary ef Bryaat, which
rosr to hav« I mad tiia aialMhli of his IKed
I

I

Ho.

it aMiits aat the nenM of I
memnoe. Hdaa, ftc. were ell
drawn ftaai Fajpliaa thaagony, and naturalised in
Giaece.
Meodkaa is evidently the i'haraoh >lmes
AgaoMmnen iethelNakith word AgapraSasd to Maa-

for

iMS^ whose harp latea n d i l at the laaeh af the iW^g
day. The wealthy Myctae aavar raistod bat ia the
viity ef Thacydidae, aad the ifaJaMlj ti Heradotaa.
Trey aaavesislad bat aa the 4Mnaar the Nile. The
i

WitnriMl

pat of tUa bypothaaa

is

qaile

apenapar

Wbea we

look to the verisimili-

ef Ua daasfiplieae, we mast believe that lie painted the aatani warld aad all its manners from the life.
Thera is no traea ef his afcrting to give it an aiiti(|uatod air, or of wiahiag, as a mmlrm poet would probably be inclined to do^ to atady timplicity of oMcctt for
pictareaqae cCkI; on the oontrarv, whenever ne luxurialaa in dseeription it ie in painting artificial objects.

Those who briaf dewa Honser, therafiae, so low ss the
of Lyeorgaik scaa to frrgat that sisch a poet and
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such a legislator belong to diflTerent states of society. It of the Odyssey which was rectified by Aratus, and Homtr
""~y"™^ lias been questioned, anil indeed it appears more tlian which bears the name of the Arata-an edition. Alex- '^'^r^
ander's enthusiasm for the memory of Homer is one of
questionable, if the art of writing was known in the
days of Homer. If we consult the poet himself upon the noblest traits of his character. He charged Anaxarchus and Callisthenes to revise the copies of Ljxurthis question, we shall find that in all his comprehensive
picture of civil society there is nothing that decidedly gus and Pisistratus ; and Aristotle put the last hand to
conveys an idea of letters, or of reading. The words this precious edition, called the edition of the casket.
After the battle of Arbela, when tlie conqueror had
'S.Afiair* Xvy^K, it is true, in the letter mentioned in the
found, in the tent of Darius, a casket of gold, enriched
Iliad, which Bellerophon carries to the king of Lycia,
with stones of inestimable value, he there deposited the
have been quoted as a proof of alphabetical writing
but the generality of the term has much more the ap- two poems of Homer, and laid the treasure along with
pearance of merely symbolical signs, or hieroglyphics, his sword every night under his pillow. After the
than of what we call writing. That such symbolical death of Alexander, Zenodotus of Ephesus was charged,
marks of thought were known in the rudest ages, there by the first of the Ptolemies, with the task of revising
can be no doubt ; and what has been already alluded the edition of the casket. The last edition belonging
to this period of high antiquity is that which Aristarto in the travels of the poet as a possible and even probable fact, namely, his consulting the records of differ- chus, the greatest critic of his age, published under the
auspices of Ptolemy Philometer, about nineteen centuent temples, must be taken with this understanding,
that such records were, in all probability, also symboli- ries and a half ago, and which has served as a model
for all collections of the works of Homer both in the
cal or hieroglyphical. The introduction of prose writing into Greece took place at so late a period, as to middle ages and modern times.
The first edition of Homer since the invention of
leave it by much the more probable supposition, that
alphabetical writing was unknown to Homer ; for printing, was that of Demetrius Chalcondyles of Athens,
when prose writing is of recent date, the alphabet can- and of Demetrius of Crete. It is entirely in Greek, is
not have been long in use. Homer, therefore, there is very magnificent, and now exceedingly scarce. It apevery reason to think, could neither read nor write ; he peared at Florence in December 1488, in one folio,
and had been collated with the commentaries of Eustarecited his own works from memory, and hence it is
little wonderful that he addresses the Muses as the
thius.
It was not till half a century after, that the
daughters of that faculty of the mind. In modern works of Homer appeared again in Greek, with the enThis edition, the
times, when the memory is at once distracted by so tire commentaries of Eustathius. t
many pursuits, and obliged to lean on so many artificial only complete one of the commentary of Eustathius,
assistances, we are apt to under-rate its powers when
had long been regarded as a.chef d'ceuvre of sound criemployed upon a single object, and trained by habitual ticism and correctness, till the learned discovered innuexercise upon that object.
To an ancient poet like merable faults in it, by comparing it with MSS. ; and
Homer, his memory was not only the mother of his the improvement of taste at last threw contempt on the
muse, but his constant and indispensable guardian. barren prolixity of the commentary. Six years after
The rhapsodists also preserved his works by oral tradi- the Roman edition of Eustathius, there appeared at
tion ; and if their subsistence depended in a profession
Leyden the first esteemed edition of the prince of
where there were rivals to detect the e»rors of each poets, that had a Latin version. It contained also the
other, upon the accuracy with which they recited those
scholia of Didymus, a commentator assigned to the age
poems, they were perhaps more safe from corruptions of Augustus.
notice here only those editions which
and interpolations, or at all events from omissions in re- may be said to form an epoch in the illustration of Hocitation, than we might be apt to imagine, by ascribing
mer. Joshua Barnes brought out at Cambridge the
the same lax exertions of memory to those reciters, Greek and Latin texts of Didymus, with his own comwhich ainse in modern times from the constant reliance mentaries. The edition of Samuel Clarke appeared at
upon writing. It may be doubted whether the rhap- London in 1734; that of Ernesti at Leipsic in 1764.
sodists made such havock in the sense of Homer, as the
Villoison, who was sent to Venice by the French goperverted ingenuity of writivg commentators has made vernment to collect ancient relics of literature, found in
in that of Shakespeare.
the library of St Mark, an unique copy of the Iliad of
Lycurgus, the legislator of Sparta, is said to have the 10th century, with the remarks of sixty of the most
been the first who collected the fragments of Homer's famous critics of antiquity, such as Aristarchus and Zepoetry during his travels in Asia Minor, and on his re- nodotus.
It appeared, that this manuscript had been
turn by the island of Chios. Three hundred and seven made from a copy in the library of the Ptolemies that
years afterwards, Pisistratus, who erected at Athens the was burnt by the barbarian Omar. Villoison remained
first public library that is mentioned in Grecian history,
two years at Venice to copy it with his own hand, and
gave directions to a body of the learned for preparing printed it in a folio volume, entirely Greek. As the orian edition of the poet more correct than that of Lycur- ginal possessor of this literary treasure had joined to it
gus, and Solon and Hipparchus are said to have assist- many various and lost editions of the poet, this publied in the undertaking.* At the destruction of Athens, cation of Villpison may be called the Ilomeri variorum
in the invasion of Xerxes, the Iliad and Odyssey were
of antiquity. Vl^olff and Heyne are the two latest editaken from thence, and conveyed to Persia ; and the des- tors of Homer. Their merits have been so frequently
pot himself seems to have respected this monument of treated of in the reviews and literary journals of our
taste and genius, since a part of the collection was
own time, that we forbear to descant upon them.
found at Susa during the conquests of Alexander. It
The memory of the great poet has received not only
is perhaps to this epoch that we may assign the edition
the homage of conmientators and editors of his works.
Homer,

i

We

•

Diog. Lacrt. Plut. in Hipparcho.
With the following tide, Homeri Ilias et Odytna, Grace,
mce, apud Bladum et GiuTitum, 1542 aud liSO, 4 vols, ia folio.
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HOME R.
who have ouricd the reader't imafiAmaoff tbete may
nation to tb* Mcne of hi« action.
be noticed ToOTncfart, the French natunJiat, who un.
dentooil tte ehwiral •• weU «• bia friMiitB y tttb l t
inworU. BidHH Raeoefcc abo cHiiRl bM
ririb rtinci to the pabtic
to GfMc^ tbaagb wkb itaa
cvnoaitT than into other qoaitva. Ladj Uarj Mo«tl^ae ^mlttd the TVomI, itMagfa aMwewfart baMily, and
Mw. or imagined ifcaft alw «w, the tomb of Achilles.
Miwir and Grawx in
Doctor Chandler viritad
ceo^ecture* that have not re176V-6<i, and made
ceived much credit In ronjecturinir the atact wl Mtien
of Troy, and of the tcene of Homer'* trawla, modem
than the ant ee
t/ arellen have not been
Wood, who, on "mhT pafnti> laakea ingenious
eienta.
and a ubable conjecture*, ia &r Axm baring aettied the
b«C of timv«Ilcr«,

m

NMBKhM

M

Am

Mae

man m tmM

l

euBtiw e njr of the Troed and Chrraber ami Gell, who
wtCBcdt d him in the fame attempt, haire been laai
teamed and much more mtoitou* in tiicir aappoaiboaa.
;

To

HooMr

the turtiiwenj will
prabaMr appear of teat inpoitance than it has been
OHdc Forthefiitevkjref fading, at the end of SOOO
yeart, tbetilaaf a town, of which an ancient poet Mjr*,
that, in hi* own time, the very mina bad dHappearad,
(ctiaat ptrmt rmntr,) tbei* ia sorely an appannt and
'
em raaaon in tha cbaMta and lavMrM which 90
the real adnrinr of

mind

wmU

eonidw Imit hmmi
I

wiU

•• adopt tba

Tn^ ever esi<tcd

war aa tba
woald
I

mwi

?

;

aU

much

tbe Iliad a

hndiyi*.

na cnoBH jtagumm tnai

oaan paaaco npan
Hatnoa aanjflM ntea
a placi ai a moral teadMr aba«* Chfjaippaa aad (>••
tor, tbe leaden of tba two meat AmoM acboate of pW>
hUr timaa, eompaaad a tn^
Ibaapoy.
nnBjjj,
tfK on tba (Mngphy of Momcr. _On tba olber baid.
l^^tb^[|OTaa baa oandamned linn to Tarti
Bttvtod lUw MOdna oa tbe IiirlnHjFi Mid Plato bikrcpnblie.
Yet Mnidat the
nHBad nai nvni bia iooal TvpobHc^'
1

Homer wonld

nil tnfira Inifnnaiu

m

• oftbe'
aMjr to parcaira tba
reaaoos in hi* motiraa far
ba arcn rcaeema oor opniMR oC bia toato by
narfaivMdibaanlaiM tbis bMfakaMt to be pot in
ftna. FWm^ k rfiwnid ba raaalaetod, arlwiti
n*.
lira onlr two aKktoneaa, tba origbtoi idaa, and tba bait ia

m

b^wMcbtetly

Iilmti

afar cayyof tbt

te BH aHMnH ibh ha
raw thoogM, and by tba otbar
wmch Oad

An

oti^acti

May

ahnoat arrest* bis tongue from condemning hiin, and that
he cansiderti him a.1 the maker of all poets who have
succeeded liim, particularly those of the drama. After
tfaiB apology, be demoaatrates at great length that the
goda of tba IKad avt caleulatad to give us unworthy
notion* of divinity, a fact which, pMottMkicalfy eoiw
aidered, it is not very difficult to pruve.
To exculpate
Homer from thia heavy charget botb his ancient and
modem admirer* have rt eourse to altegory ; and in this
system of explaining the Iliad, have mixed a vast deal
cif abaurdit T with a very snvall portion ot truth.
It ia
true that there wa« allegory and emblem both in a»>
eient rd^icm and philosophy ; and some of the fictioni
of Homer carry their allegarical meaning in their apBut to see nothing in the whole Iliad l)iit
pearance.
moral abstmctiona personified, is an idea as intolerable
Such a forced
to common scnae as to poetical feeling.
emlaiMtian of tbe Iliad would after all leava tbe poem

iu plain intarpretatian.
powar of God^ Oestiagr
for ni* will, Jmto for hia justice, Venns lor his mercy,
and Minerva for his wiadom, we shall still find the

Muto as inimw al as it
Somtoar we toke Jupiter
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wa take thing* as
andeistond his deismi i
tiaa to be iuHiienced bjr tba passions of men.
painlad tba foAi Jail as tbe vulgar belief repmeantod
tten. It liH impimibte Ibr bim to have dom oIIm»wiaa^ lor basaald not ennto a naw reKgiant bnttf
we eonld aapp<Me it [inmibte far him to ba^ soipaaaad
tbe Nmiti at* human inleU|ganaa< and to bare antieipalad tba bicbar noboos of Pteto laapattii^r the dil inkj . it irwud not bara baan bia inlaMat aa a poet to
'
hte
j tbetegy into tba nan tbatms of tba
Tb« aaiMM tlMt ba bad caaaad to eonthe inb^bilaMa of OHrmpoa aa iapasaoncd beings, there waaaa and to all onr intarail in tbeiraotMML Dirinibr, in ka tme attributes, is not a sab)aet
far NIHBDC mbsi^
The toadb^Mna of BMre recent refinement in tmti>
ment and HOBtn faaa baan applied with the same slv
aordity tobisbaraaa,
tba standard of para tbotdqcy
^a ba^ to bte ifivi^ili^ la tha timm wMoh bad*,
saribad, tbe power of a nun's body eonstituted tl»
grralar part of his eatimstion in oocialy.
Ha who
coald sapport tbe haarieak load of anaoar, ami who
eonld giro and tafca tha hordcat blows, was fanaid»>
Ma man or a hsvn* Whan this oapanority ipat aaoe
dicology of

Aey are

biaa.

a* deftctioe aa if

aaly
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all

of Ibte
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admit of ndipcrooaa aatoi^aa, and w* ahaoM taai
him to another city afaw harfaif tuitalllad
with
perftimcs. and uu wnail Ma Mod wfNi tawam, It ma«
owned, that even tha wait * of a peat ooufal hardly
lit nfiiahrl with
iniiil
WlnPUtooamm
tospaah of Hoomt fclniiilf. it ia with tba dsapast re
rttrttea for his gCBia&
Ha ewaa ftm iha laapatt snd
tevt which ht Mi fidtaactUtiaflBey far Ma writings
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common

in Homer's
of aeknow lodged
te •miarior to him.
At
the aqaality of anns and tnc iwit
prindpte of bo>

tba

Iftban, says Plata^ (magthia
jafbteavai
af Mi ava Mad
baldly ba caBaa aran
copy of • oopy,
a peat iteaM piaatal btomlf aaagat oa wha k»M*a
bow to tnaoai arary tMav ia iMtara by iadi
we mooKi cttoiy oar
aa av a
lar
person,
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know tlwt thoa art otoro vaboBlthaa m^" wMeh ia,
hi aibar words, « 1 know that thoa ait atnagar." £aam
adda, " faf, Aoteaarr, ifwmm god pretastr ai^, / sAatf he
mile to eo mfmr "
And tbk m a general principle,
which to^ eartan extent may be said to constitate all
I

.

OS tha laad, namely, that pasrcr, soooam,
all eonw faom tha goda.
When Ago*
laa Ma outiatB apaa Addllas, ha saya
that aama god had dialaibad his raasoa.
It te the prodivinity that
inai Ki*w
tection
!
or that
VT
vnm\ tiiTiiiitj
gives uir
iccuvn of uda
the Gnwk
\TrevK and
~"
•
Trojan "heroes each a triumph
in hi* tura ; it ii the
armies, or
mapire tham far tlv aaaabat ; bat we moat not rc|
thia intorvaatiaa af thodaitim as diminiahlnir the a
this
Rlocy
oftlw
see clcsrly thst Homer
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Homer,

^^^-^^

Salvador Rosa for not having adorned his mountain
Achilles
scenery with terraces and gravel-walks.
cooking his dinner is certainly a considerably more
poetical personage than Louis the XIV. would have
been if La Motte had made him the hero of an Epopee,
treading on a velvet carpet, and commanding the Maitre d'hotel to prepare his fricasees.
The excellencies of the Iliad, independent of the
What distinguishes the bravest, such as Ajax and
Diomede, is, that they fight as they retreat. And it beautiful and sonorous language to which it belongs,
may be observed, to the glory of Homer, that, in spite may be summed up in the vastness and variety of the
the
of this divine intervention, which we might expect to picture of existence which it spreads before us
confound all distinctions of human bravery, he still spirit and perpetual motion of its agents ; the relieving
preserves tlie distinctive character of greatness in his interchanges of an interesting inferior world, and a
heaven of voluptuous and gay mythology ; the progreslieroes, even when yielding to supernal influence.
sive swell and importance of the story ; and the art
It is a singular trait in the Iliad, that the sullen rest
of its hero Achilles should form the main-spring of the with which the very rest of Achilles is made subservient to the evolution of his grandeur ; the full physiogaction. His absence appears to be the cause of the disnomy of human character displayed in every age and
asters of his countrymen, which prolong the contest.
situation of life ; the unstudied strength of his circumTliis, so far from being a defect in the plan of the action, is an artifice which carries internal evidence of stances in description ; and the contagious spirit with
the whole plan being the invention of one great mind; which he seizes the mind to sympathy with his martial
passion
Such an apocalypse of life, from its sublimest
all the prowess of the successive agents that are detumults to its minutest manners, was never communiscribed, ministers to the ultimate triumph of him by
whom Hector is to fall. In the fire and spirit of this cated by another human imagination.
If Homer has erred at all, it is from the wealth, or
ancient hero. Homer has not certainly left what it would
be absurd to seek for in ancient poetry, a model of rather from the pathos of his genius, in giving so strong
pure morality ; but he has consummated the picture of a countervailing interest to the character of Hector.
This unquestionably diminishes our exultation in the
all that must have commanded the respect of warlike
and barbarous times, and has in fact pourtrayed a being triumph of Achilles. Yet who would wish that fault
that would, under different circumstances, in all ages undone.'' Here is the generosity of genius, even in the
predominate over the rest of his species, by his pride poet, scorning the bigotry of national hatred that would
and energy. It may be necessary to notice the vulgar depreciate the heroism of an enemy. It is, perhaps, repeating superfluously, what few have to be told, that
tradition of his being invulnerable all over but in the
heel ; but Homer does not debase the courage of his the character of Achilles, so unlike the inexorabilis acer
hero by such a fable nor is his character of stern pride of Horace, has a relief of the noblest traits of compasunrelieved by circumstances that touch us with an in- sion and generosity amidst the fury of his savage pasHis youth, his beauty, his maternal sions. The concluding book of the Iliad teems with
terest in his fate.
descent from a goddess, the certain prediction that, the most touching circumstances of his generosity. He
while he could find no conqueror, he was one day to receives King Priam, joins him in his tears at the reperish in the Trojan war, prepare us for the part of no collection of their respective losses ; perfumes the body,
vulgar hero.
and orders it to be kept out of the father's sight, lest it
To enter on a minute criticism of the Iliad would far should shock the grief of the king ; places it himself in
exceed our limits. The most superficial readers are a litter, fearing that Priam might burst into a fit of exprobably acquainted with the hackneyed objections asperation, and should exasperate himself also ; and, fithat have been made to its prolixity of speeches and nally, refreshes him with food and sleep in his tent, and
In recognimilitary details, to the minuteness and surgical de- takes him by the right hand as a friend.
scription of wounds, the ferocity of its manners, and zing such traits of compassion in the proverbially sathe abusive epithets which the heroes exchange when vage Achilles, one is tempted to believe, that humanity
they quarrel. The French criticism of La Motte and is not so modern a virtue as some would have us bePerrault has gone even so far as to blame the simplicity lieve.
of its manners, and to throw contempt on Achilles for
The Odyssey speaks less to the imagination than the
cooking his own dinner. The majority of those objec- Iliad, but it introduces us to a still more minute and
tions are frivolous. It is true that the primitive abund- interesting view of ancient manners, and it awakens
ance of expletives, and the Greek loquacity of Homer, with deeper effect the softer passions that appear but
may at times be excessive; but the dramatic air which rarely in the other poem. It is strange, that La Harpe,
the constant dialogue gives to the Iliad, would be ill who redeems much of his bad French taste by an apexchanged for the conciseness of mere narrative. The parently sincere enthusiasm for the genius of Homer,
diversity of Homer's battles, as an eminent critic has
should say, that the Odyssey is devoid of the eloquence
observed, shews an invention next to boundless ; the of sentiment.
If by sentiment we mean the sickly
technical terms of the wounds that are described, apmisanthropy, or the rampant enthusiasm which distinpear technical to us, only because the language of sci- guishes so many modern productions, there is certainly
ence is derived from Greek ; and the fastidious taste nothing of the kind in the Odyssey ; and the difference
that is offended with the bold simplicity of ancient of circumstances in which human nature was then
manners, would with equal propriety find fault with placed, must be fairly estimated,* before we can even
docs not lessen their importance

on that account.
On tlie contrary, the epic spirit of the piece is hei^jhtened by this machinery, because it is clearly perceived
that the heroes thus favoured of heaven, rise in the opinion of tlieir associates and atlversaries on that account.
Achilles excepted, there is not a hero of the Iliad who
does not at some time or other retire before another.

;

:

:

• Many Oriental
more remarkable in

countries retain to this day manners of society nearly similar to those described in the Odyssey. There is notliing
those manners than the degree of refinement to which profound dissimulation is carried in all ranks. The stran-

much le.isto his own sentiments, than to his hopet and fears, or the countenance of those he meets.
The arts of disguise are, in those countries, the great arts of life; and the character of Ulysses would form a perfect model for those
who wish to make their way with security aud respect. Cruelty, violence, and injustice, are also so evidently the result of defective
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bat this is no deckiv* argoncnt,
as Homer night be the wont of all patadiUs, tbo^ili
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pardon ttumj nuxinis of moral conduct which UlyMe*
H«-ki'» practically amwa: but if by sentiment we mean the
onaophiMicstcd feeling of ttie heart, where, it may be
aakcoTahall we find it, if it tt not found in the pathetic
shaations of Telcmachu*, the conjuj^l lo> e of Penelope, and the return of L'lyase* to hi« home, with all the
circnmatJince* that attend it, hii aged dog expiring
with jov at hb feet, and his father relating to him,
while he retain* Ida dkniae, all the little rircuroat hii childhood tnat could awaken his teodercat aMociatxma.
Besides the IKad and Odyssey, Homer is said to
hare composed another poem, entitled MiurgiUt. It is
BOW losL It is said by some to have been a comedy
bat, ftom some vcrtcs in the content between Homer
and Hesiod, k may be rather conjectured to have been
a piece of mockery and satire. Margites is the name
or a pcnon in a verse that is preserved br Plato, who
is described as knowing many things, and knowing nothing welL Such a dtaracter may nave been the original hero of Homer's satire, and been thus' damne«I to
•veriasting memory, Kke the Mac Flecknoe of Dryden.
The little mock heroie of the Battle of the Mice and
Frogt, is well known, from Pamell** translation, to the
En^ish mdir. Plufcasu r Heyne sappoacs it sparioas»

defence, including homicide upon chance-rHtdUv, whereby a man kills another, who assaults him, in the course
of a sudden brawl or quarrel.
Fflonious or culpabte homicide has different degrees,
wbxh distinguish the offence into manslaughter and
iriUul murder ; in the last of which, the act, being committed from malice and forethought, admits of no defence, and subjects the criminal to the highest punishment of the law. See BUckstone ; Erskine ; and'
Hume Oh Crimfi. (i)

HOMOLOGOCS
MKTRY,

vol. X. p.

HOMOPHONI, in
ratio is

Siocs and Angles.

214,

See Geo-

col. I.

music, denotes the unison whose

1=1, and whose expression

in

Fare/s noUtion

See Firat Minor.
HONAN. See China, vol. vi. p. 2U, col I.
HONDL'R.AS, or Hibi'KRas, a maritime province
of the Spanish kingdom of Guatimala in America,
whidi the Spaniards calculate to extend 1 85 Itsgues
from north to south, and 50 from east to west. The sur- Climate
face is in general mountainous, and is intersected by deep
vallies, conducting numerous rivers down to the sea ;
but part of the coast is extremely low and marshy.
A hot and humid atmosphere renders the province unheahhy, unless on the shore, where regular breeses refhafa the inhabitants; and here epidemical diseases
rarely prevail. .Thunder showers are frequent during
the wannest season, sometimca raging with great violence.
This province b penetrated hy a lar^ bay,
called the Bay of Honduras, to which our notice shall

is 0.

be men particularly directed the coast abounds in
dangers to the mariner from rocks and shoals ; and all
aloag iu nMrgia we keys, that is, peninsulas or promontorin^ brt w uu ertaks and the mouths of rivers. These
St George's
keys are known by dlfcaBt namea,
key, TumefT key, Anbfrgtaasf key, and the like and
some of the islands pasa by the same denomination.
Some anthors affim, tluft gold and silver are found Kaiuisl
in Honduras but, according to the late traveller Hum- pnidocVege- """•
boldt, it scarcely presents any metallic mines.
tatioa b in renarkable luxuriance, and the niants nuroeraoa and iHrersified. Grapes are produceu twice a yeur
fVon the vines; sugar canes, coffee, cotton, and indigo, are aboiMlant, and also grain of several kinds
bat tbe inhabitants are too indolent to avail themselves
of the benefits of ruture. The most important plants,
^u,„__
"'•'"''
in a f Bminettial view, are mahoganv and logwood the
vddihle nwaasity and infers nodtgrre Ibnaar b employed for all descriptions of furniture in
of g«ik or blame ; aa, Ifar OMtance, by virtue t4 soch Brkaia and AaMrica, and Uir latter fur dyeing. Chiefly
an dke aa obligca one, in tbe csecvticm of public Ja»- tar the purpose of obtaining these two commodities, a
tiea, to pa* to death a maklktor, who balh ftHHiad
BH6A irttMnmt bn long neon eatablishe<l in the Bay
hb filb by tbe lava and rerdict of hb coantry. Tlib of Honduraa ; and a vast quantity of the former is exadbahocenaidafad iartilable
Mane case., either potted annuallr.
The mode oi* procuring it, is to
ftr Ae ed i ai K e iue Mt ef pabKc jastice. or fcr tbe pre. oispalch a skiffhl ocgra to dimb the hi/hest trees on
vimitei of some atneioaa crime.
IoAt places, for the purpose of discovering mahogany
Hesaiddr is rjrcaaaMr, when a pcrMn wgagMl in a in tiie woods, which u generally solitary, and visible
lawfU act u. withoot faitenlioa. the oaase af analber's at a gfaat dbtanre, fVora the yellowbh hue of its foEzcBsable hamicide b of two kinds ; cUier Mr liage. A gang of (Vom ten to fiflv slaves is then sent
by bi h i Bt ii ia . erfc rfr/infciMfc, fa
oat to ertet a acafibld around each tree that b select:
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and to cut

are chiefly confined to cattle.
ly the size of a small

cow,

The

tapir,

which

is

near-

reputed to inhabit the
thickest parts of the forests in the neighbourhood of
creeks and rivers, and is very rarely to be seen by day.
There are different kinds of wild hogs, three species of
is

the armadillo, and numerous monkeys.
Of birds may
be named the turkey, concerning whose native country naturalists have expressed doubts, but here it lives
in pairs in the most sequestered recesses of the woods,
and cannot easily be taken alive. It never survives in
captivity, and the young hatched from eggs, gene-

wander away

to the original haunts of the moThe toucan, oriole, macaw, and pelican, are
common. A great quantity of honey and wax are obrally

thers.

Inhabitantf.

tained from the bees of this country, which construct
their combs in holes of the earth.
The rivers abound
in fish ; and the manati and turtle are the constant objects of pursuit on the shores.
In regard to the inhabitants of Honduras ; the total
population of the province, consisting of natives, Americans, Spaniards, and English, with African slaves, is
said to have diminished.
are quite ignorant of any
calculations as to its amount; but that cf the British
settlement in the Bay of Honduras, is computed at
about 3700 or somewhat more, of which there are 200
white inhabitants, rather more than 500 people of colour and free blacks, and 3000 negro slaves.
Neither
are we acquainted with the precise geographical limits
of the settlement, or the number, extent and position
of the towns belonging to the Spaniards. Formerly
the principal English establishment was at St George's
Key, which is a healthful and agreeable situation, still
containing a number of good houses, but now it is at
Balize, a town at the mouth of a river of the same
name, called Wallix by the Spaniards. It consists of
about 200 houses, many of which are spacious and well
finished ; all are built of wood, and for the most part
raised 8 or 10 feet from the ground on mahogany
p'.Ilars.
An agreeable and picturesque effect is produced by groups of lofty cocoa trees, and the foliage
of the tamarind thickly interspersed, while they afford
to the inhabitants a grateful shelter from the fervour of
the sun.
This town is accessible to an enemy only
Irom the sea ; for it is totally tnv ironed behind by a
morass, extending many miles into the country, which.
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Jown about

twelve feet from the
ground. When felled, the logs are, with much labour,
MahngMiy.
draj^rged to the banks of the streams, and being formed
into rafts sometimes of 200 united, are floated as many
miles, to places where the rivers are crossed by strong
cables, and then the owners separate their respective
shares.
It is said that the boughs and limbs afford the
finest wood, but in Britain mahogany is more valued
on account of size ; and none is allowed to be exported
to the United States of America exceeding 20 inches in
Logwood,
diameter. The logwood, on the other hand, affects low
swampy grounds, growing contiguous to fresh water
creeks and lakes, on the edges of which the roots, the
most valuable parts of the wood, extend. It is sought
in the dry season, and the wood-cutters having built a
hut in the vicinity of a number of trees in the same spot,
collect the logs in heaps ; and afterwards float up small
canoes in the wet season, when the ground is laid under
water, to carry them off. This is considered a very unhealthy employment.
Animals.
Many wild animals inhabit the province, among
which are two kinds of tiger as generally described ;
but they are more probably of the leopard species, the
Brasilian and black tiger. Both of them are fierce; they
are said sometimes to attack man ; but their depredations
it

Hondurat,
is neai-ly covered with water.
Honey,
strong fort lately erected in a commanding situation
'~ iT™'
guards the channel of approach; and the inhabitants
have formed a militia as a farther means of defence.
The jirincipal trade of the British settlement con- Trade,
sists in the export of mahogany, logwood, and tortoise
shell while the articles of import are chiefly for the consumption of the settlers, being those of British manufacture, and salted provisions for the slaves.
They also
obtain cattle from the Spaniards, who, besides, carry on
considerable traffic in cotton bed-covers, which are
much esteemed in that province. The Bay of Honduras is reckoned a very favourable situation for trade ;
and the preservation of the settlement occasions no
expence to government, as the revenue somewhat exceeds the expenditure.
During the last and preceding century, the coast and History,
islands of Honduras were a great resort of pirates, who
found sufficient subsistence and concealment to enable them to commit their ravages against defenceles
vessels.
On the largest island, called Ruatan or Rattan, about SO miles long, rich and fertile, there is a
small Spanish outpost; but, according to Philip Ashton's
Memorial, it was uninhabited in 1723, Previous to
the year 1763, English mercantile adventurers had established themselves on the coast, at which time the
court of Spain admitted them to remain on condition that their fortifications should be demolished.
However, all were taken prisoners or dispersed in 1782;
and having been enabled to return in 1781', under a
treaty with the Spanish government, they finally settled
at Balize.
Here they remained undisturbed until the
year i 798, when the Spaniards having fitted out an armament, made an attempt to capture the town, Tliey
were speedily repulsed, and the colony has never since
See Alcedo Diccionario ;
had to dread any enemy.
Uring's Voyages and Travels; Ashton's Memorial; and
Henderson's Account of the Settlement of Honduras, (c)
is a saccnarine vegetable secretion, most
abundant in the nectarium of flowers. Some authors
consider it an elementary principle of all vegetables
without exception They suppose that it exists in every
part of plants, and that their life is dependent on its
presence.
do not know, however, that the saccharine matter of plants is universally convertible into honey.
It is much more copiously diffused in certain
flowers than in others, both of the same and of difin some it cannot be recognised, and
ferent species
the weather has always a powerful influence on its secretion.
hot and sultry atmosphere, charged with
electricity, is considered most favourable to the producHoney seems to be of various quality,
tion of honey.
sometimes of a grateful taste and odour, sometimes
pungent and bitter, or even of a deleterious nature,
which probably originates from the flowers.
This substance appears in its sensible shape when
collected by bees, a tribe of insects which may almost
be considered as reduced under the dominion of man.
But naturalists are not agreed whether honey undergoes a particular elaboration in their bodies, thence deriving its flavour and consistence, or whether it is
merely collected and is still seen in its pristine state.
bee having entered a flower, apparently absorbs
the liquid nectar by its proboscis, whence it is conducted to an intestinal sac exclusively appropriated for
The
its reception, commonly called the honey bag.
animal is then plump and cylindrical, and returning to

during the rainy season,

A

;

HONEY

:

We

:

A

A

the hive, disgorges the contents into cells selected for
that purpose.
By repeated Hccumulations the cell is
filled, and then sealed by concentric circles of the thin-
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at

in the

There it ii kept, as i« (appcwed, for winter
store; at least no other use is assigned to it: but we
cannot be soficiently reserred m clasung disUnt antiIt is prinripations among the instincts of aninuu.
centra.

cipally in the more civiti»e»1 countries that bees are
htrea.
In manr places, they form their
cuafined
cM^ba in tnuiks of tree*, and also in cavities of rocks,
In India, there b a spedcs wbidi contbe eutb.
towta a tii^^ comb of rtrj large dimensions, attached
to the under part of the beuch of a tree well shehered.
During winter, a great portJoo of the honey thtu pre-

m

od

served, it imdoublcdly oonsimed ; and it it understood
that the safety of an ordinary hive is endangered if
there be a anialler qoantity than twelve poan<b at the
end of antanin. Honey u supposed by some of the
moMacote naturalists, as Hubcr, to contain the prin.
ctpica of wax. whence the bees Mn enabled to build
their eomba withoot ooOecling it flrom vegetables ; and
he itftfn
a me thod of arranging a luve, whereby
they
be fotccd to work in thu subsunce. The
rditiTe propottiona of honey and wax in a hive are not
Moertaincd; the latest observations allot about three or
tour pemda of wax to one hundred of honev.
The finest bonc^ u collected by swanns leaving the
pMcnt hive, and it always becomca dvkcr and eoaner
in proportion to the age of the conbi. lis quantity and
qoality, both depend very mach on the aatare of the
surrounding vegetation ; hence, in cultivating boH, particnlar attention should be paid to the fcw««*i««^ of
flowers. Honey and
wn wry considHrBblc artidca
^traffic, and proCt nay andoubtodly be derived
bccB with little troaMe and trt<Kn|^ cxptttce. Moat

im

my

wn

^m

which

a little n-^
well dispense
to bees.
ten timca the
existing
enddbesabsistsdin the ca«tntr>. :... .luisb. a late
•lOhor, by a moderate cakmlatioi, cndcavoors tosfiew.
dMt in the yeax 1917. the oroflt from -- ' •-.p par.
rhili I in I8I« thoMid be tsn : 15 i
ten reoaiin to carry on the stock.
He cmi«i(irn tiie chief
obrtacle to the cultwe of bees, to emtre
the nai of
AecomnMn hive; and thrt. on the whole, it is better
ttetbqrshenUbodortroTed at the end of the season.
The cosnbabeiiig withdrawn from t'
are to
be hid on a flne rirro above a vessel,
ch the
hart honey wiD b* iwedvid : gentle beat will dben.
gage tfMT not in yatty ;
the whole rcmdhtng
*"* |>««^
the rey
*f»* win be
dndar
iifm tid A catahi gwawtity of wax
ssid Oher uu|wiltw always peso over
^endera
^^ri^tfmrj to
^a htmrj etmA:^.
:!ievca.
sett agahi to best, and this admiu tbnr rising to
tbew&ce. when the whole can be rmosed. The
ptttifc^Ai of honeyia amdiHtad after a diftnat jao.
ceaa, accwdin g to the conntty wherein it is ptactiMd
:

m

nd

whmby

^ ?""?^2*'
mtm

snd prmfaont have farm oJfrrv-I for the hart mode of
dcsng
ca the contjnent
lluticy should be choaen
of an agreaaUeodoar, sweet, d«r, and new ; hut it
may he prr^rrrH a yrv oelMigcr in the cotnti. tiHt re.
**"
See Hub«.
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octremcly beautiful.

It

consisU chiefly of a

spacious and handsome street, running from east to
west, throafffa which passes the high road from Exeter
to Chard. Two other streets cross this at right angles,
one on the north-west leading to Cullumpton, and the
Through the
other on the north leading to Taunton.
principal street flows a stream of pure water, which
the inoabitants receive from a dippinf-placc opposite
almost every door. The buildings, which are almost

Iloniioo
jj

modem, were covered with slstc, in consequence of
the town having been twice destroyed by fire in 1747,
when three.fourths of it were reduced to ashes, and, in
In
17fi5, when nearly 180 booaes were consumed.
1790 and 1797. it snfoed considerably from fire.
There is a chapel in the town, called .\ll-Hallows cha.
pel. which is a neat structuro, with a square embattled
tower of flmt. It wa# built in \7C5. The church is
situated on a high eminence, about three quarters of a
mile from the town, and contains some ancient monuments. There is here a small ftee-achool for boys, and
a school of indusUy for girls ; and three meeting-houses
for the Presbjrterians, Motists, and Independents.
The town is governed by a portreve and baililT, who
It sends two members to Parliaare cboaen annually.
meat. The number of voters is SAO. The chief articles
of nannlhcture here are broad laoe and etigings, whicii
great trade is cnrare principaUy aCnt to London.
ricoon in batter, which is also tent to the London
market.
The following is the population ab^rart of I.tl r dr
the burgh and pniah

A

Naanbw of tatahitei houses.
^^^^

NwbwrfSE^

" '^'^^'
Slt'*^*^

Pml^

I

• • • •
'

*

^^

fwamim,

lli-i
t*oo

t^.i popuUtK>n.
.„^.\.,i^
^'*''

.««,'7^.,

'

of Dnonthire ; and the Beauland and tVattt, vol. iv. p.
innii. See VrrcRiNi^Ry .MrutciKE.
a river in Bengal, and the port of Calcntta, is formed by the Junctian of the Cosaimbasar and
JHlingfay, the two wcMamrnaat branches of the Ganges.
The Hoogfaly, thoogb by no mcuis the largwt btsacfa,
bM the dMpcat outlet to the sea, and ia oonaiderad by
the Hindoos aa the true Ciangca, or nMSt sacred part of
that rivar.
It u the only branch which is commonly
nav^plad by farna vcomIs ; but iu entrance and pas.
sage are aai>efth3<» extremely dangerous, not so much
from the shaflo
ai of the cnannd, as ftwn the numher of the sndi^aalu which project into the sea. At
itt janetion particularly with the noopnarrain, there is
a luge ahMt of water tarmcfl. which is full of shoals
ad. as the bod of the Hooghly turns to the right, ma.
ny vessels are lost, by being carried, with the force of
the tidc^ up the Roopnarrain, which more directly faces
the approach from the sea
There is also, at tliis beud
of the Hoo){lily, a dangrmus sand named the Jamca
and M»rv jr.Mind whidi the channel seldom continues
l>t iJm* in sncoeesion, and requires very
tlx? u
^-

'

vhelc's llulorg

^.

.

HOOCHLY,

wm

'
>«.
The bore, which oosnfr
Hooghly point, where tlie river first contrar;
percepUbleslw— 'I- •wjiof Moop^"--';,,, imir*
distant ; ami so
>e nnvrrle, tliat it
frequ.:.:

passes through
run mi the Calt
site bank, from

:

m

£ur nuuro. it does not
proceeds along the oppo>
crosses at Chitpoor, about four
t
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miles above Fort William, and rushes with great vioAt Calcutta,
lence past Bamagore, Duckinsore, &c.
it sometimes occasions an instantaneous rise of five feet,
and, upon its approach, it is necessary for boats to quit
tJie shore, and go for safety into tne middle of the
river,

(o)

HOOGHLY,

a district in the province of Bengal,
extends along both sides of the river Hooghly, and is
situated principally between the 20° and 23° of North
Latitude.
It is hounded on the north by the districts
of Burdwan and Kishenagur; on the south, by the sea;
on the west, by Midnapoor ; and on the east, by Jessore, and the Sunderbunds. It consists entirely of low,
flat, and fertile land ; but, though one of the earliest of
the East India Company's acquisitions, and immediately adjoining to the town of Calcutta, where a constant
market is found for its produce, three fourths of it still
remnin in a state of nature, the habitation of alligators,
tigers, and reptiles.
The division nearest to the sea,
particularly, is covered with jungle, and is remarkably
unhealthy, and thinly inhabited. Salt of an excellent
quality, (and possessing, in the opinion of the natives,
a peculiar sanctity, because extracted from the mud of
the most sacred branch of the Ganges,) is manufactured

on the coast

for the

government.

The whole

district

render it capable of
complete inland navigation ; but these remote streams
are greatly infested by river pirates, who rob in gangs,
and frequently apply torture for the purpose of extorting the discovery of concealed property,
(q)
an ancient town in the last mentioned
•province, situated on the west side of the river of the
same name, about 26 miles above Calcutta, in North
Latitude 22° 54', and East Longitude 88" 28'. It was
a place of considerable importance under the Mogid
government, and was the seat of their custom-house for
collecting the duties of merchandize carried up the
western branch of the Ganges. It is now comparatively of little note, but still tolerably flourishing, and well
inhabited.
The French, Dutch, Portuguese, and
Danes, had originally factories at Hooghly ; and, in
I6;52, while in the possession of the Portuguese, it was
the scene of the first serious quarrel between the Moguls and Europeans.
After a siege of three months
and a half, it was carried by assault by the Mogul army, and the greater part of the Portuguese were put
to the sword, or taken prisonei's.
In 1640, the English were permitted to build a factory at this place
but their trade was greatly restricted, and subject to
continual exactions.
In l6'S6, they were involved in
hostilities with the native powers, in consequence of a
quarrel between some of their soldiers and those of the
nabob ; and though peace was speedily restored, they
is

intersected

by

rivers, so as to
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cated him under his own roof, as he had been such
a sickly child that he was not expected to live.
He
was at first intended for the church, but after beginning the Latin grammar, his health became so weak,
and he was so much subject to headacl-e, that his
parents despaired of making him a scholar.
Being
thus left to the direction of his own genius, he amused
himself in the formation of toys, and be even succeeded
in the construction of a wooden clock, that exhibited
in a rough manner the hours of the day, and in the
formati(jn of a full rigged ship, about a yard long,
which had a contrivance for firing some small guns
as it sailed across a piece of water.
Tliis circumstance led his parents to the resolution of putting him
an apprentice to a watcli- maker, or a painter; but by
the death of his father in 16iS, r.either of these plar's
were adopted. He was placed, indeed, for a time urder the celebrated painter Sir Peter I.ely ; but he soon
found from experience, that he had chosen a profession
which the state of his health would not allow him to
prosecute.
He was therefore sent to Westminster
school, and was kindly taken into Dr Busby's house,
where he made great progress in Latin, Greek, Hebrew, and other oriental languages.
He made also
considerable progress in Euclid, and, as Wood infonns
us, he invented and communicated to Dr Wilkins MtV/y
different

modes

Hooke.

nfflijiiig !

In the year lo50 according to Mr Wood, and 1653
according to Mr Waller, he went to Christ's Church, Oxford.
In 1()5S he was introduced to the Philosophical
Society there.
He was employed to assist Dr Willis
in his chemical experiments ; and he afterwards laboured several years in the same capacity with Mr
Boyle.
He received instructions in a.stronomy from
Dr Seth Ward, Savilian professor of that science in
Oxford, and was henceforth distinguished for the invention of various astronomical and mechanical instruments, and particularly for the air-pump which he contrived for Mr Boyle.
In consequence of perusing Ricciolus's>i/»nage4<, which
Dr W^ard put into his hands, l>e was led, in the years
1656, 1657, and 1658, to the invention of the balance
or pendulum spring, one of the greatest improvements
which has been made in the ai-t of horology (See
HonoLOGV, chap. iii. p. 137.)
He mentioned this
discovery to Mr Boyle, who, as Dr Hooke remarks,
" immetiiately after his Majesty's restoration, was pleased to acquaint the Lord Brouncker and Sir Robert
Moray witli it, who advised me to get a patent for the
invention ; and propoimded very probable ways of
making consideraible advantage by it. To induce them
to a belief of m)' performance, I shewed a pocket- watch,
accommodated with a spring applied to the arbor of the
withdrew their settlement to Chittanuttee, or Calcutta. balance to regulate the motion thereof. This was so well
See Bruce's Annals of the East India Compaiuj ; Ren- approved of^ that Sir Robert Moray drew me up the
nol's Memoir of a Map of Hiiidoslan ; Lord Valentia's
form of a patent ; the principal part whereof, viz. the
Travels ; and Hamilton's East India Gazetteer.
description of the watch so regulated, is in his own
((^)
is the name of a pipe for smoking, in
hand-writing, which I have yet by me. The discougreat use among eastern nations.
It consists of a gloragements I met with in the management of this affair,
bular vessel of glass, nearly filled with water, in which
made me desist for that time." In the agreement betwo tubes are inserted ; a perpendicular one which holds tween Dr Hooke, Mr Boyle, Lord Brouncker, and Sir
the tobacco, and an oblique one to which the mouth is
Robert Moray, which seems to have been drawn up
applied. The smoke is thus rendered peculiarly agreeabout 1 663, it was provided, that out of the first £ 6000 of
able, by passing through the water.
profit, Dr Hooke was to have three-fourths; of the next
HOOKE, Robert, an eminent natural philosopher, £W00, two thirds ; and of the rest, one half: but the
was born at Freshwater, on the west side of the Isle of other partners in the patent very improperly inWight, on the 18th July 1635, and for the first seven sisted upon the insertion of a clause, giving to any of
years of his life was in a very infirm state of health.
themselves the sole benefit of whatever improvement*
His father, who was the minister of the parish, edu- they might majte upon his invention.

HOOGHLY,
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About the aamc tirce Hooke contrived the circular
Bendulim, whkfa waa «htwn to the Royal Society in
itifiS, and which was aArrwartls cUiaacd by Hoygcna.
Thia pcndulnni, which ia deacribed in Hooke'a AniMdvcniona on the Umtkimm Ctkali* at He\plius, doc«
not Tibtate bacfcwaida and figrwwda, bat alwtgra in a
cfade, " the atrinc being annndod above «t the tripedal length, and tb ball ixcd bdoar. na knppoae at the
endortheflyof • comman jack. The motion of thia
circular pctMlulam ta aa regular, and nuwb the aame
with tbi»e mcntianad beloce ; and waa made to give
warning at any noinmt of itt circnmcTfatian, either
when it h^ tuned but a quarter. * hdr, or anr leaacr
ur greater part of its eirde. So that here you had notice not only of a aerond. but of the moat minute port
of a fecond of time." See Derfaam'a Artijidat Clockaaairr, p. 97.

The ertabKahncnt of

the Rciyal Society in 1660, af<

faded to Or Hooke numcraua oMNetanitira of extending hta repuution.

He

pnbliJiad in lfi60, a amall

tract on the aacent of water in amall tnbca by capillary
attraction, in wlii<J> he ahcwed that the height of the
water waa in a certain ueupurtion to tbair Mtea.
debate aroke on thia aubjcct in the Boyal SodeMr in

A

iMit Hooke'a raptira ware conaidcraa ao
and raiaed him ao bigb in the eatimation of
the Society, that in l668 be waa appointed cunrtor of
miiiiianii to that diatlngnialiad body. He waa abo
one of the 96 nenooa who were dodarrd membera of
the Rayal Swfttr. at a meitbigaf thecoocibeldlfay
mh, Ititt, by virtao of the povi r fivM tfafM by the
chmtar ftr two aaontba. He waa adhnitiad la
of Jane; and waa pacaliaHy
tittf aa tfaa
ftaaaaaaajmwla. In the aame year be toak fail da.
ef Maalar of Aita, and the BapuMtary of liw Royal

April

\GHi\

;

aetiafartiij.

M

r

WhitaGdkryofOiaaiHa Caihga waa
tahtaava. Abaat tUa tiaw he drew ap a
«f awqaliim fee ibe am af ibnae who aught have
the

fai

'

liat

oceaaion to viait Graenbad or fraland
Tbam wWcb
roipect Iceland era nuaaaraaa^l imeroaiing; and ana
•• Whether
iif Itiiai ia pailiiatailj ilamiiiaa of luitlfr
•niriuep|Mari in what ahapat wKat ibcv aay and do; any

tW

r

kind rery ii lamlrahW, ana af good qedit
thing of
In May ItiM he deli«cr«l tlw aatranaadal lartart at

CfwlMm Callwe
Italy}

and

in lie

r«e

P^
Sw

Or

who waa

abaaaft hi

Jebn Catler gava Mm

aaaw year

marhawical laitattaw andar the diractiay af tba Boyal
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Dufor grinding optic glanee, were wholly orailted.
ring the receaa of the Royal Society, on account of the
plague in l665, he accompanied MrWilkinsand other ingenioua authors into Surry, where they continued their
philoaophical labours. In lfS65, at one otthe first mcetmga of the Royal Society, Dr Hooke produced a very
amaO quadrant for obaerving the minutes and second:!, by
meana of an arm moved with a screw alon^ the limb of
explanation of the inflexion of a direct
the quadrant.
into a curvilineal motion, waa read to the Society on the

Hw

83d May 1066.

On the 19th of September I666, he laid before
the Royal Society a model for rebuilding the city of
London, which waa deatrcgred by the great fire ; but
though hia plan waa not comcnted, he waa appointed
one of the surveyors under the act of parliament ; a situation in which lie realixed a considerable sum of money, which was found after his death in a large iron
cheat, that appeared to have been shut up for SO
yeara.
The irritable temper of our author now involved him in several quarrels, in alt of which he conducted himaelf with impropriety. In our life of Heveliua, we have alrmdy given an account of his controversy with that aatronomer reapecting the comparaIn 1671, he
tive merits of plain and teleacopic sights.
attacked Newton'a theory of li^Oit and colours ; and in
1675 he had a. warm dispute with Mr Uldenburg, the
aacretary to the Royal Society, in consequenccof his pamphlet, entitled. " A Ocacription of Helioscopes, and some
other lastraments, made by Robert Hooke," in which
beoeaiplaioatfaatOidmdNirg liad not done him justice reThe distptrtiffg hia ianwiliaa of nen<iulum watches.
nalad by a dacwration of the Royal Socic^,
tbapartoftlMirMcntary. In lti76, he pub•• Daaniptinn of lialiaerMfi, and sobm other
laalmaaalik** a work wUch cantama aiaBy carioaa in*
vwitiiaM, aoBM of which are deacribed in anagrama.
Upon the death of Oldenburg in 1677, Hooke waa ap>
pointed to the vacant office of secretary ; and while he
AaM that aituation, be pnblialSod between 1679 and
I6B1 the seven numbers of the PktUuopltiail CoUteliaaa, which have alwaya been ngafded aa a partaf
tba PbileaopUeal Tianaactioaa.
tbeaabMalpaoviriuwmof his temper
qnita Itabtabh : He daiaied as his
own the iovantiono aad dtaeawiea of everr rthrr peraon ; and he became ao rcaervad in coam
hia

own UboarstatbepablictbattlMagbhe

T'

'

<itle.

..e Kojal
fian lacliiin,aBd aibibitad now inv«
yet bo novae left any acooi.
ra to be
in the rrgiiters.
Whrii tiie /Vtucinie aiiprared
in I0n6. be laiil claim to the dtfcovery c/the doctrine
of gravitation, a claim which waa warmly resented by
Hooke, no doubt, had the merit of
Sir Isaac Newton.
itating, that f^vitation «s« tl.r |M>wrr which kept the
planeta in their orbits, and he even marie some rsperimenta to determine the law by which it was regulated;
but what a vast interval is there between thia contccture,
baapy aa it is, and the iplcadtd diaeoverica of Newton I
In the year I«>87 he raffertd a aevere loaa by the
death of hia farather'a daughter, Mra Grace Hooke.
who had livad aevcral years with him ; and the disttcaa
atiU farther incrcaaed by a Chancery
of hia mind
suit with Sir John Cutler reapoctina hu salary.
In
1()91, Archbiahop Tilknaoo rmphNrea him in rontriviog the plan of the hmpital near rioston, founded by
Robert Ash; and out of gratitude for hit services, that
1

Ma^ ia l«79l aader tba tMaaf » Lwiimra CwUtrimm,
of lictama, pbyacalL

apd aatfooMaical, aada baibra tb* Rojal
Nxirty on MTcral oocaMona, at GmkMB CoUrg* ; to
which wc aild««l ilitrr. mttccllaMaHdiMmnaM.'' Od
ih* llib JanoAi
• Bojni SoMtjr Httkd
bin a mkrj of Ji ... r-. mbmb fer Mr, lor hk
COTterof tiMiMwiitt; MdanlbeaOibarif«cbcf
th« HMw j«wr, b« WM aopoiMcd to MMCMd Or
p>a(ntar amtcmttrf
CriihiM CoOtg*. In thtTcar
" Mkntrmykm. or
1 665. HoalM ybi»*'»*«
pby.
•iotofpokl dacfiptMBi of liniiU badit% wrta bjr •(>
mfjriaw glaaaw, wtib obaar
mmI cnqmriM Uicr»>
opoo.' All the ignraa In Ibk work wcr* dnwn with
bia own baatl, anarasany
many oof tbaaa tn m kiad of MmuL
ani l aiM iaaiHatiuiia. which b««« bean oopi«cl by tocw
Itra^ikical,
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{letermined in hig favour in 1696, he was so overjoyed,
that he left an account of his feeHngs in Ijis diary, ex" Domshloissa,
pressed in the following manner
that is, Deo, optimo, maxima, sit honor, laus, gloria in
" I wjis born on this day
aaecula saculorum. Amen."
of July 16"3.5, and God hath given me a new birth;
may I never forget his mercies to me while he gives
me breath may I praise him !" In order to induce
him to complete some of his inventions, the Royal Society requested him, in IGQG, to repeat most of his experiments at their expence, but the infirm state of his
:

!

1665. Proposed to find the earth's parallax by means
of a zenitli telescope, also by observing the moon in distant places, and in a solar eclipse.
1666. Nov. 28. Invented the spirit level.

Proposed his theory of combustion. See hia
1 668.
Micrographia and Lampas.
166^. I'roposed a pendulum, or a drop of water as a
standard measure.
Proposed a camera obscura with a
lamp.
1674. Invented the areometer.
1 674. Tried the famous experiment with Newton on

health prevented him from complying with their reDuring the two or three last years of his life
quest.
he is said to have sat night and day at a table, so much
engrossed with his inventions and studies, that he never
undressed himself or went to bed. Emaciated with
the gradual approach of old age, he died in Gresham
College on the 3d March 1 702, in the 87th year of his
age, and was buried in St Helen's church. Bishopsgate Street, his funeral being attended by all the members of the Royal Society who were then in London.

the inflexion of light.
1678. Proposed a steam engine on Newcomen's prin-

Besides the works which we have mentioned, he
published in 1677 his Lamjias, or Descriptions of some
mechanical improvements in lamps and water poises.
The most important of Dr Hooke's inventions, was
undoubtedly the method of regulating watches by the
balance-spring, which has since his time been carried
to the highest perfection. Huygens has commonly been
considered as the author of this invention, but there is
no doubt that Hooke had invented it about 14 years
before.
The posthumous works of Dr Hookc, collected from his papers by Richard Waller, secretary \o the
Royal Society, witli a life of the author prefixed, were
published in 1705. Another life of Hooke was published in Ward's Lives of the Gresham Vrqfessors,
The papers which Hooke conp. 109. Lond. 1740.
tributed to the Philosophical Transactions, will be

a glass plate.
1687. Observed the
through solid bodies.

found in volumes
of that work.

The

following

i.

list

ii.

of

iii.

v. vi. ix, xvi. xvii.

Dr Hooke's

inventions

and
is

xxii,

taken

principally from a MS. of the late Dr Robison, professor of natural philosophy in the university of Edin-

burgh.
1 655. Hooke discovered that the barometer indicated
changes in the atmosphere, and was connected with the
weather.
Before the year 1652 the same discovery
was made by the Rev. Mr Gregory of Drumoak. See
our Life of James Gregory, vol. x. p. 506. note.
1655. Contrived the clockmaker's cutting engine.
1656. Contrived a'scapement for the small vibrations
of pendulums.
1656. Invented the spiral spring for regulating the
vibrations of a watch bal.ince.
1658. Conti-ived the Boy lean or double barrelled
air-pump.
1660. Used the conical pendulum for procuring a
minute division of time.
1660. Explained capillary attraction by affinity.
1660. Found that the catenarian curve was the best
form for an arch.
1663. Invented his marine barometer and sea gage;
and also the method of supplying air to the diving bell.
1664. Invented a quadrant by reflexion, and a clock

for registering the weather.
166'1-.

perature

Proposed the freezing of water in a fixed ternand in 1684 the boiling of water as another

;

fixed point.

1664. Applied a screw for dividing astronomical instruments.

ciple.

Shewed that the path of a falling body com«
1 679pounded with the earth's motion is an ellipse.
1 680. First observed the secondary vibrations of sounding bodies ; that a glass touched with a fiddle bow
threw water into waves at four points, and that the fundamental sound was accompanied with its harmonics.
1682. Observed the separability of heat and light by

—

rapid

propagation of sound

Hooke appears also to have been the first who explained the rise of vapour by a dissolving power in the
air, and who took a just view of the arrangement of
iron filings round a magnet.
See Hevelius and Huygens. (jr)

HOOKER,

Richard, an eminent English divine,
at Heavitree, near Exeter, in the year 1553,
or, according to Wood, in 1554.
His parents, who

was born

were by no means

him

in affluent circumstances, intended

some mechanical trade ; but his
schoolmaster at Exeter, having discovered his natural
endowments and capacity for learningj prevailed witii
them to allow him to continue at school. His uncle,
John Hooker, wlio was then chamberlain of the town,
recommended him to Jewel, bishop of Salisbury, who,
after examining into his merits, took him under his
protection, and got him admitted into Corpus Christ!
College, Oxford, of which he was chosen fellow in
Before this last period, however. Hooker had
1577.
the misfortune to lose his patron ; but his talents and
excellent disposition soon procured him other valuable
friends in Dr Cole, then president in his college, and
Dr Sandys, bishop of London. The bishop placed
so much confidence in Hooker's chai-acter, that he entrusted his own son to his care.
In 1577, Mr Hooker took his degree of M. A., and
in the same year he was elected fellow of his college.
In 1579j he was appointed deputy-professor of the
Hebrew language in the university ; but for some
cause, which cannot now be ascertained, he and some
others were expelled the college by the vice-president,
to which, however, they were again restored in the
In 1581, he entered
course of two or three weeks.
into orders, and was soon after appointed to preach at
Through the great simSt Paul's Cross in London.
plicity of his character, he was, about the same time,
entrapped into a foolish and unfortunate marriage with
a woman who had neither beauty nor portion to recommend her, and who has been represented by Wood
as " a silly clownish woman, and withal a mere Xantippe."
In consequence of this imprudent step, he
lost his fellowship, and was obliged to quit the university before he had obtained any preferment.
He was
therefore obliged to support himself as well as he could,
until the latter end of the year 1584 ; when he was
to educate

for

Hooke,
Hooker.
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too-Beandump^ in BackiiwfaiuiMhire. whcr« be led a
nuwt anoDmrortable life with hi* wife Joan. In lltii
aitiwtkMi, he icceivcd a Tint frotn hi* rriend and popU
Sandys, in coapMiy with another panii, Mr Cranaer,
fnoA-mitfbtm t£ the celebrated Arcbbiahoe Cnuuner.
Tbea* yoong lacii finnd their learned and rt i perteil
tatir in m oombmb 6ekl, with a Horace in hi* hand,
a «bhI1 flock of ahaep, in the abteaoe of hia
wiio had be«B oriied away to awitt hia mittrea*
,

in aoMe inwiitir hawneaa. When reWawd firam thia
dnty, hia frienda aar— pwiiri hta to hia houo. where
thOT had an iyot«nly of witnwaiiy the rexation

aanaiaery towSah he wia

ii

—

i i uli

wlyctad, from
Upon

md raprici—a anndnrt rf hia wife,

the dwriidi

ratnm to f^iwdnw, Mr Scadya acg—'aitiid hit father with Hooker'a dephmbk Amtaan. who look a
their

d

Mt him aapoiated
oftheTea[ifli.ia IJSft. AMmMjh tUa waa a
ntece of pi rfeniiii<. Hooker aoaBaeovcfcd that
Loadni waa not a place tiial faiicd Ua laa|»er and diepoaitjon ; and tevcnl circvaMtaaon caoiBirad to excite in hhn the deaire of ebtannqf the iHim i wi it of a
cuiui ti> livin;;. At the time when he waa cfaoaen OH^
ter of the Temple, he got involred in a CMUti grawy
with Tiwran,
thmwmo loclwer thera< a vama, K

—a
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in 1591, to the rectory of Boscomb, in Wlltfhtre ; and
io the sanie year, he obtained other valuable preferiaeut« in the cathedral of Sulisbury.
At Boecorob be
finithwl ftMir

Gnwea gotanaaaBl.

the IbaadatiaB aad
at tha TeaqriB.

WW

Iliia

esntiveany

Ihai

m

U

alettarwUch

.which!
oThii chaiMtar . •* Uj lord," aaya' he, " whan I loat
ft my ocU, wiikh waa my flallaga, yat I
daaraoof it in aiyqaialcaanlnr paaaaaaa.
Bat 1 MB
tha aaiM^d
I

^M7^
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mi
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Mr TWata
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And to aatidy thai. I
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the Holy Scfiptoiaa, aad alher kwa, both haaaa aad
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aMr oar naa af dhaRb^Baanaaaa^ oartoa»
aarafOadH aiiiMii.aar pwiiJMMdpiwfaw tohia^
hia

aa to
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sabeth to the rectory of Biahop'^i Bourne, in Kent, whaae
he resided during tiie remainiler of his life, disrhargiiw
the duties of his office in the must conscientious and
exemplary manner. In this place he coin|>ose<l the
fifth book of his great work, which was dedicated to
the archbishop, and published by itself in 1597.
He
also finished the 6th, 7th, and Sth books, but did not
live to publish them ; and it has been mudi disputed
whether we have these booka genuine as he left thero.
In the year 1600, he camjht a severe cold, in a passage
between London and Gravesend, which produced a
liiweriiw and painful illness, that at k-ngth put a period to his life, in the 47th year of his a^e.
He tlied
on the 3d of Ne\-cmber IbOa Notwithstanding the
severitT of his indispoaition, he penevered in his studies
to the last. A few days before nis death, his hotiae waa
robbed.
When informed of thnt rircunutance, he enquired whether his books and written papers were safe;
utd being aiuwercd that thev were, " then," said he,
it

awMars

AJI laqaiw m. And

hi

tUa

bar* aot cakp aMiiiad niyaeif, but bava bmai a
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no other
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" the judicioaa," and •• the Uaraed." Of this valuaUa
week, Popa Claaoent VIII. is renoctad to bavo arf4
that " thero ware in it such see<lt of eternity as wifl
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till

the last Are shall ilcvoor all learning."
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whoaa boaka or daath poKy Ihavo loeaived such a*,
tidhctian."
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though many
write well, yet in tho next age they wUl be for^
•ottoa ; bat. dniditloas, there is in every page of Mr
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which ware oolleetod and published with bis
works in folio. An octavo edition lus also bean print.
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fi wiitwl by John Cheuey. Eaq. to the rectory of Dny-
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His father was the son of a frrrdman, and
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H O R
Horace.

lowed the employment of a tax-gatherer. This was
the poet's own account, and most likely to be true.
Some of his enemies, however, reproached him with
his father having been a fishmonger {Salsnmenlariu.i),
•nd one of them said to him, Quoties egn vidi palran
tuum brachio se immungentem. His father, however,
though of humble origin, appears to have been a man
of liberal sentiments, and to have given his son an excellent education, as the son has recorded in these lines
to honourable to the memory of both :

Cauia fuit pater his : * qui macro pauper agello
Noluit in Klavi ludum me niitterc, magni
Quo piieri magni- o ccnturionibus orti
Leva suspcnsi Imulos tabiilamquc lacerto,
Ibatit octoms reftrentes Idibus sera :
Sed pueruin est ausus Komam portare docendum,
Artcs, quas doceat quivis eques, atque senator
vestem servosque sequentes
Semet prognatos
In magno ut populo si quis vidisset ; avita
Ex re pra^beri suniptus niihi crcderct illos.
Ipse mihi custos incorruptissimus omnes
Circiim doctoies adcrat, quid multa ? pudicum
(Qui primus virtutis honos) servavit ab omni
Non solum facto, verum opprobrio quoque turpi.
•'

:

•

•

•

*

.

.

.

•

Sat. VI. LIB.

1.

At the age of eighteen, Horace was sent to Athens, for
the purpose of finishing his education, by the study of
philosophy and Greek literature. Whilst he was in
that city, Marcus Brutus, in his way to Macedonia,
stopped at the university, and, being pleased with Horace, took him along with him on his journey. Brutus
afterwards entrusted a legion to his care as military triAs the poet, in his writings, freely confesses,
bune.
that he had no great genius for fighting, it may be suspected, that it was by his wit and companionable talents that he had ingratiated himself with Brutus.
At
the battle of Philippi, he describes himself, with some
humour,

as

throwing away his

shield, to

be disencum-

bered in Iiis flight. By the victory of the opposite party, his property was forfeited, but his life was spared.
In his indigence he wrote verses, and so recommended
himself to Virgil and Varius, that, with the generosity
of true poets, they recommended him to Maecenas. At
the first interview with that noble patron, as he tells us
in the satire already quoted, he behaved with diffidence,
and simply told Maecenas what he was. The nobleman,
as was his custom, said little in reply, and did not send
for him again till nine months after, when he admitted

him among the number of

his friends,

OR

great with personal independence, for he declined the
post offered to him by Augustus of being his private
secretary.
The incidents of his life are few. His person is described as short and inclined to corpulence, and his
temper as easy and obliging. He pas«ed his time between Rome, his Tiburtine or Sabine villa, and the soft

climate

of Tarentum, to

which he

Though an Epicurean enjoyer both of

fled

in

society

winter.

and of

sensual pleasures, his writings breath a fondness for
rural retirement, and he seems often to have returned
from the satiety of vice, to the calm of virtue and re."igth year, and was interred near
Eose. He died in his
is patron Maecenas. Horace is the only one of the Latin
lyric poets who has come down to posterity; a circumstance for which the judgment of Quinctilian may console us, who assures us, that they were scarcely worthy
of perusal. In Horace have been supposed to be united, if not individually surpassed, the gaiety of Anacreon, the majesty of Alcaeus, and the fire of Pindar.
must leave it to the lovers of voluptuous literature
to decide, whether the revelling of the Teian bard possess not a lighter grace of ecstacy than that of the Roman ? The soul of pleasure is in both ; but Horace's

We
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Nil me pceniteat tanum patris hujus."
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and made him

easy in his circumstances. Horace proved so agreeable
to Maecenas, that he made him his familiar Companion,
in which capacity he accompanied him to Brandusium,
in that journey which the poet has so agreeably described in verse. He also introduced him to Augustus,
who delighted in his society, and used to call him komuncio Icpidissimus. When seated between Virgil and
Horace, the emperor used to say, that he was between
sighs and tears; alluding to the uneasy respiration
which afflicted Virgil from a chest complaint, and to
Horace's tender eyes. Horace was certainly a courtier,
and he did not lay on his flattery in faint colours ; nor
does he seem to have troubled his piitrons with any recurrence to those maxims of public liberty, which he
must have learned with Brutus, and which had led him
into the field of Philippi ; but, on the other hand, he
makes allusion to great republican names with the spirit of a Roman and of a poet ; and he lived among the
Speakirg of the btttet

moral reflections (Epicurean as his philosophy was)
are often like a drapery tc his luxuriant images, that
encumbers their joyousness without communicating decorum. In the parallel with Pindar, he presents a clear
and rapid brilliancy of thought, more pleasing, if less
astonishing, than the vague and obscure sublime of the
Theban poet, as well as a richer variety in his subjects.
He may be called, perhaps without a rival, the master
of expression ; and such is the harmony and diction of
his odes, that an apt quotation from them always
sparkles like a gem when it illustrates the most eloquentOf
ly expressed thought in the p;ige of any language.
To the meall poets he is the most frequently quoted.

of style, harmony, and lanc}', must be added his
knowledge of human nature, and of the principles of
rits

human manners,

exhibited in that part of his writings
poetical diction is purpose,
in his satires, to wit, where we take him to

where the tone of fancy and
ly relaxed

;

our bosoms for his good humour, and where his good
His
sense instructs us in the language of friendship.
epiitle to tlie Pisos ha?, perhaps, been too much considered as an attempt on his part to give a preceptive theory of the whole art of poetry. It is, in fact, only an epistle upon the subject, in which his design is evidently
Horace knew poetry too well, to think of
desultory.
submitting so ethereal a subject to the trammels of systematic theory ; and it is not his fault, if tlie world has
been since annoyed with sickening attempts to teacli
the art of inspiration. The infallibiUty of all his tenets
of taste it is not our business here either to impeach or
support; but, in a general view, it must be confessed,
that his maxinw, though misapplied by pedants to narrow the range of dramatic genius, have, with reference
to all that was then known in that species of poetry, a
most respectable weight and felicity, (n)
RAT 1 1. See Rome.
HORIZON, Artificial. See Quadrant.
HORN, a musical wind instrument, which, whether
of the short kind, called a bugle horn, or the long coiled
kind, called a French horn, has a scale of intervals
alike defective, and similar to that of the common
Trumpet, which see. Tiie supplying of chromatic
notes to tlie scile of the French horn, so as to render
it an instrument of general use in an orchestra, is said

HO
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Horn.
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to have been tnt attempted in the beginning of the
18th emtaiT. in Gcmunj; and (ince 1740, Messrs
MeMing*, SfMDdau, Porto, Leanden, Petrides, &c.
hare raceecded here in diferent degrees, in supplying
all the lequiate notes to the hom, by means of the hand,
ur • tnmed faloek ot wood thnist into the moath at
the iwnmmeat, so as to alter the length of the somul*
iofrpsft of the tube, in the requisite degrees, during

Horsnience of thus lif\ing the press in and out of the boiler,
Messrs Poitxspffell and iSeyerlin of I^ndon ha\e made l^**^*'
the machine repre<wnted in Figs. 1 and 2. of the Plate.
_^
_
Plate CCXCIX. Fig. 1. being a section, and Fig. 2. an MevnPolielevation, A A is a box or case of cast iron; B, a boiler or zapSHl ud
copper to contain the water ; and C, the grate for the fire, Uejerlio'i
which is to be jilaccd beneath it to heat the water; E is "»«'>»"«
the flue or chimney, at which the amoke passes off; FFG |'°™-P"»*is a press, made very strong, of cast iron, and capable
p^..^^
of being drawn up out of the water, or let down into it ccxciX.
at plaaaure, by means of racks a, a at each side, which pjg. i. & t.
are actuated by pinions d, d ; the axes o of these ninions
extend across the machine, and have each a wheel
at the end ; and these wheels are moved at the sane
time by two arms or endleaa screws, cut upon an axis,
which extends from one to the other, and is turned by
the handle
the press is guided in this ascent or
descent by grooves in the side of the boiler. When
raised up out of the water, the moulds, with the hom
or tortoise-fhell between them, are nut beneatli the
pr e iee r I, and a severe pressure is produced liy turning
the wheel K. This wheel has an endless screw R upon
its axis, which works the teeth
of a large wheei L,
fixed on the top of the screw P. The screw is received
into a female screw formed within the box or presscr
I, which is guided and prevented from turning round
by the cross my e e, through which the presser is fitted;
by thianieatu, when the screw Pis turned round by the
whed L end endless screw, the hom or tortoise-shell is
[Mi is iJ between the moulds ; the press is then lowered
Bgai:
'!ir water of the boder, in order to be
sull
in
oftAtfcd by the boiling; but when the
pre
the screw can be screwed
<'l
K until the desired irapressuui 1* obtaii
'Iff the handle N, the
. Iioiler, and by turning
nreas is then raisr^
back the wheel K, tlic pressure is released, and the
moolda est! be removed.
The Figures X, V and Z represent a pair of moulds
properfbr forminga cylindrical snuff-box : X is the internal mould for the
-'le bottom of which a
piece of shell, softene
m^t, and cut round, is
.

^
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Wat

placfil

;

snd round the in«idc a

Ituif; slip is

curled,

the ends bring made to Isp over with a pn'per joint.
The external meaM Y ia then put into the cavity of the
horn, and is forcibly pressed by the icrrw so as to give
the ham the shape or Y when it is withdrawn from the
raoold : a similar moold is used for making the lid of
the box. ftaMU bans, and those which ore slightly
raised, can ba made from one single piece without join*
ing; alao toa(h.pick cases and ^iiniUr articles.
The Chinese are famous for making lanterns of hom
^ery thin and tnmmarent.
are informed, in the
AmmUt Ha Arts, that they employ the same methods
aawedoof dKrctingthe|anuag« by softening thehora
in hot water, but Uat they use a kmg beam or lever,
for maicing the pressure. This method is for making
up the mvee oif hom ft«n small pieces ; but as the
lioiliiig would disfigure these leaves, thry are united
together to form the lanterns, by warming them .it the
fire, and pressing; the edges or them together by hot
pincers, made fl^t on the inside ; by this means the joints
are so }>erfect tlut they can scarodv be perceived.
See a transbtion of this paper in the ifepertorj/ nf Arit,
9il Series, vol. xxix.
An account of the manalacture of
r"
rnis, will be found in the Mfmoirt* dct
:nptrt, torn. ii. p. 350, in a Memoir by id.
D'liicsrviUc.
(J. p)

We

'
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HOROLOGY.*
Iliflory.

Horology is tTie art of coHstructinp machines for measuring time.
The word is derived from the Greek
'n^tXtytti, (through the Latin horologium,) compounded
of «j«, an liour, and >.iyu, to read or point out ; hence
«^>i«yi«y, a machine for indicating the houi's of the day.
Long before sun-dials were invented, clepsydras, or
water clocks, had been made in the most remote
perioiU of antiquity, and were used in Asia, China, India, Chaldca, Egypt, and Greece, where Plato introduced them. Julius Cicsar found them even in Britain,
when he

carried his

arms

tliither

;

and

it

was by them

observed, that the nights in this climate were shorter
than those in Italy : (See his Commentaries, lib. v. xiii.)
Toadied
Toethed wheels, although known a considerable time
irhMla apbefore, were first applied to clepsydrte by Ctesibius, a naplied to
tive of Alexandria, who lived 140 years before the Chrisdepsydim.
tian era. At what time, or by whom, was invented the
clock with toothed wheels, crown wheel 'scapement, and
the regulator in the form of a cross suspended by a cord
with two weights to shift on it, can now only be guessed at, as no positive information on this subject has
been handed down to us. It was tliis kind of clock, a
large turret one, which Charles V. king of France, surnamed the Wise, caused to be made at Paris by Henry
Vick's
Vick, who was sent for from Germany for the express
clock,
purpose, and whicli was put up in the tower of his paPlate
CCC.
lace about the year 1370. Julien le Roy, who had seen
Fig. 1.
this clock, has given some account of it in his edition
of Sully's Regie Arlificielle du Temps, Paris 1737: (See
Plate CCC. Fig. 1. and the Description of the Plates at
the end of the volume.) Before a clock could be brought
even to the state of the one made by Vick, there must
have been many alterations and progressive improvements upon that which had first been projected, so that
it must have been invented at least two or three centuries before Vick's time. As the same word for a sundial among the Greeks and Romans was also that for
a clock, disputes have arisen, whether the horologia
Clocks
made by
of Pacificus and of Gerbert were sun-dials or clocks.
Pacificus
Father Alexander asserts that the horologium of Gerend Oerbert was a clock; while Hamberger supposes it to have
beit.
been a sun-dial, from the pole star having been employlie

ed in setting it. Pacificus was archdeacon of Verona
about the year 850. Gerbert was pope, under the name
of Silvester II. and made his clock at Magdeburg, about
flichard of

Walingiord's clock.

the year 996.
Richard of Wallngford, abbot of St Albans in England, who flourished in 1326, by a miracle of art constructed a clock, which had not its equal in aU Europe,
according to the testimony of Gesner- Leland too, an
old English author, informs us, that it was a clock which
shewed the coui-se of the sun, moon, and stars, and the
rise and fall of the tides; that it continued to go in his outi
time, which was about the latter end of Henry the
Seventh's reign ; and that, according to tradition, this
famous piece of mechanism was called Albion by the
inventor.
" In 1 382," says Father Alexander,

Burgundy ordered

to

" the Duke of
be taken away from the city of

Couitray, a clock whicli struck the hours, and which
was one of the best known at that time, either on this
«ide or beyond seas, and made it be brought to Dijon,
• The Editor

t

It

U

where it still is in the tower of Notre Dame.
These are the three most ancient clocks that I find, after
his capital,

that of (jcrbert.''

We

"
know no person," continues this author, "more Gerbert's.
ancient, and to whom we can more justly attribute the in- dock.
vention of clocks with toothed wheels, than to Gerbert.
He was born in Auvergne, and was a monk in the abbey of St Gerard d'Orillac, of the order of Saint Bennet.
His abbot sent him into Spain, where he learned astrology and the mathematics, in which he became so great
a master, that, in an age when these sciences were little
known, he passed for a magician, + as well as the Abbot Trithemius.
From Spain he came to Rome, where
he received the abbacy of Bobio in Italy, founded by
Saint Columbus ; but the poor state of its funds compelled him to return to France.
The reputation of
his learning and uncommon genius, induced Adalberon. Archbishop of Rheims, to establish him, in 970,
as rector of the schools there, and at the same time to
make him his private secretary. It was near the end
of the tenth century, about the y-ear i)f)6, when he made
at Magdeburg this clock, so wonderful and surprising,
He was Archbishop
6y means of weights and wheels.
of Rheims in 992, a situation which he held during three
years then archbishop of Ravenna in 9^7, and at last
sovereign pontiff, under the name of Silvester II. in
999 and he died at the beginning of the fifth year of
his pontificate, in 1003."
The clock constructed by
;

Gerbert seems to have been made after he left Rheims,
and before his appointment to Ravenna; and it is highly probable, that this was the period when clock-making
was introduced into Germany.
" William Marlot," continues the same author, " to
show how wonderful this piece of work was, makes use
of an expression which can hardly be sufferetl in our
language Acfmirabite horologium /abricavit, per tnsirU'
mentum diabolica arte inventum."
Since toothed wheels had been known above 1300
years before Gerbert is said to have made his horologium, and above 1 00 after they had been applied to the
clepsydra, and as they were also sculptured on "Trajan's column at Rome, where they are still to be seen,
there seems to be nothing unaccountable in Gerbert's
having fallen on the way of applying wheels to make
a clock different from the clepsydrae, which had been
long in use.
Besides, Father Alexander seems to have
investigated the history of horology more profoundly
and indefatigably than Hamberger ; and Gerbert may
have made use of the pole star, for other purposes than
merely to set a sun-dial by it, and probably for the purpose of drawing a meridian line, in order to regulate
his clock.
If it were a sun-dial, as some suppose, why
does Marlot, who .wrote at Rheims in 1679, consider it
as such a wonder, since it appears from our Jlistorij of
Dialling, that dials were well known, and in common use, 1600 years before Gerbert's time.-' Hamberger, however, admits, that the clock was invented in
the eleventh century and he thinks it probable, that
we are indebted to the Saracens for it. Now Gerbert's clock was made near the commencement of the
same century. The college in Spain, where he had
been instructed, had Arabians or Saracens among its
:

1

;

indebted to Mr Thom4s IIeid for the following article on Hokolooy.
for a crime of tliis kind that he was afterwards banisheil from France.

may have been
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and «•• at tfwt time the only pUce in Eu.
rope who* any leanunir or fdcnce was to be found.
Tbe arxnmeat afinut Gerbcrf horahwiuin l>eing a
clock, in our acceptation of the word, ia, that he made
lue at the pole tlur, a* if to tet a sun-dial by it ; and
yet we have no positive infarmation that it was a tunBertboad admits, that soch a cloclc as Vick's could
not have been a new invention ; and bethinks, " that the
diflerent partt which cuoi puse the baluioe clock, ha\-e
flial.

only been

m«k

knc

ahtt a

train

at

w wr ch

and of

time, which aoiiiiani the hi^icet antiquity for the auc(caaive diswwraneat and that clocks were not known in
"
France tfll the mddle of tlw 14th eentnry

H5

labour, when the author was at a very advanced period
of life. To these may be added Hisloire de CAslronomie Modtrme, torn. L p. 60, edition de 1785. and Hiitotrt de PAstromomU Amcieiine. Eclaircusetnctu, Itv. iv.
PoUius
Vitruvius's Architecture.
5 5t. liv. ix. $ 5.
Vitruvius lived 40 yean before Christ, and was archiIn a triumph of Pompcy, among
tect to Au^stus.
the spoils brought fVoin the East, was a water clock,
the case of which wa« strung round with pearU. Pliny,
Memoirt* de C Academic det luscrip'
lib. xxxrii. cap. i.
tkm*, tam. xx. p. 446.

Hiitorjr.

It would be a waste of time to describe the nature Geocral dc
•criptioa ol°
af whe e ls and pinions, as this kind of machinery is now
« dock.
It may be sufficient to remark,
so generally known.
Plate
psvvieas to which N'ick had been that a dock or a watch movement is an assemblage of COB
IB Fttttn
t not taken pbce, it might per. wheels and pinions, contained in a frame of two bras& Kig. 1 &.V.
aoK tor.
hapa hava reaiaincd still laa||ar mBkncmu. It most piatea, cannartail by means of pillan; the iint or
ba aUo««d. that thcfc ia sanic«bia|| iaciawhliiil in SI 111 wbad of which, in an eight day clock movement,
Father Aknnder's aripiatent, for Riving the dock to as ooneentric with it a cylindrical liorrel, having a
Ccibert, «id raAMing it to Pacificua, " becaosa it was spiral groove cat on it. To this cylinder is attached
at known in Fnuiee till S50 yean after. The disco- one eiKl of a cord, which is wrapped round in the
very was of too great utility not to be spread abroad, groove, for any determined number of turns, and to
particularly in OMaaatMias, where it was so taodi i»- the other end of tbe cord ia hung a weight, which coa~
quired to regakiathaaAee of the night. Inthafaaions stitntea a power or force to set the wheels in motion.
aaoMHtary of Claiy. howaw. tha MCviMaB. hi IIOS, Their tima of oanttnaing in motion will depend on the
want oat to Ma tfa* ttva, in avdcr to knew tha thaa whan height throngh which tl^ weight has to descend, on the
to awaken tha aMnka to prayer." In the aariy ttmit of awnber of trrth io the first or (neat whed, and on the
tha art very fcw dadts conld hav« been BMda,
af taath or leaves of Vttm pinioa upon which
which were cmtiftart enald not ba '
Ac. The wheeb in spring docks and Gtnetal d*.
" As aU
ara at fnt iaptHket,"
ia waMlMi arc argad oa by the force of a spiral KiipiiaB of
s wuch.
*• itisabaervadaftfaawdaaba,lhattliay
iprini^ coatainadin a hollow cylimlrical Itorrcl or box,
Pl*t«
tlM t}rd» Ohaiaraiwi Bfmmrtti to which ona end of a cord or chain is fixed, and lapping CCCII.
voa n^gnlatad tka ciofii la aaderad, it roand the barrel for several turns outside the other I* I.
in caaa k ibaiild go wronK. ' nt notat in rrrce, et in cad ia 6Md to tha battoa of a solid, shaped like the
oarsn Mdlanm rai atiam lamr, ut fratres turKrre faciat ftaauia af » coaa, known b^ the name of the futer,
*^
*
ad harHB eomMtcntem.' TbaaanwadaaaMtieaiagi'
ra cut on It : on the bottom oi'this
in tba CaojMatioacj Hinrngtrnda."
what ia
flnt or great wheel is put.
Tha
aaid here, it May ba infcfTCd,
on which the spring barrel turns, is so fixed in
dodu in tha aariiMt periods, canid net plaaa
that it cannot turn when tha fttsaa is wind
dwftbar
lag an ; tha ianv and of the snring books on to the
favrri arbor, and tba ootar end books to the in«Mlr ol'
Iwitbi
tba band. Kow if the fusee is turned round in the
tba and af tha 1Mb
diraction, it will take fm the cord or chain, and
th^r cnaala ba
ma asHBg prisala pan
take it off (Irani tha band. This bcnd«
Tba art af claokBakiBf taaaM ta baa* baaa
tba ipri^g i and if tha IbaMand great wbcd are left
dhead into liipib bv
rf tbi
la fhaasdrM, tha Ibrea anrtid by tha spriiv in tiic
Tbcy wta*. la MMrH, asparially tba
to wnliand ilMllS will make tha barrel turn in a
whicli it WM bent up. This
p wi mrl ti waabb, tJMa, and Isis at a to cnkmaa
wet* tbea to ba I
af tba arts aad idaacM
tha fnam aaboidinc itself, bdng oommuni.
jftbaartafhuiulBgji did not arifWila with
calad to tha wImw^
Mt tMa in motion, and they
rfMlntvWdidavMTllMv
Their time of
will Mova wilb wniiiliiihli idedty.
•Miaaki* ia aaatioa will dnaad on the number of
fcr tba iMakliiai af tba tama aT om ^drai giaore on urn fuMa, tba number of
teeth in tba
ar gnat wheel, and on thaaumbar of
dqr
Mgtal> tbMr
leaves in tbe piaiaa apon which the graat wheel acts,
to • Mb)ect in which they
fte.
Tha wtaaala in any sort of movenient, when at

The art of hoR>lafnr "8*1* >>• 8«Df *Iowly an
in GcmMny. thmiirh the bauace dock was unknown
I
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for
r in horology,
waa (be molt of •ercD yean

od

whm

imuellcd by a force,
and
wbetfaar it is that of a w aig b t or of a spring, would
aoon allow this Ibree to tarmlaata ; for, as the action of
iha loroa ia constant fVom ita firtt eanflMnoanaent, the
wheels woald ba greatly accalaialad ia thair course,
and it woald baaa iaaprapar maebiaa to regblertima
aritaparts. The wura MJt y of chadting thiaacoda i a t .on,
and leaking the wheels move with an uoifonn motion,
gavv rise to the invention of the escoaeawal, or 'tcape.
memi aa it is oonuaonly cdlad. To effect this, an alternate motion
neca aiary, which required no small
eflbrt of humaa ingenuity to produce
liberty ar ftaa to turn,
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CHAP.
On

On

cTCipe-

moiU.

Crown
wheel and
verge
'scapement.

the

I.

Escapement, or ^ScapemetU.

The escapement is that part of a clock or watch
connected with tlie beats which we hear them give ;
and these beats are the effects of the moving power,
carried forward by means of the wheels in the movement to the last one, which is called the swing nhed
in a pendulum clock, and the balance wheel in a watch.
The teeth of this wheel act on the pallets or verge,
which are of various shapes, and which form the most
essential part in a 'ecapement; the drop from each
tooth of the swing or balance wheels, on their respective pallets, giving one beat or impulse to the pendulum or balance, in order to keep up or maintain their
motion ; and were it not for the pallets which alternately stop the teeth of the swing or balance wheels,
Hence it is,
the motive force would hare no check.
that, by this mechanism of the 'scapement, the wheels
in the movement are prevented from havmg their revolutions accelerated, which would take place to such
a degree, as to make the machine run down in a minute or two; whereas, from the resistance opposed by
the pallets, it is kept going for twenty -four or thirty
hours, for a week or a month, or even for twelve
months. In the clocks or watches, however, which as
a matter of curiosity h,ive been made to go so long, it
was not possible to have an accurate measure of time.
No P^r' of ^ clock or watch requires so much skill
and judgment in the contrivance of it, and so much care
and nicety in its execution, as that of the 'scapement
j,(,j,g ^f tj,g 'scapemcnts of the present day require
this more than the ancient crown wheel and verge
'scapetnent,

which when nicely executed, upon the pro-

per principle, does extremely well for a common pocket
watch. But this is a thing hardly now to be met with.
From the time of Dr Hooke, and during the last cen
tury, many ingenious contrivances for 'scapements
were suggested ; but the number of them adopted in
practice is very limited.
The crown wheel and verge
'scapement is represented in Fig. 2, where V is the
verge and C the crown wheel, p, /) the pallets, and BB
the balance. It is the oldest that is known, and must
have been the only one used in clocks, for several
centuries, previous to the middle of the seventeenth,
or towards the end of it.
Although it has been
so long in use, and so well known to every clock
and watch-maker, that its merits are now overlooked,
and held in little estimation, yet, if it is duly considered, it will be found to have been a very masterly and
ingenious device. The crown wheel and verge are of
such an odd shape, that they resemble nothing that is
•

Plate
CCC.
Fig. 2.

familiar to us.
Yet some ancient artist had contrived
it for the purpose (and it certainly was an ingenious

thought) to give an alternate motion to a plain wheel,
or cross, which he had suspended from the upper end
of its axis by a string, or which at first might rest on
the lower end of the axis or fool pivot. This plain
wheel was like the fly of our "common kitchen jack.
In place of this circular rim, or plain wheel on the
axis, there were some of them that had two arms upon
it, forming something like a cross ; on these were made

a sort of notches, concentric to the axis, in which were Escap*.
hung a small weight on each arm, which, by shifting ""'ents.~'
more or less from the centre, the clock was made to go ~' "
slow or fast. From the weightiness of this kind of
balance, and the rude execution of the work, the friction on the end of the foot pivot would be so great that
it is probable there was some difficulty to make the
Recourse
clock keep going for any length of time.
was then had to suspend the balance by a small cord,
,
80 that the end of the lower pivot should not rest on
This ingenious idea has in
the foot of the potence.
modern times been adopted both by Berthoud and Le
Roy, who have had the balances in some of their marine time-keepers suspended by a very small wire, or
a very delicate piece of watch pendulum spring wire.
The mechanism of the movement of these old clocks
is exactly the same as has been frequently made for an
alarm. To construct this, and apply it to a clock, there
was hardly a step to go ; and therefore in all probability the invention of the alarm part took place before
that of the striking part, though some have thought
otherwise. The contrivance of the striking part was a pj^^^^j.
more comjJex process, and less hkely to take place.* ccc.
The alarm-clock is represented in Fig. 3.
Fig. 3.
Tiiis opinion is strongly corroborated by the observations of Hamberger in Beckmann's History of Inventions.
" These horologia," he remarks, " not only pointed out
the hours by an index, but emitted also a sound. This
we learn from Primaria Instiiuta Canonicorum Prosmomtntentium, where it is ordered that the sacristan
should regulate the horologium, and make it sound beI dare not, however, venfore matins to awaken him.
tui-e thence to infer, that these machines announced the
number of the hour by their sound, as they seem only
to have given an alarm at the time of getting up from
bed.
I have indeed never yet found a passage where
it is mentioned that the number of the hour was expressed by them ; and when we read of their emitting
a sound, we are to understand, that it was for the purpose of awakening the sacristan to prayers. The expression horologiiwi cecidil, which occurs frequently in
the before-quoted writers, I consider as allusive to this
sounding of the machine. Du Fresne, in my opinion,
under the word Horologium, conceives wrong the expression de pmtderibns in imum delapsis, because the
machine was then at rest, and could raise neither the
sacristan or any one else, whose business it was to beat
the

scilla."

When
moving

an alarm

force of

is set off,

it,

the weight, which is the
falls to the bottom, and

very soon

then the alarm ceases.
In attempting to make the first 'scapement, there
can be little doubt that something of the circular or cylindrical kind was contrived, and the only thing which
could give it an alternate motion, was either a spiral
spring or a j)endulum but these things being then unknown, the clockmaker was obliged to seek after other
methods, and at last produced the crown wheel and
How came it that means so compliverge scapement.
;

cated were fallen on, when those which were more
simple and better were overlooked ?
It is a very singular circumstance, that a small Discover)' of
pcnduball or weight, when suspended by a slender thread, tt>e
and drawn a little aside from the perpendicular, on q^J,_

* In many parts of India, where public clocks are unknown at this- day, they strike the hours upon a plate of silver, or silver alloyed with another metal, of a lenticular form, about 18 inches in diameter. It is hung on a frame by a doubled string ; and when
the hour is pointed ont, either by their sand-glasses, clepsydrae, or water-dropping instruments, which they sometimes u*e, they strike
with a wooden hammer on the middle of the circular plate, and thus indicate, by the number of blows, the hour of the day. The
sound which

is

produced

is

strong, clear, and pleasant.

This contrivance

is

used in

many

of the towns and

camps throughout

India.
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for a canaidcra">« regularity.
Bleny
'^' ' 'imng op «r anapcoded
TUtorujoi by stringa, and were evitv tlav aaen or obaerred;
Ih* ptiuluyet wbat « long time cbpacti b«n« any thing of this
kuu.
kind was ever tboogbt of, or applied to regulate
the motion of a clock! It is taiu tliat Galileo took
bia ides of a pcndnlom from the nM>tioa of a lamp,
aoanmdcd from the roof or oeibng of a dMrcb, which
bad been accidentally act • Tibnting. He uaed the
•imple pendnlnm in his astroaofnical obscrrationa,
Some of the
loajr bemc it was applied to a dock.
emcr aatiwMmew. aa well as Galileo, «*ed a ombnoB etriflg Mid ball, wbieb tbey aaade to vtbrMe a
little wb&, dnfing the tine of an obeerration of
any of the heatvcMy bodiea. Yet eren theae aatre-

•4k«v*-

••»•

let g», eoMtnMM
bl« time, ana with '"
thing* in dwaratir 1.

being

f- vtlmte

nenendidnottbHikof ilaifiplicatiiinlockidu. Some
waich JBiahiri, wImb their waldi i* ialahed, for waat
of • peadaloaa dock, legnlalc it by means of a ball
and ttamg, which will answer verr well, by taking 50
vibratiotia of a pendtilum's leogta for aecouds, in the
aame time that the wheel oagbt t* make one mwliitiMi.
As gmritatioa ii the priBci|>le on which the pendulum ia fwded, it oaanoc propai ly be cunddeffed
aa inrentien, as aame hairo ailed it, whatercr name
may be given to it when efipiicd to mtnlate the motaaaofadock. Tbo pendnhmi baviiiit before thia been
long kaawa in ita aioqJo alate. and need aa • aart
of time mManrwr, it waa no woMfer diet tfa» idea of

w

applying it to a dacfc. waa cnleMained by aevaral persona neatly aben& Ine aanie pertan* Tne movement of
the old balanee clacks w as n
i^ tet far the anplicatian
of tbepeadnhnn, aoaslogiveniotiantoit the wheels
in it were all flat onee cxoapt the crawn wheel, and no
other 'irapienrnl at thia time
known b«t that ef the
crown wnael and ^rmgt ; so that, without ennaJgabla
dificnl^ and i
itiwi, the nandidnw eonld not well
*

ln

i

:

we

nf

Tim pnrkal wneh kdl baan mad* a
before this, and the constmctien of itt nwirinianl, which
had a CDMnM wheal in it. woidd natmaUy had them
to that ef one whidiwoaUadant itself to theamtion
of a pendulum, aa by nmaaa of
ennti ite wheel the
n wheel coald he nmde ta stand in a vertical
inlheoM halancacfecks. the peas.

we

of llw paadaloaa, and the

in-

withfrnteaceaM by Hayof Galilea apfSed the pendalmn to
< *r*^^ a dock
at Venice fa the year t6*g ; but to what scat
" «^» mrwHasa t wa
> pwland to say. tho^ we
<i!^^ Mipact, ftom that wabt of snacam wkidi seema to
hav« alleii dtd Us anala, that he had not
iro.
the HWiU ali wheel moaenHnt ehaedy
the most
sost Bfupcr
ptopcr Mr
fin- it.
We know that Uaygans
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his astronomical obserrstioiis, and wrote a tract explaining the principles of it. This tract was translated

from the Italian into B'rench at Paris, printed in 1639
in a duodceiaio volume, and sold by Pierre Ricolet.
He intended to apply it to a clock, but this he never
pot into execution. Father Alexander says, " that they
Bad nothing better than the balance docks in Fraaoe
until the year XGGO,"

I'he application of the pendalam to a dock, and of
the spiral form of a pendulum spring to the balance of
a watch, were the greatest iinprovenienU tliat could
peaaibly have been made in the machinery of tin)»>
maasanng.and they both happened to take place nearly about the same period.
NoCwithstandia^ the application ef the pendulum, ltu]rgtas'«
and the ingenious cootrivance of cycloidal checks by cluck.
order to nuke the long ami short vibra- Pl.ATB
Haygcna,
CCC.
equsi time as possible,
tiom be aaifciineJ in nearly
Kig.4.
yet the deck «lid not keep tone with that correctness
extent
great
which was expected : Thia arose from the
of the arc of vibealieBi tha Mahtneaa of the pendulum
bail, the great rfaaiaiiaii wliic£ the dodc had over the
pendalam, and the bed eAcU produced by the cydoidal cheeks, which, however excellent in tneory, were
never found useAil in practice.
See Fig. 4. where
a front view of the cvcloidal cheeks is represented in Fig. A. This led artists and amateurs of the Pig. A.
prefmsiuii lo t&ink of farther means of improvement
aoooadinglT. about the year 1680, a dock was made
by W. Ckanant, a deck-maker in London, havioig
in plaae ef the crawn-wheel and verge 'acanement,
a 'ecapaacnt which waa nearly the aame as toe comnnn raeailieg 'arapemcat of the preaent day. The
swiny-whecl S \V was flat, having a sort of ratchet or
- -r-^nn.
aaw-like teeth; and the pallets P, V hi* - -

u

n

—

•

1st
blancc to the head of an anchor, by Hi
that time tha name of the mmcKor '»t»pri>u-Hi. on- i- ig. 5. AadMr
Tba ballof tha paodnlam waa HMdaamch heavier than
what had fenaeily bean adapted, the arc of vibration PtATX
muckahotter, and the BMlivaAace much less. From the CCC.
fig. 4.
excellent lia^keepiag of ike dock, thia was found to be
was
af'•capoment
a great iapBavam«Bt, and hence this
lerwarda gcneially practised. It passed into Holland
and Gennany, and waa baldly known in France until
the year 1693. Sea Hhtmn de ia Mtturf du Tempt,

lemuL ptioa
At tha tiaaarkMilhia clack of Clement's appeared.
Dr Hoaka rtaiiad tha kivcniien of it as his, and afthat tHar the great fire of London, in 1666,
he had ahewn latha B^wl Society a dock with thi*
'ecaneaamt. " Cenaidving, sayt .Suiiy, m hi«
/tiUmne in fikujiftmmt, " the geniu*, and the j^reat
tsee
ina dHMTCna* of this esodleut n
ha waa the first inventor of it."
with thia 'saspanwaf had received the
"

'

;

aatheen^^

as* of thia aort ef
Ik to be rMnhlad by tha
of the
wfaieh he iMd alaa anpbed.
Of late,
data A* tke iMllialiiin ef tha nendahim to a dnck
haa been kMaght ftrwad by sodi (aspactablc aathon
t^, that laavea little er nv taem to daabt of ita

MrGrifnien
MH2. bv Itirhard Harris of London, fartkecbaarh
"f .^t 1 'sill's, Cof eat Oanlen, and that tha deck had a
twtty.
in

pwdalam

to

it."

HiffiBW|,«Wmninqa wl iunabli aei«i»ee,thatGdileot
«a the Grand Duke of Tnaeaay, ir*t
afttha pandolam, ased

it

in

Tha di*l leaf 'irapaaiwit of Graham's nestauooecd- Oialiam'i
ed, which wee invrnteil seme thnaafter the btjgiaBipa of dnd-bwt
the laghttialh century, and has oentinuad to be Uut
which is aeneially uanl in ragnlntr.n. nr axtmnomical
'>outt«n PiS-O.
clcd(%widia«MvfrwtaMpaicn»
1 France,
er liftst n y ear a am i a ai J^iteawc i.. ...
and waa adopted there alao aa the best ibr dorks intended to aieasafa time ver|r aorurately. Lcpaute, a l.cpSDU*l
very ingenious watchmaker
Paris, produced, about nopcoTStha year 17fi3, or Mmatime before it, a 'acapement aMMapaa
it
fitandad on that ef Gaahaa'a dead4Kat one. i>ee Fig. 7.
Pif T.
la LepauU'iv (he reel of the teeth on like paUeU was aU

—

m
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ways with the same

effect,

because

it

was on the same

whicheveroftlie pallets it rested upon; the impulse
*'** "'^o always the same on whichever pallet it
Lcpaute'T g'^o
given, the flanches of the pallets being planes equalncapemcnt.

~
Plate

circle,

^^

This was no doubt some improvement on
CCC.
Graham's; but the teeth of the swing wheel in Lepaute's
»ig. 7.
consisted of sixty small pins, thirty being arranged on
each side of the rim of the wheel ; and where pin-teeth
are used, oil, which is in some degree necessary, cannot easily be kept to them, the attraction of the rim of
the wheel constantly draining the oil from these pin sort
of teeth ; an evil which is perhaps not easily to be got
the better of, unless by using stone pallets and hard
tempered steel pins.
Notwithstanding the seeming superiority and great
Retniliog
'scapement character which the dead beat 'scapement had long acFig. «.
quired over that of therec«i7(«o- one represented in Fig. 8.
and among them
this last had, however, its partizans
were artists and amateurs possessed of first rate talents.
Such were Harrison, Professor Ludlam of Cambridge,
Berthoud, Smeaton, andothers Harrison, indeed, always
rejected the dead beat 'scapement with a sort of indignation. The author of the Elements of Clock and Watch
Making, has said a great deal in favour of the dead beat,
and as much against that of the recoiling one, without
having shown in what the difference consisted, or what
ly inclined.

;

was the cause of the good properties in the one, or
It appears doubtful
what the defects in the other.
if these causes were known to him ; yet he was very
deservedly allowed to be a man of considerable genius.
When pallets are intended to give a small recoil, their
form, if properly made, differs very little from those
made for the dead beat, as may be seen by the dotted
lines upon the dead beat pallets in Fig. 6.
shall endeavour to point out the properties and
Comparison
of the dead defects naturally inherent in each
When the teeth of
beat and
the swing wheel, in the recoiling 'scapement, drop or
recoiling
fall on either of the pallets, the pallets, from their form,
'scapements.
make all the wheels have a retrogi'ade motion, opposing
at the same time the pendulum in its ascent, and the
descent, from the same cause, being equally promoted.
This recoil, or retrograde motion of the wheels, which
is imposed on them by the reaction of the pendulum,
is sometimes nearly a third, sometimes nearly a half
or more of the step previously advanced by the
movement. This is periiaps the greatest, or the only defect that can properly be imputed to the recoiling 'scapement, and is the cause of the greater
wearing in the holes, pivots, and pinions, than that
which takes place in a clock or watch having the
dead beat, or cylindrical 'scaptement; but this defect
may be partly removed by making the recoil small, or
a little more than merely a dead beat.
After a recoiling clock has been brought to time, any additional
motive force that is put to it, will not greatly increase
the arc of vibration, yet the clock will be found to go
considerably faster ; and it is known that where the arc
of vibration is increased, the clock ought to go slower,
as would be the case, in some small degree, with the
simple pendulum. The form of the recoiling pallets
tends to accelerate and multiply the number of vibrations, according to the increase of motive force impressed upon them, and hence the clock will gain on the time
to which it was before regulated. Professor Ludlam, who
had four clocks in his house, three of them with the dead
beat, and the other with a recoil, said, " that none of
them kept time, fair or foul, like the last This kind
of 'scapement gauges the pendulum ; the dead beat leaves
it at liberty."
Were it necessary, many good proofs

We

:

:

Escapecould be adduced of the excellent performance of clocks
me nt.
wliich had the recoiling 'scapement.
Let us now make a similar comparative trial with the p
f~~^

dead beat 'sc.npement. An additional motive force being put to it, we find that the arc of vibration is considerably increased, and the clock, in consequence of this,
There are two causes which produce
goes very slow.
this
the one is, the greater pressure by the sv;ing
wheel teeth on the circular part of the pallets during

of the'cTe^
bcit

and

recoiling-

'"^^1"""^'"*'

;

the time of rest

the other

the increase of the arc of
of recoil, that
an additional motive force made the clock go fast; and
the same cause is found to make the clock having the
dead beat go slow. As the causes are the same, and yet
produce effects diametrically opposite, does not this
evidently point out what is necessary to be done.^
The pallets should be so formed, as to have very little
of a recoil, and as little of the dead beat ; and here any
variation in the motive force, or in the arc of vibration,
will produce no sensible deviation from its settled rate
of time-keeping.
have been informed, that a clock
was given by Mr Thomas Grignion to the Society
for the encouragement of Arts, Manufactures, &:c.
" which had a dead beat 'scapement, so constructed
or drawn off, that any diminution or addition of motive
force, would not alter the time-keeping of the clock."
All the 'scapements of this kind which have been hitherto made, were commonly drawn off nearly in the
same way as Mr Grignion's, that is, the distance between the centre of the pallets, and the centre of the
swing wheel, is equal to one diameter of the wheel,
and the line joining the centre of the pallets, and the
acting pai-t of them, is a tangent to the wheel, taking in
ten teeth, and 'scaping on the eleventh. This is nearly the
same as that represented in Plate 1 1, of Mr Cuming's book.
The only difference is, that Mr Grignion's circle of rest
is the same on each pallet. But whether it possesses the
properties which have been ascribed to it, shall be left
to the determination of those who may chuse to try
vibration.

It

;

is,

was observed

in the case

We

experiment with it.
Clock makers in general have an idea, that, in a
'scapement, the pallets ought to take in seven, nine, or
eleven teeth, thinking that an even number would not
answer. This opinion seems to have arisen from the old
crown wheel having always an odd number of teeth,
because an even number could not have been so fit for it.
There seem to be no rules (as some have imagined)
this

by either the recoiling or the
any particular distance, which
the centre of the pallets ought to have from that of the
swing wheel. The nearer that the centres of the swing
wheel and pallets are, the less will be the number
of teeth taken in by the pallets, when a tangent for
them is drawn to the wheel. It is very obvious, that
when the arms of the pallets are long, the greater will
be the influence of the motive force on the vibrations
of the pendulum, and vice versa, when the pallets

necessarily prescribed

dead beat 'scapement,

for

are short, the angle of the 'scapement will naturally be
greater than may be required, but this can be easily
lessened by making the flanches so as to give any angle
When this angle is not quite half a degree
required.
on each side, a very small motive force will keep a
have known a
pretty heavy pendulum in motion.
very good clock maker, who thought that the flanch of
the pallets was an arbitrary or fixed point, which could
be made only in one way, and it was some little while
The
before he could be convinced of the contrary.
flanches may be made so long as to act something like
detents, so as to stop the wheel altogether by the teethj

We
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sTuca'*
rfack p[>3«ti
•ishuut otl

(<ee Tig. 5.) or they may be made so ihort, a» to allow
ihe wheel teeth to pua them altofretber. without giving
any impolae at all to them. It i» true, that there would
be no 'acapcment here : only it shows that the flanch of
the pallet* may be made to give any angle of 'scapement, fram a few minutes to two or three degrees.
Whatever the angle of the flanches may be taken at, all
that is requiute, is, to make the wheel 'scape so, that
the tooth, when it drooa on the pallet, shall fall just
bmrotid the center of the flanch, on the circular or recoilint; part of the paUet.
HarnsoB'i clock pallcU (which are sometimes made
to act b*- mean* of very dehcate springs, and sometimes
yj ^^^ p,!^ gravity), have a very oonaiderable recoil,
which waa a most ingenious contrivance, to do away
the ocoessity of having oil put to them The construction of tlMn aeeBiato be but little known; and the^
have ve*y nreiy been adopted in practice. Indeed, it
is a 'scaperoent of such a nature, that venr few would
be competent to execute it properly. The cirrumalawet which lr<l to the iaveiitioti of them, were mentioned by .Mr Harriaon Imnaelf to the late ProfcMor
Bobbon. Having been aent for to look at a turret

opinion, that
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Mr Cuming

borrowed

this artidc.

NaJxo >
The jnstly edcbratad Mr Mudge, in a sooll tract,
^oT'^o'- pnbKslMd in Jane IT^. relative to the be* meana of
uapevving marine tiiosi kssipsrs, ii^yoMcd. aa a grant
advantage, tiiat of making tiie manag P"*? ''*'**' "P
at every vibration of the oolonoe^ o tinall ifriBg whoae
rr turning forco shonld be exartcd in aonlaiBitv the
°
^ion of the bal.t"'- '-^ Fig. 9) The ffavt caaay of
«nce was a wnall picket
soet ingcnio
ited Uy iii>i>rii, ncoriy aboat this period ;
e Sims |itinci|ilo wkidl, some yoars afW^^'.i
..r Jtloplod and pnctiaod fa tbooo time- koo rt a
p
wIihIi ticaado.
»-»tu«ti»
Aluut twoor tlveo yaaraor so after thopobiioBtion
''r**^*- ef this tract, Mr Coming contrived a dodi Vaprwent,
nearly oo the aanso prindpio aa that of Mmtge'a, where
tbonwtion of tbe in n d a lam waoMaintahod by the ferce
of gravity of taro soon balla, viMh adad npoa it darwg
dwtimoaftbadoaecnt in thio'wpiwiiit, iharatia of
mtAm of tho potleta ia iadipondoK of tlwt oflho po».
nnMni and forgr, althongii toe aano^ and ooncantnc
witii them ( two detents were applied for locking the
swing wbed tcctli, ooc for oadi pallet ; fVooi ton of
tho pallet arbor* a wire projected in an iioriaantal noa»>
tion, and on tho end of thcae wires the baUs were tucd,
which were altonMtal|jr raiaed up at every vibration of
the pendulum, fav aoana of the action of tho swing
wheel toeth en we pallota. In a periodiod phtloto^

'-

phical jonrnal, it ia inssnaatcd that Madge lied borfowod the ids* of tho 'scapoaanl, which he used in
has

timekeepers, from this of Coaii^s. That Mndge'a

'

acapemen t

vaa

hia

own

invention,

m d earl y

evitfent

facU wbidi have been stated. And
althongh liiere is an apparent similarity between
Cnnagfo aid it, yet we are not inclined to be of

from tiw

hialorical

from Mudge's.

'«ca|)tnient of the clock made by Cuming for his
Majesty the king in the year 1763, is of the free or
detached kind, a name which was not then known.
The improvement which he himself made upon it

The

two or three years aAer, was to keep up the motion
of the pendulum by the gravity of two small ball:),
independent of the motive force through tl»e wheels
of the movement.
In this 'scapemrnt, he insista on
the adjustment between the pendulum screws and
crutch being made so as just to uulock the swing « heel
and no more. This can then be only unlocked at tlie
time, when the force of the pendulum in its ascent is
nearly gone, and that the pendulum should not then
meet with the arm of tlie iMdl, but to receive it, as it
were, just before the descent of the |)endulum has
conmienced. In that part of Mr M ud>;e'.4, each pallet and
detent were formeil in one, and the unlocking takea
place a conaiderable while before the end of the vibraThus, the springs which maintain the motion of
tion.
the balance are bent up, not only by means of the ac«
tion of the swing or balance wheel teeth on the pallets
at every vibraaiun till the wheel teeth arc locked, but
arc still a little more l>ent up when unloi-kiiit; by the
esortion or momentum of the balance, or pentltiluin itself, previous to the vibration* being nearly finislied ;
and this is one vf tlie greatest properties of this 'scaperoent, whether it i« applied to the balance and spring,
or to the pendulum. No 'acapement appears to be better
caloilatea than this is, to keep the petululuin or balance
conatantljr up to tho aoate arc of vibration, notwithstandiam ita having what aome have been pleaeid to call a
Jtfeei in the reooiKng one, that of oppoaing the balanoo

atopt. h« went to it, though it was at
a fltnsideraUe diatance from hia Itaine, andfbund that
the pallets were veiy nuicfa fa want of oil, which be
then applied to them. On hia rrCondng, and niminating by the way •« the indifferent sort of traatmcnt
whicf he tbaogbt be had owt vrith, aiUr hmriag cohm
so ftr, he set himacir to work, l« eanUiv* muh •
'scapeiumt. aa should not gi*« In otiMn thnt trouble to
whicfa he had been put in rownnenw of thia tnrrrt
deck- Hence the origin oThia pallets. A drawing and
tkacfi ption of them will be given in a future port cf or pendulum in

dock which had

his

ita aacent, and promoting ita descent.
In the Hiring pallet 'aoapeinent, as in the recoiling one,
the penaidum u opposed in its ascent, and ha* it* descent
c«)uany promatctl ; but there ia still a difTerenre between them, notwithstanding this similarity. In the
spring liallet 'acapement, no retrograde motion is given
to the wheel*, pinions, and pivota, which produce* that
early wearing on them, and where the seconds' hand
partake* alao of thia retrograde motion aa in the commen roeoiling 'scapemenL Tbeee are circumstances
which have no place in that of the other.
In such
'scapementa as those now mentioned of Mudge's or
Coming's, it has been said by aome, that it matter* not
what sort of work the clock movement i«, or however
ill it may be csrruted ; since tlie motion of the pendulum is kept up by a force, which, in some degree, is in«
dependent of the motive force pruduced through the
in tho MBfiMiwit. Thia may be ao &r true, yet
that* i* no 'siapiwiiit, where any irregularity in the
pitdting*, piniona, ftc of the movement will be more
ing the going of the
radi^ diaoovercd than ill
Me to the ear at the
eiodt, whidi will be ver\
time of raising op the bails, or Uiat c^ bending up the
would therefore by no means advise, that
spring*.
toil sort of **capenient should be put to a movement of
indiftrinr cxocntioti : on the contrary, it seems to re.
quire one flniahed in the l^est possible manner.
The
motive force put to it requires to be greater than that
which is usiully put to clocks having the dead boat
'scapement.
It may be aaked, whoUicr weight* or
spriM* are the best for these sorts of 'scapementa,
which i* perhape a question not easy to be resolved.
confer that spring* appear to be preferable ; they
seem to have, aa it were, an alertness or quickness of
action, when compared to the apparent heavy dull
motieo of gravity in the balls. 'The pivoU which are

wMob

'

i
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Description
of a clock
'scapement

by

Mr

mas

Tho-

;

Reid.

Plate
CCCl.
Fig.

Kacapethough they are not represented in the drawing, yet
any one may readily conceive where their places ought menu.
Oil does not seem to us to be, and what should be their length and height. At
that oil is necessary to theni.
e, e, Fig. 1. is seen on each side the ends of a thin steel
in the least degree requisite, considering the very small
angle of motion which they would have; and we have plate, or traverse bar, which goes from plate to plate,
always thought, for the same reason, that oil was not and is fixcil in the frame. An oblique view of one of
In the steel frame plates,
necessary to tiie pivots of such detents as were some- them is seen at e, e, Fig. 2.
there is a circular opening, as represented by the dottimes used in the detached 'scapement.
We shall now proceed to give a description of a ted inner circle, Fig. 1. This opening must be of such
clock "scapement, on tlie same principle as that of a diameter as to allow the swing wheel and the cock
Mudge's in his marine time-keepers, which was put which supports it to come freely through ; a part of
the cock is seen at /, /, Fig. 2. the sole of which F is
to a' very capital regxdafor or astronomical clock,
made some years ago by Mr Thomas Reid, for Lord screwed to the back of the pillar plate of the clock
the other knee K turns up to receive the pivot of the
It had a
Gray's observatory at Kinfauns Castle.
mercurial compensation pendulum, and its time of arbor of tlic swing wheel, the pivot at tiie other end of
going without winding up was forty-five days. Tiie this arbor being supposed to run in tlie fore plate, or
in a cock attached to it, and is the pivot which carries
great wheel, the second wheel, and the swing wheel
the seconds' hand. This descrijitiou of the manner by
pivots, were run on rollers, three being put to each
which the swing wheel is supported within the pendupivot.
Rollers were first applied by Sully to the balum, it is to be hoped will be sufficiently understood,
lance pivot of his marine time-keeper, and have since
been adopted by Berthoud, Mudge, and others. They notwithstanding the want of a proper drawing of that
have sometimes been used for clock pivots, but in part. The swnig wheel S W, and part of its pinion arbor
such an injudicious manner, that, in place of relieving g, are seen edgewise at Fig. 2. ; also the arm a of one
the friction of the pivots, they have at last jambed of the pallets P, and its screw d bearing on the steel
them to such a degree, that the pivot could not at all bar c, e. At the point of contact between the end of
the screw d and the bar e, a small piece of fine stone
turn or revolve upon them.
This will prevent any
In Fig. 1. SW is the 'scapement or swinjf- wheel, may be inserted into each bar.
whose teeth are cut not unlike those of tlie wheel for wearing or magnetic attraction which might otherwise
take place, if the screw was left solely to act on the
P, P are the pala dead beat, but not near so deep.
steel bar
for the smallest wearing here would in some
lets, the upper ends of whose arms at s, s are made
very thin, so as to foi-m a sort of spi'ings, which must degree alter the effects of the 'scapement. In Fig. 1. H
be made very delicate ; for, if they are any way stiff, represents a part of the bar of the pendulum ro<l,
the force of the swing wheel will not be able to which is fi.Ked into the lower part of the steel frame;
bend them when raising up the pallets. In order an edge view of this bar is seen at B, Fig. 2. At the
upper part of the steel frame is inserted a piece c, c.
that these springs may have a sufficiency of strength,
and at the same time be as delicate as possible, they Fig. 1 and il. in this piece the pendulum spring is
are cut open at the bending parts, as may be seen at fixed, whose top piece goes into a strong brass cock,
These springs come from a kneed sort of sole, which is firmly attached to the back of the clock-case,
Fig. 2.
formed from the same piece of steel, by which sole or to a large stone pier ; the end of the projecting part
they are screwed on to cocks, which are attached to of this cock is seen at DD, Fig. 1, and a side view
the back or pillar plate of the clock-frame.
The pallet of this part of it at DD, Fig. 2. The top piece of
arms must be made very light and stiff, in order that the pendulum spring has a long and strong steel pin
their weight may have the least possible load or burthrough it, which lies in a notch made across on the
den on the springs a, a are the arms of the pal- upper side and projecting part of the pendulum cock.
lets, as represented in the front view. Fig. 1. and are
By this strong pin, the pendulum is suspended. In
ftdly as broad as is necessary.
Their thickness may be the side of the pendulum-spring top-piece, is made
made much less than this. An edge view of the pallet a large hole, so as to admit freely a strong screw,
This
arms is seen in Fig. 2. The acting parts of the pallets the head of which is seen at E, Fig. 2.
at P, P, Fig. 1 should be made of such thickness as to alscrew serves to pinch the top-piece and cock firmly
low room for inserting a piece of ruby, agate, or any fine together, after the pendulum has been made to take
This strong pin and screw
or hard sort of stone, the thickness of the stone be- a true vertical position.
ing a very little more than that of the 'scapement are not represented in the drawing, but the descripor swing wheel.
Each of these stone pallets has a tion which has been given will, it is presumed, easily
sort of nib or detent for the wheel teeth, which is
supply this want. In the pendulum spring A, h, Figs.
left at the end of the pallet flanches, as may easily
and 2. may be seen an opening in it, so as to have
1
be seen at the left hand pallet, Fig. 1. These nibs tlie appearance of a double spring, as seen at/i, /;, Fig. 2.
are made for the locking of the swing wheel teeth,
This opening is made to allow the spring parts of the
and their use will be more particularly explained af- pallets s, s to be brought very near together, and this at
terwards.
On the back of the pallets are screwed to the bending part of the pendulum spring, so that it
each a kneed light brass piece c, c, as seen at Fig. 1
and the bending part of the pallet springs should be
On the lower ends of these kneed pieces, the screws as it were in one common centre. A part only of the
d, d are put through, serving the double purpose of cocks on which the spring pallets are screwetl, is repreadjusting the 'scapement, and setting the pendulum on sented by k, k, Fig. 1. ; m, m are the heads of the
beat.
'The upper part of the pendulum-rod is comscrews by which they are fi.xed to these cocks. It
posed of a sort of frame, whose steel plates A, A, A, A, must be observed here, that the spring pallets are so
Fig. 1. are represented as being contained within the placed, that they should act on the line of suspension
dotted circular lines; the thickness of these ring-sort and gravitation of the pendulum, which necessarily
of plates is seen at A, A, A, A, Fig. 2. This frame has brings the swing wheel to the place where it is ; no
three pillars to keep the plates properly together ; and verge, crutch, or fork are required ; the influence of

at the centre of motion of the pallets and balls would
be regarde<l by many as objectionable, from the l>elief

1.

.

Fig,?.

;

.
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;
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tiM oil on the yergt pivoU, and the friction by the
cnitcfa or fork on the peodulura rod, are done away by
thu airangrment. The mutinn of the pendulum U kept
up n/rrWy by the force of the ^ring part of the palmrct leU, indepcndcot of any impediment in the wheel
Vt Tho- work, ao leng as it has force soifieient to raise up the
Pod. paUcU readily and eaaily : tbia fijrce nay be considered
aa permanent and invariable, and lo abould be the arc
If the length ef the pendeacribed by the pendulum.
dulum and of the arc it describes are invariable, so
should be the time which is kept by the clock. Having
described the parta which oompoae tbia 'scapement, it
will now be rraaisite to shew their mode of action,
which is extremely simple.
When the pendulum is set in rootioo, it will, by
means of either one or other of the screws d, unlock
the awio^ wheel ; which, in the drawing, b represented aa bcmg locked by one of its teeth oo toe nib ur
detest part of the right hand pallet ; and the moment
when the wheel is unlocked, the tooth at the left hand
pallet is ready to preaa fcarward and raise up the pal.
let ; and, of course, it bends up the spring.
I.et the
pendnlum be now brought to tne right hand side, the
steel bar e will meet with the screw J, and carrying it
or pusti*!)^' it en, it will by this means nnV'^' <'•

mn.

bj

s«
ha

and allow

,

tl>

tt.

it to escape.
At tlii>
mtttioff with the pallet on i
force rta war on the flandi, and raiie
stopped by ii'- l.»rnt or paHet nib.
:

I

.-

it

ed

H.

is

locked

at aide,

'rt»m of the per-

III

when

.:

-

...

'on

ime of the unlocking at

amua

Um

nslockcd.

rigbC

hand

mupm takca place at the left haad. the
penduluai, dnring ita acariioa to the right, ia oMoaed
D^ the spring part of the pallets, and on iu return It is aaatttcd by the sane part, ontil the pendulum eoows in c«fi>
tact with the point af the screw tf en the left Imbh) part:
Here it is agim oppcaed in ita excursioo, aa tor aa
'^e are it dcscrflMa; and on ita dcarrnt or rstnm, it
assisted or iapened by that et the spring part of
the pallet, in conjunction with the totf of gravity. In
Una cktck, all th^ the motive force throogb the wheels
haa to do^ ia to raiaa un the pellets, by bending up the
tftiagt, and these, along with gravity, maintain the
motion of the pendnlum.
When docka of ihecoaunaaconalractioagetibaJin
the oil. or dirty, the arc of vOmtkn faUa of, or ia Ims
than what it was when the dock waa dMB and ftw.
(MiUt, ui; the

-

In this 'scancnent,
.janencnt. however, when the dodi
dock gata Ibnl,
thefefcn
fiifcn of the swing wheel teeth, on the dHant pot
the
of ihepallcta,
will be
cu, wiu
Da kaacnad,
MaacnMi, OMwc^nantlT
consaqnaptly toe
the n lwl
lilt nor* eaaily be unlodied bjr th« pendaMm : bene*
we may expect a small increase in the ate of ribn*
tion ; but whether this will sflect the thnakcvpirit, by
makmg it skw, must be left to the rapcrienca of thcae
who may think of making aacfa trials. It appears to
us, that if any longthaniog of the arc of vibration
takca place, it will be equally acccferalcd by tho gnralcr
tcnaioa oflhc spring part of the palletsi
Another dock having the same kind of 'ifapiumii,
haa since been made by Mr Thonsaa Rdd, wboro the
adjnatments fur '•miKtnrrii nml \\^^t ar^ traasAticd
from the p
Wy thia aria,

wM

«h««

ii>«de, but are
: .—.
Ker to which the palltis ate
^""e by the screws wlmh are
f*P»«'
thtm. This 'scapement haa also been very advanlagcously appli4d, even where a verge
cratch were
"•''"

.

«••«•<

•

m

md

#iwuted.
The following is a sdwotc and iWarriptieo of another
•OL. u. rARr I.
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Eaca^

con
clock 'scapement, which the
moru.
trivtd about twelve or fifteen years ago.
>»-^..^
is the swing wheel, Am.iUt
In Plate CCCl. Fig. 3.
whose diameter may be so lar;;e, as to be sufficiently clock
free of the arbor of the wheel that runs into its pinion, 'icapaueBt
which in eight day clocks is the third. The teeth of by Mr ad*
this swing wheel are cut thus deep, in order that the ^',tl\^.
wheel may be as !i;;ht as po«sible, and the strength of 3^ 4^ «.
the teeth little uiore than wliat is neoeasary to resist tlie
action or force of a common dock weight through the
They are what may be calletl tlie locking
wheels.
teeth, as will be more readily seen from the use of them
afterwards to be explained. Those calletl the impulse
teeth, consist of very small tempered steel pin», inserted
on tlie surface of the rim of the whiel on one side only.
!'an inch in height and the
They are nearly tw
c room will be given to the
smaller they are, s<j
if they have strength to supthickness of the pallets,
writer of this article

SW

>

;

1

i

port about eighty or a hundretl grain*, they will be
There is no rule required for placing
strong enough.
them rdatively to the locking teeth, only they may
as well be opposite these teeth as anywhere rise. 1', 1'
are the pallets, whose centre of motion it the same with
These pallcU are formed to
that of the verge at a.
as to have the arms lufficiently »trong, and at the
same time as light as may be. ' That part where the
arms meet at the angle at a, has a steel socket made out
of the sane pi»re as the arms, being forged together in
tbia manner.
Thi< socket is otade to fit well on the
verge, on which it is only twisted fatt s and is turned
tntall on the outside, in order to allow the ar^
as
of th« datcnU to be hid as dose to the
may ba, so that thrir centres of motion may roindae aa
ncaolj aa poarible. A perfect coincidence of Uie centres
might ba obtained by using a hoUow c^ linder for the
rmwf, with the detent arlMrs running in the inside of
That
it, bnt tbia would have ocoaaiened more trouble.
part of the pallet frame, as it may be called, in which
u set the ati
<-ceiving the action or impulse
of the small
is formixl into a rectangular
shape, so aa to allow room for a dovetail groove, into
which the slon* pallets sre fixed, as may be seen
at I'P, Fig. S, and at I', Fig. 4, which alto gives a
side view of the verge at a, and where the socket of
the pallets ia seen as fixed cx) the verge. At b. Fig.
4, is aeen the outer cod of one of tM atone pallcU
flnah with thr steel.
That part of the stone palwhich the pin teeth act, may be seen in F'g9, wkara they art rapnawt o j in their napoedve po-

Kty

nm

I

1

.

>'«*

I

rfdonordalieo loth* pin tMlh. Tboir akpoorforai ia
oaclhr that which gives tho dond boat. In Fig.S. are
ncn tho detents J, d, whose eentr* of motion is at r, e.
Thn are fisad on their arbors by a thin steel socket,
maM as forged with the detents, much in the same way
the pallets were, s* may be M-m at r. Fig. 5, whidi
mvca a side view of one of tite ilrtents and its arbor.
The screws *t,jj, in the arms of the detents, liave a
place made to receive them, which is more readily seen
Fig. 5. than in Fig. 5. I'he screws e, t, serve for the
purpose of adjusting that part of the 'acaperrt-"' <-'»'"rcted w ith the pallets, push ing the detents uu t
iig
'^
•>'
the wheel, oy meonsof thr
of
tho sorwie,can tho unlotl
.of

M

m

1

I

thestonepallets, rneof vkhuli i.
.ail^l'^. 4.
The text^»f,J', serve toadjukt tl
of the wheel
> rectangular pieces or
teeth on the rietrnts. p.
studs, which are fixrti
idc of \bt pillar frsme

—

'

..

plate, and may benraran iiku jh height Therndsoflhe
screw sy,/ rest on the tide of tl.ese ttudt, and according
aa they arc more or leas aciewed through at the ends i>f

|.",g,

{,
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so much less op more hold will the detent
pieces hHve of the teeth. These holdiiij^ pieces of the dc" tents are not represented in the drawing, as they would
have made other parts of it rather obscure. They are
clock
•soipement made of stone, an"l are fitted in by means of a dovetail
by Mrneiil. cut in a piece let\ for that purpose, on tlie inside of the
E«c«pe-

tlie iJetents,

toxni*.

PiATK

may

from the drawe, Fig. 5 ; and
screw e, which
is close by tlie edge of the detent stone-piece, which
Having
jirojects a little beyond the end of the screw.
detent arms, as

easily be conceived

o^'i't'''^' '""• where it is rt-presented in part at
'
'
is in the line across the arm with the

descril)ed the parts of the 'scapement, we shall now exthe left hand side, the
plain their mode of action.
^in-tooth is represented as having just escaped its pal-

On

but, previous to its having got
let, as seen in P'ig. S
on to the flanch of this pallet, let us conceive that the
back of the pallet, or end piece h of it, had come, in
consequence of the motion of the pendulum, to that
side, and opposing the screw e, which is in the detent
arm, pushes or carries it on with it, and consequently
unlocks the tooth of the wheel which then endeavours
;

to get forward ; but the pin-tooth, at this instant of unlocking, meeting with the flanch of the pallet at the low-

er edge inside, and pushing forwards on the flanch, by
means impels the pendulum, and after having escaped the pallet, the next locking tooth is received by
the detent on the right hand side, where the wheel is
now again locked. In the mean time, while the pendulum is describing that part of its vibration towards
the left hand free and detached, as the pallets are now
at liberty to move freely and independently of the
small pin-teeth, on the return of the pendulum to the
right hand side, the detent, by means of the back of the
pallet on that side, is pushed out from locking the
wheel, and, at the instant of the unlocking, the wheel
gets forward, and the piu-tooth is at the same instant
ready to get on the flanch of its pallet, and give new
impulse to the pendulum, as is obvious by what is
After the pinrepresented in the drawing. Fig. 3.
tooth has escaped the pallet, the wheel is again locked on the opposite or left hand side; the pendulum
moves on to the right freely and independently till the
next locking on the left takes place, and so on. It may
be observed, that the unlocking takes place when the
pendidum is near the lowest point, or point of rest, and
of course where its force is nearly a maximum. Without
attaching any thing to the merits of this 'scapement, we
may remark that the clock was observed from time to
time by a very good transit instrument, and, during a
period of eighty three days, it kept within the second,
without any interim apparent deviation. This degree'
of time-keeping seemed to be as much a matter of accident as otherwise ; and cannot reasonably be expected
from this, or any clock whatever, as a fixed or settled
this

rate.

Method of

This 'scapement being a detached or free 'scapement,
^* pleasure be converted either into a recoiling or
^*'«;a"ement either ^ ^^^^ heat one, without so much as once disturbing or
stopping the pendulum a single vibration. To make a
into a recoiling or a dead beat of it, put in a peg of wood, or a Small wire to
'''"'

dead-beat
""^'

each, so as to raise the detents free of the pallets ; and
these being left so as to keep them in this position, the
pin-teeth will now fall on the circular parts of the pallets, and so on to the flanch, and the 'scapement is then,
to all intents and purposes, a dead beat one. To make a
recoiling one of it, let there be fixed to each arbor of the
detents, a wire to project horizontally from them about
3^ or 4 inches long ; the outer ends of the wires must be
tapped about half an inch in length; provide two small
brass balls, half an ounce weight eachj having a hole

and tapped so as to screw on the Fsc«pewires ; the b;ills can be put more or less home, and be jnentS'
~
adjusted proportionably to the force of the clock on the
penduhmi. No recoil will be seen by the seconds' hand ;
yet these balls will alternately oppose and assist the motion of the pendulum, as much as any recoiling pallets
can possibly do; and as their effects on the pendulum
will be exactly the same, it may be considered as a good
recoiling 'scapement. This sort of detached 'scapement,
by becoming a dea<l beat, or a recoiling one, at any time
when required, makes it convenient for making various
experiments with tiie different 'scapements.
We shall now proceed to describe a clock 'scapement, whose pallets require no oil, invented by the late
Mr John Harrison, who received the parhamentary
reward of £ 20,000 for a marine time-keeper.
In Plate CCCI. Fig. 6. S
is the swing-wheel, Hnrrison's
whose teeth are shorter than usual. On the verge is a '''"<^''
brass arm, of a sort of cross and flat pronged form, as
°' *
may be seen at e, e, e, Fig. 6. and at e, e, Figs. 7. and 8. ^"t*]^''?*")
p','^'te
through them,

''

W

Upon

arm

are screwed two brass-cocks, marked d, d, CCCI. Fig.',
in Figs. 7. and 8 ; the upper pivots of 6, 7, 8.
the pallet arbors, as seen at a, Figs. 7. and 8. run in
these cocks, and the lower pivots in the end of the
this

in Fig. 6.

and d

prongs.
On the lower end of the pallet arbors is a
brass socket to each, having freedom to move easily on
tiiem, and also a proper end-shake between the prongs
and the pallet amis. On the end of the socket.?, next the
pallet arm.s, is rivetted a thin piece of brass to each, the
piece on the socket of the driving pallet being shaped as
seen at h, h, Figs. 6. and 7- and having two holes in it
one of these holes has a range, limited by a pin fixed to
the brass arm from the verge ; the other hole, which is
at the outer end, allows range to a pin, which is fixed
to an arm on the pallet arbor, as may be seen at Figs. 6.
and 7. The piece of brass on the socket of the leading
pallet arbor is shaped as seen at k, k, Fig.?. 6. and 8.
having a tail which comes to rest on the outer edge of
the cock rf, after being carried a little way by the motion of the pallet ; at the outer end, at k, is a small
brass screw, serving as a counterbalance to the opposite
arm or pallet hook. In this pallet arm is an opening,
throngh which the swing- wheel comes, as may be seen at
/, Fig. 8. the arm at the other end being filed thin down,
leaving a sort of shoulder on it. AB, Fig. 6. is a stout
piece of brass rivetted, or screwed, to the verge collet;
CC is the steel crutch, having another arm, which comes
up on the inside of the piece of brass ; the ball or paume
of the crutch is kept to the verge collet by a sort of
spring collet, which has two screws outside, and through
to the verge collet, the crutch having liberty to turrt
has two short
on the vergfe. The piece of brass
knees turned up, having a hole tapped in each to receive the two screws s, s, Fig. 6. whose ends bear on
the upper arm of the crutch, and serve to move the
arm to one sitle or the other, so as to put the pendulum
or clock on beat ; p, p, is a piece of liard wood put on
the lower end of the crutch, having an opening in it,
to clip or take in with the middle rod of a gridiron pen-

AB

dulum.

The parts of this 'scapement being described, it now Mode of ao
remains to explain their action. The tooth of the tion in Harswing- wheel, which has hold of the hook of the leading "so>''s p»lor right hand pallet, carries it on, until another tooth
meets with the hook or notch at the end of the
driving pallet arm. When this takes place, the wheel
at this instant, the
is made to recoil a little back;
hook of the leading pallet gets free of the tooth, and is
made to rise clear of the top of it, by means of the
counterbalancing of the brass arm, and the screw k at

HOROLOGY.
Tbe toodi of the nriiw- w{>ecl, which lui«
into tbe notch at the end of the driving pallet
urn, Carrie* itfarward until anothar toath, meeting with
the hook of the laadini; pallet, canaca the wheel again to
momI. TimaUowf the notch of tbe drLvin^ Ballet to
Irce of the tooth, and the braat piece, whicL i« on Utc
pallet arbor, fidla down, till it coraea to re»t on the piu
(bt «oil a£ it.

avm gU

Mt

m the braM croa*

piece, maktnc the pallet notch get
There ia
quite clear of the top of tbe tooui, and ao on.
a giMt deal of it^anuitT diapl^ed in the ooatrivance
ofthia 'toafeaieiit, vat the nice and tickli^ tMlandtig
of the ptUet* iirraaiani aeaac U^rae of meaftaintj in
their ofMfatiooa; aad whether the great raooil which it
baa anmr net b« >gri ' the tima-kaeiHi^ of the clock,

—

1^

same time knowing uotliing of iU properties, the general practice wa« to taper them, so that the coils, when
bending or unbending, ibould preserve an equal di»taiMX with one onotJier ; and this method has been used
e^MT aince the application of the !<piral spring. Those

£•«?•
._"^*^.
~

.'

~

who finished watches fur Mud<^ aud Dutton, were never
employed to make tlte pendulum spring. This was al>
w^s done at liome by either kludge or Duttou the(&>
aalvea, wbi^ no doubt, endeavoured to make tliem a*
nearly iaochronou* as possible. This,

among other causes,

perbapa gave their watohe* the celebrity which they at
that time had deaervadly acquired.
The palleU of the 'acapenent at the turret clock in
Greenwich Uoapital, are aaid to have been contrived by

t—w^parhapa.yttebepiwd. Waa it ihia 'acape- Mr Sroeaton. The foUowiitg narrative will (>how how
mmUL which waa in • dodt of Mr HaniaonX at hit he came to be concerned in it. It may be observed,
hMM* in Orange Stnc*. «f whoae goiiy Mr Short aaid, that at that tiuK- he was one of the oommlasionera.
" Tha* beceuU AtftnA on it to oae mmmn/ I'a a mnalk"
and *' that it had DMi going for fouttceo year* at thia

'

lod 'wammmt are, that the
The prapctttea of a good
iiBelteig tatxm ahovid i>a applied ia ibe caoat uMfonn
aoddiiMt way, and with the leait friction and laa* of
netivefctce; that it raqvirr litile oil. or none ; aadlhat
the aadllaliena of the wnwller, wbalbrr it ia a pandit
•Imb «r abalanca. be made in a* faae and iintliahlrhad'a
Tbe nice eacouiion nooind
a
iar a dacii or • wa*a, tmt
af the aUMiliiia af wad
tbajr. ia ioaw •aMMM, icat ligktaf thaynMMiaaoflhe
pefnhiian<.«a!—UaaAataftWapiralar taltaw pa»duliaa
and ihowht (iMt iha fim»>immmm ef

n

«MW.

tbiM, «i«lMnt eonaidariM, that
Kea

wMUy,

or ahaaat

whAy.

ihia,

from

in the pen-

and in the spiral (priag. BaHhnua iaipataas no*
hka this to HarnKon. fm attasptiag la anke the
'aaifMmt in hi* tiwcfcai^rr ao that the long and tboet
vihnitiaaa •houki be otaile in aaual tiaaca.
Wbeteaa be
aaya. " he aagbt to harva laokaa for ihia in the itodwa.
nompmpetty of thrtpiralar tialanrw yin^ Bat tfaa
property (h«ad(k)wa*unknawi»altbattiaMlPtbeEi^

liuluaa

tion

and wa* a diKtMrcty of thoaa in France,
:
«h<icn lir Fiifiltrh artitu aitrrwartU obtained IL'
If tint br the cmtt, tio« d>d it happen that Mr Mnib)e,

Iikh ani«t»
fracii

rKT^m
!^^.^!^
"^
**

&.

long helot* tbe pcf«Ml when Lc Bay mmI BertbMid
'm«( Ibe pronnty of thia apirai epiia^ each
tbe aerit of nairtng fint aade tbe diacwvoy.
<iSianad in bia liac^ pntJiiberi ai ITfiS. " That Ibe

•priag. (Vvaa phrMsal arinoBba,
peffonn the leng and the ahert «ih«i" lielaameirihblHnDrilaohe'a

•hich ho waa wall awiaaiiilad ; aMlnMi
'PnBR* *•• known to Dr Hoafce. and aainC*
«d «ul b^F haa aaorly an baadrod yaaia before Madge
pahMied hie pMnnblat h i* bat too true, that Grw or
B"<
EagVanaMMlaaaen tobavc baea aefaaiat.
I,

pr

'

'«

•<>

X
tl

«nbau4

KimokxkK

I

i l

^

very lately, dMagh Mr
pwpwliie
niad lb«a oat ao long baAa*. aad
coaiaiaedialhewarkaafDrMaobe.

when L«|HM* wrote,
It

Ibeft

iIm

this,

diwmee aoiMMnaod between >UIUy aid Jea.

Wattb tnahaea alwi^a
tbe watchn of tbor wwa

for

iilbwaiai be

waa toon t^M

turret clock,

» hith

is

in the cupola of Greenwich F,,c»pnn«M

Um

'

Th^

.

M
U
'

*'

'

riaon,

the peaduluei ipring
while at the

'

and woraadeptaainackiik

il-

i^g«^C^ilai40e,a*aieationcdb> Mr Lu<iii.n<. iirubU ul>.
hn<g eiwfceee man atr>ngiy adt i>ed by tbem. MrSin«»>
Ion at ihi* pae iad look away g«dgr<>fM> luait a mill wbeet
wbaae dianeler* were oi4y i\ iarli< «, uid put other* in
ibetr piece at % inrhe* with grrat MirceM, aa it ai\e».
ward* proved. On lb«»iimv prineip)«<* whirh Imvr juet

ao»
cUk

the
w't

•

^

'

-

.

.

Chiir«ih, Ivtlailiwtgh

,

aiMl

>•

Cpr aboat tbir^ J<ar», ther<
peaMBce of hitwg ee weariiu( mi

'!»<

'Stapoaenla have been uivid*
haa been aallcd tho»e et
>iow, tbe iDH'baiBi af « raawnti
aay 'snap«tnfnt. and even ihea itcen
iennapartofit, uMtc than the wheel*
or the weight whiefa aave* them.
Tbe DMttve force paaeing tbroHch tbe wheels,
at luaea be anti^uslly impaneed himi tbe
aieni ei liwr of « cloUt ut walah. This idea
rise to tbe invanlien of what ha* been called r«

whKb

{loyidMd at Pari* in 17fi7,
nM«di*l«rt.bintoflb«e
ia r iifriag; beaoetbey weienati

there at the tiaae

Tbe

Hecpital, was undertaken by tlie late Mr John Holme*, of the tur.
and eaecutctl under his directions by Mr Tliwaitea. ret-ciock ai
Gr««iwich
liut before any thing was done, Mr Iloliucs consultHotpitaL
ed two gcntlaBen, wno happened to be liis mukt intiof
mate fiMnda; the one was the Bev. Mr Ludlam
Camfaeidge, the other Mr John Smeaton, both of whom
wore very eminently qualifietl to give such advice a*
waa wanted in this buaiuow, not only about tlte 'scapeMnt, but how every part of the clock ahould be fitted
iti< {terfunnanoe.
up, ao aa to iniurc salciy ai;<'
r» (of wliich Mr
and n)a«>>
very
,iie*, loaagh itone ol lite original* were ever
L) peaird between them en that occasion, and
agreed that ihe'acepement
-aeinaaaiadlittgaHiily.
ebaald have araMil. Mr Smaaton reeonaaonded, that
Ibe paUata, in piece of having plan>»,<a wja eeaiiaon for
ibdraeliaK^atta, atiouM have curved »ui<aora, the leaditypaUetMiafleancave.aiid the driving one convex i and
wEtn ibe penoahini waa at or n<'<>- <•• >Iu •vtr.niitv of
riy
tbe vibration, the 'aaipanient >•!
dead. Thi* waa, a* be said, vrliat .
^^ at
Yofb had ultimately come into !"
•dviaact
;..... ..iid dee^
that the swing whwl Iteth altould
and of aach a shape as to roll a* it were on the pallet^
and not to alide en them, which would pi«vcnt bitii^
The pallet arau were of bnas, made no aa
er wearing.
rhe clockmaker to take the
to pat it in the nd^- <> rr)iairii«
was necessary.
aaOeta very easily
7 !.urTllcae BMruioda liatt lunv iirlurc ll

<

of
id.

to
to
lit.

ta^

Beraiwitoir,
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toirs^ that

made

is,

that the

movement should

at intervals

be

wind up eitlier a small weiglit, or bend up a
delicate spring, which alone should give its force to the
'scapenaent, by which means the pendulum or balance
was supposed to be always impelled by an equal and
uniform force. The earliest thin;» of this sort was used
about the year 1 600. Huygens applied it to some of his
clocks, and gives a description of it in his Horologium
OiCiUatot turn ; and Harrison had one in the marine
VVe
timekeeper, which gained him the great reward.
are of opinion, that they are of no great use either to a
clock or a spring time-piece; for if the pendulum of the
one is well fixed, and the momentum of the ball is not
too little, any small inequalities of the motive force
through the wheels will hardly be percepiible; and in
the spring time-keeper, the isochronism of the pendulum or balance spring is sufficient to correct any ineAs their mequalities whatever in its motive force.
chanism, however, is curious, and has been rarely deto

scribed,

Description
of the re-

montoir
which was
applied to
the dock

of St Andrew*9
thiirch,

Rdinbargh.

it

may

not be uninteresting to our readers to

have such an account of it as would enable them to
make and adopt it should they think it proper.
The one which we propose to describe, is that which
was contrived by Mr Reid for the clock of St Andrew's
Suppose a small frame, separate and indepenchurch.
dant of the clock frame, to contain two wheels, one of
which is the swing wheel, having within it the 'scapement work. The other wheel is crossed out, so as to be
as light as may be, the rim being left just so broad
as to admit fixing on it seven kneed pieces or teeth,
each about a quarter of an inch thick and half an inch
long, three of which are on one side of the rim, and four
on the other side. Three on each side have the knees
of different heights, corresponding each to each. The
is a little higher than either of the third highest.
The wheel on which these are fixed, has a tooth prolonged beyond the rim, of the same thickness and length
as the others, making eight teeth in all, having a small
space left between each. These teeth become as it were
80 many wheels in different planes, and are at equal distances from one another, with the same extent of radius
coming to the centre of the swing wheel arbor, being
just so much larger than that of the swing wheel, as to
allow the swing wheel teeth to clear the arbor of it.
The edge or side of the teeth which rest on the swing
wheel arbor is a plane, and rounded off on the opposite
side, to the point or angle formed by this plane.
The
arbor of the swing wheel has eight notches cut into it
a little beyond the centre. These correspond to the
eight teeth of the other wheel, and are sufficiently wide
and deep to allow the teeth to pass freely through them.
Each notch stands at an angle of 45 degrees to the one
which is next it, which difference is continued along
the arbor through the whole, making 360 degrees for
one revolution of the swing wheel. On each of the arbors of these wheels was fixed a pulley having a square
bottom, in which were set about ten hard tempered steel
pins a little tapered, something like the pullies at the
fourth

old thirty hour clocks, whose bottom was round in place
of square. The pendulum was fixed to the wall of
the steeple, as well as the frame containing the 'scapement work, and the apparatus which has been described. The arbor of the eight toothed wheel had one of its
pivots prolonged with a square on the end outside. The
clock frame containing the movement was in the centre of the steeple, and the pinion in it, which suppose
to be that of the swing wheel, had one of its pivots also
prolonged, and squared outside. These squared pivots
were connected by a steel rod and Hooke's joints. The

main weight of the clock being put on, must urge not

Escape-

only the wheels to turn, but that of the wheel having the ments.
kneed teeth ; but some one or other of these teeth pressing on the arbor of the swing wheel cannot turn, con- Descriptionsequently none of those in the large frame can turn, of itic remontoir
nor can the swing wlieel turn here unless some other whicli was
means are used. An endless chain was j)rovided, and applied to
passed over the two pullies fixed on the wheel arbors, the clock
and through two common pullies, to one of which is of St Anhung the small weight which is to turn round the swing drew's
Cliurch,
wheel, and to the other a counter weight.
The Kdinburglv
weight which turns the swing wheel, has its force
placed on that side so as to make the wheel act properly with the pallets; now, while the swing wheel is turning, (the pendulum being supposed in its motion,) one
of the other wheel teeth is gently pressing on its arbor.
Whenever this tooth meets with its own notch, it will,
by means of the main weight, be made to pass quickly
through it ; while passing, the small weight is wound
up a little by the main one; the succeeding tooth then
meeting with the swing wheel arbor, rests on it for a
quarter of a minute, till its notch come* about ; it then
passes in its tuni, and so on.
The swing wheel makes
a revolution every two minutes, in which time the
wheel with the eight teeth makes also one. The minute hand, by this mechanism, when passing one of the
notches, makes a start every quarter of a minute; at
every such passing, the small weight is wound up a little by the great or main one.
After the clock had gone a
considerable time with this, it was found that the kneed
teeth got a little swelled on their parts of rest, by
the force of the main weight which made them fall
on the swing wheel arbor. To remedy this, an endless
screw wheel was put on the arbor of the remontoir whee},
(or wheel with the kneed teeth,) working into an upriglrt
endless screw, on the upper end of whose ai-bor was
fixed a pretty large fly, in order to lessen the velocity of
the remontoir wheel, and make the kneed teeth fall
gently on the swing wheel arbor. This helped the
swelling greatly, but did not entirely prevent it, though
it existed now in a less degree.
The endless chain had
also a tendency to wear fast; in consequence of this, and
of no provision having been made for the swelling of the
kneed teeth, by making the notches on the swing
wheel arbor much wider than was required for them
when newly finished and first applied, this part of the
remontoir was taken away, and the rod, with Hooke's
joint, was put on the square of a pivot of the swing
wheel prolonged on the outside of its frame. These
matters being guarded against, it might be well for
some artist in future to try such a remontoir. During
the four years it was in use, the clock went uncommonly well, and was the admiration of a gentleman who
lived opposite the church, and who was an amateur in
horology. One of Mr Reid's men who took an interest
in this clock, said it did not do so well after the remonThis, however, may have been
toir was taken away.
more owing to a change in the position of the weights,
than to any thing else, occasioned by a chime of eight
large bells being put up in the steeple. For the weights,
in place of having their natural fall, were carried a great
way up in the steeple above the bells and clock, in order
to fall down again ; and here a complication of rollers

and

pullies

became

requisite.

remontoir is a very delicate spring,
which is bent or wound up eight times in a minute.
Were it necessary, a more obvious description could be
given of it than that which is given with his timekeeper.
In Haley's, the remontoir spring is bent up
Harrison's

Harrison'*,
remontoir.

Halej's.

i

i
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150 tiiacs in • minute. In th« '«c*p«nent of Mudge's
marine timekeepers, what may be called the remontoir
waa bent up :MK> times in a minute the 'acapement
A
bcre, become in aane degree wholly the remontoir.
variety of 'acapenMnts mav be seen in TJkioul, and in
•oine ef the modem periodical works; yet, for the |>4ir>
poaeof cwnmon or otdiiMry tort of dodo, they are
HWiflwd chied3r to dwae of the dead beat and the recoiL
Wlwii eeuaaU iwfuiwiLii h expected, lome may have
iceoone to 'aeapeBcnta ct a diffew u t deacriptiew.
AboMt the jtmr t7M, Le Roy, Lcpente^ and other
cinrkmekera in Pkrn, were mnch encaged in making
docks baring only one wheel; and some bed not
even a single w hee l io the morcment. They were,
however, more e»pen»ve in making, and per for med

Etute-

;

ttmig^'t

ChKfa witk

^^

w^

whidi
consd^ucted in
the otdinary war. Si plicity in the madiincry secnM
to hare been their chief ebj|ect.
It requires, how<
experience to know what simplicity in machi*
ia; althoogfa apparently more ample, a clock
having two wbeds in it, wiU not be equal to that h*.
ring three or figor;^ it does not folk>w, th«l, by having

m

ia abccJ

vgrk am-

"

"

ter:

it

wfaick

be eecntepped with impunity. This subject
be better rxeinplificd thai by making a comp*of one ef Hindley's decka, having two wheeia,

mad giviag

tliif^ vibntiena in a nmiute, with a dork
giving the saae
mher ti viiratiens in the same time
and with three wbeela. The ftnt or great wheel, in
one ef Hindley'a, had ItOtaelh, the accend or swing
whsd l*a and the pinaa & The nonbtr of these
teath. aMioftheptnianleBvaa,MMintotoSOew
In the
athar, the wheeU were 48. 40, aid 90, and two pinions
of 8; thesumof theaeia 154; thedilknnee ia t7», beiiw the aoBber ef teeth move in the one than in the
other, and aiere than the soa of tbe tactb io the

—

three wheeled dock.

We ahall now preered tn give a dMetaeeaaat of such
watch 'ara pewimts a* have ba«i diiw t* wanhy of no.
f
tioe, fram the old crowniAed and verge le the modem 6«e or datadied 'aa|MaMnl ; bifrt. hi erdar thet the
raadar may be eble to <air
given A«m Bertheml a view of «i
i

>

;;r^

"^

•

cwHai uad in a
TxH^r"" if* **<cfa or a aaiaO dodj^ Tll^
ftaaae aaade Ibr the purpose ef allewing dkini to be
iciL
(

»«.!.

aMce nadOy

aain.

UE

ia the pOlar ptaH or pillar
the Ore fVmne plate.
is the be.
the arbar or axis on which it is fxed ia the
verge, whoae two pallMs^ p, acane with the teeth of
the crown wfaod C. Tbenivaliortfaebidnee tarn or
in iheAnme; thoae ef the
whs Cf and of

OP

A

own

ru

Se

the arbor of the pMen rf bdng at right
anrinloihe Bxasoftkebalanea. Tbe csntnto wheel K

andte

CtnnalsointheAeme; theteethefthe
(or oown) wbed

onUMe wbad pitdi into the balance
pMen, and can

tarn or drive
ro the
alpitdi into ihe

tbe third wheel I..
the teeth of the
whed pinion, and

it ;

wCSldi

pinion e. heve a long

M

flofag

and its
beyond die outside
M, pildMe with Ibe

eftbedialRS. Tba
wnad
Ibwd wbed pinian i, wbicb it likewise can
tbe

an* or

turn.

N

is

great wheel, pitching with the second
liana. XistherMcbet, mtfaedick. and a its
Oa the arbor of the
whed Uw nUbct

gtm

Eienpt-

°|'°**'_,

^^^'^ ^J_

Ol' is the main spring deprived of jcriptjon of
tbe inner end of it hooks on to tlie lower . «atdi
part of the great wheel arbor, and the outer end is movement
hooked to the rim of the barrel, but is here fixed to a l^'- *.'*''temporary stud. The force of the main spring, alter ^,9" .
being wound up, sets all the wheels and pinions in ''' "
motion, and would oblige the ratchet and arbor to tium
round independent of the great wheel ; b^ this the
main spring would be instantly unbent, but is prevent*
ed from this, by the click m being forced by its
spring ft to fall into the teeth of the ratdiet, applying
its end to the face of the ratchet teeth ; by this means
the main spring must unbend itself very slowly, the
raotien of tne wheels being checked by the 'scaping of
is the can*
the verge with the crown wheel teeth.
noD pinion, put spring tight on the arbor of the second
whed, whose socket or cannon goes outside or beyond
the diidt where it is squared ibr the purpose- of the
is the mutute wheel,
minote bmid-bdng pat on it.
g ita pinion ; the cannon pinion pitches into or leada
the minute wheel ; the hour wheel V having a hollow
arbor or aocket /, is put on the cannon pinion, and is led
by tbe minote pinion which pitches into its teeth. It is
on the socket of the hour wheel which comes a little
above the did, that the hour hand is put. When a
wheel pitches with a niniun and turns it, the pinion -is
said to l>e driven by the wheel ; if the pinion turns the
wheel, the whed is then aaid to be led by tlie pinion. The
pendulum or balance spring s $ has its inner end fixed
to a ooUct, which goes spring tight on the arbor of the
balance ; the outer end is fixed or pinned to a stud
fisedon the inside of the fore plate. Ia the action of
the crown whed teeth on the pallets, the balance »prtng
ia ettbir brat sp or nnbcnding ; it is by the small force
ef it, that the oalanee ia made to give twice the num«
bar of eifanbona that it would give without it. It
aboold bant been obserred, that, by putting a key on
the square of the cannon pinion, and tuniing it about,
this wdl not only move the minute hand about, but
will oblige tbe hour hand to follow slowly, in the ratioof one turn te-twclvc of llie minute head.
The irat nahAea may readily be supposed to have
.
Having no pendulum spring,
been of rade e e
and only an boor hand, and bring watmd op twice a
day, tb^ could not be expected to keep time nearer than
IB le Tfl iniwrtw in ihiilwaline hnnri
tbe appli<
ef tba ninilalnni ipring, they would no doubt go
ballar, and may now hemada to heeptUM
ly earfeet fee tbe ordinary parpoaaa of UAl
'
the cMwn wbed and verge 'srapement
Iimeadt,
time of winding.
its

barrel

;

Q

T

M lkn

AfW

n

aMOMid

wjib care, it will do aaooaunoniy well
Let tbe angle of the verge be 9S or 95 degrees, tbe Crawn
tretb ef tbe crown wheel oadcrcnt to an sngle of •<m«I snd
88 or 90 dcgiaasi and scaped as itrar to the body of .^'V
it

H. bMh ef wfaidi are acMved enthe iMide ef
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is fixed; and, on winding up the main spring, the
ratcbet and arbor turn freely in the hole at the centre
of the great wheel, which keeps its place during the

m

jest to be^cnr of it, (it is to bo underthe verge
l^^^^l
stood here that the verge boles are jewelled.) To carr\ *,^ nui
the matter still farther, the body may so far be Ukeii of eiccut.
away as to admit the teeth near to the centre, which '"g ••
win tend to allow the vibrations of the balance to movF
but this requires such
nMire (Vedy and independently
nice aaeoation Acre, and in other parts of the 'scapenitt, that from not having enoonrngement, few are fit
to execute it, and the ra ftwe it may in general be safer not
to bring tbe whed teeth so near to tbe verge. Caremuit
alio be taken to have the balance of a prAper diameter
and weight, which hai of late bcco much neglected

W

;
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since the old fashion of half thninf? luis been left off,
that is, niakin<f the watch go without the pendulum
spring, if it goes slow SO, S2, or 33 minutes in the
hour, the balance may he considered of such a weight

as to be in no danger of knocking on the banking from
any external motion the watch may meet with in fair
M'hen the pullets of the verge are banked on
wearing.
pins in the potence, they should, to prevent straining,
both bank at the same time, alternately the face of one
pallet on a pin, when tlie back of the other is on its pin;
of the
or the banking may be done by a pin in the
Which of the two
balance, but not near the edge of it.
b preferable, we shall not stop to determine.
The verge wntch, as has been alreatly said, when pro-

nm

perly executed, will perform extremely well. Aboutthirty years ago or more, the writer of this article had some of
them made up in such a way, that they went fully as well
as any horizontal 'scapement, and for a longer time ; this
last requiring oil to the cylinder, after going ten or twelve
months. Oil, however, should never be allowed to
come near the wheel teeth or pallets of a verge.
^V^erge or contrate wheel watches have, of late years,
been very much overlooked and neglected in many
respects, and in none more so than in the relative
position of the balance wheel, and contrate wheel arThey are rarely seen but at a considerable disRelative
bors.
position of tance from one another, which gives a very oblique
the balance
direction in the pitching of the contrate wheel with the
wheel and
It is well known, that where
balance wheel pinion.
contrate
force is indirectly or obliquely applied, it will work
"heel arbors.
under great disadvantage. These arbors ought to be
placed as near to each other as can be. In order to obtain this, reduce the balance wheel pinion arbor lorvards
the end to the smalhsl size it will hear, and turning a
hollow out of that of the contrate wheel, will allow
them to come very near the line of their centres. To
get this pitching to the greatest advantage, some place
the counter potence within the arbor of the contrate
wheel, so as to have the line of the balance wheel pinion direct to the centre of the contrate wheel, as may be
seen in Plate CCCII. Fig. 1.
It has been recommended by a very celebrated artist, that the movement wheels should be placed in such
a manner as to act at equal distances from the pivots of
those pinions which they drive, in order to divide the
pressure or action of the wheel between the pivots, and
that one should not bear more than the other. This is apparently sound reasoning; but having put it in execution,
the pivots unexpectedly seemed to wear very fast, even
more so than in the common barred movement ; the
pivots, it is true, were small, and the motive force rather great.
It is to be wished that it were again tried
by others to bring it to the test. No pivots have
been found to stand so well as those in movements of
the double barred sort.
pendulum spring collet, made as it ought to be,
On theptli'
dulum
is as seldom to be met with, as that which we have nospring coU
ticed regarding the position of the contrate and balancelet.
wheel arbors. Yet simple as the thing is, it seems to
require a rule to shew Iwrv it should be done, there
appearing to be none, if we may judge by the greatest
part of those which have hitherto been made.
The
ring of the collet should be no broader than to allow a hole to receive the pendulum spring, and the

A

pin which fixes it.
1 he sit in the collet, for the purpose of its being always spring tight on the inside taper
of a cylinder or verge collet, should be put close to
where the small end of the pin comes, when the spring

pinned in. The pendulum spring, in this case, •will £*enpenicnts.
have the first or inner coil at such a distance, as to allow the point of a small screwdriver to get into the slit ~ V"*
without any danger to the spring, when it is wanted to
If the
set the collet and spring to any required place.
slit is put at the other end of the pin, where it is oftener
than anywhere else, it is evident that the workman cannot get into it without danger. The outer end of the
pendulum spring ought to be pinned or fixed into a
brass stud or cock, in performing which operation it
goes easily on whereas with steel cocks or studs, there
is a kind of crossness and trouble, which shews that
they should never be used.
Studs are, in general, very improperly placed, being Pendulumat a greater distance from the curb pins than is requi- spiing studj,
We have seen this distance so great, that the mo«
site.
tion of the pendulum-spring between the stud and the
pins was such, as to take away a part from every vibration of the balance
which is something like a pendulum when suspended to a vibratory cock, where it would
not be allowed to have half the motion it would otherwise have acquired.
A few years ago, our modern improvers would
have the joint transfierred from the pillar plate to the
brass edge, than which nothing worse could have been
proposed.
In the old way, the whole of the movement was kept in its place b)' the united assistance of
the joint, and of the bolt and its spring ; whereas, in
the other way, the movement had its sole de{)endence
on the pins of the braes edge feet, from which it would
be disengaged by violent exercise on horseback, &c.
From what has been said of the imperfections in
watches, it may be seen, that they are inevitable, arising from a want of energy of mind in workmen, of
which not one in a hundred is possessed. Can it be
supposed, that every new watch, which is purchased,
is conjplete,
and requires no assistance
Whoever
thinks so, must be disappointed.
Persons of this description, on finding it not to go as they expected, bring
it to a watchmaker, many of whom cannot put it in a
better state than that in which the workman left it. But
it is not brought to him with the view of any thing
being done to it, but to see what is the m.itter w ith it
never considering, that any irregular goii.g or stopping
must imply some fiiult or other, and is the very cause that
brings them to the watchmaker. It does not follow,
however, from this, that every watch which stops is
badly executed ; this will happen sometimes with those
of the very best execution, and frequently from an overOn its being left with him, he
nicety of execution.
takes it down, to examine what is wanting to make it
keep time. The owner, on being told afterwards that
it will cost so much to make it do what is required,'
strongly suspects, though he is polite enough not to
say it, that there must be some imposition on the
Much is the trouble which
part of the watchmaker.
many have of rectifying the faults of work given
in to them, and thought to be complete, and muc^
money is paid to others to have them rectified. We
have known four guineas paid to a workman for doand not being executed
ing a particular branch
to the satisfaction of the watchmaker, he has given
half as much more to another to have it corrected.
There are as few excel in this art as in those of sculpture, painting, and engraving, which are called the
fine arts, a name to which the other is equally entitled, but which labours under the great misfortune that
few or none are able to appreciate its merits.
is
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The okl 'loqpMUM, ercn after the application of the
pendulu
ui i inu iiotgiviwgtlMl Mtiiftcri on which was
Hnjrgcaa and Hooke to think of other
re({iiired,
MBiM at impfwii^ it, or ta rabititnte a tuperior medianlm ia it> plaoe. In this pvnoit, the mechanical
talenu of Hooke toad eanspieaootly eminent over tboae
of tile justir c«lebialcd HmygcM.
Sonae or the uiunMeiiU of Hnygeru' watches, or
taoe-kecpcra, wen —eh larger than those of our box
cat into teeth
•IwiMnaMtmL Th*
t
B vhcc)
of the Mnw fiwm as those of the caaiiaoa crown wheel,
and made to 'scape with a vetfe of the usual kind. On
the axis of this vene was a soft of cootrate or crown

m
{dMM

wW

Banc<at>

nw
rtUrer
nrmi
Vif
PUkTK
CClU.

to

t.

wm

wheel, havinif teeth hke tfic ordinaipr contrate wheel,
which drove a pinioa ixed on the axis of the balance.
The rrrffe, wIm "MBpfof with its wheel, caused the
*— '«f«<«" to make teveral twolatiana from every impulse
oathendletK. Sane of thcoi had no pnwlulum- spring,
periurn befioR ita application. When
h«<

evani revohitiam in rvcfr vibration.

the

two aaoondi, this 'scapement would be bat

In if

ill

pendulum- sprinfT- 1' hose having
thejpanduk— ipiiiiy appeared about 1 67-5. Thi^wasthe
~^
of half'thanng, upon seeing, when the pendulumapal iad , that it made the balance give two
ia Oie saaM time that it gave <>ne wichoot it.

•itedlbrthe

ceils of a

'

I

Abeat dw mmc period, Dr Hooke brewght into notiee
Kmket
'
!iy » m «Bt his watdi with a new 'seapcnaeM ; which, for swcMem
waflia bcKW) he had beevi pnvaiivv cndrai^DurMig to
i

ihii
ode, wad

f9*

WW ^^^^ otrruk
the old cMm
m laaen •» Ikon thai of Hwiensw
ffiaiM

It

had tw« Hilaawi, as (h* flih of Mch of «Mdi waa a
toQifaed wheal, ailCBiin Mio ooa Dattar* The verge
oraiiiafthrwlMlnaa fea4 oath apallrfon it. The
hdanrr-wheei waa te, tmwtag a IkwralchM or aaw.like
arbor
at

I

Map
i

Md

,

MfMi^ aaong whom was r>atertre, were mat led by
thh'baB p i w iii l of Or Ifoeke-a. and wet* led, firoaa thae
to Ham, to anke ha ptuw ia iutt on it.
Prooa it ar%i.
nitcd tht doplrx 'scapement, which has of late yaare
been so much in repiite. A large okl Oenaaa dock
had a 'i c apeamit o« the ssaw principle ss the ahave, of
which the nakcKsMneiaanknown. Dr HoohifsaWm
Taa^iea'

The ABMaa Tuaiaian. who «aMr»atod graatljrto
H iialin i hi Bn^asd to that r».
(Wtation which H had ae^M, ftr a ha« period of
or aiofv, darte vUch he pnaliMd it,
'
bring the art of

ajmn
'

r

mf

laipt Buw i ahoai tllpB,
bsiay wry wi et a si ftil. The Ttrgt f*
tha briaoea vai • mrna sotid
a

with

•

dropped on the ontstt".
vlin.lcr, neir the left
ai^^, n rting on th^
Tiitionof the
babnoe, after peas
"tine a little
recoil, it got on the pallet, and gave a new impulse,
which was given only at every second vibration. An
excellent property was observ «<1 iii this "scapement, that
any iiie<)aalitie« in the motive force made no deviation
<

i

in

time-keeping

its

rheel teeth n"
and dcstructi

Knowing w
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but the fh'ttion of the baUnce
anil it<i cdgts was so great
\ as given up in consquence of it
l)ion h«l been doing, l>eing bred

Under

Rtaham't

Ciraham, a good many years after, set to '•eapenwDt.
work with th" -—i." ler 'scapement, and ultimately Plats
CCCfl.
succeeded.
this 'scapement \n now pretty
generally knoM,
we may be allowed to give an
account t»f what he did.
In place of Ttimpion's solid
cyhndcr he mode a hollow one; on the points of the

under

liiin,

wheel teeth of Toiapion were raised something like
pins t>r wftm; on the lops of which a sort of indiited or carvKl wedge-like teeth were formed, of such
a length as to hove very little freedom when in the
inside of the cylinder, and the ontside aftherylinder to
hove the saaie flpeedon bet«
>f one tooth
and the heel of the ether. A
'g was made

aoM

<

'

itot quitr h^it way do^n the diathe edges of the
Ihwler made bv this opening
' to that the curved
edge of the tooth might
enthem ; the right hand rd;^^ yrn% ffancned

across the cylinder,
;

m

nm ih* fnaae, panIM to thoae of
a ponK ttfitHf wHtun nan llMn ; the
rawing, as M wov^ flie aafpco of an eipn*
Whoa a looib of the balance-wheel
1*.
oa OBO pallat; tho other, bjr the pitching
of the two vhoeli, waa bfoaglN aboat ta iMal
•oath, (after the wheel had wriyad ftwa tha
the oppealla fide,) ia ordar to fwriv* hapalse ia'ha
There waa a peMohaMprfay
oaaof the
aad the ol^faci af tfteir
piMfeed legaiher waa lo
tm<ite>«ttafenwiMJaieliBwaBUM». while it
pafpoae cv Bratpaa anernaiely ahaait
d» pollata, which still
Jl gave someracoil to the wheels bjr
rile raaeliaa of the hslancca.
Ahhoagh this was a verjr
eoDtrivancc for a ' Kausimm, jet it appeaie
nal to haverivaa tiMt aatidheWeo whieh waa cxpaocd
AoH it, (pniMMj Aval Innnieal Mecalian, which,
IVam Sally's aetaaat. was the flisa,)
the oM one was
a§nu adopted. Heei ni seoie jrears afterewds, other
its
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across at the middle, and nearly hATf*!»y<1own ; along
the length way of this jvirt cut
leep angular
notch was made, tbrmin.j n -^r'
on the right
hand side: the halancv
> tint, «ml much like
DrHoohe's; and the
ween the teeth sufficiently wide to allowthe cyhihler totnrn freely between
them. When a tooth tff the wheel im()ellc(l the pallet, and when on oscapi
t, the icmth following

oatWBid,
rest,

o

thehAonenmndea; whenii

and tf>e wheel

ia its pfaM* to 'scatx

-watat
ntoftlie

tooth got then JiMt in on the cylindrr eilges, and no
aisre; a ascend notch ws< mndr (v1(<n the other, to
aWotrdw battoDi of tf
\ in^ hardly
a MaMhof Ae etrcumlr'.
:<t, the other
laatiat aiare than a ssaikinJ e. i'be highest prt o( the
vaogv or nirvsd tooth being on a rirrliv orrntrr or beyond that OB which the point was. it
hat, if
tfMwhMl (a argad forward, it wdlmak. :... ...uderto
tarn, and the angle of 'tcapemmt will be accurding to
the height of the wedge: When a tout'- "*••>
vlinder
wheel eMapes from the left edge of
Vr, the
point of it falls into the inside of fi'~
ns
Boaiiiy tha>», and then passing ar
!it
handai^ge; on asaapuig •
'uctc'iung
toath dfDpa on Iho natsi
ler, where it reon the retam of im- i'.Tinn«-r, it gets on the left
edge, gMag a new impulse, and «o on.
The
knpil ot both edffrs of the cylinder, giving bjr
a ribratian to the balance.
This 'scapement tieing the best of anv that had prc>.
esded k, (IMiaufre's perhaps exce)>ted) procured for
Graham's watches a very r.
'le reptiuuon. as
'

i

—

'

C;
I

their performance was mud)
to that of those
af the dd eoiutructicm.
Mowc»cr, on comparing the
of same of (>raham's with tho»e of a later
te, we cnmfrss that none of his, thnuvli excellent,

ever equal to them in thit.
The cjllndert
rather herge In diameter, the halaiu-e too light,
the motive force too weak, and he had great <liffiin obtaining good pendulum <pring wire, mect-

mhy

hif amaliBaa wita iron,

where he expected

steel
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Watdies having llie cylinder 'scapement were
not known in F^Mnce till 1728, when Julien Le
Roy commissioned one of them from Gruham. They
were losing their chiiracter here, some time before the
introduction of the duplex, which contributed afterwards still more to bring them down. The duplex will
in its turn be supplanted, for reasons which will be
afterwards noticed, flat movements, shallow biilance
wheels, steel and brass of ;bad materials, from the difficulty of getting them good, injudicious execution, and
low prices, must have tended to make thecylinder 'scapenients so bad as they were of late ; many of the cylinders
were destroyed and cut to pieces in a very few years, and
some of them could not last so long. Let these be
comparnl with the cylinder 'scapements of old Hull,
ma)iy of which that, we have seen, have little or no impression even on their edges, after having been in
use thirty years and upwards. Of what did Hull's art
There must have been some causes for it
consist ?
but what these are, we shall not attempt to conjecture.
As Graliam, with whom he was instructed, did, Hull
wire.

soldered in the plugs of his cylinders, with silver solwhich caused a very tedious process afterwards in
making the cylinder ; but this is not offered as any reason for his excelling in the art of cylinder 'scapement
making. The acting edges of the teeth have hitherto
der,

been made too thin, particularly for steel'cylinders, with
the view of lessening the friction ; but, from cutting
soon, this friction increased, and was worse than a
greater friction which was constant
When the vibrations of the balance are at the lowest
point, the resistance of the pendulum spring is at the
least ; but the more it is bent or unbent, the greater is
tlie resistance ; consequently, when at the height of the
wedge or tooth, it is greater than when the tooth first
Two or three different curves for this
begins to act.
purpose have been imagined; one approaching nearly
to a right line, which is supposed to give the wheel
time to acquire a velocity during the passing of twothirds of tl;e curve, and the least resistance of the
spring, by which the other third more readily overcomes, when the resistance to it is at the greatest.
This has been thought to give a greater extent to the
ai'c of vibration, and has been adopted by the French
Another curve, where equal spaces make the
artists.
balance describe equal portions of a circle, is thought
to give the least wearing to the edg«s of the cylinder,
and is that which is practised by our 'scapement makArguments equally good for either, it appears,
ers.
might be given.
"The weight and diameter of the balance, are circumstances very materially connected with the wearing on
the cylinder edges. Whatever will prevent this wearing,
should be carefully attended to.
When the diameter is
large, the balance must of consequence be less heavy ; a
sort of sluggishness in its motion takes place, the pendulum spring making great resistance to the teeth passing
the cylinder edges, and causing wearing to go rapidly on.
On the conUary, when the diameter is small, and the
•vv-eight at a proper medium, there is an alertness in the
vibration ; the momentum of the Iwlance has such force
over the pendulum spring, that it allows the teeth to
pass the edges quickly; and hence there is a less tendency to wear tiiem. The diameter of the balance should be
less than that in a verge watch of equal size, nor should
it be heavier than just not to allow setting, unless where
a going in time of winding is used. The cylinder
'scapement, on the whole, must be allowed to be a
icry excellent one; and where care is taken to have it

S

as it ought to be, such watches will give very
good performance. Provision for oil on the cylinder
should be mac^e as ample as can be admitted; that is, the
pait where the tooth acts, should be as distant from
the notch where the wheel bottom passes as possible,
and at the same time more distant from the upper cop.

made

Escapein^ius.
'

per plug; the lower notch should not be longer than to
give freedom to the wheel bottom to pass easily.
\\'hcn they are made long, which they frequently
are, the cylinder will break there if the watch receive a slight shock from falling.
The acting part
of the tooth, as has already been noticed, should
not be too thin, nor the stems too short.
If the
diameter of the balance is too great, any addition of
motive force will malvc the watch go slow; if too little,
the watch will go fast ; and if, of a proper weight and
diameter, any addition of motive force will make no
change on the time-keeping. We have made the motive force more than double, and no change took place
tl>e pendulum spring no doubt had its share in keeping up this uniformity.
Balances whose diameters
are rather small, will have a natural tendency to
cross farther, that is, the arcs of vibration will be
greater than where the diameters are great.
Their
weight will be in the ratio of the squares of their diameters ; from which it follows, that if the balance is Method of
taken away from a watch which has been regulated, estimating
P^ec'se
and another put in its place, having the diameter only
one half of the former, before the watch could be re- of watch bagulated with the same pendulum spring, the balance lances.
would require to be four times heavier than the
One way of estimating the force of a body
first.
in motion, is to multiply the mass by the velocity.
Let us then calculate the respective forces of two
balances whose diameters are to one another as two to
The radii in this case express the velocity.
four.
According to this principle, we shall have for the
small balance two for the radius, multiplied by eight of
the mass, equal to sixteen, and for the great one, four
of the radius by two of the mass, equal to eight ; sixteen and eight are then the products of the mass by the
velocities ; consequently they express the force from
the centre of percussion of each balance ; and as it is
double in the small one, it is evident that the arcs of
vibration will be greater, having the faculty of overcoming easily any resistance opposed to it by the pendulum spring, witliout requiring any additional motive force.

Let us take an example done in another way, which
the square of the product of the diameter multiplied
by the velocity or number of degrees in the vibration,
and this again multiplied by the mass or weight, so as
to compare the relative momentum of two balances of
Suppose one balance to be
different diameters, &c.
.8 of an inch in diameter, the degrees of vibration
240, and the weight eight grains; the other .7 of an
inch in diameter, the arc of vibration 280', and the
is

weight 10 grains.

240 X .8= 192 X 1 92=36764 X 8=2941 12.
280x.V=19()X l9C=384l6x 10=384160.
The balance having the smaller diameter, has its momentum to that of the greater, as 384 is to 294. When
the arcs of vibration are great, the nearer to isochrontlje long and short ones be.
When a little expciice in the cylinder or horizontal
'scapement is not grudged, a ruby cylinder is certainly a great acquisition to prevent wearing on the edges;
if it is not steel cased, and wholly of stone, it is so
much the better, giving a little more scope to extend

ism will

,

I

'
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the liinif* of the banking, the steel crank of the other
There i« no doubt
confining the extent of banking.
a greater Ti*k of breaking than in the caaed one ; yet
tliia might be contiderably leaaeneci were seme attentiea paid to make the notch which frees the bottom
of the whcd, aa haa been prapoaed in the case of the
It would be
ateal CTMndar, BO longer than it necetaa rY.
•
InirmMm to have the cylinder formed by the straU of the
apaNre or ruby, being placed in a rertical positiaa inlend ofahorisontal ana; Tliia i* torelx attainable, when
we know that diamond tpUttera can distinguiah the strata
or layers of die Aimnank, a atone which may be suppoaed more compact than oUkt the ruby or aapphire.
have seen a cylinder, wholly at stone, in a watch belonging to a gimtleiBan, who wao wearing it when between 70 and 80 yaon of age : he oaed fteqnently to
let it fall withont any attklwu hapt wi iiiig to the
Three somU grift or eocka p laced on the pocylinckr.
tenee plate, so aa toaOoir the balance edge to come into
notcbaa ittcd for it. and having aulRcietH freedom,
woald prertnt cither the c}' Under or the cock pivot ftooi
breaking.
A linle practicaahenld make the atone cylinder easier and perhapa dMaper amde, than the caaed one
at all erents, even on equal terms, it ought to be the
prefrrable of the two. From what has already beeti said.
It spfears that the weiglR and diemelar ol the balance
bitiaiy ; for if the motive
are matters not mcfcly
Ibntieloogmlfcrtkatoftbeibroeof tbehaiaaoe, the
watch will go Am! when ia tba laying or horisontol p»>
tion, and «i«w when in the vertical or bangif>g poaition:
By dinriariring aitbar the motive Ibtve, or making
the balance heavier, the watch may be made to go the
The propertiea of the |^ndain both pudtiena.
It is in scmie
bttfe to this.
a pocket watch to have the
that the balanee with
ib flpriait. when in a alale by itaelf, and free of anj
the wheela, ahonkl vibrau the
of time, whether it ia in a vertical or a
We know when it is in the last,
that it wiU'oontinoe to vibrate twice the length of
that it will do in the olhar.
are humbly of
tba* this cooM be eoaw at
Bat who will be at the
tfonUe and s ipiea to onko each cxpafimenta
as may
'

We

,

•

We

kadlait?

Mr Eamakaw'a pivota, whb

Jiallaw boiaa, ahoald aaae very near to
eMact,
we
AboM Arty T*tes
tha
Matidi
of liBMnce pieuCa*
"^ toe uttKnUf oitwwfi ToiBplona bavmg mr on
im^mm^^mt
*» at (f Im trui* i" enawpci ng the hatbwntal 'acepeaMiN, and
nrrftamV having
^"^'f^ it to ateM if
M. Facia, a aaUve of Geneva, itevlBf
tfa*
art of picfving haica in nMieiy ev
M. Fad»
Hone, caaw to Parfa with thia aH as a tactal ; iad not
baiag ««Q received, either by the Duka af Orlanik at
thai tiine reMt of Prance^ or by the watchaiakfln, he
repaiKd to Lendoa with it aboat the year ITOO, which
waa at that time a achool where the art of
moiv cahtvaled than at Pbria.
lie wi
member of the Royal Satktf, aad having
a kind of pailw rfiu widi a native of Prance, who had
been settled in LoadbB, whoae
Dobaufre, tliey
carried on the baiiMai of waleh.jewcUnig. *
Facio'a
partner had. at thia time, oenCrived anew 'scapement: it
was a dead beat one. w hich was the thing now sooghi for.
II.
The balance and balance- wbacl hoica of it were jeweU
led i the pallet waa made of diaaaond, fmaad from a vary

^o

"7

w

Mae WM

iS ttmOtj, «r
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short cylinder of two-tenths of an inch in diameter;
the upper end of the cylinder was cut down nearly
one-haU* of the diameter, and flanched to the lower end
and opposite side, rounded off from tlie circular p.irt of
the baae left at top, to the lower end of the flaiich, re-

Bsespe.

mam.
•

sembling scmething like a cone bent over, and wanting a part of the top. Two flat balance-wheeU, having
ratchet or crown wheel sort of teeth, were on the same
arbor, the teeth of the one beinj? opposite to the middle of the spaces of the other the distance between
these wheel* was a little less than the diameter of the
cylinder ; the drop of the teeth in scapin^r falls on what
was left of the upper baae of the c}'linder, (the lower
baae being taken away in forming the pallet) and near
to the ei%e fomed from the flanch ; here they rested
during the time of the vibration of the balance. On the
return, the tooth gets on the flanch, and passe* over it,
during which, giving impulse to the balance, and escaping at the lowt-r cn«l, a tooth of the other wheel drops
oppoaite on the same baae of the cylinder, and so on. A
watefa having this 'a mptiaai i t , and bearing Oebaufre's
none, waa put for trial into the hands of Sir Isaac New«
ton, who, in shewing it to Sully in 1 704, gave a verr
;

It attracted Suf.
account of its perfurroance.
notice very much, hut thinking it by no means
well executed, and not bring quite aatisfied with two
wheela, it waa thought that an improvement would he

flrtttering

ly's

made by haviiy one wheel only and two

pallet.i, wnich
waa part of the acheme of the 'scapement he adopted

far hia marine time-keeper made in 1 71 1. Considering
the geniua which Solly waa allowed to poaaeaa, this waa
by no meana an improvement on Debautre's 'sca^wment.
Although an Engliahman, Sully's luroe was unknown

countrymen ; and wonkl have remained so, had
not been for the acoonnta given of him by the French
whom he excited an emulation, and whom
mlittM,
he ii Myiiad with a taste to acquire such a pre-eminence
in tlicir prafeaaion aofaad been boAav unknown to them.
' with Sully,
Jolicnle Roy, who waa intimately ai
Actanatnf
and Berthoud, are nnoommonly L
<>ir encomi- the labmus
to his
it

m

!

umsonhim. Soon after he had oaaipit-ti<i

hip

n.-

Hpprrnticr-

Mr CretUm,

o''!<ul)r.

watehmafcer in London, he went ^^ *"'**
over into Holland, Germany, and Austria, and nttract- nne dmel'
ing the notice of several of the pnnoea and noliilitv, he keeper.
waa BMCfa employed by tfiem. Hbrary of Maee Eogene, the lf«BO(
Psri$, be eagarty ^Lquirtd ilic 1- anch
ay
tkitmtm
This excite<l in him
Imifittfft ia muiM to laad thoaidesire to •e Paria, ta which he l apalnwl aboat
a
the year 1713 or 171 i. under the patnmagv, and in the
Mite of the Daiwaf Araaibarg,at vbate hotel he lodged,
with a poBfiaB af flW Hnat. He had not been long
witha
ihan^ whaa oar maiilfyiiiin I>aw of I.auri.>t»n, under
the aaihtrity of the court of Veraailles, gut him engaged fa aateimab a nHmn&etery of clocks and watches.
In coawqaanea of thia he came twice to I^mdon, and
having carried away a great number of workmen at a
vast expence, and spent much money on tooU and
Other aiticica. Law began to murmur, and tlie estahKahaMBt in two yean or little more fell to the ground.
This made him complain bitterly of his Iwd fortune
to a friend but fortunately a nobleman to whom Uiis waa
amaioiml. feeling much for the disagireab leMtuati on in
with

^

^

mng

;

wfaichSuil V waa placcd.scnt him in a present some shares
in the pofalie Amds, value IS.OOO livres, which enabled
him, for •evcral vaars afterwards, to pursue very itealoasly his ftvoarwa chen ieof making a marine timeat this | tsfi aila u la
i

Lsadea so

late as 1779.

A

;;
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keeper to ascertain the longitude at
tempt he was not so successful in his

had

led himself to expect.

was

It

In this at-

sea.

first trials,

he

as

in general believed,

however, that had he lived lie would have been the first
to have deservedly acquired one or other of the premiums which were before that time offered by four of
tlie greatest maritime powers in Europe, to those who
should produce a time-keeper which could ascertain, to
Rewards

of-

fered for aseertaining

the longitude at sea.

a certain extent, the longitude at sea. Philip the Third,
who ascended the throne of Spain in 1 598, was the first
who proposed a reward of 1000 crowns for this invention. The states of Holland soon after followed his ex-

ample, and offered 100,000 florins. The British Parliament, in the reign of Queen Anne, voted 1620,000 sterand the Duke of Orleans,
ling for the same purpose
Regent of France, in 1716, promised, in the name of the
King, 100,000 livres. Sully may literally be said to
have died a martyr to the cause in which he was engaged. Having got a false address to a person who it was
said was occupied in the same pursuit with himself, he
got so overheated in his anxious and vain endeavours
to find him out, that he died in a few days after at Paris, in the month of October 1728, and was buried with
Sully actgreat pomp in the church of St Sulpicius.
ed so conspicuous a part in the profession, that no apology is necessary for giving this short account of him.
It may be observed here, that Debaufre's 'scapement
has this advantage which is not in Graham's, that the
impulse is given the same in every vibration
and the
time of rest on both sides is the same, bearing mostly
on the foot pivot end, and a little on the sides of the
pivots ; and not wholly on the sides of the pivots, as
Having made one or two watches, to
in Graham's.
which this 'scapement was put, they were found to perform very well ; and we would recommend it to the attention of 'scapement makers
little practice will
make the execution of it very easy. The two thin steel
wheels may at pleasure be placed at any distance from
one another ; their diameters should be as large as can be
admitted between the potence foot and the verge collet.
An agate, or any hard stone for the pallet, whose height
;

nebaufre's
'scapenient
possesses an

advantage
over Graham's.

;

:

A

half the spaces between the teeth, or a little less, is
on the verge or axis of the balance ; the level of the
base of the pallet on which the teeth rest being a very
little above that of the line of the centre of the balancewheel pinion. The teeth must be a very little undercut, so that the points only may rest on the pallet. The
verge should be placed more inward in the frame than
in the common contrate wheel movement, in order to
give room for the balance-wheelsThe necessity of a
contrate wheel movement for this 'scapement is a trifling
objection, which will wear away in spite of prejudice.
In 1722, the Abbe Hautefeuille, who long before this
Ahhi Hautefeuille's
had at Paris disputed, in a process of law with Huy'scapegens, the right of the invention and application of the
ments.
pendulum- spring to the balance of a watch, published
Plate
a quarto pamphlet, containing a description of three
CCCIl.
new constructions of 'scapements for watches. One of
Kg. 5.
these was the anchor, or recoiling 'scapement, on the.
verge of which was attached a small toothed segment of
a circle, or rack, working into a pinion, which was the
axis of the balance.
The idea of the axis of the balance being a pinion, seems to have been taken from the
'scapement of Huygens, with this difference only, that
the balance should not make so many revolutions as that
of Huygens, and is contrived so as to make scarcely one
revolution at every vibration.
This 'scapement is the
same as it came from the hands of Hautefeuille, without
is

fixed

any improvement having been made upon
s

it

even to

thi?

day, although a patent was taken out for the same invention above twenty years ago, by some person in LiThe name of lever watches, which they reverpool.
ceived I'rom the patentees, is that which is generally given to those having this 'scapement, which is the same
that Berthoud has described in his Esxai svrL'horlogerie,
published in 1763; see torn. ii. No. 1933, and plate
xxiii. fig. 5, of which our Figure is a copy.
Berthoud, under certain modifications, introduced the principle of this 'scapement into some of his marine timekeepersA very able and ingenious artist at Paris, M. Duter- Dutertre'f
tre, who was zealous in his profession, and had consi- 'scapement
derable success in his pursuits, invented, in 1724, a for a watch.
new 'scapement, or rather improved that of Dr Hooke's Plate
with two balances, which lias already been described. CCCIl.
The additions and improvements, however, which he Fig. 6made, were so great, as to give him a sort of title to
claim it as his own, and to render it, in the opinion of
good judges, the best 'scapement by far that was known
at that time.
The additions which he made, consisted
in putting another wheel upon the same arbor with,
the first, but it was considerably larger in diameter,
having the same number of teeth with the other, and
forming the principal merit of the 'scapement. The
balance arbors at one place were made rather thicker than usual, for the piirpo.se of having notches cut
across them, and as deep as to the centre.
This part
of the arbors becomes then a semicylinder. The larger wheel, which may be called that of arrcle, or rejiose, is placed on its arbor, so as to correspond with
the seniicylinders and their notches, the points of
whose teeth are made ju.'-t to clear the bottom of the
notches, alterniitely pas>ing one of them, and resting
on the semicylindrical part of the other. The action of,
the two wheels shall now be explained.
Let us suppose, that one of the larger wheel leeth, after reposing
on one of the semicylinders, is, on the return of the vibration of the balance, admitted to pass throujjh the
notch ; after having passed, a tooth of the impulse-wheel
falls on the corresponding pallet, gives impulse, carrying
it on till it escapes ; when another tooth of the wheel of
repose falls on the other semicylindtr, and rests there
until the return of the vibration of tlie other balance ;
when it passes the notch in its turn, and the corresponding pallet presenting itself, is impelled by a tooth
of the impulse-wheel, and .so on. Hooke's 'scapement
had a small recoil ; the aim of Dutertre was to make a.
There is
dead beat one of it, in which he succeeded
a drawing of this 'scapement in Plate xiv. fig. 4. of
He says,
Berthoud's Hisioire de Li Mesiire du Temps.
" that the properties of this 'scapement are such, that
sudden shocks do not sensibly derange the vibrations
that the pressure of tlie wheel-teeth of arrcte on the
cylinders, corrects the impulse that the balance receives from the wheel-work, which, on the tnotiveIbrce being doubled, prevents the vibrations from being
affected."
xli. fig. l6. of the first volume of Thiout's Dutcrtrc's
a drawing of this 'scapement, modelled for that clock 'scapementof a clock, described at page 101. He says, " Fig. 16.
is an escapement of the Sieur Jean Baptiste Dutertre, Fig. 7.
which has only one pallet, on, the axis of which is the
fork.
The two ratchets or wheels are on the same arbor, when the pallet escapes from the small ratchet
the larger one, which is called the ratchet or wheel of
arretc, rests on the arbor of the pallet, and leaves the
vibration to be pretty free. On the pallet's returning to
meet witl> the teeth of the small ratchet, the pallet-ar-

In Plate

work,

is

t
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Why

should they not be made as thick as the pallet of a
mcnti.
detached 'scapement
There is no 'scaperoent whicli
requires to have the balance wheel teeth more correctly
cut, or the steady pins of the cock and potence more nicely 6tted to their places in the potence plate. The minu:
tiae alluded to were, too much or too little drop of the
impulse teeth on the pallet, the 'scapement not set quite
so near to beat as miglit be, the balance rather heavy, or
the points of the teeth of repose too much or to little in
on toe small cjlinder. In a good sixeable p<x-ket watch,
the wheels having fifteen teeth, the ratio of the diameter
of the wheel of repose to that of impulse mav be as .520
of an inch to -400, the cylinder .030. The angle of
'acapement will be 60 degrees, taking from the escape
of toe impulse tixith, to that of the tooth of repose fallinc on the cylinder ; the balance pssaci ^0* of these,
before the impuUe tooth gets again on the pallet, consequently it nas only 40 degms for the acting angle
of the 'scapement. There is a variety of 'scapementt
in BerthoiHi's Hutoire, which appearea in 1802, many
;
of which are of very inferior note to that of Tyrcr'a, and
vet he takes no ntAioe of the latter.
This is reniarka*
Lie, as lie »urrly must have seen it, considering tlie great
number of ttirra which were made.
While Dutertre was engaged with Hooke's 'scapement, an artist in England, whose name is unknown, produced a 'scapement with the dead lieat, which seems at
thattime to have been the gnat object of pur.'uit. Julian Le Koy Uving got one of these watches, thowed it
to SnOy in Nuvcnwer I7<7, and told him that it was a
'acapement very destrviikr of notice.
Thiout m< ntions 'Scapnnent
it as a 'scapement of M. Flamenvillr having two pallets with <muof repooe ; and aaya that it had much attracted the atteit- tjlatdnal
«r tumfating
tion of the English watch-nukcrs, who hsd made it for
psllctN
thrceorfour years. (.See page 108, plate xliii. fig. S6. of
With our workmen it went by the Pl.*T«
hia first volume.)
CClll.
of
the
'icapement
with the tumbling pallets.' The Fig.»name
axis of the balance had two semi-cylindricsl pallets,
notehofflOorMdcicrrca. Tbecy- whose faces stood in the same plane or centre of the
of staal, bnt moat Aooocntly of ni- axis; the balance wheel was the common crown wheel
«wbaBl<~
offapose one, the teeth of which rot a verv small hold of the
by. WhaathopoinUflrthatcathafthei
palleta.
When escaping from the face of one |>alIot. a
fall hMo the noicht they meet with a very
by tha hahnri.
bv
hahnra. in what amy be called the retaraing tooth on theoppoahesttfedrappcdonihe stii
lilihiariaii.
TMa fooaae far aa to make the point of the cal pan of the other pallet, where it rested
>e
laoth tea Utile to Imto the notch, at the side oppania
Cl^and coming of the vibration ; ^ettin^; uun on the
to thai by whtah II came in. The balance on 11 iiii twf.
« pve new impulse, caei^Mnf iu turn the |>a]ie now
the eome at that ribralioa when it b to let on Ute uBpoa i le «id of the verge rrcrivr<l a tooth on
racerre inipolae fkom tha wheal, whick tdkaa place
the seni-eylindiicBJ part, and soon. After luving been
'
an the toother tha wheal of repeselaavfaw hndaaidafaraaMlWitwaa of'"late years taken up
by aavctal, who no doubt most have thought well of it.
r, and aa soon as the tooth
of hnpahaesBii^aa froaa'the pallet.—the nest tooth af Aaanfc thaaa waa Kandal, a man possessed of no com- KclKlal'i
rtpaaa
ta test en the naml cylinder, and ao an.
nwn lali nia. He tnnsfonned it into one having two '•capcmcat.
Thia 'aeifaMaat af Tpn'a is mnch anpcrior to that crown wherl* on the «me pinion arliotir, the tops of the
of the ty lin ih r , or hertaonlal one : it is almast inde. teeth in tlie one pointing to the middle of the spaces
pendant of oil. uni iing aaly a very little to the points
the other, and with only one paDrt, the diameter of
of tha whorl teetn of lapoie. It can carrr a halaocr the semicylinder being of any »iie. (See Plate fCf 1 1 1, Pl.ATK
af
afaaaw aMaMalna, and, when writ esecnted,
About thirty years ago we had tome watchrw (< LIU.
lig. I .)
B«t there an ao asany cir- made with this 'scapement. and after a few years trial ^it-l.
to be attended to hi it, that
The principle of the 'scapement is
gave them tip.
af thsB may at times cacapa the eye of the aaoat good, aa long as the naru of it remain unimpaired,
oncful ; the waldi may slop, and yet the ao<l the oil continuea msh ; but the acting parts Imvbe in
ing fuch a kmall hold of one another, get soon altered,
other aaspact aa eompMe aa
peanVe. This has affan civaa the wearer csnae to which caiues a great deviation from the rate of lime
and to sospact the qnaUtiea of his watch.
with which it first *eU out.
'i hey cannot be expected
have bten induced to abamkm
to last k^ng, unless with a diamond pallet, and a steel
and adopt infariar onos. The pallets wheel of the harde>t tiiiin.-r
Tjm^s were at Ant »a«y thin. Wc fmiurntlv urThe /rf or drt.>
.-wiO is that in which the Fncar
fad the n ser arilt of having than made much thicker, greater purt of tlie v.......
, ol tlie balance is free and
'MapcmtDC
1 were pkaaad to sac that thia waa gndnally adopted.
indepcodcot of (he wbeds, the balance wheel being

notched or cut across into the
bar, or
eevHn, allows the wheel ot' arrcte to p«*», and the
wheel of bnpubien, after getting a araail recoil, ^'ves
new force to the ribratian ; to that in two ribrations
only one of them is accelerrtcd Hence it was thoofrht,
that the half of the vibrations btivfifrrr, and independent of the wheel work and its inequalities, they would
be more correct than others; but experience did not
cooilnn thii.' This is, then, the duplex 'scapement, or
the i mitsl possible approach to it.
Itiavtore than fifty yean since we saw a small spring
dock havirfr this 'scapencnt, aaade by rerr infjcnious
cioclraiaker of this place, whose name waa Rabat Brackenrigft. It may be suppmed to har« baea andc a very
lew y^vs after loMVira vorli was psDMlMfl.
In 17S7. Peter le Roy gute an account of a 'scapement which he had imde, harinir one pallet on the
axia of the babncr and a noldi below it. a wheel of artHe, and one at impaW, a* deaeribed in the preceding
'scopaoMnt so tbai on(>-ha)f of the ribration* were independent of tho wbeet-work. I>;trrtrr clnimrd the
pretended inrtiitk
of Le Roy, who, finding' it not to
answer his expectations, icave it up. 1 hjit Dutertre
OMdo the one which is represented in PUte sli. of
Thioot, we have no doobt ; attd there is unqoestionaMhority, that be bmaitlit Dr Hoeke'a to the itnIt is
|iro*«d Stat* whidi has jnsi been mcntionad.
mU, that bo bad site a free or detached 'scapcaaciit ;
bnt no accimiW wnalMfr iMa beas ipvcn of il
'
Tlw dvpIcK scaps wwB t, as k it now eaOtd, waa ia>
tfodaead into its native eoMilnr aliont thirty yean afo or
nHffv, onder the nawte of ryrer't 'acaptnant, tno name,
it ia sapaasad, of him who pat the last hand to i«»p«v* tut which came in a lineal daarinl from Dr
Haoh*. In plaea of the notch bcinfr wmdm right across
the arbor, as has bren mcntifliMd bt^ire, Tyrcr'a had a
vcrr svaD cyMndrror nMtr, whoa* diameter waa .05 of
an mch, into which waa madr, in a loniptudinal dittecjrMnder, bein^r
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JiMBpc>
oieiiu.

Free or
itctacliMl

'•c»j)«ment,

then lock«d ; when unlocked, it gives impulse which
only takes place at every second vibration. In Mudgc's
detached 'scapement, the impulse is given at every viThe progress which lias of late years been
bration.
made in improving the detached 'scapement has been
very wonderful, when we consider that half a century ago
the name of this 'scapement was unknown. The first
rude draught of any thing like it, appears to be that of
Thiout's, described at page 110 of the first volume of
his work, and shewn in Plate xliii. fig. 30, which he calls
"
'scapement of a watch, the half of whose vibrations
appear independent of the wheel work, during the time
they are made. A hook retains the ratchet or balance
wheel ; the return of the vibration brings the pallet to its
place of being impelled by tlie wheel ; in the returning,
the hook is carried outwards, and leaves the wheel at liberty to strike the pallet, and so on.
This sort of
'scapement cannot act without the aid of a spiral or

A

pendulum spring."
Peter Le Roy's 'scapement

the next step that was
contrived it in 1748,
and, like Thiout's, it has hardly ever been made use of.
Both of them have a great recoil to give the wheel before it could be disengaged, and their arcs of free vibration are not much extended. Berthoud informs us, that
in l75ihe made a model of one, which he gave to the
Koyal Academy of Sciences. Camus, on its being shown
to him at that time, told him that the late Dutertre had
made and used such a 'scapement, having a long delenl
and free vibrations. Nothing appears now to be known
of the construction of Dutertre's, and Le Roy seems to
liave acknowledged the priority of it to the one he con"
trived in 1 TiS.
thought, or invention," he says,
" was not so new as I had imagined. Dutertre's sons,
artists of considerable repute, shewed me very soon after, a model of a watch in this way by their late father,
which the oldest Dutertre must still have. This model,

made towards

this invention.

is

He

My

Bcrthoud's
iiioilel of a
detached
'scapcment.

very different from my construction, is, however, the
same with respect to the end proposed."
The detached 'scapement in Le Roy's time-keeper,
which was tried at sea in I768, is very different from
that of 1748.
Berthoud, in his Traile des Horloges Marines, published in 1773, has given, in No. 281, an account of the
principle on which the model was made in 17.54; and,
in No. 971, a particular description of the parts composing it, which are represented in plate xix. fig. 4. of
that work.
It may be somewhat interesting to lay before our readers what is contained in No. 281.
"I
composed," says he, "in 1751., an escapement upon a
principle, of which I made a model, in which the balance makes two vibrations in the time that one tooth
only of the wheel escapes, that is to say, the time in
which the balance goes and comes back on itself; and,
at the return, the wheel escapes and restores, in one vibration, the motion that the regulator or balance had
lost in two.
The 'scapement-wheel is of the ratchet
sort, whose action remains suspended (while the balance
vibrates freely) by an anchor, or click, fixed to an axis
carrying a lever with a deer's-foot joint, the lever corresponding to a pin placed near the centre of the axis
of the balance. When the balance retrogrades, the first
vibration being made, the pin which it carries turns a
little back the dcer's-foot joint, and the balance continuing freely its course, its liberty not being disturbed
during the whole of this vibration, but by a very small
and short resistance of the deer's-foot joint spring.
When the balance comes back on itself and makes the
econd vibration, tlie same pin which it carries raises

Bseapv
the deer's-foot lever in such a way, that the anchor
nients.
which it carries unlocks the wheel, in ortler that it
may restore to the balance the force which it had lost Free or dein the first vibration. This effect is produced in the fol- tached
lowing manner In the instant that the deer's-foot joint- 'iicapement
ed lever is raised, the wheel turns and acts upon the lever
of impulsion, formed with a pallet of steel which acts
upon the wheel, and with another arm which acts on a
steel- roller placed near the axis of the balance; and, in
the same instant that the wheel acts upon the lever of
impulsion, the second arm, which its axis carries, and
which is the greatest, stays on the roller, and the motion of the wheel is communicated to the balance almost without loss and without friction, and by the
least decomposition of force.
As soon as the wheel
ceases to act on the lever of impulsion, it falls again,
and presents itself to another tooth." " To render the
vibrations of the balance more free and independent of
the wheel-work,'' continues Berthoud in No. 282. " and
diminish as much as possible the resistance it meets witii
at every vibration, the pin must be placed very r.ear the
centre of the balance, so that the lever may not be made
to describe a greater course than that required to render
the effect of the click perfectly sure, and while the balance turns, and makes its two vibrations, prevent only
one tooth of the wheel from escaping ; an effect which
would be dangerous, by the seconds' hand, which is
carried by the wheel, announcing more seconds, or time,
than the balance by its motion would have measured. It
was the dread of such a defect that made me then give
this 'scapement up, which, I confess, seemed to be rather
flattering ; but it did not give to the mind that security
in its effects which is so necessary, particularly in marine time-keepers, tlie use of which is of too great consequence, to allow any thing suspicious in them to be
:

hazarded."

The principle given here by Berthoud is the same as
that of the detached 'scapements now made, although
This 'scapethe parts of the model are more complex.
ment had received a variety of modifications under his
hand. In 1768, he had five marine clocks planned to
have spring detents to their 'scapements, the lifting
spring being placed on the roller, or pallet, which received the impulse. These were not finished till 17S2.
Subsequent improvements, made by the late Mr Arnold
and others, can hardlj' be considered as differing very
This 'scapement
materially from those of Berthoud.
in pocket watches may sometimes come under such circumstances as have been noticed with Tyrer's; but no
other can well be admitted into box-chronometers, whether it is made in the manner of Arnold, or in that of

In the 'scapement of Arnold, (see Fig. 2.)
that part of the face of the pallet, at the point or nearly
sOjOn meeting the cycloidal curved tooth to give impulse,
rolls, as it were, down on this curve, for one half of the
angle, and in the other goes up ; or it may be thus expressed the curve goes in on the pallet for the first
In
part of the impulse, and comes out during the last.
making this curve too circular near the point of the
tooth, as has been done by some, when the drop is on
the nice side, the pallet has to turn a little way before
the wheel can mo\e forward, which has sometimes caused stopping ; but, where attention is given to the proper
form, this is not likely to happen. In that of Earnshaw,
(see Fig. 3.) the face pf the pallet is considerably undercut.
Here, the point of the tooth will slide up for the
first part of the impulse, and down in the last ; in the
first it seems to have little to do, and may acquire some

Earnshaw.

Arnold's
'scapemeBl

Plate
CCCIIK
Fig. 2.

—

velocity in order to

overcome the part

it

Earnsha«
'scapKine
l-ig.

3.

has to perform

i
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The fiwe of the paQet bong undercut, had
been found requisite from experience, as is said, in or~~^ der to
cutting or wearing;. In Berthoud's boz{wenc
cbroiMaDa(n% or tia^'keepers, the £Ke of the pallet is
made (tn^gkl^ ar in a line to the centre. One of these,
atW twcn^ «iig*»* years goin^, the peater part of
which was front Europe to India, and in the Chinese
mmM, waa put into our hands, and neither the face of
the KmI pallet, or that of the detent, had the least ap.
paannoeof bciiig any way mariced. This was the more
iiMiitilili.
the wheel waa unccmnenly thin. It
nat have baoi nade of very fine tsaai. The wheel
bad ten teeth ; the ratio of the diameter to that of the
roller, or pallet, waa .530 to .S40 ; the balance weighed

P-<ap«-

'~~^

in the la«t.

ts.

t

M

174gnina, andmadetwovifaratioaainatecoDd.
balance was auapanded by a abort and

weak

The

spring,

bem nraken by aoow aeddent befare we got
length of thk aaapenaian apring required to
be .9 of an inch, and of ao ilelicate a nature that many
i«r it befim the cfaronunieter could be
any way near to time. It seemed, indeed, to
inraience on the timing than any spiral
apring could poMibly have. Each of the balance pivots turned between the rollers, which were more than
one inch in diameter ; and from them and the aospen.
aioo spnqg, perhaps, aroaa that aaae and frecdacn in
the motioo of the baknca, in ronanuaota of which the
balance wbeai taetb iMd bttle to do when impelling the
raller or palirt; and thia nay have been one canae
why the pallet Ace waa aoC eat or marfced. It may be
absarved, tbatit had tha cnaoBapiral balance firing.
which had
it.

The

of braaa and alaal, piaaod tagcthcr and rivattad t and
in the iiMK eabla end waa a screw, winch, by ita coonectioB with an ana in which the cob pioa were pU>
ced, served to lignlate (or mean time. Thraa acrewa
in the balanfa
alao need fat thia parpoae.

wan

ii «rf the pallet wflar hv # conai.
to that of the wbooi, tha anria of
'wtUbalaaa,andtheheldonthefaceof the
win alao ba Icaa; bat tha imaidae given will be
dinet, and the cbanae of atamai, ftoBaay eonn.

Whaa tba

bjr astamal asoCion, win ataaw vntly leaaen.
InthiaanglaaMiaaMlbaiBdndadthMthatwhieh
made from tha
tlM toalb ta ila mmi^a^ the

ed.
ia

ii

dm U

aMma

tha paint whoa yw laa*
ftam tha nalB pallet
or ntiler, and tlwpaiat t0 wUdl tha *""
in rrtimiinK, afbr having paaad

Tk«B CBoiaaa'aeBBhif HdaaTi
paaaad tha UMns wfAamx It ia than i«ni
lock tha whaeL
ia iidiitli, that tha «i»ii
of
tha wheel (bodd be iMda with tha
ta tha vibratiaoa ef tha balaaoa : wbkh ia attained,
by kaviM the and of tha Itfttnt^naUet
ta the
caMaof the balanea aa ia eooMlaBt with ita gettmg

r^W

h

Ma

m mm

can raadily and aaaly bribg aat tha dalaot ftaai lock.
ing the whecL Tha bald oT tba laoth on tba detent
rtioohl not bameea than tha ^MihaJlh part of an inch.
But,
doing thia^ tha wppliMiiHaiy
becomea
greater, and faMraaaaa tha angle of 'acapement ; and
thenfore it may ba proper to have the laUng.pallet a
Itttleloogcr.
A little additiaaal length will gn^y rtw
daca tha angle of 'aaq^ancnt, and not -nrrti innmi
tha evil of a greater miManee to tha vibMtfoaa of the
bahncr.
In a box chraaometcr. where the balance wheel has
twelve teeth, and tba «hoitMfla«f 'Mtfoat ia to be

m

an^
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Txmir*it is required to find the ratio of the diameter of the
whecl to that oX the roller. The supplementary angle "'""*•
being taken at 15°, the angle of impulse must then be (r^„
45~,wluch is rather wide as oUierwise but it will beless dd^hcd
than this, when the thickness of tiie points of the teeth, '(capcmeiit.
and tlie spaces for drop and escape, are not taken into
the computation. Now 3(tO° being divided by twelve, the
number of the wheel teeth, gives 30° for the quotient;

60",

;

and again divided by 45, the number of degrees

for the
angle of impulse, tlie quotitnt will be 8°. The diame<
ter o( the wheel is supposed to be .6" of an inch. To find
that of tlie roller, say, as 1:! : 6 : : 8 : 4. Four-tenths of
an inch is the diameter requiretl for the roller, which
will give somewhat less than 45° for the angle of im*
pulse.
The diameter of the roller may be found in another way, auflBcieotly near for practice.
The diameter
of the wheel is .6 of an inch, or .(>00 ; then say, aa
1 IS : 555
: .600 : 1.865 ; this Ust being divided by \%
the number of the wheel teeth, gives for the quotient
.157, the distance bctw(>en the teeth. This distance taken as a radios for tlie roller, would give ()U° for the
angle of impulse. About one-fourth more of this added,
will give .800 for the radius, so that the angle may be
:

about 45°.
Nothinc' shoidd be overlooked, which can contribute
make the balance unlock the wheel with the least
poaside rcisistance.
When the wheel is locke<l by
the estremi^ of the teeth, it must be easier unlocked
than when the locking is at a less distance from the
to

The unlocking cannot be done easier than
with auch a wheel for a detached '(capement aa was
coatrivcd about fifteen years ago by Owen Robinson,
^^^^ „^
(sec Fig. 4.) a vcrj- judidons aca e ent maker, who bintoo's
p
wrought long with the late Mr Anold. This wheel is 'K>petnenu
like that for Tyrer's 'acapcBMnt
The long teeth ofar-p^^,^
rHt faat on the detent, and the upright teeth give im- cccili.
polae. It ia evident ttut the unlocking with such teeth Pig. i.
mast ba vary oaay, whan compared with the teeth of
thoaa wheals wfaidi an made after the ordnuur way.
Lest what has been said coooeinlng the pnncinle of
'
a detached itapeinent may not be aufident, we sludl en.
deavoor ta daacribe the 'acapement itadf, such as it is
at Dvcaent co
onl y made, so aa togive an idea of it,
andofthaaMnoarl^ which itaeta. Tha balance-wheel
of a pocket chraaameter h..s fiftaan teeth not very deep
cot. and a little ander cut on the (ace.
A notch cut intoa round piece of aleci or roller, which i* thl.li r th»n
tha wheal, lama tha ftce of tha pallet.
leta
aaMlI piece ofruby or sniphireisinsette<l ..:... notch
at the face of the pallet, for the wheel teeth to act upon,
so that no wearing may ensue. The ratio of the di*
ameter of tiie wheel to that of the roller, is that of .4X5
to .175. Mfhen the wheel and roller are in their places,
the wheel suppoatd to be locked, the roller must turn
(tvaly between two teeth, having only freedom, and
not mocb mora.
From the centre of the roller to
the point of one of the teeth, that next the last es«
capad, lot a line be drawn at a tangent to this tooth.
On thia Una is placed the detent and lifting springs.
The detent pieca^ on which the wheel is locked, is
a small bit of fine stone, either ruby or sapphire,
act into steel, formed into a delicate spring, of such a
length as to be equal to that of the diaUnoe of two or
three spaces between the teeth, with a aola and steady
uin at one en<], which must be fixed to the potence plate
by a screw. This is wluit is called the dftoit tpring, the
end of which goes within a little distance of the circle
described by the extremity of the lifting pallet. On the
left hand side of the detent spring is attached another
centre.

m

mm

;
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called the

but

is

spring, which cannot be too delicate,
a little thicker towards the outer or lifting

lifting,

made

end than anywhere

This end of the lifting spring
beyontl that of the (Jetent spring.
On the arbor of the roller and balance, and placed near
the roller, is twisted a short and thick steel socket, in
which is set a bit of precious stone, the face of which
is made flat, and nearly in a line with the centre, behind it is chamfered on towards the point, and made
rather thin than otherwise.
This is called the lifting
pallet.
The length or height is made so as to unlock
the wheel to the best advantage, that is, by only
carrying the detent a short way beyond the unlocking.
This excursion is to be confined to as small an angle
Near to the detent piece is fixed a stud,
as may be.
in which is a screw to regulate the depth of the detent
The point of the screw should
into the- wheel teeth.
be hardened, and have a part of the ruby detent to
rest upon it, when the detent spring presses that way.
When the balance is at rest, the face of the lifting
pallet is very near to the outer side and end of the
If the balance is brought a very litlifting spring.
tle about to the left, the lifting pallet will pass the end
of the lifting spring. On the balance being now turned towards the right, at the moment of the wheel being
unlocked, the main pallet or roller presents itself, to receive the point of one of the teeth, and is impelled with
considerable force ; meanwhile the detent falls again to
its place, and locks the wheel. The balance having completed this vibration, returns. In the returning, the lifting pallet pushes the lifting spring easily aside, being no
longer supported by the detent spring when turning
in this direction, that is, from the right to the left, the
detent is again ready to be disengaged on the next return of the balance to the right, and so on.
Mudgc's
The detached 'scapement of Mudge was contrived
detached
about sixty years ago or thereabouts, if we may reckon
'scapement.
from the year 1766, when he showed it to Berthoud,
who was then in London, and who informs us that it
had been made a considerable time before.
This 'scapement consists of a wheel and pallets, like
those made for the dead beat 'scapement of a clock, only the wheel teeth are not cut half the depth.
On the
verge or arbor of the pallets is placed an arm of any
length, generally a little more than that of the pallets.
Plate
CCCIII.
The end of the arm is formed into a fork-like shape.
Fig. 6.
On the axis of the balance is a short pallet, whose acting end may be of a small circular form, having the
sharp part of the angles blunted, coming a little way
within the prongs of the fork, which alternately acts,
and is acted upon. There is also on the balance axis a
small roller, having a notch in it. On the end of the
arm is attached a small steel piece or index, in a plane
which may be either above or below the prongs of
the fork ; this index is on the outside of the roller,
when the free part of the vibrations is performing,
and prevents the wheel teeth from getting away from
the place of rest. On the return of the balance, the index passes with the notch in the roller to the opposite
side
Meanwhile the short pallet gets into the fork,
meeting with cne of the prongs, pushes it on a very
little way, and thus disengages the teeth of the wheel
from the circular part of the pallet, where they rest during the free excur^sions of the balance. During the disengaging, the teeth get upon the flanch of the pallet,
and give impulse, which causes the opposite prong of the
fork to con)e forward on the short pallet, and communicate impulse to it. In Mudge's 'scapement, as drawn in
the plate for the work published by his son, there are two
projects a very

little

else.

short pallets,
ph-ines.

and the prongs of the fork

The impulse

lie in different
in this 'scapement is given at

seems to have done uncommonwatch which he made for
her Majesty Queen Charlotte. It is by no means suited for the execution of ordinary workmen, as it requires more address than usually falls to their share.
and al'i"he late Emery was much taken up with it
though he had a little success, and had the aid of a very
excellent hand, yet he experienced considerable difficulties.
It might be somewhat easier managed, by adopting Lepaute's mode of Graham's dead beat, which we
have tried.
In 1792, a very neat and ingenious detached 'scape- jiohcUj,'
ment was contrived by the late Howells, founded on detached
that of Kendal's, (in whose hands he hat! occasion fre- 'scapement.
quently to see it,) in which the wheel teeth rested on
the cylindrical part of the pallet, during a part of the ^l^^lfi
*
going and returning vibrations of the balance. See Fig. pj„ g_
6.
In the other, after impulse is given on the face of the
same semicylinder, and just before the tootli is quitting
it, a detent is presented to receive one of the wheel teeth,
by which the action of the wheels is suspended during
the greater part of the going and returning vibrations,
the pallet being then free and independent of the
wheels.
This 'scapement is composed of two crown
wheels on the same arbor, the points of the one being
opposite to the middle of the spaces of the other. On
the a.\is or verge of the balance, which stands quite
close to that of the balance wheels, is a semi-cyhndrical pallet, whose diameter should be according to the
angle of 'scapement required, which will also regulate
the distance of the wheels from each other. The pallet is
put near to the collet on which the balance is rivetted;
a small arbor, having very fine pivots, is run in so as
to stand parallel with that of the balance, and placed
at some distance outside of the wheels, but where a
line drawn from it, and passing at equal distances from
the points of the wheel teeth, when continued, shall
fall in with the centre of the balance ; on this arbor is
fixed an arm, at the end of which is a small fork and
index ; on the verge or balance axis, and near the lower
end, is a short pallet, and a roller connecting with the
fork and index, in imitation of Mudge's, acting in the
same way as has been described, but only in the locking and imlocking part. Where the arm passes between
the wheel teeth, which may be at ninety degrees or so
from where they act on the pallet, are fixed two detent
pieces, one for each wheel ; opposite to the arm, and
in the same line. A part of it is prolonged beyond the
every vibration

;

and

it

ly well, particularly in the

;

arbor outside, by way of a counterpoise, where two
screws in fixed studs serve here as a banking to it. It
may easily be conceived, that one of the wheels being
locked, suppose that on the left, the balance, wlicn i-eturning from the left to the right, will, by means of the
short pallet and forked arm, &c. carry the detent away
and just as the point of the tooth is free, the face of the semicylinder is presented, to meet with a tooth of the same
wheel and get impulse ; but before this tooth has nearly
escaped, the detent is ready to receive a tooth of the opThis 'scapement gives an imposite wheel, and so on.
In
pulse at every vibration, as is done in Mudge's.
the tenth volume of the Transactions of the Society for
the Encouragement of Arts. &;c. there is a description
and drawing of it. It may be observed, that were
the seraicylindrical pallet faced with a piece of precious stone, the 'scapement would go on for a considerable time without falling off.
In the marine keepers which Mr Mudge hunself

•
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on a ^err flattering; prinwhich he bad tucgMted as the means of imMo rement many jtmn before he put it in practice.
Its good perlbrmance iccms to have been unequalled ;
Mid it ia sinindar, that, notwiUwtanding the efforts
of three or four of the best hands that ratild be ifot
to the establishment set up by Mr kfud^-e, junior,
in order to put these 'icaperoents to time-keeper*
which they were employed to make, not one was
ever produced that was at all equal to the original
The 'scapemeot ia apparemtly very complex, elaofica.
borate, and of coune expensive in making ; yet, when
once eiecvted, it will be permanent in its effiects,
and rrauire no after adju>tment like the common
detachw one. After what has happened, it is not likeThe basis of it is
It that it will be again adopted.
In
that of the curiooa <ild crown wheel and verge.
place of the verge being in one, having two pivuts and
(be balance rivettcd on it. let us conceive that each of
tbe pallets of the vct|^ has an arbor and two pivots,
and that the balance w on a doable kneed crank, bavng a pivot at the end of each knee, one l«ing near to
ibe foot, the other near to the ooUet on which the bathew pivots, and those of tbe pallet
baaoe ia rivettcd
Aora, are ia one uprisht line, ooiadding and eooccntrie with one aaoibar, nmnc tbeir motion, as it were,
oibar, iinlcas when in a
free and iadependcat of
part of the actioo of the 'scapewrnt i tbe face of the
palleta, in place of being flat, »n hollow, or a little
curved, having a nib at the edge to lock tbe wheel
()n the tower end of the lower pallet arbor ia
by.
BO
prtijoctiag neoHy as Cir aa the newit^ of the
crank knee, in which ia fixed a pinthataalaan the inner
tide, and near Id the end of the am, and ia alternately
acted npen ; doae bgr tbe arm. and on the pallet arbor,
the inner end of a spiral spring is flxed; the outer and ia
in a stud, having a certain tcntien or beikling np bdlbre
t'xing in the rtud. The Miper pallet arbor has the lemr
k* hM been (learrilnd to the lower ooa^ and a pin in the
nnxr kace of th* crank. It nu^ oaaily be concrived,
that the length of the crank kneeo ooght to be such a*
to allow it to sweep round and behind toe crown wheel,
its boundary or banking being that «f the crown wheal
arbor, or iUjMBiao arbor. Whan thapaUeu arc not raia.
ed np, and the wheal nlochad, the tandency of the spiral
s|iiiag i ia to hrhy Utw dawB within the apacaa of the
ovwn wheel taet£ Sanpoea th^ apnar pallet raiacd up,
the wheel lacked, Iha andrr one
ia the ivverae
lian. and the balaoflt vibraliBf
vibraliMi lowarda tbe right,
ricbl.
the pin in the apper crank win of aowae scat with the
BaD aia^ aad carrying it on a little way, the whceU
loelh geladiaaifafad. hj which the wh«rl getting forward, the lower pallet ia raiaod ap» and the wheel is
lecfccd. In the intama. the aaper
being carlafewdaMaa, bjr aMaaa of the wwentaatof
hail maile, tli« '•eapemcnt is

ciple,

;

em

am

Wng

am

I

XfJ

bnda an tka spini stfll more
the whed rHaiag aptl.e pallet,
the re-action of which in the rataraiac vibratioa gives
impulse by aaeaae ef the ana oo the pm of the orank.
The pin in tbe lower
new gettinf Ifarward. bmcIs
with the ana of tha Inwer pallet arbor, carric* it on.
the wheel geta rB iia
gjp ii l, and an on. Thia 'scapemcnt canm* aetitarirer; fcrbdoa* thiacan bceflectrd.
the balance auut get aeow ilrprn of estcmal drcular
aaCion in iu plane. Tha faabncc may be said to be
free in that jiart of the vibrat ion , after the pin of one
trmk haa left iu corrNpondine arm till the pin of tlie
""'^
«s with ita am; thts is, however, very moThc balance had on ita arbor two spirals
oca in

«jbrati«g,

Oaa what waa done by

cmk
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or pendulum' springs, for the purpose of obtaining
Something in this
the most isochronous vibrations.
way had been proposed by one of the BernouUis.
Drawings and a description of thin 'scapement will be
found in the wrork published in I7Jf9. by Mr Thomas
Mudge, junior The compensation, like every thina>
of Madge's, is ingenious though nothing of this kind
can ever be equal to that of being in tlie balance itself.
The train of wheels went contrary to the ordinary direction, and we iiave no aatiafactory reason assigned for

F-fff
J"""*^,
'

;

it.

AltlKMigh the tialance in pocket watches may be put
very well in equilibrium, yet many things contribute
to make them go unequally in different fmiitions, such
as in hanging, laying, tec which require time, and give
a great deal of trouble, before they can be completely
corrected.
In order to get the better of this, Breguet, Br_j„^.,
an eminent watchmaker in Pari*, coiitrivetl a '»cape- „,uiving
ment, which, with the pendulum spring stud, revolved 'wapaiMat.
round the centre of the balance once everj- minute.
By this means, whether the balance was in equilibrium
or not, tbe going of the watch was little aflected by it,
aa every part of it waa up and down in the courae of a
minata^ which iiwiiiwnialiid any want of equilibrium.
Thia oootrivanoe u rnerdy mentioned bv Berthoud
in his H'utoirr, aa be did not think himaelf at liberty
to give any deacriptian of it, since Bregoet bad a
We have
patent or br»lit tfmttmtiom to make then.
heard it said that the same invention had been madebefore by the late Mr John Arnold.
Tboae who wish for farther information reapecting
'si apnanHe. owy conaolt TraiU i HoHogtrir, par M.
Thioot. HistairtJetm Mrtmrt dm Ttwmt, par M. F. BerthoMi. and the Trammttiomt eflAt SociHy/or Ute EmArts, Com mtree, 4%I

^
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o*a
CaHf m*%TioN

against the effects of heat and cold in On liie cos.
haa bean one of the greatesit im|>rove- p»n» i i»Bo
couU have bean applied to them. ^^ "ixxf *'^^'^
thia they woald have been far from keeping tine, and
„,„J]fJL|f
wosddnave varied continually with the temperature of,^
the aaaanhare, so that no txcd or aelSlod nrte oould have
boen ahtainad. The detached
wiU
tUa BMire than any other for if ihm ia no
tioa to it, the watch « ill vary nearir thirty I
_.
twan^r-fbar hoon. The in&sntee of oil on tha cylinder

'mpwit

:

<

andidie aftct of ahoMaa of lawwuiatare is much leae
There
ebrieaa in it thai in the tletarhan 'auauei ae n t.
is very great rraaon to believe that Flarrison was the
first who applied a compenaatian ; but there are no
written docaments to warrant us in ascribing to him
tile liooour of the invention, to which, however, we
tliink he has a ju*t title.
Some very imperfirct hinta
liad been given by Martin Folke*. Esq. President
of lite Royal Society in the year 1749. of Harrison'a
having (umc merhanism of this sort in the three time-

vhirh had lieen msde prior to the fourth, which
rrward voted by pariiament. Hut aa no
dfw-riplion of it waa ever made public, the Fretirh artut* have bad it in thrir power to claim a priority in the
invrnt'nn. In H«rri«an's fourth machine, it is known
that the oontpen •atioQ piece in it was oompoaed of lamiiue of bnaa and ated pinned and rivettad together in
pie) cs

gsine<l the

—
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Compensu- several places.
Perhaps those in the tlir'ee former diftion Bafered litttle or nothing from this.
lances.
Tlie first pocket watch raade in Europe with a comBcnhoud't pensation was by F. Berthoud. It was begun in 176^,
and finished in the beginning of 1764; and was sold
first com-

Mr Pinchbeck, for his Britannic
the Third.
The compensation
was eftected by laminae of brass and steel pinned together ; one end of which being fixed to the polence
plate, the other acted on a short arm from a moveable
arbor, a lonjrer arm having the curb pins in it, being
made to move nearly in the circle of the outer coil of the

pensation
in London in 1766, to
against heat
Majesty King George
luid cold.

It hail a common crown wheel and verge
'scapement, and a going in time of winding. The balance
was so heavy as to set, being sixteen grains in weight, and
the vibrations were four in a second. Mr Kendal adopted
this mode of compensation in some of his pocket watches.
Mudge, some time before the year 1770, made a
watch for Mr Smeaton, in which the compensation was
eftected by two long slips of brass and steel soldered together; being dressed up, it was turned up into a
spiral, as close together in the coils as to be free, and
no more. The inner end was fixed to a circular curb
wheel, a short portion of the outer end had a pivot,
bent in the circle of the outer coil, and supported by a
small stud, through a hole of which it moved freely ;
at this end was the curb pins, between which the
spiral or pendulum spring passed ; the effect of heat or
cold on it, was counteracted by the spiral compensation
piece. The 'scapement of this was the cylindrical one;
and so long as the oil kept clean and fresh, the comIn 1774, we made
pensation might be useful to it.
one or two of the same sort for horizontal watches. At
that time no better 'scapement and compensation were
known, at least so far as came under what was then the

spiral spring.

Mudge's
compenution

by a

(piral of

brass and
steel solder-

ed

togutlier.

discovery, given by Peter le Roy himself, is in direct Compcns*'""n H»contradiction to the preceding statement.
" Observation V. Sttr Itt compensation des effels de ,_ "^]_,

chaleur el dufroid.
Lc Roy's
" Selon la gazette du commerce, et la rapport sisnc coinpensaLudelam. envoye a I'academie pour rcmedier aux ir- ticnbycomregularites produites dans les montres marines par la ""'" '•"-'chaleur et par le froid, M. Harrison se sert d'une harrr '"'""'""^
tubes ana
,
,
„
I
J
deux
pieces minces de cuivre el d acter de
composce de
halls.
longeur de deux ponces, rivees ensemble duns plu<.ieurs
endroites,Jixees par un bout, et aynnl de Vaulre deux
goupilles au trovers desquelles passe le resscrrl du balancier.
Si ceite barre reste droile dans le terns temprre,
(comme le cuivre recoil plus d'iwpression de la chaleur
que I'acier,') le cote de cuivre deviendra couvexe an terns
chaud, et le cole d'acier le sera au Inns froid. Ainsi let
goupilles Jixent tourtl-tour les parties du ressnrl, selon
les diff'erens degrts de chaleur, el I'alorigeiil ou lc raconrcissent : d'ou nail la compensation des effels du chaud el
la

:

•

,

du froid.
" Si j'avois connu cette ingenieuse methode avant
d'avoir pense a mes thermometres, je n'aurois vraisemblablement point hesite a en faire usage dans ma machine.
" J'ai balance quelque terns, si je ne devois pas lui
donner la preference. J'ai mcme fait quelques essais
dans cette vue. J'en parleroi bientot mais apres y
avoir pense murement, et avoir mis a part, autant qu'il
m'a ete po-^sible, ce penchant qui nous parle en faveur
de nos productions, mes thermometres m'ont paru pre:

ferable," &c. &c.

See Memoire sur

la meillrur maniere, de viesurer le
mer, p. 55, 56, inserted at the end of Voyage
fait par ordre du lioi in 1 7')8, pnur eprouver Irs montres
marines inventecs par M. le Roy, &c. par M. Cassini,
fils, Paris, 1770.
As must always be the case in the infancy of any
branch of science, various methods are fallen on before
terns en

"

common
Le

Iloy's

practice.

In the voyage undertaken for the

trial

Time-keeper in 1768, and published
compensation by com- 1770, along with the description and
mon

ther-

mometer
tubes and
balls

Plate
ci;civ.
Fig. 1.

of

Le

Iloy's

by Cassini

in

drawings of it,
Le Roy has given that of a compensation balance,
which is exactly like those of the present day, only
the lamineE are pinned together, in place of the brass
being melted on the steel. The compensation of the
time-keeper, however, was not of this kind ; it consisted of two glass tube thermometers, bent nearly into
the form of a parallelogram, with a small ball at one end
to each, the other open, and filled partly with mercury,
partly with spirit of wine, fixed to the axis of the balance opposite one another the balls lay very near to
the axis. It would appear that Le Pioy had not thought
of a metallic compensation, until the return of the
time-keeper from the voyage of trial. He had taken
the idea of this from getting an account of Harrison's,
which was sent to the Royal Academy, signed by
Ludlam, who was one of the scientific gentlemen appointed by the Commissioners of the Board of Longitude to take Harrison's account of his time-keeper,
previous to any part of the reward being paid him.
In a life of Peter le Roy, the son of Julien, the method of compensation is erroneously ascribed to that
artist's father, to whom " we are indebted," says the
writer of the article, " for the method of compensating
the effects of heat and cold on the balances of chronometers by the unequal exp;insion of different metals; a discovery which has been brought by our English artists to
a state of great perfection, aitliough it had been laid aside by the inventor's son Peter."
It is -difficult to understand how this mistake should
have been committed ; for the following account of the
:

Berthoud, Ararrives at its most improved state.
nold, and others, had recourse to diff'erent modes of
compensation before they arrived at the one which gave
them complete satisfaction. The former, in his first
machines, used small wires of brass and steel, combined
nearly like the gridiron pendulum, to effect the purpose of compensation ; to those of a later date, was applied a straight piece, composed of laminae of brass and
steel pinned together, acting on the short arm of a leIn the end of the other arm, which was long,
ver.
Even with those balances
the curb pins were fixed.
which were afterwards made, and composed of brass
it

Berthoud
employs
different

"^y' "^
[jon before

he had

it

in the ba-

lance,

Plate
CCCIV.

and steel pinned together, he adopted as a supple- I'igs. 2, 3.
mentary aid, the straight compensation piece with the
Considering the tamoveable arm and curb pins.
lents he possessed, and the great experience which he
must have had, this seems a little curious as we think,
where there is a complete compensation in the balance,
it alone should be sufficient, and that the curb pinj
would tend to disturb the pendulum spring rather than
give any aid to the compensation. The more free the
pendulum spring is, the chance is more in favour of
good performance, when the compensation balance is
supposed to be fit and complete for wliat is required.
In some of Arnold's balances, two pair of lamina; were Arnold't
placed parallel to the diametrical arms; on the middle conipens*-.
of them was fixed a small wire which came through the "on balaarim, outside of which, and on the end of the wires, a ^"These balls were pushed '^*
small ball was fixed to each.
;

out or drawiS in by changes of temperature. The arguments given in favour of such as Earnshaw's, which
4
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on the brass,
are certainly very
strong and LL.nvii;i.;r.f;, i:i\d r.oUuiig ctn well be said
against them, and yet there appears to be a softness
in sudi a balance tl»at caniv)t exist in those wliere
i^ain

agnaty

"^

*""**'•

*

tl^'hSaact*.

Plat*
C<-CIV.
''* *

There
the laroinx are set or turned up by hand.
ii undoubtetltv « great deal more trouble in making
fi,^ jjgt^ jnd tliouA it has been said that they cannot be
true or round when made in this way^, yet we have
seen some of those done by Owen Robinson, as round
and true as any turning could make them, anil possessing a degree of stiffhe^s that cannot exist in tlie other :
they have been even unstrewed, or taken to pieces, and
again put together, without altering the rate of the
After all we are not aware, that chrono«irononieter.
meten with the one balance actually perform better
than those with the other.
It may be observed, that on the rim of the turned
balances, which u separated into two, there are small
pieces of brass, made to slide backwards and forwards,
coonKng as it may be found ret^uisite, when under the
prootM of adjusting for heat and cold. In the other, this
u done by screwing backwards and forwards the pieces
of brass which turn suring-tight on small screws left at
the outer end of the lamina', and are bent in the same
Both lialance* have what are called
circle with them.
meantime scrcwi, placed in the vertical line of the hanging position, which serve to adjust tliem to their rate of
time, &c. We hare seen and made oompenaation b«.
lances with three arms, and three pieces, and three
meantime screws, which were stiff, and answered very

wdL
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Daluice
of a chronometer, and we may be allowed to say,
that it possesses soracthirj; like invitible properties.
tlie machine go fast or
It may be set so as to
slow, in any position required, while neither its length,
nor the weight of the balance, are in any way altered.
Le IViy thought that he had made a great discovery,
and it must be granled to be one, when he found, Pr^'pertiei
" that there is in everj- spring of a sufficient extent, a "'''•''«"«
'•''"''
certsin lengrli where all the vibrations, long or short,
this
length being
great or small, are isochronous ; that
found, if v"" sLorten the spring, the great vibrations
will be quicker than the small ones ; if, on the contrary, it is lengthened, the small arcs will be performed in less time th.nn the jrrcat ones." Notwithstanding
'rnt, the ijochronoiis properthis condition of a

m^e

iiwhiletheformofthespring
ty will renisin no!. ^.
Should the coils bo
is preserved, as it original!}' was.
more compressed or taken in, the long vibrations will
now be slower than the short ones and, on the contrary, if they are more Irt out or extende<l, the long viA more
brations will be foNtcr than the short ones.
general principle for obtaining the quality of isochronism, may be applietl, by making the spring net proportionally, in an arithmetical progression, according to its
tension.
Every five degrees of tension should make
an equilibrium with a given force or weight, of ten
grains, that is, 5, 10, 1.5, 20, &c. degrees of tension,
should l»e lia|anced by 10. 20, SO, 40, fee. grains. To
try small tpnngs by this process would require a very
-' rtoobtain these proper•
ince and drifi
timekeepers, Bcrthoud
ties in pendi
^im the outer to the inmade tnem tiiur,
is the reverse o( this.
ner »Td our oli
Whatever may be tiu- lonn «i the spring, whrther flat
or cylindrical, the l>e»t and most direct way is to try
them in the timekeeper itself, by taking four hours ^oing, with the gr eatest force the main spring can gtve,
and then four hours with the least. It is of consequence to liavc these springs hard, or well tempered.
•

;

i

;
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III.

or Ptndtdum Spriitg$.

Tmb invantiun aad spplionion of the spi al spring
to the balance of a watdi, u by thr fiM-tign artiaU la g»>
neral ascribed ttfHu|gens. while they •'Jmit the idea of
• atnight tffing having been I<mg before this applied

CHAP.

by Dr HooU. It waa in 16S8 that Dr Hook* oU
MTvad the nstoratire action of spring*, when he put
one to the balaoce uTa watch, and applied fur a (latent
Tiic pnifiu were to
to secure his right of invcntioo.
be divided between bisoaelf. Sir Bobcrt Moray, Mr
It was not carried into
Boyla, and L4»d Brauockcr.
ffict, in canac(|ueoc« of a quarrel between the parties,
ecctwr** of a very unrrasonable demand on tlie part
of these mitlenen. Nor was it till l€7i that BuyIlooke dunked
rieimerl the aante disoovcry.
with pls^iariam, throui^ the intervention
VI
icabori^ ScGXCtarr er^tbc Royal Society,
whei he waa twice in £ng<
a bia, when
wiio cnoimuiuceied to
laud, the rtgiatera of the aockty, and also LtrntttpentUd
^
Ir
wkkhaiitiHntbrsuiQcct.

«

MM
H

:

"<— v.

agr reqBMto Oldenburgb to i
watches had sireeily been nuwiv in i.n^unu. ami to
aak bias if be doca not epplir a spire/ tpnag to the
balance arbor ? It laay be atftcd, where haa Sir Robert seen a spiral spring > The natural answer is, that
he OMMt be*e seen it in the hands of Dr Hooke.
On nothing doc* a iJknmaiMetar depend so nucfa as
'
'
>n soring: greet
in the good quality ''
iroaiing and reguthe power of the
ure eitraordilating the oiotioa of
oary than that «f ihl^
:>g the ntotioiu

m

m

.

veu xu

NaT

i.

'

'

On

OvK

IV.

JnetUing of Pixxti Hole*.

lAe

chronometer*, from the art of jewelling

tlie JnrcIIioe of

pivot holes, may be said to have acquinnl a durability
and character «1.w I. they would not have otherwise
It
be imagined that there is any
received.
••'
I..— .i.^
,|,.t or improvement in a jewelled
,

a brass one and, notwithstanding
in favour uf the last, few will be
hard? enough to run the hasard of having the balance,
and Dalance wheels, to move in brass boles. It is very
well known, that in a common verge watch, where
the balance holes are jewelled, iu motion will be kept
up fur a longer time than when it runs in brass holes.
I'be friction at the balance holes cannot be supposetl to
be Ices than at those of the fusee ; for, in the time of
one-fourth of a turn of the fusee, the balance must
make more than what ia e(|uivalent to 9000 revolutlun''.
lierthoud regretted much that he had nut an opportunity of getting the pivot holes of his time-kecnera jewelled ; yet, from that versatility of genius which he [ktsacased, he Mipplied admirably the want of thit, in
Seme of
could nave cijuuIImI.
a manner th.r
c- keeper* were made to give six
the balances
;

i

nii.ii ii<i>

i><>ii ::>iA

'.

i>i»o« holts.
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'" * second, while others gave only one.
-^' His number eight made one vibration in a second, and
was the one which gave the best performance of all
tliose that he had constructed.
It seems to have been

h™"im
-^°

^^ ~

considered as a wonderful discovery, that jewelled holes

wore down the pivots, and thickened the oil, after
they had been used for upwards of a hundre«i years.
How came this not to be sooner observed, when so
many were engaged in making chronometers, and that
too in considerable numbers ? That pivots, from a
length of time, even with good oil, anti with greater
probability from bad oil, may have got, as it were,
glued in their holes, there is little reason to doubt;
but this never arose from particles wearing away from
either the steel or the stone, by the friction of the
pivot Let any one try to whet a graver, which requires some degree of force, on a polished Scotch pebble,
tot instance, and they will find that no exertion whatever will make the graver bite the stone, or the stone
the graver : for where any effect of this kind takes
it must be nearly mutual.
The hardness of the
Scots pebble is well known to be much inferior to that
of the ruby or sapphire. After being exposed to the
air for a considerable time, oil gets viscid and thick,
which arises, as has been observed by chemists, from
its absorbing or attracting oxygen.
suspect that
oil, from this cause alone, may became more glutinous
at a jewelled hole than at a brass one.
By its application to brass it soon acquires a bluish green tinge, as
if something acted upon it.
This is owing to the metal
becoming oxidated by the joint action of the oil and air.
The oxide thus formed combines with the oil, and forms
a metallic soap, which is much less tenacious than that
formed at a jewelled hole. By the continuation of this
process, the hole in brass in time becomes wider, and
tlie oil disappears, leaving the pivot and hole in a greater or less degree wasted ; and instead of the oil we have
the metallic soap, which has hitherto been considered
as rust.
To be convinced, however, that this is not the
case, we need only attempt to wipe it olTfrom the pivot,

so much in its quality, that some will become so thick and Jewelling o(
P""°tIloltg
viscid in the course of a few months, as to stop the ma""
'
chine altogether. This has occurred in tlic experience of
a very celebrated artist, who informs us that " his regulator, which has been found to go to a greater degree of
accuracy (though not to a second in two months, as has
been said of others) than even that at Verona, as observed
by the astronomer Cagnoli, or that at Manhcim, as ob.

~

served by Mayer, was found to perform very indifferently after being cleaned, and at the end of three or
four months stopped altogether, which arose from the
application of bad oil."
We arc of opinion, that where
the pivots are small, and the revolutions of the wheels
quick, jewelled pivot holes are the best.
It will not
be an easy matter to do without oil, particularly
in pocket or box chronometers, although astronomical
clocks or regulators may be so constructed as not to require it.

CHAP.

place,

We

from which it easily parts, and which it would not do
were it really rust. Oil, however, can have no action
on the jewelled hole, and any change tiiat is effected by
the oil must be confined to the steel pivot, on which its
action

is so exceedingly slow, that a great length of
time must elapse before the oil is decomposed and disappears ; and hence what has been called rust in a brass
hole, is seldom or never met with in a jewelled hole. If
a little fine Florence oil is put into a small phial for
about two-tenths of an inch deep, and remain for a few
years, it will become exceedingly viscid and glutinous,
and will be intermixed with parts tinged with red of
various shades. The same appearance is sometimes seen
at jewelled pivot holes, and has been erroneously supposed to be produced by the operation of the pivot on

the hole.

on

It is singular that oil will act

more

forcibly

than on the common sort, or even on copper ; a metallic soap somewhat resembling verdigrease
will soon show itself on the former, while the latter will
have no appearance of being injured. But we are not
to infer from this, that copper holes would be preferable
to those made in fine brass ; for although the oil in this
case would be more durable, from its acting more slowly
on copper than on brass, yet the increase of friction from
the copper would more than counterbalance this advantage.
It can hardly have escaped the eye even of the
fine bi-ass

most indifferent observer, that oil acts more readily and
on new than on old work. On the former, k will
frequently showitself inthecourse of 24 hours. Oil varies
forcibly

On
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the Machineri/ for
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V.

going in time of Winding,

machinery

for

going

in

time of winding, Machinery

the simplest and best that has yet been produced, al- for going in
though, upon the whole, it may not be so convenient time of
winding.
in its application.
In the old thirty hour clocks, the
first wlieel of the going part had on its arbor a fixed
jagged pulley
:
(See Plate CCCIV. Fig. 6.) On the First mcclianism for this
arbor of the first wheel of the striking part was a movepurpose.
able jagged pulley H, with click and ratchet to it. Over I'LATE
these, and through or under the pullies of the counter CCCIV.
weight^} and main weight P, went an endless cord, woven Fig. 6.
either of silk or cotton. Both parts of the clock were carried on by a single or main weight; and, when winding
it up, this was done by the striking pullej'; by which
means, the weight acted constantly on the going part.
This is a methotl which we adopted in some common
regulators, and afterwards found it was the same that
Berthoud had used in some of his. The moveable and
wmding up pulley with its ratchet was on a fixed stud,
having a click and spring, which were fixed to one of
The other piUley was
the plates, as was also the stud.
on the arbor of the first wheel, and fixed to it. The
only inconvenience anrl objection to this contrivance,
particularly in eight day clocks, arises from the wearing of the cord on the jagged part of the pullies, which
produces a great deal of dust, and makes the clock get
sooner dirty than it would do, if this was effected in a different way. In clocks which go a month, or six months,
as some of Berthoud's did, this will be very much obviated, particularly with a fine and well wove silken cord.
There is a very ancient way of going while winding, Anotlier
which was long applied to the fusees in clocks and watch- mechanism
On the inside of the great wheel is another wheel, forgoing in
es.
whose teeth are cut to look inward to the centre, upon time of
which acts a pinion of six, which runs in the bottom winding.
of the fusee, and is turned round with it. The fusee
arbor is free within both the great wheel and the fusee ;
upon it is fixed the fusee ratchet, and a wheel with about
half the number of teeth of those in the inward toothed
wheel.
It is evident, that if the fusee arbor is turned
round, the wheel fixed on it, which acts also into the
pinion of six, will by this make the pinion turn ; and
this again, acting on the inside wheel teeth, will apply
as much force to it, as the fusee requires in setting up.
When wound up, the click in the great wheel, as in
the ordinary way, stops the fusee by the ratchet from
is

A
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MtdJatTj running; back. This method Ukea six times longer of
'"•''"» up ^han by the- common way ; and Uie great
*°'tS!^" *
str.iin which is laid m» the pinion and inside wheel teeth,
soon destroy* them. With a little more apparatus, a fusee of this kind can be made to wind up wnichever way
the arbor i^ turned ; hence it got the luroe ui° the druniDninkco
tnjiuee. (See the (Kirticnlars of it in Thioul, vol. iL
fujee.
p. S83. and Plate xxxviii. Fig. 14.)
A going in time of winding, of later application to
\ lawi ^^
far docks and r^ulaton, coruisted of an arbor within
jm the bmttt, on which was a pin, and an arm inside,
nm* af
with a nib and deer's foot joint ; another arm on the
lading.
outside when pulled down, served to make the jointed nib rise and pass the third wheel teeth ; a spring
acting on the pin brought the nib in a contrary- direction, to act on the third wheel teeth, by which it eave
moCion to the swing wheel during the time of winding,
ind roatinued to do so until j^ettJOg dear of the teetli.
The general roeilMxl which is now adopted, both in
ck>cks an<l chroiiaaieter*, consists of an auxiliary spring,
ratchet, and detent.
In clocks, two spring* are sometincf uaed ; being doubled round, are acrawed by one
end to the back of the auxiliary ratchet ; the other
•ad ii made to act agaiaat the amu or croases of the
gfcat wheel On tM oppoaite aide i« the dick, which
nets with the barrel ratchet ; and when the r»rcc of
the weigbt i* taken off by winding up, the force of the
ipriqgt act on the great whed, and not b«ing allowed
to bring the auxiliary ratdtet fiinrard, which iStj would
do ; but this ia prerented bj the detent, constating oT
an arbor whoae pimt* run in the frame, and an ann
the htM of the tmaO teeth in the auxiU-

which
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was applied.

The third wheel

has a ^f«liinffy
socket (with a small shoulder) truly fitted to it, the hole ^" P''"8 ni
being soundly and smoothly broached. That part of the
vvuid;^,
third wheel pinion arbor, which works in thesocket, must _,
^'
also be truly turned, and made as smooth as any pivot, so Mr Rdd's
as to be free, easy, and without shake.
The end of the coouiruice
socket, which is not in the wheel, should be smooth *?' 8"jn« >«
and flat ; its diameter outside about tliree tenths of an *^j ,
''*
inch, and to apply to a flat smooth steel shoulder formed *
'
on the pinion arbour. On the side of tlie wheel op|)osite
that on which the socket shoulder is placed, let there be
fixedasmall steel pin, distant from the centreaboutthreetenths of an inch, the height of it being about one- tenth.
Make a piece of brass so as to have a fine small ratchetwheel on it, of about four-tenths of an inch in diameter, with a sort of hoop or contrate wheel rim on one
side of it, threc-tentlio and a half in diameter inside,
the thickness being a little more tlian that of an ordinary
contrate wheel of a watch, and the depth one-twcnliet]i
of an inch. The ratchet-wheel and hoop have a socket
common to both, which is twisted on the tliird wheel
pinion arbor ; this socket on that side of the hoop inside, is the smallest matter lower tlian the edge ol the
hoop ; on this part of tiie socket is fixed the inner end
of a small ana weak spiral spring, of two or three
turns, the outer end having fixed to it a small stud,
with a hole in it. that goes over on tlte steel pin of
the third wheel, which works in a sltort circular opening in the rat^ct whed or bottom of the hoop, of a
aumctent range for the spind spring to keep tlu- clock
coinc during the time of winding up. The detent
lor the ntchct haa one of the pivots of its arbour in
the back frame plate, the other runs in a small cock
^"hcn thu nethsd laanpiiad to a dock or watch fuare,
attached to the inside of this frame plate, and sufficientthere ia a cwenlar aod flat Med nringacrewcd or made
It dear of tlic third wheel on that side.
The edge of
faatbyooe cad to the mdde of tae great wheel ; in the toe hoop, when tlic socket is twisted home, should dother cad is a aaaU hole, oppoaite to which i« made a
low the third wheel to have freedom during the action
abort and circular >lit in the great wheel \ pin in the
of the spiral spring on it. In applying tins going in
anxiliary ratchet is placed so as to correspond to the hole
time of winding apparatus to a clock, it will easily be
ia the apring and the alit in the great wheel, through
seen in which way tlie small ratebet teeth must be
bothof whidi it coroea; the slit gives range for the cut, and dso in which way the spiral spring must exop of the spring. When the force
the main
During the action of winding up, this alert itself.
not act on the fusee, which is taken off* when
lows the minute hand to make a retrograde motion, but
Dp; the auxiliary ratchet, and dctcat which haa it resoacs its place as soon as the weiglit is at liberty.
• Aadar lariag to keep it to itaplaca. arrra the laaae
In the eariy part of the last century-, a considerable
eatf as baabMB dUMribad ftr the dock.
iatoromne was carried on between Hollsnd and I'urt
rvk%
S ea ton , by the ship owners of I'restonpaiii, in East
by HsRiaaa ia h»tbaa4Mper, whan ex- Lothian . Among tne im|M>rts, was old iron in hogsto the rn —isi iuu iii who were
head*, and many of tlie articles were little worse for beitDraocieathaa. khaabaMiaaid*«b»iook
ing usetl as by a law with the Dutch, no iron work was
iilw nf M ftem hntaw
aaala^aas wntrifBtie ailewod to be repaired. Among the things which came
c4kr Hw.
inan nMkitchaB jack, where i> bad b—aapMaJ lakaay ham I, were some camp jacks, of a very ingenious conman.
the spit taming while the jack waawiada^np. Tketa mnaiaa, and evidently of German origin. Two or
been a Kreat dad ofiagaaaity diiplagwdavaa ia>ek. tbrMoflhem,or>eofwhidi we have seen, are still inthat
adoag. Hwaingdar.bowercr, that It waaattar thought adchbonrhood. It was composed of the usud wheels
oflaapply vance or wiags to the fly. wUcfacaaldU** aadniaianB, endless screw, and a snull fly, rather
baaa eat ao as to regalala the vdodqr aeeaadiiy to the waigbty. The frame mounted on an upright stand,
graalw er Icm
with whteh the spii
be was about four feet or aiore in bdght. A thin and
leaded : bat, aiapb
the actta^ of these wia«s would narrow iron bar, of four or five feet long, was atbe, itaightastbesoaaqrtapraTailapaathecMkto
tadiod to tlie stand, and could be made to slide up
tahetbeanable af aithar andaMaadiBg «r asing ihani. and down on it, nearly the whole four or five feet ; one
The wMr.iack.whidi haa baaa kamra IB tb« coanti^ edge of it was toothed like s straight rack, and workfor Boare taaa aavaaty years, a reir caa««MBt m
in thu
ed iiyo the pinion of the first wheel, by means of
respect, aa it is so aaay to Make the rfiarhatgs of wai
water at a weight or weighu hun^ on a hook at tlic lower end
tha cock to run foil, haM; er quwtcr,
quarter, on tae
the saidl
sauU kind of the bar { when the weight and bar came to the low.
of BiiU-whed wUcb dttrea the whole of the auohiaery eat point, it was easilr roored up to the greatest height,
lialiBging to the jack.
when the jack was to be wound up. The pinion had a
aaay years ago, we oontrived an easy way hoUow socket, and conkl turn freely round the arbor of
sf adnag a gdof in time of winding for a dock, to the fint wheel ; on the lower end of the socket was a
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wheel, where the click
for :^iiiog ami spring w.is placed to act with the ratchet, which by
in time of
the hollow socket allowed the pinion to turn freely
Winding.
backward when winding up; on the weight being allowed to act on the rack, all the wheels were made
to turn the proper way, and so on. An idea occurred to
US, that, in place of the rack moving, a machine might
be made to go by its own weight, by means of a pinion turning down on the toothed edge of a fixed rack.
scheme shall be given for a box chronometer of this
construction, which supersedes the necessity of either
A contrivance of a sifusee, barrel, spring or chain.
milar kind, has lately been communicated to the Society of .Arts in Paris, by M. Isabelle, and is described in
the Btillelin de la Socicti' d' Encouragement, No. 52.
The same method, which has been known for a considerable time, is used at Liege by Hubert Sarton, who
makes eight day spring clocks on this plan.
Mr ReidV
On the arbor of the first or great wheel, is fixed what
hcjx clirono- may be called the fusee ratchet, working with the click
tn'-'tcr wiiliand spring, which are on the auxiliary or going ratchet ;
nut fiiSv'i-,
in the last is fixed a pin, which comes through the end
l»;ir:cl,
of the auxiliary spring, and the circular notch in the
spring, or
uuia.
great wheel, which is keyed on in the same way as in
the case with a fusee ; and having also a detent and
spring for the going ratchet, the whole forming the great
wheel, and the mechanism for going in time of windOn the great wheel arbor, close to the main
in^.
ratchet, let a small bevelled wheel be fixed, of any small
number of teeth, fully stronger than those in the great
wheel, the back of the bevelled wheel lying against
the main ratchet indeed both might be made from one
and the same piece of brass. Supposing the diameter
of the pillar plate to be 2.25 inches, that of the great
wheel would be 1.5 inch, and the number of teeth 72;
tlie bevelled teeth being half an inch in diameter, would
teeth ; and if made a little thicker than the
admit J
great wheel, the teeth would be sufficiently strong.
Another bevelled wheel, of the same diameter and number of teeth as the other, is fixed on a pinion arbor, (a
hole behig made in the potence plate, to allow t^p bevelled
wheels to pitch together,) which is placed within theframe
inahorizontal direction, inthat line which passes through
the centres of the great and second wheels; one of the
pivots runs in a cock inside of the potence plate, and
place<l near to the great wheel arbor ; the other, which
is a little beyond the pinion head, runs in a cock fixed
on the outside of the potence plate. This pinion has sixteen leaves of the same strength as the teeth of the
bevelled wheels, and runs in with the edge of a toothed
rack ; every revolution will be over the length of one
inch on the rack, and equal to four hours, or one turn
of the great wheel ; the second wheel pinion being 1 8.
The length of rack supposed to be 8 inches, would
allow the time of going to be equal to 32 hours, S
Were the
inches multiplied by 4 being equal to 32.
rack 1'2 inches long, it would admit the time of going
to be 48 hours ; or the diameter of the pinion might
be increased from .333 to .500 parts of an inch, and
the time of going would then be somewhat more than
30 hours. Let a slip of wood be made 15 inches long,
*ths of an inch broad, and rather more than |th thick,
on one side of this, and close to the edge, let another
slip of the same dimensions, but not quite so broad, be
set on edge at a right angle to the side of the other
this will form a pattern to have two such cast in brass
from it ; after being dressed up, one is left plain, the
other so as to have twelve inches of teeth made on one of
the edges ; the plain one is screwed to the inside of the
case, and the other is screwed on to the plain one, having
Machinety

ratchet

which rested on the

A

:

1-

first

the toothed edge on the right hand side of tl»e pinion, so
as to make the second wheel and pinion turn the proper
way. To the ring or cap which incloses the movement of the chronometer, arc attached three pieces
of brass, kneed up at each end ; the distance from
the ends is a^out two inches and a half, in which are
holes made quite parallel to one another, and go on
three steel rods, 15 inches long and ^V^'is of an inch
in diameter, fixed in the lower and upper ends of
the case, and parallel to one another, and near to
the dial of the chronometer.
The case may be either
of wood or brass, having a door on one side, which
serves the purpose of getting at the chronometer, cither to observe tlie time, or to push it up after it is
nearly run down.
In the lower part of the cap, a recess
may be made to receive any additional weight requi.
site to load the chronometer with, in order to give
greater extent of vibration to the balance; the upper part
of the case should, if necessary, be hung in gimbols,
and the lower end loaded with lead to keep it steady.

A

chronometer might be easily fitted up in this way
go eight days, by giving more length of rack, a,
greater weight to the bottom of the cap, more teeth to tlie
bevelled wheel which is on the horizontal pinion arbor,
fewer to that whicli is on the arbor of the great wheel,
and the second wheel pinion to make moie revolutions
for one turn of the great wheel.
Suppose the great
wheel 80, and the second wheel pinion 16, one turn
will be equal to five hours ; the bevelled wheel which
is on it (being l6) will have a revolution also in five
hours ; the bevelled wheel which turns it, having 24
teeth, will make a revolution in seven hours and a half.
The rack being 25.6 inches long, the pinion of l6 making a revolution on it in seven hours and a half, and'
25.6 X 7-5
192, the number of hours in eight days.
The length of the case, being thirty inches, could be
no inconvenience where eight days going without
A similar, and we think a
winding is obtained.
preferable, construction might be adopted, by having
the chronometer fixed, and a weight hung to the lower
end of the rack, which, as in the case of a jack, would
keep up the motion required for the chronometer. This
plan, however, of a moveable rack, would require a
to

=

space for the rack to

move

in equal to twice
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VI.

Dividing and Cutting Engine.

Amonb

the inventions in the art of Horology pro- DiviJing
may be mentioned that of the and cutting
wheel-dividing and cutting engines, which are said to engiaes.
have been invented by Dr Hooke. In the preface to

duced in

this country,

the fourth edition of Derham's Artificial Clockmakhe remarks, that " the invention of cutting engines,
fusee engines, and others,
( which was Dr Hooke's, )
were never thought of till towards the end of KingIt is well enough known
Charles the Second's reign."
that he contrived and used an endless screw and wheel
for-the purpose of dividing a.stronomical instruments,
The wheel-cutting engine was contrived by
in l6"64.
him in 1655 ; and, about the same period, he discoveretl that the barometer indicated changes in the atmoTen
sphere, and was connected with the weather.
years afterwards, he proposed a clock to register the
rise and fall of the barometer, which was executed by
Mr Cuming, in a clock made for his present Majesty.
Sully carried over to Paris, wheel-cutting engines,
which were much admired there, not only for theit
cr,

a,

;
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beauty, and fanciful execution, but also fur their utility.
» The French artistji unwillingly admit our claim to this
fcagce*.
invention ; and couW they have brought forward docu'
ments to the contrary, it wutdd most readily have been
done. They nutintain, that it coul.V not have been invented and improved at the same time by aiijr noe man,
an opinion in whicii we must afrec with them. A
wheel-cutting engine, and one wnich could divide al:

.

most any number, by means ot' an endksa screw and
toothe<l wheel, was miade about 70 years ago by Hindley of York, which came afterwards into the poMession
of Mr Smeaton, from whom Mr Reid purchased it SO
yeanago. \» llindley knew what had been done in this
way by Dr Hooke, this seems to have been made in imitation ofbis,with some additions and improvements, as it
ia evidently not cooicd from that which is dcacribed in
Tbiouf s work, vol. i. p. 53, plate xxiii. fig. I. syd to
hare been invented by M. P. Fardoil, watchmaker at
Ramsden'i dividing engine, for which he got
Paris.
a considerable premium ftom the Board of Longitude,
was executed on this principle, the great merit ofwhicb
cooaiated in having a more perfect screw than had
See our article Giuolation',
iDthcrto t>rrn made.
a oofMoua hiatory of Diuidimg Emguttt,
vol. X.
.1 of tfaa aogiaM itiTented bjr Bamsdcn
and a
and Trowghtea

It is mare than EquatioB
the late King of Spain, is very true.
Clockn.
in London,
made
were
twenty years since such clocks
_
_
'
and I believe that I am the first who applied this mechanism (for equation) to a pocket watch, twelve or
fourteen years ago."
The following is a descriptionof a very excellent and
curious equation clock, which belonged to the late General Clerk.
It was left, with severiil other things, to
the late Sir John Clerk, and entailed on the house of
Pennycuik.
Thie clock goes a mnnth, strikes the hour, and has a Deseriptiorr
The 'sca|>cment of it is made afler *" ."jV**
strike silent piece.
"*"'
that of John Harrison's, requiring no oil to the pallets;

~

(see p. 1 19) and the pendulum is a gridiron coin|>ensation
one, composed of five rods, three of which .ire steel, the
tlie
other two of zinc, or some compound of zinc.
dial are seen the hours, minutes, and seconds, and their

On

hands. 'I'he minute hand keeps mean or equal time
the equation of time is pvcn bv a hand with a figure
of the sun on it, which makes a revolution every
hour as the minute hand does, only for the most part it
goes sometimes a very little slower, and sometimes a
little faster than the minute hand, keeping solar or unequal time, and shows at all timea when the sun is
on the meridian. The age and phases of the moon are
also repr esented, the days of the year and of the month,
the decrees of the ediptic, and the aigns of tlic zodiac,
die riang and'setting of the sun, tlie length of the day,
ttc The dial is a twelve inch arched one. Concentric
with the arch, is a sort of ring plate wheel of 365 teetli,
—.fcwij ita revolution in a year, or S65 (lays. Its diametcr iaAoiit S inches, and the breadth of the rim or ring
On this ring plft«< «< the outermost
1 4 indi needy.
drclcs containing divisions, are laid down the days of
the year ; and oa the apace nest within, are tlie names

-
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Q» EqmUiom Ottkt.
RijuMiM

Tnb fin* eqaatton dock* which ii a very n^cnions
coatrivanoe lo shew both aMan and apfMfcot time, was
made in I.Aadaa about 120 yaars mo. The following
hMton of the invntioa ia given oj Bctthoud in hu
Hutotn.
" The OHal Mdeat equation clock," aays be, " which
has come to oor kBowlcdee, ia that which waa pUoad
in the cabinet of Chvica II. King of Spain, and which
Tim,
ianentioacd at the end of Tht Arii/Uaal RmU
bjr Snlly. (edition 1717.) who gives the fbUofmag ae.
eooBl of it, from an extract of a letter of the Bev.
FadHT Ktmb. of the tocicty of Jems, written lo Mr
-. tlM cthiact of bia ImpeWtUMBian, tratchiMkcr of

^

«W MaAMtjr. aruwiSjanaary

iTli.
Leibnits aays, in his rcoHrfca at
the end of SuUy's book ;— that if a watch or dock did
of ilaalf make the ledoctioa of sy—/ (aasr to mfpmmi,
it wooM be a vacy fian aad eonwHBt ihiag;—«i thia
al^ect 1 have t» taU joa, that ftaa the vaaaa l699aBd
OMrka n.
1700^ Iherehea baan in the ohiaat off
of fioneaa wmimagy, Ki*!
Saaai» a docK with a royal aaadahua. (a
p—faliim.) made to go with
wotahlaand not with sprinp,gaiBg fat
died daya
wiifaewt requiring lo be oace voMBd w^
1 have, bjr
oedar of his Majwij, aod in hie prasi nca, soaa aad ex«
plaiaad tht taamialioaa^ which wore sent ftwn Loadoo
with wBlahi^ iddih laalaiaad BMny CMrioaa Ihinfft 1
badafdatetOflaeeafjrde^ to the pdece daring trvrral
eolhi to obsu 've the aad dock, and caayare it with
the aaa dial. And at that tiaw i icaaarkcd, that it
shewed the aqanlioa of tana cfaeZ and apfurfi, rxactIt accMdiag to the Tablea of FteaMtewi,* which are
fcand Ukewiae in die Boddphiaa TablM^- fto.
a«|]jr. at the aid of the lettar of vMdi aa extract haa
jait boMi givea, aakca the MIewiaa rMuriu, page 9
« What the Bav. Father Kiwiidblaa of the dedi of

" WlMt Mr BafOB
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the months, the days being numl>ered by

tlie

flgurrs

The nest drcles contain the
10, 80, .SO, and so on.
SflO degrees of tlie ecliptic ; the space within lias the
signs of the sodiac, and the numbers 10, iO, and .'to
narked for the degrees in every sign, and corres|M)iidwith tike days of the year and of the month when
the son is in any of these signs* The innermost circles
contain what may be called the divisiona of the semidiamal arcs. On the space ouUide of this, are marked
- . in Roman chaMcter*.
the corrrspending hour <:
<• rising and settii^ of
This i» what gives tlte
the eun, aad tLs length <>i uk- imy.
In the aanaal plate ring, arc rivetted six small brass
paUafs, one iadk and oae te^th of an inch in height,
whoae upnenH oada are screwed by »teel screws, and
their heads sunk into a plain riiy whcd neatlv crossed into SIX anaa, the diameter bang five hxfaes end three cniarters of an inch, and the breadUi of the rim three^dghtbe
of an iudu
The back of this f^n ring is distant from
the back of the annual plate ring one indi and a
qaarter.
The plain ring is at the centre, screwed on
a faraia socket, having a square hole in it Wiiliiu
the ftaaae of the cluck movement, and at a perpendicular ditlati'^ of six indica from the centre wheel holes,
ifif

i

a atcd arbor ia run in, and at oiie end pn>1on>;«d about
somean inch and a half beyomi the fore fr
,

The

o is of
pivot in Uie
sach a length and thickness, as to alluw a kquare on
It is on this sqiuuv that the equation
its ONtaide.
elliptic plate i» put, and above it is put on the annual
plane ring by means of its socket, with a square hole in
That part of the arbor which is al>ove this socket
It.
serves as a stud for tlte moon's age ring.
is roond,

ow

what

like a stud.
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Description
of an e<|uation clock.

IVIoou'5 age.

on it freely and easily. The moon's
age ring turns within the annual plate ring, and is
divided into 59 equal parts, numbered 3, 6", 9t antl so
on to 29A. Its diameter is five inches and one-eighth;
its breadth fully three-eighths of an inch, and it is
connected with a plain wheel neatly crossed into six
arms, of the same uiameter and breadth of rim ns the
moon's age ring, having six small pillars, nearly an
inch in height rivetted into it, and the moon's age rmg
screwed at the opposite ends of three of them, by three
simk steel screws. This plain ring has a socket, which
runs or turns on the stud, above the annual plain wheel ;
the face of the moon's age ring comes flush up with
that of the annual plate ring, and both come up to the
back of the dial, in which an opening in the arch is
made, in order to show a great part of what is on these
rings. From the top of the arch, across the opening,
and down in a straight direction, is stretched a very
fine wire, serving as an index to the days of the year,
the moon's age, &c. The annual plate ring and the
moon's age rmg move or turn from the right to the
left hand, yet separately and independently of each
aoclcet, to fevolv'*

other.

On

the inside shoulder of the socket of

tlie

moon's age ring is screwed a small bevelled wheel,
having 37 teetli, and one inch in diameter, the use of
which will be afterwards explained. In the dial is a
circular opening of one inch and three quarters in
diameter, a little below the opening in the arch ; in
this opening is exhibited the lunar globe of an inch and a
quarter in diameter, made of brass and silvered one
,•

:

Lunar
phases.

On

ilic

moon's
motion.

half of it is perpendicularly painted black, in order to
On the
give the phases, the new and the full moon.
arbor of the lunar globe are two wheels, one of 63 teeth,
and about an inch in diameter, the other a bevelled one
of the same diameter, and with 37 teeth. Both are
placed below the lunar globe; the wheel of 37 and the
globe are fast on the arbor, the wheel of 63 being keyed
The arbor of the
spring-tight above the bevelled one.
lunar globe is in the plane of the dial or nearly so, and
this bevelled wheel takes or pitches into that of the
same number, which is screwed on the moon's age
ring socket as before mentioned; and by means of
holes in the ring, the whole, that is, the globe, the
bevelled wheels, and moon's age ring, &c. can be
made to turn together, when the moon is at any time
setting to its proper age.
The pivots of the lunar globe
arbor run on cocks which are screwed on to the back
of the dial. Behind tlie globe, and at a little distance
from it, is screwed on to the back of the dial, a sort of
concave or hollow hemisphere of thin plate brass, painted inside of a sky blue colour.
shall now proceed to show how the moon's motion is produced. On the top of the month nut socket,
where it lies in the plane of the dial, is cut a right
handed double endless screw, working into a small
brass wheel of IS teeth, which is on the lower end of
a long arbor, standing upright in a slit made in the
dial.
This slit is covered by a large circular silvered
plate, on which are engraved the hours, minutes, and
seconds; on the upper end of this long arbor, is a pinion of 8, which carries about the wheel of 63, and
with it, at the same time, the bevelled .wheels, globe,
and moon's age ring. The pivots of the long upright
arbor, run in small cocks attached to the back of the
dial.
"The month nut, or hour wheel socket, makes a
revolution in twelve hours, carrying the hour hand.
The revolution of the moon's age ring is made in 29
days, 12 hours, and -iS minutes. The wheel of 63 and
i5 being multiplied together, the product is 91-5, and this
divided by 8, the number of the pinion, gives 118.125
times six hours, which being reduced gives the lunation.

We

or a revolution of the moon's age ring as above, of 2i) Kquation
(.locks.
The time of the revolution
days, 1 2 hours, 4'5 minutes.
may be made out by another w»y. It is evident tliat ,^T"''V"^
one tooth of the small wheel of 15 is turned every six """'P'""
hours, of course the wheel will be made to have a re- tion dock!"
Then
volution in 90 hours, and so will the pinion 8.
IC we say as 8 : 90 :: 63 : 708.75 hours, which is also
equal to the given lunation of 29 days, 12 hours, 45
minutes. To produce the annual motion of the ring
plate wheel of 365 teeth, the month nut is cut into
42 teeth, and makes its revolution, as was said
before, in 12 hours, and turns a wheel of 84, concentric with which is a pinion of 8, leading a wheel
of 96, having concentric with it a pinion of 12, leading
the wheel of 365, which is the plate ring circle, having
on it the days and months of the year, the degrees of the
ecliptic, &c. turning once round in 365 days.
Now as
365 X 96 X 84=2943360, this product, divided by that
of 42 X 8
12=4032, will give 730 times twelve hours,
or 365 days.
The pinion of 12 is put on a square,
which comes in and through a small hole in the large
silvered circular plate ; the wheel of 96 is put on a
round part of the arbor just below the pinion, and is
keyed spring tight on it ; by means of a small key
which fits the square, to turn the pinion, the annual
wheel of 365 teeth can be set to any required day of
the month, which can be done without disturbing any
of the motion-wheels. The setting of the moon's age
ring is equally free as this is from any disturbing
cause.
The diameter of the month nut wheel of 42 is
one inch, and three and a half tenths of an inch ; that
of the wheel of 84 is 2.5 inches, and near to a tenth
and a half more. The wheel of 96 is three inches
its pinion of 12 is .307 of an inch, the pinion of 8 is
.316 of an inch in diameter.
The minute pipe- wheel of 56 teeth, and 1.8 inch in
diameter, runs on the arbor of the centre wheel, carrying the minute hand.
It turns in the common way,
the minute wheel m of the same number and diameter,
whose centre lies nearly under that of the other, about
.6 of an inch to the right of the middle line of the
fore frame plate, and 1.7 inch from the centre of the
minute hand wheel. The arbor of the minute wheel
has a pinion of 8 leading in the common way the hour
wheel of 9G, whose diameter is 3.25 inches, that of the
pinion is .426 of an inch. This pinion of 8 is put on the
arbor, by means of a square, and with the minute wheel
both are fast on the arbor. See Plate CCC IV. Fig. 7. The Plate
upper side of the wheel may be distant from the lower ^p^'^^^'
''•
face of the pinion about .7 of an inch, the lower side hav- * 'Sing a proper freedom of the fore-plate. Two wheels, one
a plain wheel of 38, the other a bevelled one of 38, havingthe same diavneter 1 .2 inch,are screwed together, and
on a socket common to both ; the flat wheel is the uppermost, and is pretty close to the back of the bevelled
one, whose teeth look downwards ; their socket turns
on the minute wheel pinion arbor, between the lower
face of the pinion and the upper side of the minute
wheel, having a proper end shake between them ; the
back of the flat wheel of 38 is below the lower face of
the pinion .4 of an inch.
These wheels of 38 can be
made to turn on the minute pinion arbor, independent
of it and the minute wheel. The minute wheel and
pinion arbor extends a little way bej-ond and below
the minute wheel, perhaps one inch and three or four
tenths more to the end of its pivot ; it extends also beyond the face of the pinion more than .6 of an inch to
the end of its pivot, which runs into a cock C screwed on
the fore frame plate.
There is a part fonued on the
arbor of a flat circular shape, and whose thickness is rather more than that of the diameter of the arbor ; in the
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a hole tapped, uito which
at right angles to the arbor

tiiij is

Handing

is

screwed a

a bvs elled
;
inch with its socket
turns on this stud, which is placed on the arbor at that
distance.to that the two beveheJ wheels may fairly pitch
into one another ; the minute wheel is croaked into tour,
and throogb one of the otom's openings, the l>cvo)|e(l
wbeel B which is on the stud gets to pitch with the beOn the
vellad wheel b which is abore the minute one.
inside at the pillar plate is screwed a cock A. near
1.2 inch in height, and so that the middle part of
the upper kn^ shall be oppotitc to the lower end
and pivot of the minute pinion arbor. On one end of
anotber arbor in length about 2. 1 inches, having a shoulder on it, is ri vetted a bevelled wheel c of the same
diameter and number of teeth as the others ; another
hoolder of iost a sufficient thickness is made on this
arbor at the back of the bevelled wbeel ; the rest of the
arbor is nearly straight all the way, to the shoulder of
a pivot which is at thu end from this shoulder the
aroor is squared down for about .6 or .7 of an inch, to
receive the socket of a small wheel
of SS teeth, which
turns behind the pillar plate ; this wheel is neariy one
inch in diameter, and a cock K is screwed on the back
of the pillar plate, in which the pivot of the wheel of 38
ran ; a pin u put through the socket and square, to
kHp the wheel fast to iu place oo the arbor. When
the ahouldcr at the back of the (x-v>i~i wheel bears
is on the
oo the outaide of the kneed ct>^
ia«de of the pillar plate, the ooik iiavuig a hole in it
which allows the arbor to go through and to turn in it,
then the pivot at the arbor will run in the cock which
ia at the back of the pillar plate.
The inaide bottom
of the bevrikd wheel, which ia rivetted on the thouldcr
of tfaii arbor, haa the end of the arbor made flush with
it, and a hole OMKle in the end and ocotn of the arbor
to receive the lower pivot of the minale pinion, in
which it nine or tama, the brvelM wheel which is on
the stud hdam sapnaesid to be set as low down as tt
shall meet ana pitcn properly with that which is at the
•Hlofthe other arbor. It wiU now be seen that the end
ahake of thaea arbors, when combined, will lie between
tha ninata pinion cock on the fore plate, and that which
ia an the back ofthenillar plate. Let us suppoae that the
bavaOed wheel, whica is at the end of one oftheev arbors,
rcnMBM as it were atatinnary an/] ikat theaMOWIC pinion
and whaet are carried about by the minote p'pe wheel,
srinchiaoa the aiboa of the centra wheel ; during arc.
Tahrtiao at the minute wheel and nhuoa, the bevelled
whaal, whkb
on the atwl, will be canied not only
lomd wkh ito itwi, bat ia DMda to oisike another revolution brmeana ofita tarah^ nttad oathatactfi of tha
bevelled wheel, wWcb ia alatMMfy* caasfatir tt>e bcveU
led wheel, and the flat wheel connected wit'
h
aia below the ninala poMOO, to make two ;.
,.ns
ill the hoar;
and at the flat wheel of 48 teeth tums
t be ana hand wheel of 76 teeth and '2 i
inches in diameter, this last matt make its re «<
hour. Its socket turn, fri1M-!V iitl that ofthe 1
ipe wheel, which
'>«Dd; between the sun hand wheel
•nd I
pa wImcI, b a slender spiral spring,
I
the inn«-r end of which is Ibed to the k>wer end of the
kun'a wheel socket, the outer end being fixed in a stud on
the apoeravlaee ofthe minute hand whacL Thiaspring
b lor the porpoae of keeping forward the son hand to ite
plaes. notwithstanding any shake which amy be anMMif
tha teeth of those wheels concrmed in the aqnation motiaa wadk. The son's hand jp of braw gildei^ having the
flgnrr of the sun on it, at a little distance IVom the
end which points to tha minute divisioM. The sun's
(tud.

wheel

ot* '38,

tav\

diameter

l.ti

;

W

i

tWM

m
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between the hour and minute Ivuids tlie wheel Equstioo
Clocks.
of 71), which carries it, besides the motion of going once
^
round in an hour, has at one time a small motion retro- qZ—L^
grade, at another a small motion progressive, accordingto „( „, equa.
Itand lies

;

the equation ; and there are four times in the year when
One
the minute and sun hands are nearly together.
half nearly ofthe sun wheel is crossed out, on that side
in whicli the sun's hand lies, in order that the equilibrium of tl>e hand and wheel may be as nice as poasible, whatever may be the position of the sun hand.
From the centre wheel hole on the fore frame plate,
towards the lel\ band, and a little upwards, take, with
a pair oTcompasses, a distance of 3.8 inches, and sweep
an arch ; and then from the centre of the hole, in which
the arbor mna, which carries the annual plate wheel,
take in the oompaaaee an extent of 4.6' inches, and sweep
another arch so as to intersect the first, the place of intersection will be that of an arbor having pivots, one
of which runs into a cock, screwed on the back of the
pillar plate ; the other runs into a cock screwed on the
front ofthe fore frame plate ; a notch is made on the edge
of each frame plate to admit the arbor to come into its
place.
On the end of this arbor, whidi is just behind
the pillar plate, is fixed a rack or segment of a circle
5 inches radius, having S2 teeth cut on it, and cut from
a number on the engine plate of 318 ; the rack-teeth
pitches into the small wheel of 32, which lies l>ehind
the pillar plate, and whose centre coincides with that
of the minute ptnion arbor, as mcittioned before. On
the other end of this arbor, and beyond tlie fore frame
plate a very little, i< fixed an arm of 4.5 inches long,
having at tha end of it a smooth hard steel pin, whidi
bears on the edge of tha annual elliptic equation plate,
being BMde to ik> so by means of a coil or two of watch
main spring not vary strong, attached to the arbor, near
to tha
of the fore frame plate, the outer end being fbcd te ana ofthe piUara, or to a uud fixed for that
purpose on tha inside of the fore plate. The elliptio
equation plate is a very irregular sort of a figure, as
otMy be ooncdvad in boom de^ae by the descnption of
its shape ; its greatest length over all is 6.5 inches; the
centre is 3.8 inches from the broadest end, and 8.7
inches fram the narrowest; tha nearest edge across the
centre is about one inch, and the edge opposite is 1.8
inch ; the grtata* breadth of the broad end is near to
4 imJMs, that of the narrowaal end is 8.8 inches. During the course of iu annual revolution, the edge of the
elliptic plate makaa the arm which has the steel pin in it
ri>c to variona heights, and fall as variouidy to differcnt dqiths. By this rising and falling, the rack which
is at tha nppoaite end of the arbor, is made to have
a
ntotioo somefiaaes backward, and at other times forward, which it onnimunicatas to the small wheel of SS.
behind the pillar plate, and of course to the bevi-lkd
whadof 38 on the same arbor, with it. Thi« continu..lly
canaes a anall change of place, to the bivilled wln-cl
of 39, consequently a change of place to that which
turns on the stud, and hence to the wheel carrying the
* hat
sun hand ; thix
gives the equation,
shewn by the
lie between tiie minute
"
and sun haII
in the ami
equation «
>vanl, and whu'

mwb

i

'

'

backwaru
goes
_

liiiIf

ijrpau-'

on the 3d day of Noveii
sacoml^ which, added tn ;'
fiir the same year on Uic
181.5,

I

m

.

lor

14.9
ition
utca,

.'.'
86.3 seconds,
^i.4 Mcunde j
so that one toot
lar be neariy
equivalent to one minute uf tsuuatiun. To trace pro*
periy a true figure to the equation plate, must be a
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very tedious and nice opcratiun ; for this purpose
the rack, and all the wheels immetliately connected
with the equation, must be put into their places, as also
T) (script iim
all those which {rive motion to the annual plate, and to
oi' an ciiiiahave a sprinjj tight arm, having a sharp point to it,
tion cluck.
iM-arinij «» the face of the brass jjlate whicli is to be the
elliptic one
the sharp point must lie so as to coincide
-with the side oF the steel pin, when bearing on the
edge of the elliptic plate. The sun and minutp hands
l)eing on. and the annual plate set to the 1 st of January,
the equation hand set to the cqnatw'n for that day, then
by setting forward the minute hand until 12 or 2+
hours have elapseil, the equation hand may be changed
to what it ought to be, in the same time so by going
on step by step in this way, the figure of the equation
plate may be tridy done. The rack must be artificially
made to assist in this and when the revolution is completely at the end, before taking out the rack and the
e(iuation wheels, marks must be made to one of those
teeth, which must be marked by its corresponding
space in the other wlicels, so that when they are again
put into their places, they shall give such equation as
was done when tracing for the elliptic plate.
Besides the days of the month, which are shewn on
Mechanism
for shewing the annual plate, there is a common month ring, having
the day of 31 figures engraved on it, placed as usual at the back
the mtiDih
of the dial. One of these figures is shifted everyday
without any
shifting, ex- through the whole ring when the month consists of 3
days ; and two figures at the last are shifted at once
cept in
leap years. when the month consists of 30 days, to bring the ring
to the first day of the succeeding month ; and at the
£8th of February four figures are shifted, so as to bring
the ring to the 1st of March
by this means the day of
t kicks.

:

;

;

:

the month ring requires no shifting or correcting at
To
these periods, as those in the common way do.
produce this motion, five short steel pins are placed in
a circle, on the under side of the elliptic plate, whose
radius may be about half an inch, and set at such a distance from one another as to con-espond with the number of days between February and April, between April
and June, between June and September, between Sep-

tember and Novembw, and between November and
February. This may be done by applying the elliptic
plate on a cutting or dividing engine, having the number 365 on the dividing plate. When fixed on the engine, and set to the first point of the number, make a
point for Febniarj' on the elliptic plate, then count off
<)1 from the dividing plate, which will give the place
tor the pin on the 30th of April
another 61 will bring
it to June 30th ; 92 will give the 30th of September
6"1 the 80th of November
and 90 more will bring it
to the 28th of February, the point which was set out
from.
When the pins are put in the elliptic ))late, that
for February will require to be longer than the others,
for a reason whicli will be ex])lained when we come to
shew the use of these pins. The month-wheel of 84.
teeth, and whose diameter is 2.75 inches, has its centre
on the left hand side, distant from the central perpendicular line lA inch, and from the centre hole in the fore
frame plate 2 inches. The month wheel, as usual, is
turned about by the month nut. A long piece of brass
forming two arms, each four inches in length, has a
small arbor through the middle of the whole length of
eight inches.
The pivots of this arbor run into small
cocks, attached to the front of the fore plate, keeping
the long piece of brass very near to the plate indeed a
great part, particularly the end of the uppei: arm, and
towards it, is ,'junk partly into the fore plate. This long
piece of brass is placed so that one of the arms shall
txjiae to tile socket of tlie month wheel, and the otlier,
;

;

;

with

its

end nearly below the

circle in

which are

Eqiiatioi

tlic

Clocks.
annual elliptic plate described as before.
A spring is placed below this upp<-r arm to keep it up, ^7
unless when any of the pi"" get on the end of the arm of'an 'e'tmll
The end of the arm is chamfered, tion clock.
and press it down
or made s<^ tliatany pin, when approaching it, gets easily
an, and presses it down gradually, by means of ascending the chamfered part as it were ; and when past this,
it meets with a flat and very narrow place, where it
cannot remain longer than sometime short of 21 hours,
say 16" or !S hours, or perhaps not so long. After having passed the flat part, it. meets with l^hamfered side
opposite to that of the first. Besides that of freeing the
pin, this is made for the purpose of more easily setting
back or forward the annual plate.
The month wheel has its socket equally long on both Pfate
sides, and quite straight; the length of each may be .6 <:i'''lV'.
or .7 of an inch. Two small brass pillars are rivettcd '''=* ^' *•
on the upper side, and opposite one another, each at a
distance from the centre of the wheel about .7 of an
inch, (see Figs. 8, 5.) the height of the pillars from the
wheel to the shoulder about half an inch ; and from the
shoulder of each pillar a sort of straight pivot is prolonged, about one half inch moi-e ; the diameter of these
pivots about one-tenth of an inch ; that of the pillar .2
of an inch. There is another socket which goes easily
on the lower or under socket of the month wheel, which
is rivetted in a rectangular piece of brass, about an inch
long, and half an inch broad, or nearly so, say .4 of an
inch.
In this piece of brass, on the side opposite that
of the socket, are also rivetted two small and straight
brass pillars, about an inch in length, and the diameter
about one-tenth of an inch. There arc holes in the
month wheel, to allow these pillars to go easily back
and forward in them ; their places will be equally between the month wheel socket and the pillars which
are rivetted in the month wheel.
The other ends of
the small straight pillars are made fast, by two small
steel screws, to a piece of brass, which is formed to correspond with two broad crosses of the month wheel.
Only one of them is made to have at the end a segment
of a circle, whose radius is nearly equal to that of the
month wheel. On this segment three teeth are cut,
equal in their spaces and form to those of the month
ring.
In the arms or crosses of the segment are three
holes, one of Wlllcll J^oes cosily over or on tlip upper SOCket of the month wheel ; the other two holes go easily
on the small straight pivots which have been already
mentioned. This segment cannot be put on the ends
of the small pillai-s, till the socket of the rectangular
piece of brass is put on the lower socket of the month
wheel, having previously made the pillars connected
with it to pass through their holes in the month wlieel.
It will be easy to perceive, that when the segment is
put on to its pillars, and a sufficient space left behind
the month wheel and the rectangular piece of brass,
its socket may be made to pump up and down on that
of the month wheel, and at the same time carrying the
segment back and forward with it ; a pin in the month
wheel stud keeps the month wheel socket always to its
proper end shake, notwithstanding any motion of the

five pins, in the

f^

'

'

segment backwards and forwards. Below the rectangular piece on its socket, a small groove is turned out
of it, for the purpo^ie of a forked piece getting in on it ;
this forked piece is formed on that end of the arm
which lies along the fore plate, and on to the socket or
centre of the month wheel.
From the preceding description, it is evident that
when any of the elliptic plate pins come to prefs down
tliat end of the long arm which lies near and under

>
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them, the forke<i end will raise up the grooved aockct,
and the aegment which is connected with it hence
art
DoRtpbM *'•* tetth of the tq^ment will meet with pins which
•faa «iu». "t the back of the month ring, and by their means will
iMo dock, turn the month ring.
On the month wheel is 6xed a
Pi .TE
pin^ wh:ch, in common, shifts the day of the month
in ""g- ^^ '" ''w* months in which there are only 30
days, the pins in the elliptic plate, which press down
the end of the arm, make the Mycment be pumped up
<mly so far aa to meet with one of the pin* at the back
of the month ^ng, which is a little longer than the
other two ; anV one day being shit\ed by it, and another by the fixed pin in the month wheel, this makes
C*"«fc»-

;

.

the iUhing from the SOth to the l>t day of the sueThe pin in the elliptic plate for the
iiiiliiig Booth.
month of Februmry bein^ hmgrr than tne others, preaaes
the end of the arm a little man down, cooaequently
the Damping up of the segment must be to a greater
hMgnt ; by this means the three teeth on the segment
get hold of the three pins on the back of the month
ring ; this, with the fixed pin in the month wheel, are
rrmAy to thifl four teeth of the month ring, via. from
the -iSth of I-eln>Mry to the 1st of .March and, by this
very ingrnioos sort of mcchaniaai, the month ring
siMnrs always the right day of th* month, except on the
99th of February in leap-years. It nay be nmassii
to notice, that the fixed pin
the dajr of the manth
wheal mast be phrrd at sodi m diaance fknn the irst
;
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oenlood fteca Figs^ 8 and 9, where AA is
wheel ; B, B. two arms or crosses nearly similar to those
of the BMoth wheel, baring a bole in the centre which
goaafra^ on the upper aodut of the nMNith wheel; on
MWoCtltMa mfim m a aanaat sTa drde, neariy of the
radiu* .. that of OM BMBlh wheel, haring thraa

le

lowing account of

it,

which

is

taken chiefly from Der-

l>*m.

" The art of measuring time, (says Bertlioud,) was
again enrithcd with two line and useful inventions beOne was the
fore the end of ihe seventeenth century.
equation clock ; the othvr, which is the most precious,
and of the most general utility, i« that kind of striking
which has been called repeating. It is of the most ingenious mechanism, and wnen added to a clock, serves to
make known at pleasure, at every instant of the day or
night, without seeing the dial, the hour and tlie parts of
ilie hour, which are pointevl out by the hands of the
clock.
Both these inventions are due to the English
artists."

" The clocks in question here, (says Derham,) are Repetling
those which, by means of a cord when pulled, suike the motionhoocs, the Quarters, and even some the minutes, at all work inTcnttd by
timesof the day and of thenight This striking or repeau
Mr Barlov.
ing was invented by a .Mr Uarlow, towards the end of
the reign of Kin^ Charles II. in l(i76."
It is not mentioned by Derham, whither Barlow was
We have heard it said by old
a watchmaker or not.
watcfamakers, that he was a clergyman. This senns in
soaae measure coofirmed, by his having applied to Tompioo to nwke his repmtiii^ watch, wbtn he was about
to obtain a patent fur the invention.
" I'his ingenious invention," continues Berthoud,
- which had not baao bafora tbooght of, made at the
the attention
oataet a gnat noiia, and owch
of thoLaMoawaldbBakers. On toe idea alone which
aadi farmed of it, thcr aU set to work to try the same
thiag, but by very different ways ; whence has arisen
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bed oa Aar
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Bcpeauag
vention is given by Mr Derham in his Artificial ClockClocks *nit
maker.
Berthoud, in his Hhtoire, has given the fol- Watches.

work of repeating modoos,
whi(£ was acMi at thiatiaM in London.
" Thia diau» » w t coalinaad to be practised in chamIt was then
ber clocks until the reign of James II.
But there arose <lisputes
applied to pnckrt watclMS.
ceace i nine the author of the invention, of which I sliall
simply reUte the facts to the reader, leaving him to
that great variety in the

jodn of it

as he thinks proper."

Towacda the end of tne reign of James

^
p
Mnf

Arn^

;

--l,ii,.

aSTZ
vMriMk

II.

Mr

Bar-

low applied his iavaatien to pocket watches, and emtaethoitonit, UketheaeoriheMOth ring; «.«. an plojrcd the twlebratcd Tompioo to make a watch of
two braas piUan rivMMi oa the apMr wie ofthemooth thia kind according to hu ideas ; and at that time,
wheel, the BBBor cndi baiof IfanMd iMo a sort of pivots ; eMgeiatiy with the Lord Alleboor, chief justice, and
aoBB athsw, ha mdaavoarart toobtain a patent for it.
tDnevaftvelyapanddown. C ia a rsctannlor piooo
Mr Qaora^ aa wa iiMiit watduaaker in London, had Qosn'sivhtaaa, into which a socket is rivctted, wUch lawvaa aatBtainod the laaM aotioa aoaie years bafiae, but
and down on the lower socket of the oMMh wheal, Bot having broug h t it to parfiBction, he thought no
a more twoed oirt on it, whkh iwiivea the BMar* of it until tlie noise excited by Mr Barlow's
ftned end of the ana, which pom
He set to
>nmp« it ap aad down ; patent awakened in him his foraMr ideas.
are
work, and finished hit mechanism. The fame of it spread
pilLsra, which ate rivettad
into the
of bnaa, having two abroad among the watrhmakers, who solicitc«t him to
ia the Math whad,
which they paas oppose Barlow's privilan to obtain a patent TheyadsikI down ; the olhar ends of them go wto
'maailias to the court and a watch of the inthe
at 44^ aad aw aowwed to it bjr bbomh of
faach was brought before the kinc and his
iwwB. On oae of the anaa of the BMath
The kiag:, after having made trial of th«q,
wheal is scnwed a aaaU kaeed aott of cock J. hniam gave the urtftiapcs lo that of Mr Qtiare.
m pia fud ia it, for tummg the dqr of the Baath tmg
The di fcrsBOa between these two inventions is this:—
io the oaaal aianner.
The repctitaaa ia Mr Barlow's watch was effected by
pashmg in two small pieces, one on each side of the wstch
CHAP. VIII.
caaa^ oae of which repeated the hour, the other the quarters. Qoare's watch rspeatad by meaiu of one pin only
On Rtptating Clock$ and WatclUt.
fixed in the paadaat of the eaae, which, being pushed
To thoae who do not sleep well, nothing can be more in, made the repetition of the hours and quarters, the
"«"»«>>«« "nd asaiU dMa a r*peaUr. whether it is in
aa is done at this present time, by puslting in
• ««tch, or in a small fixed dock A history of this ia>
only the pendant which carries this pin.
VOL. SI. raiT I.
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This invention of repeatinp; the hours in small fixed
Clocks and clocks and in watches, was soon known and imitatetl in
Watchcj.
France; and these machines were very common in 1728,
when the celebrated Julien LeRoy was much occupied in
DiftcrenCT
their improvement. It was at this period that he made
between
Quare and the repeating clock of which a description i» given at
Bvlow's
the end of Thr Artiftcial Rule of Time- This was made
repeaters.
for the bedchamber of Louis the Fifteenth of France.
The first repeaters, even those of Quare's, as well as
others, gave the number of the hour according to the
length pushed in of the pendant which was very inconvenient, by striking any hour, whether the pendant
was pushed home to the snail or not. This frequently
caused mistakes, in regard to the true hour which ought
to have been given. From the report of our predecessor,
Mr J.imes Cowan of this place, who went to Paris in 1 751
for improvement in his profession, and who executed
some pieces under Julien Le Roy, it was he who introduced the mechanism into repeaters, which prevented
the watch from striking any thing but the true hour.
This, we think, was done to the repeating clock for
Louis the Fifteenth's bedchamber. In this construction,
imless the cord or pendant made the rack go fully
rtepeating

;

DifFerence

between the
repeating

and

striking

motionwork.

home to the snail, it either struck none, or struck the
true hour, which was a very considerable improvement. The piece employed for this purpose is called
Considering the great talejits
the all or nothing piece.
which Julien Le Roy possessed, we have no reason to
doubt of this improvement being his.
" Although the repetition," says Berthoud, " such as is
now in practice, is a particular kind of striking, its mechanism differs totally from that of the striking clock; I st.
Because every time tliat it is made to repeat, the main repeating spring is wound up, whereas, in the common
striking part, the main-spring is wound up only once in
eight days, fifteen, or a month: 2d, In the repetition wc
must substitute for the count-wheel, which determines
the number of blows that the hammer must strike, a contrivance wholly different.
The first author of this ingenious mechanism substituted for the count-wheel
a piece, to which, in regard to its form, he gave the
name of the snail. The snail is a plain piece, divided
into twelve parts, which form steps, and come gradually in from the circumference towards the centre.
It
makes a revolution in twelve hours. Each of the steps is
formed by a portion of a circle. Every time that the
clock is made to repeat the hour, the puUy which carries
the cord is connected with and turns a pinion, which
leads a rack, whose arm falls on one or other of the steps
of the snail, (on the cord being pulled), and regulates the
number of blows which the hammer ought to give ; and
as this snail advances only one step in an hour, it follows, that if it is wanted to be made to repeat at every
instant in the hour, we should have always the same
number of blows of the hammer ; whereas, in setting off
the wheel- work of an ordinary striking movement more
than once in the hour, we would have a different hour.
count-wheel would then not be fit for a repetition. The
mechanism of the repetition has a second snail, which
bears four steps also in portions of a circle, to regulate
the blows which the quarter hammers must give."
The count and hoop wheels, and locking plate of the
old striking clocks, for regidating the number of blows
of the hammer, and locking the wheel-work, was excellently contrived. It had only one inconvenience, for
when set aS by accident, it would prematurely strike
the hour to come this made it requisite to strike eleven hours before it couhl be again brought to the hour
wanted. Had it not been for the invention of the repeater, these would have continued, and would have

A

:

5

been

ftill

ancit-'ut

made

ones.

in the

But the

modern

clocks, the

same as in the
showed that

snail of the repeater

could be adapted for regidating the number of blows
for the hammer of a common striking clock, and has
prevented the inconvenience of striking over a number
of hours, before the clock could be set to the right hour
of striking.
" Wc owe to Julien Le Roy," continues Berthoud,
" the suppressing of the bell in repeating watches, a
change which has made these machines more simple, by
rendering the movement larger, more s^d, and less exposed to dust. These watches, which he cwled raised brass
edges, are of a more handsome form.
From the time of
this celebrated artist, all the French repeaters have been
made according to this model ; but in England, where
repeating watches were invented, they make them for
the most part with a bell; and in Spain, this construction
it

Rq>eaiing
tlloi^ks

and

^ "' =""•
<

~'

*

more preferred. In repeating watches without
a bell, the hammers strike on brass pieces, either soldered or screwed to the case. Repeating watches with
a bell, have also, as those without one, the property
of being diivih, that is to say, of being able to moke it
repeat at pleasure, without the hammers being allowed
to strike on the bell, or brass pieces."
is still

This

produced after the pendant is pushed in,
forefinger on a small spring
button, that comes through the case. Being a little presstd in, it opposes a piece against the hammers, which prevents them from striking either a bell or the brass pieces
inside of the case; by which means the blows for hours
and quarters are felt, though they cannot now be easily
heard.
This makes this kind of repeaters very convenient for those who are deaf, as during the dark of
night they can feel the hour at a time when they cannot see it. These sourdine or dumb parts have been
left off of late years ; yet they are not without their advantages, as has been now shown.
The late Julien Le Roy had tried to render repeat- he Roy's
ing watches more simple, by suppressing the wheel- repeater?,
work which serves to regulate the intervals between the
blows of the hammers, and also the main repeating
spring.
This celebrated artist succeeded in these, to
construct new repeating movements, of which several
have been made. But it appears that the public have
not found them very convenient, so that this mode of
composing them has not been imitated.
The only one of this kind which we have seen of
Julien Le Roy's, was a very good one in the posAlsession of John Rutherfurd, Esq. of Edgerston.
though they have not been copied, they certainly deserve to be so.
Repeaters have of late been made with springs in place Repeaters
of bells, which are a very ingenious substitute, it must be with spring:
°^
allowed, of Swiss invention, though they arc as superflu- {"jj"'*"
effect

is

by putting the point of the

ous as bells. Considerable trcuble is necessary in making and placing them. They ought never to be recommended, if it could be avoided ; but we are often obliged to yield to the fashion of the day, even when it
When three
does not coincide with our own opinion.
or more hammers are used to give the quarters, we then
would admit springs in place of bells, as when they are
well tuned, they give a most beautiful chime for the
quarters: were bells introduced for this purpose, they
would give a clumsy appearance to the watch. Julien Le

Roy saw good reasons for setting aside the bell ; and no
plan of a repeater will ever be superior or equal to that
of his, which Graham frequently adopted in many of his
watches, though hisrepeatingmotions were different; Julien Le Roy's having what iscalled the plain, and Graham's
the Slogden motion, a most ingenious contrivance, re-
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tew: Though we have hardly
~ with it, yet it is not unknown
appean tram Thiout's work, torn.
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3. Pari*,

1741.

ii. p. nil, plau xxxvL
This repeating; motion must have

name from the inventor. Upon inquiring after
Em when in London, in the year 1 770, we learned,
with much regret, that he bad died a few months before iu a charity work-house, at a very great age. The
tiame appean to be German; but whether he was a fomat
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and wliich serve to regiiliite the number of the hours
which the Itamroer must strike. For tliis purpose the
pullt-y 1' carrie.>< a pinion a, which pitches in with a
portion of a wheel C, Fig. 2. called the rack.
When
the cord is pulled, and the rack is in consequence

made

Clocks nta

Watcbe*.

to advance towards the snail, the arm 6 stops
snail as it may meet with

m

on such a step of the

and, according to the deptli of this step,
the luunmer strikes a greater or less number of blows.
It will strike only one hour if the arm b of the rack is
stopped on the »tep 1 tiie most di&tant one from the
reigner or aafcngliafataan, we have not been able to centre, as then the pin wheel getting only one of its pins
engaged, the hammer strikes only one blow. If, on
1— m.
We shall now lay bcftre our r iim a complete de- the contrary, the step 12, which is the deepest and
nearest the centre, ia met by the arm b in its course,
•cription of the repeating movement and motion-work
t£ docks and watoici, which we have taken princi« which cannot get there until the pin wheel shdl have
made one turn, then the spring in the barrel bringpellv fran Bcethoud's Etsai nr L'Uorlogerie,
ComtJ it.
Ciocka that have a striking part, strike of themselves ing it back, will cause the hammer to give twelve
*^|^P^ '^ the hours, and some strike the hours and half hours ; blows.
It remains to be seen how the quarters are repeated. PtATK
j^^IJ^^J^ but tboM having a repeating part strike onl^ on a cord
ad oKKMik- being polled, if it is a dock ; and if it u a watch, Tlie piece /, Fig. 2. which turns the star wlieel, and CCCV.
voriL.
wImu the pendant or pusher is forced home ; thus two takes one hour to make a revolution, is carried by Fig. «.
hammers strik* the hour and the qiuuncrs, which the another snail h (ntlled tlie iputrler tmiil, ) funned by
hands point to on the dial. We shall see by the de- four divisions, roakii^ three paths or steps, on one at
scription of a repeating clock, bow this is produced ;
which, when the cord ia pulled, the arm
of a piece
bat belbee doing so, we shall give a general idea of this QD, called the Jb^tr, |daoes itself, and according as
ingenious mecheniam, which i« oeariy the same for a the step is nearer or farther from the centre of the snail,
dock as (or a watch.
the end
of 4he finger finds itself more or lesaaaide
vTC
In order to make a clock repeat the hour, ^see Plate from tile centre a of Uie pulley P ; so that when the pidl
V.
CCCV. Fig. 2.) the cord
is dnwn which is wound
of the cord is finished, and the pulley returns by
I. i
- round
the pulley P, fixed on the arbor ot the finrt the force at the spring in the barrel, one of its four pins
wheel of a particular whed work, the safe otgect acts on thia finger, niundy, the one which it finds at a
of which is to regulate the intervals between each dista nce from ue eentn e, which answers to the elevablow at the hammer. The arbor at tbi* wheel has tion of the arm D, and this is what determines the
on it a hook, which take* hold of the inner end of blows ibr the quarter* : thus wlicn the finger is aMiiad
the repeating tnain-sfiring oontained in the barrel on the pin nearest the centra of the jmlbjr, the boor
U, Fig. 3.
On this arbor is also a plain wheel G, hammer strikea only tiie ntmiber at hoom that the
Fig. 1. having li pins in it which serve to raise the snail L and the arm 6 of the rack hare determined, if
hammers, twelve of them for the hours, and three for the fimrer ia pUeed on the second pin, it does not stop
the qaartem
The nnmher at blow* that the hour the pulley till aAer the hour hammer has struck the
hemmar strikes, depends on the greater or lem course hour, then a quarter, and so on for the three quarters.
which the pin whed
is made to take when puUii^
Having thna given an idea of the essentid parts of a
the Mnl, and this course depends itself on the hour repeater, let us now proceed to a particuhu- description
pointed at by the hand* on the did. Thus, if the of a complete repcaung deck with an anchor 'acape*
cord u drawn wben it is twelve hours and three quar- mcnt.
ter*, the pin whed ie t
gtd to make an enUre rcvduPlaU CCCV. Jigfc I. S, and 3. represent all the
Rrpriiio(
tien i at this instant the wpedi ig spring bring* it
petU of a repeating dock, seen in plwo. Fig. I. re- clock Willi
bMk. in whick woim it oakas the heoimiT give twdve nr«Mnu the wbedbi and piaeaa mntained widiin the >n anchor
blows i«r the hows, and then lime for the quartan. name, or what an pat between the two plates, witli '•caimnrnt.
To diHiiigHish the ijiiarterB from the hovn, a acooad ifaeaotccptionertheanchor A, which is placed in this rLATE
CCCV.
hammer is added, which, with the first, mafcea a double war, to shew the 'scanement.
blow at each ipiarter.
The wheels B, C, D, E, F, are those of the move- 3. . i.
mast now be shewn by what means the cmirse ment Bisthebarr:' " '-F) contains the dock inainwhich the pin wheel take* is r^gnLoed on the cord spriiM. The great
tlxed to tlie bottom of the
being polled, and bow it is ptopertianed to the boor barrd B, aitd pitclic-s into the pinion of the
wlied C,
whicB the hand* |ioint to on the dial.
which is the great intermediate wheel. I> is the thtnl
A wheel S. or minute wheel, of the did work. Fig. S. or the centre or minute whed. t £ the fourth wheel,
or
has iu arbor nrolouge^wti oulaide of the back of the pil- that where the oontrate wheel was
uiuaUy pUccd. F the
lar plateu
(In this case, and in cammon, the rsnitiiie ratchet, or 'scanement wheel.
I'he centre wli<
1)
work is put between the did and foreplate of the ImrnaL*) make* a nvobtian in an hour. The pinion on \ i.ii
Itcarrieethepiei««A, Fig.3. the pin of wbidi c torn* the this whed is fixed, has i!
rdongcd, wliich passtar whed £, which takes twelve hour* to goence round,
ses through the fore pl»
Thw arbor or pivot.
and carries with it a piece L, called the komr tnaii, di- Fig. 4. enters springtightmtothe cannon
of tJie minute
ridcd into twelve parts tending U> the ocntn of the star pipe whed ei. seen in penpectave,
Fig. 5. which makes
whed. Each oftbeseparufigrmsdifeantdepths, like as also, by this means, a turn in an honr. This
caimon
many steps, which gmditally come nearer the centre, carries the miiuito hand ; and iu wheel m pitchee
into
its

course

;
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the returning or minute -wheel S, of the same number wheel, the jumper
the Repeating
moves out, receding from
<^cks.
of teeth, and of the same diameter as the wheel m. The centre of the star, until the tooth of the star arrives at
pinion of the wheel S makes twelve revolutions in the tJie angle of the jumper, which happens when it has ^''^"^
time tliat the hour wheel C makes one. The wheel V, made lialf of the way which it ought to do. Having p^cv'?
which is one of the dial wheels, takes then t""elve escaped this angle, the inclined plane of the jumper j/jg. 9]
hours to make one revolution, and is that which car- pushes it as it were behind, and m.akes it precipitately
finish the other half; so that from the changing of one
ries the hour hand.
It must be observed, with regard to these three whieels,
hour to another, that of the star and of the snail is
done in an instant, which is when the minute hand
C, m, S, which are called dial wheels, that they are always the same, wliether the clock is a striking one or points to the 60th minute on the dial.
The jumper finishing thus in turning the star, each
a repeating one ; tlieir effect being, to cause the hour
or dial wheel C to make a revolution in the space of tooth placed in c comes on the back of the pin c, and
twelve hours. The wheels G, L, M, N, Fig. 1. and makes the surprise s, to which it is fixed, advance. The
surprise is a thin plate, adjusted on the quarter snail
the fly V, form the wheel work of the repeating part.
The object of this wheel work, as has already been it turns with it by means of the pin which comes
mentioned, is to regulate the interval between each through an opening made in the surprise ; the advance
The ratchet R, and the pin which the star wheel teeth causes the surprise to make,
blow of the hammer.
wheel G, are fixed on the same arbor in common with serves to prevent the arm
of the finger from falling
the wheel L, within whose centre it freely turns. into the step S, which would make the three quarters
The spring r, and the click c, are all placed on the be repeated when at the 60th minute. As soon as the
star changes the hour, it then obliges the surprise to
wheel L.
When the cord X, which is wound round the pulley advance to receive the arm ; so that if the cord is
P, Fig. 2. is pulled, the ratchet R, Fig. 3. fixed on the pulled at this instant, the hammer will strike the
same arbor as the pulley, retrogrades, or goes back- precise hour.
ward, and the inclined planes of the teeth raise the
and the finger are moveable on the same
The arm
end of the click at O. Then the repeating spring brings centre. When we have drawn the cord, and when the
back the ratchet, whose teeth butt or stop against the pins of the pulley have freed or left the finger at liberty,
end of the click, which carries about the wheel L, then the spring p makes the arm
fall on the quarter
and the wheel work M, N, V : but while the ratchet snail, and the finger
presents itself to one or other
R thus carries the wheel L, and while the pin wheel of the pins in the pulley. These two pieces can turn
G, and the pulley P of Fig. 2. which are fixed on one on the other, and be moved separately This serves
the same arbor, turn also, the pins of the wheel
going to fall on the step
act
in the case where the arm
on the pieces m, n, Fig. I. whose arbors prolonged car- h of the quarter snail, and the finger
being engary the hammers I, m. Fig. 2. Each piece m, n, is ged in the pins of the pulley, this arm bends a.id
pressed by a spring, to bring forward the hammers, afyields to the pins of the pulley, which at this inter the pins had made them rise up or go backward.
stant cause it to retrograde or go backward ; it is neThe spring r is only seen, which acts on the piece m
cessary that the pin for the present in hold can make
that which acts on the piece ?j, is placed under the plate the finger move separately from the piece Q.
The
which carries the motion work. Fig. 2. The piece o spring B brings back the finger D, as soon as the pin
serves to communicate the motion of that of m to the
has retrograded, so that it may present itself to the pin
arbor or piece n, which carries the hour hammer.
which stops for the hour alone, or for the quarter, if
The piece, {bascule,) or see-saw mx, Fig. 1. is move- the arm falls on the step 1, &c.
able on the arbor which carries the quarter hammer.
Having seen the most essential parts of the repetlOn this arbor below m x, an arm like that of m moves, tion, there remains only one of which an idea must be
on which act the three pins placed on the under side of given, and which we shall endeavour to make the readthe wheel G, These three pins serve to raise the quar- er understand. This is the all or nothing, which has this
ter hammer fixed on the arbor which carries the piece
property, that if the cord is not fully drawn, so as to
m. It is this hammer which the spring r presses. When make the arm b of the rack C press on the snail L, the
the cord is pulled, the wheel
is made to go backward,
hammer will not strike, so that by this ingenious methe pins of which come to act on the back part of the chanism, the piece will repeat the exact hour, if otherarm m, which yields, and comes from vi to x. The wise it will not repeat at all.
small arm which is below for the quarters, makes the
We have seen, that when the cord is pulled, the pin
same motion ; and when the repeating spring brings wheel G, (Fig. 1.), oversets the piece m, and makes it
back the wheel G, a small spring, which acts on these come to x; and that before the hammer can strike,a small
pieces m, obliges them to get engaged between the
spring must bring back this piece m, to put it in holding
spaces of the pins, and to present the right planes on with the pins
alter that, it is easy to see that if, in
which these pins act to raise the hammers.
place of allowing the piece m to take its situation, it
The pulley P, Fig. 2. carries the pinion a, which were made to be still more overset, the repeating spring
pitches into the rack b C, the effect of which is, as has bringing back the pin wheel, the hammer would not
been said, to make the point b go upon the steps of the strike while this piece remained overset; this is precisesnail L, and determine the number of blows which the
(Fig. 2.) produces,
ly the effect that the piece
hour hammer must give.
which is on that account called the all or nothing
The star wheel E, and the snail L, are fixed together by piece. This is effected in the following manner: The
two screws. This star moves on a screw stud V, Fig. 2. piece m ( Fig 1 ) carries a pin, which goes through
attached to the pieceTR, moveable itself in T. Thispiece the plate by the opening o, (Fig. 2.) ; if we pull the
forms, with the plate, a small frame, in which the star E cord, the pin wheel causes the piece m to move, as we
and snail L turn. One of the radii or teeth of the star have just now seen. The pin which it carries comes
bears on the jumper Y, which is pressed by the spring to press against the end o of the all or nothing piece, and
When the pin c of the quarter snail turns the stJ^r sets it aside, so that the pin shall arrive at the extremig.
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But the spring d tending

which is a little inclined
to bring back the ann o, the inclined plane obliges the
pin todescribe still a (mall space, which takes the arm
(Fig. I.) entirely out of the reach of the pins, so
that the hammer cannot strike unles-i the pin is disenty,

:

I

To effect this, the
gag«d from the end of the arm o
arm at the rack niu5t come and press on the snail L,
which moves on a stud V, fixed to the all or nothing piece
TR. Now, in pressing the snail, the arm o of the pin
is set aside, which getting free, gives liberty to the
arm m to present itself to the pins of the wheel G, and
to the hammers that of striking the honrs mod quarters
given by the dial work and hards.
The ratchet R (Fig. 3.) is that of the click and ratchet
ir«iifc of the moTcment ; e u the click, r the spring.
The ratchet Ri« pat on a square of the barrel arbor; this
being prolonged, serves to wind up the spring by
of a key ; B is the barrel in which the spring or
nMthw force for the repetition must be put V is a
;

•Crew, called the eccentric or pivot carrying piet-e
On the pert which enters with force into the plate,
• ncde awt (Wen the centre of the arbor o( the screw
• hole ia nurfe fur the pivot of the anchor A. In
BMking this screw turn, the pivot of the arbor of the
flBchor ia made to go fanhrr «• nearer the centre, and
CWMqncntly the anchor itself, so that the points of the
paDcIa take mere or lesa in, accardinr .i< i« reonired
w naw the
«*-«» vrv
rw
with
sv^w teeth
of the
^^a^iBn •« •• wti.
«w^«r 'Mapement
is
rami
the eock of the 'acaaenient,
theeock
'icapement, it rai
rr«d
ar yiiig, to which ue pendalan H ewspended . One
oftheendaoftheailk thread ia atu
attarhed tn the attiar e,
which ia called maarr or rttnnt, (fast or slow) ; the
other end of ttiia arbor goes through to the dial, and
ia aqoar
t-ive a small kcjr.
By this means, we
can t«ni -.- -;i>ar e to any side, so as >" ) '<ltm

ar ah uHsB the sOk thread, which servea t.
the
lam, whoae length ia changed by thi. .... ....r.1.
The anchor A. Fig. I, it fixed on an arbor simtlar to
that for a aeooiKia pendulum.
This arbor carries the
fork T. which give* mtAion to the pnviulum.
The pi>
rot which this arbor carrira at the end where the fork
enter* into
hole made in the cock A, Fig. 9.
Fig. 4. represents in perapectire the wheefD, whoae
rerolation i« performed in an hoiir ; it is the arbor of
i*.

tha« carrica the wheel as of Fig. S.
This wheel ai
acen in penpacti se fai FW. 9. whose cannon aerrca to
carry the minata hand.
Pig. 8. rapaeaaim fai e pac^
p
tive the whcd .S of Fig. 9.
It is the whor of tMa
whed proioMgcd, which paai i^ ta the metiaii work,
it

ia

n

catriaathaaMrtaranaa A.rif. S. The pinioR af tWa
wheel 8, pHchea kilo d» hear wknl. aaaa in pewpective in Fig. 7 : and it ia oa tha aodut af (kirwheel,

thatthahoThaaJbaiWaHiJarfaaJ.
It wiD ba aaan Aon «a ptceadhtg daacription, that
the piecca of the repaying nation work are here placed

eaidMbacfc af thepin«

wphia

nkttc.

Fladng then an the

Wt

maka no JMki ame.
tbtn now BTacaed tadMcribe

th a

hw iauuUl ar cyliBdrkal 'acapement

will

a repeating watch
of Tf raham'*.
Wii» haa haea aaid caaoaming the repetitions in
or plain watch,
,
If aawe wall nniWialaad, the laadii will have no dU-

CCCVI.

Bcahvin •-[-•*•-" ff TtrTMiTtMwiwi afaiiiiiliiia
wMch, which i. only an a aaidiaeBla what the dadtC
an a great scale.
Fig. I. ef Plate CCCVI. rrpreaenU the wbect-work
«f tha lar
t and of the WMti^ou, mmI all the

aw

piaoa whMi aro pM withfai the ftana |iliiii. There
ita diKiwction here between the whcelay-.thaac of the
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movement, or which serve to measure the time, as the Rcpeatine
Watches.
wheels B. C, D, E, F, and those of the repetition, which
serve to r^ulate Uie interval between the blows of the pTTte^
hammer: such are the wheels a. A, c, d, e,f, whose cccvi.
asaemlilage is called the little wheel work, or runners. Fig. 1The spring of the movement is contained in the barrel A ; B is the great or fusee wheel ; C the centre or
second wheel, whose arbor prolonged carries the cannon
pinion on which the minute hand is fitted .ind adjustE the fourth wheel and F
ed ;
is the third wheel
the cylinder, 'scapemeni, or balance wheel. The fusee
I is adjusted on the great wheel B, a spring-tight collet and pin keeping the wheel to its place on the fusee
the chain is wound round on the fusee, and holds likewiae of the barrel. The hook
of the fusee serves
to stop the hand, on the watch being full wound up,
by the hook stopping against the end of the guard de
gut stop (the name it got before tlie chain was put to the
niaee; the modem name of it is the fusee stop,) €( Fig. 2.) pj— j ^
attached to the other plate ; its effect is the same as in
Fig. S. of PlateCCCII. represents
the plain w.-itch.
the cylinder 'acapement, of which a description has already been given in p. 127.
B is the balance fixed on the cylinder ; F is tlie cylinder wheel, which is represented as tending to act on
the cylinder, and cause vibrations to be made by the
balance.
None of the pieces are drawn here, such as
the cock, slid^, curb, and pendulum or spiral spring,
as they would have rather made the 'scapenient part
obacure . The wheel work, or runners of the repetition,
ia compoacd of five wheels, a, b, c, d, e, and of the pinion /*, and of four other pinions. The effect of this
wheel work is to regulate the interval between each
blow of the hammer ; so that if the first wheel a ia made
to have 49 teeth, the second 6 36, the third r S3, the
foarth d 90, and the fit\h e 25 ; and moreover, if all the
pinions into which tliese wheels pitch have six leaves
or teeth ; then in the time that the first wheel a makea
a turn, the pinion /'will make 48t2J revolutions; but
the ratctiet R, which the fir«t wheel a carries, is commonly flivide<l into 24 parts, the half of which are afterwards taken awsy, in order that there mav remain only
IS to strike it> bfows for the 12 hours.
If. then, we divide 48 1 3 br 24, we shall have the number of turns
that the fifui pinion makea (br each blow of the hammer, which give* (OOf tuma of the pinionyfor one
tooth of the ratchet R.
Tha iral wheel a, or great wheel of the striking part,
canim a dick and a *pring, on which act a small ratchet,
pot aadar the ratchet wheel R, which forms click and
ratchet wark, like what hm been acen in the first wheel
oftharapetitian (PkteCCCV. Fig. \X which has the
same use ; that b to my, when we push the pendant or
poaher, the ratchet R rctragradea, without the wheel a
lumiag ; and the apring which is in the barrel B (Fig.
t. ) bringing back the ratchet R, on whoae arbor g, the
inner end of the spring is hooked ; the small ratchet
comes bun against the dick, and turns the whed a
and the ratchet R makes the hammer
to strike, whoae
arm m u engaged with the teeth of this ratchet.
The «pring r attached to the plate (Fig. 2.) acts on
the small part a of the arm ni (Fig. 1.)
The effect of
tfda apring ia to nrem the arm m against the teeth of
tha ratchet i so toat when we make the watch to repeat, the ratchet R retrogrades, and the spring r brings
alwa3rs back the arm m, in order that the teeth of the
ratchet may make the hammer to strike
l.et us now
on to the description of the motion work.
Plate CCCVI. Fig. 9. repreacnts titat part of a repcaU Fig. S.

D

;

;

O

M
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Repeating
Witches.

Plate
OCCV£.

er -which is called the dial or motion work.
It is seen
in the instant where the button or pendant is just puslie<l home to make it repeat. In first taking; off the hands,
and then tlie screw whicji fixes the dial of repeating
watches, we will see the same mechanism that thi» Figure presents. This is the kind of repeating motion
work most generally adopted ; it is solid, and of easy
execution.
P is the ring or bow to which Uie pendant
shank or pusher is attached, and this enters into the socket
of the watch case, and moves within it its whole
length, in tending towards the centre.
It carries the
piece p, which is of steel, and fixed in the pendant shank,
both composing the pusher ; the under side is filed flat.
plate of steel fixed to the case inside, prevents it from
turning round about, and permits it to move lengthwise only. The end part of the steel in the pusher is
formed so that it cannot come out of the case socket,
tliis being also prevented by the small steel plate.
The end of the piece/) acts on the heel / of the rack
CC, whose centre of motion is at y, and at whose exThe other
tremity c, is fixed one end of the chain s s.
end keeps hold of tiie circumference of a pulley A, put
by a square on the prolonged arbor of the first wheel of
the runners. This chain passes over a second pulley B.
If, then, we push the pusher P, the end c of the rack
will describe a certain space, and, by means of the
The
chain s s, will cause the pullies A, B to turn.
ratchet R (Fig. 4'.) will also retrograde, until the arm
b of the rack comes upon the snail L ; then the main
spring of the repetition bringing back the ratchet,
and the pieces which it carries, the arm m will present
itself to the teeth of the ratchet, and the hammer
will strike the hours, of which the quantity depends on
the step of the snail, which is presented to the arm b.
In order to have a better idea of the effect and disposition of this repetition, it is only necessary to look at
Fig. i. where the rack ^ c is seen in perspective ; the
hour snail L, and the star wheel E ; the pullies
and
n
B, the ratchet R, the wheel a, the part of raising
of the hour hammer ; and these are the principal parts
of a repetition, which are drawn as if they were in

O

A

Fig. *,

M

A

m

action.

The

L

E by means

of two
screws ; they both turn on the pivot formed from the
screw V, carried by the all or nothing piece TR, moveable on its centre T ; the all or notliing piece forms
with the plate a sort of frame, in whicli the star and
hour snail turn.— Let us now see how the quarters are
snail

is

fixed to the star

repeated.

Besides the hour

hammer M,

there is another N,
whose arbor or pivot comes up
within the motion work, and carries the piece 5, 6 ( Plate
(Plate

CCCVI.

Fig.

1 .),

CCCVI. Figs. 3, 4.) Tiie prolonged pivot of the hour or
great hammer passes also within the motion work, and
carries the small arm q
these pieces 5, 6 and q serve
to make the quarters strike by double blows.
This is
:

the effect

the quarter rack Q, which has teeth
that act on the pieces q, 6,
and cause the hammers to strike. This piece or rack
is carried about by the arm k, which the arbor of the
ratchet R has on it, by a square above the pulley A,
in such a manner, that when the hours are repeated
the arm k acts on the pin
fixed in the quarter rack,
and obliges it to turn and raise the arras q and 6, and
consequently the hammers.
The number of quarters which the hammers must
strike, is determined by the quarter snail N, according
to the depth of the steps /;, 1 , 2, or 3 which it presents
the quarter rack Q, pressed by the spring D, retrogrades ; and the teeth of the rack engage more or less
of^

at the ends

F and G,

Q

G

:

with the arms q, 6, wliich get also a retrograde motion, Repeating
and are brought back by the springs 10 and y The Watches.
arm k bringing back the quarter rack, its arm m acts
Plate
on the extremity R of the all or nothing TR, the CCCVI.
opening of which at x, traversing against a stud fix- Figs. 3, 4,
ed to the plate, allows R to describe a small space
the arm ?/), coming to the extremity of R, this last pressed
:

by the spring i
so that the arm

x, is

m

made

rests

to return into its place,

on the end R, and by

this

the quarter rack cannot fall or retrograde, unless the
all or nothing piece is pushed aside.
The arm u, carried by the quarter rack, serves to overturn or set '
aside the raising piece m, (Fig. 4.) (which is moveable
on the arbor of the hour hammer,) whose pin 1, comes
up within the motion work ; so that when even the
hours and quarters are repeated, the (juarter rack still
continues to move a little way, and the arm u turns
aside the raising piece »h, by means of the pin 1,
which conies within the motion work, and by this it
is put from having any holding with the ratchet R, so
long as the all or nothing TR does not allow the quarter rack to retrograde or fall ; which can only happen
in the case when, having pushed home the pendant
against the snail, the arm b of the rack CC presses the
snail, and makes it describe a small space, at the extremity R of the all or nothing then the quarter rack
will fall and disengage the bees or lifting pieces, and
the hammers will strike the hours and quarters, given
by the snails L and N,
The great hammer carries a pin 3, Fig. 4. which
comes up to the motion work through an opening
marked 3, Fig. 3. the spring r acts on this pin, and
causes the great hammer to strike this hammer carries
another pin 2, which passes also through to the motion
work by an opening 2, Fig. 3. ; it is upon this tliat the
small tail of the raising piece q acts, to make it give
blows for the quarters the small hammer has also a
pin which passes through to the motion work by the
opening 4 ; it is upon this pin that the spring 7 presses,
to cause the quarter hammer to strike. The spring S is
the spring jumper, which acts on the star wheel, E.
Figure 6. represents the cannon pinion and the quar—pig.
ter snail N, seen in perspective.
The quarter snail
is rivetted on the cannon pinion c, the end of which
carries the
carries the minute hand ; this snail
surprise S, the effect of which is the same as that
for the repeating clock ; that is to say, when the pin
of the surprise shifts the place, or causes the star to
advance, and the jumper having done turning it, one
which
of the teeth of the star comes to touch the pin
is carried by the surprise, and causes the part of the
surprise Z, Fig. 3. to advance, so that when the arm
of the quarter rack falls on this part Z, and prevents it
from falling on the step 3 of the snail; by this the piece
The changing from one hour to
repeats only the hour.
another is by this way made in an instant, and the
watch strikes the hour exactly as marked by the hands.
The socket or cannon of the cannon pinion cD, Fig. 6'. is
slit, in order that it may move spring tight on the arbor of the second wheel, on which it enters with a degree of stiffness or friction, slight enough to be able to
-

:

:

:

;

N

D

N

O

O

Q

turn easily the minute hand to either side, by setting
it back or forward according as it may be required,
which sets also the hour hand to the hours.
It is proper here to undeceive those who think that
they injure their watches in setting the minute hand
backward. In order to convince one's self that there is
nothing in this, it is sufficient to remark the position
which the pieces must have in a repeating motion work,
when it has to repeat the hour, when the pendant or

c,
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liber has brought bark and set asiile all th« pieces
iii^ caraaninicate with the snails L, N tor at this time
tiiere \* no caaumnucrtioa or coiinectien between the
tboae of the motion work,
Cieces of the moivcment and

I

;

.^^

P'

O

of the «n«il or surprise, with the
of the pin
the star wheel E, which nothing can prevent
from retrograding. If then the minute hand is made to
will also
make a complete tarn backward, the pin
make one of the teeth of the star to retrograde ; and if the
watdi is made afterwards to repeat, it will strike aU
ways the hours and quarters as marked by the hands.
But it must be observed, that if the bands were turned in
the same instant that the watch is made to repeat, they
woold then be prevented : it is necessary thru, before
toocbiiig tiM hands of a repeating clock or watch, to
wahtnTit lias repeated the nour, so that all the pieces
lit tliat

teeth

ot"

O

have taken their natural situations.
is emy to cooclude from this, that since with a
repeating watch, we can set backward or forward tlie
minute han<i, according as it may be required, we may
with much greater reaton do this in a plain watch,
wbarc no obstacle is opposed to it.
As to the hour hana of a repeating watch, it ought
never to be turned without that being done by the
miaute band alone ; except in that rase where the repeater docs not strike the hour marked by the hour hand,
when it would lie necessary to put it to the hour wliiiU
tha rt^>eateT strike*.
When the repeater gtU of itatlf tWaiiawl . by the
bour hand not according with tl<e hour wfaiai the watdi
strikes, this is a proof tlMt the jumper S, or the pin ()
of tha anai], do not produce vol the effset they ought

shall
It

to have.
'^ nUred, and
Tha returning "
uJwsintotlic
tsms oo tha stud
GMUMD pinion N, which ha* twelve teeth ; the wheel,
Fi^Othaa tkiity-sis : tba cannan poMB then nvkca three
toma mhOtH h nakrt tarn ; tbia carriaa a pinion of ten
taath, wkidi ptabaaar leads tha hour wheel, Fia. 7. which
has forty ; tM wbaal. Fig. 8. make* then tar taraa
fev one of tha iMMr wheel ; tha ramton piniaa
twehr* taima for aoa of tha haur wbarl.
piaian nakcaooatvn in an hour ; the
wheel takes then twelve haws t* Make oaa rev<v
lalMi ; it is tha socket of tha hoar whael which carries
thahanrlHaiL Tharaising or liftavpiacaar. a.Fig. 2.
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way, with Reposiin;
which it is kept fast by means of keys, or griffs 1 3. and Watchf*.
The brass edge is covered by the dial, fixed al'ker ^""V"*"^
It.
that of the brass e^e, by means of a screw.
A repeater is made to strike the hour which it in-

or etlge of the pillar plate,

caa o«ljr ilascriba a amaU arc, which Mnsita the ratchet
n loratrograda; asai sa soon aa tha OMvar bri^pi it
back, tha eras 1 of the lalanc piece dhawa tha iMa^

vamU.
FigvM

moment we presj in the pendant; so that
the machine must be contrived in sucn a way, that it
may be easy to push in the pentlant, and that the blows
of the hammers may be the strongest possible. With
respect to the first, that depends on two thinpfs ; the given
force of the spring, and the length of the )>u»her ; that
is to say, the space described, and tlic manner of making
With regard to the last, the
the pusher act on the rock.
rack must be placed in such a manner, that the point
of contact of the pusher follows the arc described by
the rack, in such a way that the force shall not be deoompoeed, so that the action of the hand on the push«
er shall act whoUy upon the rack.
With regard to the pusher, its length depends on the
point where it acts on tlie rack : that is to say, accordmg as it acts farther or nearer tlie centre of motion. It
is obvious, that if it acts near the centre, more force
is required, and it will describe a less space, and
nee reria. \i to the force of the blow of the hammer, it is limited by the force of the repeating mainspring, and by the force tliat the runners require to move
or keep them in motion ; for it i« clear, that it is only
the fKStm of the force of the spring over the resistance
of them wheels, that can lie employrd to raise the bans*
nicr.
The nunocr of blows of the hammer, fur one
revulution of the ratchet, deteimincs again Uie force of
the blow.

CHAP.

tha andar aide of tha aU or na.
tiling, with the
slada; ooa a aa a cratfa on which
it iMvaa. and tha atbcr x osi which the star and snail
twB, Fiff 9.: the hole c of this piece allows the aquar*
of tha fuse* of the novcnent to oosna thnawb, and
laMijr pa wing thm«fa tha dial, scnrea figr wia&g m»
sa

^aammmm.

apmnfOBl

efthiTcaae.

Y

a MoaQ aack ar faridne which kaape the rack to
and pseyenta it fron gatti^ away from the
plata, pcsrmitting it to turn aaly on its own centre.
All the nartoaf tha repatitioaar aMtien work, which
haa barn deacraiad, im placed an tha back of the pillar
piair, and are covered Inr tha dial; so that between the
piala (Fig. S.) and thediaithaMnsast bean interval, to
aOaw softdeiit play for tha matson-w.
for this
parposa that a pwce ia dastined, u
t rentew

iu

is

place,

MMad
ia

IX.

Om Compentalkm Pemdmlmmt.
ConrKNaaTtON Pcndnlwna ara thoee which

are con- rompcauto oaaMaract tha efGact of heat and cold, in <<" pcndu'"'^
ig or ahortcoing a pendalum rod.
'odfroi Wcndoliniu, canon of Cond< in Flanders,
who published a dissertation, in UV2G, on the obliquity
of the ecliptic, leema so have been the first wlio abser>
vcd that, by change of tanpermtnre, metals changed

MMd

their lengtbai

Ciraham waa tha Irat pmon who thought of making Fim «>f;a p iaii i d am rad that Aonld cmintafact the eflect« of k*""* ^J
heat and coM on it. br a oonbination of rofls or wires '"^^
*"
of diibrent metab, sodl
braaa, silver, steel, J^. ; but
ha never put it in anacntion, (Vom the opinion that it
sronM not be effKtoal
in iu operation*.
It occurred to bitn at the aame time, tliat merctiry, from its
great aapaoaiom by heat, would be morr adnpte<l to the
end he was in pursuit of. Having made a |iendulum on
this prindpir, it was applied to a clock, and set a-going.
It ia daa ciibad in the rhUnofkical TranMctiant, Na
AM, in a paper which waa given into the Society in
Hesi^ " thr clock was kept continually go1716.
ing, without having eiUier the {wndiilum or the hands
allered, (tmn the <»th .June 1722 to the 14th Novemlier
1 "25, being three years and four months."
.Some time
graviaaa to 1786, Harriaan being tlien at Barrow in
MnconiaBira, was tii/jiigiii tu makin:; rxprrimmt' nn
braas and steel rod

m

ytwo«—s

5. r

stink a little

dicates the

:

wsa

is

and which is oallcd tha *TiM idgs. This
aaart of drclaw or ring, into which tha diMafactice,

nmm^

r<

what

is

now

called

|

t

icripttom ofltvo Melkodt, ifc.

by John bUicott,

K.

it.

S.

Londcai, I75A.

here,

a

Frroni of
Soma
a nay be form«l of the advantages of ,;„,„], .,„,.
compnmtion pendulum, by comparing the going oTb dulmr.s.

;
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Comptnw- clock wliich had one, with that which had a simple pen'^n
dulutn, as shewn in a letter from Mr Bliss, at Oxford,
rendul»in».
^^^^ j.,^^ j^jy j^^g, to Mr Short, in London. " I find,
* ~
upon examining my book, that the greatest difference in
the going of the clock, between the coldest weather of
the two last winters, and the hottest weather of the
two last summers, is no more than one second per day
and this was occasioned by the levers being made too
short, of which I advised Mr EUicott above a year
since: Whereas a clock with a simple pendulum and
brass rod, made by Mr Graham, and which belongs to
Dr Bradley, in the coldest weather lost above fifteen
seconds per day, and in the warmest gained above thirteen seconds per day, and went very near the equal time
It is plain that Mr Bliss must
in temperate weather."
have meant, gaiWrf in the coldest weather, and Zo*< in
tlie hottest, otherwise there would be no analogy with
the effect of the temperature in summer and winter on
the brass pendulum rod. See Elhcott's pamphlet, al-

thickness of the penduUim rod and bars, 0.136 inch; Compnis*«'on
breadth of ditto, 0.381- inch ; thickness of sole outside,
0.515 of an inch; distance from bottom of the sole to '"^"''"ij:
upper side of the jar cover, 8.1 87 inches ; jar sunk into nir.iension's
the sole about or near to 0.25 inch; distance from up- of amcr.
per side of jar coyer to under side of stirrup top, 1.25 curial-pcninch ; height of stirrup top for flat of pendulum rod, <Juluiu.
1.75 inch; thickness of the flat, 0.220 inch; di.imeter
of the regulating screw, 0.218 inch; ditto of the nut,
The screw had 3G.25 turns in an inch; and
J. 150 inch.
the nut was divided into 30 prime divisions, each being
equal to a second in a day. The prime divisions were
.

subdivided into four.
Inches.

Length of

^

stirrup bars inside
Thickne»s of sole outside

8.05
0.51S

Length of

stirrup top
I.75
the stirrup top to the upper end of the
pendulum spring
33.485

From

ready quotedi

...

^
, T>
J ;
Graham's Mercurial Pendulum.
,

Graham',

PcndTum
pcndujum.

The

.

mercurial i^endulum, invented by Graham, hav-

^"^ ^^^^- "^"^ »PP''«\t° ." '^If^'^f"^ ^^'^
f"^
p„,p„,g of compensation, we shall begin with the description of it, taking the others nearly in the order ot
This pendulum consists of a pendutheir invention.
lum rod, which carries a large glass jar filled with mercury, so that the expansion or contraction of the rod
may be counteracted by the opposite expansion or contraction of the mercury. .To make this pendulum in
the way which has hitherto been adopted, is attended with considerable trouble. From the nature of the
material, the construction of such a pendulum must
always be troublesome, because any filling in, or taking
out of the mercury from the cylinder or glass jar, to bring
about the compensation, will cause a change of place in
the index point on the graduated arch or index plate,
A pendulum which will remeif such a thing is used.
dy this evil will be afterwards described, so that we
shall now proceed to give a description of one made
'"^^ ''^^"

in the

common way.

The length of the pendulum over all, from the botDimensions
of « mercu. torn of the sole to the upper end of the pendulum
rial penduspring, was 43.95 inches ; the inside bottom of the jar,
'""^
.6 of an inch from the bottom of the sole; and the
height of the column of mercury in the jar, about 7.47
inches. From the upper end of the spring, take a length
of 39.2 inches on the pentlulum downwards, then
39.2 -f- G, will give that part of the co43.95 inches
luran of mercury below the centre of oscillation equal
to 4.15 inches, and that above the centre 3.32 inches,
The heiglit of the jar outside, was 7.8 inches ; a wire
put down inside, measured 7.6 inches ; mean diameter
inside, 2.01 8 inches ; weight, 7.5 ounces.
Although it
would be still better to have it of a less weight, yet it
is doubtful if it would be then strong enough to support such a column of quicksilver.
The weight of the
stirrup or cyhnder frame was 1 lb. 6 ounces, and was
reduced 6 ounces; that is, from the sole was taken 2.55
eunces, and from the top 3.45 ounces, both equal to 6
ounces.
When the clock was set agoing after this alteration, with the pendulum the same length as before,
it went slow at the rate of 46 seconds in 24 hours, and
when shortened by touching up the regulating nut, it
was found to be about .15 of an inch less tlian the for-

—

mer length.
The length of the stirrup

bars outside, including sole

and part of the top, was 8.125 inches ; the breadth of
the frame from outside of the bars, 3.25 inches ; the

Length of the pendulum over

43.800

all

Length of pendulum spring

'.625

Breadth of the double lamin*, including l64
4,,^
between them,eachlamina being.lCS
Thickness of ditto
7 .
.

.500
.

lb. oz.

Weight of quicksilver

in the jar

....

II

Ditto of stirrup frame
Pendulum rod and spring, regulating nut,
Jar cover, &c.
Jar

Total weight of Pendulum

1

007
drams'

12 5.35

00

0130
78
14

13.35

Before the pendulum was altered, the rate of the
clock shewed that the compensation was not sufficiently
effective, although the height of the column of mercury was 7-5 inches nearly, and the jar being full, allowed no more to be put in : By reducing the weight
of the jar frame or stirrup, the rod required to be shortened, as has been stated, .15 of an inch; whether or not
The
this will be enough, remains to be determined.
daily rate for a month or six weeks was 0".l slow, when
thetemperature was from 36° to 40' of Fahrenheit's thermometer, and got gradually slower as the height of the
thermometer increased. When between 60° and 66",
the daily loss was from 0".37 to 0".45 ; for about two
weeks, when the weather was extremely cold, the thermometer at the freezing point and under, the clock
showed a tendency of rather gaining.
Of late years, the mercurial j>endulum has been
adopted in some astronomical clocks; and it seems upon
the whole to answer very well. The author of the iVemeiits of Clock and fVatch-ivork thought, that it was not
fit for this purpose, being too quick in its operations of
expansion and contraction ; but if the cover is well
fitted to the top of the jar, we can venture to say, from
the resistance made by the glass to any change of temperature, that the operations will be too slow; and for this
reason, it is proposed to make such a pendulum with a
thicker rod and stirrup bars, that they may not take

A

steel jar would perhaps
heat and cold too hastily.
answer the end as well as any other contrivance ; but
some would object to this, on account of the danger of
magnetism. But even a jar of this kind, from its being
made thin, (for it would be heavy were it as thick as
the glass one,) would be easily affected by the changes
of temperature ; and mercury being still more suscep-

*

;
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of these chang^es, the operations of counteracting
the effects of them might be too sudden.
Fro^nlaaii.
It is of great importance, that a ])endulum rod should,
with the smallest quantity of matter, be as stiff and intible

was proposed to
; and although it
have thidier bars and rods, let us suppose the same
quantity of matter is taken as before, but ander a cir*
flexible as possible

It must in this
cular in place of a rectangular surface.
form require more time to get heated and cooled, vhich
the end we now attempt to gain. The sides of the
paraDdogram were .384 and .136 of an inch, the sum
of which, being doubled, will give 1 .040 inch for the
To find the diameter of a
circtimferenoe ot the bar.
rylindrical rod fiantaiiwng the same quantity of matter
as the nrallelograBi. aajr, aa S55 is to 1 15, so is 1.040
to tba aiaBMter of the raid required, which will be found

m

to be .SSI04 of an inch.
Let the improved jar frame, or stirrup, therefore, be
composed of two round steel rods, .331 of sn inch in dia«
meter, and 8.85 inches in length, from aboaldcr to shouU
der,at eadi of which pivots are formed. Those for the ui>>
per cads should be a quarter of an inch long, and of the
aaaie diameter, tapped so as to screw firm mto the upper
cross piece. The distance fVaaa the oentrca of the tapped boles, in the traverse or opom ptooe. requires to be
fluB inches, in «fdOT togiTS ftnilw for the jar between
Ac rods, the kngth ofthe craaa pseca over all should
be 3.3 indMa, and ha breadth at the plae* where the rada
are screwed hi .4A0 of an inch. At the middle a circular part ia tammA, .5 of an inch in diameter, in the centre of which a hole ia tapped, by which the regulating
screw may raise or lower the jar, without oanging
the place at the index point. The croaa niace may
either he braas or sled, though the latter la nerhaaa
prefrralile.
The pivots on the lower and at tne roda
mUf be of the lame diaoteter aa thoae oa the upper end,
on the
a little longer, and tapped a little way
•Bda; when w«l •Had into tne logs of the brass sole, on
which the jar isata, and sunk a little way down into
it, nota are screwed on to the ends of the pivots, and
sunk in the lower side ofthe braaa sole. Cars miat ha
taken to have the distance betweoi the canli UB ut the
holes in the sole the sante aa ia the croai piaea, ao aa
to make the rode atand panOal to aadi other. To go
Mrtside ef the thmm now daacribed, anothar ia wJt,
to whkh ia aMHhtd tha pandolum rod. tha nMladng
In whidk ia
the
steel

m

bM

Ivd

piMaAr tkia
tfaa Aawr.aadialaM

Thauppar

and are wid«4

to aUow a ramd atod
to paaa ft«d7
the lovar aida of the
«r tha lower ad^ ia I
I

oaBfiea^tolhai ppar ada

Tha lower
.

r

aola

thm^

asy baafaaaa

tiw antra part baii«

km

anoo^tohamahalatamd, aoaatofs tfaaaladn.
das nit. Tha Aanaler of tha whed {aOaaanaaatha
l«gdiardia«nar croaa

which ia4incbaa; and
thatUckBaaa je5afaBfaidi,ar alittlemee*. ThMseiab
in which tha index is fixed, swea also as a resting
part for the pendulum, when it happens to be taken
from Its plaoa.
upner ends of the rods is formed
mto a sort of doabia ahoulderttl screw ; the tapped
part is a little more than a quarter of an inch long, and
aa BBuch in diameter the length of the plain aod Up.
pcd part of tbc screw is about .7 of aa iadi» wd when

Hm
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brass cover for the jar, has the lugs hol-

lowed out a very little, so as to come in on the nods of
the jar frame the ends of the upper traverse, of which.
;

as well as the lugs of the jar sole, are hollowed, and
take in with a part of the rods of the outside frame,

along which the jar frame is moved up and down.
The height of the glass jar, outside, is about eight
inches; and its weight and other dimensions nearly
the same as thoaa stated for the former pendulum (
and the diameter of the rod and .^ part is .381 of an
inch.
A view of the improved mercurial pendulum is Plate
rrcvii.
given in PlateCCCVlI. Fig. 1.
Philoaophara aaem not to be agraad rccnecting the '''<* ^•
cxpaaaion of mercury relative to uiat of otncr nwtab;
aoote Budung it 15 times, otben above l6 tinM* that
of iron. In rcnrd to the column of mercury for a
mercurial pcndwniB, something depends on its diame>
tcr aa well aa ita hdght.
Suppose the length of steel
to be 43 inchea, and the odumn of mercary 7.5 inch*
es in bcigiit, and S inchea in diameter, which were
the d i aiiawjna OMd in a pandwhim brought nearly
to its itato of compenaatiao, we may then find how
many timca tha cspanaen of this column is contained
in the 43 inches.
Say, aa 43 inches is to 74. the es«
pensive ratio of steel, so is 7.5 inches of mercury, to
rts tuanainn Sot companaating the atceL

m

Length of ated 4S inchaa
BatM 74

....

Log. 1.6SS468S

Log. 1.869SSI7
3.509700S

Height of column of mercury 7-5 inches Log. 0.875061 S
BalM 4S4J6
Log. 2.6876389

loTtlwi

nd ot.95 of an inch in di
A* length ofthaa rada, tnm
lOS iHh

baoT

craaa

the aame thidmaaa aa
lhaa4lDckaa. Aholeia

screwed into the upper cross-piece, it binds to it the Corapen>«lower end of the pendulum ro<l, which is formed into
I""'•°°*
"*°""
a shape something like a compres-sed A, having lugs or
"
'
soles, through which the screws for fi.xing it passes.
The regulating screw has an untsppc<1 or plain part,
which turns freely in a hole in the middle of this upper
croas piece, formed in the same way as the upper crosa
Eiece for the jar frame; the nut or head of the reguiting screw is shaped so as to lie under the hollow of
the j^, at the lower end of the pendulum rod, and on
the upper side of the cress piece the lower ends of
the rotU of the outside frame are gently tapered, and
fltte<l into holes in the brass wheel, through the edge
of which are put pins to fix them and the wheel tothis outside frame has no part in the compengether

smO
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nicoe,

S.50S7002
Bjr lUa praoaa^ itappaandnttba aspaMianofthe
marcBTy ia aat qnito 5.75 tiaaa that of tha atceL A
pcndnlun, wlxMe vibrationa ara three or four degreea
on each side of the point of rest, will require a column
laaa in haicht
than that which vibrates only
onlv one de_

graa.

Hanea

it is

a very nice matter, to give precise
that ahall at

mica for OMking a mercurial pendulum,
one* be perfect

m

its compensation.
« 6 and stirrup b c ott mercurial pen« »,-^«j
^
dulum is lengthenetl by heat, the jar </<: conuining tha anmnm.
lUMJf will, from this cause, be let lower down, and tfoo.
the centre of oscillation be carried farther from the point •''«• '•
of suspension a ; but the heat which lengthens tite rod
and stirrup at the same tiaaa expands the mercury upward, and by this ncaaa tha eanli* of oscillation is kept
always at the aama distance ftom the point of suspenaion.
Whan the red and stirmp are contracted or abortcncd

If the steel rod

;
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CompeoM- by cold, the mercury will also be contracted by it ; and
tion
hence the lengthening or shortening of the pendulum
cn> a urns.
j.gj j^y ^^^^ ^^ cold, is compensated by equal and oppo~ •
site expansions or contractions in the mercury.

Gridiron Pendulum.
Gridiron

pendulum.

Plate
CCCVII,
Fig, 8.

The gridiron pendulum invented by Harrison, is
composed of nine round rods, five of which are made of
and is represented in Fig. 2.
steel, and four of brass
where tlie steel rods are distinguished from the brass
ones by a darker shade. As it somewhat resembles the
;

in appearance, it hence probably receipresent name. Not many years after this was produced, the French artists contrived a variety of compensation pendulums, but the gridiron seems to be the
one now generally adopted by them. The first pendulum
of this kind which we made was nearly thirty years ago;

common gridiron
ved

its

and knowing that Mr Gumming had some practice in this
way, he was applied to, and very obligingly sent a drawing, and the different lengths for the brass and steel
rods, which, on being tried some years afterwards, by
means of a transit instrument, was found, on the whole,
to be tolerably correct, but yet not quite so accurate in
From
the compensation as could have been wished.
an abstract of the going of a clock with this pendulum,

appeared, that, during the temperature from 46 to 48
degrees of Fahrenheit's thermometer, it kept mean
temperature 10 degrees lower, made it gain at
time
the rate of nearly half a second in a da.y, and 10 degrees higher made it lose about as much.
Dimensions
The lengths of the rods were, outside steel rods from
of the grid- pin to pin 29.5 inches ; centre steel rod from upper end
iron penduof the pendulum spring to the pin at the lower end, 31.5
Inu.
inches; inside rods, from pin to pin, 24.25 inches; from
the pinning of the lower end of the outside rods to the
centre of the ball, 5 inches; making in all 90.25 inches
of steel, to be compensated by the brass. Outside brass
rods, from pin to pin, 26.87 inches ; inside ditto, 22.25
The length
inches, being in all 49.12 inches of brass.
whicli the brass ought to have may thus be found by
the inverse rule of proportion. As 90.25 inches is to 74,
tlie number for the expansion of steel according to Berthoud, so is 1 2 1 , that of the expansion for brass, to the
le-.igth of brass required; that is, 90.25 X 74^121 =49.4
Altliough the deficiency
innhes, the' length required.
of brass here is very little, yet to remedy the compensation, a greater number of inches, both of steel and
brass, must be taken, before this pendulum can be made
description of such a one shall now be
complete.
given.
The length of the outside steel rods, from pin to pin
in the uppermost and lowermost traverses or brass cross
pieces ab, cd, is 36 inches; the next or innermost steel
rods, from their pinning in the second uppermost traverse m, to that in the second lowermost n, is 35 inches
the steel centre rod, from the pinning of it, in the third
lowermost traverse o, to the upper end of the pendulum
spring, is 37 inches- and ^ of an incli, or nearly 37.628
inches ; the centre C of the ball belo* the pinning of the
outside steel rods and index rod, is 3.94 inches ; the outer*
most brass rods, from their pinning, in the uppermost
traverse to that in the second lowermost, is the smallest
quantity possible less than 35.5 inches ; the innermost
brass rods from their pinning in the second uppermost
traverse to the third lowest one, is 34.5 inches.
The
whole length of the steel is thew 1 2,56.S inches, and
of the brass 70 inches. The diameter ot the rods
it

A

A

1

^t

a quarter of an inch each. The distance from the Compjnsa''""
centres of the two outside steel rods, is 2.5 inches. The
"*
"
rods are placed equidist;mt from one another, only there
is a little more space left between the two brass rods Gridiron
nearest the centre and the steel centre rod, in order to pendulum.
give room for the fork to come in and clip the centre Pl.vte
The two outside steel rods are prolonged below CCCVII.
rod.
='
their pinning in the lowest traverse, as seen below c d,
about five or six inches within the ball, in order to keep
it properly flat in the plane in which the pendulum
should swing. In the centre of the lowest traverse c d
is pinned a steel rod e f, somewhat more than a quarter
of an inch in diameter, and about nine inches long. This
rod goes through the centre of the ball, the index point
being on the lower end of it, and it is tappe for an
_f
inch in length at that part which lies near to the centre
of the ball.
cross piece of brass is fixed to the inside
of the ball before casting it, the lowest side of which is
in a line across the centre horizontally. The ends of the
two outer steel rods, and the centre or index rod, come
easily through this cross piece of brass.
hollow tube
comes up within the ball, as far as the underside of
the i iside cross piece, on the end of which, where the
cross piece and ball rest, is fixed within it a tapped
nut, which screws on the tapped part of the index rod.
On the lower end of the tube is soldered a sort of flat
conical head or nut h, nerrelled on the edge outside, and
whose diameter may be an inch or an inch and a quarter.
On the upper surface of this nut are traced two
circles, in order to put divisions between them, and figures so as to correspond with tlie turns of the screw
in an inch.
small steel index i is screwed on to the
lower part of the ball, to point at these divisions. The
lower end of the tube is a very little below the edge of
the ball, that it may rest freely on the upper end. The
total length, from the upper end g of the pendulum
spring to the index point ^, is 47 75 inches, a length of
radius which will require the length of a degree on the
index plate to be .833142 of an inch. The distance
from the upper end of the pendulum spring to the centre of the ball, is 42.5 inches very nearly, so that the
centre of the ball is about 3.3 inches below the centre of
oscillation.
The lowermost traverse c d may be about
half an inch thick, and its length and breadth guch, as
to give it sufficient strength to receive the outside steel
rods, and the centre or index rod : The uppermost traverse a i is nearly of the same dimensions. The second
lowermost traverse n, and the second uppermost ?h, are
nearly of the same size, and almost equal to that of
the uppermost and lowermost ; only they are a little
shorter, having in their ends a sort of half hole, through
which, in the second lowermost traverse, the outer
steel rods pass easily ; and through these, in the second
uppermost traverse, the outside brass rods freely pass.
This traverse is, of course, a little shorter than the se«
cond lowermost. In the second lowermost traverse is
pinned the ends of the outermost brass rods, and in
the second uppermost traverse are pinned those of the
innermost steel and brass rods. In the third lowest traverse is pinned the innermost brass rods and the centre
steel rod : The dimensions of this are nearly the same as
is

'

I

A

A

A

j

the second uppermost andlo wermost, only shorter, having
a half hole at the ends, through which the inner steel
rods pass freely. There is a hole in the middle of each
of the two uppermost traverses, through which the centre rod can pass freely. Towards the lower ends of the Method oC
centre steel rotl, and those of the innermost brass rods, adju^ting^
are two sets of holes, by which the third or lowermost jj'^^"'^
traverse can be moved or shifted up either tliree or six

3
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PtATB
cccvii.

hoald the compensation be found in
be convenient, when shifUng, to have

excess.
a piece
to the third lowest traverse, and three spare
Thk piece bein^ like a half of the traverse, it
may then be apif^ietl to the three rods, and pinned, but
not to the place where the shifting is to be made.
Thia piece will prevent the rods shifting away irom
one another, and will allow the traverie to be moved
Two thin pieces of
fixed to the intended place.
fensa pq, rt, mval be provided, having nine holes in
tfaem, so that all the rods can move easily throuf;h
then, the two Mstctmost hole* being kept nth<^r a litThese pieces arc intciuU
tle tighter than the olbm.
cd to prevent any IiiiwmIimi motion in the rods or
pendnlum, and are pat a* the Mine distance from the
pper and lower traTcnea, as shewn in the Figure. The
jjuhfl.

It

mmld

nd

hall is oonpoaed of two finaWnms oi equal
the greater ifaameter is aercn iodies, the le-s«T
'
ea, and the height half an inch, giving, by cal>
24.1474 cubic indies, the weight of which in
filled with le«l, to.
lb.
The ball,
is
gethar with the shdls and inwfe cnMs piece, weigh*
cd 10 lb. 8 Oik : The weight of the brass and aleel
loda, traverse pieees, psnduJom Miring, and top piece,
fte. was 5 IK IS ok. ;
The clock
all, Iblb. 5 oa.
to which this pcndnlom was applied was a month
knit going by a weight of 7 lb. 7 oe.
one, and
We cannot help ttinfiog. that thia pendulum is fitted
up in a much better style than either Cuntming's or Ber-

pendulum

9^

whm

m
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following dimension! sfaonld answer very well
this sort.
The length from pin to
pin in the upper and lower traverses of the two outside
steel rods should be 27 inches, and 5 or 6 inches more
beyond the lower traverse, to go within the ball, for the
same purpose that was mentione<l in one having the
brass rod*; from the pin, in the lower end of the centre
steel rod, which is in a traverse iust above the lower
one, to the upper end of the pendulum spring, should
be 36.75 inches ; from the pin in the lower end of the
centre rod to the centre of the ball, 4.75 indies, being
The diameter of the ste«
in all 68.5 inches of steel.
rods should be .S5 of an inch. In the upper traverse is
a hole, through which the centre rod must p«ss freely.
The length of the zinc rods, from the pin in the upper
traverse to that in the upper of the lower traverses, is
25rS4 inches, and their diameter .S7 of an inch. There
may be holes in the lower ends of the centre and zinc
rods, for adjusting the compensation, as in the ca^e of
I'he ends ot the upj>er and lower trathe brass rods.
verses must have half holes, taking u) with the outside
steel rods; pieces fur tremulous motion, and manner of
iUang up the pendulum ball, and regulating nut, &c. as
haa been already described.
The lengths and expansive ratios may be put
thus:

The

for a

wm

pendulum of

Steel

68 5 inches
a's

rptio for steel

1

J^""
°"°"''^

ninicnsia
of a zinc

ami

steel

gfxl'njn

P*"""'"™-

Log. I.8S569O6
S8 inches Log. 2. 1 3^8791

tnoud's.

3i>755697

The

third lowest travcrm being ahiftad «p three
inches, there will then be thia pfuatOKf lem tat lo^gthe

of faiem and ateri than hm beat slated. Thealeilwill
be 36.|.S54.87.eSS-f S.9i— S
l09.fi6B incho^ and
the lonipat btme reds may be taken at SS.49-f M.5—
=66.99. Their loaglha mid cxpamive ntfioe mey be
given thus:

.
Zinc 35.34 inrhet
Do. for sine 97S inchea
.

=

I09.MStncbca
74

...

Log. S.099GU8
Log. 1.8698517

.

3.9089105
Log. 1.8M0I00
Log. S.08t78«4

166.99 indies
lade Itl
.
.

3.9O67954

The diiSnvnc*

in

vtnm

of
en the 1

iahereo*

tiemely smell, and ia
iwKb*.
ingsaroly an inch teomndi. Intakhif faitoan
the kngtha of the rede, then on eneaae ekMig vilh
the centre rada are enl^ tdkan ; thoae on the ether aide
aarre ae a kind of ca«iMrpeii% far
of unifimeity to thepaMMDMn^endfar
the
eight cf the MMlal
fi«m bandhig the
rhkh it would do
they ell on one aide. A

|Mw

1

F

w

itimeeAc

MM edaptad shte fodt

fai

H».

frutn their grcetrr aa|iewibil

ftwcr vera tiaeiriii,
three ef ited aid two of line being wHIWent Wat the
eonpinmliea ; bet anch of then as we have aecn, ap.
peami to here the afaK fodi of a greater iei^ then
they should heve beM, aeeanlhig to the oNBpntive enpensions of liiie and Mad. Thprvwaaalw a Moge cavity
the upper pert of the b.
U'ing the lower tr».
verse, which took away mu

m

for •lifting, to adjust the

upper cods of the rods, rendwed

it

.

,

,

Log. 1.4OS8609
Leg. 2.5717088
3.9755697

used in these pendulums must al>
The line
frajre be nndanlaod to be that which is hammered half
an mch per (bat, which seems to have even more expanaion than Snaalen haa slated ; but whether it expands
much
Ward makes it, still remains t« be deteririucfa is

M

M

aaincd.

Ia taking into aooount, by this process, the compara. Method of
mpeiu»
tire ea pai iaam of the brass and steel rods, it 1.
"
aha*«ad that the ateel rods have their expansio
I

whSe the

expand upwards ; so Uut
when heet eipsnde the steel rada downwards, the

verda^

dKs4,

Comptms-

bcais rods

braaa reds acting in a contrary direction upwards,
taod alwaya to keep the centre of otcillatioo at an
aqnal iWslMire freaa the point of ainpenaicei, aiid hence
thfv laogth of the panaolum is constantly the aaroe.
In Mka aHnar, if oold contracU the steel rods, it will
also CMlmel Iho brass rode, so as still to keep the pcn>
dalam at ae invariable a Isngth as can pocubly be at-

any aetbad that human ingenuity can proTkm ooaparalivo lengths of the brass and steel
tods mi^ be wempntwl by any other expaiuive ratio
than tfaoee ef Bcftaond's, which we have used ; such as
fev

those of fimaatan,ar «f that ingcnioas artist Troughton.
Their
will vary a little from Berthoud'a
but it wSl bo very trifling. It will require long expe>
rience to know which are the best founiled ; as the going of astranomind ckicka may be afliected by other
ceaae s which have no connection with the compensation of the pendulum rod.

diCMwm

EUicoWi Pendulum.

Not meny years
known..MrkUcott,

after

BllioxCt

Ilarnson's pendulum
some i>f the French artists, lom.

*
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contrived compensation pendiilums in tlifTerent ways,
tion
most of them Imviiig the bull adjustable by levers,
r end alums
which can never lie equal to those in which the expansion and contraction act by contact in the direct line of
the pendulum rod.
Mr Ellicoct was a very ingenious
artist of the old school, as appears from several of his
works, and his penduTum evinces great ingenuity in its

vonn«;n5a.

construction.
Ellicot's

pendulum.

Plate
CCCVII.
Fig.

a

Cumming's
improve-

ment upon

Ellicott's pendulum, shewn in Plate CCCVII. Fig. 3.
consisted of two bars, one of which a b was of brass, and
the other of iron or steel. Mr Cumming conceived, that
where there were two bars only, a flexure and unequal
bearing would take place, and therefore an exact com-

pensation could not be effected. To remedy this, he
constructed the pendulum with two steel bars, and one
bar of brass, as shewn in Fig. 4. No. 3. Into the lower
end of the brass bar a b. Fig. 4. was let one half of the
diameter of a small steel roller r, the other half being let
into a moveable brass piece having two short anns 1, 2.
Tiiese arms, by the levers mo 2, no 1, moving round
o, o as fulcra, make the roller press equally on the lower
end of the brass bar. The steel roller marked r, has
a fillet raised up on each end, for the purpose of keep-

ing this part of the brass bar at an equal distance from
The length of the brass bar a b should
the steel bars.
be 39.25 inches from the upper end which is square, to
the lower end which is rounded, its breadth three quarters of an inch, and its thickness at least one-eighth
of an inch. The steel bars are in length from the upper
square ends to the centre of the ball, nearly where
the short arms of the levers act on the moveable brass
piece, about 39.75 inches ; and the bars are left broader
here, so as to be about one inch and a quarter ; and this
breadth is prolonged below the end of the brass bar
The thickness of
three quarters of an inch or more.
the steel bars is one-tenth of an inch, and their breadth
three quarters. The back steel bar has no opening in it
but the front bar has one which is represented in the
drawing at A, Fig. 4. No. 2. In order to see the action
of the levers on both arms of the moveable brass piece,
a cavity * s Fig. 3. is left for this purpose in the ball.
piece of glass is inserted in the opening, so as to prevent dust from getting into this part of the pendulum.
This broad part of the steel bars serves as a kind of
frame, on which are screwed two pieces of brass of the
same figure as the steel bars, to connect them with that
steel part of the lower end of the pendulum rod which
goes through the ball, on which is a nut and screw, and
a strong double spring m n in Fig. 4. for the purpose
of taking off somewhat of the weight of the ball, according as it bears too much or too little on the short
arms of the levers. The levers are shewn at No. 2, 3 ;
the screws, and lower end of the pendulum rod in Fig.
4 ; the nut N, and double spring SS, in Fig. 3. The use
of the nut and screw is to adjust the strength of the
spring, as they have nothing to do in the regulation of
the pendulum for time to the clock, which is done by
an apparatus for this purpose at top connected with
the pendulum spring.
In the brass pieces which are
screwed on to the broad part of the steel bars, the pivots of the levers a, a turn.
There is a piece of brass
put on at top, formed so as to interpose a little way
down between the brass bar and the steel ones, keeping
them at a proper distance from one another. The sides
near to the square ends of the bars and this piece of
brass are firmly pinned or screwed together.
It is in
this piece of brass that the lower end of the pendulum
spring is fixed ; the upper end being fixed to a piece,
which is moveable up and down in a fixed frame by a
nut and screw. The pendulum is lengthened or short'

A

ened, according as the pendulum spring is let out or Compenis.
tion
brought within that part of the frame through which
Pendulums.
the spring passes. The bars of the pendulum are connected by four or five screws, equal spaces being taken Ellicott's
for their places between the centre of the ball and the pendulum
square or upper ends of the bars. The back bar is tap- improved
ped to receive the screws, which go through holes made by Cumin the front steel bar, to let them easily pass.
On the ming.
shank or body of the screws, are fittedhollow cylinders
either of brass or steel, and of such a length, that when
the screws are put home there shall be no pinching of
the front steel bar by the head of the screws.
Rectangular openings are made in the brass bar, for the hollow
cylinders to come through, whose length may be about
equal to twice the diameter of the cylinders, and so
that the brass bar may easily move on them, by any
small motion they may have in contracting or expanding.
On each of these cylinders is put two loose brass
collets or washers, one between each steel bar and the
brass bar to keep them free of each otiier. Their thickness should be at least .04 of an inch, so as to allow
the air to pass freely between the bars. The small hollow cylinders through which the screws pass when con-,
necting the bars, should go easily into the front steel
bar, the lower base bearing on the inside of the back
steel bar.
The upper base should be above the surface
of the front bar fully more than the thickness of strong
writing paper, so that when the screw is put home the
shoulder of it may not pinch the bar.
The edges of all
the bars should be chamfered off from each side, so as
to form an angle in the middle plane of their thickness,
for the purpose of giving them a lighter appearance, andmaking them less susceptible of the resistance of the air.
The diameter of the pendulum ball may be seven inches
and a half, and its thickness at the centre about two
inches and a quarter.
In the edges, and in the line of
the diameter horizontally across, are placed two long
and stout screws, g g, Fig. 3. whose heads have graduated circles on them, and are near the edge of the
ball, and an index i, i to each.
The inner ends of the
screws shewn at s, s, are turned of such a shape, so
as to apply by one point only on the long arms of
The front shell
the levers tn, n, as seen in Fig. 3.
of the pendulum ball is fixed on by four screws. It
has been objected by some, that, from the weight of
the ball, the brass rods in a compensation pendulum are
compressed, and the steel rods stretched ; a matter of
no moment whatever in our opinion. This may, however, in some degree, be remedied in EUicott's pendulum, by making the brass bar of such a length, as to
come through and below the lower edge of the ball, in
place of the steel part, which was common to both steel
This part of the
bars, as has just now been described.
brass bar is tapped, having on it the nut and strong
double spring, which takes off a part of the weight, as
certain portion of the weight of
has been noticed.
the ball will in this case bear on the brass bar ; supposing it one-third of the weight, the remaining two- thirds
Although the
will be carried jointly by the steel bars.
brass bar is here carried through the ball, it is easy to
put a piece to it, moveable on a pivot in the middle of
the bar, having two lugs applying to the edges of the
bar, on which the short arms of the levers a, a may act,
as was the case in the other by the moveable brass piece.
Things being in this situation, let us suppose that the Afcthod oi
bars composing the pendulum rod are lengthened by compensaheat, and that the brass lengthens more than the same tion,
tig. 3.
length of steel does ; then the brass bar a b, by its excess
of expansion, will press down, the short ends of the levers, m,niA b, and consequently raise up the ball; which.

A

;

HOROLOGY.
on the long arau m, n of the levers and pruvidetl the ends of the screws press on the
levers at a proper distance from the centres o, o, the
ball will be always kept at the same distance from the
point of •uapensioa, notwithstandiiy any alteration

by the screws

*, *,

rest

;

'

Plate
CCCVl

the rod of

dw pmdolum may

experienoe

mm heat or

ought to be may rery nearly
be determined, if thediArcnoeof tbeexpanaion between
be«B and steel is known for the proportion which the
korter arms of the levers ought to biear to the longer
ones, wUl always be a* the exocas of the eanansion
Inteaa of the
if to the whole aqwnaiaa of the MeeL
fanaa beads of the screws ben^ pbead naw tha outer
edge of the baU, they may be aaore adTantageaaalr
placed within the ball, at the diitaDce of about an inch
and a quarter from the edge, as shewn in Fig. 3.
See PhU. Tram. 1751, p. 479. and a pam[£let which
Mr EUicott published in London in 1753. For an account of the improvement nad* mmo it by Mr A. Cumming, lec his El€wi€»U ofCloek mmi ffatckmaUng, p. 107.

•old.

What

this diatanoa

;

Mr

SoMBtan's oompcnaation pendulum ccnsiats of a
Ijlan rod AB, halfan mcb or more in diameter, and 45.5
long.
To the upper end is fixed the pendulum
rfi
pnag; to the lower a aciww * and regulating nut n.
nraas tube or rinc m. Fig. 5. of an inch or so in length, is
to nor* eaatty on tlte lower end of the rod, having a
ttt each and, one baarii^ on the regulating nut, the
'"^
'^
the sine, iron, and \e»d tubes, which
r becallad ihv prn<lulum ball. The line

i w

A

W^i.

a

ilS| incfanin \mtgih, {thflfm mch
Qvon Ae |lHi rod, the lower cad na^
lag on the apf«r Bal of In* hnm nm. On the sine
tube is put anetb»ef iwp, IS hMkae Cng, and {th of
an inch thick, easfly movaable on the sine tube, with
a kind of boMon to it, in which is a hole for the ^iMm
rodtogofVeeiy throygh. The bottom is iwoanaoal, and
of the sine tube. The lower tni
reals on the upper
•r the iron taoo haa a fillet an its ontiidab on which reeu
B laadan tube of It iachea len^ Hid 4th of an inch
thick. Mid which goeaeailyow on the iron tube. The
la t w il t dianetor of the leedaa tabe will be nearly two
inchca. A h hefh tUa pendukna will act be tho^;ht
elegant ia appeanaceb yet it i* said !• here Mnriied
the pariMse of oaMpmaaiaa very well.
aaOiaD of
the rod ia shewn ia Fig. A.
Mttbodof
Aaglaadeea not saAr madi wtpaMfau orawi
lioBftoahaMoreold, it wtll be Ike
eaahr
|Wi 111 TheafiM rod ABorthiapanhilaal
•appeaad to Icn^ihen in a soMll dame hjr beat, it
pciHtad by aue tabe of twelve hMhae and • qaartcr
long, vhoee
cad raliiw en the lower cad of the
flaaa rod, woald be carried down by the lengthening
ef the glaas rod. bat the anse cause which pnxhices
this, will make the
tabe eqauad apwards, which
will oBrrr op the iren aad leaden tabaa. The iron tube
haa in tWeeaa* ita eapaaiiaa downwarda, aad the laadaa
tube rwa | iiBMl M tUa by hmfiam to upandoii an.
*^
•
ward*.

«m

A

«

kecpin;?

pretty
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warm,

to prevent cracking: or breaking. Compcosat
tion
After this o})eration, a hole is pierced straight through
the bar, from end to end, and opened up by means of •''"'^'J"""'
it

a clean cutting broach, until

it is

.450 of an inch, or

""

so,

*

~

The ouLwde may be turned down till it is
.7 of an inch, or less. The length should be 25. S4 inches, the same as the sine rods were taken' at.
The steel
in diameter.

rods mu5i be a quarter of an inch in diameter the length,
fiwm pin to pin, in the upper and lower traverses of the
two outside steel rods cd, ef, 27 inches, five or six inches
more being prolonged to go within the ball. In the middle of the lower traverse w a, is pinned a steel rod g h,
aomewhat more than a quarter of an inch in diameter,
and nine inches long, which comes tlirough the centre
of the ball, which is fitted up in the same way in every
respect as was described for the gridiron pendulum. The
steel centre rod a h, roes up inside oX the sine tube, from
the pin which is in the lower end of it, which is in a traverse a very little above the lower one, to the upper end
of the pendulum spring, S6.75 inches; from the pin in
the lower end of the c«mtre rod, to the centre of the ball,
4.75 inches. A hole in the upper traverse op allows
the centre rod to paaa firc^ through. The lower end of
the tube reata on the traverse gr, in which the centre
rod is pinned. The upper traverse bears on the upper
end, both trai-erses having a part turned from them,
about one-tenth of an indb in heii;ht, and of such a
diameter a* l% go into the ends of the tube, for the purof kacftng it to it* pro|)er place. The distance
Inaa the centre of the holes in the upper and lower traTerats, about 1.25 inch, which will be enough to make
;

p—

the two oataide steel rods stand clear of the zinc tube.
thia piece of btaia , with three holes in it for the
outside ateal rada aad tube, might be put half way between the coda of the tabe, to prevent any bending, or
tremaloaa BMtion, a thing, however, not likely to take
place.
It would be proper to have a few
in the
toba^ Ar the onrpgae of admitting air more freely to
the centre mxL
The eaotta Meet rod a i, when lengthened by heat, Mtikod ef
will make the lower end B of the zinc tube, (which is coopMuasupported by the lower end i of the steel rod ah,) do. tion.
aoand with it, but the same cause which lengthens the
Mael rod a 6 downwards will expand the ainc tube AB
apwards, and this will carry up the two outside steel
rods with which the ball of the pendulum is connected
their opanaion downwarda, ae well as that ul' the centre
Md, is riiwiiiiiiisalirl by the upward expansion of the
ainetabe. The leagth of the steel rods and of the zinc
tahoi, haa been shewn to be in proportion to their ex-

A

b^

I

low

MM

^

Ittiir§

Mr

vidlai

•Mind

Mr Tboaaaa

Pendulmm.

Rcid's cuaapeiiMiosi penduiam

n com*

aoacd of a nae tabe AB, aad thne Meel rodi, sA, ct/, r/:
la oodar toobtan a proper taba^ the ainc must be rery
partly flMad iato a bar aboat aa iach souare, and i*JU
ckea long, and the mould iato which it is poured
Aoald be upright, or nearly »o. Let thk bo very carefaBy ha« niari t to half an inch per foot, BMaawhile
i

It is

we contrived and made
pendulum, which seems to do
The following is of another kind, but we

aboat fifteen yean since

this kind of oompenaaion

airy well.
never had it put in execution, although there ia no
doubt but it would serve the purpose extremely well,
notwithstanding the risk ahaing from the brittleneas

oftha^laMk
Provide a white glass

ttibe,

wboae ooUide diameter

is i^,,

Thom*

Jths of an inch, iu inside diameter Jths, and iu length RHd'i ea*.
54 inches : Such a tube may be supposed equal in pcnwiuoii
strength Ut a solid glass rod, and will be considerably rrn<l<iluin
lighter.
.Make a cine tube from a square Ut, ham- •'^•i'"'
'
raerrd, Ac. in the same way as haa just now been directed, iU length Iwing 16.9 inches, snd iu inside dia.
meter (ths of an inch, or as much more a* will allow
it to move freely up aiul down on the outside of the
glass tube.
Iftho thicknes* of the zmc tulx; is ^ih of
an inch, it ought to answer very well ; if it is tome-

4
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what

greater,

it

may answer

THwe must

better.

be a

core of brass fitted to eacli end of the glass tube, ground
gently into the glass, and fixed in by some of the lime
JUr Thomas cements. To make the fixing more secure, a hole might
Hcid's com- be bored through the tube and core, about half an inch
pensation
irom each end of the tnbe, and a copper pin put through
])eiiilulum
them. The core in the lower end must have a small
vritli a glass
cylindrical piece, or wire formed from it of .3 or .4 of an
tube.
inch in diameter, stretching 1.5 inch beyond the end of
Plate
the glass tube, and tapped for the nut inside of the
CCCVII.
1-ig. 7.
zinc tube to work upon. The regulating nut should
be under the pendulum ball, yet a little free of it, as
it would be difficult to get at it, were it placed near the
lower end of the rod. The core at the upper end has
also a part of the brass, a little way above the end of
the tube, for the purpose of fixing in the pendulum
spring. The zinc tube goes up to the centre of the ball,
wliich rests on the end of it ; the lower end, having
the tapped nut in it, bears on the regulating' screw. The
nut may be either soldered into the tube or not, provided it is fast there. As both the glass rod and zinc
tube are round, and go through the ball, it will be requisite to have something to keep the ball to its proper
swinging position. For this purpose, let a brass tube
of an inch and a half in length, be fitted strongly spring
tight on the glass rod, and put on above the upper edge
of the ball. To the lower end of the brass tube or soc-

ket

is

fixed a traverse piece, into which are fixed two
a quarter of an inch in diameter, and 6 inches

steel rods,

These go within the ball, in the same manner as
the lower ends of the outside steel rods in the gridiron
pendulum. The distance between the holes in the traverse should be 3 inches, that is, each rod should be
distant outside 1.5 inch from the centre of the glass
tube.
When the traverse with the spring tube is once
set, so that the ball may have its proper position, it cannot be easily altered. The length taken for the zinc
tube is rather in excess for the compensation of the glass
rod, and should it be found so, the tube can readily be
shortened. As the glass rod is not very fit for the pendulum fork to work on, the following apparatus is proposed, and has been found in other cases to answer the
end as well as could be wished. See Plate CCCVII.
long.

Fig. 6.

AA

is a hollow cylinder of brass 1.5 inch long, which
It is
the glass rod rather more than spring tight.
made a little thin near the ;ends, and at the middle it is
left thick, having the appearance of a brass ring a,a,a, a,
formed on the cylinder, into which are fixed two pivots
p, p, a piece of brass not very thick, .3 of an inch broad,
bemg bent up nearly in a bow form, as at B, B, having a small hole at each end, b, b, to receive the pivots
One of the ends must be screwed on, in order to
p, p.
At
get the pivots more conveniently into their holes.
the end or middle of the bow, is a solid or round knob
of brass C, in which is a hole tapped to receive the
screw D, the head of which is nerrelled on the edge,
and sunk on the outside, to receive the round flat piece
of brass E, which snaps easily in like a baiTel cover,
and is not left so tight, but ttiat it may be easily turned
fits

D

is turned, by which the clock will be set in beat, to Compensa.
''""
a degree of nicety which is not easily obtained by bendPendulums.
ing the fork or crutch shank.
There are other modes of putting a clock in beat, but ~ ' ~
they generally consist of an apparatus for that purpose,
carried by the crutch or fork, which is a load on the cock
The one which has been described, has the adpivot.
vantage of being supported by the pendulum rod.
The glass tube having a length of 54 inches, will. Method of
when expanded by heat, carry down with it the zinc coinpensatube, whose lower end rests on that of the glass tube. The "**"'
centre of the ball of the pendulum resting on the upper end of the zinc tube, will expand upwards from the
same cause which lengthens the glass tube, and by this
means carry the ball of the pendulum up, and keep the
centre of oscillation always to the same distance from the
point of suspension.
The length of the glass tube rod,
and its expansive ratio, will be found to be in just proportion to the length of the zinc tube and its expansive

ratio.

Troiighton's Tubular Pendulum.

Mr Edward Troughton's tubular pendultmi, is a Troughvery neat and ingenious one, and is in every respect 'o"'* tub"worthy of that celebrated artist, to whom science is so !*' P«°^"much indebted for the great perfection to which he has
brought the division of astronomical instruments.
" Fig. 9 Plate CCCVII. says Mr Troughton, dravm
pj^^.^^.
to a scale of one-eighth of the real dimensions, exhibits cccvil,
the shape of the whole instrument, in which the parts Fig, 9.
of action being completely concealed from view, it appears, excepting the usual suspension spring, to be made
of solid brass. This figure gives a front view of the
pendulum. This form of the bob is used more on account of its being easy to make, and sightly, than from
any other considerations ; it is made of one piece of
brass, about 7 inches diameter, 2.5 thick at the centre,
and weighs about 15 lbs. aVoirdupoise the front and
back surfaces are spherical, with a thick edge or cylindrical part between them.
The ajjparent rod is a
tube of brass, reaching from the bob nearly to the top.
This contains another tube and five wires in its l>elly,
so disposed as to produce altogether (like the nine-bar
gridiron of Harrison) three expansions of steel downwards, and two of brass upwards whose lengths being
inversely proportioned to their dilatation, when properly combined, destroy the whole effect that either
metal would have singly. The small visible part of
the rod near the top, is a brass tube, whose use is to
cover the upper end of the middle wire, which is here
single, and otherwise unsupported.
:

;

ned to act in their pLices, it can easily be seen, that
by turning the nerrelled head of the screw D, holding

Keckoning from the top, the first action is downwards,
and consists of the spring, a short wire 0.2 diameter,
and a long ^virs 0. 1 diameter these all of steel, firmly
connected, reach down within an inch of the centre of
the bob, and occupy the middle line of the whole apparatus.
To the lower end of the middle branch is fastened the lower end of the interior brass tube, 0.6 in
diameter, which terminates a little short of the top of
the exterior tube, and produces the first dilatation upwards.
From the top of the interior tube depend two
wires 0. 1 diameter, whose situation is in a line at right
angles to the swing of the pendulum, and reach somewhat lower than the attached tube itself, which they pass
through without touching, and effect the second expansion downwards. The second action upwards is gained
by the exterior tube, whose internal diameter just al-

the piece F in its front view position, the crutch pin
will be made to move out or in, according as the screw

lows the interior tube to pass freely through it its bottom is connected with the lower ends of the last descri-

roimd in its place, without any risk of coming out, and
supposed to have no shake outwards. Into the piece
E is fixed a piece of brass, having a hole in it to receive the pin of the crutch.
Two views of this piece
are seen at F F.
When these pieces are all combi-

3

;

:

L
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complete the correction, a second pair
vimf <)uiineter m» the tonner, and oocu«
at ri v'ht iiigV« to dwni, act downward*,
iiitif below the exterior tube, having abo
through tho iuleeior oiw wkbout touching; eitbcr.
lower end* of tfaew wireeai* fattened to a short cy*
Uaditcal piece of braao, of the Mine diHiieteraa the exte>
rior tube, to which the bob it Mupended by ita centre.
Fig. 9. No 1. is a full lise ledHmof tbe rad, in which
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Ward's Pendulum.

'

Ur pcadu-

Plate
etc VI
yig 9.
Ke. 1.

MMd
Y^

the tnree coDoentri* circles aic derigned to repmcnt the
two tube* and the rectaagukr poaition of the two pair of
wina round the midiBeane, araahewa br the five null
drdea. By copy iM tlM arrmgenent, Jiroaa the elegant canatmctioB oryour own half second* penAiku*,
;

r*
...

9.
3.

{PkU. Jamrmal foe Angwt 1 7990 ' avoided nMcb tiwt.
Ue, which mast hare occurred to me, unlcM, indeed,
I had been impelled on the same idea, by the difBcvU
ty of comtiffag the fire wim to act ail in a row, wick
laliciewt ftMOom and in so stndl a space. Fisr f>. No. 5.
e inerplmas the part which close* the uppi r
wirm
tanor tab*: the two smril circles are
wbH> dr|wnd from it, and the three ^afc* ti» ttw shew
the holes in it, through which th» miodfe and m|l»
pair of wWs paaa.
t

Fi«. t.

Fig. 9. Na ^ it desij^ned tn •»plaif» the part wMeh
atapa up the bettom of the int<Tior tube ; thwaaall circle
IB the centre 'n whrrr tin- ini<l<i)F wire i» fiMlaacd to
other fo<ir wires ta pam
it ; the otlv
through. 1 :^
:..
jtirt which doers tb* apBerendoftheaxtmial tube; the large circle in the centre
la the T>''*'*' '^"•» •'•• >"-i«c«rcnng for the upper part
of the
ted; and watwoflBaDcii
le wire* of tha leal
P%.9iNo.&
the botlaaA of th« eai
in which the saaall eirdea shew the>
plaaaa mv
the wires of the second eaaansion, amIthalM
-' .«r patr of witw to pam thioaght
'-- <•»the '
F
ndriaal piece of tram, wWdi ihaWa

Vo. T.

huw

Fig. 9.

.

NaC

.

.

'

ii>,-

i..»crcmj-o*iheT-^

GMten*dtoit,andthahp''
>iddl»i>lbatwhaa»*
la the eemrf CI
Thaftaranfaig
tbai^'P'''*'*^^*''**^"]'
ca is ^iooa b?
•crcwing them into the piaeas wmc-n tu>p up tha *mb
aftka tabes; but at thelawaraMk
war aada thay
th^Mvall
aU iM4
ra^nHMad by N» 7. I
ib^mU IB thia
dtacii ptkm, that the pieces
i aai H au in F'm, ft has*
eaahajainlMi mation. by mean* ofwMtb Urn fallow
viraa aTaadi pair wooM be aqually MatdMd, altltaii^
tkmr were Bat aiactlr of the amaa laagth.
in tha apaafataa thna coBDactad, tha middle wira «li
ba
i lM hi f by the weight of tha wMat tha
Mka ariB auppiart at iu toptha wbalaMnpl tkf
wira; the second pair of witarwM In ilisliiiid by aO
(Bat|« tha middle wire an^iBtarfar4«be: *e cmarier
sapvarta
eat
at its top
too tba weight
waiaht of tha
eTwhaeaad the beb. and thaaacoBdiiair of w
tttatchad by the weight of tha bob only.
The firM pmdnlom which I made of the
kin<l, had only three «cel wiraa, and on* tube
the bob ; that is, two espanaiona down and on* up;
and the qaantity which one of hr«v> r.ll*
rect two of steel, was c uwipei i satetl lor, by esMsiding
those braachca of the roil beiawth* bob, and bringing
up an external tube to which the bob wa* aflsed!
There i» an awlrwsrdncasin thi* canstmciKm, owinf^ to
the rod rt'achinK aboot 13 inche* beiow the lower edge
of thr \hA>. otherwise it ij not iafehor to the ana

haaa^

m

m

ii

m

>

fM

described."

of this pendulum consists of two flat bars of \\ ard't
l,andone ofainc, connected together by three screws, |Kii>lulum.
asshewn in PlaieCCCVll. Fie. 10. No. 2. which isasida y^j^^j^
view of the pendulum rod when the bars are together; cctvil.
•' hk, ii," says Mr Ward, " are two flat rods or bars of Kig. 10.
iron about an eighth of an inch thick;i(-X- isa Ixir of sine Ho-i '•
intarpoaed between them, and is nearly a quarter of an
inch thick. The camera of the iron bars are bevelled
off, that they may meet with less resistance from the air;
and it likewise gives them a much lighter n{>pearance.
Theaa bar* are kept together by three screws 4/,/, which
nasstfaMugbobwii^holeaiD A A and kk, and screw into
• i. The bar A A is connected to the one k kby the screw
m; which is called the adjusting screw. This screw is
tapped into k A, and passes bvvly through k k but
that part of the screw which enters k k has its threads

—

;

turned off*. The bar i i has a shoulder at its up|)er end,
turned at right angtes, and bears at the top of the zinc
It is necessary to have
bar k k, and it supported by it.
sevaml holes fur the screw «i, in order to adjust the
compensation. No. 3, 4, 5, are a i>ide view of each bar
scpaMtaly. No. 6. shews the flat side of th«sin«.bar.
Fw. 10. No. I. is a front view of the pendulum rod Pig. 10.
when screwed t<«ether. The letters have the same re- No- !•
ferc.ice to tb^ diflerent figures."
The front steel bar l^ing lengtheneil by heat, and Method of
having iu ezpaaaioo downwards, will carry along with cooipeaaa"*"'*
it tha Bine bar. whose lower end is supported by a
screw in tha fiwnt bar the sine bar in this case will
have its expansion upwards, and carry up the back steel
bar, whose upnar ead rasi* by maaaa of a knee on the
apper ead of Ijta sine bar. Tha pandnlam ball haim
to tha lower part of the back steel bar which has rts
irpaasitiB dawawarda ; but tha two eapansions down>
;

wardaof tfaaateel

''^HalaitWMMiaaai*

5tt is pinnad

a

The rod

bare, are

oompenrntad by the upward

of tha line bar.

Ward's pendulum mast be allowed to be a very
owa> aa itpois r ss e s theadrantage of permitting
Mli«i to ba raadil^ and easily altered. The
wfaiah baabaaogiraB-of it, in
ae«
ti— «f tha gadaty ftr tha EaaoiBBgt n cti'
,vc.
ftr tlw y*ar I8O7, and in tha pampMet whu li Mr \\ ard
pabMikadai Blaadford in ISOt^, i-ouuin suflicirnt de*
taila toaaabte any comakm dookmsker to copy it.
We
haraaaly to add, that thareahouM he n ^perr screw, for
tha oampaoaaliaa ; anri
screws con*
^ one should
tka two slael ban an<i
bawand. It will be found of
a spare screw, whidi may lia
_
pat iBt»1lM piMa wh
!'p(>«<^ requisite to ooTk
tha CBBipeaaBtion
release the one sup*
ta be, where the rtimpensatian is thought to be
tea orach or too little. Uur e x perience with it soon led
ua to this coRtrivanee. Having made one of the«e penduhaas, we shall now give an account of its dimensions,
Ace.
The- distance fixan the upper part of tlie pendu1

i

-

-

f

m

:

lum spring

to the centre of the ball,

is

40.75 inches

and to the lower end of the front steel bar, 2 feet 1 1.5
inches.
From the upper end of tJie zinc bar, where
the back bar of stael raata a* haags on, to the centre
"-- "teel bars ara
of the ball, it is 8 feet 6 V5 inchrfargad ftoiB caat steel, and ann<
r breadth is
4)aart«rs of an inch, and their tiru imix-m about ooe^
of an mch.
Ihe length of the zinc bar is i>4
1/ aad its thidutesi a uttic more than two-tcntht
1

;
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Compcna- of an inch. The centre of the ball hangs on the end of
"""
the tube of the regulating nut, where it was tapped, to
"""*work on its corresponding screw, made near the lower
pa""' of the back bar, formed here into a round rod, the
Ward's
j>cndulum. lower end of which is a point, or index, to a graduated
plate fixed to the back of the case, iind 5.25 inches below the centre of the ball. The weiglit of the ball is
13 lb. 2oz. ; that of the zinc and steel bars, nut, pendulum spring, and connecting screws, 2 lb. 13^ oz.;
weighing in all nearly 16 lb. Jn making up steel bars
or rods for any compensation pendulum, it is proper to
heat or blue them after they are finished, which will
dispel whatever magnetism they may have acquired
in working them up.
The zinc bar of this pendulum,
when brought near to the length of compensation, was
Taking the length of steel to be
about 21 inches.
compensated by this at 61.75 inches, we may find what
the compensation of the zinc should be, if the steel is
jightly taken at 138.

^

'

Log. 1.7906370
Log. 2.1398791

Steel in inches 61.75,
Jlatio

138

S.93051^1

Log. 1.3222193
Log. 2.6082968

Zinc in inches 21
Jtatio 405.7

3.9305161

The expansive ratio here is greater than 373, as given
by Mr Smeaton ; but is not equal to 420, as given by
Mr Ward, from trials made with his pendulum.
dKemarks on
The three zinc pendulums which have been deScri*
zinc pendu- bed, have each their peculiar properties. The zinc rods
lams,
jjjg gridiron one are very troublesome to make ;
but they are more exposed to the air, or to changes
of temperature, and are adjustable by means of the

^£

and the sets of holes which are in
the centre rod.
When this pendidum is well
executed, it is perhaps the best of the three.
The one
•with the zinc tube is the strongest, the bearing on
it being more firm and direct than in either of the
other two ; only it has no means for adjusting the compensation, unless by shortening the tube from time to
time. According as the excess of its compensation is
shown, something might be contrived to adjust it,
without taking it from its place, but this would be too
complicated; so that the shortening of the tube by
degrees is rather the better way.
Ward's is much
«aore easily made than the other two.
Those who use
gridiron pendulums should have a half traverse, with
three pins on it, similar to the shortest one in the
pendulum, which will be found very convenient, when
it is necessary, to shift for compensation.
The half
traverse and pins should be put mto the holes, where
the traverse in shifting is not to come.
This will
keep the pendulum rods in their places, and serve in
the same way as the spare screw proposed for Ward's
shortest traverse,

them and

pendulum.
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Wooden Pendulum Rod.

The wooden pendulum

rod does not come under the
clasK of those which have just now been described
nor can it be supposed equal to any tnetallic compensation one.
Having a good opinion of it, however, we
put to trial one of them made of a very fine piece of

Woodn

straight-grained deal, that, for the purpose of seasoning,

had been kept for five years near a parlour fire, which Pendulum
^°'^*
was almost constantly lighted throughout the whole
""^"^^
year. The rod, wlien dressed up and fitted to the ball,
and the pendulum spring put to it, was well varnished,
so as to exclude any possibility of its being affected by
damp. It was then applied to the clock, which, when
regulated, went for about sixty days, during the
months of June and July, without any apparent deviation from time ; the very dry weather made the fixings
for the clock case shrink a little.
When these were
-

.

again

made more

secure, the clock, during a trial of
could not be brought to give the same
satisfaction.
Whether this was owing to the wooden
rod, or to what cause, we shall not at present pretend
to determine.
On this pendulum being taken away
from the clock, a mercurial one was put in its place,
having the same pendulum spring which was at the
wooden rod, and every thing else being in the same
state as before.
The difference in the good going of
the clock after this became truly astonishing, and may
be considered as a striking proof of the great superio*
•rity of the one pendulum over the other.
It must here be observed, that, although the compa.
rative trial by the same clock with the mercurial and
wooden rod pendulums was in favour of the former, yet
this clock and another were fixed on two planks, exactly
the same as those described in the next Chapter, and
strongly fixed to a stone wall, opposite the brick wall
where the other two clocks were, which gave rise to the
discovery of their pendulums affecting each others mo«
tions.
Not being aware of this at the time of trial, the
errors of the going of the clock, while the wooden rod
pendulum was used, and the good going of it when the
mercurial pendulum was applied, may have arisen from
various causes, such as the elasticity of the upper plank,
or the pendulums being of unequal length and weight.
This much may positively be affirmed, that they were
not going under such circumstances as to have a fair
trial. We propose however to repeat the experiment with
the wooden rod pendulum, applied to another clock,
placed in a more insulated situation. An eminent American philosopher says that deal has little or no longitudinal expansion, making it less than glass, as may
be seen in the Table under the article Expansion in
this work.
In the Astronomical Observations published at Cam- luJ],!^',
bridge in 1769, by the late Reverend William Ludlam, wooden
Professor of Mathematics in that university, he has penduliua
described a very neat and ingenious method of fit- rod.
ting up a pendulum with a wooden rod, constructed for the purpose of preventing any gyratory motion
from taking place, as well as to have some resistance
from the air. This was effected by having the pendulum ball of an equal mass round the centre of a round
wooden rod, and by a thin flat hard steel crutch, to
give impulse on the hardened ends of two screws put
through the rod, which screws were to keep the flat
crutch as near as possible in the plane or line of the dia«
meter of the pendulum rod, or at right angles to the
middle plane of the pendulum ball. This ball was nearly of the form of a cheese, or the middle frustum of a
globe. For a more particular description of it, see Lud-

many months,

lam's Observations, page 81, Plate v.
From the description given of this pendulum by Mr
Ludlam, it appears to be a very complete one, and several persons were on that account led to adopt it; but,

from our experience, it was found to be much inferior
to wlmt might have been expected, and to possess, r«-
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a great degree, tlj« very defect which .Mr Ludlam
vaiited to avoid. The latenil coming and going of the
Kadi.
pendulum rod by beat and inoistiu«, cauwa the screws
to come and go from the cratch, sometimet to chp it
kard, and at other times to allow it to have more freedom between the ends or points of the screws than is
Fhiding that it had a itrong tendency to gyproper.
ratory motion when tlie clock was set agoing, (which
however diminished some time after,) arising from the
mass of tlie ball being cirricd out from the centre towards the edge, and firam a thick rod passing through the
centre, we thought of the following pendulum, which
was afterwards put in execution, where the greater
part of the maas of the ball is kept at the centre, and
where the least quantity possible is tr>wards the ed^.
\ <Irawing of this pendulum, is given in Plate CCCV II,
The ball is of a lenticular form,
,'. II. No. 1. and 2.
7 mches in diameter, thickness at the centre 3.5 inches,
•icarod.
as seen at A.V, AA, having a round wooilen rod of
about .G of an inch in diameter, or thereabouts. The
rod nuy be either round, flat, rectangular, or ellipKiC 11.
ticaL Thii lut is perhaps the best form ; the transVOTM diameter being 1 .5 inch, and the conjugate 0.5
of an inch, aa, aa. So. 1. are two small round steel
wires, whose diameter is leas than .8 of an inch, or
.175 of an inch, the length from pin to pin about
&5 indMi. They night be crat shorter if care were
taken to nmlato th* langtli citbm pcndalam by the
xvt<ittm

tlier in

ay

going of tat dock bdbiv ftnog their length; in
eaae, they need not nrw ect OMire than S at
inch be^road the disaM«cr of the boIL Tbecemneor
one ineh
Mcbpaaang tfaraofh
thaw wim
tfie bdl at half an inch torn the oanli* ; 6 I. k i.
No*. I. and S. are two piece* of br—, into wiiJn the
ends of the steel wires are fitted and pinnad fiMt, their
ihape ie represented in the drawing. In one of them
^ I i« a socket in which the lower end of the rod ia
ised ; and in the lower one b 2, the regulating acrew d
paseea fr««ly throuffli: ', x are two braa* nervulcd nuts,
tapped to receive the screw J, which has also a eonical
Qafrdicdbcadfiscdonit; the lower end of the screw serviagaiaB indcK fertile arcs of the pendulum's vibrations.
On the apper end of the screw, the lower edge of the
pendulum ball resta and when moved nn or down by
the screw, the nnts x, x are tcrewed agamat the braaa
piece A 8, in order to keep all fast.
The advantage* which this parolwli— paiaaesee, are
vcryobviooai Thi Trhnlt nflhi niinnii
if ilia twll is
so near the centre, that it mintaina a rmv slandT nM>.
tiow;andshon>danylangtbaBimar«linrtaningofthefod

m

whim

v

tfU

;

slaai wire* taha &*, thaa will ia faoe dagraa b*
paaaalad
BH iili i by
bythabaML
the i
WiaiiH thw laMtbwTtC—
will BMlw the caMT* of tka bA gvi apwanl*, the
swbila ilii ig on the Md of the Ngnlittng
IcMTMrai. A piece of fiat bn**i* fitted and
pinned hMo lb* nMier part of the rod CC. ai seen ia the
i

ttawinff.
BaUadf the fectangnlar bole made
piece of brasa to raoaiire the cratch pin, a nvt

b

tbia

of the

wood i* taken away, in order that the cnit«ii with iu
pm nay get as near m mav be to the piaee of bras*.
The piece af bran in which the lower end of the pen*
dolan apring is, ia fitted to tlie top of the rod, having
tare pine tbroMgh it. to make it Cm there.
The upper
cad

i*

bor,
on

it,

fixed to a piece of brass, which goes oa a slaal
having pivoto to mt on a cock, and ton ftady
to that the pendulum may take ita plunb-lina

when boBgoa.
It

haa bsan ebianiad by iobc cabinet-makers, that
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from drawers, whose sides and bottom \rcxe of cedar, Wonden
there issued effluvia-, that inspissated the oil at the P«n'''J"''i
locks, and thickened it so much, that the locks became ._ "'_.
~ * ~
of no use till they were taken off* and cleaned.
Temlulum rods have sometimes been made of cedar Pendulum
wood, and are objectionable on this account, as the oil rod< of cc
at the pivot holes of the clock becomes thickened by it, d" wood.
Perhaps if pendulum rods of cctlar were strongly varnishea, this might deprive the wood of this inspissating
,

quality.
It is of the utmost importance to have the pendulums ^(rthod of
of clocks well fixed at the point of their suspension; fixing penand the cock to which they are suspended snould, at •^^'u""the same time, be strong and firmly fixed to the wall
of the place where the clock stands. This reciuires
to be particularly attended to in turret clocks, and stilt
more so in clocks intended for astronomical purposes.
These last ought to be placed upon an iron bracket,
strongly fixed to as massy a stone pier as can possibly
be got into the place where the clock is to atand. Wc
have had an instance of a pendulum which was so
well fixed up, that there did not appear a possibility of
its being made any firmer, or that the motion of the pendulum could in the least affect the cock and sus])ension,
vet the arc of its vibration was a little incrc.ue<l, .ifter
having made considerable exertions to put farther home
the screws, Ac oonceme<l with the fixtures of the cock
and the euepend on of the pendulum. The arc of vi>
bratioQ did not exceed two degrees on each side of the
point of rest, so that its motion, or centrifugal force,
eonld not be very great at the point of suspension ; yet
nail as this force was, it is clear that it was sufficiently
to afcct tfaaeaek there, as this cauae made the arc
ef vibntiaa of Icsacstant than when the suspenMon was
afterward* mora firmly fixed. We have suspended the
peadulu on a atrong brass cock, which was either ri>
ratt ed or screwed to an iron plate.
This iron plate wa*
screwed firmly to the wall, the clock case being between
the plate and the wail, and sometime* a notch was left
in the jiillar plate to receive the end of tlie brass cock,
by wbicfa means the clock frame and the pendulum suspaneian wera made to keep together as nearly as possible; and whan erary thing hen was so far adjusted,
a atron^ scraw with a square bead was put through the
cock, hwdii^ it and the pendulum top-piece firmly to-

gmt

^

m

Another way is, to have two bm* supporU
screwed on to a very Mfong arat board. These supporta may be aboot one inch broad and half an inch
thick, and in height about six inches, mora or less, arcaediny to tba height of the bending of the pendulum
ipnaf abora tfaaaact board. Bach aup|i<>rt lia.'> a ttrong
brand aalc, and these Mila* have a stout steady pin to
go into the aeat board, which is acrrwed, fVom underneath
dw aaat board, by a *trong iron or steel screw fast to the
gather.

ml

ppar

ade.

The supports

at the top incline a little to>

waida each other, and a thick and broad piece nf plate
braa* i* screwed to them behind, so as to connect them
firmly together. llieuDperendsnfthcsapports are made
level, and parallel with the soles and seat board.
Acre**
these ends is madeat/iangular notch, to receive the pivots of apieceof steel, to which the pen iuluin i^ouspt^ded.
By means of these pivot* the pciiduluin turns, so
as to hang freely in a vertical position. I'he <li ttniicc between the enda of the bran supports at the top nee<l not
be mora than two inchee. while at the Imitom the distance may lie four inches, or not quite so much, the indination being about ten degree* or so iJroiu the perx
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Pendulums, pendicular.

The

piece of steel should not be less than

""^"y^^ half an inch thick at the middle, where it should be circular, and about three quarters of an inch broad.
In the
middle is a hole of about tliree-tenths of an inch in diameter: the two conical arbors are formed from the circular part, so as to be in a line with the diameter of the hole.

The

which turn in the trianguabout three-twentieths of an inch
thick. In the hole, which is three-tenths of an inch wide,
is fitted a steel pivot, having a shoulder on the under
side, which comes so far beyond the upper side as to admit a stout brass collet to be pinned on it, and against
the upper flat side of the circular part, besides a sort of
screw head on the end, with a slit in it, by which a
screw-driver can turn it about, so that the pendulum ball
may be made to stand in the plane in which it ought to
swin^. From tlie shoulder, below the circular part of
the steel piece, to the lower end, may be an inch long.
To this the pendulum spring is fixed. This, in some
respects, is a very convenient mode of suspension, but
we do not think it so strong and so firm as the other.
When the astronomical clock, formerly mentioned,
which goes six weeks without winding up, was planned, care was taken to have the weight kept at as great a
distance as possible from the pendulum ball, as we conceived that the attraction of tlie weight would disturb the
This idea, which appeared
vibrations of the pendulum.
to us new, had occurred, we have been told, long before
to several very able artists and amateurs, such as Graham,
pivots of these arbors,

lar notches,

SfTect of
the weight

vhen
eitc tn

op[)0-

the

pendulum.

may be

Harrison, Lord Macclesfield, Sir George Shuckburgh,
Troughton, and others. In the course of our trials
with the clock, the arc of the vibrations of the pendulum, when the weight came as far down as the ball,
was observed to suffer a sensible diminution, and this

mutual attraction. Upon mentioning tliis afterwards to one or two persons, supposed to be
competent to judge in an affair of this kind, they entertained some doubts respecting this explanation of the
feet, and thought it might probably arise from some motion communicated to the air by the swinging of the
pendulum. Without making any experiments in order
to examine the action of the air on the motion of the
pendulum, an account of the fact, which was ascribed
solely to attraction, was published in Nicholson's Phil.
Jour. October 1812, vol. xxxiii. octavo series. Soon after this, Mr Ezekiel Walker of Lynn, in a paper published in the same Journal, endeavoured to shew, that
the cause of this disturbance of the pendulum, ( which
he says had been known to him 30 years before,) arose
from the motion of the air communicated by the weight
to the pendulum, which it certainly did, as we soon afterwards found from one or two experiments, which
did not occupy much time. In a paper of Mr Walker's

was imputed to

their

in Nicholson's Phil. Jour, for May 1802, vol. ii. octavo series, p. 76. entitled, " Methods for diminishing the
irregularities of Time-pieces, arising from diflerences in
the arc of vibration of the Pendulum," he has assigned
several causes for the changes that take place in the arcs

of vibration, and proposed different methods to prevent them. But no notice whatever is taken of the
motion communicated to the air by the pendulum. M.
Berthoud mentions, in the first volume of his Essai,
published in 1763, No. 642, that the air put in motion
by the vibrations of the pendulum, acts against the
weight of the clock, so as to. set it in motion, and that
tliis will in its turn gradually diminish the motion of the
pendulum until it stops it altogether. This takes place
wore readily when the weight hangs by a single ball

than when it is suspended upon a pulley. This fact, it Pcnaulamf.
must be confessed, had either been overlooked by us, ^—^-~-*'
Month clocks,
or had entirely escaped our memory.

from stopping frequently, have long been very troublesome to clockmakers, who no doubt assigned for it a
In the old montli
different cause from the true one.
clocks, the weights are very large and heavy, and the

momentum

of the pendulum very small, so that they

were extremely liable to be stopped. But in clocks
where the pendulum has even a considerable momentum, this agitation of the air will be sufficient to stop-

them altogether.
Having been called upon

to examine agootl astronomical regulator of Graham's, which had stopped, and
which belonged to a nobleman in the neighbourhood
of Edinburgh, we informed the man who was sent t*
put it in order, that he would find tlie weight opposite
to the pendulum, which was actually found to be the
case.

CHAP.
On

the

XII.

Sympathy or Mulual Action of the Pendulums
of Cloc/is.

It is now nearly a century since it was known that
when two clocks are set agoing on the same shelf^ they
will disturb each other;

Sympathy
of clocki.

— that the pendulum of the one

will stop that of the other; and that the pendulum which
was stopped will, after a while, resume its vibrations, and
in its turn stop that of the other clock, as was observed by
the late Mr John Ellicott. When two clocks are placed
near one another, in cases very slightly fixed, or when

they stand on the thin boards of a floor, it has been long
known that they will affect a little tl.e motions of each
other's

pendulum.

Mr Ellicott observed, that two clocks

which agreed to a second
36" in 21 liours when sepaThe slower having a longer pendulum, set the
rated.
other in motion in 16| minutes, and stopped itself in
36 J minutes. It never could have been supposed, however, that when very strong fixtures were made, it was
possible for any thing of this kind to take place. About
three years ago, in a room where astronomical clocks
were placed under trial, two strong deal planks were

resting against the same
for several days, varied

rail,

1'

|

firmly nailed to a tolerably stout brick wall or partition,
the ends of the planks being jambed between the adjoining partitions. The planks were 6 feet long, 6 inches

One of them was
broad, and l|ths of an inch thick.
placed behind the suspension, and the other behind
The pendulums were susthe balls of the pendulums.
pended on strong massy cocks, partly of brass, and
partly of iron, and, with the back of the cases, (one
of which was of very hai-d oak,) were firmly screwed to
the upper plank, and also to the lower one, the bottom
of the cases being free and independent of the floor.
Two clocks, whose pendulums were nearly of equal
lengtli and weight, and whose suspensions were distant
from each other about two feet, kept so unaccountably
close together for the greater part of twelve months, as to
become a matter of considerable surprise. When the cold
weather commenced in November, they made a small deviation from one another for a few days, and then resumed the same uniformity which they had before. An account of this was published in Mr Tilloch's Philosophical Magazine, where the observations of M. de Luc,
which seem to have been a very near approach to
the cause, were inserted by way of reply. The pen*<^

;
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at me of the clocks, •*as of Ward's
being taketi away, a gridiron one was
^-^r""^ nut in its place but with thi«, which was longer than
Ward's, the docks could nerer be brought to the
ttme time as before. Their arcs of vibration continu•Hj varied, and no satis&ctory going coiild be obtain^
ed from them, aHhanrli we were well aware that they
were competent to have given a very difiomt peHbrmTne ;;Ti<liron pendiilara clock was one of U>e beat
ancc.
poMible in if; rTcciilion, and had one of the best recoiling 'acapemtiits we have ever seen or made. The clock
was taken from its ca.se, to have a 'scapement of a different kind put in. In the meanwhile, the pendulnm being
left hanging in its place, was ob»erve<l to be in motion,
which was at first imputed to some shaking of the house.
On being stopped, it gnt again into motion, and upon
observing it narrowly, it was found not to be in audi
a direction a« any sfcakin^ of the houae could prodoce,
twinging quite in time with the pendalam of the going
clock, the two pendulums mutually receding and ap*
proaching each other. The cure was instantly c4>viout
and after the upper plank was sawed through between
the clocks, the pendulum became in a little while dead
and atill. The arc in w hich it vibrated was about tsrelve
Bunates of a degree on each aide of the point att reat,
which w*t near^ about the ereatest extent of variation
It would be impoa.
in the arcs of the twn pemlalura*.

SMMhr dwlum

which was

ofCSttki

On

kind.

its

;

make two clocks go closely together, in any
other situation than the one which has been mentioned.
After the pl.wk was cut through, the going cluck
was obaarved to be loning nearly at the rate of a second
itod a half a day ; and ifthe clock which kept «o long
Ih nniion with it bad been tried under the same drRxmstances, h is probable that the rxte wouki harp been
Ibond to be fa«t. The rate they had for a period of
flJUfit or nine montlia or mor^r, when they wmt eloae
tagedier, did not exceed twivtetiths of a aeeond fktt a
day, and tim may have been a mean of the natoral rafe
of cadi pendulum, if it may be so expreued ; that i*,
a uppoie one dock was going slow l .5 second per flay,
the other tktt 1.7 second, there will be two-tenth* of'a
second left fbr the actefer aticn of bnth. which seems to
be the only way of explaining this phenomenoo.
rible to

CHAP.
Om

XTir.

Ttartt Oackt.

Wt

hare frequently seen turret clocks ptit up in
where no advantage was taken of the lengtn of
B* for the weights, «hidi either did not de<vend
through the whole heiglit, or if they did, the rope* had
a serood rewinding, as it were, on the barrel. Hind*
ley, who was certnnly • man of grniui, «nil whooe tnrRt docks were perhaps une<{ual>ed in regard to their ex«
fnttion, thouffh defective fram no advantage being taken of the fall, made them all with barrels of a small
diameter, and of such a length as tn admit ahnoet any
onmber of tarns, so that they raaM be placed in tmj
sitnation, whether with propriety or not
We shall
eet

dwrefore lay down sudi rule*, that a doeknuker may fk
op a tnrret dodt tnUtA to any rfven fall for the weigMa.

Suppose that the height c? fall for the wdghts ia
f5 Iwt, and that the clodt is retprirrd to go dgnt dars
^.i.„...

-njj

wound

op, and with a sin^e line to tne
with no pulley for the wei^t to hang on.
U'r m.^v u'low Iff inciws foT srhst the wnrht will t<ke.
TUi mloees the hiifth of &1I to «4 Ibet ; aHowiiif 16

w

'

'

la,
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turns of the barrel to give 8 Jays going, and dividing the
feet of fall by IK, we shall have during the length of
therope 18 indies for one turn of the barrel. To find the
diameter of the barrel, we say, as .SSi for the circumference is to a diameter of IIS, so is the circumference
1 8 inches of the barrel to its required diameter, which
will be found to be 5.73 indies nearly.
But this diameter would be too large, since the diameter of the
rope must be taken into account for the true diame>tcr, or that which is necessary to run out the fall, must
be taken at the centre of the rope when wound round
the barrel. Allowing the diameter of the rope to be
half an inch, then taking this from S.73 inches, we
shall have for the proper diameter of the hnrrd 5.2S
Having now obtained the diameter of the
inches.
barrel, its length between the ends may easily be found,
f^xteen turns of the barrel, the number wanted to produce eight days going, and a rope of half an inch in diameter, will require eight inches ; but as the coils of the
rope cannot lie quite close to each other, we may allow,
for freetlom, one inch and a quarter, consequently if
length between the
the harrd is made 9.i.5 inches
For the striking
ends, it will be surticienily long.
pat, a rope of half an inch in diameter will be stroitg
enough, and as one of a considerablv smaller dianie>
ter, even one-half, would suit the gomg part, the goIf the clock shotdd
ing barrel may be m.ide shorter.
he nMdc to go by a double line and pulley, titen the
'
^ the barrels will require to be the double of
diir
5
or 10.46 indies. Or if the fall is only
IS or 1 r n-rt, then the barrels of 5.83 inches in diameThe diameter of
ter would do, bj- means of a pulley.
the pulley will in paort lessen the length of the fall, and
rncwa we may now deduct 16 inches,
in place of
er so, from the fall, on account of the length taken up
by the wdght antl pulley ; but this trifling circum^'ttle accommodation on the part of the
ttaftCe r
'iving then the diameter of the barret
doekm."
10.46 iiK'Iii-d, in order to ascertain what diameter the
barrd en<ls and the great wheel ought to have, the roiie
being half an inch in diameter, twice this added to the
barrel's diameter will make it 11.46 inches, but, for
the sake of even mimbers, let it be taken at 1 1 inches
and a half for the diameter of the plain InutcI end ; an
additional inch, or \15 inches in diameter for the barrtl ratchet etid ought to do, unless when the barrel
ratdMt is pot on the barrel end, ami within its diameter, as is aometimes done, in order to have tlie great
wheel c€ a less diameter than it otherwise would be,
when the barrel ratdiet end is done in the usual way.
The centre of motion of the ratchet end click need not
be more cBstant from the top of the ratchet than half an
faidl, or at mast .(i of an inch, and .75 of an inch more
than this fbr the breadth of the wheel rim, induci
Lidiu
The semidiameter of the barrel ratchet
the teeth.
is (i.ih inches ; to this being added .6 of an inch,, aOQ
.75 of an inch, we shall have for the semidiameter of the
great wheel 7.5 inches, or its dismeter 15.2 inchn.
The d-ameter of the great wheel bein^; thus obtained,
"
we may get the cir
S' «aying, as 113 is to
lice required, which is
.15.5, so is 15.8 to
found to be 47.7 J iihiu«, tint divided by 840, the
double of the number of ill e teeth proposed to be put
into the great wheel of the going part, we have for the
breadth of each tooth and ead) space 0.1 99 of an hich,
It it pernaps advisable to liave
or nearly .8 of an inch.
the space a very small degree less than what is here
gtren ; dw teeth will then be somewhat more than
.ff of an inch in breadth.
Taking small temporary seg-
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of thin brass, having the same radius as tlie
wheel, and cutting them from the proposed number on
the cutting engine, will lead us to form an idea of the
strength that the teeth may have.
Indeed this, and
calculation together, ought to go hand in hand, and is
the way that any ingenious clockmaker ought to adopt,
if his object is to have the best possible contrivance in
the construction of any piece of work in which he may
be engaged.
If it is proposed to have the pendulum of such a
length as to swing 30 beats in a minute, the swingwheel having ,30 teeth, and the pinions 10 each ; then
the numbers for the teeth of the second and third
wheels will be 60 and 50, and the length of the pendulum lSfi.8 inches; where twenty feet or upwards,
for length of fall and strength of clock can be obtained, a shorter pendulum than this should never
be adopted. The diameter of the second wheel may
be made half of that of the great wheel, or even
a little less; however, we may safely take it at the
half, viz. 7-6 inches, as it is to be cut into half
the number of teeth, and being considerably thinner
than the great wheel, the teeth will, notwithstanding this, be sufficiently strong for the force exert ed n
them. The third wheel having 50 teeth, and the force
exerted on them being considerably less than that on the
second wheel, we may obtain the diameter of the third
wheel, by first taking the proportion of 60 to 50, and
then making the diameter somewhat less than the first
proportion would give, because, were the teeth cut on
this diameter as given, they would be as strong as
We then say, as 60 teeth
those of the second wheel.
is to its diameter of 7.6 inches, so is 50 teeth to the diameter required, which is found to be six inches.
Taking six inches in the compasses, and applying them
to the legs of any sector that has a line of equal parts,
both legs of the sector being extended till the points
of the compasses fall exactly on 50, set the compasses
to the number 45, which will give a distance equal to
the diameter of the third wheel. This will be found to
be 5.5 inches nearly, and if the swing wheel is made
five inches in diameter, it will do very well.
The barrels both in the going and striking parts being made equal in diameter, and each performing a revolution in 12 hours, we now proceed to make out
proper numbers for the striking part and diameters for
the great wheel, the pin wheel, and the tumbler wheel
this last we shall also make use of as a fly wheel. The
diameter of the barrels being equal, the great wheels
may also be equal, and the diameter of the striking great
wheel will be 1 5.2 inches. The number of blews which
the hammer must make in 12 hours, can be obtained by
a very simple rule. The first blow 1 being added to the
last blow 12, will make 13, and 13 multiplied by 6, half
of the number 12, will give 78 for the number of
blows required during one revolution of the great
wheel and barrel. The great wheel of the striking
part will require to have rather stronger teeth than that
of the great wheel of the going part, because there is
a stronger rope and a heavier weight applied against
them, in order to raise as much weight of hammer as
may be, so as to bring a sufficient sound from the
dock bell. The pin \^^eel pinion being 10, and the
wheel 64, having eight lifting pins in it for the hammer tail, the number of teeth in the great wheel which
will be necessary, so that one turn of it may produce
X8 blows, may be either 98 or 100.
Suppose we take 98 for the number of teeth, 98 divided by 10, the number in the pin wheel pijiion, the

quotient will be 9.8, which, multiplied by 8, the numTurret
Clocks.
ber of pins in the pin wheel, will give 78.4 for the
'~^'"~'
number of blows for one revolution of the great wheel.
If the great wheel should have 100 teeth, this, divided
by 10, will give 10, and this again multiplied by 8,
will give 80 for the number of blows during one turn
of the barrel ; either of these numbers for the teeth of
the striking great wheel would do very well.
If we
take 98, and as the pin wheel is to have 64 teeth, wc
may find a proper diameter for it, so that the teeth
may be nearly about the same size as those of the great
wheel.
Say as 98, the number of teeth in the great
wheel, is to 15.2 inches, its diameter, so is 64, the number of teeth required in the pin wheel, to a diameter required for it, which will be found to be 9.9 inches.
The pin wheel, having 64 teeth, and 8 lifting pins
in it, the tumbler wheel pinion, which makes one revolution for every blow of the hammer, must have 8
teeth or leaves in it.
The diameter of the tumbler
wheel must be considerably smaller than that of the
pin wheel, and this will depend on the number of teetli
it ought to have, on the number of leaves in the fly
pinion, and on the number of the revolutions which the
fly pinion is to make for every blow of the hammer.
The less the number of revolutions given to the fly pinion during one blow of the hammer, the less will the
striking part be under the influence of oil.
But few
turns in the fly require it to be considerably extended
in the wings or vanes, and this demands some ingenuity and address in the clockmaker to carry them out, so
that they shall be conveniently clear of every part of
the clock. When the arms of the fly are extended, the
wings or vanes can he considerably diminished in surface ; and a little weight may be given them, so that
when once the fly is set in motion it will not easily
The construction of the fly, and fly pinion, has
stop.
The flies commonly aphitherto been injudicious.
plied to turret clocks were too heavy, the wings or
vanes were too broad, they made too many revolutions, and the fly pinion was not so properly sized as
for it must be considered that it acts not
it might be
merely as being driven, but it must sometimes act as a
leader.
For although the tumbler wheel, or fly wheel,
which turns the fly pinion, acts as a driver, yet, from
the nature and application of the fly pinion, and fly to
regulate the velocity of the striking, the fly pinion,
from the acceleration which it will acquire, must sometimes act as a leader, so that the size of the fly pinion
ought to be a mean between the size of a leader and
If the pinion is made too large,
that of being driven.
or the size of a leader, the wheel teeth in driving it
would be apt to butt on the pinion, and if made too
nicely, as it were, to be driven, it could hardly ever
act as a leader, as here the pinion would butt on the
wheel teeth ; this then is the reason of keeping it to the
mean size of the two, which will be found to have a good
The arms of the fly may be about twenty-six
effect.
:

'

•

inches.

The number of the revolutions of the fly pinion for
one blow of the hammer is arbitrary ; in some clocks
the fly may make twenty revolutions, in some more and
some less- When the-revolutions are few, and the acceleration of the fly fit to carry forward in a small degree the striking, it may appear to strike faster towards the end of a long hour, but it will require a
in

We have made the fly pinion to
nice ear to perceive it.
have only four turns for one blow of the liammer, which
answered extremely well, so that the tumbler wheel
will require 40 teethj supposing the fly pinion to iiave

:

;
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the ratio of the pin wheel of 6* to its
tumbler wheel of K) would
dlMnetrr
c*, the teeth would then be
have Its diameter
„:.^ with thoseof the pin wheel ;
of the same siae or .-:
but this is noC requisite, as they will bear to be considerably dininisbed in sise, and if the diameter of the
tumbler wheel is nearly 5.5 inches, the teeth will be
MUBcicotW stiDOg. In this striking part there is no fly
wlMel and pinion.
The locking of the striking part of turret clocks re-

la

It'

9.9 inclie- ili'-n the

—

That which Hindqoiies safe and good mcduniam.
ley used is very ingenious, and was adopted in the
dock made fur St Andrew's Church in Edinburgh
yet. fnm ftnlowt of oil or dirt, it is liable to misgive,
and in atlmpdng to rectify ic, the ignorance or care
Imumm of workmen is apt to increme the eviL The
nicety of this laddag lies in the piaa of the countwheel, whose office is to raise up the locking-lifter, and
pMi it at the same time. The lacking which is here
proposed, ia by means of two pins or dctetU on the
fly pinioa arbor, one of which ia for loddng on, and
the other is a detainer while the striking is on warning.
In this motion work, we have a rack, having teeth on
the iiMide as well as on the oataide ; the tumbler raises
the radt by means of the inaide teeth, the rack-catch
acta by tboac oa the eutasde, and is coacanliie with
the hour liAinf arm, or that which diachargea the
strikiac; but both oMve fraeljr and independently of
the nek ia on the htbng of the laat
•Kb otter.
the nek caiTiea
iMih bjr the tumbler, • pin which ie
Anravd the end of m lever or ana. Contwtric with
pttmata i»>
thii anm and ftiad with il, l a h ir

Wkn

m

n

am

adf (at dwamBeiastMtwhiB the pia in the nek hM
ouricd the ami fiorward) to a pin or detent on the fly
paion arbor, and here the striking u locked. The pin
the minute wheel, on raising up the hanrlMiag mmt
iMiii at the same time the rack catch, and caoiamMal*
ly allows the rack to Call, and the pin Aoa the Ir pi.
nion arbor, which before thia waa locked, gela maca»
mgiA ; and hen the striking would go improperly on.
mn another ana, which is coanected with the hourMftiam arm, arwiti kmlt to the other dotait on the
mrjSmaa mat, mad dMms it till sooh time
the

tnm* mm drapa off fnan

m

the pin in ttw

Mi ami tfaa alvikjaa being at
«g*iBlMlMdwlMDttiepin

miaau

libettv ^oea on,

wheel.

and

M

thendi laamdetomove
•Moftlkekxkmywnafcrward. Thia loakii^ ie sun

d
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diameters of

tlie

wheels and the length of the
we may thence fix upon the

barrels being jletermined,

length and breadth of the clock frame, which is propoaed to be rectancular, and the wheels lying all
nearly in a horizontal position, making it of such dimensions as not to pinch any part of the work, nor
yet to have a superabundance of room. Beginning,
The great wheel being
then, with the going part
15.8 inches in diameter, and having 120 teeth, and the
pinion which it drives 10, we know that the distance
of their centres will be S.08 1 or 8. 1 inches nearly. We
also know, that in the case of the second wheel of 7.6
inches in diameter, and 60 teeth, driving the third
wheel pinion of 10. the distance of their centres must
be 4.273 inches. In like manner, we get the distance
of the centres of the third wheel, and swing-wheel.
The diameter of the third wheel is 5 500 inches ; the
swing-wheel pinion being 10, we have for the disunce of
:

—

,

By taking these disUnces,
their centres, S.158 inches.
and adding them together, with the semi-diameters of
the great and swing-wheels, we shall have thespace that
wouUl be required to contain the going

part.

Inches.

From

the centre of the great wheel to that of
the second wheel,
Frain the centre of the second wheel to that
of the tliird wheel
From the ocnlie of the third wheel to that of
the awia«.wbcel
Tbeiarai-iCameter of the swing- wheel, . .
The maMliameUr of the
wheel,
.

gmt

.

Inchet.

So Aal

:S£u.^n'73L*rf5»*2;:f5^':^
w wit Wjr

4.273
5.158
S.5
7.6

«5.6l«

I inch, 6 tenths, and a very
going part.
Bj prorraHing in the same manner, we shall find tlic
rMitanra of the centres of the wheels in the striking
parta to be aa follows

it

rrqoire* 9 feet,

Uttl* UMre, to contain the

Incke*.
the centre of the great wheel to that of
the pin wheel.
8.1875
From the centre of the pin wheel to that of
the tumbler wheel
5.6815
From the ccntn of the tumbler wheel to that
of the fly pinion,
S.S544
Scnu-dianaler of tumbler wheel, . . . .
2.75
Ditto of the gnat wheel,
7.6

From

easily caecoted.

r"*Tj'.*'l*.P^'''*^'*f**'» •"'***' •«*«•
MdanehalfoflhevdiaMlenshanU becatavay.ao

8.081

27 4734*

To which add
gobgp^t,

the apace required for the
.

.

.

.

......

«,« for inches,

85.6I2

-EToslT

alaalar pna, and strengthiaad Tha Itngdk, tfa«v required to contain the going and
appaala cads htmg ixcd in a small cip> mriiaag a«la ia about 4 feet 5 inches, Uing the inside
nm OT rmg over them ; bat small pina «• apt to laMth of the fkame.
tnr and wear away the acting pait of the hammer tail.
The width inaide of the frame, depends on the length
The haaMBW tail amy be ao caamtmttai that it begina of the bamla, the thickness of the ends, and of the
to nim tha hawm i r head whan tbe lever by whi^ it great wheeb, &c. The striking barrel being the longita
Imigtb, the head banqg then a eat. we moat take tha laaath given for it, which wa»
raootal poridoB than when it ia anarw arda dctenninad to be 025 indea between the ends. Allow
raised up.
The aeiocipla laid down hmaf the striking, oneqnartcr of an inch or to for the thickness of the
he. waa adooied and pnt in —clian hi the two tur- plam and, and half an inch for that of the ratchet end,
let docks which were made by Mr Reid tar the royal
and about S-4thB of an inch or ao for the thickness of
af .^anan, and which an not aqaalled by any the great wheal, thaae beine 1.5 inch, which, added to
tarratdodM in the tal aaii
The ftama of these docks the length of the barrel, makes 10 7a inchea. The |.in
ia
umaliBi led, and tho whccla so diapoaed, that any wheel is supposed to run behind the great wheel, l>av.
em be aepantely Uftad eotof Iheftame, without ing a proper freedom between them, the pin* inr IJrtlakiB^it to piecea, «r renwviag my of the other ing the hammer tail being on the oprosite *idr or the
B>n wheel, and the plain barrel end having a sufficient

*
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We

freetlom of the front bar of the clock frame.
shall
call this freedom at>out .3 of an inch, and a« much
for the freedom of pin wheel and great wheel ; the
thickness of the pin wheel about .4 of an inch, o' a very little more; the height of the pins from the surface
of tlie pin wheel about .6 or .7 of an incli.
Itickes.

The

length of the barrel, with its additions,
was,
10.75
Freedom of plain barrel end,
.3
S
Ditto of great and pin wheels,
Thickness of pin wheel,
.45
Height of pin wheel pins,
.7
Ami take the distance of their tops from the side
1.2 5
bar of the frame at
Inches,

By

J

9.75

appears that the distance between the bars
inside, will require to be 1.3.75 inches,
The side bars, one on each side of the frame, are of
forged iron, about four inches in breadth, and .4 of
an inch thick, having at tlie ends a sort of thickneM
left there, so as to form a shoulder, and beyond the
shoulders are tenons, not quite so thick nor so broad
as the bars themselves ; these tenons about 4.5 or 5
inches long, are fitted into a rectangular hole, in the
cast iron part of the frame, which compose the ends
of it. The ends of the tenons are sometimes formed into two screws, each having nuts to bind them
against the shoulders, and with the cast iron ends
or
having sometimes slits in them to receive a strong iron
wedge to bind the shoulders; either of them will do
very well. The length from shoulder to shoulder of
the side bars need not l>e quite so much as that which
has been allowed for containing the going and striking
wheels.
If this length is 4 feet 4 inches, it will be
sufficient; the space given by tlie cast-iron frame ends
wiU more than compensate what has been deducted
The cast-iron ends are
from the calculated length.
composed of two sorts of pillars, connected by a rectangular bar, near 5 inches broad, and about half an
inch thick ; Uie length of the rectangular bar such as
to allow the side bars, when the tenons are into the
square part of the pillars, and in the rectangular hole
which is made there to receive the tenons, that the inside of the side bars shall be only distant from one
another 13.75 inches. The middle part of the pillars
is a square of about 3 inches, and 6 inches long ; the
upper and lower ends of the pillars are turned into
such a figure or shape, as the taste or fancy of the
artist may suggest.
The middle of the rectangular
hole which receives the tenons, may be distant from
tile lower end of the pillar about 12 inches; the top of
the upper end may be equally distant. This frame, if
constructed in the manner which has been directed,
will be found to be strong, firm, and stiff, and very
handy and convenient, while going about the making
of the clock. Should it be thought that the side bars
from tJieir length may yield a little, a foot can easily
be attached to each, near to the middle of the bar, or
any other convenient place.
Nothing about a turret clock requires more skill and
ingenuity, than to construct properly the wheel work
for setting off and carrying the hands to the different
dials, more especially if there are more than two.
The wheels for this purpose should be as few in number as possible, having the least allowable shake between the teeth, and a sufficiency of freedom in the
end sliakes of tlie arbors, and in the conducting rods,
this

it

of the frame

;

Turret clocks with four dials and hour and minute
Turret
Clocks.
to each were formerly but very seldom made.
The town clock of Edinburgh has four dials, with hour ^"^i'"™'
and minute hands to each, which we put to it in the
It is an excellent specimen of this sort of
year 179-'>mechanism. Hookc's joint has been found very useful
in the conducting rods for the dial work
but where
any oblique direction is given to the rorls, Hooke's
joint will make the hand rather to go irregular, makir"'
the hand more forward at one part, and more behind
at another than it ought to be.
In l.irge turret clocks
which have minute and hour hands, the wind and wcather give a very severe trial to the dial-work and
wheels, and such clocks are in general very much exposed to such trials. In the clock which we have
^en planning, the second wheel pinion making one
revolution in an hour, is that which must conduct
the dial work. Let that pivot of it which comes throu<rh
the fore side bar be left pretty thick, and prolonged
three or four inches beyond the bar outside.
Two
ways have been adopted to prevent the hands from

hunds

;

changing their place by any force or violence, arising
from winds or any other cause. One of them consisted of a pretty stiflor strong circular spring, keyed on
behind the minute wheel ; the other consisted in putting on the minute wheel arbor, a wheel with square
or unrounded off teeth, into which teeth a click from
the conducting wheel passed into the space or spaces,
We propose to adopt the first of these two methods
at present.
On the thick pivot of the second wheel
pinion, outside of the front bar, let a square be
made of .3 of an inch long; on this let the square
socket of the circular spring be well fitted, and the
angle marked to correspond, so as to know
which it has been originally fitted to
this spring may either be of steel or brass, and the
diameter equal to that of the minute wheel less by
the teeth.
From the square part of the pivot let this
arbor be turned down, but hardly more tlian what is
necessary to form an arbor nearly cylindrical ; the
square sides must not be completely turned out, otherwise this might render the arbor too small. The diameter of the minute wheel may be about 4.5 inches,
and cut into 40 teeth ; on the same socket with the
minute wheel, let there be a bevelled wheel of 5.5
inches in diameter, and having 50 teeth, the distance
of the back of the bevelled wheel from the nearest side
of the minute wheel being about half an inch, or .6 of
an inch. This space is to allow the hour lifting arm to
come in between them, so that the lifting pin in the minute wheel may freely get hold of it ; the whole length
or height of the socket may be about 3, or S.5 inches,
and turns on the cylindrical part, or arbor of the prolonged pivot. Two other bevelled wheels of the same
number and diameter as the other are cocked on the
front bar, so as to pitch with the first ; their arbors are
disposed horizontally, and at right angles to the socket
of the first bevelled wheel, so that they may be connected
with the dial wheels on the two opposite dials, whose
wheel and minute hands they will conduct. Over the
first bevelled wheel, and pretty near the inside of it, is
placed a round brass dial, having minute divisions and
figures on it.
A minute hand on the socket, having a
collet against them pinned by the end of the arbor,
will keep the minute wheel tight on the arbor by
means of the spring liehind it. When there are four
dials, then in place of the two wheels, with tlieir arbors
horizontally placed, let there be one arbor placed perpendicularly, on which are fixed two bevelled wheel?.
side or

at all times that
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dwt

to proceed in this way, whether whh clocks going
eignt days, or with those which require daily winding
p^ There mt* otten great objections nuide against the
trouble of daily winding up a turret clock, but when
this truuble can be submitted to, a clock of this sort is
decidedly preferable to those which go eight days.
Tarrtt docks which ^trike quarters are sometimes
aiade, aome of which are done by a quarter rack and
Fur the descrip*
snail, and others by a count wheel.
To lead the tion of a thirty hour clock of this kind, put up in the
stances tlw two opposi te generally suffice.
town-house of Paris in the year 1788, we refer to Ber.
snail wfa«eU or wLkt is generally though improperly
another flat minuta wheel of thoud*s Hittmrt de la Mtture du Temps ptnr les HortoCRlled the hoor wheel,
the same number ef teeth and dlaiiWu a* the fint ba fet. This is perhaps one of the finest public clocks in
larope.
It waa constructed with much care and ex.
pitched with it. and whoae w^hut gM« IbrMigh the
pense, and is the only one which has enamelled dials,
main frame ; and near the e(%e or tke going
wheel, a little below, on the left hand ssde, a oau en one of which is above 9 feet in diameter.
AMtoogh not in its proper place, we may here rethe Ifafe bar receives the wheel piro*, and the arbor is
that where four sets of diab and dial work are
fVee on die fore bar: The other pirot, wtiich k Wl
required, it would hardly be safe to trust them to
pretty thick, turns in the back bar; en the end
of this pHrot, wbidi i* nrelewged a littW way beyend a yeang tight collet behmd the minute wheel.
would thercfcfa pnpaae, that the pivot of the second
the bar. i* Ibrmcd > lan taoi u pinion of 4 ot 6, er swch
a number as may <rait the number of teeth in the snail wheel uiaiaa he maand down, and a little longer be>
wheel or a pinion of a proper number having a ptVBff yond tne Ibfo bar than what was proposed tor the
to it, nay be twisted in • hole made in the arbor to
soaare of the spring ; this is for tlie particular rea<<on
apd receire it. A hnthom pinion of four will lead Of getting cosily at a boh pin when at any time setting
the snail wheel and mail, hartnc a coramen the haaa.
On thia sqtiare of the pinion let the
Ft; the wheel haring 48 teeth and 7 inches in
saaarad socket of a plain wheel be very well fitted.
Sbmeter, aod taming on a rtud in tbe hack bar the This wheel ir about 9.6 inches in diameter, and in
rack is also on a stnd here. The pivot rvqarreii to thickncco abeat ene-foarth of an inch. The minute
lure a lantbom pinion fbrmed on lAr end of it, for a wheel mast have a sink in it, so aa to receive the plain
wbecl of 48 teeth, and 7 mcbes dfasncter, wooM be wheel, but the sink must be more extended in diame*
MBmt too thick ; so that by keening the pirot t4 a ter, to admit a ckelataB sort of a rim of a wheel with
^derate sise, or Mfldemly thick to hare a heie in forty teeth cut maide of it This rim must fit well
it to receive the praag of a pinion of 0^ aid A* nail
the BMsde of the sink in the mianle wheel, aid befised
wbael 1% may be a better way thati Aat wkicH «• ta it; cither by soft soMar. or aome other ateant. The
The boor lining
and tne dHaai^ ariaMe wheel, in thb caw of the sink in it. will re\ prcpoaed.
one may be fonnaa or not Iran one sid tlw aain la be thidier than ia the ease of the spring collet.
!oa, and flxed on an arboe wbicw noi movo
A boh may be kxlgrd under a dovetail slit muclo in the
whaal, wliaac pivola tnmt run
) great
eoefta ntplain wheel ; in this slit, and lying dose to the sink,
1 to tbe main ffanne ; cocks wn abe reqaired for
the bolt can be made to aMve out or in to the inside
mer, the verge, and the pendulum.
Tile teeth on the mintite wheel ; on the end opposite that
Vngdi oS the pendulum which we have urmmaid fm of the bcMnf csmI of the bok, is fixed a stoat roond
thi* (Trx-l miy be thtxight by some ratncr ineanw
pia or knebv for the finger to pull out when oecasiontar
which is a matter that can very aailiy b« aHy aeuCag the hands ; this pin scr%'rs alw for a stout
got :...
:: r of, by aasnming any other t«t>gth»^ Miy
sping to puab the bolt into lU place between the in<
n, 7, or 8 fret
eitMr of these lengths will luivt- perhjgs dominion enongh over the rlodt ; bat th<?* will
Fa lilting op the dial work immediately behind the
H^pre other seti of numbers for the second and
it may be reconaaeiidad to adopt that which waa
WRu ls, allow'" • •'-- -t to remain 10 each, and the eesitrivcd and put in practire in tita difTerrnt dialMbgwheetThe second whet4 hariw trodo of flt Andrew's church clock on the minute
-^ - ion* 10 each, and
19 teeth, the iMir
aritar, jast by the lower end of the hour wheel socket,
the swing wbecl
a mtnwe arc M,
ia a loow atael washer, which lies dose to the <V>r»>
and length of penciuium rwjuirro u 5 fcet 97 inchoa, ptato of the dial work frame : and shoidd the wind
Ifdta third wheel of this Mt ia made 70, all othera i— pvcM the haa( band and hour whod aocket down, it
maitiincr the anne, tbe vibrations la a minatr will be
aftcta no other part, bat only presaea the washer againat
t, and thelengthofthepetidtthwn6fc»t»inelH» : 40
the plate.
Inaale of the didwork fVame, and on tbr
vibialkjua in a minute would require the w hia la to be
mimite arbor, are washers to prevent any binding on
too dlyuput tionate in numbers.
the ends of the hour-wbed socKct.
one of the phnens IS in place of 10; the «baoli
In the to« n clock at Paris, the revolutions of the fly
In this one wouM be 75 and 64.
In the othartllcf str&ing tJie lieur, are eight for every blow of the hamvoaU hare been M> and M. Tbe IcMtli of pendalvii
tiM fly of the quarter part mahas four rtvoia 7 ft«t 4J faichta: the vibratloea in a nrinoto
; the
lutiena fbr every ooartcr hammer blow, there being ten
pinion* 10 each, and die swing wheel 90. The wheels lifting pina on aaa side- of tha great wheel, making SO
are 75 and 64, the length of pcndalnm 8 feet, 175 Hfia, the anMOBl ef the qaartar Mows in an liour. The
feMhe*.
Whceh 80, 7t, and SO, and piaioaa of I«, wiO wings or vane* of the ffiaa ia this clock are prettr broad
giye 40 vibrations in a minute.
and long, and can be set to tafte more or less hold of
It is certainly not requisite to give any more examthe air. The fly of Hindlcy's dock in the Orphan
rtea of corotructinjf turret clocks.
The one which baa Hosjiital makes 4.57 turns for every blow of tlie ham•MR givea is aalBcicnt to enable any inteflIg«Bt vtist mer; but, from the tmpcrlbet oonttrnctianof theclodc.

with the first bevelthe upper ore (A
led wheel ; the lower one, whose lower pi rot or ariwr
may be connected with that of •nother, which carries
berelled wheel, turning four others, all of tbem in th*nme frame The foor wheels, if properly placed, will
turn the four minute arbors at the dials all in their proper course or jlirection. This frame will require to be
placed a little below that of the main frame of the clock.
It is seldom that four dials are wanted, and in roost inwhi'tA pit
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HOROLOGY.

1^
Turret
Clocks.
,

no ackquatc weiglit of harrinier can be raised, and hence
a sufficiency of sound cannot be obtained from the bell.
It has been said that the weight of the hammer for this
purpose should be 5 pounds weight forevery 1 00 pounds
in the bell.
Turret clocks in general must either have
their bells too large for this proportion, or the clocks
liave not been made to take a heavy enough hammer.
The arm of the hammer when at rest, should hardly
make an angle of elevation above 20 degrees, or 24 at
most ; and in order to get as much mass of matter in
the hammer head, the tail by which it is raised should
be pretty long, and give a rise from the bell as little as
possible. But this distance of rise from the bell must depend, among other things, on the length of the arm,
and on tlie angle or length raised by the pin wheel and

hammer

tail.

was formerly proposed to fix on the fore bar the
fmall dial, to which the minute hand is set at, when
It

setting those of the principal dials ; but it matters not
dial is fixed and the minute hand is movenble, or the minute hand is fixed and the dial moveable.

whether a

Suppose

that,

by means of three small and short brass

pillars, fixed inside

of

tiie

bevelled wheel,

we now screw

on the tops of them a light round dial, having the minute divisions and figures on it, and the minute index
fixed to the fore bar,

we

can here

make

the bevelled

wheel be turned about, till the minute index points to
the proper minute.
This mode will, besides, allow us
to have more conveniently three sets of dial work, that
is, two by the bevelled wheels, whose arbors are laid
horizontal, and the third by connecting it with the
socket of the

Where

first

or front bevelled wheel.

and have very
heavy weights applied to the barrels, they require much
force and strength to wind them up.
In order to remedy this, an apparatus of much the same nature as
that which is commonly applied to cranes has been
used.

turret clocks are of a large size,

This consists of a wheel, with rather strong

and coarse teeth, fixeil on the barrel end, opposite to
that where the great wheel is.
A pinion of any number, on whose arbor is a square to receive the winding
lip key, is attached to the clock frame, by means of a
cock, &c. so as to pitch with the wheel on the barrel
end ; and by this means, a considerable weight can be
raised with ease, requiring much less exertion, but
more time than when the winding up was performed
by the barrel arbor. The clock in the town-house of
Paris is wound up in this manner, which is represented
in the drawing of Vick's clock, Plate CCC. Fig. 1.

The size of the wheels and strength of teeth, may be
regulated according to the weight to be wound up.
The weight of the going part is in all cases light, when
compared with that which is necessary for the striking part, in most of these clocks. Besides the advantage of winding up a heavy weight with ease, this method has another, which is, that the barrel arbor pivots
can be used, either in conducting the hands, discharging the quarter and striking parts, or turning count
wheels, &c. The old way of the division of the hours
striking by the count wheels and locking plate, and
locking on the hoop wheel, does not yield in ingenuity to any thing which has been since introduced in
its place by modern clockmakers. The only greatohjection to the old way, was the trouble of making tlie clock
etrike a round of eleven hours, when the striking of the
hour corresponding with the hands, took place from
any acoidental discharge. It may not be out of its
place to observe here, that the application of the cord
or rope for the weight should be on that side of the bar-

which lies next to the pinion into which the great Astronnmi"
wheel acts, especially in turret clocks, as this relieves "^^ Clocks.
'""^""^
the barrel pivots of a great degree of friction, which
undergo
were
otherwise
the
course of the
they woulcf
rope and weight on the opposite side.
rel

CHAP. XIV.
On

the

Method offitting up Astronomical

Clocks.

Although the example of calculation which we hare 0"
given for the different parts of a turret clock, is appli- "P

fitting

a^'roup-

cable to any clock ; yet, in order to make the calculation
^q^,
more familiar and easy, we shall apply it to an astro-

nomical clock, intended to go 32 days without winding
up, performing the computation in the most rigid manner, as these clocks ought to be made as perfect as possible in all their parts.

From the inside bottom of the intended case to the
under side of the seat board, is supposed to be 4 feet 10 7
inches, the seat board one inch thick, and the distance
from the upper side of it to the centre of the dial 3.125
inches, or 3^ inches.
From these, to obtain a proper
diameter for the barrel, which is to have sixteen turns
on it, we propose that the length taken up by the pulley and weight shall not exceed 6 inches, and that the
weight shall be about lOlb. or perhaps even less. Four
feet 10.7 inches diminished by 6 inches, will be 4 feet
4.7 inches, and this doubled will be 8 feet QA inches;
which divided by 16", the number of turns proposed for
the barrel, we shall have 1054 tenths of inches, which divided by 16, will give 65.875 tenths for one turn round
the barrel. From this, to find the diameter of the barrel,
say as 355 is to 113, so is 65.875 to the diameter requiThe
red, which will be found to be 2.0968 inches.
diameter given here for the barrel must be lessened by
a diameter of the gut. The diameter of the gut, which
we had 24 years at a month clock, and which carried a
weight of 24lbs. was .045 of an inch it might have even
supported it much longer, but a different weight was afterwards hung on. It is very thick gut at .080 of an inch,
and .060 of an inch is about the diameter of common sized
gut, which we shall take for our estimate in the diameter of the barrel; then 2.0968 inches minus .060 of an
inch, will give for the true diameter of the barrel 2.0368
The diameter might be kept even a little larinches.
ger than this, since the cutting of the screw upon the
The
barrel for the gut to ride in will lessen it a little.
depth of the screw cannot be much more or less than
.020
.020 of an inch, at which we shall take it 2.0368
will then make the diameter of the barrel 2.0568 inches.
It is more than 40 years ago since we proposed that the
trade in general should adopt for all their work gages,
Had
inches and the lowest subdivisions of an inch.
this been done, it would have made all the communications between the different branches of the art extremely
simple and easy and yet however simple this may appear, it has never been done. It must be observed, that
every branch, suchas mo vement- maker, enameller, glassmaker, spring-maker, verge-maker, &c. have all their
own gages, no one of which corresponds with that of
his neighhour's, and all these gages have numbers apOn what these numbers are founded,
plied to them.
it would puzzle very much both the makers and owners
of the gages to tell.
To get the length of the barrel between the ends, let
us take the diameter of the gut at .080 of an inch, in order to allow freedom between the turns on winding
S
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roand the

This .080 multiplied by

barrel.

16, the

i^r of turns propoaed, will give l.aS inch, or very near
1 inch and f'yrthi of an inch for the length of the barrel between the ends. The barrel, or great wheel, making a revolution in 48 hours, we must see what the
number of tcetli for it, and the second wheel pinion
which it drives, ought to be, and likewise the number of
teeth for the second wheel, and that of the centre pinion, so that this laat shall make 4S turns for one of the
great wheel.
Let v» asMHOe 94 for the number of the
•econd wheel pinion, and 20 for that of the centre piIf we take 6 times 34 for the number of the
nion.
great wheel teeth, and 8 times 20 for the number of
teeth in the second wheel, then the centre pinion will
be turned 48 tiroes round for once of the great wheel,
Having assumed the pinions to be 24
as (3x8=48.
and 20, thcM multiplied into one another, and the product niulti|died by 48, the laat product will be such a
number, as when divided by a number for one wheel,
the quotient will be a number for another wheel,
S4X 20=480x48=23010, which divided by 144, the
number for one wheel, the quotient will be l60 for the
number of teeth of the other whacL Or if we take i5
fer the number of the second wIimI pinion, and 80 for
the other, these multiplied together, and the product
gain by 48, will give such a nomhcr. as when divided
by 150, the number for one wheel, the quotient will be
ItiO for the number of the other wheal. 85 x S0=300 x
46=24000 -f 1 50= 160. The nnabara for the teeth of
Ihcaa wheels may be obtained in tha«na way which we
aaa of to find tha oMBbas of iha laeth of the
heels for dock andl watch moraoMnta. If wa taka 96
ftr the second whaal irinkn, and SO for the centra pinion,
and muhipiy thaoi
ana aaeUMr, and if the fxodnct
is again miilti|ilied by 48, the woBbar of Inms of the
centre pinion tar ana of the aw> wheel, we shall have
a numlier, which baing aabdivided till there is no !»•

dw
w

Mo

win fam each acta of numbers as
of the two wheels. Thus
S6xW=520X 48=24960, the multiples of which will
be seven S's. one 9, one 5, and .1, which give the numbers 156 and 160 for the whaela.
For tba aiifc^ of
',

astiwnotiiical clock,

wa

shall

md

adopt the naasbar 144

ftr tba great wheel,
I60 fiv tka aaoond wheal, and
ila pinion S4. and 90 for the enMre iwheel
it to Imm aa Ufh BMabatad wbaale
pimaBa as can

Thaok^

The

in.

af the gfaat

wheal
to ba such, as
pi upoaad Ar It to have ttrength eno^b to bear iba ascrtfan p«t vpon thaai, wbkh wa ihaB take at aiMO, and
ftr dMI of tha aaeowl wheal iMO,
lo other ward%
thcae

.OtO

and swbig wbetit err to be 16 each, the number
ofleeth far the emu* wheel IStt.aml for the third wheel
ISOl Far the aake of saving tfOMbla to those who may
be iatJiBed to OMkc such adad^wedHllgirathedk*
iMtaacf thewfaacb
pniaBi^ and the dat
third

nd

their

i

The greet

.

otoond wheel

.

Centre wheel
TUid wheel
Swing wheel
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ter.

ofCenire.

20

743.6

1322

60

20325

„i

Clocks.

'.^p-y^—r

Wheel

concentric'
with the second

•

ditto

Wheel carrying 1
the tuMir hand J

The wheel of 20 is concentric with the second wheel,
which making three revolutions in 24 hours, carries
the hourhancU wheel of 60 once round in that time.
The hour circle will have the 24 hours marked on it,
is,
from 1 to St-, being intended for a sidetime clock. There is no other dial-work than the
wheels of 20 and 60, which will require to have the
hour-hand turned about by itself,* when at any time the
clock is set by the minute hand.
From the centre €>(
the dial to the centre of the hours and seconds circles, is
2«5 inches to each.
The centre of the gn-.-it wheel is
on a line below the centre of the dial about 1 inch,
and to the lel\ of the perpendicular line, in the centre
of the dial, 2.9 inches. 1 be centre of the third wheel
is also to the left of tiiis line, a little more than half an
inch, say 319 of an inciL
The 'scapement we would
propose to be the same as those which we have made
to astronomical clucks, after the principle of that of
Mudge's tima-keepers ; only the pallets might be made
longer, and the springs of course a little stronger. The
angle of 'scapement might be reduced to 1 5 minutes
on each side of the point of rest, and yet the pendulum
may be made to vibrate about 1.5 degrees on each side.
The unlocking here would be as near the lowest point
ea pnaethle, or when the pendulum hod iu maximum
«
tor CO*

that

real

'

CHAP. XV.
On (Mme* and BeU$.
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Aslronomi-

DiameTecih.

it* aMilliplea
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Chime, in its general meaning, i< applied to the On Mmu
sounding of bells, such as change-ringing by church »"•' bcUi,
bells, or the striking quarters of the hour by a clock on
two or more liells, or to tunes played bj- a clock on
of nine, twelve, or sixteen bells, tuned to
ive notes on the aeala.
Clocks that play
bells are railed musical clocks
when hour
are chimed or struck by the clock itself, for
on six or on eight bdle ia octove, it is called
a qawtot dock, and ae et iawe a dmac clock and
whan the qoartara mm alrack by a string being pulled,
it ia called a puU quactv or a repeating clock, whether
the qaertera aia atnsck an ax or eight bells, or whether they era given by a double blow on the hour-bell, as
in the repeating watoi. A time piece, or going part, and
having no hoar striking part, but liaving a repeating
part, M by aoaie called a silent pull.
Varioaa ways may be adopted for pricking tunes on Method or
the muaic bairris of clocks. The earlier inode of do. pnckin^
ing this was by taking a piece of writing paper of such 'H"" °"
a siaa aa to cnvar exactly the surface of the barrel,
"Z^^^
and in a direction perpentiicular to the axis of the bar- dock*.
rcl, to draw aa many lines parallel to one another as
there were notes in the tune to be laid down on the
barrel, the lines being equidistant, and corresponding perfectly with the hammer tads as they stood in
the hammer frame.
They were marked at each end

ky l&sss wto wish
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letters or notes they were to represent in tlie
or scale of music ; and, according to the number
ofbars in the tunc, as many s|)aces were made by lines
drawn equidistant and parallel to each other, i!itersecting
the others at right angles.
The junction of the ends
of tlie paper, when applied round the barrel, represented one of these bar lines. The length or breadth of
the spaces (which might be either squares or parallelograms) contained between the bar and note lines, was
again divided on the note lines into as many parts or
spaces as the number of crotchets in a bar, and for notes
of lesser value a less space was taken. While the paper was lying on a table, the notes in the tune proposed to be laid on the barrel were marked by a black
ink dot on their respective lines, and in the same order as
the bars of the music lay.
After this was done, the
paper was pasted on the barrel ; the note lines now
appeared like so many circles traced round the circumference of the barrel, while the bar lines lay longitudinally on the surface of it.
By this means the black
ink dots were transferred and marked on the barrel by
a punch or finger drill. This mode might answer very
well where large l)arrel8 were use<l, and only one tune
laid on ; but in smaller work, and where several tunes
were to be put on the same barrel, it is neither sufficiently neat nor accurate.
VV'e are not acquainted with the method adopted by

thods of

tliose

and

Bells.

gamut

Chimn
is not of a favourite kind,
and Bells.
such clockmakers as may be
music clocks, and have not
the opportunity of getting the music pricked on the
barrel by those whose profession it is to do this
sort of work, we shall give a description of the tool
and its apparatus, which will be found very well
adapted tor this purpose, and also of the manner of
using it.
Having a good strong turn-bench, such as those
used by clock-makers for their larger sort of work, to
the standards or heads of it let tliere be attached sup.
ports on each side ; to the supports on the side nearest
the workman, let there be fixed a straight cylindrical rod AB, about ten or twelve inches long, and in
diameter a quarter of an inch, or even three-tenth.s
of an inch. A spring socket CD must be made
for this rod to slide easily and steadily along it,
somewhat like the socket which slides on the upright stalk or rod of a watch-maker's glass stand.
In
the thick and strong part of this socket E is fixed a
steel arm EFG, bent into a curve, which lies over and
above the music barrel when in the turn-bench, as
shewn in Fig. 2. at EFG. The steel rod AB may at Pr.ATE
pleasure be placeil at any distance from the barrel, CCCVilI,
^*
about an inch or rather more, and should stand paraU '8'

Although

bell

music

yet, for the benefit of
disposed to construct

to the barrel arbor MN, and nearly in the same
plane with it, but rather a little above this than othertransrerring
of aausic on clock barrels ; but having had occasion to wise. On the outer end of the curved arm is fixed a
<^°"^^''"C' ^™^ musical clocks above thirty years ago,
flat piece of steel G, a little more than half an inch long,
n"u^c 'clock
^^^ having no opportunity of getting the music pricked in breadth not quite so mufh, and about one-tenth
barrels.
on the barrels by any professional person, it became of an inch thick. The lower and front edges of this flat
necessary to contrive some method for this purpose. piece of steel should be neatly and smoothly rounded
One way consisted in applying the barrel concen- off, so as to allow it to come easily and freely into the
tric with the arbor of a wheel cutting engine, whose
notches a, b, c, &c. which are on the edge of a thin brass
dividing part consisted of an endless screw and wheel; scale, whose use will come afterwards to be explained.
and having fixed otiier apparatus on the engine for To the supports attached to the turn-bench heads, and
this purpose, different numbers of turns of the endless
on the opposite side to that where the round steel rod
screw were taken for the longer or shorter notes, and is placed, let there be fixed a slip of brass XY, about
the tunes were as accurately put on the barrel as ten or twelve inches long, an inch and a half broad, and
could be wished. Another way consisted in placing nearly a tenth of an inch thick, tiie inner edge of which
the ban-el and its train of wheel work and regulating must be made to stand parallel with the barrel, and tlie
fly in the frame.
A force was applied to turn the flat side to stand nearly in a plane between the upbarrel, wheel work, and fly round in the order of liftper surface of the barrel and its centre, the edge being the music hammer tails, and an apparatus was ing placed so as to stand clear of the tops of the teeth
used to mark the dots on the barrel. The fly made 560 of a high numbered wheel
screwed on to the
revolutions for one turn of the barrel ; or should this
end of the barrel. Near the ends of this slip of brass
be thought too quick a train, it might be made by al- slits are made, through which screws s, s, pass that
tering the numbers of the wheel teeth to make 250 or screw it to the upper side of the supports; the slits ser2C0 revolutions for one turn of the barrel; the train or ving to allow it to be moved a little occasionally length•revolutions of the fly being fixed, was made use of in
wise when required. On the upper side of the slip of
the same way as the endless screw in the former way, brass is fixed another, but not quite so thick, the length
by taking a greater or a smaller number of tm-ns of the being about that of the barrel, and breadth one inch and
fly for the longer and the shorter notes.
Knowing the three quarters. On the inner edge of this are made as
number of bars in the tune, and the crotchets in a bar, many notches a, b, c, &c. as there are hammers, bells, or
by calculation, the number of turns of the fly was ob- notes to be used in the tune or tunes to be marked on
tained (and partsof a turn if necessary) that a crotchet re- the barrel.
These notches are equidistant, and the
quired, so that the tune might go round the barrel, leavmiddle of them should correspond to the midille or
ing a small space for locking and running ; this was all line of the hammer tails their width being such as to
that was required to be known quavers and semiquavers admit the flat steel piece G on the end of the curved arm
came to have their proportion according to the value of EFG ; the depth of them cut on the edge of the brass
the crotchet. Although the process of putting tunes on should be about one quarter of an inch. The edge of this
barrels answered very well by both these methods, yet piece of brass, or music scale as it may be called, must
it was rather tedious, and attended
with some trouble also stand parallel with the barrel, and at a little disand embarrassment in the operation ; and a more simple tance from it, not nearer than three-tenths of an inch,
and easier method of doing this was afterwards con- so that the flat steel piece on the end of the curved arm
trived and adopted, by which we could lay on
a tune may have room to get in a little way, and to pass
with the greatest accuracy and expedition in nearly ten through at the same time to a certain degree of depth.
an'nute*.
On the upper side of tliis brass slip the letters of tlie

workmen

in

London who

lei

practise the pricking
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miuic or gamut are marked to thoae aotchea
whicb correspond with the hammer tails, and hammer*
intended to strike on the beils the notes so marked
but in an inverted order to the usual way in which they
are marked in the scales of rau:>ic, the lower notes being
on the ri^t band aide, and as they rise going to the left.
Thit ia done ta auit the waj in which the bells are
ognmonly, though not ncceaaarily, placed in music
docks, ( See Fig. S.) ; for a dock.m^er of any ingenuity
might contrive the barrel to turn anv way ne UKmght
proper, and place the bells to stand in the order of
the music sosle if there was any advantage to be deIn the curved arm MFG, Fig. 2. is fixed
rived from iL
a punch f, having a very tine and sharp conical point,
at the '*^-~» of four inches or so from the centre of
the sliding aoekct, and not quite an inch from the outer
mtivt &m flat rtcel piece ; the punch when applietl to
ths band should stand upright, and directly over the
of it. This apparatus being all adjusted as we
bare directed, it is evident that when the curved arm ia
railed up a little way, the socket can tiien be made to
aiide caaily aioM the steel rod, and by this means bring
<k* wstar end of the flat steel piece very readily into any
BOtch required, and the point of the punch ia brought at
the same time with the greatest praciaioa to the place of
Ih* not* on the barrd, leaving die flat atad pMoa for
tkt time in the notch The point of the ponai touchiag or restinc on the barrel, a stroke fram a very small
kHBHMr on UM top of it will cauae the point to make
• pnlty deep mm. or eooioal hole on the surface of the
acale of

I

BcUt.

f<S.I-

•In

:

faarrci.

It now niaaiaa tobe abewn how the time or the Icngtfaa
of the dcflamt notes are detanaiaed.
I^mW i" "'w,
nwi
abort or qaick notae, adcb
tbe minim and
^aver, ai« not well aoilad to belU music, and, titamim,
anaakleai tradafltdhNvtaMacbascn for it; tba erat-

•

all, qaaaar, aad

«

a—n—wr, fcrt^g the graataat part

of nit coatpetfliaa: tba mioiai and dami atm t-quaver
ao^, bawevar. be bnagbt in at soow parte. It may be

annaoMBvy

what

to atata,

ia

pretty generally

known,

tba pfoponiaaal vahse of the netca to one another
anCce it to say, that a minim is equal to two crotchata,
a ctwichat to two quavers, a quaver to two »emi.4|aa*era,
a aenii.qMaver to two dani-aaai-qaavetaw The
liaw in which the barrel taniBk aAcr atrikiag or lift,
inf a hammm-taii, to atrika aay aoia oo a bdl, laal
be ia tba mmm ynymttuu with tbe notes, acemdiag
Let a wheel of
ftraaampla, baflnd oatba aad of tba banal.
and ht both be ptaoHl
tba lam>baacb, vilb tbe ap>
pHBiM wbicb baa baaa daanibad; To liia tarn bench

ad

«M

m

now attached a aiaalarbraaaapmiA baiiagaknaeor
bcadbMat aM and. ao that it aM^
aM» fidi
aaaoM
flili into
failo tba anaeca
afthawbaaltaall The tune of tbe Jolly Yaaag Waiaraa (8aa Plate CCC V 1 1 1. Fig. &) being paopaiid to be
IS

,

i.

bamit will, bjr iiiapmiua, ba aaai to contain
an, beiiiy 60 c«itdMla il'
»SO, thanoabar of tfao wbsal ia divided by 60. tbe
number of the cralcbata, w« abaO have lour for the
quotient, aad ten lor the raaaaMler; ahewing that we
may take ftor teeth or apaen for every crotchet, ten
tba rem riain g part of m, serving aa a run for locking,
and tbe ether part far a ran at nnlncking for a tunc to
laid an tbe

Tn

liaia iif ibiaa iiiHiliali

:

be played. Now as a craicfaet ia equal to four spaoaa,
a quaver must be equal to two,aBdasaai-quavercaaal
In the tone p ropuaed, the flnt noM is F «
ta one.
the curved arm ia brought to the left hand. atKl the
piece
pot into that notch .: the
^-' punch
pum IS then
,
to mark the barrel ; and this baing a aeau-quavcr,

flat steel

ada
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riilmn
or the fourth part of a crotchet, the spring index is
shifted into the next space of the wheel teeth, and the and BeUs.
curved arm moved to the next note, which is G, on
the lett band, and the Hat steel piece being put into
the notch corresponding to G, the punch is made to
mark it on the barrel. This being a semi-quaver alsoj
the spring is shified into the next space, and the curved arm moved to note A on tlie left ; the steel piece is
put into the corresponding notch, and the punch marks
A is here equal to a quaver and a
this on the barrel.
half; therefore the spring index must be movecl over
three, or into the third space, and the curve<l arm moved to the next note, being B, on tJie left hand the
steel piece being put into this notch, the note is marked on tlie barrel ; and as it is a semi-quaver, one space
I'his being
is taken for it, and the arm moved to G.
marked, and as it is a quaver, two ftiiares are takeit>
and so on. When crotchets are marked, four spaces
In the tune which we
are taken after marking tliem.
have uaed, nine bells or notes are all that is required ;
and three more, or a dozen, would give such a compaaa aa to take in almost any tune that might be ro.
qnirecL
In place of the spring index, it would be better to have a single threaded endless screw to work into the wheel taeUi, ewe turn of which would be equal
to a tooth or apaoe.
The arbor of tlie screw being
squared on one end, and a small handle for turning it
being pot on, piere would be leaa danger of making
mistakes with the screw than with the index. On the
arbor of tbe screw there might also l>e put a hand or
index to point to a circular space or dial of eight or ten
drviaians.
This w«ald give room to make parts of a
nicety is required.
Alter one tune
tarn, where
is laid on tba nafral, attlwr it or the music scale must be
shifted a short spnce wbe»the next one is to be put on.
To shift tba mnsie seala ia perhaps the preferable way
ef the two; and tba apacaanr atuning should be marked
on the top of one of the Sopporta, and close by one end
of the long alip of brass ; or they might be imirkcd on a
short line drawn longitudinally on the surface of the barrd at or towards one of the ends of it or by taking both
BMtboda, the one would aerva i» a check <ni the other.
Tbe length of shifting depends on thr di'tance between
'> be put upthe hammer tails, and the nil r
between the
on tba bmroL For example.
tails is four-taiMis ol' an inch, mid it is proBaasd to nut eight tones on tbe barrel, then if we divide
mr>tmitaa by eight, we shall iiave half a tenth fur tbe
laagth, or apnea to shift for each tune ; and this is t*.
kiag adranti^af tba whole space between the hammar tails, a ciwamstann which is frequently overleohod ; fcr where IIm shilb have been confined to a
lea spaea ftr ihiftiMr tbaa might have been got,
ao macb ream ia lost. The diatance between the hammer tails dependa on their number, and on the
We have made the distance
length of tbe Inrrcl.
a quarter of an inch, where the number of hammers
were deven, and the length of barrel about three inches
and a quarter, the number of tunes put on the barrel
seven, the spacas for shifting were three hundred parts
of an inch or thereabouts, and where tiie clock of itself
When the haaaniar tails are thin, a
shit\ed the tune.
number of tunes could be made to have their sirifta in
a very abort distance between the tails ; the diameter
of the lifting pins most also be taken into account, being of soma coneideration where the spaces for shifting
are extremdy limited.
Although we have taken the
number of the wheel teeth for dividing the notes at
iSO, yet either a greater or a lc« number may be
:

mat

;

'

.
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Chimes «nd assumed

^^'l^•

'~

that 13 required is to proportion the
number of turns of the endless screw, and pnrts of
a turn, to the number of bars in the tune, and to the
notes in each bar, and to have the tunes to go nearly
round the barrel, so that a small part of a revolution
of it after the time is played over, may be left for
what is called lockins; and running. If the dividing
wheel was taken at 128 teeth, and the tune being supposed to have 20 bars, each bar having three crotchets,
;

all

as in the former example, 128 teeth divided by 60, the
number of crotchets, the quotient would be two, and
the remainder wouUi be eight ; so that each crotchet
would require two teeth or turns of the endless screw,
a quaver one turn, and a semiquaver half a turn, and
tlie remaining eight teeth would serve for locking and

running. When the tunes are all marked on the barrel,
each mark must be drilled to obtain holes for the lifting
pins to be driven into them. Great care should be taken
to have a stiff" and excellent drill, so as to run no risk of
breaking, which would occasion a great deal of trouble ; and it should be of such a temper, and well and judiciously whetted up, so that it may drill all the holes
without requiring to be once sharpened up the object here is to have all the holes of the same width,
so that the lifting pins may be all of the same diamo>
The holes being drilled, and the barrel polishter.
ed, a number of pins should be prepared into lengths
of half an inch or so each, and a very little tapered at
one end. The stronger and harder the brass wu-e for
the pins is, so much the better ; some of the best kind
of pms used in the female dress are very fit for this
purpose. In placing the pins in the holes, if they should
be found too long for knocking in by the hammer, they
should be shortened by the cutting plyers before the
hammer is applied, which will prevent bending, and
allow the pins to have a more secure hold of the barAfter all the pins are put in, they must
rel rim.
now be shortened to an equal and proper length or
height.
For this purpose prepare a hard cylindrical
steel collet, having a hole in its centre sufficiently
wide to allow it to be put readily on the pins ; the
lower end of it hollowed, the upper end rounded, and
the height of the collet about one-twenteth of an inch
or a little more ; the height depending on the size of
the barrel and the diameter of the pins. The collet being
placed on a pin, the cutting plyers are applied to cut
the pin just over by the roimded end; a small touch of
a file takes away the burr made by cutting, and as the
hardness of the collet prevents the file i'rom taking
any more away from the height of one pin than from
another, they must be all of an equal height.
This
operation being finished, the small burrs made on the
top of the pins by the file must be taken oft'; this is
done by a piece of steel wire, about six or seven inches
long.
The end where it is twirled about by the fore
finger and thumb, should, for the length of an inch or
so, be made into an octangular form, for the more
readily turning it round back and forward.
On the
face or point of the other end, two notches are made
across each other, which may be either angular or
round at bottom ; the latter may he the better of the
two, if rightly executed, and should be made with the
round edge of a flat file, whose thickness should not be
more than the diameter of the pins. The point where
the notches are cut should be hardened, and the inside
and bottom of the notches polished, so that a sharpness
may be given to take away the burrs easily from the
-top of the pins.
The shape of the hammer tail is such as is represented at riate CCC VIII. Fig. 3, a form which makes
:

the hammer easy enough to be drawn, and the tail Chimes ana
BeWa.
takes little or no room when falling ; and should two
^
pins or notes succeed each other rather rapidly, the p~ ^^
nib or point of the hammer tail will not be interrupted ccCVIII.
by the succeeding pin. In the first musical clocks, and Fig. 3.
even in those made long afterwards, the bells were all
placed on one strong iron bell stud, the opposite end of

which was supported by what may be called an auxiliary stud, which occasioned a crampness that prevented
the bells, when they were struck by the hammers, from
vibrating, or giving out that fall tone which they might
have otherwise been made to produce; and the improvement made on this, as well as on the quarter bell studs
afterwards, was efl^ected by placing each bell separately on its own bell stud, which was made of well hammered brass, having some degree of elasticity. The
sweetness given to the tone of the bells by this method
was truly surprizing. The bells in this kind of music
may be sounding at the time that a succeeding note is
struck out and sounding too, which may not be so pleasant to a very nice ear. This can be prevented by having
a double set of hammers, and having every tune pinned
twice over on the barrel, one set of the hammers having the heads of buff" leather, or having a brass head
with a piece of cloth sewed over it. These, when they
strike the bell, will damp the sound of the note which
is last struck.
The buff"hammer should fall on the bell
to be damped, at the same instant that the brass hammer strikes the succeeding note on its bell. This improvement, however, must greatly increase the expence
on such a clock but the effiect of buff" or cloth hammers
is so striking, that the additional price ought not to be
;

grudged.
In Plate CCCVIII. Fig. S, A A is a circle representing Plats
an end view of a clock music barrel, and a few of the CCCVlli.
,

The

dart shews the direction in which it
a section or
end view of a brass piece thus shaped. The length
depends on that of the barrel, and the number of
hammers to be let into this brass piece, which is called
the hammer f"rame, the length of it being sometimes
three or four inches, sometimes ten or twelve.
The
flat part of the hammer tails fills up the thick part of the
hammer frame, into which slits are made to receive the
hammers. Near to the outer and lower angular part at a
of the frame, a hole h is made through the whole length
of it, not drilled, but ploughed us the workmen call it,
and this is done before any slits are made in it l"or the
lifting pins.

turns.

The

letters a, a, a, a, a, represents

A wire is put through this hole, and through
corresponding holes in the flat part of the hammer tails.
This wire is their centre of motion, and the holes in them
are made so as to have frcedon) on it, and the flat part
of the hammer tails are also made to have freedom in
the slits made to receive them.
On the under side of
the hammer frame at b, the hammer springs c, c are
screwed, one for each hammer, acting on that part of
the hammer tail just where it comes out of the thick
part of the hammer frame. When the pins in the barrel raise up any hammer by the nib, and carrj-ing
it away from the bell, at the instant the pin quits
the nib, the spring c,c, by its returning force, makes
the hammer head give a blow on the bell to elicit
the sound.
To prevent anj' jarring in the bell by the
hammer head resting or touching it after having given
the blow, each hammer has a counter-spring acting
near the lower end of the shank, and inside of it. All
the counter-springs are made to project from one slip
of well-hammered brass, and screwed on the top of three
kneed brass cocks, fixed to the upper side of the brass
frame, dd is a view of the side of one of the cocks ;
hammers.

^^'

:
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and « « an edge view at one of the counter-aprinc*.
**"
it a Wile view of one of the bell studs, which are auo
jy
J
red OQ the apper aide of the hammer frame
edgt Tiew is a««n att ft,
flJJ. 4.
//; Fijj.
g. f, g, g are edge
g.g,^
Vig.
i^. 4, i« a ade view of one
viewa at the balk. jr. g, t
fixad to ita itud.
In aoow omaical clock*,
at thaan
Platc
in place at the barrel being made to shift for change of
ri LViii.
tune, the hammer frmtm is made to shit^, canying
with it all the haanan and bella. The change or
abifls of the barrel, ia adiar done by hand or by tbe
l
dock itself. The mccbanisni tat tfaia cenu
y eansists of a wheel fixed on a stad arbor, on the aquar* of
which a hand is put, which points to the luane or number of the tnnc markeri on a small dial, at which the
Tlie diameter at this
barrel for th* aoaaBt otandii
wheel is abeot one ineh and a hal(^ and
i mt iiiica
more or lesa. The rim is a strong and thick haop or
iioein, baving aa manr steps ea it aa there ate
cowt
tuMM aat on the barrai, the hright of the stepa being
•qaal to the speoe ftom one tune to another. On these
feat the kneed end of • denUo leeer about four
tang, whooe centre of motioB m in the ntiddle,
'ither upon stmmgpivata ran intoakindoffranM,
a stoat psn, which goaa throogh the leeer and
the braaaatnd in which the leeariaoeoa. Theotherend
of the leeer bears af> the ends/oaeof theptvotsorthe
baerel, whidi is pressed agvnat it bjr aseens of
steel f'l"^
the end of
pivtA.
GoBOMMna win Ine hou|»»wheel,
sane atbar. is a star.whcel of a
with the steps on the haop>whed,
hoop-wheel,
• jvsapar with a pretty sUuilf
works into
the star wheel, by whidi momm tM barrel ia krpt
alwajrs to it* place, by the ieear Iw ting at one place
on every step. Althoagh the Figtirca which bare
giean to lapresent the haaMaer nana, MHDMsa,
rrtae-eptingt^ ball stwis; aid bsNa af
Bat eaactly like thaaa wUch are
_
Made ta slifte cjuarters ia clacks, yal they
well calcalalad for the parpose ; only the
of the hammer tale need not ha so Ihr ftaai
their esntre of ncrtiaii, hoinf laaa iinliiiil hy the
in the naartsr banal, which ai* Ihwar ia ammhm tbmt
tboae ao a ii iai in barsL A quarter banal oaad aat
be andi hi di s iaet er, if ire qoastars are only «a ba pat
"
aait. lfta»lahMii4adtabap«taa,thsatha
«ar shaoU ba doable ilMUaf the allMr.
After having li sairihid the aatbod of
the taaes on a annia dadi hwfd, it
HBiisrsssanr looxptata tiia aathad of
.

•
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in the direction the quarter barrel turns when moved fhimts sad
by the wheel work ; make a trace across the circle in- > "'"** ^
~
*
tended for the second hammer, and so on. When the

eighth circle has been marked, move the index two
teeth for the first hammpr of the succeeding quarter,
and so on till the whole is completetl ; the Iwrrel may
then be drilled and pinned accordingly. Should the
intervals between tbe (quarters be thought too little
place of 50, may be cut US,
for lucking, the wheel,
and this will allow three teeth in place of two for the
intervala.
G, A, B, C, D, E, F, G, may also be repre>
sented by tbe figures I, 8, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. No. I.
being tlic high G, and 8. the low G. The changes
given in the tbllowing set of chimes or quarters, will
exhibit how to proce ed in putting them on the band,
after what has been already said.

m

A

tet

of CJumet for Clock Quarters ; the barrel making
tmo revolutiont in the hour.

^m^^^m
W

SJ

.

4th

'

MtiMMnst

t

4(h

sth

f^K

»

mm

i

With the nuBber of 8 bell* and hammers for the
^Barters of a ehime or quarter clock, a great variety

may be produced

and where it may be preferred to
;
have tbe chime or quarter barrel to ouke one revolution Car the ten quarters which are given in the aaurm
of arcry boor, wa slull give a specimen of a set of
wUcb may be put on such a barrel.

A ttt ^CJtimtt/or

CUtdt Quarter Bmrrelt, nkieh make
in an hour.

M

Id

I

cpiatava ai a dock
pW as it is, we iimiiea

it

wiU te

hatli

iataiaMiiW

t^k

u

^•=^

JU

to

4(h

af
'af sasiRs

it

Iby

^^-r-^ "«

coaanealy stradt an a sec of eight bdU.
ttave, orthayaaybawBi lniid l,«,
The ^uortw barrd aay haea aigtM
(tMfMfwrt i. *g. ^-^ '^- sasdwk dfdaa^ftiMly tamed on it, sa aa to carrasfoad la tlw
qavtar InaaMr tails. Five, mi s n anUaiM ten qaaa*
teta aae fat aa the barrel
wa siaU, however, hi
this intCanae only Isy ive on the band. Takaawhcd
teeth not roaadcd a&, aad toaewad terncat imo
fw arily cei Uie ctut of the band; pradria an indra,
and a ^irre af beaa boat aa as to apply to the barrel
whea a* the lam bench
the HwaMv af a stsaight edge,
and the iades soring tight in the teeth ; take a point,
aad aaiia a slii^ trace acraas «ha drde, which eorra*
ilobighGorNa I, then owre the index a tooth.
,

M'th-xiof
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seph Eayre, and so imputed the

BcUs.
.

_

loth

lOth

Si

faults of the one to the
Brils.
Rorailly was so conceited when at Leicester, '"'nr"~*
where there is undoubtedly the best peal of bells in
the kingdom, (partly old Watt's and partly Thomas
Eayre's) tiiat he would not so much as deign to hear
them. I cannot help thinking that a bell of five or
six hundred weight, of the dish form, might be cast

other.

your purpose, than one of the church form.
do it
Who has had any experience of
of this form ?
It must also be observed, that

far fitter for

But who
bells

On

will

.''

small differences, in the form, in the shape or thickness
of the sound-bole of a church bell, will make great differences in the tone.
All I can say is, it is not the
weight of metal, but something resulting from the
shape of the bell, that gives botli freedom and depth
of tone, as I can prove by many instances.
What that
shape is that makes a bell so willing to speak, is a
question which a good bell founder ought to be able to
answer.
It is a known and undoubted frtct, that a
bell speaks much better, when botli the clapper and
the bell is hammer hardened, and wlien they are worked in to touch each other in many points.
1 now rerecollect, [that above 40 yeai's ago, I'homas Eayre
made a large turret clock, with (juarters, for Lady E.
Germain, (now Lord G. Germain's) at l)rayton, near
Thrapton, Northamptonshire, all the bells of which are
Dish-Bells ot a large size. I know not their weight exactly, but suppose the biggest four hundred weight—
they are heard a great way.''
" There is an instrument
brought from China, called a gon or t;ong, made of
hammered brass, or of some sort of a metallic composition, about 16 inches over.
The drawing is a section

Bells.

still a point undetermined whether the comshape of the bell, or that wliich is called the
dish-form, and used chiefly in house clocks, is the
The great expence which attends experiments
best.
on bell founding, will probably keep this point long
undecided. Bemg in possession of a manuscript, containing some of Professor Ludlam's remarks on the subject of bell founding,* which we conceive to be very
" I
valuable, we sliall lay them before our readers.
,
,,
*^^^ ^ great deal o{ the art of bell founding," says Mr
observations
Ludlam, " in the time of the late Mr Thomas Eayre
on bell
of Kettering, a man who had a true taste for it, and
founding,
spared no expence to make improvements.
Much of
tone depends on minute circumstances in the shape
and Mr Eayre had crooks or forms cut on thin boards,
carefully taken from the inside and outside of all the
good bells he could find. This county (Cambridge)
and Northampton abounds with the best bells I ever
heard, cast by Hugh Watts of Leicester, between 1630
and 1610.
Ringers in general, who are commonly
^
ofit.
^
What I call the sides
.
constituted the judges of bells, (and as such are feed
by the bell founder) regard neither tune nor tone.
1 he hanging of the bell is all they regard, that they A A are about four inches deep, and seem to supply the
may show their dexterity in change-ringing. That oflice of the sides of a drum, while the flat part BB
shape of a bell that is best for tone, (a short one) is not answers to the stretched parchment only there is a
the best for hanging, so tone is utterly disregarded ; to round part in the middle to stiffen it.
On this raised
please the ringers, and to get money, is all.
In my part j'ou beat with a ball of packthread of four or five
opinion, the thinner the bell and deeper the tone the
inches diameter, fastened to the end of a stick.
The
better, provided it is not shelly, that is, like a thin
metal, at a mean, is about one- eighth of an inch thick,
shell, with such a tone as the fragments of a broken
but unequal, the whole form being manifestly raised
Florence-flask will give.
A deep tone always suggests out of a flat plate by the hammer. The tone is amathe idea of a great bell, is more grave, and better suited zingly deep, clear, and sonorous. The note of that I
to the slow strokes of a church clock, and is heard
saw, and had some time in my possession, was F, an
farther.
The clock in St Clement Dane's church in octave below the F fa ut cliff in the bass." See our
the Strand, London, strikes the hour twice once on article Gong.
the great bell in peal, and again on its octave or 12th,
That music which is produced by clocks with organ ConstroeI know not which ; listen to them, and you will perbarrels must be greatly preferable to that of bells, tion of or.
ceive which is most agreeable and best heard.
The and the apparatus for marking the tunes on clock bar- ga" clocte..^
son of Mr Thomas Eayre, who was a good bell founder, rels is equally suited to do the same on barrels intendcast a dish-bell of five or six hundred weight, for the
ed by machinery to work or to sound the pipes of an
church clock at Boston, in Lincolnshire, the tone of organ the difference consisting in marking oft" on the
whicli was very deep and wild.
Mr Thomas Eayre, barrel the spaces of the longer and shorter notes, as in
very early in life, made a curious chicie for Sir T, place of pins they have staples or bridges of various
VVentworth, afterwards Lord M.ilton, and father of the lengths, according to the length of the note, or the
Marquis of Rockingham, which had thirteen dish-bells, time which the pipe should be allowed to^sound it The
the biggest about two hundred weight.
This is at very short notes are by pins of different thicknesses.
Harrowden, near Kettering. Thomas Eayre, his son, When an organ part is put to a clock, considerable
and his brother Joseph, being all dead, to their bell- power or force of weight or spring is required ; small
founding business one Arnold succeeded, who had as the organ may be, or its wintl-chest, some force is
•worked with Joseph Eayre, and is now at St Neot's, required to work the bellows, so as to keep the windHuntingdonshire. Arnold I believe to be a much bet- chest full and no more. To work tlie bellows, that is,
ter bell founder than the White Chapel bell founders,
to move the lower board of them up and down, on the
though by no means equal to old Thomas Eayre. Ro- inside of which is an air valve that opens on the board
?
milly always would confound Thomas Eayre with Jobeing moved downwards, and on the motion upwards

Bells.
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* These remarks are contained in a series of unpublished letters written
_
rion of the writer of this article.
See p. 123. col. 2. of this attidc.

by that eminent Piofessor, and copies of which are in

thgiposscsi.
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shuU, and the

air

bmg

et loTcra nearly similar in form to the hammer
sieal dock, uoly they are a little
tti> of tbe bdl
longer, and t^ody awfoablo on a eentre or wire. The
other arms of these levana* in an opposite direction,
and are aboot tbe shm length as thoie vhtdi art lifted
by tho itsnlio on the lianel when turning, and are a
" It bma sad flaltHh townds tho end, where the
dcr side (on tho oopooit* nds ridag) pMM down
tho
ends of tae slender rods, wfaoae lower enda
then by this Maaa open the valves of tho organ pipes,
tafls

nmr

and tbe somd

is prolonged according as tbe lift is pins
tirblidgm,
has boen dowrribed catittee tho
chief aachhMry in an arg
dock. Many ways may
be wtiiitJ to set the
bairel in motion, ami at
tho SBBM tisDo while play&g, and at tbe end of a tune,
to OMke tho dodi of itadf aUft tbe banvl from ooa
taao lo another.
WiiUn those tweor three yens a new spedes of omsie
Morfeftaa
by slid P'iBC* has been invented Cmi-vi Frn'» the
•Hi

Whi

i

oma

m

vetT Mupriiuig and carioas, as it has
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being then compretsed, it is forced
into the wind-cfac*t by a communication bettreen them
for that purpow, Mid is readj to gire ioand to any of
the organ pipea the moment when any of their valves
should open. This operation with the bellows, though
of a different shape, is just the same as with the common bellows when blowing up a iir^. The bellows is
worked by means of a short crank fixed on one end of
the arbor of an endless screw, which works into a
brwidle of a high numbered pinion, which it on the
cad of tbe organ barrel, and nearly of the uaae diameMr with it. On the other end of the endless screw arbor u fixed a small jagged pulley, over which is put
continued, goes
an endleaa ailkea ooni, which
round another js^god pulley oo the end of a pinion
vbor oTono of the quick running or fly wheels in the
«nan train. These wheels are regulated by a fly, by
w&ch the velocity of the oraan barrel in turning is
brought to keep the time required for the music. The
wheds, on being JtnpeUed by tbe moving power, which
is comidanbie, (bciog greater than that used in bell
music), eommmiicates their motion by means of the
endless cord, and turns the organ barrel
The pins,
bisdges, or staples, on the barrel turning, act on the
it

tv.:

..

^,

watches, and aaof bases. Two ways are used to
lifttthe eads of the springs which give tho difletont
by a very umail barrel, the otfaor by a
,
whoaL llie kst being more adapted to take np
little rooBs, is ddedy used fai watehoa.
The ipaco lav
I*,

Mk

thesptn^ftWia^ alter boiny beat ap. is short
daaU* sol tt w^inp for giviag tho saaM notes

which has been described, will Horologj
U
serve to put or mark Uie places for the notes both on
the barrel and the plate-wliecl ; the only difference is, l "*"*^^ '
that the barrel will require to be marked by a curved Music frois
arm sliding on a steel rod. The concentric circles on «t«l
the plate-wheel, must have short and faint traces tptingi.
across them : This is regulated by a thin straight
edge laid in an oblique direction across the circles, and
the intersections are afterwards marked by a point.
The springs may be easily tuned to their respective
notes, as the least thinning or shortening them will
make a very sensible alteration on the tone. The tongue
of a sted trump, or Jew's harp, shews, in some degree,
what may be done in this way by steel springs. I'he
train which regulates this very minute musical machinery, as may very easily be conceived, must be composed oTa few very small wheels, the motive force beuig proportionably small. It must be a great 'effort of
patienoe and ingenuity to nvake them pUy two or more
tunes.
However beautiful and ingenious the machinery of these small contrivances is, they can only be
considered as toys for amusing children.
For further information on subjects connected with
like that

,

HoKoLooY,

see Lo.nuituob, OkoaNj 1'enoulum, TiMc*
KKcrKR, and WATriics.
HUR.<E. See Mammalia.
H()RSE.*J, DisKASBsor. See Veterinary Mboicinc.
HOItSEMAKSHlP. See Manbok.
HUHSLEY, Samuel, one of tiie most eminent tliein modem times, was bom in October IT.i'A
was tho ddcst son of the Rev. Mr Horsley,
9t St Martins in the Fields. He received th«
part of his education at Westminster School,
from which he was removed to the University of Cambridge, where he applied himself principally to ma«
ths
dcd stadies. After having taken his degree at
master of arte, be went to Oxford in the capacity at
private tutor to the Earl of Aylesford, where he received the degree ol' doctor of laws. On leaving this university, he eame to London, where he was elected a
fellow of iba Boyal Society, of which he was chosen se-

m

cretary in I77S. He publiahed several valuable papers
in the Transactions of that learned body, and conti«
nued to discharge the duties of his office in a very dis«
tinguiabed manner, till the resignation of the pmident
Sir John Prii^la in 1778. Soon after his having settled
in London, he acceptad the oCoe of chaplain to Uishop

A
is

the valual'

OMSt part, from sixteen to twenty.four, or
upwards^ Those Mirings whteh arc lifted l>y tlie Inr.
rd phM at* straight, while tbmo which are bftad by
'
the phM fai the plate whori have a sort of pan
part pro*MU
pi
ing from the end at one side ; and this aide adgo
gaofthe
sprinir lying over tho top of dte niaa Is tdkon away
so as to dosa them The prdoctnig part at tbe end
of each spring torrcsaands widi its own lifting pin.
As the pin* sre on boOi aides of tho plate>wbc«l, this
allows a greater variety of notes than the bwrd can
psvhns admit. The springs on the upper and nn.
der Mies of the plate whed art sooMtimes sixteen or
sere utwi i on eadi tide. On tho plala whad are traced
16 or 17 coaenMne drdca, iar the pias to meet
thik lai Haii wa l hy aotaa ia tho spriaga whasa ends
MMo oadl (• thalr v onespunding cade both above and
the plala.whoeL An appantus on a toull scale
:

made

Lowth, one of Ida graalait patruns , who presented lum
to the rcctorias ocst Maiy Newington and Albury in
tha «oanty of Surrey ; appointed nim Archdeacon of
"
St Albant tr---'rrred upon him
.ind, ui IT"

d i, wWMot which the beauty of tho ara«ic could
net bo prodocrd. The number of springs varica,
fer tho

being

'

'

:

South

>sex. In ITt>8.
the bi*iKipri<; vt .^i i>avid's by the
interest of I>ird Thurluw ; and, in 179'*> was tranaU»
ted to the see of Hocfacstcr, holding at the same time
tbe deanery of Wattmintter.
In \80i, he was promoted to tba tee of St Asaph ; anil ia generally understood to have bad his Majesty's promise of the Archbishopric of York. He died at Brighton on the 4th of
October 1806.
!'' 'i prospects as s
These numerous pr
dignitary in the Eii.
urly earned by
the eminent services whi
.iitil to tlu" ca'ite itC
re.
sound prindples and sacn
In IT'"*", while
re«iding at Chiford, he pu
nn of
Apollonius: and discovert
'ions
fur illustrating the work* ol iJil- ui,
In
>-<
in
I77i>, he produced an edition <>)'

be was

'

rai<4-<i

i'

\''

t>>

I

vulames

with conmir

di4.

tertationt; sn undertaking in

r.>ljy

five

4to,

allowed to have done more Uiaii couKI r««*uttably have
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been expected from one whose acquirements on other
'*""'V^ subjects were so diversified and distinguished ; but,
at the same time, to have failed in that full illustration
of his author, which the improved methods of calculaIn 1 778,
tion and analysis might have accomplished.
he published a sermon on the consistency of the doctrine of divine Providence with the free agency of man,
in which he combats the necessitarian tenets with great
ability.
In 1789, he collected and printed in one volume the tracts which he had written during the preceding six years, in his celebrated controversy with Dr
Priestley on the Unitarian system ; a discussion in
which he is now generally acknowledged to have had
a decided superiority, both in learning and argument,
and in which his productions must always be read as
standard works, and admired as models of clear and
powerful reasoning. In 1790, he published a pamphlet without his name, entitled, '« A Review of the
Case of the Protestant Dissenters," in which he vindicates in a highly nervous style the high church princiIn 179fi, appearple-! on the subject of the test laws.
ed from his pen a very learned dissertation on the
Latm and Greek Prosodies; in 1800, a critical disquisition on the 18th chapter of Isaiah, in a letter to
Lord King in 1 802, a new Translation of the Prophet
Hosea, with critical and explanatory notes. Besides
Hiany smaller pieces, he was the author of an Elementary Treatise on the fundamental principles of Practical
Mathematics, which appeared in three volumes in 1801
and 1803, and of a Critical Essay on Virgil's Two
Seasons of Honey, and his Season of Sowing Wheat,
with a new and compendious method of investigating
There
the Rising and Setting of the Fixed Stars.
have been published, since his death, three volumes of
his Sermons, a volume of his Charges, a volume of his
Speeches in Parliament, and a Translation of the Book
of Psalms with notes. He has also left in manuscript, a
Treatise on the Pentateuch, and on the Historical Books
of the Old Testament ; and a Treatise on the Prophets,
containing Notes on Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Joel,
Amos, and Obadiah ; which are announced to be in a
state ready for the press, and which it is to be hoped,
win not be suffered to be lost to the Christian world by
any want of encouragement on the part of the public.
His son, the Rev. Heneage Horsley, proposes to publish an uniform edition of all his father's works, with a
biographical account of the author.
The name of Bishop Horsley stands unquestionably
in the first rank of the scholars and divines of the preHis intellectual powers were of the highest
sent age.
order, and of so versatile a nature, that wherever he
applied his attention, he was generally sure to take
precedence. He possessed an almost inexhaustible activity of mind united with an ardent spirit of research,
and a capability of constant exertion, which, had his
pursuits been less various, might have raised him to
In the mathematical
a still higher point of eminence.
and physical sciences, he held a respectable station. In
metaphysical acuteness and research, he had few superiors.
In classical attainments, and particularly in a
critical knowledge of the sacred languages, he occupied the very foremost rank of excellence. In the
most recondite theological erudition, he was not surpassed by any of his contemporaries. And, in the
cimrch of which he was so distinguished an ornament
and support, he was pre-eminent for his consistency
J
and decision, as the champion of a sound and scriptural creed.
In public speaking, his voice was sonorous and commanding, and his whole elocution distmct and impressivek In the duties of his Episcopal
Honley.

;

he was eminently exemplary ; and, in the see
of St David's particularly, he strenuously exerted
himself to accomplish a regular system of improvement in the qualifications and condition of its clergy.
He examined in person the candidates for holy orders, and inspected carefully the titles which they
produced. He treated them, at the same time, with
paternal kindness, encouraging them to visit him,
assisting them with his advice, and ministering, with a
bountiful hand, to their temporal necessities.
In his
progress through his diocese, he preached frequently
in the parish churches, and bestowed liberal donations
on the poor. In the House of Peers, he supported the
character of an enlightened and eloquent senator ; and
took a part in most of the important discussions of his
time.
In his political and ecclesiastical sentiments, he
office,

must be classed, and readily classed himself, among
high churchmen (a term, which we profess to use not
as vituperative, but merely as descriptive) ; but it has
never been doubted, that his zeal was conscientiously
sincere
and it is certain, that, on many occasions, he
discovered a greater degree of genuine liberality anil
;

practical toleration than many who wei'e louder in their
pretensions.
He w;.s a systematic opponent of the
slave trade ; and is understood, on good authority, to
have been anxious to enter into a parliamentary enquiry
into the claims of the Irish C.itholics, with a view to
grant them whatever privileges might have appeared
compatible with the security of the Protestant succession and the Protestant establishment.
He was an
earnest advocate for mutual forbearance between the
two most respectable parties in the Church of England
and the decision of bis comprehensive mind on the
points in dispute deserves to be emblazoned in every
" The
vestry of the English and Irish establishments.
Calvinists contradict not the avowed dogmata of the
church ; nor has the church in her dogmata explicitly
condemned or contradicted them." He has been charged
with harshness and dogmatism in his character and

manner, especially as a

controversialist,

and

it

would

not be easy to exculpate him wholly ; but m.uch of this
intolerance, often more apparent than real, evidently
arose from his zeal for the truth which he defended,
and his high sense of its importance. His language,
at the same time, however strong, was always dignified ; and his works in general rather display an undisturbed liberality of judgment and expression towards
the advocates of conflicting opinions. Even his sternest polemical tracts contain many expressions of the
most magnanimous candour, of which the following
conclusion of one of his letters to Priestley may be given
" The probability, however,
as a striking specimen.
seems to be, that, ere those times arrive, (if they arrive
at all, which we trust they will not) my antagonist
and I shall both be gone to those unseen abodes, where
the din of controversy and the din of war are equally
unheard. Tliere we shall rest together, till the last
trumpet summon us to stand before our God and King.
That whatever of intemperate wrath and carnal anger
hath mixed itself, on either side, with the zeal with
which we have pursued our fierce contention, may then
be forgiven to us both, is a prayer which I breathe
from the bottom of my soul, and to which my antagonist, if he hath any part in the spirit of a Christian,
upon his bended knees will say. Amen." See Preface to
Horsky's Sermnns; Monthly Magazine, 1806, vol. xxii.
p. 401. ; Gent. Magazine, 1806, vol. Ixxvi. p. 987, &c.
Montucla, Hist, des Mathemaliques, tom. iii. p. 13. edit.
1803; Phil. Trans, vol. Ivii.—Ixvi.^ and Public Chan
racters for 1 807.
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HORTICULTURE.
UiMtT- 1. By the term HolTicrLTDRS, it to be understood the
'"'V""' wiiole inan««ement of a garden, whether intended for
the production of trait, of ctdinary vegetables, or of
flowen. The fonnation of a garden may be included
alio, to a certain extent, under this subject : drainiog,
indoaing, and the forming of screen plantatiana and
hedges, may be considered as parts oif horticnhnre ;
while the general situation of the fruit and the flower
gardens in regard to the mansion-house, and the position of some of their principal component parts, as
shrubberies , bot-booscs, parterm, and walks, bekxig
properly to LAMDScAPE-GMtinsiM; which see.
It is evident, that the horticokure of crery country
must vary in its nature and objects according to the
The fft^at end of this article will be, to exclimate.

man

hibit as correcUy as possible the present state of gardening in Briuin, noticing particularly the improve-

ments which have recently

bieen introduced, especial-

ly since the close of the 18th century.
After a genenrefatory account of the rise and progress or bar>
ticulture in this country, we poipoae t» gire a short
view of the different kimk of garacDS now eristii^
matUn, anch
then to ttwt of aaaM
After
stCMDonf sou, mMMHWy iBClQMi^WHl^ occ
this, the ftvit fvdcB will be particakrty attended
to ; the
boa kinde of Unut-beariM planu will be

nl

m

mmhI

nd

and the awH wtemwd wwbea of each;
and here the tfli fit kinda ef ftrring hwieae vfllefann
attention.
The UldMB fHdaa will Ml nest to be disAfter which, the
fai the SMM BMl* way.
will be
immmIiiwI . bat here abridgibestadied; for to speak of atf the ornamental planU cultivated, would be an endlHitMk; the delicacies of Flora will not, however, be negleeled, and the
I

aorta called " florists flowers" will be enlarged upon.
ttw remarks on the dins se s of plants, and on toeir
prevention or cure, will conclude the whole.

A

Withont detaining the reader with trite temarkaon
the antiquity of §mimiam,
diifioBi <—«i*—THfig
theoelefanrtad grevee eftta Huptndm, the hii^j
terraeet ef Babylon, or othflrgHdflMofraaMNc^M^we
shaO el once proceed te give aoaw Aort eeouDt efthe
riee and progieasef Modem hoftienltnrc.
indoioftUs,
it will be neenaaiy te eooine oar altcnticn almoat exdeaively to our owrtoooantry. Todiaoooraeaf the preg rtas
of the art in othereoanHiaa, woald not only swell this part
of the article to an tmnreper siae, bat would be an unprofltabie undertaklnir. NothiM can be mere evident than
the Cut already hinted att-JW the nractice of i
ing in one ooontry cannot be applied to a^y
giondv
bis the fomMr in dimate.
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drawn ftvoi
drawn,

coontnce. Betitisi

tn remark, that in wane
very widely from thai which
the te perate or the cold." In the tbrmcr, the planU
which reqnbe to be Ibslerad in our steres, cither grow
anontaneooaly, or are cakiealed in the open fieUs ; wide
tae greeler part of OTir coamaon pal>bcfba * refhae to floo*
.siah in sultry regione.
Ania, the far northrni eouu•tim of Eorepe, Sweden, Norway, and liussia, possess
pecuKeritics of climate : snow corcn the soil through.
tioei

m
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out the winter, and the summers arc uninterruptedly Uistw};.
bright and warm. Even in Britain, such is the difler- '"^^r"^
ence of climate between the favoured counties of the
south-west of England, and that part of the island
which lies to the north of tlie Cheviot Hills, that the
same rules cannot be applied to both, witliout very conThe horticulture of the north
siderable modification.
of France, of Belgium, (Inlland, and Denmark, may in
general be considered as approaching to that of South
Britain ; and these countries may frequently afford mutual leasons to each other, eacli availing itself of llie
other's dieooveries, and adopting its improvements.
2. The origin of British horticulture is completely Hue and

involved in olMcurity.
It may in general be asserted, t'*?^'?*!,'"
that most of our best fruiu, particularly apples and u^Uure."'"
pears, were brought into the island by ecdcsiasticN in
the days of monastic splendour and luxury' during the
Gardens and or12th, iSth, 14th, and Ijth centuries.
chards ("ortict pomaria") are frequently mentioned
in the earliest cfaartularies extant ; and of the orchards
many traoea still remain, in different parts of the country, in the form not only of enclosure-walls and pre|vind fniit-trce'bardera, but of venerable pear-trees, some
of them still abundantly fruitful, and others in the last
Of the state of horticulture previous to
stage of decay.
the beginning of the l6th century, however, no distinct
record ooMm. Till then, it is generally said, that some
of oar moat common pot-herba, such as c^abbages, were
chM|y imparted from the Netherlands, their culture not
being pcoporij ludarstood in this country ; but of this,
there u no dutinct evidence, and the thing seenu unlikely.
From the " Itinerary'' of Leland it appears,
that even greenhouaes were not then unknown in Eng.
,

land.
S. During the reign of Henry Vlll. rapid steps of
improvement were made in horticulture. According to
some euthora, apricota and musk-melons were introduced bv that monardi's gardener ; and different kinds of
ladMba and esculent roots were, about tlic same
time, flnt bmttfat into the country from FUnder*.
Henry hod a na garden at his favouriu palace of
Nonsudi. in the pariah of Ctieam in Surrey. Here
Kentish cherries were first cultivsted in F.ngland.
The podaa wall wae {bartcen fret high; the wiU
denamaoaipiad ten acrm ; ** lelacke trees which beare
no fhuto, bat only a pleaaante Aowre," are men-

tioned among the rarities contained in it as are also
yew and lime liiwa. In the year 1 5.14, Fitzherlicrt, the
;

riii^hcrlwrt.

father of hertscakanl writers, published his " Boukc uf
Hasbendiye."
«. Qaeen Eliaabeth waa both a horticulturist and a
florist, if we may believe a poet celebrating majesty

CulUriatanm

Bt^atfiornm.

\

ublishcd tlie
Dydimus Mountain published
Oerdmer's Labynnth;" Hyll, the " Profiuble Arte

Durii
aring her reign,

.

of Gardening;" and I.,eonard Mascall, (the introducer of
•everal goodpippias,) the " Arte and Manner how to
While Barnabe
all sorts of trees," &c.
plant and
Cooge, Esq. translated the " Foure Bookesof Hutbandrie o<' Conradus Heresbachius." All of tliese works
are printed in bUck letter, and have become extremely

gr^

und«niaa4 oalx

sroeistic plsiiu essd tor

:

scsMaiopi «s

its* it.

.Mounisin.
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History.

rare.

VV'ith

the exception of the

are, generally speaking, little

first

mentioned, they

more than compilations

from Varro, Columella, Palladiiis, Cornelius Agrippa,
Cardanus, and some old French and Italian writers. In
Elizabeth's days, carnations were, it is said, first cultivated by the Flemings at Norwich, and nearly at the same

time tulip roots were brought from Vienna to England.
Ceranle.

Sir Hugh
Piatt

Orange and lemon trees now became known. The
" Herbal), or Historie of Plants," by John Gerarde, first
appeared in 1.597; and a second edition, enlarged and
improved by Johnston, came out about forty years afterwards.
It may, in passing, be remarked as somewhat curious, that so distinguished a writer as Gerarde,
and a piece so well known and frequently quoted as his
" Herball," should not be mentioned by Professor Martyn, in his chronological list of authors and books on
gardening. Towards the close of the l6th century. Sir
Hugh Piatt published " The Jewel-House of Arte and
Nature," a little book not destitute of merit ; and early
in the following century appeared a posthumous work
of his, called " The Garden of Eden."
5. A fine garden was formed at Theobald's, near
Waltham Abbey, by James VI. (I. of England). In
the year 1040, about thirty years after the formation of
it was described by Mandelslo * as a large
square, surrounded with fruit-tree walls, containing also espalier trees on some sort of trellises, and ornamental arches of trees ; besides a parterre for flowers.
C. His son Charles I. seems to have patronized gardening. He appointed the celebrated Parkinson his
herbarist.
In 1629, appeared the first edition of this
man's great work in folio, entitled, " Parodist in sole Paradisus terrestris ; or a Garden of all sortes of pleasant
Flowers, with a Kitchen Garden of all manner of Herbs
and Roots, and an Orchard of all sort of Fruit-bearing
Trees,'' &c.
This may be considered as the first general book of English gardening possessing the character
of originality. From his lists of flowers, shrubs, and
fruits, the state of our gardens at that period may be
pretty accurately guessed.
The laurel or bay-cherry
was then very rare, and considered as a tender plant,
being defended " from the bitterness of the winter, by
casting a blanket over the top thereof;" and the larch
tree was only nursed up as a curiosity.
For the culture
of melons, he recommends an open hot-bed on a sloping
bank, covering the melons occasionally with straw, the
method practised in the north of France at this day. Cauliflowers, celery, and finochio, were then great rarities.
Virginia potatoes fourcoramon sort) were then rare ; but
Canada potatoes (our Jerusalem artichoke) were in common use. The variety of fruits described, or at least mentioned, appears very great. Of apples there are 58 sorts ;
of pears, 64 ; plums, 6l ; peaches, 21 ; nectarines, 5 ;
apricots, 6 ; cherries, no fewer than 36 ; grape vines,
23 ; figs, 3 ; with quinces, medlars, almonds, walnuts,
filberds, and the common small fruits.
The number of
approved apples, pears, plums, and cherries, at the present day, is not nearly so large.
Of florists flowers, he
mentions about 50 varieties of hyacinth ; above 60 anemonies ; but only 20 ranunculuses.
7. In the time of the Commonwealth, Walter Blith
firoduced rather an ingenious work, with the quaint
title of " English Improver improved, or the Survey of
Husbandry surveyed ;" and Ralph Austen published a
" Treatise of Fruit Trees," also a book of merit.
8. After the Restoration, Charles II. brought over Le
Notre, the favourite gardener of Louis XIV. and dethis garden,

fatkinson.

—

BUth.

Austea.

• Travels by John Albert de Mandelslo, near
the end.
.omitted, as uninteresting

signer of the gardens of Versailles, to lay out and plant
St James's' and Greenwich Parks, which still remain
very creditable monuments of his taste. Rose, who M-as
It
gardener to Charles, had studied the art in France
is remarked by the Honourable Daines Barrington,
that at the installation dinner at Windsor, S.Sd April
166", cherries, .strawberries, and ice-creams were produced, shewing that the king possessed both hot-houses
and ice-houses, and that his gardener was an adept at
forcing, for strawberries require considerable nicety of

History.

-"^C^

management.
Evelyn.
9. From about the middle to the end of the 17th
century, tho well known John Evelyn, Esq. was the
chief promoter of almostall horticultural improvements,
forming an era in the history of British planting and
gardening. Soon after retui-ning from his travels on
the continent, he translated " Le Jardinier Frangois,
instructing how to cultivate all sorts of fruit-trees and
herbs for the garden.'' In 1664 appeared his celebrated " Sylva, or a Discourse of Forest Trees ; with Po«
mona, an appendix concerning fruit-trees ; Acetaria, a
discussion of sallets," &c. His " Calcndarium Hortense,
or Gardener's Almanack, directing what he is to do
monthly throughout the year," was also at first added
to the Sylva, but was soon afterwards published separately, and went through many editions.
This useful
manual, laid the foundation of the successive Gardener's
Calendars which have been published by Miller, AberIn 693, his translation of Quincrombie. and Nicol.
tinye's " Complete Gardener" made its appearance, in
folio ; and, six years afterwards, he ushered into the
world an octavo edition, " abridged and improved by
George London and Henry Wise," two of the most distinguished gardeners and nurserymen of their day, and
whose names have been consecrated by Addison in his
paper on gardening in the " Spectator," (No. 477-)
They had both been apprentices of old Rose, and
succeeded him in the office of royal gardener. They
converted an old gravel-pit in Kensington Gardens into
a picturesque hollow of foliage, producing an elTect in
gardening which the critic compares to the sublime in
epic poetry, and exclaims, " Wise and London are our
It is curious, that while the labours of
heroic poets !"
Evelyn justly placed him at the head of the improvers
of his time, he should have missed an opportunity, fairly placed within his reach, of handing down his name as
the greatest horticultural benefactor of Britain. In March
l662, it was proposed to the Royal Society to recommend the cultivating of potatoes with the view of preventing the recurrence of famine; Evelyn was particularly consulted, and was requested to mention the proposal
at the end of his Sylva, then announced for publication.
He does not seem to have complied with this request,
nor to have paid any attention to the culture of the phmt :
he merely mentions it in his Acetaria, and dismisses it
1

with apparent indifference. This American plant, however, has proved a treasure to this country, " compared
with which the mines of Potosi are worthless."
10. During the period of which we are speaking, several books on gardening came out, some of them countenanced by Evelyn, and others in which he took no

One of the earliest of these was the translation
share.
of an essay on the management of fruit-ti-ees, by the
Sieur Le Gendre, curate of Henonville, " wherein is Lc
treated of nurseries, wall-fruits, hedges of fruit-trees,
He wrote from the
dwarf-trees, high slanders," &c.
experience of a long life, the leisure of which had been

In the English translation, the account of King Jatnes'* garden, &c.

is
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one of
spent in the " ordering of fruit-trees." He
the first who attended to the proper training and pruning of wall tree* ; be boldly condenins the absurd taste,
tht-'- •'— -lent, of cutting fruit-trees into the shape of
nmids, but he was notable to divest himof the moon's influence, and the necoMlf af I**—^"'g and proning only at certain periods
of ber wazinir and waning. Abmit the same time,
Dr Robert Sherrock published, " Tlie History of the
pfop^alioB and improvement of vegetables by the con«
corrmoe of art and nature ;" a work mirtaining a rc»iiwiililn portioa of infonnation, disguised with a good
deal of pedantry. Sooo after, John Res, gait publish*
ed his " Flora, or a miiJaCe Fkirik^," folio; in three
puts: " 1. Flora, treating of the dtoiceatplanta, flowers
and ffuita that will andnic oar wmters ; S. Cerea, con*
taininf audi planCi or flowen aa are yearly, or every
otharyear, raiaad fWim SMdi ; S. Ptanonaw OMdng of the
bast garden fVoita, of ovarmana, and flvwarinfraivufas.''
Thb was followed, first, by a " Sifstetma Agricullitra,"
and then by a " Syttema Hortteukmret," by J. W.
(Joka WaaMgo) gent. ; and by the publication of the
•^English GMnknar," bjr Leonard Meaocr, " above
thirty years a piaodtianar in tiia art of gardening."
This laat oontaina a goad deal of ttMfiil infiraatioa : it
III

Mii

Sbenck.

Wotlidgr.

ot i>ic tioctiin*

<>f planting stocks, fimitdividod into thrao parts
i
and shraha ; X. Kitchen garden ; and, S^ Car^
dan of ptaawra^—Tbo second voluaa of Sir WiUiani
TaMpio'a Miiccllanaaus Works, it nHjr be wiinliaitiiil,
eantaina a curious account q( tbo stale of ganlaning in
England in the doaa of the I7tfa cantmy.
1 1. King WilUn MdQooaB Uaay a^Hiatad Dr Pin.
ia

5i»

WillUm

.

;

trtoa,

diaiingntsliaa fta iMttncal fenosHa^g^
af a Phytaaiaphia aad ether worka, tn b*
'

directions, eoOactara

ware diapaldMd to the Indiaa

in saaacb

of ornamental

plants;

Early in tbo

IS.

>>a<li7«

Sviucr.

li

" Tbo dargyaMn'a I
andywitoftboartofn

BmU

g." BM~RidMKd
ley. F. R. S. and Prafiaaar of Botany at CanbridM,
soon adinaod all albar milara tt tbb period, botb ibr
tbo nmnnar aod tbetnftienee of his boitimltiml nabli
caliona.
Thay ancaadtil twrnty in number, ana war*
generally wriitan in a popular s^rla : sovoral of tbana,
aa night be aapactad, ara maw t—pflaliat^ wmA otbara
as* ovowad tranabMiaaB.
Tba writinga of Switaar,
also ac(]uifod a sbarr of
Tnay oitand to ant votaoMa in octava^ as*
I

I

'

in two octcro
Oai Jauai 'a Dictionary,
Garden at Chalssa.
tbn labooa of bia
'

the
Philip
_
hjr

H

pro.

I

i,

ticultural subjects

m

bi

dM tbM

SX

iamduccd

Tbo

into England,

tbtfinttaalf of the 18tb

oitbOT Abcrcnm.

&

for

an origiani worb, and it aooa aianelai
He as s arts tbat ganlannig never arrivad to any
deablo pitcb in England till within thirty y
L t. front 1^90 oown wards. Seven yi
of tbo octavo oditian, whicb is
aoana^ tba int folio oditioa caiM ont. In tbo
bagiraoaaaM
OHM of

and Msry.

waa Jobn Abarcwubie, wbo,

or same otber motive, at irat pnblialMd
his writiJiai under tbobamwadnaaK of Thtmat Mome.
It is said bo wna palnnitad and encouraged by the
celeiiralad Dr OKvar GoUsmith.
He was
son of a
roarket- KBtJauti" near Edinburgh, and bad gone inia
iliffidrnce

yoang man, and after acting as a
aomo yean at Kew Gardens, had beea
I

BMfanMoKpaatriMalaifalyof tba

iiiir.

ma^

;

•

Historj-.
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of horticultural improvements of different kinds, gra.
dually swelled the work to two volumes in folio.
In
each successive edition (as observed by Dr Pulteiiey *)
it received such improvetnents and augmentations, as
have rendered it in the end the most complete body of
gardening extant. In evidence uf the estimation in
which it ill held on the Continent, it is enough tu mention that there are French, German and Dutch translations of it, and that some of the continental writers
bestow on the author tlie title of horlulaKorum priiicfpt.
Till the seventli edition, the system of Toumefort was
followed.
In this the names anti system of Linnscus
were adopted. In the eighth edition, beiug the last
published by Miller himself, he informs us, that the
plants tlien cultivated in EngUmd (1768), were more
than double the number known when the first folio edition
appeared (1731.) In this edition the plants were first
A—mgmwiakMA by tbo short trivial names, invented by
Lintnaaa to anpetaede the tedious tpeci/ic denominations
previously in use. The Gardener's Dictionary, it may
itere be added, has since been enlargetl aiul improved
by the late Professor Martyn of Cambridge, and brought
before the public in four volumes folio, forming, as he
very modestly stvlca it, " a digest of what was known
in gardening and botany at the end of the 18th centu«
ry."
Tbia great undertaking occupied the learned and
laborioos prafeasor for nearly twenty years but it is a
work whicb will long maintain the horticultural reign
of the name of .Miller, and which is calculated at the
same time to latablish his own fame.
14. In tbe early part of Miller's time. Batty, Lang^
lay, and EUis, nnblisbcd various horticultural works of
aaiM merit. In 1755 Thomas Hitt produced his
" Tlwliaa on Fruit-Treea ;" and in it he propoaed an
improvod mode of training wall-trees, by reguUr horixontal brancbae, witb imngbt baarus.
This is a work
well deserv ing of attention ; and the author has not, it
ia balioved, received all the praise to which be is en*
titled.
While practical works such as those now
tioned, engaged the attention of horticulturists in gena>
lal, aame pmlaar>|ib ical pieces also appeared, and justly
aaqnirad c ali hi itj fa* tbair authors ; i>articularly, " Vew
gaubia Statica" by Ualea, end the •< Principles of Agricnknre aad Vimitalian" by Dr Francis Home, father
of tbe pmrat c&tingnisbad ro feasar of Matcrio Medi>
p
ca in tne L'nivrrsity of Edinburgh.
15. From tbo nmldle to tbe end of the 18th cen<
tury, one of tbe aaat pafaUarand useful writers on hor-

to begin baamaM aa nnraaryman at Hackney.
Tbe work cnlrtlad •• Every Man his own Gardener" lias
'
tbnmgb at laaat twenty editions. This is form.

ed on tba plui of • calendar, containing practical inBtructiona under detaebcd monthly heada. Bafiire bis
death, wbicb bimcnod in 1 806, he had piepai ed an*
otiirr work, entitled " I'he Practical Gardener," in
which tbe ryataamtic method ia adopted, of cotmecting
under one article every thing relative to the culture of
tbe same plant. This laat baa bean published in the
form of a thick duodecimo volume. He wrote alto,

•r Botae; in England, Vol.

II.

**''•

;
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JMarshalL

Speechly.
Forsjtii.

Botanical

Magazine.

Maddoc^.

British Fruit Gardener," ," The Complete Forcing Gardener," and " The Complete Kitchen Gardener and Hot-bed Forcer," antl still other books of
similar import.
It is perhaps to be regretted that he
was induced by booksellers to multiply his publications so much, this circumstance having tended to bring
upon him the imputation of book-making, and to excite some degree of prejudice against him.
In point
of fact, however, he understood the business of gardening extremely well, and his writings altogether afford a
very complete view of horticultural operations.
16. Another deservedly popular work on horticulture remains to be noticed.
It is written by the Rev.
Charles Marshall, a clerg)'man of the church of England, who is evidently a very zealous amateur gardener.
The title is, " An Introduction to the Knowledge and
Practice of Gardening.''
A great deal of correct information is here condensed into little space, and conveyed in perspicuous and unaffected language. There is
subjoined to it a compendious calendar, better calculated,
we think, to be useful as a remembrancer, than any
one published since the time of Evelyn.
1 7. The " Dictionary of Gardening," bearing to be
written by Alexander Macdonald, gardener, in two volumes 4to, is an expensive work which has not acquired
much reputation. It appears to be little more than a
compilation, and is certainly not the work of a practical
gardener ; but it necessarily includes a great deal of useful information.
Of late years, the culture of the vine
and of the pine-apple has been very well treated by
Speechly, in separate works. Forsyth's " Treatise on
Fruit-trees and their diseases, with a particular method
of cure," first appeared in 1791, in 4to. The royal
patronage, kindly bestowed on an old and meritorious
servant, secured to this work a considerable degree of
attention, and even procured for the author the extraordinary distinction of a parliamentary reward. Many
excellent remarks are to be found in the book.
In
1802, it was republished with improvements in an octavo form.

passed over, some of whom would deserve notice, and History,
""""V*
perhaps commendation, in a more detailed account.
20. Scotland has been more distinguished for producing excellent practical gardeners than good publicaThere does not appear
tions on tlic art of gardening.
to have existed any .Scottish system of gardening, as a
separate book, till the beginning of the 18th century,
wher> " The Scots Gard'ner'' was published by John
^""^
Reid, gardener to Sir George Mackenzie of Rosehaugh.
The work is divided into two parts ; the first treating
of contriving and planting of gardens, orchards, avenues, and groves ; the second, of the propagation and
improvement of forest and fruit trees, kitchen herbs,
roots and fruits; with a gardener's calendar; the whole
adapted to the climate of Scotland. The style is very
inaccurate; but the matter evinces not only an acquaintance with previous horticultural works, but a
practical knowledge of the subject. About thirty years
after the publication of Reid's book, there appeared
" The Scots Gardener's Director, by James Justice, Jvistice.
F. R. S. and one of the principal clerks of Session,'' {i, e. of
the Court of Session or supreme civil court of Scotland.)
This is characterized by Professor Martyn, as " an original and truly valuable work, founded upon reflection
and experience." Nearly at the same time Dr Gibson Gibson,
published an anonymous octavo volume on fruit-trees,
containing many useful remarks, and some curious notices concerning the history of the most esteemed apples
and pears of Scottish origin, or which are generally
supposed to be of Scottish origin. In 1 774, there appeared a small octavo volume entitled, " The Planter's,

" Botanical Magazine" was begun in
has been continued in monthly numbers,
with little intermission, ever since ; Dr Sims having
edited the work since Mr Curtis's death.
Important
hints are frequently thrown out as to the habits, mode
of cultivation, and uses, of the plants described and

the Treatise on Fruit-trees.
21. Among the recent Scottish writers on gardening,
one remains to be mentioned, who will long hold a distinguished place, the late Mr Walter Nicol. He was the
son of the gardener who planned and executed the extensive pleasure-grounds of Raitli in Fifeshire ; and here
he received his horticultural education. He afterwards
acted for some time as gardener to the Marquis of
Townsend at Reinhamhall in the county of Norfolk
but he left England in order to take charge of the fine
gardens and grounds of General Wemyss of WemyssCastle in Fife, the improvements there having been
conducted under the directions of his father. Here he
observed a praiseworthy practice now too much nethat of instructing his
glected by head-gardeners,
young men or assistants, not only in botany, but in
He
writing, arithmetic, geometry and mensuration.
used to remark, that he thus not only improved his
scholars, but taught himself, and made his knowledge
so familiar, that he could apply it in the daily business
of Kfe. In this way he gradually became qualified to
communicate his information to the public. In 1 797
the first of his works appeared, under the title of " The
Scots forcing Gardener," in one volume octavo. About
this time he changed his mode of life, and dedicated

" The

18. Curtis's

1787

;

and

it

Maddock's " Florist's Directory,'' appeared in
1792; and it is -still the standard book of instructions

figured.

for the cultivation of the hyacinth, tulip, ranunculus,
anemone, auricula, carnation, pink, and polyanthus,
Cushing.

Knight.

the favourites of the Jlorisl, strictly so called.
The
" Exotic Gardener," by J. Cushing, foreman to Messrs
Lee and Kennedy of Hammersmith, is the latest and
best treatise on the management of the hot-house, greenhouse, and conservatory ; and on the soils suitable to
tender exotics in general.
19. In the Philosophical Transactions for 1795, the
first of Mr Thomas Andrew Knight's horticultural papers made its appearance : it is entitled. Observations
on the grafting of trees. In the Transactions for 1 799,
1 80 1 and 1 803, are contained his ingenious papers on
the fecundation of fruits, and on the sap of trees. His
excellent little " Treatise on the culture of the Apple
and Pear," was published in 1797. He has presented
several interesting communications to the Horticultural Society of London, which are published in the
Transactions of that Society, to be afterwards no,

ticed.

In the hasty sketch which has
of horticultural writers in England,

now been given
many have been

Florist's and Gardener's Pocket Dictionary, by James
Gordon, nurseryman at Fountainbridge near Edinburgh." It is avowedly a compilation ; but the author

Gordon,

being a practical gardener, occasionally gives his own
opinions and practice.
It has already been seen, that
several of the Scottish gardeners who have settled in
England, have attained distinction as authors. We allude, in particular, to Abercrombie, the voluminous
writer lately spoken of, and to Forsyth, the author of

—

—

and improving of
In 1803 he published the " Practical Planter," a book which both increased his reputation as a writer, and extended his employment as an
improver. In 1809, appeared the " Villa Garden Dihis

whole attention

to the planning

ornamental grounds.

Nicoli

;
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rectory," a little book which soon acquired the high
The " Gardener's Cacharacter which it still retains.
lendar," in one Urge volume octavo, came out in 1810;
and forms at this day one of the best books on horti-

culture in o>ir launiage. In the same year he undertook an extensive journey through England, visiting
all the principal seats and plantations in that country

and on hi^ return he made some prc^^ress in composing
a " Planter's Calendar." Bat after a few weeks illness
be died, on tlie .5th March 1811. His last work iust
mentioned, has since been completed and published by
his friend Mr Edward Sang, nurseryman at Kirkcaldy
in Fife.
lioiticol-

urmtSottttf at

28. In 1805, a Horticnharal Society was instituted
nnder the patronage of Earl* Dartmouth

t Iiondofi,

Sir Joseph Banks, and other distinguished
The fint volume of its Transactions appeared, in 4to, in 1818, containing several ateful and
scientific oonunonications, by Mr T. A. Knight, Mr R.

and Powis,
dMncter*.

A. Salisbury, and other ingenious horticulturista. In
o,u 1809, the Caledonian Horticultural Sodety was e«t»ioruculio- bliaiiedat Edinburgh by the individual exertions of that
JSobetj. Tenaable physician and excellent amateur gardener
Dr Andrew Duncan senior, Prafeaaor of the Institute*
of Medicine in the Inirersity there. The Society baa
b«a fiMtnvd by several of tbe ^cMWiib pobili^ an<l
scntej, {MiticalariT tbe Dnke ot 9mrtlmuh, the Earl of
Wemyai and March, the Eni tt Lercn, Sr JaMa Hall,
Sir Gconc Stewart Mackenzie, Sir George Bncfaan Hepbam,aM0lben. Itp«biiahetll«Mira,intfc*oelaTouM,
in detadied puta or munfacra, two pat* fMnally appMTing in the course of the y«r; and aoaofaMtsit enMch
pqten have in tfaia wqr bain bi'iiiiglir Ddbi* the p«iD>
lie
A Atmn of i«nim » i thdr lnw w lM% o of gatoan.
fatg hm thaa been esciteil ex^oiut ge l wu sii ; aid tbe
intelligence and acal of practtcaTcultivator* is thus, in
tbe moat anaaawming way, made known to the world.
23. Pcibaps no mt«r place may oecar (or warning
gentlemen of tbe value of the service* of an expericneia
gardener, and of the i»<jyfiety of employing only on*
j
wbo haa made himaelr acquainted witn all tbe pots of
Ma boameaa ae well as for incakaliBg on gardenw a
Ihemwlwa tbe neceaaity of tbeir dOigiPtly and pnc
iKuijf atodying every whmh of tbeir pfWHOloD. A
weO uinMUJed and jodtooua garaener, tnatmcted by
eapeiieiK.*, i* a tii— uii whicb every gentleman should
pme. NuBaaroaa aa are tbe book* on gardening, and
exeelknt aa aoB* of them undoabtedly are. thm are
many parti of tko gtdanei ' a daty lor wbidi no
nl nle* can uamiktf bo laid down : Kko tbe
be bat to ded wMi tne itei0g
lucnt, of Qia ttaae
'tea

f

tm(>ortar.c«

o(tsipk>]F-

m

;

<anmmim
at all time* en idi own
*rr y nrach ia to be leamod'by
l>r.irtising

hnt
a

Oder tbe eye of an

gaidww oMght

to have soaw kaoWladgo of
particBiariy of tbe dmUiaee of heat, of the

uhy

water, and of vegetable phjui

All good
ganlcneff , mdeed, beontna dMBnats to a
without knowing it.
I'tir prot'nsian contains diSerent dcpartmenti.
The
cultivator cf fare nianta, or tbe botaataal gaidaaar, aay
excel in his own depaitiiiaiH, and yat ha vary little ae>
quainied with tbe p*«|>er mUm^/mumX of firvit>tnee.
The fniit-ganlener genmOy poaMMH a knowlodga ti
tbe cuhnre of kitdini wgefcilts : but a great proportion of the common order of workmen who have ac«{nir«d a competent knowledge of tbe laat-nentiaaed
brancb of horticulture, are extraaeiy ill JnfLaiiiail ooo.
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ceming the treatment of

fruit-trees.

1.

The

business

Hinor;'.

of the botanical gardener implies, as already remarked,
Bounical
the cultivation of all sorts of rare plants, either in the
gardener.
open border, in frames, in the green-house, the conservatory, or the stove; the adapting of the soil and artificial
climate, to the respective kinds of plants; a discriminating eye, and an acquaintance more or less familiar with
the characters and names of the genera and species of
plants as described by Willdenow, at least of such as are
contained in the Hortus Kewensis, or the Cambridge Catalogue. To these qualifications must be added, general
taste in the disposmg of plants in borders, and in the forming and keeping of ornamental grounds. 3. The fruit- Fniit-fKgardener should have a correct knowledge of the different dener.
kinds of fruit-trees, and the principal varietict of eacJi
kind he must be familiarly.icquainted with the method
of training and pruning suitetl to each sort, and must at
the same time posaeaa judgment and experience to enable him to adapt the degree of pruning or mode of
training to tbe |>cculiar drcumstances of the individual
tree.
He must understand the formation of fruit-tree
borders, the operation* of mAing and budding, and
the preserving of hloasom. The peach-house, tiie vine>
ry, and the pine-stove, belong to his department, as
well as the melon frames, and some other subordinate
m.itters.
Much may be learned from authors { from
Miller, Forsyth, Ilitt, Speechly, and others; but an intimate acquafaitance with tlie proper training, and the
proper pruninc and diftbuddiiig of wall tree^, is to l>e
aequtred only By obacrvation
practice, as th^- vary
eaotinaally,
cmdhig to tbe aail, aspect, luxuriant or
weakly atata of tba tree, and *Mn according to tbe
;

a^

e

S. The Utcfaen-gardeBer^i duty is generally KitdMB
thought to be very simple and ea*y ; but he who can
perftam it neatly and with success, may be accounted
a good general gardener. The rearing of several culinary artidea requirea particular attention such as asparagua, eelety, aaa rale, moahroom*, and above all,
mekna and cacnmbera. Great ataistance may be derived ftaro booka, from Abercrombie's Practical Gardeaar and Niool'a Calendar ; but a person who has never wjtaaaMd nor practised any of tite nicer part* of
the Idtchen-gaidenat'a duty, will be but ill qualified
to attempt tMn.
The public nuraeriea ate naefnl teminane* to young
gaidcnen. Tbe overaecn of theae eatabliihmenu are
generally wrll-infonBod penaaa, and daxtcroua workmen, having been aHaeMd
of noaaeaaing
ariaeled on aeooont oi
thaee qnititiea
Many very aaaAil paru of the profea>
aian any here be aequired; auoh aa tbe level-digging of
and neat Iniikila off of boda or border*,pnantly simple wMtmn,
whicb, however, many gardenova ara extieniwf dencMDC In aoaae nunenea extoBiiva collactinne of Inady and grem-hooia planta ara
kept, and a knowledge of the culture of theae may thua
baaomiired. Nor is the knowledge of the modea of ralriag man the aeed and raarin^ in nunery-beds, of the

•eaaon.

;

—

m

vanaoe

futael treii,

an inconaiderable natter:

in

many

plaeia, indeed, the head-gardener is reouired to maintain
a uuni ij of aeedhng fbrest-treea, for tlie use of hi* ma*ter'a estate.

In the public nurseries a knowledge of the

proceaaM of graAing and budding may be ac(|uirt-<l

;

but

tiM gardener wbo has studied only in this school, will
afterward* diaeaver how much he has to Icam as to the
proper wood to be used for graAs, as well as to the sise
and qnali^ of the stocks. Under any of the first rate

HMrkat-gardaoan a young man may learn many parts of
his profeadon with great a<ivantage, particularly the
raiamg of ail aorta of pot-herb* anasaUds, and the forcing
OMny of them. But here too be will labour im-

«
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disadvantages ; for in few such gardens can he acquire any knowledge of the management of fruit-trees,
particularly peaches, apricots, and the finer sorts of
(jgf

pears.

A young gardener who has spent his time in places
where the proper management of fruit-trees was not attended to, or where no opportunity of attending to it
may

possibly be willing to accept lower wages,
compensate for the defect of his education.
Cut the proprietor of the garden will soon find himself a loser by tlie injudicious economy of employing
him and if it were a general rule steadily followed by
gentlemen, not to employ as their gardeners persons
who had not duly sought opportunities of gaining an
acquaintance with the different branches of their profession, young men of merit would, instead of grasping
at the situation of head-gardener immediately upon the
expiry of their apprenticeship, be convinced of the necessity o{ practically studying every department of their
"multifarious and numerous employment," as Evelyn
happily styles it.
In Germany, it may be remarked,
a gardener has not only to serve a long apprenticeship,
but to pass certain examinations, before he can be recommended to a situiition as head-gardener. In this
country there is no such regulation ; and the greater
necessity, therefore, for the employer being able to
judge of his gardener's qualifications.
24. Scotland has long been distinguished for produgj„g gardeners in greater numbers than any other country of Europe ; and several of them have risen to the
highest eminence in their profession. At the present
day many of the nobility and gentry of England employ Scottish head-gardeners
while the numbers of
those of an inferior order, to be found in every county
south of the Tweed, is quite surprising. Some of the
causes of the very great number, and of the real excellence, of the Scottish gardeners, have been assigned in the 9th chapter of the " General Report of Scotland."
One is to be found in the early education secured to the children of the labouring class in that
country, by the ancient and most laudable institution
of parish schools another, in the hardy mode of life
and sober disposition of the young men, which have
very generally gained them the esteem of English
masters ; and a third, in the tendency which struggling
with a very variable climate at home, has to call into
action all the powers of the mind, and to create a habit
of unceasing attention to the duties of the station.
It
may here be mentioned as a striking and very honourexisted,

in order to

:

Scottish

gaideners.

;

:

able trait in the character of the Scottish master-gardeners of the last age, (already mentioned, J 21.) that it
was a common practice among them to spend a part of
the evening in instructing their apprentices in different
branches of education, particularly arithmetic, mensuration, drawing of plans, and botany.
Even at this
day, there are still in some places of Scotland to be
found the remains of this praisewortliy custom.
turn
for reading and study was thus created among young
operative gardeners ; and to tliis, their rise in life might
in many instances be traced.
The taste for reading
was perhaps never more prevalent among gardeners
than at this day. Nor do they entirely neglect geometry, though it must be admitted that this kind of
knowledge is on the decline among them. It is not,
indeed, now nearly so necessary as formerly to the professional gardener, grounds beuig no longer planned
into regular mathematical figures, and topiary work be^"g altogether exploded.

A

flUssific
tion of.

narUent.

25.

We

when we

have little fear of being accused of partiality
give a favourable report of the character of

Scottish gardeners, the justness of their claim of merit
being universally recognized : but, without enlarging
farther on the topic, we proceed to give some very general account of the different kinds of gardens now existing in Britain. All of them, we think, may be arranged under one or other of the following divisions.
b. The
a. Royal gardens, and public botanic gardens,

Honiculr
* " '^

"

'~
"

gardens of noblemen and gentlemen of great opulence.
d. Cottage gardens,
c. Villa gardens,
e. The public
nurseries, which, especially near London, may without
impropriety be ranked as gardens, f. Market gardens.
On each of these heads, a few examples and observations

seem necessary

time they

may

for illustration,

and

at the

same

prove not unentertaiiiing.

Royal Gardens.
26. The Royal Gardens at Kew, on the banks of the
Thames near London, are perhaps the first in the world
for variety of plants.
They were originally planned
by that distinguished character Frederick Prince of
Wales, father of King George III. The extent is about
120 acres. The surface is flat but owing to the taste-

Royal gardens.

k^w.

;

ful disposition of trees

and shrubs, the grounds exhibit

a considerable variety of scenery.
They are nearly
surrounded by wood, amidst which rises a pagoda, or
Chinese temple, to the height of 1 CO feet this was designed by Sir William Chambers, who afterwards published a description of the gardens and palace of Kew,
in folio.
The exotic garden was established about the
year 1760, after the Prince's death, chiefly by the influence of the Marquis of Bute, a great encourager of botany and gardening. He placed it under the care of
Mr William Alton, who had long been assistant to the
famous Philip Miller at Chelsea. The principal greenhouse and orangery is 145 feet long, 25 high, and 30
broad. About 1794, a large green-house, 1 10 feet long,
was erected, for the reception of African and Cape
plants only.
There are twelve other hot- houses of various descriptions.
Adding together the lengths of all
the hot houses, the garden contains no fewer than 839
feet in length of glass ; and besides this, about onehalf of the houses have covered borders in front, for the
protection of different kinds of bulbs, and alpine plants,
during winter. One of the hot-houses is appropriated
to the palm and fern tribe, displaying the gigantic
species of warm climates almost in their native luxu«
riance and beauty.
Another is devoted to the plants
of New Holland, which have a character of foliage peculiar to themselves, so that the botanical visitor finds
himself suddenly carried, as it were, into a new world.
third contains chiefly the plants of China, and of these
the collection is very rich, a magnificent assortment
having some years ago been procured from Canton, accompanied by a Chinese gardener to take care of them.
catalogue of the plants of the garden, entitled " Hortus Kewensis," was first published in 1768 by Dr Hill>
more scientific work, under the same title, was given
to the public in 1789, by Mr Alton the superintendant,
assisted by Dr Solander ; this extended to three volumes, octavo.
Between 1810 and 1813, an improved
and enlarged edition, in five volumes, octavo, was published by Mr William Townsend Alton, who had succeeded his father : he was assisted in the first three volumes by the late Mr Dryander, and, after the death
of that botanist, in the remaining two volumes, by Mr.
Robert Brown, author of the " Prodromus Flora; Novse
HoUandiie,'' and justly considered as one of the very
first botanists of the age.
The Royal Gardens at Hampton Court were laid out Hamptco
by Louden and Wise, already mentioned as nursery, court.
:
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gardeners of eminence in the reign of King
William. A labyrinth in the wilderness quarter, and
tome other remains of the old style, are here still to be
seen, having in iOBne strange way or other escaped during the revolution! of taste, and the detolating imThe winding walks
provemetrts of Kent and Brown.
of the labyrindi are about half a mile in length, lUthough
the entire space occupie<l by it does not exceed a Quarter of an acre. In a grape-house on the south siae of
the palace, is a Black Hamburgh »ine, which has been
mach spoken of: the stem is more than a foot in circumference ; one principal branch, trained back, meacurea 114 feet in length ; and the plant baa produced,
in one season, SfOO bunches, weighing on an average

men «nd

lib. each.

The garden* at Kensington have long been celebraThey were greatly improved by the late Mr Forsyth, who certainly succeeded in retiovating the fruit.

ted.

trees,

and rendering them productive of excellent

fruit.

Too much was probably
now generaHy known by

ascribed to the composition,
the name of Forsytk't piatter,
and it was no doubt injudicious to bring such a matter
before the British parharoent
The effect of the preeminent degree of patronage bestowed seem* unluckily
to have been to excite an undue prejudice against the
practicca recommended in the Treati«e on Fruit-trees.
rfOfiB0re>

The gaidens at Pracmare near Windsor have been
foroMd cbieffr nader the (Kwetion of Charlotte Queen
et George W. and of PriiKeas Eliiabcdi. one of their
daughters. The gardens MtfA*j much taate, and are
Thtj are the

kept in exerikot onler.
ty of herMijiirj.

private proper-

Bolanic GarJtms.

Garden at CMm* \* to pported by
ompany of Apothecaries of Ixmdon.
granted to tnem in the end of the
17th century by Sir Hans Slnane, on condition of their
presenthig to the Royal Society, annually, fifty new
plant<, till the nmnber sbontd amount to SflOO.
In

The
WoThe gT'
TJ.
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the mi<l<lle of the garden there

is a marble statue of
Hans, by Ryabrwk.
On the north side of the
Mrden is a Uiwe gnwihuu w. and doae by it a stove,
ii
dt
t dfiuw uiom
Over the'grcenhoaae
bslMUBted library. On the aoodi tide of Ute garden,
BMr the 1%uics, are two wide spreading cedar* nf I.ehanen, planted so long agoaslMS; at present (1816)
the ctrcumftrennp of one of fhem, thrse ftct fton the
ground, is somewhat more than Mrtccn ftet, and of
the other ahaoat thi rtee n fccft "Ae hfcuriuu* and well
informed Philip Miller
suuei iiilriHUiit of this garden for many yetna, and here
re nis admirable Gardener't
Hietkmary was compust d . 5Knce the death of Miller,
the garden ha* been nlber on "the dcdiiie, the soil being nnch cxhamtcd, and the hot-hoose* baring fidlen
into dhrepair.
Of late, bowerer, the Company nas, at
CipcMta, rr-'—r^ r^.ery thing to a sute of more
than fcemer exci
improvements having bcao
cmdoetcdhy Mr >' miam Anderson, an eminent pno
tical gardmer and botaniat
Botanical inatnctiaas are
here gfvrn during the nmnner months by a demonstra*
tor appointed by the CoomaDy of Apothecaries.
The brtanic garden at Oxlbrd n of conaiderable ao<
tiquity: bot the collectian of plams i* notcxtansiTr;
and in that fiuncd city of timkgical and d«aca] learning, no gmt eneaangtamnt accna to be given to the
votaries of Flora or PMnona.
The btMmlt garden at Caubiidge, has loog had a
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higher character in the botanical world. The collection, however, cannot be accounted very extensive.

The many
lished

by

editions of the Ilortus Caniabrigiensis, pubthe late Mr James Donn, the curator, tendto spread its fame.
Not that it is to be ima-

Hettitul.

""*"

^"'Y'"^

ed ,^atly
gined that aU the plants enumerated in the Cambridge
catalogue are to be found, at any one time, in a living
state in the garden; if they were ever cultivated there,
The catalogue was printed in the shape
it is enough.
of a pocket volume, and formed a convenient companion to the garden or greenhouse in fact, it long regulate<l the nomenclature of plants in this country.
Now, however, mtny give the preference to the Horlut Kemmtit, as a more accurate performance
and
an abridge pocket edition of this has also been pub:

;

lished.

The

botanic garden at Liverpool was established by Liverpool
under the auspices of the patriotic Mr
Roscoe.
The suite of hot-houses is perhaps the finest
in Britain, and the whole establishment is highly creditable to tliat opulent commercial city.
The collection of plants is great ; and the many opportunities of
procuring seeds from ships, constantly arriving from
every quarter of the world, are eagerly embraced by
an active and intelligent superintendant, Mr William
Shepherd. Here Sir James Edward Smith, the celebrated anthoc of the Flora Brilanmica, and President
of the Linnean 5>ociety, has occasionally delivered a
course of lectures on botany.
A public botanic garden has recently been set on foot ngj^
at Hull ; it is on an extensive scale, and can already
boast of a very ample collection of plants.
For it the
public are in a great measure indebted to William .'spence,
Esq. well known mK only as a naturalist, but as a writer on some questions of poHtical economy.
88. Ax Dublin, there are now two botanic gardens; DoUUn.
one t>elonging to the Dublin Society, and another to
Trinity ('ollege.
The former was establishetl about the year 1798. It
contains twenty-four acre flrisli).
The collection of
plants is very extensive.
Tne general arrangement of
the hardy berbaceoos kinds, is according to the system
of Linntraa ; each Linnean das* standing separate in
a large grass lawn, and an alley leading from one class
Aquatics are necessarily placed by them«
to another.
selves ; and near the Aquarium, there is a piece of
marshy ground for bog plants. Shrub* form another
division, and tree* a thirtl.
The collection* in all of
these departments to* very extensive.
In one part of
the gardien there i* an arrangement, on a small scale,
aoeonfing to the natural aaediod of Joasieu.
Plants
iitdigenon* to Ireland are brought together, so as to exhibit the Flora of the country at one view ; but they
occur likewise in their places in the general arrange*
roent.
They have in this garden what are termed attm
tlegardtnt, containing plants whidi diffierent animals are
supposed to cat or to refuse. There is a piece of ground
set apart for making experiments en the different gia*
subscription,

mina, and also on what are called artificial gniaat, sadi
this department,
as dorers, trefoils, saintfoin, lucem
if properly attended to, is evidently calculated to be
very useful. The stoves and sreenhouses are extan*
sive, and contain a uuiim oB a cwlectian.
The College botanic garden was estaUiahed only in
1806.
It oocupica no asore than tiirce acres and a half.
It is endosed by a waU twelve feet high, the soutli-eatt
aspect of which is face<i with brick, and on lliis the
more delicate of the hanly climbing shrubs and others
which require shelter are tnuned. Here, for iustaooe,
:

^

;
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Metrosideros lanceojata flowers every j'car, and here
may be seen the finest specimen in the three kingdoms,
" ' ~ perhaps, of Ligustrum lucidum, or the wax-tree of China, and which escaped unhurt in this situation, during
the severe winter of 1813, when the original plant
from which it was taken perished in England. There
is in the garden a general arrangement of herbaceous,
perennial, and biennial plants ; tlie annual plVints qnd
the gramina being each kept separate. Although the
Space is small, there is not only a Fruticetum, but an
Arboretum; and, with equal taste and judgment, the
principal part of this last Is so contrived as to serve for
a screen to give shelter to the rest of the garden. There
is an extensive collection of the hardy medicinal plants,
arranged according to Jussieu's method. There is only
one stove and one greenhouse ; but the exotics cultivated in these are curious and numerous. Upon the
whole, this small botanic garden contains a richer and
more varied collection than is perhaps to be found any
where else in Europe within the same compass. It
does honour to the liberality and public spirit of the
heads of the College ; and they seem to have been peculiarly fortunate in their gardener, (Mr James Townsend Mackay, originally from the Botanic Garden at
Edinburgh), who has here proved, that, to a thorough
knowledge of practical horticulture, and extensive acquisitions in botany, he adds an acquaintance with the
principles of landscape gardening.
KOinburgh,
29. The Royal Botanic Garden of Edinburgh was
planned, in 176'7, by Dr John Hope, then professor of
botany. The collection of plants, both hardy and tender, foi-med by Dr Hope, was uncommonly great ; and
some of the rarer trees and shrubs planted by him now
afford admirable full grown specimens : the Constantinople hazel, ( Corylus colurna, ) for example, now appears as a fine and lofty tree. The assafoetida plant was
here first cultivated, by the Doctor,
the open air in
this country.
The quarter where it grew was shelteretl by a yew hedge, and saw-dust was generally laid
over the root of the plant during winter. There are
two hot-houses, a dry stove, and a large greenhouse
all of them at present in a state of decay ; but likely
soon to be rebuilt in a magnificent style, and on an extensive scale.
Dr Hope was a zealous disciple of Linnaeus,
and on the death of that illustrious botanist, he placed
in the garden a square monument, surmounted by an
i.im, with the simple inscription, " Linnaeo posuit Jo.
Hope, 1779." It deserves to be recorded, that in the
dry stove a dragon's-blood tree (JDraccena draco) planted by the Doctor, attained the height of thirty feet, exactly double tliat of the largest specimen of the plant at
Kew ; but this invaluable plant, which ought to have
been the pride and boast of the Scottish capital, absolutely perished, owing to the want of funds for raising
the glass-roof of the house
In this garden lectures
are delivered by Dr Daniel Rutherford, Professor of
botany in the University of Edinburgh. The herbarium of the late Dr Hope is kept at the garden. The
present superintendant is Mr William Macnab, who was
bred at Kew Gardens, and who is at once an excellent
cultivator of plants and an acute botanist.
Under his
management the collection of hardy herbaceous plants
has been so greatly enlarged, that it is now excelled
only by th^t at Kew Gardens.
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Privale Gardens.

Mant

Sardens of
30.
of the private gardens in this country are,
and {( jg believed, superior in some
respects to those of any

nobility

gentry.
''*'' ''''•

other.

They

are maintained in a

more

liberal style

;

Frivata
and the products are not only plentiful, but every kind
of fruit and culinary vegetable is of the first quality of ^ Garderii.
It may be affiraied, that in Britain a gentleman '^"^''C^^
its kind.
may derive from his own garden, with the aid of glass and
of fire- heat, a more varied and richer dessert, throughout the year, than is to be met with on the most luxurious
To prove this assertion, it
table in any other country.
will be enough to run over the fruits successively afforded throughout the year, by a well-conducted Bri- "yayifty of
T'""
tish garden.
Strawben-ies, planted in pots and forced
J]™'",
in a hot-house, produce their fruit about the middle of Brimin.
April, and forced cherries are ready at the same time.
These are followed by early melons, about the beginning of May. In June the first forced grapes and
peaches are ready for the table, witli the luscious pineapple : may-duke cherries on good exposures now ripen, and different kinds of strawberries in the open
ground are abundant. These, with early melons, grapes,
peaches, nectarines, and pine-apples, continue plentiful
till August, when the currant and gooseberry come in.
By the middle of August the early pears are ready, anil
the later houses of peaches, nectarines, and grapes arc
in perfection, with melons ; and by September, the open
wall crops of peaches, apricots, and nectarines, green,
gage plums, and jargonelle pears, with the late preserved gooseberries and currants, and the early jenneting
and oslin apples, swell the dessert. In October, late
crops of melons and grapes, with peaches, nectarines,
and figs, join themselves with the ripening apples and
pears ; till, towards the end of it, the careful horticulturist gathers and stores the remaining fruits of his labours, that he ma)' possess a supply during the winter
season.
The autumn pears, such as the beurre and the
crassane, are in season till the new year ; when the colmart, St Germain, and chaumontel, still prolong the succession of pears then many varieties of keeping apples
present themselves, till the season revolve, when early
strawberries, cherries, and melons may again be procured.
Several fruits not generally cultivated, such as
oranges and shaddocks, have not here been enumerated ; and our nuts, such as filberds and walnuts, are
intentionally omitted.
The general extent of the walled garden is from
two to five acres. It is to be observed, that a walled
garden of three or four acres at the present day, affords
as much space for the production of fruits and kitchen
vegetables, as did a garden of perhaps five or six acres
at the end of the 17th or beginning of the 18th century, when the garden was invariably connected with
the mansion-house ; so that the portion next the house
was naturally laid out as a parterre, and large spaces were
occupied by arbours, fountains, and grass-plats for stavery few only of our modern fine
tues or obelisks.
gardens can here be particularized. In all of them,
fruits and vegetables are cultivated with great care, and
with remarkable success. In most of those to be now
specified, besides these more ordinary productions,
there are _rich collections of curious and ornamental
.

:

A

plants.

with England. The gardens at Chisseat of the Duke of Devonshire, near
Kew Bridge, are very extensive, and remarkable for
containing a most magnificent range of hot-Iiouses, At
White Knights, near Reading, the Marquis of Blandford has a very complete garden, distinguished more especially for a choice collection of ornamental plants.—
Spring-Grove, near Blackheath, the seat of the illustrious President of the Royal Society Sir Joseph Banks,
affords a very fair example of a well kept English garden. Here, in the open air, grows a noble specimen of
5
31.

To begin

wiek House, the
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the Chni pine, (Araitearia imbricata,) the most admirable, perhaps, of the many plants ducovere<l and

brought home by Mr Archibald Menzies: of this Spring
Grove specimen the venerable owner is justly proud.
Wormly Bury, the seat of Sir Abraham Hume, near Enfield, may also be noticed ; it is particularly remarkable
for its hot-house* being stored with fine specimens of
Other gardens well deserve
the rarest tender esotics.
the
notice, such as Lord Tankerville's near Walton
Duke of Northumberland's at Syon House, Brentford ;
and Earl Mansfield's at Caen Wood, Hampstead.
32. Scotland can bo**t of some first-rate gardens.
The Duke of Buccleuch's at Dalkeith contains, within
and without the walls, 13 acres. Every thing here is in
a pHncely style the gravel walks of the place are about
Though the soil of the garden
fifty miles in extent.
;

:

was

originally bad,

and the

subaoil

i« ctill

unpropitious,

the whole has been brought to a moat pnxluctive state
by the ingenuity and iudgment of his Grace's gardener,
Mr Jamea MacdanalJ, as will afterwards be more particularly mentioned. The Earl of Eglinton's garden at
Eglinton Castle, Ayrshire ; the Duke of Montrose's at
Buchanan, in Dunbartonshire the Earl of Man&field's
at Scone, in Perthshire; and Mr Fergusoa'i of Itaith in
;

may alao be Mw«iiil
S3. In IreUnd then an raaay excellent private gar>
In the vicinity of Dublin, the Lord Lieutedens.
nant's dcservM notice, as well as the Cl^ef Secretary's,
LotdCastkcoote's, and the Lord C'hief>Justice Downe's.
The garden of the latter at Merville, two mile* aoath
of Dabtin, besidw producing fruit and kitchen vege*
tables in perfcetiao, is distinguished for abounding
with rve ilowers of every dcTription, ooDectcd with
great taatc and assiduity. There is here a separate
collection of .American native*.
At Colloo, in the
eount^ of Lowth, the Right Hon. John Foster lus
titt ncbest and nost variad planUtions of trees snd
abrabs of crcry kind, to ba aasn in Ireland, and praba>
Btkaia. Mr Latoucfae's j;arden
bif araooc tb* bast
at Baflevne, in the coanty of Wicklow, likewise deserrca to be mentioned as of the first rank, both for
ftwtt and for a general collectioD of planta.
At Cartle
Forbes, too, in the county of Loogfiird, the Countess of
Granard has a fine collection of flowers. Scottish head
gardeners, it may be remarked, are equally pravalcot
Irehuid as in England.
ThnM o«t of tba Mor nri^
dpal gvdcns in tha Tictnity of DuUia, abova spaoiad,
are under the BaaaMaaat of ^ ~
Fifeahire,

m

VilUOmritma.

These are inna merabla

;
aoaa of iham arc kept
the bigfacst style of aaorikaoe. They are generally
about aa acre in cztaot; bat many are nearly twice
that siw.
Under tUa hMd. are mdaded all the gar.
dns attached to tba eaantry hoosea of those in the
mitVfla
of life : a few slso, belonging to opulent
ladividnala^ who devote their leisure to Uic study of
botany and the cnttiratian of cunous plants. Bust be
ranked under tbk dasa, thougb in aana reapacta far
cxceUing the most extciisive aanlaiM. Sucft is the
Covnt de Vaade's garden at AyawaUr, on the Ux.
bridgo road, remarkable for a very rich "fP t^irp f£
pI^Bt*;
Kent's, at Clapton,
Hackney,
wlMva aqiunca, both hardy and tender, are grown in
The tender aquatics are kept in a
lection
luring winter ; but, in the summer leaaaa, the
cootairiing them are placed on slight bo(>beds
under glass-frames, where linings of horsa litter can be
added at picaanre ; it being found, that io this way they
VOL. u. r*BT I.

m

mks

MdMr

Publi*.

Nurwries.

Cottage Gardens.
35.

Under the

cluded

title of cottage gardens, must be in- Cottage girgardens of an inferior sort, such as those ^'^^
about villages and towns. Cottage-gardens,

all

common

properly so called, are in some places numerous and
well kept, affording not only an agreeable relaxation to
the occupiers, but contributing very much to the comforts of their family.
In South Britain, however, they
are neither so useful, nor so well managed, as in some
While in the former the vine may
parts of Scotland.
sometinies be seen extending its shoots over the cottage-roof, indicating a mild climate and a fertile soil, the
rndly useful produce of the ground seems much neglected.
In Scotland, on the contrary, too little attention is doubtless paid to ornament ; but the healthy kale
and cabbage plants, and other useful pot-herbs, with
well-earthed rows of early potatoes, shew that the in>
habitants understand the management of their little
spots, and how to draw from them the mo6t effectual
assistance to their famiUes.
Public Nurseries.

,

!
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flower more freely.
Mr V'erc,'at his villa at Knightsbridge, possesses a very ample collection of rare exotics.

—

um

The

public nurseries, especially near London, are Public iuu>
of the first order. These, besides being reniarknble for bctics.
ceneral col laction s of plants, are usually distinguished
for excelling Al some p.irticular department,
'fhus at
Lee and Kennedy's at I I.uiinu'rsmith there is not only a

36.

most extensive general
a complete assortment

Hope

plants.

i

l:

..l..:..

.

but more particularly
of Good

md other Cspe

Loddige's at Hackney

is

distinguished

and Milne, at FuU
as have also Malcolm

for stove plants; Whitley, Braroes

ham, have a general collection ;
Kensington, and Jenkiiu & Gwyther near Paddington.
At Thomson's at Mile-End, besides a rich collection of young plants, are many fine old American
trees of the rarer kinds, and a very large gingko tree of
Japan, (Salitburia adiantifoUa) at Colville's, on the
King's Road, there is s great extent of glass for the grow«
ing of showy plants for the London market ; Davy's, in
that neighbourhood, is famed for a fine collection of tulips, certainly the first in Britain
Milliken at Walworth
excels in auriculas, ranunculuses and aiiemoDCt ; and
Chandler, near Vauxhall, in camellias Gray and Wear
at Bnmpton Park (fonnerly the nursery grounds of
London and U'ise) have a ipeat collection of fruit-tree*.
Mr Joseph Kirke, also at Brampton, has but a small
nurwery, but it is rich in the newly introduced fruits,
particularly those raisetl by .Mr Kni^jht, and those recoanncnded by the Horticultural Society of London.
B onakts at Brentford, and Wilmot and Lcwisham at
Deptford, may also be mentiuncd as excelling in the
culture and training of voung fruit-trees.
.At what is
called the Botanic Ganlen at Sloane Street, kept by
Mr William Salisburv, the partner and successor m
at

:

:

;

a considerable collection of curious shrubs
Several of the nurserymen pay
much attention to the production of see<ls for the market,
cither of culinary plants, or of ornamental flowers. (3f the
principal kinds of the former, such as cabbages, turnips,
and peas, they annually raise a small quantity of the diffe*
rent varieties, in their own nursery grounds and under
their eye, taking care however that each variety be aa
(at separated as possible from any similar crop ; they
examine the plants when in flower, and reject such as
are spurious.
Tlie whole seed thus procured is kept
till next season ; it is then sent to some seed-farmer in
Curtis, there

and plants

is

in general.

8a
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Market
employment, perhaps in a remote part of the the expence of delicacy of taste. The vegetables of the
country, and grown by him. In tliis way there is year- London markets, however, ought not to be judged of Gardens.
ly procured a large stock for sale, and which in gene- from specimens to be met with in taverns these are often kept steeping in water for a day, or perhaps two
ral is not only better saved, but more genuine than
or three days, as if it were intenJed to extract all flawhat can easily be got in a private garden.
Throughout the kingdom there are public nurseries vour, or otherwise sweating in a heaped basket in the
near all the principal towns. At Edinburgh there are cellar, the alliaceous and strong-smelling plants tainting the others. Every one possessed of a garden is
several, which it may confidently be affirmed are kept
well aware of the sujjcriority of pot-herbs when rein a state of greater order and neatness than any in
the south ; they are particularly distinguished for the cently gathered ; but those sent to the London market
The number are gathered and packed on one day they are carried,
excellence of their seedling forest-trees.
and the flourishing state of the public nurseries may be by the indefatigably industrious gardeners, during
adduced as a strong proof of the general attention paid night, either in waggons, or by boats on the Tliames,
so as to reach the market very early the next morning.
to horticultural improvements throughout the country.
Towards this they afford great facilities, furnishing, Even in this way, a complete day and night must
when wanted, every possible variety of plants, at pri- elapse before the inhabitant of London can set on his
In one important article we table the freshest vegetables to be procured in the
ces comparatively low.
fruit trees.
These, markets. But as the gardeners come to town only
believe all of them are deficient,
indeed, they contain in sufficient numbers ; but their three times a-week, on Tuesdays, Thursdays, and SaThis is particularly the case turdays, pot-herbs must very frequently be two or three
quality is often doubtful.
with apples and pears. The grafts for these are often days kept before they be used. They must therefore
unavoidably suffer some deterioration ; and the wonder
collected from the nursery lines, instead of being taken,
is, to see an enormously overgrown city so amply and
as they ought to be, from bearing branches of fruitful
Sometimes, no doubt, they are selected from regularly supplied, and with articles so excellent in
trees.
their kind.
fruit-bearing trees in gentlemen's gardens in different
38. Fuller, in his "Worthies," fixes the date of the
parts of the country ; but it is frequently impossible for
nurserymen to procure grafts of the desired kinds in establishment of a market for pot-herbs at London, to
be 1590 ; but L)'son properly remarks, that entries octhis way. If any judicious nurseryman, therefore, would
form a collection of fruit-trees of his own, to be main- cur in dinner bills of fare, detailed in the account of
Queen Elizabeth's progresses, which shew, that " pars<
tained in a fruit-bearing state, he would thus not only be
ley, sorrel, and strong herbs, with peason," were to be
certain as to the kind which he propagated, but have at
purchased at least twenty years before that period.
his command yearly a moderate quantity of proper grafts
from the fruitful boughs of bearing trees. He would Ralhripe or early peas were then accounted a dainty
thus, no doubt, be limited in the number of his grafts,
for a queen ; and they still continue to be a dainty,
and might find it necessary to ask a higher price for selling, when they first come in, at a crown or even
half a guinea a pottle (less than a quart.)
his plants ; but this woukl most cheerfully be given by
Other arjudicious purchasers.
nursery orchard of this kind ticles, when produced early, give prices high in proporcould only, with propriety, be formed on ground the tion ; asparagus, fis. or 7s. a hundred; and early poproperty of the nurseryman, or of which he held a very tatoes, 3s. 6d. a pound. These and several other culilong lease. Till some such establishment take place, nary plants are therefore extensively /brccf/ by the Longentlemen who wish to avoid disappointment, must, in don market-gardeners ; that is, they are forwarded by
general, be content to graft their own fruit-trees.
the artificial heat either of a hot-bed or of a flued pit.
Some idea may be formed of the encouragement given
Market Gardens.
to horticulture by the demand of the metropolis, from
considering the extent of ground occupied in the pro37. The marhet gardens near the metropolis are wonduction of kitchen vegetables and fruit within 12 miles
derful in extent, and managed in general in the best
style.
High rents are paid for the ground, so that as of London. Mr Lyson, above named, author of the " Acmany crops as possible must be taken, and those must count of the Environs of London," and who, in the
be of the most productive sorts. At the same time, course of his minute investigations and inquiries, had a
such is the competition in Covent Garden market, that good opportunity of forming an accurate calculation, estimates that at least 5000 acres are employed, within
unless the produce be excellent of its kind, it will be rejected.
The accumulated heaps of kitchen vegetables that circuit, in raising kitchen roots and pot-herbs,
to be seen very early in a summer morning in this
exclusive altogether of late potatoes, and of vegetables
He states that 800 acres
place, are quite surprising, and would confound many
raised for cow-feeders.
who have frequently passed through the market in the are cropped with fruit, including apples, pears, goosetheir

:

;

—

A

Market
gardens.

day time, after vast quantities have been sold, and caroff" by retailers, and other quantities have been
placed out of sight.
If from an inspection of Covent
Garden green-stalls, one may judge of the general state
of horticulture in Britain, it may be said to approach perfection.
It cannot however be denied, that although
the kitchen vegetables exhibited for sale in this market excel in size, they are inferior in flavour, and perhaps in wholesomeness, to those raised at a distance
from London. Much of the land here occupied as market-gardens has been heavily cropped every year for
perhaps a century past, and the soil has been annually
replenished with manure from the city.
It thus acried

quires a grossness calculated to give size certainly at

berries, currants, raspberries,

and strawberries.

Not

fewer than 1700 acres are planted with potatoes for
the market ; and 1200 with cabbages, turnips, and parsnips, for the feeding of milch cows.
The raisers of
these articles are iproiperly farming gardeticrs they manure very highly, and raise garden crops, and then refresh their land by sowing with corn.
They abound
near Camberwell and Deptford. The production of
medicinal herbs employs about 300 acres ; and from 400
to 500 are in the hands of nurserymen.
In this way,
the employment of about 9500 acres of the richest and
most highly manured lands in the vicinity of London is
accounted for. At Hoxton is a very extensive and well
conducted market garden, Mr Grange's ; and this may
:
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be considered as a (air example of all \l\e others. But
the garden ground is cliiefly situated near the Thames,
both above and below the citj-, for the convenicncy oi'
water carriage in conveying the produce to market, and
the not less important advantage of bringing back stable
ilun'^, for the construction of hot-beds and tlie manuring of the^round.
The diitncts of Brentford and Twickenham are fa-

mous

for ttrawberrie«

;

and

in the la&t alone, there are

produce of which is
Fruit arrives from every part
chiefly sent to Ixjndon.
of the surrounding country at the same emporium, and
It
yet it is believed the demand is seldom iati>fied.
inay here be remarked, that the production of fruit, and
tlie supplying of the market with it, should by eveiy
It is a iiist obscr\-ation
possible means be encouraged.
of an eminent horticulturist, (Mr Knight,) tliat the palate which relishes fruit is seldom pleased with strong
fermented li<{uors, and that as feeble causes continually
about 400 acres in fruit-trees,

tlic

acting ultimately pro<lucc extensive effects, tlic siipp'ving tne public with fruits at a cheap rate would
temlency to ojierale favourably both on the |)li\
and moral health of the people. I -1r worth parish is remarkable for producing great quantities of raspberrie*,
which are sent |>aii1y to Covent Garden nvirlcet, but
chiefly sold to distilltr-, nr m.ikers of sweets.
nearly 1000 acres under
In r ulhan poruli
intended either for market
crom of eaculrat ve^'
In .Mortlake parish there are gwteor for cow-feeders.
rally about 80 acres under asp«ni|(us ; one asparagus
;;rriwi'r here, .Mr Biggs, has sometimes had forty acres
Near Deptford also
unilcr this crop at one time.
i!iuch aeparagva is raised; and one grower here, Mr
I'Ulmonds, has, we are informed, at this time, no
fewer than eighty acre* covered with asparagus betls,
• thing which must appear almost incredible to
those wIm have not witncsacd the toads of this arti>
rie dailT heaped on the green-stalls of the metropo>
About twenli», for the space nrorly of Uirse nonths.
ty acres in tne neighbourhood of Deptford are employtd in the raising of onion-seerf, thi.i article of Deptford
produce having acquired reputation all over the counWhat are called the pttytk gnr^eni are chiefly
try.
near Mitcham, nine or ten mites from Westminster
Bridge: in these are raised chamomile, lavender, li'

—

rhubarb, womwood, aod above all peppermint,
not only for supplying the c«sential oil to apothecaries,
bat for the nanatactaring of a bvoarite cordiaL
qaoarice,

We

hare now cxplatned, periiaps at too great length,
the clnsHicrtiini or Mrdena above given
but without
going into sotsc little detaQ, no idea could Iiave been
conveyed of the general state of the country in regard
to horticnltarc.
now hasten to make some remarks
no the sntgecta which natonOy preeent tbanselves as
important when a new garden is pngcctcd. Moat of
them are apniicalile to sereral clsiass of gawlens ; but
when nc« otherwise stated, a garden of the first cha>«cter is to be understood as in new.
:

We

SU»»tia», tfc.ofa Gardtm.
S9. The oonsidcratMn of the position of the garden
with respect to the mansion-lMmsc properly bemigs to
the "ubjcct of L^NRM-APi Gardtmng.
It may only
here be remarked, that of late K hasliecome fashion*ble to place the fruit and kitchen garden at perhaps
half a mil^s distance, or more, (Vom tlie house.
In
many cases this has been found inconvenient ; and it
CM eldoa happen that the garden walls may not be

efTectually
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concealed, by meaiu of shrubs and low

growing trees, so as not to be seen, at least from the
windows of the public rooms, and the garden yet be
situated much nearer to the house.
It is scarcely necessary to observe, that an access for carts and wheel
barrows, without touching the principal approach, is
indispensable.. Some of the circumstances which are
considered as constituting tlie best kind cif situation

may

here be mentioned, and these,

it

may be remark-

ed, ought never to be altogetlier sacrificed to effect.
Shelter is, in our climate, a primary consideration.
This may in part be derived from the natural shape

Shelter.

Gentle declivities at the
situation of the ground.
bases of the south or south-west sides of hills, or the
sloping banks of win<ling rivers with a similar expoIf plantations exist
sure, are therefore very desirable.
in the neighbourhood of the house, or of the site intended for tlie bouse, the planner of a garden naturally
looks to them for his pnndpal shelter ; taking care,
hnwtvcr, to keep at a reasonable distance from them,
: the evil of being shaded.
If tlie
;, and contain beech, elm, oak, and
_
;
other tali-growing trees, allowance is, of course, made
for tlie future progress of the trees in height.
It is a
rule, tliat there should be no tall trees on the south
side of a garden, to a very considerable distance ; for
during winter and early spring, Xltey fling their lengthened shadow into the garden, at a time when every
sun-liearo is \aluable.
On the east also they must be
suflicicntly removed to admit the early morning raysi
The advantage of this is conspicuous in the spring
months, when hoar-frost oflen rests on the tender buds
and flowers if this be gradually dissolved, no harm
endues but if the blossom be all at once exposed to the
powerful rays of the advancing sun when he overtops the
trees, the sudden transition from cold to heat oflen proves
destructive. On the west, and particularly on the north,
trees may approach nearer, perhaps within less than a
hundred feet, and be more crowded, as from these directions tlie most violent and the coldest winds assail
us.
If forest trees do not previously exist on the territory-, screen plantations must be reared as fast as posa
sible. The sycamore (or plane-tree of Scotland) is or the
mott rapid growth, making about six feet in a season ;
next to it may be ranked the larch, which gains about
four feet; and then follow the spruce and balm-ofGilead firs, which grow between three and four feet in
the year.
Excellent instructions for the formation of
screen-plantations, as well as fur the rt^lation of foresttrees in general, may be found in " The Planter's Calendar," already mentioned, { 31.
WolU and quick
bc(Ws are siibonlinate means of shelter, to be spoken
of mr and by. The best general expoture for a garde
<Iy t)e towards the south ; and a genii'
iat direction, equal perhaps to a fall of
one luut 111 iJiirty, is deemetl very uesirable ; effectual
draining being in this case easily accomplished.
H'altr is not to be forgotten.
If a stresmlet can be Water.
brought to flow through the garden, it may be rendered cwjducive both to convenience and amenity: where
this cannot be accomplished, the situation should be
such that water may be conveyed by pipes from some
neighbouring stream ; soft or river water lieing greatly
preferable, for the purposes of Uie horticulturist, to
tliat of springs or wells.
Where running water cannot
be commanded, recourse is had to a lake or pond, it
beinc known that w.iter freely exposed to the air and
sunshine for soi
Itecoroes comparatively sol^
and fit fur the n<>
it of plants.
In Mlecting ground for a garden, the plants growing

and

:

;
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naturally on the surface should be noted, as from these
g pretty correct opinion may be formed of the qualities
of the soil. The subsoil should also be examined. If
this be radically bad, such as an iron-till mixed with
gravel, no draining, trenching, or manuring will ever
prove an effectual remedy ; if, on tlie contrary, the
subsoil be tolerably good, the surface may be greatly
meliorated by these means.
In every garden, two
varieties of soil are wanted, a strong and a light one,
or, in other words, a clayey loam and a sandy loam,
ditferent plants requiring these respective kinds.
For
the general soil, a loam of middling quality, but partaking rather of the sandy than the clayey, is accounted the best.

Enclosure Walls.
Walk.

When

the situation is fixed on, the next conSupposing a
the enclosing with walls.
garden to be about an acre in extent, and the ground
sloping gently to the south, the rule is, that the north
wall may be 14 feet high; the south wall, 10; and the
other walls, about 12. In a larger garden, containing
perhaps four acres, the north wall is sometimes raised
IS feet high; the side walls, or those on the east and
west, 15 ; and the south wall, not more than 12.
On
a dead level the north wall is generally made l6 feet
high ; the east and west walls 13-^ ; and the south wall,
It may be observed, that walls higher than la,
11.
or at most 14 feet, are necessary only for pear-trees;
peach, nectarines, apricot and plum-trees seldom requiring more than 12 feet. It may also be right to notice, that the terms north and south wall are here used
to denote the north and south sides of a square or parallelogram ; but that, in speaking of wall fruit, if it be
said that peach or fig trees require a south wall, this
must be understood to mean a wall with a south aspect,
or what is in reality the north wall of the garden.
There are two motives therefore for raising this wall
some feet higher than the others ; first, sheltering the
garden from the northern blast; and, in the next place,
the procuring of ample space for training the finer
kinds of fruit-trees on the south side of the wall, or
best aspect of the garden.
Under the denomination of
finer kinds of fruit-trees are to be understood not only
peaches, nectarines, apricots and plums, but some of
the French pears, such as the chaumontel, colmart, and
crassane.
Many gardeners are of opinion that the best
aspect for a fruit wall in this country is about one point
to the eastward of south ; such walls enjoying the benefit of the morning sun, and being turned a little from
the violent west and south west winds.
South-east is,
for the same reasons, accounted by many a better aspect than south-west. The south-west and west walls
are assigned to fruits which do not require so much
heat to ripen them as is necessary to those above mentioned ; such are cherries, many kinds of pears, and apples.
The north walls are appropriated to apples and
pears for baking, plums and morella cherries for preserving ; and a few may-duke cherry, white currant
and gooseberry treesj are trained against these walls
with the view of their affording a late crop.
Bricks, it is generally allowed, are the best material
of which to construct the walls. The foundation and
basement are often made of common building sandstone, while the superstructure is brick ; and sometimes the back part of the wall is of sandstone, and the
front only of brick.
Sandstone which rises in flags is
the best substitute for bricks. Both kinds of materials
sidmit of the branches of the trees being nailed-in regu40.
sideration

larly,

is

and without

difficulty.

Where

the walls are

of common rubble building, a trellis of spars is some- Enclosure
Walls.
times placed against them, and to this trellis the
This
branches are tied with osier-twigs or rope-yarn.
is regarded as a very good plan ; but the expence is
considerable, as, to prevent the lodging of insects, the
The trees thustrellis must be smooth and painted.
enjoy the shelter and reflected heat of the wall, without
bemg injured by its dampness in rainy weather ; and
as the wall is not injured by the driving and drawing
of nails, there are fewer lurking-places for the woodThe rails of the trellis are made
louse and the snail.
closer or wider according to the nature of the tree to be
trained against it.
In a few instances in Scotland,
walls have been built of different kinds of Tvhinstone,
chiefly greenstone and basalt.
These minerals, on account of their almost black colour, are calculated to absorb and retain more heat than stones of a light hue
but it is to be considered that it is not the heat retained
by the wall which benefits the tree, so much as the heat
reflected from the wall. The proposal of painting walls
black, is, on the same principle, not admissible.
It
may here be of some importance to remark, particularly as applicable to Scotland, that in buikling brick
walls, bricklayers only should be employed ; stone-masons working as awkwardly and clumsily with bricks,
as bricklayers would do with masses of whinstone.
As the walls of a garden form one of the principal
sources of expence, it is proper, before proceeding to
build, to ascertain correctly tlie average level of the
borders, if the ground be unequal, to as to suit the
depth of the foundation to it. If the inequalities be
considerable, both walls and borders are made to sink
and rise, so as to humour them. Declivities in a garden are not unpleasing; and when they happen to
slope to the south or east, they afford the earliest crop
of different legumes, such as peas or beans.
Some improvers have constructed a series of low flat arches as
the basement of the wall, these arches having their tops
on a level with the surface of the borders ; the piers
left are from two to four feet broad, according as the
foundation is firm or otherwise. The advantage consists not merely in saving much building, but in permitting the roots of the wall trees, which are planted
opposite to the arches, to extend themselves in every
direction, and draw nourishment from the soil on both
sides of the wall. In some places projecting stone buttresses are set at intervals in the walls, in order to
strengthen them, and to break the force of the winds
when sweeping along. But to this latter purpose they
contribute little : temporary screens of reed, projecting
at right-angles from the wall, and removed after the
blossoming season, when the chief danger is over, are
thought better : and if any sort of strengthening columns or piers be necessary, they can be built so as to
In this counproject only on the outside of the wall.
try, walls are generally made of the thickness only of
three bricks laid side by side, or somewhat more than
a foot ; and to such walls in exposed situations, butWhen the walls are intresses may be very proper.
tended to be high, indeed, they are commonly made
sixteen inches thick for a few feet above the basement,
and then gradually reduced to twelve or thirteen. The
basement, whether of brick or stone, is always about
six inches thicker than the lower part of the wall.
Walls have sometimes been built with curves ; and
in perfectly calm weather, the trees in these curves
must receive more heat than on a straight wall ; but
it _is found that in windy weather they suffer much
more ; and tliat even when there is only a slight air of
wind, a draught is produced around the trees, render.
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HatWilh. in^ tbcb dtaaxiaa eoUer than if they were at a distance
~ » "" from the walL Carred or semicircular walls are therefiire no longer eonstnicted.
The inclining of walls to
the horison, in order to their receiving the sun's rays
more directly, is excellent in theory, but not adapted
to practice.
Trellises may be so inclined, or close
nwain palings: such indieed have been successfully
•piaycd in sotne garden*, aa at Brechin Castle, the
aeat of Mr Maule Of Panmure; where curved walls
alao be seen.
A stone or brick wall, however,
•oaU not be fvAcicntly inclined witheut the support
of a bank of earth, and this would inevitably keep the
wall mntniiially damp and cold. A coping is neeea•ary to pi tae ne the wall, not only by preventing the
rain from nldng into it at top, but to throw it off from

ay

Um

ita trickling down would do much
beat coping is formetl of long pieces of
neatly hewn from four inches thick in the
to two at the plinth ; the edges being made to
fvoJeA beyond the wall about two or three inches, and
a groove being run underneath the plinth, to collect
and throw olTuie drops.
What is oomraonly called the iiichen-garden has, in
in Bodem timc^ beooino ahnoat the only walled enclo>
mut. It i« likewiae tha Jhrnt-^arden, the walls being

where

sidaa,

The

!

chiefly intended for tho |»ii>ai iKn and training of fruit*NCa. ThcOT, it ia to bo andentood, are p&nted on

both adca aT the wall

the oxtcrior fruit-border being
fence and an ever g ree n
badge, with a mwt Caooa for the cxdntion of hare*.
ir, after all, the cadoringwaBaaftrd too little rtwin for
training, a croaa wall la bnik far tha abddle of the
gmlen or, where the enJillAiiniU ia large, and
where fhiit ia SMidi ia daoMnd, two croaa walk are
CBoaa waBa are fwt plaMd nearer to each
m iMndMd IStct ; if they be two hundred
it ia pariia|M better.
They can scarcely
tb» garden ; on the contrarv, they
ight beMlndid aa tandiag rather to enUven its ef.
flMt, by preventing new seenea aa the aoeoeaaive central
deof* are opened. They aeMon need to be high ; bekygMMially destined fiirpMdi«t,iM(Uniies, or plums,
•
OiBtflr ten ftet are
;

dafcaiM ^aaaiallj by a sunk

;
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41.

When the new Hot WaUs.
for 45 or 50 feet of such frame- work.
wood of the tree is sulUciently ripened, the whole is '^^"Y""^
taken down and carrie<l under cover. When there is a
considerable extent of hot wall, adapted fur the recep*
tion of glaaa framea, perhaps SdO or SOO feet, ])articu*
lar trees may be forced or omitted, and an opportunity
is thus afforded of restoring trees, by allowing them a
For these hot walls, fire heat is required
year's rest.
only for about four montlis, from the end of February
to the end of May, and again for two or diree weeks,
when the new wood is ripening.
Fined walls, with an apparatus for temporary cover*
ings of canvas, oiled paper, or woollen nets, are neces<
sary for the perfect pro<luction of the finer sorts of
peaches and nectarines in all parts of Britain north ef
Yorkshire. Without the aid of artificial heat, the young
wood of theae treea ia seldom sufficirntly ripened, in
ordinary seasons, to ensure a supply of gooti flowcrtnids for the following year, and unless the buds be
atrong and plump, the chance of a crop the ensuing
ifaann is proportionally lessened ; and frequently, after
a sufficient quantity of fruit has been brought to full
size, unless heat be supplied artificiallv, in autumn, maIn the northern |jarts of tJie
turation is not effected.
island, therefore, it is always proper to con.-ilruct a portion of the garden walla with fluea : the a<hiitiunal cvpence of forming the flnca, particnlarly where the inside
onhr ia at brick, is but trifling ; and little coBa»>
dcr alKm anoald be attached to the expence of the small
rutity of fttel that may be necessary for promoting
selliirg of the fruit, and for ripening off the young
wood in autumn, the time when it is chiefly wantetl.
The flues are commonly eighteen or twenty inchet
deep, and nine inchc* wkU^ wicida neasure, and tliey
nakc aa many turns aa the hdgbt of the wall will pen>
mit.
Formerly they made only three turns ; but it ha*
been found, tnat the oftener the flues are returned,
pro>-ided they draw well, the less heat e ac spea by the
chimney, and consequently the more is evolved from
the (ofiace of the wall.
The sole of the flue to the
lettgth of the first turn, is generally a foot above the
level of the border.
The front wall of the flue is 4^
inches thick, or a brick on bed, without any inside
plastering.
In aome places a wooden trellis covers the
Wall
but in general, the trellia doe* not extend higher
than the first range of the fine, the heat above this
not injuring the tree* : where neatnea* i* much studied,
the trellis rods are sunk into a small rcceaa purpoaely
left in the wall, thus preventing the appearance
bulging, which is otlierwise unavoidable.

ndw

;

Itmaybenroperinthicfllaeatsaayafrwward*

arffaedwaOa, a* bymncfa tha Vat tiste for their cmMractian i* at tfw or{|;iaal cadoaiag of the garden.
Hot waOa arc of two kind* ; sncfa aa are intended to
attached to them, thus to a
the fruit ; and such aa are not
ealcBlalMi «fa» hning this appendage, but mcrrly to
bara locrn* over tba b leaaoaaa ia toe apring. Both
generally buik abaat ten or tweha ftct higL
In the ffrat Uad at hot wall, a ground pht* or low
narapct, a fee* htch, and at the dialaiee of paAne 0ve
fact flnm the wall, is, in soow plaoH, fcrmd for the
glaas framaa to rest upon, thaaebnig heavy and strong;
the trwa are trained on a ttdBi mimn a few inchc* of
*e w aU ; and along the borte
front of the tree*,
early crona of paaa, kiifaeT>bcana. or strawberries are
raised.
In other place*, the frame* are of very slight
eonatmction, and caaihr maa^cdbk: they are about
two feet shorter than the height of the wJl ; and this
deficiency is supniicd by a hoarded parapet, on which

ea

a

;

•

h

mt the

rafters for sopporting the aaabe*

:

the space

between the bottom of thcae and the wall, aekkm ex-

^1

thfac

fact.

Oac

furnace
4
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rccfcooed sufficient

Soil*.

42. The improvement of the soil naturally become*
an object of great importance at the first formation of a
garden ; and
ana iti an'
aubaeqacnt management, or " keeping
in heart," aa gardcoera term it, u a nutter of equal
interest.

The

varioua aoil* distinguished

by gardeners ami

horticulturist* consist of the simple eaoths (as tliey used
to be called) of the cfaemi*ta, particularly argil, silex and

lime, mixea in diflerent proportiona. It is well known,
that some of the principal office* of the soil are merely

mechanical ; such are, the giving proper support to the
vegetable by means of its roots, and the supplying
jIvinE t
with water in a slow and convenient manner, the supcrflaoua moisture draining off.
A mixture of clay and
aand i* called lomm ; and according as the one or other
of theae earths prrdoninates, the toil is denominated a

g^^
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clayey or afxandy loam.
In tlie same way, in some
~ counties of England chalky loams are common ; and
in other districts, gravelly loams are not unfrequcnt.
Wlien oxide of iron prevails, and renders the clay hard
and of a dark brown or red colour, the soil is called
ferruginous loam, or more commonly tilL
Boggy or
heathy soil consists of ligneous particles, or the decayed
roots, stems and leaves of various carices, heaths and
sphagna, and the coaly matter derived from these, generally with a slight mixture of argillaceous earth and
sand.
While the nomenclature of soils remains so imperfect and unsettled as it now is, there seems no propriety in enlarging further on the different varieties.
Some judicious remarks on these, and on the principles
on which they should be distinguished and named, may
be found in the Agricultural Report of Ross and Cromarty, drawn up by Sir George Mackenzie, Bart.
Carbonaceous matter, and certain salts, in small proportion, are likewise ingredients in a good soil; plants
deriving not only support from the soil, and nourishment
from the water and from the decomposition of the water,
supplied by the soil to their roots, but also other peculiar sorts of food from the carbon and salts alluded to.
43. Any substance added to a soil, either to supply
a deficiency or to rectify what is amiss, is called a manure.
The use of manures is, of course, very various.
They may be destined to render soil less retentive of
moisture, or to make it more retentive ; or they may be
calculated to communicate carbonaceous matters or
With the former view, clay or argillaceous marl
salts.
form a suitable manure for a sandy soil, and sand or
lime for one that is clayey ; while dungs and composts
of every kind yield the other requisite materials to the
soil.
For opening clayey soils in gardens, marls are
excellent, particularly gravelly marl.
Where marls
cannot be had, shelly sand, coal-ashes, or wood-ashes
mixed with chips of wood, may be resorted to. For
binding sandy soils, argillaceous marls or calcareous
loams are proper ; and the scourings of ditches are often, for this purpose, valuable.
The improvement of cold or sour clay is sometimes
effected by scorifying it, or burning it, as it is commonly termed. The sward, with two or three inches of the
clay adhering to it, is collected in heaps, and brought
into'' a state of red heat, by means of furze, peat or
coals, taking care to add clay on the exterior so as to
confine the fire.
Acids and vegetable matters of noxious tendency seem thus to be driven off, and a soil fit
for garden culture produced.
This is an old practice
which has been lately revived. In Hitt's Treatise on
Fruit-trees, published in 1758, there is a chapter " Of
the burning of clay for the improvement of land."
44. The soil of a garden should never be less than
two feet and a half deep; the best gardeners prefer
having it fully three feet. The natural soil, therefore,
however good, is seldom of sufficient depth. If it be
not two feet, a quantity of earth from the fields is carried in.
The cleanings of roads and grass-turf of any
kind, form valuable additions to garden soil. In the
course of trenching, a portion of the subsoil is brought
to the surface, and gradually meliorated ; but to bring
up much of it at once, is very injurious. Soil of the
usual depth may be trenched two spit (spadeful) deep;
and if this be done every third ye*, it is evident that
the surface which has produced three crops, will rest
for the next three years ; thus giving a much better
chance of constantly producing healthy and luxuriant
crops, and with one half the manure that would otherwise be requisite. Nicol insists for the deeper soilj

Soils,
and recommends that, after taking three crops, the
ground should be trenched three spit, by which tlie "^""Y"^
bottom and top are reversed ; three crops are again to
be taken, .-ind the ground trenched two spit, by which
the soil which foraied the top goes to the middle, and

lay in the middle goes to the surface.
After other three crops, the trenching is to be again three
By thus alternately trenching two spit and
spit deep.
three, after intervals of three years, the surface soil is
th.'it v.liiL'h

regularly changed, resting six years
tliree

;

and an approach

is

thus

made

and producing
to the desu-able

object of having always a new soil.
It is agreed on all hands, that nothing contributes
more to the preserving of the soil of a garden in good
condition, than exposing it as often as possible to the action of the sun and air.
It is a rule, therefore, that
garden ground, when not in crop, should regularly be
dug rough, or if possible ridged up, and left in that state
to the influence of the atmosphere.
If it be allowed
both a winter and a summer fallow, the oftener a new
surface is exposed the better ; after it has lain ridged
up (luring winter, therefore, repeated diggings are given
in the spring and sumiwer months. Whether some noxious matter be exhaled, or some fertilizing substance be
imbibed, or what may be the precise nature of the operation that goes on, we do not here inquire.
The tact
is certain, that aeration, as it is sometimes called, is of
the gieatest advantage to garden soils.
45. It has been already remarked, that it is desirable to Mould,
have soils of different quality in the garden. One of
the most generally desired is what is called mould, by
which is meant a soil in which vegetable earth predominates.
Such as is of a bright chesnut colour is preferred : it is usually styled by gardeners, hazelly mould,
or hazelly loam, from being of the colour of the hazel
nut.
The characters of the best mould, according to
Miller, is, that " it cuts like butter, does not stick obstinately, but is short, tolerably light, breaking into
small clods, is sweet, well tempered, without crusting
or chapping in dry weather, or turning to mortar in
wet." It should be so open, as not to stick to the spade
or the fingers after a shower of rain. Dark grey and
russet- coloured moulds are likewise considered good ;
ash-coloured are commonly bad; yellowish red still
Good moulds af^er being broke up by the spade,
worse.
or after rain, if the surface have been recently dug or
hoed, emit rather a pleasant smell. What are called
brick moulds or loams, are much esteemed both by the
gardener and the florist, as auxiliaries to mix with
other soils.

For some purposes a sandy soil is wanted. In this
from a sandy pasture, is

case, either the surface sand,

alone used, as it contains a considerable portion of vegetable matter, or if pure sea or river sand be employed, light rich mould, nearly in the proportion of oneFor a very great number
half, is mixed along with it.
of plants, particularly in the flower garden, an excellent
soil is to be found in the turf of old pastures, and the
earth which adheres t« the turf to the depth of six or
eight inches, mixed with a portion of cow and horse
dung in a rotten state, laid together in a heap for at
This is a
least a year, and frequently turned over.
compost, and naturally leads us to speak more particularly on the subject of manures.

Manures.
authors have treatedof manures, and given Maaufaf.
46.
theories of their beneficial action ; Fordyce, Hunter,
Cullen, Ingenhousz, Senebier, and others. The learned

Many

;
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Kirwan wrote a tepanU«
work of Mr Kirwan, and

amy
in the

on thU subject. In this
more recent publication

Humphry Davy, may

be found all the infurmation on the matter that is to be obtained by reading.
To enter fully on an account of manures, or the theory
Bfiides,
of their action, would here be out of plat^.
in a
mannrca in f^eneral have afavady been t
:vtit,
fonaer part c^ this work, (See vol. i. art. A
p. 870, ei seq.) | and the remarks here made, sitall be
of Sir

confined to manures oooaidered as particularly appli<
cable to gardens.
47- It IS now an established fact in practical garden*
k^, that for tlie greater number of culinary plants, and
for all fruit trees and dowers, composts or compound
manures are far prcftraUe to simple dungs, and that
till the laUer be completely rotted, they should not in
any case be snflmd to touch the roots of the plantSL
Even composts should not be too rich. Trees especially are very apt to be injured by the injwlicious and exocasive use or manure.
A very rich compost will stininlate them for a few years to preternatural exertion ;
but, aa lemaiked by Mr Knigb^ will in all probability
h«ciMn<i the source of disraar and of early decay. A
vary good practical gardener, Mr David Weigbton, recaouMnds for coU dajrcy land a oompost made up in
the ibUovii^ proportions: three parts light aaould:
cue part rotten (tabic dung ; one past sharp aand t one
part coal ashes ; half a part line, with • anall praportion, perhaps an eighth piirt, of pi|Ma^ar riuepa'dung.
For a light sandy soil, the ibUowiag ara the ingradienu
and pnaatiana : to two paita ei tat Mttral soil, three
parts offead earth, or the aeoorings of ditchas, and
three at strong loamy earth ; one part of clay, or father
clay-iaarl if it can be got; aod two parte of stabb or

oow*honM omg*
In tha opiaian of soma gardtnati, the beat mode of
applying oonmoat manarea, ia to traiMh d«ep» and pot
cumpos t in the bottom, to the thickneaa perfaapa of
eight india* ; then to Uy on the okl garden soil, «id to
cover the whole with compost to the depth of some
inches.
In this war. the old or worn oot soil is plaad
in the middle, and ia espoaad to the cAavia which
nM^ ariia from tha lower atratnm, and at theaaaaatiBa
is incorpotnlcd, bv digging, with the appar.
4& In the nai^ibaanoad of the coaat, sea-weed is
nd if dog in aoon after bctagogUactod, iu
'wn are coaaidat able ; for artkbokca, aaifab^g*, ind eed, there oanaot be a
The caa«ful gardanw pays great attcnto tha pmarvatioB of the dung of the stable and
Tba aaMsee of thaao kinds of dung ia often
sane moasare lost, bv tha draininga being aOair.
edtecaoapc. Thaaa Aoald be cnBactad
daUtaa, aad
^rtd ucraaieiiaUy over the dwighil or the TiwinnwtIndeed it appaaii evidssit, that every large garp.
dan, aad evcrv wdUraplatad fina. ihonhi b* ffami&ad
with a doae shed as a iaa^mmt, Ikrdiu^s, pioparlv so
cattad, ahodd be aa little cxpoaad to tha inioencm oflhe
weather as poaaiblaL It n two oanturiea since this waa
pointed oot by Sir Ilt^ Piatt, who
riiiiaiiaBili the
buildingefa brick raeaptMlcv and cuveriiw it over, so
as to pcavMt tha aeceaa of lain, and cxdade air to a
I

n

m

1 1

ocftaia dagfaa,

4<l

Mr

Ki^Bfat

hM

proved, that vegrtibla aMiter in

iu recent and organiaed state may be oaployed aa a
manure with more advantage than when K Bm been do>
•ampoacd. It is evident, that no ineonaiderabfe ptx>CMMofiU oomponant parte maat badWpated and
during the pn^gms of the putrefiwtiv* ftrntntataaa
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and it is no less evident, that if this process be made
to go on beneath the surface of tlie soil, the exhaled particies must first be applied to the roots of tlie plants,

Fniit.tr«
°'^"

'"^,

'

before they can escape.
Frvil-lree Borders.
50.

The pK^icr forming and managing of borders

for Pruit-trrr

matter of great consequence, especially borders.
when peaches and nectarines, vines, and the best sorts
of plums and pears, are cultivated.
In many old gnrdens the borders are only five or six feet broad, and are
crowded with perennial flowering plants. Such borders
are too narrow, and such plants mm>t greatly rub the
trees of their nourishment.
The border, according to a
gardener's common rule, should not be less in breadth
than the wall is in height ; but the general breadtii
If care be taken to make Uie
is only from 8 to 1^ feet.
soil good below the walk, such a border muy prove suf>
ficient. If the bottom be not Ary, it is mode so by means
of drains. Many are of opinion, tlut it should at the
same time be rendered impervious to the roots of the
trees, by means of lime-ruboish, or clay and gravel rolled
hard, or by oamplete paving : tltis precaution is particularly necessary where the subsoil is a cold wet till.
The monastic cultivators ai' fruit-trees in the 1 3th and
14th centuries were well aware of the importance of this
matter, and seem to have been unsparing cither of labour or expeiyx. When Mr Feigaaon of Pitfour was
laying out a new orchard in Abetdeenshirr, he found,
in clearing out the remains of the ga rden of the ancient
Abbey of Deer, which is included witliin tlie precmcts
of the or chard , a border which had been prepared for
ftalt-treca in the following lahoriena and expensive
manner: " First, rich aoil above three feet deep ; secondly, a wrll-paved cauarway ; tbinlly, a bed of pure aand,
a foot deep ; fourthly, another causeway ; and beneath
the whole, a oanaiderable depth of rich earth."
Gardeners alwaya wish tlie soil of thdr borders to lie
nnre than two feet deep ; for pear-trees it should be
three feet at least.
In many cases, no part of the natural soil is retained ; but the entire border is formed,
aaitly of good loam brought fVom the neighbouring
laid I , or prepared by rotting aome old pasture turf, imd
partly of sndi compost moulds as have been already
described.
When the natural aoil is to some extent refruit-trees is a

<'

tained, if it be aatrew dnr, it ia apetunl by adding sea
sand, or coaj-aabaa not nave been kept dr>-.
Somotimes in place of these, a anall proportion of quicklime
is used ; but this u seldom advisable.
If, on the other
hand, the natural soil be kiose and aandy, the clayey
matter to be foand in ditches and open drains in ploughed land is roaoitad to, and laid about six inches thick at
the batto
of tha border. Manv cultivators are particular ia adaptina tha quality of the aoil or compost to
the natiaa af ne trees to be plaalcd. For apricot
and anple treaa, the connioat usually preferred, conaista or threo^oortha light earth, and one fourth strong
loam, well mixed and incorporated with some thoroughly rotten cow dung.
For peach, plum, and pear trees,
a stronger soil ia prepared, and the proportions are reversed, the loam constituting three-fourths, and the
light soil one-fourth.
Cherry-trees, too, like rather a
cool bottom ; and equal parts of light cartli and of loam
form for them a suitable soiL
In farming a new garden, it is very advantageous to
have the borders prepared a whole seaaun before planting the treea, and that, equally, whether time consist
mainly of travelled soil, or of the natural soil enriched
by some ooispoata. If tiie ground be repeatedly turned

m

;

.
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and ridged up,

it

is

found ultimately to be in a

much

^^^^

condition for receiving the plants.
The soil of the borders is at first made higher by some
inches above the walks, than that of the quarters in the
interior of the garden : the reason is, that the quarters
annually receive a large accession of manure, virhereas
the fruit-tree borders are afterwards to receive comparatively little that can add to their depth.
Some judicious gardeners contend, that such borders are to be
manured only with composts, rendered as homogeneous
as possible by frequent turning and intermixing. Others
do not hesitate to use well-rotted dung : this is dug in
with a three-pronged fork, so as to avoid injuring the
roots of the trees ; and it is generally applied in the
month of November, after the winter dressing of the
trees.

5 1 The borders, particularly those next to south walls,
are in most places cropped with early peas, or turnips,
or some other plant which does not extend its roots
deep into the earth ; avoiding therefore cauliflowers
and beans. But many gardeners disapprove of this, especially in the case of peach and nectarine borders
and certainly if a crop be taken, it should be of the
lightest kind, such as salad herbs, and perhaps a few
scattered patches of ornamental annuals next the walk.
In order to avoid using the fruit-tree borders, therefore, it is a custom, in some well ordered gardens, to
have low reed hedges or palings run across some of the
quarters ; to these the earliest peas or beans are closely attached, as they advance in growth, so as to enable
them to esGipe the frosts of March and April more efIt need
fectually, even than in front of a south wall.
scarcely be remarked, that fruit-tree borders are kept
carefully clear of weeds, and that frequent stirrings
with the hoe, or the three-pronged fork, and frequent
rakings are practised, the maintaining of the surface in
a fresh and porous state being found of singular adWhen the season proves very dry, they are
vantage.
watered perhaps three times in the week, after sun-

set
52. In many situations and circumstances, it is found
impossible to form a soil for fruit trees, with the care,
and at the unavoidable expence, which have here been
supposed. In these cases it is necessary to adapt the
kind of trees to the soil. On soils naturally very light,
gravelly, and sandy, peach and nectarine trees do little
good : it is better to plant apricots, figs, or vines, which
agree with such soils, and, when trained against a wall
having a good aspect, will, in the southern parts of the
On such soils,
island, afford excellent crops of fruit.
even espalier and dwarf-stridard apple trees are shortlived, subject to blight, and produce only stunted fruit.
Next to renewing the soil, the best remedy is to engraft
and re-engraft frequently, on the best wood of the trees,
giving the preference to grafts of those kinds which
experience has shewn to be most productive and hedlthy
In shallow soils some have
in that particular place.
been in the practice of making trou~hs' or hollows, and
filling them with rich earth, for the reception of the
trees : but this is not to be approved of; the roots of
the tree will probably be confined to the trough, and
In thin
it is possible that water may be retained in it.
soils, therefore, it is more proper to raise the surface into little hillocks than to dig hollows.
If a tree be
planted on the general surface, and have earth heaped
around it, it will spread its roots in every direction, and
to a great distance, in the shallow soil ; and some subsoils, such as decomposed trap-rock, or chalk, are tliemselves calculated to afford much nourishment.

Division of the Garden,

Sje.

Divisioa of
the Garden.

53. It is, of course, understood, that the wall-tree ^TTY"™!
borders extend all around the margin of the garden, th "g^Scn.
It naturally follows that a gravel walk should run paOn the other side of this walk, in
rallel with them.
very many gardens, there is a row of espalier-trees, (or,
to speak more correctly, counter-espalier trees), fixed to
If the enclosure be tolerably extensive, the
trellis-rails.
centre is traversed by a broad walk.
If it be of the
largest dimensions, and possess a cross wall, or cross
walls, the arrangement of the walks falls to be altered
accordingly; a main walk proceeding directly to the
doors in the centre of the cross walls. The rest of the
garden is divided into compartments, and most of these
compartments, in some of our best gardens, are laid out
in beds four feet wide, with narrow alleys.
So many
alleys, no doubt, occupy a good deal of room ; but the
advantages of conveniency and neatness in enabling the
workmen to clean and gather the crop without tramppling the ground, seem to compensate the sacrifice of
space.
For currant, gooseberry, and raspberry bushes,
the quarters are of course, reserved undivided ; and narrow beds are unnecessary in the case of large perennial
plants, such as artichokes or rhubarb.
Border-edgings
are not in use, excepting for the walks next the walls,
and the cross walks in very large gardens ; for these,
dwarf box is almost universally employed. In the interior quarters, however, parsley may sometimes be observed forming an edging ; and thyme, winter savory, or
hyssop, are occasionally employed in the same way, and
harmonize very well with the culinary crops around.
54;. Hitherto nothing has been said of the situation
not-houscs,
of the range of hot-houses. In many gardens, these
occupy a very considerable part of the south wall, that
is the wall on the north side of the garden.
In the
area behind them, are sheds for tanners bark, rich
mould, and other requisites ; while there is a cart access to the doors of the furnaces, and these, with all the
rubbish necessarily attending the operations of forcing,
In some places all the
are completely hid from view.
forcing-houses form a continuous range ; but generally
the pine stove and succession pit, being of different dimensions, are placed separately. In some elegant gardens, as at Raith-House and Wemyss-Castle in Fife, the
hot-houses have a flower-garden in front of them, while
every thing offensive is excluded from view, as in the
former case. In other places the hot-houses are disposed in a different manner : the several kinds of houses
stand detached from one another, each being set down
as it were in a separate grass lawn; the back part,
where the furnaces are situated, is concealed by shrubs,
so that the houses seem to stand in little thickets, and
thus form an agreeable variety with clumps and patches of trees in the park. Donibristle, the seat of the
Earl of Moray in Fife, may be mentioned as an example of this sort of arrangement.
55. In many instances, the flower garden is separa- piower
ted from the fruit and kitchen garden merely by a wall, deo.
But in modem places, (as
perhaps by a quick hedge.
gardeners speak ) tliis garden is removetl from the other
by a considerable distance. To it belongs the greenhouse and the orangery ; there is often connected with it
a conservatory ; and sometimes, where the owner has a
taste for the culture of rare plants, a stove merely for
the keeping of tender exotics.
Where the interior of the walled garden does not afford Slip,
space enough for raising a sufficient supply of culinary
vegetables for the family, a piece of ground is fenced off

HORTICULTURE.
of tbe waU% on one or more sides, aitd is
If the melon aad cucumber ground be
the back of the prindiMl suite of hot*
vcrj conTcnieBtly be pboed iii tbe slip.
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nut) ; the medlar ( Me'pilui) ; the red and the black
currant, and the goosel>erry {li'bes); the raspberry
(Rubus); and the straw l)erry {Fragaria). The exotic fruits sre, the peach, nectarine, and almond
Amyg.
(
datut) : the apric-ot ( Prunm)
the grape ( FiVi.s) ; the
fig (Ficw*); tJje quince (I'tnHs) ; and the mulberry
iMonu). The apples and pears, plums and cherries,
found native in our woods, however, differ so completely in appe.ir.-ince and t-iute from those of our gardens,
that none but a botanist could easily be persuaded to
consider them as of the same original species.
The
chctnul {Fagus); hasel-nut (Coiylus) ; sorb {Sorbus) ;
elder-berry {SambHctu) ; and berberry {Berberis), are
likewise natives : these are also cultivated, but generally in the pleasure-grounds exterior to the walled garden.
I'he walnut (Juglans) is a foreign tree, planted
chiefly in lawns, or on the outside of the orchard. The
pine-apple (Browtelia) and the melon (Cucumis), con«
stantly require artificial heat.
Oranges, lemons, and
shaddocks (Cilnu) must at least spend the winter un-

Fruit-

Garden-

'""V"'

:

Heiiget.

S6. For t«U hedge*, to afford additional shelter to
paitkskr qiiiteia. or to screen ofagects from view, va>
IMMH evergreen plants are employed. Holly answers
admitabljr, isr height, atnnftfa and tfakknen ; but it is
ot very ^0W grow th , and flonriahea only in clayey
Yew is also excellent, and much used. SeP'ouiid.
veral deciduous tree* are likewise employed, such as

and horn-beam. £ni;lish elm is occasionused ; and in wet places alder is justly preferred.
1 II
very large gardens a hedge of boUy or beach running from north to aotitb, is of incalculable advantaftv,
especially if the garden be in the form of a paralleloi;ram, and much exposed to high winds.
Small omaincnt.'il divisions in gaitiana are formed of many diC>
lerent kinds of plants, acoording to tbe taste of the
uwnrr, and the siae of the he^(e wished for. Laurel, U iin tstinMS. phillyrea, and evergreen oak, are suited to this porpeae ; as well as pyracantlu^ sea-purslane,
rosemafT, ana Frmch taniarisk ; the ksst two, howeN er, will not ftnn hai%M anioM in aor soathera coimties, where the myrtle can withataad the cold of ordinary winter*. But of all shmba ttaed tar sooh div^
Mon hedges^ e s cigi wan print sevae the best ; and it is
the phnt now aail ftvqoaKly enintoyed for tliat purpose.
Soaa paiWM
fend
tewering '
they are compowd af diiimiit kiada at
swaat.bria>% aad henayanikhn ; the blely
lime, beech,

ally

m

faedbaa at

early anid late

any kind are now mnch

Inonr
dknate the froit-MdeB auut be awreuadwl with
btickor stone walk: these aert* not merely ferprotactiitif the tncs fised Mwaat than, bnt snpnaede the
necoMtyoftaD hadgaanrthapurpoaeof sbeltar. The
ftonarwgM ilei^ ho w evef, is stdl dnedy ahekand by
errTKTcen hedgei^ with nma of tail daddaooa ahmha, er
low-growiay traea behind. In wma» plaeai tfaeM m»
sitnaMdoa the J iiiii lj «r totoa af a hart, Cmhita
highiT
awwi lal a
iiH aaalegpne to th«IK«e eeal of
the FnBch. Faoro the interior ti Ihia yvden. howr«<r» h ii %Bi have been nearly hnidwd, by the change
of taste, aad diakka af every thM« AnnaL
leti'AvqnetitlT ntantad than they naad to b«i

i

r

i

m

m

In thia enuatrr. as farineily lenarfcad, the Fruitth* iviti hnt-gatdaa we IbcaUy blended together, botli bring indoeed bjr the ana walls: th* ab>
jerts of each, however, are quite distinct, and a^y eosw
\«nicBtIv be treated cf separately. Tbe genanl diapo•itioa of the ds paibin i ite of the fardan her been ab«ady spakea of, and Ukewiae the forming of ftait-tree
tnmlera.
Other mattert paetiealarly runnarlail with
'

geidm and

theyraii-fa/dni shall

;

speaking of the more common.
Before treating of each of the fruits in detail, it will
be pswper to expiaia the oneratians of gracing and budding, training and transplanting, all of which must a£terwaads be rre<|uently referred to.

Slochjbr Grafiing.

m

How Indk% m^mg im*
aqnaly canrared with iowera
Garden

der glass. The pomegranate {Punica) is sufficiently
hardy to live in the open air in our climate but it does
not generally produce its fruit. This, with some other
fruits occaaionally cultivated, shall be noticed af\er

now be eMa

58.

NVben a don, or part of a cion, is taken from a Siocki Cm
and inserted either on a yoang stem, or on the (fsWn*.
of a full grown tree, it is called grafting. But

fonaer case a new or additional tree is procu.
red; aad in this way, chiefly, apples aad pears are prepegated ; and sometimes plums and cherries. A good
cion may geaersOy be cut into two or three pieces,
which are called grmfU : the stems on which tliey arc
placed being named Moekt. The raising of stocks, and
the pronagatioa of fruit-trees, will property fall under the
article NoRsaatB* : a few omlaiiatary observations in
tide pboa may thoefbre saflce. The subject is not
enthoat iaterest ; tat etary one who wishes to keep
his gavdaa and orchard wall sopplicd with fruit-trees,
shoaki estobUsh a small private mirsery, in which, up.
on stocks of dilTerent kinds, accnrilin'g to the end
view, be nuy graft or bud the kinds of fruit which exshews to be best saiteil to the soil ntul climate
of the alaee, and which best meet his own views.
40. It is necFsaary that tlic stock stiouU be a member ef the same gentis or natural floiiily with the
gmft er bod to be iaseited on it. The principal kinds
ef stacks aotployed, art tbe following:

m

For applet,
Coramoo apple, from the

kernels,

for full stand.

ard*.
apple,

Cnb

from the kernels, fur half standards.
Codlin, from layers or tutting*,
Ihtfadise,

FRUIT-GARDEN.
>,. ,r.
«.*«i>i.«i.
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riii: kind* offruiu usually cultivated wrthin the
w*i;id fr»tiitn, but iti the open atr, are eighteen in number and ot' thetc ten ate wnai di i a d as indigmo«is to
the roantry, and eight are oetkiL The native A^uiu
aee the append pear (Pjrrw); plum aad cherry (Pr^
:
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I.

flmn

layers,

Cicaprr, from layers,

all

for

dwarf treca.

Far peart,

Comncm

pear, or wildings

from

tiie

kernels, for

full standard!.

Quince, from the kaiiel% or by l/iyen, for dwarf
aad eqsdier tact. ^Uttt^ii,

.
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For

pliimx, aprlcols, peaches, nectarines, and almonds,
Ited-whcat plum, either from stones, or layers, or

Stocks for
grafting.

suckers.

Black muscle plum, the same.
CJreengage plum, the same.
JJullace-plum, a common
lias received its trivial

native species, •which

name P.

insitilia,

from

being used for stocks.

For

cherries.

Small black cherry of the woods. Primus cerasus;
and.

Wild red cherry of the woods, P, avium,
fiO. It may here be remarked, that seedling stocks
which have a natural tendency to attain the full height
of the species to be grafted on them, arc by horticul-

If the seeds

turists universally denominatedyrec-i/oc^s.

of different varieties of apples «nd pears be sown, freeStocks suited ibr the grafting of apples and pears, are,
When very great numgenerally speaking, produced.
bers of such stocks ai'e wanted, the seeds are procured
from the manufacturers of cider and perry ; but where
a private gentleman wishes only to have a few hundreds
of stocks, itseems much better to employonly select seeds,
that is, the kernels from good specimens of hardy and
healthy kinds of choice fruits, when in a ripe state. Crab
stocks are very much used the seeds are to be procured
an quantity only where verjuice is made from the fruit.
The paradise apple is of no estimation as a fruit ; but
the tree being naturally dwarf, grafting on it tends to
dwarf the engrafted tree. The creeper apple has got
its name, from its tendency to throw up suckers, which
:

are easily detached with roots it is sometimes called
the Dutch paradise. Pear-trees, as already said, are
grafted either on free- stocks from the seeds, or on
quince stocks from layers or suckers. The latter are
employed chiefly for dwarfing the trees, and throwing
them more early into bearing ; but with the view also
(^whether well or ill-founded is not the question) of imparting some degree of hardness and sharpness to the
melting sugary pears, the hard and breaking pears, on
For, all
the other hand, being placed on free stocks.
practical gardeners, it may be observed, concur in stating, that the nature of the fruit is, to a certain extent,
affected by the nature of the stock.
Miller says decidedly, that crab stocks cause apples to be finner, to
keep longer, and to have a sharper flavour and he is
equally confident, that if the breaking pears be grafted
on quince stocks, the fruit is rendered gritty or stony,
while the melting pears are much improved by such
This is scarcely to be considered as inconsiststocks.
ent with Lord Bacon's doctrine, that " the cion overruleth the graft quite, the stock being passive only ;"
which, as a general proposition, remains true; it being
evident that the graft or the bud is endowed with the
power of drawing from the stock that peculiar kind of
nourishment which is adapted to its nature, and that the
specific characters of the engrafted plant remain unchanged, although its qualities may be partially affected.
Quince stocks, it may be added, are also proper where
the soil of the garden is naturally moist, the quince
agreeing with such a soil. Peaches and nectarines are,
in this country (as noticed in the tabular view) generally budded on plum stocks, particularly the black
muscle but the more tender sorts are placed on seedling stocks of their own kind, raised from peach-stones;
or perhaps on apricot stocks. In France, almond stocks
are much used ; and for this reason the French peach
trees seldom last good more than twenty years, while
:

;

:

Apricots also
the English endure twice that period.
are chiefly budded on plum stocks, the red wheat plum
being preferred for them.
61 In the second volume of the London Horticultural Transactions, Mr Knight has given a few remarks on the effects of different kinds of stocks in
well deserving of attention, as being the regrafting,
sult of more than thirty years experience. He is of opinion, that a stock of a species or genus different from
that of the fruit to be grafted upon it, can rarely be
used with advantage, unless where the object of the
planter is to restrain or debilitate.
If, therefore, extensive growth and durability be required, the peach,
nectarine, or aprioot, should not be grafted on tlio
plum ; but if it is intended to diminish the vigour and
growth of the tree, and if durability be not thought
an important quality, the plum stock is proper. The
same remark is applicable to the grafting of pears on
quince stocks. The finer sorts of peaches and nectarines are often budded on apricot stocks.
Of this Mr
Knight approves ; but he adds, that, if lasting and vigorous trees be wished for, the bud cannot be placed
too near the ground.
62. The seeds for stocks are commonly sown in
March, in four-feet beds.
The germination of some
kinds is promoted by placing them in moist sand, in a
greenhouse or cellar, for some time previously. Next
season, the seedlings are transplanted into nursery rows.
Here they remain till they reach the size wished for, in
order to the forming of wall or espalier dwarfs, or dwarf
standards, half standards, or full standards,
the characters of which will be immediately explained.
For
the first three kinds, they are generally ready after two
seasons for the last, not sooner than after three or
four.
The finer kinds of plums are budded or graft;ed
on plum stocks, raised from the stones. The common
kinds of plums, and the almond, are propagated chiefly by suckers; figs, mulberries, and quinces, principally
by layers ; gooseberries and currants by cuttings. Several varieties of apple, as the original or bur-knot,
the brown apple of Burntisland, and some others, grow
by cuttings ; and many kinds, indeed all those sorts of
fruit trees that have small buds, may be propagated by
laying down branches, having a ligature of leather or
wire passed fii-mly around them, either above or below
a bud, in the part buried in the earth. At the place of
binding, the circulation of the sap being interrupted,
The layer
a swelling ensues, and roots bre;ik forth.
is separated the following year, and planted where it
This mode of propagating fruit
is intended to remain.
trees is well known and often practised on the continent, though little attended to in this country ; by it,
in the course of three years, bearing trees are produStocks for cherry
ced, without the trouble of grafting.
trees, raised either from the native black cherry or
guigne, or the wild red cherry, are considered as less
apt to prove gummy or diseased, than those raised from
the stones of garden cherries, and tliey are at tlie same
time accounted more durable.
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Nursery Training.
Q3. Fruit trees are trained as standards, of different Nursery
as wall trees, or as espalier trees.
For these, training,
;
stocks of different ages or sizes are requisite. Standards

kinds

are subdivided into three kinds, full standards, half
standards, and dwarf standards.
Full standards are less used in Scotland than in Eng- Full stanland, where stems six or seven feet in height before '^"'^'*

3

:
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the bnitdies set out, are indispensable in orciianls to
which cattle are frequently admitted. Apples and pears
are very commonly trained as full standards, and also
cherries and plums.
HalJ UamJard* have shotter stems, perhapa from three
to five tiecL
These arc particularly wdl calculated for
slaiAiils ill nill faiihim
Iiamffilamimrd$ haw low stems, from one foot to two
Cset hi^; they are grafted -on the moat dwarfing atocka
of their respective kinds, ^apples on pandiM atodis,
and pMr»fla quinces), to toakm them praduM law heads,
'
to small umipailuHDta tm borders ; they come
ifto iiMnriiif, pnwlinii laige fruit, and in conNUMlaaoe ; while ao hunible is the tree, that
the frah nmjr oAsn be icechcd by the hand.
Apples,
peata^ plums, cherries, and filberds, are very oAen traincd aa clwarf standards ; and sometiiaM ifinnts, peaches,
and figa. The French frequently tnin Aem to a ^lindrical or soniewhat pyramidal shape (ra ^uemonHU)
in this way their appearance is mprovra, and tne
nuand ia las ahaded but in general, the giving this
iaape must prove detrimental to the truitfulneas of the
tree.
In this country, they are usually trained like
buahae (<a fci isas a) ; fnia whidi, it is presumed, Mr
Nicol HiMMnates then bmmimn.
For dwarf vatf <r«r», sterna five cr six incfaaa ia length
are sufficient ; these, it will be observed, are the trees
which are uttimaleW destined to cover the jgarden wail,
beJM nauMd ifa ai/aealy from the bumfaw Mocks on
whim they grow.
JiiJfrt arc wall tree* grafted or baddod oa taO stocks,
and are generally mamt fcr liw tea er ary parpoaa of
filling the wall till the
get fcnranL The tana
ndtn is of boottiah origin, Em^fUk gwdaoara having
na auptmaiato naae for
tvaaa tnaod ia thia maiv>
,-

dwH*

y

w^

oar, iNtt merely oaUing

them Maadards.

iJpaOrr /rees are inlaodad ftr beiag trained agaioat
low tiviUagaa or latticed work or ratk which consist

Ma^

B|»ight pesta ; stems or slocks six or eight
inchra
height, are therefore sufficient.
To tliose who
may look into French horticultural books, it may be
useful to observe, that ra arpatfar is their tam for what
we call wall training, and that oar repaliir training is
by them daaoariaalad aa csa<ra tnatier.

flf

m

The maaHMMat of thaM difcmit
fina the

dMooftWrbaiagn^kad

l—filiilg,

till

hilitfi, unajjir aa ti»

to tlM aaraary dapaiiaMat.

kinds of troca,
thagr

bo

flt

for

wiang of atodn,
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The mode of grafling most commonly
forming young fruit-trees is calletl loiigi.i ^

65.
in

Fniic

.1

Uarden.
.

_

Here it is desirable that the top of the stock, aJiU llie ~ » "
extremity of the grafi, should be nearly of equal dia- Tongue
meter. Both are cut off obliquely, at corresjjondiiin; an- S^f""?glee, a» nearly as the eye can gue^s ; and Uie tip of the
slip (or very narrow
stuck is cut off horizontally.
angular opening made by cutting out a tliin piece) is
then made in the centre of the stock downwards, and a
fPlste CCCIX.
similar slip in the graft upwards.
Fig. 1.) A very sharp and narrow blaaed knife is neThe thin point of the upper half of the slocessary.
ping end of the graft is then inserted into Uie slip in
the stock ; this is sometimes called lipping. The barks
of stock and graft are brought closely to unite, at least
on the right hand side, so as not to be displaced in tying,
which is always done from lett to right, or in the cuiir»c
of the sun. Strands of freih bass-matting, steeped for
a little time in water to render them more pliant, and
to prevent the knot from slipping, are generally used for
ties.
A quantity of clay is worked tine, and mixed with
some hay chopped small, or horse droppings, and someIt is found better to have
times with a little salt.
it prepared a day or two beforehand, and to beat it
up with a little water as needed. The tying is then
covered with this clay, in the form of a collar, or ball
tapering at both end.', the upper end beins applied
closely to th« graA, and the under to the stock. 1 hese
.\ neat
balls arc not removed till after midsummer.
a
for clay is mentioned by Abercrorobic
of larpentine, bees wax, and rozin, at first
BMltied together, and afterwards heated as wanted rare
being taken not to apply it too hot A coating, laid on
with a brush, to the depth of a quarter of an inch. Is
said to be leas liable to crack than clay ; and, it is add.
ed, that when the full heat of summer arrives, Uie comIt may be reposition melts away of its own accord.
marked, tltat the vJup gr^fitMg mentioned in old horticultural books, is merHy ue kind now described,
wsnting the important improremcut of the tongues or

A

:

;

lips.

66. When the stocks to be grafted upon are strong,
or perhaps branches of large trees, cUjl grq/liiig is often resorted to. The head of the stock or br.uicli,
(which we may suppose to be two or three inches in
mamitrr.) is first cut off obliquely, and then the sloped
pert is cut over horisontally near the middle of the
alope ; a cleft, nearly two indies long, is made witli a
Mout kniiie or thin chisel in the crown downwards, at
angiae to the sloped part, taking care nut to di-

CU!(^

g„^

ing.

ri^

pitli.
This cleft is kept open with tlie knife.
(Pkta CCCIX. Fig. 2. a.\ The graft has iu extremi.
•y for about an inch anci a tialf cut into the form of a
wedge, (Fig. 8. b.) ; it is left about the eighth of an
inch thick on the outer or bark side, and i» brought to
a fine edge on the insiiie. It is then inserted into the
imenii^ prepared for it; and the knife being withdrawn, the stock doses firmly upon it. A circular in.

vtda the

Grttfting.

64. Gr^fiiag may be paifunaaJ ia aereral different
waya. Thomoit imponmAadBU are, to apply the inner bark of the stock aad oftbe graft pra eMaly to oach
other, and to bind thoa fcaaly in that aitaadea.
M.
Tbouia of Paria, in hie laboarod b

Mamoim dm Mwtnm fUittmn Na

in the

madoiaany auaato dietinaikaii
ao fewar than forty modaa of (,
pendant ahogstlMrofsiirefal modaa of grafting by ap'
and of buddiii^. We shall content ourselves,
with oaplamiM anlgr the principal kinda
by oar oara gwihiiaia. llMaa, aa wcU aa a^
scribing

,

,

I

of MBftiug, are vary distinctly doDaamiad by f|fma, by the lata &ir Curin hia " LcctORs," rtL ui.
arts

tia,

riisnn is now made in the bark of the stock at the base
of the wedge, to the extent of three parts of the drcnmfcrencc of the stock ; bv this means « slwulder caiL
be formed on each aide of tne deft.
67. Old stocks are sometimes grafted in another rrswn
way, called grofling ia 'A« bark or rind, or crown gm/i- gr»luii^
img. The head of the stock or thick branch is cut ufT
a perpendicular slit is made as in budhorisontally
ding, (to be presently described) ; a narrow ivory folder, or a silver ft-uilknifr, is thrust down between tiic
,

'

;

wood and

the bark, at the pUoes where the grafts are

;
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to be

inserted.

The

graft

is

cut, at the distance of

an

inch and a half from its extremity, circularly throuj^h
the bark, not deeper than the bark un one side, but
fully half way through, or beyond the pith, on the
The cut portion is then sliced away the end of
other.
the graft is pointed, being sloped a little to the point
rm the outside, but left straight on the inside. A shoulder is likewise left, to rest on the bark of tlie stock.
The grafts are then inserted into the openings made by
the ivory folder ; and either three or four grafts are inThis mode
serted on a crown, according to its size.
cannot be practised till the sap be in full motion, perhaps in the end of March, as till then the bark cannot
When the grails are
easily be raised from the wood.
placed on old trunks, they are apt to be drawn from
their places by violent winds ; it is proper, therefore,
to bind them to stakes for the space of perhaps two years,
when they will have acquired a sufficient hold of the
;

stock.
Saddle
grafting.

Side grafting.

Inarching.

fioot graft

iog.

6'8. Saddle grafting consists in cutting the top of the
stock into a wedge-like form, and in making a corresponding angular notch in the bottom of the graft, to
It is a mode sometimes
fit the wedge like a saddle.
adopted in the grafting of orange trees.
69. Side grafting is merely tongue grafting, performed in the side of a branch, or in the body of a
The bark, and a little
stock, without heading down.
of the wood, are sloped off for the space of an inch and
a half, or two inches; a slit is then made downwards,
and the graft is cut to fit the part, with a tongue for
the slit, (Plate CCCIX. Fig. 3.) ; the parts being proThis
perly joined, are tied close, and clayed over.
mode IS sometimes employed for supplying vacancies
on the lower parts of full grown fruit trees. It cannot
properly be performed till the sap is in action, or till
about the middle of March.
70. Grafting bi) approach, inarching, or ablactation as
the older horticulturists termed it, is practised or. some
kinds of fruit trees, chiefly tender, such as oranges, lemons, pomegranates, and mulberries, and on several
ornamental trees which do not readily succeed by tlie
ordinary means, such as myrtles, jasmines, andrachnes,
and some rare species of oaks, firs, and pines. Walnut
The
trees are sometimes also increased in this way.
principle is, that the graft shall continue to have a degree of attachment to the parent plant sufficient to keep

A

piece of the root of a tree of the same genus,
well furnished with fibres, is selected, and a graft placed
on it, tied and clayed in the ordinary way. Thus united, they are set with care in a trench in the ground,
the joining being covered, but the top of tlie graft being left two inches above ground. Some gardeners
have thought that in this way the plant must preserve
a nearer resemblance to the parent tree ; but Abercrorabie remarks, that tiiough it is an expeditious way
of obtjiining a new plant, such a graft cannot be materially different from a cutting or layer.
72. What is called shoulder or cheek grafting, was for- shoulder
merly much more frequently employed than it is now. grafting.
The head of tlie stock being first cut off horizontally, one side of it is then sloped.
The graft is sloped
in the same manner, and a shoulder left at the point
where the sloping begins. This shoulder is applied to
the horizontal head of the stock, and the bark is brought
to join at each edge if possible.
Another old method
of grafting was called terebralion or peg-grajiing the
head of the stock was cut off horizontally, and a hole
was bored in the centre of it the graft was selected of
equal bole with the stock ; within an inch and a half
of the lower end of tlie graft, a circular incision was
made, and the bark and a great part of the wood were
removed, leaving only a peg to fit the hole bored in the
scarce.

:

;

stock.

Cionsjbr Grajis.
13. The cions are gathered a good many weeks be- Cions for
fore the season for grafting arrives the reason is, that gi'af's.
:

experience has shewn, that grafting may most successfully be perforrned, by allowing the stock to have some
advantage over the graft in forwardness of vegetation.
It is desirable that the sap of the stock should be in
brisk motion at the time of grafting; but by this time,
the buds of the cion, if left on the parent tree, would
be equally advanced ; whereas the cions, being gathered early, the buds are kept back, and ready only to
swell out when the graft is placed on the stock. Cions
of pears, plums, and cherries, are collected in the end
of January or beginning of February. They are kept
at full length, sunk in dry earth, and out of the reach
of frost, till wanted, which is some time from the midCions of apdle of February to the middle of March.
it alive, until such time as its bark shall have become
ples are collected any time in February, and put on
united to the bark of the stock which is approached to from the middle to the end of March. The selecting
The stock is often planted in a pot (Plate CCCIX. of proper cions is a matter of the greatest importance,
it.
Fig. 4. a.) at least a year before, and is brought close if we wish to enjoy the full advantage which may be
They should be taken from a
to the tree or shrub to be grafted on it, (Fig. 4. b.) ; if derived from grafting.
too low, it is raised on a slight stage to the required healthy tree in full bearing, and from the outer side of
height. Where the tree is strong, the pot is sometimes
the horizontal branches of such a tree, where the wood
fixed upon one of the branches of the tree.
The ope- has freely enjoyed the benefit of sun and air. It is
ration of inarching is seldom performed before the midhowever the observation of a judicious practical gardendle of April, or the beginning of May.
When it can er, Mr James Smith at Hopetoun House, that parbe accomplished, tongue grai'ting is even in this way ticular notice should be taken, whether the tree to be
advisable.
In four or five months the inarched graft is grafted from be in a luxuriant or in a debilitated state.
generally found to be fairly united to the stock ; the If the former be its condition, the grafts are very proHead of the stock is then cut off; but the graft is not perly taken from the extremities of bearing branches
separated from the parent plant till nearly a year have but if it be in the latter predicament, the most healthy
elapsed.
Sometimes, for sake of curiosity, branches of shoots in the centre of the tree should be resorted
contiguous trees are joined by approach-grafting.
To to; and if no proper shoots exist, the amputation of
make this experiment succeed, it is necessary to fix the some central branches will quickly tend to produce
branches to poles, to prevent wind-waving; and in- them. The least reflection must convince every one,
/leed this caution is in general necessary in all kinds of how extremely improper it must be to take cions from
inarching practised in the open air.
j'oung trees in the nursery lines, as is too often done.
71. Recourse is sometimes had to root-grafting, either It may be remarked, that the middle of the cion ge.
for curiosity, or on account of seedling stocks being nerally affords the best graft.
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Budding.
as

it

is

fometimes,

depends on the same
prinnple as grafting, the' only difftrence between a bud
and a graft beinir, tliat a bud is a shoot in ernhno. On
this arvount, ^r<it\ed tret* oaually produce t'ruit two
aeaMMM earlier than budded trees but thoae kinds of
ticca that are apt to throw out gum. are net grafted
without difficulty, while they are readily propagated by
budding such are the peach and nectarine, the apricot,
the cherry, anil the plum the cherry, however, being
oecasionaJly grafted, and the plum not unfrequently.
In the ca.«e of both these sorts of fruit trees, there is
Blather reason for preferring buddmg, that pim is
apt to eiwic at the placea neceasarily cut in performing
the p unaa of grafting. Budding is pertbnned any
time frem the betpnninr oT.fuly to the middle of August, at which period the bucU for next year are completely formed m the axilla of the leaf of the psvsent
yaar, and they are known to be resKly by their eaailjr
parting ft«MB tiw wood. The buds pret'erred are the
sImiiUN ulwi f wl on the middle of a ymmg shoot, on
tbe oirtrfife «f • baaklqr and AnltAii tree ; on no ac>
inmaliir* tr«e. or a bad bearer, be ree«mt ifcauM
For gathering tho shuuta contain,
aofted to for bods.
ing the Imda, a dandy day, or an early or late hour,
an tiio— , it baiw thoogbt that shooia gthiiatl in
fnO m tUnB y mSn m» BMidi
to dram
frm tlM b«da. TIm bsida ahonld be oaad

though not »ery

afc r.irefuUv cut olf.
The head of the stock Is not retill "the followinp March
after this, the bud
grows vigorously, and in the course of the summer
makes a considerable shoot. Against the next spring,
the shoot ia headed down, in the manner of young
grafted trees.

moved

Building, or inoouUtin|r,

74.
i.ag.

coiret-tly called,

;

:

—

i

•

m

m

btfayjiMlwiiiil

•

paiiiib, and the

Bv tnnckiT pc^wnad*
in taking off the bud, the knife ia inserted about half
an inch above it, and a thin iliee of the bark and wood
along with it uken off, l>ringiag oat tbe knife about an
inehandohilfbelow the bod. (PiMe CCCIX. Fig.
.S. o.)
TbM lower port ia afterw afda ihartennl ami
iItmomI and the laaf ia cot of, tho ttolk being left
abam lUtf an inch long. ( Fig. 5. A.) Ptthapa it is bet;

Mom

ter to insert the knife three niiartert of an inch
the bud, and to cut upwards ; at lea^ this oiode ia
pnctiaed in the .Scottish
Will ha. The portioa of

then taken out, by loM^f ft Aom the bark, and
the cut
oiwswda, areording
hot Man modo Aon above or balow. If IW extraction of
tbt wood occasion a bob at tbo bod, tbol bad ia spoilt,
and apoth oiuai beoraparad ia its strod ;
gardene r a
•poak,tho roof of tboBad basgone with the wood inaleod
o^iooiainlHg witfatba boHt. It is to be noticed, that tho
tht portian ofborfc abora and below it, receive
bad,
togotbor ftaoi oaidaii aw, waphr tbo name of a tmt.
Ob a ooti part of ifao ban of the stock, a tnm»>
v«ne sectioQ b now made, thioagh the horfc down to
tbo wood : from this is made a lonptudinol cat downit an iach omI • bolf loof, so that tfio incimav aomowbat NoamHa a Ronaa T ; bjr mcana of
of tbo baddhig-knife, the Iwfc fe
raiaod a Una on aoch rida of tho wniritudinal incision,
tbe bad
(Piste C(( IX. Fig. 5. r)
bod ia nlaced in the np{ier part of tho
aa dmwa downwards: the upper
part ia tbati cat at How we iaa l y. and the bad ptabed
opwasilstiR tbe bark of the bod and of tbo atock join
togo(h«r.(Pig. 5. </.)
IturMainadintbiaaitualkn^
means oT tjring with stioada of wnimaad baao-matting.
In aboot a month after tbo operadon, tbo tying h
bada that havo Imhem appear swelled, and
b of tho old leaf falb olT on being slightly
toacfaad. All sbooti that spring below the boddcd port

wood

is

vtKHmg

«
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Production of Kttc Varieties of Fruits.
75. From tbe well-known facts, that some of the fa- Productjou
"•
vourite cider apples of the 1 7th century have become '^ "••
"
extinct, and that others are fast verging to decay, the JJ^"^
conclusion lias been drawn, that our varietiea of fruit
Each variety springs from
are but of limited duration.
an individual at first ; and this individual has been extended by means of grafting and budding. l)r Darwin, indeetl, in his PhpttSogia, has contended, that
each bud is a separate plant, the viviparous oflVpring of
a bud of the preceding year, and deriving nourishment

ftwn the soillw means of a set of lengthened railicles
peculiar to itself. This opinion cannot be supported.
Mr Knight's view is more rational, and more consistent
with observation. All the extensions by means of
grafts and buds, must naturally partake of the qualitiea
of the original where the original is old, there muat
lie inherent in the derivatives, the tendency to decay
incident to old age.
Some popular writers, such as
Soatbcy havc- rt prea ented this doctrine as on a par
witb that of the hamadryads, or as equivalent to saying
that a graft couM not survive Uie trunk from which it
was taken but tbcae authors are more livt- ly tiisn accurate for audi an abaordity was never taught by any
liorticulturist.
It may bo aaaomad aa a fact, that a
torirtjr or kind of fruit, such aa tbogoldan pippin or the
ribaloB, ia equivalent only to an im&tUimt. Hy careful
maa^feaaBtt, tbe health and Kfe of this individual may
bo ntolaagod and grafts placed on vigorous stocks,
and nursed in favourable situations, may long survive
;

.

:

vMMd
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;

;

the parent plant, or original ongrafted free. Still there
is a pio rtaa to extinction ; anfFthe only renewal of an
g
indisidaal, tha only true reproduction, is by see<l. This
doctrino awaia to bo tme, at least , as to fruit-trees, and
more paftioriarfy aa to varietiea of theae, produced by
cultivation: wbothcr it eaa aafely be extcnoad to plant*
in general, may admit of some tkiabt.
76. As tbo prodoction of new rarictiea of trmx from
tbe seed, is a subfert which now very much occupies

may

l>r proper hereto
Knight pnd otliera
it is, in the first pUee, a
in eaadactiBg their trial*,
rale to take tho accd* of the fineat kinda of fruit, and
Aom the ripcat, tarfoat, and beat flavoarod apociaMna
of that fmx. When Mr Knigbt withed to procure
aoow of the old apples in a healthy and rcnorated state,
bo adoplad Ibo foUewinc method he prepared stocka
of tho Doat ktaKb ofappb that could be nn^iagatod by
canin||8, and planted then againK a south wall in very
ridi soil ; these were noKt roor grafted with the stire,
In tlie
gtddcn pippen, or soine other fine old kind.
coarse or tbe following winter, the young trees were
dug up, and the roots being retrenched, they were

the attention of horticulturists, it
stato tbo precautions adopted by

Mr

:

By this mode of treatreplanted in the same place.
ment they were thrown into Itearine at two years old.
Only one or two apples were allowetl to remain on each
tree th<-»e i*un<tequently attained a large sise, and more
;

perfect maturity.

The

seeds ttotn

these

fruiu

Mr

knight then aowed, in the hopes of procuring seedlings poaaesaed of good or of promising qualities and
tbeae noprt have not been diaappointcd.
;

—
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Production
of new varieties uf
fruits.

It may here be mentioned, that in order to produce a liybritl variety, possessing perhaps a union of
the good properties of two known kinds, Mr Knight
had recourse to the nice operation of dusting the polHe
len of one variety upon the ))istils of another
opened the iinexpanded blossom, and cut away, with a
:

pair of fine-pointed scissars, all the stamina, t<iking
great care to leave the styles and stiginata uninjured.
The fruits which resulted from this artificial impregnation were the most promising of any ; and the seeds of
Mr Knight has generally
these he did not fail to sow.
observed in the progeny a strong prevalence of the
constitution and habits of the female parent : in pre-

paring seed for raising new pears, therefore, he would
employ the pollen only of such delicate pears as the
chaumontel, crassane, and St Germain, upon the flowers
(deprived of stamina) of the swan-egg, longueville,
nuiirfowl-egg, auclian, or green yair, which are hardy.
Every seed, though taken from the same individual
these varieties, as
fruit, furnishes a distinct variety
might be anticipated, prove of very various merit ; but
to form a general opinion of their value, it is not necessary to wait till they produce fruit an estimate may be
formed even during the first summer, by the resemblance
the leaves bear to those of the highly cidtivated or
approved trees or to those of the wild kinds ; the
more they approach to the former, the better is the
prospect the leaves of goad kinds improve in character, becoming thicker, rounder, and more downy every
The plants whose buds in the annual wood
season.
are full and prominent, are usually more productive
than tliose whose buds are small, and shrunk into the
But their future character, as remarked by Mr
bark.
Knight, must depend very much on the power the
blossoms possess of bearing cold, and this power is observed to vary in the diii'erent varieties, and can only
be ascertained by experience. Those which produce
their leaves and blossoms early, are preferable ; because,
although Inore exposed to injury from frosts, they are
less liable to the attacks of caterpillars.
It is also to
be observed, that even after a seedling tree has begun
to produce fruit, the quality of this has a tendency to
improve, as the tree itself becomes stronger and approaches maturity ; so that if a fruit possess any promising qualities at first, great improvement may be ex:

:

:

•

pected in succeeding years.
Mr Knight has of late brought into public notice several new varieties of apples, pears, and cherries.
Some of these seem likely to maintain a high character
of excellence : they will be noticed in their proper
places.
He has, at his seat at Downton in Herefordshire, many hundreds of promising seedlings coming
on, some of them annually improving in character.
77. From this digression we return to the young
When they liave been
grafted or budded fruit trees.
trained one year, they are called maiden platUs ; and
these, especially in the apple and pear, are considered
But trees of two, three
as forming the best plants.
or four years growth, or even more, succeed very well,
provided due care be taken in transplanting.
Transplanting.
Transplant:Dg.

78. Here it may be enough to observe in general,
that in raising young fruit-trees from the nursery lines,
or in transplanting them from one part of the garden
to another, much more care should be bestowed than is
often given, particularly in public nurseries.
The

surface earth should be removed, and the horizontal

and raised at full length if posshould this be inconvenient or thought unnecessary, the roots should be cut widi a sharp knife, not
hacked with a blunt spade. A tap root, or one which
penetrates straight down, should not be left more than
If the trees are only to be cara foot long at most.
rie<l a short way, the roots should be as little cut as
When they are to be carried to a distance,
possible.
it is thought best to prune off the small and soft fibres,
which are apt to rot and injure the whole root. If the
tree be several years old, and have a large head, it is
proper to dig a trench all round, and to scoop out the
earth from under the root.
In this way a ball of earth
rises with the tree, and its success is ensured. A bass-^
matting is sometimes introduced as far as possible beneath the tree on one side; and when it comes to be
turned over on the other side, the root and ball of earth
are completely included in the matting ; but this is seldom necessary. As it unavoidably happens that some
roots are destroyed at the time of transplanting, and
the means of drawing nourishment are thus lessened,
many consider it proper to prune the tops of the trees
to a certain extent, that the demand on the roots may
be diminished. This however must be done cautiously,
and by an experienced gardener ; to lay down rules
roots carefully traced,
sible

:

impossible.
here be observed, that when the plants are of
considerable size, they are prepared for transplanting,
by cutting the roots a. year beforehand, or in some sorts
even two years before lifting. In this way the remaining short roots are induced to set out many radicles or
fibres, and the entire roots of the tree are contained
If the trees be young, this
within a small compass.
abridgment of the roots may be effected by a downright
cut with a sharp spade all around, at a short distance
from the stem ; passing the spade entirely under the
plant on one side, if it be wished to cut off the tap root.
It may scarcely be necessary to remark, that an essential preliminary to transplanting, is the preparing of
the ground to receive the trees, by digging it over.
The distances should likewise be fixed, and even the
holes dug.
Some gardeners make a point of digging
the holes for the trees perhaps a fortnight before planting: in this way the soil into which the fibres are likely soon to penetrate, is softened and meliorated by the
action of the air ; but this practice is more applicable
In putting in wall-trees, it is not
to orchard planting.
uncommon not only to have the border well prepared
generally, but to have a quantity of very good friable
mould for each tree in particular, into which it may
strike young fibres freely
this moidd however should
not be screened or made fine, but should be of the ordinary degree of roughness natural to garden soil.
When the trees have been brought from a very great
distance, so as to have been several days on their journey. Miller recommends the placing the roots in Avater
for eight or ten hours before planting.
It may be considered as a safe general rule, to plant
shallow, more especially for dwarf standards and half
standards, the soil for which is not particularly prepared.
Whether the general soil be cold and moist, or thin and
gravelly, it is found better to place the roots of the
young trees almost on the surface, and rather to heap
earth over them in the form of a hillock than to sink
them into the soil. Suppose the subsoil be a mouldering rock, and a hole be dug in it, it is evident that the
tree will be placed in a sort of well, which will at once
retain water, and hinder the spread of the roots.
If
the tree be placed on the surface, it will insinuate its
for

it, is

It

may

:
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Fniifc
ed in this way they find that a tree can much sooner
be brought to fill its allotted space, and the loss of a Oardrn. _
branch can much more easily be supplied at any time, ^T^' ~^
For lower walls, the horizontal mettiod is preferred
ami the same plan is adopted almost universally on es-

oC the leaf, till the en<l of November, is consitlercd as
the best time for the planting of fruit-treea in this coun>

for

The weather is then
try, particularly in light soils.
mild, an<l the earth ha^ time to settle aboat the roots
dwing winter, before the firat approaches of genial
Ming. But tree* nay be tramplonted, in open weaaaj time from the end of October till the Ixginaii^ of March and for heavy or wet land, pUnting in
tner.

;

OMnth

accounted preferable.

Young

wall
the wall,
and the part that has been cut at the time of grafting is
placed naxt to the wall. The tree is planted at the same
deptk at whkk it fcrneriy ilood ; but the roots are not
thobaltcr for beiiif«laaply covered ; if they be laved fWan
the fraat, their can acarady betoo near the aurface. At
the tioie of planting, the mould aboold be moderately
If. however, very
dry, ao
icaiily t* pmaible down.
dry waathcr oocar, the ground ia mtdcktd at some diaMaMnd the raoH^ ao as to prevent the bad affBcts
etdnm^tL Mmkkimg, it nia^ here be csplaiaed, cao«
•ista in rmdaring a portion ot the groumi thoroughly
by adding water, and working it like mortar. To
•e the retentivcBeasaCnMJatare, sooie abort atable
or other littar, ia added. When the raoto are oo>
VMsd, the tree is gmtfy taisad and shaken, so
to
dosaly to the raota. The sail
caaae the earth to
is at the Msna tiase sfiAUr |]iiiiiiil dowa.
WaU-trees
are oot nailed ap tiB tSa fcUowiag spring. In this way
they settle or sobade along « ith the kwse essth of tM
border. Were they nailed to the wail, they wonid run
the risk of being
ttaia Jattar

ia

IMM M* pliBtMl aboot mx or eight inches from

•

UOM

§

Mhr

I

Cardra

TVanrng.

79. Twaidi ths sad of Marsh.
ttMtkan
beenphsitadaBtwneaOctoberoftheibiBMi jfuai
cd<down. or have their ahoots shortened back to throe,
f re, or six buda, according to thsir strength, snd the purpose for which they are intended. Wbni the trasB has*
stood two, throe, or aMse years in the narasry after
gwAing ar haddii^ the haad iiig down is of ooane
csaflnsd IB tha hat yess's shoots, and iu extent, as wdl
asthethinwinant sT snpstinans shoots, ssast ha left
lothebiilffwiBtof the nperisMsd psnlaner, it being
isspossihls In lay down ralas vhaa the dvcoHslaDeas
i

asnrt bejpeipetaally vssring.
w«n.u(i

19d

roots into and draw neafahnait flrom many invisible
Since shaUow plimting has been recommendCTorices.
cd, it foUowt a* a neceaaary consequence tliat slokcaare
indiapensable for dwarf standard and half standard trees.
From about the end of October, or after the shedding

MX The two in niuini inothoda oftrMning wall.trecs
which ate followed in this cnmnr, ars caSlsd tfas^
andtheAsrtaooia/nMxlss. In the ftaasar. the brsMfacs
Ibhetheips hs iofalan, or like the hand
fcgsra apread. In the otlier wsy. a
is caaricd apright, sod branches SM led
Mr ade. The DMeb style
tree with two branches^ and
,' to the right and left, to Ae
of twelva lest each way, and in then
the ahoa«s Aani these perfcctly upright to the
Isp of the wall. Thia is now addon iwacysKl hare, ex.
M|Hiiia perhaps with fig-trees, sv while eanaats.
In
ane ^aoaa. a iirw of the waU.«raas ars ttained in a std.
kla fbna, the stem being laA nriyht lar abant six feat,
and than seme branches Maiasa aon u naids, othsn latsnUy, and othsKi apsrvdiL When waBs exeeed seven
fci< oi heiga^ the bsMgadsaeisseeaktaaancur in giving the psii fai a to the no trainii^ vafkwsly nioUi£<
;

:

n

:

Mr Hitt strongly recommends this mode
moat aorta of wall-trees ; and for pears he adopts
what is called the screw stem, or training the stem in
a serpentine manner, the branches going off horizontalpalier rails.

ly as in the ortlinary straight stem.

In the first volume of the Transactions of the Ix>n<lon
Horticultural Society, Mr Knight has maile some ingenious and excellent remarks on the traijiing an<l pruning
of fruit-trees. Mis year old plants arc headed down as
usual, early in the spring, anil two shoots only are trained from each ttcia in opposite direction.'', and in an elevation of about 5". (I'lateCCC'lX.Fig.ti ) Toprocurethe
shoots to be of equal lengths, the stronger is depressed,
or the weaker elevatetl. All lateral shoots are destroyed. Thus far it may be rfniark«l, Mr Knight's method
agrees very much with Hitt>, dcsrribe<l in his Treatise
on Fruit-trees. This shape, Mr K night observes, ought
to be given to young trees in the nursery, and is perhaps the only one that can be given to them without
the risk of subsequent injury.
Next season, as many
Iwanohos are sufiered to spring from each plant as can
be caa isule ntly trained, without sliading each other ;
and by selecting the stroiiaest and earliest buds towards
the points of tl^ ycar^old oranches, to be trained lowest, and the weakest snd latest near their base*, to be
trained inclining npwards, each annual shoot will be
nearly eqnal in vigour. (Fig. 7-) In the following winter, the Hioots sre alternately sh«>rtened, an<l left at full
length.
In the oonrse of the xi\in\ year, ( Fig. 8. ) if the
tree be a peach, Uie central part consists of bewaring
wood : And, upon the whole, the sise and general healtn
of the trees tramedinthis way, afford evidenccof amore
isgular distribution of the sap than Mr Knight has witnessed in any other mode.
The diatance at which the branches are laid in, in all
the different modes, varies from eight to ten inches, according to the nature of the tree, or the sise of its foliage or fruit. While fan-trained trees are still in pro.
grass, a few more shoots are preserved at the summer
pruning, than are likely to be ultimately laid in : this is
lor fear of accidents.
Trees that have filled the spaces
aUotlad lo thsos, are disbudded of most of the woodbods that •Ppor. Wood-buds on old spurs sre always
displacsd.
Treas wfateh an in tniidngiar the horieontal rnethad, require difler cnt manMsmsiit.
The leading staa is constantly to be attended to ; all the buds
that apaaar on it arc carefully preserved, till enough he
piucurad to lay right and Icll, an<l form the tree. All
woeci4iads on the horisontal brandies, excepting the
laadhig one, are displaced. The fkn-tmining is considsnd aa beat (or apricots, cherries, and plums, placed
None of
uiust walls, even thmigh the walls be low.
these kinds of fruit answer well for espaliers ; cherries
or plums suoeoad better as half standards or dwarf stan<
danls.
81. The wall-trees which have now been spoken of
It is a very com*
are called dmar/t liy the gardeners.
man practice to train high standards on the intermediate spaces between the dwarf treea ; such trees are in
Plants four or five
Scotland termed riden. (f 6S).
years old are preferred, becsusethey are but temporary,
and the object ia to get fruit as soon as possible. Some
good judges have condemned this plan ot temporary
trees as hurtful ; being calculated to deprive the per-

M

maiieot trees of a proportion of the nounstuuent which
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they would otherwise draw from the border but if the
border be tolerably rich, and be only slightly cropped
with herbaceous plants, it does not seem likely that the
temporary trees can do much injury.
82. In popular language, the term Espalier is somewhat equivocal
it means either rows of fruit-trees
planted like hedges, or the individual trees composing
the rows ; or lastly, it means the stakes or rails to which
the branches of the trees are tied. By using the terms
esj>alier-<;fc and espalier-ra»7, ambiguity may always
be avoided. Of late years, some have jiroposed to banish espalier-trees altogether, alleging that they injure
the kitchen-garden quarters, by depriving them of sun
and air. But in point of fact, they exist in the greater
number of kitchen-gardens, and are not likely soon
to be laid aside.
If they are sometimes injurious by
depriving the plants of air, they are at other times
very useful, acting as a hedge in protecting the young
crops from the violence of strong winds.
Espalier trees
generally produce excellent fruit, the sun and air having access to both sides of the tree ; they commonly aftbrd abundant crops, and the fruit is not apt to
i>e shaken by high winds.
Further, they tend to hide
the crops of culinary vegetables from the eye, and to
render the walk of the kitchen garden as pleasant as
an avenue in the shrubbery.
Apples and pears are the fruits best suited for espaliers.
The apples are generally grafted on crab
stocks, to keep them of moderate size ; or, if the tree
be wished still smaller, on Dutch paradise stocks. The
distance allowed between the former is from 30 to 40
feet ; between the latter, 25 is found suHicicnt.
These
may seem large spaces at first ; and, to take away
the naked appearance, a small cherry-tree, or white
currant bush, is sometimes planted in each interval.
It is to be studied that, in the same line of rail, trees of
similar growth be planted : so that the whole may be
nearly equally filled. The trees, when planted, should
be of one year's growth, or at most of two years. If the
rail be not previously erected, so that the branches can
be tied to it, a stake is necessary, to prevent wind- waving.
Very often, the permanent rails are not put up
till the trees have been two or three years trained on
temporary stakes. Simple ash-poles firmly stuck in the
ground, and either charred or smeared with tar at the
bottom, to retard rotting, form a very efficient substitute for a rail ; for it is to be observed, that during
•ummer, when the leaves are expanded, tiiey equally hide the roughest poles, or the most finished rail.
Mr Nicol, however, recommends sinking hewn stones
in the eartii, and fixing a wooden rail in them
and
a writer, in the Scottish Horticultural Memoirs, vol. i.
has described a kitid of cast iron espalier-rail, which of
course must be highly durable, and, what is remarkable, is cheaper at the first than a wooden one.
Some
gardeners shorten the head of the tree in the usual
way ; others preserve the original branches at full
length, never cutting a l>ranch unless where there is a
real deficiency of wood for filling the rail.
The pruning is chiefly done by disbudding in the summer season.
The distance at which the branches are laid in depends
on the size of the fruit and leaves; when these are
large, seven or eight inches are required; when small,
four or five may be sufficient.
83. Dwarf trees were formerly much In vogue ; and,
^_
strange as it may appear, the prospect of fruit was geTierally sacrificed to a fine shape.
It was thought necessary that the lower branches should spread horizontally near the ground, and sliould decrease in width
upwards, so that the tree should have a conical form.
:

SapaJicr
•trees.

:

:

Dwarf.;

Now, it is well known that the fruit-buds of pears and Fruit,
apples in general, and of many sorts of plums and Garden,
cherries, are produced at the end of the former year's r-fTT"^
"^ '"''
shoots, which therefore should remain at full length ; ^^^
yet these were necessarily shortened, in order to preserve the desired shape, and it may easily be conceived
that trees so dressed could not prove fruitful.
For
these reasons, the training to espalier-rails has generally
been preferred. A few dwarf trees, however, prove ornamental, and they sometimes afford a great deal of
fruit.
The kinds of dwarf fruit-trees now in request
are chiefly pears and apples.
The pears must be of the
summer and autumn sorts, the later fruits requiring a
wall in our climate.
Dwarf pears are chie.ly budded
on quince stocks. The trees are planted out, at two or
three years old, where they are to remain, and they
are placed from 20 to 25 feet asunder.
A few stakes
are driven into the ground, and, by means of tying
down, the lower branches may soon be made to acquire
a horizontal direction. No branches must cross each
other, and no central upright shoots are permitted.
The only other particular to be attended to is, when the
trees are to be trained in a concave form, that, in shortening the shoots, the uppermost eye or bud is to be
left outwards, as in this way the hollowness in the midSometimes the
dle of the tree is better preserved.
branches are trained round a hoop, which is supported
by three or four small poles. Dwarf-standard apple
trees on paradise stocks may be planted very closely, as they occupy but little room : they do not require
more than 10 or 15 feet; on crab stocks they need
Plums are now seldom planted as dwarfat least 25.
standards ; cherries more frequently ; apricots scarcely
ever.

Preserving of Blossom.
84. In this country, particularly on the east coast Preserving
in the northern division of the island, it is an im- of blosaom.
portant part of the gardener's duty, to preserve the

and

blossoms of apricots, nectarines, peaches, and tli'j finer
sorts of plums, from being destroyed by spring frosts,
and especially frosty winds. One of the means first
employed is still occasionally resorted to ; namely, shading the trees slightly with branches of spruce-fir, yew,
or beech but the branches ought to be so firmly fixed
as not easily to be displaced by the winds, or to shake
much if this precaution be neglected, they will be
ready to beat off the blossom which they are intended
Strong fronds of the common brake ( Pteto defend.
rin aquilina) have been used with advantage in this
way ; being the remains of the former year's growth,
they are light and dry, and much less apt to injure the
blossom than branches of trees.
The most effectual protection, however, is afforded
by canvas-screens, in moveable frames ; the fabric of
the canvas being made thin enough to admit light, and
The stuff called bunline,
yet afl^ording sufficient shelter.
of which ships flags are somstimes formed, is recommended by Nicol ; and he adds, that it may be rendered more transparent, and more durable by being oiled.
:

:

stuff' called osnaburg, manufactured in the towns
of Dundee, Arbroath, and Montrose, answers equally
well, especially if made on purpose, of a wider texture,
'These screens are kept clear
so as to resemble gauze.
If,
of the tree, a foot at top, and 18 inches at bottom.
when not in use, they may be stowed in a dry loft, they
Sometimes the canvas is used in
last for many years.

The

the form of sheets to hoist up and down ; and in some
places (as at Dalmeny Park garden, one of tlie finest
in Britain) the contrivance is such, that the covering

—— —

;
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can be tlnim up or let clown tiong the entire stretch
of the wall, by two men, in the coarse ofa minute. These
acreeiM are employed only at nixht, or in bad weather;
and chiefly from the end of March to the beginning of
May. BUMMm thus partially protected i« perhaps more
tender than if no protection whatever had been jviven.
The acreen* must tnerefbre be continued till ail nsk of
danger be over ; perhaps till the leaves of the tree be
pretty fully expanded, the bkmom of several of our
firuit-trrei preceding the unfbldaig of these.
Frames covered with oiled paper have been sacce as
fnlly employed at Grangrniuir garden in Fifeshire. The
Itaaea are of wood, inch and half sqoare, with croaa
bars mortised into the side*. To give support to the
paper, tiroqg nadi*tfarcad is p aw ed over the interstices
of the frame*, forming meshaa about nine inches square.
CoauBon printing paper b then pasted on : and when
thb i« quite drv, a coating of boiled linseed oil is laid
onbothsidesof the paper with a painter's brush. Tbeia
fhamt* are placed in front of the treca, and made move,
able, by contrivance* which nraat vary according to
drcumslance*. If the slope froni the w^l be consider*
able, a few triangular siiie frame* may be made to fit
the spaces. At Gnxtgetamr, the franca are not put

be pretty well expanded; till which
tana thar are not very apt to suffer from spring froeta
or hafl wwwcra. In this way, it may be remarked,
ihftn h anicfa leas danger ct rendering the bloasota d»>
licate by the cowing, tlMn 'd it wcva anpiiol a« an
The fwpcr ftaaca, if anAby prtaerv.
earlier period.
not in nse, wii aadan for gwd msajp ymn,
wUh very atant iaMH&
order to break the force of
At Dnlkafli
tha winK Mreena mad* of reed* are projected, at
right angles with the wall, perfaap* to the diatanee
of ten feat, and at iatarvab of tairty or forty fket
fhan each olfacv; and at tfco aaata ttow aau w iwight
with strarw an placed
front of tlw treea. These
straw neta are veer weO deserving tfas attontion tt
deocra wiw may ind their walls too
east vtnds daring tfw faring BMotlM.
Old
kept at the distance
t
u or c^btoai
BMl
uj> till tfce bloaacsni

d whn

pmn, m

b

« am

thatwabTMsssiiofhoBkaJstkh^

•

the freezing of the newly moistened surface, may preserve a higher temi)crature immediately around the
plant.

We

85.
now proceed to the consideration of tlie dif> Canlen
ferent species of fruits cultivated within the walled gar- truits.
The ortler in
den, and the principal Vdrietics of each.
which these are treated of, seems to be of little moment the following srrangement is adopted, partly on
account of the importance of the fruits, and partly be«
cause of natural alliances:
:

Peach, and 1
Neetsrine; >Amygdaliu.

Almond,
Apricot.

Cherry,
Apple,

!]

tract

and

Thaas
nigfat

«mI fhaa its apdtade to at.
sodi a* cdd dews and

tko

hoarwfrasi,

mm,

and dqr.

To yard

• additional

m

nets of
tiB tha

secarity.

aav kind, reauin on

ason be soOeiaatlT advaacod.

agrinst tha eflbeta of bear.frosu

iiei peutaealfefly,

wnw

a iskc a teaspomj

(Ma^

<»P">ff «f

Doarda, to project a feut €» eiriNsaa kiebas <mr the
tree at tha top of tha wall
Ritt lacoauaaods, that,
in what an called tUei /roHs, the bssdsrs opaciska «>
tfao treae sboald be wateiad every nUht, aflraung that

n

he paratived advantage fkMtthisL flok aright ba ; but
hr -^ - -toobt wkle fkom tba tnst nrfcnsfc- whoi ha
a
good dfrctstosomalhiaaayof tha giMi.
oou- jinrc, 6cc ftAtft the latciM crinie ovolved in
Ot.XI. fAATL
-

Pynu.

Pear,

Quince,

]

Vine,
f'iiis.
Fi/f.—Ffcus.
hiu\berry, —Moriu.
Medlar,
Mrtpilia.
Red Currant, 1
BUsk Currant, V Riba.
Gooseberry.
J
Baspberry,
Rubus.
Sirawbeny, six species,— FriTFarM.
SoaM odlar natdv fruits and nuts, whi(£ are planted
extefior to tha garden, will aAerwards be noticed ; as
also the pina-apple and the melon, which require a
constant Ugh temperature, and the orange, lemon, and
iknddoek, which are rather tnhabiianU of the greenAll the ronunon fruit trees and fruit-lwsring plants,
are extrentaly w«U known, both hara okI on the continent ; any Maaical deaeriptifln of thsm seams thore-

Tha generic and trivial names given
Iian«na shall mcrdy be mentioned, and at the
same time the class and order in his system, and the
fbro annecaaaarr.

bjr

family in the Natural McthiKl of Jussieu, to which the
niant bdeogs. OocasiaaaUy, when it may appear use.

shaO be given.

GaRDCN

n

tsnoeticy to

> Pmnut.

Plum,

M, mmm ct^bm fonign naaas oCtho tXMs or the fhuu

ployed ; tnoao mmy bo doabled
ordsrta
der the intatnieaa doasr. Bat
of
waoDen vsm or laiuot wiaslsd, are
At Hadtboftao, io Ea« Lothian
ferlbii
parpoararo oMaafhiMMd
tbs
thasbe
aforded at nracfi lass omenoa. They are
thick, thaneske* not beiof lasgcr than to sikait tliii
point of tfaa fager, even when atralehad oat, Tboac^
vantago of wnclsa vam over flas fbr this pnrposs is
evidsnt ; avarj
BvetTi
iMah batag in aftct iwidsiod siH
bytba
of tte aMMrial, and ita eon>
ittatt
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Proc*.

Tha Ptmdk

Aimmimhu Peruca of Lin<
i4i
ekogiag to the class sod
ana ordar
ordsr Icosaadria Mo.
nagjrnia; and aataral order Roaaeese of Jiuaseu. This
apaciea b by Liaaams divided mto two varieties;
I. With downy fhat. tha prack ; 8. With smooth fruit,
the m^ciariiit.
Peacfaea and nectai ii ies have soaietiaMa
occnrred on tha ssnia tree ; in a few esses, on the same
branch ; and one iastsnce is on record, of sn indivi86.

<rrr is the

'

dual frnit nartakiaa of the nature of both. Yet they
are generally oonaiaercd as distinct kind* of fruit, and
thsT shall hers be spoken of separately.
good peach poasesaas these qaalitie* : the flesh b
firai ; the dun b ttiin, of a deep or bright red colour
next the sun, snd of a yellowish green next the wall
the pulp is of a yellowish colour, full of high flavoured juice ; the fleshy part thick, and tiie stone small.
Tfawaa varietiee, tha flesh of which separates readily
both finom tha skin sad tha stone, are the proper oecAer
«f the French, and are by oar gardeneis termed yrretkmc*.
Those with a firm fle>h, to which botli the skin
and the stone adhere, are the pavief of the French, by

A

2c

Peach.

;

:
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our gardeners named

more

slielter

The

cling-slonts.

latter require

and better seasons to bring them to per-

fection than the former.
In countries possessing suflicient climate, as in France and the warmer states of
North America, the pavies are preferred : in this countrj-, the preference is generally given to the freestones, pavies being chiefly planted in forcing- houses,
where the climate can be made.
87. Parkinson, in his Paradisus, enumerates twentyone kinds of peaches, several of which, particularly
the Old Newington, are still cultivated. Miller gives
a list of thirty-one, with their characters ; but as these
are taken only from the fruit, without any notice of the
bud, blossom, or leaf, they sometimes prove unsatisfacThe following are the names
tory.
1

White Nutmeg,
Red Nutmeg,

.

5.

Boudine,
Rossana,
Admirable,

Early orsmall Mignone,
20. Old Newington,
Yellow Alberge,
Rambouillet,
White Magdalen,
Bellis (Belle de Vitry.)
Early Purple,

Large Mignone,

Portugal,

Teton de Venus,
25. Late Purple,

Belle Chevreuse,

Red Magdalen,
Newington,
Monlauban,

Nivette,

10. Early

1 5.

Royal George,

Persique,
Malta,
Monstrous Pavie,
Noblesse,
Chancellor,
SO. Catherine,
Bloody Peach.
Bellegarde or Galande,
Lisle,

88. The characters of such of these as are chiefly
cultivated, and chiefly deserving of attention in this

country,

The

;

may be

mentioned.

Nohlesse is a large fruit, red or marbled next the
greenish-white and melting, very juicy, and.
against a good wall and in a favourable season, the juice
becomes rich and well-flavoured ; ripens in the beginning of September ; and should be eaten sharp ripe, as
the gardeners term it, the fruit being apt to become
mealy if not taken just when it ripens.
;

flesh

The Bmtdine, sometimes called the bourdine, is a
large round fruit, of a fine red next the sun ; the flesh
white, melting, juice vinous and rich ; ripens from the
beginning to the middle of September: the tree a
plentiful bearer, especially when old.
In favourable
situations in the south of England it has sometimes

produced fruit on standards.
The Old Nexvingloti, already mentioned, is a large
round fruit, of a beautiful red next the sun ; the flesh
white and melting ; when ripe, the juice very rich and
vinous ; a clingstone, and not ready before the beginning of October.

The

Rambotdllet, often called rumbullion, is a fruit
size, deeply divided by a furrow ; tlie
flesh melting, of a bright yellow colour ; juice rich,
and of a vinous flavour ripens about the middle of
September the tree a good bearer.
The Tilon de Venus is a fruit of middling size and
longish shape, of a pale red next the sun ; flesh melting, white; juice sugary, and not without flavour;
ripens the end of September
the tree is a free bearer,
on a warm light soil ; but the fruit comes to perfection

of middling

:

:

:

only in

fine seasons.

The Royal

George is an excellent peach ; and in a
very good soil and aspect, the fruit becomes large, dark
red next the sun, juicy, and liigh flavoured. If the soil
and aspect be not favourable, the tree proves a shy
bearer.

Magdalen, or Early Magdalen, is a round
fruit, of a middling size, with a deep furrow ; of a
pale colour, and the flesh white to the stone ; melting,
juicy, with considerable flavour; ripening in August
the tree sometimes succeeds on the open wall, even in
North Britain.
The Red Magdalen, however, is altogether a superior fruit ; it is large, round, and of a fine red next the
sun ; the juice very sugary and of exquisite flavour
ripening in the end of August the tree is a free grower
iVhite

:

the blossoms are small.
Nicol recommends the red magdalen as the " best peach we
have, either for the open air or the hot-house." In
doing so he is justified by the experience of Scottish
gardeners ; for the peach commonly known in Scotland by the name of red magdalen ripens well, in ordinary years, even in the northern districts of the counThis we believe to be the same which goes by
try.
that name in the south; but we have reason to think
that the same name is applied, in some parts of England, to another peach ; for English horticulturists
sometimes complain that the red magdalen does not
succeed well.
The Large Mignone is somewhat oblong in shape,
and generally swells out on one side ; the juice is very
sugary, and of high flavour : this, though a free-stone,
being rather a tender sort, is generally budded on a
peach or apricot stock.
The Earhi Newington or Smith's Newington (supposed to be the pavie blanc of Duhamel) is a fruit of
middling size, of a fine red next the sun ; flesh firm,
with a sugary well-flavoured juice ; ripening the beginning of September
a clingstone
the tree a good

and great bearer

The

sun

:

:

:

bearer.

5

The Catherine is a large round fruit, of a dark red
next the sun ; the flesh white, melting, full of a rich
juice ; a clingstone ; ripens from the beginning to the
middle of October, against a good wall and in a favourable season ; the fi-uit, however, is improved by
lying two or three days before being used it is sometimes called the October Peach.
89. To the ample list of Miller, a few others might
be added. The Ann Peach, sometimes called the Early
Ann, is a small round fruit, of a yellowish white colour, faintly tinged with red on the sunny side ; ripening about the middle of August. This is said to be of
English origin. The Royal Kensington is described by
Forsyth, and the tree is said to gi-ow freely, and not to
:

be

liable to blight.

The Orange Peach

is

mentioned by

Nicol as the most elegant he was acquainted with, and
the best-flavoured of the cling-stones ; rather large
than otherwise, round, dark red or purple next the sun,
and bright orange on the other side ; the flesh of a deep
orange colour, but purple at the stone ; the tree a very
It is possible this may be the Yellow
great bearer.
Alberge, the fourth in the tabular list above given.

The

Double-Jlotvering Peach is sometimes cultivated for
on standards, being very ornamental while in
bloom ; the flowers being only semi-double, fruit is
generally produced, and in fine seasons abundantly
in most cases, however, it is fit only for preserves.
90. That indefatigable and excellent horticulturist
Mr Knight, has produced several new peaches of the
most promising qualities, at his seat of Downton in
curiosity,

After due precautions to bring his
Herefordshire.
trees (small ones planted in large pots) to the highest
state of health and vigour, he impregnated the pistil
of one with the pollen of another: only three peaches

Fruit

Garden,

^"^k""
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were suflVrcd to remain on each tree from sowinjif the
The si«
stones of these, he obtained his new varieties.
:

Downton being rather high an<l late, it may
reaaonably be presumed that fruits produced there,
will succeed in all places not less favourably situated
Two of these new peaches deserve paras to diniate.
ticular aotke ; 1. The Acton Scolt Prach ; the fruit ripen* early, and uniformly attains perfection; it is juicy
and sweet, with a rich flavour ; where secluded from
the son's rays, the skin is very white : the tree is an
iimfnAmpt barer, and not subject to mildew : and Mr
Kniglit considera it as calcuUtetl to succeed in many
cold sod anfiiTOurable situatioas, where the more deliate Taiedee would certainly fail. 2. The Sprinf
Peach Imm a firm flesh, but not hard ; the
ta
exterior oolaars are bright jrellow and dark red ; it
"M«"g a nectarine in consistlelts in the mouth, *
CDoe as well as taste, having a renarkably rich, briak,
vinous (lavoar ; the stone parts readily from tlie
flesh, which is of a greenish cast: it never becomes
over-ripe or mealy, but is apt to shrivel a little, and is
then most perfect the tree fn^ws slowly, but the wood
is beahhy. and acquires maturity early in the season :
It siicceeda better on an apricot than a plum stock. *
By persevering in the track pointed out by Mr
Knight, we mar hope, in time, to obtain pcacii-trees
suScientl^ hardy to produoe their fruit in almost every
taation
Britain, perhaps even aa standarda.
In
llaiylaad and Vif|iiiia, Madi-traea an profMMled
tntm iIm Maaaa, withaat Mddinf. Every poacn ar>
tuation of

Xrw
pcachn.

Q m

—

id

:

m

chnd cwitaine, of eenar, uuBcrous

varialiea.

AnMiog

llMaa a few are ahaaya of snpcrior quality ; with the
ftwt of the rest, pw* «e ted. One
thoe American
laaiBiBga poHOMcdof good nropettics, is noiw growing
the gvden of Mr Bniddick at Thames Ditton : it
iiaa produced fruit, which i« figured in the second vo>
hirne of the London Horticultural Transactions, under
the title of Braddick's American Peach.
In arranging the diffrrent varietica of jMach-<Rcs in
a new gamii, the btc kinds, eiBectal^ the paries,
must hare the full south n'v*^
^Iv- ^hers may be a
point oe two to the eaat. 'I
ripen nt«rly
at the sane tiMe should, a. ... m. |K><.i<
-'seed
tagfiher, aa tfaia afterward* save* mnch
coU
lecttng for tho d a** *rt , especially in a large gurcim.
of training is eoiMkknd as lie«t
91. The fan
•tiited to paadb-trce*. and i* the plan gmarally adonU

m

a

,

!

t

ode

Thcaa

may,

to a ocflain extent, be oeoaidlered as cooslantly in a tute of training. In pruniiy
tbam, the great object is, to kaap
part of the tic*
eqMlljr ftiiniahed with bMring wood, liwt is, with a
fd.

tree*

mmy

H rm i

WW

b

B of
ihaota, laid
to the wall every year.
to be attended to in April, and eapedally in
Maw: ior, the wood and ^oung ihoota bid in aAerwwAs, aeldom ripen anCacntly to stand the winter.
Besides, at that early season, the snperftMMU abooU can
I

i

Thi*

be

ili

i*

pndMd or rubbed off,

The

H eaioaa buds,

it

withoat the nse of the knife.

may be muriud,

rise

imme-

diately ftom the eye* of the alioota; they are round,
short, and prominent; while the leaf and shoot bud*
are obkqg, aatiow and flattiah.
The wiotar pruning
is

pei ftamed any time from the end af October

till

the

end of Pcbruaiy ; but the
rally

thought best

early port of winter is geneWhere the trca* are well managed,

Uiere is not a great deal of winter pruntim requtfed.
In shortening branches, it ii a rule to cut
behind a

»«n

•««<

17-

Mr

Knighl la

asembwaJI.

Utbn
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wood-bud, whidi may become a leader, to attract nourishment towards the shoot ; for a shoot possessing
Howcr-buds, but having no wood-bud to act as a leader, may blossom, but will produce no peri'cct fruit.
Branches which arc considered as too weak to ripen
fruit, arc commonly cut, as they must tend to rob the
other parts of the tree. When the trees have completely filled the spaces allotted to them, tlie principal

shoots are not shortened unless with the view of filling
vacancies, or when the extremities of the shoots have
remained unri|>e and been checked by the frost.
Mr Knight has explained the nature of what are
called lusurianl tkoott, and also the ri^lit mode of ma'nl the shortnaging them. Mofrt gardeners li.
iibemoutin
ening of these in summer, or the
the following spring : Hut Mr kiuglit hu> experienced
great advantages from leaving them wholly unsliortened, but trained witli a considerable inclination to the
'

horizon : for, in tliis way, they have uniformly produced the finest possible bearing wood for the succeeding
year ; and m> tar is this practice from tending to render
nak
ver or internal parts of the tree, whence
'S spring, that the strongest shoots they
t)u
a/Turd, invariably issue from tlie buds near their bases.
I'he laterals from luxuriant shoots, if stopped at the
first leaf, often aSbrd very strong bloasoms, and fine
fruit in the succeeding scaaon.
93. In the alilder parts of England, the blossom of
the pm.ch -tree aoaicely requires protection in less favourad place*, it is protected by some of the means already specified.
I>r Nochden, in the second volume
of the Lomlon Horticultural Transactions, has mentioned rather a singular mode of preventing the bad effects
of frost on the bloaaom or yotmg fruit of the peachtree.
It it thi* : after a (rasty night, the first business
of the rooming is to sprinkle cold water over the trees
by means of Ute garden engine, •
tliat the
blossom or young fruit receive tJ
siiat the
operation be performed some tum- ih., re tue rays of
tlie tun strike the trees.
hethcr the water is useful
merely by promoting a gradual thawing, has not been
:

'

—

W

a*certaine<I.

When

the fruit has attained the sisc of Urge peas, or

of small hazel-nut*, it is thinned, to the distance of five
or six Inches between each fruit.
In tJiis way it acquires a Urger sise, and the tree is not cxliausted. The
''
lacking off of
oversha(k>w the fruit, as
r
amixndeii
others, is not a goo<l practice ; at least it iim>i out U- puafaed to any considerable
extant ; for the flower-bud for the succeeding year being lodgnl in tlie axilla of the leaf-stalk, roust graatly
denend.on the leaf for it* noariahmcnt.
In dry •aasaiM, and especially in soils naturally dry,
a hoUow bason, about aix feet in diameter, it sometimes
formed around the root of the tree; this is covered with
mutek (small dung moistened, mixed witli a little loam,
and worked togeuicr like mortar,) and water is occasionally added according to the sUte of the weather.
Thit is practised only while tlie fruit is growing, and
the intention is, to keep it always in a state of pro'

m

gress.

Mr Knight seems to think, that in the milder parts
of England plentiful crops of fruit might be procured
from the hardier sorU oMf peach-trees irnined as espaliers
he su^gesU that they slioutd be nlanted in rows
in the direction of north and south ; tliat tlicy should
:

sprtafsriSUbiUMfBrtbDorairGforasMadMaalsatCsal,
veil ia Ikat klttode'lhsy win prw* s graal wquiiilisa to

in noo-ibire,

Scotisad.

I-'njit

Garden.

;
:

:

Garden.
^
'

~

^

not exceed five feet in height ; and that while the blosg^,^ jg exposed to danger from frost, mats should be
thrown over them, so secured as to descend on each
side nearly in the angle of an ordinary roof of a house.
On account of the usual mo<le of training and pruning peach-trees in this country, they do not occupy
much space on the wall. Some of tlie old horticultural
writers speak of twelve or fourteen feet as enough
but the trees are now permitted to spread wider, from
fitleen to twenty feet being allotted to each tree.
Near
Paris, a single peach-tree may sometimes be seen covering sixty feet of wall.
It is at Montreuil that
peaches are cultivated in perfection, peach-gardens being here established for the supply of the capital. Making due allowance for the difference of climate, advantages might probably be derived from copying some of
the practices of these French cultivators, whose whole
attention is devoted to the management of peach-trees.
In ISli, Mr John Mozard, who was bred under the
famous gardener Pepin, and is himself one of the principal proprietors of peach-gardens at Montreuil, published a little piece, entitled, " Principes pratiques stir
teducation, la culture, la taille, et I'ebourgeonnement des
arbres fruiliers, et principalement dii pecker,'' which is
well deserving the attention of horticulturists in this
country.

;

gg. The Nectarine, as already observed, is merely a
The English name may be supvariety of the peach.
posed to be derived from the nectareous flavour of the
The skin is smooth, not downy as in the peach ;
fruit.
and the flesh is rather more plump than in that fruit.
Nectarines, like peaches, are either free-stones or clingstones ; the former are called by the French Peches
Miller
lisses, smooth peaches; the latter, Brugnons.
enumerates ten varieties
Fairchild's Early.

Red Roman.

Elruge.

Murrey.
Golden.

Newington.

Temple's.

Scarlet.
.

Brugnon or

10. Peterborough.

Italian.

Of

these the following are in most esteem.
Elruge, a middle-sized fruit ; when ripe, of a
4ark red or purple next the sun, pale towards the wall
ready in the middle of August : the tree grows freely,
and is a sure bearer ; indeed it is perhaps the best
nectarine for the open air, especially in the less favour-

The

ed counties.
The Newington nectarine

when the fruit is perfectly ripe, which
dom happens before the end of September the

shrivelling

:

sel-

Frmt

tree

Garden.

^'"'V^
generally productive.
the Early Violet nectarine, of
middle size, violet purple next the sun, pale yellow on
the other side ; flesh sugary, juice with a vinous flavour ; a clingstone, ripening in the beginning of September : the blossom is very small, but the tree very
productive ; it requires a good situation, and succeeds
only in warm seasons.
The production of a new and early nectarine, suited
to the climate of Britain, may be considered as one of
the desiderata in our horticulture.
It may here be
mentioned, that a new variety of white nectarine is described by recent French writers as being remarkably
eai-ly and of excellent flavour ; the foliage of the tree
is of a pale or whitish green ; it was raised by Mr
Noisette, a nurseryman at Brunoy.
The management of the nectarine-tree is in every respect the same as that of the peach. In this country,
nectarines require the best exposure in the garden;
and to the northward of Yorkshire, they seldom acquire
maturity without the aid of a flued wall and artificial

grows

To

freely,

these

and

is

may be added

heat.

Almond.
94. The Almond-tree, (Amt/gdalus communis, I>.) Almoiiil
can scarcely be ranked as an effective fruit-tree in this

Nectarine.
Nectarine

;
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Fruit

;

In clumps of shrubs on the lawn, it makes a
appearance in early spring, when covered with its
beautiful blossoms.
In good seasons, such standards
produce some ripe fruit
but ornament is its principal
recommendation ; and if the fruit be no object, the
double-flowered variety is preferable. Trained against
a wall, the almond-tree perfects its fruit in our ordinary
seasons, when the outer cover opens naturally to give
out the stone containing the kernel. They are very
sweet and fit for the table when green, and they are
sometimes kept in sand till winter.
In France, the almond tree is much cultivated. Bastien enumerates nine varieties; among which is an
amandier pecker, or peach-almond tree, supposed to
have been derived from an impregnation of the almond
by the pollen of the peach. On the same tree, he tells
us, two sorts of fruit occur ; the one round, fleshy, and
divided by a furrow like the peach ; the other oblong,
not fleshy, and resembling the common almond.
"The kinds of almond chiefly cultivated for their fr^iik
country.

fine

:

are,

The common sweet almond
Tender

rather a large fruit ; of a
beautiful red next the sun, and, on the other side, of a
bright yellow ; flesh melting; juice very rich, racy and
high-flavoured ; a clingstone, not ripening before September : the tree a good bearer, when in a favourable

Hard

is

situation.

The Red Roman nectarine is a large fruit ; deep red
or purple next the sun, and yellowish on the other side;
flesh firm and of excellent flavour ; when quite ripe, it
shrivels ; a clingstone, not ready before the middle of
September.

The Murrey (i. e, murrey-coloured) is a middlesnzed fruit, of a dirty red colour next the sun ; the pulp
pretty well flavoured ; ripens from the beginning to the
middle of September.
Temple's nectarine is a middle-sized fruit, of a light
red next the sun, and yellowish-green on the other side;
pulp melting, with a fine poignant flavour ; the skin

shelled
shelled

Sweet Jordan ; and
Bitter almond.

These different varieties are propagated by budding
on plum or peach stocks, or on almond stocks raised from
the stones ; plum stocks being preferred for strong and
moist soils, and peach or almond stocks for such as are
In this country it often happens that
light and dry.

Almond trees are
the varieties are little attended to.
from the stones, and of course are liable to spurt,
It may be remarked, that even
as gardeners speak.
when they are raised from the stones, budding or
working of one new variety upon another, is extremely useful in hastening the production of fruit.
The general management in regard to pruning, &c.
is similar to that of the peach tree, only that the bearing twigs are often left six inches long without being
nailed to the w^m.
raised
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to lay in and protect a sufficiency of new wood
In June, the snperfhious aiul fore-right shoots
aeaaon.
can be displaced with tlie finger and tliunib ; late in
the season a knife must be used. The young shoots
for next

95. The Apricot tree (Pnauu Armeniaea, L. ; /mmh.
dria Momogjfnia; Armemimceet, Jius.) it laid to be a natire of the whole of the CaucaMU, the moantains almoat to the top bemg oovcrcd with it. It is suppoaed
to have been tntioduoad into thia country in the reign
96. In \6'29, Parkinton deacribes six arietiea.
At
liMt ten Tarictioa are now oonunonly cultirated. Sevani of theae hatve been known since the days of ParkJBaon, particularly tha Maicnline; aod others are
MDtioncd by Rea in 170S, such aa tfao Boinaii and the

Oamgt.
Maaculine.

Transparent.

Mooepark apncot.
Oranseapncot*

Pcoch apricot.

Royal orange.

Breda.
Braaads.

ia Turkey

Bonan.

Tha

apricot.

Matcnline is generally first ripe.
It is a small
wwlish fruit, icd next the sun, and, when ripe, of a
ah yaUow on tha othar aideL It haa a quick high
laroar, but in general ia rather tartish. The tree is a

twi
good

off",

fine

it

may be mentioned, may be usee! for dyeing a
Some good fruit, it must be obcolour.

cinnamon

served, however,

is

protlucetl I'rom the curzons or spurs

The shupe of

the buds in*
and which of course
The winter pruning is done any
are to be preserred.
time from October to March. Not only all decayeil
and very old wood i« as much as possible removed,
but some of the most naked parts of the bearers of the
two last years are cut out, so as to make room for a supThe retaineil shoots are commonly
ply of new wood.
shortened a little, and are always cut next n wood-bud,
which ia to act aa a leader. The full grown apricot tree is
managed much in the same way as the peach ; but its
late or autumn shoots do not agree with being shorten*
ed when wanted aa bearers therefore, they are laid in
The small and subordinate,
at full length to the wall.
or late shwits of the aprioot, are more apt to be destroyed by frost than those of the peach tree. On this account, the pruning is often delayed till the end of January, when it can be seen which shoots are alive, andwhich have perished.

upon two-year-old

shoots.

dicates those likely to be fruitful,

of Henry VI 11.

fi.

cut

bearer.

;

The Breda is a large roundish frtiit, becoming of a
daip yellow whan ripe the flesh sof\ and full of juice,
98. When the fruit is over-crowded, it is
aM of an onnge o«Mour within. It is conaidcrrd aa but cautiously, in the early part of summer.

thinned,
In tlie
beginning of July it is finally thinne<l, and the best of
the thinnings may tlien l>c used for tarts. Some gardeners recommend thinning the Moorpark to a fVuit to
every foot aqoare, and the smaller kinds of apricots to
a fhiit to every eight inchaa ; but, in general, tlie tliinniiw B not carried so far. As the fruit approaches matantjr it is nailed close in to the wall, in order to ita
In this
aa mnch rcAaeted heat as possible.
, aprieota begin to ripen in the end of July, and
they eontinne till peachca be ready. Before the introdnction of the new style, they were sometimes ready
early in July, and hence received the name of Mala
pmcocia, to which epithet our English name may be

;

aaaoni; the best of tha afrwoto, and the tica it a liberalboHcr.
Tha Moarpmrk ia a lam fruit, flat shaped, of a deep
yribar eolaur, and very ugh flaroorcd. nicol declares,
llHt tm» Maotpark ia wortn tfaraa af any other kind of
antieat; and n ia laNwnad bjr many the richcat of
tna Hona-fknit kind. Tha ti«a rcquirea a good aoil
mtm^iim, but dcaarvaa then. It ia l eg awad aa of
uutSUtk affteMy and it vaMivaa vaiioua Mmaa in dHar*
Mtpatiorthe country, aneh aa Lord Donmore'a apricat, Iha Anaen aprioot, and the peach apricot. It tskea
ita aaaaa tma Moorpark in HertfortlUitir, a place cctebralad by Sir WilliMn Tcnnle in his account of EngKA fUtMH aft tha doae of tne 17th century. (MiaceU traced.
hMBoa Worka, vol iL)
Apricot trcca are generally placed against an east or
97. The alocka eanmonly prafcri wl for aprieota are a wcat wall ; the be^ of a fall south wall being apt to
dtaaaof thoBOMlaphira; but Mr Knighl hMobaar. render tfaam mtoahr before they become ripe. In the

mI

ved, that they wctavd better, and art man dmhla, northern parts ef*^ the island, however, a south-east
on stodu of their own kind^tfiat ia, on aprioot itacka: or aoatb-weat aspect answers bcsL In some of the
thia ha (Smnd to be the ease, in particular, with the wanner districts of England, several varieties of the
Mootparh aprioot. The apncot oaing aa early tree, apricot, pattienlarly ttw Moorpark; transparent, Brethahnddfaigia BcrCimcd any tine tnm die and of da, and Broaaals, are fteqoently planted as e^nalier
Jne to Aa and of Joly the bod b inaaitiid aboot six trcaa, the horiaental bi anchaa biing tied to the rail, but
or aignt mrhea woni the gronnd. Tna aprioot ia aflmo* the bearers left kxwe. Occasionally some of these, estinaa twice bnddcd : that ia, one variety ia bodded on pecially the Breda and Brussels, are tried in the form of
The tree « aaid in this way to be kept more dwarf atawlarda and in fine seasons, they yield the
When aprieet trees are wanted as rMrrr, or
'hctt flavuuivd froit.
an apricot tree has been greatly mismanaged,
«y tre«, to fill the wall, th^ are of eearae bod«
dcd en stocks luur or five feet high. The twat plants it may be cut down very much, as it sets out stranger
for dwarfs am such as have two alrang branefaaa, expandbrandiea than a peacli tree, and these may toon be
ing as widriy aa possible from each ethfr, and incHned trained so as to fill the former space. The strong branchat an angle ef aboot 9Ct.
Bat it verr fteijocntly hap> ca of this tree are very apt to throw out gum at places
pcna, that there ia only one nain sdoot, and this ia where any accidental hurt has been recrivcd the usual
beaded down to six or eight incbca, to obtain a amiy remedy is to cut out the diseased part, filling up the
of lateral wood. October is the beat thne for planting, space with pitch and rosin meltc<l together, or merely
and the end of February for heading down. The with a little tar, or any sort of mild paint.
young abooU are laid in boriaonUlljr or newly lo^ and
Aprieota are sddoni forced, aa they do not in general
are not shortened till November following.
answer expectation in this way. The Moorpark, bowThe frait beinc produced partly on spurs, bat chief, ever, is sometimes seen on the flued wall along with
ly on yoang wood of the former yav, daring suraRier peach trees ; and dwarf or espalier plants of the early
tm* ia iriMi •» jiA woad^mda maa iheae sport, aod masculine and Ihimiili, are occasionally introduced into
;

;

:

.

)
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99- The Pliim-lree, ( Pnimis domestica, L.) is completely naturiili/ecl in this country, but can scarcely be said
to be indigenous to Britain : it is however admitted into
our Flora by Sir J. E. Smith, and is figured in English

Botany, plate 1783. There are many varieties, of which
same of the oldest and best marked are P. prxeox, the
primordian damascena, the damask or damson ; Juliana, the St Julian ; perOgona, the perdrigon ; and cerea,
Parkinson enumerates no fewer
the magnum bonum.
than sixty sorts. Miller describes only about thirty.
;

100.

present

The following

are the

kmds

chiefly cultivated at

.-

White primordian.

Apricot plum.

Early damask.
Black damask.
Precoce de Tours.
Maitre Claud.
Monsieur's plum.

Mirabelle.

Drap d'or.
White imperial, or magnum bonum.
Red imperial.

Imperatrice.
White Perdrigon.
Blue or Violet Perdrigon.
Red Perdrigon.
Queen Claudia, or true

green-gage.
White gage.

Blue

St Catherine.
Orleans.
Fotheringliara.

Royale.
Roche-corbon.
Coe's golden drop.

The JVhile Primordian, which is also called St Bavnaby's plum, and sometimes Jaune-Hative, is the earliest
plum we have, commonly ripening in the end of July.
The fruit is small, of a longish shape, sugary, but without much flavour. One tree on a wall is reckoned
enough, the tree being a free bearer.
The Early Damasic, or Morocco, immediately succeeds
The Precoce de Tours and
the white primordian.
Ire Claud are well flavoured plums, and the trees grow
freely, and bear well as standards.
Monsieur's Plum, or the Wentworth, is a large fruit,
somewhat resembling the white magnum the tree is a
copious bearer, and answers very well as a standard :
the fruit is much used for tarts and in sweetmeats. The
Imperatrice is remarkably late, seldom ripening on standards till the end of October.
The Perdrigonx are melting, sugary, and perfumed
fruits ; the trees are not very free bearers, but are in
many places planted as espalier and dwarf standards.
The Queen Claudia of Rouen, or \'^erte-bonne, seems
to be the proper Green-gage ; "the best (says Mr Nicol,

MaU

;

the most generally known, and most highly esteemed ot
few trees of this sort are generally
the plumTcind."
trained to a south-east or south-west wall ; but in a sheltered situation, and where the soil is a rich deep loam,
with a dry bottom, the fruit acquires a higher flavour
when produced on standards. The while or yellow gage,
and the blue or red gage, though inferior to the green,

A

much cultivated.
The Drap-d'or, golden

are

drop, or cloth of gold plum, is
requires a wall, and the tree is not
in general a plentiful bearer.
The IVhile Imperial.ov white magnum bonum.has also
several other names, as yellow magnum, Holland magfruit

;

but

it

num, Mogul plum, and egg plum.

or as a standard.
The I{ed Imperial is likewise called red magnum bonum ; it is also a large fruit, and of fine appearance ;
but it is principally used for baking and preserving the
The St Catherine
tree is a iVee bearer as a standard.
has ;i rich sweet juice, and is fit either for the dessert,
or for being used in confectionary.
The Orleans is a middling good plum, of which there
are several varieties, as the old or red, the new, and
white. The tree is a vigorous grower, and great bearer :
it succeeds perfectly as a standard, but is sometimes
placed against a wall : it is well suited for a market
:

fruit-garden.
The Fot/ieringham, or sheen plum, is a beautiful large
red fruit, of considerable flavour ; " there is hardly any
plum that excels it,'' says Forsyth : the tree answers
equally well for a wall, or as an espalier or standard.
The Wine-sour is a plum said to be of Yorkshire extraction ; it is not much cultivated, but seems deserving
of attention ; it is very late, and chiefly used for preserves.

La rot/ale is an excellent plum, of a red colour ; the
The Rochetree however is generally a dull bearer.
corbon, or red diaper plum, is large and of high flavour.
Drop is a late ripening plum, the meof which have within these few years been attended
to, in consequence of a recommendation by Mr Knight
in the first volume of the Horticultural Transactions of
London. This gentleman considers it as a new variety, while others allege that it has been known for many
years.
The tree is distinguished by the great size of
its foliage, the leaves being often five inches long and
The flesh of the fruit is of a golden cothree broad.
lour when ripe; on the side next the sun, the skin is
It is beautifully figudotted with violet and crimson.
red in Hooker's Pomona, t I* ; and is there announced as superior to any late plum at present in the BriMr Knight menIt keeps many weeks
tish gardens.
tions, that he suspended some of the fruit by their stalks
in a dry room in October, and that they remained perfectly sound till the middle of December, and were
then not inferior, either in richness or flavour, to the
green gage, or the drap d'or. This variety requires a
wall, but succeds extremely well on a west aspect.
The Bullace-plum is the fruit of a distinct species of
rits

La
La

It is

a very com-

:

Prunus, P.

insititia,

which grows naturally

in

hedges

in England. It is often planted in shrubberies or lawns
it is a gi-eat bearer, and the fruit is excellent for baking
There is a variety with wax -coloured
or preserving.

the White bullace. The Mi/robalans, or
cherry-plum, is by some considered as only a variety of
the common plum ; but others rank it as a distinct speWilldenow describes it under the title of P. cere
cies

fruit, called

:

sifera.

be high, or above ten feet, a plumallowed about 24 feet in length ; if it be low,
perhaps 30 feet, horizontal training being in this case
adopted. An east, south-east, or south-west aspect is
found to be better than a full south exposure, in which
Selast the fruit is apt to shrivel and become mealy.
veral kinds bear well as espalier trees ; and many as
Even in some parts of the Highlands of
standards.
Scotland, the yellow magnum and the green-gage trees
may be seen thriving luxuriantly, and bearing excellent
The late Mr Hunter of Blackness, a
crops of fruit.
zealous Scottish horticulturist, describing the garden of
101. If the wall

tree

is

Fruit

;

;

Coe's Golden

Wine»sour.

g.ige.

a good

of a large size ; sweet, but with no great
excellent for tarts and sweetmeats : the tree
freely, and seldom fails to bear, either on a wall,

fruit

flavour

success.

Garden.

:
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of Glenco, say*. " The nugnums were \a.Tge,
wdl liaped, ire« from /ru"i> *nd of a rich yetlon- colour
all over ; the gage^ of tiie true (Mownish and green co>
and theae were growing
lour, and completely ripened
the heart of Locfaaber, wliere the snow
on standards,
on the tons of ihe hills was visible to us ftntn the garden, on the S3d of Septerober." {Scot. Hort. Mem. i.
It is to be obsenred, however, thai in snch si179.)
tnabom^ the bkMaom had probably not expanded till
late in the spring, when the danger of firoat was over.
In the lower and milder parts of the eonntry. plum
HfltfTm frequentlr requires protection aa much as that
of the apricot or the peach; indeed, the calyx drops
aoooar, and the bloaaom is in this respect more tender.
Ib finrcwrable saaions, it may be added, plnms are plen>
tifwl mocfa ftrther north ; a degree at Icaat.
Phans prodnce their firuit, partly on the (bmer year's
wood, bat chiefly on anaU spur*, rising akm^ the side*,
snd at the end of the brancfaaa^ when of two years
growth or upwarda. Thaw spur* continue long in a

MMtevU

;

m

There is no neocatitT, tberd'ore, for seSnitfiil state.
cnringa aoppty of new ahoots annnaily, as in peach and
nectarine trees. Daring the tuminer, fore-right shoots
an displaced with the fingers, and side shooCt are laid
horiaontally, or in a sloping direction, where there
Uselesa w«td>bads procwuliiy fioni
is waam tar ihem.
pas are at the same tine removed. In this way little
winter nruning ia l oquirad ; only aome nt«idcd spurs,
snd a WW supcnuaMnry abciota, are to be deaml
mmwf. The cnta vast always be cjaan, and the knife
other stone finiili, baiof
; ploM-traM^

m

my

Uw

ont gam and to canker. In regulating
tnoab the lopMg off of large branchaa ia,
h»w«yer,~somitiniaa praeliaed; if Ihe air be odndad
by aome miki paint or other nlatlsr, the wonnd ftvqocntly dosea, and new biancnes set oat, which bear
fruit in two or ihraa yeara. For wall plum treea^
gardmcrs pieftr the ian mode of tmniag; bnt
train in the hotlxonial manner, being of opmian that this
ia the bast way to check kaxunance of mwth, and thniw
the trees into bearing. When the fruit coim in doae
bnndwa, aome are thamad ont, in tba bcgiHWig of July, whan the atoning is over, to aUow ifie nat to acfull aisa; andcars is taken to lay in the young
boats flioss to the vaU^ so ifast the sun and tit may
net be intorcsplsi^ bat may bars aeosa to
give flafonr to the flroit.
The nncr vanstsss of plana an
I

toMW

mnn

D the stonoa.
Young
*ai)t ter or avan six yoaia aAsr
boataddadar gnAod; so that they are
'

they boM
oftanioady tobovthoyoaralbrbaiaf pkniad. Cboat
paina, howisver, AaoU be takan, to nia* th« Nols at Atll

laMOi. andtoraalMathaaiatbeirnewailMalMnwith.
oolBtiilBingor otsar vljiaxy, and without much cKpooara
to the

air.

Cherry.
'•ftty»

\Ol.

The

Chtrff-trtt

of the French,

is

the.lV«»«< ceruM. L.

who make

;

Co.

three sabdivisions,
Grwttier, llk ait saan'u , and G«i{iii>r.^lt has been generally miA that uhsi il ss were introduced into Eswland
by the fruitarv <r Henry VIII. ; bat PraAaaar Mortyn
tea shown that they were known much eotUar. Lvd.
grta, in his aeooant «f th* Looden dies in the middle
aftho ISth CMlnnr, mntiana that
risier

••

Hji<«apiiM«4*Mt*)paseBdBeMb(«n lecrr,

••

tnakiTTs dps, sod ckantss is

Um rfm."

R^e

207

a word not yet obfolete in Scotland, signifying
spniy or twigs; and onthest^ills of the F.dinburgh IVuit
market, cherries may sometimes be seen " in the ryse,"
or at least stuck on the thorns of hawthorn sprigs, in
order to catch the fancy of children. Tiie white pescod
is a kind of plum.
lOS. Parkinson's list in 1629 contains about thirty
varieties of cultivated cherries, several of which are
still known, and in esteem, as the mayduke, heart,
amber, and morello, but others have entirely disappeai»
and of these
Miller ennraerates only twenty-one
ed.
it is not necessary to notice more than one half, being
those commonly cultivated.
is

;

Carnation cherry.

Msy-<liike.

Archduke.

Morello.

Harrison's heart.
Hertfordshire heart.

Lundie j^igne.

White

Black coroun.
Tartarian cherry.
Kentish.

heart.

Black heart.

Of the May~ihii« Niool observes that we have no
cherry equal to it, and that the tree thrives in all situaIt does very well as a standard ; but a^^ainst n
tions.
good wall, and with a sonthem aspect, the fruit becontea oonaiderably larger, and, contrary to what happrna in other fruits, it seems to acquire a higher flavoor.
It ripeijs early in June ; and before the diange
of the style, it was oAen gathered in .May: tliis was
particularly the case with a knall variety called the
EariT klay.
Toe ^IneMaAs is alao called the I^te duke : it ii a
good dicny wbsn ripened on a wall ; but the Uee does
not answer well as a standard.
//.irruen'j Mtarl is a large cherry, of good qualities,
and tha tree beara ftecly. The Herlf'oriUiire has a
firm Barfi and excellent flavour
it is a late cherry, not
ripening till August. The CaroolMa cAerrif has re«
ceiyad its name from the ftuit bemg variegated red and
white it is a late cherrv, and requires a good walk
TImukIi the taste of the Morello cherry, approa<^ing
that of the mnlberry, is not agreeable to many, yet
whan ripened on a wall in the full sun, it acquires a
aisc Mid richness of flavour superior to any other
The tree grawa frscly, and bears well.
The
is of a dark cokwr, and nearly as
large aa wtmfwkm which grow on standard trees : it reason its name from Lundie in File, the seat of Sir James
whst* lbs original trees still remain. Tiie
SMI fos
hi ss toe black heart; it is an exflrnil, and the trso is a healthy grower and
The bimek snd the whilt Tartarian chercnkivslad at Petersburgh, and were in>
Bassia abont 1797 : the fruit is of good
flavour, and ripens earlv j and the trees produce plcnlilhlly.
The AimtuA cherry is chiefly plantetl in clierry
orchards, and in market gardens : the flowers l>ring late
in expanding, they generally escape the spring frosts,
and nfurd a plentiftil crop: the fruit, however, is fit
only for tarts.
10*. That indefatigable and truly meritorious liorti- NewcK«culturitt Mr Knight luu lately ailded to our list tlirce rici.
new iherries raised from seed ; they have been called
thr Klutn. the Black Eagle, and the Waterloo.
The Ellon is the ofii^ng of n
if the graffiof), or amhreeof Duhamel, fet
v the pollen
of the white heart ; it is distinguiAlaU Uy a very deep
tinge of crimaon in the petals, and by the extraordinary
ler^ of iU fruit-stalks. The pulp is very juicv, and
:

:

LmikgmgM

—

"

'

;
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of delicate flavonr.

The

tree

grows vigorously, and is a

free bearer.

The Black Eagle was from the graffion, with the
pollen of the maychike, and the tree and its fruit resemble the m.iycluke in a considerable degree.
The Waterloo was of the same origin. " It sprang
(says Mr Knight) from the largest and finest ambrce
cherry that I ever saw ; and 1 imagine it was the best
fed
for it stood alone upon a tree which was well capable of bearing at least half a dozen pounds of cherries."
The Waterloo is somewhat later than the black eagle.
It is nearly as hardy as the mayduke ; and it has been
obserred to acquire tolerable perfection even in cloudy
and rainy weather. On approaching maturity, one side
presents a dark livid colour ; but in ripening, it acquires
a rich and deep red colour, nearly black. It is larger
than the black eagle, and more conic towards its point.
All of these three varieties possess valuable qualities,
and deserve the attention of cultivators in every part of
the country. The only plants of these yet brought to
Scotland, as far as we know, are in the garden of Sir
Oeorge Mackenzie, Bart, at Coul in Ross-shire, where,
as it is situate far to the northward, their qualities in regard to climate will be put to the proof. They who possess opportunities should also attempt the production of
new kinds. The cherry, it is believed, sports more extensively in variety when raised from seed than almost any
other fruit ; and Mr Knight justly remarks, that it is
probably capable of acquiring a higher state of perfection than it has yet attained.
105. The finer kinds of cherries are trained against
the wall, chiefly in the fan manner : they are placed
about twenty-four feet distant from each other, and, at
the first planting, a temporary tree is usually pvit in
between each. When favoured with a south aspect, they
not only produce early, but large and excellent fruit,
highly worthy of a place in the dessert. To prolong the
cher'"y season, some of the duke and heart varieties are
generally placed against a west wall. The morello being
chiefly wanted for preserves, has frequently a north
This variety in so far differs in
aspect assigned to it.
habit from the others, that it is produced rather on the
young wood of the former year than on spurs ; it is
necessary therefore, at the time of pruning, to have a
supply of young wood in view. Cherry-trees are sometimes trained on espalier rails ; and in this case, as in
wall-trees, it is a great object to keep up a stock of
young wood, or at least a quantity of young spurs, or
The branches are generally tied to the rails
curzons.
by means of willow-twigs, or strands of bass-matting.
;

All stone-fruit trees being liable to become gummy at
places where they are galled, attention is necessary
Cherries, it
that the tyings do not injure the bark.
may be added, succeed much better as half- standards
or dwarf standards than as espalier-trees.
It is a general rule to bud or graft cherries at the
height where the head is intended to begin. Some
prefer having only two main branches for a wall cherrytree ; but three branches are, in general, found more

commodious.
Miller suggests, that budding heart
cherries on stocks of the birdcherry (Prunus padus),
might have a similar effect as grafting apples on paradise stocks ; that not only might the tree be thus kept
in less compass, but rendered more fruitful.
In pruning cherry-trees, the shoots are not shortened,
for they produce many fruit-buds at the extremities.
It is a common remark of practical gardeners, that
cherry-trees dislike the knife.
The branches therefore are trained at full length, superfluous fore-right

shoots being displaced

summer.

Much

by the band

fruit is

in the early part of

produced on small side-spurs

proceeding from wood two or three years old; these
side-spurs are therefore carefully preserved.
Wlien the fruit begins to colour, it is assailed by
The most effectual
blackbirds, jays, and other birds.
remedy is found in hanging a net in front of the tree,
or over it, if it be an espalier or dwarf-standard.
In
gathering the fruit, care should be taken not to break
the fruit-spurs, which are very brittle : to avoid the
risk of this, some gardeners are at the pains to cut the
fruit-stalks with a pair of small scissars.

PniU
GwJen,
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Apple.
106.

The Apple-tree (Pyrus Mains,

var. saliva, h.) be- Apple,
longs to the class Icosandria, order Pentagynia, and
natural order Rosaceie of Jussieu.
The crab-tree, P.
mains, is a native of various parts of Britain, and is figured in English Botany, t. 179. Like the wild pear,
Many of the cultivated kinds
it is anned with thorns.
have been imported from the continent at diflf'erent
times ; and many others have been raised from the
Ray, in the close of the 17th
seed in this country.
century, described seventy-eight sorts, then accounted
good : several of these still retain their character, but
many more have either lost it, or have entirely disapThe costard-apple, which was then so compeared.
monly sold in London that dealers in apples were styled
At this time
costard-mongers, is not now known.
among the favourite cider apples were the redstreak,
the golden pippin, the gennet-moil, the white and red
masts or musts, the fox-whelp, and the stire ; all of
which, as remarked by Mr Knight, are now fast hastening to decay and extinction. Several new apples, however, possessed of excellent qualities, have of late years
been brought into notice ; and so many amateurs of

gardening are now engaged in raisijig new varieties
from seed, that there seems little reason to apprehend a
This is as it should be ; the apple being
deficiency.
doubtless the most useful of the fruits freely produced
in this country.

107. Forsyth, in his Treatise on Fruit-trees, describes
no fewer than 1 96 varieties, exclusive of many, of which
he gives the names only, without descriptions. In this

place only a few of the finer apples can be noticed
such as are commonly cultivated in gardens, as wall or
The
espalier trees, or as half and dwarf standards.
other standard apples used for baking or in the manufacture of cider, will be treated of under the article

Orchards.
Golden pippin,
Balgone pippin.
Nonpareil,
Scarlet nonpareil,
Ribston pippin,
Oslin pippin,

Hawthomdean,
Margaret,
Jenneting,

Aromatic pippin.
Royal Russet,
Codlin ; Royal, KentCarlisle,
ish,
and
Keswick.

Newton

pippin,
Spitsenberg.

and

M argil.

Rennets, grey, golden,
and Canadian.

Quince apple.

Violet apple.

Nonsuch,

The Golden pippin is a well known excellent fruit,
ripening late in autumn ; when fully matured it keeps
long, and forms, during winter, one of the choicest
dessert apples ; it is generally small, but beautiful, and
the juice is sweet and high flavoured. The tree re-

»
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quirM a

light

but good

Mtil

extremely apt to canker.
acailMt • wall, bo»r»er,
^oodance of fine fruit.

;

if

It is
it

the subsoil be wet, it i«
rather of low growth ;

grows

freely,

The golden

and produces

pl|>pin is highly

prai-«d by French horticultural writers, under the name
of Reinette d'.\nglfterre. ^filler notict» the general
filling off of this fruit, and the subject has been enUrged upon by Knight: the fact cannot be denied:
the farmer ascribe* it to the practice of grafting on
free- stocks instead of crab-stocks ; the latter, we believe
with xatte ttmon, to the natural decay of the variety
through «M ag*. The /iaif;onepippim, so named from
the aeal of Sir Jamaa Sattie in East Lothian, much re>
pippin, and to all its exceOcaeiea
Mmfalea the
The txce grow*
adds the advantage
larger sise.
luxuriantly against walls, and appears at present to be
in health ana vigour.
It deaervea the attention of the

gMen

m

South Britain.
The Soiipartil i* one of the best apple* known, and
the chief of the russet tribe
it is ratner a flat-shaped
fruit, with a sharp, pleasant, hi^h-flavoured juice.
It
horticulturist*

iif

:

is scarcely ripe till the end of November ; but if well
ripened, it keeps till May, or later.
The tree grow*
to a large siae ; and in a good soil, mcfa a* a haaelly
loam, it bears pretty freely.
It is very generally trained against a wall ; and in the northern parU of the
iaiaud, it require* not only a wall, but a good aapeci.
The Hcarltt mom mmrrii npen* more freely than the

w

fonacr ; and the mit bni aii larger, and more amooth
aiMl plHBp^ bcHtg at fhm *«• time highly charged
with the nroar prwKir to the noopareii it is in le^
tc- '— 'inoafjranl Fchnury.
<M* pippin •• an excellent apple ; when well
nfx-nt-<i, II add* to the deaaert ; for kitchi m> it m ao>
rivalled. The tree gfowaftedyiaalniMftrwyaitiialiaB,
and is a good bcanr. Themut ieofagneniA yellow
colour, with red or brown itreaka en the aide otxt the
aan. It keep* very Icmg, remaining quite firm till April
er May. Mr Nicol ii juttly in raptures with it: " It
lie called a Mnvenai apple far these kingdoms
it
will thrive and ewn ripen at JahnK>- Groat's and it deavrea a piece at Escter or at Cork." It was toiig supfeoaad to have be« raiaed at Ribrtoo Hall in Yorkshire;
Mt it i* now BifertahiaH to be a Nennaadj pippin, intndMced early in the 10tfa ecntny.
The (klimpippim ia inwitimii oDad the Origmal,
and Kinnriniii the ArbroaUi pippin: bjr FooTth it
:

mM

;

,

naaadOnelan.

TUaiaavarjr gaodanplebanlled in

enly hy dw nanpMil,«*«r wUeb it hat the adcf ripant«g in a wofM dimato. It doea not
kaap: indaw] it ihanhl be aatcn Atn the tiee, and it
iakaown to be fit i«r use bj iia acqotiiif a ine jraibw
It H jMrticulariy daacrBiad bjr Dr Doom,
in the fint vefane of the Soottirik Hatinahwal
'

>

The tna grow*

freely bjr

each cetting indada a knot or tar. Tlie
tkna. that of lAy brandM* detached early in the apring,
more than one kalf blotooinad and pnoiuced ripe fruit
the tmam jmrn; they cnotinatd fruitful for the next
two ycera, and pmwiaed to form permanent fruit-bear.
in« trta*
The Oalin baa been for tine iameuMirial
qJtiTatod at St Andrrva and Arbraetb. where then
weie formerly nmnmamt artabliahnMnt* Ibr
by whom it waa probably intfodaead fiani France.
The Htnslhomdtm, or White Apple of Hawthorndean, derive* ita name fmm tl>e romantic **et, in Mid
Lothian, of the poet and historian Dninuaond, at which
he waa viutcd by the cthLrat i J Ben Jonaoo. It is a

10i.U. rAMTI.
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but does not k«p long ; it is juicy and
good, excellent for kitchen use. The tree is a free
grower, and bears quickly and plentifully ; it is hoM'ever but short-lived, generally shewing symptoms of
decay when twelve or fifteen years old it is well calculated, therefore, for a temporary tree in any situation,
and for this purpose it is much employed.
The Margarfl apfle h also called Magdalene apple ;
it ia an early fruit, of goo<l flavour, but does not keep
long. The tree is of middling size; commonly produc-

summer

ap}>le,

:

tive.

Jtn»eti»g, ot Geniton, as Dr Johnson has it, is geIt
nerally supposed to be a corruption of June-eating.
ia a amall fruit, but very early ripe ; certainly how.
It is perever not in June, nor earlier than August

hapa inferior to Uie Uslin, Margaret, and one or two
other early apples but no one possessed of a healthy
jenneting tree in full bearing would willingly part
wiU) it.
The NotuMck i* a well kiMwn pippin the tree ia
rather subject to the oadi^er, but it generally bears more
or less every season.
The Margil is a very gootl late apple, fit for the dessert in Januar}- ; the truit is much improved when the
;

;

tree i* trained against a wall.
The Quimc* apple is a small fruit, shapc<l like the
quince ; the aide next the sun of a russet colour, the

other side yellpwish ; it is an excellent apple for about
three week* in September, but doe* not keep mucli

The tree ia of low growth.
Aromatic pippit receive* its name from its fine
flavour
the side next the sun is ot a bright russet colour.
It ripen* in October, and is fit for use from December to r efaruary.
loiigcr.

The

;

The Romal r—ut, or Icathercoat rutaet, is so named
from the deep nuact colour of the skin ; it is a large
fruit, of an oblong figure, broed towarti* Uie base
it
u an excellent kitcLm fruit, and may alio appear in
the de«sert ; it keeps till April.
I'he tree grows to a
laige sixe, and l>cars very freely.
The diflirrcnt varieties of Codlini are chiefly baking
appice, although they may also occasionally be taken
thev are early ; but none of them are
to the Ubie
good kaepiag apple*. The trees are great bearers, and
make cosnmodiou* half and dwarf standanl* in gardena; the Utter are frequently trained around honn*
to eupport their branchaa. An account of the valuable
-le and Keswick cixllins is given
pcopcrtie* of
John SincUir in the first volume
by the Right
Of the Soottiab Horticultural Memoirs.
The codlins
are frequently prou^ated by slips, suckers, or Uyer*,
:

:

'

.

.

trace thtu preciirad yielding fruit

than grafted

The

much more

quickly

treca.

Sntlom fipfi*

and SpiUmierg apple are two
have of lato years become fiivouritci in some part* of this country.
The former waa
introduced from Long IsUnd, New York: it is a beauAoMrican

tiful

aorta, whicfa

and excellent apple

in favourable seasons

it

;

it ripens best on a wall, but
succeeds on espalier rails, or

even on dwarf standards. The Spittenlx-rg is also a
very good fruit, with somewhat ot the pinc-anple flavour; the tree requires a sheltered situation anu a good
it is obaerved to thrive better on a we*t tlwn on a

soil

:

KWth wall.
The Grrjr

rennet, Reinette griae, is a middle-sixcd
of a deep grey next the sun, but on the other
side intermixed with yellow ; a juicy apple, of a quick
flavour, yet sugary : it ripens in October, but docs not
fruit,

Fruit

Garden.
Apples.

;

;
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keep long.
The Golden
very good apple, ripening

rennet, Reinette dorfe, is a
in the end of Sci)teiTil)er, fit

either for the table or the kitchen,

bruary.

The Canadian

rennet

is

and keeping till Fecalled by the Frcncli

de Trianon it is a large fruit,
of a yellow colour, with a tinge of red it keeps till
February.
The Violet apple, Pomme violette, is a middling large
fruit, of a long shape
pale green on one side, but
deep red next the sun ; flesh delicate, juice sugary,
horticulturists Reinette

:

:

;

with a slight flavour of the sweet or March
tree

grows vigorously, and

tlie

violet.

fruit ripens in the

The
end

apple is originally from Ireland, but now
very generally cultivated in the west of Scotland. The
tree is nearly as ample a bearer as the Keswick codling
and it is peculiarly well calculated for forming small
standards, to be trained either hollow, or like a cylinder or a cone, the tree growing close and compact, and
the fruit-spurs being regularly distributed along every
part of the branches.
The apple is of a fine colour,
and well tasted, fit either for table or kitchen use. It
keeps nearly four months. The tree produces fruit the
second year after being grafted; and, like the burknot,
it may be propagated by cuttings or by layers.
Several excellent and well known garden apples are
not included in the list above given, in order to avoid
prolixity ; such as the summer and the winter Thorle ;
different varieties of Pearmain ; the Wine apple or
Queen; the red and the white Calville; Wheeler's Russet ; Holland pippin ; the Strawberry apple ; the Devonshire Quarenden, the Crofton, and the Kerry pippin.
It cannot be too often inculcated, that the choice of varieties of fruits, and especially of apples and pears, ultimately to be employed as standards and dwarf standards in
gardens, ought to depend very much on experience,
on observing which kinds succeed best in the particular
soil and situation in question.
108. As formerly mentioned, several new apples
have of late been brought into notice. Of these, the
following have deservedly acquired a good character
The Yellow Ingestrie pippin, the Downton pippin, and
the Wormsley pippin.
The Yellow Ingestrie pippin was raised a few years
ago by Mr Knight, from a flower of the orange pippin
dusted with the pollen of the golden pippin. It is similar in form and colour to the latter, which it almost
it ripens in Octorivals also in richness and flavour
ber, but does not keep.
The tree is very productive.
The Downton pippin, named from Mr Knight's seat,
had the same origin ; and also possesses very good qualities in certain upland situations; but in the low grounds
about London it is not good.
The Wormslei) pippin is another of Mr Knight's apples, a very large fruit, and, in the consistence and
juiciness of its pulp, nearly resembling the Newton
pippin ; it ripens in the end of October, and keeps for
some time.
The apple called Hughes's nen> golden pippin possesses the finest qualities; but we suspect it will be
found to be, not a new fruit, but a French apple, cul-

The Eve

—

New

:

:

tivated in

Normandy, and not unfrequently shipped

for this country at Charante.
varieties are cultivated chiefly by way of cuparticularly the Fig-apple, which is remarkable for producing no seeds, and indeed for having no
proper core ; it is said also to shew stamens and pistils

Some

riosity

^

time.
109. Apple trees intended for full stand-wds are graft- Apple
ed on free stocks, or crab stocks ; those for espalier rails

A

of October.

appks.

ed on a paradise stock, the tree scarcely exceeds in size
Fruit
GarJen.
It is therefore soraetimea
a large plant of gillyflower.
'"'"^/"^^
kept in pots and forced, and placed in a growing state
on the table. The fruit cora))letely resembles the common French rennets. To these may be added, the
Pomme d' Api, or Apius's apple, a very small fruit, oi'
a yellowish colour, but bright red next the sun ; and
the Pomme de deux ans, or John apple, remarkable for
having apples and blossoms on the tree at the same

;

The
only, or to be destitute, or nearly so, of petals.
Dwarf rennet is also deserving of notice; when graft-

or walls, on paradise and codlin stocks.
young grafted apple tree should have three branches ; and, if intended for a wall-tree or espalier, the centre branch
only is cut down, perhaps to a foot in length, to encourage the setting out of a succession of branches. The
fruit of the apple tree is produced on small side and terminal spurs, or short spurs or curzons, from an inch to
more than two inches long, proceeding from branches
two, three, or four years old, the same wood continuing
fruitful for a number of years.
1'he nonpareil, and
some other varieties, indeed, yield a few fruit from
shoots of the former year ; but this is not usual. Espalier and wall trees are pruned twice in the season, in
summer and in winter. In May and June, foreright and
other superfluous shoots are taken out, a few being laid

supply wood where wanted. Any time between
December and March a selection of these is made and

in, to

;

unfruitful, decayed, or cankered branches being cut

out,

new

branches are led along in their place.

At

the

same time, old rugged spurs, and useless snags, are taken clean off close by the trunk, applying any mild
ointment to the wound. On walls from nine to twelve
feet high, the fan-training is preferred ; but on walls
under nine feet, the horizontal method is often adopted.
About twenty-five feet are allowed to each tree. Standard apple-trees receive, and indeed require, but little
attention. The ground is dug over, lichens and mosses
on the trunks or branches are destroyed, dead branches
are cut out, and such as cross each other so as to rub
When a standard or a dwarf standard is heatogether.
with fruit, several clefted or forked stakes are
stuck into the ground, and made to support the drooping branches, which arc otherwise apt to break down.
Standards in gardens are placed generally thirty feet
apart ; espalier trees on dwarf stocks, fifteen feet apart
on free stocks, perhaps twenty-five feet.
1 10. The apple tree grows and thrives on very various
soils.
It equally dislikes a strong clayey and wet soil,
as one that is open, dry, and gravelly ; a deep rich cool
vily loaded

To

down more

particular rules
each particular place, certain kinds of apples are observed to succeed
When therefore tlie cultivator
better than other kinds.
has discovered the varieties most congenial to the soil
and situation, it will be his wisest plan to encourage
them, by multiplying grafts of them on his other and
less productive trees, or by forming new additional
Where the soil is shaltrees of those successful sorts.
soil

answers

best.

would be nugatory.

lay

It is a fact, that in

low, and the subsoil bad, it is by following this plan only that large crops of apples can be regularly procured ;
the new wood of the grafts bearing for a few years, and

then giving place to other grafts.
This may be illustrated, by instancing Dalkeith Park
garden near Edinburgh, belonging to the Duke of BucFormerly few or no apples were here producleuch.
ced, the soil being very shallow, and the subsoil pernicious.
But his Grace's gardener Mr James Macdonald,

•

tree?.

;
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plauted many new trecj on thi« plan:— lie tunned a
small hillock of earth about a foot nigh, and four or five
feet in cimimference ; on thh be placed the tree, carefuUv spreading the roota, and then covering these with
six incnea of |[ood earth, and fixing the stem to a stake
Tlie roots of the trees so
to prevent wind-waving.
planted, do not appear ever to hare penetrated to the
bad sobcoiL Still, nowercr, finding that all his standard
frait-trees, and partictdarlv apples, would inevitably
prove short-lived, Mr Nfacdoivald had recourse to the
other plan of constantly putting on new grafts. He inseru regularly from 2000 to 3000 every year, momtimea pbdng <i«e or ux sons on one tree. The grafts
are of such kind* as experience has taught him to be
inoat fruitful in DalkaitD garden.
Apples are nuw produced in this ganlen in wonderful profusion, the young
wood being c^ten bent down witii heavy duMers of
fruit, whi(£ in many case* are to be seen resting on the

ground.
Pear*.
an.

111. The Pear trte, [Punu comrnunu, L.) ia natulaliaed in some parU of Euglsnd, and is figured in
" Engiitb BoUny," t. 176*. but can scarce^ be acOOontMl an onpiial native. The date of the introduc-

SIl
Wmler

Peers.

ChaumonteL

Easter bergamot.

Little lard pear.

Echaiisery.

Ambrette.
40 Poire d'Audi.

Winter bonchretien.
Virgouleusc

Swan egg.
HoUand bergamot.
113. The Jargonelle (meaning the ciusse madamc of sumiae
the French, whose jargonelle, vice vertJS, is our cuisse peait.
madame) is a well-known fruit, the tree being univer*
sally cultivated either against walls, or espalier rails, or
The flesh is breaking, sweet, and
S3 dwarf standards.
It ripens in August, and
has a slightly musky flavour.
does not keep ; but if two or three trees be planted on
an east aspect, the jargonelle season may be prolonged
till the end of September.
The Cuiue Madame (i. e. the French jargonelle) is
not nearly so good a fruit as the former ; but the tree
being a great bearer, the kind is liked for the London
market
The Red Mutcndelle, or La
tiful fruit,

:

;

10
LetigurviQe.

Little

Green

MmkblsiMiHat
Yair.

i^itessa Pewr».

M

Brown

beurrv

Autumn

,_

GanaaTs
Swies bcigauNit.
Varte kmgua.

aqgv.

•

fiitaigbt.

Tbe Smwmgr Bergamot,

or Hamden's bergamot, is a
greenisb-yelbw oolour;
tha tsab mattinJi, and the juice highly perfumed : the
tree is a straay and healthy grower, answering either
as an espalier or standard.
Tha ilmtk hlmuftrt. Little bbnqnet, or Pearl pcur, is
ef ayrilen' colour, full of juice and quite melting
the fruit is prodnoed in clusters, and ripe on the wall in
the end of AuguaL
The lAtngmecUU is very generally S|yiiail over the
northern part of Briuin, where s^eil trees of it exist in
the naigkaouriiood of ancient motasstsries : it is not,
hovever, eontained in .Miller's list; nor ia it mentioned
by the French writers. In <jnality it is surpassed by
severs! of those alreedy mentioned ; but still it may be
accounted a good tummer or eariy autumn fruit. The

round

Oiaen
August

SO Cteat Mouthwater.
Red orange.
Great ruseelet

Bedd^paaMi.

U Muirfbarl ^m-

'"^T"

Louise bonne.
Marquise.

bellittime, is a large beauof a yellow colour, with red stripes; the
flesh malting and of a rich flavour, when not too ripe.
The Greea Chitel, or Hasting pear, is of a whitishtioaorthearacat cuhivatad vamtics is not known;
for BKMt of tliMB w« ara mdablad to France and tlie
green whan ripe, has a very thin skin, flesh melting
NctfaerindiL PvfcimoQ wiuMriUi sixty.four, many and sugary, but when too ripe, mealy.
of which hart itiaspp— id. Knoop, in his PtmoUgm,
The Ay^»H MiueeU, fiojral Muscat, Han ville, or Poire
^MoibM and finM abrre a hun<lrt(L Miller lunae- d'Avrrat, u a roundish flat pear, shaped like a beigs<
bcMd dgktjr, whidi h* dascfibe* in hia Oktiawtfjr, as root, skin smooth, of a whitish-vclLw colour; fleah
the bert than known in EiyiaiMl
Not above one h*If breaking, juice richly sugared aiitl perfumed ; charaiy
of those contained in this list are oaar Bach catacoad or teriaed by Miller, as " one of the best summer pears
ctdtivated.
Hears are dialiamiabad, trm^mg to tha yet kiMwn." The fruit is produced in dusters, and
saaaoD 'm wUcfa tiny are fitte urn, into tummer, ««• the Ue« is a great bearer.
The LUtk Afiucai is of a longiah shape, of a yeDow
laMa,aiidmi«lcr^Mr*. Swnar paars must be gather^
«d at tbey ripoa. and aatan A«m ttie tree, nono at tbem colour, except next the sun where it is red. On a
koaping aaere than a fSrw days aotiuan pears ik> not south or south-eajit wall it is ripe early in August.
kaap amch moi* than a fortnight ; wintar paaraarryaThe Summer bonckretttn is a lar;^ oblong (hiit, with
tfaarwl bafigre being fully ripe, in dry waathar. and kapt,
a smooth and thin skin, of a whitish- green colour, but
OBM ior several waafca, and othars Car saveial OMntba, red next the sun ; full of juice, and of a rich perfumeil
baftn baiiw used. Thy saa also rlaasad, aocordiiH|to flavour. It succeeds very well on an east or we»t wall,
thair metal aaalitiaa,aB4(SMr< or iateAra pears; and,
but as a standard only in good situations, in the mild>
aocording aa thsjr farii is fan and brsaks, or is soft er counties of Endand.
aad melu. into irmiimg and mdtimg pswa.
The Skimlm, firir rtuselet, or Flower of Guigne, is
112. The foUowiBf are the baat kudsal
at present cnl- a lan(-shs|ied reddish coloured fruit, with a very thin
livatcd.
skin, the flesh mdting, and full of a *ugary juice.
Princ^t Pear is a small roundish fruit, of a yellow
colour, but red next the sun fle<ih intermediate betweaa
Pettri.
hrs atim aad i^eking ; juice hich flavoured.
The tree
is enerally a great t>carcr, and the fruit will keep fior

Skialaia.
Piiuua's

F*uit

Gardeih

35 Dry martin.

Colmart.
Crassane.
St Germain.

SO

'

flattish pear,

of a

fine
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longueville of Jedburgh, In Roxburghshire, it may be
remarked, seems to be a variety, the fruit possessing the
quality of keeping for many weeks the trees at that
place are very old, and evidently the remains of or.
chards or gardens belonging to the rich religious establishment which once flourished there.
The Green Yair, or Green Pear of the Yair, is a small
green fruit, sweet and juicy, but with little flavour:
the tree is a copious bearer, either as a standard cw
espalier tree.
It is supposed to be of Scottish origin,
the Yair being an ancient seat on the Border.
114. The Bropm Beurre, or Red beurre, is a large
and long fruit, of a brownish-red colour next the sun,
melting and full of sharp rich juice, slightly perfumed ;
indeed it is one of the best autumn pears we have ; it
must however have every advantage of soil and shelter,
and a good aspect on the wall. The fruit varies con:

Autmnn
pears*

siderably in colour, the difference seeming to depend
on accidental circumstances of soil and vigour.
The Autumn Bergamot often gets the name of Engit is a smaller fruit than the summer
lish Bergamot
bergamot, but resembles it ; the flesh is melting, and
the tree is a free grower
the fruit richly perfumed
and great bearer.
Gansel's Bergamot is of English origin, having been
raised from a seed of the autumn bergamot by the late
General Gansel at Donneland Hall near Colchester.
It is nearly allied to its parent. In good situations, the
tree answers excellently as a standard ; and if the fruit
be gathered in the middle of October, it is in perfection about the middle of November, and continues a
month on the wall it sometimes attains a large size ;
we have seen one produced at Torry in Scotland, which
measured in circumference 14 inches, and weighed,
when taken from the tree, nearly lib. lOoz.
:

:

:

The Swiss bergamot

is

a round fruit with a tough

skin, of a greenish colour striped with red ; flesh melting and full of juice, slightly perfumed: the tree a copious bearer.
The Verte longue (long gi-een pear,) or Muscal-Jleuri,

a handsome

of good qualities : in a dry soil and
produces great crops.
The Green Sugar pear, or Sucre vert, has a very
smooth green skin ; flesh melting, and the juice sugary,
with an agreeable flavour the tree is a free bearer.
The Great Mouthwater, or Grosse mouille-bouche, is
a very good pear ; and the tree answers equally well
for the wall or espalier rail.
The Red Orange pear is middle-sized, of a round
shape, greenish colour, and purple next the sun ; the
flesh is melting, and the juice sugary, with a slight
perfume.
The Orange Rouge was formerly the most common
pear in France, but it is now much less cultivated.
The Great Russelet, or Gros rousselet, is a large oblong fruit, of a brownish colour, becoming dark red
next the sun ; the flesh tender and agreeably perfu-

is

warm

fruit,

situation, the tree

:

med.

The Red Doi/ennd or Dean-pear is smaller than the
common doyenne it is usually a little turbinated or
top-shaped, sometimes, when the fruit is clustered, al;

most globular, crowned with the persistent leaflets of the
calyx ; colour yellow ; when ripe, red next the sun ; ripens
from the end of October to the end of November, and
continues in perfection a fortnight or three weeks ; the
flesh is pale-coloured, melting, and, though not very
juicy, agreeably perfumed.
The tree is a great bearer
even in unfavourable seasons, answering perfectly well
either as a standard or espalier.
The Dean-pear has

Fruit
been long known in this country, but rather neglected.
perhaps on account of Miller's characterizing it ge- Garden,
nerally as " a very indifferent fruit." Mr R. A. SalisAutiima
bury, however, having recommended the red doyenne peats.
in the Memoirs of the Horticultural Society of London,
particularly for high and exposed situations, it has

risen in estimation.

The Auchan sometimes
or red

:

origin

:

it is

receives the epithet of grey

an excellent pear, said to be of Scottish

in Scotland the tree is often placed against
east or a west wall, but it answers better as an
espalier or a standard.
It probably deserves more of

an

the attention of English gardeners than it has met
with.
The tree is a free grower and plentiful bearer,

even in light soils. The fruit is sweetish, with a pecuand rather agreeable flavour. When the name
Auchan alone is used, this is the kind to be understood:
What is called the Summer Auchan is a trifling green
fruit not worth cultivating ; and the Black or Winter
liar

Auchan is a smaller and later variety.
The Muirfoxul egg is another pear of good

qualities,

said to be originally Scottish.
It ripens in September,
and keeps for many weeks. It is often placed against
walls in Scotland, but the fruit from standards is much
higher flavoured, though not of so large a size.
115. The finer sorts of winter pears are of French
origin ; and in this country they require all the aid of ^'"'*'
°
a wall with a good aspect, and very considerable attention after they are taken from the tree, several kinds
attaining maturity only in the fruit-room.
The Chaicmontel, or winter beurre, was raised at

Chaumontel near Chantilly, where,

it is said, the original
a large rich flavoured melting
pear ; the skin a little rough ; often of a pale green
colour, but becoming purplish next the sun ; sometimes with a good deal of red.
The tree may be considered as in general requiring a wall, and a pretty
good aspect in a few places it succeeds on espalierrails in good seasons.
The fruit is left on the tree till
the close approach of winter ; it is fit for eating in the
end of November and continues till January. The
Chaumontel is produced in great perfection in Guernsey
and Jersey, and considerable quantities are yearly commissioned from these islands by tlie London fruiterers.
The Colmarf, or Manna pear, is large and excellent ;
the flesh very tender and melting, and the juice greatly
sugared ; both in shape and quality, it considerably
resembles the autumn or English bergamot it keeps
throughout the winter, and till the end of February.
The tree requires a large space of good wall, but de-

tree

still

exists.

It is

:

:

serves

it.

The Crassane

(said to derive its

Bergamot crassane,

name from

crassiu

a pear of a large size
and round shape, with a long stalk ; the skin is roughish,
of a greenish-yellow when ripe, with a russety coating ; the flesh is very tender and melting, and full of a
It is fit for use from the middle to
rich sugary juice.
the end of November, and is one of the very best pears
of the season. The tree requires a good wall.
The St Germain is a large long pear, of a yellowish
colour when ripe ; flesh melting and very full of juice,
with considerable flavour. If the tree be planted on a
dry soil, in a warm situation, and trained against a
good wall, it bears pretty freely There are two varieties, a spurious, and the true ; and it is believed the
former is by much the more generally disseminated.
The spurious fruit ripens in December, remaining green
when ripe, and generally decays by the end of January ;
unless the soil and season be favourable, it is insipid
thick,) or

is

:

.

;

;
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; it is shorter, ami it« form is subject to more
The true St
variations than that of the trae varietj-.
Germain keeps in perfection till the end of March, and,
for sweetness and flavour, ranks antong the very best
of the winter pews. It is beautifully 6gurcd by Hooker,

»nA watery

Pnwumm

Londinentit, Plate 6.
is a thick oval fruit, shaped like a citron ; skin smooth, and yellow when ripe: flesh meltIn season
ing, juice mgared, with a delicate perfume.
The tree requires a good
in December and January.
wall ; the fruit is produced in dusters.
The Bonchrctitn, or winter bouchretien, requires
even in France all the advantages of a south wall and
well pr epared border.
But ahnougfa Quintinye and
DoImmmi mention this as the very best late winterJMV, we would be inclined to consider it as greatly inHrior to thaw already named, judging either firom the
imparted into this country, or from thoae
our gardens. With us it attains a large size,
acquires sufficient maturity to bring forth
the characters for which the French aothort prmiae it.
The French graft the tree on a quince-ttodt ; but
Miller gives it as his opinion, that if it were pUoed on
a frtt stock, and the branches trained at full length on
iTgood wall, the fruit might be much improved u) this
caontry. It is to be observed that, even in France,
the tree ia late of coming into a bearuig eUte, but that
it Immiii more fruitful as it sdrancee
age.
Delamaj BMntiooa that the French use the onnpe fruit,
in loapi, in |riaoe of tnmipa ; and it miut be cnafesaed,
dMC
ytneraOjr producad ia tfaie country seem
nsdb £ttcr tat that purpoee than for appearing in a
in the

The

Ei-hassery

I

m

m

UHM

ai3

rm'.
or marchioness's pear, is a long pyraof a preenish-ycllow colour, with a little °"^*|^
brown ; the flesh is melting, and the juice rich and Winter
In j„^j.
sweet.
In season in November and Deceml>er.
this country the tree requires a good wall and favour*,

The Marquise,

midal

~

fruit,

ble aspect.
The Ambrrtir

an oval middle-sired fruit, melting
producetl from a dry soil and against
a south wall, the fruit acquires a flavour resembling the
scent of the sweet-sultan or ambrelle oftlie French.
The Poire (TAuch is tlcscribed by Forsvth as resembling the colmart, but fuller towards he stalk, and
" without exception the best of all the winter pears."
The Smran-eeg is a very good late pear, for use in
It is egi;-shaped, of a
November and December.
flesh meltgreen colour, thinly spotted with brown
mg, and abounding with a pleasant juice. On standards or espaliers the fruit acquires a higher flavour
indeetl it is only trained against a
than on wall- tree*
wall in hiph and bleak situations.

and sugary

;

is

when

;

;

116.

With the exception of

five, all

the pears which

now been enumerated and described are of French
origin.
Of these five, two are considered as of Enghave

lish origin, the Gansel's bergamot and the Swan-egg
and tiu*e of Scottish origin, the Muirfowl-egg, Green
Yair, and Auchan.
Some other Scottish pears, which
occur chiefly in country gardens, but are of good quaSuch are Fear-Jamet, the
lity, may ju^ be named.
£ar/jr Carmoek, Late Carnoct or Drummond, Golden
Knap, Cnntford or Lammas, the Grey Coodwi/e, and
the Jokm MomleHA.

Among Ei^|)iah

peart little known or attended to,
the Elton pear, figured in the London Horticukural Transactions, voL ii. It ripen*, on
ttaadartU, for which it is best suited, from tlie mid.
die to the end of September ; but it must be gathered ten days before being ripe, else it is apt to
^Vlien ia perfection, it is deecribed as uniiret mealy.
ting modi of the fine navour of tha bergamota with tlie
melting sofbieat of the beurrte. The fruit is without
teede, and indeed almost without internal cavity. The
original tree stands on its own roots in an orchard of
seedling pears at Elton in Herefordshire.
It is about
a humfred and fifty years old, but still healthy.
The ^jfoa-loaMs pear ia regarded as a native of Che.
shire, and said to have received its name from Aston,
town in that county. The branches of tha tree have a
pemliar landaocy to twut round in growing upwards.
Tba yoaof tboots are pendent, and tlie blossoms are
ptoducad chiefly at the extremitiot. The leavea are
small and oval.
The fruit tonwwhat reeemblet the
s an tf
g pear ; is of a greaniih colour, spotted with
ruaaet ; worn ripe, the flceh is melting, and high fla*
f
.
It i« in perfection early in ( )ctober, but does
not beep. The fruit seems to be improved when the
tree is trained to a wall ; but in order to have fruit in
this way, the shoots should be trained downwards ac.
corrling to their natural inclination.
117. Of new pears of any kind, our list Is very scan- 1^**
ty.
The H'omuley bergamot has of late years been raised by Mr Knight, from the blossom of the autumn
bergamot, stripped of its stamina, and dusted with the
pollen of the St Germain.
It ia a good melting pear,

may be mentioned

The

or ice- pear, is a large and long fruit,
inclining to yellow as it ripena ; flesh
wrhwifr and full of rich juice ( for eating in December,
and eontinuea till Febmary. The tree ia often ac•WMitad a bad bearer ; but it Ium been junly remarked
k^ IfiBw, that thia may frequently arise from gardenan aot aWwiding to ita nature : it produces vigorous
itoata, and the bleaiuui eoaes principally at tlie rnds of
thaw ehoota ; if therciae* tba tree be pruned in the
flrdtMey way, much of the bloasuia maat be cut away
if however, it be aOofwad ample space, andthcbrandMa
be laid in at fUl laMth, tha tiea peod iicas fair croaa.
In Cmwrdhte ril —liai>»
aacneds on eepalier^rtOs.
but It is rnwiwle Odbad vydMt a wall.
Tha Hallmmi grrgam vl ia a good pear, of a grrci»>
iib-jreiWw colour ; tba flaib tender, and high flavour,
ad it mutt reaMia on tba tree till the appttMcfa of
flf a

rirffiMilfMte,

^rern

ci.liuir,

k

.

:

froat:

it

kaepa

till

M«f

The Eatltr Bergmmit, Bmgpmttta da PAonce,
ter bcrgamoc, is

a laeft

or win.
at a greyish.
Iba fladi betwant fanab>

nmdUk

fruit,

piatDOoloor with a little nd;
i^r and mdting. In thia eouatry, tba tree tmm itaid
on a free stock, and have a ^«od wall, and waO prepa.
red border, 'llie fruit it fit Cor the table in February,

and kccpa

till

April.

The Ury

asertm (martin-sec), or winter ruaselat. is
•n oblonw pear, ru iaa tj on «ae aid^ inclining to red
on the other; fleah braaUof, juice Mgary. with a littie perfume; ready ia NoTMaber, and kaepa about
three montha. Tha tree is generally placed on a free
stock : but it succeeds eitlMr ^aiaet a waD or rail,
and_bears pretty freely.
The La
JlevBse-oouac
mutbommt riMwil the St Germain, and is
aectty good when prudueed asainet a wall, and from a
dry setl; in season in Dccemoer. Tha tree generally
bears well.
i

m

w

Wid

and

ti)c

tree

grows

freely in

any common

coil

whoa

other pear-trees thrive ; the blossom appears to poseeaa
the advantage of beiiur very hardy
the fruit remains
on the tree till the end of October, and is in perfection
about three weeks aflerwards. At this time, wc have
scarcely any winter keeping peart sufficiently hardy to
;

Psatt.

;
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Mr

°" Standards.

Kiiij^ht,

however, confidently

winter pears will, in the course of ano*'^^ generation, be obtained in the utmost abundance
•I'taiBmsof
^^m standard trees that is, that new varieties, complat Irecf.
bining perhaps tho hardiness of the swan-cpg with the
vahiable qualities of the cohnart or chaumontel, will
be produced.
118. All the kinds of summer pears ripen, in ordinary seasons, on the different sorts of standards, or on
espaliers ; the autumn pears, on dwarf standards or espaliers.
Espaliers, however, are in both cases preferable to dwarf stan<lard$, as the tree may in the ibrmer
way stand on a free stock, and yet have ample space
allowed it.
The finer Frencli winter pears in general
require a wall, with an east, south-cast, or south-west
aspect ; and in the northern parts of the island a full
south aspect.
Several of the kinds, however, answer
ita espatier-rails ; and as the fruit ripens more slowly
and equably when hanging in the open air, than when
assisted by the shelter and reflected heat of a wall, it
is found to keep longer.
While the espalier- trees are
in blossom, and till the fruit be fully set, they require
some protection ; such as screens of reed or straw, or
woollen nets.

O","!!!'

P'"^'*!*^' ffiat

;

A

on a free-stock, cannot do
than forty feet of wall. In many varieties
the fruit-buds are produced chiefly at the extremities of
the new shoots if the dimensions of the tree must be
much circumscribed, therefore, it will often happen,
in the ordinary .way of training and pruning, that the
fruit-buds will be cutaway.
One well-trained horizontal tree, is, on this account, better than two or three
upright or fan trees ; and there is little danger of keeping the wall covered, however high it be. Miller mentions a summer bonchretien which extended fifty feet
with

pear-tree, especially

less

:

in width, and filled a wall thirty-six feet high, and was
at the same time extremely fruitful.
The object of
the French gardeners, such as Quintinye, was to keep
their pear-trees within narrow bounds
hence their
prolix and confused descriptions of the mode of training and pruning, forming a perfect contrast with the
concise and perspicuous directions of Hitt and Miller.
119. For wall pear-trees horizontal training is now
very generally preferred to the fan mode ; chiefly because in this latter way, the nearly upright position of
the branches encourages the throwing out of numerous
strong shoots, in producing which the sap of the tree is
Exhausted ; these shoots are destined to be cut out in
the winter pruning, and the middle part of the tree
comes in this way to be barren. In the horizontal mode,
provision is made for having fruit-bearing wood near
the stem as well as at the extremities of the branches ;
and it is estimated that, on an average, wall pear trees
so trained afford a third more of good fruit than such
as are trained in the fan way, or suffered to ramble on
the wall as chance may direct.
It is a general rule,
therefore, that the branches of pear-trees are not to be
shortened unless where wood is wanted to fill up a vacancy the only effect of shortening being, that in place
of small fruitful spurs, rambling and unfruitful shoots
are produced.
During the summer, foreright and superfluous shoots are displaced with the fingei-.
In this
wa}', no wood buds are left to form shoots next season ;
and if disbudding be carefully performed, there will be
little to do at the winter pruning.
It is a rule, that the
fruit spurs, especially of the finer French pears, should
at all times be kept as close as possible to the wall.
120. But the mode of managing wall pear-trees recommended by Mr Knight (in the London Horticul:

I

;

Transactions, vol. ii.) deserves here particular
It will be best understood by describing nearly
in his own words, his mode of reclaiming an old St
Germain pear-tree which had been trained in the fan
form. The central branches, as usually happens in old
trees thus trained, had long reached the top of the wall,
and had become wholly unproductive.
The other
branches afforded very little fruit, and that little never
acquired maturity. It was necessary therefore to change
the variety, as well as to render the tree productive.
To attain these purposes, every branch which did not
want at least twenty degrees of being perpendicular,
was taken out at its base ; and the spurs upon every
other branch intended to be retained, were taken oft"
closely with the saw and chisel.
Into these branches,
at their subdivisions, grafts were inserted at different
distances from the roots, and some so near the extremities of the branches, that the tree extended as widely
in the autumn after it was grafted, as it did in the
preceding year. The grafb were also so disposed,
that every part of the space which the tree previously
covered, was equally well supplied with young wood.
As soon, in the succeeding summer, as the young
shoots had attained sufficient length, they were trained
almost perpendicularli/ domnwards, between the larger
branches and Ike wall, to which they were nailed. The
most perpendicular remaining brancli, upon each side,
was grafted about four feet below the top of the wall
and the shoots tlius procured, were trained inwards,
and bent down to occupy the space from which the old
central branches had been removed; and therefore
very little vacant space any where remained at the end
of the first autumn. In the second year, and subsequently, the tree yielded abundant crops, the fruit
being equally dispersed over every part. Grafts of no
fewer than eight different kinds of pears had been inserted, and all afforded fruit,
and nearly in equal
plenty.
By this mode of training, Mr Knight remarks, the
bearing branches being small and short, may be changed
every three or four years, till the tree be a century old,
without the loss of a single crop, and the central part,
which is almost necessarily unproductive in the fan
mode of training, and is apt to become so in the horizonWhere
tal, is rendered in this way the most fruitful.
it is not meant to change the kind of fruit, nothing
more, of course, is necessary, than to take off entirely
the spurs and supernumerary large branches, leaving
all blossom buds which occur near the extremities of
the remaining branches. In some varieties, particularly the crassane and colmart, the dependent bearing
wood must be longer than in others.
The training the bearing shoots downwards, has also
been found to throw young trees much sooner into a productive state. Fruit is in this way generally obtained the
second year: even the colmart tree, which seldom produces
sooner than six or seven years from the time of grafting,
yields fruit by this mode in the third season. Mr Knight
recommends giving to young trees nearly the form above
described in the case of the old St Germain, only not
permitting the existence of so great a number of large
In both cases, the bearing wood
lateral branches.
should depend wholly beneath the large branches which
feed it ; for, in Mr Knight's opinion, it is the influence
of gravitation upon the sap which occasions an early
tural

notice.

•

plentiful produce of fruit.
121. To destroy old pear-trees, if they be tolerably
healthy, is in any case very injudicious, because, by
proper management, they may again be brought into a

and

''ruit

Garden,

J'^f^
p^;,, trefs,

;

;
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iha ticc be

if

If th« soil be bad, it inay be mended :
of wora-out tpnra, new horizontal

full

bnncbei, or new dependiiit shoot*, as above exempliif the aort of fruit be tnd,
fied, may be procured
rnfts a( more approved kind* m^, as we have seen,
Mr Janes Sknith, gardener to the
be intradaced.
Eari of Hepetoon, at Hopetoun House, has written a
vety aemible paper (published in the firU volume of
ikeScBttiah Horticultural Memoirs) on the cultiv.ition
of Frencli pears in ScotUmd. It contains some judiranariu on die neana of bringing into n bearing
soch full grown trees as are nearly barren of
In the
Ihdt, although in a luxuriant state of growth.
MBM voluote there is a communication from Mr Thonmt Tboaaon, an experienced gardener, on this sub>
In order to cneck unprofitable luxuriance, he
ject.
:

particularly

recommends cutting some of the

disagreeable smell, nnd an austere taste
;
but when prepore<l it is by many held in esteem.
small portion of it added to stewed or baked apples is
Quince maruseful for giving quickness and flavour.
malade is commonly sold in the confectioners sliops.
The Portugal quince is the best, but the fruit is produced sparingly. Like the others, it is of a yellow colour; but the pulp has the property of assuming a fine
purple tint in the course of bein^ prepared. The quince
tree is propagated by layers, by suckers, or by cutting.
It thrives best in a moist soil, but the fruit is superior
In this country, the fruit scarcely ripens
in a dry oue.
unless the tree be trained to a wall ; and, even then, it

A

is

not ready

till

(3^^

November.
Grape Hue.

roots of

the tree, at the distance of alwut fonr feet fWnn the
He
stem, especialhr soch roots as incline downwards.
nKBlaens hi* noTing brought a crassane tree into a
beai iiig state by catting it two>third* throagfa with a
bmnA-mrm, below the level of the earth, and above the
From being very luxuriant but
farkiags of the root.
barren, it was thn* rendered less Imnriant but fruitfViI,
yielding next seaacn, '* at one ^plbciing, Ibrty-aeren
doccn of htnim tm* finut.' If bonxaatany trained trees
of old eDors and breaatwood, the
beve boee«e
moat ciertnal remedy (as qsacrlbed by another judidoqa Soottiab gardener, Mr Alocander Stewart at Valleyfirid, in Borl. Mewu L M9-) is found in cutting
oat ererr second branch on each side, within a few
inciiea et the ttmn.
New shoots are trained akaig, in
place of the foroMT Li ai ichee ; bat in the mean tine a
noniber ot sid^^liooffs froni the if i aaining biancfaee are
laid in ; these, Mr Ste w art rcRMrk*, fonn fine frnit
spots, eqoal to the yoong wood Aon the stem of the
trae ; and thev alao tana to Icosen the praducdon of
litaastwoad : tocy are hosrerer rvmoTed, as the regular
new horisanfad branches adrance. In making use of
these aide shoots, it may be r emaekad, Mr Stewart had
very nearly hit on the mode of managaBeot now adopted and icooomModed by Mr Knight.
In
peapai eJ borders, planted with the
Aaer eorti or pav trees, it is important, that, during
the eaanaar, partkalariy if the soil be stroag or indiaoil la dajray, tkajr be orraiiciially forked orer. or
that the Ui^ crop sawwil to be en this bortlcr be
ftaqaaady toad. If tiie saaeon prave dry, and at tlie
sane thne the aofl be Kght, water ie given to the treca.
A hollorw ia fu iiaeJ araond the stem, and two or three
pailAib of water po«rcd into it onoe a- week or oftnier
some
bainf at the aaae thw (brmed to prevent
rapid ai
^ ia this mwy the fttiit, wfaOc ia pro(i«a< is kept
etaal ly and unifiawly in a growini^
or adf awdiM atsta Wbaa ripenh^^ approathei. the
~
water is wiAheU lat the

Ml

MHHiqg

anU

yalha
wn

123. The vine, or grape tree, (Vith viniferd, L. Pen- Vine.
landria Momcfyni* ;rU€M, Jtiii.) it is perhaps superfluous to mention, has a twisted irregular stem, with
ver}' long flexible branches, supporting themselves by
means of tendrils ; the leaves large, lobed, alternate, on
long foot-stalks ; the flowers in a raceme, of a herbaceous colour, insignificant in appearance, but fragrant.
The lierry, or grape, is genendly globular ; in some
variHies oval ; of various colours, green, yellowish, or •
amber, reddish brown, and black.
in. It has generally been said, that the vine was
introduced into this country by the Romans ; but from
Tacitus we learn, that it was unknown in Britain when
Juliua .'\^ricola had the command.
It was probably
first cultivated here in the time of the later Emperors,
perhaps about the dose of the 3d century.
At the date of the Conquest there seem to have been EncliOi
vineyards in the south and south west of England. vuii\<r$l>.
From that period downward to the Reformation, vineyards appear to have been attached to all the principal
religious foundations in England ; and it is somewhat
curMws, that from the time of the Refunnation to tlie
present day they have in a j^reat measure disappeared.
few, however, have occasionally been fonnca. From

A

Mtueum Iltmicum we learn, tiiat one was established at Arundel Castle in Sussex about the middle of (he
lost century ; and that in 1763, there were in the Duke
of Kiarfblk's cellars sixtv pipes of English burgundy,
the

its

produce.

129. The Qataec Ire* is the Pynu Cgdmim at
lAank, the osyaswer dt the French. This not beiay
very nacb caUvatcd in Britain, it may be mendooM.
tfaA Uia tiaa is of knr growth, moch branched, and genaadly dialvted ; and that dkeia are dtfcant varietiea
of the fhih. tbholar, or BBbwriaea; obloog, or
Portugal quince; sad n ea r
apeil, or paw qoioce.
Tto ^ain ca is a naliva or soinc parts of ffiiiaiij
It
WHO known in England in the time of Oanrde, and
fnhabiy kog before. The fruit has a pecoliar, rather

Martyn of Cambridge has, a-itli
drawn together the evidence con-

Professor

his usual industry,

cerning the calturc of the grape vine in Britain in
fomcr times, and the practicability of resuming it
and he condudes, that in former times there were many real vineyards in England, not mereiy orchards
and plantations of currants, as the Hon. Daine* Barrington and others have suspected and gives it aa his
opinion, tliat vineyards might still b« successful in the
Mxitlicm and wcitem parts of England, in jiroper soils
and situations, if conducted by persons akilled in their

—

;

Hie earliest and hardiest grapes, or
those oeat suited to the climate, are not, however, well
calculated for the making of wine.
The miller and
small black cluster may <To ; but they are inferior to
the large black cluster, whidi has an austere taste. Mr
V'isprc, in 1786, published a dissertation on the growtb
of vines in England. He proposed to train the ahoot^
like the runners of mdooa and cucumbers, near Uie
ground ; and he actually found, that the berries thus
produced were larger than those of the same kinds
trained aMfam a south wall.
In the north of France,
it is wdl KQorwn, the vines arc trained very low, not
rising more than four or five feet from the ground.
management.

QsiBea.

i
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125. Parkinson, in 1629, describes twenty-three kinds
of grape vines, several of which are still cultivated, and
in high esteem, such as the Muscadines, and the FronThe following are the principal kinds which
tignacs.
are at this time cultivate<l in Britain ; those which sue-

ceed in the open air being distinguished by an aste-

high flavour, and tlie vine is a good bearer. It is commonly planted in the vinery, but succeeds also against

Fiuit
Girilen.

the open wall.

or White Chasselas, the d'Ar- white
and Forsyth, is an excellent grape grafcs.
the bunches large and
for the vinery or the hot-house
shouldered berries round, and amber-coloured when
The vine generally
the juice rich and vinous.
ripe
grows remarkably gross and strong, both in wood and

The Koyal Muscadine,

l)oyse of Speedily

;

;

risk.

;

While Grapes.

foliage.

•

White Muscadine,
White Sweetwater,
White Frontignac,
Malmsey Muscadine,

White Muscat of Alex-

Royal Muscadine,

Tokay,

andria.
White Constantia,

White Hamburgh,
Greek Grape.

Red

Grapes.

Red Hamburgh.

Brick Grape,
Red Frontignac,

Black Grapes.

The While Muscat of Alexandria, or Alexandrian
frontignac, has large oval berries, which hang loose in
the bunches, these being long, and not shouldered ;
when ripe the berries are amber-coloured ; and the
juice is then rich and racy ; the skins are thick, and the
pulp hard, but of a highly musky flavour. It is fit only
ibr the grape-house or pine-stove.
The White Constanlia berries are tolerably large, rather of an oval shape, of a sweet taste, with only a
The buneh is of considerable size, and
slight flavour.
well formed.
This is the kind which has acquired
fame at the Cape of Good Hope. It is said to degeneAt Constantia farm it grows
the situation is low, but more
There is
elevated than other parts of the district.
likewise a red Constantia ; and a black Constantia appears in some catalogues ; but this last has proved to
be the same as the black frontignac. *
The White Hamburgh, or Portugal grape, grows in
large long bunches the berries are oval, pale white,
with a thick skin, and firm pulpy flesh. The vine is a
plentiful bearer, and grows very strong both in wood
It much resembles the Syrian.
and leaves.
The Tokay, when well managed, produces both large
bunches and large berries, and becomes one of the finest
grapes in the vinery. The berries are white, ovalshaped, skin thin, pulp delicate, and of agreeable flaThe leaves on the under Siide are covered with
vour.
a fine soft down like satin. It should be placed in the
warmest end of the vinery, and is well suited for the

rate

* Miller Grape,

Black Frontignac,
Black Hamburgh,

* Early July,
* Black Sweetwater,
* Small Black Cluster,
Large Black Cluster,

Alicant,
St Peter's,
Claret.

Black Prince.

Black Muscadine,

when

in a light

transplanted.

sandy loam

;

;

White
grapes.

The

very generally cultivated
against open walls in the southern parts of England ;
The berries
and, being an early grape, it ripens well.
are roundish, thin skinned, and of an amber colour
when ripe ; at which time their juice becomes sweet,
and of delicate flavour. The bunches are small, but
many are produced. Forsyth says, that it is the best
vine we have for a common wall, and a great bearer ;
and Speedily remarks, that it is often cut and eaten
before it be fully ripe, but that, when well matured, it
is an exceedingly fine grape.
pine-stove.
The IV/iile StveHivaler is likewise an excellent early
The Greek grape is a high-flavoured and delicate
The berries fruit. The berries are of moderate size, somewhat oval,
grape, much cultivated in the open air.
are round, not of equal size, some being as l.irge as
bluish white; growing close, in middling sized bunches.
cherries, while others remain nearly as small as musThe leaves of the tree resemble those of the sweetwater,
tard seeds ; they are thin skinned, and full of juice,
but stand on shorter footstalks ; it is a plentiful bearer
which is sugary, but not vinous. When nearly ripe, either in the vinery or hot-house.
they become of an amber colour ; when clouded with
The Brick grape gets its name from the berries being Re^
russet, they are in perfection. Nicol remarks, that this
of a pale red or brick colour ; they are thin skinned,
grape, like the former, is often cut before it be fully ripe,
with a sweet juice. The bunches are small, but two or
and that this has occasioned it to be less in repute than three often proceed from the same shoot, so that the
The shoots are thick and strong, but not vine is, upon the whole, a plentiful bearer. It succeeds
it deserves.
long ; the leaves very large.
on walls and treillages, and is hardly deserving of a
The Whtlr Fionlignac vine is a copious bearer. The place in the vinery.
berries are round, and of a good size, closely clustered
The Red Frontignac is an excellent musky flavoured
When ripe grape, when fully ripe, of a brownish red colour. The
on a long bunch somewhat shoiddered.
they are excellent ; and remarkable for uniting the juice of this, says Miller, has the most vinous flavour of
It is
qualities of being fleshy, and having a sweet juice and
all the sorts, and is greatly esteemed in France.
perfumed flavour, not so powerful, however, as that well calculated for the vinery.
of the black and red varieties, the last of which has a
What is called the Grizzly Frontignac seems to be
very strong musky flavour. The ripe berries have a
only the red in an unripe state, at which time the berfine white bloom or farina on them, from whence the
ries are greyish-coloured, with a few dark stripes.
name is given. It has a place in the vinery, and is
Th^- Red Hamburgh, or Gibraltar grape, grows in
also trained against open walls.
large bunches ; the berries somewhat oval shaped, of
The Malmsey Muscadine grape has a sweet juice, and considerable size, thin skinned, red when ripe, juicy.
Wfiite

Muscadine

is

—

A

small quantity of wine was sent some years ago from Portugal to a mercantile house in Leith as a present, which was made
jirape grown in Portugal.
It was a while wine, extremely sweet, but the flavour not particularly good,—altogether quite different from the Cat>e Constantia wine>

•

from the Constantia

grapes.

;

;
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with a rich vinous fl«rour. It is suited only for the
vinery anil hot-houM.
Of the Black Grapes, one of the most hardy kinds is
called the Miller, or Dnsty Miller, from « white powdery appearance on the sorfaoe of its Icares It is nearly allied to the black cluster grape.
It is much cultirated in ganlens, and against the front and gable walls
of booses in the south-west of England the fruit ripens
fineely, and is very good, the skin and pulp Iteinr; deli*
cat*, and the juice sweet and pleasant ; the berries are
ova]« of a middling size, and closely placed to each
other in the bunches.
The Early Jufy has small black round berries, with
large stonea ; th^ grow looae on the bunches, which
are small, but nomeroos ; juice sngarv, with but little
iiaTour.
It ripens early in September, without fire
heat.
There is also a White July grape, which is little
:

:

cnkirated.

The BiaeJk SweetwaUr is a small roundish grape,
rowing doae in the bunches the skin is thiii, and the
;

^ce

very sweet.

It ripens early,

and

is

calculated

cither for tbr vinerr or tne wall

The Small Black Clmler rcwmbles the Miller grape.
bat the leaves are not quite so hoary, and an rataar
The fruit is sweet, and of delicate taste.
IfeHller.
Tina is axtiancly coaomao osi walls of houses near
liOndfln.

well in the vinery ; b«ct. ia dw omb
BMtarity osily in very warm tk a lu

m

Ue seasons.

air, it

m mi b fcvooi^
War

bat when npe, they beeoaw of a dark brawn or black
ookiar; theskia is thidi. and the atoom l^fe; the
palp soft and juicy, and aC agreaahle flnoar.
It is
oftoa orflad the Lomhatdv grape, asid anmethars the
Rhenhh. It is cxoallent for the hot-boom or the vaia>
ry.
Ia aatama the lenvm are fnely varisgatad with
red, green, sad yellow.
St Ptter'* grmpt
the bernr large, raondish, black;
akia thin the li mtk ii lofpe, handaosaely formed, aad

hm

;

adkfaij^ a

i

appearanee at taUo; the palp de&ate
vine is a good bearer, bat the grama
an fate of ripening. They are apt to crack in the &fw
claf hoasa^ or in the vinery, la ine smiiais, this kind
r^tens on a aoath wall.

end jawy.

firir

The

Ctarrf grape is diatingaished Inr its harsh amrish

and dark dareteoioor; when the ynpes are pesb
fectly ripened in a bet boaee, however, the tasU is
loite,

ai.

been recommended for making tine-leaj' y/ ine.
The Black Prince is an excellent grape, well deserving a place in the hot-house or the vinery, where it
produces both large hemes and large bunches. Even
on the open wall, in the south of England, it succeeds
in favourable seasons
Forsyth mentions, that in this
way he has had bunches which weighed a pound and
a half, and which ripened in October.
:

Besides the
serve notice.

list

already given,

two or three others de-

The VrrdcUio, or Verdellio grape of Madeira, is the
kind from which the celebrated Madeira wine is understood to be principally made. The vine grows with
great vigour in our grape-houses, and is remarkably
productive of fruit, frequently yielding three bunches
OD a shoot. Here, however, the bundles are but small
the berries are also of diminutive size, of an oval shape,
green colour, and with^a thin &kin. The fruit is ver>'
acid till it arrive at the last stage of maturity, when the
berries become of a fine amber colour, and of a very rich
Mcdiarine taste, with considerable flavour. Mr Wil.
liams of Pitmaston, near Worcester, has given an account of this variety in tJie 2d volume ef the London
Horticultural Transactions and he expreaaet his opinion, that in ikVourable situations in the south-west of
England it would succeed on the open wall, especially
where the soil is light, dry, and shallow, but that in a
deep highly manured soil, it would run too much to
wood and foliage. The leaf ia dark green, and very
thick and would resist the autumnal frosts, and pro;

tect the fruit

ho

is

much

till a late period in October.
The verdelcultivated in the province of I^ngucdoc in

Fraaoe ; it ia deacribed by Delannay under the name
ti Ferdml, and is highly estacated at Paris, iu berries
being aooounted the meet •WOty and delicate in flavour
of aU the dessert sorts. In France the bunche« liecnme
tolerably large, and very beautiful; and the berries
also acquire conaideiabte aise.

The Hattin dr CaroMr, or, aa it is sometime* called,
AiMMdrCoAo,i*agrapeoffiBeqi;alities. The fruit ia
nndaoed in rather loom ioBf banchm; the l>crries
large oad ofaa oval form.
The skin i« thickiah, of a
du.ky parple eoloar, oovered with a fine bloum
the
pss^ ia ina and ettreraaly rich, thoogb containing
aacairidei ableaortioa ef add. The ttaaenu and an;

raada when the fruit is ripe. The
viae needs a high taamatiire ; in the stove it growi
ftady aad bean wdl, out it requim particular attention at the taae of flowering. The wood is rather slendor, of a ydlowiab.farown colour ; the leaves small, and
pate pnsk It ia ignied by Hooker, in the PopHma
thare freqnentl^p

They</ioeai, or Black Spanish giape^ Anna very h»g
akoaldmed boKfaaa. the banim ba^alaa Imge
OB oval shape; at iiat thay aw red or Wawii cuhiuied;

vol.

pleasant The berries are small, and grow dose, on
small bunches. The leaves are large, end acquire a
russet red or claret colour ; on which account they have

;

la the Lmrgt Blaei CUtier. the bones are oval, and
grow doae in the bimch, which, netwitbstanding the
aanw, is not large. The juice has a bai^ taste, and
ukas the palate feel roush, as in tasta^ Port wine
Mr Speecbly indeed canaiuera it aa the sort used in the
manaractiire of that eelcbralau wnML
In the Black Miueaduif, tiie bawchaa and berries are
nailer than in the white; itisa very productive kind,
aaal mikes a iae aupiaiaata, the black beirtes having
a bhdsh bloom. Pit for the vinery or the hot-hoose.
The bencbm of the Bl^tek ProAmme are long, and
the bcnriea, which are raond and or moderate aise. are
thinly or loosely huag on them. They are of mod qnalire, the joiee being vinous, and of exquisite uvour.
The iUek Uawiimrgh is well knorwn and
Kkcd. The berriea are somewhat of an oval
skin thidi, and the palp hard t but it is a well
ed frntt. and the tne bean plentifislly. The
are large, and ha mUiaiieiy AoaUand. Itmsw

The
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10.

The Rmiaim grape b of a brown

or blackish colour ;
but with a pleasant juice;
ibrming handsome long bunches. It also is only suited to the hot'hoase.
The SyricH grape, is among the coarsest of the grape
kind ; but the vine is a good bearer nnder glass, and
praduoes bunches of estraurdhiary siae. The berries
U9 large, oval, white, with a thick skin and firm pulp;
they continue in gioo<l condition till January.
In this
country, Mr Speechly once prnduced a bunch which
weighed 19 J lb. and he describes another which was
fimr feet and a half in drcimiference, and near two
fiset in length.
This last b\inch
sent to the die.
unoe of twenty miles as a present Four
large, oval, flmfay

and

firm,

wm

3k
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employed, two by turns, carrying the bunch suspend- therefore considers it as better calculated for the pre««i,
ed on a pole or staff resting on their shoulders. No in a cool climate, than any we now possess, and obdoubt one man could have carried the bunch, if the serves, that if it were trained to low walls in the warmweight alone be considered ; but it was a great object er parts of England, it would afford a wine of consi>
to transmit it without bruise or injury. This may tend
derable strength.
to illustrate a pass«(ge in the Sacred Writings ( Book of
Several others besides Mr Knight are now engaged

Numbers, ch. xiii.), where the description of this mode
of carrying a bunch of grapes has sometimes very unnecessarily excited a sneer.
127. In warmer countries than tins, vines that are
suffered to grow witliout pruning attain a large size,
their stems assuming the appearance of trunks of trees.
Vines that are regularly pruned or dressed, cannot be
expected ever to arrive at such magnitude. Even in the

ungenial climate of Britain, however, they sometimes
size and expansion. The Northallerton vine, about the year 1785, covered a space of 137
square yards, and the circumference of the trunk near
tlie ground was almost four feet; it was then considerably
more than a hundred years old. Lysons, in his Account of the Environs of London, describes a Black
Hamburgh vine at Valentines in Essex, the branches of
which extended 200 feet, tlie stem being 1 foot IS
It sometimes yielded 4 cwt.
inches in circumference.
of grapes in a season. Another Black Hamburgh vine
still more famous for the quantity of its produce, has
already been mentioned § 20, as existing in a grapehouse at Hampton Court Palace. This season (I8I6")
it yielded about a ton of grapes.
128. New varieties of grapes are of course only to be
procured by sowing the seeds. When this is intended,
the grapes should be left on the vine till almost in a
state of decay, taking care, however, if they be exposed to the open air, to cover them from the attacks of
birds.
The stones, in this very mature state, become
of a dark brown colour ; they are to be separated from
Mr
the pulp, and laid in a dry airy place till spring.
Speechly, in his work first published in 1786", recommends the bringing together of flowering branches of
two different kinds of grape, calculated to modify or
improve each other : the frontignac and other high-flaYoured grapes, he observes, may add flavour to other
kinds ; the white sweetwater may be coupled with the
red frontignac, with the black Hamburgh, or with the
white muscat of Alexandria. He boldly augurs, that
the best sorts of grapes hitherto known, will at some
future day be esteemed only as secondary or inferior.
The distinguished Mr Knight supports these views, and
indeed has done much towards their accomplishment.
Under the name of Faricgaled Chasselas Mr Knight
HewGrapes.
has described a new variety which sprung from a flower
of the white Chasselas, dusted with the pollen of the Aleppo grape, which last, he remarks, readily variegates the
leaves and fruit of the offspring of any white grape.
The berries are striped and very beautiful ; with a thin
skin, and juicy.
The leaves become variegated with
red and yellow in autumn. It has been found to be
a very hardy and productive variety, bearing well in
the open air. When gathered in October, and hung
up in bunches in rather a damp room, it keeps till

have a surprising

February or later.
This active horticulturist has described ( Trans. Hort.
Soc. Lond. vol. i.) still another variety of variegated
grape, in which the bunches on the same plant are of
different colours.
This too he considers as fit for the
open air, at least in the south of England it is very productive, though both the bunches and berries are small.
It contains much saccharine matter, more perhaps than
any grape except the verdclho of Madeira. Mr Knight
:

and in all probability
;
excellent and hardy kinds will soon be proso that another generation may once more see
;
vineyards common in this country. The raising of new
vines is by no means a very tedious process. The fruit
of the seedling may in general be tasted in the fourth
year ; while a florist waits patiently for five or six years
before his seedling tulips shew flower, and perhaps
nurses his breeders as many years more before they
break to his mind.
129. Vines are often propagated by layers, which,
when rightly managed, form good enough plants. Strong
healthy shoots from different sides of the stool are bent
down, generally in February, and gently twisted or
notched : this twisted part is introduced into a flowerpot, filled with fresh mould, and which is sunk an inch
or two beneath the surface.
In the course of the summer, plenty of roots are sent out at the doubling, and
in autumn the offset is separated from the parent plant.
In the nurseries near London this mode is much practised ; and both parent plant and layers may often be
seen bearing fruit, so that the kind can be positively
ascertained. Abercrombie describes the mode of forming layers in the open ground ; but the advantage of
having the plants in flower-pots is evident, as a ball of
Indeed, the
earth can thus be preserved to the roots.
roots of the vine are so liable to be injured in trans,
planting, that flower-pots should always be employed.
Vines are likewise extensively propagated by cuttings. These are taken off at the usual time of pruning
in autumn or winter, and are kept till the following
spring, merely by sinking them nearly to the top in
dry earth. It was formerly considered of great advantage to have an inch or two of old wood to each cutting ; the cutting was from a foot to fifteen inches long,
and a single cutting only could in this way be made
from a shoot. The Rev. Mr Michell, a philosophical
as well as practical horticulturist, first introduced the
use of short cuttings, about three inches and a half long,
and all consisting of the new wood, if properly ripened,
and having only one bud or eye. Plants raised in this
in the raising of seedling vines

some
duced

to be furnished with more abundant
come sooner into bearing, generally in the second year, and to prove more fruitful, than long cuttings, with several eyes, and a portion of the old wood

way he found
roots, to

These cuttings are often planted in a nurseattached.
ry bed in the spring ; but they are much forwarded by
placing them, in pots, into the bark-bed of a stove. Mr
Michell usually planted his cuttings in the naked bark,
four or five inches asunder ; being short and thrawing
out tufty roots, they are easily potted when thought necessary. Shoots of strong growth, it may be remarked,
are not good for cuttings, having too much pith. Many
gardeners are of opinion, that plants thus procured
from cuttings become better rooted, and grow more freely, than those from layers.
There is still another and a very speedy mode of propagating the vine, especially the more tender varieties,
which will be described when we come to speak of the
Vinery.
130. In forming a border for vines, a matter of primary consideration is, that the roots shall not be able
to penetrate to a

wet

subsoil

:

to

guard against

this, it

FriuJ
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commoo to take oat the earth, and lay lime rubbish,
which is finnly beat down, in the bottom. Any fresh
the depth of a foot and a half,
answers pertectly welL
In France and Italy the moat experienced vigoerons
are very acmmiloaa about permitting any gross or strong
manurea, audi aa dmiga, to appvach the roots of their
fine vines, for fear of altering or deteriorating the HaTOUT of the grapes. Rotted turf or clippings of box
trodden under foot in the highway, are the manures
there prefinrred. They who apply dungs, are considered aa more anxioua abont qaantity than quality. In
thia oooatry, however, we must partly compensate for
tiw want air a bright aky and hot ran, by giving vigour
to die pkutta by mcana of manurea, even if we abould
nako aone aacrifiee of flavoor. Marshall repeatedly
urges tb* naoeaHtj of this, and recommends the digging in of aooM shieep's droppings or the cleanings of a
Aimmmnu adpouitrf-hcnse every year. Nicol too is
le for applying the essence of dungs, br watering
•boedars with dtmghil drain ings, which be dedaraa
to be the " nectar of vegeUble life."
131. In plinting vines, it is cnataeMry to cot clean
at the end the atrosig root from which the fibres pro•ad. A hole or trench is then made in the boixler,
UMiiapond in g to the length of tbs main root t dria
trench iafocmad with a ritUo in the middle and on thia
ndgc the woody pan of the root is laid, tbs fibres riojiag down on each ads; If tb* laain not bs tfarts
ucnies under tho sorfbec of the border, it ia deep enoogb.
13S. Hitt long ago reeooonended the trainmg of the
principal stem of the vine in a serpentine form ; leadtag front it, parallel horiaotital shoola, at the distance
of liihliM indtes fiom sacb other : from these, bearing bnBMbaa ars prodocad, which are nailed in, in
an upright position, bjr wUcb wimtm, in hta opinioo,
to put ftrtb coOalaral aboota, which
tbep are Uaa
rob the fruit Forsjrtb haa aines ahcwn tba adrantagu
to be derived ban training tht hmiiiig sImwIs also
the serpaDtiM Moner. Thia, it oiust be eaafasaed,
reodsrs the kyin^ in of die rammer wood OMrt tronblisnniii ; but, with a little practiee, and due attsntiao,
all cMifbaian or difieul^ of that kind uugbt be

and

oc

lii^ht,

two

but rich

aoil, to

feet at moat,

;

^

m

It is evident that a good deal nore
wood OB tbiH be laid does to a wall, palinf, or traifiaj
than bv the oidinuijr OMthod. Nieol aaprorea either
of the horiseMal or dM uigmm Mnnfr behig adopted
on low walls or tidBics; botlhr the grapr honst be
prefers trainiag directly up the roof. It ia well known

roounted.

that in vincynds in the wine coontries, the standard
vines arc aswun allowed to rise higher than three or
four fceC^ to iu firaad, tbet iraiii n our waUa vines

grow

Ma Mmmt and afcrd larMr gnpss when

not
allowed to excned Ibur feet in bright. Tbejr thus enjejr tbe nAactedbsatfraathecafwas wuBasflum the
ml^ Viuas an theiefove frequently plaeed in tbe
if"—"-'•fte spaces between p«Bcfa and nectarine trees,
e watering of vjmb in tkc open border, in

km

pWhMS, tbM one* a weak. Aftar' the (hiit ia
the gariUnewghi s is orradenaWy ussil, and water
sprinkled over die whole ukBt, this being found to

tener,
aet.

prauMtedteawalbvortheberrieB.
lS4w Dnrinf«nMBertbsvineinaybeiakltobecM»>
atantiyfaiastateof pi uniiig. This cndaliiH the rsg«la>
ticn of all the new shoots, aekcdaf tebMnrs for nnt
and Hnl i iiM a« laMnI, stnwglfaMr. nd suprrla JUf. wbw the
ia formed, die
itself i» li
i^ hiarikwfgive vigour
I

nW

Ml

2ID

to the bunches.
The vine is seldom, by jutWcious gardeners, diveste<l of any of its leaves, which seem in
this plant almost indispensable to the health and swell-

ing of the

vmc'

fruit.

1 35. The removal of a small ring of the outer nnd
inner bark from the stem or principal branches, has
been found to hasten the production and maturitj-, and
increase the sir.c and flavour ot" grapes ; and this" practice is now followed to some extent in the south-west
of England. The witlih of tlie ring of b.ark taken out
nuy be from an eighth to a quarter of an inch ; the
former being suAcient if the plant be weak, the latter
proper if it be luxuriant. Care must be taken not to
injure the alburnum.
The proper time (br performing
the operation is when flowering is nearly over, and
when the licrries begin to be formed. In the course of
little more than a fortnight, granulations of new bark
make their appearance on the upper side of the incision ; the^e gradually increase, till nature has restored
tlie
--T of bark. The ring of newly deposited
bar'
'x, and becomes })rotuberant
so that a gib>.
boBity rt'inains at the place. The vine-shoot swells and
becutnes much larger above than below the incision. On
vines thnu treated, the berries are said to be earlier, to
•well raurh faster, and to become larger and better fla«
oared, than on neighbouring vines left uncut. In
En^and, the vine usually flu weia in the open air to*
wards the endof Jime or beginning of July. If the
circle of berk be removed at either of these periods, the
part will be ooveretl with new bark before the ensuing
winter, and no injury will be sustained by the vine.
In forcing houaea, the circle should not be raoKtred tiU
after the vine has flowerf<l, the precise time de ue nJiug
on ita state of forwardness. In very old vines it is not
recamncndcd that the incision be made on the main
trunk, but on the middlo-aised braucbes ; and it may
either be made on all the prindpel brunches, or only on
evety other branch.
IM. In ooimcction with this practice may be men- BatUng.
tioned another, not altoyj^cthcr new, but which has of late
been brought into particular notice, in a pamplilet published in 1815 by the Right Hon. .Sir John Sinclair,
Bart.
This consist* in entirely removing the parenchynalous outer bark from the stcni and principal bmnchea, but carefbUjr preserving the iimer concentric bark.
Tbe uyatluii n performed in November, or the beginntnyofOeormber. At that season it is easily done with
the coiMiiiuii jputlen knifo, and thei* is then little danger of injuring the liber. The
no ring of old and
ragged bark fron vines haa lont^ born practised, with
........ particutbe view of prrvcntinf the loilp"
Isrij the red spider ; but beaidr-^
of exempDon Aobi these, the decarticair\i i mi-^ i\rv said
raalce <i'un g ei shoots, and the quantity, miality, and
{{,..-... „r . k^ grapes to be thereby improved. This
plan
'wed for several veers by Mr King, a fruit*
hsj"
garurncr n\ i'eddf- ^ - '^ Mtddlcwx ; and as his profit anst depend otit^ of grapes he raises, and
the price upon thnr qMinty, It is evident that if the
practice Jid not prove uscf\il, it would not be continu.
ed by bim.
137' V'ines seldom produce ^earing shoots fVom wood
that is more than one vear okl, -i;
1>e
heahhj and well cut beck. Th<
,re
h, to have abundance of x'
rry
part of the wall or trelli!>.
he
following year are common!) \vt\ w iUi i.mt eye- tdch
the undermost does not bear, and consequently only
three m* expected to be productive; but each of these
i

;

m

I
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Bleeding.

two or three bunches of grapes, which grow from

tlie

new

but

it is

shoots of the current year, the fruit-buds being always opposite to tl»e wood buds.
Sometimes
more eyes are left, and more fruit is naturally protluced ;

not only inferior in size but in flavour.

The

shoots .we laid in about eighteen inches asunder on the
wall, to give room to the side shoots. Miller, Forsyth,
and Speechly, unite in recommending for the time of
winter pruning, the end of October, when the fruit is
all gathered.
Hitt proposes to delay it till the end of
January, or beginning of February, affirming that vines
cut in October make weaker shoots than those pruned
after mid-winter.
The shoots which were lately bearers are cut back to some good lateral shoot, and a few
extended naked old brandies are entirely removed, or
In either
cut back to some promising young shoots.
case, the cut is made about an inch above the bud ;
and sloped backwards from it, so as to convey away
the juice which may exude.
If the wounds made in the autumn or winter pruning
have not fully healed over, vines are apt to bleed when
Various remedies have been
vegetation commences.
proposed.
Hitt recommends, that after wiping the
part dry, it should be basted with soot or with unslaked
lime.
Nicol is for searing the bleeding point, and then

Mr Knight, from his
it over with hot wax.
experience, recommends a composition of four
parts scraped cheese and one part calcined oyster-shells,
or lime, to be pressed strongly into the pores of the
wood ; the sap almost immediately ceases to flow ; and
if this composition be properly applied, even a large
branch may be taken off at any season without detriment from bleeding.
On the open wall or trellis, grapes are very subject
to the attacks of wasps.
Some of the finest bunches
may be saved by surrounding them with bags of crape
or gauze.
It may be mentioned, that bunches which
have arrived at maturity only in the end of October,
may be gathered by cutting off the shoots on which
they grow : if these be suspended in a cool apartment,
the fruit will keep for a month in a tolerably good
smearing

own

state.

138. Early in

tlie 1 8th century a kind of flued walls
used for the forwarding, or rather for the
thorough ripening of grapes, at Belvoir Castle in Rutlandshire, where Hitt, the author of the Treatise on
Fruit-trees, was an apprentice : mats were at the same
time thrown over the vines at night, to save them
from the chilling dews and hoar-frosts that occur in
April and May. Since that time flued walls, with
moveable glass frames, have been much used; the
fame vines being brought into bearing every second or
third year, and, in the intermediate time, prevented from
exhausting themselves, by the removal of the flowerstalks as they appear.
Glazed houses for the culture of
grapes have also been formed, under the name of Vineries,
to be afterwards described.
Speechly remarks,
that good crops of grapes may be obtained from vines
trained against walls not more than six feet high, by
making use of melon-frame glasses, a temporary narrow roof being made to receive the glasses. A slight degree of fire heat, he adds, would be of great advantage
and in no situation, we may remark, would can-flues, such
as are described in the first volume of Scottish Horticultural Memoirs, be more suitable, these being easily
removed, and as easily restored when wanted again.
In a very few places in England, vines are planted
in the vineyard form, in ranges, about twelve feet asunder, the shoots being trained in a horizontal direction,

were

;

first

—

to a series of stakes, three or four feet high, placed
Hniit
Garden.
along the ranges.
'""''"""
139. We must not omit to mention, that one sort of
vine may be grafted on another, in the ordinary way
the operation, however, must be performed with great
care and exactness.
In this way, if a wall have been
planted with kinds injudiciously selected, they may, by
grafting, be very speedily changed, preserving all the
advantages of having strong well-rooted plants. In a
small vinery or vine- frame, various kinds of grapes may
thus be inserted on one stock. Speechly mentions a
Syrian vine which in this way produced sixteen diit'crent sorts of grapes.
The principal advantage of grafting, however, is looked for in the moflifying and injproving of the various kinds the weak and tender being grafted on such as are robust and vigorous ; for example, the black frontignac, placed on the Syrian,
is said to produce well-shaped large bunches, with
berries nearly tlie size of those of the Black Hamburgh.
This Syrian vine is excellent for stocks ; and by some
horticulturists, seedling stocks of it, grafted with other
kinds, are accounted preferable to cuttings or layers of
those kinds themselves.
Vine-grafts are gathered at
the time of the winter pruning, from bearing branches;
and they are kept sunk in light earth till the proper
grafting season, which is about three weeks before the
stock break into bud.
Those in a hot-house must of
course be grafted several weeks before those outof doots.
The finer sorts are generally grafted by approach.
;

Fig.
140. The Fig-tree is the Ficus Carica of Linne, Polygamia Dicecia ; belonging to the Urticte of Jussieu
it is the Figuier of the French.
It is considered as a
native of Asia, but it has been cultivated for time immemorial in the south of Europe. It was first introduced into this country in the I6th century. Two very
large trees still remaining in the Archbishop of Canterbury's garden at Lambeth, are reported to have been
the first planted in England, and to have been brought
They are at any rate of great
hither by Cardinal Pole.
They are of the white Marseilles kind, and still
age.
continue to produce fruit.
141. Miller introduced several new varieties of the
he enumerates 14 sorts as deserving
fig from Venice
of cultivation in this country ; but of these little more
than one-half are now in repute. Those most esteem*
ed are the following :
;

.

:

Brown

Ischia.

Black Ischia.
Black Genoa.
White Genoa.
Small early white.

Malta

fig.

Murrey-fig.

Common

blue.

Brunswick.

Brown
Black

Italian.

Italian.

The Brotvn Ischia is a very large globular fruit, of a
chestnut colour on the outside, and purple within ; pulp
sweet and of good flavour. It ripens by the middle of
August, and the tree seldom fails to afford a crop.
The Black Ischia, also called Blue Ischia, is a very
good sort. The fruit is short, of middling size, a little
flatted at the crown ; when fully ripe, the skin is dark
purple or almost black, and the inside of a deep red :
the pulp very high flavoured. The tree is a good bearer, and the fruit is ready early in September.
The Black Genoa is a long-shaped fruit ; the skin of
a dark purple, almost black, with a purplish bloom oyer

Fig.

;

;
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It
it ; the ioade bright red ; the pulp high flavoured.
ripeiu from the middle to the eiid of August, and the
tree is a (;oo<l bearer.
I'he It'hile Gtmoa is a Urge, almott globular fruit, of
good AkvoMT ; the akin thin, of a yellowiah oobwr when
The tree ia considered as
ripe, Mxl light red within.

iikar • ihJ

bearer.

TW SmmU Evlg

WhiU

has a sweet pulp, but with-

early, and is therefore
well Boited to our climato: indeed it seldom fails to produce a crop.
The Malta Jig is a small brown fruit ; the pulp sweet,
and well flavoured. When permitted to hang on the
tree till it be shrivelled, it forms a fine sweetmeat.
The Mirrejf Jig, or brownish-red Naples fig, is a
large lobular shaped fruit, of pretty good flavour ; it
f
ia dialagvished bjr the murrey-coloured skin. It ripens

out msch

tti

ripoM

It

flavoor.

Septmbcr.

Tiie Cemmtm Blue or purple fig is of an oblong siiape
the tree i« a copious bearer ; and the fruit ripens in the

cnd_of AugMt.

The

illr«iMiri'r?-

~

'
~

nilad

~

'lonna,

is

along pyramidal

fig;

with little tlarour. Like the
t:arly kiml, and in this respect

the tkio brawn.
to Britain.
llaliam

The Brown

a aoMdl roundish fig, of high
the skin beeoraing of a brown colesr whca
the fruit is ripe ; the inside red. The tree ie a great
flavour

;

bearer.

The Black Itmkmm fig ia likcwiee small and rooadish;
the pulp hjgb ievmuw, and ofadarit radcoioor; the
kin purple. The tree beers freely.
148. In this cuMUtfj, Jg ti em require good walls,
with miith —St, sooth, er aooth-wa* aipecle, and Ifaey
It ie peeper, ihewfuieb >e
oecapjr a good deal cf speoeu
select ealy each kinds
ere likdy to be ptedaelivo,
The trem Ukewim
chiefly the fear fiiat eoumcrated.
nritain is certainly not
m^oin carefcl
the eouiitry for flg-tnm ; yet with due attention, fresh
flf* melared on dbe epen walls, may grace the dmsert
flma th» middk of Aafvet to the end of October ; and,
bv maene of a fi^hooee, or even of dwarf fig-treca
iroiK ai a vmety,
rmtrj, the
lae seeeoa
pMBtod ia front
seeaoa mar
mai be proIsngcd t31 December. It
here be rmam
leenaAwl, that
in a green or tmk slate, betng a seme ftvit in
Ike
thie eemtrr. is dUa est inl* lMgiteiliin1 aliomat
alic
the

m

wgHMM.
m

vmmn n

%

m^

1

agooddealenheflnrwrlelhaakisL Ahnad,
the pereea who cats a fig. hoMs it by the hmB aad.
and making a areolar cut at the large end, peda Juwn
the thick skin of the fruit in flakes, Ute soft interior part

forming only a single bomme homJk.

AMeUaleemysoslisbcetferlgwtnea. French wrilecHMMad light and poor loQ, even aaady and

ter*

gnvelly

;

bm

me dees not

frait la apt to

in each

fatione

b

this

country the

lufcmJ ; and in any very dry mmI the
Ikll off.
Ifhowever the soil be otlier wise

goo^

the recurrence of this last inconvetiicnce may in
fftaeml be prevented by wateriqg and mukJumg.
free exposure to air and suniaintl^nnmhte to the perfection of the fruit.
14% In the public autsvies, fig-trees are often prap^gMed by suckers, and smaai imee bv cuttings. The
catlings are taken off in aataan, sank in the ground,
and nralected with old bark and haulm during winter.
NeitBcr cnttings nor suckers form nearly so gwid trees
as those procured by layers, provided tlie layen be
formed or bearing branches. Indeed • single plant
thas procured, by layering, from a tree in • full bear*

A

ing

state,
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and from the bearing wood of such a

tree, is

worth many others.
In general a young

fig-tree is at first trained with
three branches, nearly upright, this direction encouraging their rapid growth. If horizontal training be
adopted, the two outer branches are afterward laid
down horizontally, and from these upright branche.^
are suffered to rise, at the diktance of a foot or sixteen
From the central shoot other
inches from each other.
shoots spring, and these are successively laid in liorisontally at ute distance perhaps of two feet from each
The mode of training, however, generally
other.
aikipted in tiiis country, and approved by tiic beat
garaeners, ia the fanstiape keeping tiie outer branches
nearly boriaontal, so aa to allow ample space for laying
in tlie central ones. In some instances they are trained
;

Dutch mode, with only two low horir.ontals, and
upright shoots from these. In a few places in England,
.Sometimes these
f^-t>ees are trained to espalier- rails.
trees are untied, and, during the severity of winter,
the branches are laid close to the ground in bundles,
and well covered with straw or haulm, over which some
.\notber method of protecting them,
eerth is heaped,
employed both in England and France, is tlie erecting oftwoscreeiu of reeds, one on each side of the
in the

rail

144. The fruit proceeds immediately from the eyes
of the shoals, )vithoat visible blossom ; indeed tlie parts
ct ftactificatiun are entirely within. In warm countries two crops are produced yisarly, one upon the former year's shoots, and another on the shoots of the
same year. In this country tlie first of these crops is
the only one to be de]>eii<lc<l on ; the second often
*^H ita ppeTanoa, but the figs are httle larger than
whan anailad by the oold of appraeehing winter.
gardeact* direct that these voung fruit be carefully swept from the branches at the winter's dressing
but a more cautious observer, Mr Smith at Hupetoun
House, has found that, while he frees tlie trees of all
half-ripened fruit, if he can save the very young fruit
over winter, they afford, as might be expected, the
I

While the fruit
ripening, sudi leaves as cover it, should be braced
to the waU with smaU cross sticks, and not cut oflT as is
earliest figs in the following season.
is

1 45. In pnmiag fig-trees, the stioots of the former
year mast net be shortened, the fruit being produced
at the upper |Mrt of theec. When a branch becomes
naked, er deetitate atlaUrait, some advise the cutting
it entirely out from the base ;
but if it be shortene<l,
plcntv of young shoots will in general be the result.
Nieol lanarks, that the omsI fruitful shoeU are shortjointed, RMBid, and not of length ptoportional to their
thicknaia.
The tine nsaally cbeeen frr pruning, i*
April or eerly in May ; but some gardeners still prefer
the sutuinn. »» reomamended by Miller, when less sap
issues from the woundcd^parts.
In prnaring the trees for winter, the branches
are doscly nailed to the wall; and when frost approadtes, coverings of bass-mat, straw-screens, or some
such means of defence, sre employed. Perhsps the
best mode aC protecting them, is descrilied by Mr
Smith, in the second voTume of Scottish Horticultural
Memoirs.
He recommends the use of spruce- fir
branches, four or five fSeet long ; these sre fastened to
the wall, each branch by two diflerent points of sttachment ; and the tree u thus covered ma equally aa
possible.
The spruce-fir posacascs this advautage, that

;
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Caprification.

the branches remain green over winter; and in March,
when tlie days lengthen, the leaves begin to fail oft',
thus gradually admitting more and more air to the
trees as the season advances.
By adopting this method, Mr Smith has never failed to have good ci-ops of
figs.
At Argenteuil near Paris, the culture of fig-trees
is one of the chief employments of the people.
The
custom there, is to protect the branches by laying them
down in the earth, and keeping them covered with
soil for the space of two months and a half during winter.
The principal pruning is there performed in the
spring, by rubbing off the superfluous wood-buds,
which are pointed, and leaving the young fruit-buds
Careful gai'deners
or embryo figs, which are round.
in our own country likewise perform most of their
pruning in this neat and easy way.
146. We must not here entirely pass over the subBy this is meant, in
ject of the caprification of figs.
eastern countries, the introducing into the interior of
the young fruit a sort of fly or gnat, which seems to
act beneficially, not only by probably carrying in pollen and dispersing it, but by puncturing the pulp, and
Impregoccasioning a defluxion of nutritious juices.
nation is thus not only more certainly accomplished,
but the ripening of the fruit is greatly promoted. Caprification is imitated in France, and also occasionally
in England, by inserting straws dipped in olive-oil.
It has often been remarked, that the pricking of plums
or pears hastens their maturation, and renders the fruit
of richer flavour. It has been proposed to hasten the
maturation of figs, by cutting out circles of the bark
of the tree, from near the base of the bearing branches,
thus retarding or interrupting the descending circulation of the sap : as in the case of vines above mentioned, § 135, both the outer and inner bark must be removed, but great care taken not to injure the albur-

num.

be preferred.

The fruit being produced chiefly on

the young wood,
applicable to standard mulberry-trees,
farther than removing cross branches which rub on
each other. Wall mulberry- trees are of course treated
like the peach-tree.
14,9.
circumstance connected with the welfare or
these trees may here be deserving of notice.
The leaves
of the black mulberry, not less than those of the white,
forming a favourite food of silk- worms, they who amuse
themselves with the breeding of these insects, often
go to the gardens of their acquaintances, and collect
leaves from the mulberry trees, without supposing that
they are doing mischief; probably the proprietor of the
trees may be as little aware of the evil : but the truth
is, that wherever there is a leaf, there is a bud preparing for the next year; and when the leaf is plucked
off, the bud perishes.
If the successive leaves be with«
drawn, it is evident that the tree must soon be exhausted, and unable to put forth buds in the spring.
In
this way we have seen black mulberry trees of considerable size destroyed in a very few years.
The white
mulherry [Morus alba, L. ) is often cultivated in the
shrubbery : of the leaves of this, as already noticed,
the silk- worm is equally fond by increasing the num-

no pruning

is

A

:

saved.

Medlar.

Monacia, order Tetrandria

:

two

to

The

Mulberry-tree (^Morus nigra of Linnteus;
nat. {am. VrticcB
;
of Jussieu) is a native of Persia ; but has been cultivated in England since the end of the l6th century.
It is generally trained as a standard or half-standard
in a few places it appears as an espalier ; and in Scotland it is often placed against a wall. It flourishes
most in a rich and deep mellow soil. In old gardens,
frequently one or two large standard mulberry-trees,
perhaps a century old, may be observed ; and these,
in the autumn, are covered with fine and large fruit.
Where it can conveniently be done, grass should be
sown below such old trees notwithstanding care in
gathering, the best of the fruit falls from the tree ; and
in this way it may be daily collected from the sward,
without being injured. On this account, and because
of the large size to which the tree ultimately attains,
the mulberry is better suited to the lawn than the garden.
The fruit ripens in September, and must be
used soon after it is gathered, not keeping more than
l^'T.

class

is
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ber of white mulberry plants, and robbing them only
moderately of their leaves, the other kind may be
Mulberry.

Mulberry.

to take cuttings, in the spring, from fruit branches
of bearing trees, endeavourmg to have a part of two
years growth to each cutting.
These may be about
a foot and a half long, and planted about a foot deep,
in a sheltered place : if covered with glasses and regularly watered, they strike the more certainly.
Mr
Knight has observed, that by grafting a young mulberry with a cion from a bearing branch of a full grown
tree, a plant is procured which will bear fruit in the
course of three years. As mulberry grafts do not take
readily in the common mode, approach-grafting (§ 70.)
is

days.
148. Young trees seldom prove fruitful ; and Professor Martyn has stated the true reason, to wit, that
monoecious trees while young bear male flowers or
catkins principally, and of course produce little or no
fruit.
Mulberry-trees purchased from public nurseries
are not likely soon to prove fruitful, being generally
layers from small stock plants, or stools, which have
never fruited. The true way to procure fruitful plants.

150. The Medlar-tree (Mespilus Germanica, Linn. ; Medlar.
Icosandria I'entagynia ; Rosacea, Juss.) is a native of
the south of Europe, but appears to be naturalized in
hedges in England, and is therefore figured in " EngThe variety now commonly
lish Botany," t. 1.523.
cultivated is called the Large Dutch Medlar, the fruit
of which is large, approaching in shape that of an apThe Noflirtgkam Medlar, or English Medlar, is a
ple.
smaller fruit, but of a more poignant taste, and by some
preferred on that account.
151. Medlars are propagated by grafting or budding
the variety wished for, upon seedling medlar stocks,
sometimes on hawthorn stocks. The tree is of middling
size ; it is chiefly trained in standards ; in a few places
It is managed very much in the manner
in espaliers.
of the apple-tree, only the tree is kept rather more

The flowers appear late in May. The
remains on the tree till the end of October, and
is afterwards kept in the fruit-room till it mellow, and
acquire a buttery softness, or be " rotten ripe," when
only it is fit for the table. This may not take place
if soft medlars be wanted more
till past mid-winter
speedily, their maturation is forwarded by depositing
them in moist bran for a few days.
Two or three medlar trees in the garden are sufficient, more being generally planted in tlie pleasuregrounds.

thin of wood.
fruit

:
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Smalt Fruits.
142. We now proceed to nodes what are called
Small Fruits, Currants and GooMbames, Raapberries

and Strawbaitin.
1 a, CurrmnU and GooMierrits belong to the genus
Pemlandria Monogynia ; Cacti of JusiZiAct af Umnk
isB. The genus is divided into HiSetim or Currants,
Minna ; and GrtttHtarim or Gooaaberrica, with
iMnea. Currants and gooaeberries are northern fruits
titm mtm to have been unknown to the ancient Greeks
Eren yet they are not very generally culorRoittans.
one obvious reason being,
tivatcd in Italy or France
that theae eountriea poas es i a climate suited to mu«i
ioor fimita. Cnirants wci« cumpmithrtly but lately in*
iale Hdlknd ; yet from the industrious Dutch
wm deiiveJ improved and laree-fruited
__
varietica, both red and white, which have <kservedly
**»'*'«*'' all othara from our aidw.
g
;

ibMt

;

I

I

Red and
Vt^aad
wbhc cur*

154.

red currant is Ribe* rubntm of
our mkite cwiaut i* merely a variety of

Liomeaa ; and
R.

thia.

UTiile Currants.

Our common

mbnoi mara ^af ally

Engbnd and Sootknd, and

ia

in diflVrent placrs in

^^red

in

EiulMh Bo-

Having been long cultivated, aavand
t. 1M9.
iamroTad ymtittin ha*« baan htainedi The kinda
tany,

ii
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red ; the
wnint an, lh»
tlw p>w
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•
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Iflf vrfikeaagar; and the whiUu much
tfcrth* Baking •TwM.
Camnt bathaa ara fxifagBMd aUrfly bv cuttinga.
Tkcaa are cuanmonly praparad Mtt* in the *|i(ing.
They thanld oonwt tt lart yaaKi
from baaiwig tmncna^and om^' ba Irani ninatechaa to
• foot in length. They ai« planted in a border of light
In the ipring,
aarth, aha«t Ioor or i«e inch as derp.
it tha weathar prove diT, tbajr mm aaoHianalhr walarari
lillthalaBvaabacipaidMl. la tha cnna af tha mm.
Mr. all thaahaaM m» illi|iliii I iBfiiilim thiaa; in.
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utrr.
ISA. Mr M'Donald, gardanar at D
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Frnjt
manages the busheo, especially during the ripening of
the fruit.
He prunes the bushes at the usual season of OuAm.
mid-winter, «horteniiii» the last year's shoots down to an „"
inch or an inch and a half. Next summer the plants shew
plenty of fruit, and at the same time throw out strong
shoots.
As soon as the berries begin to colour, he cuts
off the summer shoots to within five or six inches before the fruit.
This is commonly done with the garden shears, with which a man may go over half an
Sun and air thus get free acacre of bushes in a day.
cess, and more of the vigour of the plant is directe<l to
the fniit: the berries are found not only to be of higher
6avour, but larger than usual.
1 56. Currant-trees are sometimes trained against a
wall.
Two branches are led in a horizontal direction
along the bottom of the wall, perhaps half a foot from
the surface of the earth, and tne growth from these of
all upright shoots, which will admit of being arranged
at the distance of five or six inches from each other, is
encouraged. The fruit is protUiced plentifully on spurs
or snags some years old, either on wall or standard
boshea ; but the largest berries are afforded by yonng

wood, and

this is therefore to be occasionally snppliea.
a south or aouth-west wall, the fruit is aliout three
weeks earlier than on standards and on a north or east
wall, if the fruit be defended from birds by means of
netting, it will remain good till October
if matted
over when ripe, it will endure even till \ovcml)er.
ftaiM liiiiaa a few standard bushes are likewise matted
np, and on these the fruit will sometimes hang, in prettv good condition, till the approach of frost. On espi«lier rails the fruit comes early, and of fine sise and tla«
vour.
Currants, it may be remarked, should be ga«
thered onlr odien in a dry state ; if ooUactad in rainy

On

;

:

weather,

wcy

loae their flarour.

Black Currant.
157.

The Blaei Currant

{Ribe* nigrmm, Linn.)

is

alio Blsckcnr.

Wiaiduiid as a native of Britain, and is descril>e<l and
Ignrad aa such m Knglith Botany, t. 1291. It is very

ranu

generally cuitiTate<l, tliough not in great quantity, in
private gaidena; The berries have a verv peculiar taste,
which howavar to aiaar people is not diaagreeable. In
England, thajr ara naca in puddings and tart*.
well
known jelly i« made from tticm; uid if a small projiortion only of sugar ba osed, an agreeable rob is formed.
The flavour of the young leaves in spring is strong ; a
small leaf, laid for a few minutes into an infusion of
h ohaa tea, cauiium dcatea its flavour, which bu been
comparad to that of green tCL
Tne biacfc cmrant bnah
with a damp soil better than the red.
The nuuiagement of both is much
the aana ; only the shoot* of the black are not cut to
•purs as in the red, the fhitt being produced in a different way.
The plants are regularly pruned every
winter, from a third to a fourth part of the old or exhausted wood being cut oat annually, and the straight.
est and beat placed shoots being preserved. In summer,
all superflnous growth is displand, espedally from the
centre of the bushes. The black currant-tree produces
more fruit as a standard than when trained against a
wall ; but in the latter way, the berries are coitsidciabty larger.

A

^wa

Cootelterr^.

i

rw

lity.

A

good deal dapaa da on the way ia which ha

l.?8. The Oaueberry-bush {Ribe* grossutnria, Linn. Gosubcnr.
rouffh-fruitcd gooseberry, Eng. Bot t. 189?, and R.
aiipi, L. common or smooth- fruited, Eng. Bot.

Ma
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Guden.
Gooseberry.

not a native plant, is at least completely
It often appears in woods,
naturalized in this country.
and not unfrequently on the walls of ruinous buildings;
but to these places the seeds may no doubt have been
The culture of tliis fruit has for a
carried by birds.
number of years been particularly attended to in the
north-west of England ; and the size and beauty of tlie
Lancashire gooseberries have procured them the first
cliaracter. In the south of Europe, we believe, the fruit
is generally small and neglected ; and when foreigners
witness our Lancashire berries, they are ready to consider them as forming quite a different kind of fruit.
In France, the gooseberry is called groseille ii maquerau, from its being used as a seasoning to mackerel.
159. The varieties of the fruit are very numerous,
They are dis])erhaps not fewer than two hundred.
tinguished by names not less sonorous, nor less fanciful and unmeaning, than those bestowed by the Dutch
on their tulips and hyacinths ; such as. Glory of England, Glory of Eccles, Bank of England, Nelson's VicMany new ones are constantly coming into
tory, &c.
t.

2057),

if

They are
notice, and others are falling into neglect.
classed according as their colours are red, green, yelJow, or white.
these,

The names of

which are

at present

a very few of each of
in esteem, shall be

most

juentioned.

Eed.

Old Ironmonger,
Early Black,
Damson, or dark red.
Large Rough Red,
Red Walnut,
Warrington,

Smooth Red,
Hairy Red,

Red Champagne,
Nutmeg,
Captain,

Wilmot's early red.

Green.

Green Gascoigne,
Green Walnut,
White Smith,

Green Globe,
Green-gage.

Yellotv.

Great Amber,
Globe Amber,
Great Mogul,
Hairy Globe,
Golden Drop,

Honeycomb,

Sulphur,
Conqueror,
Yellow Champagne,
Golden-knap,
Royal Sovereign,

Tawny.
While.

Large

Crystal,

White-veined,
Royal George,

must be admitted,

White Dutch,
White Walnut.

that although the large gooseberries make a fine appearance on the table, they are
often deficient in flavour, when compared with some of
smaller size. Many of them have very thick strong
skins, and are not eatable unless thoroughly ripened.
Some of the large sort, however, are of very good quality, such as the red champagne and the green walnut.
Among these, also Wilmot's early red deserves further
notice.
It was raised by Mr Wilmot at Islesworth in
ISOi, and has been cultivated by him very extensively
on account of its valuable properties, being early ripe,
of excellent flavour, and extremely productive.
It
usually ripens from the middle to the end of June.
For culinary use in the month of May it is larger and
better than most others, tlie skin not being tough, but
the whole berry melting to a fine consistence. The
gooseberry, it may scarcely be necessary to notice, is
It

used not only for tarts, pies, and sauces or gooseberry
creams, before being ripe ; but, when at maturity, it
forms a rich addition to the dessert for several months.
Gathered unripe, gooseberries can be preserved in botthe bottles are filled with berries,
tles against winter
close corked, and well sealed ; they are then placed in
a cool cellar till wanted. By plunging the bottles after
being corked into boiling water for a few minutes,
(heating them gradually to prevent cracking,) the berries
are said to keep better.
160. Gooseberry-bushes, like currants, are propagated chiefly by cuttings, preferring for this purpose
clean and strong shoots of the former year, about a
foot in length.
They may be planted any time early
:

in the spring.
They are trained for two or three years,
and should have a stem six or eight inches high. Strong
suckers of straight growth are sometimes used, but

they are considered as apt to produce suckers again.
In many places little attention is paid either to the
soil in which the gooseberry-tree is planted, or to its
pruning and management ; yet the fruit is greatly improved by attention to these circumstances. The best
practical gardeners now prune the bushes so as to form
them somewhat like a hollow sphere ; no main stem is
encouraged, as was formerly done ; but the centre is
cut out, and eight or ten side branches preserved, according to the size of the plant. All water-shoots of
the former season are removed ; but any young shoots
wanted for branches, are left at full length. In this
mode of pruning or training, the stem may be short,
perhaps half a foot, instead of a whole foot.
The
bushes may also be planted nearer to each other than
such as are allowed to rise many feet in height. They
should not however be less than five or six feet asunder in every direction, the free admission of light and
air being quite necessary.
If the bashes be attended
to in the month of June, and all central water-shoots
and suckers be displaced, the additional light and air
thus admitted, will be found very beneficial to the
fruit, while the labour of winter pruning will be at
the same time diminished. In many gardens gooseberry-bushes are still placed in single rows along the
sides of borders ; but this is not so good a plan as having a separate quarter for them. They may be planted in November, or any time before February ; and
the plantation should be renewed every seven or eight
years.

161. The plan above described for prolonging the
season of cuiTants, by matting up the bushes when the
fruit is ripe, it is still more important to adopt in regard
to gooseberries, as this fruit forms a more desirable ingredient of the dessert.
If some of the late yellow
sorts be matted in September, they remain good till
November. A few plants of the finer kinds are some-

times trained against a south or east wall ; here the
fruit not only comes earlier, but attains greater size
than usual. They also do very well on a low espalierIn some places, gooseberry- trees on the sides of
rail.
the borders, are ti'ained to a single tall stem, which is
this, though six or eight feet high,
tied to a stake
occasions scarcely any shade on the border, and it does
not occupy much room, nor exclude air ; while at the
same time the stem becomes closely hung with berries,
and makes a pleasant appearance in that state. Some
sorts of gooseberry-bushes, and those producing the
largest fruit, have a natural tendency to bend their
branches downwards. In this case the branches must
be supported with small forked sticks, in order to
admit air, and to save the fruit from touching the
ground.
:
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may be

ohserrcd of the currant and gooseberry

trees in general, th«t they are very easily raised from
the seeds, thcM often, however, lyinf; a year in the

ground

Tlie seedJing plants gethe third year of their growth,
when an Mtimate of their merits can be formet) : it is
to b* obaerred, however, that the fruit both of currant
and moaeberry aeedlinga may improve in the fourth

oeraliy

befiare

abew

TCftetating.

fruit in

and mUi year.
JUtplerry.
Kiifbenj.

168. The Ranbnry'biuk is the Rubtu idtntt of Linnirus {Fcotandna Aijfgifnia ; Rosatett of Jussieu)
and the Frmmiiomer of the French. It ia indugenous
to aeven) parts of Britain, and is figured in English
Botany, t. S442. The styles beins persistent, the fruit
ha* m liriatly appearance, from wkich the name ratptM
or nM> baa been given. The fruit is very desirable
bed) for the desaert, and for making jam, tarts, ami
•eea. Eaten fresh with cream and sugar, it nukes
an excellent sa|iMr.diafa. and may be had from July
to November.
It abo forms the chief compound in a
li(]ue«ir called Raapberry Cordial, for which purpose
great quantities of the fruit are reared near lA>ndon.
\fiS. The varieties chiefly cultivated are the follow,
ing Consaoa red and commoo white ; large red Antwen» ; large yellowisb. white Antwerp cane or smooth,
stalked, abo called reed raspberry ; twice bearing white,
and twieo-beariog red. Some atU
tfao
kinch tA red mdwfaite, thinking vtmH an iacrcMO of
siM fai the bfccr varieties hat boen puiihasad at
:

;

mte

w—t"-
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bear fruit in one ye."»r die in the following winter ;
ing in their place n succession of new stems, which
have been produced during the summer. Where the
stools are very strong, six or eight stems are allowetl to
remain ; but in young or weak plants, only half that
number are suffered to carry fruit. At the same time,
the tender tops which have been injure<l by frost and
hang down, are cut off. Plants pruned or dressed before winter, it may be observed, sustain most injury
from frost ; the old stems, when left, affording a degree of
In exposed situations
protection to the young shoots.
stakes are found necessary for supporting the stems
but in general it is thought sufficient to twist the
shoots loosely together, and to tie them at top with a
Sometimes, the tips of half the
strand of bus-mat
shoots on one stool, are tied to half the shoots of the
next; and in this way a series of festoons or arches is
formed, producing a very agreeable appearance, and at
the same time affording security- agamst the higheiit
winds.
The raspberry-bush grows freely in any good garden
Alsoil ; but It is the better for being slightlr moist.
though the place be inclosed by trees, and even slightly
In an induced and well
shaded, the plant succeeds.
sheltered qiuirter, with mther a damp soil, containing
a proportion of peat -moss, we have seen very great
crops of large and well-fUvoured berries produced ; for
example, at Melville Houae, tho seat of the Earl of LeFifeshire.
Soinetimea a few plants are trained
ven
agoinat a west wall, or a treOb or rail, and the fruit
nee mere early and of larger sise. By training
a north wall, the crop b proportionally relaru-

leav-

:

m

tbecnancvaf iavoor; bvt

the new varietica are, apon
whole, to be acooanted preferable. The aaeond
enp of the twioe-bearing kind is in general deflchnt
botn in flavour ^id sice hut by means of it the ra«pbarry season ia proloogetl till the beginning of \uvem>
bar.
is to be paetaadarly notiocd, however, that the
(Mt riioald be regalarly gatiMvcd as it ripens, and
should be alaaat immwHsIa^ used* after being pther.
ed: it win remain good on the bvsfa for a few flay* of.
tar
ripe, but a dish of iwwaberries kept iii the
hoMo Ar two days, will goMraUy be found to have
loat fltavow, and ptwSb
to be taintni by manrata.
I6l. %clmwstoot« rlmf abundantly aflbrd plenty
of plants ; bat thar shoold always be taken fVun atoois
in lull boarity.
Thar at* pUntod any time fVom Oiv
tobar la Fabmy. tho dblanoe is sekloa lass than
tbioe Aat batwwB tko pints, and the qnineonx «der is
gHMrailyadgplsd. iva liMt being Mt between the raws.
If tba larger
ba pbMttad. tho distances ara faw
craaed. A raapbei ry plaatMian continues good for
six or aavenyoan; bat aflrrtfaolaiMo of thst period, it
tile

New
seed

;

varieties of raspberry are eaaily raised from the
and they come to bear in the second year.

;

h

b«g

H

wMas

shoaM be

entirely
tian tha third year

•*"y

renewed

WUr

qaartar ahoald be
op.

:

it

b

plantiag

;

gsasisHy in periVcso that a new rs<n-

pnpaml two yean

baftr* tho

oM ana be grabbed
1

65.

Daring summer raspberry- plants rcoeivc little
T graand ia repaatcdiy hoad. and a few

attentian.

W

af tha aaparflaoaa sackais are sanittians TenKtvad. Befhee winter, the groond is coamumly dug and left
rough.
In some pbess tha stoob are dressed at thn
ssMon, (November) ; and a slight crop of ooteworts b
pirt between the rows.
If thn ba not daoe, the gene-

yniq^ b dafctrad tOI Pebnavy or March, whet.
tho daeayoa Mooa of the fbnaar ytar are cut out, ^n<l
tha new ones regulatad snd tied : forthcrabthi* peculiarity about raspbcny.boshcs, that tho items
which
ral

>

u. raaT

i.

Strawberry,
1 66. The Stntmberrtf (Fragaria of Linnvus^ belongs stravbctrr.
to tho same doM sod oracr, and natural family, as the
raanbeiiy ; the plant b called le Fraitier, and the fruit
Im XVaue, by the French ; and it is the Erdbrere of the
(iermans. Several ipeciet of strawberry are cultivated
in our gardens, anil many varirtUt ; indeed new hybrid prodttctioas are yearly appearing.
shall mention the kinda which are at present most esteemed.
167. The Searitt Simkrri/, {Fr<igaria Firginiana i. Soukt.
of the Hortos Kewenais.) this u the only sort of
small strawberry cnltivatea for the Edinburgh market,
a place diatiagaislied Ifar excelling all others in the

We

abuadaDOe aadcxeellenea of thu kind of fruit It is a
native of Virginia, and vary different in habit from our
Wood plant, tnc leaves benig dark green, of a more even
surface, the Ikiweriag stem shorter, and the fruit commonly oanccalad among the leaves. It is a hardy
species, prodaeing phnty of fruit on high and rather
bleak ritaations, near Edinburgh, where tlie C hili straw.
berry dots not prosper.
1 68. The A^ime {F. colUna) is larger than our wood
species, the stem higher, the leavea broader
the fruit
red, (sometimes white,) tapering to a point, and of
eonaidarabb size. The fnnt is of excellent flavour;
and being produced f^om June to November, the plant
M well deserving of culture. The summer shoots, it may
lie mentioned, must not be cut off ; for they fluwei and
yield fruit the same season, and it is on this property
that the autumn crop depends.
From observing this,
Mr Knight was led to a new mode of treating the al*
;

it

f. Al|><n«.
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He sows the seeds early in the sprinjr,
he places in a moderate hot- bed in April.
As soon as the plants have attained sufficient size, they
Strswben;. g^g planted in the open ground, where they
are to remain. They begin to blossom soon after midsummer,
and continue to produce fruit till stopped by the frost.
The powers of life in plants tlius raised, Mr Knight remarks, being quite energetic, operate more powerfully
than in plants raised from seeds even in the preceding
year and he therefore concludes that the alpine strawberry might with propriety be treated as an annual
Fruit

Garden.

pine strawberry.
in pots whicli

;

plant.
5. CaroUns.

The

Carnlina {F. Cnroliniana) is very regular
fine red colour but inferior in flavour
It does not appear to be a distinct speto the scarlet.
lfi<).

in form,

and of a

;

cies.

4.

Wood.

170- The Wood slrawhcrry (F. vesca, Lin.) has been
cultivated from time immemorial, and in some places it
It is a native of most of the woods
is still preferred.
of Britain, and figured by Sowerby, t. \524t. There

a variety with wliite fruit.
171. The Pine slraxxberry {F. trrandiflora, Hort. KeW.;
F. ananas of some writers.) The leaves resemble those
of the scarlet, but are somewhat larger, and evidently
of a thicker substance ; the flowers also are larger, and
the fruit approaches in size and shape to the Chili, being large, tapering, very pale red on the exposed side,
and greenish on the shaded side. When the plants arc
kept free from runners, this kind is very productive of
fruit, and is therefore highly deserving of cultivation,
172. The Chili (F. Chiloensis, Hort. Kew.) is distinguished by its very thick oval leaves, which, with
the leaf-stalks, are set with hairs. The flowers and
Some English garfruit are both uncommonly large.
deners speak slightingly of this kind, saying that it is a
bad bearer it has therefore been rather neglected. In
is

6. Pine.

e. Chili.

:

the neighbourhood of Edinburgh, however, it proves
abundantly productive 50 Scots pints have frequently
been gathered from an acre, by a single person, in the
course of a day. It is the only large strawberry cultivated for the Edinburgh market, and is generally sold
The Chili, it may
there under the name of hautboy.
be noticed, has a red berry ; while the true hautboy is
of a greyish colour.
173. The Haiilhy, or Hautbois (F. elatior. Smith,
7. Hautboy.
Fl. Brit.; Fug. Hot. t. 2197.) is remarkable for its very
There is a
large oblong fruit, with a musky flavour.
variety called the Globe Hautboy, wliich is much esteemed, but apt to degenerate.
174'. Of late years many new varieties have been raised from seed Some have for a time acquired a name,
and have again been forgotten : others however are
When ripe seed is
likely to retain their character.
wished for, the fruit should be allowed to wither somewhat on the plant before being gathered. It may, in
passing, be observed, that although, in compliance with
popular practice, we term the fruit a berry, it is not
such in correct botanical language a berry {hacca) contains the seeds within a pulp ; but here we find the
seeds on the outside ; it is, in fact, a fleshy receptacle,
having the surface studded with the seeds.
In Covent Garden market, strawberries are sold in
small pottles, the fruit having the calyx-leaf attached.
In the Edinburgh market, they are sold in wicker-baskets, each basket containing a Scots pint, or four English pints, the fruit being freed from the calyx- leaves.
175. As it is generally admitted that the marketEflinburgh
strawbergardeners in the vicinity of Edinburgh excel in the cul°^'
.ture of strawberries, their motlc shall here be detailed.
:

:

:

A

clayey soil or strong loam is considered as best
Fruit
Ganlen.
suited to the strawberry ; on a sandy or very light soil,
Indeed as the fruit naturally ripens ^""'V""*'
it never succeeds.
in June, when drought may be expected, we might Strawberry.
conclude a priori that a retentive soil would be much
more proper for it than an open one. New plantations
are formed either in September or in the beginning of
April, the soil being trenched or at least deeply delved,
and at the same time manured. The offsets are always
taken from the runners of plants of the preceding year,
in preference to those from plants of longer standing.
They are placed in rows two feet distant, thus affording sufficient room for delving, or turning over the
surface earth between them, a practice which is
found very beneficial, both during summer and winter.
Three plants are commonly put in together at eacJi
place: the distance between each stool or cluster of
plants, is at least fifteen inches ; sometimes a foot and a
half.
When the weather is dry at the time of plant*
ing, they are watered every day till they be well cstablished.
For the first year few berries are produced ;
and the common practice is, to sow a line of carrots, or
some such crop, between the strawljerry rows. In May
the runners are cut off, this being found to promote the
swelling of the fruit. Every stool is rendered quite
distinct and free from another, and the earth between
them is stirred with the spade or hoe. In the dry weather of summer, strawbemes are (by some careful cultivators, for it is not a general practice) watered, not
only while in flower, and when the fruit is setting, but
even when it is swelling off; as the berries begin to
colour, however, watering is desisted from, lest the fla«
vour should be injured.
About eighty acres in the vicinity of Edinburgh are
occupied by market gardeners, in strawberry crop, for
the supply of the Scottish capital ; and the amazing
average quantity of 60,000 Scots pints (240,000 English) are yearly sold in Edinburgh and its neighbourhood.
In a favourable season, about 75,000 Scots pints
(300,000 English) have been brought to market ; and it
will be remembered that the berries are freed from the
calyx-leaves, which leaves in the English market greatWhen the distance is considerly swell the measure.
able, the wicker baskets are packed over each other in
a hamper-creel, and conveyed to town on a light cart
hung on springs. The highest price is commonly half
a guinea a Scots pint ; but this is only got for a few
pints at the beginning of the strawberry season the
average price is about Is.; the lowest 9d. a Scots pint.
The berries are picked as they ripen, by women and
children hired for the purpose, to whom the strawberry
harvest is a profitable time.
As soon as the strawberry season is past, the plants
are shorn over, and all runners are again cut off
Towards the end of October, the ground between the rows
The cultivation of strawberries is thus
is delved over.
attended with a good deal of expence, requiring much
labour and constant assiduity in digging and hoeing between the plants, clearing them of weeds, cutting off
runners and leaves, watering (where that is practised),
and picking the berries for market. They may, with
success, be continued on the same land for an indefinite space of time, but the plants must be renewed
every fourth or fifth year, and manure at that time
supplied.
It is however found preferable to change
the crop altogether alter twelve or fifteen years.
176 Strawberries are generally placed in a quarter
:

of the garden by themselves, and
is

freely e.\posed to

sun and

air.

it

should be one which
are sometimes.
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t

;
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edgings to borders,
bowcrer, planted in noglt rows,
and in this way tbey often produce great crops. In either case, care must be taken to replant xhem every
fourth or fifUi year at farthcat. The alpme and wood
ipecies

Lady

may

lie

placed in s ituationa lather cool

and

periMpa aa an edging in the shrubbery.
In
such places they produce their fruit perfectly well, and
;

late ai the season,
177. The fruit

which

ia

desirable.

has evidently received its English
name froea an old practice of laying Uram between the
rows : in dear weather, the ground is thus kept from
dryhig loo wiGh* and Icn watering is requisite; while,
in < l wnfhi«g niii% the berriea are pceaerved from be.
ing soiled by the earth. Thn custom is still followed
in sooM parts of France ; aiMi it has of late been par>
tiaily revive-J in the neighbourhood t^ London, through
the rccoounemLition of Sir Joseph Banks, contained in
the first volume of the English Horticultural Mcnoirs.
When tbc firuit u formed, aonie lay tiles or noaa aroond
the planU; theaa answer the aane porpaae aa alraw,
bat certainly not more efectoally, aud tbc procaring and
«pplyiiw thaa must be attended with more trouble.
I7«. Strawberma in a favowritc deaaert fruit, and
by different hmmw tb^ an brangbt to table from February tin November. By variooa kinds of forcing (to
be afterwards noticed) they ai« pt«carsd from February till June; th^ ana produced ahisnilantly in the open
air during the sontka of Jmm and July i and by nuain
of the alpiae
wood tatts, the strawbeny Haaon
is paol osigad till the and of October.
The fraitaboald
be used vary soMi dWr beiif thw ed. If kept only
(or a firw hosra, the tmmme m mmmd to have casMtderabijr diminishad . The banice an gMmlly oaten along

md

with creaaa aad paiideJ Mitw.
Strawbctrios ai« readily raiard ham the aeed,
virialiae era thua procured.
If sown early,
they aeUoos fail to pfodace flowers and firuit in the
In eallwti ng the oecds, it is proper
snccoodiBg yau.
to ebss ro that the baniea be perfectly ripe, so that
the soeda nuf be lin iifc i i tnm their auHiMe, tn amy
part with fiscUity.
1781.

and new

n

HgeiMthiMMwn
era—
w
may
MMO
mer

of the flvita vbiefa
nawul^ cwtnaica within our wiOodgwdeiis, in the
air. it
be
in thia plaee to take seine
mmt MtiDa eraeveral otW fruits, and nuts, whidi arc
eecMieM^ ctillivated in the garden, but more com.
laoniy in tte hwaerpla— le i
s vurroundii^ it,
|
or in the aoriMnl aad ita ewnreoe; aad Kfcewiae lo
'•i"'
pertiealarly sobm oT the native fruita
which an sbH gathered for uae in the eonatry.

wmJ

"»•

rnotgn.

*^^- rrr-ri-T% nkirmtviI«a The Pm m fg tmm ti ti n (Pkmiea grmmtm, L.
Itm t amdri* Mowcjjj aie; Myrli, Jusa.) is a native of the
IxTuat, but aatanUaad in the South of Korope.
It
fartrodacad iaM Eoghoid toward the end of the
16th century.
At (int it was trratcd as a delicate
plant ; bat now it stands in the open border.
It is
only, however, ia sholtared sstnadom. against a south
wall, and in fovoanble aaaaena, that it prodaoaa toler.
able fruit : it aequirca btdccd a eooaidarablo iise, Boaiw
ly that of an ordinary pfp^n, but ia quilt daidiM fa i»>
vour. The tree requirea a rich strong •oa;ht a poor and
iby soil, it will not even shew floww*. To the northward of London, the fruit scarcely every approaches maturity.
A variety with double flower* m frequently
plMod apiaM tlw ridn of bauae« by way of ornament
what ctated with ill Mtflit flowm, it it not only

waa
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very beautiful, but grateful by its odour. The pome,
granate is generally propagated by layers. The flowers
proceed from the e.\tremitie« of branches produced the
same year. The stronger branches of the former year
are therefore shortened, in order to obtain a supply of
new shoots. The best time for this pruning is November.

181. The Olitt, {Olea Europaia, L. Diandria Mono- OliTb
gVHia; Jaiminece, Juss.) which constitutes much of the
nchesofthe south of France, Italy and Spain, with
difficulty survives in the mildest parts of our island.
Protected during winter in the same way as the myrtle,
generally by short litter laid around ttte stem, and by a
slight temporary screen of evergreen bcanchea, it some*
times Bowers ; and in some very warm aeaaons, it has
produced a few unripe fruit.
182. The PuAamtiH or date-plum, {Diospyro* Lotus, Piihsnin.
L.; Poljfgawtta Dkeda; Gaaiacaac, Joss.) is chiefly
Its
cultivatMl on account of its fine shining leaves.
It is the siae of a
fruit, however, is relished by some.
cherry, of a yellow colour, and eaten, like the medlar,
The
in a state of over-maturity or incipient decay.
plant is tender ftir tbe first year or two ; and even afterwards requires a sheltered situation, and rich but
dry soil. It was known in tbe time of Ucrarde, but ia
stUl very little attended to in gardens.
183. Tbe Cgnse/iaa c/irrry (CornurmarCH/a, L.; Te- Conidian
trmmiria
aeifera in ; CVt/iri/o/tacrir, Juss.) was formerly chcny.
ucfa cuhivated as a fruit-trce, and it is enumerated aa
each in all tbe old books on gardening. The fruit was
ated ia aMktng tarts, and a rob de eornu was kept in
die ahopi
It is now transfomd to the shrubbery,
where tta early flowers, a ppeal iwy in February and
March balbre tbe leave*, render it omaaieBtal. The
weed ia nmark^ly hard ; so that spears were in anCMnt tiniaa fomcd of it.
IM. Bcaidea tbe CDWunoa apple, pear, and quince, Apple geseveral others of the Pynu |^oa are cultivated.
The ^"^
CUmem »ppl* IP. toeclaMit, L.) is plsnted in manv chinsta.
and snrabberies in the south of England,
at of its fine show of deep red bods
which appear early in May. It ia
inemned by gnAiw oa orab stocks. Beautiful treea
of this kind, aone of them above twenty feet high, are
to be aaoB in gtlaae fa the aeighbeuinoad of London.
priied chiefly SibsriM
The SiUnmm <va* (P. jireei/Ww. L.)
for its ekaant HKIe frail, leaomhling large Duke cbcr. cnh.
rica, whi<» an vary ortMunemtal in shrubberies, in the
ataan end early part of winter. Tbe Swtalt-fryited Small att>.
eroA {P. bmccmlm, L.) is planted with tbe same view.
From til* fruit of this sort, aa we learn from I'allas,
the quaas or cider of Siberia is made ; and we may
add, that it makes an excellent preserve with syrup.
The Japan appU, (P. Japonica, L.) blotsoma and Japan.
bears fruit if trained agamst a south wall
but the
(Vuit is of no value.
The plant reouires to l>c covered
with a baaa met or close straw-net during winter. The
Sorh, at Smietlnt, (/V^" <orm*«a/ii o( Hort. Kcw. Sorb.
Cratmgm* tormimaUi, L.) is a large tree, growing na.
turally in some parts of England, as in Hertfonlshire,
from whence the fruit is brought to Ix>niion in large
oiuntitiea ia autamn. It is figure<l in Sowerby's " EngBah Botaay," t S98. The fruit is of the shape of the
conunon mw, but Urgcr ; of a brownish colour when
ripe ; if kept till it be soif\, in the same way as med.
lars. it has an agreeable acid flavour.
It succt^U in
any strong dayey soil ; it is scarcely ever cultivated
as a fruit-tree, but it often planted in lawns and about

M
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;
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Garden.
Azatele.

185. The Azaroh-tree [CralagUs aaarolus, L.; properly a Mespilus) has a still larger fruit, but does not
produce it so freely, being a native of the Levant.
When fully ripe, the fruit has an agreeably acid taste,
for which it is so much esteemed in Italy and the south
of France that it is frequently served up in desserts.

It is deservedly planted in pleasure grounds; ita foliage, flowers, and berries being all beautiful in succession, and the whole tree forming a fine object.
Roanberries are still held in some esteem in the Highlands
of Scotland, and in Wales ; and in both countries, the
boughs of the tree are used in many superstitious ce-

It is the

remonies.

pommelle of the French.
seldom ased.

In this country

it is

Native Fruits.

Of the

genus Prunus, we have several species
growing naturally in our woods, and by the banks of
186.

The

small black chei-ry or guigne, (P. cerasui,
706,) and the red-fruited variety, commonly distinguished as Prunus avium, have already been
mentioned, as well as the common wild plum, (P. domeslica, ) which if not native, is at least completely naturalized.
To these may be added the bullace, the sloe,
BuIIace.
and the bird-cherry. The Bullace plum (fruit of P. insititia, Eng. Bot. t. 841,) when mellowed by frost, is not
unpleasant ; indeed it is one of the best of our native
productions.
It may be made into an excellent conserve, by mixing the pulp with thrice its weight of sugar.
It varies with dark purple or almost black fruit,
Slop,
and light or wax-coloured fruit. The Sloe (fruit of
P. spiiwsa, Eng. Bot. t. 842.) likewise requires to be
mellowed by frost. To home-made wines, it is calculated to communicate the colour and roughness of red
Fort ; indeed it is said to enter as an ingredient into the
manufacture of this wine. The juice of the unripe fruit
forms, the German acacia. When the fruit is ripe, the
juice affords an almost indelible ink, which is sometimes
used for marking linens. Mr Knight (in the London
Horticultural Transactions, vol. i.) seems to consider
the sloe as the original species from which all our cultivated plums have been derived ; but on what grounds
he passes over the common wild plum and the bullace,
which are more nearly allied, he does not enable us to
Bird-cherry, determine. The Bird cheri-u, (fruit of P. padus, L. Eng.
Bot, t. 1383.) in Scotland the Hag-berry, is, to most paThe fruit is scarcely used, unless oclates, nauseous.
casionally that in Scotland an infusion of it is made in
the favourite liquor of the country, whisky.
Barberry.
187. The Barberry bush (Berberis vulgaris, L.
Hexandria Monogyuia ; Berberidecc, Juss. ) is a native
of various parts of this country ; and is figured in
" English Botany," t. 49. The fruit is in considerable demand for preserving ; and the berries of the variety without stones are preferred for this purpose.
If
planted in good soil, and pruned somewhat in the manner of gooseberry-bushes, barberry plants yield both
larger bunches and larger berries.
In the shrubbery,
while in flower, they are ornamental ; and the sensitive stamina may aftbrd entertainment ; for when the
anthers; are ready, if the bottom of the filament be irritated with the point of a knife or a straw, the stamen
rises with a sudden jerk, and strikes the anthera against
the pistillum. In autumn, the scarlet fruit makes a fine
appearance.
188. The Elder (^Sambtictis nigra, L. ; Pentandria
Gliler
Trigynia ; Caprifoliacece of Ventenat,) is a well-known
iberrics.
native tree, figured in English Botany, t. 476. In Scotland it is called Bcurtree. Elder berries may be included in the list of native fruits ; for they are still
sometimes gathered for the making of elder wine.
189. The Mountain ash ^Sorbtis ancuparia, L. ; IcoRoan bersandria Trigynia ; Rosaceie, Juss.; Eng. Bot. t. 337.)
rifis.
is perhaps the mo't ornamentiJ native tree we possess.
rivers.

Eng. Bot.

t.

5

Fruit
Garden.

190. Of the genus Rubus, the raspberry has been al- Brsmble
berries.
ready mentioned. The Covnnon bramble (K./rulicosiis,
L. ; Eng. Bot. t. 715.) may be added as one of our native fruits, and not one of the worst. The Stone bramble,
In Scot{It. saxatilis, F.ng. Bot, t. 2233. ) is another
land, the fruit has a distinct name. Roebuck-berry.
Cloud-berries, or knot-berries, (the fruit of R. chama- Cloua.
morus, Eng. Bot. t. 7 16.) are perhaps the most grateful berries.
and useful kind of fruit gathered by the Scots Highlandon the sides and near the bases of the mountains,
ers
it may be collected for several months in succession.
It is not cultivated without difficulty, and it very seldom
yields its fruit in a garden.
With this may be coupled
the Drvarf crimson bramble, (R. arcticus, Eng. Bot.
This is found only on the highest and wildt. 1585.)
The berry is excellent ; but
est mountains of Scotland.
it is not easily obtained in sufficient quantity; for
though the plant grows freely in gardens, and shews its
flowers, it rarely produces its fruit in low situations.
191. Of the cranberry {Vaccinium, Ij.; OctandriaMo'
nogynia ; Ericce, Juss. ) there are various species, three
of them native ; but the most important is a transatlantic species, which however we may be excused for introducing in this place. It is culled the smooth-stemmed American cranberry, ( V. macrocarpon ) This is an Amencan
addition made within these few years to our list of cuL cranberry.
tivated fruits.
The plant was indeed known ; but the
opinion given in Miller's Dictionary was general, that
" they can only be cultivated for curiosity in gardens,
for they will not thrive much, nor produce fruit, out of
:

:

.

bogs."
To the indefatigable
are indebted for pointing out the
Wherever there
practicability of cultivating it for use.
be
is a pond, the margin may, at a trifling expence,
fitted for the culture of this plant, and it will continue
productive for many years. All that is necessary is to
drive in a few stakes, two or three feet within the margin of the pond, and to place some old boards within
these, so as to prevent the soil of the cranberry bed from
falling into the water: then to lay a parcel of small stones
or rubbish in the bottom, and over it peat or bog earth
to the depth of about three inches above, and seven
In such a
inches below the usual surface of the water.
situation the plants grow readily ; and if a few be put
in, they entirely cover the bed in the course of a year or
two, by means of their long runners, which take root at
From a very small space, a very large
different points.
their native
Sii-

swamps and

Joseph Banks,

we

quantity of cranberries may be gathered ; and they
prove a remarkably regular crop, scarcely affected by

the state of the weather, and not subject to the attacks
of insects.
192. The native species of Vaccinium, which afford
berries in the highlands of Wales and Scotland, are the
The Common cranberry, or moss berry, Comm«B
following.
Great quantities of cranberry^
(F. oxycoccos, Eng. Bot. t. 319.)
tliis berry are gatliered in upland marshes and turfy
The berries are
bogs, both ni England and Scotland.
made into tarts, and have much the same flavour as the
Russian imported cranberries, or those procured by cultivation. The Bilberry, blaeberry, or whortleberry, {F. BUcben|
myrlillus, Eng. Bot. t. 456.) is gathered in autumn for
making tarts in Devonshire the berries are eaten with
:
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Cream in the Hijjhlantls of Scotland, they are
•ometimes eaten with milk, but more commonly made
into jeUiea. The Rtd bilUrry, or Cowberry, {V. viiis
Men, Eng. Bot t, 598,) is acid and rather bitter, and declottMl

:

It makes however a
cidedly inferior to the cranberry.
Sweden ia eaten with
very gt>od rob or jelly, which
all kinds of roctt meat, and formf a sauce for venison,
which is thought niperior to currant jelly.

m

Snti.

The Smt* whkfa grow in this country, and
part of the dcaaert, remain to be noticed.
UtMtU

which form

19s. The HuxekiCtryU* aveUana, Lin. ; Eng. Bot.
783 ; Momttim Polgmmiria ; Awmlacta, Junieu,) is a
In September,
native of Britain, and very common.
great quantities of the nuts are collected by the counirf naoplc, and sent to market There arc several vafiatUB, aarticularly the White Filberd, and the Red Filt.

;
tJie Cob-nut, remarkable for its large sise ; the
In some
Clnater-nnt; and the Dwarf Proltiic.nut.
of dwarf filbercd tree* are
The tnca Mf not allowed to rise more than
ftat, and they are trained, like gooseberry
the centre. When full grown, the cup
thus
by the expanded braocfact ia about six feet
Each tree is twelve feet from another.
io diiBatcr.
Th« inMnaadials ipaeM are secnpied with diftrent
flpqpa thai aaqnva fre^Mcat haeiaa, the aaceaai of the
imt tnaa beiay nneh pnnalad vtj repeated atirring
flf the cnand.
80 gnat ia the praduoe ct nuta from
I thie wqr, that in aoote parts of
are fwaed with a view to the
anppl^ef tlwLaadaBnMriteC The trivial name ^miI>
mm. It nwf be naMikcd, ia dariv<ed fkom a town near

berd

I

AnMd

NaiOa^ the •-J-'^i*'^ at wUeh hmra lai« cnbiTated
the Spaniah Manl tne to a great extant, mncb flf their
the aak of the nnta.
The haad tree ^rowa vigorously in a strong loem, or
in any eail which la aomewhat ralantive and moist. It
ia snmHinna nswiiagaUrl by aackcrs, bat better plants
arc procured by l^erc.
In thia way only are the difle.
rml varietiea cwitmneH; by aowing the nuta, trees may
1

beyatftrthalhickauiMaravoMor iorming a copMee^bm net Ar caWvating with a view to the fruit. A

WW tram of the different varieties areonMHBental on

de

the

ct any bank which nay oocnr in the pleacure
Early in i^aiBg, gawiwPy abont the end of
I

the oatkiae or aaaie (lowers, end the febright red styles, are display,
ad, and aMlia a p h asing annearaDce at that still dreary
dreanr

ab ffMM with their
COMUnti'
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merely that state in which it is fit for pickling. Several
varieties are cultivated, particidarly the round, and the
oval walnut; the large walnut; and the tender shelled,
The chief thing to l» attended to in the culture of the
tree, is to induce it to spread its roots near the surface,
and to prevent their getting down into cold wet soil.
As it generally attains a large sise, it must stand in the
lawn or park, or a row of walnut-trees may form part
of the screen of the orchard. Mr Boutcher of Edinburgh long ago recommended the inarching of a branch
of a bearing tree, the quality of whose fruit was known,
upon a common stock, and added, that fruit was tlius
produced in one-third less time. The same idea has

yieUa its frait in thia eoantry, nor is it
to. ladeedalargebaahertreeofit iaaeidaB tobemet
with hi oar aHena. In the Botanic Garden, Leith
Walk, EdMawgh, one of the faaat spacneaa fa Britain
oeoars: it

WtliM.

ia

now (ltl6)eha«S5fteCi»lMigH«d fifty

»». The WtkmUrtt (Jmtimt regut, L.; Jfoaacsa
Pofymadnm, Trnk nUkmi tm , Jaaiea) ie coosidawd at
a native of Penia, bat aa havii^ come to ua from

nem*

redded as a corrupdate ai its mtroductioo is not
known. Lane and old traaa of it are very common in
naay parte of Budand, when it ripens iu fruit reguJarly. In Scotland, hawever, the fruit comes to perfection, only in fine sceaona : in ordinary yean it attains
France, the

tioo of

GmtUmU.

watiirf being

The

j,J|![J^''"~

lately occurred to Mr Knight, and in this way he has
procured plants which proved fruitful in three years.
It is evident that the peculiar varieties can only be
continued by layering and grafting for large plantaThe nuts are
tions, however, the nuts are sown.
ready in October, and are gathered by beating the
they may be kept through the
trees with long poles
winter, by covering them with earth in the manner of
potatoes, and mixing some dry mould among them to
bU the interstices tor this last purpose, dry sand being preferable.
liMi. The Chestnut-tree (Fagut caslanea, L. ; or Cm- Chotnut.
lanea vtaca of Brown; Aunmecm Polt/andria ; Amenlaeete, Juss.) is considered as a native of the southern
parts of England, where, at any rate, it has long been
naturalixcd.
It has a place in " English Botany,"
It is not much cultivated for its fruit in thij
t. 8S6.
;

;

;

As

ooontry.

a fore»t-tree

it

is

pcrhapa scarcely duly prised.
M callad the Spanish cnestnut.

when

abeerve, that

fruit

is

well

The

known, tliough

variety preferred

It may be proper to
the object, grajled trees

abonid be rctotud to. The grafUn^ ofdestnut-trees
haa kmg been pnctiaed in Devonshire, and it ia now
IStdy to becone general. The stocks may be raised
Apom the connnon nuta, but the graAs are to be taken
from bearing branchea of such trees as yield the largest
and fairest fruit. The timber of these grafted trees ia
of little value indeed the tree generally continues in a
dwari' state
but the fruit is not only sooner produced,
but ia of better quality and more abundant. The nut^
are not so large as those imported from Spain ; but
they are more sweet. They may be kept in earthenware jars, in a cellar somewhat damp, or covered with
earth or sand in the manner reoonunended for walnuts.
The French call theee grafted trees, wmm»niert ; and
;

:

the fore ct treca, dtatatgnieri. The chestnut is suited
to the mma»
aHie kind of situations as the walnut-tree above

spoken

of.

The diimptaaint, or dwarf Virginian chestnut, chioaai
{F»gtu pumila, L.) lias long been known in English piu^
garoiens ; but the fruit is snudl, and has not been much
197.

IMw The Cmtlmmlimofk iaml (C.
Mea nnu whacb «« twice the aae oT the
aal, and grow in latge wcsiaiii
It

Prnit

Gaidca.

attended

to.

98. In this coantry, even in ordinary laaaoni, sewhich have now been treated of,
such as the grape, the peach and nectarine, and the
fig, and more particularly the finer varieties of these,
are foand to be brought to greater perfection, or the
trees are more effectually kept in a healthy and fruitful
state, by having recourse to a certain
of artificiid
beat.
If this be true in the south of England, much
more may it be affirmed of all that part of the island
which lies to the north of York. Cilased houses, under
various names, have therefore been contrived for the pur1

veral of the fruits

dame

poccof (brwardinc and defending the blossom of the trees,
setting of the fruit, in Uie spring, and for ripening the bearing wood for next year in ti>e autumn, tlie

and the

;

S30
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maturation of
of of flags, two inches or somewhat more in thickness. The
P^^ches and nectarines, being left as much as possible flagstones of the Hailes Quarry, near Edinburgh, arc
to the influence of the sun and air.
The vinery, the excellent for this purpose : the finer laminae from the ^ g
peach-house and the fig-house, ought not, in general, quarry at Carmylie, in Forfarshire, commonly called Arto be considered as forcing houses ; but as calculated
broath pavement, are apt to crack and shiver from exporather to assist the natural efforts of the plant and to
sure to heat. They are generally made about 18 inches
make up for the imperfections of the climate, every deep, and of nearly equal breadth, and horticultural wripossible use being in the mean time made of the natural
ters have in general recommended these dimensions; but
climate.
They may, however, be converted into for- there can be little doubt that the breadth should be nearly
ci«;!^.houses, by varying the time of applying the artidouble the depth. Mr Stevenson, civil engineer, foundficial heat; and in this way, not only cherries and
ing on some experiments made in constructing a drystrawberries, but grapes and peaches, may be obtained
ing-house, has strongly recommended this improvemany weeks before the natural season arrive. The ment. (Scottish Hart. Mem. i. 143.) He observes,
that " the flues in general use are of too small dimenpine-apple, which has not yet been spoken of, requires
sions ; there is not capacity in them for allowing the
continually an increased, and even high temperature
while the orange tril>e needs little more than to be heated particles of air to expand ; so that the heat passes rapidly through such narrow flues, and makes its
saved from frost during winter.
The disposition of hot-houses, in regard to the gar- escape with the smoke, in what may comparatively be
den and pleasure grounds, has been already spoken called a latent state, without being allowed to act on a
of A suite or range of glazed houses is generally form- surface large enough to rob it of its caloric." He fared together, with only glass partitions between them. ther remarks, that an apartment heated with flues of a
In this case the green-house is sometimes placed in the wide, but shallow form, is less liable to sudden changes
middle, and the stoves at each end, so that, during of temperature, than where the flues are small ; and
that such flues possess the advantage of seldom or newinter, a person may pass into either hot-house without opening a direct communication between it and ver requiring to be cleaned.
The furnace is generally
the external air, which, on account of the rarefaction so situated, as that the upper part of the arch is as high
as the top of the flue, where the heat is introtluced inof the air within, is ready to rush in.
Hot-houses are comparatively of modem invention. to the house. The height of the body of a furnace, of
They were unknown in the days of Gerarde and Par- the usual dimensions, is two feet four inches, varying
After the however, according to the slope of the ground ; the
kinson, that is, of Elizabeth and James VI.
width is nearly the same ; the length of it inside three
civil wars, horticulture seems to have received more atfeet ; the door a foot square ; and the length of the
tention ; but a glazed house, with a furnace and flues,
does not appear to have been constructed previous to back of the furnace two feet. In the dry stove a stand
is erected for supporting shelves on which the plants
168-i.
Sir Hans Sloane, writing in that year, mentions
are to be placed ; the stand and shelves together being
that Mr Watts, gardener at Chelsea Garden, then recalled the stage.
In this stove all kinds of succulent
cently instituted, had a new contrivance for preserving
tender exotic plants during winter ; " he makes under plants, such as cacti, mesembryanthema, stapeliae, and
the floor of his green-house a great fire-plate, with aloes, are preserved, with many other tender plants
which do not require bottom heat.
grate, ash-hole, &c. and conveys the warmth through
It may here be noticed, that it having been found
the whole house by tunnels, letting in upon occasion
the outward air by the windows." The green-house that certain parts of hot-houses where one furnace only
was thus converted into a stove, or made to answer the is employed, are not heated equally with other parts
purpose of both. Separate houses for plants belonging nearer to the furnace, it has been proposed to convey
to these parts heated air from the furnace by means of
to very warm climates were soon found to be necessary ; and in 1724, Bradley describes a stove or conser- tinned iron tubes. Nicol and others objectto these tubes
vatory, with flues and every thing in the manner of a resting on the flues,as being apt to diminishthe evolution
modern dry stove. The bark stove was soon afterwards of heat from their surface they might, however, be carintroduced ; the heat resulting from the fennentation ried free of them, and certainly deserve further trials.
of tanners bark being employed, however, in the cul- Such tubes, it is to be observed, are only necessary in hothouses already built. In the constructing of new houses,
ture of pine-apples before it was applied to ornamental
a small flue, perhaps 2^ inches or a brick squrn-e, can eaplants of hot climates. Two kinds of stoves are at presily be carried along in the back wall. Heated air drawn
sent in common use, the dry stove and the bark stove.
from the furnace into this flue can be conveyed to the
opposite end of the house, and there admitted by a
Dry Stove.
Matters must of course be
valve or door at pleasure.
199. The dry stove is generally constructed with so contrived, that no smoke can pass into this small
upright glass frames in front, and sloping glass frames flue.
by way of roof, extending perhaps to within four feet
Bark Stove.
of the back wall of the house, which space of four feet
which
bark
stove
is distinguished by having a Bark stove,
angle
at
200.
The
commonly
covered
with
slates.
The
is
The large pit, nearly the length of the house, three feet
the glass is made to slope is usually about 35°.
deep, and six or seven feet wide.
This pit is formed
floor is raised two feet above the exterior surface, in
order to give room for the flues, which if sunk low do with brick walls, and has a brick pavement at bottom,
not draw freely. The flues are carried to the extremi- to prevent the earth from mixing with the tan, which
It is filled with fresh tanty of the house, and returned several times, according would hinder its heating.
They are ners bark, well dried ; and in the bark, pots containing
to the length and breadth of the building.
constructed of fire-brick, and the covering is composed of plants from the East or West Indies, or tropical clisquare tiles, about an inch and a half thick. In Scotland, mates, are plunged. The bark acquires and long rewhere sandstone abounds, the covers are usually form- tains a moderate heat ; but besides this, it preserves a
3
the fruit itself, at least in the case
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.

~

:

Ijry stove.
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(Ifgree of genial mo! jture, well calculated to keep the
Extibre* of the roots in constant %-tgour and octiun.
pencnce Iim rfiewn that a hoiu« of forty feet can be
If thought proper,
properly heated by one furnace.

may be made krse, and tiiere may be two
and two furnaces, t^^ house betn^ divided in
I.i this rase a hicher
the middle by a glass partition.
temperature may be maintained in the one division, than
0»*er the fluea a
is thought necessary in the other.
wooden grate, or crib treilis, is laid and on this are
placed the most tender of the succulent tribrs, such as
•ome of the melon-thistles, cereuset, and enphorbiums.
The range of temperature which plants can endure in
the house

tan-pits

;

bwk

coocidenble, fivni 63* to 81* Fahrenthe mark anaiui*,
heit, or nine degree* abore and
This i na tni ment is
on the boitaniad thennoneter.
hung in the oiiddle of the hoese, St a eoMidanble distance from the ftimace, and oat of rcMch of the sun's
the

stove

is

Mow

rayt.

not onrommon to give air to sodi a hothooae only through the day, and tu shut it up doae aft
night, perhaps ercn hii iiiatiiiy the tempentare in the
Judiciona horticultvrista rcTer se the prac>
erenhiff.
tice.
Kaowiiiff, for axainple^ that in the West Indies,
chilly and cold ni^hta mually succeed to the hottest
di^s, thcT ivlhcr nnitate nature, by shutting up the
houae
the day, and throwing it open at night.
Thia pfMliee« hovercr, on only bt MIowcd, in our
ciflMlef IB in$ MiBBMr and aulwuii aeaMoa.
908. FovoBf alorca are of moocftt tnvcntion* In
no respect inm Ine atuica al*
principle^ tiMy dunr
ready dewribed; their ifplieBtiaa only ia diftrmt.
The bark fcrang stove has a tan-pit. in which poU of
rosea, nsnimiats, and other Sowcn^ art phinged, in
with
order to their prodoctian at Ml early aaMost.
tnwberries, kidney-bana, or pcniap* dwarf-cherrytnea, are likrwiae set in the pit, or on ahelrca around.
SooMtinee asnall bus dew a*« fbtined in thia bark-alove,
next to the front and alao next to the back wall ; a few
dwarf fruit-trees are dma intrudiiced , which yield an
aeeaptaUe addition to the spring denart. insaiaepUoaa,
the neve delioBte kinds of grep^vinea an here also
cnktnttd, and tndncd alenf the rdlers of tbn appar
801. It

is

damf

n

Pm

rercnw alo^ree

are

nitmded

iniefly foe peailiea, nee-

nam, §g», emij chcrriea, the best
and fkan, sometinies appfaa and

taifaica,

oota

.

aerts

of apri-

oceassoaallr

gooaebemca, currants, and laspbei i iea. The whoM
area of the house b filled with
nra|— wl rick «aai>
poat, two
deep. The treaa,
baea pfniwia
1 r trained to near a bearing iisc, ara tiaM|rikalcd into
the prepared border. Tbeaa Hovaa are btfon to be
worfccd early in the apriiV ; and when the crop i« gs.
thered, the glaas IVwaca are opened wide, or perhaps
altogether removed, in order to admit air and rata, and
thus harden the annual sheota of the trtca.
In thia
open state, the boose* remain till after mid-winler, when
they are pMtialty ibat, in order gradnallir to prepatc
the tree* fortiMincreaacd teoineratnre. DrfRmitit kinds
of trees reqnirt dilbrcnt oiodn of asanagM nt, nnd
al*o a variation of tempcntat* : in all llm-nte gardens,
therefore, a separate hot-houae ia allotted to the peachtree, called the PeadihooM*: another to rherrie*. calWd
the C'herry-hfiuie ; a tliird to the production of grapes,
called the Vinery or Crane^hnnse, and
tome place*,
a fburtli to Km. c»}]ed tne Fig-bouse. The diflfcrente
in ti r
-sc booaei ia not eonsiderable.

wM

f^

hamf

m

m

!1MV

calM
porlitni

r>e
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the operations of nature are

gi-adu.il

;

and a good gar_

;

;

:

1

other circnmataneeak
We shall now proceed to notice the peach-house,
cherry-house, vinery, and fig-house, in succession then
the pine-stove and' appendage* ; and the orangery.
Here we shall take occasion to introduce a short description of the magnificent and commodious suite of
hot-houae* at Dalmenv Park, near Edinburgh, plans
and devatians of whicn we are enabled to lay before
the reader ; and we shall autnoin aonie account of impravaBienta which have lately been adopted or propoaed in thi* branch of horticulture. The cultivation of
the malen, baina attad to that of the cucumber, will
lead oa to tba bMilwii gaidin.
;

The

Pettck-houte.

A

peach-house, intended to l>e commanded by Pcachis oommonly made about 40 feet long, 1
hoii.
or 12 wide, and about
in height.
It has aosnetunea
no upright glass in front ; merenr a parapet 18 indMa
high, upon which the rafters unmediately rest.
In
aoow pfares the peach and nectarine tree* are trained
to a tivllis next to the glaas, none being placed on the
back wall ; in others the tree* are trained only to the
wall, or to a trellia placed againat it ; but in thw greater nnmbcr of oaaea, mmII tne* are trained nearly half
wav up the glaaa roof, and at the aaffle time other* of
full siie are plaoad i^ainat the back wall.
The flue
in fkont, bat at wam» Sttmon from the parapet,
ia latnmed also at aeoM distance fWnn ttie tack
wall} a0 that bath ftaaa tdan togctlMr, with the qiaea
bat waan Ifaaa, occanv nearly tM omtre of the hoaae.
TheoMjpractiee of haviM the back wall itself Aued,
is now diseaatimMd, fta mmmg Jhmt within the house
being found prrfttable. Both parapet and dnea rest on
pillsn, so a* to allow the roots uf the tree* fttx egreea
to the border on the outside of the house.
If early or
farced firnit be wanted, the house is made narrower and
shorter, so aa to give a greater command of tempera*
tare.
In such houses, either three or four dwarf treea,
with intetmediate ridert, are phinted tlie riders being
taki n out at the end of four years at farthest.
When
-e also trained in fttaM* three are commonlT
sm
M e, or nine or ten trees in all. Fire-heat la
sutt
generally applied about the middle of February, the tem«
pemtiirc bting Ibr a time kept at 45*; and afterwards
gr.-.i
rnased to 30* or AS" Fahr
The tempera,
^ll<^"l'.rrl<^fr, every ir^mlnir ..nd
turc
.. ..tell by
evening; (luring ii
.in
..'mitten, i'
<• ^vnc^
thehfvt, asnear aea
thus furceil, gencTr blofsoti
h.
While in flower aiiu im w.v uliI be *tt, ((fci<^»: i»<.<.iuS04.

one furnace,

U

;

i>

.

\

l)rc>-

.

^" f-^J

.v..

AU

Fniit-

dener will always fellow thet>e as the safest exiunples. Gatdcn.
He will never willingly apply artificial heat before biuls p^j^^
have naturally swoln ; he will then increase the tern- house."
perature gradually for some weeks he will in particular, guard against any sudden decrease of warmth,
it being moat neceeaary towards success, to continue
the course of tqj etati on uninterruptedly, through fo<
liation, inflorescence, and fructification.
In all kinds
of forcing, it is of importance tliat free admission of air
be given according to the state of the atmosphere and
it too should be given and withdrawn by degrees, e$pe«
cially in the early and cold time of the year the sashes,
or tlie ventilators, may, for instance, be (Mrtially opened by 8 in the morning, top air being given before
front iiir ; full air may be allowed about
; a reduction
should take place before 3 P. M., and the whole be
doaed between 4 and S, according to the season and

;
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is

practised,

wann

flues.

by sprinkling water on the surface of
After this, washing the foliage with

the garden engine is found very conducive to the health
of the plants.
When the stones of the fruit are formed,
the temperature is raised to about 60°, and the crop is
thinned, if thought necessary.
Water is now liberally
applied to the border.
After May, little fire-heat is
given, and air is very freely admitted through the day.
Mr Knight strongly recommends the exposing the
fruit, when ripening, to the full influence of the sun in
warm and bright days, and covering it with the glass
roof during cold night air or rains. He has, in the
iMndon Horticullural Transactions, vol. i. p. 199, described an improved peach-house.
The angle of the
roof is only 28° in Lat. 52°. In order that the lights
may be moved to the required extent with facility, they
are made short, and divided in the middle.
The back
wall does not exceed nine feet high. Two rows of
'trees are planted ; one in front, trained on an almost
horizontal or very slightly inclined trellis; and the
other on the back wall.
The house is 50 feet long,

but commanded by a single furnace.
The usual displacing of useless buds and spray, and
laying in of new shoots, are operations which must, of
course, be attended to, as in the management of peach

and nectarine

trees on the open wall.
best fruits for the peach-house are, the red
magdalen, the white magdalen, royal George, noblesse,
late mignone, early Newington, teton de Venus, and Catherine peaches; and of the nectarines, the Newington,
the red Roman, and the violet. But all the kinds former,
ly mentioned § 88. are occasionally placed in the peach.house.

Some of the

are the scarlet, the alpine, and wood strawberry.
Tlie
Kruit
tJarden.
plants undergo a course of preparation for a year before
they be forced. They should always be taken from pT""^"""'
*
the most fruitful plants ; and the oflsets nearest to the housef
parent plant are to be preferred. During the first summer, they are not only regularly deprived of all runners as they appear, but the flowers are also picked off:
vigorous plants, filling the pots, are thus secured for
fruiting in the following spring. If the fruit be wanted
very early, the plants are placed in a hot-bed frame in
the end of October, and there brought to flower, being transferred to the forcing-house when the furnace
is set agoing.
They generally yield ripe fruit early
in March, and continue to afford successive gatherings
till the end of April, making a pleasing appearance at
this season, and a rich addition to the spring dessert.
Water is prettj- libeKilly supplied till the fruit begin to
ripen, when it is given sparingly.
It may here be remarked, that if strawberry plants which have been prepared as for forcing, be planted in front of a Iwt-wall,
they can scarcely fail to ripen fruit early in May.
207. Of kidney-beans the best kind for forcing, is"
the early speckled dwarf. The beans are sown, in small
pots, (called 24's or l6's,) in any sort of light rich
earth, three beans in each, and placed in the house

when fire-heat is begun. As they advance, they require frequent watering, and as much air as circumThe pods should be gathered
stances will pennit.
when rather young, as in this way the plants continue
longer to yield th^ra.
The Vinery or Grape-house.

Clierry-

nouse.

feet in length,

Cherry-hoitse,

205. The cherry-house, if one furnace only be employed, is nearly of the dimensions mentioned for the
peach-house. The cherry-house is always considered
and managed as a forcing-house. There is commonly
a glass front between two and three feet high ; thus
giving room in the fore-part of the border, for some dwarf
trees, either cherry or fig, or perhaps apricot ; the principal cherry-trees being trained against a trellis in the
back wall. The flue along the front and at each end,
is covered with a small horizontal grate or trellis of
wood, and on this pots of strawberries or of kidneybeans are forced. For the dwarf trees in front, such
as have been kept in pots or tubs for some time, are to
be preferred. Forcing in the cherry-house is usually
begun about the new-year but for a month before the
fire is lightefl, the house is shut at night, so as gradually to accustom the plants to the confined air and increased temperature. At first the temperature is kept
at 40°. Till the flower-buds appear, air is admitted, in
the day-time, freely but after this, till the season become mild, with great caution by the upper sashes
only.
When the fruit is setting, in the beginning of
March, the temperature is kept as steadily as possible
about50°. After it is set, water is given plentifully at the
root, and also dashed over the foliage, and air is freely
admitted when the weather will permit. When the
fruit is colouring, little water is given, the temperature
;

;

is

raised,

and as much

air as possible

is

given.

When

the crop is gathered, the house is generally thrown
quite open ; in many cases, even the glass-roof is taken
o£ By much the best cherry for forcing is the com-

mon Mayduke.
206. Tie kinds

A

vinery with two furnaces is generally fifty vUierr.
and fourteen or fifteen in width within
the height of the back wall being ten or twelve feet^
and of the parapet about eighteen inches. When one
furnace only is employed, the length of the house
should never exceed thirty or thirty-five feet. The
parapet wall is generally supported on small arches or
lintels, as already described in the peach-liouse, so that
the vines, which are planted inside the house, may
send abroad their roots in search of suitable nourishment. Sometimes the vines are planted without, and
introduced through slanting apertures.
209. Very commonly the roof is formed of sashes,
which can be let down for the admission of air. In a
grape-house described by Mr Knight, {Horl. Trans.
Loud. vol. i. p. 100,) the air is admitted at the ends,
where all the sashes are made to slide ; a free current
may thus be made to pass through the house. Besides,
about four feet of the upper end of every third light
of the roof is made to litl up, being attached by hinges
to the wood- work on the top of the back- wall ; and in
this way, air is given in hot and calm weather, with208.

The

of strawberries preferred for

fn^rcing,

out any additional shade. Here it may be remarked,
with great submission to that eminent horticulturist,
that currents of air are seldom wanted in hot-houses ;
they often indeed prove hurtful. To give air, therefore, principally by means of currents seems not a good
plan ; for the small openings in the roof are not likely
to be able to counteract the rush of cold air at the ends.
In giving air to vines, it is of great importance to have
a free and soft circulation : this will prove highly salubrious to the plants, while, in the same temperature
of the atmosphere, a current would be hurtful.
210. In planting a new grape-house the young vines
are put in, in February or March, and little or no fire
they make strong shoots the first year.
heat is given
.:

i

:
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but only «ucfa as are twnted ior the trellis are preaerved, perhap* three on each plant, and in general these
are trahiea atraigbt toward* the roof, ten or twelve
inches »e p«mle froin each other. In September, if the
wood be not properly ripene<l, a little fire-heat is given
fur thia porpoie. Next year a good deal of fruit begins
to appear ; but only a few bunches are permitted to
come ibrwani, in order to prove the kinds. In the third
year, if well managed, they fill the roof; and if the
wood be thoroughly ripened, they may be considered
as catablisbed ^aats.
21 1. We afadl here mentioa an incoiaparably more
speedy mode of atoring a new grape-house, which may
b* adopted wbererer a rinery previously exists in the
caiden, or where there is a friend's vinery in the neighbourhood. This mode is frequently practised at the
gardens of Dalkeith House, by Mr James Macdonald,
and wc have witnessed its complete succcm.
In the end at June or beginning of July, when the
rioes have made new aiMots from ten to twelve feet
long, and about the time of the fruit settinc; he s»>
facta any supemnnieraty ahoota, and, looaemng tbem
ftwa the tnUis, bends tbem down so a* to make
them form a double or flexure in a pot filled with
caith, ganerally a mixture of loam and vegetable
sld ; takiqir ^"f* <o o*''e a portion of last year's
wminhin a joint, pass into the soil in the pot.
Tiic aactii
kajpt is a vat state ; and at the aane tune
a HMtal vane air is
ateined in the boaae. In aboot
a week or ten days, roola an (otmd to hare proceeded
plentifully from the josnt of laat rear's wood, and these
may be seen br merely stirring the mrfiwe of the earth,
or sometime* oiejr maj be obwi reJ
netwtiiig to iu

m

iSi

means, and where the roots and branches bear a relative
proportion to each other.
But supposing they were
found to be less durable, it is evident tliat one may thus
very easily keep grape^houses constantly stored with
healthy fruit-l)earing plants, and tlut the kinds may
be chuiced almost at pleasure. When it happens that
too much bearing wood has been trained in, tlie plants
are relieved, and sufficient sun and air admitted, by thus
removing two or three shoots; and supposing these
to contain each several bunches, of some fine sort of
grape, they are not lost, but may be ripened, by setting
the pots on the side-shelves, or flue treiik, of the pine<
ry, or

any hot- house.

The proper management of the grape- house has
now become an in-.portant part of tlie duty of a gardener.
To lay down particular rules in this place is
212.

A

impassible ; a few general hints only can be given.
great deal of useful information on this subject may be
found in the excellent Treatise on the Culture of the
Vine, b/Mr William Speechlv, London, 1769; and in
the Forcing Gardener, by Mr Walter Nicol, Edinburgh,
1809. These and similar books the gardener should
study, as containing the resulu of experience; but
many cases will occur, in which he must depend on

own practical knowledge, and be guided solely by
own judgment.
The fordngof the earliest grape-house is oflen begun

his
hi*

in January. 4*111 all the bucu be broke, air is daily admitted by the sashes, and the heat i* kept moderate, so
that the thermameter nuy indicate only 50° or 55" in the
mornings and evening* when the sun has no influence.
The temperature is then gradually raised, in the course
of a fortnight or tJiree wwks, to about 7{y. When tlio
Mirfacc. The layer may now be aaftqr iltl afhtil
Vary flowers appear, it is increased nearly to 75*. and the
lxei|ucntly it oootaina one or two bandies of grapca, boose is ucquently steamed, by sprinkling water on tlie
which cantimte to grow and cooie to perfection. A flues, or on the walk when the sun shines, gnpes be>
layer cat ofT in the Iwginning of July generally attains, ing found to set best in a strong moist heat.
Tne garbjr dw tnd of October, the Mgth of fifteen or twenty
dener now selects his bearing wood for next year, and
feet.
new grape-house^ therefore, might in tliu trains the shoots to an upper trellis, a foot above the
way be aa eoanleteiy fiuniabsd with planu in three other, and the wires of^ which are perhaps two feet
months, as by ine nraal method, above detcribcd, in apart ; while be nip* off all lateral and superfluous
three years. Sn|ying the layer* to be made on the pndttce, and at the same time shortens the bearing
i«t of July, they might be cut, ami removed to the
shoot* at an inch beyond the uppermost cluster. While
new hoaseonihe9th: by the 9th of Octcber, the roof the berries are swelling, water is moderately given.
would be oomplctelv covered with shoota, and next see. Nicol, indeed, recomtnciuU. that it should be given li•OH the hoMSe
yiaU a full crop of grapes. It is berally till they
but this luu been connot meant that they shoald be allowed to do so. if per- sidered ss likely
it- grapes of their proper
.,
maaeatly bearing pisti be wished for : on the contra- radness and flavour.
ry, thejr should be aufced to carry only a rcry mode,
The thinning of the bunches deserves attention. This
nte crapt as it is pretty evident that the rouU cotild not is sometimes neglected; but in many kinds, without
Mtaia the demand of a fall one ; or at any rate, that this attcntian, the berries in the middle of tlie bunch
the planU woold necessarily shew their exhausted are a^
mouldy and to rot ; and iu all cases where
state, by barrcnaasa in the foUewing leaaen.
By this tbinniog is practised, the berries become larger and
asaas the more delicate kinds, aa the frontignac, may aMce equal in sise. In the operation of thinnnig, parhe ipuddy proMCBtcd: we iMvt aaen laycn of the ticular care should be taken that the left band, with
'
brakar or red
e baiyh made in the beginning of which the bunch is bekl, be kept cool, and also quite
v r~<-h the length of Ihiitsen feet
before the end free from perspired matter.
For this purpose, the garlOh, yielning at the sarae tia>e two or liirre dener should have a vessel with pure cold water beside
_~f.— •vT. f„gf^ hardy, such as the white Itim, into which he may now anu tlien dip his hand, to
Witliout this precaution the
•nger planU in that space of keep it cool a&d clean.
'> • expsncnccd in rttooving the
berries otien suffer from being iiandlcd, acquiring a
I'nto the holes prepared for them
rusty diseased look, and not awellhig freely.
-- - ' .'lof cartliiothenew
When the grape* approach maturity, all are agreed
Ulcm, and Uicn bro- that no more watering is proper. Air, however, i* fVee.u riinuvtii
t>r tiie piaiiu may be kept in the pots
In general, a proportion of the foliage,
ly admittctl.
itumn, when they may very easily bo takin out of cspeciall}' on the stub* on which the clusters hxng, is
limn without detriment. Mr SUedeoald's eapcrience removed. The fruit ought to remain till it be fully ripe ;
does not lead him to think that plaola propagated in but this the impatience of the owners seldom permits.
this way are leas duraUe than those procurctn^ slower
When the fruit is all gathered, the stubs which bore it
VOL. XI. P4«T I.
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cut

upper
Vinery.

and the new shoots art

let down from the
proper places. Watering l»oth of
border and foliage is now resumed, and the house is
usually left fully exposed to the atmosphere.
The general pruning is performed from the middle to the end
of October, and time is thus given for the healing of
the wounds before forcing be again commenced. At
this pruning the loose part of the outer b.-irk on the
old wood is carefully peeled off, and the whole plant
and the trellises are washed with some penetrating liquid, calculated to destroy the minute eggs of insects.
For about a fortnight after this severe pruning the
house is kept shut, but it is afterwards freely exposed

ai'C

off,

trellis to their

as before.

The management of the late grape-house entirely resembles that of the early, making due allowance for the
difference of season.
It is not intended for forcing the
fruit, but merely for supplying the deficiencies of our
natural climate in spring and autumn.
As the vinery may remain without its glass-covers
for

many months

in the year, in

some

places, especially

in the south and west of England, the peach-house is
formed exactly of the same dimensions ; and, when the
peach season is over, the glass frames are transferred to
the vinery, and, if the blossoms have escaped, a crop of
ripe grapes, of the best sorts, is thus procured in September or October, and the new wood is thoroughly
ripened.

Fig-House.
Mgrhoute,

213. fije fig.house is generally constructed on the
as the cherry house, with fig-trees on the back
wall trellis, and either dwarf figs, cherries, or apricots in
front, the flues being likewise covered with a small trellis for holding pots of strawberries or kidney-beans.
separate hot-house, however, is but seldom erected for
the cultivation or the forcing of figs ; a few dwarf trees,
such as the brown Italian, and purple Italian, introduced into the peach or cherry house, being by most
people thought sufficient. It has been found by experience, that dwarf standard fig-trees, planted in the
middle of a vinery, between the flues, and so under the
shade of the vines, bear fruit plentifully, ripening both
the spring and autumn crops. This may be seen in the
vinery which forms a part of the splendid range of
hot-houses at Preston Hall near Edinburgh, designed

same plan

A

•

by Mr John Hay.
The Pinery.
Pinery,

oj^^ Three sorts of frames, pits, or houses, are required for the successful or extensive culture of the
pine-apple: a bark pit, for nursing the crowns and
suckers ; a low stove, generally called the succession
pit, where the plants are kept till they be ready for
fruiting ; and a pine-stove or fruiting-house.
215. The Pine-apple is the Bromelia ananas of Linnaeus, (belonging to the class and order He.xandria Monogynia, and to the natural family Bromeliw ofJussieu.)
Some have supposed it to be a native of Africa ; but
Linnasus considered it as a Brazilian plant. It was introduced into this country as a curiosity about 1690;
and Bradley has preserved to us correct information
concerning it3 first cultivation for the sake of the fruit.
In 1724, Henry Telende, gardener to Sir Matthew Decker, at Richmond, had forty ananas, which ripened their
fruit by means of the artificial heat arising from the
fermentation of tanner's bark ; and by the year 1730,

pine-stoves, of various kinds, were established in all the
FruitGarden.
principal English gardens.
The name pine-apple seems to be derived from the '^"'V'"^
general resemblance of the fruit to some large cone of a Pine-apple,
pine-tree.
The fruit may be described botanically as a
kind of pulpy scaly strobilus, composed of a number of
coadunate berries. In richness of flavour it cannot be
surpassed ; and it is one of the greatest triumphs of the
gardener's art to be able to boast, that this fruit can be
produced in Britain in as high perfection as in a tropical climate.
Its culture is however very expensive, the
plants requiring constant attention for at least two years,
very commonly for three.
216. The following are the most approved varieties:

The Queen pine.
Brown sugar-loaf.

The King

Striped sugar-loaf.
Montserrat.

Black Antigua.
Black Jamaica.

Green

pine.
pine.

The Queen pine is perhaps the most common in tliiji
country, and in Europe, as it is the hardiest. The fruit
is of an oval or rather tankard shape, of a yellowish
colour, but the pulp pale.
It grows to a large size,
sometimes weighing 3 lb.
The Brown sugar loaf is of a pyramidal or conical
shape, with a yellow or straw-coloured pulp, and brownish leaves.
The plants may be distinguished by the
leaves having purple stripes on the inside throughout
their whole length.
The fruit also grows to a large
size.
Its juice is accounted less astringent than that of
some other varieties, and consequently it may be eaten
more

freely.

The

Striped sugar-loaf is so named, from its green
leaves being striped with purple ; in one sub-variety
they are prickly, in another smooth. In colour and flavour, the fruit resembles the Queen pine, and it is near«
ly as hardy.
The Montserrat pine is distingwished by the leaves
being of a dark brown, inclining to purple on the inside;
and by the pips or protuberances of the fruit being larger and flatter than in the other kinds.
The King pine is a large fruit, first raised in this
country by Miller ; its leaves are of a grass green colour; the pulp is hard, and rather stringy, but of good

when ripe.
The Green pine is not common

flavour

when ripe, the fruit
;
of an olive hue.
The Black Antigua pine is shaped like the frustum of
a pyramid. The leaves of the plant have a brownish
tinge, and fall down ; they have strong prickles, thinly
scattered. The pips of the fruit are large, often an inch
over ; it attains a large size, weighing sometimes 3lb. or
4lb. ; it is of a dark colour till it ripen ; very juicy,
and high flavoured.
The Black Jamaica is likewise a very large kind, and
similar in habits and character to the black Antigua.
217. In gardens of the first order, the pinery is now
generally placed in a detached situation, and the three
kinds of pits or houses above mentioned conveniently
form a continuous range or suite by themselves ; the
fruiting-house, being higher in the roof, occupies the
centre, and the nursing pit and succession house are
placed to the right and left.
218. The nursing pit is commonly about three or four Nursingpih
feet high in front, and between seven and eight at the
back wall, or the difference between the height in front
and in rear does not exceed one-third of the breadth,
is

whatever that may be. The front and roof are of glazed frames. These pits are generally furnished with
4,

:
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degree of heat (from 55'

(mall flues but as a much less
as the niuiunuin. to 65' or at raost 70' Fahr. as the max-e titan in the fruiting- house,
imum) is r
Koc-ipplc soaietimes I
:ploje<l, the heat being trusted
entirely to the fennentation of a duns hot-bed, lined
when ucceaaary. ^A'hen flues are used, tree-leavss or
tanner's t>ark are still proper for receiving the pots, and
equalising the heat
The pine-apple is pnqMgated, by planting either the
crowns or tutis whicn grow on the fruit, or by the suckers which appear on the fruit-stalk, or which proceed
fron the base of the plant. The crowns are therefore
in general returned to the gardener, after having been
presented at table attached to the fruit ; and they are
kept four or five dars longer, till the place of separation
be healed over or dried ; they may however be almost
immediately planted, if the parent plant have not received water perhaps for a fortnight before, in order to
heighten its flavour. The stocka also from which fruit
has been cut, if thought of superior quality, may be encouraged to set out many sucKers, by plunging them in
• boi-ocd, and regularly watering them ; such suckers
miking excellent plants.
SooM writers give nice and curious ditcctioos for
fonniqg a ooinpost for pine-apple plants ; but vegetable
mould, such a* ratted tree le«vcs affonl, may be oonsidcrad as perfectly good. Even kiicbm garden mould
which has not Men exhausted, answers y«n welL If
old pasture soil be used, it should be mixed with well
rotted dung, and laid in heap for a year before being
used, during which time it siiould be repeatedly tarncd. The pota used ior otvwna and soekv*
three
inches in diameter, inside
and 4i deep, for
the nailer pUnu ; « inches in diameur, and 6 dacpi
for the larger; but it i* much worse (or the planta to
have pota too large than too small. Dry loireri or
cbipa of broken pots, or dean gravel, tothedoith of an
i:>
|'Uc«<l in the bottom of the pots.
No water
r a few days, till
the plants shew signs of
growing. The prinopal pottiqg is naturally in Juir
and Angnat, antr
aAtr the fruiting saMeo. Nc
Next April,
ur a
the growing seaMO ha* fu4jr
ced, the planu are shifted into Unat
f
in dionaler whhia. and 7 deep.
They are
hy
• ouivaa sheet for a few days, at least durioc
and when the planu Uvin to grow ^lain. water ia given
twth at root and
tSe leaves with a fine nMad water.
tng-poC Daring winter, it may hare be
,-

'

and

riods.

Ntasiva Pit.
1816. Auf. I J. CtewB* or Mtcken pbnttd.

^^

90. audi lilsew ss assd it. ars ihiAsd into larger psH.
ilaala of iba
waeiHwg sn ao* diatribuml to hooacs
wtMta the owMBsM
at Uia plant ia expcctad to
ftaH silks sad af tee ar sT thre* yaan. It may be Doliead. that ike laigs varicdsa, lodi as tits bladi Antigua
aad bbck Jsouka, ale^a isfoirs ifaras yean culture i
sad thai oeva and fivit^ialk todten art tiIiImii
temtti ss ihoac fraoi tht bsM er tsel of iks plaoi.

mam

Mho.

w

Ttrmfmrfnntimf flmtt.

ft-

experience and sagacity.
219- The tuKtukm pil rwwhiii in ainictare the
nurimg pit In thi«, during the second autumn and
winter^ the planu arc kept mcniy vegetating. If they
be
amti hied in health, it is net expected that they
should iname in siae, unless perhaps that, having
more room, they may twrll at bottaoi : the tem erature
p
therefore ia kep« iMhcr lower tlMn in the narwig pit
When nlanto ai« shifted into this, which OMnmenly
when they are abow a year old. the busineas ahonld tt
paaatble be completed in one day.
The poU now wed
U9 24's, at 1 inches across, and 9 deep. Any itgntcd
parts cf the rooU are carefully cut off, and a few of the
eldest or lowest leaves are remoied.

m

w

ac. Ia theyraMiag-AoMr, man tooBi, (Mater height.

Tm^-fmrfrmkngfUmf.

Ncaaivo Pit

Succsiaioit Pit.

ISIT. Mtj. Planta

failSMM to 1817. Mat. 30. Forwanl plaoto
ayMTla iMi
Asa ihs anaing pit an
>>l.si« is|t t it<ika»kn
tksbdsfsMkdiaksa
sad Hauuiar culiort
bwa.

^^

ahMM

given only oooe a week, or even
.
and it is kept tar some lime in the pit or itovt befim
baiqg applied- To the roota at ranm plants, danghfl
ontninga are sometimes aupfjiod. lliaMto ralaa tat
admitting air are laid down hy Sptecbly. Mif|f*'ril
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pots here used are from 8 to 10 inches in diameter,
and 10 inches deep. In the bottom of these fruiting- ^""V""^
pots, it is better to put half rotted grass-turf than shivers Fruiting
or ^avel. From the time that the plants begin to shew l"»««fruit, the temperature is not suDered to fall below 65^
Fahr. ; it is kept generally at 75", or at least above TO*
in sunshine it is allowed to rise to 85% or even 95-, as
fresh air can thus he more freely admitted.
Water is
given very cautiously, suthcient only to keep the plants
healthy, but not to injure thcflavour of the fruit. Pineapples should be cut a short time before they attain
complete maturity, or be dead ripe. When the fruit
changes colour, in most varieties when it becomes
greenish-yellow or straw-coloured, ami when it also diffuses its peculiar odour to some distance, it may be conaidered as fit for cutting.
221. A clearer idea of the course of cidture, in the
nursing pit, succe»i>ion pit, and fruiting-house, may per«
haps be obtained from the following compendious view
of the operations, suggested by Aberonombie, in which
specific days or months are assumed, merely in order
more distinctly to mark tlie anniversary or relative pe-
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same time a higher temperature are required.
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S3S. Sucteaa in the culture of this fruit, it may be
remarked, vsey much depends on two circumstances ;
on giving them plenty ot room in the nursery pit and
ascoeseion f^ame, io that the lower part of the plant
may swell out and increase in bulk, without being
drawn up ; and on keeping the fruiting plants in a continued healthy or \ igoruus state : for this last purpose,
rsrly in the spring the Un of the fruiting house should
be stirred, and a frcdi quantity intermixed, so aa to

:
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In
i-aise a new fermentation and accompanying heat.
the different pine-stoves it is found very advantageous
frequently to white-wash the plaster, and to repaint the
Pint-appk.

wood work.
223. The

plants, especially if weak or not liealtbj-,
are subject to the attack of a small species of coccus
C. hesperidum, Lin.) commonly called the pine-bug.
(
The insects adhere closely to the leaves, often near the
base, Mid seem almost in.mimate.
Mr Miller recommends turning the plants out of the pots, and cleaning
the roots ; then keeping them immersed for four-andtwenty hours in water in whffch tobacco stalks have
been infused : tlie bugs are then to be rubbed off with
a sponge, and the plants, after bring washed in clean
water and dripped, are to be repotted. Mr Muirhead,
a gardener in the north of Scotland, has described a
similar mode, (Scotlish Ilort. Mew. vol. i. p. 20J}, ) only
in place of tobacco juice lie directs flowers of sulphur
With a bit of bass-mat
to be mixed with the water.
fixed on a small stick and dipt in water, he displaces as
many of the insects as he can see. He then immerses
the plants in a tub of water, containing alnjut 1 lb.
of flowers of sulphur to each garden-pot-full. They
remain covered with the water for twenty-four liours,
They are then laid with their
as desired by Miller.
tops downward, to dry, and are repotted in the usual
manner. What share of the cure, in either of these
ways, may be due to the sulphur or to the tobacco liquor,
does not clearly appear ; the rubbing off or loosening
the insects is evidently important ; and it is not unlikely that immersion, in simple water, so long continued,
may alone be sufficient to destroy them. Indeed, the
experience of one of the best practical gardeners in
Scotland (Mr Hay) leads him to conclude, that even
moflerate moisture is destructive to these insects. During many years, he regularly watered his pine-plants
over head with the squirt, during the summer months :
this was done only in the evening; it never injured the
plants ; and the bug never appeared upon them.

The X)rangery,
Orangery.

Orange.

SSi. This is merely a green-house, and indeed is
generally employed in part for protecting ornamental
plants and shrubs.
In a few places the orange trees
are planted in the border soil, in the manner of shrubs
The genus cilrus includes not only
in a conservatory.
the orange, but the shaddock, lemon, citron, and lime
it beloVigs to the class and order Polyadelphia PolyanIn warm
dria, and natural order Aurantite of Jussieu.
countries the trees rise to the height of perhaps fifty
The
feet ; here they seldom exceed the size of shrubs.
species may readily be distinguished by the petiole or
leaf-stalk : in the orange and the shaddock, this is
winged ; in the lemon, citron and lime, which are considered as varieties belonging to one species, it is naked. The orange and shaddock fruits are almost spherical, and of the yellowish-red colour known by the
name of orange ; the lime is spherical, but of a pale
yellow ; the lemon is oblong, with a nipple-like protuberance at the end ; the citron is oblong, and distinguished by having a very thick rind.
225. Of the Orange (Citrus atirantiiim, Lin.) there
are two principal varieties ; 1. The sweet orange, including the China orange, the Portugal orange, and similar kinds ; and, 2. The bitter orange, including the Seville orange, and other varieties called bigarades by the
French. The Seville orange-tree produces its fruit
more readily in this country, and has larger and more
beautiful leaves than the China orange: the former is

therefore more generally cultivated, but the latter also
Pmitsucceeds very well in some places.
There Sre besides, Gaiden.
the willow-leaved or Turkey orange, the dwarf or nut- ^~^.''"*
meg orange, the double-flowering, and many other va- Orangery-.
rieties, some with the leaves variegated yellow and
white.
Sir Francis Carew is said, by Mr Lyson, (Environs
of Loudon, vol. i.) to have introduced orange trees into
this country, in the reign of Elizabeth ; but whether
he brought plants, or raised them from the seeds of
oranges brought home by Sir Walter Raleigh, is not
clear ; it may be remarked, however, that it has long
been known from experience, that in this climate orange
plants raised from seed shew no inclination to produce
fruit ; whereas Sir Francis Carew's yielded plenty of
fruit.
What is further curious in the history of these
early orange trees, is, that they were planted in the
open border, and protected during winter merely by a
moveable shed. They grew on the south side of a
wall, not nailed against it, but at full liberty to spread;
they were 14 feet high, and extended about 12 feet
wide. They were finally cut off by the great frost of
Profes1 TIO, after having stood a century and a half.
sor Martyn informs us, (Miller's Diet, in loco), that
they had, the year before, been inclosed in a permanent building like a green-house ; and he very justly remarks, that the dampness of new walls, and the
want of the usual quantity of free light and air to which
they had been accustomed, might probably have killed
them, even had the great frost never occurred.
226. The orangeries of this country are supplied in
two ways ; either by plants raised from the seed, and
budded, inarched, or grafted by our nurserymen and
gardeners; or by small budded trees imported in chests

from

Italy.

Tlie best stocks are common citrons, this tree making strong straight shoots, and receiving readily either
orange or shaddock buds ; they are procured by sowing ripe citron seeds. Next to these, Seville orange
stocks are desirable ; the seeds may be taken from rotten Seville oranges, which are generally the ripest.
They are sown in pots sunk in a bark hot-bed, and,
about two months afterwards, each plant is transferred
to a small flower-pot, about five inches in diameter.
They are gradually hardened, by admitting air, till
the end of September, when they are transferred to
Next spring they are
the greenhouse for the winter.
forwarded, by being again plunged in a moderate hotbed ; but after midsummer they are hardened as much
as possible, and in August they ai-e ready for budding.

The buds should be taken from trees in a bearing state,
and which are known generally to afford a good crop,
preferring buds from round shoots to those from flat

The plants are again preserved in the greenhouse through the winter; and in the following spring,
they are once more planted in a gentle hot-bed, the
stocks at the same time being cut off about three inches
By this means, the stem of the fuabove the buds
ture tree generally grows up straight in one season.
Trees raised in tlve way now described, require no
less than fifteen or sixteen years to attain the si2e of
those imported in boxes from the Mediterranean. The
latter, if they be good plants, if they have not suffered
greatly from the voyage, and if they be properly mashoots.

:

naged on their
But it

years.

arrival, will
is

bear fruit in three or four

chiefly the

shaddock and citron

tiiat

Those stocks which have two buds
are thus imported.
inserted in them, it is observed, make finer heads than
such as have one only. To recover the trees after their
being so long out of the earth, requires some care and

;
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mould, in

pth of some inches in the
drain «w«y cuperfluous moisture, and
in a hot-bed ; «t the same time, hay bands
'he steins, to prevent the sun's rajs
<

n, so as to
.>xe\\

MBg

ebark.
orange trees are every season repotted,

tiicy pro.
earth or compost must be prepare<I at
I'pfore, so that any dune mixed with it,
When the trees be)roplitcly rotten.
.
.t is six or eight feet in height, they are
When old
planted in wooden cases or tubs.

.n April, for soceeasive years, till
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s have been mtsnuinaged,
lunge then> into a hoM>ed
'>'

'iting

them

in baskets,

it is
:

found rery
accom-

this is

and sinking these

made of a

leas stse than
i"n the trees are restored to these, the
and the empty space filled with
is a rule to remove, every season,
t of the earth, taking great care
aconaider
uuts ; its niaoe is supplied with a
not to inju
fresh quantity uf the pr e paf td soO.
SS8. In the orangery during winter, the trees receive regular but moderate watering, and as much free
air as the natofc of the season will permit.
In M»r,
Pted to the open air tbs place sheaM be
thcT af«
shaitcrMl flwB high winds, and it is found best that the
plntt slwmld be exposed onhr to the morning and aAer.
noon son, and shaded fttm toe aaid-day gtara and heat.
Here thay teaain tai abovt the middle er near the end
at October. They produce their pore while and rciy
in^nst flowers in June ; and aAer the fiial season of
fl— ss ing, bhasoms and fhtit are seen toMther on the
MBM pianl; the latter remain inga year or nteen months
en the tree htkn k be ripe. The ula cf Uosaom
and fruit are thinned progresrirely, aa there accBM to
be occasion.
In dilEtrent places of England, Seville omiM treci
have of lata Men nIsBted in the open basder, in emu*
lation of Sir Fnnea Cwew's tirea, and oerered during
rwidkoHMreabl* glass Aamea. It is feond generally
*
bowew, ifeK the walls simald be floa^
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more hardy than

that species, and refree air during winter.
It should also be
it ii

watered somewhat more liberally. In some parts of
Lemon.
England, lemon-trees succeed very well in the open
border against south walls they are sheltered during
winter by moveable glass frames, and produce plenty
of large fruit, making a pleasant variety on the wall.
!i32. The Lime is propagated and treated much in
the same way as the lemon.
:

2SS. Having thus given a general account of forcing.
houses, or hot-houses for producing fruit, taken separately, we shall now describe a range or suite, and at
the same time shall illustrate what we say by reference to the plans, elevations and sections contained in
Plates CCCX. and CC'CXI.
The magnificent suite of
glased houses represented in the former Plate, it will
be observed, is by no means ideal, but exists in the
garden of Dalmeuy Park, the seat of the Earl of Rosebery near Edinburgh ; and tlie accuracy of the plans
mar be relied on, Mr Hay, the designer employed at
Dahneny, having, with permission of the noble proprietor, favoured us with them.
shall at the same
time give a short description of the garden, and particularly of the walls, as illustrative of some improvements
in this branch of horticulture introduce<l by Mr Hay.
SS4. The garden at Dalmeny Park lies on the face Oalnxay
of a bank havyig a considerable declivity to the south Puk gu'
and south east. It is bounded on the north by a low ^"^
hill crowned with trees perhaps about 40 years old ; on
the west, by rising ground with trees of the same standing ; and on the cast, by hollow marshy ground, like-

We

wise covered with trees. On the south llowi a little
riU, the bed of which tenninatca the slope on whiili the
garden is placed from this lowest point the ground
rises gradually to the south, to some height.
Part of
this nsing |praund on the south side of the streamlet is
"
indoded within the r'
mds the
garden, and is laid
:rterres;
through these the walk trom tlic liou«c to the fruitgarden is conducted. The soil of the lowest part ronsisU chiefly of bog or peat earth, achnirably aciapted for
the growth of American shrubs, such as rhododendrons
.K,ht«r.>at>inthisw.gnjifa«W end kafanias. The garden contains about two Scottish
dating
The batten of the Domar
acres within the walls.
The fruit-tree borders are 18
id, most abaalately be dry
which OTange
feet wide, and the walks seven feet broad ; the soil
itianacssMry
lay at least two Act of beneath the gravel of the walks wasprepared with the
lime inbbiab, or
the same care as that of the borders. Tne walls in gene*
border soil.
ral are li feet high
the east wall ia somewhat mot*.
tC9L The«UUwl (CaiTM AoamaMt, L.) is dM
They are built of bricks manufactured at Leven in FUb,
at the Frnirb, Drina
mad regular bricklayers were brought from Newcastle
th*
• large wiety of
Mswarnrai : the de^ for the purpose of reiffing them. The whole extent of the
D«MUiicl was given flmnttM nmma of the south wall, .')61 ftet in length, is flned, the best being
EngUsli oCerr who Ant oomrtyad the plant (Von liw aopplied b^ twelve (Umaeas placed on the north tide uf
EaailntbeWestlndieai It ia muiagad fika the orai^ the wall, SIX on each aide of the central door. The tops
trea^ bat is somewhat more tender, mid most be traated
of the furnaces are cover ed with flags, which are on
aerordingly.
In a wrU-amuigad orangeiy, however, the same level as the soil of the garden ; and the stock
and andar the cars of a jadfci—a gar dr nei , itm odmica holes or entrances to tlie furnaces have hatchway coUrge and r«e Awt Evso la 8i)nilsnd this ia the caae
vers, in which are two ventilators to admit air.
In
as at WoodaaO, naar Hamilton, the scot of Mr Camp- this way tlie furnaces produce no disagreeable appearben of ShanHMd.
The trees on tliis wall may, at the same time,
ance.
SM. The Ckr<M {aims wudiet, L.) is also cnhivotad be covered with the osnaburg canvas mentioned in
Uke the oran^s; bat being rather more tender, most i 84. From the comers of the walls where they meet
be lam early expoecd in the sptii^ and sooner pnt un. at right angles, a wall is extended diagonally about
dcr glam in Uwantumn. The
situation should
This extension is found very useful in break17 feet.
be the warmest and meat sMintd in thagvdcn. There ing the force of the wind when ranging along the
are several sulvvaiietiaa of the citnn, patticnlariy
walls.
At the same time it does away in a contidera•-.-• —
*
w ith % t ry larse
we firuit,
(hiit, the
Ue dwrce the formal box shape of the garden when
ptmcir* of the French
a.'Ji. The £«aMN is generally budded or inarched on
sriewed from the higher grounds in the neighbourhood.
a ntroB
Its culture is the
as that of the The apex of the projecting wall it rounded
here a
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Fruit,

Garden,
'

^

~

jargonelle pear-troe is planted ; the branches are traing,) (q i,oth sides of the wall, and the fruit of course
ripens at different times.
235. Tlie contrivance for waterinjf or washing the
foliage of the wall-trees in this garden deserves particular notice. Water is supplied to the gartlen from a
reservoir situated on an eminence a considerable height
above the garden walls. Around the whole garden,
four inches below tlie surface of the ground, a groove
between two and three inches deep lias been formed in
the walls, to receive a three-quarter-inch pipe for conducting the water. About 50 feet distant from each
other are apertures through the wall, two feet and a
half high and ten inches wide, in which a cock is placed,
so constructed, that on turning the haniUe to either
side of the wall, the water issues from that side.
It
has a screw on each side, to whicli is attached at pleasure a leathern pipe, with a brass cock and director,
roses pierced with holes of different sizes being fitted to
the latter. I3y this contrivance all the trees, both outside and inside the wall, can be most effectually watered and washed in a very short space of time, and with
very little trouble. One man may go over the whole
At the same time, the borders, and
in two hours.
even a considerable part of the quarters, can be watered with the greatest ease when required. The conveniency and utility of this contrivance must at once be
perceived by every practical horticulturist. The same
plan of introducing water is adopted in a garden which

Mr Hay

planned and executed for Lord Viscount Duncan at Lundie House near Dundee; and after the experience of several years it has been greatly approved
of The water at Lundie is conveyed to the garden
from a considerable height, and is thrown from the
point of the director with great force and to a good dis-

A

sketch of the cock, pipe and director, is
CCCX. Fig. 6; a the cock; hh the
leathern pipe; c the director.
236. In the middle of the north wall of the garden
is the great range of hot-houses, consisting of seven, a
The entire suite
central one, and three on each side.
extends from east to west 181 feet. The elevation of
this fine range is seen in Plate CCCX. Fig. 2.
The
houses differing considerably in breadth, the eye is not
offended with monotonous uniformity; and the addition of a central door, with a diamond-trellis arch,
ornamented with tender and showy climbing plants,
The
is a great improvement in point of appearance.
ground plan of these houses is given at Fig. \. of
The middle division A, with those
the same Plate.
on the right and left of it, B and C, are peach houses.
On the back wall are placed trellises, to which the
Small trees are alprincipal peach-trees are trained.
so trained on low sloping trellises in the front, over
The farthest east division D, is what is
the flues.
called a Double Peach-house ; peach trees being trained
on the back wall as in the other houses, and likewise in
front on a wire trellis on the roof of the house, reaching upwards as far as the first or under sash only. The
trees on the front part of the house may be forced beTo accomplish this, the
fore those on the back wall.
upper sashes of the Louse are kept off, thus admitting
air freely to the trees on the back wall ; while meantime the front ti'ees are inclosed within the first two returns of the flues, by means of moveable shutters made
for the purpose, one of them being placed on hinges,
and used as a door. Hence the name of Double PeachThe partition remains only until the fruit be
house.
set; at which time it is removed, and the roof- sashes
put on. By these means the fruit season in this house
tance.

Plate
CCCX.

given in Plate

protracted a considerable time, perhaps a month or
more. Fig. 5. in Plate CCCX. is a section of this
double peach-house.
The other three divisions of the range, E, F, G, are
grape-houses. The back walls are all covered with
trellises.
A vine is planted in the middle, and trained
on the trellis at the top of the house, where in general
there is plenty of light in the early time of forcing. The
lower part of the trellis is covered with fig-trees, which,
as already mentioned, § 213. have been found to succeed very well in such situations. Fig. 3. Plate CCCX.
is a section of division F.
In all the houses of this suite, air is given by moving
the upper sashes by means of weights and pulleys placed
in a cavity in the back wall, as seen at a a a, in the

is

sections. Figs. 3, 4,

and

5.

Into each of the hot-houses is introduced a three«
quarter-inch pipe, coming from an inch one, which
passes along the back of the walls.
The cocks are of
the same kind as those in the walls already described ;
and the directors, when screwed upon them, water the
houses with very little trouble, and are exceedingly useful in keeping under the red spider, and other insects.
237. On the north side of this range, opposite to the
middle hot-house, is a mushroom-house, constructed on
Oldacre's plan, (to be afterwards described).
It has a
large and a small pit, with four shelves on the back
wall, and three shelves on each of the two ends, all of
which may be used for the purpose of raising mushrooms, either at the same time, or in succession. The
large pit is partly filled with earth, and kitchen vegetables are kept in it in time of severe frost.
Sea cale
can also occasionally be forced in this pit. Fig. 4.
Plate CCCX. is the section of the mushroom-house, and
also of the middle peach house, the ground plan of the
mushroom-house being at H, and of the peach-house
at

A.

On

the east side of the garden is situated the
The garden wall is extended on the
north of it to the length of 152 feet, of the same height
as the other walls, and flued like the rest of tlie wall
having a south aspect. The pine-stoves are situated
here.
The ground on which they stand falls considerably from north to south. The furnaces are placed on
the sou;h side of the stoves; and, on the same side,
there is a narrow nursing pit, four feet broad, the whole
length of the house. This pit may, at pleasure, be diviThe pr.ATC
ded, at the furnaces, into three divisions, d, d, d.
glass-roof of the pit covers the top of the furnaces, and CCCXI.
from thence heated air is introduced, by means of aper238.

melon ground.

tures with dampers, into either pit as it may be wantHeated air can also be admitted from the stove to
ed.
the small pit, by means of openings in cast iron doors,
which can be shut when required. When still more of
the warm air is wished to be communicated from the stove
to the small pit, the doors are made to lift out altogether, and as the front flue of the stove passes these
doors, the heated air has free access to rush in ; or it
can be admitted from the vacuities between the flue and
As the tan in the small pit is of no great
front wall.
body, and cannot long maintain its heat, tl»e front of the
pit is built of brick, with pillars and holes similar to a
pigeon house ; and there is an inclosed space in front of
it, to receive a lining of warm dung, when the heat is
wished to be increased. This lining is covered over
with flooring, which forms part of the walk, tends to

prevent the dissipation of the heat, and gives the whole
a neat and clean appearance.
The spaces over the top of the furnaces can at pleasure be converted into distinct or separate forcing

HORTICULTURE.
pUwfl, by putting in the cover* of the dampen, and
fixing two wooden divisions acroM, at the extremities
of the furnaces. In these places, potatoes maj- be force<l in early spring ; or, if a taste for fine flowers be indulged, the single and the tlouble Cape jasmine ( Gar^
deniajlorida, L.), which are not easily brought to blosfQlB, may here be made to flower, by placing the pots
Matttf wet mosses, {kypmnmt, ),the moi«t heat thus supFrom the
plied proving very congenial to the plnnt.
•paces over the top of the fumares tne heated air can
at pleasure be directed into either of the two iuccessioA
bottsea, being admitte<l by removing one or other of the
c ered danpers at </, d. Fig. 1. I'late CCCXI.
There are niches along the back wall of the pinestove, nearly opposite to the middle of each sash. They
•re narro w no the outside, but are bevelled inwards
to at IcMt doable their exterior width. The bevelled sides are plastered, and covered with a trellis;
on these, grape vines are trained, the principal shoot,
after readting the roof, being conducted down the
nfter, as far as the first row of pine plants in the
back of the pit. To these recesses two sets of shutters
are adapted, one for the outside, the other for the insider Dnrinc winter the outer shutter is removed, and
tiM inside sontter employed. The vine, after being
pruned, is led without, and fixed there daring winter,
exposed to th« cold of that severe season.
When
brooght in to be farced, the inner shutter is of covne
The time of
rsBMw ed , and the outer shutter put in.
Ibreing these vines nay thus in a great measure be regnlaletl by the gardener, and made to suit the ooovcafanry of the family. Fig. 1. Plale CCCXI. is the
Knd-plan of this pme.stovc. A ia the frst mccas
pH, containing nine sashes ; B th* aaeend soeeea*
lion-pit, with tcn^saahes ; and C the frtuttng-pit, with
Fig 3. is the
lashee
Fi«. 9. is the elevstion.
ation.
; aad, it w9l be observed. that, for tne sake of
is drawn to an enlarged scale,
naatly double thai eomleyed in dr^- - - -hp grotind
pin Mid ekradoo of tae stove, Ila'
Aikxt
a aoscable mgway, eighteen inchn broad over the
ctMi roof of mt narrow pit, for giving aeesss to the
nont of tfy ttoro. It may be menttaned, that there are
tWDreCwnsof the flue beneath the pathway at the back
ofthepit. The heated air is drawn ftvnibltwctntbasa
two floe* by aMOM of oast metal eorsicdilHipm^A^ h,
ke. hi Fig. I. ; tbe tomn htbm only pot on while Iha
wcriunen are ri ghig tfcs
t» M» pit, or oo si
oecaMnsL The flaalfhoies sscn
the back wall of
the ground plan. Fig. I. «e, 5cc conmunicste with
the camtSaa of the in* on the side next to the back
waD. Tbosa sosb ia the tmri or bade wall of the tfl»>
pit c e. *e. eoaHnafcaU with the oarity of the Sue next
tail; and those ia the path-way &» with the cavity
h i* "*!* the fhwsL la this way, heated air is ihawn
finora th»
of the floes at thirteen ]daees on the
back wsD of the hottse, and at ten places on the c«r6
of the ait.
The Ifaw efg k i, Fig. 1 in Plate CCCXI. extended
to the north wall, fhews the declivity of the groand on
which the pine-Move* are placed. Nesrfy apposite to
the door in the back wall of tile pinci iluss thoe is a
door in the garden walMeadhig to the pine-shed, when
fhephotsvekept in timeofsUftiiM; lafrontoftbe
laa m orn , it may be aodcid, ate ttaBtad the geaetal
ftniM-pit, the melen.pil% aad the cocoarfMr frames.
BiArc leaving the sirtfject of ^laaed beoses, we may
MliM soBo ini)»ov«niente wbieh have of late yean

m

w

!

m

tt9>

w

Knight mnArks,

tfa«t

tutural heat do not abound, the form which admits
the greatest quantity of li^jht through the least breadth
of glass, and which ailbnls the greatest regular heat
with the least ex]>enditure of fuel, must be the best.
It is evident tiiat the sun's rays ought to fall as perpendicularly as possible on the glass roof; because the
quantity of light which glances off without entering
tne house, must be inversely proportionate to the degree of obliquity vrith which it strikes upon the surface
of the glass. Mr Knight made many experiments to
ascertain by what elevation of the roof the greatest
quantity of light can be made to pass through it ; and
he found that in latitude 5*^", the best angle of elevation is S*".
But it cannbt be tienietl. that the rayi of
the sun will fall, in a directly perpendicnlsr direction,
on this inclined plane, only twice in the year, and then
for only very short spaces of time
at all otlier periods,
tliey must fall in an inclined direction, and never perWithout expectpendicular to the plaiip of the glass.
ing, therefore, that the rays will ever fall precisely perpendicular upon it oltener than twice in the year, it i« of
importance that they should do so as much as possible,
during thwe periods when the influence of the sun is
most desired. Mr Knight (in Hort. Tntnt. Lcmd.yol. i.
p. I00.> and the Rev. Mr Wilkinson (same volume,
p l6i.) do not agree as to the proper inclination of the
slaas-roof : instead of S4°, proposed by the former, the
woold
the angle 45°. It seems unnecessary
to detail the reasons assigned br either writer.
840. It has been remarked by Sir George MackoBBle, that if a term for the glass roof can be found,
such that the ray* will be perpendicular to tome part
o/* k daring this entire period of the sun's shining,
tieC OB two days, but on every day of the ye.tr, that
:

MMr

haw

form murt be considered the best. This form is to
be found in the tpMere; and he proposes the quarter segment of a fflobe, or a semi-dome
though, to
catch the sun at aU tiaMO, the segaient would have to
eorrsspond with the grea test segi ueii t of the circle which
the son describes.
He does not propose to bring esdl
paoe of glass into the form of a small segment of a
sphere ; mis would not only be expensive, but unneceslaiy. The sise of a glaaed boose or this kind can scarceIt with propriety exceed a radiaa of fifteen feet, that is,
;

oiirty feet of

where ""mHif umI

lea^ far

tiaiaiBg.

The

plan, elevation

platg

id aaeliaaafavnier^cgBMracted on the principles thus t'ccxir.
bf iMa ioMaioas and scientific horticulturist,
f by the LoNdon Horticultural Soci.

mnt
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etr ia the second veloiae of their Tnmsartions and in
Plate CCCXI I. we have given these, with considerable
lime Buide by the author. It has been
ftane fbr the glass-roof msy easily be
H—lefribeof haniniiKd iron ; each rib consisting of
three dipe of iran, each as shewn at ftill sise at Fig. 4.
The rib* sre fixed in an iron plate at the bottom. The
distance between them at the base is about Bdeen inches ; and when the gores oontract to half that width,
every alternate rib may stop. The word gore, we may
remark, is that commonly used fur a slip of any material so cut, as when joined to oUicm to form a globe or
;

figure.
The frame-work might also be made
but the wrotight iron is not only mucli rhpnp.
cr at fint, but far more durable.
The ui
k-*
Biajr be about thirteen feet hi^h ; they are r
;.;o
an iron ring at top, and made last all round to the coping
and upright wall. Iron rods may be placed f'"- -'>»-'.rts
atx, 2,x,x, Fig. 3. if thouj^it necessary.
!th
of the pane* at the battom is about a foot, (i,.i,.i....,.iig
to six mcbes at tbeeeeond set of rib* ; when they begin
again at one foot, and contract upward* to four inches.

any round

of wood

;
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which may be glaggjj jf thouglit proper, in the parapet wall in front ; and
also by wooden shutters, movnig on pivots, and opened
or shut by means of cords along the back wall ; and by
windows in the pediment roof. The glass-roof itself is
immoveable; but the upper part of it may be made into
moveable sashes if required, by fonning a sufficient
number of ribs with grooves, and fixing stay rods on
tlie under sashes, to receive the upper ones when let
down and Sir George Mackenzie mentions, that, from
viewing the structure of the roof of Short's old observatory at Edinburgh, he is convinced that the glass semidome might be made in two parts, and placed on rolAir

is ailmitteil

by

sliding shutters,

:

lers, so as to

expose at pleasure every plant in the inte-

rior to the direct influence of tlie sun.
If it is wished
at times, to defend the plants from the sun, a gore of

canvas
glass.

in the

may be so contrived as to cover one-half of the
The general appearance of such a house (as seen
elevation, Plate CCCXII. Fig. 1.) is doubtless

highly elegant ; and it seems pretty evident, that several such houses, tastefully disposed in a garden, would
have a much finer effect than one great range, although
the latter must necessarily be more econoniiad. Mr
Knight, we understand, highly approves of this invention, and is of opinion that it will answer every purpose, better than any form hitherto contrived.
242. It may here be mentioned, that Mr Robert
Fletcher, at Bonnyrig, near Edinburgh, a good many
years ago, constructed a grape-house, in the form of a
regular polygon of Si sides, having a base 24 feet in

A

diameter.

thin brick wall,

two

feet high, passes

around, forming the proper angles on this wall rest the
couples which support the central or flat part of the roof,
which is eight feet in diameter. An iron ring connects
the couples at the base as well as at the top, The length
of the couples is 10 feet 3 inches. Between these are
glazed sashes, 3 feet wide at base, and tapering to 1
loot at top.
In this way the ceiling is 8 feet G inches
from the ground, and the sashes incline at an angle of
40°.
The door of the house is to the north ; the furnace close by one side of the door ; the flue makes
a circuit around the house at the distance of 2^ feet
:

and the smoke escapes on the other side
Air is admitted, as wanted, by means of
three ventilators on the south-west side ; but in point
of fact air can pass in by many crevices, particularly at
the flat part of tlie roof, and no putty has been used in
glazing.
The brick wall being founded merely on the
surface of the ground, the roots of the vines pass under
The soil is dry and rather shallow.
it in any direction.
In the end of June, Mr Fletcher forms a heap of vegetables, commonly the weeds from his garden, in the
centre of the floor of the house ; when this heap begins
to decompose, some degree of heat is produced, a good
deal of vapour rises, and nutritious gases are exhaled
the hoap is occasionally fed, so as to keep up the fer-

from the

wall,

of the door.

:

till about the middle of September.
In tills
house, and under this sort of management, has this ingenious person, for a number of years, raised very
good crops of grapes of different sorts, particularly the
black Hamburgh, the Lombardy, and the white sweetwater, the berries of all these kinds becoming large and
of high flavour.
243. It may also be noticed, that Mr Henderson,
nurseryman at Brechin, has constructed a small hothouse, which he styles the triple meridian.
The narrow end of it is placed to the south, and the roof, which
is ridge-shaped, is inclined in the same direction, by a
slope of one foot in six.
In consequence of the position of the house, one side has the sun's rays approach-

mentation

ing to perpendicular at 9 A. M. and the other at 3 P. M. ;
Fruit,
<>arden.
and, on account of the slope to the south in the roof,
the sun's rays are enjoyed partially all the time he is '^^^J"^
above the horizon. Air is admitted by ventilators.
After several years trial, Mr Henderson has found
such a construction to answer all his expectations.
If melons be the crop raised, no furnace is necessary...
In place of fire heat, the warmth arising from the fermentation of weeds, or a mixture of grass and rushes,
is sufficient ; proper chambers for holding these, and
enabling them to communicate their heat, being prepared within the house. The employment of refuse
vegetables in such a melon-house, or in Mr Fletcher's
grape-house, must opeVate as a premium for the destruction of nettles, thistles, and other weeds.
244. At Lord Mansfield's garden at Scone in Scotland,
the hot-houses are constructed on a new plan, inasmuch as they have no upright front glass, and all the
sashes aiejised, or not calculated to slide up and down.

Air is admitted by ventilators in front, and at the top
of the back wall. The houses are 12 feet high ; the
back wall two feet higher, or 14 feet ; and the front or
parapet wall only two feet. The advantages of this
plan seem to consist in saving the expeuce, at first, of
upright wooden rafters or pillars, and in preventing the
breakage of glass, which must to a certain extent be occasioned by the moving of sashes up aijd down.
But it
is not to be concealed that these immoveable sashes are
attended likewise with some disadvantages. A liberal
circulation of air is sometimes necessary to the health
of the young fruit, which, without it, drops off at the
time of the first swelling; and an equable exposure to
the air is highly important for communicating flavour to
peaches and nectarines when just approaching to ripeness.
Air admitted, hoM-ever, only by openings in the
front parapet and in the top of the back wall, must in.
some measure form currents, which, as formerly remarked, (§ 209) are seldom desirable. Even in avoiding injuries to the glass, the advantages cannot be very considerable, particularly if the moveable sashes be drawn
up and down in a steady manner by means of pulleys
and weights. Whoever erects a house with a glass
roof, must of course lay his account with occasional accidents, whether the roof be fixed or moveable, and one
would be apt to think, that the repairs of panes accidentally broken on fixed roofs, could scarcely be accomplished without very considerable risk of increasing tlie
damage, in clambering over them with ladders.

Gathering and keeping of Fruits.
245. Fruits in general should be gathered in the
middle part of a dry day ; not in the morning, before
the dew is evaporated, nor in the evening when it begins to be deposited. Plums readily part from the twigs
when ripe they should not be much handled, as the
bloom is apt to be rubbed off. Apricots may be accounted ready when the side next the sun feels a little
They adsoft upon gentle pressure with the finger.
here firmly to the tree, and would over-ripen on it.
:

Peaches and nectarines, if moved upwards, and alto descend with a slight jerk, will separate if
ready ; and they may be received into a tin cup or funnel lined with velvet, so as to avoid touching with the
fbigers or bruising. If this funnel have a handle two or
three feet long, the fruit may be gathered with it from
any low or ordinary wall. The old rule for judging of
the ripeness of figs, was to observe if a drop of water
was hanging at the end of the fruit ; a more certain one
is, to notice when the small end becomes of the same
The most transparent grape*
colour as the large end.

lowed

;

;
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the berries on a bunch never
it ii therelbre pro|)er to cut aw«y
unripe or decayed berries before presenting; the bunchAutumn and winter peari are gathered,
es at table.
when dry, as they succcsiively ri^n. The early varieties of apples begin to be useful tor the kitchen in the
«re the most rip«.
ripen equally ; «nd

end of June particularly the codlins and the jenneting
and in July they are lit for the dessert. From this
time till October or Norember, many kinds ripen in
;

The

tafest rule is to observe

when

the

Another easy mode ol'
ftnit begin* to fall naturally.
•Mcrtaining, is to raise the fruit level with the foot•talk ; if ripe, it will part readily from the tree : this

mode of trial

is

A

also applicable to pears.

third cri-

up an apple of the average ripeness of
and examine it itt teeds have become brown

terion is to cut

the crap,
or bUcki^; if they remain uncolotired, the fruit is not
Immature fruit never keep* so
ready for pulling.
well as that which nearly approaches maturity ; it is
Winter apples
--ivel and loae flavour.
more
tney
rees till there be danger of IVost
are leii
are then gatJbered on a dry day.
In all cases the frnit is pluHced with the hand, and
creat care taken to avoid bruising.
For collecting the
ftnit from half ttandard and ftdl standard trees, a stepladder is employed. TUa ladder may be so owiti ived
that the baac shall oooie away by removing a belt
Tbe sane ladder vuj tbtnbe Med for Ugh waB-treea;
bat in this case two rotb of into shoolo be Made to
project six or eight inches from thetop, to keep it frvm
nesting on the braachcs of the trees, attd injuring
them.
S46. Hitfs method of keeping pesn may be shortly
mcntiaocd. Having prepaitd a mmbcr of cwthaD*
Wat* Jan, and a quantity of drj mass (AifeTcnt species of
h s pnuiu and sphagnum), he placed a layer of moss and
of peafs altonateir till the jar was filleil a plug was
then iascited, and sealed atoond with melted rosin.
These Jars were sunk in dry sand to the depth of a
foot ; preferring a deep cellar for keeping them, to any
fruit- room.
347. .Miller's plan may also be noticed. After sweating and wiping, in whidi operations great care mnat be
taken not to bruise the fruit, the pears at* parked la
dose baskets, having some whcM-stnw io the bottom
and around the sidai to prevent bmisiiif, aid • Mning
of thick soft paper to hinder the niwtjr iarosr of the
straw fVom infecting the frait Only one khid of fMt
is put in each basket, as the process of mManliea is
more or leM rapid in difcrmt kindSb A eoeeriag of
trd on thetop, iBd the basket is
paper and-'ry room, secDrtafriiMt Ibeaeease
then depo*
of (Vast, " an.l th« \t*» air i> let into the ream, the belA label sheaUl be atlMlMd
ter the fniit will keep."
to (•('
denoting the kind of fhiit ; for the
baskr'
e opened till the fruit l>e wanted for
i.imrs Stewart, an « > peiieu«ed gardener at
r
^i-oiland, has long preserved his ehoioe apples and peart in glaaed cwlMD-wai* jars, ptoe lded
with tope or covers. In tbcbMlaaoftBejinaDdb**
tween eadi layer of frdt, he Mia some mi* pk mod
which has been thoroufffiN iftied on a fne. The Jate
as rool a^ poxiblr, l>ut
are kept in a dry air>
-.he jar indicates the kind
secure from frost A
:

;

'

Wb

.

:

:.

.

and when this is wanted or oaght to be oscd,
it is taken fromthe jars, and placed (br sane time on the
•helves of the fruit-room.
The less ripe (hiit is sometknca restored to the jars, but with newly dried sand.
In this way he preserrce orimarts and other fine French
VOL. SI. rART I.
of fruit
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pears till April ; the terling till June; and many kinds of
apples till July, the skin remaining smooth and plump.

who

employ earthen-ware jars, wrap each
and in place of *and use bran.
249- Mr Ingram at Torry in Scotland, a very intelligent ganlener, has succeeded uncommonly well in the
management of the fruit room. For winter pears he finds
two apartments requisite, a colder and a warmer ; but
the former, though cold, must be free of damp.
From
it the truit is brought into the warmer room as wanted
and by means of increased temperature, maturation is
promoted, and the fruit rendered delicious and mellow.
Chaumontels, for example, are placed in dose drawers,
Otiiers

also

fruit in paper,

Fmit
Ganten^

,j^

•

f,uiu

so near to a stove, that the temperature may constantly be between tiO' and 70° Fahr. For most kinds

however, a temperature equal to ^5" is found
The degree of beat is accurately determined,
by keeping small thcnaonseters in several of the fruitdrawers, at different diataoeea from the stove. I'he
drawers are aboot six inches deep, three feet long, and
two broad they are made of hwd wood, fir being apt

of

fruit,

sufficient

;

They are frequently
to spoil the flavour of the fruit.
examined, in order to give air, and to observe the state
of the truit, it being wiped u hen necessary. Mr In«
remarks, that, in Scotland particularly, late pears
should have aa mncii of the tree as possible, even altfaoogh seme flrost should supervene ; such aa ripen
freely, on th^ other hand, are plucked rather before
they reach maturity.
9S0. Winter apples are generally lei\ on the trees
till there be dsogar of Awst
They are then gathered,
when dfy, aa fcmei ly noticed ; aiid are Uid in heaps,
and covered with mats or straw, or short grass well
dried.
Here they lie for a (brtnigfat or more, to neeat
as it is called, or to diaehai;^ aoaoo of the juice of their
skin, which thus cootncts
a ocitain dagrst. After
this they are wiped dry with a woollen doon and placed
in the miit-roora.
Suuetiutes, when intended for winter dessert truit, they are made to undergo a farther
sweating ; and are again wiped and picked : they are
then laid singly on the shelves, snd covered with paper.
Here they are occasionally tume<l, and such as
shew amr ^ntptams of decay ere immediately removed.
Baking fhut ia kept in a close but oool place, where

nam

m

n gw

the tempaotara
der
little variatieo.
It
to ba a« i
awis ta has^aatli sort separate.
are kapt in

lt

is

found

Some-

and coveting such baskets or hampers
thai elnnr, mid straw m better tlun hay.
It may be proper to mention, the* aaaweatirely disapprove of the sweating of fruit, dbainif that it theretarial far linfag

by aequiics

a bad flavour, which it retains, or at any
that the natural flavour of the fruit is drteriotataa.
They consider it better to carnr the fruit directly fhmi
tha tiaa, carefully avoiding all sort of bruising, and to
lay it thinly on the shdvaa of the fruit-room ; after-

ward* wiping,

if it

appear nece ssary.

my, showd be dry but
made of a itDTe, i* to uke
;

I'hc room, they
the only use that should be
off the damp.

As connected with the forring department, we now
proceed to speak of the culture of^ the melon under
tranMS phwea opon a hot-bed.

;

Melon.
S51.

Tha Melon

M uMjA
ti

i*

;

is

the

Cnnimu Melo,

snd belongs

I..;

Moneecia

to the natural order Cuntr'

.Melon.

^,
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Melon.

The genus

cucunils affords the rich melon for
the dessert ; the cucumber, well known for its cooling
qualities; and the coloquintida of the apothecaries.
The water-melon, the squash and the pumkin, belong
to the same natural family, but to a different genus, Cucurbita, distinguished chiefly by the swelling rim of the
seed. The melon has been cultivated in England since
before 1 570 ; but the precise period of its introduction
is uncertain.
252. Many are the varieties of this fruit, but a few
only are worth cultivating: particularly different sorts
of Cantaleupe, the Romana, Polignac, oblong ribbed,
rock, Portugal, and Salonica.
The largest kinds are
in general of inferior quality, being valuable chiefly to
the market gardener, who finds his advantage in having
a large and shewy fruit rather than one whose only
merit consists in being high-flavoured.
The Catttalenpes are well known, and generally cultivated.
In most of them the outer coat is rough and
warty. The fruit is of middling size, rather round
than long. There are several subvarieties : one has a
greenish jnilp ; another and more esteemed sort has the
pulp of an orange colour there is likewise a scarlet,
and a white cantaleupe ; besides the black rock cantaleupe, and the netted cantaleupe, the last possessing
excellent qualities.
The cantaleupe has received its
name from a seat of the Pope near Rome, where the
fruit was either originally produced, or is supposed to
bitacece.

:

have been

so.

The Romana

is an early melon, small in size, but of
and the plants are very plentiful bearers.
There are two or three snbvarieties, of which the large

fine flavour

netted

Romana is

flavoured,

The

;

and

the best

at the

Polignac

is

;

it is

of an oval shape, high-

same time very solid and ponderous.

a rich-flavoured

fruit,

pretty gene-

rally cultivated.

The

oblong ribbed, sometimes called the musky meof agreeable flavour, and the plants produce
abundantly.
Rock melons, or carbuncled melons, are of different
«orts ; with green pulp, scarlet pulp, black and silver
rock.
The small Portugal melon is an early variety, not
lon,

is

destitute of flavour, and it is produced very plentifully.
The Salonica melon was little known in this country

Mr Knight. Its form is nearly
and without any depressions on its surface ;
its colour approaches that of gold, and its pulp is pure
white. It is allowed to remain upon the plant till it be
completely matured, for it improves in flavour and
richness till it become quite soft, and even shew symptoms of incipient decay. The consistence of its pulp
is nearly that of a water melon, and it is very sweet.
A
full grown specimen of the fruit generally weighs
till

recommended by

spherical,

,

about 71b.
253. In the cultivation of the melon it is a matter of
much importance to procure proper seed. Some gardeners are so scrupulous on this point, that they will
not sow the seeds unless they have seen and tasted the
fruit from which they were taken. It is proper at least
not to trust to seeds which have not been collected
by judicious persons. Some make it a rule to preserve always the seeds of those individual specimens
which are first ripe, and even to take them from the
ripest side of the fruit.
A criterion of the goodness
and probable fertility is generally sought by throwing
them into a vessel containing water ; such as sink are
considered as good and likely to prove fertile ; those
that float as effete.
It is remarked of seeds brought

from the continent, that they must have more bottom
and the young plants less water, than are neces-

heat,

sary for seeds ripened in this country, or

young

plants

Kruii

Garden.

Melon.
sprung from these.
The seeds are seldom sown till they have been two
or three years kept; from this age till they be five
years old, they succeed very well.
The plants produced from such seeds are not so luxuriant, and are
therefore more tractable and more prolific.
The cause
is supposed to be, that the albumen of the seed is
deteriorated by the keeping, and the plants thus star-

ved, in a certain degree, at their first germination ;
the fruitfulness of plants in general being promoted by
checking their luxuriance. When gardeners intend to
sow seeds which have been kept only for one year, thcv
are in the practice of carrying them for some months in
the pockets of their small clothes ; the warmth from the

body being found to promote tlie desirable maturation
or siccity.
If, on the other hand, the seeds have been
kept for many years, steeping them for some days in
weak oxymuriatic acid (chlorine) might probably tend
to excite germination.

254. The seeds are sown at two or three different
periods of the season ; the first sowing taking place
early in February, the next about the middle of March,
and another later. They are sown in broad shallow
pans or in common flower-pots sunk to the brim
in a small hot-bed, called the seed-bed, covered with
a one-light frame. Here the temperature is kept as
near as possible to 65°; a little air is given in the day
time, but during night the frame is closed, and covered
with single or double mats according to the state of the
weather. When the plants are about an inch and a half
high, they are pricked into nursing pots, three in each,
and placed generally in an intermediate frame of two
lights, till they shew one or two of their rough leaves,
when they are ready for final transplanting.
255. The melon ground, or quarter in which the melon beds are formed, should have a dry bottom, a free
exposure to the south, and be sheltered from the north
and east. It is desirable also to have it inclosed by a
hedge of yew, beech, holly, or privet ; and it is an advantage to keep it under lock and key, no kind of
plants being so apt to be disordered or injured b}' tlie
In many places, the
curiosity of ignorant intruders.
melon ground is formed in the slip, or on the exterior
of the garden ; and where this is the case, there is generally a cart access, which, considering the quantity
of stable-dung required, proves very convenient.
255. The soil or compost for melons is prepared at
least a year before it be used, and, like other composts,
it is frequently turned over and thoroughly mixed.
Two thirds of fresh hazel-coloured loam, from the surface of an old pasture, and one third of rotten cowdung, or of the remains of old hot-beds, form an excelThis compost is generally passed through a
lent soil.
screen ; but there is no need for its being made very fine.
257. The site of the hot-beds is scooped out to the
depth of a foot, that the surface and lights may be kept
low. The bed is generally made between three and
four feet high, and the back four inches higher than the
Stable dung and litter are the usual ingredifront.
ents of these as of other hot-beds ; but some use tanner's bark, in which case it is necessary to have a brick
The earth is
pit, or a strong wooden frame erected.
not put on till the temperature become steady and
moderate, which: it generally does in the space of a
week. The beds are covered with large frames, each
having three sashes or lights. These are generally

HORTICULTURE.
about four feet wide, and six feet in length : but aome!!, times they «re made eight feet in length, by three
.'eet wide.
'S. In soiBe places, pits are built with brick in the
ing manner. After the size of the glass-coven
is fixed upon, and supposing that a three light pit is
intended, the brick work is made S feet 6 inches deep
on the fore-side, and 4 feet 6 inches er 5 feet on the
back ; the bottom part all around, to the heiffat of 2
feet 6 inches, is built with small openings, the more
numerous the better ; for thi^ purpose no mortar is
used in this part of the building; but above it, mortar
i« tued ; the walls are the thickness of brick on bed.
[f three such pits l>e required, they are placed one in
front of another, at the distance of three feet : the whole
is surrounded with a wall, the top of which is six
inches higher than the open building of the pits, and
so far sank as that the height may not appear offensive
to the eye.
The pit i* fill«l with tanners bark or treeleavea to a little above the open building, and covered
with earth as in tlie common way ; and the vacant
around the outside of the pit, to a little above
open building, is filled with stable-dung, or with
weeds, in the season when these are to be bad ; for
cither of them, in fermenting, producesa sufficient degne of heat WImb the baSt of this lining is abated,
and when a contiaiMnee of increased temperature is
rrc^uired, the exhausted matter ia rcowred, and a new
lining supplictL
It may be proper to add, that the
rave of caoi pit shoald hare a small spout to carry off
the water, ctBerwiae the lower ade of the bed is apt to
benme too damp.
«50. In larinenn the earth on the bed at 6rat, a hillock
or n(l|;r IS t'oriMi'tl in the iTii Idle, aoinewhat more tlian a
fout ''il'>> t'** ruvrring in all other parts of the bed not
etcwmwg two inches in ihicknes*. In the br|;inning
<if March the young i>lant4 arr transferred thither with
great rare, the breaKin^; of the fibres or bruising of the
roots being rcty detrioiental. Some are for transpUntiiw as soon as umy be, after the unfolding of the third
lev, or in other wands the first true or roogh leaf;
but the nore gtmtnJ pUn Is, to allow two or thrae
of the nmgfa MTcs to shew ihcnaeiTcs befot*'
planting.
Others nut the planu hi
pou for a few wceka^ aad afterwards turn then a«t
with all the earth attMhod, into the melooftMne. One
pint to eoch light Is
welly isaiiwl, H|ieeiany of
the cwtalsnpe, er lagw adons ; bat meet cnWrators
yttwo Bhts; and aoaae evm rrowd three under each
l^^ht. WMnfoar leaves are expanded, the top is by many
ptncfaed off, in order to ptomole the setting oat of la>
tcral ahoote or nuwer* ; bat some al'ow the irst shoots
to extend the length efflveor sis Joiots befbre tt»pfimg
them. Afterwards the points of these latanl sbeou are
lancbsd of, to ei
aiMe the pattiag
coflaanae
pattiaa forth at snbordisnbordi*
nate shoott, from whin fruit is to be looked for.
Bat
aD shoeti that an cither very l ai aiiiit or very weak
are eqaally asdaa^ and may be raawved.
A few reed
stalks as* often aprcad thinly over the snrface of the
beds, ttt the shooU to mn upon.
When the planU have established themselves, earth
ia gradnaUy added, and pressed close down till the
other parU of the bed be almost on a level with the
spots on which the plants are situated.
This thick
lajirr (>f earth haa one great ad
ul^e ; H renders vcrr
Imic watering necessary. When water is given, tt
should scarcely toudi the leaves. Tbe heat is regulated
by keeping a Fahrmheit's thcnooaaeter within the
mate ; whidi should as nearly as possible indicate 7(f.
If the beds be in good beat, the frames arc generally
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with runners in six weeks, and by this time the
roots will have extended to the extremities of the beds.
Linings are now added ; and these being covered with
soil, well trodden down, the roots penetrate into it, and
thence draw- additional noiu-islunent ; while, at Uie same
time, the linings assist greatly in keeping up the heat.
860. As there is little opportunity under a glass*
frame for the wind to perform its part in conveying the
pollen, careful gardeners generally assist by taking oil'
some t'uUy expanded male flowers, and laying them or
shaking tbem over the female flowers, which are si*
tuatetl on the crown of the embryo fruit.
Even with*
out fecundation, fruit will be produced but it never aC'<
quires perfection, and the seeds of such fruit will not ger«
minate. The different varieties of melons, it may be re*
marked, should not only be kept in distinct frames, but,
if possible, at some distance from each other, to lessen
the chance of the pollen of one kind accidentally reaching the stigma of another. One fruit is selected on each
filled

;

princi|Ml runner, preferring that which is nearest the
stem or baa the thickest footstalk this is encouraged
while the rest are picked off.
If the melon be a smalU
;

sized variety, sometimes two are permitted on a shoot.
It is a general rule not to leave more than four or five
fruit on each plant, if of the larger kimls ; or eight or
ten, if of the smaller.
A more correct way of estimating, perhaps, is to allow each plant only to carry 20lb.
or aoiti. wei^t of fruit. It may be mentionetl, that
where late ntdons are wanted, an easy way to procure
plants is to take some of the superfluous shoots of liie
nrst crop ; for the plsnt grows freely by cuttings.
If water be now given, it should be introduced with*
out touching the stents, leaves, or fruit ; it is seldoni

needed more than once a week, even in dry and warm
weather. Great attention ia requisite in allowing the
plants free air as often as possible.
Some have cootri*
red Itent tin pipes, connectinj; with the open air, ami
passing through tlie body of dung, by means of whicli
a current of slightly warmetl air u introduced even in
U'hen the weather hap|x-iu to be
the worst weather.
very cold, mats are laid over the frames.
t6l. In the southern parts of Britain, melons are also
raised on hot>beda. The plants are at first under hand.
glaaaos; but the shoots or rumters are allow ed to spread
andcr tbe glase, and cover the hot-bed as the
siainn advances.
The beds are hooped over, and
whaa heavy rdas tlncatai, they are closely covered
with watB. FraoMS of oiled paper answer very well for
the niung of melons. A kind of paper made from parings of sUns^ and used for peckagea, under the name
cf ttmlktr paptr, is stiang er than common paper, and
can easiW be Bwde so as to paw em coual transparency.
This leather-paper seems cuellently adapted for the pus*

mm

A piece of dean tile is introduced below each fruit;
ami during the course of its swelling, it is not uncommon to turn it gently once a week, that both sides may
But it should not
be. equally exposed to the sun's rays.
beofteocr turned, for fear of twisting and injuring the
fruit- stalk, and so preventing the convevance of nourishment through it. At this time very little water is
given, dryness tending to heighten the flavour, and air is
M freely admitted as the weather will permit. When the
leaves press against the glaaa, the firaine is raised two
but leaves should never be cut when
or tliree inches
Nicol recommends the reit can possibly be avoided.
moving of those which shade the fruit ; but it is doubtful whether the advantage arising from tlie additional
nun-light thus acquired, will counterbalance the detriment occasioned by the lorn of leaves, these being organs
;
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on which

Mr Knight found the success of this fruit most

essentially to depend.
Melon.

The fruit should always be gathered before it be
dead ripe. It is known to approach maturity, by its
beginning to crack near the footstalk, and by the peculiar rich odour it then emits. It is cut, with all its stalk
to it, early in the morning, before the sun lias had access
If
to it, and it is kept in a cool place till served up.
melons be deficient in external colour, this may be
brought on merely by laying them in the frame for a
day or two. Melons should in general be eaten exactly when ripe, or sharp ripe, as gardeners call it ; but
ratlier a day or two before than after maturity.
262. A late crop of melons from seed is often produced in a flued pit. The seeds for this crop are sown
in the beginning of July, and the seedlings are planted
out towards the end of the month. Tanner's bark, or tree
warmth at this season: indeed,
the remains of the bed of bark or leaves on which early
kitchen-vegetables, or tender annual flowers, have been
raised in the beginning of summer, a little aided by
No fire-heat
fresh materials, answers all the purposes.
In the end of October the
is required till September.
melons are ready they are not equal in flavour certainly, to those ripened under the brighter and more
powerful sun of June and July; but are very acceptathe more so that, owing
ble at that season of the year,
to the caprices of fashion, those in high life chiefly
spend the later months of autumn and the beginning of
winter in the country, while they waste the summer
amidst the smoke of London. The melons which do
not ripen, are sometimes pickled like mangoes, and are
said to make a very good substitute for these.
26'i. In the first volume of the London Horticultural
Transactions, Mr Knight has given a general account
of his highly interesting views on the subject of vegetable physiology, and has illustrated this account, by
alluding to the habits of the melon and the mode of
culture best adapted to it.
This gentleman's gardener,
it appears, had not been previously acquainted witli the
proper management of the melon, and Mr Knight therefore particularly attended to it himself.
Experience
soon taught him, (what was previously in some measure known, ) that much of the flavour of the fruit depends on the plant possessing efficient foliage, that is,
healthy leaves^ presenting their upper surface to the
light, and remaining as much as possible undisturbed
in that position.
Free use of pegs is therefore to be
made, not only with the view of keeping the shoots in
their position, but of preserving the leaves upright ; and
water is to be introduced without touching the leaves,
as already recommended.

leaves, afford sufficient

:

—

Cucumber.
Cucwnber.

^®*' "^^^ cucumber naturally follows the melon, being not only a species of the same genus, {Cucumis saiivus, L.) but requiring pretty much the same sort of
culture, only the fruit is produced perfectly well in a
lower temperature. It is a tender annual, a native of
warm climates. It was early known in this country,
but did not come into general cultivation till the middle of the 17th century.
265. The varieties most in esteem are the following
Early long prickly, (green.)
Cluster cucumber.
Longest green prickly.
Smooth green Roman.
Early short prickly, (green.)
White Turkey cucumDutch or white short prickly.
ber.

Fruit
The fruit of the Early long prickli/ is from 5 to 7
inches long, of a green colour, with few prickles. The Gurden.
plant is a good bearer ; and upon the whole, this is acCucumber.
counted the best cucumber for tiie general summer
crop, the pulp being very crisp and pleasant.
'i'he fruit of the Longest green prickly is from 7 to 10
inches in length ; it has a dark green skin, closely set
with small prickles. This is a hardy sort, but does not

come

early.

The Early

short prickly is not more than 4' inches
long ; the skin green, rather smooth, but with a few
small black prickles.
This is one of the hardiest and
earliest sorts, and is often preferred for the first crop.
The Dutch or while short prickly, though not much
cultivated, is recommended by a very competent judge,
the Rev. Mr Marshall, as preferable even to the early long
prickly ; it has fewer seeds; is evidently ditterent in taste
from most other cucumbers, but of agreeable flavour.
The Cluster cucumber is a very early sort, named from
the circumstance of the flowers appearing in clusters of
three or four together ; the fruit is seldom more than
5 inches long ; it is at first of a fine green colour, but
becomes yellowish as it ripens. The stems of this variety are much inclined to climb, by means of their tendrils, upon sticks ; the leaves are small, and the plant
altogether occupies but little room.
The Smooth green Roman is also an early sort ; the
fruit becomes large and long, and is quite smooth ; the
plants grow very strong, and require a good deal of

room.
In the White Turkey, the stalks and leaves are larger
than in the other varieties ; the fruit also is very long,
sometimes from 10 to 15 or even 20 inches; it is quite
straight, and has a smooth skin destitute of prickles
it is produced sparingly, and late in the season.
There
is likewise a long green Turkey variety, which is sometimes sown for the late crop.
Late cucumbers, however, are

much

less cultivated

than the early varieties

most gardeners being of opinion, that those kinds which
are best for the early crops are also best for the late.
266. Three crops of cucumbers are generally raised
in the year.
The earliest are of necessity produced on
hot-beds, or in flued pits.
Pickling cucumbers are generally raised either on a slight hot-bed or under a
hand-glass, and planted in the open air in June. When
they have thrown out a few joints, they are topped, in
order to encourage lateral or fruit branches ; and these
are trained on the ground at eight or nine inches apart,
and generally kept down by pegs. In some places, the
seed is at once sown in drills in the open air ; the fruit

being produced in August and September, and well
adapted for pickling. But drilled cucumbers succeed
only in the southern parts of England ; in the northern
half of the island they will not do.
The prickly sorts
are chiefly used in the recent state ; and the smooth
green is much liked for preserving.
The soil recommended by Nicol is composed of threefourths light rich black earth from pasture land ; an
eighth part vegetable mould from decayed tree leaves
and an eighth part well-rotted cow-house dung.
For the early crops, the seed is sown about the end
of December or beginning of January, on a small hotbed, covered with a one-light frame.
Where tliere is
the conveniency of a stove, this seed-bed is sometimes
dispensed with. Seed which is several years old is
preferred, being less apt to produce exuberant shoots
than what is recent.
The plants soon rise, and the
seedlings are transferred from this seed-bed to a larger
or two-light frame, which serves as a nursery. Here
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neeeaaary to the givinf; of air, in order to
aUvngtbea the plant*, and prevent them from drawing
up weak; at the same time, t<x> tree access of cold air
would probably kill tiiem. When the seed-leaves are
half an inch broad, aome of the best plants are
into coudl pat% generally three into each pot,
having; been previooaly filled with light rich
sunk into the bed to acquire equal temperaThe plant! not potted are pricked oat on the
tin*.
tatUtx at the bed, at such a distance fnxn each other,
as to permit the lifting of each with a mall ball of
earth at the time of final transplanting. Leas or iMve
water ia given, atxording to thie state of the weather,
and the warmth of the bed*.
The ywuig plaiMa a>» ajappfrf at the 6r*t joint. This
opCTation cwaiats in pirfcing off cloaely the ninnerbiid wlMch apaiaga bam
axilla of the seoood rough
laaf: ik is baat |Witowd when the caid of the shoot is
large pia's head.
In this way a
toompact growth i* promoted, and the
9t ttmtM lateral runner* i* secured. When
the plants hare formed one joint, and when the firat
two rough leave* are fmn two to three inches broad,
which i* g snir ally tlw
in a month, they are ready
for final tranaplanting^ or ridgi^ ostf. a» it it taduucally called.
There muat now be in readiness a fruit*
ing hot-bed, or aercral beds, corerrd with two-tight or
three-light frames.
A* in the case of melons, a amall
hillock of earth, aomewhal leas than • feat hfab. is
BantRoTcaeh
theraatof the
dolf to tfaa dnlh of tiM or three
iachcs.
lolv thcae be», vhea
• fnpas Mnpantiire, the plaaMa ia pot* aae piacad, paaaar*i«g te baO
of earth entire about the roots ; ia general thtw phaMs
sat iai the anddle of each hillock.
If the .'
have aal baas patted, they arc tnaaAncd with aa'
soil aJbt i'h ig ta thsaa as may be.
The ftaaaas an «»•
t« at night, which are taken alt ibiimgh
verrt
the i.
u given by tilting the upner and of the
j^lasa cover, laota or lesa aceutui ng to tne atatc of the
weather, and of the hoUhad.
In a dry aeaaon, water
ragalarljr given ; and whao the heat of the bed dediaaa^" Kamg* are applied.
As the planU adraace in
growth, the other parte of the amftea of the bed sae
filM
aoarly
•• aqoality with the hillacks. In
raly. tha nightly cpawa iaa afMaaaiaeaaattsd. and the
off thraach the day.
great
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least.

969l Carioos cultivators sometimes smuse tbcraaelvea
late cucumber plants in the b^
guning of October : these, if placed in a houhouse or
a waD ramlated hot'bed frame, grow freely, and prtki
to have ct»dace ftatt about mid-winter. But in order to
at this season, a better plan is. to make them
auccac d melons in a flued pit, these being generally
npaaad effby the middle or end of October. Theaaedliag encumbers aaay be previously reared in small dola
beside the melons, so aa to be ready to take tneir
place*.
Thev are watered once in four or five days,
and coaaaaauy over the foliage, aapacially when, as
winter advanoBS, the fire-beet is made sfronger. All Uie
pmning neoaaaary at this season, is to stop tlie shoots
as they shew fruit, at a joint or two beyond the fruit.
few cacuinlwrs are ihuj procured at the end of Deoaoaber or the beginning of January.

by plantiiw cutt:ngs of
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aae efthe a>ale fiowew
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shallow circular hollows are formed with the hand, a foot wide, and half an inch deep in
the middle. The distance between each hollow is about
tliree feet and a half; the distance between the rows of
hollows, between five and six feet.
Eight or ten seeils
are sown in each cavity, to be at\erwards thinned out
They are watered two or three times
to three or four.
a week according to the state ot'thc weatlier, preferring
the morning or the evening for this operation. Pickling cucumbers are gathered chiefly from the middle to
the end of August ; and they are best when nut more
than three inches in length. Cucumbers fonu a very
extensive and profitable article to the London market
In March they fetch above a guinea a dogardeners.
sen ; in August and September they iire sold nt a penny a dosen. One village (Sandy in Bedfordshire) ba3
been known to furnish 10,000 bushels of drilled cucumber* in one week.
268. Sotne persons are careless about the seed which
they use, or at lesst are ready to sow any kind that ia
recommended to them. This is wrong: when one is
poaaessed of an approvr<l kind, the safest way is to preWith this view, one good fruit is alserve aeed of it.
lowed to remain till it become vellow ; it is then placed, upright, in the full sun lor aooie weeks, to acquire the most perfect maturation. The individual fruit
haviagmoat pnckles is commonly selected for this pursaads are afterwards thorotighly washed from
the pnlp^ dnti, snd tied in paper
to remain for
fine

Gomnb.

it is

WhaticaaiBherBseegrowa

sartiiely to the aMBcy of the
sartiidy
aad of ftmacta.
The aabseipoiit nmatafaiiMat al
chiefly in adauttii^ air aa fteeljr aa the alate of the wea>
thrr will permit, sbmI io alurduiy lifaesal bat Jadieiaas
•uppliet of water, ganaraUy amafiag the
al-

S70. Allied to the laekn and wicumhsr are the di£- Qonnli.
faanft kiada tigmud*, two or three of which are senetiaMs caltivataa, aad may here be wentionrH.
The /Visiplia, Pampion, or more ouirrctly Pompion, Pumpkin.
is the fruit of the Cucurbits Pepo of Linnarua.
The
pumpkin was the melon or millon of our early liortiealtariats, the true melon being formerly distinguished

though a afviakMag apan the leave* apphar* aot to he

b7 the aaaae of Musk-makm.

<li«jMivintageoa8, for we know that cncmnben thrive
Ixtrcr in a moist than in a dry heat ; atid if tlie red

cultivated principally for oraament or curiosity ; but in
sooac of tlic viliana of England, the couutry people
plant it CD dunghjls, at the back of their bouses, aad

i

in

AMi ia the opaai ground, the impaqpiatMai ia oBtruatad

wiM

tmgt;

vptdcr appear, water is the rcawdy.
Saaialiaic« a crop of cocaatben

is raiatcl

by ataaBs

of hand giasste, pkead aaaa cavities eaaaaiiiiiy hot
Instead at haarl glaaaaa, oOad pipar aoeera arc
doHKocranooaiiy used; these scmaia aigfrtaad day till the
aaddle tf Jane, and in geasaal aasvar very well, all
dangrr of ftaal bei^g thsai over.
tO;. For the aataral graaad crap^ ordriUad cacambaa«, the beginaiag of June is the props waii^ tiav.
The pka usually followed is thu : the gnuid being

The pumpkin

is

now

When the
they cut a hola on one side, and having
taken out the seeds, fill the void space with sliced apples, adding a little sugar and spice, and then bake the
whole.
The Water'mekm, or Citrul, (the fruit of the Cucur. Vfitr-mtMtraOM, L.) olthougli it forma both the food snd >ao.
the drink of the inhabitants of Egypt for several mouths

tiaia the afaoota to a great laagth over grass.
fruit ia ripe,

UU

in the year,

is little

r^prded in

Britain.

It requires

;
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(iarttcn.

Sijuash.

CaUbuh.

Sucead^

the same attention and expence a> the common melon
the hot-beds and glass frames, indeed, would need to
be even of a larger size. In a few places only, two or
three plants of the water-melon are occasionally cultivated with such attention as to procure the ripe fruit.
The Squash and the Wartcd gourd, the fruits of the
Cicurbita melopepo and C. verrucosa, though commonly cultivated as esculents in North America, are consi.
dered in this country only as curiosities. In the same
way are viewed the BoftU'gourd or false Calabash, C. lagenaria; and the Orange-gourd, C. aurantia, lately introduced, which last is really ornamental, when trained
spirally round a pole, or against a wall, and loaded

extensive.

with

flower-buds into a head. Ail of these, with the turniprooted cabbage, and the Brussels-sprouts, claim a common origin from the single species oi Brassica above
mentioned. This original cabbage-plant grows naturally
on the sea-shores in different parts of England, but it has
not been observed in Scotland. It is figured in English
Botany, t. 637- It is a biennial plant ; the stem leaves
are much waved, and variously indented ; the colour is
sea-green, with occasionally a tinge of purple.
Early
in the spring the wild cabbage or colewort from the
sea-coast is said to be excellent, but it must be boiled
in two waters to remove the saltness.

yellow fruit.
Succada, or Vegetable Marrow, is a kind of
It is raised unsmall gi-een gourd lately introduced.
der a hand-glass, and afterwards transplanted into a
good aspect, and trained to a trellis. When the fruit
13 of the size of a hen's egg, it is dressed in salt and
water, squeezed, and served up in slices on a toast.
its

The
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271. The order in which culinary plants are arj-anged or treated of, is not a matter of much importThey may be divided into the cabbage tribe ; leance.
guminous plants ; esculent roots, either tuberous or fusiform ; the alliaceous tribe ; spinach plants ; boiling salads, including those plants the stems and leaves of
which are generally blanched ; fresh salads ; plants
for soups, and for garnishings ; with the various sweet
herbs, those used for preserves, and as medicines.
The mushroom stands alone, being the only one of the
fungi which is cultivated.
.Several of the plants may no doubt be considered as

The Brassica okracea o£ L.\nn«\is(he\at\^r\g ICitchw
Garden,
to the class Tetradynamia, order Siliquosa, and to the natural order Cruciferse of Jussieu) being extremely liable ,^7""^''^^
and monstrosities, has in the
course of time become the parent of a numerous race of
pot-herbs, so very various in their habit and appearance, that to many it may appear not a little extravagant
to refer them to the same origin.
Besides the different
sorts of white and red cabbage, and savoys, which form
the leaves into a head ; there are various sorts of bore-

to sport or run into varieties

Close Cabbages.

Common

while cabbage, (Brassica oferrtfea ca- ^^'"'e cab*
sort of cabbage, as remark- '"*8'»
cd by Mr White in his History of Selborne, must
have been used by our Saxon predecessors, for they
named the month of February sprout-kale. Cabbage
was a favourite vegetable with the Romans ; and their
Italian kind would doubtless be introduced during the
long period of their sway in the south of Britain. To
the inhabitants of the north of Scotland cabbages were
first made known by the soldiers of the enterprising
273.

L.)

pilala alba,

— Some

Cromwell.

as food if a native. Where different varieties are cultivated, as of peas, onions, lettuce, or others, the principal

is an excellent sort, but rather tenshould not be sown till May, nor planted out till July. The Scots cabbage is much cultivated in cottage gardens in Scotland ; it grows to a large
The
size, and is seldom affected by the severest frost.
Drum is named from its flatness at top, resembling the
head of a drum it is also called White Strasburgb,
and of it chiefly the Germans make their sour-krout.
The American also grows to a large size, and lasts
good till a late period in the spring. The Musk or
perfumed cabbage is almost lost, being preserved only
A small firm cabbage called
in a few private gardens.
the Russian has also become, rare, being very apt to
degenerate in this country : it is the least and most

shall

be enumerated and described.

The

mode

of culture shall then be detailed. The means of
keeping or preserving esculent roots and other culinary
articles through the winter shall not be omitted ; and
the way in which each plant is used in the kitchen it
may be proper generally to mention.

Cabbage Tribe.
272. Ofall the classes of cultivated culinary vegetables,
the cabbage tribe is the most ancient as well as the most

'

°

coles, coleworts, and kale, which grow with their leaves
loose in the natural way ; and there are several kind»
of cauliflower and broccoli, which form their stalks or

belonging to more than one of these divisions ; but they
shall be treated of under that title to which they seem
chiefly allied, and only named under the others.
In
treating of each article, nearly the same method shall
be pursued as has been adopted in speaking of fructiferous plants.
The botanical name shall always be
given, as the want of this has been found by experience to create considerable embarrassment and uncertainty, in consulting the popular treatises on horticulThe class
tiire published in France and Germany.
and order of Linnaeus or Willdenow, and the natural
order of Jussieu, to which the plant belongs, shall also
be mentioned; and the French, German, or Italian names
shall beset down, wherever it may seem of any importance to mention them. The country to which the plant
is indigenous shall be noticed ; with the date of its introduction into Britain if an exotic, or of its being used

varieties

w^

274. Of the common white cabbages there are many subvarieties, some of which are preferable for a summer crop others for an autumn crop and a third set,
The Small early dwarf. Large earfor winter supply.
;

;

ly Yorkshire, Early dwarf Yorkshire, Early Battersea,
and Early sugar-loaf, are generally preferred for summer use, and are ready from May to Julyj in some
The Imperial, Large
early situations, even in April.
sugar-loaf. Hollow sugar- loaf, and Long-sided, are excellent for autumn use, and also, in private gardens,
The Large drum, the Scots, and
for the winter crop.
the American cabbage, resist the severity of winter,
and grow to a large size but they are better suited
to field culture and the feeding of cattle.
275. Very few remarks on the kinds of close cabbages seem requisite. The Long-sided is also called
;

Large-sided;

der, so that

it

it

:

1

;
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humble of th« lUmw. but it u hardv, quick of
growth, and pIcoMnt to th« taste. I'he French gar<
doten dcacribe a cris|vleafed early kind, which cab<

UatkB.

bage* in forty days

week of If aicb,

;

it is

so that, if planted out in the last
ready for cutting in the first week

ofliaj.
In towing cabbage-seed, a rich, light, open
a covering of earth from an eigbtli to
;
a «niarter of an inch is sufficient for all tlie brassica
tribe.
The time of sowing fur the early or gammer
crop is the beginning of August of the preceding year.
In about sis or eight weeks, or when the plants have
Ksereral leave*, they are thinned, and the plants taout are pricked into be<U at thice iadies distance
eraty way; in this way the tramplantcd Medlings
S7<>.

•pot

is

selected

crow firm and slMipely, and keep short-stalked, whidi
tsa gnat pnptMjr, while those left in the seedbed
get more roocn to establish themselves. .Some part of
planted out in October and November, and the rest early in the following spring.
The plants are set in rows lietwecn two and three feet
vide, and at loaat two feet aiunder in the rows. Sane
gar Jenwa, indeed, plant their earliest cabbages conaiderably closer in the rows, perhaps at fifteen inches betureeo the rows, aud eight or nine inchet between the
plaaU ia the line. Thij i« done merely with the view
of aarariag a full crop ; by cutting erery second cabbage in .April, the others arc allowed to have room to
cooM to larger aise.
Br market-gardeners, winter
apimrh ia often sown where the aunmer cabbyea
arc plaated ; and when the spinach ia daarad oa in
April, there ia that a crop of oafafam* ca the |n>*aMl>
which is encouraged by atirriof the aattii aad muring
it around the |danta.
Tbaaa iiuiiliwii, it may be remarked, are not to be omittad in any of the eMmge
row*. Imfaad, Ika ollaMr the
is stirTcd. the
l«ticr i* the CNp.
In the end of April, or begin*
mngof Mafy, the eariy eabhages naturally begin to ton
in their Waves, and to
in the centre.
Some
gawh i xit then bind the leaves close with willow twigs
of basa-mat, ao aa to produce a d^^ree of
J in the middle; and they are thus a fortnight

this crop

is

finally

maad

har^
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year, very fine cabba^ sprouts are produced, not much
Garden.
inferior in quality to small young cabbages.
_
_
278. Young cabbage plants are also used as cole- ^j^^'^^^
worts or open greens. With this view some of the b»gei,
dose-growing middle-size<l kinds are sown, such as the
The seed is sown in the
large Vork, or the sugar-loaf.
latter part of summer at different times, so that the
plants may be ready for use during winter and in the

ibllownig spring.
279. The Rfd Cabbage, {Brasiica oleracea capilata n^ cabTubra) is chiefly used for pickling; and the dwarf bsgc
red variety certainly does make one of the most beauIt is also
tiful pickles that can be presented at Uble,
shredded down in winter salads. In the north of Scotland, a M>rt of open red cabbage is much cultivated
by the conunon people, under the name of Aberdeen
cabbage.
280. Of the Sawy Cabbage, Brastica oleracea sabau- snof Cib(

da), which is distinguished by having wnnkletl leaves, bsgc.
there are two principal sorts, the yellow and the green,
Savoys are
the Utter being esteemed the hardiest
sown about the middle of April, and planted out in
June. They may \>e planted considerably closer thaa
If savoys are wished before
the commcn cabbage.
winter, the seed is sown in February, or even in tJie
preceding suturon ; in which last case, fine large plants,
well cabbaged, are ready for the table in the months of
September and October. The later crop affords a sup«
ply through the winter and till February or March : Savoys, far from being injured by motlerate frost, are
racfcaoed better when somewhat pinched by it.
The roots of cabbages or savoys, when planted year
after year on the same land, are very subject to the
attack of a particular kind of grub, the lar\-a of a small
fly ; the roots swell into knobs, and the plant become^
sicklv and stunted.
The cabbage ground should therefore

be changed every year.

The culinary uses of the close cabbages, are too
well known to require notice. The spare leaves or
heads are always iiscful where milch cows are kept
and young open cabbage plants, or such as are just
closing in the centre,

make

•asNriifbrase.

excellent colewortt, as al-

ready mentioned.
S77. The seed* of cabfaMea far autumn and winter
iHl. The raiaing of the aecd of the different sorts
«iae are sown in the end of February or l>eginning of of cabbage, aBbn-'-''^yment to many persons in
March. Ifprickcd oat into shady borders in May, and various parts of
It is well known that no
aOowed to reaaain there ftr aama weeks, they fora pleat* are more li-nMt- in ijv spoilt by crtMs-breeds than
mare no pat l planto, and are leaa apt to have loof the oshbage tribe. Unless tne plants of any particu•taHu.
In Jane they arc finally tranaplanted, at the lar variety, when in flower, be kept at a very coo?
same distanecaaa the early kinds. Ifthe weather prove dderable distance from any other, also in flower, bees
dry at the time ^transplanting, they are watered every are extremely apt to carry the pollen of the one to the
evening till they have again taken root- These rahlw^aa other, and proouee oooftision in the progeny. Market
to be Ih ftr use in the aoUnni aasodH^ and gardeners, and many private individiuls, raise seed
good, in shaharad sitoationa, and ia or- for their own use. Some of the handsomest cabbages
tiU Pahnury or March.
To ptcaarve of the different sorts arc dug up in autumn, and sunk
rcre weather, aome market gardeners
in the ground to the head; earlv next summer a flower
trtnch a piaoe of ground ia ridges in November, and atom appears, which is followed by abundance of seed,
}ay the r ahha a aa doae aa poa&le on one side in the A few of the soundest and healthient cabbage stalka
tnmh, uiwi^i the ataaaa with earth: the oalcr part furnished with sprouts, answer the same end. When
ofthenareopMad side of the cubb^e ia gcaeraDy the seed ha* been well ripened and dried, it will keep
iajund, but the inside raaeina aouncL
It is mentioned by Basticn, that
for six or eight years.
The best soil for tMHfm is a rich anould, rather the seed growers of Aubervilliers have learned, by ex*
da^€f thaa sandy ; and it am scarcely be too much perience, tlwt seed gathered from tiic middle flower*
nMinaed,
they are an exhaualiag crepi.
stem produces plants which will be fit for use a fort*
In aaoie pUoaa. the raou and atoms of a portion of night earlier than those from the seed of the lateral
the suamter crop are aOowad to raaaiB in the craund, flower-atcnu this may deserve the attention of tlie
•faich ia al%hthr delved and perhaps manund in the waldtflil gardener, and assist him in regulating his
lo Jumary or Febnury of the tMamiot laOMMive crops of the lame kind of cabbage.
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Colewoito^

In the neighbourhood of all considerable towns,
market gardeners and others raise white cabbage and
^^°y plants for sale at very easy rates this proves a
great conveniency to those who have only small gardens, and who perhaps require only 200 or 300 cab:

bage plants.

Open Kale.
Open

Kale.

Cokworl, Kale, and Borecole, (Brassica oleracea,
vars. ) are general terms for greens tnat do not cabbage
or form heads, but remain loose and open.
The com-

mon

colewort

is

plain

;

the others are generally curled

or crumpled.
Colewort.

Sale.

281 Common coleworts, (or Dorsetshire kale), being
intended chiefly for winter and spring use, are commonly sown in July, and planted out in August. They
are .set pretty close together, perhaps not more than
eight or ten inches apart every way.
They withstand
completely the usual frosts of our winters. But young
plants of the common cabbages, particularly of the large
sugar loaf variety, are now generally used as coleworts,
and sold in the markets, under that name, from December to April. So completely, indeed, have these
cabbage coleworts supplanted the true kind, which is
more hardy, but at the same time coarser, that one of
the most popular modem books of gardening (Abercrombie's Practical Gardener) describes only the former sort under the title of coleworts.
282. The principal kinds of kale are German greens,
Scots kale, Buda, Red curled, and Milan.
Of the German Greens, a tall growing light coloured
kind is preferred, as producing a large quantity of
small tufts or loose heads of delicate leaves on the
stalk in the spring months, when coleworts are getting
scarce.
German greens are sown in May, and planted
out in June, at eighteen or twenty inches asunder
every way. Some are also sown in June, and planted
out in August, to be ready for use late in the following
spring.

The

Capousta, or Russian kale.
The leaves are of a fine Kitchen
This variety is t'anienpurple colour, much cut and fringed.
represented as extremely hardy, resisting the utmost f;„i„„_J'
severity of a Russian winter.
283. The Borecoles, properly so called, are of two Borecole,
kinds, the tall purple and the dwarf pui-ple.
But all
the curled and cut-leaved kale or colewort plants, are

commonly

called Borecoles.
There is a variegated sort
which is very ornamental when growing, but not so
good for the table as those of more ordinary appearance.

All kinds of kale seeds are sown in the beginning of
April the young plants are generally pricked into a
nursery bed for a tew weeks, to enable them to gain
strength and they are finally transplanted in June or
July, in rows three feet asunder, and two feet apart in
the rows, giving water if the weather be dry.
A few
are generally not planted out till Septemlier, that they
may aiford a supply late in the following spring. The
only other attention requisite, is the drawing of earth
to their stems before winter, in order to support them
in times of snow or storm.
;

;

Brussels Sprouts.
281'. The variety called Brussels sprouts tnay be Brussels
The leaves come out in tprouts.
classed with the kale plants.
small ci'owns or sprouts all along the stem, and are very
The culture is nearly the same
delicate when boiled.
The seed is sown in
as that of coleworts in general.
March or April, and the seedlings are planted out in

June, preferring showery weather, or watering careThey grow upright and pyramidal, and
may therefore be placed nearer to each other than more
They are earthed up in October, are
spreading kinds.
ready for use by midwinter, and continue good till March
Brussels sprouts are much used in London
or April.
during the spring months ; but they seldom appear in
the Edinburgh market, nor is the plant so much cultivated in Scotland as it deserves.
fully at root.

seed of the Scots kale, (Siberian borecole, or

choux pancalier), is sown in the beginning of July
and in the course of August the young plants are set
out in rows a foot and a half wide, and ten inches distant in the rows.

This green bears the severest cold
without injury, and indeed is not reckoned good for
use till it ha\e endured some sharp frosts.
The Milan kale cultivated in this country has a thick
stem, the leaves of a dark green colour, and much
curled or fimbriated.
Milan greens are greatly prized
in France, and different varieties are there cultivated.
The Anjou kale grows to a large size; as does likewise
a sort called Cesarean kale.
Neither of these is so
tender as the other kinds; but the produce being great,
they might probably be found useful in the feeding of
cows.
very tail variety of open kale is described by the
late Mr Delaunay, in tlie last edition of " Le Bon Jardinier" published by himself
It is called Choux palmier.
It frequently rises to the height of six feet, with
a straight bare stem, the leaves displaying themselves
only at top, and thus producing the appearance of a
little palm tree.
The leaves are much puckered, and
so much rolled back at the edges, that they appear
narrow, while at the same time they hang in a curved
manner ; thus aiding the illusion. This variety is evidently to be considered merely as a curiosity. It was
first raised in Italy, and is not very hardy.
Another
tall sort, sometimes rising nearly to the same height,
is described by the same author under tJie name of

A

;

Cauiyiorver.

285. Cauliflower and broccoli, (Brassica oleracea, var.
curious varieties of the cabbage; the
flower-buds forming a close firm cluster or head, for
the sake of which alone the plants are cultivated. These
heads or flowers being boiled, wrapped generally in a
clean linen cloth, are servetl up as a most delicate vegetable dish.
Cauliflower is a particular favourite in
" Of all the flowers in the garden," Dr
this country.
Johnson used to say, " I like the cauUflower." Its
culture, however, had been little attended to till about
the close of the 17th century; since that time it has
been greatly improved, insomuch that cauliflower may
now fairly be claimed as peculiarly an English product.
Till the time of the French revolution, quantities of
English cauliflower were regularly sent to Holland
and the Low Countries and even France, depended on
us for cauliflower seed. Even now, English seed is
preferred to any other.
The two varieties called the early and the later cauThe first is the kind
liflower, are scarcely different.
generally produced under hand-glasses, and the difference
consists merely in the seed having been saved from the
variety having the stalks of
most forward plants.
the head of a reddish or purple colour has lately been
introduced, under the name of Red Cauliflower ; and it
is reputed more hardy than the other sorts.
286. The seed for the early crop is sown about the
lolrylis), are

A

3

Cauliflower.

:

-
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Mk fkmgnnt of the pr«««diaf ymr, m frames or beds.

pots in the winter season, and kept in any convenient
In Seotember. the seedlings are pricked, either in- part of the floor of a \-inery, or other glazed house. In
to « dry border near a wall, where thev may be the beginning of March they are taken out of the pots, j, ^_|i
hooped over and defended with heM mts during the with the ball of earth attached, and planted in the open
evcre frosu of winter, or into oiwniwi glsM ft— , ground. If they be here protecte«l against severe frosts
with two or three sliding lights. In the month of with bell-ftlass covers, they come into head in the course
March they are finally planted out, water being of .April, if the w eather prove favourable.
It may be mentioned, that in some places it is not an
gi««B if the season be dry. They are placed in rows,
eomaonly about two feet and a half asunder, and two uncommon practice to sow a little radish seed on the
Ami apart in the rows. If the soil be not rich, leaa jiaalifliiwi I ground, a fortnight before planting out the
It is found tliat the flies, or larva;, which
dielanre may answer. It is a rule that cauliflower planto caaliflowers.
ahsmld never be set deep in the ground. The Mba^ infest the yoang pbnts, prefer the tender leaves of the
ooaat culture cnrwisti duefly in repeated hotinga, and radish to those of the cauliflower, and that the latter
th, or aaaore pfrnipa, doae op to the
thawing
thus escape. Market gardeners often mix spinach seed
Mil and slnM. Cauliflower plants hnre jnaUy been with the radish, but from a different motive; they
declared " raogfa feeders;" in (act, the more liberallv thus procure a oseful crop soon after the cauliflower is
Ihe deanings of stabiea and cow-houses are supplieJ, removed. More frequently, however, these gardeners
Ike larger produce may ba expected. They also re- employ the cauliflower ground in producing a late crop
qait9 regnlar and free auppliea of water, at least in dry oi cucumbers for pickling.
•aanns. As the floarar or head advances, some of the
When seed is wi*he<i for, some of the best earlv
large outer leaTes are bent or broken over above it,
plants are selected, and lefl to flower, plenty of earth
panly to shade it from the sun, and partly to preserve being drawn up to their roots. The seed ripens in
It from too much rain.
September, but at various times, on the different branch
287. To diversify tfce time of forming the head*, some leU of the same bead, so that it is proper to gather it at
of the early cauliflowers are planted out on difierent sue successive times as it q^iears ripe.
ceesiTe occaaiona. But seeds avwn in February or March
on a hot-bed, or in the ftont border of a stove or forcing,
StWCCOUm
haam, aSwd young plants to aoceecd those kept over
smriag^gan
and
b^
viotm;
liay, priduag into bow
ttO. Araaeak' is general^ considered as merely a va- BtoccoiL
aarf bads in Jaaa ar Ma higinmiM or July, sad tran*. liatY of oaafiflower. It is mdeed nearly allie<I, and the
i^MCBU pot-barb is pro* oaanri pait oonaists, as in cauliflower, of the clustered
ihiasBdafArtahai. Bean altar Ais. dw oa^ MUMiiwIal flsarar-bods ; but the brooooK plant is disIMesser aaaaasi is praleqgid Ar aaarly two amnlha Inr vi^ *i'»g"'«*'«^ by its cat Imvea, its larger growth, and
greater degree of hardinesn There are several varieof earth, aad sank aamlTtaltebaaaiatbabovdafa af tim at btaocoli, two of them particularly distinct, the
parpla and the white. So culinary plant ia so liable
very hgbt dry aaith; sad
broccoli ; so that new kinds, slightly differto tport
haag up ia a sksif
ent, are continually coming into notice or favour, and
tot same waafca.
They
as needily sinking into neglect.
another way, dascribad by Mr Snili^
Of tha purple, there are several snb-varieties, the
Kaith.HaO ia Soolkad, {SealtuJk
aarljr, dwmf, brandra^ and Cane broccoli, the laat but
lk.199-): He digs a pit, sboot •hliiai
What are cdled tba brown and the
lalahr iatradaead.
near tnr beHom tt a WalL On a
dmf he 1
Mack brooooli are likaarise slight variatkais of the purthe r saii i mrsr Mocka
an entses state, and wnnping pte. They are mors kardy, and better saited for exthalaaaasroaad tka bead, or flower, dspositas thsmS paacd sstaataaaa; bat tiiry do not form heads so comthe treacfc. tba heads sl n aing dgi u a swia, sad the
ulataly aa soom ctbar kauls; tlie tender stems and
aaaandiag anwrnds, aa Ifaift Ibe taots orooa kyar (
bsmts of tka plants, witk the aaudl heads on the lateral
Iha tops o/aaaihsr; ha than eosan aa the «k
being Ihs psits chMv ased. The dwarf sddasaly with earth, nraserring a skme Aaaa tba waB.
aiad 11 mack aalasaied, and cultivated to great
aad batfh« it
with the back efthe spade, so that
CHifit^fg k
By manv, the sort called
tain may laasC
In this way, the
green biaeeoli is aaaaaaaMtbe be^ The white, Neapota hasp aood tin liia Btidaic Off Jaia
utaa, cr ca a li fla asr ^aaccoli plaot, is ratlier more tender
88«. Par the earfy aapplv oT
tkmi tha others, bat tha fiaarer is at the same time more
vsry graat qaantitim ef caahflaara
ir'M'*'** ; it ferros a doae cardly head of oonaiderable
band-giaassaduriag wiatar aad the int aartoTsMg
siae in the earing moatbe. end tfaie plants do not branch
sad ta behold some acNB oeanpraad widkaaah Sssaa, as BMst of ttia ample kinds do. A hardy variety of
gives a sinmgcr a fordbia idesoT the fichaa sMl
tha wbila vaald themAra prove a great acquisition.
oTthaaipitaL Two, three, or even fimr plaats am;, at
990l BsoccbM aaad k sown in April for an autumn
in*, piaesd aadsr sack glass ; in fine wsathar, tfaa a*, crop, to be planted out in the beginning of June ; and.
ver is tihad ia erdar to admit air. When the pJaals Aw a spring crop in the following year, the seed is
arsmawhat adsauwd. in the ead of Fefaroarr or ba- sown Ute in May, or even in June. Tha seedlings are
girauag ef Msech. tha apaia planta sea removed with a siierwards placed in nursery beds, where tbey remain
scoop-trowel, snd pUnted out ssparately, leaving one. till the middle or end of July, when the^ are finally
or a( oMMt two, onder the glaas. The piaaU thus left transplanted. A light, but deep and rich soil, in an open
maler tha eevan ata ready fcr market
the snd of aitaation, is psafcrred. To those situated near the saa,
Apfl or bagianiag of Ma^, and frtdia high price A it mav be intcristiiig to know, that sea-weed forms an
BMthod eT aasdacaw cmdiiawar jvaltar aariy, and with noelleot manure tat broeoeii. In tbe aaoond voloaae
gsaaloaitaJMy, is lLs»-Tha FfaMTan set
of Soottidi Horticaltaral Memoirs, p. 866, Mr William
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Broccoli.

Wood, one of the most

successful cultivators of broccoli near Edinburgh, gives an account of his remarkable
success with this sort of manure.
When drift ware

abounds on the shore, he bestows on the quarter next

push, he cuts out the centre, leaving only four or five
of the outside flower-st.nlks to come to seed.
The centre, it may be remarked, would probably protluce the
stronger seeds ; but the object seems to be, to check
the tendency to luxuriancy and consequent sporting in
the plant.

:

;

;

Cape broc-

~

Z"™^

intended for broccoli a very liberal supply, immediateit in roughly.
The ground is afterwards
slightly delved over before planting.
From the soil
thus treated, very large and fine heads are produced.
Kohl-rabbt.
It may be added, that grubs will not infest the roots,
as they are very apt to do when stable manure is used^
293. The Kohl-rabbi or turnip-rooted cabbage (Bras- Kohl rabW.
The broccoli plants are set in lines, two feet asunder, sica oleracea, var. ?t'apobrossica, not a variety of B. rapn,
and a foot and a half apart in the lines. Water is given or turnip, as supposed in Salisbury's Botanist's Comwhen thought necessary, according to the state of the panion), has large broad leaves, and thi* stem protubeweather. They are hoed and earthed up like caulirant like a turnip at the base there are two varieties,
flower plants.
Nicol recommends, that, in the end of one swelling above ground, the other in it
Both are
October, the most forward crops, especially of the tall
sometimes used in a young state for the table but they
growing kinds, should be raised and laid over on their are not much cultivated in this country. Kohl-rabbi is
«ides pretty closely together, placing the heads just
very hardy, and might probably be advantageously
clear of one another.
If this be done in a dry soil and
cultivated in the colder parts of the island ; for it is
free situation, the plants are seldom injured by the
found to be a very profitable crop in Sweden and other
frost of the severest winters.
The heads of winter northern countries.
broccoli generally begin to appear early in Januaiy,
and they continue till April.
In gathering broccoli, five or six inches of the stem
Leguminous Plants.
are retained along witli the head and in dressing, the
stalks are peeled before boiling.
Peas.
291. The early purple Cape broccoli, already mentioned as lately introduced into this country, deserves
294. The Pea (Pisnm sativum, Lin. Diadelphia De- Pea.
more particular notice. The seed, it was understood, candria ; Papilionacew or Leginninosa:) is an annual
was first brought from the Cape of Good Hope, but the climbing plant, so well known as not to need any desame kind has since been received from Italy. A par- scription. The legumes or pods are commonly produced in pairs ; the seeds contained in these are the part
ticular account of the mode of cultivation is given by
Mr John Maher, in the first volume of the London of the plant used, and to which, in common discourse,
Tliree crops are
the name peas is always given. In some varieties, callHorticultural Transactions, p. 116.
sown: in April, between the 12th and 18th of the ed Sugar-peas, the inner tough film of the pods is wantmonth ; in May, between the 1 8th and Sith ; and in Au- ing, the pods of such, when young, being boiled with
the peas within them, and eaten in the manner of
gust, between tlie 19th and 25th ; and by means of these,
kidney-beans. Concerning the native country of the
this kind of broccoli is procured from September till the
end of May. The seeds are sown very thin, on a bor- pea, there is no certainty ; it is guessed to be the
der of light rich earth. In about a month the plants south of Europe. It has been cultivated in Britain
from an early period ; but some of the best varieties,
are finally transplanted, at the distance of two feet every way, in a sandy loam, well enriched with rotten such as the sugar-pea above mentioned, were introdudung. Frequent hoeings are given, and the earth is ced only about the middle of the 1 7th century.
There are very many varieties, differing in size, time
drawn to the stem as in the case of ordinary broccoli.
Mr Maher never pricks the seedlings into a nur- of coming in, colour of flower and fruit, and also in
He finds, that the head is by that measure taste: but the principal distinction is as to their being
sery bed.
rendered less in size, and more apt to run to flower and early or late ; supposing the sorts to be sown on the
seed.
A part of the second crop is often transplanted same day, the former are ready a fortnight at least before the latter.
into pots (sixteens), and plunged into the open ground,
where the liead forms. Against December, these pots
295. The early peas are called hotspirs and hastings.
Of these there are different subvarieties, especially the
are removed into a shed, frame, or pit; and in this
way fine broccoli is secured in the severest weather of Charlton, Reading, Golden, Double dwarf, and Early
winter ; the head often six or seven inches in diameter. frame pea ; the last being so called from its being often
The seed for the third crop is sown in a frame ; and forced in hot beds, especially for the London market.
about the third week in October the plants are ready These being comparatively of dwarfish growth, do not
for transplanting.
A few good plants for affording require sticking ; and it is a common remark, that peas
seed are selected at this time, and planted in a remote supported on sticks yield more, but that those recumpart of the garden, covering them with hand-glasses bent on the ground ripen soonest. Some of these kinds
during winter, in the manner of cauliflower.
are generally sown towards the end of October, in front
292. When broccoli seeds are to be saved, plants of a south fruit-wall, and at right angles to it, or inwith the largest and finest heads are selected, observing clining a point to the east, in order to catch the mornthat no small foliage appear on the surface of the head,
ing sun. With some slight protection of branches of
Mr Wood, already mentioned, makes it a rule to take up evergreens or old peas-haulm, the crop survives the
such plants in April, and lay them, in a slanting direc- winter, and produces young peas by the end of May.
tion, in a rich compost, (cleanings of old ditches, tree
Many gardeners prefer sowing in longitudinal rows
leaves, and rotten dung, ) giving, at the same time, a
near the wall, the crop thus ripening more equally.
plentiful watering, if the weather be dry. The raising,
In January and February more peas, of the early sorts,
he thinks, prevents tliem from producing proud seed, or are sown, to follow in succession those sown brfore
from degenerating. When the heads begin to open or winter. Some gardeners are in the practice of raising
ly digging

coli-
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in boxes placed in «ny hot- house, and planting
They must
three inches high.

tbcm out when two c*

be handled with c«re, being very brittle ; but with due
attention, few plants fail ; and it has long been remarked, that transplanted peas are much
of pods at fruit, than •ocfa as remain

more productive
where they have

bera sown.
896. In March and April full crop* of later peas are
miwn. Some of the smaller kinds are the Blue PrusThese, if
sian, Dwarf marrowfat, and Spanish dwarf.
well earthed up, and if the rows be sufficiently distant
from each other, suaoeed very well without sticking.
To them may be added headman's dwarf, which is
smaller tbiui itny of them, while at the same time the
pbnt ii verj- prolific, and the pea remarkably sweet.
Uf the large and late kinds, the Tall marrowfat, the
Gtccn marrowfat, the Ore}- round val, and the Sugarpea, have long retained their character; while the Spanish noratto and Imperial egg pea, are also in good
The
repotc, «» hardy plants and eopioiu bearers.
Cnnm pea or Roae nea is well known; but it is as frequcntlr cultivated tor ornament a* for oie : It is remarkable that Pariunaoo, in bis " Paradisua," ascribe*
to it a Scotti«h origin.
new white pea raised by Mr
Knight must mA be oniined. It is sosnctimes called
lutight's marrow nea; tometimes the Wrinkled pea, tha
circumstance of the skin of tbe fruit beinc wrinkled or
contracted, being an obviooa mark of dtatmctian. The
plant i« of luxuriant growth, leooiring tall aticka to
opport it ; the pods are large, ana the paaa are of p^

A

cwiariy exorlient flaToor when boiled.
The larger kinds of peas rrqoirt Bcatljr lonr feet dietnee between the rows. Tbey are ftw^Mntly hoad.
aad when about three or four inches high, earth ia
dnwn to the raw*, this being fimnd greatly to pro*
laote their growth.
The sticking or supporting lakea
pjaoa when they are about
or tan inebes.higb.
The sticks are of different heights for tbe rcepectiTe
kinds ; three feet is enough for the smallest kinds ; tbe
hptspurs and dwarf marrowftta require about five feet;
aad the larger sorts seven or eint feet. Sometimes
double rows of peas are sown, and the sticks placed in
the aiddle, tho pianu being earthed towards the sticks
Or two rows of stkfca may oe made to senre three rows
ct ftaa, the h aadi of the sticks bcm^ inclined towards
oMB Other; but in this way the auddle row of peas
ennat be aatthad op or hoed after sticking. Where
braocfaoa canot be procured, two lines of strong psick«
thread on each aide of the rows, form a tolenhfy good
In soaM Blueaa, ia very dry weaUier, the
lofpaaaarercfiUBfly watered when in lower and

ei^

no small early paaa

are eweatcr Mid of
than the larwe kiada. In weQ ordered
gardens, llierefore, a small quantity of the hotspur
•arts is sown every ten days from the middle of
.Mardi till the middle of June, fNirifii^ lor them a
moist strong soil, in order to eoanleiact the aliictt of
the SMBiaer hcaL It n not reckoood proper to sow
peas on land wkidi has been rcoaitly Honred, aa they
are, in endi Mtwatiieis, BpL to run to hotilm : litis crop
is seklom sown, tharejbrc, till the socoad season after
dttiupng.
In large gBdaoa, and Boftknlarly in market
gardens, instead ofdclving, • sfigM plough may bo
oaed for toining
the grooad ; ana tho a •borao
dtai. te aowing, ae rBroMMiiJad by Vlwamm ao hmg
ago a* 1670.
Amonc the cbief enemies of peas may be mentioned
l^fi ana mioe. Tbe finaar often abound in damp
lieate flaroor

ow
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situations, or places

surrounded by

trees.

The remedy

u

the spreading of new slaked lime
over the surface of the ground, very early in the morn- Brunt.
ing when the slugs are abroad. A simple preventive
of the attacks of mice consists in being particularly
careful, in sowing tbe peas, to leave none exposed on
the surface ; if tlie seed be all duly covered, these animals do not seem to be very expert at discovering the
rows.
It is generally thought advisable to change the seed
yearly ; few gardeners therefore ripen their own seed.
Indeed the professed seed- growers possess superior
opportunities for saving the kinds in a ^nuine state;
and if they be men of judgment and fidelity, it is better for tbe gardener to buy from them, than to trouble
himself with saving either the seeds of peas, or of any
other garden planti which are apt to ('.cgenerate by intermixture of iiollen.

usuaUy applied,

Beans.
S97. Tbe Beam ( I'lda Faba, Lin.) belongs to tbe gun.
same das* and order, and natural family, with the pea.
It is perhaps
It is the Fh>e de maratM of the French.
superfluous to mention, that it is an annual plant, rising from two to four feet, with a thick angular stem
the leaves divided, and without tendrils; the flowers
white, with a black spot in the middle of the wing;
seed pods thick, long, woolly within, and inclosing the
large ovate flatted seeds, fur tbe sake of which the plant
is cultivated
gardens. It is a native of the East,
bat haa been known in this country from the earliest

m

t9t. There ore two principal kinds of the plant, the
gaidau bean and the field lican The first only falls to be
nolun of here. Of this there are many vaneties. The
Mtuagam is one of the hardiest and best flavoured of
the smaU and early sorts. Maxagan is a Portujpiese
scttlnaent on tbe coast of Africa, near the Straits tit
Gibraltar and it is said.that seeds brought from thence,
aflbrd plants that are more early and more fruitful than
thoae which spring frosn bosne-saved 8ee<l. The Liib<M is next in point of eariiness and fruitfulness ; some
indeed cotiaider it as merely the Maxagan ripened in
PortugaL The Dtearf-fan or clu$ler bean is likewise
an eany variety, but it u planted chiefly for curiosity
it risee cmlr nx or eight inches high ; the branchee
^ircad oat uka a &n, and the pods are produced in
sosall duaters.
The Sanitdeh bean has been long notr<l for iu fruitfulneaf ; the Tokrr and tbe broad Spanitk
:

;

Of all the large kinds, the
hunt is piefaned ftir the table. When gathered young, the seeds are sweet and rtrj agreeable ; when
the plant! are allowed room and time, they produce
very large seeds, and in tolerable plenty, though they
an not accounted liberal bearers. There are several
sub-varieties, such as the Brood Windsor, Taylor's
Windsor, and the Kentish Windsor. The iMng'podied
bean rises about three feet high, and is a great Dearer,
tbe pods beinff long and narrow, and closely filled with
oblong middle-sixed seeds. This sort is now very
much rullivated, and there are several subordinate varietiea of it, as tbe Early, the Laige, and the Sword
Lasi^pod. The Whit».btouomtd bean u so called, became the Uack mark oo the wing of the blossom is
wanting. Tbe seed ia semitraanaicnt ; when young
it has little of tbe peculiar bean navour, and is on tbu
account much esteemed ; it is at the same time a copious
bearer, aad proper for a late crop.
It m.-iy be men*
are likewise great boarara.

Wmdaar

;
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that Delaunay, in "Le So» Jardinier, describes
as excellent a new variety cultivated at Paris, which
tionecl,

he calls the green bean from China ; it is late, but very
productive; and the fruit remains green, even when
ripe

the first pods being the most vigorous, and affording Kitchen
the best seed.
The whole plant should be pulled up ; Gantcn.
and the seeds should be allowed to dry in the nods, '*"''Y"~^
these last still remaining on the stems.

and dried.

299- The early sorts, such as the Mazagan and Lisbon,
are sown in the end of October or beginning of November, in a sheltered situation, in front of a wall, reed- fence,
or other hedge, and in drills about two inches deep. The
plants are earthed up in November as they advance. In
severe frost, some haulm or fern is laid over them, as
In March and April, as the
in the case of early peas.
beans begin to shew flower, they are kept close back
When
to the I'ence, by means of lines of pack-tliread.
the lower blossoms are fully expanded or beginning to
fade, tlie tops of the stems are pinched off, tiiis being
found to forward the production of pods. With this
sort of care, a crop is generally procured about the end
of May or first of June. Successive autumn and winter sowings are managed much in the same way ; being
sown in rows, eighteen inches apart, in sheltered borIt is necessary to guard against the
ders or quarters.
ravages of mice, which are very apt to attack the new
sown rows. Some gardeners sow their winter beans
thickly, and cover them with a frame, transplanting
them in February or March : in this way they prove
very productive.
SOO. In February and March, full crops of the late
and large beans, such as the Windsor, Sandwich, and
Long-podded, are planted, in a free and open exposure.
The middling sized kinds are allowed two feet between
the rows ; but the large growing kinds, two and a half
or even three feet. The plants in the rows, however,
Sometimes the
are only five or six inches separate.
beans are planted with a blunt setting-stick, observing to close the earth down upon the seed ; but drills
drawn, two inches deep or a little more, with the
One of the principal
boe, are in general preferred.
things to be attended to is the earthing up : in performing this operation, it is necessary to take care that
the earth do not fall on the centre of the plant so as to
bury it ; for this occasions it to rot or fail. Nicol says,
that topping is not necessary for any but the early
crops, and is practised only to make them more early.
Most other horticulturists are of opinion that topping
improves the crop both as to quantity and quality ; and
it is very commonly performed on the late crops as well
as the early. The crops of beans when in flower, it may
be remarked, are very ornamental to the kitchen-garden,
and render it a pleasant walk, the flowers having a powerful fragrance, not unlike that of orange-flowers. The
latest crops in May and June are sown in strong or moist
land, as on an arid soil scarcely any return could at
this season be expected. For these late crops, the long
In a
pods, broad Spanish, and Toker are preferred.
dry season, it is found useful to soak the seed-beans for
several hours in soft river water, before planting.
An expedient sometimes resorted to in order to prolong the bean season, may here be mentioned :
bed
or quarter of beans is fixed on ; and when the flowers
appear, the plants are entirely cut over, a few inches
from the surface of the ground. New stems spring from
the stools, and these produce a very late crop of beans.
In gathering beans for table use, such pods as are
too old should as much be avoided as such as are too
yoimg, the seeds decreasing in delicacy after they attain about half the size which they should possess
at maturity. When, beans are to be saved for seed,
none of the pods should be gathered for the kitchen,

A

Kidney-bean.

30L The Kidneti-hean (P/iaseoliis vulgaris, Lin. Common kidney-bean and P. mulliflorus, Wilkl. Scarlet
;

runner) belongs to the same ai-tificial and natural classes
as the pea and the liean. In this country it is often called French bean ; and it is the well known and favourite
haricot of France.
It is an annual, originally from
IniUa ; its stem is more or less twining, but in the dwarfish kinds it scarcely shews this propensity ; the leaves
are ternate, on long foot-stalks ; the flowers on axillary
racemes ; the corolla generally white, sometimes yellow
or purple The pods are oblong, swelling slightly over
the seeds ; these last are generally kidney-shaped,
:

smooth and shining when

varying exceedingly in
spotted.
The date
of the introduction of the kidney-bean into this country
is not known
it was in familiar use in the days of Gerarde.
The unripe pods chiefly are used in Britain
but in France, the ripe seeds or beans are also very
much employed in cookery, being dried in the autumn
and kept for winter use.
302. There are many varieties, both of what are called dwarfs, and of runners. By Dwarfs are meant kinds
that do not much exceed a foot in height, and do not
need support; by Runners, such as have long climbing
stems, and which require stakes.
Of the former, the
Early white dwarf. Early black or Negro, the Speckled
dwarf. Early yellow, and the Battersea and Canter,
bury wliite, may be mentioned as principally esteemed.
Of the latter, the Scarlet runner is preferred, the pods
being tender, especially if gathered young, and being
produced in succession for a long time. This was formerly considered as merely a variety of the common kidney-bean ; but Willdenow has described it as a distinct
species, under the name of Phaseolus muUiflorus ; it is
distinguished by its racemes equalling the leaves in
ripe,

colour, white, black, blue, red,

and

:

length, and by its bracteje or floral leaves lying close
to the stalk ; while in the common kidney-bean, the
former are shorter than the leaves, and the latter project from the stalk.
The scarlet runner is frequently
cultivated as an ornamental flower, particularly in forming fancy hedges : when trained near a wall, and led
up with lines of pack-thread or spun-yarn, it unites
both characters, or is at once shewy and useful. The
white runner seems to differ from the scarlet, merely
in the colour of the blossoms and of the seeds.
The
Dutch white runner produces long smooth pods, but
does not afibrd so many successive gatherings as the
other two.
303. The kidney-bean is too tender for sowing earlier than the middle or end of April.
From that time
successive crops are sown every fortnight or three
weeks, till July ; and in this way the young and tender
pods are to be had all the summer and autumn. The
dwarfish sorts are sown in drills from two to three'feet
asunder, perhaps three inches separate in the lines, and
covered with something less than two inches of soil. As
they advance, they are hoed and cleared of weeds, a
little earth being at the same time drawn to the stems.
As the young pods come to be fit for use, the more regularly and completely they are gathered, the greater
The runners, being rather
IS the successive produce.

more

tender, are not

sown till about the middle of May.

-..
bean.^^*
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to climb
Aa UU slight
upon, the distance allovred between the rows of these
If the runners he sown in Jui* coaHaonly four feet.

tUkes mast be placed

for

ibem

they continue to produce pods till stopped by the
In dry seasons, frequent waterii^ greatly conduce* to the abundance of the crops. For the latest
Mia tt cron, the seed is connnonly soaked tat Mne
boat* in nuk and water. Mr Marshall rcooBBtcndb
ly,

frott.

n

damp nxwld
and then aowing it

lajring it in

till

it

b^in

to chit or gerani*

watered drills The white
the tact generally sown to produce small

nate,

in

Canterbury is
pods 4ot pickling.
For a supply of mmI, aone of the early summer
plants, either dwarft or runners, should be left un*
tooehed ; the firat produced pods being always the
beat, the whole strci^^ "' ^"^ plants beira thus dU
ivolad to perfecting the aeeda. Tbeae wifi ripen in
SaptambtP. The baukri is then paBcd up, and flowed
to dry with the poda on it ; the seed being found in

way to aoqoirc farther maturation.
304. Kidner-beana are easily farced, and they form
a verr deaimtJe aarly spring diah. They are sometimes
raiaM in hotbeds; bat aore generally, and with
gnatar eattatn^, in hotJiaaaaa. Thev are sown in
poti in January and Febraary, and plaeed on a flat
ttallia over the flues, on ahdvaa, or in any othar oonr^
Tiwaa pbaU are generally aUottad to
niant
ation
aacli Bot of a foot in diasMflar.
licht nch aaith, or

this

!

.

A

what la f aWad a cac—abar owld, iatba aoil pnAnad.
With ftt^nant aadaiata auppUaa of water tfaoy make
Mod ptiywaa, and dfcrd pods in llarcfa, Antil, and
May. Tfea dwarf apadrJad is the kind ganardlir naed
in botheoaaa; bat. far het4iada, the aarly white la par>
faMt battar, aa baiag af omn* dwarfiab growth.
Fkinrti prdaass h«v« lamaiita d aixiTa two han-

dnd

variadaaofthaharieot, botaftheaa not more than
twenty are in tilaim. Tbajr apeak of a new variety
called the Yelknr Kidnay-baan of Canada, which ther
describe aa the moat dwarfish, and the eorliast of all.
The Rice Kidney t aan dwy antion aa a slander runner,
rising six Aat high, bat hanng aaadairidch, avan when
ripe, are not hrgar than pern. Tha paA tha,
as vary good in tha aBri|M atata, aod qail*
when prepared i i niwi roaat fewL

w

MtadaU
It

Boots.

ia,
p ii h apa, aearealy
roeCrb aypUad tv tha

to explain, that the
of tha potato and

mifim

tfai

Mm roota af tha

with pepuhu'
I

oeoaiating of the

only.
Potato.
f«uto.

905.

The

potato

inmpigyum :

{SoUiMm Imhenttm, L.

;

Ptmtmn.

m

Tha 0mm

riaaa froaa two to ftna faat in haicbt. i*
biaochad, MMealaat, and Avqaantly spotted with red ;
the btuncbaa kaig and waak ; fiowcr* white, or tinged
with purple ; the fruit is a roumi berry, green at first,
luit

bisck

when

ripe,

commonly

m

;

;

Lmridm.h.; Solomsctm, Jnaa.) may be
ad aa a para iial plant, aa it will continue to
nainf i^ far aany latcwMiia yaata on tha wna spot.
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Spain about the midiUe of the I6th century, as they are
mentioned, under the name of papai, in Cicia's Chro- Garden.
nicle, printed in 1553, and now a very rare book.
Poutoet.
They were not introduced into this country till near
the close of the century, when tlicy appear to have
been brought from \'irginia by the colonists sent out
by Sir Walter Raleigh, and who returned in 1586;
Herriot, one of these colonists, describing the potato,
under the name openawk, in his account of the country
they had visited, prasarved in De Brys Collection of
Voyagaa. It ia said, that Sir Walter lUleigh planted
than on hi* own estate near Cork. They were soon
carried over into Lancaahire; but near half a century
elapsed before they were much known at London. Geraide and Parkinson describe the plant by the title of
Batata Virginiana, to distinguish it from the Spanish
potato. Convolvulus batatas.
It was at first raised on*
Parkinson mentions, however,
ly in botanic gardens.
that the tubers were sometimes roasted, and steeped in
sack and sugar, or baked with marrow and spices, and
even preserved and candied by the comfit-makers. In
1663, the Royal Society took some measures for encouraging the cultivation of potatoes, with the view of
preventing famine. Still, however, althotigh their utility as an article of food was better known, no hi^^li
In books of gardencharacter waa bestowed on them.
ing, published towanls the end of the 1 Tth century, a
hunchred years after their introduction, they are spoken
of rather slightingly. " They are much u»ed in Ireland and America as bread," says one author, <• and
aaay be propagated with advantage to poor people."—
** I do not hear that it hath been yet ecaayec," are the
vorda of another, <' whether they may not be propagated in great quantities, for food fur swine or otfier
cattle."
Even the enlightened Evelyn seems to have
" PLmt pota(d a prejudice against them.
ha says, writing in I699> " in your worst
November for winter spendBTOond. Take them np
mg there will enough remain for a stock, though ever
so exactly gathered." The famous nurserymen, London and Wiaa, whoae name* have been already repeatedly mentioned, have ncrt considered the potato as
worthy of notice in their Complete Gardener, published in 1719; and Bradley who, about the same time,
wrote so astensivcly an horticnitiiral subjects, speaks
flf them aa inferior to skirreu and radishes.
Tha naa of potatoes gradually spread, as their exIt was
calknt qualities bccanM battar understood.
near tha anddlr of lb» 18th eentary, however, before
they wtva gaBcrally known over the country
that tinM tMy have been moat extensively ci
In 1796, it wa* found that, in the county ot l.»jcx
alone, alwut 1700 acre* were plante<l with potatoes
This must form
for tha aappiy of the London market.
no dmbt tb* principal aupplv but many fields of potatoc* are to be seen in the other counties borderinj^ on
the capital, and many ship-loads are annually importad ftvni a distance.
The cuhivstion of potatoes in gardens in Scotland,
was very IKtle understood till about the year 1740;
and it was not practised in fields till about twenty
yean after that period. It is stated in the " General
Report" of Scotland, ^vol. iL p. Ill), as a well ascertained fact, that in tJje year 1725-6, the ft-w potato
ftlants then existin;^ in gardens about Fdinburgh, were
eft in tha aame spot of ground from year to year,
a few tubers were peras reoonamendad by Evelyn
haps ranwved far use in the autumn, and the parent
plaata wcte thai well covered with litter to save them

called poUto-apple.

Ihe part used conaista of tha tab aw. which we nrottnced
un runners, onMacding horn dM atem of the plant
306. Sir Joacnh Banks baa aatiiAMarily abewn, that
ware in* brought ft«m Sooife Amcfiea to

;
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from the winter's frost

Since the middle of the 18th
century, tlie cultivation of potatoes has made rapid
progress in that country ; so that they are now to be
setn in almost every cottage garden.
Professor Martyn, in his edition of the " Gardener's
Dictionary," has given an account of various notices
that occur concerning the introduction of the potato,
in the writings of successive horticulturists, and most
minute and accurate details respecting its tillage, derived from all the best sources of information, and selected with great judgment and care.
To the learned
and industrious Professor's labours, and to the article

Agkiculture

in this

work,

we must

refer the inquisithis place, in ad-

tive reader, contenting ourselves in
dition to the short history already given,
account of the qualities of the plant, of a

with some
few of the

principal varieties, and of its culture in gardens.
Tlie potato is now considered as the most useful esculent that is cultivated ; and who could a priori have

expected to have found the most useful among the natural family of the Luridaj, several of which are deleterious, and all of which are forbidding in their aspect!
It is at the same time the most universally liked ; it
seems to suit eveiy palate. So generally is it relished,
and so nutritious is it accounted, that on many tables
it now appears almost every day in the year. It is com-

Ox-noble, a large round sort with deep eyes ; the American cluster the Yam potato ; and the Lancashire,
or large round rough red potato, are held in high estimation.
The raising of potatoes being now considered as rather the business of the farm, in many gardens only a
For the oriquarter of early potatoes is to be found.
ginal production of the varieties called earlies, we are
indebted to the kitchen gardeners near Mancliester.
Encouraged by the demand of that populous town,
they vied with each other to have potatoes first in the
market they noted those plants that flowered early,
saved them, and sowed their seeds; by again watching the earliest of these, they procured varieties which
arrive so much sooner at a state approaching maturity,
as far as tlie tubers are concerned, that young potatoes
may be had for table two months after planting. The
most productive of these, and least apt to degenerate,
are such as do not shew a disposition to flower.
308. The potato is chiefly propagated by cuts of
the tubers, taking care to leave one or two eyes or buds
The
to each cut, but eradicating all clustered eyes.
best shaped and cleanest potatoes are selected for this
purpose. The cuts are the better for being allowed to
dry for a day or two before planting. Any light soil, in a
;

:

free airy situation, suits the potato.

monly eaten

Too much manure

can scarely be given, if the quantity of produce be
alone looked to; but potatoes of more delicate flavour are
About
procured from ground not recently enriched.
the middle of March some of the early kinds, such as
the ash-leaved, are planted on a light warm border.
As they are to be taken up soon, sixteen inches between
those of millet. Bread has also been formed of it^ the lines is accounted enough, and seven or eight inches
with a moderate proportion of wheat flour ; and po- between each plant. They are commonly planted in
tato starch is common.
To cottagers having a num- drills, and covered to the depth of three or four inches.
ber of children, the potato is of inestimable value. The tubers being small, are generally only cut in two
Dr Johnson, in his " Journey," remarks, that before to make sets but not more than two eyes are left on
the Scottish peasantry acquired cabbages, they must each set.
Rooted shoots accidentally produced among
have had nothing ; but with much more reason might it the stock of early potatoes, have been found to afford a
now be^said, that they must have been destitute in- very speedy return. Instructed by this circumstance,
deed, before they knew the potate.
By many cottagers some gardeners lay the sets on a floor sprinkled with
in Scotland, and especially in Ireland, potatoes are
sand or barley-chaff, till they have sprung four or five
cultivated on what are called lazy-beds.
In construct- inches, thus advancing the growth of the plants a«
ing these, the manure is laid on the surface sets of much as possible under a low temperature, so as to
potatoes are placed immediately on it ; and a little
avoid all unnecessary expenditure of their excitability.
earth is thrown over all.
In this way a very great Great care must be taken, however, to preserve their
return is procured.
germs and roots from injury in transplanting. By this
307. In regard to general qualities, potatoes are of means the plants are forwarded nearly three weeks in
two kinds, mealy and waxy ; the former of a loose, their growth. The young potatoes are fit for use in June
the latter of a firm contexture.
They are distinguish- and July, and in August the tops of the parent plants
Only
ed as to shape, into round, oval or kidney, and clus- change to a yellow colour, indicating maturity.
a few plants are taken up at once ; for the young and
tered and as to colour, into white, and red or purple.
immature tubers do not keep good beyond a day or two :
It would be quite an unprofitable task to enumerate
the many varieties which have been raised from seed, it is found better, therefore, to let them remain in the
and have obtained a name for a day. A few of those ground till wanted, and in this way they may be made
at present in esteem can alone be named.
Kidney po- to meet the later sort. About the middle or end of
April, the general potato quarter is planted. Two feet
tatoes of various sorts have long been in repute, particularly the White and the Yorkshire. Red, and White,
is the space commonly allowed between the rows, and
and Black potatoes, have their admirers. The Early from ten to fourteen inches between the plants. For
dwarf. Champion, Early frame. Manly, Cumberland planting, some use the potato dibble ; which is an inearly. Fox's yellow seecUing, and the Goldfinders, still
strument about three feet long, with a cross handle at
retain their fame for summer use
but they are per- top for both hands, the lower end blunt and shod witk
kaps excelled by varieties well known in Scotland by iron, and having a cross iron shoulder, about four inchM
the names of the Ash-leaved, and Mathew Cree's early. from the bottom, so that the holes must of necessity be
The large red-nosed kidney, a white potato with a struck of equal depth. The only attention the crop
tinged eye, is a great favourite in the London market, requires is hoeing, and drawing earth to the stems:
for general culinary purposes
and the Don potato is the oftener this last operation is performed, the greater
the kind most esteemed, and most commonly sold in is the produce. The potatoes are taken up and used in
the Edinburgh market For the feeding of cattle, the the autumn months; the wintor supply being drawn
plainly boiled, and in this way it is excellent
When potatoes have been long kept, or in
the spring months, the best parts of each tuber are selected, and mashed before going to table.
Potatoes
are also baked, roasted, and fried.
With the flour of
potatoes, puddings are made nearly equal in flavour to

;

;

;

:

;
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from the fields, as already mentioned. Potatoes are taken
up with a fork made for the purpose, and which consists of three or four short flat tines, fixed on a spade
handle. The winter store is carefully housed or, wliat
it better, it is lodf^l under ground, in pits covered
with earth, and with straw daring firost.
509. The late or field potatoes, it xoaf^ remarked,
afbrd in mo»t places a great part -of the supply for spring
and stmimer ; and any improvement in the mods of
keeping them, is deserving of attention. The Rev. Dr
Dow Kilspindie (in the first volume of .Scottish Horticultural Memoirs) has deKribed a mode, the adv.intages of which have in varioos places been confirmed
by experience. The potatoes destined for long keeping be pott into small pits, holding about two bolls
each ; tneae are formed under the shade of a tree, wall,
or ftack of hay, and are covered with earth and straw
in the oaoal way. In the following spring, about .May,
when warmth begins, the potatoes are examined ; all
aboota or bada are ^rubbed off, and such as shew any
tendency to spoil, are laid aside. The pits being cleaned oat, are nearly filled with water ; and when this is
afaaorbed, the potatoea are retomed into it, e>-ery paroai or half-boll bemg watered as it is laid in.
A layer
ef tarf is placed with the grass next to the potatoea; a
plentiful watering is than given ; and the whole ia cover*
ed with earth to the dcnib of two feet, and wdl beaten
together with the spaoe. This operation is repeated
ooeea moiitfa, aa lo^g at the potatoes are wisiiaa to be
linaiiiJ. Dr Dow states, tliat he has thus kept tfaam
tin September, qoite pinnp and nnimpairad in taste ;
and ahhovgh,
the Uboml soppUea ot water, we
might expect then to be drendtcd with moiatiire, he
aasures as that tltey continue as mealy aa ever.
The potato, althoagh it moat Cortonalaly nrodaccs its
tabcrs fircely in oar aiawle, nnat be con starred as r*.
thar a daKcate plant. lu Icarct are Uaefcaned Irf the
flrrt aporaachaa of ftost in the antamn.
Bvarr body
knowt how apt potatoea kept in the honse or ce&ar arc
to be injured bjr froat The best means of gnatding
tpiatt this cnl in thoae plaeea
to briBf hi no>
Mtoaa in at dean aaddry a slaU aa posriUa^ aad^
risk of flnst k apnrahended, to place over tfaam a co.
vering of straw at Mat a foot thick.
It is well known, thai if any of the Isrfrer sorts of
potat oes of the Araier jraai's grvwtii be kept in tJte odlar till May or Jane, they never fail to shoot, ptndurii^
both roots and ranncra; bat it is not pcrhapa gonm^Bjr
kaeva, that if thaao bo cateAiUy placed hi boxm
amonf deeded t a laa sm or tthm nry light vag*>
tohto moold, and ebll kept hi tiw crilar,
wai yiekl
a erep of mmli potatoea abootmid'vinlar. Asmallsap.
ply may thaa be pwacMi ed by way of carieaity ; hot the
potatoes are rather watery, and qoito deident in fl*.
voor.
In private ffBidens of a soparior order, the frst early
pctotoes are
aome raeasoic fcrced. In Fefamaiy two
or thno aligfat lM«.beda are feraed, and the potatom are
planted thkfcly on thaao. They are hooped over, and
covered with oMta at night and in bad weather. The
more air they have the better, rovided thMt do not
p
eetlcOTetomptliem. They reqaa* moderate bat rcgn>
tar watering, pasticalarly in March, when there is gen*,
rally sooM dry weather. The yoaag tuber* are gat£ercd
tnil and May in snecessian
IfaOT an ibrmed.
lO. Many persona aamae Utegmdvoe with raiaing
laadlia g po<atot» Sameof thelargeil, fliatnradaoed,
rt<bgeoag hly ripened berriee are gthewd fram sevral dilfcrent good varieties ; these may be ptesenred in
;
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spring ; or the seeds may be immediately
scparatetl from the pulp, and kept in paper-bags over
wmtcr. In April the seed is sown, in any fine light
soil, in drills half an inch deep, and perhaps a foot
asunder, keeping the kinds carefully separate, and
marking them with tallies. When the plants rise, they
are thinned out to six inches apart
They are kept
clear of weeds, and once or twice earthed up.
When
the haulm decays, the tubers are taken up ; they are
carefully preserved from frost during the winter ; and
being planted next spring, the crop which results will
determine the qualities of the different kinds. They
should lie boiled separately, and regard had to their
flavour, mealiness or waxiness, size, shape nnd colour.
When the seed of early varieties can be procuretl, it is.

dry sand

till

for different reasons, to

be preferred.
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Knight sus-

pected the cause of these early varieties not producing
flowers, to be the pretenuiturally early formation of the
tubo^ drawing off for their support that portion of
tap which should have gone to the production of the
blossom. He therefore devised means for preventing
the formation of tubers ; and when this was accnmplished, h* found no deficiency in the production of flowers
and berries. The means were simple: having fixed
strong stakes in the ground, he raised the mould in a
heap round tlie baacs of them ; on the south side he
planted the potatoes. Vt'hai the plants were about
four inches high, they were secured to the stakes with
shreds and nails, and the mould was then washed away
with a strong current of water from the bases of their
stems, to that tite fibrous roots only entered the soil,
and no runners or tubert eoold be produced.
SI 1. The d iiease called curl has
many places pro- CoiL
red extraraely troubleaome and injurious. It has given
rise to mudi discoasioa, and to detail all the various
opinions would be a useless task. It may, however,
be remarked, that the experimenU of Mr Thomas Dickson ^SeolliMh Hoiiicullmrat Memoirs, i. 55.) shew, that
it antes from the vegetative powers in the tuber planted having been exhausted by over-ripening. That exeaOnt horticultuTist observed, in 1 N08 and I S09, tluit
cala takan from the waxy, wet, or least rijtened end of
a long flat potato, that is, the end nearest the roots,
prodniDad healthy planU ; while those fWim the dry and
beat r^anad end, farthest from the roou, cither did
not vsgttii at all, or produced curled plants. This
view is aappoited bv the observations of a very good
practical gardener, Mr Daniel Crichton at Minto, who.
from many years experience, found ( Id. p. 4*0. ) that
taherapreaairedas much at poasible in the wet and immatsre slate, and not exposed to the air, were not subject to eori. And Mr Knight fin Lond. Ilort. Tran*. for
1814) has clearly shewn the Dene6cial retulu of using,
seed-stock, potatoes which have grown late, or been
impetiactly ripened, in the preceding year.
Mr Dickson lays down some rules, attention to which, be thinks,
would prevent the mnny di»ap|K>intments occasioned by
the curl.
He recommends, 1. The procuring of a
sound healthy tceJ'ttocL (stock of tubers for planting)
fWim a high part of the country, where tlie tubers arc
never over^npened. S. The planting of such potatoes
as are intended to sapply seed stock for the ensuing
season, at least a fortnight later than thcne planted for
a crop, and to take them up whenever the stems become of a yellow green colour, at which time the cuticle of the tubers may be easily nibbed off between the
finger nnd tluimb.
5. The preventing those pljlRtTliuii
are destined to yield seed-stock for thc^Vuing year,

m

M

from producing flowen ar-beniat, by catting

off

the
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flower-buds ; an operution easily performed by children,
with a sickle, at a trifling expence.
Mr Jolm Shirreff" (in the same volume, p. 60.) takes
a general and philosophical view of the subject, applying to the potato the doctrine by which Mr Knight had
accounted for the disappearance of the fine cider fruits
of the 17th century. The maximum of the duration of
the hfe of every individual, vegetable as well as animal, is predetermined by nature, under whatever circumstances the individual may be placed : the minimum, on the other hand, is determined by these very
circumstances.
Admitting, then, that a potato might
reproduce itself from tubers for a great number of years
in the shady woods of Peru, it seems destined sooner
to become abortive in the cultivated champaign of Britain ; insomuch, that not a single healthy plant of any
sort of potato that yields berries, and which was in culture twenty years ago, can now be produced.
Mr
Shirreff concludes, therefore, that the potato is to be
considered as a short-lived plant, and that, though its
health or vigour may be prolonged, by rearing it in
elevated or in shady situations, or by cropping the
flowers, and thus preventing the plants from exhausting themselves, the only sure way to obtain vigorous
plants, and to ensure productive crops, is to have frequent recourse to new varieties raised from the seed.
The same view, it may be remarked, had occurred to
Dr Hunter, wiio, in his " Georgical Essays," limits
the duration of a variety in a state of perfection to
about fourteen years. A fact ascertained by Mr Knight
deserves to be particularly noticed : it is this ; that
by planting late in the season, perhaps in June or
even in July, an exhausted good variety may in a great
measure be restored ; that is, the tubers resulting from
the late planting, when again planted at the ordinary
season, produce the kind in its pristine vigour, and of
its former size.

Jerusalem Artichoke,
.Teruralem

Artichoke,

312. The Jerusalem Artichoke, or tuberous-rooted
sunflower, {Helianlhus tuberoius, L. ; Syngenesia Polygamia fruslranea ; CorymbifercE, Juss.) is a pereimial
plant, originally from Brazil.
It has the habit of the
common sunflower, but grows much taller, often rising
ten or twelve feet high.
Though its roots endure our
hardest winters, the plant seldom flowers with us, and
it never ripens its seed.
The roots are creeping, and
have many tubers clustered together, perhaps from thirty to fifty at a plant.
These are eaten boiled, mashed
with butter, or baked in pies, and have an excellent
relish.
The plant was introduced into our gardens early in the 17th century; and before potatoes became
common, it was much more prized than at present.
The epithet Jerusalem is a mere corruption of the Italian word Girasole, or sunflower ; the name artichoke
is bestowed from the resemblance in flavour which the
tubers have to the bottoms of artichokes. As the potato is the pomme de terre, this is the poire de terre of
the French.
The plant is readily propagated by means of the
tubers.
They are cut in the manner of potato sets, and
planted, in any light soil and open situation, in the
end of March. They are placed in rows, three feet
asunder, and a foot or fifteen inches apart in the rows.
In September they are fit for use; and in the course of
Jfovefltkpr they are dug up and housed, being kept in
sand like calTOts. Sometimes they are left in the ground,
and dug only as wanted, being best when newly raised.

The only disadvantage
be had in severe frosts.

tliis way they cannot
Kitchej
not very easy to clear the <»'"'<le'>"'
ground of them where they have once grown; and on J"^.'"'"^,
tliis account, some gardeners devote a by-corner to
them, and allow them to remain from year to year,
taking up only what is wanted for the occasional use of
the family.
But the tubers thus produced are not so
clean or well flavoured as those produced on newly
delved ground by yearly planting.
i«,

that in

It is

Turnip.

The Turnip (Brassica Rapa, L.) is a biennial Tarm>
growing naturally in some parts of England, and

313.
plant,

figured in " English Botany,'' t. 2176. The root-leaves
are large, of a deep green colour, very rough, jagged
and gashed. In the second season it sends up a flower,
stalk, four or five feet high, having leaves which embrace the stem, very different from the former ; smooth,
glaucous, oblong, and pointed.
The cultivated variety
with a swelling fleshy root has long been known. Of
this there are several well marked subvarieties, distin*
guished as garden or as field turnips. To the former
belong the Early Dutch, Early Stone, and the Yellow
to the latter, the Large White, the Globe, the Swedish,
the Red-topped, and the Tankard or oblong.
31-t. For the supply of the table during the early
part of summer, some of the early Dutch turnip is
commonly sown. If the weather prove dry, regular
watering is proper. For a general crop, the large
green-topped white turnip is accounted excellent, as
being soft, juicy, and sweet. One of the kinds with
which the London market is often supplied is the stone
turnip, a hard sweet sort, seldom of a large size.
The
yellow is now perhaps less cultivated than it formerly
was ; but the yellow Dutch may still be considered as
one of the best kinds for winter use, as no frost hurts
It is a very distinct
it, and it is of excellent flavour.
variety, the flesh being yellow throughout; whereas,
in the other varieties, any difference of colour is only
in the rind.
The red or purple-topped turnip was formerly much cultivated ; but the green-topped has now
in a great measure superseded it, though less hardy.
The general crop is often sown towards the end of
June, when refreshing showers may be expected. It
not uncommonly occupies the ground from which early
peas have just been removed. But as turnips are most
desirable for the table in a young state, a small sowing
is commonly made once a month from April to August.
If sown earlier than April, the plants are apt to run to
seed.
To divide the seed more equally when sown
broadcast, a little fine earth is mixed with it in sowing.
It is frequently sown in drills, an inch deep, and somewhat more than a foot asunder. If rain do not occur,
frequent watering is of great advantage to the young
light sandy loam, not recently manured, is
crops.
best for turnip ; in a rich garden sod, the roots are apt
When the root-leaves are
to become rank and woody.
about an inch broad, the plants are hoed ; and, if they
have been sown broadcast, thinned to six or eight inches
When young turnips are
distance from each other.
daily drawn for the table, they may be allowed to stand

A

somewhat closer, the proper degree of thinning being
accomplished by pulling for use. If sown in drills,
they may stand at five inches from each other in the
Turnips bear transplantation with difficulty;
lines.
yet in moist and rainy weather, spots where the seed
has failed may be filled up. When showery weather has made the leaves spring too much, so as to

M
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threaten the production of • flower- stem, it is soinetiine*
Wudaa. found u/teful to tread them down, by placing the foot
In some ^rardcns,
g*«»*ly <>•> tl»* centre of the plant.
j!J^2C"*
''**^
tumipe are aown oo a slight not'bcd in February, and
thasforwardrd by two or three week* ; but the bed*
must have as much air a& can pcwaibly be given.
315. For winter use many families prefer the Swedish turnip, which may either be stored or remain in
The stone and the yellow are also very
the ground.

^

hardy. The surplus ot' the garden crop, it may be remariced, may adrantagcooaly be given to milch cows
and. if the turnips be slightly boiled, no disagreeable
flavour is cnnimunicatcd to the milk.
SIfi. If seed is to be saved, it is of advantage that
the planu be tranapknted, it being thought, that from
those so Uiniplatwl a progenjr having sweet and tender roots maj ha |aoeaaad ; while from the untranspbntcd alock-tumtpa, larger but roarser raota may fa« expaded. It is very important, at all erenta, to have the
plant* intended for seed-stock kept at a* great a di»>
tance as poakible from all otben of the braasica genus.
Thia nclusion of the aecd-ttock plants is often more
aanpleldy accwBpKshed by seed-fanners, than it can
poasibly be in private gardens.
S17. The tumip-fly, or beetle, (Hallica nemonrm),
ia very destmctiva to the crop wbni in the seed-leaf.
One of iha caaiMl rcaacdica is to sow thick, and thus
cnaurc a aaficicncy af ^nt* hoth for the fly and the
cmp. Mr Archibald Gome, a Scottish gardrnrr of
aaeiit, haa fiwnd. fioB nnealad apeticnce, 1
ne
lima ba ahghtly daalaa a*«r the crop wbilt
nrtucuiive is
•HBal laaf. no attack will ba made.
•Aan ftaod in sowing late, the young oeetlea bcii^
coapahd to ted oo ether herbage, and disappearing
baftra ifat tanrip a» panda iu leave*.
If gnden tumine be carefully packed in the storrbooae, aad covered with plenty of straw, they keep in
order t.ll March or ApriL Some arc in the practioa of cutting the top cloae off, but others prrt'rr keeping np the power of growing. In some place* both toe
green tope and the small raota of stored tnmip* are enIt may ba mantioned, that when turnips
tiralv cot off.
an mti in the ground ever winter, the top leaves form
tawfar groMH wry airly in the spring, which are particslarly good tar eating with salted meat.
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The Nmrew or ncndi

turnip

i*

a variety of the

Brmtmcm S'mpmt, Urn. mr Bape, which grows naturally
iaoM parte of Britain. {Emg. Bot.t.HUi). It u
tba aeal aMaaaed imttl of the FraDch, ^who have no
&r our raoad tamip*,) and the
i«r the Garaana, in scsm pkeaacallad TeU
The root i* small, and obtoM or car" two ttHntm in
of excellent flavour
;

a

:

says Justice in hi* Scots Gardener's Director, •' will give a higher relish than a dosen of
other tanuB*,"
It was anciently used throughout
the aoolh or £nrape, and wa* more cultivated in this

OWHlry • century ago

tlian it i* now.
It ia still in
Germany, and Holland. It is
into »oup*, and i* marcly scraped, not peelIt is remarked by Mr Jamea Dickson, (one of
ad.
Aa Vic».Pknidcnu of the London Horticidtanl 8oiiety, but better known as an exoailcnt
ijpHigamii
that " stewed in gravY, the navew is excclbotaaiat,
Itnt, ana being white aud ol' the shape of a carrot.

eput
M^
put whole

e in France,

r

i

1

;

;

when mixed
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alternately with these

upon a

disli, it is

KitUire

very ornamental." In the paper alluded to, {Land. GmltnHort. Man. i. 27-) Mr Dickson has given diflerent re- cinot.
ceipts by an eminent French cook in London, for dressIt succeeds in any soil, either moist
ing the navew.
or dry ; but in a dry light soil the flavour is highest.
In strong garden soil, the roots get as large as parsnips, and resemble them considerably ; but they are
The seed is sown in
coarse, and deficient in flavour.
April, and the plants are thinned out to about five or
The navew is sold in Covent Garden
six inches apart
market, but chiefly to foreigners, who prefer it much
For seed, some of the best plants are
to the turnip.
selected, and planted as remote from other brassicz a*
circumstances will permit.
Carrot.
Sl.().

The Carrot (Daucut

Thfryiii/i

;

carola, Lin.; Pentandria c*m>c
is a biennial plant.
Ia

ruU. ord. L'mbcUifera)

it* wild state, it is a conunon weed in this country,
growing by the road-side*, and known by the name of
hird's-netl, from the appearance of the umbel when the

seed* are ripening.

It is

figured in

English Bolani/,

The

root of the wild carrot is small, dry, of
a white colour, and strong flavoured. The root of the
cultivated variety is tucculent, and commonly of a ycUov
or an orange<olour ; it is universally known, and very
t.

11 7*.

generally relished, when cooked in various ways.
Savaral varieties are cultivated, particularly the
Orange carrot, with a large long root, of an orangejralkrw colour ; the Early horn and the Late horn carrot of both which the root* are short and comparativaly (mail ; and the Red or field carrot, which acquires
a large siae.
380. Carrot* are sown at two or three difTerent season*.
The first sowing i* made a* early perhap* as
new-year'* day, or at any rate before the first of February, on a warm border or in front of a hot-house.
Some employ a gentle hot-bed for this first crop ; while
others only hoop over the border, and cover it with
mats during frost. The main crop of carrots is put in,
in March or April ; and in June or July a small bed
is sown to afibrd youn^ carrots in the autumn month*.
In sootc place* a sowing is made a month later, to
niMJn over winter, and afford young carrot* in the
Mloving spring. These, however, often prove stringy,
bat they an useful in flavouring soups. In light early
soil*, it b better that tlie principal crop ahould not be
sown sooner than the end of April or beginning of
Msy ; for in this way the attack* of many larvae are
avoidied.
For the early crops, the horn carrot is best
for the principal crops, the orange vanety is preferred,
but the red i!> also much cultivited.
The seed* having many forked hairs on their borders, by which they adhere together, sre rubbed between the hands with some dry sand, so as to separate
them. On account of their ligniness, a calm d.iy miut
be chosen for sowing ; and the seeds should be trod in
before raking. They are sown either at broail-cast, or
in drills a foot apart. When the plants come up, several
successive boeings are given ; at first with a three inch,
and latterly with a six mch hoe. I'he plants are thin«
ned out, cither by drawing young carrot* for use, or
by hoeing, till they stand eight or ten inches from each
other,if sown by broad- ca*t, or six or seven inches in line.
The hoeing i« either performefl only in showery weather, or a watering is regularly given after the opcra«

;
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Carrot.
•

order

to settle

the earth about the roots of the

plants left.
Carrots thrive best in light ground, with a mixture
of sand. It should be delved very deep, or even trenchcd, and at the same time well broken with the spade.
If the soil be naturally shallow, the late horn carrot is
to be preferred to the orange or red. When manure is
added to carrot ground, it should be buried deep, so
that the roots may not reach it, else they are apt to become forked and diseased. In general it is best to

From
carrots the second crop after manuring.
the Scottish Horticultural Memoirs, however, (vol. i.
p. 129.) we learn, that pigeons-dung, one of the hottest manures, far from injuring carrots, promotes their
make

by preventing the attacks of various larvae.
considerable quantity of carrot- seed for the supply of the London seedsmen, is raised near Wethershealth,

A

field in Essex ; but much is imported from Holland.
Cautious gardeners generally prove this and some other
kinds of seeds, such as onions, before sowing. This is
easily done by putting a sprinkling in a pot, and placing it under a hot-bed frame, or in a forcing house.
Other gardeners transplant a few good roots, and raise
in this case it is better to gather it ontheir own seed
ly from the principal umbel, which is likely not only
to afford the ripest and largest seed, but the most vigor:

ous

plants.

321. Carrots are taken up at the approach of winter,
They may be built
cleaned, and stored among sand.
very firm, by laying them heads and tails alternately,
and packing with sand. In this way, if frost be ex.
eluded from the store-house, they keep perfectly well
Some pertill March or April of the following year.
sons insist that tlie tops should be entirely cut off at

the time of storing, so as effectually to prevent their

growing ; while others wish to preserve the capability
of vegetation, though certainly not to encourage the
tendency to grow.
Carrots are now cultivated on an extensive scale in
They are excellent for milch cows or for
the field.
horses; so that the overplus of a garden may always be
turned to good account.
From old Parkinson we learn, that carrot leaves

were
them

in his

day thought so ornamental that

ladies

wore

It must be confessed that
in place of feathers.
If during winter a large root
the leaves are beautiful.
be cut over about three or four inches from the top,

in a shallow vessel with water, over the
chimney-piece, young and delicate leaves unfold themselves all around, producing a very pretty appearance,
enhanced no doubt by the general deadness of that season of the year.

and be placed

Parsni2u

salted fish.

It

is

doubtless a highly nutritious escu-

and the increase of its cultivation might be useful
to the labouring class in England. In the north of Scotland, parsnips are often beat up with potatoes and a
little butter
of this excellent mess the children of the
peasantry are very fond, and they do not fail to thrive
upon it. In the north of Ireland, a pleasant table beverage is prepared from the roots, brewed along- with
hops.
Parsnip wine is also made in some places.
If

lent,

Kitche*
Garden,
FJrbnip.
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the crop prove too large for the use of the family, the
superfluous part (as has been remarked of turnips and
carrots^ will be found to be very acceptable and useful
to a milch cow.
The soil preferred for parsnips is a light loam, but
almost any soil will do, provided it be pretty deep
the parsnip requires, however, a stronger soil than the
carrot.
The quarter should be trenched, or at least
deeply dug, in order that the roots may have liberty
to strike freely downwards.
The seed is sown, broadcast, in March, either alone, or together with a proportion of radishes, lettuces, or carrots, and in light
soils it is well trodden in : the salad plants being soon
removed, or the carrots drawn young, do not materially hinder the growth of the parsnips, which spread
and swell chiefly in the latter part of the summer.
The parsnips are hoed out to about eight or ten inches
asunder, or in strong gi-ound a little wii'er ; and the
hoeing is repeated as oftep as the growth of weeds
may render it proper. AVhen the leaves begin to
decay, the roots are fit for use.
They are taken up
as wanted during the winter, the root not being in the
least injured by frost.
About the beginning of February, however, the remaining part of the crop is raised
and stored among sand, as the roots become stringy as
soon as the new growth takes place, and tlie flowerstalk begins to form.
In some places, the whole crop
is taken up in the end of October, and either stored
in sand like carrots, or placed in covered pits in the
manner of potatoes.
If two or three large roots
be transplanted to a sheltered border, they will not
fail to ripen their seeds, and to afford a sufficient
supply: it is proper to tie the flower-stems to stakes,
as they grow high, and are apt to be broken over by
tlie wind.
Seed that is more than a year old should
never be sown.
In the first volume of the Scottish Horticultural Memoirs, (p. 405), Dr Macculloch has described two varieties of parsnip, which are cultivated in the Channel
Islands, and there attain extraordinary size,
the Coquaine and Lisbonaise.
The former runs deep into the
soil, perhaps three or four feet; the latter becomes
thick, but remains short, and is therefore suited to
shallow soils. The French writers describe a variety
having the root of a yellowish colour, more tender,
and of a richer taste than the common kind they call
it the Siam parsnip.
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Parsnip.

Parsnip, (^Pasliuaca sntiva, L. ; Penlannat. ord. UmbeUiferce), is a biennial
clria Dipjnia ;
The wild parsnip is not uncommon by the way
plant.
sides near London, and in many parts of England,
322.

The

on calcareous soils it is figured in EnglLk BoThe garden variety has smooth leaves,
556.
of a light or yellowish green colour, in which it differs from the wild plant, the leaves of which are hairy
and dark green ; the roots also have a milder taste
it does not, however, differ so much from the native
plant, as the cultivated does from the native carrot.
It hag long been an inmate of the garden, and it was
formerly much more in use tlian it is now. It was, in
Catholic times, a favourite Lent root, being eaten with
chiefly

tany,

t.

:

Red

Beet.

323. Red Beel {Beta vutgnris, L. Penlandria Digy. Bed
Abipliccs, Juss. ) is a biennial plant, a native of
;
the sea-coast of the south of Europe. It was cultivated
by Tradescant the younger in 1656. It was formerly
called in this country bed-rare (or beet-radish), from
the French name helle-ravt.
The leaves of the cultivated sort are large, thick, and succulent, generally red
or purple; the roots large, perhaps three or four inches
in diameter, and a foot in length, and of a deep red colour. They are boiled and sliced, and eaten cold, either
rtia

beet,
<J

*

t
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by themsdve* or in saUds ; they alio form a beamtiful
gamith, an<i are much uied a« a pickle. The roots of
a variety having green leaves are by aome accounted
more tender than those of the red-leaved aort, and
are on that account p referred Others prefer thoae with
dark red leave*, provided tlieae be (mall and few in
iHoalMr. Thare ia a abort or turnip-rooted variety,
alao of a ptirp^ eolonr. and n«ed for the Mine ymtfumi*.
From iu OMiae of growth, thia is much belter aaitadl
than the otbeis ta heavy or to shallow a«la.
Red beet requiraa a light bat ricfa soil, at consider*
able depth, and vhicb &m not been iMMitly manvred.
The grooMl ahoaM be trenched or very daqrty dehred,
and at the same time broken small with the spade;
The seed i* sown in April, in drills, an inch deep, and
chcaaaander. If sown in March, many of the
are apt to send up floweri^talba, and ao become
KUcfaan gardeners often sow red beet along
wtdieamtaaMl onions; and drawing these two bit
for the market when young, they leave the beet alone
to occupy the ground.
Sti. in lifting beet for the winter stock, onv should
be taken that the roota be not anywise tedun or cut,
aa thay bleed much. For the same reason, the tops or
laavci are cut of at least an inch above the solid
part of the root.
They are darned, and laid in ckiee
rsrva aloDB the Boor of the eallar or stare-hoase, som^
tiows withioat any covering of sand, takiag ewe bow.
ever, to eiriile froat ; bet maee fteqnently pecked
of earcrta.
(irith sand in the
a few siMog roots ti rad beet be left standing ia
the rease. cr ra t her be t iai fila iiieii to some teaserosat
spot, th^f will naxt year shoot
and arodeoe
Tha flu noi a saaa ahoold be tied loatalieotep
their braakiag over.
It ia scarcely neeeaaery to add,
thetthay aheald beranweed es diataat
pesaibla ftom
plants of the gieen variety, er of the white
.

I
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high, antl terminated by an umbel of white flower*.
The root is composed ot" fleshy tulicrs, of the sizi- of the
little finger, joined together in one head : these form the
part of the plant use<l. They are coasideretl wholesome
and nutritive, but, having a sweetish taste, are not
They are generally boiled
relished by m^uiy persons.
and served with butter like parsnips. In the north of
SooUand, the pljut is cultivated under the name of
tieauwHt. It IS the chenit of the French.
Any light deep soil is found to answer for skirret.
If tbe giuand be naturally moist, so mucli the better.
•In very dry soils, or iluring long-continued drought,
watering is proper. The seed is not sown sooner than
the beginning of April, lest the plants should run to

Kiichen

^'i "^^
gtif^',_

flower the first season, when the tuliers would become
Repeated thinning and hoeing
harsh and stringy
When the
are proper, as in the case of similar crops.
leaves begin to decay in autumn, the tubers are consi«
dered as"6t for use; but they are generally left in the
ground, end taken up as wanted Sometimes the pl.tnts
which renuin over winter, are dug up in the spring,
and the side-shoots, each with an eye or bud, are transpUnted for a new crop. These are commonly put in
with the dibble, and covere<l over head with an inch
But the tubers yielde<l by pUnts prodeptli of toil.
pagated in this way are not so large as those of seedling
pUnti.

Sc«rzo»tra.

397. SeefSMMre, or garden viper's gnaa,

(

Si'ononera Scorzoncr^

Hupamka, L. ;

JSyafcaesta PofygnmUt tmutlu ; Cichom'
era, Juss.^ is a native of Spain, the soutli uf France, and
Italy.
Toe stctn rises two or three i'eet high, with a

ftw embracing

leaves,

and

branched

is

at top

the

;

and end in
sharp point; the flowers are yellow. It was culti' ' in gardens in this cuuntr>- in the entl of the
Hrth

loerer leaves are eight or nine inc-he.t long,

The tap rout is tlic part used it is carrotaboot the tliickncMS of one's Anger ; tapering
y to a fine point, and thus bearing some resemto the body of a viper it has n dark brown
but is white within, and aboumls with a milky
The outer rind being scraped off, the root is
steeped in water, in order to abstract a part of its bit;

aSA. From a variety of the garden beet, havti^ a red
akm but white flcah, sngar is prepared in seme parts
of Frsace ami the Neiherioadi ; a aanaftenne which
introd uced daring H eaaspaite^s gBvanarat, when
-West India amars were utterly teJdliiUd. A small
'ipeciea of beet hm bean cultivated ftr a good many
France, under the naiM of Certrleaiidirri, bat
yean
•whidi is very little if at all known telUofloinitry. It
ia dmenbad as posseoang a fne iavoar aoaMthiiy hke
that oT a h wi l
It n
(hr oee fai Aegast
The eelenr of the feet ia the same ae that iif iiihui
va; botita leaf ia analler, rsonder, and r lie i ef
beat
alividhne.
The Whit* BeO, ahheagh slated by some writers (ai
Salisbury, in the " BoUnkt's CompaiaB^ «• be only
• * M*«*y of the rtd. lain reality a vetydhrtnctapadea,
fi'te Cida of Linnaea ; bat a« the leaves and not the
roots of this (pccica are rned. it will IkU to be
-
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ter flavour.

The

plant

is

not, in the present day,

much

cultivated.

Tha seeds ai« sown in any cool deep soil, generally
in drilla, aboat a focA •rperate. where they are to remain, after being thinneil out to four inches apart.
The niant is perennial ; but the mots are fit for use
only Oie firtt aataam and winter after sowing, while
aa yet no Itoaar sitw has ri>en
the roots, like all
ooming tough when the flowers are produTo avoid ate risk of the plants running to flower
the flret seaaon, the seed is not sown till the mi<ldlc
of April
If a finr strong planU be left, they yield
aecdi fteriv the following year or the plant may be
propegaled by slips in the manner of skirrets but the
noli uma procured are not so good or tender as tho<e
ftom seed In snne gardens, the roota are lifted in
November, and store<l in the manner of carrots in
other*, they are left
the ground, and token up during
winter as wanted.
;

;

;

Slirrtl.
Ainrti.

St6.

The SUrrtt {S,mm

Sitmntm, L.; Pfntatidna
is a native of China.
It hm been cnhieated in oar gardens since the
middle of the Ifth oentmy, and
formerly mora
est eemed and mora in nae than it is at the present day.
In the " Sf^l-ma Hortioilhntr, by J W. gent. IfiSS,"
tUrmort ia dedared lo be the " sweetest, whitest and
"f laoes." It is a percaaial plant ; the
the Meat iMw.ahoot e foot

Digfmia

i

nat

onl.

Lwtbtltifrra)

;

m

wm

SaUi/y.

^

S9n. fU/tify, or parple goat's-hearJ, (Trnfronogf>n s^uifj.
porr/oLut, I. ; SyHgenriia Pn/ifg.imia irqialit
Cic-'.oJttsa.}, is a biennial plant, a native of some p.irts
;

:
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Kiu'hcn
tiatdea.
S.ilsify.

of England, but not common j figured in English Bolarif, t. 638.
It is the sakijis or cercifis of the Frencli.
The root is long and tapering, of a fleshy white substance; the herb smootli, glaucous, and rising three
or four feet high; the leaves resembling those of
the leek, as intimated in the trivial name ; the flowers of a dull purple colour, closing soon after midday ; the seed, as in other species of goat's-beard, remarkable for having attached to it a broad feathery
crown. It has been cultivated for a century past in
our gardens, but Gerarde and Parkinson do not mention it; while they recommend the yellow goat'sbeard, Trngopogon pratensis, which is now neglected.
Salsify roots boiled or stewed like carrots, have a mild
sweetish flavour.
The stalks of year-old plants are
sometimes cut in the spring when about four or five
inches high, and dressed like asparagus.
Salsify is at
present, however, but little attended to.
It is sown in April, and thinned, like similar crops,
to six or eight inches apart.
mellow and deep soil
affords the best plants.
They may remain in the
ground all winter, and be taken up as wanted. If t«o
or three roots be left, or be transplanted in the autumn, they will afford abundance of seed the following year.

A

Radish.
Hailisli.

329.

The Radish [Raphanus

namia Siliquosa

sativus, L.

Tetrady-

;

an annual
plant, origmally from China.
It is mentioned by Gerarde ; and was probably known in England long before his time.
The leaves are rough, lyrate or divided
transversely into segments, of which the inferior less
ones are more remote ; the root fleshy, fusiform in
some varieties, in others subglobular ; white within,
but black, purple, or white on the outside ; the flowers
pale violet, with large dark veins ; pods long, with a
sharp beak.
;

nat. ord.

Cruciferw)

is

There are two principal varieties, distinguished by
the shapes of the roots already mentioned : 1 With fusiform roots, the long-rooted or spindle-rooted radish,
the rave of the French ; 2. With subglobular roots, the
turnip-rooted radish, the radis of the French.
The
roots of both are used principally in the way of salad,
in winter and the early part of spring.
Formerly the
leaves were often boiled and eaten ; but now the roots
only are employed ; and as they are always used raw,
the plant might, without impropriety, have been ranked under the title of Salads.
330. Of the spindle-rooted kind, the subvarieties
much in cultivation are, the small-topped or short-topped purple, the leaves of which occupy little room ;
and the pink or rose-coloured, or, as it is frequently called, the salmon radish.
There is also an early dwarfish short topped red, and an early short-topped salmonradish, sown for the first crops, and used for forcing. 0f
tlie turnip-rooted kind, there are several subvarieties.
The small turnip-rooted white or Naples radishes, when
they appear in the green market in spring, are not unfrequently mistaken for young turnips : they should
be eaten young, when crisp and mild, being, when
full grown, rather hot and harsh.
There is also a
small turnip-rooted red radish ; and the queen radish,
both red and white. The black turnip-rooted or Spanish radish (raij'orl of the French) has a dark coloured
skin, but is white within ; though rather coarser than
the others, it is much esteemed for autumn and winter
.

use.

Radishes are sown for the earliest crop in the

be-t

ginning of November in a sheltered border, or in front
of a pinery or green- house ; and they are ready for
drawmg early in March. More seed is sowji in December or January and sowings are continued once a

Kiidien
Gardcfw
^'~~~

Ridith.

:

fortnight till April, so as to secure a succession of young
roots as they may be waated.

Any

sort of light soil answers,

but it should be of
depth to allow the long roots to penetrate
easily.
A slight covering of fern [pleris) is found very
useful in the early spring months, when sharp frosts
occur : this covering may be raked oft' in the day-time,
and restored at night, without much injury to the leaves
of the young radishes.
When very dry weather occurs in the end of march, tlie crops are regularly watered.
They who wish to have large radishes, are
sometimes at the pains to prick a number of holes with
the finger, and to drop a seed into each hole. Gnly a
little earth is then tumbled into it, the greater part of
the hole being left vacant.
The root is thus induced to
swell, and long and semi-transparent radishes are procured.
Some gardeners mix spinach seed with their
later sowings of radishes ; so that when the radishes are
drawn, the other soon covers the ground. Others sow
lettuce and onions along with radishes.
If radishes are
to be drawn when small, they are allowed to stand at
two inches only apart ; otherwise they have twice that
space or more allowed them.
When crowded, tliey
sufficient

are apt to become stringy in the root.
3i\. The turnip-radish is sown in February or March,
and the plants are thinned out to about six inches with
a small hoe. The red and the white queen radish, and
the black Spanish radish, are sown from the middle of
July to the middle of September, and thinned out in
the same manner.
They are fit for use in the begin*
ning of September ; and before hard frost comes on,
they are generally taken up, and stored among sand like
carrots, the tops being cut close off: in this way they
are ready for use throughout the winter.
The dwarf early short-topped red, and early shorttopped salmon radishes, are easily forced on a hot-bed
if the seed be sown by the middle of November, the
radishes will be fit for drawing by the end of DecemCare must
ber, and will afford a supply ibr a month.
be taken to have a sufficiently thick layer of earth to
hinder them from penetrating into the dung.
The seed of any of the sorts is easily procured by
transplanting a few of the best and most characteristic
plants of the respective kinds : the sorts should be
placed as far from each other as possible, to prevent

»

commixture of pollen.
It may be noticed, that the young and green seedpods are sometimes used for pickling ; and are perhaps
scarcely inferior to nasturtiums.
It may also be mentioned, that Delaunay, in his
Bon Jardinier, 1815, describes a new sort of turnipradish, introduced of late years into France from
Egypt; it is remarkable for being of a yellow colour.
It has more poignancy than any of the kinds except the
black ; and experience has shewn that it may be pro-

duced, in the Paris gardens, at almost any season of
the year.

Alliaceous Tribe.
Onion.
332. The Onion {Allium Cepa, L. Hexandria Mo- Oniob
nogynia; Asphodeli, Juss.) is a biennial plant, well

;
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its fisttilAT leaves,

twelUng sU)k, and bul*

bona root. Neither the native country of the plant,
nor the date of ita introduction into thii island, are
known. There are several varieties in cultiration. One
of tho chief of theac U tbe dtra^bur^h, which i« of an
oval ifave, attaint a oonaiderable size, and keep* very
The Deptford onion may be considered as a
long.
The white Spanish
aubvariety of the Strasburgh.
anioo grows to a Lirge size, and is of a flat shape. Allied to ibis is the large silver-hkinned ynion. the mo^t
htnCiAil of all the varieties : the small silver-skinned

m fmtkiii.ll for pickling.

The globe onion it likewise
being a good keeper ; and the Reading and the Portugal are frequently sown.
sown in FeSS3. For the prtncipal crop, the Med
bruary cr tbe beginning of M arch, according to the state
of the weether, and the ilryness of the ground. Tbe onion
*Wightt to grow <m light but rich ground, which has
not Men recently m^utured: it shouUi be well delved,
bciAen fine, and exactly levelled. In heaTT land, it is
tiHHght better to sow in the end of March or beginniM of April. The seed is either sown at broad-cast or
in uaUow drilU ; a very aiigbt covering of earth is given, and the be<l is tnerriy «imoothed with the rake
the more that onions grow on the tnriace, the better
tbey prove. The usual proportion of seed is about an
ounce to a pole of land. Market gardeners ORtctimes
sow thicker, with the view of drawing roun^ onioaa,
inttcil cultivated,

m

which are

called cullings, or in St.'otlamf

A tmaU
aamtiy Mva akng
•sfati^)

*u

ijfb

^nanti^ of lettuce teed
wtib eaians and \erj fine

(flrom
is

fre-

lettuce

;

fHMliMi

tbne praeofed, without matanally injuring
iIm onsen crop. A first hoeing is given when Uie plants
have advanced three or (bar inches in growth, and they
are then thinned out with the hand to about four incfaei
part. Another hoeing ia given, geoenlly about a nonth
or mx weeka afWrwarda, accoruing to the kind of senleo; and the brotfaest plaata are thcQ (initlcd out to
about six inchaa a^oare, and thoee in driUs to about
fonr or five inches in line. Afler the onions have begun to swell, the hoe cannot be used, ami any large
wceda are drawn out with the hand. If the wcether
be tfajr at the time uf thinning, a plentiful watering is
aMHMfj ior settling the earth to the rooU of the retmimbtmjphnu. About th* end of August the crop ia
ript, WBlch is known by the leaves falling down. The
aaiona are then drawn, and laid out on a dry spot of
gvoand, sncb aa a gmvol walk, and oeeaaionallir tnmad. In a ftrtnjght thejr an generally (bond aniksentIjr fins and drr nr kc^ng; and they arc then stared
m aanet at loft, (never in a cellar,) and eicluded aa
the air. They are still very apt
J ba
to prev ent thia, aaae are at the pains to
adcct the fincet bulba, and ange the nuiidaa with a
hot iron. In numy places tbejr are atnaif in bunches,
and miMMiad ftva the roof of the left.
SS4k The aHoodary crop of onions is sown in Augeatarthebcgtnniaf of September, and called the Michnriaaea or winter crap. They are thinned in the
anal way ; and weada anst be carefully kept down, as
they spring up very rapidly at tUa laason of the year.
In the spmig months, when the kee ping onions fail,
part of theae autumn sown onions are drawn for use :
the renainder tern bolbs, which are ready in the early
part of sonnner. In the course of May, however, sane
bulba will be observed peihinf a flower-stem these
are cast out; and to chrak this tendency, and tlivert

m

mi

mm

:

agthm* SwUtatlmrm, by

tbe

growth

called.
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to the bulb, the ero]>

This operation

is

laid orfr, as it is
described by Xicol in his
is

Eitdw^a
^«ri"'-

" Kalendar." Two people, with a rod or rake-handlc, (CT^T'f"™^
walk along the alleys, holding the rod so as to strike "*
the sterna an inch or two above llie bulb, and bend
them flat down. Winter onions thus managed, may be
taken up about the end of June, and are generally firm
and keep lung.
In order to procure finn diminutive bulbs proper for
Some seed should be .sown late in the spring,
perhaps about the middle uf April, in light nnd very poor
land.
It should be sown pretty thick ; and the seedlings need scarcely be thinnc<l, unless w here they rise
absolutely in clusters. The bulbs thus treated are generally of a proper sise for pickling in August. The small
silver skinned variety, it has b«en already mentioned,
is well adapted for this purpose.
It may here be noticed, that such of the keeping
onions as have sprouted in the loft, are sometimes planted in a bed early in the spring, especially by marketgardeners.
In a short time they appear fresh, throwing out long green leaves. They are then sent to market, tied in small bunches, and sold as a substitute fur
pickling,

tcaliioHs,

and under that name.

SS5. It has long been known, that young seedling
onions might be transplanted with success. Lven Worlidge, in his little treatise on gardening,* publishe<l in
theenduftjie 17th century, praises this mode. The
practice tun of late years been revived, and recommended in England by Thooias Andrew Knight, Esq. and
in Scotland by Mr James Macdonald, gardener to

the

Duke of Bnccleuch

is,

to

at Dalkeith.

sow the onion seed

at the

Mr

Knight's plan

ordinary-

autumn

season, thick under the shade of a tree, and' to transplant the bulbs the follow ing spring : he thus procures

oniona eoual in size and other Dualities to those import(Wm Spain. Mr Macdonald, again, transplants the
yoan(^ apring sown onions.
He tows in February-,
sixnetunes on a slight hot-be<I, or merely under a glaiss
frame j and between the beginning of April and the
middle of the month, according to the state of the weather, he transplants the younc seedhngv, in drills about
eight inches asunder, and at Uie distance of four or five
inches from each other in the row.
It is evident, that
by thus having the crop in regular rows, hoeing may
not only tupenede hand-wceduig, but may be more effecttuIW pw fui Hied. The bulbs thai enioying the great
and well-lcnown advantages of having the surface-eartii
frequently stirred, swell to a much larger size than
thoae not transplanted ; while in firmness and flavour
they are certainly not inferior to foreign onions. At
the same tune the transplanted onions remain free from
wira-worm or rot, while those left in the original seetl.
bed an fVcquently mudi injure<l by both. The l>eds
destined for these onions having probably been under a
winter croji, are deeply delvi*d over in the l)eginning of
April, and thus rendered clean at the most critical season of the year for the Urvc that infest the soil Betides, the plants grow with superior vigour, in consequence of tbe repeated hoeings, and arc thus better

ed

able to resist injuries.
Mr M*Donald, indeed, sometimes practises the dipping of the roots of scedlinga
in a puddle prepared with one part of toot and three
parts of earth ; but tliis may probably be dis|>eiued
with, as it teems likely that the exemption from the aU
tarks of the worm or the power of resisting them, depend rather on the other circumstances mentioned. It
J.

W. |«dL— td edit.
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may

Onionl

be acldecl, Uiat all the varieties of onion seem to
answer equally well for transplanting.
Various means have been suggested of guarding
against the attack of the maggot alluded to.
One of
the most simple and most important, consists in selecting a fresh soil and an airy situation, never sowing on
recently manured land.
It is proper to avoid having
very tender plants at the season when the maggot is
known commonly to make its appearance by sowing
:

a fortnight or three weeks later or earlier, crops might
often be saved.
It is frequently remarked, that while
spring sown onion; are cut off, the autumi sown crop
escapes.
Mr Mtchray at Errol has suggested the propriety of sjwing onions only after crops known not to
be subject to the att;icks of the miggot, such as strawThis plan, he informs us,
berries and articliokes.
{ScoUish HoH. Mum. i. 274.) he has practised for a
number of years, and has found effectual in preserving his onions ; while it is attended with no inconveniency, as nothing can be more easy than to keep up a
succession of strawberry and artichoke plants.
3 J6. The procuring of fresh seed is a matter of importance ; for if it be kept over a year, a great part will
not germinate. Onion seed can be ripened in our climate; but some how or other it is very apt to degenerate.
good deal, however, is yearly saved in tlic neighbourhood of Deptford. Imported seed is always proa
ved by attentive gardeners, and also by seedsmen
small sample being sown in a flower-pot, and placed in
a hot-house, the quality, as far as capability of germination is concerned, is soon determined.
When it is
intended to collect home seed, some of the firmest,
largest, and best shaped bulbs are selected, and planted
out in February or March, in good ground, near a
When the heads are formed,
south wall or hedge.
they are supported by lines of small cord passed between stakes. In September, if the season be favourable, the seed ripens, turning to a brown colour, and
beginning to burst the cells which contain it. The
heads are then gathered ; and when dried, the seeds
are beat out, and kept in paper bags.
bulbiferous variety is cultivated in some
337.
gardens, under the name of Tree onion.
Its culture
has been recommended by Mr George Nicol of Edinburgh, in the Memoirs of the Caledonian Horticultural
Society, (vol. i. p. 350.) under the title of Allitim Canadense, a species for which it has very generally been
mistaken.
The stems from two-year old plants rise
more than two feet high. Several bulbs of different
sizes are produced at the top of the stem, and these, as
well as the root-bulbs, may be used for kitchen purposes like common onions. They are of good flavour,
though rather stronger in taste than common onions.
They are well adapted for keeping, and especially for
pickling. Mr Nicol observes, that they are very seldom

A

:

'

Tree onion.

A

infested

by maggots

;

and he recommends, therefore,

vour, and in being perennial.
Possibly therefore it
might constitute a distinct species.
338. The Egi/ptian onion, or Ground onion, has been
considered as another variety of Allium cepa, but seems
to be more nearly allied to A. fislulosum.
Instead of
producing bulbs at the top of the stem like the former, this plant produces clusters at the surface of the
ground in the manner of potatoes. It was brought
from Egypt, it is believed, during the occupation of
that country by the British .irmy, and was first cultivated in the neighbourhood of Edinburgh in 1811, by
Lieutenant Burn of the Royal Navy. The bulbs arc

Ejjyptian
onion.

planted in .\pri!, at a foot or sixteen inches asunder,
and covered with earth only about half an inch deep.
In the course of the season, a num')er of bulbs fonn in
clusters around the purent bulb, as already described ;
those nearest the surface grow largest ; tliose toward
the centre are soonest ripe, and may be removed to
give room to the others. If intended for keeping, they
should be taken up before they attain maturity
If allowed to remiin long in the ground, they sometimes
become of a very large size. The bulb seems quite
hardy, having been observed to brave the severity of
frosty weather, at least equally well as the common
onion.
Flower stems rise sparingly, and only from
strong bulbs.
In quality the ground onion seems not
inferior to the common onion. It more speedily reaches
maturity, being planted in April, and reaped in August and September. Maggots have not been observed
to infest it ; but it has not been ascertained that they
will not attack it.
From our own experience we
suspect, that it will speedily degenerate in this coun-

<

try.

339 The scallion seems to be a third variety of the
Allium Cepa, distinguished by the circumstance of its
never forming a bulb at the root. Miller states, that
the scallion is propagated by parting the roots in autumn that it grows in almost any soil or situation,
and resists our severest winters. He adds, that being
green and fit for use very early in the spring, it is worthy of a place in all gootl kitchen gardens. It was, in-

Scallion.

;

much in use ; but the true scallion is
very little known, and is said to exist only in a
few gardens, where it is preserved by way of curiosity.
Some derive the name scallion or escallion from ascalonic'im, and without more ado identify it with the rocambole, {A. aicalonicum) ; others consider it as synonymous with the Welch onion, [A.JisUilosum) ; but both
these species were well known to Miller, and accurately distinguished by him, and yet he describes the scallion as something different. In popular language, scallion means sometimes a thick-necked seedling onion,
drawn for use in the green state ; and sometimes, as already mentioned, a winter kept onion which has
sprouted, and is planted for some weeks in the spring
till it acquire green leaves.
deed, formerly

now

that a few stock-bulbs should be preserved in gardens,
to provide against the contingency of the crop of com-

mon

Leeh.

onions tailing.

This bulb-bearing or tree-onion is figured in the
" Botanical Magazine," plate 1469, and described by
Dr Sims as merely a variety of the Allium cepa. It is
certainly not the Allium Canadense of Willdenow or
Pursh, (for which, as already noticed, it has been generally mistaken,) the Canadian plant having flat linear
leaves, and a slender uninflated stem, with top-bulbs
resembling those of garlic. But, on the other hand, it
differs from the common onion, not only in producing
bulbs at top, but in having a stronger alliaceous fla'

'

The Leek

{Allium Porrum, L. ; Poireau of the Leek.
Switzerland, and a biennial
The stem rises three feet, and is leafy at botplant.
tom, the leaves an inch wide. The flowers appear in
May, in close very large balls, on purplish peduncles.
The whole plant is used for culinary purposes ; but the
blanched stem is most esteemed. It is in season in
winter and spring, and is chiefly used in soups, and for
stewing. It is mentioned by Tusser in 1562, but was
340.

French)

is

a native of

;;

,
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no doubt known in thu ccfcntry long before that
The Welch are proverbially fond of leeks.
» Lctk M lb« Wtkh, to Dutehmni butter's den !"

cUte.

»nd the description of a plain prose ••Titer
;
" I have seen the greater part of
the renark
Worlid^e,
a garden there stored with leeks," tajs
speaking of ^\v^es, " and part of the remainder with
ooioos and garlic." Leeks formerly constituted an ingredient in the dish called porrage, a name, indeed,
^hich may be supposed to be derived from fomtm.
There are three varieties: the narrow-kaved or Flan-

G«T

»ing«

:

iiutifie*

—

ders leek ; the Scotch, or flag leek, sometimes calle<l
the Musselburgh leek ; and the broad-leaved or tall
Ixmdon leek. The latter variety is often cultivated
but for exposed situations, the Scotch leek is by much
the more hardy.
Leeks are raised from aeeds sown in the spring,
much in the same way as onions, and occasionally along
with these. They are at first sown closely in beds
and in June or July, when early cabbage or an early
crap it removed, tKe leeks are planted out in rows about
a foot apart, and six inches asunder in the rows. The
tip* of the leavr<. and the points of the CbrouA roots,
good
fi
before planting.
are conimonly t.
e with the dibble, and mererule is, to makr
ly to lay in the k«.K-i>idiit up to the leaves, without
closing the earth about it. In this wav the stem of the
leek is encouraged to swell and lengthen, and is at the

A

'

This plan, however, roust cither
tiaoe blanched.
be adopted only in rooUt weather, or the plants must
be well watered, so as to ensure ilu-ir taking root. It
is remarked, that if the lea^ cs be topped two or three
tiiaca during the summer, the leelu grow to a larger
as new heart leaves are pushed ibrth, and the
aise
tallu, or useful part, are thus increased. They are ready
When there is a
for use in the autumn and winter.
ptoipect of seveie frost, part of the Icck crop is sometioM lifted, and laid, «ilh the rooU in sand, in a

•Mne

;

ccHtf.

In good nwBtii, the teed ripcna perfectly well in
ombUj. For producing teed, the lariat plant*
re selected, and in February arc tnnqdantcd to the

this

hcdM. Aa the flowar«atciDa
are supportcJ by striaga natsed lioag
fixed to stakes, bcwg apt to be broken ny the wind,
Mpcoilly when the bcaoa get large and facaivy. When
ripe, which ia generally in September, the beads become brown : Uicy see cut €>a along with part of the
stalk, and Lung up for ttnne wecC^ and the Mcd is

Mutb

tide of a wall or

advance,

the>'

od

then rubbed out.
Cibol.

CiM

or Welch Onioa, (AUiimJutmbnm,
341. The
L. ; /^ Cibtmie de Si Jaeamm of the e'rvDch), ia • Mr^
It appeara, flaoi
ennial plant, a native of Siberia.
ParkJMaa, that it was cultivated in I61^ bnt k waa

known

loitg previously.

AMwogb called Wdch oaaoa,

prodncca no bulb ; but tlw iatalar kavaa, and the
lower p«t of the stcias, are aaaii mmd in aalada
the spring montha^ Tkvf haea iMar aaoaa af tiie
it

m

planted aa scalbena ; indeed, aane anMar Itm plant
aa the true scallion, bat willieat auAriaBt cfidence.
Cibol* are chiefly raiMd ftaai aeada, whieb are sown
The seedUiw p its aoon ap pear; bat, in the
hi July.
ef October, the Umwm go at, and the ground
earljr aa Jatmafy, hearevcr, they
••naa quka bare. As earlv
«pia begin !• iboat, and by March they are fit for
I
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As might be
use, being tlien very green and tender.
espected of a Siberian plant, it withstands our severest
The wide-swelling fistular leaves give it rawinters.
ther a curious appearance ; a few plants may therefore
be suffered to stand on a south border of the garden,

Kiidin.
Utnlcn.

_

q^^^

where they will in general ripen their seed.
Dr Johnson (Did. in loco) remarks, that the name
is frequently used in tne Scotch dialect, but that
the /is not pronounced. By the term cibo or tybie,
however, the Scots mean a young seedling onion of the
common kind, gathered for use before the swelling of
the bulb: the true cibol is very little cultivated in
Scotland, and is not distinguished by the common peo-

dbol

ple.

Chives.

S4«. The C/iive, or Cive, {Allium Schcnoprasum, Cbirn.
L.) is a perennial plant, of more humble growth than
any of its congeners in the garden. It is a native of
Britain, but not common : it occurs, among other places, in the south of Scotland, on low hills near Hawick ; it is figured in " English Botany," plate 2441

bulb* are very small and flat, and grow connected
together in clusters. When gathered for use, they arc
cut or shorn like cresses, and cm this account nre geThe young leaves
nerally spoken of in the plural.
are employed principally as a salad ingriclient in the
Occaspring, being accounted milder than scallicrs.
stonally the leaves and (mail bulbs are used together,
slipped to the bottoa, and thus foiming, as it were,
separate little cibob. Sonetinics they are added aa a
II asiming tn aawleta ; and they are useful for other ch<

The

Ima^

piE^Maas.

Chive* are readily propagated by parting the rooto,
either in autumn or sprina, and they will grow in ai^
They should be repeatedly cut dusoil or situation.
ring the rummer season, the successive leaves produced in this way being more tender. A fmall bed or
border thus managed, will afford a sufficient supply :
it will continue productive for three or four years, when
a new plantation should be made. Chives are sometimes planted as an edging; and if they be allowed to
grow up, they make a pretty enough appearance with
their pale purple flowers in June.

OarKe.
34S. O^trUc {MUam taHnim, L. ; Ail of the French)
a perennial plant, growing naturally in Sicily, and
The leaves are linear, long,
in the eonth of Fruice.
and narrow. It has a bulbous root, made up of a dosen or fifteen subordinate bulba, called doves. It was
cuhirated in England in 1548 ; but had probably been
known long befae that period. When an entire bulb
ia pkatad, it does not fail to tlirow up a flower-stem in
wi»hcd. Garlic ia tiNr»>
the
i but this is not
fore propagated by detaching the cloves, and planting
them ; and in this way the tendency to flower is less.
It ma^ be pro^iagated idao bf the seed ; but this mode
is tedious, three years elapsing before a tolerable crop
Thic soil should be light and dry, well
ia produced.
dured, and broken fine. The sets are placed four inches
distant from eacb other in everv direction, and between
two and three tncbes deep. The smaller the cloves, tiie
more lieahhy and productive are the plants. They are
middle of
Sot in, in February or March. About the
une the learcs are tied in knots, to prevent the strongw
er plants froB spindling or running to flower,- and
ia

if«—

'

Gstlie.

;
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Shallot.

promote the swelling of the bulbs. The crop is
taken up in August, when the leaves begin to wither.
"^^^ ""'"''* """^ ^'^'^
bunches, and hung in a dry room
for use.
Garlic is used in seasoning various kinds of
dishes, being in general introduced only for a short
time into the dish while cooking, and withdrawn when
a sufficient degree of flavour has been communicated.
It is much more employed in French cookery than
in ours.
An ordinary sized bed commonly furnishes
a sufficient supply for the use of a large family in this
to

"

country.

ShaUot.
Shallot:

344. The Shallot [Allium ascalonicum, L.) is a perennial plant, a native of the Holy Land, where it was
observed by Hasselquist. Eschalot (or Eschalolle, F.)
is the more correct denomination, the name being derived from Ascalon, a town in Palestine.
In some old
books it is styled barren onion, from the circumstance

of its seldom sending up a flower-stalk. In size and
general growth the plant resembles the chive ; but it
produces bulbous roots composed of cloves like garlic.
These are used for culinary purposes in the manner
of garlic ; but they are milder, and do not communicate to the breath the offensive flavour which garlic or
even raw onions impart.
The culture of shallots is greatly similar to that of
garlic; only the offsets or cloves are planted more
early, and tne crop is somewhat sooner taken up. The
smallest and longest cloves form the best sets, being
least subject to grow mouldy.
good soil is desirable for them ; but one that has been manured for a former crop is to be preferred ; for in soil newly dunged,
the plants are much more apt to be infested with maggots.
Mr Marshall very properly recommends planting in autumn where the soil is dry, and in spring
where it is naturally damp. The severest frosts seem
to have no effisct in injuring the roots.
The crop is
taken up, in the end of summer, when the leaves become discoloured ; and the bulbs are hung up in nets
in a cool airy place, for use.
Mr Machray at Errol mentions (^Scottish Hori. Mem.
i. 275), that he has found soot mixed with the manure
given to shallot beds effectual in preventing the appearance of maggots ; while the shallots were impro-

A

But Mr Henderson, gardener at Delvine
in Scotland, has recommended the planting of shallots
in autumn, as the surest way of enabling them to
ved

in size.

escape or withstand the attacks of these vermin, {Scotiish Hort. Mem. i. 200.)
He plants his shallots about
the middle of October, the ground being previously
manured with old well-rotted dung mixed with house
ashes.
He mentions, that he had, on one occasion, a
parcel of spring planted shallots only seven feet distant
irom those planted in autumn ; and that the former
were totally destroyed by the maggot, while the latter
proved productive and good.

Rocambole.
Boetmbole.

/

;

845. The Rocambole (Allium Scorodoprasum, L.
Ail d'Espngne of the French) is a perennial plant, indigenous to Sweden and Denmark. It has compound
bulbs like garlic, but the cloves are smaller ; it sends
up a stem two feet high, which is bulbiferous. We
know that the rocambole was cultivated by Gerarde in
1596, but it was probably introduced long before. The
doves are used in the maimer of garlic or shallot, and

nearly for the same purposes.
At the top of the stem,
along with the flower, in July and August, small bulbs
(which have .sometimes been called seech) are produced;
these may likewise be used, and indeed they are, strictly speaking, the proper rocamboles.
The plant may be propagated by means of either
sort of bulbs ; but those of the root are most speedily
productive.
They are commonly planted in the spring
but in dry ground they are put in, in the autumn, the
produce being in this way of a larger size. Those
plants which do not push up a flover-stem naturally
produce the strongest root-bulbs ; and if it is not wished that the plants should fruit, the smaller the offsets
planted the better. The culture is otherwise the same
as that of garlic.
few rows of rocambole are suf-

Kitchtu
Garden,

A

ficient.

Spinach Plants.
Spinach.
3i6. Spinach (Spinacia oleracea, L. ; Diaecia Pentandria ; Alriplices, Juss. Epinard, F.) is an annual
plant, with the leaves large, the stems hollow, branching, and, when allowed to produce flowers, rising
two feet high. It is dioecious, or the male and the
female flowers are produced on different plants ; the
former come in long spikes; the latter appear in clusters, close to the stalk, at every joint.
Spinach is the
only dioecious plant cultivated for culinary use. Western Asia is the country of which our garden spinach
It has been culis considered as originally a native.
tivated in Britain from the earliest times of which we
possess any horticultural record, for the sake of the
leaves, which are used in soups, or boiled and mashed,
and served up with butter, and eggs hard done.
There are two principal varieties, the prickly-seeded,
with triangular, oblong, or sagittate leaves ; and the
smooth- seeded, with round or blunt leaves. The foris the more hardj', and is employed for winter culture ; the latter has more succulent leaves, and is preferred for summer crops.
For the winter crop, therefore, the seed of the prick*
ly kind is sown in the beginning of August, when rains
light dry but rich soil is
may soon be expected.
preferred; and a sheltered situation is desirable. When
the plants shew four leaves, the ground is hoed, and
the spinach moderately thinned ; and the hoeing is
In
repeated, as the growth of weeds may require.
October and November, tlie outer leaves of the spinach
are generally fit for use; and in mild weather, during the
winter and early spring, successive gatherings may thus
be procured. In February, some fine dry days generally occur, and at this time the surface of the ground
around the winter spinach is stirred, the plants cleaned,
and finally thinned out. With due attention, the prickly spinach thus proves productive till April or May.
The first sowing of smooth-seeded or round-leaved
spinach is commonly made in the end of January, on
This early crop, if sown broada sheltered border.
cast, is at first thinned out to three inches apart, and,
Succesat subsequent hoeinjjs, to eight or ten inches.
sive sowings are made in February, March, and April, in
the ordinary garden compartments, and these are at once
thinned out to six or eiglit inches apart. In some place*
these crops are phiced bttweeo, wifte rows of cabbages,
as they afford a crop before the cabbages advance much
Sometimes radisli seed is sown along
in growth.

mer

A
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with them, the ndubea, on the other hand,

time to give room to the spinach. If
spinach be »own late in the seaaon, it is done only on
moist dayey groonds, the Quality of which, while it
promotes the production of leaves, rather retanls the
inclination to flower : and the aowings are repeated
Spinach is often aown in shallow
every fortnight
drills, about a foot asunder: this mode i« more troublesome at first : but this is rompenaated by the facility
with which the thinning, cleaning, and gathering are
afterwards accotnpliahea indeed, less thinning is necsnary, as drilU-d spinach is generally cut straight over
When spinach is sown in drills, between
like iimii
rows of other v^ctables, the prickly-seeded should be
preferred, even
ifving, as it does not grow so Urge,
wide.
or Mead
ipauidi seed ia wanted, the plants are thinned
Wnen naui
very few planU with
eot to at least a foot separate.
ataminiferous spike* at inlBdent for fertilizing a considerable row o( the female or seed- bearing plants.
The leed ripens in August ; it should be covered with
s net, mall birds being very f<Hid of it

drawn

_^^.
'

being

off in

:

•

m

I

A

ITAkt Bed.

vrumhmt.

mUe

Bert ( BHa Ckla. L. ; Pentomdria
Si7. The
Digynta; Atriplktt. Jus*.) is a biennial plant, a na«
This baa been known
tive o( Portugal and Spain.
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ing, the leaves are cut over at top, but the roota are not
touched ; and the
root is not fully sunk in the soil,
btit only so deep as that half an inch may project above
ground. The root is rather coarse for table use, but
excellent for cattle.
The mid-rib of the leaf, dressed

Up

annually.
When l>eetdiarda are wanted, tbe planu are frequently waterad
dmiag Mmnaer ; they an kept protoDted widi Un>r
ofvtr winter, and beve earth htewrrf ^ydnat
In
tbiaway tbe cfaaitli
UpMch of the
fbilowing RmaMr.
S48. A vari^,byaonieean*idM«dabTbridbetwccn
the red and the whrte beet, having very large raota, as
well at large leaves, wa^ introduMd into tEk t ue ii try
aboot tbe year ITBti, cbieflir by the excftion* of the late
beat to

make a aaaU sowing

tb—

meybehedoU^ H

I

WancL

Dr John ComIct I^etteom. It was called
Gcnnany, Maii(ald>Wnrxel. or Beet-Root but Abb*
CmiuucicII, in rccoMBMading it in France, having mi*.

i!titii^g«i*hed

in

;

taken Mangnltl, tef, fbr Mangel, mamt, converted the
name iaio Bacbie de Diaette ; and in thi« country we
have sanetieoed the bkntder, by adcpeing the name
Boot of .Seardty. Of this vanetv anst at tbe root*
weigh lOlb. or ISlb. ; in rich and deep aoil, aftcn90lh.
Some which grew in the ialand of St Hdena weighed
above SOlb. each. The seed is sown in Mercb; and
tbe seedlings, when their roots are the (ise of gocve*
ipnlle,are transplanted into rows a foot and half (Iitt.nt.
marly as much apart in the rowK In transplaou
fOL. B. raRT I.

ad

Gsrdea.

'"'y^

like asparagus, is pretty good.

Orache.
349. Garden Orache, or Mountain Spinach, {Alriplex Onrlift
horieuru, L. ; Poli/gamia Moncecia ; Atrinlicu, Juss.)
is an annual plant, a native of Tartar)-. The stem rises
three feet high ; the leaves are various in shape, thck,
pale green, and glaucous, and of a slightly add flavour.
There are two varieties, the White or pale green,
and the Red or purple. Orache was formerly much
cultivated as a spinach ; but now it is le^s foequently
sown. Some, however, prefer it to common spinach,
and it is much U8e<l in France. It is sown in drills, in
autumn, soon after the seed is ripe ; and the plants are
thinned out, next spring, to four inches asunder. The
stalk* are good only while the plant is young ; but the
larger leaves mav be picked off in succession throughout the season, leaving the stalks untouched, and the
smaller leaves to increase in sice ; and still tlie spinach

tbo* procured will be found very tender.

Wild Spinach.

nd cultivated in nrdoiasincetbedayaof Gcnvdeaad
Purkinaon ; not fir tbe sake of the roots, which are
generany small, seklom Urrer than b pemn's thumb,
but tor the lower leaver aiul tiieir feet-aUlki: the leaves
arc thick and succulent. ;)ii J are boQcd as a spinach,
or pot into soup*. There is a larvcr variety, called
the great white or awcet beet, of wbidi the stalks and
laidrib* tt tb* Imvm are stewed and eaten as aapara"'•T the name of chard.
g"
•«t ia sowa is the beginning of March, on
Vllicn the plant* have put
aji <-,.<.: .pot of g ruunJ.
out roar leave*, tMy are bocd and tbinned out to at
A month afterwards, a seleast four inche* aaander.
cond hoeing i* giren, and tba plants are left perbap*
eUrt inebM separal*. The OMtar leave* being fint
ncked for use. a wcc—lon i* afisnlad fur tbe wbole
Tbe pbntt endure for two yean, bat it i*
season.

KUchtn

S50. n'iU Spinach, or Good Henry, (CArtwpodww
lomu* Hcnricnt, I,.
Pentandria Dtg^nin i Alripiicet,

WM

Spi-

"•'**

;

is a perennial plant, indigenous to Britain, grow,
ing by road-sides in many places.
It is figurefl in
Soweri>y's " English Bouny," pi. 103S. The stini rises
rather more than a foot high ; it is round and smooth at
tbe base, but upwards it l^ecoroe* somewhat groovc<l und
anjnlar; it is covered with minute transparent powdery
glebalc*.
Tbe leave* are large, alternate, triangular
arrow-shaped, and entire on the edge*. While young
and tender, it makes no despicable substitute for i^inarh. Curtis mentiont, that in some parts of Lincolnshire it is greatly «teeme<l, and cultivated in gardens
in prefere nce to common spinach. Withering observes,
that tbe young shoots, peeled and boiled, may be eaten
a* aspangus, wK
resemble in flavour. The
leave* are often I"
<Ah, of which they form a
T«7 palatable ingreuicm.
The aeed i* sewn in March or April, in a small bed.
In tbe coatee of the follow
mbcr, in showery
waather, the seedling* ar'
nted into another
bed wbiib bas been deeply lUifC, or rathi
to
the depth of a (bot and a haft', the root* l«
aid
strikiligdccp, while at the sometime the\
d
so that each pUnt should have a fuot or ^1
^ of
•pact*.
Next season the young thoot?, with tlfii leaves
ail 1 tops, are nit for ii-.'- rw tlu-y sprin;? up, leaving per-

Ju«a.)

'

'

'

•

I

'

•

haps one be*''
hrd rontinae-

'.to keep
i

The

*ive year*.

lirkl

kpring

it

in vigour.

The

way for many succescutliii? may be got some-

this

what earlier, by taking the precauti-m of covering the
bed with any sort of litter during tbe severity of wmtcr.

Herb

Patience.

SSli Garden Patience, or Patience Dock,
Patienlia.

h

I..

;

Heiandria Trigvtiia

M

(Rumex Hcrbpt-

Polfgonrte, Juss.)
Ciermany. The leaves
;

a perennial plant, a nstive
are broad, long and acute-pointed, on reddish

St

foot*

licner.

;
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Patience.

the stems, when allowed to spring up, rise to
In old times, garden
the height of four or five feet.
patience was much cultivated as a spinach.
It is now
very much neglected, partly perhaps on account of the
proper mode of using it, riot being generally known.
The leaves rise early in the spring ; they are to be cut
while tender, and about a fourth pari of common sorrel is to be mixed with them.
In this way patiencestalks

;

dock is much used in Sweden, as we have been informed by the late Sir Alexander Seton of Preston,
who had an estate in Sweden, and frequently resided
there.
This mixture may be safely recommended as
forming an excellent spinach dish. Garden patience
is easily raised from seeds, which may be sown in lines,
If
in the manner of common spinach^ or white beet.
the plants be regularly cut over two or three times in
the season, they continue in a healthy productive state
for a good many years.

summer and
rotten dung or

Kitchen
in the end of October following, some
other litter is spread over the surface of t^atdcn. ^
the ground to protect the buds during winter. In the .~ X"*"^
"^^
following March or April, according to the dryness of
the season, these year-old plants are transferred from
the seed-bed into a quarter prepared for them.
Asparagus ground should be light, yet rich ; a sandy
loam, well mixed with rotten dung or sea-weed, is ac«
counted preferable to any.
The soil should not be less
than two feet and a half deep ; and before planting a bed,
it is considered good practice to trench itover to that depth,
burying plenty of dung in the bottom, as no more can
be applied there for eight or ten years. It can scarcely
*
therefore be too well dunged
besides, although the
plant naturally grows in poor sandy soil, it is found
that the sweetness and tenderness of the shoots depend
very much on the rapidity of the growth, and this is
promoted by the richness of the soil. Damp ground
or a wet subsoil are not fit for asparagus
indeed
the French consider wetness as so prejudicial to this
plant, that they raise their asparagus beds about a foot
above the alleys, in order to throw off the rain.
The plants are generally raised with a narrow*
pronged fork, to avoid cutting the roots ; and when
they are taken up, the roots are kept in a little earth, or
covered with a mat, till replanted, being very apt to
sustain injury from drying, or being too much exposed
trench about six incr.es deep being preto the air.
pared, the roots are carefully laid in, a foot distant
from each other, the buds or crowns being kept upright,
and about two inches below the surface.
foot between each ordinary trench is reckoned sufficient ; but
between every four rows a double distance is left for
an alley. Some plant in single rows, at two feet and
a half or perhaps three feet apart ; and this is by many
experienced asparagus farmers considered as better
than the bed form.
It is a general rule, that, in dry weather, the new
planted beds or rows should be carefully watered. With
attention to this rule, asparagus may be transplanted at
a later period of the season than March or April. From
the Scots Horticultural Memoirs, (Vol. i. p. 71.) we
learn, that this operation has been very successfully
performed at midsummer. The plants were at that
time fourteen months old, and from twelve to fifteen
Being removed with care, and well wainches high.
tered, none of them failed; on the contrary, they gained considerably on those left in the seed-bed. Next
spring the remainder of the seedlings were planted out,
but many of them failed, while the midsummer plantation continued to grow vigorously, and far surpassed
those that survived of the spring planting.
35^. Another mode of propagating asparagus is followed by some cultivators. They sow the seeds in the
spot where the roots are to remain ; either by dibbling
holes about half an inch deep, and at a foot distant, and
dropping two seeds into each hole for fear of one failing ; or making drills an inch deep, and three feet asunder, and sowing rather thickly so as to insure a crop,
and afterwards thinning out, at first to five or six inches,
and ultimately to nine or ten. In this way, it is thought,
stronger plants are produced.
It is a common practice to take a crop of onions along
with the drilled seedling asparagus and likewise ta
plant rows of cauliflower, or sow drills of carrot or turnip, between the lines of transplanted asparagus the
:

:

:

Boiled Salads.
Boiled sa""''•

Undeu this title (not perhaps strictly correct, as salad
may be considered as implying rawness in the vegetable) we include a few plants which cannot well be
ranked as pot-herbs, and yet are generally boiled before being presented at table.
One of the chief of
these

A

is

Asparagus.
Asparagus.

352. (^Asparagus ojjicinalh, L. ; Hexandria Monogynia; Asparagi, Juss. ; the Asperge of the French,
and Spargel of the Germans.) This is a perennial
plant, which occurs native in some parts of England, as near Bristol, and in the Isle of Portland
and it has been observed sparingly in one place in
It is figured
Scotland, Beaton Links, East Lothian.
In its native state it is
in " English Botany," t. 339.
so dwarfish in appearance, even when in flower, that
none but a botanist, attending to the minute structure, would consider it as the same species with our
cultivated plant.
The roots consist of many succulent
round bulbs, forming together a kind of transverse
tuber ; numerous stems arise, with alternate branches,
subdivided into alternate twigs ; the leaves are very
small, linear and bristle- shaped; the flowers yellowThe whole plant, with its
ish-green, the berries red.
fruit, is very elegant in appearance, and is often placed
in chimneys as an ornament in the autumn months.
The early shoots, when about three or four inches high,
For the sake of
are greatly esteemed for the table.
these, the plant has been cultivated in gardens for ages.
There are two varieties, the Red-topped and the
Green-topped ; the former commonly rising with a
larger shoot, but not reckoned so delicate in flavour as
the green sort.
353. Asparagus is propagated either by seeds, or by
year-old plants purchased from nurserymen or marketgardeners.
It is best to raise the plant from seed ; and
it is of considerable importance to procure the seed
from an experienced and attentive gardener ; for seed
gathered from the strongest and most compact shoots,
is found, as might naturally be expected, to yield by
much tlie better plants. It is sown at broad-cast on a
rch, not vtry thickly ; and the bed is
seed-bed in
slightly trodden, and ruked smooth : or it is sometimes
sown in shallow drills, six inches usunder, and earthed
in from half an inch to an inch deep.
The young
plants are kept as free of weeds as possible during the

M

A

;

first

year.

Several hoeings are given in the course of the summer, generally three. In the end of September, or be-

;
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ginning of October, the luulm decsjt, and Is cut over ;
all the refuse is duz into the alleys, and the superfluous
earth thus acquired is often •Pfd over the bedi to the
depth of an inch or more, whidt M called Uudiug up. Fre>
quentlj small dung, or perhaps WA-weed, ia spread on
htJb, and this k aoooonted the better practice;
anftce being prerionaly stirred with a ftirk, so as
to allow the juices of the manure washed down bj the

^
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r^^lar, the best way is to have
several successive beds in progress.
Those plants intended for forcing niay be transplanted a^i usual when
one year old, but in much closer order, and so kept
till the fourth year.
A three-light garden frame will
hold from tiOO to 800 three-rear- old plants. The roots
a private family,

is

KilcTieu

Garden.
_
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*P^^
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are placed as close together
pos<.ible (as already
hinted), wjth the buds standing upright, and covered
with three or four inches of soil.
The temperature of
rains to be readily imbibed.
In the spring drcaainff ef the beds, the intervals are the dung is generally regulated merely by guessing the
For this purpose, the narrow heat imparted to sticks plunged into it : if it becomes
alightly delved over.
pronged fetl(, already mentioned, is generally employ- too weak, a lilting of weeds or dung is heaped around
This the sides : if it prove too strong, some air holes are
ed, being much less apt to injure the roots.
Areasing is given just before the buds b^gin to ap> formed by pushing large sticks into the sides and withdrawing them, leaving empty spaces, or by removing
pear, and the raking requires some delicacy of hand.
The same practior, both for the autumn and sprinir, is the glass covers for some time. 7'he proper temperaobserved for the seoood year ; it being only in the tliird ture is about SS'' Fahrenheit. Air is occasionally ad3rMr after planting oat, or the fourtli from the seed, that mitted, by raising the glasses a little ; and sometimes a
catting tar ose is Mgun. In April, a few Aaotsmay ge- slight watering is necessary. At other times, in severe
little fine
nerally be cut ; in May and June they oome rapidly weather, mats are laid over the frames.
and copiously. In the first productive season, only the light earth is sometimes added, once or twice, as the
In five or six weeks some of the shoots are
ls*ge buds or shoots are taken, the smaller being leti to buds rise.
sprig up and draw strength to the plants. In subse- generally 6t for gathering. In France they ot\en cut
a fortnight ; but shoots produced in this rapid way
gnsnt yean all the ahooCs af« gatnsred as they ad>
are in a great measure colourless and tasteless, having
vanee, till the end of June or b^tnaine of July.
been forced nearly without access of light and air. lu
CMiliw i rule is, to fisase to cut, or to let asparagus
gathering the shoots from a hot-bed, it is thought betith due
ipia, fgraw up,) when green peas eoine in.
QMrta r nay be kept in a pro- ter to avoid cutting with a knife, and to employ only
an
or mote In cutting tha the finger and thmnb ; by a gentle twist tlie shoot is
4acti«« ila*B fbr
ahoots toe am, •MMortlM aarth is removed, in order lo dMached, and witti leas nsk of injuring the tender buds
cnaUttlwgidMMr to avoid the succeeding buds below. below. Each light or fVarae yields on an average SOD
Saow Bsa a common gardener'* knife, and otban em- shoots, which come in suocetsion during about three
weeks. Where a regular winter supply of this article
plojr a narrow* pointed knife, with its blada notched
uke a saw. Shoots two inches under tho gnud, and is desired, betis are made up in succession accordingly
thne or fb«r abavo, aaako tlia beatdishworaMiaaiia. fWxa November to March. After being forced, the
Tho crop, it ju dima iw eat, flMjr last nearly tfaret plaots are cast oa tlie donghil as useless.
Mr Nieol dcacribes a mode of forcing asparagus in
flnntfaamiddU of April to the middle of Jo.
tj.
Aa aspanMs qaaitcr stmild not contain Urn than flned pits, soch as are used for young pine-apple plants.
layer of old half rotten bark, placed over well fer«
apoleof grooiM, as it often needs this rfanrlty t» ftaw
niahageMldiBhataaetiBe. For a largo ftMHjr abont Bwnted dung, forms the bed, the plants being placed in
iztoan roods are kept in a productive state, wUch are light dry earth. Very little fire-heat is found to be ne^
eaknialad to fbmiao, on aa aven^, between 200 and cessary ; generally a alight fire at night is sufficient.
SCO dMats ercry day in tha height vt the scaaoo. 9*. Watering, and the regular admission <n air, are to be
veniof the aarfcet gardoDare la tike neigfabovfaeod of attendea ta He remarks, that by means of very tim'adeadon have meny acres of aspsragas grouudi as ama* ple expedients, one half of a flued pit may be Unxxd,
an<l the other kept bock, and thus a succession of shoots
lieaadinaronncvpartof thisertioob §88.
9M. Thtjbrcing <d asperagne waa prartisid ia Eag- secured.
MesMT
S50. Aspar agus, it tnav be remarked, was a favourite
land hi the middle of the 17m cc
w«% at thai pcnod. Mip> of the Romans ; and they seem to have possessed a
very strong growing variety, as Pliny mentiotu that,
eerlr in the year:
which they ere minded to about Ravenna, three ahoots would weigh a pound
of newer warm dang, with us, six of the Uigest would be required. It is
lythairo pleats hi
the heat much praised by Cato; and as he enlarges on tlie
oa the doM,
flaw," (p. IM.) The mode of culture, it aeeras probable that the plant
had but newly come into use. In this countr}', Dutch
refthisaitialeia aow canied to a ooasMkraMe
coasM
iathe
of Ltuaduu. It is likewise aspemgus was preferred in the end of the 1 7th cen*
vwy feaanOy pneiiaad ia private gaKfeua.
tury ; and this variety is still distinguished for afeenHaea noihad, prspaiad with bone dnng, ia foroing the thickest olioots. In a garden formed at
farmed aeuurding to the sue of the frame or firnnei. Dunbtf in the very beginning of the 18th century,
layer oftuKb ieeometiaes piaeed on the dun^, to preby Provost FaU, (a name well known in the mercantile
vent the ace aai ef the vapow fhn it, wMdi is apt to «orld,) asparagus was for many years cultivated with
hart the flavonr of the crop. About fo«ir inches of good unconunon success. The variety used was the red
%ht sofl or old tan-bark are placed on the turf. In topped, and it was brought from Holland. The !K>il of
tSie plaals six or eight ^resrs old are closely deposited.
the garden is little bener than sea sand.
Thi4 was
ploala are siw iwitiiiMa got htm noraerymen, to trendied two feet deep, and a thick layer of sea«
soch stoeh is no longer nsefU; oroaecfthe weed was put in the bottom of the trencii, ant! well
bads in the garden is for this pnrnoae sacriSccd, pressed together and beat down. 7'his w.u the only
boiag takca lo hare saoecasien beoi ooom^ for- manure used either at the first pUnling, or at subsed.
wh«r» the liwiril far
There was an inexhaustible sup*
iwiiif, at fee quent drsssings.
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Kitchen
Garden.

ply of the article generally at hand, as the back-door of
the garden opens to the sea- shore.
Sea'Cale.

Sca-Calc

357. Sea-Cale, (Cramhe marilima, L, ; Tetradynamia Siliquosa ; nat. ord. Cruciferoe), is a perennial
plant, growing naturally on many of the sandy and
gravelly beaches of the west of England, and also among
It is not
cliffs on the sea coast of Essex and Sussex.
mentioned by Lightfoot in his Flora of Scotland ; but
it grows on the shore of the Frith of Forth at Caroline

Park, near Edinburgh. It is figured in English Botany, t 924'.
The roots are spreading (rather than
creeping, as they are commonly described) ; the whole
plaitl is smooth, glaucous, or covered with a fine bloom ;
the lower leaves large and waved ; the stalks rise near
two feet high, producing white flowers, followed by
spherical seed-pods, resembling peas, each containing
only a single seed.
358. The comjnon peoplei particularly on the westshores of England, have for time immemorial been
in tlie practice of watching when the shoots begin to
push up the sand or gravel, in March and April, and
cutting off the young shoots, which are thus blanched
and tender, and using them as a pot-herb. It was
toward the middle of the 1 8th century, however, before sea-cale was introduced into the kitchen-garden.
About the year 17H7, it was first brought into general

em

notice in the neighbourhood of London by tlie late distinguished Dr Lettsom, who cultivated it in his garden at Grove Hill. In the " Gardener's Dictinnary,"
t

published in 1774, by James Gordon at Fountambridge, are contained directions for the cultivation of
this vegetable, and for blanching it by covering the
beds four inches deep with sand or gravel. A good
many years afterwards, a detailed account of its culture was given by the Rev. Mr Laurent, in the third
volume of Young's Annals of Agriculture. The late
Mr Curtis, well known for his botanical writings, next
published a tract recommending it ; and in the first
volume of the Transactions of the Horticultural Society of London, there is a very good paper on its cultivaIt
tion, by Mr John Maher, gardener at Edmonton.
is now become a pretty common vegetable in Covent
Garden market, and has even begun to appear on the
green stalls of the Scottish metropolis.
359. Tlie bed or quarter intended for sea-cale is
trenched deep, at least two feet. The soil should be
sandy and light, but at the same time mixed with fine
rich mould ; and it may here be noticed, that of all manures for this crop, drift ware or sea-weed is the best.
The plant may be propagated either by offsets or pieces
of the roots having two or three eyes or buds attached
The latter mode is generally
to them, or by seeds.
The seeds are sown in March, perhaps
preferred.
about two inches deep. Three seeds are sometimes set
in a triangular form, six inches apart, leaving a space
of two feet between the triangles. If the quality of
the seed is any wise doubtful, two or more are commonly put in each hole, to make sure of a crop, any
superfluous plants being afterwards thinned out. During the first summer, the only culture necessary is hoeIn November,
ing, to keep the plants clear of weeds.
some gardeners cover the whole bed with rotten dung,
in the way that is often practised with asparagus. This
is raked off in the spring, and the surface of the earth
stirred with the asparagus fork.
During the second
year, the same plan is followed.
In the third year.

most of the plants will be strong enough to be blanched for use.

Kitclien
Oiarden.

360. The blanching is accomplished in different ways. c»7.Cai
For a long time the only provision for this purpose
was to make the shoots pass through several inches of
soil before reaching the surface, and afterwards drawing up the earth to them as they advanced. It was an
improvement to use sifted coal-ashes for the earthing
up, and a farther improvement to use old tree-leaves
for that purpose.
Some cultivators placed hoops over
the beds, and covered them close with mats.
Large
flowerpots, such as are denominated No. 1, inverted
over the plants, were found very useful in forwarding
the etiolation, and in keeping the plant crisp and clean.
Blanching pots with handles were afterwards used
and a figure of one of these is given, in the London
Horticultural Transactions, vol. i. plate 1. A very great
improvement in the constructing of blanching pots was
suggested by Mr R. A. Salisbury, Secretary to the
London Horticultural Society, the making them iu
two pieces, or with moveable tops or lids. Such are
now used in the neiglibourhood of Edinburgh, and
are found exceedingly convenient ; a figure of one of
them may be seen Plate CCCXII. Fig. 5. These pots
should be nearly as wide at top as below, in order to
give room for the cutting of such shoots as are ready,
without breaking the others ; and the covers should fit
very nicely, so as to exclude light and air as completely as possible ; the pot in this way serving not only for
blanching, but to a certain extent for forcing.
It is
necessary to have from thirty to fifty such covers; each
affording only as much as will form a dish, during
the season. Sir George Mackenzie, Bart, whose name
has more than once been mentioned as a horticultural improver, has described {Scottish Hort. Mem.
i. 313) a simple and easy mode of blanching practised
This consists in covering the
in his garden at Coul.
beds with clean dry straw, which is changed when it
becomes wet or heavy. Oat straw, when it is broken
in the thrashing- mill, is found to be well suited for this

—

purpose.
361. It is justly remarked by Nicol, that vegetables are seldom improved by forcing; but that seacale is perhaps an exception ; the forced shoots pro-

duced
cate

in

at

midsummer being more

flavour

crisp

and

deli-

than those procured in the natural

way, in April or May.

'

Certainly no vegetable

more easily or more cheaply
two ways either in the beds

forced.

It is

is

done ia

in the open air, or in
;
hot-bed frames or flued pits. In the open air beds,
the operation consists merely in placing blanching
covers over the plants as soon as the leaves are decayed in the end of autumn ; and then covering up
the whole bed with stable- dung, packing it closely between the pots, and heaping it over the tops of them
In the course
to the depth of six inches or more.
of December the sea-cale vegetates, and advances in
proportion to the heat generated by the fermentation of
In general, it is fit for cutting
the covering of dung.
If the heat of the litter at
in January and February.
any time decline, a portion of new stable dung is mixed with it. The advantages of having blanching pots
with moveable lids, are, in this kind of forcing, very
great: the temperature may more easily be ascertained,
by lifting a lid in one or two parts of the bed, and introducing a thermometer in the same way, it is easy
to examine whether the shoots be ready for cutting, and
to select the most forward from several stools, without materially disturbing the dung and dissipating the
:

:
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heat.
The method of forcing sea-cale on the open
ground was de«cribed by Mr Mmher, in 1805, in the
but he was not acquainted
•Ihidetl to
having moveable tops. It is also
with blanch'
;

Sa-Ctle.

described

i

I

his " Kalendar," 1810,

with the

improred blonctiinj^-pots. It is curious, therefore, that
A bercrotnbie, in his " Practical Gardener," 1813, should
take no notice of it, while he reoomiBends planting
ralr in hot-beds under frames and ebsMS.

W

S6SL Mr Barton, gardener at Bothwell Castle in Scotland, eoren the ae»-ca]e beds to the depth of a foot and
ft half, with leave*, as ther fall from the trees, and are
raked from the shrubbene* and walks in the end of
autumn, adding over all a very slight layer of long
dung, snffcient only to keep the leaves from being
blown about. The shoots rise sweet and tender among
the laftvea, early in the tpring, being in sume measure
1 very perfect etiolation is at the same time

In a hot-bed frame, or in fined pits, eS'Cale is forced
nearly in tho same manner as aaparago*. The plants
hould be atraiig and healthy, and at least three year*
old : tbev ai« by this mode of forcing exhausted, and
not worth praaenrtng. The best way therefore is, to
a bed of saa cale annually : in this way a regular
waetmmm at plasita will always be ready, either for
hot bed frnnes.
fcnii ig in tha open ground or
By the varioos improvcmcnta, therefore, of late years
made in the mkoro of aen-cale, this desirable vrgeta.
bie may bo ecmmomtAid for tMe, with very Tittle
trouble or expeness at any tim« fton November till
May : a pcruxl includinfi all the dead maotfaa of the
year.
It may be affirmed that sea eda ahoola, what
duly blanched, are not infrnor to asfmraf ua when pre*
Itaicd lika it ; and farther, that they fani> an euelkmt
ngradicnt tor aeuna.
Not only the head or shoot
(•MliaMa alao oaUad the orown) is it for use, but the
hlanrhni Malks of the nnflolding leavca, four or five of
which are attached to each head. Before boiling, theae
«• dat arhad, and tied in email bondln like aaparagos.
It is ft v^^etable which (aa remarked by Sir George
Mackensie. in the peper abcady mcMieaad) oamiat
aaaOy be ovafdone in cooking; it ahonid be thom^gUjr
drained, and than safiSend to nawin a lb«r
inntea be*
(bee the fire, that a farther portkn of flMJatnre may be
exhaled.
Fraea
to dx htdi, ceoi ik% to the aine,
make a tol—Ma dish.
363. It i*
h el mmt^, that in Fruiec the use
of aan-«ale at a d si irat s tm\mm} vcMtabte, should be
aavty akaanm. Ben inn , in aa adilion of hii ponn>

ow

m

m

Um

—

lar

MmmmUm Jm^bmi. pabUrfwd m 1807. dcamba
amrm S AmfUtm trnndtf cnaogh bat be

the dbea

:

ta have triad to

make

oae of the

fall

grown

iaMaed ti the blanched aheou in carlv spring
a c«nar mam ean haidhr be li^iniil ; end it is no
wonder thai iia e t hat he ahodd de^ the merila of sea.
oale, and rsaign the plant, as he deaa. with a aoear, to
colder dimatea I—asosr etfr canwimt asscar oae Waafres
daasdn iHmatM frvidi. Whea the French ilaiiin
leara hew to caluvau it, aad particularly a^ea they
an ahletoAaaa and teblaach it at mid-winter, br the
wapia aaaana above described, there can be no donbt
that laa calr will become a favourite with the Pari.
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Artichoke.

364. The Articlioke {CifKara Scolymtu, L.; Syngenetia a
rtidjok*
Polifgamia cequalit ; Cinarocephala, Juss.) is a perennial
plant. It is a native of Italy according to Linnaeus, and
of the south of France, according to Garidel : but Beckmann. ( Hisfory of Inventions and Discot-eries, translated
by Johnston, vol. i. p. 339, et seq.J has given reasons for
thinking, that its native country is uncertain, the Italian and French specimens being probably only the
outcasts of gardens, and that the plant mentioned by
ancient Greek and Roman writers, is not to be considered as our artichoke, but as a similar plant, tlie true
artichoke having been brought to Italy from the Lc«
It is not known to have
vant only in the 1 ;'>th century.
been cultivated in English gardens till near the middle
of the 16th century.
It is a remarkable and a well known plant in gardens.
From the root spring many large piiinatifid
leaves, three or four feet long, covered witli an ash-coloured down ; tlic midrib ueeply channelled and furrowed. The appearance of the flower-heads is familiar.
These, in an immature state, contain the part used,
which is the fleshy receptade, commonly called the
bottom, fVeed from the bristles and seed-down, vulgarly
In the usual way of cooking, the encalled the choke.
In eating, the portions of the
tire headt are boiled.
receptacle adKering to the bate of the calyx-leaves or
The bottoms are sometimes fried
scales are also used.
in paste, and they form a desirable ingredient in ra^
Thcv are occasionally used for pickling ; and
gouts.
they are ilowlv dried, and kept in paperhmip tar winter use. In France the bottoms of young
artichokes are frequently used in the raw state as a
salad : thin slice* are cut from the bottom, with a scale
or calyx-leaf attached, by which the slice is liAed, and
dipped in oil and vinegar before eating.
M5. There are two varieties cultivaie<l ; the French,
conical, or green artichoke ; and the Globe or red artichoke. The head of the former is ratlifr of an oval
shape ; the scale* are open, and not turned in at top as
The latter is distinguished not
in the globe artichoke.
only I17 the shape, and by the position of the scales,
bat by baiaa chicfiy of a dusky purple colour. The re>
Ofptade of ue globe artichoke m more succuli'nt than
that of the FicMh, tnit the latter is generally cun>ider«
cd aa possessing more flavour.
.\ft)choke* are increased by rooted slips or suckers
takMofTat the time or
ni; drersing, in the bei in a light loam, cool
iaalm of April. Tli
bat dry, and which is at U>c tame time rich and deep.
In prepering for this crop, the soil should be trenched
to tne depth of three feet, or at least two feet and a
half, and manure shoukl be liberally placed in the bottian of the trench.
In dry weather, the young nlaiits
require regular watering for some time.
Articnokes
will grow pretty well in a situation somewhat shadetl,
but they anoulil not be un<ler the drip of trees. In a
fVce and airy situation, however, the lieads arc of betI

'

ter {quality.

Nicol mentions, that the strongest crop* he ever saw,
ui rat her a mossy earth that had been trenched
fully a yard in depth, and had been well enriched with
dung, an<] limed and that the plants were gcmerally
covoad before winter with a mixture of suble litter
and sea-weed. This last article, we believe, is one of
the very best manurea for artichokes.
In no place is
the plant to be seen in greater perfection than in garin the Orkney Islands ; and we know that the

grew

;

Whan

wanted, if two or three strong plants
be le«\ to fiower, they will not fail to produce it in
plenty.
The fiaWer ia ef a rich white colour, and gives
the niant aa atiaimiii t B l appearance ; whea folly ocpaadad, the flewert neU airangly cf honey.
lead

ia

Ki»d»«

;
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luxuriance of the plants in these is to be ascribe J to
the liberal supply of sea-weed dug into the ground
every autumn. It was long ago remarked by a horticultural writer, that " water drawn from ashes, or improved by any fixed salt, is very good for artichokes."

Attichoke.

Si/slema Agricullurce, 16"8'2.
366. The plants are often

placed four feet apart
are planted three feet apart
in rows, and the rows are kept six feet asunder.
In
many of the market-gardens near London, the rows are
eight or ten feet from each other intermediate lowgrowing crops are sown or planted, the artichokes be-

every

way sometimes they
:

;

•

ing always allowed five feet free. Some gardeners
plant two offsets together ; and if both survive and prove
Strong, they afterwards remove one. Others plant three
offsets in a triangular patch or stock, each offset being ten
or twelve inches from the other; and these stocks are afcrop
terwards treated as if they were single plants.
of spinach or turnip is generally taken, for the first
At the end of
year, even between the closest rows.
the first season after planting, a small and late crop of
In
artichoke-heads is procured, generally in October.
the second year, the leaves of the plants will almost
meet in the rows.
To encourage the production of large main heads,
.some detach all the lateral heads in a young state.
These are commonly in a fit state for eating raw, having
attained about one third of their proper size ; and they
are for this purpose frequently sold in Covent Garden
market, chiefly to foreigners. Another thing practised
with the same view, is the shortening the ends of the
When all the heads are gathered, the
large leaves.
whole stalks are broken down close to the ground, in
order to save the useless expenditure of sap, and to
promote the setting out of young shoots at the root.
In November the plants are earthed up, or, in other
words, a portion of earth is drawn around each plant.
It was formerly a custom to make a trench between
the rows, and to fill this trench " with dung which
would not freeze;" the earth thrown out, forming a
ridge around the plants.
Some modern writers recommended the making of the trench, but omitted to
speak of filling it with dung ; so that the roots of the
plants were thus more exposed than if the ground had
been left untouched. In this way the forming of any
trench came into disrepute ; and, as already noticed,
the best practical gardeners now only draw the earth
from the surrounding surface towards the plants. Long
dung, peas haulm, old tanners bark, or such stufli
are then laid around, but kept at some distance from
the stems and leaves of the plants.
S67. The spring dressing is equally important. The
litter and earth being removed, in March or April, according to the kind of season, the stocks are examined
two or three of the strongest or best shoots being
selected for growing up, the rest are removed this is ofttn done merely by pressure with the thumb, but sometimes a knife or chisel is employed.
It was formerly
mentioned that this is the proper time for procuring
young plants. It is remarked by gardeners, that the
shoots from the under part of the stock, which are soft
and crisp, are preferable to those from the crown of the
roots, which have hard and rather woody stems. If the
shoot be six or eight inches long it is enough ; and if
it be furnished with two or three small fibres, they are
sufficient to ensure its growth.
Artichoke plants continue productive for several
years; but, every season, some well-rotted dung or fresh
sea- weed, should be delved into the ground at the winter dressing.
It is certain, however, that after a few

A

^d

:

plants begin to degenerate, the heads beKitchen
less succulent.
Garden.
It is therefore a
general rule not to keep an artichoke plantation beyond four or at most six years. Scarcely any kind of ATtichoke.
grub or wire-worm ever touches the roots of artichokes :
they form, therefore, an excellent preparative for a crop
of onions, shallot, or garlic.
In many gardens a small
new plantation is formed every year ; and in this way
the artichoke season, which begins in June, is prolonged till November; those from the old stocks continuing
till August, when those from the new stocks come in.
If the last gathered be cut with the stems at fulllength, and if these be stuck among moist sand, the
heads may be preserved a month longer.
If some of the large heads on the old stocks be suf.
fered to remain, the calyx-leaves expand, and the centre of the head becomes covered with jagged purple
florets, producing a fine appearance.
The flowers possess the quality of coagulating milk, and have sometimes been used in place of runnet. In general the
seed is not perfected in our climate. When ripe seed
is wanted, it is fomid useful to bend down the heads after flowering, in such a way that the autumnal rains
may be cast ofi" by the calyx-scales ; and the heads are
retained in tliis posture by being tied to stakes,
36s. The chard of artichokes, or the tender central
leaf-stalk blanched, is by some thought preferable to
When the artichoke quarter is to
that of the cardoon.
be shifted, and the old stocks are at any rate to be destroyed, the plants may be prepared, alter midsummer,
when the best crop of heads is over, for yielding chards
The leaves are to be cut over within
against winter.
half a foot of the ground ; the stems as low as possiIn September or October, when the new shoots
ble.
or leaves are about two feet high, they are bound close
with a wreath of hay or straw, and earth or litter is
drawn round the stems of the plants. The blanching
is perfected in a month or six weeks.
If the chards
are wisiied late in winter, the whole plants may be dug
up, before frost sets in, and laid in sand in their
blanched state ; in this way they may be kept for several weeks.

years, the

coming smaller and

Cardoon.

The Cardoon, {Cynara Cardunculus, L.) or, as
sometimes written, Chardon, is known by nearly

369.
it is

the same name in all the European languages. It is a
perennial plant, and is considered as indigenous to the
south of France and to Spain. It so greatly resembles
the artichoke as to require no other description.
It
rises to a greater height than that plant, and becomes
sometimes really a gigantic vegetable. It was cultivated in l683, by Sutherland, in the Botanic Garden
at Holyroodhouse, Edinburgh ; but its use as a culinary plant was known in England previous to that
The leaf-stalks of the inner leaves, which are
period.
fleshy and crisp, afford the eatable part, or chard.
They are rendered white and tender by blanching, to
the extent of two or even three feet. Cardoons are in
season in winter; they are employed in soups and
stews, and sometimes as a salad, eaten either raw or
In this country they are not much in demand,
boiled.
and the crop is to be seen only in some private gardens, and in a few of the principal market grounds
near London.
The best soil for cardoons is one that is light, and
not over rich ; but it ought to be deep. Although
the cardoon is a perennial plant, it is sown for use
every year. Formerly the plants were raised on hot*

r^idooi-
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bed*, and trans planted in May or Jun«; but now the
wed is generally sown where the plants are to remain.
This is not done sooner than the middle or the end of
May, test the plants ahould be inclined to throw up flower-sterna. Soiiie/(ardener« sow in small hollows, perhaps
three inches deep, and four feet distant fVom each' other
every way. Two or three seeds are placed in each
hollow, for security ; but only the strongest plant is
ultimately retained.
Others sow in trenches, prepared
for celery, and keep the plants much closer in line,
not allowing more than nine or ten inches to each
plant ; it is better, however, that they should have
more space. The cardoon requires a good deal of water ; and in very dry weather this ahould be copiously
aflbrded, as it tends both to make the leaves succulent,
and to |»event the inclination to flowering.
The
young plants that are rejected in either way, may be
tranipUnted, if wished ; but in this case it is useful to
pmerve a small ball of earth with each plant, and

M

watering is proper
370. In September, when the leaves are large, they
tied up for blanching, leaving only the top free.
This is generalW done with nay or straw bands, ana a dry
dav nnat be selected for the purpose. At the same time
a DiIlod( of earth it formed around each plant, to the
height perhaps of a foot or et);htr«n inches; and this
is smoothed on tlie surface, tliat the rain may run off,
and not faU int« the centre of the plants. In proportion at they advance
growth, additional bands
arc ad<kd, aad th« Mrtb ia raisiJ hichar.
thm
planta are in U tuchaa, thay are gnKnally earthed up
lika celery, witlioat usuw bands: the rarthing is of
eooiw begun in July. In citbcr way, the blanching
is completed in about two
irtia
If severe froat
caow on, the topa arc covered with haulm or long liu
ter.
If cardoooa be wanted more early, the tj-ine and
earthing may be begun sooner ; bat the leaf- stalk will
aot prabably be fbond so broad and thick as it ought
liberal

an

m

to be.

few of the stroogast plants are somethnca

left, to
their flower* and seeds the following year ;
bnt ripe »eed is to be proctired only in very favourable
aeaaoos in this country.
It is therefore generally im-

rodnce

ported from Holland or France

and

;

it

kcqM for several

year*.
,

In France, the native prickly plant

is

sometimea cul«

tmiMl, aader the name of Cenloeo of Tours, and is ac>
Wined DnAnhle to the oMmnon garden variety. So
fomddafale an ita spinaa, that great care is ncocatcry
in worfctag alMwt it, to avoid personal injury ; a strong
leather drew, an.i thick gkArea. arc therefore worn.
This prickly sort has not yet been intndaced into Brittin.

somewhat shady.

If

sown

earlier, or in a

would

;

Botany, t. 283.
late, and waved.
liah

juice.

The

sc and shape of a

The lower leaves are oval- lanceoThe whole plant aboumU with a
part

ii><-<I !<

*v.

if...

rnot,

which

is

of the

of a whitccolour,
..„..; degree of pungeneaten either raw, in freah sa-

and mild taate. or with
cy and bittcmcaa. It is
Mfd*, or more conunonU- lw.;ir.<i i,u.. ««paragus.
It is
mach mere esteemed
r the name of ra».
poAer. than in thia OBu;.;.,,
^
•
the roou and the
'fowf Icarea are used together in the firing monllH.
.

,

.

.

.
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warm sunny

apt to -spring up
the first year, when, as re^ieatedly mentioned in similar
cases, the roots would become hard and unfit for use.
The seed is very minute, insomuch that, to enable the
gardener to sow it equally and tliin enough, it should
be mixrd with sawings of timber. A thinible-fuU of
the seed is sufficient to sow a Urge bed. When the
plants are about an inch high, they are hoetl, and tiiinned out to the distance of tiiree or four inches from each
other.
They are afterwards to be kept free of weeds,
and the surface is occasionally stirred. The roots are
ready for use at the approach of winter, and continue
good till the i^pring growth commences. If a few plants
be left, a fluwer-stalk rises, and the nale purple bellflowers appear in the end of July, followed by plenty
of seed in the autumn.
situation, the ffower-steras

Fresh Salad and Soup Herbs

l>e

;

Garnishes, ^c.

Sbtkral of the principal plants which are used raw in
employed in making soups such

salads, are likewise

;

are lettuce, endive, and parsley. Others are merely sa<
lad plants ; such are cresses and radishes.

LiUmee.
S7I. Lettuee (Lmitaea se/jre, L.

gomia

;

Sygfnesia

anjnalit ; Ittkontcrtt, Jus*. ; iMUue.
t'lualai, G.) is an annual plant, the original

F.

Pnijf' Lettuce.
;

Gar-

country of

which ia unknown. Some authors indeed seem inclined to oonader it as merely an accidental variety, sprung
from some of the other species of Lactuca. It was cuu
tivated in England in the middle of the I6th century,
and probably much earlier. The leaves are large, milky,
frequently wrinkled, usually pale green, but varying
much in form and colour in the difl°erent varieties. The
use of lettuce as a cooling; and agreeable salad is well
known ; it is also a useful ingredient in soups. It containt, like the other specie* of this genua, a Quantity of
milky iuice of an opiate nature, from which orlate years
a mraicine haa been prepared bv Dr Duncan senior of
Etbnbargh. under the title of lactucarium, and which
he Inda can be administered with efiect in cases where
i« inadmiuible.
S78. Many varieties are cultivated : but these are
generally oonaidered a* belonging to one or other of
two kinds, the Cose (also called Roman and ice) and
the Cabbage lettuce
the former with long upright
leave*, the latter with the leaves round, rather Hacad,
and growing squat upon tlie ground. The sorts at pre*
sMt moat approved are, of the cot* lettuces, the F.g}'ptian irrem, and the white coas or Veraaillet ; of the cabliagp lettuces, the imperial, and the grand admiral, or
admirable. The large Roman and the Cilicia lettuce,
brown and green, are the kinds chiefly used in ioupa,
or for stewing.
By means of succeadve sowings, and by care during
winter, fresh lettuce is now produced almost the whole
year round. The plants are use<l either when quite
young and open, or when at full growth and cabbij^.
.lanuary, the seedA small Mjwini.' •« r>n..ii m^de
Iiu-ch.
lings lieingtr
A con.idrnible crop
.,.;;iry ; the main sowing is in
is sown in thi i....
March and April ; and aometinies a portion of lettuce
;

S70. The SampiomOCmpgrnmU JUpMeuhu.L ; Pen.
tamdrim Momegjftiia . Cmmt4Htmiacem, Juas.) is a biennial
plant ; a nat.ve of Ilnglaml. but rare
figured in Eng-

milky

So little is it cultivated here, that Nicol does not speak
of it in his " Gardener's Kaltndar."
The seed is sown in the cn<l of May, in a quarter
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f

fttocc.

seed

sprinkled in along with onions or carrots, the are at first tied two inches below the top ; afterwards
lettuces being drawn before they can hurt the other about the middle of the plant.
In three weeks or a
crop. Lettuce seed is sown at broad- cast, and is merely
month they are found to be blanched ; and they contiraked into the ground. The plants bear transplanting nue fit for use in this state for about a fortnight.
vcr}' well, particularly in showery weather ; and a part
few plants are therefore tied up every week, wlien the
of each crop should be regularly transplanted, to come weather permits, in order to their being ready for use
in season immediately after those left in the seed-beds.
in succession.
They may be transplanted very young ; when they
The plants from later sowing are placed in sheltered
have four or six leaves, they are fittest for this purpose. borders near a wall or hedge ; and when very severe
They are placed from ten to fifteen inches apart, weather comes on, the rows are protected with dry
according to the size they are likely to .attain. fern or any other light covering. Alter October, inWhen it is wished to forward the cabbaging of cos let- deed, the mode adopted is to make some trenches or
small oblong mounds of earth, and to sink the plants
tuce, the leaves are sometimes tied together, in the
manner practised with endive. If the winter do not nearly to the head in these here they become suffiprove very severe, lettuces will stand without much ciently blanched in four or five weeks ; and if add/mjury close by the foot of a south wall, and be fit for tional plants be sunk in the trenches every fortnight
xise in January, February, and March.
In some places when the weatlier happens to be so mild and dry as to
peiinit it, the endive season may be continued for a
thej' are protected by hoops and mats ; in others, by
means of glass-frames ; and sometimes a few cabbage long time. Endive thus blanched in the earth must be
dug out with the spade, and it requires to be very tholettuces are kept on a slight hot-bed.
Wlien it is wished to save seed, the best plants of the roughly washed.
few of the strongest and most early plants are seapproved kinds are selected, and planted at a distance
from all others, so as to avoid any intermixture of pol- lected for producing seed. These are planted in the
beginning of March, in a sheltered situation, if possiIt" the plants have stood over winter, they prolen.
duce their flowers more abundantly, the stem becom- ble near a paling, to which the flower-stems may be
ing thick, and rising between two and three feet high ; tied, so as to prevent accidents from the wind. The
and such plants also ripen their seed more certainly flowers come out in June, and are succeeded by ripe
seeds about the middle of July.
The seeds are gaand early.
thered at diflerent times, as they are observed to be-
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Endive.
Endive.

S73. Endive {Cichorium Endivia, L. ; Syngenesia
Polygamia aequalis ; Cinaroccphalw, Juss. ) is an annual, or at most a biennial plant, a native of China and
Japan. The root-leaves are numerous, large, sinuate,
toothed, smooth ; the stem rises about two feet high, is
branched, and produces pale blue flowers. It was introduced into this country about the middle of the I6th
century.

There are three varieties ; Broad-leaved Batavian,
Green curled leaved, and White curled lea\'ed. The
curled varieties having less of the bitter quality, are
now generally preferred ; and the green curled, being
the hardiest sort, is adopted for the late or winter crops.
Endive is one of the principal ingredients in autumn
and winter salads, and is frequently used for stewing,
and for putting in soups.
The seed is not sown till after the middle of May,
•ften not till near the middle of June ; because, if sown
earlier, the plants would be apt to run to flower.
Another sowing is made in July.
The seeds are scatter.
ed thinly, so that the plants may not rise in clusters,
and become weak. When they are about three or four
inches high, they are transplanted into a well prepared
bed of rich soil, in rows a foot asunder, and at the distance of ten inches from each other in the row ; or in
large drills, at the same distances, the blanching being
in this way facilitated.
In dry weather, watering is
necessary.
374. The blanching is the next operation; and on this
being well done, the tenderness, crispness, and mild flavour of the endive depend. It is accomplished by tying up the heads with strands of bass-mat or small willow twigs this must be done when the plant is dry,
that is, when neither rain nor dew rests on it ; and
aome nicety is requisite in gathering the leaves together in regular order, so as not to cross each other, and
in rejectujg such leaves as are unhealthy.
The plants
:

come

ripe.

Panley.
375. Parsley (Allium Pclroselinum, L. ; Pentandria
Digytiia ; Utnbellijerm) is a biennial plant, considered
as a native of Sardinia, but naturalized in several
places of England and Scotland.
Three varieties are cultivated ; Common parsley, and
Curled parsley, for the leaves; and Large-rooted or
Hamburgh parsley, for the roots.
The common and the curled parsley are raised in
drills, generally on the edges of a border in the kitchen-garden. They are sown in February or early in
March, as the seeds lie from a month to six weeks in
the ground before springing. Parsley bears transplanting, so that blanks in the edging may easily be filled
up in rainy weather.
In order to have fresh parsley leaves through the
winter, it is worth while to lay some larch or beech
branches, or long broom, over the parsley border, and
above these, in hard weather, a little dry bean haulm,
bralcen fronds, bents or reeds, preferring the two latter
Mr Nicol rearticles on account of their durability.
marks, that in this way fine young parsley may be had
all winter, and may be gathered even from imder the

snow.

few strong plants be allowed to run to flower in
or June, plenty of seed will be produced in Au-

If a

May
gust.

It may be right to notice, that the poisonous
plant called fool's-parsley [Mthusa Cynapium), a common weed in rich gardtn soils, has sometimes been mistaken for common parsley. They are very easily distinguished the leaves of fool's-parsley are of a darker
green, of a diff'erent shape, and, instead of the peculiar parsley smell, have, when bruised, a disagreeable
odour. When the flower-stem of the fool's-parsley appears, the plant is at once distinguished by what is
:

vulgarly called

its

beard, three long pendent loaflets •£

-p^^^^y^
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;
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Uie inrolucrum. The timid may shun nil risk of misuke. by cultiMfliMC only tke curled variety. This last,
it may be nwaAtS, makes the prettiest garnish.

HmwAuTgh
Ilanbnr^

fakj.

Partlej.

partlqf, although considered only
variety of the common kind, is soineThe leaves
in its whole S{>|x:arance.

S7& Htmbtirgk

m a lwK«-rBoted
vhat (Uiwoit

have longer foot-stalks, and thor subdivisions are not
so nnneroiu ; th« leaflets, at the same time, are much
broader, and of a darker green. The roots are at least
For
•is tinea larger than those of common parsley.
the aak* of ncac it i$ cuUiTated ; and this variety might
thwffeit wkhmA iapcopriety be ranked anuxig the escalent roots.
It was introduoad by Philip Miller, from Holland,
in 1737.
He ooukl itot fur some years persuade the
niarket>garde&cn of I^ndoa to
it IS regularly brought t>>
many parts vf the country it

rulti vatt*

it

:

Now, bow-

iinlcn ; but in
.iins nearly unknown. The roots, which are Uie UMt of ordinary carrats or pannips, are of a white ookwr, sweet and tender : taejr are fircijueotly boiled and eaten like carrots,
and are excellent
soupa and stewt.
The odtun of this vaeicty of paniey necessarily differs frooi tkat of the other two, the object being here
In March or .\]>ril it is sown in
to pfodace laige roots.
the eail of which has been deeply iMved, or perend at th« same time made fioik The
nneds thinned out with the boe to six
or wdbt inches asunder ; andtUstaaU the culture they
reqaS*. Tkejr ere reedy for diawing in tiM end of AugnsL In October the roots are coaasonly raised, and
plaeed in sand till wanted. They have more flavour,
nowever, when newly taken irnn the groond ; and if
a bed be sown about midsummer, the routs continue
yoanf and good tbrough the winter, being raised when
the weather pennits.
ever,

'

m

CfUnf.
Ctlsiy.

377. Celerjf (var. ot Apium grattoUtu, L. or smaU
Iwe) is a bicnnki pleat. SoMUege grows in many
pfaese in England esd Scotland, frequently by the sidee
of ditches ncer tlM se^ It is figuml in EngUtk fieThe i ftets of cultivatioo in producing
teijf, tISIO.
ewetith stceas of eeiery from an
fn^kt, nuld,

md

f^jgfi^

fltHBol Modi of rank eeenetaeie and aboondiui with
SMters. are very remarkable.
The btancbed l«ifstalks are usctl raw as a lelad. Cram Angtist till March ;
and also in soups or for stewing.
37n. Two vaj distinct kiode of celery are cultivated ; the Uprwht or Italian, and the Celcriac or
t«rBip.rao(sd cekrr. Of the former there are two
sub-vaneties, with boUow and with solid stalks.
The
hollow » mncfa cultivated for eating as salad ; the so.
lid ie contideied as preferable fur soups and stews,
and indeed is by roanv accounted the best for all par.
poses; bnt it is leas able to endore the severity of winler, attd is very brittle, end therefore troublenme to
the metket-ordeaer. There is a large upright variety
*^*l> "^ •taUUk orach used for kitchen porposce.
Celeriec diftes chiefly in the rooU swelliu); nut like turniae: these are cut into slices, and citiier eaten rxw in
aalads, or used as an inpedient in stewed dishe* and
The leaves, at toe same time era shcrter than
soups.
in the other vsrieties, and spreed «fNa borisontally.
Geleriec is not oAen brought to merket.
Celery is sown at sercnl diftnnt times, in order to

TOk XL FABT L

fur transplanting at va-

ensure a succession of pisnts fit
rious seasons.
The first sowing is commonly about the Ganien.
beginning of March, on a gentle hot-bed ; the second, Cdcrj.
perhaps ttirec weeks afterwards, on a sheltered border
the thinl, about tlie l>eginning of May, on a moist
shady border. The strongest plants of the first sowing
are generally ready, from the middle to the end of
April, for pricking into nursery beds of rich earth,
in which they may stand separate three or foor inches
every way, in order to gatiier strength. Water is given, and the plants are shaded from the sun for a few
(juantity of every successive sowing should
daj-s.

A

thus be pricked out. Some gardeners, however, conmselves with sowing veiy thin, and take the
lirectly from the seM-bed to be placed in the
If any plants be
trcLuhes ; but it is not a good plan.
inclined to run to flower, it is better they should shew
this tendency in the nurserj--bed.
379. An improvement on the formation of the seedling-bed has been adopted at Mr Walker's of Longford,
It is made entirely of very old hotnear Manchester.
bed dung, laid thinly on a piece of well trodden soil,
or ground beet hard with the back of the spade, so as
to be impervious to the roots. The young celerj- plants,
therefore, form bushy fibrous rooli,, as they cannot
send down tip-roots and in conseuucnce of this, they
shew no inclination to throw up a flower-stem till the
following spring.
Towanis the end of May, the most forward plants
may be transplanted into the trenches for blanching.
In drv weather, at this season, water is given freely botii to the tran^lanted plants, and to tliuse left in
the seed-bed. The usual modes of transplanting and
blanching are the followii^
Trenches are formed, at
the dittance of three or four feet from each otlicr, a
foot ami a half wide, and about a foot in dquh.
The
soil in the bottom uf this trench is delved and worked
fine ; and, if thought necessarv, a little rotten dung
or rich compost is mixed with it.
The soil for c»Icry should be deep and rich, somewhat moist, yet
of a light nature: in moMV esrth, if moderately dry,
it succeeds remsrkably well ; the natural plant, smallagc, as has been remarked, delights in growing by the
sides of ditches.
The earth taken from the trench
is laid in ridges on each tiJe, ready to be drawn in as
wanted. The plants being trimmed, or having the
lops of the long leaves cut off, and any side shoots removed, are placed in the bottom of the trenches, at
the diatance of four or five inches from each otlier. As
thej advance in growth, the earth is drawn in towards them, perhaps once in ten days, taking care to
perform this operation only in dry weather, and not to
eorer the bent or centre of the pUnU with soil Wlien
the ple a ts rise coasiderabljr above the surfsce of the
ground, alt the earth laid
ridges will be exhausted ;
a new trench, therefure, is now o|>ened between each
row, for a supply of soil to continue tlie earthing up
till the celery ue fit for use, or till the leaf-stjdks be
blanched from eight to fourteen inches in length. The
management of all the sowings is similar. The last
is destined to stand over winter; and although the seedlings were directed tii be raised on a moist sliady t>order, the soil mto which they are finally transplanted,
»ltt>ul(! he a< dr>- as possible.
In severe weathov peashai
Iter is thrown over the beds.
It
thnt very finr looking celery is
is .1
'
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Celery.

at most.

The

evident.

In

necessity of successive crops is therefore
the plants for use, it is proper to
dig deep, and to loosen the roots with the spade, so
that the entire celery plant may be drawn, without
risk of breaking the leaf-stalks or injuring the main
roots, the fleshy tender part of which is relished by

Kitchen
It is either sown at bj-oad-cast, on a small bed of
Three or Garden.
light earth, or thinly in drills a foot asunder.
^^-w
four sowings are usually made, at intervals of about
Mmcard.
five weeks, from March to July ; and in this way young
late sowing is made in
leaves are always to be had.
August or September on some sheltered border ; the

many.

plants stand the winter without injury, and are fit for
use in February and March. The plants being cut over,
or the outside leaves gathered, new leaves are produced,
fit for use in succession.

litling

S80. Celeriac, afler being raised in a seed-bed, is
planted out on level gi'ound, or in very shallow drills,
as it requires but one earthing up, and that a slight
one.
Attentive gardeners generally save celery seed for
their own use.
All that is necessary, is to select several strong healthy plants of the winter stock, and plant
them out in rich soil early in the spring. When the
stems run up to flower, they are apt to be broken by
high winds, and should therefore be secured by stakes.
The seed is ready in the end of ugust, and is dried
in the usual way.
It may be mentioned, that the seed,
when bruised, communicates the celery flavour to soups,
and may be thus employed when stalks or roots cannot
be procured.

A

Gnrden-Cresi.
Cress.

381. The Garden-cress {Lepidium sativum, L.; Tetradynamia Siliculosa Cruciferm, Juss.) is an annual
plant, the native country of which is not known.
Besides the common or plain sort, which is the kind principally used for salads, there are two varieties, with
curled leaves and with broad leaves.
The plant par;

takes strongly of the smell and taste which distinguish
the Crucifera'.
Like mustard, it is very easily raised
during winter on a slight hot-bed ; and in the spring
months, in close patches, under hand glasses, in the
open border, or in drills near a south wall, or in front
of a hot- house.
It is therefore a favourite article in
•winter and early spring salads.
Where it is wanted
through the summer, it must be sown once a fortnight,
as it is only fit for use when young and tender.
The
plain cress is sown thick, and remains so; but the
curled and the broad-leaved require to be thinned out
to half an inch asunder.
The curled variety makes a
pretty garnish ; it is rather the hardiest of the kinds,
and may therefore be sown late in the season. If a row
of cress plants of each of the different sorts be allowed
to spring up, plenty of seed will be produced in the
autumn. During winter, cresses are often raised on
porous earthen- ware vessels, of a pyramidal shape, having small gutters on the sides, for retaining the seeds.
These are called pyramids ; they are somewhat ornamental, and they afford repeated cuttings.

American Cress.
American

S82. The American Cres, (Erysimum prcecox. Smith;
Tetradi/namia Siliquosa ; Cruciferce, Juss.), although its
name might lead us to expect a transatlantic origin, is
a native plant of this country.
It was formerly considered as a variety of the common winter-cress, (£.
harbarea ) ; it was described as such by Ray and Petiver : Miller made it a distinct species, by the name of
E. vernum ; and Sir J. E. Smith has figured and described it, under the name of E. pracox, Eng. Bot. t.
It is only biennial; while the common winter11 a9cress is perennial.
It has smaller leaves, more frequently sinuated ; the pods thicker, and the seeds larger. It
is often called Black American eress, and sometimes

French

cress.

&

>

A

While and Black Mustard.
Mustard, (Sinapis, L.; Tetradynamia Siliquosa; Cruof two kinds, white and black. Both
are annual plants, and both natives of this country.
383. White mustard, (S. alba), grows naturally in White wuiour fields, though not so common as some of its con- tard.
geners.
It is figured in English Botany, t. 1677.
It
is cultivated only as a small salad, and is used while
It may be raised
in the seed-leaf, along with cressfes.
boxes in a hot-house
at all seasons ; during winter,
or on a hot-bed. When it is wished to save the seeds,
a spot of ground somewhat renlote from other similar
plants shotdd be chosen.
384. The Common or Black mustard, {S. nigra) is a ^''"'^'^ nil'smore common native than the white. It is figured iii
English Botany, t. 9C9. The French call the plant
seneve, and confine the term moutarde to prepared table
mustard. The tender leaves are sometimes used as
greens in the spring, nnd the seed-leaves occasionally as
a salad ingredient but the plant is chiefly cultivated
for the seed, which, when ground, affords the well
known condiment. If the seeds taken fresh from the
plant be ground, the powder lias little pungency, but
is very bitter ; by steeping in vinegar, however, the essential oil is evolved, and the powder becomes extremely pungent.
In moistening mustard powder for the
table, it may be remarked, that it makes the best appearance when rich milk is used; but this mixture does
not keep good for more than two days. The seeds in
an entire state, are often used medicinally.
The black and the white mustard plants may be distinguished by observing, that the black is a larger plant
than the white ; that it has mncli darker leaves than
the white, and the divisions of the leaves blunter; the
whole upper part of the plant smooth, and the upper

ciferce, Juss.), is

m

;

narrow leaves hanging downwards ; the flowers small,
the pods generallj' quite smooth, and lying close to the
stem ; while, in the white, the flowers are large, the
pods rough or hairy, and standmg out from the stalk.
The names white and black are given in consequence
of the colour of the respective seeds.
Black mustard is principally cultivated in fields;
but a small bed of it in the garden is oflen found con-

The

plants require considerable space,
repeated hoeings. The seed ripens in August.
venient.

J

^

and

Chervil.

385. Chervil, {Scandit Cerefolium, L.

;

Penlandria

an annual plant, a native of
various parts of the continent of Europe, and sometimes observed naturalized near gardens in England,
but not admitted into our Flora by Sir J. E. Smith.

Digynia ;

Umbclliferce),

is

The leaves are of a very delicate texture, three times
divided.
The plant rises from a foot to near two feet
high, when in flower ; but it is the foliage only when
It was formerly txiuch
in a young state that is used.

Chervil.

);

.
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more cultivated in gardens than it is at present. Tlie
young leaves, however, are still sometimes put in soups,
and frequently form an ingretlient in salads.
It

may

be risht to mention, that care should be ta<

ken to distinguish between this and the rough chervil,
(ScamUx Amtkriteus,) which is a common deniicn of
oar way sides, and not a wboleaooie ohnt. The seeds
of the wild species are rough or prickly, while Uioae of
While the plants are only
/{•itkn chervil are smooth.
in leaf, they may be distinguished by those who are no
botaniata by the trodl ; tlw leaves of garden chervil,

when rubbed, em ittiw • pleasant scent ; while the smell
of the wild kind is waagrecable. Chervil is much relished ia Holland and it is said, thataomeof the Dutch
oldiers brought into this country to repreaa the rising
&Tettr of the Stuarts, perished by using our wild
;

m

which, tliough not an original native, is now so complctely naturalized in several parts of England,that it has
been admitted into the British Flora by Sir J. E. Smitli,
and figured in " English Botany," t 1 208. Fennel or
Its
finckle has long been an inmate of our gardens.
finely cut leaves and capillary leaflets make it an ornamental plant, especially when strong, rising perhaps to
the height of five or six feet. Three varieties are cultivated ; tJie dark green leaved, the sweet fennel, and finochio or Azorian fennel. The tender stalks of common fennel are used in salads ; and the leaves boiled
enter into many fish sauces. The blanched stalks of
finochio are eaten with oil, vinegar, and pepper, as a
cold salad ; and they are likewise sometimes put into

;

lesTca.

Pars^rar.

PuriiaM* {Poritiimem oleraeta ; Dodtcaudria
; Porhdaetti, Juas. ; Pemrpitr of the French
k an iniial plant, • native of the East. It has a roumi
jOMoth ntbar pr wcnmhrnt ttcai, and diffused branches
the leaves saaewhat wetlge^eiuaied and fieshv ; the

Jf"^*"
.

^

Common

fennel will gro^ in any soil or situation.
be propagatetl either by parting the roots, or by
seeds.
The seeds should be sown in autumn soon aAer
thev are ripe. A few plants are sufficient for a family,
and they endure for many successive years.
Finochiu is a dwarfish variety, characterized bv a ten* Fiaodu*.
dency in the stalk to swell to a considerable thickness.
Thiji thickened part is blanche<l by heaping earth
against it, and is then very tender. As the plant grows
rapidly, and the swoln stem Is best when young and
tender, several successive sowings arc requisite, at least
where the article is much in request Owing to the
peculiar natuce of this variety, it is more tender than
tlie common fennel, and often perishes in the course of
'' e winter.
.Misled by tliis circumstance, several hori.ultural writers describe it as an annual ^lecies.

may

886.

Mmogytm

Covers yeiloiw, and seaafle. PnnlMie was well known
in England at Icatt aa early aa the middle of the I6th
century. The young iboeU and succulent leaves are
the parts used. Thev were fonnerly much more in
request for salads ana pickles^ and as pot-herbs, than
tbnr

an at

present.

There are two

the Green and the Golden,
consisting in the colour, but the
fimncrbcnymlMr the BMa« hardy. Purvlane requires
* warm Mfation, and a rich light loiL
is sown any
time from May to July. NimI, in his " Kalendar,"
peaks of sowing; it in the open border in the end of
March ; but tfaw nuy be considsfsil as an oversight,
the time bdqg Bsdi too carlv. Tbesccdis verysnuill,
and altantiow Is necrssary to tne sowing of it thinly. In
dry weather, it is proper to water the young pUnU at
night two or three times a week. With this care they will
be three or four inches high, and ready ibr cutting, in
the space of sis weeks. Pundane when cut over springs
again, and it may be repeatedly cot
When thus taken
young, it ia of a cold and tender nature, and forms a
pleasant salad. If it be wanted earlier than June, it must
be raised on a hot-bed, and planted out toward the end
ofApril.
Ifa few of the earliest and strongest pfanto
lie leil, they soon run to flower ; and in warm seasons
tber rinen their seeds ; but imported seed is always to
to be had in the shops, and it keeps good (at arrcral

the priDdpnl

varieties,

diftwnca

Dill.

S88.

mil (Amelhwm grmteolem, L.^

is a oiennial odl.
6elda in Spain and Portugal.
It has long been cultivated in our ganlans as an aromatic and carminative, and the leaves were formerly
use<I ill soups and Muces ; but the plant is now scarcely employed, unless that the seeds are sometimes added
to cucumber pickles.
In order to ensure a crop, the
seeds should be sown when they ripen in autumn.
If

nlant, a native of the

3&7< FtHitet {AueUumm Fttnkulmm, L.; Pentandria

Dia^ n^
i

«r<)-

UmUUiftrct)

is

a pacnnial

plant.

com

some pUnto be allowed

to scatter thiir seeds, plenty of
seedlings will rise in the sprfaig.

U

Ftnntl.

'°^

p^nncl.

soups.
It

The seeds of garden dtervil are sown in autumn,
soon aAer they have ripened, commooly in shallow
drills, about eight inches apart.
They quickly come
up, remain during winter, and are fit for use venr early
in the spring.
Chervil may be repeatedly cut like |iar.
sl«y.
It may also be sown in spring or summer
but
at these seaaona it almost immeduttely runs to flower.
If a few plaota be left uncut, they will afford plenty of
SMd in toe end of July. There is a very beautiful v^
rieCy cnlthraMd in the Farii gardens, with finely fhaaled

275

Frentk mmd
Sorrtl

Commm

Sorrtl

(Ruimu

Itfxamdtia Trigvaia ; Polygonar,
;
of the French) is of diflTerent kinds.
389. French torrfl ( R. KiUaltii, L,.\ is a perennial f^nch
plant, a native of France and Italy ; it was cultivated ""*
in England befwe the middle of the 17th century, and
Juss.

;

f>«ai/r

now common. The leaves are somewhat cordate
or hastate, but blunt or rounded, and entire ; glaucous,
smooth, soft, and flenhy ; the stems rise from a foot to
a foo« and a half high.
It is Mmietiines called Homan
sorrel ; and, fttnn the breadth and bluiitness of the
leaves, gardeners of>en ilistinguish it bv the name of
Round-leaved sorrel ; our native species lieing their
it is

Long-leaved

sorrel.

grateful than that of

more succulent

The add is con-idered as more
common sorrel, and the leaves an

it is therefore preferred ibr kitchen
plant runs at the root, anil i» in this way
caaily propagated.
It grows best in a light sandy soil
;
and the planU are pUaed about a ffaot apart. The only
attention it requires is the OBttingdr of the flower-stems
and branches in July, so that new leaves may pusli out
for autumn use.
In three or Ibur years, however, the
planu generally give indicsdons of deca/ ; and new

use.

The

;

;
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(OrreL

ones must be raised from seed, or offiets procured from
young and vigorous plants. If a few stems be allowed
to remain in the summer, plenty of seeds may be proCured in autumn.
390. Common Sorrel (R. Acetosa, L.) is a well-known
perennial native, growing in meadows and by the sides
of rivers , and is figured in " English Botany," t. 1270.
The lower leaves have long foot-stalks ; they are arrow-shaped, blunt, and marked with two or three large
teeth at the base
the upper leaves are sessile, and
acute.
It is easily raised from seeds sown early in the
:

spring.
It thrives best in a shady border.
The leaves
are used, like those of French sorrel, in various soups,

and especially in salads. As formerly mentioned, they give an excellent flavour to herb patience,
used as a substitute for spfeiach. This species, it may
be remarked, is used in France nearly as much as the
other, which we generally call French sorrel.
There is a third species of sorrel, reckoned by the
Parisians more delicate than either of the others.
It is
the Rumex arifolius of the Flore Frangaise.
Its leaves
are larger and less acid ; and it very rarely throws up
a flower-stem.
sauces,

Wood.
MITCI.

391. Wood-sorrel is an entirely different kind of
plant, (Oxalis Acelosella, L. ; Decandria Petitagynia ;
belonging to the Gerania of Jussieu.) Having a very
grateful acid taste, the leaves form a desirable addition
to salads, particularly when young, in the months of
March and April. It is to be found in almost every
wood but if the roots be transplanted, in tufts, into
the more shady parts of the shrubbery, they will there
establish themselves, and be at hand when wanted.
:

Com- Salad.
Co^n^alad.

392. Corn-salad, or Lamb's Lettuce ( Valeriana olitoria,
Willd. ; V. Locusla, lAn. ; Tetrandria Monogynia; T>ipsacece, Juss.) is a small annual plant, growing on the
margins of our fields, (Eng. Bol. t. 81 1.) and only 2 or 3
inches high.
Cultivated in gardens, it rises, when in
flower, a foot or more in height.
The leaves have a
pale glaucous hue ; they are long and narrow, the lower
ones rather succulent. The flowers are very small,
pale bluish, and collected into a close little corymb.
In the fields, lamb's-lettuce may be gathered in March,
and it flowers in April. In gardens it may be had
still more early in the spring ; indeed during the greatThe tender leaves are little
er part of a mild winter.
inferior to those of young lettuce, having a slight
agreeable flavour ; they form an excellent ingredient in
winter and early spring salads. It has very long been
a favourite spring salad-plant in France, under the various denominations oimtiche, doucelte, salade de chanoine,
and poule-grasse. Gerarde tells us, that foreigners
using it when in England led to its being cultivated in
our gardens. The seeds are sown in autumn, generally
about the end of August. They are either sown at
broad-cast or in drills, on a small bed or border. The
plants soon rise, with a low tufl of oblong narrow
leaves : they are then thinned out to two or three inches asunder
and in TehrfOitry they are fit for use. The
entire pla^ is drawn, in the manner of lettuce.
The
younger the plants are when used, the better: in warm
dry weather, the leaves soon acquire rather a strong
taste, disagreeable to many persons.
Sometimes a
small sowing is made in February, which affords plants
with fine tender leaves in April and May.
few
plants may be allowed to spring up to flower, and they
perfect then- seeds in July and August.
The culture
:

A

of lamb's lettuce, as a salad plant, has for some time
past been declining, but without any good reason,

Kitchen

Gardm.

Mil/i- Thistle.

The

Our Lady's Thistle (CarSyngenesia Polygamia oequalis ; Cinarocephalce, Juss.) is a biennial plant, a native of Britain,
pMg. Bol. t. 976. )
It is at once distinguished
(
by the beautiful milky veins which form an irregular
network on the leaves. Some readers may be surprized to find a native thistle ranked among our esculent plants ; but it is certainly not more unpromising
at first aspect than the artichoke or the cardoon. When
very young, it is eaten as a salad ; the tender leaves
stripped of their spines, are sometimes boiled and used
as greens ; the young stalks peeled, and soaked in water to extract a part of the bitterness, are said to be excellent ; early in the spring of the second year, the root
is pretty good, prepared like salsify or skirret ; the receptacle is pulpy, and eats like that of the artichoke.
The young plants are sometimes blanched like endive,
and used in winter salads for this purpose the seeds
are sown in spring, and the plants are allowed to remain about a foot and a half distant from each other
in autumn, the leaves are tied together, and the earth
drawn up close to them, till they be whitened. The
393.

Milk-Thistle, or

duus Marianus,

I,.

Milk-tbutle.

;

:

plant, however,
ry purpose.

is

but rarely cultivated for any culina<

It grows naturally, or has been naturalized, near all
the old castles or strongholds of Scotland, such as the
castles of Edinburgh, Stirling and Dunbarton.
From
this circumstance, and the formidable spines of the
calyx, many consider it as the " true Scots thistle," the
national badge.
But the way -thistle ( Cardans lanceolatu.i) is incomparably more common in that country.
The Gardeners Lodge of Edinburgh, it may be remarked, generally adopts the cotton-thistle (Owoporrfjon acanthimn) as its emblem; but apparently without any
gowl reason, that plant existing only in one or two
It may be added, that the reparts of the country.
presentations of the Scots thistle, whether carved on
ancient buildings, impressed on the coins of the realm,
or emblazoned on armorial bearings, as seen in seals or
in old engravings, bear equal resemblance to all of
these, or, to .speak more correctly, arc equally unlike
any thistle described by Linnteus, as they are dissimilar to each other.

Burnet,
394. Burnet [Poterium Sanguisorba, L. ; Monoecia
Pnlyandria ; Rosacece, Juss. ; petite pimprenelle of the
French,) is a perennial plant, growing naturally in
some parts of England, in dry upland pastures. It is
The leaves are
figured in " English Botany," t. 860.
pinnated ; they form a tuft next to the root, but are
alternate on the stem ; the leaflets are partly roundshaped, partly pointed, and much serrated on the edges.
The stem rises fifteen inches high, and the flowers
form small greenish or purpUsh heads.
Burnet leaves are sometimes put into salads, and 00.
casionally into soups; and they form a favourite ingredient for cool tankards. When slightly bruised,
they smell like cucumber, and they have a somewhat
warm taste. They continue green through the winter,

when many

other salad plants are cut off', or in a state
The plant is easily raised by sowing the
seeds in autumn, soon at\cr they are ripe; or it may
unfit for use.

Buniet.
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few planu are
To promote the
in use.
production of youn^ leaves and shoots, the stems are
two or three times cut over during the summer.

be inawMd hj paiting the
suSicieiO, as it m not much

rooU.

395. Rape, or CoUteed, (Brastica Napiu) is aown
thick as a salad herb, to be cut while in the seed-leaf,
variety of this plant
ia the <r«'«'» way aa OMiatard.
the HnaU French turnip or navew, alraady
of f 318. Some consider rape leaves as a good

A

I

hie, and take them boiied.
In the sasne way, radish seed {RapAamut talhu$,

& S89.)
kaf for

soaMtaMi sown

is

thick,

and cut

in the need-

use.

HorBe^mdUik.

Hone-n-

'

.

A

Rape.
Ma/t.

«?7

contrast fvitli the flowers of borage.
The seeds Eiuhtn
when green, form a favourite pickle ; they are often G«wl«o.
""
>
called capers, and substituted for them.
.
If the seetU be sown in April in drills about two
^j^,^
inches deep, in places where the stalks can have sup.
port, no otiier care is necessary.
fresh but poor soil
IS better than a rich one, which last makes them too
The plant is often em«
rampant and less fruitful.
ployed as a temporary hedge or screen, to hide any
tiful

disagreeable object, stakes being fixed which

soon

way, and support the plant The seeds
September, and may then be gathered
for pickling, keepmg some vi the largest and npest for

coming

npen

in the

freely in

next year's sowing.
There is a variety with double flowers, which is
continued by cuttings, and sheltered in a hot-house, or
the warmer part of a green-house, all winter.
It is
both highly ornamental as a flower, and forms a still
more besutiful garnish than the single.
398. Dwarf Indian Crett, ( Tropaolum minus, L.) il Owuf Inalso a Peruvuin plant, and an annual ; it is cultivated dian ctMai.'
in the same way, and for the same purposes as the
other.
It is genenlly sown on borders, and allowed
to spread on the ground.
There is likewise a double
variety of thisf which forms a very pretty greenhouse
omaaient.

7V<
S96. Horte-radUk (CocUearia Armorada, L.
trmdynamia SUicuJo*a; Cmeifmt, Jusa.) is a perennial
plant, mwinf lurturally in marslnr placea and by the
aide* of dilchca in some parts of England, and figured
in " Eaglah Botany." t. 988S. The leaves are very
laffa^ ana vaiy easisKlcnbly in qipearanoe; being some.
iliinii rtirii ly pinnati*
anlnra,arowly cianalad, s
eoaa an Moae panithe iowan are wUh^
It haa kmf been cahiwtod in gardcna ; the root
into shreds, bcinc a wall known accompani*
of the roast beef of Old England, and alae nard
The soil liioald be
to gire a aest to winter lalads
MarigqU,
rich and ilwy. in onlar to isidnee the planta to strike
Crawas having about two or three
S99. ilarigoU, at pol marigold, (Calendula officinatheir raota freely.
^„\^^
^^'
iwhaa only of nwt aHaclMd t* li^ii, nakc very good lit, L.; Swngenetia I'olyeamia nectttaria; Corymbi'
ylHNa ; Imt cuttinga ti the haaMgr yarta of the roots, Jtrm, Jusa.) ia an annual plant, a native of France and
Spain; but one of the oldeat and be»t known inhabi.
iwiw iiid always tanr be ilMwiHd with one or two
Mda «r eyoa, m* vnm ffdhmd, aa they are to be taiits of our gardena, its flowen luving fonnerly been
plaalad awtiiaiy mdar «iw aoiL Thajr aw ^—rilj
in repute, as " comforten of the heart." Though
saMtedy in Fehtnery ee Marcn, in iMea, leavinc fbot little fiuth u now placed in its virtues, it still keeps its
iabalf ba aau -enditine; and fcr the Inft asMOD place ; it is to be found in most cottage gardens both
light qop of wiinach or lettuce ouy be in England and Scotland
and Mr Marshall obxer^c*.
between the linea. I'he seta are placed at the that " the flower is a valuable ingredient in broths and
dantb of at least a foot if the soil be light, fiftaan aoups, however it may have gut into disuse." The
inoMs is not loo dc<^ The roots are not one far nat flowers are di ied in autumn, and kept in paper liaga
tiH the secosid year ; and they are raiaed
when lor use. Tlie singlo-flowered orange marigold is moat
wanted, the
t >|—li>y eaeiping ni|Ndly as the
aroMMtit^ and tlic most proper for Keeping. There is
care a pale flowered varie»v -..!i-.l Uie Lemon-coloured
root dries, llw nod laela lor Anr «v nve year*
being taken, in digging the reuta, to leave the stock marigold and there
ilowered varieties both
of the cMange and leii.o.. ^o.^ur. The most curious
plant, or original sat, tintouchad, removing Cor use only
the enrigkt atnigiit root of twdve or ifwen inches in variety is Im ehilding or pralifcroua, which sends out
length, prodnora by planting at that depth.
small flowen fratn the margins of the calyx of the
large central flowers
but tius sort ia very apt to deir citance of preserviDg it, seed
generate; tu
rneMn C#ravs.
MMNtld be IM
irum tlie large central flowers.
fli)7. Indian Crmt,mttmtmtmm,
The oeoinKMi iiu<i;^.uil sows itaeif abundantly, and the
( T -tfrnttum m;««,
L. (Jctandna Mtrnggtla^ Gmmmm, Juasb) it a native seedlinga may be transplanted in May ; so thst, when
ol {'era
it waa Intrudiicwl into F^ngiand near the
the plant has once csUUished itself, there is seldom any
dose of the 17th century. It is the cmfmeJ
of the Dccu fur sowing.
French. The stalks, if supported, will rise six or eight
fcet high
the leaves are pelutc, or ha\e their peUele
Bmagi.
fixed to the centre of the laaf ; the flowers are very
of a brilliaat avMig* ea l anr, and cwntinne in
400. Borage {Bcrago qgtamlit, L.
PnUandria g^,^,^
Jnly till daaUaied by frost. In iu Mtm^jfuia: nat ord. Atperijoiio!) is an onnual plsnt,
native eeontfjr it aoduiae several seaauns ; but here, either a native or completely naturalized in many
being aaeUe tn anaiain onr winter, it ia treated as an parts of Britain
(Kng.tim. X. Mi.) The lower leaves
plant hmI town every year. The flowers and are ubloiig and spread 00 the ground
tlie flowerynnng leaves ve fraquea%iMl«k«i «aMi;.(hey have stems rise near two feet high both they and tlir
haves are rough with white bristly hairs; the bright
theaaawof auMrfiMi has bean heatewed. The Rowers blue flowrrs make a beautiful appearance, and are
re alio used as a garnish to dishes, and farm a beau- pruduc<:d for several months in succession. Borage waii
;
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Although

destitute of proper teil«
drils, the petioles or leaf-stalks make a peculiar bend,
by which they attach themselves to any small body

completely covers.
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formerly high in estiination as a cordial plant, for
drivinij away sorrow ; but " very light surely (says Sir
J. E. Smith) were those sorrows that could be so driven
away." It is still sometimes used when young as a potherb, and in salads ; the spikes of flowers form an ingredient in cool tankards, and the blossoms are occasionally employed as a garnish.
The juice of the plant affords nitre, and the withered stalks have been observed
to burn like match-paper.
Borage will sow itself, and
come every year. There is a variety with white flowers,
and another with flowers of a pale red or flesh colour;
but neither is common.
Angelica.

Augdic*.

401. Th\s is the Avgelica Archangelica of Linnaeus,
{Penlandria Digynia ; UmbelUferm) it is a biennial
plant, with very large pinnate leaves, the extreme leaflet three lobed.
The roots are long and thick; and
they, as well as the whole plant, are powerfully aromatic. It is truly a northern plant, being common in Lapland and Iceland.
It was cultivated in Britain in 1568,
and probably more early. The stalks of it were formerNow they are used
ly blanched, and eaten as celery.
only when candied ; and the young and tender stalks
Though the
are for this purpose collected in May.
plant is only a biennial, it may be made to continue for
several years, by cutting over the flower-stem before it
ripen seed ; in which case it immediately sets out below.
It is easily raised from seed, which should be
sown soon after being gathered. It grows best in a
moist soil, and thrives exceedingly by the side of a ditch.
:

Love-apple.
Love-apple.

4,02.Love-apple, or Tomrito.iSolnnumLi/copemicum,!^.)
an annual plant, a native of South America ; it was
The stem, if supported,
cultivated by Gerarde in 1596.
The leaves
will rise to the height of six feet or more.
is

The
are pinnate, and have a rank disagreeable smell.
flowers are yellow, appearing in bunches in July and
August, and followed by the fruit in September and
The fruit is smooth, compressed at both ends,
October.
and furrowed over the sides ; it varies in size, but seldom exceeds that of an ordinary golden-pippin. The
common colour is yellow ; but there is a red-fruited variety, which is now the sort principally cultivated ; and
there is also a small variety called the cherry-shaped.

When ripe, it is put into soups and sauces, to which it
imparts an agreeable acid flavour. The green fruit is
frequently pickled ; and sometimes also the ripe.
preserve is likevdse made of the fruit.
The seed is sown on a hot-bed in March ; when the
seedlings arc two inches high, they are transplanted into a slight hot-bed till they acquire a little strength.
They are then placed near a wall, paling, or reed hedge,
to which they can be trained, in a sheltered place, with
a full south exposure. The fruit, after all, ripens only
In dry weather the plants rein favour.ible seasons.
Two or three of the ripest
t|uire regular watering.
and best of the berries are selected for seed ; the pulp
being taken out, and the seeds separated by washing.
Love-apples have by many been considered as the
Aurca mala spoken of by Virgil but the plant scarcely
deserves the title of " arbor silvestris," and would hardly receive it from a poet y^o was a naturalist ; and on
this accoimt probably, Dr Duncan, sen. has suggested,
that Virgil's plant might really be an apple-tree, such
as the oslin or original pippin, the fruit of which is of

A

:

a fine yellow colour. In this view, the Doctor
ported by the authority of Sir Wilbam Temple.
cell.

is

sup-

{Alis-
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403. Allied to the love-apple is the Egg-plant, {SoEgg-plant.
latium melongena, L.)
It is a tender annual, rising
about two feet high, with reclining branches.
The
flowers are of a pale violet colour ; they are followed by
a ver}' large berry, generally of an oval shape and white
colour, much resembling a hen's egg, or in large specimens a swan's egg. There is likewise, however, a variety with globular berries
and the fruit is sometimes
of a violet colour.
In southern countries the fruit is
eaten ; here the plant is often cultivated as an ornament
for the hot-house and the greenhouse ; but the fruit is
seldom made use of. It is sometimes transplanted to
successive hot-beds, and planted out in June in a warm
border ; where, if the autumn prove fine, the fruit
makes a beautiful appearance.
;

Capsicum.
404. Capsicum, or Guinea pepper, (Capsicum anL. ; Pentandria Monogyria; Solanacece, Juss.), is

Capsicuai.

tiHuni,

an annual plant, rising about two feet high ; a native
of both the Indies.
It has been long known, being
mentioned by Cierafde. It is raised principally for the
sake of the young pods, or to speak more correctly, inflated berries, which make a favourite pickle.
They
are sometimes alio used in the ripe state, when they
form a spice of the hottest quality. The seed is sown
in the spring, on a gentle hot-bed ; and the seedlings
are transplanted into another bed, where they are nursed
till June, when they are planted out in a sheltered border.
The berries vary much in shape, producing many
subvarieties of the plant.
They are long or short,
heart-shaped or bell-shaped, and angular. They vary
likewise in colour ; being generally red, but sometimes
yellow.
In Scotland, capsicum plants are often potted
and kept under glass, the climate being seldom sufficient to ripen the berries in the open border.
small-fruited annual species, called Cherry- pepper, Cherry.pcp(Capsicum cerasiforme, Hort. Kew.) is sometimes raised; P"and occasionally the true Bell-pepper [Cgrossum, L.) Bell-peppcr.
is cultivated.
This last is a biennial species*, of humble growth, but producing large berries.
These are
better for pickling than the others, the skin being pulpy
and tender ; while in the others, it is thin and tough.
This biennial species must of course have a place in
the stove.

A

,

Caper,
405. The Caper-hush {Capparis spinosa, L. ; Polyandria Monngynia ; Capparides, Juss. ), though common in the south of France, and growing in the open
air even at Paris, seldom withstands our winters, even
though placed in the most sheltered situation. Trained,
however, against any spare piece of wall in a stove, it
grows luxuriantly, and produces its flower-buds freely.
Sometimes it efl^ectually establishes itself in crevices of
old hot-house walls ; this sort of situation resembling
The use of the flower- buds for pickling
its native one.
Perhaps a hardier variety might be obis familiar.
tained by repeatedly raising it from the seed, at first in
Guernsey or Jersey, and thus gradually inuring the
progeny to cold. It may be mentioned, that in the
garden at Campden House, Kensington, a caper-tree
It had
stoo<l alive in the open air for near a centurj'.
a «outh-east aspect, and was well sheltered from the
Morth.
It had no covering, and was generally much

Caper.

;
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often admitted to the flower-garden, and varieties with
vari^ated leaves are to be met with. If the plants be
allowed to ripen their seeds, numbers of seedlings will
appear the toUowing year, when tliey may be transplanted.
In autumn, »orae of the bushes of thyme are
cut over, and hung up surrounded with paper, to dry

common

tive

;

radish.

Rhubarb.

tV„L.A

the leaves blunt and
underneath, petioles
grooved above, and roundeil at the eilge. This is the
Mceiea moat oaamonly cultivated in the kitchen garden for the footaUlka of the leaves, which are peeled,
cot down, and farmed into taru, in the manner of ap>
pies.
They are best when voung and succulent,
April and the eariy part of May.
Rhtmm f^mttMM, L. with lemrc* ptdmate, acuminate,
MiMwkat ragged, petiolea obacorcly grooved above,
fvn^f' at tiM «ig». This haa by many been oooodcnd aa tho oOdnal apecMa, wbA iu cohivatioa haa
beta greatly pevootad by the Society for the Eoooaragcnent of Art*. In the Tisnaartinoi of that Society may be fvmid aecooota of tba difannt nodes which
imve been fitllowed in thia tu an t l i in cultivating the
plant and drying ila tort ftr bs* ; or a very diaUBCt
abatnet of these aocomts may ba seen in the last ads>
tion of Mdlar's Dictieoary, sat. Rktwm. That* is still,
however, • dagrn of oacertainty ooaoaming the spowWch yiaUa tha tiM TMfcey or Baarian MiMteb:
iiha Edalmfgfa Facnky, in thair
dan adoplllw iMpnlar mrae of Rhaom
.The probabffity ia, that the raota ti sevatal
used.
In many place* the leaf-stalks of this ^taciaaaie
aaaploved in nuking taita, and when yoong they are
acaroely infinior to tha olhar.
few plonta in caa»nsanly kapt in gaiden* ibr cariasity.
are highly
orMHiantal, and particvlarly icntarkable tor tlie rapsdity o£ their growth, rising to tbo height of peihaps
>vmm ar tan fart in seven wrrka. and sametiinaa giuw*
JMlg fva ar aa inches within twenty-fear hours.

RluMm \kmfMtn*». L. with
mooth, veiBB Miawwhat hairy

m

id

I

i

A

Tb^
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for winter use.

The Lemon-scented thyme

is a variety of our naIt is sometimes also
specie* above mentioned.
cultivated, being in request for flavouring particular
dishes.

406. Of Wkubarh (RMntm, L. ; Enmtandria Triry.
nia} Polifgonut, Juss.) two specie* arc commonly ciJJi*
ti rated.

Sage.
408. -Soge (Salvia qffkinatu, L.; Diandria Mono- S(gr.
gynia ; Labialaf, Juas.) is a native of the south of
Europe, which has vary long been an inhabitant of our
gardens.
It is a branched shrub, about two feet high
the leaves arc wrinkled, green, cinereous, white, or
tinged with dusky purple flowers termiuid, ia long
Several varieties are cultivaspikes ; of a blue colour.
tnl
Red or purple sage, and Green sage and each
of these with variegated leaves, forming omamental
There is a small-leave<l
plants in the flower^Mirder.
green variety called Sage of Virtue and there is «
SroaiHeaved balsamic sage. The red is the sort preferred fer colinary purposes, but the green is also employed. Thr leave* are used in stuffings and saucas
ibr many kinds of lusdous and strong meatf
Of saage
of virtue the decoction called Sage-tea is usually nude;
hat it is equally good fton the broad-leaved or the comaMB gfeen. The plants do not cmlure in good ooiiditian HT more than three or four years ; but they are
easily psiyagalwl by slip* in the spring, or by cuttiiw*
whan tha summei is advanced. 1 be cuttings should be
five or six jnches long, stripped of all the lower leaves,
and plongad neariy to tha tup in the earth, being at the
same time well watered. The lighter and poorer U>e soil,
the better is the sage, and the more surely do the pUnts
stand the winter.
In July or August some parcels of
sage twigs are commonly collected, and hung up in
paper* fur winter use : but the leave* on the pUiiU reBsain green through the winter, ami a few may occa•iaoally be galharcd without doing injury.
;

;

:

;

.

409; Ciaty (Smlvtm tdana, L.) being of the same genos with sage, mar here be itoticed. It is a biennial ^"'*
plant, a native of Italy.
The lower leaves are very
Uraa, tha stem ia about two leet high, clammy to the
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Injured by the frost darinfr winter ; but it made strong
shoota, and produced flower-buds every year.
A »pecies of spurge common in our gardens ( Euphor.
Bia Juttkyrit, L.) i« vulgarly called Caper-bush, from
the resemblance of it« fruit' to capers but it is acrid,
The flower-buda of marshlike the other sparge*.
niar^Id ( Callka oalmslru, L ) form a safe substitute
for capers ; and likewise the young seed-pods of the

407. Thyme ( nymt»9iUftri$, L. ; DtJyttamis Gym.
eeparasiflf LmSt^m or ItrtieitUUm) u a |ierannial
pUat, indiginiiM* to Spain. It has been cultivated in
our garden* from the aarliaat tinea. Ilia* brgerand
more woody plant than oaa nSliva •pacta*. T. StrpyUiu.
bat the flewara are
allar.
Spfig* of thync are used
for giving Saronr to soap*.
Thn« are several varie>
ties, particularly the broad-leaved or <rc*n thyme, and

—

the narrow-leaved thyme. The plant iapwpagatad either by puting tha raoU or plaatn^ slips in the spring,
or by sowing the seed at th* aaaa saaMU.
It grows
bast on hght dry aoil, which has not been recrntiy mannnd.
vary small bed of the graen thvme u enough
foe kitchen use.
Sometina* it is planted a4 aa e«Ung
to a border, in which case it roust be cut cioee.
m

A

U

feel; tha flower* are in loote tenniiiating spikes, compoaing whorls, and of a palf Muc colour. Clary was
very aarly cultivated in Engluh gardens, having been

acoounted madicinal. It
but its vary stroi^ scent

sometime* used in roups,
not agreeable to many.
ooosidanbw bad ol* clary is seldom to be seen in gardcaa, aioeptii^
it is intended to make clary wine.
For this purpose, in dry weather, the flowers are gathered ; M>me employ the whole spikes, and others
ia

is

A

whm

caretully separate tiie bkMsom tram Uie c.Jyx.
Most
ganerally, cwiy flowers are used only fur giving flavour
to bome-niad* wines, being thought to impart some-

thing of tlie frontignu: aest. The plant is propagated
by seeds sown in the spring, and transplanted in the
summer month* at fifteen inches spart. Next year they
yield tlieir flowers ; and if a few planU be left, plenty
of aaad may be procured.
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Mints.

Marjoram,

Several species of mint (Mentha, L. ; Didynamia Gym.
nospermia iiat. orcl. Labiatw) are cultivated in gardens all of them indigenous to Briuin, and hardy
perennials.
The principal kind is.
Spearmint
410. Spearmint, (M. viridis. L.)
This is not a common native plant; it is figured in "English Botany," t.
2t24'. ^ The young leaves and tops are a good deal used
in spring salads in England ; they also form an ingredient in soups, or, more frequently, are employed to
give flavour, being boiled for a time and withdrawn.
They arc also shredded down, and mixed with sugar
and vinegar as a sauce to roasted meat, particularly
Iamb.
A nan-ow-leaved and a broad-leaved sort are
cultivated in gardens; and some variegated kinds are
considered as ornamental plants, particularly a reddish

Minw.

;

;

variety called

Orange-mint

411. Peppermint, {'^I. piperita, L.) is likewise a rare
native, figured in f.ng. Bot. t. 687.
few plants are
sufficient in a garden, it being scarcely used but for

Peppermint.

A

distilling.

412. Pennyroyal, (M. pulepmn, L.) figured in Eng,
Bot. t. 1026, is sometimes cultivated ; but^a few plants
are sufficient.
All of these mints delight in a moist soil. Spearmint
and peppermint are readily propagated, by patring the
roots in autumn, by making slips in spring, or by means
of cuttings during summer. Pennyroyal is easily increased by its creeping and rooting stems. Stalksof spearmint
are often dried in the latter end of summer, when the
plant is coming in flower, and kept for winter use ; but
unless the drying be gradually accomplished, and in the
shade, much of the flavour escapes. Young mint leaves,
however, may be had at any time of the winter or early
spring, by setting a few roots in flower-pots in the autumn, and removing some of these into the corner of a
hot-bed, or of the stove, some short time before the
leaves be wanted.

Pennyroyal.

Balm,
Balm,

.

413, Balm {Melissa officinalis, L. ; Didynamia Gymnospermia; Labiatae, Juss.) is a hardy perennial, with
square stems, which rise two feet high or more ; leaves
large, growing by pairs at each joint ; a native of Switzerland and the south of France, and very early cultivaIt is readily propagated by partted in our gardens.
ing the roots, preserving two or three buds to each
The
piece, or by slips, either in autumn or spring.
roots or slips being placed about a foot and a half asunder, and watered, soon establish themselves ; and the
balm plantation does not require to be renewed oftener
than every third or fourth year. In order to have young
leaves and tops all the summer, it is proper to cut down
some of the stalks every month, when new shoots immediately spring. As the remaining stalks approach
the flowering stale, they are cut over at full length for
They should be cut as soon as the dew is off
drying.
in the morning ; for in the afternoon, at least in bright
sunshine, tlie odour of the plant is found to be much
The stalks and leaves are carefully dried
diminished.
in the shade, and afterwards kept in small bundles,
pressed down, and covered with paper. The primum
ens melissa, by which Paracelsus was to renovate man,
is now quite forgotten, and the plant is used only for
making a simple balm tea, which affords a grateful diluent drink in fevers, and for forming a light aiid agreeable beverage under the name of Balm Wine,

Marjoram, (Origanum, h.; Didynamia Gymtiosper' jy^J
mia ; Labiatm, J asa.) Uf this, three species are cultivated.
414. Pot Marjoram (0. Oiiites, L.j is a perennial P"' rna^joplant, a native of Sicily. The stem is somewhat woody ; '"^"'•
rises more than a foot high, and is covered with
spreading hairs ; the leaves are small and acute, almost
sessile, and tomentose on both sides.
Though it seldom ripens its seeds in this country, it is sufficiently
hardy to withstand our winters. It is easily propagated by cuttings or slips. It is now little used by the
It

cook.
415. Stvect Marjoram (0. Majorana, L.) is a native Sweet matof Portugal. It resembles pot marjoram, but the leaves jorani.
have distinct petioles, and the flowers are collected in
small close heads ; from which last circumstance it is
often called Knotted Marjoram. Being only a biennial,
a little of the seed should be sown every year. The
seed seldoin ripens in this country, and is therefore
commonly imported from France. It flowers in July,
and is then gathered and dried for winter use.
416. Winter ixiieet marjoram (O. Iieracleoticum, L.) Winter
is a perennial species, a native of Greece, and which marjoram,
requires a sheltered border and a dry soil.
The leaves
resemble those of common sweet marjoram, but the
flowers come in spikes.
The plant is propagated by
parting the roots in autumn.
Both the kinds of sweet maijoram are a good deal
employed to give relish to soups, broths, stuffings, &c.
They are used fre.^h in summer ; and, for winter use,
are drawn by the roots, and dried slowly in the shade,
being afterwards kept hung up in a dry place.

Savory.
Satureja, L. ; Didynamia Gymnospermia ;
Two species are cultivated, the winter and the summer savory.
417. Winter savory (S. montana, L. ) is a native of Winter

Savory

(

Labialce, Juss.)

the south of France and of Italy, which has been very ^"'y*
long cultivated in gardens. It is a small shrubby evergreen perennial plant, with two narrow stifli" leaves, an
inch long, opposite at each joint, and from the base of
It is propagated
these a few small leaves in clusters.
by slips or by cuttings of the young roots, and also by
seeds.
It is hardy, and continues good for several
years, especially on poor soils.
Some plants having
established themselves on an old wall, nave been observed to continue for many years.
418. Summer savory {S. hortensis, L.) is an annual Summer
plant, a native of the south of Europe, with slender ^"'y*
erect branches about a foot high ; leaves opposite, about
an inch in length. This is propagated only by seed,
which is sown in the spring time, thinly in shallow
When it is to be
drills, eight or nine inches apart.
stored for winter use, it should be drawn up by the
root, as in this

way

it

retains

its

sa-

im-

flavour better.

Basil.

Basil ( Ocimum, L. ; Didynamia Gymnospermia;
Lnbiatw, Juss.) Two species are cultivated, both natives of the East, and both annual plants.
419- Siveet Basil (O. hosilicum, L.) is generally sown g^^jt
on a hot-bed in the end of March, and planted out in
May, at eight or ten inches square. If raised from the

bajj,
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hot-bed in small taft« with a htil of earth Attached, it ia
turc to succeed. In dry weather, liberal watering ii priv
In a sheltered situation, sweet basil, thns trailtd,
par.
If sown at once in the
rises to about a foot in height.
open border, the planU are late and smalL The leaves
and amall Icaff tops are the parts used. On account of its
•tra^ flavour of dorea, basil is often in demand where
highly seasoned dishes are in use : a few leaves are
fomrHnrw. introduced into a salad, and not unfrequently into aoups.

BiakI

4Sa Biuk Batil, (O. minimum, L.) is
than half the atae of the mmmon baml.

little

ntore

forms a
round orbicular bushy bead. It is raised on a hot-bed
ID the Mine way as tne other ; but ahoold be planted
ont in a ridMr soil, and in a warmar sitiMtion. The
asBM puts of the plant are used, and for the tame
It

In very &Toiuable waaani, and in the south of En^; but in

land, both ipaciaa aomatiaBCS ripen their seed
fnoal^Itriuuaacdniay be depended oo.

feet high ;
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dark green above.
the blossoms, of a pale

the leaves are sessile, linear,

^"J***"
^"" ""-^
greyfah or whitish undemeatli ;
blueaolour. As it ia a highly aromatic, and a medici- gasemaiy.
nal pint, a few bushes should be iu every garden.
An inlbsion of the leaves is grateful to many people.
The flowers and calyces form a principal ingrifdient em.
ployed by the makers of what is called Hungary wa.
ter.
A roaemary sprig is the emblem of remembrance.
" There's rosemary ; £at's for remembrance,*' says the
In some parU of
distracted Ophelia, in Shakespeare.
the west of England, the sprigs are still distributed to
the company at funerals, and often thrown into the

prave upon the

m

coffin

of the deceased.

Abercrombie,
but

his Practical Gardener, alludes to this practice,

supposes the motive to be the " preventing of conta.
There are varieties with wliite-striped, and
with yellow-striped leaves ; the fonner rather tender.
The pUnt is easily propagated by slips or cuttings iu
the spring.
gion."

Lavaider.

Tarragom.

tar rm^m,

{Artetmti* Draeumcmhu, L. ; Sy»ge'-'-.
Ptijfgmmm m^mUis ; Corg wtbifnw, Juas.) is aper.
a naCive of Siberia, whidi was cultivated
tbetioMaf Goasda; It riaas a foot and
leaves, green
a half high, is brandiad,
tips are used as
oo both adas. Tb« laai
nf piAlaa. for the sake of their fragrant
simple infuMoa of
lapieaaaoftialk-aMMa. Ia Franca^

4S1.

;

A

I

iaoftaa'addedtoaaladibtlialilsMnairidcpaB*

gtB^

aaay correct the coldnc aa of odMr herbs ; and it
ia fmpMotly pat in soopa.
In a dry loamy soil, tarragon pravca ^nita a hafdr
plant; but it is apt to perish in a wet aitnaUoo. It ia aaaw
ly papqgalad br partow tlM raola. or far plaaliiV In the

•pngyea^f ahaalavtUiaBly twoor&aaaAaaa. Da.

nw taa aanaar aaMlia, even

cuttlnfir^

win grow

;

but

baa the Aoals and coltirMp must
ad

till
'

be plentifully water*
they strike root. The plant ia therefore seldom
ftvn the aced. The stems containing the leavea
dried for winter oae: and if

yewglepa be
be pracuvad by keepiqy
theae
a ketJMd ar

a

{A. atmmt kimm, L.)
used as a
«•
Eactiab Betaajr," L ISSO^ and
wifci ni
ii> ia»i
t>a«aBllifaladooaa.
Ilia easily pmiafated by alipa or catdagt. Thegvowth
aftbiapbiil.itBaaTbe lawailail. ahoaU be
ia peakry wallia, k being tend beoeficial to

42*. Lavender, or SpHe Lavender, {Lavandula Spica, Lareodtr.
L. ; i>M^raaaita Gymnotpermia ; LatmUce, Juss. } is a native of tte aouth of Europe, and has been cultivated
in our sardens since the middle of the l6th century.
The punt is shrubby, rising from two to four feet
high ; the leaves linear, hovy, slightly rolled back
at the edges ; the flowers forming terminating spikes.
There ia a narrow- leave<l and a broad.leavMl varie.
Lavender ia rather a mi-dicinal plant than one
ty.
1 by tbe cook.
In every garden, nowever, a (e^
ta are kepL
The splkea of flowers being very fra»
grant, the ladies oAen make imitation soent-botUes of
them. Frequently they are nut in paper bags, and
In physic
placed aaMag lineaa to pertuine them.
gardaaab tba plant ia astcnsivcly cultivated for the sake
ef the flowan^ from which lavender water is distilled.
It is propagated by cuttin;^, or young slips, any time
in the spring months. In Urge sardens it u sosnetimea
used as an edging, but it is too bulky. If lavender be
planted in a dry, gravelly or poor sod, its flowers have
a powerful odour, and the severity of our winters has
litUe cfliMt on it ; while, in a rich garden soil, although
it grows strongly, it is apt to be lulled, and the flowera
have less perfume. In common garden soil, new plan,
tatiosia should be atade every four or five years.
Corimtdtr.

Jtr^tlr:

i

rww awMta

U

ad

Tha&tiOataofjpaat

^^^fiof km

wkiakyia
^taetat haft, and Tor thmummaia
atiU

Jcpaaaary.

««.

^—

'

(RoMMhMu

^tdmalit,

Ldtbialm, Joaa.)

L; DUm.

a native vi Ik*
eearthefEiape, but if pkuitad aa a diy aoil ia a abd*
I

;

ia

4S5. CorioadSrr (CSsrssMdrass aa/nwoi, L. ; Peniandria Cmtnitr.
JHgifmiai UmbeiUfera, Juaa.) ia a native of the East, but
haajMtvaliaed ittelf in Eaanc, near places wLere it has
baea cahivatcd fbr drwgikts and confectioners,
It
tliei f fur e figured in ^telith Dolany, t. 67.
rifea aboat a foot liigh, with doubly pinnated leaves.
Formerly tbe
It ia Bot often laiaed in private gardens.
yooac leavea were used in aaUds, and in soups ; but
tlMj bare a strong and scarcely agreeable scent. Tba
aeada aic now diiefly in request for medicinal purpoaeo.
If these be wanted, the see<l should be sown in autumn,
and the plants afterwards thinned out to five or six inch,

k

as asunder.

larad |padan, it withstands oar ordinary wintart. When
ila Mala eater the crevices at tlie base of an eM waU,

**P^P> i".—»'«'iwdbyU>eaewwatflaata>
aaaepvan akntbby pknt,
VOL. II. raar v

It is

an

riaiof iOBMliBHi aix or eight

Caraway.
486.

gfnia

i

Peniandria Di- Ctnmj.
;
a biennial plant, a native of

Canmthf (Comas cenw, L.
Umbeiifftn)

is

Sjs
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Catawav

parts of England, anS figured in English BoThe plant rises a foot and a half high,
^^By, t. 1503.
^'*'' spreading branches ; the leaves are decompound ;
the leaflets in sixes. In former times, the tapering fusiform roots were eaten like parsnips, to which Parkinson gives them the preference. In the spring time, the
under leaves are sometimes put in soups. But the plant
is now principally cultivated for the seeds ; these are
used in making cakes, and are incrusted with sugar for
comfits ; they are likewise distilled with spiritous liquors, and for this purpose large quantities are raised
in fields in Essex.
Nicol and otliers direct its being
sown in the spring ; but -it is much better to sow in autumn, soon after the seed is ripe ; the seedlings quickly
rise, and, the plant being biennial, a season is thus
The seed is
gained.
moist rich soil answers best.
generally sown in rows ; and in the spring, the plants
«re thinned out to four or six inches apart. In the end
of summer, when the seeds appear to be nearly ripe,

some

A

the plants are puUed up, and set upright to dry, the seed

being then more easily beat out.
Tansy.
iCSBtj.

427. Tansy {Tanacetum vulgare, L; Syngenesia
Polygamia superfliia ; CorymbifercB, Juss.) is a well
known perennial plant, a native of most parts of Britain, generally growing on the banks of rivers ; it is figured in English Botany, t. 1229. In a cultivated
it rises to the height of three or four feet ; the
leafy, the leaves alternate, deep green, finely divided ; the flowers appear in terminating corymbs, and

state,

stem

It has long had a place in the garden,
Eartly on account of its medicinal virtues, being in
igh estimation as a vermifuge, and partly for the
sake of its young leaves, which are shredded down,
and employed to give colour and flavour to puddings.
There is a variety with curled leaves, which is rather
ornamental ; tliis is often called Double tansy. There
is likewise a sort with variegated leaves, which is sometimes admitted into shrubberies. Tansy is extremely
hardy, and will grow in any soil or situation. A few

are yellow.

and it is very easily propagated at
;
any time by parting the roots. Tansy leaves may be
procured very early in the spring, by laying two or
three tufted roots of the plant upon a slight hot-bed
about mid-winter, arched with hoops and covered with
mats in severe weather. The young leaves may also
be had throughout the summer, by cutting down the
plants are sufficient

flower-stems close, so as to encourage a

new growth.

Costmary.
CoilmaQr,

^SS. Costmary, or Ale-cost, {Balsamila vulgaris, Hort.
Tanacelitm Balsamita, L. ; Syngenesia Polyga;
mia aequalis ; CorymbifercB, Juss.) is a native of Spain,
it is however a hardy
Italy, and the south of France
perennial, and has been cultivated in our gardens from
the earliest times. The lower leaves aie large, ovate,
of a greyish colour, and on long footstalks ; the stems
rise two or three feet high ; they are furnished with
The
leaves of the same shape, but smaller and sessile.
flowers are of a deep yellow colour, and appear in loose

Kew.

put into ale, and hence the name Ale-cost. The other Kitchen
name, cost-Mary, intimates that it is the coslus or aro- Garden.
matic plant of the Virgin. A few plants are enough in '""^ ~
a garden.
They do best in a dry soil, and will remain
good for several years. It is readily propagated by
parting the roots in autumn. There is a variety with
deeply cut and very hoary leaves, but this sort is less

_

fragrant.

Hyssop.
429. Hyssop{Hyssopus qfficinnliSf'L..; Didynamia Gym' Hyssop.
no'^permia; Labiatce, Juss.) is a perennial evergreen

undershrub, a native of the south of Europe, and has
been long cultivated in our gardens. The stems rise a
foot and a half high ; the leaves are lanceolate, narrow
like those of lavender, but shorter.
There are several
varieties, blue, red, and white flowered, and hairy leaved ; but the first is the most commonly cultivated.
The whole plant has a strong aromatic scent. The
leaves and young shoots are sometimes used for culinary purposes, in the way of a pot-herb ; and the leafy
tops and flower-spikes are cut, dried, and preserved for
medicinal uses. It is sometimes planted as an edging
in the kitchen garden, the plants being set only about
ten inches distant from each other : in a separate bed,
they should be two feet asunder. It may be propa.
gated by seeds, by rooted slips, or by cuttings, in the
In a poor dry soil it is not only more
spring months.
hardy, but more aromatic, than in a rich soil. It often
grows on old walls ; but the " hj'ssop that springeth
out of the wall" of Solomon, is supposed by Hasselquist
to have been a small moss, which he observed covering
the ruins of Jerusalem.

Rue.
430. BueXButa graveolens, L. ; Decandria Monogy- Rue.
nia; Butacece, Juss.) is a perennial evergreen undershrub, a native of the south of Europe.
It was early
cultivated in our gardens, and was in former days called
Herb of Grace, from the circumstance of small bunches
of it having been used by the priests for the sprinkling
There is a tall growof holy water among the people.
ing and a small kind ; the latter is now chiefly cultivaFormerly border edgings were frequently made
ted.
with it ; but it is now seldom employed for that purpose.
It ought, however, to be occasionally pruned
down, and kept from flowering too much ; in this way
it continues in a fresh bushy state for a number of
years.
It is easily propagated by slips or cuttings in
the spring; and a few plants are generally thought
sufiicient in a garden. Like rosemary, lavender, hyssop,
and other similar aromatics, it does best in poor dry
The leaves are sometimes used as a medicine^
soils.
and often given to poultry afflicted with croup.

:

corymbs in August and September ; in indifferent sea.sons or in cold situations, they scarcely expand, and
the seeds very seldom come to maturity in this country.

The whole

plant has a pleasant odour.
Costmary was
formerly more used in the kitchen than it is at present.
Jti Frimce it is an ingredient in salads.
It was also

Chamomile.
431. Chamomile {Anthemis nobilis, L. ; Syngenesia Chtamc^t.
Polygamia superfiua; Corymbiferte, Juss.) is a well
known perennial plant, which grows naturally in
Surrey, Cornwall, and some other parts of Britain, and
F€W gardens are
is figured in English Botany, t. S80.
without a chamomile bed it is certainly a highly aro.
matio plant, and an infusion of the dried flowers makes
a safe bitter and stomachic, much used under the name
of Chamomile-tea. The double-flowering variety is ornamental, and is generally kept in gardens ; but the
:

;
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»ingle.(!owcred sort is preferable for use; the useful
principle not residinff in the floscules of the ray, which
The flowers
are multiplied in the double flower.
are pithereil when in their prime, dried slowly in the

The
•hade, and preserved in paper bags till wanted.
plant is easily propagated by slips or rooted shoots in
the
It delifH>ts in a poor soil
the spring months.
pbals may be placed ten inches or a foot apart, and
AnnM be watered in dry weather till they be csUblish•d.
It ia aometiaics employed to form rustic green
aiiati. and it ancwen very well, if the seats be not very
:

nco owtL

mu

aUed thrift or e»>pink, growing also on many
of oar moontatna, particularly in Scotland. It ia ttgaitA
A thick-Ieared variatr,
fei "EagSah Botany," L 651.
cdlad Datch Scnrry.graaa, ia aomatimoa cultivated
g dena for medicinal parpoaea. The smaller leaves
an occasionally eaten between aUeea of bread and butter.
It it sown in July, or aa loan aa ripe seedi can be g»<
thercti
it icquirea little attention, aeadi*( oahr to bo
thinned and kapt dear of wceda. If the aaadi be not
waatod, the flower-itcma
ba cat orer, and the
pkali will thaa continae fbr two or mora rean. Com.
•CBrTjT'.fiBaB thrirea uteommonlT wdl on the top
af an old iiiB» wh iw it will aow ttadf and
ffant

m

w

;

m^

on

ycara.

Ektmmfne.
{Inalm

Htkmmm, L.;

Sj/ngtimim
a native of
porta of the soutn and we«t of England, and
flgond 1^ Soweffoy in " English Botany," t. 1544). It
is a perennial plant, with a thick fusiform aitNutio
root : it riaca
three to five feet high, being one of
" bectMoeoaa pUnU ; the lower leaves
are a
fcotlonf, and perfaapo ioiir inchea broad
the middle
Iha jall0w flowan appi ai in larfa haads in July and
^

.

I

/

Cmjmlnfna,

Jusa.)

ia

;
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m

Aaipal.

fam*

In

daya

fool iMd

tfca

ounv

virtues

cahivaled in
now, it ia modi

the plant

throQgboQt Kuvupe
bat h still kaepa ita place in the phyaie.
Aaa few pbata oolvare wanted, they an
,' faocnnd bjr oAeto in the autumn.
The rxiot
ft Ifar oae the acoond
and roota of tlMB
),

I

017

banotiocd,
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an
Amm,
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AmM

(PimpnttUm Amimm, L.

I^raia/ M«.o>d.

l/aiMi^mr )

;

'W"

*«^"

niaad by the ohjrac gardeners near Loadon. probably
tjr niMtakc: far it » onrtainlv too
land* to ba caltt.
Tatad in this country for

profit.

;

Car' bT^ZS"^^

Syngenesia Poly-

,ijijjj_

posed extraordinary virtues. An infusion of it is still
sometimes used ; and a few plants are therefore raised
from, the aeed, which is generally sown in autumn.

seems unnecessary to swell the

list

of these sim*

is

either seldom attended to in

this country, or has fallen into disuse.

436. Garden Rocket (Bratsica Eruca, L.) is an an*
nual plant, a native of Switzerland, which was in former timea naad as a salad herb, but is now seldom
to be met with unless in botanic gardens.
U'hen
in flower it has a strong peculiar smell, which some
would not hesitate to call tetid ; but in a young state
the flavour is just perceptible, and the leaves then form
a very tolenUMe salad ingredient. It is still cultivated
in aome paita of the continent.
437. WUd-rockel, or Hedge-mustard, (Sisymbrium
^ficinaU, Hon. Kew. ; Erysimum qfficinale, L. ; Eng*
liah Botany ,'t. 7t5.) has been sometimes sown and used
aa a iiaiag pot-herb. When young, it has a warm and
not diaacneable taste.
4S8. nimler^Crtu (Bariarea tilgaris, Hort. Kew. ;
Brjfma
Bmrimm, L. ; English BoUny, t. 44S.) is
a wdl knowB paraimial plant, which has long been
onnaa naa n»' oaed aa an aariy ipriag aalad.
Soeia
Mill fmaiaer tha American creaa of gardanen aa merely a variety of this ; but after cultivating both for several yean, we have found those to be right who regard
tiiam aa diatinct (See | 382.)
It may be remarked,
that a doabl^flowered variety of Barfoarea vulgaris is
admitted to the flower-border, under the name of Yel-

mm

low rocket.
499- Somet aUne, or Jack by the hedge, {Erytimmm
Ailmria, L.; English Botany, t 796.) is sometime*
naad, dthar in aanoe, t» a salad, or boiled a« a potherb.

Whaa galiMtod
boiled

as

it

Garden
rookci.

witdrockec

Wintet"***'

gauec akinc.

approaches the flowering

ayawtdy,

and then eaten to boiled mutton, it oartainfy farms a desirable pot-herfo.
To any
kind of adtad meat it will be found an escelient green.
Being not unfrequent by the sides of hedges, in a natani state, it has seldum been raised in gardens.
440. Samphire ( Crtthmmm maritmmm, L. ; English
s«mp|**
'""'"
Botany, t. 819.) is well known aa farming a very good
pickle^ and also a piquant addition to a salad.
It
gnwa aaaoac rocks on the predpitous shore* of soma
pacta afEn^u^ particularly Kent and Cornwall, and
af Gailow^ ia SoatUnd. It is the plant alluded to
by Shakaipaa* ia Ua celebrated description of Dover
state,

Penlamdria Di.
plant, a aa.

ia Ifaka aadTpain, (br
the aead^ wbach an madiefaMl. and a good deal in de**". •"""'^
«*9«««» •
bordar.
Tha aaad u aown in April, whan the planu are
to rMBaai ; and they are thinned ai tfai^ eoma op.
It
ft'ouraUe aeaMaH that the sccda an
Tjy
•fwftctad. Mr Lysona neatiooa it aa eoa of tha planU

*• J*^

;

gamia frustranea ; Cinaroceplialce, Juss.) is an annual
plant, growing naturally in the Levant.
It was for*
merly cultivated witti care in our gardens for its sup*

b aa anoal

»•" o'^KfyDt. bat aahJVrtad

y'^-J"

435. Blessed Thistle {Cenlaurea benedicta, L.

the cultivation of which

as the howraJMh, $ 9SI5, although in general ha«
It is the Cockhit the planis hare no reaenibhtice.
learM q^Eawi£«, L. an annual or at moat a biennial plant,
hiKgwiff"* to moat of our se>-ahofes, and, like the

'

Kitchen
Garden.

Thistle.

duns btKedictus of the older writers

It

Scmrvf-gmn bdonga t» the tame Linnean et-

493.

Bkiitd

pies, or medicinal plants ; but it may be proper slight*
ly to mention a few esculents or herbs, principally native,

Sanry'grau.
Scurry.

283

" Half way dowa
Haag* oo«

that

gs lhsrs

taisphlro

1

drtadAil irad* I"

and is propagated by parting
the rooU, or by seed sown in the spring.
It is not
easily cultivated.
It seems to succeed best on a rich
light soil, having sand and gravel mixed with it.
It
most be in a well sheltered situation, and requires to
be ftedy watered in dry weather, till the roota have
struck daap aaMajg the soil and gravel.
Mr Marshall
mentioaa, that it has been found to do well in pot*, set
for the morning sun only.
If a few pUnU can be got
It is a perennial

plant,

;;
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to take tleep root in an old wall, or on an artificial rockwork, tljey will have a much better chance to remain.

The name samphire is a corruption ofsampier, and this
again is derived from the French name of the plant
Saint Pierre. It may be observed, that what is called
golden samphire in Covent Garden market, is the Inula
crithmifolia, Eng. Bot. t. 68 ; and that the Marsh samphirc of the same market, is the Salicomia herbacea,
Eng. Bot.. t. 415.
44 1. Buck's-horft Planlain {Planlago coronopus, L.)
Buck'S'horn
Plan tain.
was formerly cultivated as a salad herb, but is now neglected, the smell being to many rank and disagreeIt is still, however, regularly sown in French
gardens as a salad herb, under the name of Come de

able.

Cerf.
Os-eye
daisy.

442. The young leaves of the Ox-eye Daisy (,Chrysanthemum leucanlhemum, L.) are noticed by Dr Withering as fit to be eaten in salads ; and John Bauhin
mentions that they were much used for that purpose in
Italy.

Cotton,
thistle.

Alexander;.

Water.

:

443. The Cotton Thistle ( Onopordum acanthium, L.
English Botany, t. 977.) is a biennial, growing naturally in different places, and remarkable for its large
downy leaves and lofty stem. It was formerly cultivated and used like the artichoke and cardoon ; the receptacle, and the tender blanched stalks, peeled and
boiled, being the parts used.
444. Alexanders {^Smyrnium Olusatrum, L. ; English
Botany, t. 230.) is a biennial plant, rising about two
feet high, and flowering in the spring ; the leaves of a
Itgrows
pale green colour, and the flowers yellowish.
naturally near the sea in several places, and may often
be observed to be naturalized near old buildings. It
was formerly much cultivated, having been used as a
pot-herb and salad. In flavour it has some resemblance
to celery ; by which it has been entirely supplanted.
445. Water-Cress {Nasturtium officinale, Hort. Kew.
Sisymbrium Nasturtium, L. ; English Botany, t. 855.)
is a well known perennial inliabitant of our ditches
and slow running streams.
It forms an excellent
spring salad ; and it is easily cultivated in any marshy spot, or by the side of a garden pond, by introducing a few plants from ditches where it grows
The popular remedy called springjuices consists
wild.
of its juices, with those of brooklime, scurvy-grass,
and Seville oranges it is therefore cultivated by a few
market gardeners for the supply of Covent Garden.
In France, the. sprigs are used as a garnish to roast
:

fowl.
446. Brooklime ( Veronica beccabunga, L. ; English
BrookUme.
Botany, t. 655.) is a perennial plant, growing in wet
places near springs, and in slow running streams or
ditches, very generally associated with the water-cress.
The leaves are mild, or have only a slightly bitterish
taste, and form a very tolerable salad ingredient in
March and April. In Scotland the plant is called water-purpie, and the sprigs are gathered for sale along
with wall-cresses ( well or water cresses.)
Kettle.
447. The young tops and leaves of the Great Net'
tie [Uriica dioica, L. ; English Botany, t. 1750) are
gathered in early spring, about February, as a potherb, and form a tolerably goad one.
Nettle-kail is an
old Scottish -digh, now known only by name.
If nettle-tops be wanted, they can readily be had without
cultivating the plant.
448. Sotv-thistle ( Sonchus oleraceus, L. ; English BoSew-thistle.
tany, t. 843.) is a common annual weed in our gardens.
There is a prickly and a smooth variety. The
latter is in some couotries boiled and eaten as greens

hence the Linnean

trivial

name

oleraceus.

The

ten-

Kitches

der shoots boiled in the manner of spinach are very
oarden.
good, superior perhaps to any greens not in common ^""V'"^
use.

449. Dandelion (Leonlodon taraxacum, L. ; English Dandelioa.
t. 610.) is a well known perennial, generally
despised as a troublesome weed : yet the leaves, in early spring, when they are just unfolding, afford a very
good ingredient in salads. The French sometimes eat
the young roots, and the etiolated leaves, with thin
slices of bread and butter.
Blanched dandelion loses
its disagreeable flavour, and considerably resembles endive in taste.
450. Bladder Campion, or Spatling Poppy (Silene Bladder
infiata, Hort. Kew.; English Botany, t. 164.; Cucn- camiiioa.
balus behen, L. ) is a hardy perennial, growing naturally by the sides of our corn-fields and pastures.
Its
young tender shoots, when about two inches long, are
excellent when boiled, having something of the flavour
of peas. The plant sends forth a great number of
sprouts, and when these are nipped off they are suo
ceeded by fresh ones.
451. The Hop [Humulus Lupulus, L. ; Eng. Bot. HoB-top&
t. 427 ) is well known as being cultivated for the sake
of its flowers for preserving beer ; but for use as a kitchen-herb it is little regarded. The young shoots, Iiowever, which, early in the spring, rise abundantly from
old stocks, are not much inferior to asparagus.
They
are sometimes, but not often, sent to market, and sold
by the name of hop-tops.
For further particulars regarding esculent plants
which have fallen into neglect, the reader may be referred to the " Flora Diaetetica" of Bryant.

Bot^y,

Fungous Plants.
Of the tribe of Fungi several esculent species occur
in this country, belonging to the genera Agaricus, TuOnly one is cultivated, the Comber, and Phallus.
mon Mushroom,
edulis

Agaricus campestris of Linnasus, A.
of Bulliard and others.

Common Mushroom.
452. This is well known.
It is most readily disjjujiifoo^.
tinguished, when of middle size, by its fine pink or
flesh-coloured gills, and pleasant smell
in a more advanced stage the gills become of a chocolate colour,
and it is then more apt to be confounded with other
kinds, of dubious quality ; but the species which most
nearly resembles it, is slimy to the touch, and destitute
of the fine odour, having rather a disagreeable smell
further, the noxious kind grows in woods or on the
margins of woods, while the true mushroom springs
up chiefly in open pastures, and should be gathered
:

only in such places.
The uses of the mushroom are familiar ; it is eaten
fresh, either stewed or broiled ; and preserved, either
as a pickle, or in powder. The sauce commonly called
ketchup f supposed from the Japanese kit jap) is, or
ought to De, made from its juice, with salt and spices.
Wild mushrooms from old pastures are generally considered as more delicate in flavour and more tender in
flesh, than those raised in artificial beds. But the young
or button mushrooms of the cultivated sort are firmer and
better for pickling; and in using cultivated mushrooms,
there is evidently much less risk of deleterious kinds

being employed.
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certainly propaare moit t^ ll
gsted, by placin;; the gcrmuMftinf Meda,—or rather the
white fibrous radides, which produce tubercle* in the
n,^ne,of poutoe*. calletl the spaa-n.—m a situation proper for the de»elopement of the plants. Without at all
we may
$ltrHtiT<g the doctrine of equivocal generation,
our power to produce this ap^wn at pleasnre.
long lUble duBg, which has not lain in a heap or

Mushrooms

Khrhea

ti***^

'

mhM
>

|ia> taay degne at fermenution, is mixed with
the more
earth, and pot under cover from rain
r u excluded, the sooner doe* the *P*^**> *P*
• kyer of old tbaicb, or any kind at litter that
hun long abroMl, and *o i« not apt to ferment, ia
proper for excluding the air. In about two months the
white threads of the saawn will be found penetrating
tht dang and cavth. When spawn is once procured, it
b* CKUDded or pwpagiterf, as s]Mwn, without prodaong mashroooM. A moAt tt doiof this, pvactiaed
by Mr Join Hay, nay hen be nenbamd. A quaiw
tHy at cow droppings is to be gathered fVom the pea.
teres ; some rotten wood, or tfinj ftom the botton ot
m hedge, ia to be collected, with a little ttronf; lorn.
These arc mixed, end formed into a moist ductile sort
ef mortar or paste, of such cunsistencs that it can be
When these ere ee &r
cat into pieoM like bridu.
dried thel tbsy can eeaveaiently be lifted, a row is laid
eoeae dry piece, uder eover, perhaps in a ahade
at the beck of a het-hoase a little spawn is pbeed
open the leyer; then another laverof the spawn bricks,
and soon. In a few weeks tlie whole mass is pcnetnlad by the spewn. The spewn brkks may then be
aside ftr aae ; they will kaep BMity aMnths ; end
the drier they SM kept, the Bore oertamly do they ae>
ted a CNp at mmtmomaa when placed in faTotirablc
:

;
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ORMMtRBCes MV flfllBg SO.
Theosealmede of feitinf aMMkraaaM iBbediBi«>
pered with hyeti of hers» ihwppinge and finemoala, is
unciffsteed, end hea been fUly desaibsd in a
preceding part at thia wetk, (art. Poaai, voL x. p. 57.)
It may be proper, however, in additioo to what is there
said, to give an account of what is called Oldacre's
plen, this being gcnerelly eonaidered as an tmptOTe>
BMOt cDthe cultere of nnahroaeas.
4aS. Mr Iseee Oldaere is an EagUahaian who Ibr
held the oAce of chief gardener to the Ba»«
'flflaeaiaatStFtlenhmgh. In 181 », he lirind
eoantry ; and on dMt eeiiiien, at the deatoe
af 6lr Joseph lianks, put in praetfie at Spring Owvok
In fonaiag
his improved mode of raiainf aMMknaoaai.
fcr the beda, he pntee *eah short duag.
er the path of a hersa-arill. The dai^
ha«a beoB aip sewl to wet nor to Jnwan
Aboot 8 (batth or a aiilh paM ef cow er aheepe
igs ia added, and the
iMiai l isBto era
end ineerporaled. The bads,
AajriMy be so
d on ahel sai, or kt da rers er bfsa,
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MeBMHhtaoB^hoMe^

or in any out^hoaai^ vfaato a
siightlaaNase af tampsiabnv can be oaoHMBded.
•mtam of the piepMsJ adxlate^ aboat thia* iadHt
ddek, Uinit
ii im. ia beak miihii
wi* a iai
wooden aallet. AnodMr dniiar layer is addad, and
beat together as bctee; and tUs ia iiniMiil. till the
in

A

if

badsbostehKhc8tfdtfe.aMleervcaBMaot. A d«ree
if towatatfw saMi taheepkceb dae DMM : bot tfthe
froas thia preoeas be not ipnckly petccplayer moat atill be edded, till aaOcient
iberadted. WhaadMbedeanadftvaRa, (or
hatwaen 8(r ead 9(r Jhkt.). soaM helaa an dibbled
i Btat mcfaes apart, for receiving Uic spawn.
Theae
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KHdMK
are left open for some time ; and when the heat is on
the decline, but before it be quite gone, a lump of spawn UsnkD. _
is inserted into each opening, and the holes are then ^^~V_rj^
filled up with the compost.
Ten days aiterwards, the
betls are covered with a coating of rich mould, mixed
with a fourth or sixth part of droppings, to the depth
of an inch and a half This is beat down with the
back of a spade, and the bed may then be accounted
'

ready for producing. The mushroom-house is now
kept as nearly and equally at 56" Fahr. as circumstances
When the beds become very dry, it is ocwill allow.
casionally found requisite to sprinkle over them a little
water, taken from a pond or river ; but this must be
clone with great circumspection.
Beds thus prepared, we are aaaured, yield abundant
If a number of shelve* or drawcropa of mushrooms.
era be at first prepared, a few only, at a time, may be
covered with mould, and brought into bearing ; the
rest of the ahelvea or drawera being croppe<l in sucoesa
sion, as mushrooms may happen to be in demand.
It
is evident that they may thus be procured at all seasons.
The DMre that free air can be admitted into the inuah*
raaea-bottse, the flarour of the muihrooms will be found
to be improvetL
In what particulars the advantage of Mr Oldacre's
plan over ftmer mndes chiefly consist*, does not very
clearly appear.
Beds made up in tlie usual way are
nmch less coanpact, and an nnm damp i compactneoa
and dbs iiess aiay thsre&n be considered as important.
In deed , the henedrie l eAaeCs of keeping the spawn diy,
wen lone ago noticed by Millar, in his Dictionarv,
who Giana, taat spewn which had lain for four
>tnt
near the Itanaoe oif a stove, yielded a crop in lesa tinaa
and in greater pvoftisiBa than any other.
In some old authors, a very sage advice is given for
proanoting the teandity of mushroom beds oonstruated
on the utdiaaiy plan, via. to take a few full grown
madaroonu flrom pastures, and, breaking them down ia
the w atedu ^-pot, to water the beda with the infusion.
Thia is planJy nothing else then sowing mushroom
seed, the minute seeds lodged in the gills being thus
aoapended in the water, and introducea along with it
into the bed.
454i.AlthaaghtheA§Miaa8eampeatris istheonlyspe*
ciaacakivaled,it ia not tlM BMetdeboeto of the tribe aa to
nor piihepa the beat deeervinc of culture.
of the others dioahl be taed,
there aeeme
to doubt of ultimate aneeeaa.
A. aurantiacaa
excellent qualities ; the flesh is tender, and
the Jbroor delicate it ia in high repute on the Continaal, wben it is gathered in pine forests, about the
and aaf aaasmer. It ia the trmge of the Frandi.
ftmn another spadoa, called the falsa
iag a complete voiVa. A. solitarius is
rcmarksbfe for its fine flavour. A. procerus ia a greek
iavourite in France, when it is known by the name at
gritetU. A. delidoeus is much used in Germany and
Italy ; but though it is not uncommon in our fir plan*
tation«, it is scarcely ever eaten in this country.
The
Champignon {_A. pralentit) ia uaed in aoups, and ia
thmafen oecMienally brought to market ; but, aa rr«
arkiri bjr Mr Sowarby, in " English Fungi," it ia ap^
to be conmanded. by the comawn muahroom gatherers,
with A. riraiaa, one of tboaamost to be avoided. A. vio>
Uoeos is aometimea adid in Covcnt Garden, andrr the
of Blocto : it ie a haimleas kind, bat hes no other
The anoaieB whiolf meet commonly forms tho
md aawteiaa en downa near the seo.sbare, calla
ad/aiiy-riitgi, is A. oreadea. Thb Mr LightfiMt, ia
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his Flora Scotica, considers as the mousxeron of the
French ; but their tnousseron is A. virgineus of Persoon, a fleshy species, nearly of a pure white colour,

while our plant

is

coriaceous and buff-coloured.

Truffles

Truffle.

and Morels.

These have already been described under the article
Fungi, and are figured in Plate LXXV. of this work.
455. The Triiffle, or subterraneous puff-ball, ( Tuber
CjftflriuOT,) is one of the best of the esculent fungi.
It
grows naturally in different parts of Britain, but is
most common in the downs of Wiltshire, Hampshire,
and Kent, where dogs are trained to scent it out;
the plant growing and coming to perfection some
inches below the surface. The dogs point out the
spot by scraping and barking, and the truffles (for
several generally grow together) are dug up with a
spade.
They are principally sent to Covent Garden
market. No attempt, it is believed, has hitherto been

made

to cultivate truffles ; but of the practicability of
In their
the thing, there seems no reason to doubt.
habits of growth, indeed, they differ essentially from
the mushroom ; but it is certainly possible to accommodate tlie soil and other circumstances to the peculiar
It has been said, that the tunature of the fungus.
bercles on the surface of truffles are analogous to the
eyes or buds of potatoes, and that they have been propagated, like potatoes, by means of cuts furnished with
tubercles : it may however be suspected, that the pieces
Truffles, we may
thus planted contained ripe seeds.
add, seem to delight in a mixture of clay and sand

and a moderate degree of bottom heat, such as is afforded by a spent hot-bed, might probably forward
their vegetation.

MoreL

456. The Morel {Phallus escukntus, L. ; Helvetia
escuknla of Sowerby, and Morchella esculenta of Persoon) rises, in the spring months, generally in woods,
but sometimes on commons. It frequently appears for

Covent Garden market in May and June ; but
has never been cultivated. The cultivation of morels, however, would probably be more easily accomplished than that of truffles. Morels are used either
fresh or dried, commonly as an ingredient to heighten
the flavour of gravies or ragouts. If intended for keeping, they should not be collected when wet with dew,
nor soon after rain ; if gathered in a dry state, they may
be kept for many months.
sale in
it

grass lawns.
Such insulated parterres look very well
from the windows of the house ; the turf, in our moist
climate, being always of a lively green, and forming a
fine contrast with the dressed ground, and with the
gay hues of the flowers. But for many days in the
year these grass-girt parterres are inaccessible to the
proprietors, more especially to ladies, it being impossible to pass along the turf without getting wet, at
times when well made gravel walks are comfortably
dry.
Wherever, therefore, this kind of flower garden

amidst turf is formed, there should be another, which
be considered ns the -winter garden, and which
contain one or more of the glazed houses for pre-

may
may

serving plants.

In many cases tlie flower garden is defended by low
walls or by close pales, covered by shrubs.
If there
be little room, tiiey may be concealed by a single row
of some evergreen, such as phillyrea, alaternus, pyracantha, lauru^tinus, or tree-box.
The wall on the north
side of the garden, however, is in some places used for
a double purpose ; the more tender kind of shrubs being trained against it on the south aspect. In situations where a wall would be unsuitable, an " invisible
fence" of wire is employed, this proving sufficient to
exclude hares and rabbits, while it nowise offends the
eye, and scarcely interrupts the view.
Evergreen
hedges, of laurel, yew or holly, make excellent fences^,
especially if united with a sunk fence.
458. The shape and size of the flower garden can be
regulated only by the taste and the means of the owner.
If the eye embrace the whole at once, the garden
should evidently be of some regular figure. But if the
size be considerable, it is advantageous that the ground
should be unequal in surface, and irregular in shape.
In general, a greenhouse, conservatory and stove, should
form prominent objects in dificrent parts of it: it should
abound with evergreen trees and shrubs, so as to maintain its verdure even at midwinter ; the principal borders should be destined for mingled perennial flowers,
of the most ornamental kinds ; a few may be devoted
to showy annuals ; and particular beds should be appropriated for the different kinds of flowering bulbs,
well as for pinks, polyanthuses, and auriculas.
These borders and beds, it may be remarked, should
be so placed, that from the windows of the house, or
from the principal entrance of the garden, they may be
as

seen across or laterally, so that the colours of the flowmay appear in mass, without being broken by the

ers

alleys.

Having treated at great length of the Kitchen Garden
and of culinary plants suited to our climate, we now
turn to the Flower Garden ; and here we shall study
brevity as

much

as possible.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Flowee

457. The flower garden, it has been already observed, § 5&. has a separate situation, generally at some
It should
distance from the fruit and kitchen garden.
indeed form an ornamental appendage to the mansion,
and be easily accessible in all kinds of weather. There
is no objection to the flower garden being seen from the
windows of the house on the contrary, this is sometimes considered as desirable. In some places, the
flower garden consists of parterres of various shapes,
generally curved, separated from each other by little
:

A rock-work

generally formed ; and if the situaor if curiosity in plants be indulged
in, a small piece of water for aquatics is proper.
circular or oval plat is commonly devoted to a collection
of roses ; and a damp border with peat soil is set apart
One of the walks is often
as an " American ground."
arched over with strong wire or with slight spars, on
tion admit of

is

it,

A

which climbing shrubs may be trained, so as to form a
Covered seats of various kinds are constructed, under the names of heath and moss houses, arIf, however, the garden be rebours, and grottoes.
gular in surface, bowers of light lattice- work, coverberceau.

ed with climbing plants, are to be preferred.

now

In very

enter into the
composition of the flower garden ; and urns, busts, or
inscriptions, are not to be introduced without caution.
Taking it for granted that the flower garden should
have a ready communication with the principal gravelwalks near the house, and also with those leading to
the shrubberies ; and likewise that it is extremely de-

few places do fountains or

statues

Flirtver

Garden.
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times dry, we shall first
(irable to have the walks
make tome remarks on the formation of such walks in
i^^eral, and shall then consider some of the principal
constituent parts of the garden more in detail.
at all

Garden WaUes.
C«nka
vr^ka.

Fortnerly gtw» walka were common in garbut the inconveniencea attending them, e«peciallj dampneu, and liability to wear bsre in the middle,
hare cau>o>l them to be in a great measure relinquished I and fhpv are HOW to be aeen only in a few old garWalks, at the present dav, arc principally made
dent.
with grayel. If gravel walka be properly formed at
If judged necesaary,
first, much future labour ia saved.
a dnin should be made to pass below than ; bat at ul
evtnts a quantity of lime-rubbish or very coarse gravel
aboold form the foundation. In the flower-gnrden it ia
not necewary to have a fine permeable bottom of earth,
aach aa is pttper under gravel- walks nest to fruit-tree
borders. Lime-rubbish preventa the lodging of earth
woraa, which are to apt to disfigure walks, and also
taodt to drain the walks and keep them dry. Over
the mbbiah is laid screened gravel. In some placea
CBvfe from the sea-shore is used but this does not
bind without the addition of a little cUyry matter.
Gaod gravd may often be cot fttan aonc inland pit,
where there is natarally a ilUit miatnre of clay. The
gravel pila of KeoibigtaB aaa of Blarkh—rh have laog
been lalalaleA, If grasvl he Uhoally laid on at first,
the &c* of the walk may
be aKira easily r»>
flvihcd, by turning over dw •iftee grarel, and then
using (h« fuller.
If the walk be five or six feet broad, it aboald riae
abont an inch and a half in the centre. It is e4tcn made
to riae consiilrrably more; but the appear ance ia thereby
impaired, and the walker it anncnad. If the walk be of
large dimenatona, the boght in toe eentre may mcrcase
in proportion : so that ia ten ibet of breadth, a riae of
two or three inriMiioqvile allowable. The walks of the
/lower gardmi Aenld scaroely be iem than five or aix feet
wide ; nor can there in general be any good reason for
their exceeding eight' feeC
They should be two or
thrae incites lower in level than tim flower-borders,

M9.

dent

;

;
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46l. If the flower garden is to consist of parterres
separated by grass-turf, the first formation of these Gaiden.
When the Walks.
little lawns requires particular attention.
ground is delved over and levelled, a stratum of sand
or very poor sandy earth, perhaps three; inches thick, is
laid on, and over this an equal depth of good earth, on
which to sow the grass seeds. The use of the poor soil
below is to prevent the grass from getting rank. This
is particulany necessary where a mixture of rye-grasa
and brome-grasses (particularly Bromus tquarrotut and
wtuUiJtorut) is sown ; and all the grasa seed, it may be
observed, sold in this country, consists of such a mixWere only fescue graaaes sown ( Fesluca durius'
ture.
cula and onina), with peraapa crested dog's-tail ( Cynofuna critiatu*), there would be much less danger of
over-luxuriant patches appearing, while their fine wiry
leaves and slightly glaucous hue, would render the turf
highly beautiful. The selection of grasses for lawns ia
too little attended to.
The tame kind of seed ia sown
indiscriminately in expoaed and in shady situationa. If
white clover and rj-e-grass be sown under trees, it is
little wonder that the ground should remain bare : if
the seeds of Poa iMaior<Tbt were scattered in such situations, the bare spacea would soon be covered with a lively green sward.
A judicious little essay on the employment of the gramina, and particularly of the spedea laat mentiancd, presented to the Hi<rhland Society
by the late Mr George Don of Forfar, may be seen in
the third vohime of the Transactions of that Society*
p. 19^, el seq.

dkwada

odwrwiae dmrn

would look

and mean.
and tnoothiag tlie
walks, are formed •etimaa or voed, aun iet inwe of
stoRe; bvttlwkrgeM and beat art of eMt iron. Rolb'ng
{Moaltiy BMrniB is praclMea, tna giasel hssiding

The

rollers

raacBhr at

460. In

last

aaed iar

flat

lev«i)in|g

tW time.
many

places only the principal walks are
; all tlie sBb
uiualo oaca, and the
MCht thraogh woodt or laiga aiM«M«iH^
menly
kid with sand.
walks sre much injnred 1^
thedtig of trcea in taimr weather, and are not emil^
npaked ; while amd walks require only to have their
tvfiMe
with a Dutch hoe, and to be rdkad
It ia, however, of impottaooe to hare
of vary eoarse gravel, brakoB
the sand. SiBd irib an miand

w

emmwi with giaval

Grml

bow

Mimd

Md iMm^

I

'

having CBonealy a tcadener to bind, is prAnbIa
sand.
In placaa near the tea, and
wbrne banks of shells occnr on the beach, tra ihrih
wtm hraken will be found to form a rmj neat walk,
dmnaentible of bmdin^ to a certain mgrre. The
vtBity of uw bindiBg quality is manifold
it gives the
pit,

to

pan sea or river

"^ • nei* afftuuDct

walkmg on

—md

:

rangiof thai

it

*^-

;

h

renders it more pleasant for
pcrmiti of sweeping, without de;

SoU.
46S.

be

The «oi/ of

varioua.

the flower-garden should of course

For the general borders a loamy

soil is

preferable.
The surface earth from old pastures, taken
along with tlie turf, ia accounted excellent.
There
may be mixed with it a quantitv of old hot-bed dung,
or other rotten manure a thinl or a fourth, according
;

If the compost
aa the earth is naturally rich or poor.
seem apt to bind, a unall proportion of sea-sand is the
remedy. If a poor soil be wished for, which at the
aame time is open, then haU^rotten tan from the bark
stove is substituted for dung.
It tan here be remarked, that various compoata
aboold always be in readiness, and others in a state of
prepar ation ; and for thia paipose a convenient spot,
as
aamaah
ah
ftoaa view aa poasiMe, bnt near to the
gard«,
gaiWB, iboald baaet miartas a oooipoat yard.
Pnt^ ia very naenil in the flower-garden. It is of
Ptat-aafl
two sorts, boggy peat, and sandy or surface peat ; the formar adapted «iily to the larger an<l more hardy kinds of
Amwican plants ; the latter, to other Amcrii-an plants^
to alpine planta, to Cape hcatha, and to many greenhonae nianta. The beat aort of peat-turf is fretiuently
to be found oonatitating a mere skin over a bed of
sand.
The turf or sod should be taken with what
peat-soil adherea to it, and should be allowe<I to moulder in the compost yard. Spots where wild heath
grows luxuriantly, or where it cloMly covers the surface, are likely to afford excellent light or sandy peat.
It nay ha added, that at the points where mountain
rivnlets CDter the flat country, acciiraulauons of peat
earth and sand may often be found, the peat being
freed, by the washing of the rivulet, from the chief
part of the aalti and other principles likely to prove
nurtful to v^ctation.
mixture of nearly equal
parts of peat sail and loam ia suitable for very many
lundi of plants. For the succulcot tribe Miller recom-

w

Ud

i

A

Sail.
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mends a compost prepared of one-half
surface of a common, where the soil is

earth from the
lij^ht; and the
other half drift sea sand and old lime rubbish screened,
in equal parts.
Decayed leaves of trees have long been
considered as forming the most suitable ingredient in

composts, where it is wished to imitate a vegetable soil.
Lar^e pits are dug in convenient parts of the woods,
and into these the heaps of leaves and small spray are
raKed during winter ; a slight sprinkling of the surface
soil b^ing thrown over all, to prevent the leaves from
being blown about. After the lapse of a year, a very
light vegetable soil is thus procured ; while the half
rotten spray forms an appropriate soil for some kinds

of epidendrum, cultivated in tlie stove.
In the first forming of composts, considerable attention should be paid to the thorough mixing together of
the ingredients. The heaps should not be round and
of great bulk, but should rather be formed into long and

narrow

be

ridges, the sides of which may more effectually
exposed to the influences of the atmosphere. The

compost should remain for at least a year before being
and should be several times turned over and mixed in the course both of summer and winter.
The best kind of rich manure for the flower-garden
is found in old hot- beds which have been formed of
stable dung and litter ; but even this should not be
delved into the borders without being mixed with a
portion of good loam ; for there are fewjlorvera to which
very rich manures do not prove detrimental.
A quantity of pit sand should always be in readiness
for mixing with other soils, or for striking cuttings of
different plants.
The purest and finest pit sand is preferred.
However pure to appearance, it still contains
used,

E^ngs,

_

roots be used, watering
ly established.

is

proper

till

the plants be fair-

Next to box, the plant which forms the best retaming edging is pci Iiaps thri/t OT sea-pink ( Slalice armeria.)
In June and July, when in flower, it makes a
showy edging ; and it answers the purpose during the
rest of the year with its dense tufts of leaves. It should
be replanted every year, or at farthest every second
year.

The

double- flowered daist/ {Bellis perennis, var. fl.
has very long been used in this way.
When kept
in repair, it forms an edging very pleasing to the eye.
The plants should be separated and transplanted every
season, in the beginning of September, and only one
strong item or bud left to each bunch of roots.
pi.)

Double catchfly (JLi/chnis viscaria, fl. pi.) is sometimes
employed ; but it seldom makes a neat edging the
:

are ornamental, but the stems are too tall.
Dwarf gentian ( Geniiana acaulis) of all other plants
forms the most brilliant edging, while in flower in the
spring ; but it is necessary that a continuous azure line
be kept up, and for this purpose the verge must be of
some breadth : It is applicable therefore only to large
or broad borders, and it succeeds best in a strong or

flowers

a portion of very fine vegetable matter ; sea-sand being
clayey soil. London-pride (Saxifraga umbrosa) forms
destitute of this, is not nearly so proper.
a loose and straggling verge, but is very pretty while
To enlarge further on soils for the flower-garden the plants are in flower : It is fittest for a shrubbery
seems unnecessaiy. In Cushing's Exotic Gardener may walk.
Lady's cushion, or Indian moss as it is some«
be seen a table of genera, shewing the peculiar soil times called, (Saxifraga hypnoides) is occasionally plantmost suitable, in a general way, to each genus ; and the ed as an edging, and makes a pretty enough appearance.
same little book contains some very uselful remarks on Some other similar species of. Saxifraga, such as pahnala
the preparation and use of composts.
and ccespitosa, may be used in the same way.
It may here be observed, that for all border plants,
For gay parterres, the large blue-flowered pansy vio'
as well as for tulips, ranunculuses, and other flowlet (Viola tricolor var.) makes a beautiful slight edging.
ers kept in beds, the earth or the compost should
Although strictly speaking an annual plant, if it be
not be screened fine. It is enough if stones which the parted every season, it endures for several years.
It ia
spade sensibly strikes against be cast out, and if clods very commonly used for adorning the margins of elebe broken small at the time of delving. Screened earth gant flower-borders in the neighbourhood of Dublin.
is apt to bind after heavy and continued rains, and thus
Divarf bell-flower (Campanula pumila, or C. rotundito impede the progress of the roots which it was meant Jbtia var.) makes a fine edging for little borders where
to facilitate.
For plants kept in pots, and particularly nicety and beauty are etudietl. Sometimes a few feet
of the edging are formed alternately of the blue and of
for seedlings and cuttings, the matter is quite otherwise ; the soil for most of these should be made fine by the white variety. For small borders also, a very ornamental edging may be formed of Stone-crop (Sedum
passing it through a sieve.
acre), preferring the variety which has the tops of the
shoots of a yellowish colour ; this, even during winter
Edgings.
or very early in the spring, having the appearance of
being in flower.
4^g3 j„ tjjg formal style of gardening which prevailIt may be remarked, that patches of several of the
ed in the 17th and the early pait of the 18th century,
edgings of various kinds were much more needed and different edging plants which have been enumerated,
more attended to than they now are. The compart- perhaps a few yards alternately of each, have an agreements of parterres were generally divided by box, and able effect, especially in a long or extensive border.
Most kinds of edgings may be planted early in the
on the margins of the walks were frequently small
hedges of lavender, or rue. Thyme, savory and hys- spring. In planting them, it is more proper to use the
spade than the dibble. The ground being slightly
sop, were also in those days employed as ornamental
beat, a drill is cut by the garden-line, perpendicular
edgings.
464'. For the general gravel-walks in gardens, the
on the side next the border ; the plants are then placed
best edging is without doubt the dwarjisli Dutch box against the perpendicular side, their roots spread out,
(Buxits sempervirens vat.)
compact low hedge of and the earth closed upon them.
For edgings to square or oblong beds intended for
this effectually keeps the walks clean, by preventing
tulips, ranunculuses, or similar plants, thin boards
tiie earth of tjie bordex from falling down into them,

A

.

or being washed into them by heavy rains.
Thntt
If the box
be kept low and regularly clipped, it endures in good 'ianlen.
repair and beauty for several years.
It is commonly J7^'*~^
clipped twice in the year, in April and July. It should ''^"'S**
be kept about three inches broad at the base, and tapering upwards to a sharp ridge. A linear and continuous
edging of this kind pleases every eye. Box is planted
either in the beginning of autumn, or in the spring
about the month of April. If slips having few or no

;

:
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'tainted of • lead colour, are perhaps better than any
Edgings to endure only for one season are
uther.
stMnetiiaea Ibrmed «f annual plants, town in the spring ;
•ucb aa the dwarfish stock {Malcomta-mariiima, H.K.),
or caniiy-tuA, purple or white, {Ibcrit umbeilala.)

simple and elegant edging may be formed of
465sheep' »-fescue (Fettuca omm), the veij fine foliage of
In the extensive
tbe plant beuw highly ornamental.
iMrica at Galeaide, Newcastle, this sort of verge
been adopted, F. duriuscula being mixed, however,
plfTi with the true ahcep's-fescue. If very
immow atzaicht line, it
r sown or planted in •
baa a slender linear appearance, and does not occupy
For a temporary
aoore tfmet than a anwll bos edging.
edging, another kind oC ^nm, tbe large cow-quakes,
{Brisa Me i ima), is sometimes verr happily employed,
the looac raoemes, with their nodding spikes, having a

A

I

and uncaeanion

|ileaiiiia

•oen

amr the seeds

efiect.
If
ripen, the plants

sown in autumn,
become larger and

stranger than those sown in the spring. Common grass
scarcely be less than a foot in breadth, and
verges
are not therefore adapted for small borders : if formed
of fine tarf laid upon sand to keep the plants dwarfish,
aoth simple rcrgcs »n rcry proper for the margins of

em

Mil iilibei J bunlciii

tMTwrtttUu
466. Near the house, and about the

aknbs liwakl aboond.
(or iWD
is

fio<

Hmk

oftea dennliie to

sise

;

and

fine

ktg* spcciDMas toKf tam^dmm be tamaA

A

in public nuisuies, er ia meifcet gwdcna.
T«er b*>
tan Iheae era to be rsnorcd, the roots shoald be cnt,

fmmm% • sharp spade «U around and below them
tOM cacom^ing the setting oat of new and Inftcd
metsk and CMtly farilitling the subsequent rcmoral of
Inr

the plant
as

little

xha

roolaof any kind of erergrecn should be

as poaaibie sipueed to the air.

Niooi, in his
'

on

dM

bait time tor ttanapliDinc

the middle or end or Apru.
,
whan the plant bagina to grow for the season, when the
bads swell, and the new leaves ara about to be unfubleil
tiM imU are then alto in an active aute, and if the
•plaBliqc be ipesdilr aeoamplished. no check ••
tm0lmamL lirax to this bto lyriod of ifc« prtng, the
b^giama^af Aaguatliagaodtime; far a second growth
thai takes pUoe,
oafeful obear oeis mast have i*.
marked, eccm ens d perhaps bjr tbe showery waaCi^
whu h ffi nsrallT ocnrs at that aemon. Only a very few
dpJ hardy rvergrsana ean here be noticed.
.-

m

i

^... -'1 the AUternus Itktmmu MlaUwrnms) there ai«
(
several varieties, particularly the >fged sad the plain
leaved, and the gold and;theai]ver variegated.
I

Re

bling this

the PkiSfnm; but the genera may at c
without seeing the flowers, by obarryin^ that in tbe rormer the leaves are alternate,
while
the latter they are opposite. Of phillyrea there
"* *hree ,species, prive^Ic«ved (P. mtJia), narrow
leaved ( P. M^i/oio). breod-leaved (P. iaH/oUa), and
several varictiea of each of these: these were, in fdvmer
days, among the swat favottrite tonsile eveiwrccns.
The Chinese Arbor vitse ( rA«>i erarale&) and the
American ( r. oeorfcBtofis} are lifgc, and rather suited
^•stansiveilinbNriM. Tba a«M aajr be sud of
VOL. XI. fAKtU
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U distiagnished,
m
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the common laurel {Prunns tawocerasiu), and the Portugal laurel (P. luxilanicn).
4<)8. The Sweet Bay (Laurut nohH'is), which is a conEvergreen!.
siderable tree in the south of Europe, ap|)ears but <ts a
shrub in this country, pmduring its flowers only in
sheltered situations and good seasons.
The common

above mentioned, we may remark, is oAen mistaken for the bay, and regarded as the plant which
furnished crowns for the Uuman heroes. The error is
perhaps fortunate, our bays thus escapinr: mutilation
on occasions of public rejoicing. There is no doubt,
however, that it was the sweet bay which fumishetl the
wreath worn on the brow of the victor, anil of the
priestess of Delphi.
The mistake has arisen from the
bay having formerly been called laurrl, and the fruit of
it only named kaiftt.
The Alexandrian Laurel ( Ruscut
racemotus) has also been miiitakeii for the heroic plant
but although destitute of this honour, it is a most elegant shrub, worthy of a prominent station.
The difltrent varieties of Laurustinut {Viburnum linut) are very ornamental, as they not only enliven the
winter scene with their green leaves, but delight us
with their flowers at that dead season. These last, how.
ever, are produced only in sheltered situations.
469. The Strawberry-tree {Arbutui uiiedo) is an elegant plant at all tiroes ; but when at once covered with
miit and flowers, the appearance is not only beautiful,
bat cnrians. Jn Ireland, about the Lakes of Killamey,
which ranks as a shrub in Scotland and
the north of Eachmd. attains the sise of a lof\y tree.
In tbe Transactfins of the Dublin S<K-iety for 1806, a
gigantic specimen is described by Mr .1. T. Mackay as
growing in Rough Island, an islet in the lower lake,
entirely composed of limestone^
In 1805. tliis tree
measured nine ftet in ctmimfamee at two feet from
> feet it branches ofi" into
the grouitd; attfaebe:
four limba, each of « ii
iiieai>ure<l two feet and a
lialf in circumference ; from the bese of the trunk to
the cxtretnity of the branches, the length was 36 feet;
and the tree has a fine spreading head. The aitdmchne
(A. andrackMc) is a besutit'ul shrub or sniaJl tree, but
liable to be injured by severe frosts, and suited only to
the milder counties of England and Ireland.
The superb Yucca, or Acum's needle, ( Yvcca gioriosa)
may bare be mentioned, as it retains its leaves at all
When in flower it makes a magnificent appeartimes.
Yoong plants are at first rather tender; but
ance.
when (airly established, they prave sufficiently hardy
Cor the open border.
A fine spcdmen has stood for
about a century in the pleasure-grounds of Kiloehan,
beloi^ing to i>ir Andrew Cathcait in Ayrshire ; and it
flowers every second or third year.
The Ancuba, or gold pUnt, (Aucuha Japmka) was
formerly kept in the green-house ; but it now orna.
menta the Bower-aardcn with its fine spotted yellow
leavm ; and in a sheltered situation it sustains no injury ftvm our ordinary winters.
470. Bhododendrons of different species sre highly
ornamental, particularly K. maximum, Fontirimi, hirsutum, anil fcrrugineum. These grow wril in any loamy
soil, although they no doubt flouruh more among sandy
If a rivulet pass the flower garden, the banks of
peat.
Kabma$ nun also be
It should be planted with them.
introduced, particularly K. latifolia, angnatifolia, and
glauca; togetoer witll Ledum palustre andL.lati(blium.
or the Labrador tea plant ; likewise different species of
I'aecinuim, and of AnJromfda, particularly pulveruleata
andcasaiaefolia; and CauUheria proctunbeni.
lanrel

'
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Among

low evergreens

for the front of the bor-

species of Cistus or rock-rose are excel'^"' ' ""'^ sSveral liardy exotic Heatljs, which shew
tmitrcent
their flowers early in the spring, particularly Erica
juediterranea and carnea.
E. arburea, the flowers of
•which are fragi-ant, sometimes attains the size'of a contiers, different

siderable shrub, and is very ornamental, but it succeeds
only in the milder parts of England. Even our four native species deserve a place.
The most common is E.
vulgaris, of which there is a white-flowered variety,
and one with double flowers. E. cinerea, fine-leaved
heath or beli-heather, is the next in point of abundance;
it is more showy than the fonner, and there is a vaE. tetralix, or cross-leaved
riety with white flowers.
heath, is the third species ; it is an elegant plant, distinguished by the leaves growing in fours, and by the
flowers coming in clusters on the tops of the stalks.
E. vagans is a native of the south of England, found
indeed scarcely any where but in Cornwall. These native heaths grow perfectly well in any poor soil ; but the
ground should not be delved close by them, as their roots
are generally extended very near the surface. P'Utosporum tobira is a beautiful glossy-leaved Chinese evergreen, which succeeds in a well sheltered border, but
unless it be situated in a dry soil, is apt to be cut off by
the damp at the surface of the earth. Several species of
Daphne are very ornamental as evergreens, and produce their flowers in the spring months, particularly
D. cneorum, coUina and pontica; and although the me-

(A

zereon
mezereum) is a deciduous shrub ; yet as it
displays its blossoms very early in the spring, generally
in February, it deserves a place ; there are three varieties, dark red, pale red, and white. The Periwinkles
{Vinca major and minor), when regularly cut over
every year, form neat evergreen bushes.
472. The.Musk rose {7Jo«a moscliata) may be considered as approaching to an evergreen; and there is an almost
evergreen variety of the sweet-briar (jK. rubiginosa).
But of all others, R. Indica is the greatest acquisition
to our gardens, being not only always in leaf, but
flowering both late and early, in November and in
March. The Ayrshire Rose, a species not well ascertained, deserves a place, especially for covering any
wall, pale, or winter seat ; it grows very rapidly, and
always retains some of its leaves. It is said to be from
America, and to have received the name of Ayrshire
rose, from having been first cultivated at Fairfield, near
rampant native species (R. arvensis)
Kilmarnock.
has likewise obtained among nurserymen the name of
Ayrshire rose, and is often sold instead of the other, to
which it bears a considerable resemblance.

A

Aulumn, Winter, and Spring Gardens.
Autnmn
garden.

very commonly happens, that the auearly part of winter are the only seasons in
families, swayed by the fashionable world, reside

*7S. It

now

tumn and
which

at their country mansions.

and a winter garden

Winter
S«den.

The forming

of an autumnal

therefore important.
In the
former, many late-flowering perennial plants, such
as asters, solidagos, rudbeckias, hollyhocks, and many
kinds of annual flowers, may render the borders gay
till the frost prove too severe.
The carnation shed may
with propriety be situated in the autumn garden.
474. Addison, in one of his Spectators ( No. 477.)
sets forth the pleasures and beauties of a winter garden.
" In the summer season,'' lie observes, " the whole
is

country blooms, and is a kind of garden, for which
reason we are not so sensible of those beauties that at

this time

turc

is

may be

every where met with

in her desolation,

;

but when na«

and presents us with nothing

Flower
Garden,

but bleak and barren prospects, there is something un- ^^^'"^
^"'
speakably cheerful in a spot of ground wiiich is co- (j^^^"
vered with trees that smile amidst all the rigour of
winter, and give its a view of tlie most gay season in
the midst of that which is most dead anti melancholy.
I have so far indulged myself in this thought, that I
liave set apart a whole acre of ground for the executing
of it. The walls are covered with ivy instead of vines.
The laurel, the hornbeam, and tlic holly, with manyother trees and plant* of the a^mic nature, grow so thick
in it, that you cannot imagine a more lively scene."
winter garden of much smaller dimensions tharn here
suggested, would in general be found sufiicient. The
idea was taken up also by Lord Kames, in his " Elements of Criticism," (vol. ii. p. 448). " In a hot country," he remarks, " it is a capital object to have what
may be termed a summer garden, that is, a space of
ground disposed by art and by nature to exclude the
sun, but to give free access to the air.
In a cold country, the capital object should be a winter garden, open
to the sun, slieltered from the wind, dry under foot,
and having the appearance of summer by a variety of
All the evergreens which have already
evergreens."
been mentioned would enter with propriety into the
composition of such a garden. The hornbeam, it may
be noticed, however, must have crept into the Spectator's list by imid vertency, it being a deciduous tree. Besides evergreen trees and shrubs, there are a good many
humble herbaceous plants which retain a greenness in
their foliage over winter; such are common daisies,
thrift, pinks, none- so- pretty, bumet, and several others.
These may also be admitted ; and plants which flower
in winter or very early in the spring, may be scattered
over the borders ; such are Christmas rose and winter
aconite {Hellebnrus niger and hyemalis) ; dog's-tooth
violet, white and pink, (Erythronium dens canis) ; bulbous fumitory {Fumaria bulbosa and solida); and others.
To the winter garden a Conservatory may be consi«
dered as an appropriate appendage.
part of the winter garden may be appropria- Spring
475.
ted as a spring garden, and planted chiefly with the garcfen.
early flowering shrubs, such as the coannon and the
double dwarfish almond {A7nygdalus nana and putnila),
and the sweet almond (A. communis.) On the borders, the different species of narcissus, particularly
the poetic, the daffodil, jonquil, and polyanthus- nar«
cissus, may appear ; these, even when rising tlu-ough
the ground, produce a lively appearance; And other
early spring flowers nnght be added, such as the spiing
bitter-vetch (Orobus vermis) ; comfrey-ieaved hound's
tongue {Cynoglossum omphalodes) ; snowdrop, (Galati'
thus nivalis) ; the puccoon, {Sai^guinaria Canadensis) ;
and red, blue and white hepaticas (^Anemone hepatica.)
The heathery or heath-house might very properly form
the principal object in the spring garden, many of the
The auricula
exotic erica; flowering early iii the year.
frame might likewise be situate here.

A

A

.

Border Flowers.
476. The principal borders are of course dedicated to
mmgled perennial plants, sufficiently hardy to endure

A

very few only can here be
shall be the most showy and
They arc arrany:ed in the
desirable of their kinds.
borJera partly according to size, and partly according
The tallest are planted in shrubbery borto colour.
our ordinary winters.
specified: those

mentioned

Haidy perennial
P'*"'''

;

;
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dam, or in the back part of broad flower- borders.
Those of miildlingMze occupy the centre; and those
of humble growth are placed in front. The btauty of
« flowcr-border when in bloom dc{)ends very much on
the iMteAd diapoaition of the planU in rejfard to colour,

•ran minting

the reds, the jHirples, the blues, the

jaBvws, and the whites

in

due proportions.

To

in-

quincunx order

291
;

the distance between each plant vary-

ing, according to the size of the border, and in some
measure according to the nature of the plant, whether g,,jj^.,
In re- tiow«t».
it be apt to spread or to form a compact tuft.
gard to soil, it may be sufficient to observe, thnt most

grow very well in a soil
moderately light and mellow, such as a sandy
For certain plants, strong loam, turf mould, or
loam.
vegetable earth, are proper ; and this circumstance is
generally noticed when treating of the particular plant.
479. Of the tall-crowing perennials, one of the most
omamental is the double-floweretl Scarlet Lychnis alof the hsrtly herbaceous plants
that

is

the rariety of colour*, aonte biennial plants, and
ore occasionally introduced.
By intarmixinc plants which flower in succoaaion, the
b~u*y of theborder nay be prolonged for tome weeks.
xnllgroiring pUnttb
In a botanic garden the same [iWn* «»niM»> with procfialcedonica,
fl.
pi.)
rea<ly
mentioned
(Li/cfinis
The
priety be repeated in the same border ; bat in the common flower-garden, a plant, if deemed ornamental, large heads of flowers have a most brilliant appearance
may be often repeated with the belt eflect ; nothing in the back part of a flower-border. Every attention
be iaar, for example, than to see many plants of should be paid by those fond of fine flowers to the propagating of this plant. Several stems should with this
tlw Jito m iihc Ijebnig, double wallflower, double sweet
view be cut down before the flower appear these are
WiHiam, or doaUe purpie Jacob**.
477. For the shrubbery botdar the following are a to be divided into pieces five or six inches long, which
Shtubbcry
few oftbefittattaU-growmgbMtaeMMS plants. Holly, are stripped of leaves except at the top, and sunk up to
the leaves in the earth ; they are covered for a few weeks
mmm) of dinermt wicties aid colours
bocks
tbsH anew their Ao«-crs in October, when other plants with a hand-ghns, and may either be planted out in
as* €&Xag, and they continue till the frosts cut them the autumn, or allowed to remain under the glass till
There is a white-flowered single variety,
off; they are propeny biennial plants, bat if some of the spring.
tbe stems be cnt over, before flowering, the roota con* whicti is also deserving of a place.
480. The hyasop-leaved Dragon's-head {Draa)Ct>Herb Chri^oober ( Aetam tfitinue for aereni year*.
cmtm) a nali«« af the north of England, and A. rmeem»- fha imm RmgtMmm,) and the gTeat.flowered ( li. grandU
am ham North America, with the goat'^beard Spinm /laroai,) an elegant blue flowers. The Silver-rod, or
bvnnchad aapbodel {Atphottetnt ramotu*,) is a good
lai). are planta which succeed in the somI^
{&
and an thefefore very ft Car tb* ahmbberjr, ar far any border plant, with fine wliite flowers. Two species of
aJ Fos^gfoee (var. Mallein, tbe nisty-flowered and the purple {Verhas.
fctii
iMdy situation. Tba
arfl^lfepiyrwi) is aiaawiilNl; it is only biennial. eum ftr tupn tu m mad phtrnkeim, ) may be admitted ; tobat riHi ftariy Ihwa saad svwn bjr Maeir. Several spe- farther with the fine branched Lythrum (/.. rh-gatum),
which is c o rai ed for aboot three monthk with purple
cica of Aconite or Mak'a-hood,
Two or three species of the extensive genus
yriloar ioarers, may hare be jilaiiHd ; bat Ithe most flowers.
CmJaum, deserve to be cuhivated ; such as, C. oricnCoaoMn kind { Jkm itmH ft u ) it is to be
baad, ia a poiaaaaoa plant. With the monks-beads talit, with yellow flowers ; C. Caucaaica, with white
tmj ba onllai satal apaeiaa af pannnial Larkspur, flowers, and C. momtana, with blue flowers ; all of them
hardr perennials.
The double Siberian Larkspur
faitiriilaily PJpWiiliiw §ianiimuiaui, and eialtatom
and the aUvaaaei*. (O. tt»plaiarrui.) The eanmon ( iMpAi/iiMm elalmm) has flowers of a fine dark azure
Colimbina ( AifmUtg im tmlgm rU) when rery double, and oolear. Phh* pynimidalu and P. paniailala are handaf §aad cabara, nudiea a aiaaaiiMf yarwty. All the some showy flowers, of a pale bluish purple colour
largaapadeaaf ffsr, oaitkaiaHy t& Gemanica, sam. of the latter there is also a white variety. The linearhMlaa mtk fMriaa, Mra 4esrrTe a place. The com- leaved Willow-herb (E/m/oAiVm amguiliuimtim) is worand the wbita-flowerad \Vak>w herb (RpilMnm thy of a situation in the border, the foliage being fine,
SBM tfie flower large, of a beautiful purplish red colour.
a), mmi iha doaUe and doaMa iabtlar va.
I'af Ferarfkar ( fWsrtraas nartAraMas) are ^hemj
Bhck Masicrwort {Astraniin major) being of a singuSewaral taB ipaeica of Aster aad mT lar a|>paaranoe, n»a;r perhaps aim merit a place.
fa «aaar.
CoAr tba Asafc ha iT, as well as rwofrii wtrHeiHal* m an ornamental plant, and produoaHienlarlT Hdian. cesfloweraof a fine deep reHow colour.
•# «h« r " """tf fifmJ
Diflrrent speHms decaaataluv smI tba iii^ and tba daaMe flower* cie* of Spaad waM §m elegant ; particularly Veronica
miiliiiiiai.
Ta tbaaa aaay ba added Rodbcdua yirgmimnm, aritb bforil eolaured and with white flowers;
a^puiagiKRinni of
and V. laHgMt* (fivmarly marilima) with blue, white,
and flcah^olaaredflowars. The variegated Wolfs-bane
niants,
of
(Aetmtum vmritmrnlmm ) is a verj- pretty plant ; and the
with paufis ty ba
oaolaai
olaaad bi tba 1
large flowui or Kmmtckia purjmrea make a good apborder.
PMdtaa oTaweat Wtminr(Aipmlm edbrafa). pearance. Ualrit tpicmta deserves a place Tn every

inmm

•m a few annual kind*,

on

:

MM—

;

1—

wM

aw

m m

w

an

hmm;

»

adH

I

hwra a iilsariwj cAct ; tbc strfks and
jeavcs gatbarad wbaa tba nlsirt n coming into flovar
in
asMi kept
in saai aaajlti) iin paper under
.
(<* instance,

M^,

"

i

degree of pacasore, astabi thair ftagrance for a long
time.
Patcbaa af tba dooUa wood Anemone ( Anemtme
inui MHi j) anaoewisa
araMwwiaa eery amawsuUd
amaiosulid ami
and thu
thi« istne
ia the
appropnate piaee Ar tba LSy af Aa Vallev ( ConmU
ImmmmMis), at wkkji th«a la a doable "and a red
;

flao'efan rariety.
ranety.

4TS The bonier
aa tbau four ur fi
dcr.

ly

'

'••n are »eldom
Tbe pliint* sre
behind each other, but in the
'

1

'

conectian.
I'he Acanthut motlu grows best when its roots get
into the crevices of an old wall, near to dM foot of whnch
it mar happen to be plantc<).
In such a situation it
will flower every year ; while in a rich border soil,
flowers seldom appear.
The leaves of this pUnt accidentally •urrounrling a basket, are supposed to have
given rise to the Corinlhian capital.
Of the fine genus Spinra, which is partly herbaceous
and partly shrubbj', two species are common natives.
S. ulmnria or queen a( the meadow, and .S. filipenduUordrupwort I>oablc flowered varieties of both these
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are kept in gardens ; but it is wortliy of remark, that
while the single queen of the meadow is exceedingly
^"7^'""^ fragrant, the double-flowered variety is quite destitute
"^ odour. S. trifoliata is very elegant ; it grows best
flowere,
in a peat soil, such as is generally prepared for AmeriWrtwer

Gatden.

can plants.
481. In the extensive genus Campanula or bell-flower,

of which

Midaie-

more than a hundred

I'ersoon enumerates

epecies, there are several

showy

perennials.
Such^are
the peach-leaved or C. persicifolia, with single blue and
single white flowers, and with double flowers of both colours: a very large flowered variety of the single blue, deserves particular attention ; it has been figured hi theiJotanical Magazine, as a distinct species, under the title of
<'. maxima.
The nettle-leaved bell-flower, {C. trachelitim), when double, forms a showy border flower.
The pyramidal or steeple bell-flower (C. puramidalis)
is highly prized as an ornament in halls, bemg for this
purpose often kept in pots. In the open border the
plant requires a sheltered warm situation ; and when
seeds are wanted, it is found useful to fix in the ground
four stakes with niches at top, to receive a hand-glass to
cover the plant during heavy rains.
482. The ornamental plants which are of middling

lited plants, size

are so numerous, that

make

it is

somewhat

difficult to

a selection.

Several species of Achillea are ornamental, particudoubleSweet maudlin (yi. ageratum.)
flowered variety of our native sneezewort {A. plarmica)
very well deserves a place in the border. The spring
Adonis ( A. vernalii) is a perennial species, producing
large yellow flowers in the beginning of April, when
double variety of Rose-campion
flowers are scarce.
{^Agrostemma coronaria) is a higlily elegant plant ; it
is properly only a biennial, but it may be contmued for
The
several years by parting the roots in autumn.
perennial flax (Ljmkto perenne) is a very pretty naThe
tive plant, deserving of a situation in the border.
round-headed Jiava^ion {Phyteuma orbicularis) is another native, not less worthy of a place.
curious variety of the comition Toad-flax (Lina-

A

larly the

A

A

ria vulgaris, H. K.), with five nectaries and five stamina
to each corolla, is cultivated in some gardens, and much
admired, it not being without reason that Miller styles
It was first described in
it a " beautiful monster."

the " Amoenitates Academica?" under the title of Peloria, and it is figured under the same name in " English Botany."
483. Several species of Dianthus, besides the carnation and pink, are much cultivated in gardens. D. barbatus, or bearded pink, more generally known by the
name of Sweet William, is very common. It is a perennial, and may be increased by slips ; but it is generally raised from seeds, seedling plants producing the
strongest flowers in this way, too, a great variety in
the colours of the flowers is procured. When a very
good kind occurs, it should be planted apart, at a considerable distance from all others, and the seed should
be saved. The principal variations of colour are, deep
red, pale red or rose-coloured, bluish purple, purple
and white, white spotted ; red with a white border,
called Painted Ladies ; purple with a white border, and
pure white. Double flowers of several of these varieties are carefully preserved by the curious, and propagated by offsets and by cuttings ; the double crimson
and rose coloured are particularly esteemed. The narvery
row-leaved bearded pink is called Sweet John.
remarkable and beautiful variety is the Mule Pink,
supposed to have proceeded from the flower of a car:

A

nation acted upon by the pollen of the narrow-leaved
Fltfwer
bearded pink.
Gatden.
484. Two species of Eryngium are very ornamental,
E. alpinum and E. amethystiiuim.
In the former, the
fine azure blue, with streak.s of green and white, of the
large involucrum, never fail to attract admiration.
It
generally ripens its seeds in this country, and seedling
plants may be observed near the parent plant, frequently under the shelter of the box edging. The
other species has the upper part of the stem, as well as
the head of flowers, of the richest amethycfino colour,
and therefnvo producca a very line effect on the border.
It is only in good situations, and in favourable seasons,
that the seeds of this species come to maturity.
Our
native species, E. maritimum, or sea-hoUj', is admired
for the glaucous hue of its leaves and stems : it may
be planted in a mixture of sand and gravel : it is not
easily dug up on the sea-shore, the roots running very
deep into the sand : it should be removed in autumn.
The roots of this species were formerly candied. Along
with these eryngiums, may be classed several species
of Slatice or Thrift, in particular S. latifolia, scoparia,
tatarica, and speciosa, all natives of Russia or Siberia.
485. Fraxinella or Dictamnus alhus is a plant which
merits a place, being both beautiful and curious. When
gently rubbed, the plant emits an odour like that of
lemon peel. The pedicels of the flowers are covered
with glands of a rusty i"ed colour from these a viscid
juice or resin exudes, which is exhaled in vapour, and
is said occasionally to produce a slight explosion : this
phenomenon is to be observed in a warm, dry, and
clear night in June, by approaching a lighted candle to
the flower of the plant.
The usual colour of the fraxinella is white ; but there is a red variety.
486. The Cardinal's Flower [Lobelia cardinalis) is a
very elegant plant But it is now in a great measure
supplanted by another species of the same genus, of still
greater brilliancy, L.ftdgens.
The flower of this last is
among the brightest scarlets of the vegetable kingdom.
The plant is readily propagated by offsets, but it will
scarcely endure our winters without protection.
few
plants may be left to their fate, while others may be
covered with hand-glasses in the borders ; but it is
safest to pot a number of plants, and keep them under
a frame during winter.
487. Calanancke coerulea requires a dry soil and
sheltered situation ; it is often indeed kept in pots, and
placed under glass in winter. Its flowers are of a very
fine blue ; and there is a double variety, which however is not common. The (Janadian Culumbine (^Aqui'
legia Canadensis) is 'a delicate looking flower, higlily
ornamental. Garden Wall-flower, (Cheiranlhus cheiri)
when double and of dark colour, is much prized ; there
is also a pretty variety of the native species, C. frutiThe Red and the Scarculosus, with double flowers.
let Chelone (C. obliqua and barbala) make a pretty appearance in autumn, when flowers are beginning to
new species of chelone, (C. major)
grow scarce.
has of late been introduced, being figured in the " Botanical Magazine" for November 1816.
It is, like the
:

:

A

A

others, an American plant, and perhaps more hardy
than them it is at the same time the most showy of
the genus, producing fine peach-coloured flowers in
German Goldilocks (CkrysO'
large and close spikes.
coma linosuris) has bright yellow flowers in the form
of an umbel ; when handled, the plant gives forth an
aromatic agreeable scent.
Tritoma media, although a
native of the Cape of Good Hope, endures our winters,
with a very slight degree of protection, and produces
:

;
:

«5
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iu betntiful spikes of orange flowen

eitiier in

Novem-

ber or in March. Two specie* of Momirda should be
H™!***^ ; the Oswego tea or M. didyma, which has
arlet flowers, and M. fistulosa, the flowers of which

alpinitm)

is

a plant of considerable beauty,

in similar situations.

which

thrives
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lom-growingjiowfrs for the front of the Lo^-.g^w.
border, the double purple Jacobea {Senecio elesans) ing pUnu.
distinguished place.
It is, strictly speaking,
arc purple. The perennial Lupine {iMpnms ^erennU) holds a
; but the double variety is continued by
annual
only
an
from
speoes,
more
sbowjr
;
but
a
plant
rare
it now •
small plants be preserved in the
Kootka Sound, ( L. Nootiatemtis) has received the name, cuttings. If a few
Of the green-house during winter, ihcy will afford cuttings in
is generally and deservedly cultivated.
which, as soon as they arc well established,
Vapfiy genus two perennial species are worthy of alten- the spring,
out in the borders. There is also a
planted
are
to
be
bright
with
Urge
orienlnlis
)
(Papcver
tion ; the Oriental
«ance flowers, and the Welch. (P. Cambriam) with variety with double white flowers, which is not unR*a Valerian iFmieriama common in gardens in the vicinity of London.
flower* of a deep Teltuo.
Several I'hloxes are very ornamental, particularly
nirra), when of a dark colour, is highly ornamental,
and there is a white variety which forms a fine contrast. the common Lychnidea (P. suavfolem) with variegaSeveral kinds of Peony, particularly the double dark ttd leaves ; the early flowering, P. divaricata ; P. subured and double blush ^varieties of Potonia officinalis), iata or awl-leaved, and P. setacea or fine-leave<l ; with
and the white- flowered, (P. athi/lora), are magnificent P. ovata, and P. stolonitera or creeping. Phlox sububorder plants. The smooth-leaved Bell-flower (C«m- lata should be allowed to form a large patch on the
fumlm nMd*) is vary ornamental, appearing for some ground in front of the border, being in this way exwecJu completely covered with its blue flowers: the tremely brilliant when in flower; in this way, too, the
Dutch, it may be observed, have a double variety of plant suflers less during winter. This species and the
P. setacea are best propagated by cuttings ; the others,
this, which hM not yet found its way into our gardens.
Of the noaerous genua AMer, three species are of pro- by parting the roots in autumn.
The great flowered Siberian Fumitory (Fumaria noper siae <ar the middle of a border, and shew fine liveIT Uae flowera ; the lulian ttarwort, or A. amellus; bilii) is very handsome, and continues long in flower.
F.Jormotaf remarkable for its delicate blush coloured
the alpine, or A. alpinu* ; and the A. apectabilis.
Saggcd>B«Mn, <w LyeimisJUa erneuii, a nativ* of b l iissoMs, assy also be noticed ; and the yellow species
our meadows, when double Uu wmmd, Bakes a beauti- {F. Isfeo) is valuable, as affording a patch of this coThe lour in the border frain April to November.
ful appearance, and is of ooofW fmtbokf hardy.
Our oommom Bloody Crane's-bill (Geraniarm tangvivarieties of L. dioica with doabie red and with double white flowers, are also wry showy : In EnglaDd, cma^ is not unworthy of a place; and the same may
these often get the naiae at red and white Bacfcttos' be said of the striped variety, commonly called Geranium Lancastriense.
The streaked crane's-bill (G.
Itattaas^ wfile in Sootlcnd this name is noreoaauBonly
given to the doable wistios at Baaaaoilus aconitifo) is a <lelicste looking flower, which generally
Bos and acrisi The plantsin-toavwl cwwi fcot (JZoasn*The yeUow spsdes of Monkey-flower ( Mimvlit lu.
caiw oanfanMofis) wmj be mentioned as
oasirable
i)
spring fiMl^ Jhylajiiig its purs while flowan in Apifl
intwilueeo aboot 1818, is an acquisition, as it is
ratasr ynKXj, and continues several months in flower
sod Mar : it sapweds Mtt
a\tttaag
stras^t iesni.
Of tSe Gardsn BodMt or dame's violet ( Hetperit Thoognanaftiveof Chili, it proves quite hardy. Diflermimtnmaiu). these are doable wUls
doabie pwple cM ipeeies of tEmdkent to* of humble growth, and provsricties; the Cornwr is the kind gansnUr seen «^KU* da«o fae yeUow flowers, particularly O^ Fraseriana,
dens, the latter bring rare. They are both excaftmt firuticosa, and pamila.
Patches of tlie purple Alysbocder flowers, being at onoeshow^ and fta^rant. Ifthe sum {Fartttim Mltiitm) are very beautiful in the xpring
stocfc-planta be aUmrsd to ishmid long without tran^
and Mrly part of summer, when covered with flowers.
planting, thajrasc apt t* die oflT; a Mpply should thereooosmon nativs plant, Msrth-mariguld (C'aliha paiorvbe
Imtlrit) i* likewise vcnr showy in the early part of the
be ute iired lrv'4i|» or cuttings ovay ymr,
p
The Viiniaa SpidsriMrt (riarfisBsalM Firgmiem^ jmr ; a Urge patch of it make* a brilliant appearance
Tl
wr aevsral weeks ; being naturally a marsh phuit, it
with
ith fine buie flowsrs, and the varieties with red aaa
with while flowan, sboold not be emitted
ra
Feather-grass (Stipa
)•«
ptnnata), when its long and delicate awnsVe displaybest in a miztu»B
flowcnd PentsterooH (P.
ed in August and September, is justly admired for its
coloured flower ; the (/i
light and wry anpesraaca.
yellow flowers, particnlariy U.
Violeu ofdifcent kinds are well known ornaments
folia : and seoac ipsriis of
the Canadiaa (Fiofa CnmdentU) is particularly eleCoavallaria polygonatan and
gant ; and the Sweat, or March violet, ( F. odorata) is
ish-white blosmns.
not onlv desirable for iu fragrsnce, but the large flowerIf the Asiatic Globe-flower (TroUm* AmatieM) be
ed double varied is beautiful.
'
not planted in a bed b^ ilseir, it aay be ' '
DifcmM species of Anemone, chiefly with blue
into the border, where lU rich
flowaia, may adorn the front of the border ; such as the
brilliant
it rcquirea a strci^ Ioml
The
splend id Pasque-flower (A. ptilstUiUa) ; diffinvnt varieglobe^flowcr of our upland isadorws (7. Emnptnu) ties of the star anemone,
A. hortentit) ; the blue
(
may also have a place, the flowers beinf '^'f'l^mw and mountain and the meadow anemone (if. mptmuna and
of a fine yritow. and being the /iKfaagswiaws mentioned pratenht). Some of the Gentians are also fine border
by Bums
his pecsoa.
plants, especially Gentians asriepiadea snd cniciaU,
In any moist and father shady situation, the Ame- both with blue flowers.
rican cowslip {DoJtcalAtom Metulia) wdl grow, and
4*9. Among the flowers which have now been enufl«*iy di>pUy iU vary elegant flowers in the month of merated, a good many are natives of North America,
May. If*ome peat earth be mixed with the soil, the such as all the Sfwcies of the elegsnt genera Phlox and
plant bccnnes mart strong. Barrenwort {Epimedum Cbcloie.
sepante Amcrkan Gotten is, however, a
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Tulips.

desirable thing.
Into this the trees, shrubs, and herbaceous plants of the New World only are to be admitted
;
so tliat, on entering the garden door, a person possessed of a boUnical eye will find himself transported,
as it were, across the Atlantic.
One of the most complete American gardens in this country is atSlilburn
Tower, near Edinburgh, the seat of Sir Robert Liston,
Bart, formerly Britisli ambassador to the United Sutes.

or simply Incomparables), witii very perfect cups, haKlowtr
ving a beautiful white ground, or bottom, well broken Garden.
with shining brown approaching to rose colour, and all
from the same breeder. 4. Roses, allied to the verports, Tulips.
the petals streaked witli cherry and rose colours, on a
white ground.
5. Bybloemens, sometimes contracted
into bybloems, with the ground white or nearly so, from
different breeders, and broken with variety of colours.
C. Bizarres, (probably a corruption from bigaree), with
490. Flowers %vhich are cultivated in beds by them- a yellow ground, from diflierent breeders, and broken
selves are now to be considered.
These are in a pecu- with variety of colours.
liar manner distinguished by the title oi Florists' Jiowers.
The terms breeitp^', whole btuwers, and seedlings, are
The principal are the tulip, ranunculus, aiiftnoiic, iris, all applied to sucli flowers, raised from seed, as are
plain or of one colour, have a good bottom or ground
dahlia, pink, carnation, polyanthus, auricula, hyacinth,
colour, (visible at the base pf the petal), and are well
polyanthuS'narciss, and crocus.
shaped. They may thus be either bjbloemens or bizai-res. The petals of these, in the course of time, break
Tuliip.
into various elegant stripes, according to the nature of
491. The tulip (Tulipa Gesneriana, L.) is a native their former self-colour.
In correct language, the term
of many parts of Turkey and of Persia, where the breeders would mean plants, from the seed of which
flower is principally of a red coloui*, each petal having young tulips are to be raised.
a black mark at its base. It was not brought into the
493. Tlie florist's criterion of a fine flower is frenorth of Europe until after the middle of the l6th cen- quently at variance with that of the world at large.
tury ; and it was first cultivated in this country by a Many tulips which would excite the admiration of
Mr Garret, an apothecary of London, about the year thousands, are rejected by the connoisseur. The prohundred years after its introduction, the tnli' perties of a fine tulip, as set forth in the Florist's Di1577.
pomania, or rage for fine tulips, attained its height : it rectory, are the following. The stem should be strong
and tall, two feet or more. The flower should be lai-ge,
prevailed chiefly at Haarlem, and other parts of the
High sounding and bombastic names with six petals ; the petals at the base proceeding for a
Netherlands.
were bestowed on the favourite varieties, a practice little way almost horizontally, and then sweeping upThe Viceroy wards, so as to form an elegant cup, with a -rounded
•which is still continued by florists.
and Semper Augustus were two sorts, the bulbs of bottom, and somewhat wider at top than below. The
which sold at the most extravagant prices, or rather thi'ee outer petals should be rather larger, or broader
fave occasion to the most fooUsh gambling speculations, at the base, than the three inner ones ; all the petals
should have the edges perfectly entire ; the top of each
'welve acres of land were covenanted to be given by
one person, and 4600 florins, besides a new carriage, should be broad, and well rounded ; the ground colour
at the bottom of the cup should be clear white or yel•with horses and harness, by another, for a single tulip
low, free from stain or tinge ; and the various rich
bulb, the flowers of which should possess certain almost
In the present day, tulip collectors stripes, which are the principal ornament of a fine
ideal perfections.
flower, should be regular, bold, and distinct on the
possess a few sorts on which they place a high value
but in general the very finest varieties may be procured margin, terminaling in fine broken points, elegantly
feathered or pencilled; while the centre of each petal
at 5 guineas a bulb; and a great many of what are
should contain one or more bold blotches or stripes
reckoned prime kinds at perhaps 5s. a piece.
Tulips were formerly divided into praecoces, or early of colour, mixed with small portions of the original or
flowering; media:, or middle timed: and seroliiiie, or breeder colour, broken into irregular obtuse points; this
One of the pracoces, it may be noti- last character, however, of central stripes or blotches,
late flowering.
not being indispensable, and any trace of the breede»
ced, is a distinct species, T. suaveolens ; this is the earcolour displeasing many florists.
ly dwarfish sweet-scented tulip, or Duke Van Tliol of the
494-. The raising of tulips from the seed is a tedicatalogues : when planted in a small bed by themselves,
ous process ; but in thU woy alonp .nre new varieties
these Van Thol tulips, when in flower in April, form
one of the most resplendent scenes presented by the and vigorous bulbs to be expected. Seed is collected
Parkinson, so long ago as I629, enu- only from flowers of one uniform colour, or which are
flower garden.
merates 140 varieties of tulips, and hints that there self-coloured, and are at the same time of good shape ;
were many more. Maddock, in his catalogue, gives the for, contrary to what might naturally be expected, expenames of 665 choice late tulips, independent altogether rience, it seems, has shewn that the seed of tlie most
of early sorts, double flowered, and what are called par- beautiful striped tulips does not yield so fine a produce
The tuhps intendas is got from the plain coloured.
rot tulips.
492. Late tulips are the only kind now attended to ed for seeding are planted deeper tlian usual, perhaps
by florists, the double and parrot sorts being in little eight or nine inches deep, in order that the stem may
esteem with them. Tliey are divided into six fami- be kept longer in a vigorous state ; and they are placed in a border where they may enjoy the full benefit
lies, distinguished by barbarous titles, a mixture of
French and Dutch. 1. Prima baguettes, very tall, (tlie of the sun. Towards the end of July the pods begin
term baguette inferring that tliey resemble a small walk- to open ; they are then cut off, and kept, with the seeds
in them, in a dry place, till the begiiming of Septem.
ing-stick, or switch), cups with a white ground broken
with fine brown ; and all from the same breeder. 2. ber, when the seed is sown. This is generally done in
Baguettes rigauts (or rougeaudes), with strong stems, shallow boxes containing fresh light earth ; a covering
though not so tall, very large cups with a white ground, of about half an inch thick, of the same light or sandy
likewise broken with fine brown, and all from tlie earth, is sifted over them. These boxes are placed in a^
same breeder. 3. Ve/-pprts, (or, as they are more com- sheltered situation for the winter. By the middle of
monly called in this country, Incomjiarable Verports, March the seedhng tulips shew their grass-like first
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»

for ^xNit two months,
th»t they entirely (lisap-

After aBodrtr y«r, the naaa bulbs are
betl, two inches
railed. and-trainpUnted into a nursery
be in an exthe
bed
If
apwt.
incftn
twb
at
and
dcMt.
pmed staatiM. faBOhn or mats ai« plaeod OT«r it during
fheamritT of winter. In this bed the Imlba remain
thvd and feinth yeara. They are then raised,
lor
kept name abort time not of the earth, and trimsplantcdta another hrtV, in which they are placed four inches itii —. t ..
I irre they remain irthcf two jpuus ; and
ialh« incerval many at' tbos tagin «• »h»w flowers.
Sach es hare taH stems and raondad petals are now
transftrredte a separate bed, and treated bkk full grown
bnlbi ; and after they have Aewercd for two or three
years, their real valae mi^ be pretty nearly asoatained : If thev be. very pnxniainr. that is, tail, well sha<
ped, with clear bottoms, and »eU-coloured, they are retained for a longer time, in expectation of improvement. A few come finely striped at once, and are of
coarse retMned ; but these are aat <|Biddy to deme*
Thoae that appear with abort atams and sBarp>
rate.
pafailad petab are rqected witfaot hasitaliia i.
The tendencv to break ia praowtad ia the breeders,
by shiftily the belba every isaeua>.' 'i tu diftwBt kinda of

pear in

J«i»

Om

soil, and pbcing them in different Jitnatiaaa. The sails
jaUtaml are such as are ilreah, bat poor, dr^ and sandy.
ncomaended by Mitier oonsoto ef a thM
jneconiB
pBt flnA flvtb Awn
:

sirard roMid with it; a
tttd pwt eM lime rabbnh
atimiuty fned: Thebadaafea
mia»\mam mt ptelcd diSa atoM tar {mIw
cfcep, and six or sereD ibcIks Ann oadi olber in every
When a b isiilii benka eoaaplateiy, iodng
direction.

m

of its sctfuil aw, aari oaatfaafenf till the pe.
decay without shewing any tarfMcy to
to
its ftmer tolaw, it is muAni, Miaad and OTiiDlle<l
^the choice tuMpa, and lH«flb((s areeueMly freA tulip when it braafca noeer attaina the height
or rise of the breeder ; if a bmdir be three tWt high,
its varsmalad piugeiiy chiaa not cxeeed two, and the
flower i« proporaosMlly Was. WhMher the breaking is
of debility, daea not aptlv eaue or the ce eq usii
pear: bat it srena to be a gonaral Ikct, tlM rviented
flowers arplMfH SM MOM tmder tkan sMb as are pbin.
'The iMimiMia for the planth«ir and ofian^gcaMnt of
breadsri are aypMcabto to »trip<d tullpi in general. A
practice net oBcewmeB wKh putlem^ -wMi Here be
KawWwii^ , it IS me piantmg of toHp bsdbs with a
Una oeght never to be done. The pressure
dibble.
of the dibble renders the earth compact where it ought
to be loose, and in many caaea a partial hollow must
laaahi below the b«iR>, which it particokriy injuriooa
whan wet weather follows, and moisture lodges about
the root. It i* betur whin dtilU ate fotned, six or
seircn inches deep, end the bnlba eoTC i ed in with
the lease earth. A still more proper way i«, to prepare
the bed some inches lower tluui it ia intended ultimate*
to put the ImiHm in thch- phMSS on the snr.
It te be
(aea ; and then to add the iisMssaij quantity of toil.
The bed n improved by l>cing eMMle to slope a little
flann the cetitre to each side ; tbe stranger boibe should
all tracaa

mum

tals

m

this way only can the delicate colours be fairly brought _
out ; even half an hour's full exposure to the sun's raj's
has been known to alter them ; besides, the enjoyment
of the fine sight is prolonged for near a month. Though
the scent of the tulip is r~o slight as scarcely to be per«
ceptible in single specimens, the united odour of so
many, confined in some measure by the cover, becomes
Watering is scarcely ever necessary for
quite evident
tnlipa.
The seed-pods of all fine tulips are cut off as
soon as they appear ; tor these, as already said, are by
no means «ie best from which to procure seed, and the
bulbs exhaust themselves in forming them. The bulbs
are lifted in the course of the month of June, the proper
time being ascertained by observing when the foliage naa
decayed, and two or three inches at the top of the stem
begm to acquire a purple tinge. If they be left longer
in thecarth, the flowers arc apt to become foul the next
season.
The bulbs are cleaned, and laid in a dry place
till October.
The offsets, chives, or babies, arc taken
off and marked, in September ; these are planted in a
separate bed, not so deep as the parent bulbs, and
about a month earlier. It may be remarked, that all
yosutg bulbs or offsets that are of a round shape,
thoo^ anall, may be considered as likely to produce
Aowm. The general time of planting old bulbs ia
the end of Octpber or beginning of November. At
this time the outer brown skin is carefully stripped
fhai the bulb, whicfa is committed to the ground in a
hare and dean stMe. By the end of February most of
the tahpa appwr above ground: the surface is at this
aMaM Rcntiy atbred with the fingers, aided perhaps by
a little bit of sddi ; this .birring tending greatly to pro*
Bote Iheir health and growth.
The flnest and most extensive collections of tulms in
this country at present, are probably those of Davy,
nurverrman, King's Rood, and of SJilliken, florist at
Walworth, both near I^ondon. Some private coIlec>
tors, however, principally near the metropolis, have
Hnall beds of rtty fine and select kinds.

Mm

be sittutcd in the middle, as thejr
receive the
thickest oowring of soil, which they ouglit to have.
In all the modes of planting, it '» a good rule to pot a
little dry and fine saiid around each bulb.
49ft. The bed of choiee tulips i«, bv the true florist,
at frit pratactcd by hoops and mats, from bail showers
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and storms, and atttrwitds, when the season of flowering arrives, covered by an awning of thin canvas. In

49S. This wen known flower (Ranmmhi* Atialiaii)
jimvaat'
a native of the Levant and ofnie Greek Islands.
It lu,
by
Oerarde
in
dw
end
cf
was cakhratod
the lOth centmrj.
Very naunr new wietiM of singular l)eauty
have been raised mim sonii^loulile flowers, both in this
coufBtiy and in Holland : some of these possess alio
fwnwilerable Ba(pance.
A judicious and industrious
cnMntv of this plant near Edinburgh (Mr .lohn
Fletcher, superintendant of experiments to the Cale.
deaiaa HottiCttltural .Sxiety) has excelled many of his
ootaOTpotaries in the number of his distinct and well
marited varietica, and the beauty of his flowers, many
of which have been raised from seed by himself during
the last thirty years.
He plants each variety in a row,
or sooietimes in two rowf, bv itself, in narrow beds,
divided by small pat.'is ; each distinct variety has a
numbered tally, and the number of choice sorts ex«
cceds 180; the proper contrast of colours is studied,
an<l the whole, when in full ttower, produces a very
.
brilliant effect.
By some florists the varicticii nr<; split
down till they extend to many hundrcUi, 10 that it naa
been found difficult to invent names for them. Mir*
'
Maddock divides the colotin; into twc-Ivp families: Dark
and dark purple ; light purple and grey ; mmson; reds
rosy; orange; yellow and yellow spotted ;' white and
is
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RaRuncu-

white spotted ; olive ; purple and coffee-coloured striped red and yellow striped ; and red and -white striped. Tlie Turquoy, or turban-shaped ranunculus, is a
very distinct sub-variety.
497. The qualities of a fine double ranunculus, as
described by him, consist in the flower being of a he;

>

liu.

mispherical form, at least two inclies in diameter, the
numerous petals gradually diminishing in size to the
centre; the petals broad, with entire, well rounded
edges ; their colours dark, clear, rich, or brilliant, either
of one colour, or variously diversified on an ash, white,
sulphur, or fire-coloured ground, or else regularly striped, spotted or mottled. The stem should be strong
and straight, and from eight inches to a foot in height.
The root is composed of several thick fleshy fangs or
When the plant
claws, uniting at top into a head.
becomes strong, several subordinate or lateral heads
are formed, and each of these may be taken off with
their proper claws, to form a new plant. These offsets,
it may be observed, form better flowering plants than
the central head, which is exhausted by flowering.
The soil preferred for the ranunculus bed is fresh
It sliould be deep, perrich loam, inclining to clayey.
haps little short of three feet ; for it is surprising to
what a depth the fine fibres from the tubers penetrate
downwards. Some gardeners raise the bed a few inches
above the surrounding ground. If manure be at any
time added, it should be well rotted, and must be introduced at the very bottom of the bed at least two feet
and a half below the tubers. Miller mentions three
feet as the proper depth of soil for the beds, adding,
that on such beds plants will produce forty or fifty
flowers, which in a shallow soil would not afford a doThe beds are kept flat on the surface, not raised
zen.
Miller directs, that the
in the middle as for tulips.
roots should be planted six inches apart each way ; but
Five inches between the rows, and
this is too wide
three or four inches between each plant in the rows, are
In some situations, the plants grow strongsuflicient.
er than in others ; and a good general rule is, to observe the size which the leaves commonly acquire, and
then, in that garden, to plant so close as that the grass
or foliage of contiguous rows may just meet ; the ground
being kept in a desirable state of moisture by this close
covering of leaves. The tubers shoidd not be more
than an inch and a half deep in the earth ; and they
should be placed with the claws pointing downwards
It is not right to plant ranunf uor the bud upwards.
If a little fresh
luses year after year in the same bed.
soil be introduced, they may do twice ; but after this,
the earth of the bed should be entirely changed, or a
new bed should be made in a different part of the garden.
The time of planting is either the latter end of October, or the first mild and dry weather in February.
When put in in October, the buds sometimes appear
aJ)ove ground in November; in this case, a thin covering of half an inch of light soil, is cast over them before severe weather set in.
Autumn planted ranunculuses also require attention in the spring ; if hard frosts
occur when the flower-stems appear, a covering of hoops
and mats may be proper for a few days.
The beds are weeded with the hand, and by careful
cultivators the earth between the rows is stirred up only
with the fingers, a hoe being very apt to cut and injure
the tubers, or break too many of the fine roots. When
the flowers begin to expand, the florist does not fail to
guard equally againet nightly frosts and scorching sun:

beams, by means of a canvas awning, or at least of
mats laid over large hoops. When drought occurs, liberal watering proves very beneficial to the ranunculus bed.
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When

the flowering is over, and the leaves have begun to decay, the tubers are carefully lifted on a dry
day ; being thoroughly cleared of earth, they are dried
in the shade, and then deposited in separate drawers or
boxes, or in paper bags, till wanted for replanting.
When it is wished to raise seedling ranunculuses, the
seed is collected from flowers havinj? ""^ A.«rcr than
It is sown
five or siv rowo of jjeiais, of gooil colour.
in August, in boxes or pots, on the very surface of the
earth, and a little very fine mould is sifted over it, so
as hardly to cover the seeds.
The young plants are
kept under a glass frame during winter; and most of
them flower the second year.

Anrmonc
498. The garden anemone is of two kinds, the broad- Anemone;
leaved (^. horlensis,) and the narrow-leaved {A. coroThe former is the more hardy, being a native
naria.)
of Italy and the south of France ; the latter grows naturally in the islands of the Archipelago, v/here it appears of all colours.
fine double anemone should Iiave a strong
409.
upright stem, eight or nine inches high ; the flower
should be from two to near three inches in diameter ;
the outer petals should be firm, spreading horizontally,
except that they turn up a little at the end, and the
smaller petals within these should be so disposed as to
form an elegant whole. The plain colours should be
brilliant and striking ; the variegated ones, clear and
The flowers are generally divided by florists
distinct.
into red and pink, rosy and crimson, white smd white

A

spotted, dark

and

light blue.

In preparing an anemone bed, the surface soil of some
old pasture, with the turf itself, is to be mixed with
some well rotted cow-house dung, and allowed to lie
for a year in he.ip, but occasionally turned over. Large
stones are to be cast out, but the soil should not be
screened, or at least should not be made too fine.
The roots are tuberous, and very irregular in shape.
They are commonly planted six inches apart in eacli
direction, and about two inches deep, taking care to
The best season for plantplace the bud uppermost.
ing is considered to be the month of October ; but
some loots are generally kept back till December ; and
others are not put in tui rcb«unry, in. ar-A^r to render them later in coming into flower, and thus to prolong the anemone show. Where the flowers are prized,
the beds are sheltered during the severity of the early
spring, by mats laid over hoops ; for it is remarked
by practical men, that double flowers often become
single, by " the thrum (collection of narrow thread-like
petals) that is in the middle of the flower being deIn April and May, if the weather prove
stroyed.''
very dry, they are regularly refreshed with water.
In July, when the leaves decay, the roots are taken up,
but always in dry weather. They are cleared of earth,
either with the fingers, or by washing. They are then
packed in baskets or drawers till the planting season
Of choice sorts, the smallest offsets are valuarecur.
ble ; and as these are minute, and very much of the
colour of the soil, great attention is requisite to have
them all picked up at the time of lifting.
500. New varieties are raised from the seeds of

; ;

,

:
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•ingle garden anemones commonly called Poppy AnenyMMM preferring those of good colours. Some care is
mmwiTT towards the acpantiog of the aeecb, which

thoM «f carrots
ftkk
done by rubbing them monf dry
together like

;

it is

most effectually

sand. The seedlings
require attention and protection for the first year, particularly in the spring months, when the frost is apt to
tbiow them out of Uie ground. In the second year,
of them flower ; and the rest prafaably in the
The most pronisiiig are then selected.
year.
thiid
^''^^ BOOB* «^«w
thamm^tnt, of bright red and
blue colours, are highly unMiinnii i ;> «L. gmnien borThey reonire little attention, being onljr taken
ders.
Febup every secona year. They generally flwer
ruary, and form the gayest parterre ornament at that
dkiU season. Double anemones likewise, if lelt in the
bmhi all the year, come very early into flower.

nnr

yM«

m

Iri*.

Inc

503. The genus Jru or Flower-de>lace is extensive,
conuining about fifty apccies, many of which make
very handsome flowers for moiat and shady botders ;
but when a bed of irises is formed, only a few species
enter into it. Different varieties of what are called the
F"gH«h or bttlboas iris (large rooted and small rooted,
melrit tMaoUtt aud /. ...jJUi*.) £mm sprinciiMj put.
The saM of these is gattarad and aown bjr ^onsta,

bat tke eoloar

la

cAan yJlaa, or white

blue, with wfailaar jraOow slmdas, or vioict
shades ; and it i« variaptad in nwnjr other
wilk
I. pallida or pale Turkey iris, with I. variegate
moa criaUta, are sometimes admitted into the bed. I.
I

Um

«m^

labanaa or aoak»Jiaad
im regard to Miege and

a singiilar species both
flower, and islikewise oowe ioii iria, ia

-W

soil of the iris bed should be a light loam, with
a mixture of sandy peat The loam aboiUd if poaaible
be prociucd from an old peatnr^ and die sward sfaonkl
be takan along with it No BMona shookl be added.
On an east border, the flowan aaako a
than if Adlr exposed to the aaittk.
I

The Chalredniiian Iris
•d fton HoUnd. aad
«kI lane

flowers

)««y—If

(/.

llie flrat

Amar 5ll time yaara '
an^

M

4v Im

tLTmiiialiiii. wlddi
is hortfiil to this
la
itis a|^ to parish: the beat
be placed
pota, and kept nadar
a flaoM during winter.
:

I

:«

wcU with mo« of the

m

thklU
SO*.

Than are two

spedea of DaJiJia mentioned in
JTswe ai ii, D. su peifl ua and D. fmstraaea. Of
the fiimer then are purple and rnsii roluoiad varieties ; and of the kttcr. scarlet and ydUow
varieties.
Seeds have repeatedly been ripened in this coontrr
and the |>lants from these have become so far sfirlimi
ted to Britain, that in a few yearn they are likely to be
ranked as hardy perennials.
Till Mr R. A. .Salisbury published his ahearvatiaos
on
the cultivation of Dahlias, th^ were little known
tfau coontry.
Being aatires of Mexico, they come

HoHmt

m
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I.

try.

They may, however, be

^V'"

brouglit to

shew

thtir

_ ";"'^
p^j-ij.

accomplished by checking
the luxuriance of the herbage, by means of planting the
roots in very poor soil, sometimes even in screened
Water is supplied only till the flower-bud be
gravel.
discernible in the heart of the leaves ; after whicli none
flowers

is

more

early.

This

is

given.

The roots, which are large and tuberous, like those
of peony-rose or yellow asphotlel, are taken up every
Some cultivayear, and kept for some weeks in sand.
tors always plant them in pots, the restraint thus imposed on tlie roots having the same efl'ect as planting in
graveL The growth in the spring may, in this way,
be forwarded, by placing them under a frame ; and the
If the
pots may be sunk in the dahlia bed in June.
bed be situate close to a south-east or south wall, the
The more
flowering of the plants is greatly promoted.
tender sorts, such as the scarlet variety of D. fruitranea, may be placed next to the wall, and have iu
branches nailed to it, in the way practised with loveAll secondary brandies are pinched off* while
apple.
young and
if the plant

tender,

shew a

and even some leaves

are removed,
disposition to be very luxuriant

Phdt.
BOS- The common pink and the carnation, though Pi*^
conadered aa diatinct kinds of flowers by the florists,
have origiaatad duefly from one and the same species
ef pWuit. the Dianthus Caryophyllus of Liniucus, or
Clove Pink. It grows natttnuly in rocky situations in
some parts of Genaany ; and Sir J. E. Smith luu even

a place (^EiigluA Bttgny, t 314.) as a native of
Cemations and pinks seem to have been en»
tircly unknown to the anrients; for Pliny does not
describe them, and the ckasic poets make no allusion
to them.
Pinks were not held in much catecm by our own anoestora ; indeed thcjr seem to have risen to distinction
with flociaia only
the 18th century. Thcv are di<
vidcd by them into several classes ; such as damasks,
S'lven it
riuin.

m

cobs, and pheasant'».c7ea.
The first are white, and
flower cari^ ; the cobs arc red, and flower late.
Both
of these kmids are uunsiikied as originating from D.
caryophyllu* ; but the phoasent's-eye,
which there are
varieties, is regarded as having sprung from
e f
8
D. plwaarius.
When it it wished to propMatepmd kinds of pinks,
this ia reedily done either by layenng or by using cuttoiga or pspingB.
This hut mode is the most oomroo-

^

ooMMoa

l^kiamysail, bat
tion
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into flower in October and November, the period corresponding to tlieir usual time in their native coun-

dicmsk the pink growing freely in this wsy.
The dif.
ftreooe between a cutting and a piping consists in tliis,
that in the former a joint is cut through horizontally,

while a piping is drawn from its socket, leavings pipelike hollow.
The proper time for gatliering cuttings
or pipings is when the plants begin to come into flower.
They are best when between two and three inchea in
length ; and thev should be firm and compact, not dravn.
Some part of a bed or border having beoi worked fine,
or the suriaoe soil having been scremed by means of
a sieve, the pipings are stuck into it at three inches
square, and the earth is firmly applied to them with
toafincerh
copious watering is tlien given, and
hand-glaases are firmly pressed down over tlie planu
if the weather I
these may have some dry
earth thrown aga
while the ghwt i« moiat, in

A

•

2r
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order to produce a degree of shade, or some large leaves
may be laid on them for a few da3's. These liandglasses are not removed till the new growth of the
pinks be distinctly perceived, which happens generally
in the course of a month or five weeks ; water is however occasionally applied around the covers.
The
plants are afterwards transferred to a larger bed, or to
a garden border, in time to permit them to become
well rooted before winter. Slips of pinks, four or six
inches long, drawn from the sides of main shoots, and
planted any time in the spring, seldom fail to grow.

New varieties are procured by raising plants from
seed: for this purpose the seed of the beat sorts only
is saved ; it is produced sparingly in such flowers as
are not perfectly double ; it is procured more plentifully from semi-double flowers, and if these be of good
It
colours, the offspring is frequently very promising.
is sown in the spring, and the plants are nursed up in
beds, and afterwards planted out.
From a considerable bed, only a few can be expected worthy of being
preserved ; and these are likely to be found among the
weakest plants.
506. Those flowers the petals of which are elegantly
laced with colours, while the edges are scarcely notched, or are as nearly as possible rose-leaved, are considered the finest. Being very double, and at the same
time opening fairly or without bursting, are qualities
clear white for the body of the
highly prized.
In the lacing, a rich black,
flower is always desirable.
shaded toward the centre with red, is much esteemed.
Scarlet lacings are most rare, and much in request.
purple lace is greatly admired, as in the variety known
by the name of Davy's Duchess of Devonshire, which
rhay be considered as the model of a perfect pink.
Pinks are carefully tended by the zealous florist. When
the flower-stalks rise, they are tied to a small stick to
keep them up ; and when the petals begin to appear in
the pod, those pods which seem apt to burst on one
side are restrained by a small piece of slit card-paper.
The finest flowers when expanded are covered with
pieces of tinned iron in shape of inverted funnels or
little umbrellas, equally to save them from rain and
from the sun's rays.

A

A

Camalions.
Qihiattons,

507. Formerly these were divided into Carnation!,
often called Bursters, having very lar^ leaves and
flowers, and into GiUyJlotvers {girqfliers, F.), the leaves
and flowers of which are smaller. The former are now
called Tree-carnations ; the latter. Common carnations.
The florists of the present day distinguish carnations
1. Flakes, having one colour only,
into four classes.
on a white ground, the stripes large, and the colour
extending through the substance of the petal when
the stripe is pink, and of high colour, the flower is
2. Bizarres, flowers with two cocalled a Rose flake.
they are called scarlet, purlours, on a white ground
ple, or pink bizarres, as these colours happen to abound;
when deep purple and rich pink occur together, the
:

:

3. Piquetlees,
flower is accounted a crimson bizarre.
with a white, and sometimes a yellow ground, spotted
with scarlet, purple, or other colours, the edges of the
4. Painted ladies,
petals generally notched or serrated.
with tile petals red or purple on the upper side, but
white l>elow. This last class is often associated with

the pinks.
508. According to florists, the following are the
The stene should
vhief properties of a good carnation.

be strong and straight, nearly three feet high; the
flower should expand freely and equally, antf should
not be less than three inches in diameter ; the outer circle of petals, or the guard leaves, should be
strong, so as to support the interior petals ; these should
be numerous, but not crowded ; they should regularly
decrease in size as they approach the centre ; the petals
should be rose- shaped, or the edges should be entire,
without notch or fringe ; the colours should be bright
and distinct, the stripes narrowing gradually to the
base of the petal ; and almost one haU' "f ""-'- r- '"i
should Ko of " olci (vliiie.
In the culture of carnations, the preparing of a proper compost or soil is of some importance. For producing strong flowers, Maddock recommends a compost consisting of one half well rotted stable dung, one
third fresh sound loamy earth, anil one sixth sea or river sand ; the ingredients to be thorougiily mixed by
repeated turnings at intervals of several %veeks.
If,
however, it is wished to preserve entire and brilliant
the colours of the flowers, a compost containing much
less dung and more loam is greatly to be preferred.

The

finest carnations are planted in pots a foot wide
and are placed on the shelves of a stage at the
time of flowering they are hence often called Stageflowers.
The potting is performed toward the end of
March. The plants are tlion plitc^^l in an Ojjcn airy
part of the garden, under an arch of hoops, so that
they may be protected by a covering of mats in case
of need. Watering is carefully attended to ; the water is not sprinkled over tlie whole plant, but is

at top,

:

applied only to the root. The stems are tied to stakes
In this situation the plants conas they advance.
tinue till their stems become too tall for remaining
under the hoops. They are then placed on the stage
for flowering.
Here slender stakes, four feet in length,
and sometimes painted, are employed, and the stems
are neatly tied to them at the distance of every six
inches.
As the flower-buds advance, they who are
nice watch any appearance of irregular bursting, and
prevent it by slight ligatures, as already mentioned in
Only three or four principal
the case of fine pinks.
flower-buds are allowed to come forward ; the smaller
lateral ones being cut off" as they appear.
When
the earliest flowers begin to expand, tinned iron or
common paper covers, such as those above described,
W'hen the flowering be§ 506, are placed over them.
comes general, a canvas awning is resorted to.
tulip-bed friuiip answers perfectly well for covering
carnations ; and tulip DulUs aiK r,x;o<>a ««,) stored, beevery one therefore
fore carnations come into flower
who delight* in tulips, should also cultivate carnations,
that his canvas frame may thus be occupied with vegetable beauties twice in the year.
Earwigs prove very injurious, sometimes almost deThey should be daily looked
structive to carnations.
Numbers may be enfor, hunted out, .ind destroyed.
trapped in dried hollow stalks of rliubarb, reeds, or similar
Some have been at the pains to insufistular plants.
late the raised stage, by setting its supporters in vessels
filled with water ; forgetting perhaps that earwigs ocWhen the flowers are heavy
casionally talie wing.
and apt to droop, bits of fine brass-wire are used as
supports. Zealous carnation florists sometimes dress the
flowers, by removing witii a pair of pincers small or illcoloured petals, and arranging the rest so as to liide

A

:

the defect.
50a.

When the plants have

passed

tlie

height of their;
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T\te lower
neglected.
off, and the twmuial
stripped
being
Uyers
le^ee of the
below the tecoBd or
leave* cropped, an incision M made
the joint ; Ae looae
third joint, and continued through
is removed, so that
joint
cut
the
bdow
ofatem
portion
down by a alight
«ba layer may bend freely. It is kept
niient and neat, of
«Mt of wood, or, what is ntore con*
fern pen are naturally
tit* brake-fern or pterii ; «uch
of
formed in the stalk of the frond, and they decay
be
themselve* when no longer needed. If the weather
..
aij,
„ fmB«i naouL In about a month moat
-of the layers are found to be romea, ani n..^ >>• tmmna.
Camakioo*
piMitad, taking care not to plant too deep.
mmj alao be propagated by piping* ; but tbia is a more
diAodt Mode. The piping* being d *iad, by cutting
about half a line below the secoKd joint from the extremity ot' the Jioot, and ahortening the foliage as for lay-

bUom, layeri^ mutt not be

—

•

w

water for some time, to;«Ianip themas
^eak. They are then pricked into an exhausted
hotbed, and cowered with hand.glaiaea. The loil is kept
moist till fibre* be tent out but it ia proper to observe,
er*, are placed in

fleriaU

;

watering, tfae glass shauld not be replaced till
to
the leave* of the pipings be dry. When tbey
•hoot apwarda, mr u regularfy but cautiously a dwitted .
Larers or npings, when properly footed, are removed,
and. if choice kinds, generally planted in pots, three or
lour in each pot. r or the winici xsivn, oamauuiu, «1m>
•tfaar yoong plants, or mrviving mother planU, mre best

Omt after

be^

umwiiil inaNpeeitoryaimikrtelhateaanMnlyaaed
Jbraarieula*.

Here they remain

till

after die

middle

«r Mmth, when they are placed in pota singly for
iwni hM, aa alraady nMOtienad.
It faofeooTseoBly by aaeanaofaaed that new varieties
Wtien k fa vrirfiad that eamatian
•BR be libwhirl
phmtsshooU pertet their seed*, they an roBsved fteen
the canvas awning to a place oanplctcly expoaed to the

un

or, in tb* notthcra pert or the island, into an
;
«ify gfeenha«*e; and the plant i* not mutilated, by
BMkmg layers or fiipings. It may be remetlMd,
plwlB rresn ttjr raisMfran the m
moat productive of seed, and that varieties

have long been pmpagatefl by layers and enttinaa,
In flowers approaching to tne
deablr state, b«t few aaedi ean in any case be ear-^^ tad these tnr often require to be fostered
ctcd petals are dtawn oot ftom the pod,
iraving the ttyles or ttigvata, wnicn proceed fram
er aeed nod ; an inci«ian ia ^Im
top af the ail
letmts matte in the calfs dawn t^siwiMae erf* the
to prtwnt any wstar from lodging there.
, «u
fmi
Theaeed ripen* in Se pt e i nUe, bntit is kept in the pod
tfl April, whm it i< Miwn in pots. Tbevenng planU are
aftsi wards t ransplan ted into a bed, nmmm thajr vw allowed to show fcsrer ; eoch
prove ahigU.«ea»eied,
are cast out ; and the best at the deoUe Josser* aie
aaareely produce any.

mm

•

m

layered.
It may here be noticed that canatiaH
of the operation of grafting. A goad
•ait aiay be gndkcd on the stem ef a hialthj tincle
kind; the omet weedy pert of the stalk ie to be prdbrw
r«d, and whip.fnftii^ u best

ro/jfMtkiu.

^n»

510. Of the fine
Primula, several elegant species
•re natives of Rnuin.
Errry one fa dehghtea with
the appearance of the common primroae (p. vmlgmrit)
on our biinks in the spring time, and many are the vacaltivated in gardens tinder the name of Poly>
The well known cowslip or paigle (P. offim
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cinalu) decks the pastures and margins of com field*,
Ganlcu.
particularly in the south and west of England, and the _
_
"
gacheriiig of the pips for the making of wine furnishes
in many places a pleasing employment for children.
The oxlip (P. eliitior'\ is much less common than the
cowslip, and is fount! chiefly in woods, and by the margins <»f woods.
It seems to he the parent of several
The bird's-eye
o*' the smalUflowered polyanthuses.
primrose {P./artHosa) is certainly one of the prettiest
natives we can boast, and it grows on the poorest moors.
Of the exotic species, the auricula or bear's-ear (P. anricvla) is a well known favourite, of which we shall
•peak afier trrating of the polyanthus.
511. According to the florist, the properties of a good Polyinthcn.
polyanthus are the following : The tul>e ofthe corolla above the calyx should be short, well filled at the
mouth with the anthern, and terminate fluted rather
above the eye. The eye should be circular, of a bright
dear yellow, and diatinot firom the ground colour below. The ground colour is most admired when shaded
with a light and dark rich crimson, resetnbling velvet,
with one mark or stripe in the centre of each division
ot the limb or l>order, bold and distinct from the edging down to the eye, where it should terminate in a
fhse point.
The petal should be large, quite flat, and
round, excepting th<- minute indentations between each
division, which divi<le it into five (sometimes six) heartlike segments.
The edging should resemble a bright

~

goldleoe; it should be bold, clear, nn<! distinct, and
ncariy of the same colour as the e\
|ies.
Endlcaa arc the varieties of p"
i-s ;
and as
they »re easily raised from seed, ihejr »n generally the
first kind of tiower that a young florist culrivates. Seed
fa kept in the shops for sale ; but by sowing this, very
fcw good varieties may be expected. The seeds shoiiTii
be saved only fram flowers with large upright stems,
prodacing nmnv flnwrrs upon a stalk, which are large,
finely shn;
h open flat, and are not pin-eyed
and all on:.;....;. ;.,>wrrs near to these should be cut
;

any intermixture of pollen. The seed
ready in June, ami the pods should be gathered as
they in ccf ssively ripen. The seed is commonly sown
in boxe* in January. The seedlings are regularly watered
in dry weather, end shade<l from the foretioon sun. They
are fit for pricking out in the end of .May and they are
trensplantrd. in August and .Srptenilier, to the borders
where tbi»y are lo flower, which should be eomewhat
meirt and shady, and exposed only to the east. A loamy aoil answers best. Most of them will fl<>^
-.'r
succeeding spring, and then those that are
t
may be caet oot. or transferred to the shnibbcry. 1 lie
select plants being again transplanted, will bloom in
Alll strength tlie second year
and. if the kinds be very yood, will,
eoilrctive beauty and brilliancy, be liU
tie inferior to a show of auriculas.
After this, they mu«t be yearly removed, and the
roots must be parted, else the flowers will inevitably
over, lo avoid
fa

;

;

m

degenerate.
stron ger and

The truth

is,

that seedling plants produce

more brilliant flnwrrs tlun offseu and
they who would have polyanthuses in perfection, must
save seed from their finest plants, and sow annually.
The best way is to raise two or three ofthe finest plants
with a ball of earth atuched, and to plant them in another part ofthe garden, where they may In? free from
intermixture of pollen, and may be regulariy watered,
;

attention to watering being found very conducive to
the pro«luction of rieonms and healthy seed.
The

plants which thus
often perish.

yieW seed are much weakened, and
In some gardens, the choice flowers are

always kept in pots.

;;
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Snails and slugs infest polyanthuses in the spring of
tlie year, and should be watched in the morning.
In
summer the red spider often forms its webs on the
rough under side of the leaves, which is indicated by
their becoming yellow and spotted.
If the plants thus

attacked be not removed, the whole polyanthus bed
will be destroyed.
An effectual cure is found in soaking the foliage of the diseased plants for two or three
hours in an infusion of tobacco leaves, and planting
them at a distance from the others.
Auricula.
Auricula.

times turned, and passed through a coarse sieve. Mr
Auricula.
Curtis properly remarks, that if the compost be rich
and light, it is not necessary to adiiere rigidly to the
above prescription. He mentions, that two-thirds of
rotten dung from old hot-beds, and one-third containing equal parts of coarse sand and of peat-earth, form a
very suitable compost.
51 4. Choice auriculas are always kept in pots. The
inner diameter of these at top •"-?- »-- -"- i"v,iic», at
bottom A,u« Indies, and they should be about seven inchcs deep.
little gravel in the bottom is proper as
a drain below the roots of the plants. Auriculas are
annually repotted in May, soon after the bloom is over.
The balls of earth are to be preserved around the roots,
and only a certain portion of new mould given
Mr
Maddock, indeed, advises the shaking of the earth from
the roots ; but this necessarily gives a check, from
which the plant does not recover in the course of a
year. At the same time offsets are taken, and planted in
separate pots.
The whole auriculas are then placed in
an airy but rather shaded situation, not however under
the drip of trees. The place is generally laid with
coal-ashes, to prevent the earth-worm from entering
the pots, and tJie pots are often set on bricks, to allow
Here ihey rea freer circulation of air abuui iliem.
main till October. They are then placed under a glass
frame, or other repository, to shelter them for the winter months, giving as much air as circumstances willIn February they are earthed up ; that is, the
permit.
superficial mould, to the depth perhaps of an inch, is
removed, and replaced by fresh compost, mixed with a
This is found greatly to
little loam to give it tenacity.
When several flower-stems appear
aid the flowering.
in one pot, a selection is made of one or two of the
As the
strongest, and the others are pinched off.
flowers advance, the plants are arranged in the covered stage, which contains four or five rows of shelves
rising one above another. The roof is generally of glass ;
and the front, which is placed facing the north or the
east, is furnished with folding doors, which may be
Here the plants are regularly washut when desired.
tered two or three times a week, care being taken not
A good
to touch the flowers or foliage with the water.
collection of auriculas treated in this way, forms, when
Sometimes the
in flower, a very captivating sight.
richness of the scene is increased, by introducing mirrors into eacK onrl of the frame, and by having a bed of
hyacinths, and perhaps a row or nnc i^ij^.w«th«eos, both
of which flower at the same period, in front of the stage,
and covered with a thin awning. The soft light passing through the awning, heightens the effect of the
It may be mentioned, that, in order to seauriculas.
cure the filling of the stage with good flowering plants,
which alone ought to appear there, it is necessary that
the collector possess at least twice as many plants as the

A

512. The Auricula is a native of the Italian Alps ;
and there the most common colour is yellow, but it occurs also purple and variegated, with a white powdery
eye.
The varieties raised by florists are innumerable
many of them are of great beauty, and some extremely
Parkinson, in IGSy, names twenty varieties,
curious.
and mentions that there were then many more. Rea,
in his Flora, 1702, describes several new sorts raised by

A

himself and cotemporary florists.
century afterwards. Haddock's catalogue enumerates nearly 500 varieties.

The properties of a fine auricula are the followThe stem should be strong, upright, and of such

513.
ing.

face of the other ingredients.
This compost is to be
kept for at least a year, exposed to sun and air, several

a height that the umbel of flowers may be above the
foliage of the plant.
The peduncles or foot-stalks of
the flowers should also be strong, and of a length proportional to tlie size and number of the blossoms or
pips these should not be fewer than seven, in order
that the umbel may be close and regular.
A pip or
single flower consists of the tube, eye, and border
these should be well proportioned ; if the diameter of
the tube be one part, that of the eye should be three
parts, and that of the whole flower or pip six parts
nearly.
The circumference of the border should be
round, or at all events not what is called starry. The
anthers ought to be large, and to fill the tube ; the tube
should terminate rather above the eye ; and this last
should be very white, smooth, and round, without
cracks, and distinct from the ground colour.
The
ground colour should be bold and rich, equal on every
side of the eye, whether it be in one uniform circle, or
in bright patches ; it should be distinct at the eye, and
only broken at the outer part into the edging. Black,
purple, or bright coffee-colour, form excellent contrasts
with the white eye ; a rich blue or a bright pink are pleasing ; and in a deep crimson or glowing scarlet, edged
with bright green, are concentred the hopes and wishes of the florist, which however are seldom realised.
On the green edge much of the fine variegated appearance of the auricula depends, and it should be nearly
in equal proportion with the ground colour. The dark
grounds are generally strewed with a fine white bloom
or powder, which gives a rich appearance the leaves
of many sorts are thickly covered with the same kind
of powder, which seems destined by nature to save
them from the scorching effects of the sun's rays.
Mr Maddock considers the forming of a proper compost for auriculas, to be of great importance. The in:

:

gredients and proportions recommended by him are
these:
One half well rotted cow-dung; one sixth
fresh sound earth, of an open texture ; one eighth vegetable earth, from tree- leaves ; one twelfth coarse sea
or river sand ; one twenty-fourth soft-decayed willow
wood, from the trunks of old willow-trees ; the same proportion of peat or bog earth ; and a like proportion of
the ashes of burnt vegetables, to be spread on the sur-

:

stage

calculated to hold.
interest of the florist's pursuits receives in this,

is

The

as in all other cases, a great increase when he attempts
the raising of new varieties from seed. To purchase
It is much betauricula seed in shops is a bad plan.
ter to encourage the ripening of the seeds of a few very

which may be done merely by exposing
sun and air, and saving them by handThe seed ripens about the
glasses from heavy rains.
end of June ; but it should be kept in the umbels till

good
them

flowers,

sown.

fully to

This

done, either in autumn or early in
and the seed shoidd be very slightly

may be

spring, in boxes

;

;

;
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coveretl with

wilkm

earth,

or any

light vegetable

under she mould. The boxes *re of course to be kept
weather the seedgood
in
but
winter;
the
during
ter
air; they must not, howlinir, should have plenty of
which would
evw, be exposed dirertly to the sun's rays,
more weakdestroy them in a short time,—at least the
always rf the greatest promise. When of
ly, which are
boxes, and
a proper siae, they are transplanted into other
thirty
nursed till thev be 6t for pots. If one plant in
collection, the success
the
in
place
of
a
worthy
Erove
'

B- ---

.

»Kp reft

may be planted out as border flowers,

where they continue veTy\>iui. ..

.^>.i Tor

« f«w

years.
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part of the juice in their thick succulent leaves and
stems evaporates, instead of returning into the bulbs.
This is called " ripening the roots." When choice hyacinths are cultivatetl in pots, as is commonly the case
in this country, the pots are laid on their sides after the
Bulbs four or five
flowering till the leaves decay.
years old, flower most stronply in Britain, and they then
gradually fall ofl*; but in Holland tliey endure a great

number of

years.

It is

remarked

country the

first

tlint

they succeed

.

curious that bulbs
more beautifully in this
year, than they ever do afterwards.

best in situations near the sea.
imported from Holland flower

It is

FolyanlhiU' NarcitSMS.

Hyacintk.

517. The Polyanthus-narcissus (Narciuus l«trf/a) Poly^thu*a native of Spain and other parts of the south of ^"aauiEurope. The flowers are very ornamental, and come
early.
The plant has long been a favourite with the
impresent
its
to
brought
been
has
but
Levant,
the
proved state in tlie Low Countries. Double hyacinths florist* of Holland and Flanders. There are several
are now the only kind prized, tliouph formerly these principal varieties : Scnne have yellow petals, with cups
were as little sought atler as double tulip* are now, the or nectaries either orange or sulphur coloured.^-otliers
beauty of the flower being then regarded as consiatiiig have white petals, with orange, yellow or sulphur coin the regularity of the shape and disposition of the loured nectaries; in a third set, bioth the petals and the
bluMUiiis. «»wl in the richness of the colour. Whole acres nectaries ore white ; and there are double flowers of all
of nuraery ground are covered with this flower near the varieties. The subordinate varieties are more than
Ua*>iM» mnA I 'trM-Kt in HoUand. Hcrc new varieties a hundred in number. A double v.viety called the
re annually produced from the seed, wbich u collected Cyprus Narcissus, is curious and beautiful ; the outer pe<
from muhiplicate or semi-double flower*, and from very tals are whit^; those in the middle partly white and
Sne single flowers. When a new variety of ^ood qua- partly orange ; and it has a very agreeable scent.
Ikia* is procured, it ia named and enrolled in the se- pure white variety is called the Paper Narcissus.
The florist* of thi* country generally depend on the
The choica flower* are divided into classes,
Itct liat.
John Krepe and Sons of supply of bulb* imported from Holland. The seed,
<'tiw'*"'g tQ tfamr ooioura.
llMilfm cnniBcrste near 1000 varictic* in their cat*. however, often ripens in good seasons here, and there i*
logoe, cl***fd in this way : Red* ; rosy and Aeshco- no peculiar difficulty in raiting the plant* in this way.
louvcd: white, with ro*y and flesh cdoorcd eyes; The seed is sown in shallow ve ** tl* in the manner of
tulip seed.
The seedling bulb* are not raised or tran»>
yellow; white with yellow eyes; white with red eyes
pure white white with violet and purple eyes ; dark planted till the third year; in other two yean, the
backish blue ; dark blue ; porcelain and paJe blue. flowers make their appearance. The bed* containing
Tb« Dame* of tfaa finest and newest kinds are, as usual, young bulb* require to be defended from severe frost
high mmnAmg, and calculated to attract English curio- by means of a covering of peas-haulm, straw, or fern.
Full grown bulbs are planted in the beginning of
ttj/—(he llooarcfa of the World ; the Honour of Amatmam ; the Prince** Chariottc ; the Eazl of Ljuider- September. They do not require to be raised every
year ; it is better indeed not to remove them oftcner
dale, ttc he.
il6. The pitNMitia* of a fine hyacinth are the fol. than once in three years. They flower in April and
loving: the (talK taQ, strong and upright ; thabkMaoms May; and if they be choice kinds, they should be
s, large, well filled with petaiu, so aa to ai^car
saved from ran and rain by an awning, a* practiaed ia
thccaae of talip*.
'yi *mfi*n <i§d in a hocisontal diwctiiMi • the
whoU flower liaraig a caopact pgrraaudal^fiwwH y>>h
n.%; HM plain colour
the "irni'™'ff* b
Cncut.
•hooia'ha daar
•hooMlw
d«r and height, and strong coloars are
prcfierable to pal
pale ; when tha coioui* arc mixed, they
518. The crocus, though a well known flower, ha* Ci
ahottld blend with
only of late year* been accurately studied as a genus.
The hTadnth grov* beat in a light aandy. bat fre*h Miller admits only two species, the autumnal or saffron
aarth.
If nanwe af any sort be given, it must be IC. offieinalh), and the spring crocus, (C. oernut).
Blaead fSur below the bulb. The time for planting U .Sir
£. Smith mentions three specie* as natives of
nam tha middle to the end of September. Old tan- Britain, vcmus, nudiflorus, and sativus. Of the forocr*>bark m kept mead orar tha beda daring win- mer there are several varieties, blue and purple, yellow
ter, unless when nild weather aecms to set in for some and white, and striped ; and beside* these, the toUow.
day*. When the planU oone into flower, a slight awning, ing species are cultivated in crocus beds C. versicowhich can easily be removed, ia placed over them ; and lor, or party colour crocus, a kind which requires a
by thia mean* they continue a month in glory. Hy»- liffht loam, while most of the other* grow beet in sand
ontha in bed* never require any watering. When the biflorui, or yellow bottomed ; msnanus, or common
flowering is over, the Dutch aieae their hyadntli* with yellow ; iiuianus, or cloth of gold and aureus or true
the spade, so as to break the rooUflbrca, and prevent gold. The Scots crocus is a beautiful stri|>ed variety.
fitfther nottriabmeBt, but do not raise them completely
The bulbs may be planted in any light soil ; but
from the groond for a fortnij^ht. Even then, they ore they succeed best in sand ; and some cultivators to the
laid in a bed nearly in a horizonUl pocitioa, with their westward of Lcmion have been at the pains to carry
le#Tca and itcna lying outwards ; in this way, a great sea-sand fifty miles for this purpose. They should not

5 1 5. The garden Hyacinth ( Hyacinlkiu orientalit, L.)
ia one of the flowers to the culture of which floristo have
It is originally from
particularly devoted themselves.

is

A

;

X

C

:

:

;
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be planted deep, not being roverod more than an inch.
In February tlie flowers begin to appear ; in March
they are in glory ; and by the end of April the seeds
begin to ripen. In good seasons these arc produced
plentifully, and by means of them new varieties may
be procured. The leaves of most of the species grow
chiefly after the flowering is over : these should not be
is often done, the bulbs being thereby deprived

cut, as

of much of their nourishment; they may, however,
very properly be tied up.

Annual
Annual
flowers.

Flotvcrs.

519. Many of these are very beautiful; and in fine
flower-gardens, they not only appear in patches on the
borders, but some of the elegant sorts are cultivated
in beds in a separate compartment, called the Annual

Flower-garden.

They

are

commonly divided into Hardy, Less hardy,
The hardy are sown in the spring, in

and Tender.

Hardy
annual
-flowers.

the natural ground, where they are to remain ; the less
hai'dy are raised on a slight hot-bed, and planted out
in April and May ; and the tender require to be passed
through two nursery beds belbre planting in the open
border, and in the nortliern parts of Britain they are
kept almost always under glass. In this place only a
few of the most beautiful or curious of each of these
divisions can be named. Pretty ample and correct tabular lists of them may be found in Abercrombie's Practical Gardener, under the head Flower-garden.
520. Of the Hardy AnmiaU, different species of
Adonis are showy, none move so than the Pheasant's,
gyg^ ^_ autumnalis this, if not a native, lias become
completely naturalized in fields near London, and quantities of the flowers are every summer sold in the city
by the name of Red Moroccp. Several species of Snapdragon (^Antirrhinum) ; white and purple Candytuft
{Iberis umbellatd) • Lobel's Catchfly, red and white
(^Stlene armerid); Venus' Looking glass (Campanula speculum) ; with the purple and the red topped Clary (^SalVarieties of the
via hnrminum), are very ornamental.
Convolvulus major and minor, and of the Bluebottle
(Centaurea cyanus), with the Sweet Sultan (C. moschata) ; the Fennel-flower {Nigella damascena), with
many sorts of Scabious (Scabiosa), and the well known
Stock Gillyflower ( Maihioln incana), deserve cultivation. The Yellow Balsam {Impaiicnx noli tangere) is remarkable for its ripe capsules exploding the seeds upon
being touched ; it thus sows itself, and should therefore
be placed in a by-corner. The yellow blossoms of the
Bladder Ketmia or Flower of an hour, (Hibiscus Irionum)
are extremely perishable if the sun be bright, but they
are produced in long succession. Many varieties of Larkspur (Delphinium Ajacis), single and double, branched
or with simple stems; with several kinds of Lupine
odoratus) are
( Lupinus), and of Sweet Pea ( Latht/nis
well known, and very ornamental. The varieties of
Carnation Poppy (Papaver somnijerum) are very showy;
they are generally allowed to sow themselves. Straw,
berry Elite (Blitum capitatum ) is a curious plant, the
fruit resembling strawberries, only however in appearBelvedere ( Chenopodium Scoparia) is a handance.
:

some

shape a
from which circumstance it is

plant, resembling in

its

close pyramidal

dwarfish cypress-tree ;
often called Summer cypress.
The Caterpillar (Scorpiuncs vermiculala). Hedgehog, and Snail plants (MedicMgo intertexta and scutellata) have no beauty, but
are remarkable on account of their vermiform pods.
The Eternal Flower (Xcrantkemum) is excelled by

5

none, and there are red, white, purple, and blue varietXoyrtt
ties of it.
Mignonette (Reseda odorata) is universally Maiden,
liked ; it is generally sown in large patches, or an en^"'^'T"^
tire bonier is filled with it, commonly in front of the
flo"^""".
conservatory or green-house.
Hardy annual plants are generally sown in circular
patches, traced with a hand-trowel, with which, at the
same time, the earth is broken small. A bit of stick is
placed as a mark in the centre of each patch.
Usually
two or three successive sowings are made, from tho
middle of March to the middle -*• '^'-j> -"^ season of
The plants must afflowerm<y K—-..^ iiuis prolonged.
terwards bo thinned, according to the nature of their
growth, the belvedere, the sunflower, and some others
standing quite detached. After thinning, a plentiful
watering is proper, in order to settle the earth about
those that remain ; and in dry weather, frequent watering will ensure the production of much finer and stronger plants.
Most of the kinds bear transplanting in
dull and showery weather.
The tall-growing plants
should of course be placed in the back part of the border ; the low-growing in front. When the flowering
is nearly over, some of the earliest and strongest plants
should be marked for affording a supply of seed, and
should, if tall, be tied to stakes to prevent their being broken, or falling down. It often happens that
some of the kinds spring up '" tf"> borJoro iVxmi occd»
sown naturally the former year ; from these the best
and ripest seed may be expected.
521. The Vist o{ Less hardy annual plants embraces Less hardy
many fine flowers, such as different varieties of the *"•>"'"
°"""^
African Marigold ( Tageies erecta), and of the French
Marigold (7 paiula) ; the Amaranth or Love lies bleeding (Amaranthus eaudaliis), and Prince's Feather (A.
hypachondrietcus) ; the rich and elegant Balsams, many
varieties, (Impaliens ba/saniinn) ; different kinds of

j

.

particularly C. tricolor, and also of
with the Indian com (Zca mays), and Tobacco
For
plant (Nicoliana tabacum), which are curious.
these and others a moderate hot bed is necessary, on
which they may be sown in March or April, so as to
be ready for transplanting into the borders in May or
It is better, however, instead of removing the
June.
seedlings at once to the open border, to prick them into
a nursery border, covered with a canvas awning, or
liooped over and protected by mats at night here they
may be allowed to establish themselves and get hardy,
In dry weather, frequent watering
for some weeks.
IS essential, especially at the times of transplanting.
522. The list ot x'miit^i «..«««! plnnts ;« not nume- Tender anrous, unless the balsam and some others from the less nuaiii»w.Ts.
hardy list be included, which in the northern part of
the island is always the case. Many varieties of Cock'scomb (Celosia cristata), with scarlet, purple, and yellow

Chrysanthemum,
Zinnia

;

:

heads, some of the plants dwarfish, others three or four
The Globeare exceedingly ornamental.
amaranth (Gomphrmna glo'bosd) of various sorts, with
feet high,

the Amaranthus tricolor, having each leaf composed of
three colours, bright red, yellow and green, are likewise among the more showy of the tender annual
The Egg-plant deserves the same character
flowers.
not on account of its flower, but of its singular and
elegant berry, which has much of the shape and appearance of a large egg, as already noticed (§403).

(Mesembryanthemum crysta/linum), reand leaves being covered with
crystalline globules like small icicles, and the wellknown Humble plant (Mimosa pudica), may also be
mentioned. These are raised, in March, in a small

The

Ice-plant

markable

for its stalks

,'

.

—

H

»
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bot-b«d th«t i» in « pretty streni; »Ute of ferntenUtion,
and afterwards transferned to one that is larger and of
In general the planu are
more moderate warmth.
Lwqmiillj htft in flowar-poU, and are placed near
tke gnan Iwow pianfls* ot prrhapB in the green-houae,
tiie uelvee of which they may thus decorate, while the

**'^'»-

^"y^^

pnper inhabitants are abroad. Here too, if properly
attended to in regard to watering, they will ripen their
aeede, which they seldom do in our climate without
•*~ T-^aotinn ofjrlasa.
A few cockscombe, globe ania
-. „.k* a fine appnr.
ranths, and egg-planu, itb
«ice on the back alMfarea of a hot-bouae.
Biennial Floirert.
•

which

iuvated
Such are the Imiian pink,

Palma

Christ!,

are, strictly speaking, &s-

among

the annual kinds:

(Diamihu CJkmntts) the
(Riemu pmlmm CMruti\ and the Sen;

;

—

in temkioa).
•itive piant, ( Mi
Otoers are alwajra
traated ae biennial pianta, being kept in nursery row*
for the first season, and planted 4Hit the nexL
fliiii
of the most oonmion are Uonaaty or aatin-flower (Lm«

while and piwple flowered French Ho>
Htdutc mm coroMi fm), red and white;
Yelknr
w Homed
Htwned Poppy (Gfanriai fate—i); trc^pnm*
?i,

hardy aquatic

Mraral necica, {^(Jimonttrm ttmnU, iacc.^
and
Malleia
ia of
oT diMtcm kind* (IVr&oacam). particuUriy
p
•bo ModMniiUan ( r. Umitarim), yellow and
;

flowered

Rockfwrk.

Aquarium.

Af

M5. The m of ihs psnd is generally either dr- Aquarium.
cular or oval,1.
Itt di iansi ioBa must be regulated by
(ts
sme of ifae'aeigliboariag parterre or lawn, and by
the taste of the owner for the cultivation of aquatic
emis. If it be wished to have the white and yellow
ater-Uly (iVys^*— a/iaand Nmpkar Imlea) in perfec

tW

tion.
Rack-vsrk.

^-^- I" forming a piece of rock-work, u \% toond
rery useful to haw at laeM the two or three ootward
iajvrs (if stones miii iMistd of woor •<#» , tliel is, of
bun expoaed to the actsna of iIm
Mtch as have
wesdier. At ttie bases of greeii iiBi i e end
It bills Tery suitable masses may generally befcand: tboaesbaald
be selected which hare cmvitica ia tfieai, or are nnfipsal
on the sorfacc ; keeping in view also that they must be
oT such sbape as to be capable of being
oa seek
other in a uaping direction withaat nemtnt.
If sock
waather-wom stones be selociad, and iMssy amtii be
aacd in place of cement, many kjade of Nnraa, and t»rioas cryptagamaaa pleats, will be Ibaoil la tkriva,

it

must be at laest thrae

b—

piM

feet deepk

If the

ground

oMa, especially if the subsoil be sandy or gravelly,
the boHom sfaeald be well laid with podded eUy, and

«

kw

work.

plants.

;

raac,
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rastium repens grows freely, but is apt to overrun the
other plants : indeed, if it be wished at any time entirely to hide a heap of rubbish with garden pianta,
To
this i* one of those to be selected for the service.
those already mentioned may be added, Erigeron alpi.
num ; Cychmen Europafum and herdertefolium ; the
spring Gentian, Gentiana verna ; Soldanella alpina ;
purple Saxifrage {Saxifraga opposiiifolia) aud double
Sengreen, (S. grMoUaia, fl. pi.) ; the borage.leaved
Mullein ( Verbtucttm Myeomi) ; alpine Lychnis {I.ychnit
alpino) ; and diSeront spacMia of Friiiiult, P. nivalis,
iniegnrutw, hdvetica and roarginata. The basil- lea veti
Soopwort (Saponaria ixymoicles) is one of the mo&t
beautiful little plants that adorns the flower-garden,
and it ia peculiarly well suited for rock work. All the
smaller spades of hardy Stone-crop deserve a pUce,
in naticnlar Sedum album, glaucum, rupestre, aiaoon,
saa aHMMBlare ; as well as several species of Houseleek, especially the cobweb kind, (Semperoivum mraehtmdemm).
In small flower gardens, the rock-work
is oAsn constructed oii the margin uf a little })oiid fur

be lined with the

material.

water. On the
margin a kind of small terrace or shelf is formed, immersed oalv a Ibw iadiai under water, and commonly
laid with cnannel ; on this are placed pota conlaainc
various marsh plants, sock aa the Marsh Calla, (Cu£
pmlmUnt,) a native of Lapland and other northern parts
of Earape. In sotae ^ssdctia, (as foraierly noticed,
f 191') toe —igin is oonipied with the American cran«
ui order to

pavent the CHi|ie af ibe

Several of our native aquatic plants are very

oma-

which woolanat eotceed on aeateaaa, ee
partieaksrly tke yeUow and the white fringed
-.
,1^^ ay aipbei d is aad trifuliau ;
of any khid of rock frmb dag tram a qoany.
(Ihdaaas aasMieH»,) aad the Wa.
some part of the stones beii«g alwars seta, the'
•siMriolet or Featbcewfoil IHoUomim pmliutri^) which
aace ti tbete it fo be
wiUi UcMBs, especially Lichen atro-flarns, |ioaiaf)lti
in deep ditebes aear Lendon.
The Cata^aa or
cna, veatosHS, penellus, and stellaria, arc limttart d^
(TjffU lali/M/* mimm^uliftli*) haa a sin*
airaUe.
Pieces of |ilam piiiHiag stone snd of serpen, , jwiue, espoiaslly rban ta flower, but it is
til
ewise a very good eAct ; some joinU of apt la overrun a small pead.
cu.
t<alt are ia some plaeai mHadawd, and
Ikfwe pstrifsctions, or easts in saiablaaa or

iZojary.

afw trmtlfimH hrmcbesof trsei.

Large
'*ieCbaaMgigaa,at«<
ork; and

The mae bas alwqra bean deservedly a favouand at ao period was it ever mere Ugb in repute
mmm pbinU will thrive, such as Cotyledon ombilicash
Evrry batdy
n DOW caretully
AH pbnu which grow nstanUly in a ilry soil, mmf be
many new varieties raised fron send,
aecoontcd fit for the rork-worfc.
.Several speciae of kavo of late yaaie been iamdaaed.
TlKColBhignaor
Diantho*, pertKularly D. dekoidcs, armeria. and CB»> Lee and Kennedy, of Haaoaenou
ameretes no
sius, are highly ornamental.
Red \ altrnan {V\\h\imB fower than J 1 .f varietiea ; but the
are uut dis«
rubra), and a white variety of it, grow vary readily tinguished. Manyof the finest varietMabeee been beauamoiy stoDca. Ifpcat-earth be used, Erinaa alpimm m tifoUy figured by Miss L.iwrence, in bar splendid cola (fmirshir plant.
It fonoM deoe tafU, snd praducee
loctianofDnwiqgBofiUaea. Uoot of the apedes tlirow
y purple flowers ftom April to July; and oat MMkara Tbiae rfoMUbe anaa^ly asiaavod in Oc'^ell cstabhsbed, it often r^Mns iu seed, aad
tober, sod at this way abondince of plsnta mi^ soon
olf.
Diflerent species of Madwort are suitable^
bo procured. Still better ]ilanu however auy be pre..i..»..4rly Alyssam saxatHe and deltoidcam.
Ce* paicd by layiaf down btanobesi and this is the coief
J
P'l"'

pi-*

5t6.

rite

;

Koutrj.
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viewer
Garden.
Rosary.

"Way of propagating adopted by the dealers in roses.
Few of tlie kinds need any other pruning than shortening some of the strongest slioots, to cause them push
new buds and bear more flowers.
The followng are the species generally preferred, but
a few only of the varieties can be enumerated.
Hundred-leaved rose, (Rosa centifolia.) Of this there
are many varieties, as the Dutch, blush, velvet, and
Burgundy, the latter an elegant little plant, sometimes
not more than a foot in heiglit.
Red rose, or Crimson rose, (i?. Galtica.) This is the
kind the unexpanded petals of which arp uscJ ft>r masort with variegated flowers
king conserve of roses.

A

is

called

Rosa Mundi.

Damask

Damascena.)

rose, {R.

Of

this there are

some pretty variations, as the blush damask, the York
and Lancaster, and the red and the white monthly
roses, these last continuing to flower in succession during most of the summer.
Provence rose, or Cabbage rose, ( R. provhwialis, ) is
one of the most beautiful of the tribe, and perhaps the
most fragrant of all the roses. Of it there are likewise
some favourite varieties, as the scarlet, the blush, and
the white Provence ; the rose de Meaux, and the pompone or dwarfish rose de Meaux. It may be remarked,
that if the new wood be in a great tneasure cut down
every year, after the flowering is over, the plants throw
out more vigorous shoots, and yield a greater profusion

of flowers.
R. muscosa) is well known in garbut it is curious that the single
;
moss rose is quite unknown to us. The double is often propagated by budding on other stocks ; but better
and more durable plants are procured by laying down
the branches. A white moss-rose has lately appeared
in the London nurseries ; but it is still scarce and high

The Moss

rose

dens in a double

(

state

priced.

The common White

rose (R. alba,) both single and
; as well as the varieties called,
cluster maiden blush.

double, deserves a place
large, small,

and

Single yellow rose, ( R. lutea. )
The Austrian rose,
•with the petals orange or scarlet at the base, is considered as a variety of this. Both kinds grow better in
upland places than in the richest and warmest situation.

The Double yellow rose {R, mlphurea) is remarkaIt should be
ble for the flowers seldom opening fairly.
planted in a cool and rather shady situation, or at least
It is quite a
It does not succeed against a south wall.
distinct species from the single yellow ; the leaflets, for
example, are simply serrated, not glandular, and they
are glaucous underneath ; whUe in the single yellow,
they are doubly serrated, glandular, and of a shining
green.
Of the

Cinnamon

rose,

(R. Cinnamomea,) a variety

bald, the earliest illustrator of the natural history of
Scotland, was a variety of this species.
Professor Martyn says it was found on his «' Ciphian farm ;" but the
is,

—

into flower late in autumn.

Beds of roses, of different shapes, are now commonly
formed in the lawn near the mansion-house, or by the
sides of the approach to the pleasure garden ; when of
an oval form, they are often called baskets of roses.

The

surface of the circle or oval

that the

name of Sir

Robert's estate

was the

un-^

is

made

to rise in the

middle; the shoots are layered, and kept down by
means of pegs till they strike roots into the ground ;
the points only, with a few buds on them, appear above
the earth. By this sort of management, in two or
three seasons, the whole surface becomes covered with
a close and beautiful mixture of flowers and leaves.
Sometimes only the moss rose is employed for this
purpose; but frequently several kinds are intermixed.

Even a single plant, particularly of the moss-rose, may,
by continued attention, be made in this way to cover a
large space, and to afford at once perhaps several hunPlans for rosaries of different shapes,
dred flowers.
circular, oval, square, and octagonal, have been published by I.ec and Kennedy, and circulated along with
their

list

of roses.

Climbing Plants.
527. In

with double flowers is usually cultivated. It is the
emallest and the earliest of the double roses, often
coming into flower in the beginning of May.
Of
Scots rose, or Burnet rose, (R. spinosissima. )
this species, which, as a native plant, is more common
in Scotland than in England, several varieties have
long been known, particularly tlie red, the semi-double
white, and the semi-double red. Messrs Brown of the
Perth nurseries, have of late years raised several new
and very beautiful varieties of this rose. The Rosa
Ciphiana, celebrated in a Latin ode by Sir Robert Sib-

fact

Flnw
from which, euphonia graiid, CiGarden.
phia was formed.
Sweet-briar rose, (R. riibipnosn.)
Of this well Roiary?^
known species, the Eglantine of the poets, there are several varieties,
the common double (lowered, mossy
double, marbled double, and red double. A single
flowered yellowish variety is kejit in some gardens, but
it is very scarce.
The Alusk rose (R. moschata) is a climbing kind,
flowering late, and continuing till the enrl of /"»-•->-".
It varies witK .?«..i.i- /ivncia*
The deep red China rose ( 72. semperfiorcm) if placed
against a south wall, or in front of a green-house,
flowers for the greater part of the year.
There is a
pale China rose, by some considered as only a variety
of R. semperflorens.
The Indian rose, (72. Indica, already noticed, § 472.)
is a very great acquisition to our gardens, being perfectly hardy.
Although but lately introduced, it has now
become very common ; and by means of it we possess, in the open air or against a wall or paling, full
blown red roses in March and April, and in November and December. The common sort has very little
smell ; but a fragrant variety has been raised, thus uniting all the excellent properties of the rose.
In order to have a continued succession of roses, for
instance of the cummoii moss rose, ilie liest plan Is, lo
cut off in May the tops of shoots produced the same
spring. In this way new shoots are elicited, which come
poetical one of Kips,

many

gardens a walk

is

arched over with CHmbmg

P
trellis work, either of wood or wire, principally for the
purpose of affording a proper opportunity of cultivating

the finer kinds of climbing shrubs, and enjoying the
beauty and fragrance of their flowers, which render
such a berceau walk extremely delightful in the warm
weather of July and August. The finest of them, however, flourish only in the milder counties of England,
and are planted in vain to the nortliward of Yorksliire.

The Kidney-bean tree (Glycine Jrutescens), shews
elegant clusters of purple flowers ; and the Virginian
silk-tree (Periploca Grceca) produces bunches of flowers
of the same colour. Smilax aspera, sometimes called
Rough Bindweed, and S. excelsa, although their flowers
are not showy, are desirable climbing plants, as they
Of the honeyretain their verdure during winter.

"^

*•

;
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of the conunim Woodbine {Lonieera Pmclumemtm), the trumpet-honeysuckle (L. temperx-irent) particularly deserves a pUcc.
The yellow and the w'lite Jasmine {JatWHimm/nilicaHS

nicklu, bendes

different varfetiea

mn

Three species
the Austrian (.4. autIriaat), the Siberian (A. Htbirica), and the American
(J. Ameri<:»na\ : tiic two fbimer were long confounded
under the name ot' A. alpina ; they reaemble each
other, but the Austrian cornea into leaf and flower two
Bontii* before the other ; tiie Areorican apecita i« alto
Several kioda of Clematis or virgin'a-bower
wrly.
are highly onumental, particularly the purple (( <*>''etUsY and the double-flowered variety of it, with red
and blue ranetic* of tlie single; the Virginian (C. airgmisma) with white flowers; and the evergreen (C.
cirrhosn), which producea it» greenish flowers about
aid-wiatcr. The common Traveller's joy {C. vitaHia)
ia too raapant to be trusted near to delicate ditnberi.
The ooimnon I'assioa-flower (PtuMjiora cirrulea) aucslithered places, but in general it flowers
ceeda in
better when trained against a wall.
Sii. For covering walla, tOme otlier plants are well
Miitcd.
l( the exposure be good, Bignonia radicant
•r wh-WTcd Trtm![)«-t-fluwer. is highly oniaincntal,
being covered witJi or.:v.ge flowers in titc autumn: this
is a pbnl, however, wliicli requires somo nanagement
aa to pruning ; ail »:nall weak shoots mnKt every year
be removfld, aad wh«ii the plant has filled the space
aUotted to it, a quantity of new or yotmg wooci for
flowering ia procured, by annually shortrning a nuinbrr ' -•"ing »h(A>ti.
Cominan Ivy {HetLra ktlijc),

Mud

qfieiamlt)

of AlragCMC arc

wt

aow

i

plants.

;

.

'•

Mme

V

vtr-ttripetl and gold «tripcd varielit-s, and
thr uigv-icaved or Irish, are very desiralile ; as is likewise 1^ Vinrician Creeper or five-leaved ivy, (Vitit
ktiereaa). The double {'omrgranate has been already
OHBtiuned (§ 180.) as wTmirably adapted for covering
• wall, or the cud of a houM, capcdally if it have a
•ooth ancd.
Sii9. It ha* been nore than once noticed, that the
nuM effect nal way of aedimaling the planta of wanner couDtrica, ia to endeavour to bring tnch plants to
ripen their aeeds in the open air in this clinutc with
as little asaiatance aa poaaiUie, and then to sow these
aeeJa, (tea which a more hardy progeny i« likely to
»9i'vt»g.
Some plants, however, aeem gradually to bocame ianrcd to our climate, even without being rrprodoccd by s«m) or perhaps these pUnU were at fint accoMited more delicate than tbcy rmUlyarc. ScvrralJapan
•hnilM have of late y rnra bccone
mop ocnameota of
our ^vdena, particularly the Leqaat or Mcij|Hliia Japo>
nica ; the Jap«n 'pple, ( Pyvs Jaeotiat) which reaturra
« KMith wall ; the Sophon Japontca; and the CorcLorua
J
Thia laat waa introduced only about 1 804
''•w be aeeo growing like a willow in our
^cpt near to an eaat or a west wall, (o
:

.-

cw

:

;

y

^ra
V

Mvere

frost,

producing aprututiun

bloaaeins early in the spring.
Trained to
i hot-house at the Uotanic Garden at Edin-

and of cour»c with a northern rxpo«iire, it haa
rrarv past stood rrmarkablv well, and baa
L.
^'1 with
flowers in .March and
-^1
^(Tfita I jKea and eiridit), mhich
'i
are Rativcs of the north oi
tjnj in the open
border in the soothrm cou.
ugland but in t^
vere winters, they require some degree of protection.
£dward*ia grandi flora and micmphyUa are nativea of
New ZeiUiiJ. which flower in February, in o«ir ibcU
bur:

li,

for

'

i

rou

XI. r.\K.[ I,

;
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Several naagainst a wall.
tives of the south of Europe now inhabit our borders ;
such are, Jupiter's-beard, Antbyllis barba Jovis ; Coronilla glauca ; and Moon trefoil, Metlicago arborea. Two
specius of Lepto&pera um or South Sea myrtle, L. junipennuin and baccatum, succectl in the milder parts
of England, if trained against a wall ; and Metrosiden» lanceolata, likewise from New South Wales, has already been noticed as trained on the oprn wall in the
College Botanic Garden at Dublin, § US.
Ilharanus
glandulotiu from Madeira, is an addition to our evergreens. Some perennial species of Coni-olvulut, formerly accounted tender, are now trained against the
border walls ; particularly C. bryonia?foliu8 fram China, and C. althaeoides fhxn the Levant.
Of tlie com.
mon myrtle ( A/yr<iu ccmniDiu) there are several varieties, tome of which are more hartly tlian others : a single-flowered sort, resembling the double-flowered, but
Midi narrower leaves than the Dutch broad-leaved, is
the most hardy ; and a variety of the narrow -leaved,
called the bird's-nest myrtle, seems also to be more
lurdy than the Dutch broad-leaved kind.
teretl borders, or trained

FToww
j^'" ''^.

~

'

Framed Borders.
530.

They who

are curious in flowers frequently

have a bortler .covered with glased frames, which can
be easily removed during the warm season of the year,
from the middle of June to September. Many phints,
of' the bulbous kind, grow much better
planted in a large border than when confined to
flower- pots.
Bulba in general require a deep soil ; for
they commonly send tl^ir fibrous rcxjts, by m hich they
draw their nourishmi-nt, to a coHMdiral^lc dcjith in the
earth.
Some of the bulbous plants which succeed well
in su^ covered borders are, several species of Ixia,
of African Gladiolus, of Harmantbus or blotd-flower;
and the Tigridia pavonia, or Tiger-flower, rqually re-

particularly

when

matkable for its gorgeous beauty and its tranititnry na*ture.
Tuberoses {Polyanthet lubtrota), alter having
been festered on a flight hot- bed, may be sunk in pots in
a framed border, in order to their ^nwcring. Several
species of the splendid genus Amarytlii might be added to the list, particularly the Belladonna hly (A. lei£a(fea(M), the Jacobea lily {.4./oimotijiimn), and the
Gticmaey lily (A. Smmieiuit). Concen-'r;; thi^ Is^t, it
may be observed, that a few plantu ot;
ctl

to flower every year

;

for, as not-

same plant dors not flower
probablv

after

till

in IW'
the hp'c-

>f.-cculfoch

(ScnllitJi

c:\rn

count of

Jin

n(

msey.

e years,

.

.

I'

,

vol.

ii.

nor

years.
Dr
p. CO.) baa

ation of this favour-

Even

the Doctor informs
among a hundred healthy roots." Boxes containing parcels of the
bulbs, generally with the flower-stcms formed, are annually sent from the Channel Islands to the nurserymen of Ix>fidon, and by them di^tributed through Britain.
Miller has justly remarked, that this 11^ may
more properly be cultivated in a bed on a south border
than in |xn« ; it is therefore peculiarly well adapted to
the frsmed border. For the soil, he rrcommends a
third part fresh earth from «cine light pasture ground
about an equal part of se»-sand ; and the remaining
tliirti to bo i-oroposed equally of rotten dung and sifted lime- rubbish.
V

The

tlicrc,

five flowers arc produietl

diflerent species of

Cyclamen or sow-t>read sre

2«

f^^^
*"**

;
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humble

likewise well adapted to the framed
border, where they make a very beautiful appearance.
In many gardens, where fine bulbous plants are
much attended to, as at the Botanic Garden at Liverpool, all the borders immediately in front of the various
hot-houses are covered with moveable frames. In these
framed borders, it may be added, many alpine plants
may likewise be preserved during winter ; for such
plants being accusftomed, in their native place of
growth, to the protection of a thick covering of snow
during that severe season, are impatient of intense cold,
plants,

Green-house.
Sreenhoiue.

The proper

Green-house has
531.
been already pointed out (§ 55.) as being somewhere
Its aspect ought of course to be
in the flower garden.
towards the south. In fixing on the plan and elevation of a green-house, there is great scope for fancy and
taste ; for, the indulgence of these is quite consistent
with the production of a house which shall afford shelter during winter to plants which require little more
than to be saved from the effects of frost. It is scarcely ever wished that the temperature should exceed 45°
Fahrenheit ; and when the weather is such that air
can be given, it is enough if the thermometer indicate
from 38° to 42°. To every part of the house, however,
light ought to be freely admitted, else some of the
plants will necessarily become drawn up and distorted
situation for the

:

a great part of the front of the roof should therefore

be of glass. Nicol observes, that a green-house may
have two straight sides, but should have circular ends ;
he is better pleased, however, with an octagon whose
sides are not equal, but which has two opposite longer
sides, forming as it were an " angular oval.''
In some
gardens the green-house forms a complete circle ; in
others it is of an oval shape in these cases, and indeed
in general, it is now constructed of glazed frames on
every side. The roof is not made nearly so lofty as formerly ; indeed, it seldom exceeds in height ten or
twelve feet from the paved walk. The furnace and
stock-hole are of course as much concealed as possible ;
and if the house be circular or octagonal, the smoke is
:

carried

by

a flue under

ground

to

some

distance,

and

then discharged by a small chimney, hid by shrubbery,
The interior is fitted up with stages and slielves for
holding the plants. These are arranged according to
their sizes, the shape of the leaves, and the general tint
of colour the smaller plants are chiefly placed in front,
and those that are likely to flower during winter have
conspicuous stations allotted to them the taller plants
occupy principally the back shelves: in this way a
symmetrical mass of varied foliage is presented to the
eye, interrupted only by projecting clusters of variously coloured blossoms.
Several of the sashes, or perhaps each alternate sash, should be made moveable for
the admission of air ; and ventilators are also proper,
for promoting a circulation, when the state of the weather prevents the admitting of air by the roof.
Very
little water is given to the plants during winter ; and
they are cleared of dust rather by means of a bellows
than by the application of the syringe.
The roots of green-house plants are generally examined twice in the year, by turning the plants gently
out of the pots. Many kinds only need repotting once
in the year ; and this operation is commonly performbut others require it twice in the year,
"ed in August
and the other period is usually March. It is not al:

:

:

that the plants should be shifted into
on the contrary, it is often better to retrench the matted roots, and keep to pots of the same
size.
It is always proper that some small gravel or
shivers of broken flower- pots be put in the bottom of

ways necessary
larger pots

;

Flower
Garden.
'"""'Y"*'

the pots, to drain off moisture.
And here a very cornmon error in the manufacture of that earthen-ware artide may be pointed out the hole in the bottom is
frequently made so as to have a small unintended rim
on the inside, which necessarily retains a portion of
water ; whereas the sides of the hole ought to have a
slope from the interior, so as to allow every particle of
:

water to escape.
^^^- '" ^^^ course of this treatise, the different sizes Flowerof flower-pots have more than once been mentioned in pou.
the tecnichal style employed by gardeners, such as
" eights," " sixteens," &c., or " No. I," " No. 3,'' &c.
These terms it may be proper here to explain. The
meaning of them will be rendered obvious by a tabular view
but it may first be observed, that potters
usually make seven sizes, also called numbers, of pots ;
that the pots of each particular size are sold in what
are called casts; and that the number of pots in a cast
increases proportionally as the size of the pots decreases.
Of No. 1., which is the largest kind of pot in
common use, there are eight in the cast, and a pot of
this class is called either a " No. 1 ." or an " eight."
;

No.

—
—
—
—
—

has 8 in the cast, called Eights.
12
Twelves.
16
Sixteens.
3. third size,
4. fourth siae, 24
Twenty-fours.
32
Thirty-two's.
5. fifth size,
1. first size,

second

2.

size,

6. sixth size,

48

Forty-eights.

seventh

60

Sixties.

7-

size,

Pots larger than eights, or of extra size, such as 4 in
the cast, are often made, for the accommodation of
large plants ; and, on the other hand, pots of a smaller
size than sixties are sometimes manufactured, particularly for holding small seedling plants, or very young
Cape heaths. These very small pots are among gardeners called thumbs.
533. Plants suited to the green-house are extremely
numerous, and constantly on the increase the selection
of them must depend on the taste of the owner, and
the size of the house. To give any enumeration seems
unnecessary it may be sufficient to refer to those excellent lists, the Epitome of Hortus Kewensis, and the
Cambridge Catalogue ; in these the plants suited to the
green-house are marked
; and their duration or character are indicated by the marks usually employed by
for annual; ^ for biennial
botanists and gardeners ;
if for perennial ; and Tj signifying that the plant is
shrubby or arboreous. In the first mentioned catalogue,
the plants which require a black heath mould, or peat
In the Bosoil, have an asterisk * prefixed to them.
tanical Magazine, edited by Sims, (formerly mentioned
§ 18.), all new and curious green-house plants are figured and described as they come into notice,
534. To keep up the show of plants actually in flower
in the green-house, especially in the early spring months,
a usual and very proper expedient is to plant a number
of the common ornamental bulbous plants, in pots, in
the month of October ; to forward these in the stove,
and to place them, as the flowers appear, upon the
For this purpose some of
shelves of the green-house.
the many varieties of hyacinth, with single and double
jonquil, white and yellow polyanthus-narcissus, Per:

:

G

©

J
\

1

i

;;
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•ian irii, and the early sweet-scented tulips, are well
Garfctu
adapted. The jonquil bulbs, it inay be observed, must
— I -" be two year* in the pots before they can be expected
to "
-r-

'*

'v.

opportunity of noticing the
bulbous plants into flower by
means of wateralone. Itwasdcfcribedby Millerin acommunication published in the 37th vol. uf the PhilosoLake

moilv

tlit«

oi uriiigiiig these

November is the usual
of chamber forcing. The
flijwrr gtiMTt are lille<i up to the bottom of the bulb
<>rt water; and it is kept up to this point by
wJ'
The water should be
IS often as necessary.
Ml.:
The
entirely chanMd OBce in the week or ten days.
clMwa sliaara b* vitiiated in a light room where a fire
u kept, and, if possible, near to winckiws exposed to the
forrnoun sun. If they be placed in a hot-bottse for a
few weeks, they are greatly forwarded, and appear in
The numerous varieties of
perfect flower in January.
hyacinths raised by the incredible industry of the
Dutch florists, answer extremely well for this purpose
likewise the different sorts, white and yellow, of the pophical Transactions, for 17^1.

MMon fbr beginnini;

this sort

The

lyanthus-narcissus.

jonquil, also,

adapted ; but to many its fragrance
a rnom.
The small tulip* called

is

is pretty well
too powerful in

Due de

\''anthol,

CUrenont, and Pottcbakker, majr be traatiiil in this
way; aid th« Persian iris is si w iat iinea brought to
flower, but is rather aft to fiuL
Tbe coidimb pa*>
tic iisi'ciasiii, and the eonBMD daflbdil, awy be Bade
to bloom in tbe same way.

...i.r.ito-

536. TheComei s alaey is distiii a iiiJM i l by its interior
being laid out in bctls and borders, in which exotic
trees, shrubs and perennial plants are cultivated as
The sides and roof are of flaas
in the Mfknal aoiL
altd not aaAeqaently this last ia so famed that it can
be fenovad doiJiig the summer months. The parapet
wall rfiovld be arched, in ortler to aUoiw the roots of
plants in the border next to it, to peneime to the exleriee border in quest of food.
In general tbe flue
peSMe under the walk, and has cavities at each aide, to
let hta<rd air escape through holes in the earthen tales
with which it is oorcred. Tbe side bocdete am oeenpsed with some of the smaller ornamental shrubs of
New HaOand, and with some others which, thougfa occa w MnHy plaead in the open harder, are apt to periah
dirtiag viator i sMh
the acailat Fochria of Chili.
me fkagnnt Verraia of theaaaae eomtnr ( KerirM
i) : the Ontcfa denble aa ar
myrtle, and the
To these nay be added aaae oT the ahow^
of Polyjnk, HiiiiiHMli, and Onidia.
TIm
bed in the middb of the hmiae ahodd be fetaed of
coapost soil to tiM depth at at least two liMt i the
baMi
b«iy laid with seeae had aMtorial, t« preeant
'
*he nmtAem penetrtii^ paHiadafly if the
For the genani mO, Nkol recot
_r
BOfaMoae eoapeat of S-4ths brown »_,
,
being the ewaidef en aUpaatnre, and 1 .4th Tsaatrtik
earth. ptefariM that nmatbag fteaa decayed trec4ea«ea.
The earth shoidd not be saeened ; indeed it iad»be».
ter for having small stones nixed with it. This laidib
bed is oocnpled by some lofty New Holland planu, such
aa iti fl int species of Aeada, particHlarly A. decor•Hand kmplblia the dwar6sh fkiwpalm, rhaiiiniiiipi
kwdis; Cktbra arborca, one of dte omaaaento of
Madeira: Olire-trees, and frequently one or two of
the Citrus genus. The diffierent varieties, red and
white, single and double, of the Japen rose (C«mtifia Japomka) deserve a place
with Daphne odora ;

m

«d

wd

M

—

;

;

the red-flowered Anise-seed tree,
num ; the Malabar nut, {Justicia

Floriila-

the
Adhatodd)
Camphor-tree {Laurus camphora) several of the elegant genus I'rotea, and one or two of the no less pleasing aitd curious genus Banksia.
Where the house is
of an oval or oblong square shape, and is composed
of glass only on three sides, the back is covered with a
trellis, to which several of the arborescent Cranes-bills,
(such as Pelargonium inquinans, different varieties, P.
and
pelialum, cuct^lttm, and Inleripet) are trained
these, when in flower, have a very brilliimt appearance.
In some conservatories, a small aquarium is formed,
where several of the foreign species of Nymphsa and
Menyanthes may be brought to flower.
537. Sometimes the characters of the greenhouse and
the conservatory are to a certain extent combined in
one bouse. In particular, some ornamental climbers
;

;

;

are planted in the borders, trained against the raflers
and pillars, and of\en led in festoons from place to
place.
Several species of Passiflora, such as csrulea,
aurantia, and incamata, and of Glycine, become in this
way very elegant, and the large bell flowers of Cobbea

scandens make a fine appearance ; with different !>peciea
of Convolvulus, and the Maurandia semperflorens. The
Caper-bush, already noticed, § 405. is at once showy
and in some measure useful
&M. In a few fine gardens, where the cultivation of Hestbery.
curiooe phmte M mucTi attended to, a separate heathiomtt is erected, and appropriated to tne numeroiu
Ericw from the neighboMr hootl of the Cape of Good

This tribe St planta, it is justly reniarkecl by
Professor Martyn, has within these few years •' risen
from neglect to splendour." Miller, in the edition of

Hope.

Comtenaiorg.
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DicUonary published in 1766, mentions only five
of which are indigenous to this country, and
The stores
the 6t\h a native of the south of Europe.
In 1775, Mr
of the Cape were then nearly unknown.
Francis Masson, travelling botanist to the king, sent
bone' many new species from iiouthem AfKca; and the
same botanist revisited that country in 1787, and was
aquaOy suooessful in his reaeardies. More lately Mr Nivcn of Edinburgh, by extending his travels, made a
rich harvest among the same tribe of plants. The Cape
crioe arc now about two hundred in number, and many
of them both beautiful and fragrant. In construction,
the hestb-honae difbia in no respect from a small greenhouse with a low roof. The pUnU thrive best in a
his

sorts, four

light, rather

poor

soil

;

sod) as a mixture of bog-earth,

loam and mod. They are propagated chiefly by
cuttings : the catliMi pfefcrrad are very small, inserted chiadT tagadier in ffaw aod, sifted over with very
pore and fine sand, and covered with saaall crystal
light

evaporation; the pots ate
kept hi a moderaU heat, but shaded. Cuttings of E.

glasses, so aa to preeent
retorta,

articularis,

and

several others,

do not grow

without great dSculty snob species are therefore of\«
en layered. Several kinds ripen their seeds in this
country and by sowing these, great numbers of plants
:

;

are fVn{uently raised.

Holhoutu.
hot-houses for exotic planU have already Hot-hoosss.
been mentioned under the title of Dry Stove and Bark
Stove, (J 199, 200). It was there observed, that in the
latter sonic of the more delicate kinds of grape vines
are often trained along the rafters, and that poU with
kidney-beans and strawberries are sometimes placed on
the side shelves. In first rate gardens, where the stove
539.

is

The

entirely appropriated to ornamental plants from troia sometimes formed of glass

pical climates, the bouse

—
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on all sides, those plants which naturally grow in shady
woods in their own country being placed on the north

'

side of the house.
It may here be mentioned, that a
book, in folio, on the Construction of Hot-houe«s,

^^^^
~ ~

Green-houses, &c. has been published by Mr George
Tod, including plans and elevations of sotwc of the fine
stoves for exotics at Kew gardens, whiv;h were executed
by Mr Totl, under the direction of the late distinguished Mr Aiton.
Many curious and betiutiful plants might be mentioned as deserving a place in the bark stove, but only a
very few can here be named. Among the curious may
be noticed, the Date-palm tree (Plicenix dactylifsra) ; the
Sago-palm [Cycas revolxUa) ; the Cyperus Papyrus of
Egypt, which afforded the scrolls of bark on which the
ancients wrote with the stylum ; the Coccolobo pubescens, remarkable for producing the largest round-shaped
leaves in the world ; Hemandia sonora, or the whistling tree of the West Indies ; Musa paradisiaca, the

We

shall therefore continue to use the po-»
pular terms, such as Canker, confessing at the same
time that they are sometimes much too indefinite.

character.

51'1.

most

Canker

is

by

far tlie

most prevalent and the

'"^'V"'
Canker,

fatal disease incident to fruit-trees in this country.

may be

described as a sort of gangrene which usually begins at the extremities of the branches, and proIt

ceeds towards the trunk, killing the tree in two or three
years.
It seems, in different situations, to arise from
different causes ; very often from bad subsoil, trees
planted over ;i ferruginous and retentive soil being observed to be very liable to it. Sometimes it appears
to take its origin merely from some external injury, or
from injudicious pruning, and leaving ragged wounds
and snags. In other cases, it makes its first appearance after exudations of gum ; and Mr Spence of Hull
has remarked, that the foundation of canker in full
grown trees is often laid by the attacks of insects, particularly the larvae of Tortrix Waberana.
It frequentplantain tree, and M. sapientuin, the banana ; several ly happens that cions for grafting have been taken from
of the larger spedes of Acacia, whicli yield gum arable ; infected trees ; and the young trees produced in this
with others which, in our Eastern or Western posses- way, are, as might be expected, peculiarly obnoxious to
the disease.
Among apple trees, those which come
sions, afford well known commodities, such as the sugarcane, the coffee- tree, the pimento and the clove- tree, soonest into a bearing state, such as the nonsuch and
Hawthorndean, are observed to be most subject to canthe indigo plants ; and the Ficus elasticus, from which
ker. Trees trained as standards or against espalier rails
the substance called Indian rubber is procured.
The Papaw-tree ( Carka papaya ) deserves a place in are more liable to it than wail-trees; the more tender
every large hot-house, on account of its possessing a and finer sorts of fruits, than those that are hardy,
remarkable property, which has been long known to the reasons of which seem to be, that the young wood
not being thoroughly ripened, is killed in the course of
those who have resided in the West Indies, but which
has only of late been particularly described in this the winter, or the buds and early shoots are incurably
country by Dr Holder, that of intenerating butchers- injured from the same cause.
In order to guard against canker, if the subsoil' be
meat or poultry. This singular property is not even
hinted at in the last edition of Miller's Dictionary. The indifferent, the trees should be planted as much on the
juice rubbed on beef or mutton has the effect of rensurface as possible.
(See § 78. and 110.)
If certain
dering the meat as tender as veal or lamb, without in- varieties of fruit seem peculiarly liable to the disease
jurii^ its other quaHties. Indeed it is affirmed, that in any particular garden, other varieties should be iiitroduced by means of grafting. The greatest car*
if a fowl be hung against the trunk of a papaw-tree, it
becomes intenerated in a short space of time, by mere should be taken, in pruning, to make the cuts quite
proximity; and that the oldest poultry may thus be clean, and to cover with a plaster any accidental wound.
rendered as tender as chickens. In stoves in England, Where the extremities of unripe shoots are nipped by
the papaw-tree has been known to attain the height of the frost, they sheuld be carefully removed with a
twenty feet in three years, and to produce its flowers sharp knife. Mr Forsyth, as is well known, was reand fruit : it is not however a durable plant.
markably successful inovercoming the ravages of canker,
Among the more showy stove plants, may be men- in the Royal Gardens at Kensington, by means of headtioned, the different species of Strelitzia, Limodorum
ing down the trees, and thus procuring new branches ;
-Tankervilli, Plumbago rosea, Canarina campanula, and
an example which may in similar cases be followed.
Lantana odorata. Along the i-afters may be trained Mr Knight seems to consider canker as principally afPassiflora quadrangularis, which in the West Indies affecting those varieties of fruit-trees which .ire in an adfords the fruit called Granadilla, but which in this counvanced stage of existence, or which have long been protry requires the utmost heat of our stoves to induce it pagated by means of grafts or buds and the observa/jto shew its brilliant and fragrant flowers,
Mr Sang of Kirkcaldy
P. alata is tion is probably well founded.
also highly deserving of a place.
(ScoUish Hert. Mem. i. SZQ.) very justly insists on the
importance of grafting only on healthy slocks, and mentions a case which occurred in his own experience,
Diseases of Plants.
where many stocks became diseased with canker, apparently from having been raised in an unpropitiuus
-fiiO. In treating of the different kinds of fruit-trees
For further information regarding canker, the
soil.
and esculent plants, several of the maladies to which reader may be refen-ed to a paper on that subject by
they are subject have already been noticed, as well as Mr James Smith, gardener at Hopeton House, publishthe usual means adopted either for prevention or cure. ed in the first volume of Scottish Horticultural Memoirs,
The diseases of plants shall therefore be only very p. 221, et seq.
^slightly touched in this place.
Any extensive discus542. Blight commonly means the effects of cold gijoi,;.
sion of the subject, indeed, could not be attempted
winds or of hoar-frosts, on the foliage and blossom of
Our knowledge of it is yet in its infancy. Some au- trees. In this country, easterly winds, accompanied
thors have no doubt given us lists of diseases of the vewith fogs, often produce bh'ght ; the buds are nipped,
getable race, drawn up in the formal style of nosolo- and the tender vessels burst ; innumerable minute ingical nomenclature ; but they are in general destitute
sects soon appear, feeding on the extravasated juices,
of the requisite permanence and precision of type and and these are often erroneously supposed to have been

—
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waft«d hither by the wind, or " enpondt-rcil by the
h«zy" eatt. When some fine weatlier has iniluccJ the
bloa.tom to expand itself prematurely, antl frost super.
It is not therefore dcTen?'. h!->ht vc-y often ensue*.
the northern psrts of Britain, that
me early into flower on the conIv.intageous if the flowering were
trary It woiiiii Ik:

1

.'.

X'ariou- d»>vice» tare resorted to for protect-

retarded.

Kme

of which hare mlready been
deMTibetl. $ 84.
54S. What is called mffoca'ion is very commonly infofloatiaa.
dneed by the stems and branches bein^ overgrown
ui;h lichens and immts ; an e^nl to which the trees in
ulil orrturds, wlwrc perhaps the bottom is naturally
mots^ and has not been drained, are peculiarly liable.
The remedy is simple, consisting in rubbing off the
parasitical plants, an operation which is much more
ing emrly blosMiD,

performed in wet than in dry
roand-nouthed iron scraper is sometimes
nsed r.r ih;. iiurpoHe; but one of hard wood answers
The trunk and larger branches are afperfi
..1 swept with a birchen rubber, and it is
terwai..
fbuad rery useful, even aAer both these operations, to
wash the branches with old soap-suds or any penetraeasily

and

%reatber.

effectually

A

fing liqnid. nr to a))ply a coating, of the consistence
«<r ivtii.t .if a mixture oi' equal parts of quicklime, cow
i-hiy.

renfth's

.-^metimes Uo/cAm or dark spots appear, termiIf these ooour on old branches, the
nating in uiccn.
best remedy is to cut of Ifae Ji nMed parts, if practicaThia may be oMipoaad of
blr, and to apply a nlaMar.
iMme-drappiogs and clay w rou gh t together, taeae ingredients being found to answer every usefuJ purpoae.
Many however prefer a mixture of cow dung and old
Nme; and where tlte wm-tvIs are small, this ia More
easily applied.
This la«'
ia yery nearly Foroyth's " compoattian,*' t
tion of whidi, the
"
it i< u
reader tun Kke to see.
Take one
'

bMhelofncshoow-dung,

'

half all

:e-robbtsh

of old bwldings. half a btishel t>i wova.oshoi, and a
iatowth pert of a boabd of pit or river aaod ; the
three laat arttelea to be siAed me before they be mixed then work then well tu|alhn with a spaile, and
Warw tii with woodm baatM*, mtil the rtuff ia very
•noaab.
Ibo plaMr imd fiw tlio niliBga of room*.
OiamlMr-lyo and aiop wili are to be added, till it be
reduced totbeeaMiMMn of a pretty thtek paint, witiefc
may be oppjiod to tho traca with a painter's bniali.
The appliction of anch plaatara or paints, it mmy here
be rmarked, ia proper wbcrrver any accident has oeeoiw
rrd tofWttraM, orwlMrckrgob(HDci>caareloMcda01
In son* MMi, atpccially in pawb iriii. blolchca appear on tbo yo«n* Aoola, whidi mMl of eoane be eorod. llr KionMnt, gadencr at Mori* in
» —ignid somo rraaono Ar bdiarfag itmt,
.
che a on the yoong wood of the peach-tree,
as* ^nfcMd by the groas feeding of the tree ; m other
wordi, ho obairvod, that bio*cCc* always occurred on
troeo where tbo boHora were manured with simple
donga, but that where ftcsb .ojil or well prrpu-ol compoM onlr was add«l to tbo border, the trees contmued
;

Mm

I

Ht

m a healthy state.

HUU.

hMad

bask,

Dccortic^

546. When a tree booonMS Udt hamtd, at when the
atan aw«Ua too fast for the bark, the osaal remedy ia,
with a knife, to score or divide the outer bark longitudinally in variooa plaeti.
546. in cases where tho outer bark haa become rough
id full of chinks, so that soall insecto depoaite their
and produce their larvae below tbia bark, it is a
good pm^ice entirely to remove it. This sort of decorI
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by no means a novelty in gardening it is*
recommended by several of the auUiors mentioned in
the introduction to this nrticle. Thus, Le Gendre,
(5 10.) writing about 1650, says, " Those trees which
havt their bark base, you must with a bill take away
titalion

is

;

Di«e»s«
ofHlants.'

the old L»rk to the quick ; for the trees being thus
cleared and 'lischarge<l, do shcxit forth with new
strength, bearing fairer and better nourished fruit,"
(Translation, p. 1S6.) And Hitt (§ 14) who wrote in
1754, recommends for trees that have been ne<;lecte»l
or ill dressed, " taking otfthe old rind, ami clejiisjng
cankered parts, thus destroying many insects, as also
(Triatue on
their eggs, concealed in these places."
Fruit Trees, 3d edit. p. 27 1 .) Of late years Mr Knight
practised decortication on some old fruit trees, particularly red-streak apples, and found the new growth
thus produced quite sunirising, so that the growth of
some trees deprived of their external bark in 1801, exceeded in the summer of 1802, the increase of the five
preceding years taken together, {'freatiir on Apple
and Pear, 4th edit. p. S6.)
547. More recently, a sealous horticulturist at Edin<*
burgh, Mr P. Lyon, surgeon, has called the attention
of the ptiblic to the advantages of decortication. At
first Mr Lyon recommended the removal of the bark
only in cases where it was cracked and rugged, and
chiefly with the view of destroying the ova of insects ;
but of late he^uu inculcated the stripping olf the outer
bark even oTyoung treaa^ and of the now shoots of full
trees, even where the bark is sound and healThe beneficial efliecta of the former practice we
y.
have repeatedly witnesaed ; old treca which usually bore

Sown
very

little fruit

and produced

little

new wood, beooa>

ing, after the removal of the outer bark, fruitful and
rather exuberant in the pro<liiction of shoots: the finiit,

however, though plentiful, haa in general been of smalThe daprivtag young tree* and
ler siae than usual.
new shoots of their bark ia ^nilc a different thing:
we know that it is the ewncat endeavour of many excellent practical gnrdencrs to keep the bark
vided they can uimiia it in a doMi and healtii
We shall only, tnerefore, for an explanation ut
of Mr Lyon's doctrines, refer to his book,
•gy and Patbolonr oi
"A Treatise'
laming the reMler
treeai** 8vo. i
muat nuko allowance for no small proportion of cau°»neooa nnfttcr.
548. In order to dear treca, eapicially wall-trees, of into prsvient the breedsects and their eggt and larrw,
ing of tbeae, the tmnk. brancbea and even twigs, are.
by careAil horticulturists, regularly washed with
penetrating Kqttid OTtrr winter. Sooteof tliemostexperienoed praoticnl garaeners in Scotland have followed
iMi plHit tedkina and kborious although it may seem,
Ibr B nwnbcr of yean paat, and have tuund the greatThey have very generally yj^|.,
art banaflt rank firon it.
adopted a mfattlire reoomaiended by Mr Nicol, and iiquid.
from his writings, therefore, the recipe i<hall be given
•< Take of soft soap, Sib. ; flowera of sulphur, 21b.
leaf
or roll tobacco, S lb. nux vomica, 4 oz. ; turpentine, a
These ingretiients are to be
gill Engliah measure.
boiled in ei^ht galloiu English of soft or nver water,
down to SIX gallons." This mixture is applied, by
meana of a house-painter's brush and a sponge, geneAll the branches in
rally when in a milk-warm state.
succession are loosened from the wall, and completely
rubbed or anointed on every side, particular attention
being paid to the cleansing of angles or cavities. I f the
trees have been much overrun witli insects, even the
wall should be anointed, or the trellis in the case of
'

<

\

>

°

nd

:

;

;
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This operation may be performed any
time from the beginning of November till the middle of
February.
549. Sir George Mackenzie has lately communicated
to the Caledonian Horticultural Society, the result of
an extensive experiment of anointing the st«nis and
brandies of trees with oil, or oily matter, for the purpose of destroying the eggs and pu{«c of insects. The
experiment has succeeded beyond expectation ; but
care must be taken not to touch the buds, particularly
Apricot and
those which are to produce blossoms.
cherry trees are the only kinds which seemed to suffer
injury from oil, every other kind having made vigorous shoots, and the bark of tliose which had a diseased
appearance, having sloughed, and shown the advance of
new healthy bark ; and aphides, &c. seeming to have
been banished.
The same gentleman has discovered a nocturnal enemy in a Curculio, supposed to be C. vastator, whose
ravages have been attributed to caterpillars. This kind
of weevil conceals itself during the day about the foot
of the stems of trees in the earth, from which, owing
to its brownish-grey colour, it is difficult to distinguish

Diseaset
of Plants.

espalier trees.

Use of oil.

and at night, it crawls up and attacks the young
It is very destructive to young
shoots and blossoms.
grafts. The method which Sir George Mackenzie took
to destroy them was, to tread the earth about the foot

it

;

of the stems of the

trees,

at night

when

the weevils

and putting small flat stones, pieces
In the
of slate, or the like, on the trodden space.
morning the enemy having retreated under these, were
destroyed. The trees and grafts should, however, occasionally be examined by candle light, and the insects
were on the

trees,

picked off. They have been found sometimes to harbour also in the clefts of branches, and about portions
of dead or decayed and rugged bark.
.550. Mildew consists in a thin whitish coating, investing the leaves especially of peach-trees and the
It is observed that it commonfiner kinds of fruits.
ly appears in the warm months, when the ground is
dry, the weather calm, and when hazy vapours or
It is a remark of
slight fogs appear in the evenings.
experienced gardeners, that trees washed during winter with such a liquid as that above described, are
scarcely ever known to be affected with mildew, probably owing to the leaves being perfectly healthy and
able to withstand the immediate cause of the evil, whether it be minute fungi or the slime of aphides. Washing the foliage with the garden-engine is found very
useful in removing the mildew or in stopping its pro-

Mildew.

gress.

The

scale.

•

551. What is called the scale seems to be the nidus
of an insect, or a collection of its minute eggs, covered
with a thin pellicle. It very much resembles a drop
from a spermaceti candle. The hatching of the eggs
and consequent bursting of the pellicle, have been observed and described by Mr Thomas Thomson, an excellent Scottish gardener. It generally appears in August,
and it continues in the state of a scale during the winThe larvas usually emerge about the time when
ter.
the trees are in blossom, and they immediately begin
to devour the tender parts of the flower. Afterwards, as
ihey acquire strength, they attack the young leaves and
even the new shoots of the trees. When about to undergo their transformation, they involve themselves in
from
leaves drawn together with fine silky threads
this retreat they come forth in the form of small moths,
but the species has not been ascertained. The most
:

effectual

method of destroying these scales consists

in re<

nail of the finger at the time of
In rainy weather they are most diswinter dressing.
c«rnible, being of a lighter colour than the wet bark.
Another simple method of overcoming them, is to make
a paste of fine clay of the consistence of thick paint, and
with a coarse brush completely to anoint the branches
This should be done in March ; and if
of the tree.
heavy rains do not immediately wash away the coating of paint, the breeding of the insects at the proper
season is prevented, and their destruction thus ensu-

moving them with the

Diseases

°^

I'l'ints.
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>'

red.

Several of the diseases of plants, we have thus seen,
from the attacks of insect assailants. Some more
of these remain to be mentioned, and also a few enemies of larger size.
arise

Enemies

to

Garden Productions.

552. Aphides or green-flies, of many species, very Aphides
wall-trees in the spring and early part of
summer, attacking the leaves while just expanding,
and preying much about the points of the young shoots.
fumigation with tobacco is the common cure, and it
very generally proves effectual.
In the case of walltrees, a large cloth, preferring one that is waxed or
oiled, is placed over the tree, and the tobacco smoke
applied under it with bellows ; the wall and the tree
are previously wetted with the garden engine, the moisThe
ture having a tendency to detain the smoke.
tree is then briskly washed with the force-pump, and
the border is delved over, so as to bury the stunned
In the same way gooseberry or currant
aphides.
bushes may be freed from them. In hot-houses the
fumigation is easily performed, while the doors and
sashes are kept close.
It is likewise very readily accomplished in melon or cucumber frames, the crops in
which are sometimes infested. In the kitchen -garden,
kidney-beans are subject to the attacks of aphides; and
in the flower-garden, rose-bushes are peculiarly obnoxi-

much annoy

A

ous to them.
The Apple-aphis

Apple-

American

aphis,

blight,

{A. lanigera), sometimes called
which has of late proved exceedingly

young apple-trees, first appeared in the
neighbourhood of London only about the year 1795.
It is a minute insect covered with a long cotton-like
wool ; it breeds in chinks and rugosities of the bark,
and at length almost covers the infected tree. It is said
that the application of the spirit of turpentine to the bark
proves an effectual remedy ; and we know that it has
been wholly banished from a garden where it had
spread, by merely smearing the infested branches with
Sir
oil, as recommended by Sir George Mackenzie.
Joseph Banks extirpated it from his own apple-trees,
by the simple means of removing all the rugged old
bark, and then scrubbing the trunk and branches with
a hard brush. Mr William Salisbury, in his " Hints to
destructive to

the Proprietors of Orchards," published in 1816, gives
it as his opinion,that this is the same insect which has
of late infested larch-trees. He supposes it to have been
brought to this country by the Protestant refugees in
the reign of Louis XIV. ; but he has assigned no reason
for this extraordinary opinion, nor has he attempted to
explain why so destructive an insect had lain dormant
for so many years, and at length suddenly extended
He observes, that
its ravages in so striking a manner.
some of the insects descend during winter to the upper
roots, and lodge there ; in cleansing the trees, therefore, these should be examined, as well as the trunk
and branches.
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S5S. There are several distinct kinds of goonberrycaterpillar.
One species, of a whitish colour, becotnes

a longi-ih
alrrpiUar.

with golden-tinged wings- a yellow body,

fly,

and yellow thighs; probably the Tenthredo capree.
Another, of a greenish hue, which becomes T. flava,
often proves quite destructive to the foliage of the
third, of a
and canaequently to the fruit.

A

elant,

and sometimes very common,

is the lar\'a
of the magpie-motli [Phalcena groitulariaia, Lin. AThe young of this last haunt dubrttxat of Leach).
rni|^ winter about the crevice* of the b«rk ; and this is
contidered as the best time for destroying them. Their
dcatmctMB mi^ be effected merely by hard rubbing of
tbe MeBis and braiicfaea, or by pouring boiling hot water orer tbeae parta, whidi at thia scmoii does not inTbe larvee of tbe taw-fliea or teujure the bnahea.
tbicdines penetrate about an inch under ground in July,
and, paaaing into the chrysalis state, remain there till
the foUowing apring, when they come forth in the form
of flies. For oeatroying these, one of the most effectual meaiu consiata in delving the ground about tlie
bnsbea very deep during winter, taking care to bury
In this way the chrytbe tnrface-soil in the bottom.
•alids arc placed beyond the genial influence of the atmoapher*, or if the UamKmiition be accomplished, tbe
fly ia unable to gain the aoftee.
Diflerent species of CoecM, particularly C. besperiCtcc^
flnm, often called icahf nuccia, infest the plants of the
greco-hooae and the cuoaer r atory, particnlarlr the myrtle, th« orange, and the oliTe.
A thoreocn waahmg
with son anawater, rubbing the leare* with a woollen
rag or bit of tponge tied on a mall stick, ia the reiacdT
naoaUy mortcd to, tbe pbMs being tfterwarda weU
•yiiMcd with pure water. Coccus vitis infeala Tinet
plMed in stover, and b often very injuriooa, eoTcring
dMir taon,
it wwn, with little tnfts of white eattoa.
imeBMBi oCfreaifig pme^ipple punta front the coc*
ena, hare already b(«n adverted to, { S2.^.
Krl *fUi.-.
354. The red gpider {Acarut lelarmi) infest* not only the pine-stove, vinery, and mcloiuftvne*, but often
prove* very iniurious to ornamental atore plants. Water
applied with tne syringe is deatmcdve tn
|)er•ana recommend the use of Kne-water
not
cooUDonly employed, being found hurtful tu tlie foliage;
nor doaa any additian to the water seem necesaary.
5SS. The finer kind* of fVuit*, a* thrv approach ripeVail*.
« subject to the attacka of different inaects.

irger siae,

m

-

;

-

awqaa (yttpmrndgmru) may be fint menVarioaaeKpedientsarerceortcd to (br deetrajibg them. In •omc pUces, phials half filled with honey
and water, or any sweet liquid, are hung in dii^tent
parts of theme; mm) gicat mnnben are uioa ensnared.
The BMl eifcrtiial niwn*. however, of keeping down
the •aobsn at thb fonnidable enemy, b to dcitray
the flnatlea
the cariv put of the' *eaaon. and the
nestain the autumn.
From hot-hooaea they are, in
•cane places, excluded by eiu pki ing temporary doors,
y
an<l temporary frame* below the SMhes, coverad with
thin muslin or gause: both kinds of door* are never al.
lowed to be open at the same time, and the gauae or
nafin doe* not prevent the accet* of auflicient light
and air. Where their exclusion u not thna eCKteii. it
b foond very useful to have a pl«r' -•" H-ra camosa
aMablbhed. This it an omaroenul
-lamed in
honour of Mr Thomas Hoy, a distingmsiica botanist,
who has for about half a century been head-gardener
to the Duke of Northumberland at Syon House), and
nun be trained along any spare part* of the boose.
ft flower* freely
and as long a* the bbsMMi oootinue,
which they do for aeveral wicks, tbe waapa give a detfaaae

b

;
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cided preference to the sweet exudation they afford, DisesM*
of Planii.
leaving grai>es and peaches untouched.
550. Earwig! (Forficula aiiricularia) attack all sorts
Uuwigi,
"f ripe fruit.
No remedy is known but ensnaring and
killing them.
Short cuts of reeds, or of strong wheatstraw, or hollow^ stalks of any kind, are placed here
and there among the branches, and also at the roots of
the trees.
Into these the wirwigs take refuge in great
numbers ; and from .tlie tubes they are blown into a
bottle containing water.
557. The Koodlouse, called sclaler in Scotland (un- Woodlouse.
der which name are included the Oniscus asellus and
Porcellio scaber of naturalists) is often entrapped along
with the earwig. It is almost equally injurious to ripe
fruit a* that in*ect.

558. Fliet of

many

diflerent species,

and belonging PUn.

to various genera, may l)e numbered among the enemies ot ripe fruit The wasp, the earwig, and the
woodlouse commence the attack, and " sap the blush-

enter the openings made by these
and extend the devastation. Several mufcte are very frequently to be observwl, particularly M. tenax, C««ar, and canicularis.
Wherever
the juices begin to corrupt, the large blow-fly (Af. vomiloria) is to be found in everj- hollow.
a.VJ. The catcrpillari, which devour the leaves of
cabbages, savoys, and broccoli, are principally the larva» of Noctua bra»sica>, ami N. oleracea.
The completely green caterpillar, which frequently preys on
cauliflower and broccoli plants, is the larva of Papi/io
raptr, Lin. ( Pomlia, Fabr. )
The cabbage tribe is obserwad to be oMet subject to the attack of caterpillars
in the neigfaboaihood of towns and in long ctiltjvated
•oBs, wbara noch crude manure has been applied.
The best and simtlnt remedy consists in turning up
the sotl in ridge* in the autumn, and leaving it expoaed to the action of the winter's frost ; but the applica-

ing rind

;"

the

more powerful

flies

insects,

tion of ouckliiBe ia also useful.
360. The mir»-mor
is an indefinite sort of name for
any small thread-like grub, which lodge* in the roots
of culinary plants, particularly such as are of a bulbous or tuberous nature.
These grub* appcur to be
nrincipally the larva- of different species of EUter.
rhey soasaliiaa attack also the roots of ornamental
plants kept in pots:
Ihe remedy, in this case, consists in repotting, shaking the tooU dear of the old
earth, and using fresh soil brought tVoni some old pasture at a distance.

m

The iia^ e* which infests anions and ahallols ({ SS5
and 844), M a small larva, the transformations of which
have nut yet been traced by naturalists.
For Anther iiiAraution concerning the natural history of the insect enemies of fhiits and culinary vegetables, we may refer to the Iwst volume of a very entertaining and instructive work, entitled, " An Introduction to I'.ntomology," by Messrs Kirby and .Spence,
8va London, 1815 and to the article Entomoloot in
the 9th volnme of thb work.
5f)]. The other enemies of gsrden productions can
only be very slightly noticed here.
<Slugt, meaning p'rindpally Limax cinerarius and L.
flavns, are often very mischievous to wall-trees, whidi

Citfrpillw*.

Wu^watm.

i

:

they ascend in the spring months, cutting off' the fruit
at the time of setting.
Inverted flower-pots are aometime* placed a* decoys at the bottom of the tree*, the
slugs being induced to take shelter within them. Duck*
are very |^iod destroyer* of slugs ; and a few are oden
turned into garden* for this purpose; they must be
kept in it for two or three days, and get no food but
what they cull for themsdves.

Shigi.

;
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SnaiU (meaning

of I'lants.

;

chiefly Helix attpcrsn of Montagu,
or //. hortemix of Pei^nant) oltin abound, especially
whei-e tlie gm-deii- walls arc old or rugged.
In well
kept g.irden.? they are looked for in the mornings, particularly after showers, when they never fail to appear, and are destroyed.

Glasgow, have disputed with tliose mentioned, the
palm of excellence in this useful and important article

Shovels of difterent sorts are
o>"our iron manufacture.
made at the same manufactories. Forks are necessary
for pointing overground where it is im))roper to use the
spade: They are ofdiffere.it sizes, and some have flat
Moles {Ttitpa Europcea) axe sometimes very injurious and others n nnded tines : asparagus-forks have been alMain.
in gardens, ami must be extirpated wherever they
ready mentif ned (§ 353.) Hoes of different sizes are
appear.
Traps are set for them by persons who liave indispensable, wiin small weeding and thinning hoes,
studied their h.-ibits : and the expei'tness of some of and also the sort called the Dutch hoe.
Rakes of
tliesc in taking them is wonderful.
The moles seem different sizes are necessary for large ones, those in
to be social animals, keeping together in families
which the teeth are of iron, and the head of well-seaor societies.
The great art in catching them de- soned ash, are be*>t ; and for small ones, those in which
the teeth and head are formed of one solid piece of iron,
f)cnd3 on ascertaining their recent and frequented gaU
eries or subterraneous roads, and in placing the traps
Shears for clipping hedges, and a
are to be preferred.
neatly in these.
kind with bent handles for dressing grass verges, are
y.m.
Mice (principally the field-mouse, Mtis stjlvalicus) not to be forgotten. A flat faced hammer, with large
frequently devour newly sown peas and beans, if these headed nails, both of wrought iron and of cast iron,
have not been duly covered with .soil ; and they some- and a stock of lists or roomh are requibite for the nailtimes likewise attack the beds of tulips, ranunculuses, ing of wall-trees as well as a proper wall-ladder, such
and crocuses. They may soon bo subdued by placing as is described, S 24.5. Pruning, grafting, and buda number of fovrth-Ji<rure traps (as they are called, from ding knives, with hand-bills, chisels, and small saws,
resembling in sliape the Arabic 4) in the garden this are indispensable. Some recently invented pruning
kind of simple but effectual trap is figured and descri- instruments might here be noticed. One called the
bed both in Nicol's " Calendar," and in Abercrombie's Avcruncitor has a handle from o to 8 feet in length
" Practical Gardener."
by means of a cord and puUej', a lever connected with
BiriJs
Many kinds of birds maybe numbered among the a cutting blade is acted upon; so that a persim standenemies of gardens.
Even the beautiful bulfinch ing on the ground may prune the greater part of ordi(Loxia pyrrhula) destroys many blot-soms of fruit-trees, nary sized trees. Tlie Pruning-shears are more easily
scooping them clean out ; but whether the bird iecds managed, and are found verj- useful on iv.any occasions,
on the blossom, or only nips it off" for the sake of ca- making tlie cuts more clean and neat tlian can be done
terpillars contained wilin'n it, is not known.
The jay with any kind of knife. Both instruments take off
(Conns glandaritts), the black-bird {Turdus mentla), branches an inch and a half in diameter with great ease.
and the mavis {T. nuisicus), make great havock among The form of the averuncator is given at Fig. (). of Plate
fhe best kinds of cherries, where means are not resort- CCCXII., and of the pruning-shears at Fig. 7- oftJie
ed to for saving them. IJooks (Corvtis frvgilegux) oft- same Plate. Trowels of different sizes and shapes, with
en attack pear-trees, and destroy vast quantities of the planting irons and dibbles, are all very useful implements.
fruit ; and jack-daws (C. monedula) are sometimes also
These, "with scythes and paring-irons, and similar inThe common sparrow struments, are manufactured to a great extent at Sheff;uilty of this sort of trespass.
Fiingilla domeslica), and the cliaffinch (F. coclebs),
field ; and from the subdivision of labour there estalikewise commit great dtpredatisr?.
For the protec- blished, they are furnished at rates so cheap as cantion of large standard trees, dead birds are occasionally
not fail in a great measure to command the market:
hung up, so as to waMi with the wind ; and such scares but it is not to be disputed, regarding hoes and rakes
are of considerable service in deterring depredators.
in particular, that the black.'miths of some towns not
In the case of espalier and wall-trees, nets are generally distinguished as manufacturing jjlaces, such as Edinemployed, being hung over them, and fixed close to burgh, pro<luce these instruments of better materials,
the ground.
It may be rt'mnrked, that different speif not of neater workmanship. A garden reel and line is
cies of tit-mouse {Turus ccenilctis and liter) with the
constantly needed. Sieves of iron or of brass wire of difcommon creeper {Cirlhiafamiliaris), and all the Mo- ferent degrees of closeness, are required wherever attentacilla' or warblers, may be considered as useful in detion is paid to the raising of exotic seedlings. Fumigastroying insects or their larva?, which are their princi- ting bellows are useful for green-houses, vineries and
pal food, and should tlierefore be winked at in gardens,
melon-frames. Where forcing is practised, or where
although they may possibly destroy a certain quantity a collection of stove-plants is kept, thermometers are
of the blossom.
necessary those graduated to the scale of Fahrenheit
are universally in use : what is called the botanical
Iniplfm sills of Gardening.
thermometer differs in no respect from another, exceptImplements
5fi2. The princijial tools employed in horticultural
ing that some terms, such as " Ananas," are inscribed
if GardenOne
operations have already been mentioned incidentally
at the pro})er degrees on the sides of the scale.
ing.
but it may be proper in this place to enumerate them thermometer is placed in theopen air ; and in the centre
together.
of each of tlie hot-houses there is another: by compa'I'he spade may be first named, as the oldest and most
Tools.
ring these, the propriety of increasing or diminishuig
indispensable garden tool.
Besides common sized the fire- heat or the quantity of fuel, is regulated. \yaspades for delving, small spiules are required for work- tering-pots are made by tinsmiths, with pipes of differing in the flower-borders. The manuikcture of spades ent lengths, and with roses more or lees closely peris carried on to a great extent at Dalston near Carlisle
forated for watering delicate seedlings, pot« with brass
;
at Gateshead, Newcastle; Bedburn, near Durham;
nozles finely perforated are used, jnoducing an extremeBurton upon Trent; and Ulverstone in Lancashire; ly light or minutely divided shower.
and of late years, some Scots forges, particularly those
563. The garden engine has been repeatedly mentionCon.
at Cramon.l, near Edinburgii, and Dalnottar, near ed, and its use recommended, (§ 92, 205, &c.).
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improvetnenti having been made on this inEdinburgh, a few words additional conc<>m.
ing it, may be excused. The engine cooaiata of a force
pump or barrel, commonly two inches ami a quarter in
diameter, to the bottom of which, above the valve, is
connected an air-vewel : into this the water is forced ;
and it 'n emitted from it, by the action of the coma continued
pressed air, throu^'h the directing pipe
This pipe is attached to the top of the airstream.
vcasel by means of a swan-neck swivel joint, with
double icrewa, which are water tight : in this way the
pipe can be moved in any direction. Formerly, leathern
valves and a leathern flexible director-pipe were in
use ; bat from occasional exposure to drousht, the teams
of the leather were ver}* apt to open, and allow water
to eacape ; well executed braaa work, on the other hand,
The pomp
i* of all others least liable to dnuifMnent.
and air-vessel are Gxed in a copper cistern, sixteen
inches deep, and capable of containing about twenty-two
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gallons of water, wine measure.
The cistern I).is like- ImpUinrtt*
wise a strong wooden bottom, to which are attached two "' *''"'''«'>•
ing.
rollers, an improvement of Mr John Hay'.s, which greaily
facilitate the moving of it when taken into hot-houses or
vineries.
The engine is, at the same time, fitted to a
barrow with wheels, for the convenieney of wheeling
it through the gwden ; and to this the rollers form no
obstacle, as they pass between the sleth of the barrow.
The pump is worked by a lever, and requires very little
exertion. The water can be projected nbout fifty feet
so that wall-trees of any height may be washed, while
the engine remains on the gr.ivel walk.
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314
Xniex.
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Brick walls, 40
Broccoli,

289

Capes 29t
Brooklime,

H6

Brussels sprouts, 284
Buck's-horn plantain, 441

Fruits, for supply of

^ress, Indian, 397
winter, 438
water, 445

on hot-beds, 266

Burning of clay, 43

267
Curl in potato, 311
151
white,
and
red
Currants,
black, 157
drilled,

245
room, 249
Fungous plants, 452

Garden, situation

Cabbage

272—293

tribe,

white, 2T3
red, 279
Savoy, 280
Cambridge botanic garden, 27
Canker, 541
Cantaleupe melons, 253
Canvas coverings, 84
Cape broccoli, 291
Caper bush, 405
Caprification, 146
Capsicum, 404
Caraway, 426
Cardoon, 369
Carnations, 507
Carrot, 319
Caterpillars, 553; also 559
Catherine peach, 88
Cauliflower, 285
tiedars of Lebanon, 27
Celery, 377
Celeriac, 380
Chamomile, 431
Champignon, 454
Chard of artichokes, 368
of cardoons, 370
Chaumontel pear, 115
Chelsea garden, 27
Cherry, 102
new sorts, 104
house, 205
Chervil, 385
Chestnut, 196
Chili strawberry, 172
Chinquapine, 197
Chives, 342
Cibol, 341
Cions for grafting, 73
Citron, 230
Clary, 409
Clay, scorifying of, 43
used in grafting, 65
as a soil, 4S, 462, &c.
Cleft-grafting,

66

Climbing plants, 527
Clingstone peaches, 90
Cloudberry, 190
Coccus, 223; also 553
Codlin apple, 107
Coe's golden-drop plum, 100
Colmart pear, 115
Colewort, 281
Composts, preferable to simple
dungs, 47
preparing of, 455
Conservatory, 536
Constantia grape, 125
Constantinople hazel, 194
Coriander, 435

Cornsalad, 392
Cornelian cherry, 18S

Costmary, 428
Cottage-gardens, 35

Covent-garden market, 37
Crab- apple, 184
stocks,

60

Cranberry, 191
Crassane, 115
Cress, garden, 381

American, 382

Daisy edgings, i03

442

ox-eye,

Dahlia, 504
Dalkeith garden, 110
Dalmeny Park garden, 23S
Dandelion, 449
Decortication of vines, 136
of apple and pear trees,

546
Dill,

388
pippin, 108
pear, 1 14

new cherries, 104
new apples, 108
new pears, 117
mode of managing

&c. 39
division of, 5S
winter, 474
tools, 562
engine, 563
Gardens, classification of, 25
Royal, 26

23

Scottish,

Duke

cherries,

Dung

store,

103

Labyrinth, 26

Lamb's
553

Gourds, 270
Grape-house, 208
Green house, 55 ; also 531

standards,

83

H

Earwigs, 556
Edgings, 463

Edinburgh botanic garden, 29
Egg-plant, 403
Elder-berry, 188
Elecampane, 433
EIruge nectarine, 93
Elton cherry 104
pear, 116
Endive, 373
Engine, garden, 563
Espalier-trees, 63 ; also 83
Eve apple, 107
Evergreens, 46S

.—

Leguminous
Lemon, 231

Lime

392

plants, 294,

4cv

Longueville pear, 113
Love-apple, 402
Lyon, Mr, barking of fruit<

558

Florist's flowers,

491—518

532

535

Flowers, perennial, 476-— 489
annual, 510
522

—

biennial,

523

trees,

547

M
Macdonald,

Hot

treating

apple-trees,

110
of planting grape-houses,

211
transplanting onions, 335
Mackenzie, Sir George, improved hot-house, 240
mode of blanching seacale,

360

anointing of trees with
oily matter, 549
Magdalen peach, 88

Magnum bonum,

100

Maiden trees, 77
Manures, 43

improvements on, 239

Mangold-wurzel, 348
Marigold, 399

walls, 41

Hyacinth, 515
Hyssop, 429

Inarching, 70
Indian cress, 397
Ingestrie pippin, 108
Implements of gardening, 563
Iris,

Mr James, mode of

origin of, 198
suite of, 236

Flower-garden, situation of, 55
constituents of, 457, Secpots, sizes of,

Loam, 42

Horticulture, history of British,

140

mode of protecting, 145
house, 213
Finochio, 387

232

Hautboy, 173
Hawthorndean, 107
Hay, Mr John, horticultural
improvements by, 235 ; also
452 and 563
Hazel-nut, 193
Heath-soil, 42
Heathery, 538
Hedges, 59
Herb-patience, 351
Herbs, sweet, 407
Hide-bound trees, 545
Hop-tops, 45
Horizontal training, 80
Horse-radish, 396

Hot-beds, 257, &c.
Hot-houses, situation of,54, 539

Fennel, 387

fruit,

Liverpool garden, 27

Horticultural Societies, 22

Fan-training, 80

glasses,

lettuce,

Lavender, 424
Leek, 340

Hamburgh grape, 125
Hampton Court, 26

1—22

Flued

on cultivating onions,33
Kohl-iabbi, 293

Lettuce, 371

81

E

Flies,

new grapes, 128
on constructing peachhouses, 204
new marrowfat pea, 296
on the potato, 310

24

48

wall-trees,

Fig-tree,

pear-

120

trees,

Botanic, 27
Gardeners, importance of their
profession,

luxuri-

ant shoots of peach*
trees, 91

— 156

caterpillars,

Dry-stove, 199
Dublin botanic garden, 28

Dwarf

ning fruit-trees, 80

new peaches, 90
mode of treating

Garlic,

Diseases of plants, 540

Downton
Doyennd

Index.
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70

of,

fame of
343
Good Henry, 350
Gooseberry, 158

varieties,

modeof trainingandpru-

production of new, 75
Fruit, gathering and keeping of,

67

grafting,

new

raising

57 and 85

Cucumber, 264

Budding, 74
Bullace plum, 100; also 186
Burnet, 394

Knight, precautions adopted in

of native and exotic,

list

Crocus, 318

Crown

London

market, 38

503j

355
walls, 41

Marjoram, pot, 414
sweet, 415
winter, 416
Market gardens, 37
Masculine apricot, 96
Mayduke cherry, 103
Mazagan bean, 298
Medlar, 150
Melon, 251
impregnating of blossom,

pits,

260

Forcing stoves, 202
Forsyth's composition, 544

Jargonelle, 113
Jenneting apple, 107

Framed borders, 539
Free-stocks, CO
French beans, 301
Frogmore gardens, 26

Jerusalem artichoke, 312

Melon-ground, 238
Mice, 561

Kale, 282

Mildew, 550

Kensington gardens, 26
Kew gardens, 36
Kidney-bean, 301

Milk-thistle,

Frontignac grapes, 125
Fruit-garden, 456, &c.
Fruit-tree borders, 50
Fruits, varieties cultivated in

1629, 6
produced in a well
managed English
garden, 30

importance of the

foliage,

263

Mignone peach, 88

forcing of, 207

Kitchen garden, 271, &c.
Knight, Mr, opinion concerning
the decay of cultivated
fruits,

7i

393

Miller grape, 125
Mints, 410

Moles, 561

Moorpark apricot, 96
Morels, 456
Morello cherry, 103

Mould ot

vegetable soil, 45
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of, 63( alao BS
Stoeka for grafting, 98
Stove, dry, 199
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Strawberry.

Dtw, 90

grape. 125

Toogue-grafting. 65
Toola. gardea, 562
Training of treca, in the nur-

Violet nectarine, 93
apple, 107
Vlfgouleaaa pear, 115
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Straw oeta. 84
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Couon. 443
Sow, 448
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-garden, 461
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Blesaed. 435

Villa gardens, 34
Vine. 123, &c.
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Spider, rad. 554
^^^
plaatt. S4f-SSI

RoaCRUr;, 4tS
Gardcna.
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Ron. 430

Tbittle, Milk,

39

8lug«, 561

Racket, gartba, 43t

Roola, canikM, 305—SSI
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Ro«e>. 4(t« alao
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Tanay, 427
Tarragon, 421
Temple's nectarine, 93
Terebration. 72
Teton de Veniis peacb, 88

Veidriho grape. 125
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Vtnltj.StS
Uaabuffk, 37<
Paranlp.

Ac of a gardea,
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Skirret. 3tC
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T

Turnip. 312
French, 318
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Sllk-wonn*. 149

•aact. 107
Kbntar».IO«
RttaMa pippin. 107
>14at«.ai aiaaat
Uomh-bmij, l%»
ocaaiwia, S4t
wild. 437

Meaaocn.
Fapaw-trac, SS9

Paradiw

Side-grafting,

for ll'jx CI

Baat grafting, 11

r<p«r>rranMi

Shallow planting, importance
of, 52: alao 78
Shelter, occeniiy of, 39
SbouMer-graninc, 72

SoUa and

Olive, 181

tm, S3T
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3S8
Samphire, 440
Sand, 45
Saucc-alooc, 439
IU\oty, winter, 417
iummer, 418
Scala on rruu-treca, 551
SealUan, 339
Senranacn, 327
Scrccaa te proucting Uoaama,
84
Scurvy.grais, 432
Sea-weed aa manure, 48
Scacale, 357
blanching. 360
Shaddock, 229
Shallot, 344
Saltifr,

Walla, encloaurc. 40
of Bower- garden, 459
Wall-lraca, iraintag. 80
Waahiag of taeea, 235

Waap,555

Waur for a garden,

39

Waler-craaa, 445
Waterloo ekcrry, 104
Weeds, recent, usee of, 49;
also2'<l

Wbinstooe walla, 40
Windsor bean, 298
Wir^worm, 540
WoodlcMe, 557

WeoUan

Data,

84

Wm—lij

pippim 108
bergamot, IIT
Wonowood. 422

HOT

HOT

TAI- S«e iNrmiiAKT.
\TH. !)<« Bathiko,
HOT - BED. The oamiBon lMt4Mdi in mc in tbU
oaaMrr are rnmpaMil of new or Acah ateble dung in
the foUawinf aMaDcr. The dang U collected ui «
heap, umkr vrm if pombW. and kept for about a
week in this Btaatkn, when the hart aming fhun ISrr.

ufuallv five or lix feet in breadth, according te
the fixe of the glaxed frames, b^ond which it ought
to extend on every side about eight or nine indies;
and it i« from four feet to two feet and a half thick
the thickeat bcda being lued in winter, and
or de<n>,
the thuiner in the apring moDtiis. The part of the

mentation bcconca cooaidcnble.
It i« tlten turned
orer, well mixed, and again fgnned into a heap, to remain for five or aix dim more, in order that tiie bent
may be equally diattibatad. It ii now tranafertwl to
the (ite ot the intended hot-bed. Here it t« again very
completely intermixed by mean* of the dung-foik, in
the couric of making up the bed ; at the aame time
cTcry layer iaaettledconpactly, and bast aaooth. The

on the

bed

u

Hot-bed.

^>— ^"^

—

i« tkorlcti, or fireeat from litter, ia placed
forming a doae covering, through which
team or vapour may not readily paas; aometimes a
byer of oow-dnng ia place;', on the turCice, with the
aame view. After the bed ia made up, it ia allowed to
remain for a few daya, during which it aends ofl* a
good deal of vapour, Had acquire* an equal temperature
throughout when the hcai (Icrlines, it is revived bj
adding liningi on the outaide ; but for information re-

dung which
top,

*

;

HOT
Hot-house, specting these, as well as
Hottentots,

~

neris-bark

see

*

concerning the use of tan-

and decayed tree leaves in forming hot-beds,

Horticulture,

§ 257, 355, &'C.

HOT-HOUSE.

See Hoiiticulture, Index.
HOTTENTOTS, an extraordinary people in the
southern extremity of Africa, originally occupying the
territories around the Cape of Good Hope.
They are
altogether an insulated tribe, confined to a small corner of the African Continent, and bearing no resemblance either to the Negro race along the western coast,
Various conor to the Caffre nation to the eastward.
jectures have been proposed, but nothing very satisfactory has yet been established respecting their origin,
Kolben, in full consistency with his multior affinity.
tude of marvellous stories on the subject, affirms that
they have a tradition among themselves of having been
thrust upon the promontory of the Cape or t of some
narrow passage ; and, as a narrow passage might signify a door- way or window, he forthwith eoncludes, that it
coidd be nothing else than the window of Noah's ark,
out of which they crept. Mr Barrow considers them as
approaching nearest in colour, and in the construction
of the features, especially in the shape of the eye, to the
Chinese or Tartar race ; and'accounts for this relation by
supposing them to have proceeded from the Egyptians,
who have been not improbably represented as originally the same people with the Chinese.
In support
of this opinion, he adduces the strong resemblance between the physical character of the Bosjesmans or real
Hottentots, and the descriptions given by ancient writers, particularly by Diodorus Sieulus, of the Egyptians and Ethiopians, especially of the Pigmies and Troglotlytes, who are said to have dwelt in the neighbourhood of the Nile. The early Portuguese writers, also,
mention a colony of Chinese in the vicinity of Soffala
and the natives in the interior of Madagascar are described as a small race of Tartars, resembling the Hot-

Origin,

and countenance. The name
Hottentot, though frequently represented as their native appellation, is now ascertained to be of modern fabrication, and has no place or meaning in their own
language. They take it to themselves, under the idea
of its being a Dutch word; and it is conceived to have
been applied at first as a term in some degree imitative
of the remarkable clacking made by them in speaking,
which is said to sound like hot or tot. Each horde had
formerly its particular name, as the Attaquas, Hessaquas, Houtiniquas, Namaquas, and Coranas ; but the
designation by which the whole nation was distinguished, and which they still bear among themselves in
every part of the coimtry, is Quaiquae.
'^'^e whole of the Hottentot country, comprehend4;ountry ocing all the different tribes of the race, extends along
cupied by
the Hotten- the east coast to the 32° of S. Latitude, and to the
^^
'25° on the West.
None of the first discoverers of
tentots in stature, colour,

Name,

HOT
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Good Hope, nor of the early Portuguese ilottcnto(«.
had much communication with the na- """"Y"™^
tives
and the Hottentots were scarcely known to '''"' V"'"
Europeans till about the year 1509; when Francisco
^opjJ„s,
D'Almeyda, Viceroy of India, returning home after

the Cape of
navigators,
;

his quarrel with Albuquerque, landed at Table Bay,
and was killed, .ilong with seventy of his people,
in a scuffle with the natives.
Portuguese captain,

A

having touched on the coast, about three years afterwards, planned the following cowardly scheme of
avenging his countrymen. He landed a piece of ordnance loaded with grape shot as a pretended present to
the Hottentots ; and while the unsuspecting natives
were crowding around the engine, the brutal Portuguese fired off the piece by means of a rope which was
attached to it, and viewed with savage delight the
mangled carcases of the deluded creatures, who had
trusted their professions of friendship.
They were occasionally visited for refreshments by the English, Portuguese, and Dutch traders in their voyages to the

the establishment of a colony among
mentioned nation, in the year 1650.
They made little opposition to the new settlers ; and
were soon induced, by their passion for brandy and
tobacco, first to sell their country and cattle, and next
to become themselves the servants of tlie purchasers,
for the purpose of guarding those flocks and herds,
which had so recently been their own property. ~ These ConcKtion
wretched people, duped out of their possessions and under the
their liberty, have entailed upon themselves and their Dutch cooffspring a state of subjection, which is comparatively '"""sts.
worse than slavery ; inasmuch as, in consequence of
their not being transferable property, their immediate
value is diminished, and their treatment less tempered
by the self-interest of their oppressors. In the remoter
parts of the colony especially, they are subjected to
cruelties, which have not been surpassed in the worst
Instant death is not unfreof the West India islands.
quently the consequence of that brutal rage, to which
they are exposed. 'To fire small shot into their legs or
thighs is no unusual punishment.
One of the gentler
chastisements, which they endure, is to be lashed or
rather bruised with thongs, cut from the hide of the
sea-cow or rhinoceros, which are nearly as hard and
heavy as lead. With these horrid instruments they
are flogged at leisure, not by a number of blows, but
by a period of torture ; and the savage master makes it
one of his favourite recreations to regulate the time of
their suffering, by smoking as many pipes of tobacco as
he deems proportionate to the offence. * These boors
or Dutch farmers are authorised by an old law of the
colony to claim as their property all the children of the
Hottentots in their service, to whom they may have
given in their infancy a morsel of meat ; and, though
the same regidation directs their emancipation at the

East Indies,

till

them by the

last

* Among many instances of the cruel treatment to which the helpless Hottentots are daily exposed, the following are recorded by Mr
Barrow as peculiarly striking " We had scarcely parted from these people, when, stopping at a house to feed our horses, we by .iccideni obShe had been
served a young Hottentot woman with a child in her arms lying stretched on the ground in a most deplorable condition.
cut from head to foot with one of those infernal whips, made from the hide of a rhinoceros or sea-cow, known by the name of Samboes,
in such a barbarous and unmerciful manner, tnat there was scarcely a spot on her whole body free from stripes ; nor had the sides of the
" The only crime alleged against her was tlie attempt
little infant, in clinginp to its mother, escaped the strokes of the brutal monster."
to follow her husband, who was among the number of those of his countrymen that had determined to tlu-ow themselvef npon the protec" The next house we halted at upon the road presented us witli a still more horrid instance of brutality. We obtion of the English."
served a fine Hottentot boy, about eight years of age, sitting at the comer of the house, with a pair of iron rings clenched upon his legs, of
the weight of ten or twelve pounds ; and they had remained in one situation for sudi a lengtli of time, tliat they appeared to be sunk into
The poor creature was so benumbed and oppressed with tlie weight,
the leg, the mu.scle being tumificd botli above and below the lings.
that, being unable to walk with case, he crawled on the ground.
It appeared, upon inquiry, that they had been rivetted to his legs more
than ten months ago." The fellow shrunk from the inquiries of the indignant general ; he had nothing to allege against him, but that
he had always been a worthless boy ; he had lost him so many sheep, he had slept when he ought to watch the cattle, and such like fiivx)lotts clmrges of a negative kind," &c.
:

,

I

;

HOTTENTOTS.
Hmmbma ^ftat
^"^"Y^"

tirenty-five, this is a privilege which they are
gcnenlly too ijjiiorant to claim, or too feeble to enforce.
At most, the poor wretches, after spending the prime

of their stren^itn in an unprofitable lerTitude, are turned
adrift at last with no otlier earthly property except the
sheep tkin upon their back. Tboae who are apparently
free, and engage thetnadves fnai yaar to year, are not
much belter protected and provided fur. If they have
families when they enter the ser\-ice, their children are
encouraged to run about the farm house, w^ere tbev
receive their morsel of food; and upon this ground,
are often claimed as the property of the fanner when
their parent! are desirous to remove, or perhaps forcibly turned away. Tboae who are unnuuried, as well
as free, are doubtlcaa the lesst wretched; but even
tiMur petMoal aervice is easily ooDvcrtad into the bard<
Their paltry wages are utamped upon
eit bondage.
every frivokius pretext ; and should any of the cattle
entrusted to their care be nussiDg, they niust prolong
their service without pay, till they have earned the value of what was lost. Or, should no damage of this
nature be imputable to their negligence during the
year, they may still have nothing to receive at the end
of It, in consequence of a bill for brandy or tobacco,
brought against them to the full amount of their wa.
In Bach drcttmsiMioM, thinr have little indoc*.
g««.
mant to aagage in naarris^ ; and when they do ent«r
into that state, they we frcqoently without any off.
sprin;;, or at laast have seldoai man than two or three

ThMr tnttmam povot^, temtj

caildrai.

wwr to mbmti th* pro-

coMtMit dqectien of mind,
lific powen at natara ; tmd
only

ddi

iaai, aDil

among

o—

taeir ptaebea

their oira liailad

konb

of marryii^

is

mliiw to

Multitude* of the
perished by the
hoatilitic* of tho CWTres. and th* ftmdty of the wild
boMls,
thajr receded towanb tba interior of tho
coantry. * From all tiMit cmh« SMabinad, the Hottentot race is rapidly tij iainisliim. asd in aU pralwbi
litjr wili toon bacoana whoUjr cxtinM.
Many oTthdr
tnbas mantioBcd by tha earbar iravdlan, have entifaly
ti

I

Si

M

sTikti

viOMa waa to ba fimad
<0 ymn before,
«f ibe natives were met ia graanea. In the
ive district of Gnaff fiayml. UMBV is not •
not a kraal or

wliera, ooljr

river,

hetde of indapwalMH Hatteatata; aadlbe whole
within Ibe liBnIi af tha oolany daea not ameoBt
liach has baen ilene since tha
to tftiwi Ihnamnil
colony mme lasthMa thapotaaaMB of Gnat Britaia,
of Sir JdmCmddock. and
isfi n i lly by the
tha laufiaM af missi o n ary settlements, to protect and
vntu this uppie
race of beings ; but, tbougfa a
little rcomant may thus be collected, the netion, it ie
to be feared, is alamst already rrtingiiishwt.
A mixed
bread, caDcd Bestaards, prodaeod (rasa HettOBlat wo.
men and Eamnean iatlMnb or the slaves fkom other
countries, ore bkelv to s upplant the original inhabi.
tents.
They art afrsady a aawiroai race ia the colony : and are a tan, stout, and aelive peoples.
The ancient menns n aid primitive character of the
Hcttontoto an ackmmledfed to have been greetly
changed daring their cenaectioo with the colonisto of
the Cape
and it may not, thor afasa, be a safident
of of the inaccuracy of fanner accaants that they
not conaspond with the iiliswialiiaM of laoont tra-

n

Msnnn*

r

mJ

;

,
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At

the same time, so many of the stranpe and HotttPtets.
ridiculous stories, published on the subject, have l>een "~"nr^
discovere<l to have originated in ignorance, credulity,
or deliberate fiction, that little de[)en{lence can be placet! upon any of the narratives Mhich precedetl the enlightened enquiries and personal observations of Barrow,
Truier, .Somcrville, &c.
The HottentoU of one district, differ considerably, in the present day, from those
of another, in consequence of their living together in
vellers.

and mixing with different kinds of
but from observing their manners in these
parts of the colony, which have been most recently occupied, some approach may be made to a sketch of
their original native character.
The personal appear- Penonal
anoe of the Hottentots, though by no means prepoa- appeanDce.
aeasing, is not nearly so revolting as has been often repreTheir countenance, indeed, is in general exaented.
tremely ugly. Prominent cheek bones, anda narrow pointed chin, give to the face the form nearly of a triangle.
The nose, in most of them, is remarkably flat, and rather
broad between the eyes. The eyes are of a deep chesnut colour, long and narrow in their slupe, and the
eye-lids, at the extremity next the nose, instead of
forming an ang'e as in Kuropenns, are rounded into
each oUier, exKtly like those of the Chinese. Their
mouth is of the ordinary sise, the lips thinner than
those of the Niwraes and Cafires, and the Ucth l>rauti.
ftiDy white.
iSie hair of their heads is at' a singuUr
particular clans,

people;

nature, growing in small tufts at certain distances from
each other, and extremely hard and frissled, resem-

blii^ when short, the brmles of a shoe-brush twisted
into round luapa aboot the aise of a large pe.t, and,
whan ouArad to now, hanging about the neck in
strong tassels like mnge. The colour of their skin is
that of a yellowish brown or &ded leef.
Their figure,
emeciaUy when Touag, is not devoid of synunetrr.
Taey are erect, cltan-Umbcd, and well proportioned:
their hands, feet, and all their joints, remarkably small
and the muscular parts of their body delicately farmed,
so as to indicate rather feminine inactivity, than masculine exertion. Some of the women in their youth, nnd
child-bearing, are described as models of perfec.
in the human figure ; every joint and limb lieing
well shaped and turned; their br«uts round, firm, and
distant; tiieir hands and ftat small and delicately form-

ed; and their gait not alrqiathi deficient in grace
Bat, at an eerl^ period of Ufa, and immediately ^er
the birth of their arst chiM, thdr beauty vanishes ; their
to grew loose and flaccia, and at length
i

their beUies protrude,
their posteriori acquire immenee aiaaaM of fst, so
to give to the spine on appearance af extraordinary

aad

M

curvature inwartla.

It is

very rarely that a cripple or

defarmed nsraaa iataai anong the llottentou of either
sax ; and they are not subject to any particular <li8Their hc-dth is generally sound and dieir life,
casea.
if not cut short bv accident or violence,
usually terf»
minated by a gradual decay. But they are not so long,
lived as the natives of most other countries, which resemble tlietr own in point of temperature ; and it is a
rare occurrence when any of them attains the age of
;

siztvyeara.
The dress of a Hottentot is very simple; and in
summer is so trifling, as not to deserve the name of
It consists of a belt cut from the hide of
covering.
animal, Mid fiMened round their body.
From

vhe

hU on btw dtsiroTsdby Boos,

tygtn, and nnj ia ai

Drct*,

.

;
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suspended in front a kind of case or bag
skin of a jackal with the hair outwards
and which is intended to receive tliose parts, which
ino<lesty requires to be concealed.
From the back part
of the girdle hangs apiece of stiff dried skin, shaped
like an isosceles triangle, with the point uppermost,
and reaching nearly to the middle of tiie thigh. Sometimes two of these pieces are used ; but these straps,
especially w'hen the wearer is walking or running, entirely fail to answer the purpose of concealment ; and
are conjectured to have been originally intended rather
as a kind of artificial tail, to fan the body by its motion,
and to lash away troublesome insects. In the winter
months, the)' wear cloaks made of skins, generally of
sheep, which are worn, as the weather requires, either
with the wool inwards or outwards ; and which serve
as blankets and bedding through the night, as well as
for a garment through the day.
The women suspend
from their belt in front a kind of apron made of skin,
but cut into threads, which hang in a bunch between
the thighs, and reach about halt- way to the knee ; or
they wear a smaller apron about seven or eight inches
wide, not divided into threads, but ornamented with
shells, metal buttons, and any of their most showy
trinkets.
In place of the tail worn by the men, they
have a sheep's skin, which entirely covers the posterior
part of tlie body from the waist to the calf of the leg,
and makes a rattling noise as they walk. Instead of
the thongs of dried skin, which formerly covered their
legs from the ankle to the knee, as a protection against
the bite of poisonous animals, they have substituted
strings of glass beads and shells.
These they wear
also in great abundance around their necks and arms.
Some of them have skin caps on their heads, differently
ahaped and adorned according to the fancy of the wearer ; and they have sheep skin cloaks resembling those
of the men. When these cloaks are laid aside, which
13 commonly the case in the warmer weather, both
sexes may be said to be nearly naked ; but their bodies
iare in some measure protected from the influence of
the sun or air by the unctuous matter which they rub
over the whole of their persons ; and which, however
filthy in itself, is a very natural and useful resource in
hot climates, to prevent the skin from being parched
and shrivelled by the scorching heat. It is supposed
that a similar practice in parallel latitudes would prevent that disgusting and dreadful disorder, the elephantiasis, which is so common in many hot countries,
but which, with most other cutaneous diseases, is
wholly unknown among the Hottentots.* This greasy
covering applied from time to time, and accumulating
perhaps for a whole year, sometimes softening in the
sun, or melting before a fire, catches up the dust and
dirt, and gradually covers the surface of the body with
a thick black coating, which entirely conceals the natural colour of the skin.
This native hue is perceivable
only on the face and hands, which are kept rather
cleaner than tlie otiier parts of the body, not by washing them in water, which would have no effect upon the
grease, but by rubbing them with the dung of cattle.
T^^ Hottentots are often reduced, especially in their
native state, to live upon gums, roots, and the larva of
insects, and at times make a kind of bread from the
pith of the palm tree ; but their universal delight is to
this strap is

~ '""' made

«

FooJ

;

of

A

tlie

indulge in animal food. Tliey are remarkably patient Hotttntots.
of hunger, and are able to fast a very lon^r time ; but """"V"^
are equally voracious when supplied with their favourite diet, and are described as the greatest gluttons en
Their manner of eating suffithe face of the earth.
They
ciently indicates tlie voracity of their appetite.
cut a large steak from the carcase upon which they
feed, and, pas-sing the knife in a sjiiral manner from
one edge till they reach the middle, form it into a
string of flesh two or three yards in length.
This they
coil round and lay upon the hot ashes ; and, when the
meat is just wanned through, they grasp it in both
hands, and, applying one end of the string to their
mouth, proceed without intermission, and with considerable expedition, to the other extremity.
They do
not think of cleaning the meat from the ashes of the
green wood, which serve as a substitute for salt ; and
they w-ipe their hands, when done with eating, merely
by rubbing them on different parts of their body. They
are passionately fond of ardent spirits and tobacco
and, to make as much as possible of the flavour of the
latter luxury, they purposely employ a very short pipe.
The Hottentot families, who engage in the service of Hum.
the colonists, live in small straw huts around the farm
In a more independent state, they horde togehouse.
ther in kraals or villages, where the houses are comin a circle with the doors opening towards the centre, and thus forming a kind of court,
into which their cattle are collected at night, to preThe huts are geserve them from the beasts of prey.

monly ranged

nerally circular in their form, resembling a bee-hive,
covering a space about twenty feet in diamet?r, but
commonly so low in the roof, that, even in the centre,
it is rarely possible for a man of middle size to stand
upright.
The fire place is situated in the middle of
the apartment, around which the family sit or sleep in
a circle ; and the door, which is seldom higher than
three feet, is the only aperture for admitting the light,
The frame of these arched
or letting out the smoke.
habitations is composed of slender rods, capable of
being bent in the desired form, some parallel with each
other, some crossing the rest, and others bound round
the whole in a circular direction. Over this lattice
work, are spread large mats, made of reeds or rushes,
which are about six or ten feet long, and sewed together with a kind of thread or rather catgut, made from
These materials
the dorsal sinews of different animals.
are easily taken

the oxen,

when

down, and removed on the backs of
occasion to change tlie place of

tliere is

residence.
These free Hottentots depend for subsistence upon Wcapot;.
the milk and flesh of their cattle, and the produce of
They are excellent marksmen
their skill in the chace.
with the musket, but still make use occasionally of
their ancient weapons, the Hassagai or javelin, and
bow with poisoned arrows. The Hassagai is an iron
spear about a foot in length, fastened to the end of a
tapering shaft about four feet long, which is thrown
from the hand by grasping it in the middle, raising it
above the head, and delivering it with the fore-finger
and thumb. The bow is a plain piece of wood seldom
much more than a yard long, and sometimes tapering to
a point at each extremity. It is furnished with a string

composed of hemp, or the

fibres

of animal-tendons

similar practice prevails among the inhabitants of Tombuctoo, as observed by the American sailor Adams.
" It is the universal practice of both sexes," says his Narrative, " to grease themselves all over with butter produced from goats milk, which
maltes the skin smooth, and gives it a shining appearance.
This is usually renewed every day j and, when neglected, the sliin be(Tomcs rough, greyish, and extremely ugly."

*
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HMtcniM^ twisted into a cord. The arrows are short, and consist
^•^i"™^ of a reed about a loot in ienf!:th, with a piece of solid
polished bone at one end about five inches long, the
top of which is aometimes pointed to serve as the head,
but generally cut square, and provided with a small
sharp piece of iron in the shape of an equilateral triThis is bound tight to the bone with threads,
angle.
along with a bit of pointed quill, turning to the opposite end of the arrow by way of barb, and intended at
once to increase the difficulty of extracting the weapon
firam the wound, and by tearing the flesh to make the
poiaon mix more readily with the blood. The poison
u fircqaCBtly taken from bulbous roots, or the most
venomooa aerpenta ; but is also prepared by maoeratiii|; th« leave* or branchca of pouoooos plants, and
thickening the juice*, by boiling on the fire or evaporaThis preparation, in
tioo under the beat of the sun.
the con si st ence of varnish, is bud with a brush over
the thread which binds on the tip of the arrow. Whenever an animal is killed with these arrows in hunting,
the flesh around the wound is instantly cut away, and
the blood sqtwesed out of the flesh. The quiver is
made of a piece of wood hollowed out, frequently of
the stem of an aloe, with a lid of skin or leather ; and
geatnily contain* a doaen arrows, a brush for laying
on the poison, and a sand stone to whet the point* of
the wcMwn*.

An* ef Ufc

The HottcntoU may be said to be entirely inorant
of artaand namfteturM, oeept the fonnation of ooarae
•wthen ware, the atwia^ of aMepdmw ftr their winter
pvuMnt*. the piiiynliiM of ponnni^ aid the making
of bow* and arrow*.
They discover verr little taste for music ; bat a few
inMnmients of somm have been obscmd mmaag them.
One ia a kind of nitar with three aliliy tlrttched
upon a pieoe of holbw wood, which ha* a uns handle
and is called in their language ^atome, AnoUMr oaa>
alaof apiaoaof linaw orinteetxnettwiatcd intoaiBaD
OBvd aad datanad noo a hoUow *tick about three ftct
louf, bjr a pieee of quill at one end fixed into the stick,
tad by a naO pw at the other, which ia made to turn
for the purpoea of *tatchia^ the atring to the degree
rcquireo.
Thi* ioalniaMBt m oallad the gomrm, and ia
afiplyiBg tha aooth to tha «)uiU, «id p«>>
fan aiiiiMuiiiMi nolea, by giving a vibncorr
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or palate, according to the signification of the word to HoitcDMtb
be uttered, and in some measure answering the part '""Y""^
of inflexions, &c. The sound of the dental clack is
said to be exactly the some as that, whidi is sometimes
U!>c<l to express ini|mtience ; and that of the palatial
stroke is more full and sonorous, not unlike the ducking of a hen to her diickens. These sounds are tlurown
out at the same moment with the syllable, so that they
cannot be said to precetlc or i'ollow, but rather to accompany it. Though the difficulty of uttering and appropriating these sounds apfiear tu Euroiicans extreme,
yet it is not insurmountable ; and most of the Dutch
colonists are able to speak the Hottentot language with
great fluency.
Many vocables in the language seem
to have been originally exact imitations of nature, and
many of tlie names of animals, especially, arc obviously
(uanfiBated by their distinguishing cry ; such as, kraak,
a
an ox ; Meav, a cat ; AaA<r, a horse
; mitoo,
hurroo, the sea ; iaboo, a gun.
This last word particularly is so pronounced a* to imitate the report of a
musket. The syllable ka is thrown out with h strong
palatial stroke of the tongue expressing the stroke of
the flint ; while the last syllable 609 is uttered with a
full mouth, outstretdied lips, and prolonged sound,
We add a few of the comdeacriptive of tlie report.
mon vocables ; and a Hottentot version of the Lord's
prayer, as a alight specimen of the language.

mg

the
the
the
the

nin.

HooHooei, Lightning.

Ka,
Koro,
Koo,

moon,

Qfia
ToSkai,
Quaiiia,

or light.

Smrrict

stars.

earth,

Kom,

air,

£i.

Fire.

Toona,

i/.tiw.

Water.

Httiai,

Ho

Thunder,

OMOO,

Wind.
lUin.

a man.
a woman.
To>day.

To-morrow.

KUMKRAU,
Qi2ff,

One.

JDm,

Two.

G&Mi,

Hikm,

Three.
Four.

Gote,

Five.

'

itothaalriag.

of Dtaea

ia

ala» oaad

Aaortof flou aadaaf the barl

anou then.

Tha Bhyweal tUMnrlai^ of

tha Hottantot*

i*

ex-

MiladL All their a*tnnfa*y eoadau in hav.
iM a nana tat tha aun, anoChar tat tha aoan, and a
thud for tha atan. Tbair rackoiuiMi of
bajrond the period of a day, and
Inaaaljr

WMM

paat anljr by *aying, that thra^wara

Aer

*aHM mamotaUa oecanaaoa. IImt i(
tha
of tha dqr whca anv thfa^ hmpaiiad, by point*
'
'
ing to dia piaee in
the baavana whara tha
thM
wa*; and tha aaaaooa af tha year by the nnmfaar of
MMoa bcfim or after the tOM when the rooU of the
irU •Mi* (ooee a nMMJifarahli article of their *a*te<
nance) are ready for uae. None of thoae wimn Mr
Barrow saw in the more distant porU of the colaoy
could reckon be^cnd the number five, or put two numbers tcMther without the help of their fingers.
The lengn a of the Hottentot* is perhaps one of the
Booat extraordinary form* of speech in a*e among i>nm«i«
beings.
It* principal peculiarity i* a ativiw «4»rHt«g of
nttoii^ every mononrll^S, and every
the tcngue,
l aadhy *ylUble of larger words.
Thia mnumI i* form•d by raodenly rctractiqg the tongue (ram the teeth

an

y

m

CUa
Our

m

tip

fatiter •

ne
nanoop
na
the
heaven
in
*a
koop
ha

ent

mnookt
hallowed be
a
Aoep

•

M

MMOop

na

koemum

ami

•

the

heaven

in

aa

on

•

thy kingdom come

tmaia
&erjp
daily
gire u*
bread
eobtkata
loorootikoo
forgive u*
dehtt
ci/ee
oobeka
men
forgive
we
keikata
ta
oo ma
lead in u*
not temptation
ta
nt
rip
ga • o
the
evil from • for thine
isa
i
de
i
keip •
power • and the glory • in

Few

name

thy

thy will be done •

•

•

Men
day

this

cUa
our

i

cita

and

our

toorooli

cita

our
koommi

indebted
I

and

eawe
but
koop

kingdom

coreta
deliver u*

ke •
is

•

i

de

and the

aaio.

eternity.

ancient usage* are retained

among the

acattered Cuiton*.

and all traces even of their
they ever had any knowledge or ob*er<

tribe* of the Hottentots;
religion, if

vance* on the subject, are now lost. No particular ce<
remonies are obaerved either at their marriages or funeral*; and they are more like a people, who have never
4
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Customs,

C'liaractcr.

HOTTENTOTS.

been formed into any kind of communities, than the
remains of a tribe or nation who had once possessed
any laws or customs common to them all. The truest
specimens of the unmixed Hottentot people and practices are probably to be found among the Bosjesraans,
(see BosJESMANs) ; but, whether that wretched race
existed in their present condition before the dispersion
of the Hottentots, or in consequence of that event, must
remain a subject of mere conjecture. A few detached
customs and practices of the Hottentots may be briefly
stated.
One of the customs still generally prevalent,
is to shave the heads of young girls as soon as the first
symptoms of maturity appear, to remove all their ornaments, and wash the whole body thoroughly ; and to
restrict them to a milk diet, and seclude them from the
company of men during the continuance of the periodiThough they inter their dead without
cal symptoms.
any ceremony, it is a common practice to pile a heap
of stones over the grave ; and it is firmly believed
among them, that some misfortune would soon befal
the individual who should pass the place without adding a stone to the heap. This custom is supposed to
have originated in a wish to secure the bodies of the
deceased from being dug up and devoured by wild
beasts.
The Hottentots in drinking from a pool or
stream, throw the water into their mouths with their
right hand in a very expert and expeditious manner,
seldom bringing the hand nearer the mouth than the
distance of a foot.
They generally wash their poisoned wounds witli a mixture of urine and gun-powder,
besides frequently using the actual cautery; and, for
the most part, recover easily unless wounded severely.
They kill their cattle, by thrusting a sharp-pointe<l instrument into the spinal marrow immediately behind
the horns ; and the animal being thus instantaneously
deprived of life, the throat is cut to let out the blood.
Among the Hottentots who reside at the mouth of the
Orange river, a superstitious practice prevails, similar
to what has been observed among the South Sea
islanders, of cutting off the first joint of their little
finger, as a remedy for a particular disease to which
they are subject when young.
The most prominent point in the habits and dispositions of the Hottentots is their extreme indolence, which
even the urgent calls of hunger are scarcely able to
overcome. Provided they are allowed to sleep, they
would willingly fast the whole day, rather than undergo the trouble of digging the ground for roots, or procuring food by the chace ; and Mr Barrow particularly
relates, that in the course of his journies, the Hottentot servants fi-equently passed the day without a morsel
of food, rather than walk half a mile for a sheep. They
are habituated from their infancy to a life of sloth ;
and, having obtained what is barely sufficient to support nature, contentedly spend the day as well as night
in sleeping under a bush upon their sheep-skin. Even
in the service of the Dutch colonists, they are rather
confirmed in their laziness, than curfed of it ; as, in
every farm-house there is so great a multitude of servants, that little work falls to the share of each individual.
It is not uncommon to see twenty or thirty,
where there is not employment for more than four or
five ; so that one of the domestics, during the space of a
whole day, may have only to bring his master's whip
from the next apartment ; another to fetch his mistress's fire-box and place it under her feet ; and a third
to supply some of the family, three or four times in
the day, with lighted wood to kindle their tobacco
pipes.
They are by no means, however, a stupid

Tliey are uncommonly exj)ert in finding out Hotteotots.
people.
a passage over a desert uninhabited country.
They '^"'Y""^
arc remarkably quick-sighted, and can discover the
game in the chace at a very great distance. They will
follow with the eye the flight even of a bee to an incredible distance, watching its motions, and tracing
out its nest. They are able to distinguish the prints
of the feet of whatever animal they chance to pursue, if
all acquainted with it
and would single out
a thousand foot-marks those of their compaThey learn the Dutch language with great fa-

they be at

among
nions.

;

and though seldom employed as domestic ser;
vants by the colonists at the Cape, they can be taught
to do every kind of work with as much propriety as
Europeans. They are a mild, quiet, and rather timid
people ; but endure pain with extraordinary patience,
and, when led on by superiors, will encounter danger
witli sufficient alacrity.
They are honest and faithful,
and have little of that cunning which savages generally possess; but are ready to divulge the truth, when
charged with crimes of which they have been guilty.
They seldom quarrel among themselves, or make use
of provoking language ; but are kind and affectionate
to one another, and ready to share the last morsel with
their companions. Though extremely phlegmatic, they
ai-e not incapable of strong attachments, and are particularly sensible to any act of kindness. These are sensations, however, which they have, unhappily, few oppoi'tunities of indulging. In the state of hard bondage
and cruel oppression, under which they spend their
miserable existence, the muscles of their countenance
are rarely seen to relax into a smile, but are constantly
overspread with the deepest melancholy. It has been
sufficiently proved, that under humane treatment they
are capable of being rendered active, industrious, and
useful members of society.
About 500 of them had Hottentot
been embodied by the Dutch in a corps called the Cape regiment.
Regiment ; and, though unsupported, had acted with
considerable spirit in opposing the British troops at the
capture of the colony in 1 795. General Sir James Craig
found it expedient to take tliem into the British service,
and to increase their numbers. They became excellent
soldiers, orderly, tractable, and faithful, ready on all occasions to obey the commands of their officers with
" Never," says the abovecheerfulness and alacrity.
mentioned officer, " were people more contented, or
more grateful for the treatment they now receive. It
is with the opportunity of knowing them well, that I
venture to pronounce them an intelligent race of men.
All who bear arms exercise well, and understand immediately and perfectly whatever they are taught to
perform. Many of them speak English tolerably well.
were told, that so great was their propensity to
drunkenness, we should never be able to reduce them
to order or discipline ; and that the habit of roving was
so rooted in their disposition, we must expect the whole
corps would desert the moment they had received their
clothing.
With respect to the first, I do not find they
are more given to the vice of drinking than our own people ; and, as to their pretended propensity to roving,
that charge is fully confuted by the circumstance of only
one man having left us since I first adopted the measure of assembling them, and he was urged to this step
from having accidentally lost his firelock." " Of all
the qualities, it will little be expected I should expatiate
upon their cleanliness ; and yet it is certain, that at this
moment our Hottentot parade would not suffer in a
comparison with that of some of our regular regiments.
Their clothing may perhaps have suffered raore than it
cility

We

—

;
;
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ought to have done in the time since it was issued to
them, from their igtiomnce of the means of preserving
it ; but thoce artides which are capable of beini; kept
clean by washing, together with their arms anti accoutrements, which they have been uuuht to keep
'1 hey are now likebright, are always in good order.
wiae cleanly in tlieir persons ; the practice of anearing
I have
IbeoiaelTes with greaae being entirely left off.
fivqnently obaenred them waahiog titemseWes in a rivolet, wiiere tbej could have in riew no other object
bat clfiiliiMW." TheM men shewed tiMaueives highly dcaerrbg of this farourable testimony, during three
years service in the distant district uf (iraaf Iteynet,
where they were required, by an unfortunate train of
•rents, to act against their own countr%'men and comndca ; yet, durin<; all that time, according to the testimony of Mr Barrow, tliey never shrunk from their
duty, and only one man deserted in the whole corps.
They baenae lo ttthed t* the British government,
that, after the evacuation of the colony, they refused
to enter again into the service of the Dutch ; and most
of them, unoB being disbaaded, led into the interior

opfmrnsd wmuiIi^iuhl
The Isbom* of Cfariatiui mwsiaMrics, particularly of
the Moravian Brethren, have net boon laas •ncccwfui in
tantaof the HoMcnto* race to live under the influence
t£ idtgioaa prindple, and to fulfil the duties of civiliaed aociaty. The progtMa of their disciptaa at Bavian's
Kloof, ao far back aa the year 1798, ia thaa deacribed
Mr Barrow :—" Early in the morning I was awakenby thenoiaaof some of theffaieat voices I had ever
heard ; and, on looking oat, saw a group of female HottraCola sitting on the ground. It was Sunday and they
had aasemMml thna oariy tochaunt the iwaining hymn.
Ther were all naaUr dmaad in printed cotton gownr
A Sight so vary dtMrant fktan what wr had hitherto
been in the hant of obaarving, with regard to this unhappy dam of bapiga, could not fM of being grateful
and at the same tiaw, it excitrd a degree of cut in-ity
to join their

»t«

u.

5

;

aa to tho nainre of the establishmcnL"—
misiiaasfiw bare socccadcd in hringtnv to
society mora than rix hundred H<
-.^
.._
ar* daily iacreasing. The
iliapaiwj ever the vallejr, to each oi
cd a natch of ground lor raisiiig v^^.
Those,
who had fbat JMtad tho aocitty, Ead tho cfaoieiat situaliooa at the apper end of the valley near the dinrch ;
their ho uara and gardena were very neat and comIbrtable ; nombova of Uie poor in England not so good,
and few betltr. Thoae Hottentots, who chose to learn
their les petti i e trades, wata paid far their laboar aa
soon as they coold earn m tfju. Sane hired tbrm«etve«
eat by tho week, month, or year, to the neighbooring
aaaantry : others made maU and broomo for sale. Sobm
bred poultry ; and othora Ibond mcana lo Mbtist fay
th«ir cattle, sheep, and horaasL"—•• On Soadaya, they
all rrgnlarly attaad the parfteiii
t e of divine •crvioa
and it ia mttmUbktm how MibMaBa they are to appear
at church aaat
dean. Of the three hundred, or
thertabovta, that c si up wi J the oongttgotion, about half
were dressed in coarse printed cottons, and the other
half in the snrii^t »haep iUa dnaan ; and it appeared

naomn

ad

i

ad

on

Cnrmcrwcrethelhvt who had been
of the dMmh i a nreof that
their ctnwnstaiiic!) at least had iolbad notning from
'diangoof life."—" The deportBMnt of the Hou
* fongft«a 6an dariag divine service was truly devout. The Maomne, dahvcred by one of the fathers^
VOL. XI. FART I.
ir';

bron^

l>ale
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was

but replete with good sense, pathetic, and Hottentou

short,

well suited to the occasion tears flowed abundantly
from the eyes of those, to whom it was jiarticularly addresse<l.
The females sung in a style that was plainand their voices were in general
tive and affecting
sweet and harmonious." This establishment is described by Lichtenstein, little more than six years afterwards, as containing two hundred houses and huts,
built in regular strecu, and occupied by nearly I lOU
Hottentots ; several of whom hail become very expert
in various kinds of iron work, particularly in t'le manufacture of knives. " The men are clothed in linen
jackets and leather small clothes, and wear hats and
the women have woollen petticoats, cotton jackets with

II

:

;

:

long sleeves, and caps.

Other

missloiiaries

lected the wilder Hottentot6 in the

have col-

more

distant ]>.irts
of the colony ; and hnve Kucreeded in instructing and
civiliainn them in various degrets, proportioned to the
duration .ind circtmistances of the ditlerent e^tublish-

ments.

found

Even the Boijesman Hottentot* have been
beyond the limits of the colony to be a
and tractable people, inoffensive in their manin placea

docile
ners, and extremely grateful to their benefactors. 1 he
reco\try of the colony by the British has at least secured to these defenceless tribes a protection ircim cruel
oppression, and an encouragement to every benevolent
exertifm for their benefit, which they never enjoyed

under the Datch government. See Sparmmn's
to Un Cap* o/* Good Hope. Paterson's Ji-tmics

^

f'oi/are

tnlo the

Barrow's Travels into the
Cotmlry
ike Hotle»loU.
Caropbell't Travels ia
Imtfrhr if Sontiem Africa.
Lichlenstetn's Trateli in Southern Africa.
Africa.
(1)
II(>!

Il(il

M^S. See Doo, Hurtixo, and NIammalia.
\NG, or Hoo-QvANO. Sec China, vol. vi.
<

'

P -"
See Chrokoixiot, vol. vi. p. 402.
or Hacic<i».\, the capital of a kingdom of
til..
ne in Africa, is supposed to be situated two
days journey south from the Niger, and about SOOmiles
aouth east from Tombuctoo. As it appears to have
been unknown to the African geographer Leo, it is
suspected to be of modem date ; and, as Park could
hear nothing of Tokrar or Tekrur, mentioned by Edristi
and Abolfeda as the metropolis of a great centra] em>
pire of Africa, it is conjectured that Hoossa must have
suparaeded that ancient capital as the seat of government. Former accounts rcpraaanled it as almost ef]ual
to I^Midon or Cairo in population, and its inhabitanta
aa acquainted with the art of writing, and other civiliacd attainments. The country along the banks of the
Niger, between Houssa and Tombuctoo, was also deaenbed aa fertile, and well inhabited. All the native
tt arel leia, with whom Park converaed, aasured him
that HnniM waa Ueger and more populous than Tomboctoo ; and that the state of trade, police, and government, were ncariy the same in both places. The recent
Narrative of Adam* the American sailor enablea us to
estimate the amount of this comparison, and to form
some idea of Houssa, when he tells us, that Toinboo*
too, to which it bears so near a resem blance, oovera
about as roudi ground as Lisbon with housea irregularly si-attered ; tliat it contains no shops for ila boasted
commerce, but that the imported goods are depouted
in the king's palace, till they are disposed ot; that
this royal residence and warehouse is constructed of
mud, and altogether mean in its appearance ; and that
the principal food of the king and queen consists, like
III
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people, of Guinea com, boiled like burgoo,
^""''V'"'^ and eaten with goal's milk, to which, in the case of
their majesties, is added the luxury of a little butter.
See Park's Travels and Appendix ; Adams' Narrative ;
that of

tlic

and ToMBUcToo.

(y)

HOWARD, JoriN, the celebrated philanthropist, was
born at Enfield, about the year 1727. His father was
oriprinally an upholsterer in Long-lane, Smitlifield but,
having acquired a handsome fortune, had retired from
;

business several years before his death.
He was a
strict Protestant dissenter ; and, wishing that his son
should be educated in the same principles, placed him
under a preceptor at some distance from London, who
seems to have been more distinguished by his religious
Under the tuicharacter than literary qualifications.
tion of this person, young Howard continued for the
space of seven years, without being thoroughly instructed in any one branch of knowledge ; and, though
he was afterwards removed to the academy of Mr
Eames, he never surmounted the deficiencies of his
He was not able to write his native
early education.
language with grammatical correctness ; and, excepting
the French, his acquaintance with other languages was
very superficial. His father died when he was young,
and directed, in his will, that his son should not come
to the possession of his property till the twenty-fifth
year of his age. In conformity, also, it is supposed, to
the wislies of his parent, he was bound apprentice to a
wholesale grocer in the city ; but he found this employment extremely irksome; and, as soon as lie came of
age, bought up the remainder of his time, and set out
on his travels to France and Italy. Upon his return
to England, he lived in the style of other young men
of fortune ; but had acquired a taste for the arts, and
an attachment to the study of nature. The delicacy
of his bodily health required him to take lodgings in
the country, and to follow a rigorous regimen of diet,
which laid the foundation of his future extraordinary
abstemiousness.
About the 25th year of his age, he
married Mrs Sarah Lardeau, as a return of gratitude
for her kind attention during his invalid state while he
lodged in her house at Stoke-Newington ; but she was
twice as old as himself, as well as of a sickly habit, and
died at the end of three years after their marriage, in
After the death of his wife, he set out
the year 1756.

upon another tour, which he designed to have commenced with a visit to Lisbon, which had been recentbut the packet, in
ly overthrown by an earthquake
which he sailed, was taken by a French privateer, and
he endured for some time all the hardships of a priThe sufferings of his countrysoner of war in France.
men in the same situation made a strong impression on
liis mind, and first directed his attention to the condition of those unhappy persons who are doomed to inHaving remained abroad
habit the cells of a prison.
;

only a few months, he fixed his residence, after his return, on his estate at Cardington, near Bedford ; and,
in 17.''>8, was united in marriage to the eldest daughter of Edward Leeds, Esq. of Croxton in Cambridgeshire.
In Jthis connexion and situation he spent the
most tranquil and happy years of his life, occupying his
leisure and his wealtli in executing plans of beneficence
for the more indigent part of mankind,
But his domestic felicity was fatally interrupted by the death of
his wife in the year 1765, soon after the birth of her
only child ; and, for many years afterwards, he cherished her memory with the most affectionate sorrow.
For some time he was attached to his home, by an
anxious attention to the education of his son ; but the

child

was sent

to school at

an early age, and

Mr How-

Hownri

ard began to assume a more public character. In 1773 '"""V"^
he was nominated High- Sheriff of the county of Bedford; and entered upon his office with a resolution to
perform its duties with his accustomed punctuality.
In the inspection of the prisons within his jurisdiction,
his humanity became deeply engaged by the distresses
which he witnessed ; and, in the progress of his enquiries, he was led to extend his investigation to all the
places of confinement and houses of correction throughout the kingdom. He pursued his object with so much
assiduity, that, in the beginning of 1774, he was desired to communicate his information to the House of
Commons ; and, in consequence of his representations,
two bills were brought forward for the relief and health
of prisoners. Being desirous, before he should publish
his account of English prisons, to suggest remedies, as
well as to point out defects, he resolved to examine
personally the practice of the continental kingdoms in
tliis branch of police.
For this purpose, in 1775, he
visited France, Flanders, Holland, and Germany ; repeated his visit in 177(i, extcndnig his tour to Switzerland ; and, during the intervals of these travels,
made a journey to Scotland and Ireland, and most of
the counties of England.
In 1777, he published the
information which he had collected with so nnucli risk,
toil, and expence, and dedicated his work to the House
of Commons.
Anxious to diffuse the knowledge of
facts so interesting to humanity ; and, at the same time,
desirous to obviate any suspicion of his wishing to repay his benevolent labours by the profits of bookmaking, he not only presented copies of his work to
the principal persons in the kingdom, and his particular friends, but insisted upon fixing the price of the
volume at a lower rate than the original expence of
publication.
In the conclusion of the work, he pledged
himself, if a thorough parliamentary enquiry were instituted for the improvement of prisons, to undertake a
more extensive journey into foreign countries, for the
purpose of obtaining additional information. The House
of Commons having zealously entered upon the business of regulating places of confinement, Mr Howard,
agreeably to his promise, which he was well inclined
to fulfil, began a new tour in 1778.
In his progress,
he revisited the establishments of a penitentiary kind
in Holland; directed his course through Hanover and
Berlin to Vienna ; went to Italy by way of Venice ;
proceeded as far south as Naples, returning by the
western coast to Switzerland ; pursued the course of
the Rhine through Germany ; and, crossing the Low
Countries, returned to England in the beginning of the
year 1779- During the spring and summer of the
same year, he made another complete tour of England
and Wales, besides taking a journey through Scotland
and Ireland. In the year 1780, he published the results of this extensive research, as an appendix to his
former work ; and also a new edition of that publication, in which all this additional matter was incorporaStill intent upon the farther improvement of his
ted.
plans, he resolved to explore those countries of Europe
which he had not yet visited ; and, in 1781, he set out
on a tour to Denmark, Sweden, Russia and Poland,
from which he returned about the end of the year. In
the year following, he made another complete survey
of the prisons in England, and another journey into
In 1783, he examined the priScotland and Ireland.
sons of Spain and Portugal, and returned through
France, Flanders, and Holland. In the summer of
the same year, he again travelled into Scotland and Ire-
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land, and visited many of the English prisons. In 178^,
be communicated to the poblic the fruits of the pre-
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papers relative to the

various Lajsarettos in Europe,
plague, with additionnl remarks on prisons and hospitols.
.\ftcr the printing of this work, he remained but
a short time at home ; and preparetl to revisit Russia
and Turkey, and to extend his tour to Asia Minor,
Egj-pt, and the coast of Barbary. In this new journey,
he is understood to have had no pocidiar object in
view ; and to have been actuated chiefly by a conviction, that, in such researches, he was pursuing the
path of his duty ; that, in those countrii-s where he had
formerly travelled, he might be still farther instrumental in relieving human suffering ; and that, in exploring new regions, he might discover farther subiecu of

ceding three years investigations, in the form of another
apnendix, with a new edition of the main work, com\Vith the view of acquiring
nrwinj; all the additions.
information respectin)^ the means of preventing conta*
Ition in g ener al, and the fomistion of establishments
Car enarding a^nst peatilential infection, he molved
to visit the principal Laxaretto« in Europe, and to extend his researches to those coontries which are most
subject to the ravages of the plague. Aware of the
haaards vhidi he should have to encosnter in this most
perilott* of all his journeys, he would not permit any
•f bia servants to partake of these dangers, but deter- obsen-ation connected with his main pursuit He had
uned to travel wiUiout attendants. Anout the end of resolved to undertake this journey also without an atand it was only in consequence of most ur«
the year 1 7^5, he entered upon this tour, taking his way tendant
through HolLan<l anti Fbnders to the south of France. gent intreaties, that a faithful servant olrtained permisHia fanner visits, however, had so much alarmed the sion to accomp.iny him. Arriving in Holland, in the
jcaioanr and escitetl the displeasure of the government beginning of July 178y> he procectled through the
ewtioixd country, tliat he was appreht-rinorth of Germany, Pruwia, Courland, and Livonia, to
in the last
•ive of his pwiopa l safety; and travelled with the
Petersburg thence to Moscow, and finally to the exgBMtest secrecy under the character of an English phy- tremity of Eunmean Rus&ia, on the shores of the Black
MCUn. From Nice, lie went to Genoa, Legnom. and See, where he tell a lamented victim to one of those
Naples ; thence to the islands of Malta and Zante; and infectious diseases, the ravages of which he was exertn«st to .Smjrma and Cotistantinofde. Determined to ing every eflort to restrain. While residing at Cheroblaiii, by personal espcrianoe, tbe fulle*t information
son, he was earnestly requested to visit a young lad}',
of the mode of pertBtmiag quarantine, be returned to about sixteen miles from that place, who had caught a
Smyma, wbcn tbe plagn* then was, for the purpose contagious fever and it was his own opinion, that
of gomg to Venice in a vcsael with a fuul bill or health, from her he received tbe disease. During his illness,
wnieb mmld necessarily subject bim to tbe utmost ri- which from its cammcncenient he considmd so likely
Mtr of tbe nraoMs. In tbe ooune of bia veyage, the to prove Iktal, be received a letter from a fricncl in
Mip in which he was a passwigtr, was rttaciied by a England, containing favourable accounts of his son.
«anair from Tunis, which was beaten off after a mart He was greatly affected by the intelligence and often
akinniah, in which ha leaderaJ eaaantial service, by desired hit servant, if ever his son should l>e restored to
poialhw soaae of tbe CVM.
leaving his nuarten
reason, to tell him how much he had prayed for his hapthe Lasatctto of Venice, in which hit health and piness. Except <luringthe fits, with which he wasorca•niritaaniiercd oorsiderafaJy, be proceedrd. at the dose siunally «eiseit in tJie course of the distemper, he retainthe year 1786, to Vienna, where he had a private ed bis faculties till within a few hour.< of his death, which
oonferMice with tbe Emperer Jo«eph II. and, return- took place on the 90th of January I7!>0.
He was bning thnm^ Germany and HolUnd, arrived *aft' in rie<l, Bcconling to h'n own request, at the villa of M.
England,
the beginning of the year 1787.
During Dauphin^, al)out right miles from Cherson where, inhie absence on this Jonmejr, he received the afflicting stead of a tun-dial, which ho had desires! to be erected
ilriliyiiw of bis son having fallen into a staU of de> over his grave witliout any inscription, * a rude pyraMid Insanit)- ; his only duUl of whom ha nsad to mid, sarrounded br posts and chains, was raised by
•peak with aU the pride and auction of a pannt, and tbe inhabitants of the neighbourhood.
wbase h opelam calamity it reqiured all the fertitade of
Mr Howard, thotigh frequently requested, would
Jim nund. aided by the oanaolatiana of religion, to sbs- never consent to tit for
and the varieui
iain.
Attheaamethne^ he was in&vmedof apobKc portraits, which have bee:
f him, are said by
anfaasripticMi baviog taken place amaqg hie oonntmien.
MB iatiniato frienda to be toully unlike. I'he neerwt
to aspma their cstcan and reneratian Cor hie cnane- r awibl a nee, is mkl to be a bead sketched by an artbt
ter, bf ertcting a statue or men
Mat to his honour. in London, and copied for Dr Aikin's Finr of hit
This design, instead of tending to coBSol* hit wounded Ckaroeter ; which, though contidere<l as somewhat of
<Iy added to bis distrem ; and he inalaitly
a carica tu re, i« said to have exactly the expression of
iinsrli' to prevent its bein^ carried into cxehie oonntenance, when in a verv serimis and attentive
cuttuo. In oerretponding with his fncnds, he expressed,
inoocL His eye was lively and penetrating, and bin
in tbe Mraaprt terms, hit svenian to the proposed feattucs strong and prominent his gait quick, and his
bonoar; and. in a letter to tbe Babeeribcrs, wbUe be Matoras animated. In bis youth, hit constitution was
acknowkgad bis grateful sense of their ffr^beliwi, ddicate, and bis babit supposed to l>e consumptive
he dispUysd so determined a repngnance to the nw^ Ixit be afterwards attained (proluibly in consequence
sure, that tbe matter was drapped daring bis life,
of bis abstemiouaiess in diet and application to exerbe aMaie several vititt lu the pri- cise) a power of enduring, without inconvenience, the
firmariee, tte. of Enf^land, Ireland,
greatest corpo re al privations and fatigue*.
I'he strict
•udbviH.1.
he put to the pc«M an ac- regimen in point of food, which he had originally
count vt
...ns in these various joomeys,
a£ptcd from a regard to health, he afterwards contiabroad and at borne ; containing an account of the nued from choice. He made no use of animal food.
;
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Rfhtdsttom^dMlkeornaaiiaisiMl iMaaen. sad lud one*

flrca dirsettooi berore ks ss« out on a jounwy, that In esM of hit
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HOWARD.

Howard,

or of fermented and spirituous drinks.
Water and the
""^^""^ plainest vegetables siiffictd for his ordinary
diet, and
milk, tea, butter and fruit, were liis luxuries.
He was
sparing in the quantity of liis food, and indifferent as
to the stated times of taking liis meals. He was equally tolerant of heat, cold, aiid all the vicissitudes of climate ; and could without difficulty dispense with the
ordinary seasons and proportions of sleep. When he
travelled in England or Ireland, it was generally on
horseback, and he rode regularly about forty English
miles a day.
He was never at a loss for an inn ; but,
in Ireland or the Highlands of Scotland, could accommodate himself with a little milk at any of the poor
cabins in his way. When he came to the town, where
he was to sleep, he bespoke a supper like other travellers, but made his servant remove it, while he was
preparing his bread and milk. When he travelled on
the continent, he usually went post in his own chaise,
in which he slept as occasion required ; and has been
known to travel twenty days and twenty nights without going to bed. He used to carry with him a small
tea-kettle, some cups, a little pot of sweet-meats, and a
few loaves. At the post-house he would get some water
boiled, send out for milk, and make his repast, while
his servant went to the inn.
He was remarkably attentive to the perfect cleanliness of his whole person
and water was always an indispensable necessary for
his ablutions.
His peculiar habits of life, and his exclusive attention to a few important objects, made him
appear more averse to society than he really was. He
assiduously shunned all engagements, wliich would
have involved him in the irregularities of general intercourse ; but he received his select friends with the
truest hospitality, and was often extremely communicative in conversation, enlivening a small circle with
the most entertaining relations of his ti'avels and adventures.
He was never negligent of the received
foiins of polite life; and, however much he might be
charged with singularities, no one could refuse his title
to the character of a gentleman.
He was distinguished especially by his respectful attention to the female
sex ; and nothing afforded him so much pleasure as the
conversation of women of good education and cultivated manners.
His own voice and demeanour were so
gentle as to be almost denominated feminine ; and furnished a striking contrast to the energy of his mind
and the extent of his exertions. His language and
manners were invariably pure and delicate ; and ir
must have been no small triumph of duty over inclination which brought him to submit, in the prosecution
of his benevolent designs, to such frequent commimications with the most abandoned of mankind.
Yet
the nature of his errand appears to have inspired the
most profligate with respect; and he has himself re.
corded, that he never met with a single insult from the
prisoners, in any of the jails which he visited.
He
possessed an elegant taste for neatness in his house and
furniture ; and employed much of his leisure time in
the cultivation of useful and ornamental plants. In
the course of his various travels, he brought home many
curious vegetables ; and his garden became an object of
curiosity, both for the elegant manner in which it was
planned, and for the excellent productions which it
contained.
He was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1756; and contributed a few short papers
which have been published in its Transactions. * His
'

philosophical researches were chiefly directed to meteor-

ological observations,

some instrument

and he seldom

for that purpose.

travelled without

He applied

himself,

likewise, with considerable assiduity, to the prosecution

of experiments on the etlects of the union of the pri-

mai7

colours in different proportions.
In his intellectual character, he discovered less of the faculty of extensive comprehension than of laborious accuracy.
Ijy
his talent of minute examination and detail, he was
peculiarly qualified for the patient investigations in
which he engaged ; and in his modest estimates of his
own abilities, he was used to say of himself, " I am
the j)lodder, who goes about to collect materials for
men of genius to make use of." His liberality with respect to pecuniary concerns, was early and uniformly

displayed; and he appears never to have considered
money in any other light than as an instrument of procuring happiness to himself and others.
Contented
with the competence, which he inherited, he never
thought of increasing it ; and made it a rule with himself to lay up no part of his annual income, but to expend in some useful or benevolent scheme the surplus
of every year. Moderate in all his desires, and untainted by the lust of growing rich, he was elevated
above every thing mean and sordid. He expended
much in charities, and displayed in all his tninsactions
a spirit of the utmost honour and generosity.
He imbibed from his earliest years a devout principle of religion, which continued steady and uniform through
every period of his life. The body of Christians, to
whom he particularly attached himself, were the Baptists; and the system of belief, to which he adhered,
was what has generally been called moderate Calvinism.
But he was always less solicitous about modes
and opinions, than the internal spirit of piety and sincerity ; and though always warmly attached to whatever interests he espoused, he jjossessed that true spirit
of Catholicism, which led him to honour virtue and religion wherever he found them.
It was his constant
practice to join in the service of the established church,
when he had not the opportunity of attending a dissenting place of worship ; and he oflen dwells in hi»
works, with great complacency, on the pure zeal and
genuine Christian charity, which he frequently discovered among the Roman Catholic clergy. But the peculiar feature of his character certainly consists in that
decisive energy, and unshaken perseverance, with
which he prosecuted the great work of benevolence, to
which he seemed to have devoted his life. He was
distinguished by decision and dispatch in all his proceedings ; and this was rather the predominant habit
of his mind, than the occasional result of any excited
" At no time of his life," says his friend and
feeling.
biographer Dr Aikin, " was he without some object of
warm pursuit ; and, in every thing he pursued, he was
indefatigable in aiming at perfection. Give him a hint
of any thing he had left short, or any new acquisition
to be made ; and, while you might suppose ho was deliberating about it, you were surprised with finding it

Nor was it during a short period of ardour, that his exertions were thus awakened.
He had
the still rarer quality of being able, for any length of
time, to bend all the powers and faculties of his mind
to one point, unseduced by every allurement, which
curiosity or any other affection might throw in his
way, and unsusceptible of that satiety and disgust,
which are so apt to steal upon a protracted pursuit."
" Impressed with the idea of the importance of his
was done."

—

* See the PhiL Trans,

vola. liv. Ivii. Ixi.
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designs, and the uncerUinty of humiui lite, he wai impatient to get as much done as pos-^ible within the alin this disposition consisted that

enthiuium, by which the public supposed him actuated ; for, otherwise, his cool and steady temper gave
no idea of the character usually distinguished by that
He followed hi^ plans, indeed, with wonappellation.
>ur and constanc}', but by no means with that
i-agemeai, that inilame<l and exalte<l imagination, which denote the enthusiast."
Neither was he
moved, as some suppa«ed, by mere sternness of principle, or rigidity of habit, or inMrnsibility of feeling. " I
nave equally," says the last quoted author, " seen
the tear of acnubiuty Mart into his eyes on recalling
onie of the distresaful scenes, to which he had been
witiiMt, and the spirit of indignation flash from them,
CO relating instances of baseness and oppression. Still
however his constancy of mind, and self-coUection never deserted him
He was never agitated, never off
his gnard."
His coolness and intrepidity procee<led
both from nature and principle ; and, when marching
in the path of duty, he was fearless of consequences.
This r t solute temper neither originated in any idea of
*'''
bnig moved by an irresistible impulse, or a pererf* hia
being M>curcd from the natural conseI of the dangers which he encountered : but from
a iteedy sense of relifjoua obligation and piou* oonfiI

i

:

dsno^

vigation of charity." See various lives and anecdote* of Hawden
Harvard; and particularly Dr Aikiu's Fiem of hit Life Huddett*
and Character, (q)
field.
HOUDE.V, or IIoveden, a town of England, in the
east riding of Yorkshire, is situated upon an inlet of the
II

Ouse, named

Howden

may be considered
Howden consists princi-

Dike, which

as the harbour of the town.

two considerable

pally of

streets,

extending in the di-

rection of north-east and south-west, intersected by three
or four lesser ones. The town has of late years under-

though the
; and,
houses are ancient, yet they are neatly built and commodious.
The principal public buildings are the
the market, where tJie
moot-hall, a large edifice
courts, ttc. are held ; a work-house, built by subscription in 1791, which contains from 20 to 30 paupers,
who are maintained at an annual expence of k. 300
and the old Gothic church. This church is a large
building in the form of a cross, and, excepting the chancel, which is of more recent date, it appears to have
been built during the first period of the pointed arch
style.
The tower, which is quadrangular and well pro-

gone very considerable improvements

m

135 feet high, and is said to have been
Walter Skirlaw, Bishop of Durham, as
from the inundations of the Ouse and
the Derwent, which were formerly very frequent. The
portioned,

is

built in 1390 by
a place of refuge

cfaapter-houae,

which

is

now

unfortunately in ruins,

is

wlikfa rcodeiM him saperior to mere worldly
ccoaiderstiofu.
His own testimonr tttfficicotly expresses the sentimt-nu by whidi De was actuated.
*" Mjr mwlical acquaintance," be says in
a letter during
>«pt" g
bis uet jaarnn^ " give me but little hope of

reckoned a most beautiful specimen of the pointed style.
Tbe chancel, particidarl v tjie east end of it, is greatir
admired. A peal of eight bells was cast for this church
in 1772.
Tbe ruins of the palace of tbe bishops of
Durham are situated almost close to the chunh-yard,

the plague in Turkey.
1 do not look back, but woul3
readily endure any hardships, and enoottntcr any danger^ tD be ao boooor to my Chhatian pntetuoa.'' So

and are now converted into a farm-house. One of the
greatest horse fairs in the kinsdom, is held here on the
Uth of September, and continues till the 3d of OctoBesides the church and its two chapels of ease,
ber.

—

berow a

(though not deiroid of sobm
which have (omeUmc* drawn
tbe MOST of oaotempt from trivial and selfish minds,
unworthy ami incapable to pronounce upon a cluuracter ao far above their sphere of judgment.) cuuld not
fail to attract the admintioo of every friend of humanity.
Tbe subh'mest strains of poetry and eloquence
have been frequently devoted to tbe celefaratiun of hia
exertions ; and his name is becwne indiasolublj associated with every idea of pore and elevated bsnevo.
Icnca^ Tbe foUoviag tribute to his bam, which burst,
in all tbe aNkMiaaB of grnins. from the lips of Mr
pliilaDthranial,

mgaianum and Ibibles,

Borke, tboi^ probably faafliar to tho reader, can
bear to be rrperuaed, and may suitably dose our feeble
skctcb of thu extraordinary character. * "I cannot
name this godeaan without remarking, that his laboor* and writbifs bare done much to open tbe eye*
and hearU of mankmd. He has viaitcd all Europe,—
notto survepr the sumptuousoeas of palace*, or the
MataKMaaoc tenftles; not to make aocmata Baatu**
ment* af the tenaina of ancient grandeur, nor to form
a scale of the curiosity of modem art ; nor to collect
'wfal*. or collate
annscripta ;
but to dive into the
depths of dungeons ; to plunge into tbe infection of
hospitals } to survey the mansions of sorrow and pain
;
to take the gauge and diaseosians of misery, deprcsSMo, and casitempt ; to remember tbe forgotten, to attend to the neglected, to visit the forsaken, to compare
and collate the diatreaases of all men in all coontrie*.
HaplBB is original it U as full of geniaa as it is of
baaamty. It was a voyage of discovery ; a circunnia.

m

—

:

* ass aiss Oarwla's

CarrfM; Cewpsr'i /••«

4

there

is

an Independent and Melho<r

ng.house.

The celebrated historian Roger de
monk of tbe abbey, and chaplain to Henry

who was

!

II.

was

bom

here.

Tbe township of Howden

contained in 1811,

3I«
40g
2S0

Inhabited bouses
Families

Da

employed in trade and manufactures
I8I2
Total populalion
See Savage's Uittmrv of Howden CkurcA ; Hutchin.
son's Durkam ; and tne Beauliu qf England and U'alet,
voL xvi. p. i6i.

HOWITZERS. SeeOaoNANcx.
HOY. .See OaaxxY Isles.
HIAHF.INF. See SociKTY

Islands.

HLDULUSFIELD.
England

or HuxinRsriaLD, a town of
in the west riding of Yorkshire, is situated on

the river Colne,andontheHuddcrsficldcanal. This town
is chiefly odehratad for its woollen manufactures, which'
consist of narrow and broad doths, sei«es, kerseymeres,
The buyers and sellers of these goods forfrise, &C.
merly met in an open square ; but in the year 1 765,
Sir .lohn Rarosden, who p oss e sar s all the land which
the town covers, and also a great many of the houses,
It is a circular build*
built a commodious doth-hall.
ing of two stories, and is divided by a diametrical
range into two semidrcular courts, into which all the
windows cmen. It is subdivided into ranges like streets ;
and the cloths are laid close together upon their edgo
on benches or stalls. Over the entrance, is a bellIplapi

m Cimriif

;

Hsjkj's Ott

to

UnmHi

and PoMrr's

Amy m Dtelmtm ^

;

n U D
ITidsan's
.

^

eed in a hantlsoine cupola.

Hiuldersfield canal
*^'^. (see IsLA'SD Navigalion) extends 8 miles to the river
Calder.
Ruins, supposed to be the ancient city of
Canhodunum, are to be seen on the castle hill, about two
miles south of the town, and west of Almonsbury ; but
Mr Watson thinks they are of Saxon origin. The Roman road, however, passed near Aimonsbury. There
are several me<licinal springs in the neighbourhood.
In 1811, the township of Huddersfield contained,
T I- u-^ J u
Iiihabited houses
l<ami les .

1

, ,

^

'

,

\

m trade and manufactures

•'

842
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History,

and other seven persons to perish
,,^3^ j.j^ „^^^
j^ ^J^^^^^^
wards more thoroughly explored by successive navijra"
^
.
,^ employeu
„i„,.„,i i,
^u
l)y the same enterprizmg Company, particularly by Button in 16'1*2
by Lucas Fox, and Thomas James, in 16'31, the former equipped by govern^^^^ j^,,^ t,,^ j^j^^^ j, ^ company of Bristol mer^^^^^^. ^^^ ^^ ^acharias Gillam, in IC68, who was
sent out by Charles H. at the solicitation of Prince
Rupert, and was assisted by two French merchants
of Canada named de Grosseliers, who had previously
made a voyage from Quebec to the scene of the present
yi\t\\

his son

,^,,[^1,

„„^

•

,

;

n«-,
967I

See the Beaultes 0/ England and Wale,, vol.
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,,;

and south.
Hudson's Bay was discovered in 1610 by Henry
Hudson, wiio had Ijeen sent out by the English Russia
Company in quest of a north-west passage round the
American continent; but his crew having mutinied,

Hudsftn's

rivers flowing north

;„ ^^^^^ ^g,,

4.Soi,

^„
lotal population

r,.^""'?

1

on the west, is a vast tract of country extending across
the American continent to the Pacific Ocean, separated
from the territories of Canada by a mountainous ridge
in 49° north latitude, which covers the sources of the

J^ft

ow.
87
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The

.

xvi. p.

•
'

Rxtentand

HUDSON'S BAYjlying between .55" and GS" of North

description.

Latitude, is about 250 leagues in length, and 200 at its
It is 140 fathoms deep in the midgreatest breadth.
die, and is navigable during four months in summer,
but is filled, all the rest of the year, with shoals of ice.
Numerous rocks, sand-banks, and small islands, are
dispersed tiirough it, of which may be mentioned ;
Southampton island, in 64° north latitude, stretching
about 100 leagues from north to south, but of very inconsiderable breadth ; Marble island, in 6"2° north latittide, about 6 leagues long and two broad, composed of
white marble, variegated with green, blue, and black
patches ; Carleton isle, in the south-east corner of the
bay, covered with trees, moss, and shrubs. Tlie entrance of the bay is a strait, of dangerous navigation,
more than 200 leagues in length, and in some places
It stretches from south-east
of considerable breadth.

expedition.

Gillam passed the winter in Rupert's

ri-

where he built the first stone fort erected in the
country, which he named Fo.'t Charles, and provided

ver,

with a sufficient garrison. Before his return, the
king had granted to Prince Rupert, and divers lords,
knights, and merchants, associated with him, a charter,
dated May 2d 1 G6'9, in which he styled them " The
Governor and Company of Adventurers trading from
England to Hudson's Bay ;" and, in consideration of
their having, at their own costs and charges, ' undertaken an expedition to Hudson's Bay, in the north-west
pai'ts of America, for the discovery of a new passage
into the South Sea, and for the finding of some trade
for furs, minerals, and other considerable commodities,
and of their having already made by such their underto north-west, in 62^° north latitude, bounded on the
north by the isle of Good Fortune, and on the south takings, such discoveries as did encourage them to proceed farther in pursuance of the said design by means
Its eastern extremity is formed by
by Labradore.
Cape Elizabeth on the north, and Cape Chudley on the whereof, there might probably arise great advantages to
the king and his kingdom,'
absolutely ceded to the
south, between which is situated Resolution island,
about 15 leagues in length, and a little westward Sa- said undertakers the whole trade and commerce of those
vage and Grass islands, almost uninhabited. In the seas, &c. in whatsoever latitude they might be, which
north-west extremity, between Point Anne on the north, are situated within the entrance of Hudson's Straits,
and cape Walsingham on the south, are several small together with all the countries upon the coasts and
confines of the said seas, straits, &c. so that they alone
islands named Salisbury, Nottingham, Mill Diggs, and
The principal bays of this inland sea are, should have the right of trading thither; and whoso.
Mansfield.
James's Bay in the south-east corner, containing many ever should infringe this right, and be found selling or
buying within the said boundaries, should be arrested.
islets ; Button's Bay on the western coast ; Chesterfield
and all their merchandize be confiscated, so that one
Inlet on the north-west coast, stretching far inland, and
terminating in a large fresh water lake; Roe's VVel- half should belong to the king, and the other half to
come, a deep inlet of the sea on tlie north coast and the Hudson's Bay Company." Of this extensive grant
Repulse Bay still farther north. The most remarkable the Company have enjoyed uninterrupted possession
from the year 1669 to the present day, except during
rivers which flow into it, are Great Whale river. East
Main or Slude ; Rupert's, which has its origin in lake the space of 17 years, from 1697 to 1714, when the setMistassins ; Abbitibbe flowing from a lake of the same tlement was occupied by the French ; but the charter,
name;Moose, and Albany, which all empty their streams instead of promoting the progress of discoveries, is unthe Severn, which is supposed to derstood to have produced the opposite effect.
The
into James's Bay
proceed from lake Winipig ; Nelson or Bourbon river. Company have been charged with having rather endeafrom a lake of the same name ; and Missin-ni-pi,* or voured to conceal as much as possible the situation of
Churchhill river, which loses itself in the bottom of the coasts and seas connected with their territories
The north coast of Hudson Bay is yet and even to influence those who had any knowledge of
Button's Bay.
imperfectly explored.
The country on the east is part these quarters, to withhold it from the world. The few
of Labradore, called East Main.
The tract which feeble attempts which they did make, to save appearstretches southwards below Button's Bay, is called New
ances, between 1720 and 1730, rather excited the disSouth Wales, bounded on the south and east by Cana- pleasure than satisfied the expectations of the public ;
The regions to the north-west are in like manner and, by the exertions of Mr Dobbs, Capt. Middleton
da.
called New North Wales, and very little known. And,
was sent out by government in 1741, and Capt. Moor
it

;

—

;

;

*
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word signifjing " Great waters."
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HUDSON'S BAY.
in 1746, the former of whom discovered Repulse Bay,
and the latter explored Wager's Strait and Chesterfield
Inlet, so as to ascertain with sufficient certainty, that
no pMsage existed in that direction. *
The Company's settlements around the whole extent
if iht Cao- of Hudson's Bay are only four, viz. Prince of Wales, or
Churchhill Fort, the most northern of the factories, situ.ited at the mouth of t'hiirchhill river, in 59^ N. Ijit;
i'ork Fort, formerly called Bourbon by the French, a
s<|uare building, flanked with bastions, standing on an
island between two branches of Nelson's river, in 57^°

N. Lat. ; Albany Fort, called by the French St Anne,
or the river Albany, in 52^ 18' N. Lat.; and Moo«e
Fort, or Monsipi, or St Louis, at the mouth of a small
river oo the aouth border of James's Bay, in 51° 88'
N. Lat. Beside* thcae, are several smaller establishments, particularly Severn House, dependent on York
Fort, in 56° 12' N. Lat. and East-main, or Prince Hupert's, in 53' 24', connected with Mooae Fort.
The climate around the Bay is extremely serere, espedally at Cburcfabill Fort. From the middle of October to the middle of .May, the country is buried under
In the vear 1 775, one of the severest
tntt and saow.
wsmii remembered by the oldest reaidents, the snow
at the Utter end of May Uy level with the wall of the
w«">t <^irtain of the fort ; and the ice in the river and
Tiut break up till the end of June.
Even at
rt, though two degree* farther south, FahreoLeila liiermoincter has ftcmMotly stood at SOP below
aero in the month at Jttaaarj ; and brandy, or
•tftmg brine, exposed to the air for a few hours, will
fratM to solid ice. In the cellar* eight or ten feet
• daiJjr and
d«ei>, and below ths ^anl roams,
ahncMt perpctiul tn n kept up, Loadon portar ha*
been so frosen that only a few
cpnld be got
oat at * whol* bogabcnd; and um iwiahiilw, eoovartad to ie^ was fonad, mpoa being thawed, to hava
no amngth maaiaing.
lake* and riven, which
arc not abova 10 or It feet deep, are frosen to the
graand ; and the tpring* ar* uniformly bound by the
OoU to the grcalca depth that has been dug. The
moat piercing cold is felt at sun-rising ; and is particularly mtolerabic during the prevalence of the north
wind. The air is frc<|uently filled with particles of
ice, sharp «nd angular, and laBiiiully paicaptible to
the eye, which, ia blowing w'«>F>«r iiiT **iini a most
painful senaation of ooUl ; m
ea apaq iha flwe
or bands, rai«a the akih ia liu.., ;m..j, white Misters,
which, if not inuaadiataiy robbed, or warmed, are ape
to break owt into hot watery i— im.
The utmost pro>
cautions upinst tha eCKt* at the ooM ara neccaaarily
eoqiloycd by the Earopaan ruiiliati
The window*
of the factorie* arc verv saiall, and pnnridad with (hick
1.-. which ar* dosrly shot IS hours of
wo<r!
the
As soon a* the wo<mI in their large
fire* 15 uuria II. vi II to a 00*1, the lop* of the chimniea
are stopped with an iron cover to kaap tha heat within
the boose ^ sntl, three or four tima* a day, red hot iron
•hot of 84 pounds are Mupemtcd in the wimlows of tha
apartment'. Yet all this will not p.eKrvc the beer,
wine, and ink from frrrsing ; »ikI alter ihe foe* go out,
the insklca of the walla and baJ-pUrej art- ound covered with ioe two or three incfac* thi< k. which u every
BMming cut away with a hatchet. F<jr a winter drra*,
they u*e three pair at sock* at coarw blanketing or
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never out of tha ground ; and evaa
anauner, when
the heat ia opptcaMva, aad tha tharawmeter frequently
at 90 degree* of Fahrenhait, the earth is thawed only
to the depth of thraa or fiwr fact below the surface.
Tha cUmate, oeverthflaa*, i* extremely ealubrioo*
thra^MMt the whole vaar ; and European*, with the
aacaptiaa of aeeidantal injurie* from expo*ure to the
cold, tBJof ia gcaeral an exceUent ttata of health in
country.
the eastern coaat of Hudson'^ TUv, iIia aoil ia 800.
completely barrea; and about L.i
.n entirely cease*.
The anriaoa of the
,. . ,ucmely
"'88*<^ covered with aaomwus masses of stone ; and
in many place* ar* seen the most frightful mountaiiia
of an asioniahing height.
Its barren vaJlies are watered
by a chain of Ute*, whidi are supposed to be formed
marrly by rain and snow, and of which the water is so
cold, as to be productive only of a few imall trout.
little mo**, or a blighted shrub, may be seen here ami
there on the nountain*^ aad a few stunu-tl trees in the
lower grounda. The soil about Churvhhiil Fort is extramoly *«cJ|v and barren, and bare of vegeUble prodarti ow
'There are no woods within seven miles of
thaahorei and those wt
:: stance
ONwist oiil* of a few stui
poplars, scarcely capable of ancir>!ing a >!u!iiriL-tity ol winter's fuel to the Factorv.
Upon advancing northward
frun that •cttiaaicnt, tne aaith becomes gra.lually more
unproductive aad desolate, till at length not the least
herb is to be seen, nor anv trace of human step obser\'ed
in the frigid watte.
I'he produce of a few garden
seeds, put into the ground oliout the middle of June,
and shooting up with surprising rapidity, ia &II that
the reaidents are able to gather Iroin the adjoining soil.
At York Fort, the soil, which ia of a very looae and
tlic
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Duffield for the feet, with a pair of deer-skin shoes over
them ; two pair of thick English blockings, and a jwir
of cloth stockings over them ; breeches Iine<l with flan,
nel ; two or three English jackets, anil a fur or leather
gown ; a large beaver cap, double to come over the face
and shoulders, and a cloth of blanketing under the
chin yarn gloves, and a large pair of beaver mittens,
hanging down from the shoulder, ready to receive the
hands as high as tne elbows. Yet. with all this covering, they are frequently sevnely frost bitten, when
they stir abroad during the prevalence of the northerly
winds; and many of the natives even lall victnns to
the severity of the climate.
Watery vapours, ascending from the open aea-water, and condensed by the
cold, occasion thick fogs, wliicli are carrie<l to « rt>nsiderable distance along the coust, and which obscure
the sun completely for several weeks together.
But,
during the intense cold of winter, the atinospht-re is
commotdy remarkably clear and serene ; and the Sinn
shine during the night with extraordinary lustre.
I'he
aurora boreali* particularly- is «et
y night
during winter, darting with inror
:!y over
the whole beausphere,
^rcatct variety
of colour*, and Onea cm
ng the stars and
planets by it* bright nens.
i'.ii:ii(.iij and i>araselenae. or
mock suns and moons as they are commonly called,
appear T*ry frequently durin^^ tlie colder months ; and,
at tha *ame time, ooron* ot diiTercnt diameters and
Tariovs colour* Jre aeen around the sun for several day*
tqgather firom hi* rising to his seuin^. f The frost i*
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cla3'ey nature, is nearly equally unfit

for agriculture,

Buy.

Cresses,
even though the climate were favourable.
""""'""^
radishes, lettuce, and cabbage, are raised by careful
culture, and, in some propitious seasons, peas and beans
have been produced, but they rarely come to perfection.
The face of the country is low and marshy ; and
the trees, though superior to those at Churchhill Fort,
are still very knotty and diminutive ; but, after proceeding inland towards the south, about Moose and
Forts, the climate is more temperate, and the
trees of considerable size ; potatoes, turnips, and almost

Albany

every species of kitchen garden produce, are reared
and it is supposed that com also
witliout difficulty
might be cultivated by proper attention. Upon advancing inland towards the west, the climate becomes
;

Wild rice
milder, and the soil more productive.
and Indian corn are produced in considerable quantities
in the plains ; various kinds of animals abound in the
woods ; the rivers and lakes are stored with the most
delicious kinds offish and iron, lead, copper, and marIn
ble have been found in the mountainous parts.
the woods of the more northern tracts, the only trees
still

;

scraggy poplars, creeping
is covered with
colours, upon which the deer
Grass is not uncommon ; and some
principally feed.
kinds, especially rye-grass, are so rapid in growth, as
frequently to rise, during the short summer at ChurchAnother species
hill Fort, to the height of three feet.
of grass, adapted for the support of the feathered tribes,
is very abundant on the marshes and banks of lakes
are pines,

junipers, small

and dwarf willows.
moss of various sorts and
birch,

The ground

Vetches, burrage, sorrel, coltsfoot, and
rivers.
dandelion, one of the earliest salads, are plentiful in
herb called
some parts around Churchhill river.
Wee-suc-a-pucka grows abundantly in most parts of
the country, of which the leaves, and especially the
flowers, make a very agreeable kind of tea, much used
both by the Indians and Europeans, not only for its
It is
pleasant flavour, but also for its salutary effects.
of an aromatic nature, and considered as serviceable in
rheumatism, for strengthening the stomach, and promoting perspiration. It is likewise applied outwardly
in powder to contusions, excoriations, and gangrenes ;
but in this view does not appear to possess any mediciAnother herb, named by the natives jacknal quality.
ashey-puck, resembling the creeping boxwood, is mixed
with tobacco, to make it milder and pleasanter in smoSeveral small shrubs are found in the country,
king.
which bear fruit ; of which the cliief are, gooseberries
of the small red species, which thrive best in rocky
ground, and spread along the ground like the vine
currants, both red and black, are plentiful around
Churchhill river, and grow best in moist swampy soils.
The black berries particularly are large and excellent
but in some persons both kinds occasion severe pur-

and

A

ging, luiless when mixed with cranberries, which comHips of a small size are
pletely con-ect that tendency.
found on the coast, but large and abundant in the inUpon a bush, resembling the
terior of the country.
creeping willow, grows a berry similar in size and colour to the red currant, but of very unpleasant taste
and smell. Cranberries are very abundant everywhere;
and, when gathered in dry weather, and carefully
packed with moist sugar, may be preserved for years.
Heath-berries are also produced in great quantities,
and their juice makes a pleasant beverage. Juniper
berries are frequently seen, chiefly towards the south,
but are little esteemed either by the natives or the Europeans, except for infusion in brandy.
Strawberries
and raspberries, of considerable size and excellent fla-

vour, are found as far north as Churchhill river, and Hudson's
^*>'arc often most plentiful in those places where the underwood has been set on fire. The eye-berry, resem- ''"'^i'*"^
bling a small strawberry, but far s\iperior in flavour,
grows in small hollows among the rocks at some distance from the woods. There are also the blue berry,
which grows on small bushes, and resembles the finest
plum in flavour ; the partridge-berry, growing like the
cranberry, but of a disagreeable tiiste ; and thebethagotominick, or dewater-berry, which grows abundantly
in swamps on a plant like the strawberry, with a high
stalk, each bearing only one berry, and is accounted an
excellent antiscorbutic.
The principal animals around Hudson's Bay are the Animals.
Moose-deer, rein-deer, buffaloes, musk oxen, and beavers ; polar or white bear, black bear, brown bear,
wolves, foxes of various colours, lynxes or wild cats,
wolverins, which are remarkably fierce and powerful
animals, able to withstand the bear itself; otters, pinemartins, ermines, a smaller otter called jackash, which
is very easily tamed, but, when angry or frightened,
apt to emit a most disagreeable smell ; the wejack and
skunk, the last of which is remarkable for its insupportably foetid smell ; musk beavers, porcupines, hares,
squirrels, castor-beavers, and mice of various kinds, one
species of which, the hair-tailed mouse, is nearly as
large as a common rat, and capable of being speedily
tamed even after they are full grown. Amphibious
animals frequenting the coasts of the Bay, are the walrus or sea-horse, gome of which have been killed of so
enormous a size as to exceed the weight of two tons;
seals of various sizes and colours
and sea-unicorns in
the northern parts. Of the feathered race, there are
eagles and hawks of various kinds, white and grey
owls, ravens, cinereous crows, which are very familiar
and troublesome birds, frequenting the habitations of
the natives, and pilfering every species of provision ;
woodpeckers, ruffed grouse, pheasants, partridges, pigeons, thrushes, gros-beaks, buntings, finclies, larks,
titmice, swallows, martins, cranes, bitterns, earlows,
snipes, plovers, gullemels, divers, gulls, pelicans, goosanders, swans, geese of different kinds, and ducks in
great variety, particularly the mallard, long-tailed, wi*
geon, and teal. There are several kinds of frogs, as
far north as the latitude of 61°, which in winter are
generally found in a completely frozen state, yet capable of reviving when thawed.
Grubs, spiders, and
other insects, are found in the same icy condition, from
which they can be recovered by exposure to a gentle
Several kinds of shell fish are found on the
heat.
shores of the Bay, particularly muscles, periwinkles,
and small crabs. The empty shells of cockles, wilks,
scallops, and other sorts, are frequently thrown upon
the beach ; but none of these have been seen with the
fish in them.
There are few fish in Hudson's Bay.
White whales are found in considerable numbers at the
mouths of the principal rivers ; and the Company's servants, in the settlements on the west coast of the Bay,
have been known to send home in some years from
eight to thirteen tons of fine oil.
small fish called
kepling, about the size of a smelt, and very excellent
for eating, resorts in some years to the shore in great
numbers, but at other times is extremely scarce. No
other salt water fish is found in the country, except salmon, which are also very plentiful at some seasons, and
equally rare at other times.
It has been observed, in
short, that every species of game, whether quadruped,
fowl, or fish, is remarkably variable at different periods;
and it thus becomes necessary to provide in plentiful
seasons a quantity of sucli provisions as are most capa;
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Th« geeae are said to be par*
fpo aa, when properly aalted

lioiUi^ MMful for thia
and it w tmt hmg unooOHBon
during a wintar at tke

The

;

fat 10,000 to be killed
"
frctoriea.

wbo inhabit the oountriea around Hudmav be distributed under thete three g«ne*

natirea

aoo'a Bay,

dmeaaiaationt,—the Southern Indians, the Northern
and th« Esquimaux. The Southern Indians
the coontfy lyiqg between the aouth coast of
Hudaon's Bay and tlie tenitorie* of Canada, and that
part of tfa* waataca coast «fth* Bay which ia situated
to the sottth of Charriil»U mart and cxtMido inland to
tlw kke of Athafauoa mt Athapoacov. Tbey are the
MBM aa the Indian tribes who occupy the regions to
the north of Upper Canada ; and we refer to the account
of that eouCry for a genaral dcacription of the leading
Mtiana. The principal tribes who reside in the interior to the aoutb-west of Hudson's Bay, and who used
lignnerly to repair to, the Company's forts, but now find
ifaeir wants supplied at the trading houses nearer their
own honaa, are the Nv-heth-a-wa, and Aaainne-poetuc
lal

•mtdicfs

'

The

the aaate aa the Aaainipoils or
branch of the Naaadoweaaiee,
iMt Uturlv ineerpomlMi with the Kniafi eeoK or KilladMeib They are a numeroos tribe, who
• eaHBiferable tract of country, and bring
to the twdan. The Anaar, the Nehethewas, or NehMwjfi, ere anppeaod te ift»g timm the aaaae slock
as the Chipawas or CkspavjnosL Fran boinf aoattared oyer an mimsnie ert— of imtMiy, ^btj eppcar
I* be leao nMBBWM thsD they are fat poelity. They
BqaaiMBd with (he Ihr traders, and
ef the soolhar*

Indiana

latter are

Stoat: Indians, erif^nally a
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whe hMw

Bay cndass, ore of a
thev

onttf

well

fcnne^ and

their

constiMtMBis MO sinog I
they see ralject to *sry few
•yafc elected with dy senter y end a violent pen fas
tecfiaat, which iaeicfihsd to the intensity ef the cold,
bat which is aeid raraly to prove fatal. The wmercel
disesse ia al» flDHenea anwu than, but ganarally mild
ia its syatptons. Tbey seltea live to a great
to enjoy all
bat are ('
Tke^ era omoUo of travoUing on Bet with grcsS ex«

m^Mehseb

Thew

wd

podtfion,

and to nanr days

in

patiently

the etnost degree of cold, banger, and tk.
I'hs^ eioel in hunting, which is their eole
tigee.
thongh Im^ need to flr*a>M, th^ are atiQ rsonrkafaly cnort hi the nse of
their rieinel wrapias, the how end arrew.
When
•afkMdtoBraeneproriaiaaalbrlfae&ctaries at the
rate or the vsJue of a bcavar skin to everr (so geeae,
they frequently bring in 50 ar flO of thsM fbwis a dsy,
'i thiy ahoot readily on the wing.
Thev are ex'
artfbl, addictad to every specin of fond end
and ready to boost of tlnir thsAs whan ane.
Uy executed, so as to oaesne ilelpifw
At the
'
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same time, nothing can exceed

their honesty

and

fide,

when

entrusted with a charge.
They are frequently employed by the Hudson Bay traders to take
packages into the interior parts, and to bring down the
articles which are procured in return.
An Indian with
his wife will embark in his canoe packs of 60 or 70 lbs.
each, containing articles which would enable him to

lity

>*n^7f—
V*
V!

for many years, and witli which it
for him to abscond, without the possibility of being traced.
Yet this valuable property, so
completely in their power, tliey will convey hundreds

would be easy

of miloe, through unfrequented lakes and rivers, and
deliver at the place appointed with the utmost punctuality, for the reward of the value of six beaver skins
for each pack.
They are humane and charitable to the
widows and children of their departed relatives, and
are naturally mild, affable, and friendly in their manners
but, in their moments of intoxication, they are
invariably roused by the slightest provocation to the
fiercest quarrels, and most barbarous murders.
Even
when tlie women have taken care to remove their weapons, they rarely fail, on such occasions, to mutilate
ane another with their teeth and nails. They arc also
oitrsmely licentious in their sexual intercourse, and
give themselves up without restraint to every species
of incsstoons debauchery, with mothers, sisters, and
daui;htera.
They have no ntanner of regular govern*
ment or anbordiaatien ; bat dioose a temporary leader
when thev go (o war, or form a party for trade. By
the use of spirituous liquors, which they drink to the
gr sati st csooas, and witn which they arc too readily
•mdiod bv the Earepoens the aoost alluring articfe
ortnSc^ ttey ore dshnod in their ninds, enervated in
thair bodies, dcjselcd hi their aphrlto ; end are daily beooming a nore caoaciatad, pony, indolent, and worth;

m

The Kotthem Indiana occupy the extensive tract of Sorihtn
eaonlty which Kachaa from the 59th to the 68th de- ladiuu.
glee of North Letitade, and which is upwards of 500
mike fron east to west Their territories arc bounded
by the Charchhill river on the south, by the country of
the Athabasca Indians on the west, by Hudson's Bay
an the eoot, and by the country of the Dog-ribbed and
CeoBor Indiona t on the iwrtli.
Tne Northern Indians art generally above the middle
aiae, robust, and well propurtiooed ; but have less of
that Bctivi^ of body and livclioeaa of disposition, which
oooaaseoly distinguish the Indian tribes of the western
oaoatef Hmlson's Ray. Their feotnrss ere of a pecaUar caat, and riiffiswt ton thow of any other race in
Their toitoads are k>w, their eyes
• klUk, Aeir noses aquiline, their
g enerally long and brood.
Their oonploiea ie of o eopper colour, but ratlier into a diofy brown ; and their hair, like that of
the
Few of
tribes, block, stroigbt, and strong.
the nea have any appeoronce of aboard till they arrive
at aaiddle age, and then it is very small in quantity, but
bristly.
They endeavour to pull out the
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live in affluence
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« r«MBe«toa
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iMMcu dM
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lbs Hiia— 1 ay ti H i riii »
assJ t» ipJy ik« V<mhwa iadiaa* «i(b tbs pMSM fart of ilu fun, vhick ihsn Im* bring w llw Con.
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it.
vWa
fUud
ij Mr Hcans, w ba • hus>i fliii sad haralas thbe ( sod • gauiul UsSc nii«fat hare bcca
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hairs

by the

though they seldom
They have no hair under

root,

effect this

very

completely.
their arm pits,
or on any other part of the body, except in those places
which nature directs them to conceal. The skins of
the women are soft, smooth, and polished ; and, when
they are dressed in clean clothing, they are entirely free
from any offensive smell. All the tribes of the Northern Indians have three or four parallel black strokes on
each cheek, which are produced by introducing an awl
or needle under the skin, and rubbing powdered charcoal into the wound after the instrument is drawn out.
As almost the whole of their country is little better than
a mass of rocks and stones, scarcely producing any other
vegetable food than moss for the deer, they have few
opportunities of collecting furs ; and subsist chiefly by
hunting and fishing.
few of tlie more active or restless among them, who have acquired a taste for European articles, collect the furs from the rest, or from the
Dog-ribbed and Copper Indians, or from their own
hunting excursions towards the inland districts, where
tlie proper animals abound ; and, after carrying these
to the factories with great risks and fatigues, barter, en
their return, the fruits of their traffic with their less ambitious countrymen for necessary food and clotliing.
But the greater part, though they may have visited the
factories once in their lives, lead a happier life, and enjoy a more comfortable subsistence in their own country.
Their real wants are easily supplied ; and a hatchet, ice-chisel, file, and knife, are almost all that is requisite to enable them, with a little industry, to procure a
plentiful supply of food and clothing.
They subsist
chiefly on venison, and generally spend the whole summer in hunting the deer on the open plains, or catching

A

Hiintins.

^^^

'^^

*''^ rivers

and

lakes.

As they have no dogs

trained to the chace like the Southern Indians, and as
they seldom have powder and ball in sufficient abundance for the purpose, they make use of their bows and
arrows in killing the deer, as they pass through the
narrow defiles, into which they drive the herds in the
following manner. Upon seeing the deer, they betake
themselves to leeward, lest they should be smelled by
the animals; and then search for a convenient place
for concealing the marksmen. They next collect a number of sticks, like large ramrods, with a small flag at
the top of each, and these they fix upright in the ground
above fifteen or twenty yards from each other, so as to
ibrm two sides of a very acute angle, terminating in
the defile, where the huntsmen are concealed behind
loose stones, heaps of moss, &c.
The women and boys
then divide into two parties, and going round on both
sides, till they form a crescent behind the herd, drive
them straight forward between the rows of sticks into
the place of concealment, where they are shot as they
run along. The same mode is employed in the winter
season, to drive the deer into a pound or inclosed space
fenced round with brushy trees. These pounds are of
various sizes according to circumstances, and are sometimes about a mile in circumference. The door or entrance is not wider than a common gate, and the inside
of the space inclosed is so crossed with hedges as to
form a kind of labyrinth, at every opening of which
also are placed snares made of thongs.
As soon as the
deer are driven into the pound, the gateway is blocked
up with trees and brushwood, prepared for the purpose
and, while the women and children walk round the outside of the fence, to prevent the imprisoned animals
from breaking through or leaping over, the men are employed in shooting those which run loose, or in spearing those which have been entangled in the snares.

4

About the end of March or beginning of

April,

when

Uudjon's

Baji.
the snow, slightly thawed during tlie day, is frozen during the night into a thin crust, whicli easily bears the "^"Y""^
Indian on his snow shoes, but sinks under the hoof of
the deer, it is a common practice to kill the moose deer,
by literally rimning them down. The hunters, lightly
clothed, and armed only with a bow and arrows, a
knife, or broad bayonet, generally tire the deer in less
than a day, though sometimes they continue the chace
for two days before they can come up with the game.
These animals, however, when incapable of running
farther, make a very desperate defence with their head
and forefeet, and unless the Indians are provided with
a short gun, or with bows and arrows, they find it necessary to fasten their knives or bayonets to tlie end of
a long pole, in order to stab the deer, without coming
within reach of their feet. The flesh of the animals
killed in this manner is so overheated by the long run,
that it is never well tasted.
In taking fish, they make
use of nets and hooks at all seasons of the year.
Their
fishing nets are made of thongs cut from raw-deer skins, Fisli'ng'
(much inferior to those of the Dog-ribbed Indians,
which are made of the inner bark of the willow tree)
and are furnished with various appendages, such as
the bills and feet of birds, toes and jaws of otters, &c.

which they superstitiously consider as essential to their
success.
These nets are always used separately, and
placed at a distance from each other ; and on no account would they unite them together for the purpose
of stretching across the channel of a narrow river ; because they imagine that one net would become jealous
of its neighbour, and would not catch a single fish. In
fishing with hooks they are equally influenced by superstitious notions ; and all the baits which they use
are compositions of chaiins, inclosed within a piece of
fish-skin, so as to resemble a small fish.
These charmsare bits of beavers' tails, otters' teeth, musk-rats' en-

curdled milk taken from the
stomachs of sucking fawns and calves, human hair,
&c. ; and almost every lake and river is supposed to
require a peculiar combination of different articles.
net or hook, that has taken many fish, is valued accordingly ; and would be taken as an equivalent for a number of new ones, which liad never been tried, or which
had not proved successful. In winter the hooks are let
down through round holes cut in the ice, and are kept
in constant motion, both to allure the fish, and to prevent the freezing of the water. From want of fuel,
p
they are frequently obliged to eat their victuals in a
raw state; and this they occasionally do from choice,
especially in the case of fish, which they seldom dress
so far, (even where fire is at hand) as to warm it thoroughly. A few of them purchase brass kettles from
the European factories; but the greater part still prepare their food in large upright vessels made of birch
bark.
As these vessels will not admit of being exposed
to the fire, the water is made to boil by a succession of
hot stcHies being introduced ; a method which effects
the purpose very expeditiously, but mixes much sand
with the victuals, in consequence of the stones frequently mouldering down in the kettle. They employ
also the ordinary methods of broiling their food, or
trails, squirrels' testicles,

A

roasting it by a string. They make a favourite dish, by
boiling in a deer's paunch or stomach a mixture of
minced meat, blood, and fat ; but the fat is chewed by
the men and boys, to prepare it for mixing more intimately with the other ingredients, and the half-digested
food, found in the animal's stomach, is carefully added
to the mess.
In winter, when the deer feed upon a

^
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tpeciM of fine white mots, the contents of their sto^7inach is accounted so great a delicacy, that iJie Indian*
'"^^r^^ fVequently eat it warm out of tlie paunrh, as soon as
In like manner, they pull out
the animal is killetl.
the kidneys of the deer or bulLJo, and eat tiiem warm
from the newly slaujjhtered animals, without any dresThey often drink the blood, aa it flows from
sing.
the wound in the carcake, and account it a most nourishing sort of food, as well ai an excellent quencher
of thirst. They are remarkably fond of the womb of
the buffalo, elk, deer, &c. even when they are some
time gooe with young ; and are not desirous of clean*
ting toe bag very completely before boiling it for use.
The young calves, fawns, beavers, &c. taken out of
their mothers' bellies, are reckoned most delicious articles oftbod; and all the parts of gcuerstian, belonging
to any animal which they kill, whether male or female,
are carefully eaten by the men and boys, partly as a
dish which they reli^l), and Mitly as a superstitious
obaervancc which they consider essential to their sucThe deer skins also, freed from the
cess in the chace.
hair, and well boiled, are frequently used as food. Even
-i-ason,
the worms, which infest them after the
evades.
are squeezed oat and eaten alive aa
animal food i« scarce, the native* Uul a kind of
htfd crumplr moaa whidi grows upon the larger stoacs,
and whidi Rmto* a verr palatable gummy preparation,
some time* nsed to thicken other kinds of broth, and
particularly esteemed when cooked in fish liquor. All
the Indians around Hudson's Bay, Southern, Northern,
and Esquimaux, constantly swallow tbe Mcretion which
comes from the no«e devour the nafnota which are
traduced bv the flesh fly ; and delight in a handful of
Jice a* much as a European epicure is known to relish
the mite* in a dccsyctl cheeae.
The clothing of the Northern Induaa cnndati dtlcfi«)j of deer skins, with the hair inwards; but, for summer use, thev prepare from these skins a fine soft leather, with which they make their stockings, jackets, &c.
To make a complete winter drcM for a grown person, requires the principal parts of right or ten deer skin* ; and
all these n'"-* ' rM,.*;iil<., be procured in the month of
f September, when the far is
August, f-r
-

;

Wbm

;

«... least injured by worm*.
Each
calculated to require annually ten more of these
skin* for the lighter parts of fumroer clotbing,lfar tiioog*,

thickest, a;..
per.«nn

>.

^

i«

llnca, and other domestic purpoace, beeiore what ia
needed (or tents, bags, Ate The forertnga of the tent*
are at way « formed M^ skins with the hair; ami by the
Northern Indian* are commonly ccapoacd (differently
ftun tbe practice among the Soutbcm tribes) of separate picoet, containing about five skhns in eacn.
At the
commCBOement r/f the winter season, they frequently sew
a few of tliC skins of the deer's leg* together m the'sliapc
of long portmanteaus, which they use aa a kind of tempts
rary sledge, till they reach a titn atioD where wood can
be procnrcd. They then oonatnict proper sletlgca of
thin bends of larch fir and make
of varioua fi;

mn

wham

xes, according to the 'trtngth of the peratna by
they are to be dragjjed. In general tner do not excerti

eight or nine feet in length, and twelve or fourteen
rnche* in breadth ; but sometimes they are not less than
twelve or fourteen (tet long, and fifteen or sixteen inches wide.
The boards, of which they are made, are aa>
ly abtMt a quarter of an inch thick, and five or six inch*
aa broad. They are sewetl together with thong* of
paidtaiieu t deer skin, and revpral cross-bars are fastened on the upper side to strengthen the vehicle, and secnre the groiuul laahing. The bead or fore part of tbe
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a semicircle of fifteen 'Ffti.'«>n »
^ '•'' ^
or twenty inches diameter, to prevent the carriage from
diving into light snow, and enable it to rise over the ~ '
inequaUties of the surface. The trace is a double line
or slip of leather fastened to the head of the sledge, and
attached to a collar, which is put across the shoulders
of the person who hauls it, so as to rest upon the breast.
,
They are sometimes dragged by dogs, but too commonly by the women.
The snow shoes of the Northern 5now sho«».
Indians differ from all others in that country, in being
made so as to be worn always on the same foot, having
a Urge sweep or curve on the outside, but nearly straight
in the inside.
The frames are usually made of birch
wood, and a netting of thongs from deer skin fastens
the toes and heels to the bottom or sole. They arc four
feet and a half in length, and about thirteen inches broad.
The canoes of the Northern Indians are smaller and C«Boe».
lighter than those of the Southern nations, so as to be
carried b\' a sincle person on the longest journics ; and
are chiefly eroployctl for crossing the rivers anil lakes,
with which they meet in their progress. These canoes
are flat bottomed, and sharp at eacn end, so as to bear
some resemblance to a weaver's shuttle. They seldom
exceed l» elve or thirteen feet in length and are ftom
twenty to twenty four inche* broad at the widest part.
The forepart is nnnecessnrily long and narrow, and is
all covere«l over With birch bark, so as to admit of nothing beini( laid into it. The hinder part is much wider,
for receiving the baggage, or a second person, who
must lie along the iMttom, that the yeascl may not
npaet, while the rower sita on his heels in the middle
A '»ini.
•pace, impelling the vessel with a single paddle.
"*"'**hatchet, a kniw, a file, and an awl, are all the toob
their
canoes,
employ
making
which these Indiana
in
oxnr-aboa*, bosra, arrow*, and other kinds of wooden
work. These few instrument* they use with the utmost dexterity, and exectite every thing in the neatest
manner. In tanning their leather also, they use a very faaniB*
simple, yet effieadous proce**. The skins are first well
soaked in a lather made of the brains, marrow, and soft
fat of the animal ; then dried before the fire, and even
hung in the smoke for several days. They are next
thoroughly steeped and washed in warm water, till the
grain of tne skin is perfectly open and moistened { after
which they are carefully wrung, and dried befbre a *Iow
fire,
being in the mrantime repeatetlly rubbed and
I^ast of
stretched a* long as any moisture remains.
all, they are scraped smooth with a knife, and are extremely soft and beautiful, almost equal to shamois
leather.
The women of the Northern Indians, as in Womea,
roost other tribes, are more the slaves than the companions of tbe men ; and are held in a state of unmitigaud aMibJectiuii. They
commonly rather of low
tatwe and a deUcate shape but being inured to U*
boor ftom their infam-y, they are able to sustain all
kinds of dmdgery, antf to carry very heavy load* on
their joainiea.
It is nothing unusual to see them bear
on their badta a burtlen of eight or ten stone of fourteen pounds each, or haul in a skidge a much greater
weight. They are expected also to dress the deer skins,
make the dothing, cook the victuals, pitch the tents,
canr booe the game when killed, and perform all the
work of splitting, drying, and preserving it for use.
When the meal is prepared, they are not allowed to
partake, till all the males, even the servants of tiieir
fathers or husbands, have eaten what they think proper and, in times <if scarcity, it is not unfrequently
their lot l<i be left without a single mor-el.
They posses* little beauty even in youth ; and become old and
sletlge ia

turned up, so as to

Ibrtii

;

^
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;
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wrinkled before they reach the age of thirty.
But
they are remarkably chaste, mild, and obliging creatiires, making the most faithful servants, affectionate
wives, and indulgent mothers.
A plurality of wives
is customary among all these Indians, and every man
takes as many as he is able to maintain, or has occasion to employ in his service.
It is not uncommon to
see six or eight in one family ; and they are changed
or increased in number, at the pleasure of the husband.
From the early age of eight or nine years, the girls are
kept under the greatest restraint, and are not permitted
to join in any amusements with the children of the
other sex ; but are obliged to be constantly beside the
old women, learning their domestic labours. They are
betrothed at an early period of life, without any choice
of their own, but entirely at the will of their relations,
who are chiefly anxious to connect them with men able
No ceremonies attend their marto maintain them.
riages, or divorces ; and they are taken or dismissed as
the husband chooses. When he suspects any of them
of incontinency, or is not pleased with her accomplishments, he administers a beating and turns her out of
doors, telling her to go to her lover or relations, as the
case may be. It is also a daily occurrence among them
to take by force, the wives of others, whom they may
happen to fancy ; and all that is necessary to decide the
claim, is to vanquish the former husband in wrestling.
these occasions, the by-standers never attempt to
interfere ; nor will one brother even offer to assist another, except by giving his advice aloud, which being
equally heard, may be equally followed by both the
parties engaged.
In these contests, there is properly
nothing like fighting ; and it is very rarely that either
of the combatants receives any hurt. The whole affair
consists in pulling each other about by the hair of the
head, or, if they should have taken care to cut off their
hair and grease their heads before beginning the contest, they endeavour to seize each other around the
waist, and struggle to prove their superior strength
and title, by throwing their antagonist to the ground.
When one of them falls or yields, the other is entitled
to carry of the woman, who was the cause of contention ; but as the children usually go with the mother,
it is chiefly for the younger wives, that these contests
take place. It is a common custom among them to
exchange wives for a night, as one of the strongest ties
of friendship between the two families ; and, in case of
the death of either husband, the other considers himself bound to support the children of the deceased.
The women among the Northern Indians are less prolific than the females of more civilized nations ; and
their children are commonly born at such intervals,
that the youngest is usually two or three years old beThe wife,
fore another is brought into the world.
when taken in labour, is removed to a small tent erected for her separate accommodation, at such a distance
from the other tents, that her cries cannot be heard
and no male above the age of childhood approaches
the place. No assistance is offered by the other women
to facilitate the birth, which is generally easy, and the
recovery of the mother not less speedy.
woman after delivery, however, is accounted unclean for a month

On

,
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or more, and continues to occupy a separate tent with
one or two female acquaintances ; nor does the father,
during all that time, even see the child, in the apprehension that he might dislike its appearance, before its
countenance is duly formed. At certain monthly periods, also, the women are not permitted to remain in
the same tent with their husbands, and are obli^d to

make

a small hovel for themselves at n little distance
When these periods arrive, they creep
rest.
out of the tent at the side where they happen to be
sitting, as on such occasions they are not permittfd to
go out or in by the door ; and it is sai<!, that, upon any
disagreement with their husbands, they of\en make a
pretence of being in that situation, as a reason for a
temporary separation. During these periods, a woman
is restricted from walking on the ice of rivers or lakes,
or where a fishing net is placed, or from crossing a patli
where the head of any animal has been carried, or from
eating of any part of the head ; and all this from a superstitious notion that by so doing she would impede
their success in hunting.
The children are not put in
cradles as among the Southern Indians, but merely have
a small bundle of dry moss placed between their legs,
and are thus carried on the mother's back next her
Though managed in
skin, till they are able to walk.

from the

awkward manner, very few deformed persons are
The children are named by the
seen among them.
parents or near relatives ; and the names of the boys
are generally taken from that of some animal, place or
season.
Those of the girls are most frequently expressive of some quality or part of the martin, such as
White Martin, Black Martin, Summer Martin, Martin's-head, Martin's-foot, Martin's- tail, &c.
The men,
though very indifferent about their wives, express much
affection to their children, especially to the youngest ;
apparently actuated by no other principle dian mere
natural instinct.
When two parties of these Indians chance to meet.
their mode of salutation is rather singular, and quite
this

Bay.

niilJri

Salutations.

different from all European practices.
When about
twenty or thirty yards distant from each other, they
make a full halt ; and sit or lie down upon the ground
without speaking for some minutes. At length the
oldest on one side breaks silence by relating to the other
party all the misfortunes which have befallen him or
his companions, since they had last seen or heard of
each other, and also all the deaths or calamities of any
of their countrymen, as far as may have come to his
knowledge. A similar communication is made in reply ; and, should any of the two companies be nearly
affected by any of the bad news announced, they begin to sob and cry, in which all the rest unite with the
utmost vehemence. They then advance by degrees,
and mix together, the two sexes, however, always associating separately.
The pipes are passed freely, if any
tobacco can be found among them j conversation becomes general ; the good news circulate ; cheerfulness
appears on every countenance ; and small presents of
provisions, ammunition, or other articles, are made, some-

times as gifls, but more frequently as speculations to
draw forth a greater present in return. Their principal amusements are shooting at a mark with the bow
and arrow ; playing a game resembling that of quoits,
in which they make use of short clubs sharpened at one
end ; or shifting a button, or small bit of wood from
hand to hand, as in " which hand will you take
in
wliich the player, whenever he guesses rightly, receivM
a counter or chip of wood from his antagonist, and he
who first gains all the sticks, is winner of the stake,
which is usually an arrow, or a single load of powder
and shot, or something of inconsiderable value. At
times they amuse themselves with dancing, wliich is
always performed during the night ; but in which they
have nothing peculiar to their own nation, and always
imitate the songs and dances of the Southern tribes, or
more cominuidy of the Dog-ribbed Indians. Thess
.''"

J

Anius*.

meats,
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duces an very nmple, and

are pertbrmetl by three or
fbur persons at a time, who stand up naked, or nearly
adte to the Biusician ; and, with their hands dose
upim the breast, their heads inclining a little forwards,
on J their bodies kept quite stiff, lift their feet alternately in quick succession, and as high as posaible.
.°cd by a drum or tabor, and someThe mu.-^i
e of buffalo's hide, slumed like an
times a i.i
Theae
oil-flask, and dllcd with pebbles or small shot.
instruments are accompanied with the voice, repeating,

in a monotonous kind of tune, the word* her, nee, hee,
The women are never allowed to join
ho, ko, ho. Sec
in these divenions, but sometimes daaoe by tbemaelves,
out of doors, to the muaic which aenres the men within
the tenL Their mode of dancing has still leaa
•nd motion than that of the men ; and is perfonned by
a number of them crowding close together in a straight
line, shofiling themselves a little (ram right to left and
back again on the san>e ground, without lifUne their
feet; and making, when the music stopa, a kmd of
awkward curtsey, with a shrill cry of Ae-»«, ko-o-o-o-e.
Few of the Northern Indians live to agnail^; and
the extreme fatigues wbicb they undc^p> feotn their
poifl to have
youth in procuring their sobcisteocc, b
no small effect in shorteniiigthvir live*. Toeir moat latal
diaotders are fluxes and oooAuapliflns, which carry off
gttat numbers of both sexes and of all ag«s. But the
moat prevalent disease, is a kind of scurvy r«stii>blii^
It is scklom known to
the worst stage of the itch.
prove Gital, unleM when conjoined with some internal

mwmng

WKK>t*.

wm

affectiao

;

but

it

is

extremely troublesome and obsti-

nate, resisting all the medidaes, which have yet been
milled at the Company's fcctories ; and, wbtn left to
Vae power of nature, as is always the case amonc tiw
natives, seldom removed in ieaa than twelve or
They make no use, indeed, of nwiniriwe,
BM«**"i
either for external or internal diseases, and attempt to
cure them soIcIt by charms. The modes most commonly employed are sucking the part affected, blow-

cUMmd

ing and sin^ng to

it, laagfaing, spitting, and vtterinc a
unmeaning sounds and vocables, In the
roultilude
caie of some internal eoai|ilainta, each as colic, strangurv, &c. the operator ftigfiiiirtlT blows into tlie anus

m

or

uu

tient,

a^iaoent parts,

whaH?» be

and Kwitinues tbe pncHi

tb« sex of the pa-

m hag and as violsnu

ly a« hit lungs can act.
Tha ogmafWBea al anch an
accumulation at wind is not nmi idly pndsdy the
anc as the effect of a dyatcr ; and the rcactiao is
aoBctinics so soddoi as lo ladg* the enotaato fall in
the face of the doctor; a soena which, ho» e » ei ludicreos to Europeans, never diaeaaq|MMca the gravity 'of
any of the Indian partiaa ar lyactatuts. The msoical
practitioners are a daas of eoBjaiars, who no doubt
nuMse upon the credulity of tncir ooontrymen, but

who seem

to have themsru es a real belief in the efficacy of some of their opawtians. In caaes af grant
danger, besides tha osaaf oMdaa of cure, thsiy pretand
to sppeaae the power of death, and to pracore a respite

for the

suffitrer,

by swaOowii^

cbiseK broad-bayoneu, knives, tec

;

and

they are described as nerionning, ar rather appaaiiug
to perform, with wonderful daxMri^.
Soma •( their
exertions arc suSdcntly real and labarioo*. as particularly described in a case witnessed by Mr Heame.
Afler one of them had pcrfomed the feat af swallowing
a long board, he took with him at bar five men and
•old wonan into the hooaa whaae the patient lay ; and,
havmg stripped themselves completely naked, began
to sudt, bknr, sing, and dane* arovnd die sick man,

m
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" continuing so to do for three days and four nights,
without taking the least rest or refreshment, not even so
much as a drop of water. When these poor deluding and
deluded people came out of the conjuring- house, their
moutlis were so parched with thirst, as to be quite
black, and their tliroats so sore tliat they were scarcely
able to articulate a single word, except those that stand
for i/et and no in their language. After so long an abstinence, they were very careful not to eat or drink
too much at one time, particularly for the first day
and, indeed, some ol' thein, to appearance, were almost
as bad as the poor man Uiey had been endeavouring to
But great part of this was feigned ; for Uiey
relieve.
lay on their backs with their eyes fixed as if in tha
Monies of death, and were treated like young children.
One person sat constantly by them, moistening their
moutns with iat, and now and then giving them a
drop of water. At other times, a small bit of meat waa
put into their mouths, or a pipe held for them to smoke.
This Ikrce only lasted for the first day ; af\er which
they seemed to be perfectly well, except the hoarseness, which continued for a considerable time af\erwards." These conjurors profess to accomplish their
cures by the aid of certain spirits or fairies, with whom
thcrr pretend to converse, and whom they often da>
scnbe as appearing to them under the shapes of beasts,
They are supposed to be equally
birds, clouds, &c.
able, by means of those supernatural allies, to take
away as well as to prolong any one's life { and when
they chose to threaten such a malign influence to any
individual or family, the imaginations of their victims
are so poaaesaed by the conviction of their power, tliat
the fiaiaaqwfmrr is affirmed to have oflen proved fatal,
without any apparent molestation being offered to the
Indeed, when any of their
abjyacts of their vengeance.
pnndpal people die, their death, in whatever way it lias
takan plaos^ u usually ascribed to sosna conjuring influence, either of their own countrymen, or of tlic Esquimaux, or of the Soulliern tribes. They never bury Dcai.
tneir dead, but always leave the bodies on the spot
where they expire. They are understood to be generally devoureJ by beasts and birds of prey; and for
this reason these Indians will not eat the flesh of foxes,
wolves, ravens, &c unless tbev be pressed by alisolute
Though thus ncyrrtful of the mortal reof their friends, they arc deeply affected witli
grief for their loss ; and express their sorrow by tearing
off their clothes, and waocicring about naked, till their
neigbbeurs or relatives come to their relief. After the
death of a lather, mother, husband, wife, son or bnv
thar, th^ naonm for the snaoe of a whole year, indicating tMtr aWictian, not br anjr particular dress, but

by cutting off their hair, and cry mg almost perpetually.
But tha gtaatast calamity that can befal any of these
Indians is aid age. When an^ one is incapiable to la«
boor, he ia ticated, even by his own children, witli the
grsatast ncgkct and disrespect, being always last see>
ved at mrsM. and then onfv with the worst of the vio>
Uiala; being clothed in the clumsiest manner, with
whsfttharcat of the family despise to wear; and finally,
when no longer able to walk, deliberately abandoned
to perish of wanL This practice is so general, that one
hauat least of the sged people of both sexes are sup*
posed to die in this miserable manner. The absolute
ity of moving from place to place in quest of
(, and tlie want ol any easy mode of convey^
laaaoag them, may be considered as the origiiiid
causes of this unnatural custom.
The iwtioiM which these Indians entertain in reHgion.
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so extremely vague and limited, that they may almost be said to have no ideas at all on that subject.
^'th regard to the origin of the world, they have a
tradition, that the fiVst person on earth was a woman,

tire

^^y-

RdigioBT

;

,

who, after being some time alone, found an animal like
a dog, which followed her to the cave where she lived,
and transforming itself during the night-time into the
shape of a handsome youth, rendered her the motiier
of a family. Some time afterwards, a person of such

Character.

trading excursions to Prince of Wales Fort, tiie only HiuIssmN
one of the factories which they frequent. They are
^^T^
seldom guilty of stealing from one another, but are ^"""^"""^
ready to pick up every kind of iron work which falls
in their way nt the Company's settlements. They e.-cctl
in all the arts of defrauding and overreaching, and ei»«
pecially in playing the part of feigned want and distress.
They are continually pleadinjj poverty even
among themselves ; and, at the factory, they may be
said to practise begging more then traflic.
They arc
generally of a morose and covetous disposition, and remarkably deficient in gratitude.
They are by no
means a warlike people, and are not inclined to acts of
cruelty, except towards their enemies the Esquimaux.
Whatever losses or injuries they may sustain from one
another, their revenge rarely extends beyond a wrestling match with the offender.
Murder is almost unknown among them ; and the perpetrator of such a
crime would be treated by universal consent as an outlaw from their tribe. At the same time, they testify
little humanity to the sufferings of others beyond the
circle of their immediate relatives; and are known rather
to ridicule, in the most unfeeling manner, the most afflicting cases of distress.
They are not at all addicted
to the use of sprituous liquors ; and, though some, who
have intercourse with the factory, may learn to take
them freely enough, when given gratis, they never
think of them as an article of purchase.
They are
thus always sober, and are guilty of no greater rioting,
than what consists in abusive language. They are apt

gigantic stature as to reach the clouds with his head,
came to level the land, which had been hitherto a confused heap, and this he effected merely with the help
of his walking stick, marking out, at the same time,
the lakes, ponds, and rivers. He then took the dog,
and, tearing it in pieces, threw its intestines into the
waters, commanding them to become fishes ; dispersed
ts flesh over the land, with a similar charge to form
the different kinds of beasts ; threw the pieces of its
skin in the air, to give origin to the feathered tribes ;
commanded the woman and her offspring to kill, eat,
and never spare, as he had charged these creatures to
multiply for her use ; and then returning to the place
whence he came, has never been heard of since. They
believe in the existence of several kinds of spirits, whom
they suppose to inhabit the different elements, and to
whose influence they attribute every change in their
lot, wliether favourable or adverse.
They have no
fixed creed, however, in these matters ; but are continually receiving new fables from their conjurors, who
profess to receive intimations in dreams from these invisible beings.
They have no practical religious ob- to become insolent and uncomplying when treated with
servances whatever, except perhaps speaking with reindulgence ; but nevertheless are by far the mildest
verence of certain beasts and birds, in which they imatribe of Indians to be found on the borders of Hudson's
gine these spirits to reside. But they restrict the in- Bay.
fluence of these beings upon their welfare entirely to
The Esquimaux who inhabit the northern coasts of Esquimaux.
the present life, and have no idea whatever of a future
Hudson's Bay, * (to whom alone the following partistate. •
They have indeed a multitude of superstitious culars apply, ) seldom approach the Company's fort at
customs, some of which have already been mentioned,
Churchhill River ; but a sloop is regularly sent to trade
respecting success in hunting, fishing, &c. but which
with them at Knapp's Bay, Navel's Bay, and Whale
seem to partake more of the nature of civil than reli- Cove. It is only since the middle of last century, that
gious institutions. One of the most remarkable of these
the Company's servants could venture to land among
is that which they observed after having put to death
them, (partly perhaps because they were considered by
any of their enemies in war. All those who have shed the Esquimaux as the allies of their most inveterate
blood are, for many months afterwards, in a state of enemies, the Northern Indians,) but tliey have of late
iincleanness, and obliged to perform a number of strange
become so much civilized, and reconciled to the Euroceremonies.
They are prohibited from cooking any peans, as readily to welcome their arrival, and to treat
kind of victuals for themselves or others ; required to tliem with every mark of hospitality. They have long
paint their faces with red earth before every meal
l)een persecuted by their more powerful neighbours
restricted to the use of their own pipe and dish ; forthe Northern Indians with the most savage barbarity.
bidden to eat various parts of animals, particularly the No quarter is ever granted on either side; and the
head, entrails, and blood ; precluded from having their
strongest party never fails to massacre every creature
food prepared in water, so that, if they could not liave
of the vanquished, without sparing even the women
it broiled on the fire or dried in the sun, they must eat
and children. Of late years, however, the company's
it in a raw state ; and finally denied the privilege of saservants have extended their protection to the oppressluting any of their wives and children.
When tlie ap- ed Esquimaux, and have succeeded in establishing a
pointed time is expired, they kindle a fire at some dis- peace between the two nations, so far at least that partance from the tents, into which they throw all their
ties and individuals of both tribes can meet each other
ornaments, pipe-stems, and dishes ; and then partake
in a friendly manner, or rather without any disposition
of a feast, consisting of all those articles of food which to plot each other's destruction. But the more distant
they had been prohibited from using.
Esquimaux, who reside »o far to the north as to have
The Northern Indians are an indolent, improvident no intercourse with the Europeans, are still exposed
race; and are frequently in danger of starving from
and oflen fall a sacrifice to the fury of their enemies.
mere want of exertion and foresight, especially in tlieir They are tolerably well protected in whiter by their

* The Southern Indians consider the aurora borealis as the assembled spirits of their departed friends dancing in the clouds ; but
the Northern Indians have no belief of this nature, and merely speak of that plienomenon by the name of Deer, in consequence, it is
said, of observing, that a hairy deer-skin, when brisldy stroked with tlie hand in the dark, emits electticid spwks like these lights >A
the atmosphere.

f

For an account of the other

tribes of that people, see

GaECNLian and I.iSRADORE.
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»» remote situation

:

and, in summer, thcr K'lard as

much

M

poMible against surprise, by residing cliiefly on
"^ i«lands and peninsulas ; uut with all tbeie precautians.
they arc often so harassed and closely preaied by their
pursuers, as to be obliged to leave liehiiuL them tho»e
goods and utensiU upon which they depend for prociuiiif; sub^i'tencc, and the loss of which thev cannot
rntlace without a great expence of time and labour.
Tncae more northern Esquiraauz are of low stature and
broad figure, but neither strong nor well proportioned.
Their complexion is of a dirty copper colour, but some
of their women are considerably fairer. They have a
itgnkr cnatoin which distinguubes them as a |>ecnliar
tribe, namdr, that all the men have the hairs of their
heads pulled out by the rout but in most other respects, they resemble the Elsquimaux of Hudson's
Straits and Labradore.
Their arms and utensils, from
the want of proper tools, are very inferior in workmanship to those of the more southern tribes of their rutioa ; yet even with the imperfect instruments in their
poHeMion, many of their articles of furniture arc fumicd and ornamented with wonderful ingenuity, especially their stone kettles. They are made of a
porous
ftoae, of an oblong square shape, wider at the top than
the bottom, with strong handles of solid stone left at
cacb end for the purpose of lifting them more conveniently, and are sometimes large eoeugh to contain five
or fix gallons. They are all ornamented with neat
RKwldings anxind the lim. and occaaionally with a kind
of flatad work at the comers and all thu is executed
wiA no etker matniments than such as are made of a
harder kind of itone. Their arrowa, ifMKi^ darti, Ac.
arc gnerally pointed with a triangslar mMt of Mack
stone, or enmetiatee a piece of capper. Theii toola for
wood work an entirely of this metal, namely, hatchets,
;

my

;

hnad htytmu, mad women's

knives.

The

hatcdieti are

oudeofatkidt pieeeof copper, about five or six iocbee
loM, and ftem one and a half to two iacbes square, bevriira away at one end like a mortice chisel, and fasteiied «t tM other to a wooden handle about twelve or
fimrtaen hiclies in length, so as to resemble an adse ;
but they have neither weight nor sharpness to act like
an adre or hatchet, and are generally applied in working like a chisel, being driven into the wood with e
heavy dub- The bayoneU resemble an ace of spadee,
and era
to a handle of deer's bom about a foot
ioag. Doling aunmer, they live in circular tenta eo-

AMMcd
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ty. They were, at the same time, admonished, to trade
with them equitably, and to take no advantage of their
native simplicity to explore the countr)-, and to study
to derive such benefit from its soil and produce, as
might redound to the interest of the mother- country,
as well as to their own emolument
to watch over the
behaviour of the European servants, especially as to 8<v
briety, temperance, and veneration for the services of
religion.
The chief person in command at each settlement is called the governor of the fort, and sometimes
there is one appointed to act under him termed the seThese, with the surgeon and the master of the
cond.
sloop attached to the place, constitute a council, who
deliberate together in all matters of importance, or cases
of emergency. The governors are appointed for a period of three or five years, and have from if 50 to JCI50
per annum as fixed salary, with a premium upon the
trade, which consequently fluctuates according to its
amount.* The labouring servants, who are chiefly
procured from the Orkney islands, are generally enP'.-iged fur three, four, or five years, and, about twenty
years ago, received £6 per annum as wages, independent afmaintenanoe. Their employments consist principally in carrying fuel, sledging the snow out of the
avenues of the factory, and hunting. The company
export musketa, pistols, powder, shot, brass and iron
;

or

kettle*, hatchetsj knives, cloth, blankets, baize, flannels,

gun-worms,

steels,

and

flints,

hats,

looking-glasses,

hih-books. rings, belts, needles, thimbles, glass-beads,
vermilion, thrMd, brandy, &c. with which they purchase firom the natives skbis, fura, whalebone, train oil,
ivory, eitksi diinii, &c.
The trade was tinderstoed, in
iu erigiaal tom irfi i iig state, to be the most profitable
in the world ; and the proprietors of the stock werw
generally suppoaed to gam about SOOO per cent
It
Saa been denounced, however, as proportionably detri*
mental to the mother-country ; and it has been aflirme<l, that, if laid entirely open, the number of persons
employe*], and the quantity of wares exported, might
easily be increased ten-fold. The company are charged.
at the same time, with transacting all their affairs with
the greatest secrecy, and always shewing the utnioit
rrlucunce to expoee the details of their trade to public
view. On the other band, during a parliamentajy inaairy into their proceedings in 1749, they produced
doanaeata to prove, that their profits were sufficiently
limitad, aa appears from the following summary of
thriraqpaoditureand rctums.in the ipaee of ten years,
fran 1799 to I7M induaivc:

—

...

»

.

.

.

•

Thsimmmihmtkm»t40; «a

iiijiiisl,

^'y-

~

*

;

Tared wfth daer skins, and employ thanaertrae princiiskhw ; but, in winter, they occupy aaaaQ hata,
the lawar halTaf which is sunk below the suiiaoa of
the »»th and the upper part fanned with poke which rhargas at ahipping, fiKtorias, &c in ten^
aae<
p in a conical form. Thaea who reside
jreeea
JL'I27.4SS l-» 4
>ll river travel, in winter, Ovealakatolakc,
Ejqiecti during that period
59,a63 9
or fraBD river to river, where they have »-£— TftT of
proviasooa, and iieape of moaa tot fuel; but aa thaae
Total azpenoea
£209.896 S 4
tatiosM are often far diatant from each other, they freLeTaalas
'J73,542 18
8
rntly pitch their tenU oo the ice, and cut hole* in
ice within the tent, where they sit and angle for
Clear profiu from the trade in ten
fish, wbic^ fur want of Are, they eat in a nuauar
J ^^3^^^^ jj ^
alive
jaan
j
as they cone oat of the water, and are altogether a
•erable starring race of beinge.
Dividends in one year among 1007 nroc- ,a c
The origfearHudaan's Bay Company appear to hafve
shaieaofjLlOOai^h
j ^6^64 13 6
acted upon the moat liberal and banaraleni prinniplaa
Their inatrnctioDS to their (actora cenlain the neat ex- For each proprietor of 1 100 stock
.
jC 63 12 1
plicit directions, to use every mean in their power for
radttamg the Indians from a staU of barbarism, aixi
The following aecount of imporU and xales for one
'^ *~ ' 1"** **"•'
•n'"Hs thff principlee vf ciui^iff,i. year, from Michaelmas 1747 to Michaelmas 1748, may
pallT in

HirfioB's

£ti;

satl

a clok,

X 15

per aanaa..
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more

detailed view of the articles of the trade,
their respective values.

afford a

and

Number.
Beaver skins . . 58,716 .. at
Martins .... 8,485 ., at
Otters
1,445 .. at
Cats
1,199 .
at
Foxes
527 .. at
Wolverins . . .
977 .. at
Bears
371 . . at
Wolves .... 1,663 .. at
Articles.

.

32

.

Elks

.

.

50 ..
105 ..

Deer

Whale
Minks

i.

... 7
... 6
... 9

6 per

skin.

.

...

5

do.

1

2

7 do.
6| do.

.

... 9
10

7

at

... 6

7

at

...

3

at

.

.

2

.

.

.

.. at
.. at
.. at
.

.

lbs. at

308
226
33
26

.. at

.

<'•

... 1 2 per lb.
... 6 21 do.
... 2 o| do.
... 3 1 per skin.
... 1 7 do.

5,838

Total value

The Company's
may be

do.
do.
do.

year 1790,
Table.

Number

Settlements.

fins

.

Racoons ....
Goose quills . 43,000
.
at
15
Musquash ...
268 .. at ...
Badger ....
80 .. at ... 1

da

8

7i do.
10 lo| do.
.
... 8 l^ do.

.

Woodshocks

:

£,

»•

Bed-feathers
Castor

of Indian Set-

Servants.

Ships consigned to.

tlements.

.

.

.

CM.

.

£30,l60

9^ per
1

—

skin.

do.

5 11

establishments in the Bay, in the
seen at one view in the following

Sloops in
the country.

Trade on
average.

Ships. Tons. Sloops. Tons.

Churchhill Fort
York Fort
1

25

Sevem-houseJ
Albany Fort
Moose Fort
East Main

100

4|

50
40
25

27

Total

.

.

240

.

In forming a standard of trade with the natives, the
beaver skin is taken as the universal measure ; and a
comparative valuation made of the other kinds of peltry, &c.

of 250

1

of

1

of 250

I

of 60

25,000

1

of 280

1

of 70
of 70

7,000

5,600
1

J
3

8

Shirts,

70 £10,000

1

780

4

1

270 £47,600
No.

check

Ditto, white
Stockings, yam

Powder

1 as

2 beaver«

1

2

pairl

2

lb.l

1

4

1

yard 1
No. 4
No. 1

2
14

1

1

Shot

A full grown
Cub

moose

skin

1

as 2 beavers.

Duffels

1

1

Knives

Old bears

1

3

Cub

1

1

Guns
Combs

1
1

4
3

2

1

Pistols

1

1

2

1

1

2

ses
Small burning glasses
Gartering
Orrice lace

Wolverins

1

2

Rings, brass

Cats

1

2

Files

1

1

Otter, old parchment
Ditto, cub and drest
Martins, prime
Ditto, ordinary

1

1

Tobacco boxes

1

1

2

1

Awl

8

1

2

1

blades
Boxes, barrel

1

3

1

Hawks-bells

3
pair 12

1

I

Sword blades

No.

1

1

S
6
lb. 10
No. 2000
lb. 2

1

Ice chisels

1

1

1

Gun worms

4

1

1

Hats, coarse
ler
Trunks, small leather

No.l
1

4
4

12

1

ditto
ditto

Foxes, black
Ditto, gray
Ditto, white
Ditto, red
Ditto,

Wolf

brown
,

.

Deer, buck
Ditto, doe

.

Musquash
Goose feathers
Ditto quills
Castor

.

Fhnts

1
1

these the trading goods are bartered, or rather
directed to be bartered, at the following rates

China

lb. 1 as 1

.

ditto

1

Kettles, brass
•

Coarse cloth
Blankets
Tobacco, Brazil

.*

yard 1
No. 1
lb.f

beaver.

6
^*
3
7
1

Ditto, leaf

1

1

Ditto, English roll

1

1

.

.

.

Vermilion

With

Glass beads

.

16

1

lb. 1

16

No.

Needles
Hatchet
Brandy, English
Medals
Thimbles

1

7

1

1

yard 1^
li
No. 3

.

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

4

No. 12
6

1

Collars, brass

1

2

Fire steels

3

1

Razors

2

Thread

gallon

lb. 1

1

1

1

however, which is in itself
hard upon the Indians, the factors are allowed, for their own emolument, to raise a surplus-

Out of

sufficiently

this standard,

HuiUon't
Bay.

HUD
*• '•"'»

"*y'

"*

mm

poo

S,

ma

,

chiwine

river.

.

Anno

177'

I

the director* to ••-

tablish settlements inlan<l,

» lUi « inch they rwdily complied and have continued to do so at an caomoiu
expence.
I do affirm the Company spare
no coat to promoU trade every branch This I (a* fram ny own
operieoce, having been «6 years in tbetr service, great
OT part of that time governor and chief factor and
•face I left the empkiyinent, have been highly honoured with their nteem, and application for advice on the
•uhjen.
But our coontrynen fhm Canada are bold
;

m

;

advinturers, and fkr •operior to the Company's
servant*
the former work for their own benefit, while the
•• I
latter Ho mrt."
repeatedly advised the Directors
to imwcute the trade to AthabaMa ; but the lervanU
:
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trade ; so that the ludvea often pay at the rate of onethird, or even one half, more than the preceding rates.
Inconsequence of this griping traffic, and the alleged
upineness of the company, the trade has been gradually decreasing, though the articles procured have been
bringing a higher price at home. This is partly ascribed to the competition of the Canadian traders since
1778, who penetrate into the interior, and establisii
trading ports nearer the abode* of the natives, who oft>
en collect more skins than they are able to convey to
the settlements on the coast, and an glad also to find
m market without needing to seek it through a long
and laborious journey. By the»e enterprising competiton under Mr Joseph Frobisher, the company's trade
•uffered so severely, that, in 1775, it fell short nearly
one half of what it ha<l been in 1774. They immediately commenced pursuit of the retreating trade, by erecting trading bouses in the interior.
In 1775, thev furmcd a settlement at .Sturgeon Lake, in north latitude
53* 5&, and west longitude 102« 15'; in 179S, their
traders repaired to the south-east of Portage de Traite
amoog the Knisteneauz, whom they term their home
giunu ; and, about the begiiming of the present century, to Athabasca rirer, in north latitude 56° 43',
among the Chepewyans. Since the establishment of these
trading bouses, which are maintained at a great ezpence, the Indians have in a great mearare ceaaed to
visit the factories on the coast of Hudaon's Bay, which
hare thus become little better than atordboiuea for the
article* of the trade.
Still, however, in spite of these
endeavours to secure the trHjffte of the natirea, they
have found the ailvcatarara
Canada in erCrj re.
<pect an overmatch fbr their pMpie in the bosinca* ; a
circuntftance for which it is dimcult to account, when
it is cooaidercd how much nearer to the Indian hunters Is the reaidence of the Hudsoo's Bay traders ; and
in how much shorter a time they can procure a return
their good*.
The directors of the Company apfmr to have readily authorised their agents to pursue
the inland tra<le since the encroachments of the Canadian*, of which a proof nay be adduced from the foU
losring manuscript notes in a copy of Mackenzie's Vcnr*.
•'
bjr one of their factors at that period. •
When
if factor at York Fort, I sent intend Mnrcral young
iMn with the Indians tu observe the miiiwiiiui of the
Canadian adventurer*. Thejr rooad hnda oTlbeni with
•arrant* an'T rr.iin-iirs de*
pniMung the fbr trade
with mart<n their |nwl«— uii the French.
..' to 176*. I
From that
jrcaolTaent inland, and
npaatcdhr informed the director* of what was going forward. The Companr's trade at York Fort hxreased for
two or three years after the conquest of Canada; butd^
creased af\er Fmdiay, Cur- - - - penetrated to Saakat-

never would venture, making as excuse, that they
would be in want of food.'' "The company, however,
have been loudly and publicly charged with making
only the most lantruid exertions, with failing from an
ill-judged parsimony to animate their servants by adequate salaries, and with injudiciously employing in the
carrying part of the inland trade the native Indians,
who are so much less active than the Canadian servants, and who are thus withdrawn from their more
It has been affirmed, in
profitable service as hunters.
short, that were they to prosecute the trade with spirit,
the Canadian assocuitions would be obliged to relin«
quish it entirely ; and it has been consequently urged,
that so inefficient a monopoly should be thrown open
These charges, how.
to the exertions of the public.

made chiefly, and rather inconsistently, by
the rival fur-traders from Canada, who have certainly
l>een the greatest gainers, by the remissness of tliose
from HutUon's Bay ; and who must be convinced, that,
if the trade were thrown open, it would naturally he
prosecuted rather through the more favourable stations
on Hudson's Bay, than through the circuitous rout of
the St Lawrence. See Footer's Hislortf of Voyngcs and
Diseo^erie* in the North : Hemvne's Travels to tlir Sorthen* Octam ; Mackenzie's f'oya^et through Ike Continent
of North America ; L'mfrev die's Stale of Undton't
Bay ; and Long's Travel* in Canada, (o)
ever, are

HL'ET, PKTBk Dakikl, Bishop of Avranches in
France, an eminent scholar, was born of a good family
at Caen in Normandy, on the 8lh of February, 1630.
Hi* parent* died while he was but an infant, and left
him to the care of guardians, who neglected him ; but
hi* natural abilitie* and innate love of learning over*
came all disadvantage*, and before he was thirteen
years of age he had finished his studies in the beUet
lettrt*.
Having entered into the study of philosophy,
he found an excellent guide in father .Maimbrun, a Je.
suit, who directed him to begin by learning a little
geometry.
Huet, however, went farther than his tutor
desired, and cuntracte<l such a relish for the malhematic* a* had almost induced him to abandon bis other
•tudiea.

Having finished his elementary studies, it waa his
object to apply himself to the law, and to Uke his degrees in that faculty ; but from this pursuit he was diverted by two books which were then publisheil. I'liese
were, " The Principles of Oe*carte*." and •' Bochart'*
Sacred CfeagrBphy." To the philoaopby of Deacvtc*.
of which he wa* a great admirer, he aifhered for many
year* ; but afterward* abandoned it, when he diacuvcred the fallacr of iu principle*. The immense cnidiapLiTed in Bochart's work made a great imprniiuu on ntm, and inspired him with a utrong desire
to bcoooM oooTermnt with Creek and Hebrew learning.
To •^ist hi* progress in these studies, he contracted a friendship with Bochart, who wa* nuni*ter of
the Protetlant church at Caen.
At the age of twenty, he wa* emancipated, by the
ctuton of Normandy, from the tuition of his guardians;
and soon after made a journey to Paris, with the view
of purchaahig books, and becoming acquainted with
the leamad men of the times.
About two years afWwards, he accompanied Bocluirt to the court of Chris-

^^M

tina, queen of Sweden ; and had tlius an
op|>ortunity
of introducing himself to the learned in otJicr paru
of
Europe. The queen, it i* said, wished to have engaged him in her service; but owing to the jealousy and
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of Bourdel, another physician, Bochart's reception had not been very gracious
and Huet being
aware of the fickle temper of Christina, declined all offers, and returned to France after an absence of three
months. The principal advantage wliich he derived
from this journey, besides the .icquaintance he I'ornied
witii the learned men in Sweden and Holland, consisted in the acquisition of a copy of a manuscript of
Origen's Commentaries upon St Matthew, which he transcribed at Stockholm. While engaged iu translating
this work, he was led to consider the rules of translaintri/^iiM

;

manners of the most celebrated translators; and in I66I, he published his
thoughts upon this subject at Paris, under the title De
inlerjjretalione Ubri duo ; a work v.'ritten witli great vigour and elegance, in the fomi of a dialogue between
Casaubon, Fronto Ducmus, and Thuanus. In 1664',
he published, at Utrecht, an elegant collection of Greek
and Latin poems, which was afterwards enlarged in seAt length, in 1668, he pubveral successive editions.
lished at Rouen his Origenis Commcntarii, &c. cum Lation, as well as the different

Una
folio

inierpretatione, noiis ct observatioiiibiis, in
;

to

2

which was prefixed an ample preliminary

course, containing

all

vols,

dis-

that antiquity relates concerning

Origen.
In 1659, Huet was invited to Rome by Christina,
who had abdicated her crown and retired thither ; but
he again declined the invitation. About ten years after, when Bossuet was appointed preceptor to the Dauphin, Huet was chosen for his colleague, witli the title
of sub-preceptor. He accordingly went to court in
1670, and remained there till I6SO, when the dauphin
was mari'ied. It is to this appointment probably that
the learned world is indebted for the editions of the
classics in usum Delphini ; for although the first idea of
the commentaries for the use of the dauphin was started
by the Duke de Montausier, it was Huet who digested
the plan, and directed the execution of this useful unAlthough necessarily much occupied with
dertaking.
the duties of his situation, he found leisure, at this period, to compose his Demonslralio evangelica, which
was published at Paris in 1679, i" folio, and has since
been reprinted in various forms. He was admitted a
member of the French Academy in 1674'.
At the age of forty-six, Huet entered into orders
and in l678 he was presented by the king to the abbey
of Aunay in Normandy, whither he retired every summer al'ter he had left the court. In 1685, he was nominated to the bishopric of Soissons, which, with the
consent of the king, he exchanged with the Abbe de
In 1689, he pubSillery for the see of Avranches.
lished' his Censnra philotophice Cartesiana ; and in 1690
his Qvestionis AlnetuncB ae Concordia Rationis el Fidei,
which work is written in the form of a dialogue, after
the manner of Cicero's Tusculan Questions.
In 1 699, he resigned his bishopric of Avranches, and
was presented to the abbey of Fontenay, near the gates
of Caen. Soon at\er, he removed to Paris, and lodged
among the Jesuits in the Maison Professee, to whom he
bequeathed his library, reserving to himself the use of
Here he resided during the last
it while he lived.
twenty jears of his life, and employed himself chiefly
in wntirig notes on the vulgate translation of the Bible;
for wJiich purpose he is said to have read over the Hebrew text twenty-four times, comparing it, as he went
In 1712, he was
along, with the other Oriental texts.
seized with a severe illness, from which, contrary to
the e.xpcctation of his physicians, he gradually recovered, and applied himself to the writing of his life,
which was published at Amsterdam in 1718> under the
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of Pet. Han. Huelii, Episcopl Abricemit, Commen- Mugntjvsu
tarius de rebus ad eum pertinentibus.
The critics have
Hull.
wondered how such a master of the Latin language as
Huet should have been guilty of so great a solecism in
the very titb of his book, by using the pronoun eum
instead of se.
This performance, although imposed
in an amusing style, is by no means equal to his other
works, his facultiss being then a good deal impaired.
He died on the 26th of .January 1721, in the 91st year
of his age. The Abbe Olivat relates a most remarkable
singularity of Huet, viz. that for two or three hours
before his death, he recovered all the vigour of his genius and memory.
Besides the works we have mentioned in the course
of the preceding narrative, Huet published a variety
of other treatises upon literary and philosophical subjects.
He had been, throughout the whole of his long
life, a hard student ; and he left behind him the reputation of one of the most learned men of the age.
See
Eloee Hislorique de M. Huet, par M. I'Abbc Olivet, prefixed to his Traite Philoiophimte de la foiblcsse. de I'Esprit humain ; Aikm's Life of Huet, London, 1810; and
Gen. Biog. Diet, (z)
HUGUENOTS, a name of uncertain origin, given
to the Pi-otestants of France.
A full account of their
history will be found in our article France, Vol. IX.
title

,

p. 563. et seq.

HULL, or KiNOST»N-upoN-HuLL, is a seaport town
of England, in the east riding of Yorkshire, situated on
the west side of the river Hull, and on the northern
side of the river Ilumber, about twenty miles from its
mouth.

The town, which lies on a level tract of ground, ex«
tends nearly in a direct line along the river Hull, from
the Humber bank to very near the church of Sculcoates,
It stretches nearly as far
a space of about two miles.
in another direction, from the High Street on the river
Hull towards Beverley, Anlaby, and Hessle. The dock,
or artificial harbour, divides the town into two princiThe one to the north of the dock bepal divisions.
longs to the parish of Sculcoates, and is without the oriIt consists of several very
ginal boundaries of Hull.
spacious streets, which have been built chiefly within
the last thirty years. The principal streets of Hull are
clean and spacious, and the whole town is paved, flagged, and lighted.
The public buildings of Hull are numerous but by no
means elegant. The Trinity church, which was partly
built about the year 1.312, is a magnificent and beautiful
structure, built in the Gothic style. It occupies a space of
20,056 square feet. It extends 279 feet from the west
door to the east end of the chancel. The nave is l**
feet long, the breadth of the transept 28, and the length
The breadth of the nave is 72
of the chancel 100.
feet, and the breadth of the chancel 70 feet. St Mary's
church, commonly called the Low church, was built a
few years later than the preceding. Its length is 7*
St John's
feet, and the height of the steeple 74 feet.
church, a neat and simple brick building, was erected at
the sole expence of the Rev. TJiomas Dikes, and finishIt is
It is 86 feet long, and 59 broad.
ed in 1792.
wholly built upon arches, raised seven feet above the
surface, and contains more than 70 vaults for burying
the dead. The town contains several places of worship
belonging to the three denominations of dissenters, to
the Methodists, and other sectaries. The Methodist
chapel in Waltham Street is spacious and elegant.
Among the charitable institutions of Hull, that of the
It was established
Trinity-house is the most ancient.
in 1369 for the reception of decayed seamen who have

.
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Hul.
th« exchange, the ctistom-house, the theatre, the gaol,
'*
the Hull subscription library, &c. The ciladel, intendetl for the defence of the harbour and town, is situ.itetl
on the east bank of the river. The ancient castle, called the Magazine, is a mere storehouse for arms and am«
munition. A battery of '21 guns faces the Humber, and
the embrasures on the mounds are well furnished with
each member of the corporation appointing; one. They cannon. The citadel is surrounded with a ditch palisa>
continue at school three years, and are annually clothed doed in the middle. The garrison generally consists of a
The present house was erected in few companies of invalids. The exdiange was opened on
in a neat uniform.
the 1st of January 1794. It is a brick building on a most
175li, and is of a Quadrangular form, inclosing a spaThe ditferent apartments, and the curiosi- substantial plan, with a apadoua flagged area in front of it.
cious area.
The public subscription news room is above the exties which they contain, are well worthy of being exachange. The custom-house is a spacious and handa
mined.
The Charter-bou<e Hoapital was founded by Michael some building, situ;ited in White Friar Gate. The the*
de la Pole in 138K fur the support oi poor pensioners, aire, erected in 1809, >• a large building in Humber
under the superiiitctulance of a mantcr. It is a plain Street. The prc-^nt gaol, which contains very healthful
building, with two pnjerting wings, and is built of accommodations was erected in consequince of an act of
parliament paued in 1789. The Hull subscription li*
bandvmiie brick ciivrre<l with blue slate.
It contains
44 ap.irtpients, well fitted up for the accommodation of brary was instituted Dec. 6, 1775 ; and the foundation
stone of tlie present building in Parliament .street, waa
the |>en<<ioni*rs, who .ire allowed 3s 6d. per week each,
laid on the
besides ciul, turves, and occasional payments. The chaot of Ju ne I e^ O.
The librHry p<is.»e»ae« a
spacioua reading-room, which is open to the subscribers
pel, which is spacious ami neat, is in the body of the
Duililing.
The minor charities are, Lister'saHospital, every day. The collectiun of modern liooks is excellent,
for the recrptiwi of 1:2 paupers; Oregg's FIo»pital;
and th>
of subacribem is nearly 500.
Crowle's Hir*pitjl. for IS paupers; Watwin's Hospital,
I'ht
>m tlie market-place to the Humbar
'
for 1 4 poor
Iloapital; Harrisoo'a Hoapitd; and
was wiiieueU sum* time agO| by removing the guildhall,
RatfliB.-'.
on the iit« of which the moat elegant and well ventila"A'ork House waa established in
Tli<ted shambica were erected in 1 806.
The east end of
iin III.
the T'
Tile boMM k decent
Trinity chnrdi ia thua exposed to the market-place, in
and cuniiiodioai, and 1.a» a houae of oorrectioa adjoin- the centre <A' which is a beautilul r<|ucatnan statue of
King William III. erected in 1734 by subscription, and
ing to it.
The public charilie* topportcd by Toluntary contri- execuif<l by Mr Sheemaker.
bution are very numerotM. Tb* General Inllnnary
Hull ma^ be ounaidered a* one of the first commefw
wa* e-stil'li^hid in l~'.h* moat liberal and hudal towns in the unitad kingdom. It carries on a great
ni,„e pr, ,.(•[>!«.
i:
intercourse witli the Baltic, and tends an immense numi{ ia of brick, ornamented
V
is ne^t and handaome.
ber of ships annually to the whale fislier\-.
It is situated
'. and can accommodate seventy iiwpaThe wet dock, which was originally intended to n»
tie'it».
'I
of wards open into a long, wide, ceive all the ships engsged in the truile of Hull, waa
the puqMMe of obtaining .i perfect
and airr ;;
begun in virtue of an act uf parliament pa»aetl in 1774.
Tlie lirtal number uT patieii'
I be.
The foundaiiaa tlaM waa laid on the 19tb Oct. 1775,
t
.'and 1816 is I J.ISO. of wh.'
Imvc ami the whola wai eonipI«led in four years instead of
I, and
In
19Sy(reatly relieved.
seven, as required by the act. Government gave a grant
LTsons vacciiMtcd up to Janu
of the ground, and of £ 1 5.000. It occupies the pUca
i'
where the walls and ramparts once stoo<l. and it entcra
I
I. vine in Charity appem to have been cataimmediately from the river Hull, about 3(X) yanls from
809. More than 4 -i I patient* have iU mouth. It it 700 yards Icmg, 85 wide, 2'^ deep, and
ia
l»
"incr the 5th April isoi. 4nd the numcapable of containing 130 vessels of 300 tons.
Indu*
ber of children bom .Sit.
Tlie Hull Female Petiiding the wharfs snd quays, it covers an area of IS acres,
tiitiary waa opened in .luly
|.
More than 1(»0 tlie area of the dock being 48,188 square yards, and
fun .lis have been ai!m ttid, ..nd a grtat proportion of that of the quay 17,479
The subscribers are inrorpotir
I.uc l>..n r.»iorrd to their frieiiila. Tliellull rated under the title of the "
Dock Cotnpany at King*
.1
naary ha« Uen recently e<itabli<h- 8twn-upoo.HulL" The number of shares waa origiiudC
>(jcictv t'
recovery of persons ly ISO:
•
'
-f passed in 1808 snd I30.i, em*
was f«m
-.1)0
poweri
y to raise tliem to 1 80. The mo«
'
^'hnolui .i„
friiinded and eniiey arising imiii tni^ increase in the numl>er of shares
d.,«
ihn Alcoik ;.
;,,;,
of hly
Tlia anonntiag to i^ 8^.390, was appropriated to the con^uimed one of i r br»t in Ki<^land. struction of another wet dock, called the Humlier Dock.
'1
<A^ is a free institution, loiimlcd in 1 734
The founiiation stone of the Humlier Dmk wa« laid
I.
Ma^ii, vicar of the puri^li, «; d the father on the 13th April 1807. and it was completed
in IKO9,
t. fur the e-lMcaiion of Cm
»cholara.
Coggan'a at the expence of £ i'M.OOO. I'he area of the flock it
'" r
Ciiafiiy -Vliiiol rtluon'
Ircn. ~B«7 acres and IS percbea, and that of the road and wharfs
aide* tJiese, there ar'
.SakhoMtc is 8 actas and SS percbea, amounting in all to 10 acres
Lane, which origin I'eu ii. i ->.
ii,y cunsiat of two
I rood and 1 1 perches.
It opens into the Humber by
day s<'.o>.l« f<,r girls, each containing 30, and (bur Sun- a lock, which will admit a fiily gun ship,
and which it
day kImioU f»r boys. The biiildintfs are capaeioua, and cro»aed hy an iron bridge. Bv extending
the dock a
no fewer tluui V50 boys and I.Vi giria an •dncatcd little farther to the north, to the extremity
of White
here on BcH and Lancaat, r'» xy^trm.
Frar Gate, the old town may be completely insulated.
The otliar paUic buildings at Hull, are the citadel. Hull oiartaei also several dry
docks for repairing vaa*
p

been admitted members of the institution but it hat,
fur many years past, been set apart for the widows of
such seamen as have attained the a^e of fifty. In 1787,
the Trinity-house built an hospital for decayed seamen
and their wives and in the same year, they founded a
marine school, for prepariiig boys for the tea service.
Thirty-six boys are now etlucated at this seminary,
;

;
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1701

1778
1785
1792
1802
1803
1804

.

.

JE26,287

.

.

78,229

.

.

9\,SG(>

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

1805
1806
1807
1808
1809
1810

199,988
438.459
879,675
287,210

£386,070

,
.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

374,907
340,825
198,487
276,811
311,780

The following Table exhibits the state of the Greenland fishery, from 1806 to 1811 inclusive.
•

Uni-

Yean.

Sea

Ships. Whales. Seals. corns. Bears

1806
1807
1808
1809
1810

37
35
27

1811

42

239
377
467
419
449
552

26
34

1804 10
722 24
552 13
311
9
1238
8
993 2

Tons Oil.

Horses.

3

6

9
4

2

3382
4233
4330
4230
4912
4782

7
13
2

The inland trade of Hull exceeds that of any other
English port. In the year 1792, merchandise, stores,
coals, &c. to the value of £5,156,998, were conveyed to
and from the Aire and Calder navigation alone.
The following Table contains the number of ships
that entered inwards and cleared outwards, from 1 804
to 1810 inclusive.
Years.

With

Cargoes.

Inw.

1804
1805
1806
1807
1808
1809
1810

728
658
513
525
207
473
622

.

.

In 3 alias t.

Outw.

Inw.

279

51

47
29

.

.

232

.

.

226

.

.

.

.

158
67

.

.

256

.

.

193

9
109
55
30

Inw.

1560
1626
1576
1484
1557
1806
1786

.

.

.

.

135

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Coasting Vessels.

Outw.

380
327
272
335

.

HUM
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The

following Table, shewing the amount of the
customs in different years, will exhibit a correct view of
the progress of the trade of Hull.

Sels.

223
427

Outw.
.
.

.

.

.
.

.

154.7

1602
1636
1614
1733
1938
2033

Various manufactures are carried on in Hull. One
of the principal is the expressing and refining oil from
lintseed, and preparing the residue for feeding cattle.
Many of the mills for this purpose, and for grinding
corn, are from about 80 to 100 feet high, and contain
The other manufactories are an
excellent machinery.
iron foundery, a large soap- work, two sugar-houses, several white lead manufactories, several breweries, and
several ropeworks and ship-builders yards.
The civil authority of the county of Kingston-uponHull, which includes a district of more than 18 miles,
comprehending the villages of Hessle, Anlaby, Kirk
Ella, West Ella, Swanland, and North Ferriby, is

vested in the corporation, consisting of the mayor, the
recorder, the sheriff, two chamberlains, and twelve aldermen. The town sends two members to parliament,
who are elected by the burgesses.
The following is an abstract of the population returns
for the town of Hull in 1811-:
4611
Number of inhabited houses
306
Do. of uninhabited houses
6541
Do. of families

Do. employed in agriculture
Do. employed in trade and manufactures
Do. not included in any of these classes

.

.

305
2608
3628

Males
Females

11,998
14,794
26,792
Craggs, who

Hxunber,

Hume.

Total population
See the Guide to Hull, published by Mr
has favourefl us with the proof sheets of it before it was
published ; Tickhill's History of Hull ; and the Beauties of England and Wales, vol. xvi. p. 447
537.
HUMBER, the Abus of Ptolemy, is a large river or
estuary in England, which runs into the German Ocean
after separating the counties of York and Lincoln. Below the confluence of the Ouse with the Trent, the former of which carries off almost all the waters of Yorkshire, the united streams receive the name of the HumIt is gradually enlarged to the breadth of two or
ber.
three miles, and below Hull it swells into an estuary
about six or seven miles broad. The Humber has been
compared to the trunk of a vast tree, spreading its branches in every direction, and commanding the navigation
and trade of a very extensive and commercial part of
England. See England, Vol. VIII. p. 687, 688.
HUME, David, an eminent historian, metaphysician,
and general literary character, was the younger son of
a very respectable Scottish family, and was born at
Edinburgh on the 26th of April I7II. He lost his father wheti an infant, and the care of his education devolved on his mother, whom he describes as a woman
of great merit, who performed in a most exemplary^
manner the duties of an only parent. In his youth he
made a creditable appearance as a scholar, and acquired
a high ardour for literature. This did not, as often happens, subside as soon as those more serious occupations to which, in the common calculations of mankind,
literature is reckoned preparatory and subservient, were
presented to his mind. His fortune being slender,
he was destined to the profession of the law. But
this pursuit, with all the prospects of honour and
wealth which it presents to an aspiring mind, had not
for him sufficient charms to eclipse the attractions of
Nor was Mr Hume
classical literature and philosophy.
even content to cultivate the two pursuits in conjunction, the one as the means of his future livelihood, and
the other as having a more immediate relation to man
The contrast of their intrinsic
as a thinking being.
character had the effect of disgusting him with the
study of law, which he wholly neglected in order to
devote himself to literature. He therefore renounced
Not entertaining
entirely these professional pursuits.
the hope, however, of supporting himself comfortably
by literary occupations, he was prevailed on, at the age
of twenty -three, to make a feeble attempt to enter on a
This he
mercantile employment in the city of Bristol.
soon relinquished as totally unsuited to his turn of
mind ; and at last, combining a regard for his favourite
studies with the dictates of prudence, he formed a plan

—

He

resided for
for leading the life of a literary man.
two years in France, first at Rheims, and afterwards at La

Fleche in Anjou, where he practised a strict economy,
and prosecuted with much industry his literary studies.
In this retreat he probably had not access to extensive
libraries, and depended chiefly on a small collection of
his own, with such assistance as was furnished by the
Here he was chiefly occupied
convents of the country.
in the composition of that ingenious, but singular and
somewhat paradoxical work, his Treatise on Human
Nature. He acknowledges that, in the midst of these
studies, he was not certain of the utility of his labours,
and was in some measure puzzled by the interminable
problems which his own ingenuity had raised; yet he
gave himself up to the bent of an inquisitive mind, re.

{
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charms of his langutge. and the importance of J|'°'^
~' f"^
the subject', could not fail to protluce. Being adver^ie to
strongly
bearing
prevailing
philosophy,
well
as
the
as
on tne religion of the age, and considereil by many
perscna as alarming in their tendency, they could not,
withwithout consulting the prevailing taste, either in the of course, be permitte<l to extend their influence,
out having their validity subjected to the most rigid
choice of his subject, or in the style and manner in
which be chuae to handle it. Pie has been accused of scrutiny. Mr Hume, either unalterably confident in
less
a I Mil inn for aingularity ; but we find him in this in- the justness of his views, or considering them as
important than his fame, was principally disposed to
atanre regretting, that opinions which he found inevilook on the appearance of a succession of replies as flat*
table were so different from those which prevailed around
He publl>l>ed hi* treatise in London in 1738, tering symptoms of his rising reputation, and derived
him.
and then returned to his friends in ScotUnd. But all from them encouragement to proceed in his career. In
17 Si, his Politietd DiscomrStt were published. This
the riaiona of a sanguine author were now severely morHe had bc«n prepared to encounter opposition was the first of his works which gained iniminliate attified.
aod ootoy. These he expected, and h« seems to have tention, and general approbation. He also now published his Iiuptiry comeeming Ihe PrincipU* of Morab,
plcaacd hi—t** with contrasting his own unanswerable
tbeoKina with the shallow rephea which would be zeal- a work whidi met with little notice, though more highIt appeaired
ly valuett by the author than any other.
oualy and from numerous quarters elicited. But his
work excited no interest ; it was neither known nor to correspond too much with the sceptical principles of
his other writings on moral subjects, by referring all moicad, and, as he himself expresses it, " fell dead bom
He contiqued, however, to value the ral distinction to utility. It ceruinly, however, displayfirom the preaa."
opioions whidi it contained ; and endeavoured, by va- ed much acuteness of research, and contributed to remove
nous pccaarerinK efiocts, to conciliate to them the pu^ much of ttie rubbish bywhichquestionsof this nature had
The admirer* of his metaphysics reckon been encumberetl. The dangerous character u-hich Lord
lie attenlioa.
¥smfT, and some others of his opponents, attached to
k the moat profound of bis works, and
a theory which reduced all moral ditlrrences to utility, aa
aahMquent writings on the same subject
leaving them to thearbitrary decisions and var>-ingjiidgdepth what tfavf paaed in popularity of manner.
His diaappomtaMBt, tfaoagh keenly felt, was sur< ments of individuals, is more ar le^s applicable to every
OMMnted by a cheerfiil and sanguine temper ; and be theory on the sufajccL The agreement or disagreement
proatt uted, with renewed indiMinr, bis literafy laboura of mankind on particular moral qoestiotu is rauer mat*
The apprehensions of any
ter of fact than of thaocy.
in the country. In 174J,hepubliaDeddiefifatpBrtof his
dangerous tendency attached to the theory of Mr
E*Mifi, whidi met with a reoepCian oScMMly favourable to console him for his first diamatalB«t.
In Hume, imply, in tneir most obvious sense, a contraUtility is, in itself, real and precise,
diction in terms.
I'^i, he rcaidcd as a companioa to the Maioab of Anand, Anm hia hower ae obect aly understood ; and in its ercry esMnoe
rln Eagland for twelve months
nil durina that time, acquired a iiwMlerable
axdndea all idea of danger. We \»r% indeed, heard
to his Ball fartunt Abcmt tliis time the pr«vparticular acU rrpreaontod aa incalCBted by utility,
ftaaorship of moral philosophy in the univcrsitT of while their danger was capable of being painted in the
Edinbui^ becoming vacant by the rrsignaticn of Dr roost convincing tema. These arguments only prove,
(afterwards Sir John) I'ringlr, Mr Hume hecame a
that the character of utility may be rashly applied,
can<li<Ute for that situation ; but the sceptical princiwhile some circtmistances essential to it are omitted.
ples which he had advanced in hi* first work were too
Utility, indeed, is not a simple original principle.
It
aAnnve to allow the magiaUratea, who waic the pa- is a general feature applicable to a variety of phenometraot, or thoae learned persooa whom they consallad,
na, among which human actions are to be numbered ;
a public inelrMlar of youth, and that and even with those who grant that there are prior
to roeeive him
ppUcaCieo
ooaeeQaontlT iBeflaclaaL
pi inciplm of onr nature wiuch serve to suggest moral
'Wn46, be nrnmpmrieil Genml 8c Clair, as his dislincliona, all audi 11111111111 must be allowed to
private •eeretary, in an ea pediliuB daitiaad for
beoKBe the subjects of computation ; and in all discuswhich terminated in an incnrmm oo the ooait of Fi
sion* of the propriety of particular actions, utility is the
In 1747, he attended the *ame gntlmmim
hia military
ultimate teat to which we are referred, and is necessary
cmbaasiM to the courts of Viamw and Twin. Fvom to stamp them with the character of rectitude.
this cause hi* Uterary ocmiimiena were suspended for
la the SMne year, he was made librarian to the Facultwo years ; but he enjoyco with mach relish that po> ty of Advooatm of Edinburgh, a situation which not
liahed society which he highly omamcatad, and in
only gave him command of the invaluable library l>evbicfa he was a general favourite.
At this time he at- longing to that body, but forcibly directed his attentempted to give a more popular form to hia fint epecu- tion to the character of the works which it contained.
lotions, in a work entitled /fa ImtjHiry eommrmmglkt
It was now that he bl^l to write hik Hulory of EngHwmam UnderttmrndtHg ; which, however, bad little bet- Immd, that highly pleasing performance, which, however
ter suoccM than the or^rinal Irt^liM. A new edition of eanemad in some of its parts and tendencies, is read
his £*my«
ako publiahed, which met not with a with delight by all classes of persons, an<l doe* high cremncfa better reception. Mortified
some dcgme, but dit to the country which gave birth to its author. The
not discouraged, by these miscarriages, he continued first volume that was published, commenced with the
Us eflorts to rouse the attention of tiie world to his fa- accession of the boose of Stuart, and conuinetl the
vourite subjects. He bad now returned to hi* brother's
reigna of Jamm I. and Charles I.
It appeared in 17^4.
bouse in Scotlanil, where he composed his I'lJuuot IHi- The public, however, were not so easily won by the
tOtrrttM. and his Imqtun comcermiiig Me PrimcipUj
splendour of his narrative, and that air of ea.«y phikisoof Morals. His opinions had gra<lually worked themselves inphy which dictated the remarks of the histonan, as to
to notice ; an effsct which the plausibility of his
give any quarter to bis obnoxious sentiments.
He ofi^dless of conclusions, trusting that investigation, ii"
frte from bi«», e»uld not be too keen or perseverin^j,
and that all iu apparent disadvantages must be acciHe studied human nature in a
dental and temporary.
point of view which was in a great measure his own,

*

;
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fended the Christian world, by treating religious
tems too lightly, and even the advantages which
characteristic might at first seem to promise to the
rit of toleration were found to be coldly withheld.

systhis
spi-

His

displeas\ire is chiefly directed against the complaints,

and even the non-conformity of the people

;

and he

pal-

the conduct of princes all deviations from patriotism and law, as well as that offensive arrogance
which set at nought the object of general satisfaction.
He construes the slightest incongruity in the complaints
of the nation, which was capable of being turned to ridicule, into a vindication of the most arbitrary and intolerant conduct on the part of the sovereign.
The
party questions relating to the rights wliich king or people respectively derived from precedent and law, were
of much less moment than the spirit in which the contending parties maintained their point. Appeals to the
original and universal rights of man are reckoned dangerous, as being subject to the widest differences of opinion, and therefore precedents in favour of liberty had
been chiefly appealed to by the Whigs. Precedents,
liates in

however, were to be found on both sides and Mr
Hume points out the shallowness of any pretence to
make the ultimate decision of great and general questions in politics depend on them.
It is witli the degree of correctness and generosity of the spirit in
which the king and the people approached to one another for the adjustment of their differences, that an
unbiassed historian is cliiefiy concerned in measuring to each party his share of approbation and of censure. Tiiis was certainly so offensive and ur.conciliating
;

on the part of the

Stuarts, as to

amount

to a forfeiture

of all submission, and even of all sympathy from the
party which they laboured to crush.
'Fhat the dissensions of the limes rendtretl the duties of a sovereign arduous must be acknowledged, and strong measures

might

liavc beeij

on ^ome

otiasioiis necessary.

But the

measures of these princes had neither the merit of
strength, nor the inofl'ensiveness of total inactivity.
They were both irritating in their tendency, and desti-

The exertion of a despotic authoridirected to ends substantially good,
might have saved the country, and preserved the dyBut the Stuarts made their right of power a
nasty.
matter of ostentation rather than an instrument of good
government, and thus insulted the nation instead of
There were errors on all sides. The peoruling it.
ple were often fanatical, and their complaints were
sometimes inconsistent. All these facts should come
alike under the scrutiny of the historian. But the plausible coolness of Hume degenerates into a cavah'erly
tute of efficiency.

ty,

if

evitlently

his sarc^isnis are directed only against the
great mass of the nation, while his sympathetic feeling
andindulgence are reserved for kings andtheir ministers.
Dr Herring imd Dr Stone, the one primate of England and the other of Ireland, were the only persons
from whom the author heard favourable sen;inients of
Both of these gentlemen wrote to him not
his work.
to be discouraged.
The impression made on his mind
by the unfavourable reception of his work was however
very deep. Although on looking to the periodical publications of that day, we find the due tribute repeatedly
and even liberally given to his merits as a writer, he
seems not to have been at all prepared to meet with
any opposition or neglect. He shewed on this occasion
the overweening importance which authors are disposed to attach to their own powers, and how little they
calculate on the difficulty of making any impression
in opposition to the general sentiments of the public.
insjpnsibility

:

He

confesses that his mortification would have now
determined him to retire to a comer of France, to
change Ills name, and never more revisit his native
country, had not a war breaking out between the two
nations prevented the execution of any such scheme.
He next published his Naliiral Hinlory of Religion,
which was attacked with consitlerable acrimony by Df
Hurd, and, though otherwise not much attended to at
the time, produced at a subsequent period no slight
sensation in the religious world, as tending to reducethe genera] principles of religion to an uncertain and
even a frivolous origin in the human mind.
A second volume of the History of England, which
brought it down to the revolution, was published in
1756".
This, containing fewer obnoxious sentiments,
was better received than the first, and even served to
impart to it a degree of atlventitious character.
In ) 759, he published his Hi.\loru of the House of
Tudor. In this publication he displayed considerable
address in supporting his Tory principles.
While he
details facts which demonstrate the duplicity of the
character of Eliz ibeth, he gives her a character far high-,
er than these facts cin warrant.
At the same time he
dpscribes her conduct, as well as that of her predecessors
of the

same family,

as so offensively harsh, that the

"

max-

ims of the Stuarts, reckone<l by many tyrannical, must
on the contrast appear mild and liberal. He neglects
to give the due weight to the beneficial tendency and
the magnanimous justice which marked some of her

most arbitrary acts, and the activity which .she displayed in managing the vital interests of tlie state. These
characteristics were widely different from the vexritiour
and idle exaction ot reluctant homage which the StuHabit had
arts delighted to make from their subjects.

now rendered Mr Hume

callous to the impressions of

pubhc opinion, which he affected to despise j yet he owed
his equanimity in some measure to the increased forbearance of his opponents, and the tribute of admiration which some of his qualities as a writer extorted
from all. In 1761, he published the two volumes
which contain the earlier part of the Englis'i history.
The copy money given to him by the booksellers much
exceeded any thi' g of the 'kind formerly known in
England, and his circumstances were in consequence
rendered opulent.
At this time a storm of ecclesiasticnl censure was preparing by some members of the church of Srotland, directed against Mr Hume, and intended to include Lord

Kames, and various oth< r writers, who, thoueh differing in their opinions, agreed in treating religious subjects with coolness, and subjecting them to metaphysiA motion was made in the committee of
cal analysis.
overtures of the General Assembly, in which Mr Ilume
was named as the most obnoxious author. It was proposed to call him before that tonit, to answer a. list of
accus:itions, on the tendency ol the principles which he

had published. This, however, was afterwards abandonit was supposed that the influence of such discussions was limited to a nanow circle, and that there
could be no propriety in extending them to the common
mass of readers, who might, from the synipat!)y naturally felt for a man subjected to violent opposition, be
led to an undue bias in favour of his opinions.
In 1763, he attended the Earl of Herttbrd on his embassy to Paris, where he was loarled with great civili-

ed, as

ties.

He

liteness

expresses himself highly pleased with the po-

and information which characterised the

socie-

ty of that metropolis.

In 1766 he returned to England, and then to Edin*
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Lord Karnes,
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Mr

Smrliie, Altain Il.ti>i>.i
-he Scot" literati
tish poet,) were alsd ai
wito, in the days of 1
lilCU UIC circle of tbia
metropolis.
The manners ol' literary men were parti'*
cularly tnj, and thejr lud the dbaraeter of great franix
ness and ready acccssibdity. No canse of political mn*
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connection was thus ineviubly dissolve
It
part
[y COO
inanity, te1lde(lu^u, and
of it bore testimony t
who, iar from n<glect>
sincere friendship of

mity oper^ed aa a aourcc of division { di&rcnees of
religious opinioo were tempered in thertezprcisiaa by
good mannera ; the facility of intercoime was net ob«
stnictsd by affectation, or a harsh incommodioas etiquette
literary controverries and private debates were
managed without occasion of »fl'ence. It' any excess
existed, it seems to have been on the side of familiarity,
which admittetl of an indulgence in a coarse spedea of

ing to make

raillery.
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to

have exceeded

the onlinary limits of human patience.
In 176°7, he was invited by Mr Conway to be tinder
mtcrr^Kry nf state ; a situation which he accepted and
h(
!)> when he returned to Edinburgh.
his health began to decline. He was attacked wiili « disorder in kia bowels, which gradually increased, and whidi he perceived at last, at the time that
be drew up his short aocoont tt hia lil^ to be OMrtal
and incurable. Bat he continued his (amcr occu|»'

tions

en^ad nahatwl good spi.

and amusements, and

both in his private studies and in ooaipany. He
Uvcd in a house in JaiaM'B court in Edinburgh, surroonded by the friends whom hr niovt lii^-lily valued.
The literary society oi V
time contained a few men of tlir
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respects they were fitted to impart to one amther.
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The

-sosentiment, if they were ever to enjoy one
in
Thij is decidedly though dt-licalely
the letter which he wrote to him, alter tho pcrus.U of
the work of Dr Campbell on Miracles, which Dr Blair
had sent to him. Dr Joseph Black, the celebrated professor of chemistry, and Dr Adam Smith, were among
the moat intimate of his friends. The latter, however,
Was now engaged in the composition tif that work

..ation in

t.

'

;

From

this school issued the following curi-

ous sentiment, to be found in Lord Karnes's Art of
TUmJUag: " Veu are a fool, yon dream, and sucli likp,
are expreanona we may easuy bear from friends.
Amcam free soirits I love fVeedom. Let Ike words go
the full len^ of the tbougiit.
In a aanlr society,
familiarity M ^graeahle, beoiuse it haa oothing eftminate or cwmni i iuii ." Theaenaonefsmay beoonsisu
cast with t.mn Uiiais srhan of aiontancaas origin
but
when nKommsndad and atodiao, they become fiat and
unmeaning.
Familiarity degenerates into insipidity,
and thorv' who have indulged it begin to envy tiie co;

and forbidding, preand obviatea the claying influence of extreme freedom. Men """Hety from ooa incon venicut bias to another, and those who can do' it
without going far into either extrema are the most
happy.
Such, in general, is the literary society of
Eainburgh. Sober convix-ial clubs of men of taste and
genius have at different times been formed, some of
which have been supported with much greater steadir«u

sci\i

h, tho«igli at first stiff

-^iX retpect,

ness than the precarious nature of such instituiions
renders generally practicable. They arc soon broken
up by the admittance of unacconunodating characters,
and on tlie other hand, they are apt to lose the stamp

of liberality

when conducted oo a principle of fastidioua

'

'
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selection.

It is therefore chiefly

by

a quick succession

of them formed by the buoyant spirit of liberal sociality readily surmounting occasional causes of separation,
that they prove agreeable and useful.
The philosophical opinions of Mr Hume subjected
_
him to many controversial attacks. To these he never
published any formal reply, but satisfied himself with

making

occasional private observations,

and availing

himself of public criticism for amending his works in
subsequent editions.
In the manner in which he expressed himself towards
those who wrote against him, he shewed himself extremely sensible to the pleasing influence of civilitj',
and the galling effects of disrespect or rudeness. He
was pleased with Dr Campbell's Essat/ on Miracles,
and with an anonymous tract, entitled, A Delineation
of Morality, written by Mr Balfour, an advocate and
professor of moral philosophy.
But such severities as
those of Hurd, Warburton, and Beattie, teeming with
petulance and abuse, produced in his mind the strongest feelings of alienation and contempt.
His good humour probably too much depended on the cultivation
of that radical hauteur which sometimes forms the man
of fashion, and was too little cherished by that steady
forbearance and that system of universal allowances
which would have better suited the character of a philosopher.

The progress of his bodily disorder was rapid. In
April 1776, he set out for London at the intreaty of
his friends, who hoped that a long journey might improve his health. At Morpeth he met with Dr Adam
Smith, and Mr Home, the author of the tragedy of
Douglas.
The latter remained with him in England,
whileDr Smith returned to the north. Mr Hume finding
himself seemingly improved when he arrived in London,
went next to Bath to drink the waters, which contributed
still farther to a temporary recovery.
But his complaint
relapsed with additional violence, and he returned to
Edinburgh under a deliberate expectation of soon finishing his days. He employed himself in correcting his
works, reading books ot amusement, and conversing with
his friends. He encouraged his friends to speak to him
in the frankest manner as to a dying man. It is evident
that he did not entertain a belief in any future state.
Yet the constant expressions of a hope of this sort
•which a man is accustomed to hear in the course of
early education, and in the common intercourse of life,
render the mind familiar with an imagery founded on
that hope to which the most sceptical occasionally recur
for amusement, even while they reject a belief which
appears to them incongruous. Some of them playfully
indulge in supposing themselves to have been imbued
with the belief of a mythology belonging to a different
age or country, and thus balance the influence of present systems against that of others. Mr Hume had
too much respect for society to indulge in any open
scurrility directed exclusively against the religious sentiments of the age : but he playfully retailed the conversations which were likely to take place between
himself and Charon, the ferryman of the river Styx, at
the moment of his transit from the present to the unknown world. He did not affect any great wish to
speak on the subject for the purpose of displaying his
indifference or his courage, and only touched on it occasionally in reply to the enquiries of his friends. His
strength very gradually declined.
When no longer
able to converse, he continued to read in a state of composure ; and after four or five days passed under this
degree of debility, he died on the 25th of August 1776.

In stature Mr Hume was above the ordinary size.
His countenance was open and free, a just picture of
his benevolent and cheerful temper.
His features were
large, and were exempt from that trifling smartness
and habitual intensity of expression which characterise
a bustling fashionable ambition. Lord Charleniont on
this account considered them as blank and unmeaning,
and wondered that the ladies at the court ofTurin valued
so much his company and conversation.
His attractions seem to have consisted in the liberality of his
mind exhibited in the jolly openness of his countenance.
See Hardy's Memoirs qf'lA)rd Charlemont, and
the critique on them given in the hdinbnrgh Review.
The manner in which he died has sometimes been
made the theme of injudicious comment, for the purpose of elucidating the merits of particular views of
philosophy or religion. The equanimity displaj'ed in
nis last moments has been boastfully represented as a
triumph to infidelity, and a proof that a philosopher
may die in tranquillity. Such were the sentiments inculcated in a tract entitled. An Apology for the Life and
IVritings of Dafid Hume.
But the eagerness with
which a single instance of this kind is grasped at might
be plausibly construed into a presumption of the gene-

Hume.
^"^"i

fallacy of the remark.
On the other hand, it is
equally unfavourable to candour to embrace, with exclusive keenness, those anecdotes, whether well or i
supported, which represent persons of these sentiments
as doomed to the agonies of remorse in the hour of death.
This spirit has given rise to some misrepresentations of
fact, which fall under the character of pious frauds. W'e
are told, that though a man may lead the life of a fool, by
advocating the cause of Deism, yet a fool he cannot die ;
and then an anecdote is told of some noted infidel, which
bears the marks of evident fabrication.
That this direction of zeal is wholly superfluous and inefficient in
the support of religion, we may be satisfied, when we
reflect, that such anecdotes are only circulated concerning those who are infidels by profession. It is maintained that many who, from motives of policy, apparently acquiesce in the religion of the age, do not believe it in their hearts.
Such persons might be supposed to labour under the double weight of infidelity and
hypocrisy ; yet we hear nothing of their death-bed agonies.
Allowing, therefore, facts of that kind to which
we have alluded to be as general as they have been sometimes represented, they must be otherwise accounted for
than by being considered as the unmingled effects of
the power of truth on the human conscience. They will
be explained in a more satisfactory manner, if ascribed to the influence of that contrariety which an individual ef solitary professions feels between himself
and the rest of society, oppressing a mind bereft of
Weak man, even
its energy by the decay of nature.
in his most vigorous moments, needs company to support him in the enjoyment of his opinions ; and the influence of this principle enters much deeper into the
private comfort of individuals than most men are willshould always beware of resting
ing to allow.
questions of so grave moment on data thus precaral

We

rious.

Hume

as a man has been vaThe character of David
About his agreeable qualities there
riously estimated.
could be no difference of opinion; and those who
abhorred his principles allowed that he possessed as

much worth

as

was compatible with

infidelity.

The

chief difference, therefore, depends on the amount of
One tells us that he was a patthat degree of praise.
tern of good humour, benignity, and self-command j

'

;
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and
near to perfection is the lot of humanity will
"""K""* atlroit
Such is the character assigned him by his
Another writer says, we may find
friend Dr Smith.
fault with the measure of his faith, but we cannot deny
tt aae-
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The censure which wc have erpreswd
two

is

most of

all

published after his death, one
On the Immortalili/ of I he Soul, and the other On Suiciiie.
The former is little more than a compression of
him the crctlit of good works. To this Bishop Home doctrines which he had advanced, or to which he had
at least pointed in his other works, but expressed in
ieplie«, that the promotion of religion is the best of
woriu; and a conduct the reverse of this the worst and more dogmatic language. His tract On Suicide conmoat infamous. As for religious principles, and every tains an argument which he had not formerly touched
upon ; ancl it must be admitteti to have a most perquality that is strictly implied in them, Mr Hume's
nicious tendency.
read without unpleasant emooiaracter must be given up: and if such terms as virtions the sentiments which the Romans entertained on
tue, morality, and goodness, are to be so restricted, he
cannot be alu>wed the credit of them. But if we take this subject, because they cultivated a species of manlisuch words in the sense in which they have been used ness, mutaken indeed, but plausible, and apparently
Afr Hume, on the contrary, encourages
by the world mt large, and by men who scarcely enter- consistent.
that temper which leads to suicide, not by cultivating
tain any religious knowledge or sentiment, we must acknowledge Mr Hume to have been honourably distin- a heroic contempt of death, but by laying the mind
guished from the jpe«t mass of nunkind, whether infi. open to the most wretched discontent.
Fie maintains
that those whose happiness is marred by the gloom of
del or religious. Some have remarket), that, bv his own
superstition have the most urgent motives to rid themconfeaaioa, bis ruling passion was the love of fame, and
The validity of selves of life, yet are cruelly preventetl by the <lrea<l
that this is at best a selfish principle.
which their belief of future punishment inspires. This
this reflection involves a question concerning the comretnark, inculcated with all the zeal of apparent sinceparative propriety of preferring the ends of self-love or
rity, tends to generate the utmost degree of moral conthe good of others in adjusting the motives of human
^— --l)efause
fusion ; and the motive which could Itave prompted any
coaduct. We seldom object to a man's f'
be the writer to commit such a sentiment to paper cannot well
be has a ruling paaaioii, although it
moat digoifictl in its nature. With regirii tu M-itish ends, be assigned, except by referring it to the prrverseness
even a man who enter* on holy orders is allowed to be which u so incident to the human mind. If the superpnMCinitl of real worth, though his chief motive is the
stitious are deceived in the dread which tilt
1,1
procuringof a living, providra he ia attentive to his of stiicide, they must al»o be deceived in ent
.
t
pwnfimifaul duties and suaic of our gravest and best belief in those gkxMny opinions which rcmler tUcir iivcs
mtltlitU repr e sent the cultivation of a fund uf internal miserable; ana a philosopher wishing to emancipate
fclT*"— a< the first duty of a roan, and a Gu* more them from
'i.'ive no rcison for rccomcopiou s source of benignant conduct than could be mending
eves thcra fntm the evils
formed by cultivating social feelings ai the first and which generated a wcuiuca* of life. I'hc only tendenleading odject of attention, and m^ing personal hap- cy that such a sentiment can have, i«, by •^iprrvlding
With the amplert a new doubt to their former I'
pineaa a tuburJinata conaiderstion.
''proallowance for difTerencca of opinion, and taking bencvo* duce a still more wretchctl In.
irt oi"
lence in the mort accomiuoilatiiig acceptation which li« suicide committril in a tumult i<t' liurr<';
,{
oentiouancas haelf could desire, poMCMtng alao the fullest by cowardice. Whoever the pcrfon w.i,J
oonvktion of Mr Hume's personal sincerity, we cannot this posthumous piece, he could not have any motive
ODoaider the geueral strain of his philosophical writings that could bear examination.
aa indications of a pure benignity, even though we
It is as a historian tliat Mr Hume is most generally po«
should proceed on tbc hypothesis of the truth of bis pular. The beauty of his diction, and the interest which
They uad tn evident tendency to nis elennt turn of tltought imparts to the course of
speculative views.
roake nuny persons unhappy : liard struggles are rew events described, render it on the whole the most pleafrom an admiring reader to surmount this ten- tinf book of English history in our language. .Many
,—«truggtes far whidi the author furnishes but who an sensible of the fauUs formerly mentioned, do
tanra. Tboo^ be antrrtained no bdkf in not snbatitute any other fur it in their recommendations
tha noat canaoliM doctrines whicli liad been cfaariahad to geasnl readers.
It might p<.-rlu|>s be rendered leis
among mankind, benignity would not have led him to exceptioosble in its tendency, and more valuable for
begin with overturning them, but rather witli ^1i<:n ing conmon use, if aooanpsmied with corrective notes,
that happiness might be rnjuyctl indcpcndri
m, and references in the most faulty places to other auand thus he might havt' tKi'ti lunaiacrad a
Ju- thors. It would require much delicacy, however, to
ting to the creation
/ feelii^ which were do this without spoiling tlie effect, by a harsh intermcec to Im- ri'ljr.l oil
..
^nnancnce, and as la- ruption of the r-iT— >• '-f the narrative, and an interbourin^f
more completely for the ference witli ll.
spirit of the historian.
Fox's
oomforui .,
..
turioaity free from controul.
historical fraguui.i i>u,.ii*bcd unif'onii with some poYet by ptrsun4 whose reading on these subjects is ex- pular edition of it, would greatly contribute to reiulcr
tensive, t>ic wurks of Mr Hume may be read with adIt worthy of general perusal, by oirrccting the diitrui.i.
vantage.
The German philosophers, whose condu- produced by the peculiar colouring of the author.
'—
•" •, Hume
giop. «r» ih,. ino»t liber-' • ' •See Hume's Ltfr, nriUen bu kimtelf, prefixed to hi*
'A ho matt'
as
ir intelHistory: Smellie's Lite*; Uitcliie's Life of Hume
lectu.. ..^v^ih, rh
'of and a variety of anecdotes scattered in diffirrent biograapplicable to
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whom the kingdom of Hungary dename, are the Hiong-nait of the Chinese, and
were a nation of Tartars, who had their ancient, perhaps their original, scat in an extensive baiTen tract of
country, immediately on the north side of the great
tvall of China.
But the valour of the Huns extended
their dominions ; and their chiefs, who assumed the
appellation of Tanjou, gradually became the sovereigns
of a formidable empire. Towards the cast, their victoOn the
rious arms were stopped only by the ocean.
,wcst, near the head of the river Irtish, their enemies
were numerous in a single expedition, twenty-six naOn the
tions or tribes are said to have been subdued.
side of the north, they are said, but on dubious authority, to have extended their empire to the ocean ; it
is more probable that the Lake Baikal was the limit
HE Huns, from

rives its

Conquests
before
Chiist.

:

of their conquests in this direction. Towards the south,
they were most desirous of extending their empire ; and,
in the third century before the Christian aera, a wall of
1500 miles in length was constructed, to defend the
frontiers of China against the inroads of the Huns.
Their cavalry frequently consisted of 200,000 or
Wars with
300,000 men, who managed their bows and their horthe Chises with matchless dexterity ; they supported the inDCfe.
clemency of the weather with hardy patience ; and
marched with incredible speed, being seldom checked
by any obstacle. The Chinese were unable to oppose
them, or to protect their empire, notwithstanding the
defence of the great wall. A regular payment of money and silk was stipulated as the condition of a temporary and precarious peace ; and by a more disgraceful and degrading condition, a supply of women was
annually given to the Huns
and the Tanjou was
united in marriage with the imperial family of China.
In the verses of a Chinese princess, who laments that
Mode of
she had been condemned by her parents to a distant
life at this
exile under a barbarian husband, some particulars of
period.
the mode of life of the Huns at this period are given :
she complains that sour milk was her only drink, raw
flesh her only food, and a tent her only palace.
In the long reign of Vouti, the fifth emperor of the
powerful dynasty of the Han, which continued for the
space of 54 years, from the year 141 to the year 87 before Christ, the Huns were frequently defeated by the
Defeated by
About the year 87, the camp of the Tanjou
the Chinese Chinese.
was surprised in the midst of sleep and intemperance,
before
Christ 87.
and though he cut his way through the ranks of his
enemy, he left above LOjOOO of his troops on the field
of battle. But the power and empire of the Huns
were not weakened so much by their defeats, as by the
policy pursued by the Chinese emperors of detaching
the tributary nations from their obedience ; and these
generally became their inveterate and formidable opponents. The Tanjou himself was at last obliged to
renounce the character and privileges of an independent monarch, and to perform the duty of a respectful
homage to the Emperor of China. The monarchy of
Biasolution
the Huns after tiiis gradually declined, till, about A.
their
moof
uarchy, A. D. 48, it was broken by civil dissension into two hostile and separate kingdoms.
One of the princes retired
D.48.
to the south with eight hords, which composed between
40,000 and 50,000 families he fixed himself on the
verge of the Chinese provinces, and attached himself
to the service of that empire.
The Huns of the north
;

:

:

continued to languish about fifty years, till they were History.
oppressed on every side by foreign and domestic enemies.
The Sienpi, a tribe of oriental Tartars, retalia- Their emigrations, A,
ted upon them tlieir former injuries ; and, in the year
U. 93.
A. D. 93, the power of the Tanjous, after a reign of
1300 years, was utterly destroyed. The emigrations
of the Huns now began: above 100,000 persons, the
poorest of the people, were contented to remain in
their native country, to renounce their name, and mix
with their conquerors.
Fifty-eight hords, about
200,000 men, retired towards the south, and claimed
and received the protection of the Chinese emperors.
But the most warlike and powerful tribes of the Huns
sought more distant countries, and moved westward in
two great divisions. The first of these colonics established their dominion in the fruitful and extensive
plains of Sogdiana, on the eastern side of the Caspian
Sea.
Here their manners were softened, and even
their features were sensibly improved ; and they obtained the appellation of White Huns, from the change White
of their complexions.
The only vestige of their an- Huns.
cient barbarism was the custom which obliged all, or
nearly all, the companions who had shared the liberality of a wealthy lord, to be buried alive in the same
grave.
Their vicinity to the kingdom of Persia involved them in frequent and bloody contests, in the
course of which they gained a memorable victory, but,
unlike their ancestors, they were moderate and mild in
their use of it.
The second division of the Huns gradually advan- Hurs of
ced towards the north-west and, by their intercourse the northwith tribes more savage than themselves, their native west.
fierceness was exasperated.
As late as the 1 3th cen;

on the eastern banks of
the Volga was attested by the name of Great Hungary.
In the winter they descended with their flocks and
herds towards the mouth of that river.
It is impossible to give even an outline of the history of the Huns from this period till they became known
to the Romans ; but there is reason to believe that the
same force which had driven them from their native
seats, still continued to impel their march towards the
In their first irruption into the
frontiers of Europe.
Roman empire, they are mentioned by ancient historians under a variety of appellations, all comprised under the general name of Ugri or Hicnni. The more Ri/Fcrent
general distinction, however, was the Nephthalite or tribes.
White Huns, who possessed a rich country on the north
of Persia; and the Sarmatian or Scythian Hims. The
latter are exhibited to us under the character of savages, without faith, laws, or any form of religion : living
in the open air without houses or huts, which they denominated the sepulchres of the living ; quite unac- Manners
quainted with the use of fire, their only food being and appearance.
roots and raw meat, and their only clothing the skins
They were also distinguished by their
of animals.
broad shoulders, flat noses, small black eyes deeply
This
buried in the head, and the want of beards.
race, inured to all manner of hardships and deprivations,
and having no fixed settlementSj were delighted with
the first accounts which they received of the rich and
Crossing, therefore, the
fertile kingdoms of the west.
Volga under Balamir, one of their chiefs, they overwhelmed the Alans and Goths, who inhabited the extury, their transient residence

'
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Volga and the Danube

tensive cooatn- between
;
and, baring eiljber driven them out, or forced them to
subinUsiaa,e*tabiishe(l themselves in Dacia in A. D. 376.
Tbeodoaiiu I. dreading their presence in the frontiers of
the empire, and wi^hine to attach them to his service,
MOMMged many of them, by large nuns of money, to
They continuetl for
eatar into the Roman armies.
tame time in their new poeieniona withoat mule«t»to*^*ilM tioo to the empire till A. D. S91, when they paned
tht Danube, and, being joined by the Guths, commitThey
ted dreadful ravage* in Mceno and Thrace.
woe aoaB Wmni, however, by the army of Stili.
dio^ Iha »!«'* MBeral, who overtbmr them with
grmtt shnglrter, and would have completely destroyed them, had not Theodosius agreed to terms of reoonHfai«y.

tlie

—

ciliation.

Not discouraged br their late diaaatcrs, they broke
OBezpactedly into the e aat em pravinoea, penetrated
Aotioch. deatiofing «n with fire and sword,
a» te
ererywhere unheard of cruehiea. St
ng of this irruption, says, " All the
trembled when tlie dismal news were brought,
llMrt swarais of Huns, coming from the far distant M »•
olli^ and dwelling bet wee n the fitoaen Tanais and
tke oowttry of the mrage Mawagstss, flew up and down,
llMir
and filled all places with blood and slaughter. The
crvel enemy roved without eontronl, where cImt plea*
ad, pmvcaling bjr their spaed the rapott of titev eomThey had no ngaid eitkv Co reUgtan or dig»
inf.
they aefteaed oy
witf ; aa «fa they spamd, nor
ik» tear* at ttte crying iaimt; bat put thoee to
death who had scaree began to hve, and who, not ap.
nrised of their danger, smiied, when in their enewief
hands, at those very weapons tiMt wan iaanadialiljr to
kaf% oraRna
destrov them."
pbiiiliml
se
al narinca*, they rat un ied home loaded with
pail» and cai i yii m wita them an iwaenii immber of
rimian. From this time they made regular ineurMoos
mto the ompiia. alwaya catnaliug their arttlemeots;
Maih*B«>. and in MC, wa ind them fai p im n i ia of Pknonia, en
the south dde of the DhioIm. Their arms, however,
eiU*K ihc
were sometioMS aleo emplayad in defence of the emThey joincil the amy of .F.tius against the Burpire.
mtsad
gundiaiM and Goths hut no wioner was their pay aa
withdrawn than they ivnawad their boatiH-
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with an yeaHy

sa waeds d by

his

tabny

apMM

penMO

of
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aepbew Asfli, the

piamatau * of their kiaga. The
ran tba Daaaba aod the Volga ebejrad hie aaaaHiaa, MKi ha bacaaia the terror
abarnrtaly ef tha Baalem and WeMrm Kmpina. The
eeait of Conslraitias|ile c(>mplie<l with his damanda
_^u
with
h ia lmi oi i j bat the eoait at Ravenna

—^ m

to rapal

Ms aavads by

Ibree; aad at the
of Chalons, Attila Ibrliw ifst tkne
ala dafiHL and was rumpaBaJ to rrtha Rhine belbra Atiaa the Roman geaant.

ercm
Partheeiphiitaof Anna, and tha pragrtm wiScb the

Hone nmda aadar his Aimfaaen, me Attii.a.
Seme idea, hawesm , of the maw ai n and dviUaatiae
ef the Haae. daring tha rakm af AttiU, may be formed
from theaooooat which (MbboB has

u« of the

(riven

entraamof liMt maaaidi into his rapiul, and of the
rayalfeasc " The intnnw ef AttiU mto the royal vil.
iaM

NywaaiMHiedbyaymyaBgaler wwa ui
y Anumewomen asme oat to aiaM thev
hero aad
their king. They marched b sfcre Jdm dbtriboted into
kng and regular files the intcnrala between the files
i

faas Ifuep of

:

.

S4.r

by white veils of thin linen, which the wo. Hision-.
men on either side bore aloft in their hands, and which '— » —
formed a canopy for a chorus of youn^ virgins, who
chanted hymns and songs in tlie Sc}-thian language.
The wife of his favourite Onegesius, with a train of £»•
male attendants, saluted Attila at the door of her own
house, on his way to the palace and offered, aecordinj^
to the cnstom of the country, her respccttui homaj^e,
by entreating him to taste the wine and meat which
she had prepared for his reception. As soon as thu
monarch had graciously accepted her hospitable pift,
his domestics lifted a small silver table to a convmimt
height, as he sat on horseback ; and Attila, when he h.id
".'"" "'
touched the goblet with his lips, again saluted the wiu'
of On^esioa, and continued his march."——
^SJ>i
" The Romans both of the East and of the West, were IloyaJ'
'""'•
feasted
with
hanqiuHs,
where
.\ttila
invited
to
twice
the
the princesand nobles of .Scythia. Maximin (the Roman
ambassador) and his colleagues wire stoppetl on the
threshold, till they had made a devout libation to the
healtli and prosptrrity of the king of the Huns ; and
were condui^ed, after this ceremony, to their respective
The royal table and couch,
seats in a spacious hall.
cor ered with carpets and fine linen, was raised by sc>
vend steps in tlie midst of the hall ; and a son, an uncle,
or perhan* a faroorite king, were admitte<I to share
Two linm of
the ftmple and homely repast of Attila.
small lal>lca,meK of which cxmtained tJiree or four guests,
were ranged in order on cither hand ; the right waa
esteemed the aiost honourable, but the Konans ingcnu*
oasly eoalbas, that they were placed on the lct\ ; and
that Beric, an unknown chieftain, moat probably of the
Oothie race, preceded the representative of Theodosia*
The barbarian monarch reccired
and Volrntinisn.
from his cupbearer a goblet filled with wine, and courteously drank to the health of th* ntost distinguishetl
gaest, who nae fiam his seat, and expressed in tiie
saaM naBaiii his lo^ and respectful tows. I'his c«ii-'
rei iKiwy waa saoceaaivcly performed for all, or at least
and a confur the illustrioas persons uf titc assetnblv
were

filled

;

;

siderable tiaia amst have been consumed, since it was
set upon the tabic.
thriee repeated
each coarse

m

wm

Bat tha wine still remained after the meat bad been
removed ; and the Huns oootinacd to indalge their inlampuanet long af\er the sober and decetit ambassadan tt the two cuipitaa had witMrawn themselves
Ana Iba aoctamal banqnct. Yet before they rctfrad.
tiay tvjofwd a ain^kr opportunity ef ofaaarvng dio
wanaaia of the nati^ in taeir convivial amustwients.
Two Scythiana stood beCwa the coach of .Attils, and
raafead the venn which they had ceraposcd to celebrate hie valoar aad his victories. A prolbund silence
prevailed m the hall and the attoadoa af tha goesta
WM captlvmad by the vocal harmony, wincli revived
and nerpctaatadi tfM memory of their own exploits a
mamal ardaar iaabed from the eyes of the warriors,
who were impatiaat for battle ; and the tears of the oUI
;

:

men

exprcased their generous despair, that they could
the danger and glory of the field.
Thia entcttaiiMnent, which might be considered ss a
s^ool of nuHtary virtue, waa aueoaaded by a farce,
that deliaaad the dmnity of haman natnre. A Moorish
and a .KcytMaa h ala iju aaccaasivaly outted the mirth
of tiie rude ipaeMaii, by their dafbf«Md figure, ridiealoos dresa, auAt a aat aiaa, abavd apaachaa, and the
strange untntiJIiinlileeoafaaioa of the I^in, the Gothic, .ind ll
laagoagcs; and the hall resounded with lou<.:_.^ ..^entiaai peal* of Laughter. In the
midst af thia mlampafale net, Attila alone, without a
change of countenance, maintained his stedfast and in-

no longer partake

'-
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which was never relaxed, except on
^""Y"""' the entrance of Irnac, the youngest of iiis sons he
embraced the boy with a smile of paternal tenderness,
gently pinched him by the cheek, and betrayed a partial afiection, which was justified by the assurance of
his prophets, that Irnac would be the future support
of his family and empire. Two days afterwards the
ambassadors received a second invitation ; and they
had reason to praise the politeness, as well as the hosHistory,

flexible gravity

;

:

pitality of Attila."

A. D.

On

the death of Attila, Ellac, by the will of his faan extensive empire, which, however,
was soon embroiled in civil war by the ambition of his
Weakened younger brothers.
They insisted upon an equal diby civil (lisvision of tiieir father's dominions, and immediately
eension,
took up arms to support their demand. This afforded
a favourable opportunity to the nations that had been
subjected by Attila to throw off the yoke. Ardaric,
king of the Gepidae, accordingly declared that he would
no longer obey the sons of Attila ; and other nations led
by his example, hastened to join his standard. Ellac,
who possessed both intrepidity and experience in war,
and are
raarchetl against him with all his forces.
The two arcompelled
mies met on the banks of the Netad in Panonia, where
to confine
the Huns were utterly routed; and king Ellac fell in the
themselves
to their own field, after having performed prodigies of valour worthy
They aftersettlements. of the representative of the great Attila.
wards received repeated defeats, both from the Goths
and Romans, and were compelled to confine themselves
to their own settlements for nearly sixty years.
In 539, however, theCuturgurianandUturgurian Huns
Again break
united, broke into the empire, and laid waste Thrace,
into the
empire in
Greece, Illyrium, and all the provinces from the Ionian
639.
sea to the very suburbs of Constantinople.
They then
retired without molestation, with immense booty, and
4J3.

ther, succeeded to

120,000 captives. The Uturgurian Huns proceeded
own country on the Euxine Sea ; but the Cuturgurians received lands in Thrace, and an annual
pension from the Emperor Jnstinian, upon condition
of their serving when wanted in the Roman armies.
Unable, however, to restrain them from committing
continual depredations in the neighbouring provinces,
Justinian had recourse to the Uturgurians ; and by
means of presents, and offers of pensions, embroiled the
two nations in a bloody war, which lasted many years,
andby which they were so weakened, that they were long
prevented from offering farther molestation to the empire.
to their

From this time, no credible historian makes particular mention of the Huns, tUl A, D. 776, when the
remains of this nation, reinforced by the Avars, and
other northern tribes equally barbarous with themselves, and with whom they are frequently confounded by historians, seem tohave recovered their strength,
and we find them masters of Dacia, Upper Mcesia,
and the two Panonias.
Two of their princes sent
ambassadors to Charlemagne, desiring his friendship
and alliance.
Charles received them with extraordinary distinction, and readily agreed to their request ; but a misundei'stanciing afterwards arising between him and them, he entered their territories with
two numerous armies, ravaged the country with fire
and sword, the Huns being unable to keep the field
After a war of eight
lUduced to *gain«t S" powerful an enemy.
years continuance, he reduced them to complete subsubjection
by chatle- jection, and built strong fortifications along tl\e Raab to
•wgne.
repress their predatory irruptions into his territories.

A. D. 776.

They remained within this boundary for more than
a century, when Arnolph, emperor of Germany, invited them to his assistance against th^ kuig of Mo«

ravia.

Equally ferocious with their ancestors, and

Hisiwy.

glad of an opportunity to renew their devastations,
The Huns
Ger- renew their
they ravaged Bavaria, Suabia, and Franconia.
many afterwards became a prey to their fury ; and ravage
Louis IV. submitted to an annual pension to get rid
of them.
In the reign of Conrad I. who also became their tributary, they again devastated Germany,
penetrated into Lorraine and Languedoc, plundering
and massacring the inhabitants wherever they went.
The Huns were at this time subject to petty chiefs,
whose precarious authority rested on no solid foundation, and were respected only because the choice
fell on the bravest.
Fear naturally attached them to
the man whose vengeance they dreaded, or to whom
they looked for protection in the continual wars in a. D. SiS.
which they were engaged. Their last irruption into i^^^ ^^^
Germany was severely chastised by the valour of Otho driven with
the Great, and the united power of the German princes, dreadful
who compelled them, after a dreadful slaughter, to retire slaughter
''""'
within the limits of Hungary, and to fortify with a ditch """
own cotintlieir
country.
and rampart the most accessible passes into
try.
In process of time, and by their intercourse with
other nations, civilization began insensibly to spread
among them ; and in 997, under their first king Sle- Their king
j)hen, they assumed a place among the nations of Eu- Stephen cstablislies
rope.
This monarch established the Catholic relithe Catholic
gion in his dominions, and received from the Pope religion in
the title of Apostolic, which the sovereigns of Hungary i,is ''iiomi.
to this day retain. From him also they date the origin nions.
of many of those institutions and laws by which the
On his death, the respect in
state is still governed.
which his memory was held by his subjects, led them to
choose his son as his successor to the throne ; and, without renouncing their right of election, to maintain the
royal dignity in his family for more than three centuries.
There were twenty-four kings of the dynasty of Ste- Dynasty of
phen, few of whom, however, deserve to be drawn Stephen.

from oblivion. The most remarkable were ; Ladislaits,
surnamed the Saint, on account of the purity of his
life, who added Dalmatia and Croatia to his dominions,
and flourished near the end of the eleventh century.
Gcicza or Geiza

II.

expelled the Saxons, Austrians,

Ladislaus.

A. D.

1

ICl.

II.
and Bavarians, from Poland and a part of Hungary, Geiza
where they had committed great ravages. Bela III. Bela 111.
after having freed his territories from the brigands
which infested it, employed himself in the internal adHe instituted many ju- A.D. n9i.
ministration of his kingdom.
diciary regulations, which still remain in force, and
was the first who divided the kingdom into counties,
appointing a governor toeacli. His son, Aiidrerv 11. Andrew U.
was one of the most renowned sovereigns of his age.
He joined the Crusade in the beginning of the thirteenth century, with a numerous army, and acquired
great glory by his bravery and skill in war; and the
nobles, as a reward for their services on this occasion,
In his
received from him very extensive privileges.
reign, the regulations of his father were perfected and
formed into a national code, called the Golden Bull, a. D. 1 JSfc
which every king at liis accession was obliged to confirm by a solemn oath. The famous clause, however,
which granted to every noble the right of veto in the
election of their monarchs, had been so often the occasion of civil wars, that it was abolished in the reign of
Leopold I. in 1687. The reign of Bela IV. is remark- g^j^ jy^
able for tiie invasion of the Scythians, who, after having overrun Russia and Poland, penetrated as far as
Pesth, spreading terror and rapine throughout the kingdom. Bela, surprised in his camp, was compelled to

fly.

The

Scythians continued in possession of the
1

1

\
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liiooiy.
countiT for nearly three jrars ; but Belt, ivitli the «s""^r"^ gisunce of the KiuKhts of Rhodes, dispersed the inHis son Stephen
vaficrs. Mid nfluneS this throne.
cdefanted for his victories over the kiny# of
„^^^ y V.
LU.li:i. Bohemia «nd Bulgaria, His daughter Marj- espoused
Charles, king of Sialy, from vhora sprung the famou4 Charles Martel, the father of Charles of Anjou,
wIm afterwards became king of Hungary. Andrew
UmItvvIV. IV. the last, and perhaps one of the ma«t iOiutrioiis
of the dynasty of Stephen, received the •umaine of
Venttian, from his conquests over the Venetians He
dt«l without issue at Bnda in ISOI.
Hungvy than became a prey to all the calamities which
anarchy brings along with iL Competitors for the crowa
appeared in ua King of Bohemia aiid the Duke of Bavana. The son of the fomer was elected by a party, and
was kept upon the throse for six years, in (^>position to
the wisLes of the nation.and ainid^t the greatest troubles.
Being recalled to Bohemia by his father, the Duke of Babut Ladislaus, wayvaria was immediately crowned
wade of the Jazyges, took him prisoner, and drove him
from his ihrone and *' ''vi^doRi. On the termination

WM

;

of thaae

varies

civil disse:

m

of Anjou was solemn-

reign. Huogalerely as a fief of
been
2,
empire. bcGune more powenu. uutn the dominions
Dalmatia, Croatia, Servia,
•veil crt' the emperor*.
ly proclaimed kintf
which had lately

i:-!"

''

~ liis

'

i

:

Transylvania, Bulgaria, Bosnia, Moldavia, and Walaof Charles. His marriage with
the siMcr of Cassimir, king of Poland, who had no offHe died
ipring, also secured a throne to his family.
ia 1S49> beloved by his subjects and all his neighbour*.
chia, received the laws

The wwratioa which
panonal

tile

memory

inspired, and also
qualities of las son. fixed the choice of the
his

The reign of this prince was even
than that of his futher. He pushed his
eonaaests aa far as Naples, to revenge the assassination
of his brother Andrew, who liad been strangled by his
own wife Queen Jane ; and appointed the waywode
of Transylvania as governor of that kingdom, which
however he afterward* restored. Part of Rusaie submitted to bis dominion, and he drove the Tartars be3oim1 the Euxine. He 'tm* ai-kn«wledgr<l also askingof
^Karr rose in |v>wer aad »•
aruaalon ;
\t death plunged her again
tiBiation dur: ,^
ialo aew oalamitac* and ihssmsisw.
Looia leaving bo male iastte. the HimgariaBi^ as by a
general imoolse of adniratiaii wbA entbusiasia, called his
oaufl^ter Mary totlie throne, nnclcr the title ofifaria Rex.
She had been nurried to Sigissannd of Bavaria, w ho was
as ^ et tender .i^rr. and in tr.t* ini*an ttrne .^hc shared the
nstiea on Louii.

Bare

brilliant

'

:

'lixabeth.

ca<

—-

Tbety-

^JIatine,wboi^hcr
Iu•Ir.<: actually Ko^
lngdafn,saanln•deh•rsBb;.
rftrret their i^-,
tut hamagc to the memory of
.
1 her thercftfc ofliered the crown toCharles, kin^
...
-.ii'ies, the nephew arLouis,and the son ofthe unfortunate Andrew. Hut scarcely had he entered Hungary,
than be was assassinated by the PaUtir- :• :•»- •>•- "^rcctioo andcauntenanceof Mary and F.Ii/
lorvat,I)ann of Croatia,in revenge forihe murui r ui a |irinee
to w hose interests he was attaclied, slew tlte assassin,
and, after having made Marj- an<l her mother be dragged SB oonmon criminals by the hair, cast Elizabeth into the river Bocota. Mary was reserved for the infaoKms
brutality of Hurvat, and then shut up in prison.
Horvat, however, dreading the ragt
ind, who was
aiiproaching with an army to rp<
rown, set the
rai;.

..

,

-

...

'

.

.

*"

'-'

i

Queen

at Uberty, after
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would forget her injuries. Tliese injuries, Itistwy.
«
however, were too cruel to be erased from her memory,
and repelling the oath which fear alone had extorted
from her, she visited them upon the fierce avenger of
Charles in a manner still more cruel and liarbarous.
Sigismund was twenty years of age when he ascended SigismunH,
the throne ; but the whole of his reign was only a sue- ^*^,'"'''
cession of wars, troubles, and calamities to Hungary. ^„^^,f
Mary dying without children in 1392, new dissensions tmone.
arose and the Turks taking advantage of these, seized
upon Bulgaria. Sigismund was defeated, and put to
flight at the battle of Nicopolis ; when his subjects re- l-"*** *^.
'*
v(3t against him, seize his person, and confine him in
pris<jn.
The conspirators then ofier the crown to LaBut Sigismund seeme<l to tridislaus, king of Naple<i.
umph over fortune and all his enemies. Escaping from
prison, and collecting a considerable army, he obliges
Ladislaus to desist from his pretensions, and recovers
his kingdom.
In 1410, he was elected emperor of Elected
Germany. At his death, Albert, archduke of Austria, rj'{7'^'.'
who bad espoused the only daughter of Sigismund by .^ „J(^^jj
a second marriage, inherits all his possessions, and .is- |,y Albert »i'

^^

that she

;

^^^

oends the throne c^Hungary in 1437. This event forms AutuU.
the earliest basis of the Austrian claim to the Hungarian monarchy.
The reign of Albert, however, was very short, and
his death was succeeded by civil wars, which continued to desolate this kingdom
Ladislaos, king of Piiland,

was

for nnntlier century,

throne ; Civil wan.
but soon after perished in the battle of Wema against
The tamous John Hunniades was then
the Turks.
appointed regent
and on the decease of another Ladislaus, the posthumous son of All>crt, in 1457, MathiasCorvious, the sOn of Hunniades, receives the crown
(hm the statea assembled in tlie field of Rakos, near
Pesth.
Mathias seisetl N'icnna an<l the other Austrian A.D. itM.
state*, which he retained till hit death
and is regardinvitetl to tlie

:

;

ed as the greatest prince that ever held the Hungarian
sceptre.
He was brave, prudent, and generous, the
- and arts, and a man
frici:
of lettem himself.
ic mM;nificent library of Buda, which he
He
fumia))c<l with the best Greek and Latin authors, and
'

t'

manr valuable manuscripts.
Toe descendants of Albert

again

fill

the throne

;

but

open the death ofLouisII. tbesonof Ladislaiu, who lost
iMitli the battle and his life in tlieplain!iot'Mohatsinl5tf7, A.D.
the Hungarians were dividc<l into two factions. John
Zapolya. way wode of Transylvania, was proclaimed king
by one party, while the nobles assembled at Presbourg

lit7.

cfcred Ute sceptre to Ferdinand of Austria, who had coiv
ducted saiBe socoours to the Hungarians against the
Turks. Zampol^a was unable to resist the (brccs of h is rival and after his defeat atTokav, was compelled to eva;

cuate the kingdom,
Stulil-weisseribourg.

when Ferwnand was crowned at
Some time after, the waywode The

returned with the Sultan .<viliman, at the head ofa formidable army, who piuhe<l his conquests as (ar as Vienna ; but on the dnith of Zampolya, bis partisans, indignant at the conduct of the Turks, and preferring the
dominion of Austria to tliat of the barbarian, immediately joined Ferdinand, who was crownetl a second
This monarch was afterwards called to the emtime.
pire ; but he reUined the crown of Hungary till 1563,
when he resigned it to his son Maximilian. The Hungarians, however, bore the Anstriaii yoke with much
impatience, and every new election called fortli tluir
aversiim to their roasters, who regarded them as their
lawful inheritance. But their cfTorts were fruitless, and
those who ventured to support the rights ot the nation,

Turks

'"'*^<

"""S**?*

Ferdiaaad
of Auatris

crowned.
..„„.
The
,„^ Hub-

asriuiibcar
""-

Amtri-

"' '^"'"

"""^
]J^'''
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Were silenced by the stroke of the executioner. In
Vain did Tekely raise all the provinces to revenge these
1656.
U.
A.
outrages ; and, supported by the Turks, to whom the
Hungarians in their despair had surrendered themselves, laid siege to Vienna.
All Germany immediately armed against the common enemy the Turks, who
The Crown were driven back into their own territories. Rakotzy,
iledared lie- who after Tekely endeavoured to support tliese efforts
Tcditary in
of independence against tyranny, was equjilly unfortuthe house
nate.
The Archduke Joseph, son of Leopold I. was
of Austria,
acknowledged king in 1687, and the crown was declaA. IX. 1740. red hereditary in the nmle descendants of the house of
History.

Austria.
This line, however, failed at the death of UUUtf.
Charles VI. ; but the Hungarians, exhausted by conti»nd tile
nual wars, and fatigued by so many fruitless revoluHungarians
tions, had lost that ardent love of liberty for whicli they submit
on
were so conspicuous, and which led them to brave so the accesmany dangers. They therefore submitted to the acces- sion of Ma*
sion of Maria Theresa, the daughter of Charles, in 174' 1. ria ThereShe had gained and deserved their love and affection. sa in
Her husband, the emperor Francis, was associated with
her in the government, and their descendants still hold
the Hungarian sceptre.
The preceding sketch of Hun«
garian history is all that our limits will allow.

mU

STATISTICS OF HUNGARY.
properly so called, a kingdom in Euand under the dominion of Austria, lies in
4<)° 26' 20" North;
and in
Latitude 44° 33' IS"
NaLongitude 13° 45' 2"— 2i° 46' East of Paris.
ture herself points out the boundaries of this kingdom.
The Carpathian or Krapak mountains separate it on
the north and east from Moravia, Silesia, Galicia, Buckovina, and Transylvania on the south, the Danube
and the Drave divide it from Servia, Sclavonia, and
Croatia ; and on the west the Morau or Morava, with a
range of mountains lying between the Drave and the
Danube, form its boundary with the Archduchy of
According to Captain Lipsky, it contains
Austria.
4051 German square mile;* its greatest length from
west to east being 136, and its greatest breadth from

iXuNGARY,

Statistics.

rope,

Situation.

Boundariea.

—

;

Extent.

north to south 77 German miles.
The kingdom of Hungary is divided by modern geographers into four circles, comprehending forty-six
counties, besides the districts of Jaz'/ff, Great Cumania,
Little Cumania ; the sixteen cities of the Zips ; the six
cities of Heidukcs, which enjoy peculiar privileges ;
and the two frontier regiments of the Bannat, and the
The whole, accwding to the
battalion of Tschaikiates.
following Table, contained, in 1 805, 42 royal free cities,
8 episcojjal cities, 590 towns, 9214 villages, 2338 prmdien,f and 22 cities of Zips and Heidukes.

BiviuMi.

Table of the

Counties.

a,

countiei and

The

side of the

Danube

1 3 counties
Presbourg,
2 Neutra,
3 Trentscliin, .
4 Thurotz,
5 Arw,
6 Liptau,
7 Sohl,
8 Barsch,
9 Hont
10 Neograd,
Gran,
.

....
....
....
....
....

U

12 Pesth,
13 Baatch,
,

The

.

district

.

.

....
of Jazyg,

Do. of Little Cumania,

.

24 295
38 418
19 393
6 96
5
95

41

10 121
8 147
II 201

2

^

171

10 245
5
44
20 165

9

96

3

8

3

5

46

7

S'

.

9 Stuhlweissenbourg,
10 Barany,

38 196
43 607
80
2
85
5
25 584
22 292
9 106
65
12
7 236

11 Toln,

17

89

85

11

230

41

261
11 167
13 257
16 132

68
74

,

,

4 Raab,
5 Komorn,

....
....

6 Szalad,
7 Schumegh,
8 Veszprim,

.

.

....
...

III.

....

The circle on

6
51

35
69i

101

256
177
115
71

this

side of the Thiesse contains 10 counties:
1 Abaujwar,
2 Beregh,
S Boschod,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

9 Unghwar,
10 Zemplin,

.
.

.
.

.

7

fi

.

Cities

con.

.

II. The circle on the
other side of the Danube
contains 1 1 counties :
1 Wieselbourg,
2 Oedenbourg,
.
3 Eisenbourg, . .

....
of the Zips,
8 Torn, ....

tains
1

Counties.

7 Zips,

on this

circle

5-"

ass

4 Goemor,
5 Hewesch,
6 Scharosch,

u

cities.

I.

Statistic*.

359

108

3

11

2

12 177

6

42

10

i

16

4 201

14

24 426

34

8

9
1

3
21

30
142
8
153
52
6
24

IV. The circle on the
other side of the Thiesse
contains 12 counties
1

Arad,

.

2 Bekesch,
3 Bihar,
.

.

.
.

4 Tschanad,
5 Tschongrad,
6 Kraschow,
7 Marmarosch,
8 Saboltsch,
Cities of Heidukes,

171

24

15
4
19 458

55

I

7

31

3

6

52

18

71

8 221
5

141

1

14

131

35

4

4

*

In this Article, where English miles are not marked, German miles must be understood.
By the laws of Hungary, the proprietors of the coil are obliged to let out to farm one half of their lands to their rasials
Hyej cultivate on their own account is called Pradimt
•)

:

what

'
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any of the
surrounded by

inferior, either in breadtfa or excellence, to

StatMsSi

- i '-"'
roads about London ; and the traveller,
i 1
J
sublimest
the
natural
scenery,
sees
to
his
surprise
the
3
s
greatest artificial labours accomplished with neatness,
i
J
k
ornament, and economy ; beautiful roads through re>
>
1
eeaaes, and over steeps, that would otherwise l>e im>
Commts.
fib
paanble ; churches crowning the most elevated summits; towns and villages; gardens and vineyards; all decorating without diminishing the wild grandeur of the
5
.
.
19 844
gSMthmar,
.
16
I
6 178
to TmMKh,
3 Hungarian Alps." Indeed, the whole of this district,
11 Torancil,
7 115 48 aa &ras Presbourg, is exceedingly rich and beautiful.
The most prominent feature of the Huiignrinn land- MounUia*.
9
63
1« Ugoath
S
acape are the mountains, the principal of which is the
The dutrict of Grwit
Carpatliian chain, or mountains of Tatra, which run
Camania,
1
•
17
let frontier rcginMnt,
4a 9S a aemicuvular direction from west to east, about 500
EngUsh miles ; and its aiunmit, which cotisiata of huge
da.
S4
naked rock* completely destitute of vegetation, at ita
TkebsKmlion of Tsctuu^
greatest height,
the county of Zip*, is about ISSO
14
tone* above the level of the Ulack bea. The mounTotal, 2 militarj ooib>
*s
8 5M *90 98l4|tSS9 tain* sitaated in the east and aovth-east, are aeparated
fVxMo the northern chain by a plain, which extend*
inaim, mid
.
.
i:
:)
Hungary into the grand duchy of Transj-lvania.
;r_\ uke their rise in the latter province; and, followThe confi^rmtion of ihn conntry preaeiiU to us the ing the diractiea of the Mansch as far a* Arad, strike
MMt oppocite regions and climates ; raf(gt6 and enor* toward* the south bv the Baniut upon the confine* of
Transylvania and V\alachia; the highest of tliese are
mountain!!, where reiin* sterih'ty and eternal
Sscsneuik and Montye le more, or, the high mountain.
•noirs, and which cover ahno»t ooe-third of the whole
Thaae on the waMam part of the kingdom, run from
kinirdom extenairc Hat«, irri;;atrd by manarcNM rivm
and lakes, where winter is scarcely known plain* of the eooanr of Eiaenbourg in a crooked chain towards
and driven by the wind, wKidi tmcsNen the trtveller Stiria aad Austria, as far a* the Leitha ; and sane of
^Mh mttant death ; fertile and amil^ vallies, pr<Hlu* theoi equal the Alp* nearly in height. Besides theMt,
ckr erery necessary, and many of the luvnrie*. of life there arc other oan*idetable mounuins in the counties
numemus morasses, which of Pesth, Gnui, Veasprim. and Saalad, *onM of which
iirvie greatert aborMlance
esver the »uTTt>an<linj{ cotjntry with their noxious ex- are covered with impenetrable fbiaats of eak.
The northern part ot' the QafatlMana i* co poaed Mlncrslegr.
halations ; and immense forest*, where tha foot of man
cUaiy of granite, and its avaaHU are corerrd with
hMt nerer penetrated.
On entering the Rirrrrmt of Teinesc h war on the east, limestone, or spread with a kind of brown fWestone.
Granite tamm also an essential part of the mountains
the countrr appears like- KlawVrs, (1«t, atul entirely
- •'
••
- •
of Konigsban, ami of the rocks of 1'atra, which are
degtitatr '" the vifadjacent, and sUstch into the southern part of tlie
bigea.
rospect
nnr pnvnires covered with
counties of Zips, Goenor, Sohl. LipUu, and into the
as we aflv inri
wide Aelda of car* wHheot western part of the oountie* of Arw, Thurotz, and
rows, sheep,
"-liK piantanons, Hid ordiewle «f pearh,
Tfvntachm. It alee abaa nda in the nortfacm part of
enclosure*.
Zipa, wiiere the mountaiaB af FlaisdibaBk, Potte de Per,
cherry, an<l plum- tftee at* erery where oaoHWin. Pro*
Altendorf, and sema odMrs, are entirely composed •>: ".
•Pfdinjr westward, the coBiitry t#weMi AMMdhi he»
sandf ; and after cr nwiiig the ThMMe how Near Ahendoef it begina to disappear, and ureplu.I
swampy phin«, fViH of itagnam peele^ wheit etMiif bjr a greyish frst stans, which cover* almost three
is heani bat the crimkin^ or leadi^
ap the dhttuee laanc* i>l country, and forms the great mountain ot
to Ketschkrmct.
From thence the cuuw t ry ,
ttfa . This atone etlcocb alone the exiromitv of
well mitivatril in some places, i< flat and
tJie
aw ftanti ws of Tstra, (^odivilk, and towards
inMto| the i/rppet of Rmaia and, onapnmachins' the the tmith the connty of Arw. From the eastern exa chain of memtabis appears, which ri*e with tremity, it extetMl* atill more along the frontiers of
Trandeiir on the wrstrm side e( the hver.
Fran Ba« Hungary, and into the ca«Oties or Ztpa. MianMcb,
da, towards Ciran, the country is rich, popalaat, and
Zemplin, and I nghwar. Tkat* aaother kind of stone
highly c«hiv«tp'l.
Tlr hills are cwvered with rine- present* it*elf ; clay slate oorered with brown free*
v.<f?< to their very ciimniiiv and evwy where are seen
stone.
It is likely that the clay-slate commences in tlM
' il villages filled with
healthy iiihahllMili
On higher mountains of the north, a* it begin* to appear in
nffhr Dnnulie, the mountainow Jhtrlct to- the county of Goemor, near Rosenau, from whence it
wanU
»
agreeably picturrv^ne and (w we stretcho^ into the sotithcm part of the county of Zips,
«pproarli
wn, the stene iy beiximes sublime. and into the northern yart of the county of Abaujwar.
" The apprnrance of this twaa tifti l eawitry," sayt Mr TIm central aimtains of tiie Carpathian chain and it*
Cripp-i, " alihdiiih ^nrrmiiiitcdhT nMnrtama, mnindcd
ptwaMstterlca. prudnee limeMsne and porphyry.
The
nn of the coo:
'^t^ges are remarkable
other gpner.ttions which are formal in the suiaMiji
f<»r thrir lt.t
irre are nmnertNiii vflmountains, are mica, clay-slate, trap, basalt, and breccia.
t between /.riUtt and /.«r« is the
Vges.
Tfeare are also found volcanic ktones, pumice stone,
moat bea
i^inable, bein;; fall of rich meadows
and diifcrmt kind* of opala. The body of the Carpa.
tati ftclds o« com, every where thick set with noble
thians on the north-eaat, eoiuiat principally of clay-slate.
aakaL**
Dr Clarke also remarks, that " the rtiad, al- The chain which stntches akRig the valley* of Marmatnoagli coiHtnMed in the nidtt ef MMOtaina, is not
rosch and the borders of the seven mountains, as far at
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Grottos.

Plaini.

the Theisse, and traverses the counties of Szathmar
and Ugotsch, is composed chiefly of porphyry and grey
free-stone.
In the eastern mountains, and, in general,
in those of the Bannat, there is a great deal of limeatone; which prevails also in the interior mountains.
The other stones that are found there are clay-slate,

brown free-stone, and porphyry. The neighbouring
mountains of Stiria and Austria contain lime-stone,
free-stone and granite.
The mountains of Hungary, especially the Carpathian chain, abound with grottos of various dimensions,
the principal of which are Mazarna and Dupna in the
county of Tliurotz, Drachenhole in the county of 1-iptau, Helgocz in Zips, Agtelek in Goemor, and Sziliacz in
Torn. Bones and skeletons, partly petrified, are found
in these grottos, and the most beautiful stalactites of
every size and form. Those of Drachenhole and Sziliacz are particularly curious, being filled during the
summer with ice, which is formed in spring, and melts
The grotto of Veteranische
at the approach of winter.
Hole is famous for the defence which General Veterani,
with a few followers, maintained against the Turks, in
It is situated on the left bank of the Danube, a
1694.
little above the village of Ogradina. The rock of which
it is formed is inaccessible on every side except at the
entrance of the grotto, which is about four feet high
and two broad, and secured by an iron gate. The
interior is large enough to accommodate a thousand
men ; and, from the embrasures cut out in the rock, it
has the complete command of the navigation of the
Danube. Here also, in the last war of Austria against
the Turks, the brave Major Stein, with a battalion of
infantry, defied the whole power of the Turkish army,
and after enduring for three weeks the most painful privations, made an honourable capitulation, and marched
out at the head of his surviving followers with their
arms and baggage.
The interior of Hungary consists of one almost continued flat, excepting a chjiin of mountains which,
taking their rise near the Danube, run through Gran,
Pesth, and the neighbouring counties, and divide the
country into two immense plains, called the Upper
Plain and the Lower Plain. The former is the smallest,
and is of a circular form. It extends from the lake of
Neusiedl for about twenty German miles, to the foot
of the mountains on the north, and then stretches as

The
Drave, upon the confines of Croatia.
Plain is of much greater extent, and comprehends all the eastern part of the kingdom, as far as
Transylvania ; and where it approaches the mountains,
far as the

Lower

18 finely diversified

']liTei&

with

hills

and

vallies.

The

level

evidently higher in the upper than in the lower
plain, as the rivers in the former almost uniformly direct their course towards the Danube ; and the lowest
spot in the whole country is at its south-eastern extremity, near Orsova.
The Carpathian chain gives rise to innumerable riTcrs, which flow in all directions, according to the declivity of the ground and the sinuosity of the vallies,
but which eventually fall into the Thiesse or the Danube. The Thiesse has its source in the county of Marmarosch. Its course from its commencement is full and
rapid while it continues among the hills ; but when it
reaches the plain its rapidity slackens, and, bending
towards the west, receives innumerable tributary
streams from the northern mountains. Taking a southerly direction, it is joined by theMarosch, near Szegedin,
and, after a course of about 420 miles English, falls into the Danube not &r from Belgrade, As the ban^ of
is

Statisiiw.
it often overflows them, and occasions
"^
extensive inundations, particularly in the neighbourhood
of Tokay.
Few rivers in Europe abound more with
fish than the Thiesse ; and it is a common saying in the
country, that it contains two parts of water, and one of
fishes.
It is navigable as high as Szegedin. The IVnag
or Woh fertilizes the counties of Thurotz, Trentschin
and Neutra. Circumscribed in its channel, it dashes its

this river are low,

impetuous waters over frightful rocks, and forms during its course above a hundred whirlpools.
It enters
the plain at Sillein, and discharges itself into the left
branch of the Danube, which forms the island of Schutt.
Besides these, the other principal rivers which commence and finish their course within the boundaries of
the kingdom are, the Gran, theGollnitz, the Hernad,the
Torisza, the Sajo, the Nera, the Temesch, and the Bega.
The rivers which have tlieir sources in other countries, but which water, in some part of their course,
the kingdom of Hungary, are the Danube, (of which
a particular description will be found in vol.vii. p. 574.);
the Drave, which rises in the Tyrol, and flows with
such rapidity that its banks are neither so high nor so
solid as to retain its waters.
It is navigable during the
whole of its course through Hungary, and falls into
the Danube above Essek ; the Sanwsch, the Maroscli,
and the Korosch, which take their rise in Transylvania,
and fall into the Thiesse ; the Morava, which gives its
name to the province of Moravia, washes the western
boundary of the kingdom ; the Raab, which rises in
Stiria ; and the Leitha in Austria.
The lakes and marshes of Hungary are both nume- Lakei.
In the Upper Plain the most conrous and extensive.

Lake Balaton.
The Lake of Neusiedl,
which the Hungarians call Tento, lies between the counIts western bank
ties of Oedenbourg and Wieselbourg.
is formed by hills, which are covered with vineyards,
woods, and cultivated fields, while the opposite shore
is low and marshy, producing nothing but reeds.
It is
about thirteen miles English in length by four in breadth,
but so full of shallows and sand banks, that its naviga^
tion is both difficult and dangerous. In the Lower Plain,
siderable are

the principal is the lake of Palilsch, in the county of
It is about eight miles (English) long, having
Batsch.
Its water is
a hard bottom covered with alkaline salt.
used in the neighbouring baths, and is considered very
The most remarkable
salubrious in nervous disorders.
of the Carpathian lakes is the Grune-See, which is form'«
ed by an enclosure of rocks, and is about 300 paces in
It takes its name from the green cocircumference.
lour of its waters, which is produced by the reflection
of the surrounding pines. Its banks are covered with
gravel and blocks of granite, and its water is pure and
transparent, and exceUent for drinking.
Marshes of various extent pervade almost every quar- MJrshea,
ter of the kingdom, and are in general formed by the
The most considerable are
inundations of the rivers.
In the plain of
those of Saretje, Mokalsch, and Etsed.
Bannat, they cover more than a third of the county of
Toronthal, almost the whole of Temeschwar, and the
greatest part of the district of the frontier regiment of
Bannat. The marsh of Hansag, which joins the lake of
The water
Neusiedl, is five miles long by three broad.
appears only in the middle, the greatest part being covered with turf, and studded with trees. It produces
plenty of hay ; but it is dangerous to cross it, unless
well acquainted witli the particular direction of the
paths.
It would be proper to notice alao the sandy plains,
which overspread many parts of tliis country, the most

Sandy
p!»"i8.

i

;;
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extensive of whidi are KtUrhkemeteii-H'uif, or the
heath of Ketschketnet, lying between the Danube and
the left hank of the Thie'sse ; Debr,-ctim, in the county
of Bihar; and the A^trRomanontm, near Delliblat. Beaide? theac, there are others in the counties of Tolna,

Stuhlweissenbonr^, Baranje, and particularly in Schumetch, which ia one continued ocean of tand moving
with the wind.
The iBoraMes and swampy plains which abound in
this country, are suppoaed to render the air damp
and unwbofeaome. the cold of the ni^ht rivalling the
hMt of the day ; but this evil is in some measure re<
MBilii il by the wind from the Carpathian mountains
and the iahabiUiita in general are rather remarkable foe
In aome of the counties on the
health and vigonr.
ertb-west, the ataMvpheic ia particuNriy pure and bra>
eiag ; but in the Beniutf, on the north east part of the
kiDgdem, it ia quite the oootrary. The tranMtions of
tiBpentttre are extremely ludden. Agues and inflanima%apf ferer* are very prevalent ; and in Temeschwar, the
Baron
oqiita], a healthy pervon ia scarcely to be seen.
Both, when here, Cukdedhinaelf in the rcalma of death,
iniHbrted by caicaaee in fine tooba inatcmd of men ; and
at a dinner, to whicfa be wee invited, all the gaestohad
a fit »f the fever, some ahiraeing, and otbcea gnaalw
ing their teeth.
If we except the barren heatha and the nountainoua
iJMtiliu in the north, the soil of H«asa>7 ia eqval to
It cent a ne
ihtt of any other country in Cwii|ml

MSV^SIS mam dtvMm hfri^WMJ pwdhw i tk«fe«t
wilheMftOTeaOT% and mbmI witoovt csntnlMn

ynrfta,

and were the anMiOTWoftbeiiiMlMB4lBanl» keep

pan

with the ahnndnee ef bia cropa, the pndaca at th*
kingdom would be dembled. Afler a vary aapeiAnl
plottghing. the seed ia tlnwn iota the gveond ; •
few bi'—thaa cf IwOT tied tagetker aervethe pwrpoae of
harrows ; and withoot finlher care tbe karvcat ia ku««
riant.
Bat mudi of tbe gnin i< ioat, by the maaner in
which it is separated Arom tho atraw and stated. It ia
alknred tu stuwl in the fteid after it ia cut until the
tithe ia gathered, by whiob tinM it baa began to veg«>
tate. TlMjraftcrwardatraad it ont with horwa and cattle
is tke open air, by whickoperatiaoatkird of it nearly ia
dMtMwod; and then^ iaataadof twaivfay itialo^raM*
riH, Of wbick they iiove neaeiaLaararHiinpBir,it iap«t
krte piti dag lor tbe purpoao, and tbere kept Mr fuUai*
Tboie piu «• Mnad in tbe bottoa and sidt* witb

Mw

mnm
aocb.

andiccdi^and eontain tran 100 toSOObusbeW
r—.' - with straw and earth.
Tber an- f-r--

—

Thia netho'
to the lower ami crntrai

awever, applies onlr
of Hungary, whicn
are by &r the oioat Cntile.
In the northern disUtcts,
and on the frootiera of Austria and Stiria, tbe aoii i*>
nuires all tbe indgatry of tke inbabitanta to mabo it pro'
onae even a tolerable crap ; and «•• ibeir
and Mtbodof enltwe (thoogb still ijapanfaat)!
to tbo agatba
partt of tbo kiagdaM, Hai
bacBfo tbo g iaiiss of Burape. An'
^
de, howt
improvcoMDt in this respect, lite in
the tenurt
h die finaar kolda kia lemU
Tbe
laade are pn rce ll M l oat iato fanw^ half fiwma, quarter
teaa, Ik.
Cnm ia aaa iirBd by tbe seed it requires,
bring 4A buabela. and \% lagwtrk at meadow ; if tbe
(Oil IS poor, the arabte land is augmented in proportion.
In ( roatia they dialinguiak three kinds of Und, good,
miildling, aad bad. A fivmoftbe fint quality is 81 ,000
aqavatoisea; of the second 44,000; and of the tliird
MlOINk Tbo annaal bordena attacked to a farm in
nwM i y are^ ii^-two days wotk with two horsey or
'

I

m

-.

A

H

vobu. raaTb

l
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four oxen, beginning at sun-rise, and finishing at sun- StaiUtio ^
set ; a fourth part of them must be performed during the ^"'V^^
winter, and, in the time of harvest, tbe proprietor can
demand two in the week a ninth part ol the crop, and
also <^ the sheep, goats, lambs, and bee-hives; and if
the number is under nine, 4 kreutzers for every lamb,
3 kreutzers for every goat, anfl 6 kreutzers for every
hive : 2 hens, 2 capons, a dozen of eggs, and half a
pint of melted butter: 30 farms together pay a calf or
a florin, and SO kreutzers in money : every married
peasant to give eighteen days work, and pay a florin
for tbe rent of his house, and all others to give twelve
days work : every vaaaal to beat the bushes three timet
a year in the hunting season : four peasants, each poasetting a farm, to unite in performing a job with four
horses at the distance of two days journey, excepting
the time of harvest or vintage: two florins for pennis>
siun to distil aquavilcr, and to spin sis pounds of lint.
The proprietor fumishet his vassals with wood for fuel
and building ; and in return, they must cut a cord of
wood in the forest, and tranapurt it to the castle. The
respective rights and obligations of the noble and his vassals are regulated by a statute, which is called Mrharinm,
and which was provisionally ooafimied by the diet in
The peasant, however, holds his lands only from
1 7()1
term to term, and must resign them when proper warning has been given by his lord.
Notwithttandiifg these disadvantages, the soil is so pro* Praduc.
ductive, that the annual exportation of grain to Italy and tigot.
Genaaajr is very considerable. Wheat is tlie principal
abject otcnltivation; an<l in the mountainous part ~ nl'thc
eoantiy, where the aod ia ligklcr and the dim..
:

.

rTe^baiit]r,andoattarepnaucedofgoodqua]i;;.
u
tnaiwWiirti Tbejr beve also plenty oif maize, rice, peaa,
pi UlMee , tomipa, melons, cucumbcra, pumpkins, unions,
.

i

aadgarlic. I.iut ami hemp are cultivated in ii:
counties; also poppies mRVch. in.-iJder, and w.
...
t>o(h of agriculture
bacco fomu a consiti'
and oommerce ; and in
unerican tobacco waa
very scarce, the dty of Trieste atune exported 1 Iunga<r
rian tobacco to tbe amount of lOO.TJ^y pounds in pow.
dcr, and S,tS$,l3S pounds in leaves or carrots.
I'he
best tobacce ia produced at Tulna, ILospalogb, and Sz»«
gadia.
I'he Tioeyaida of Hungary srt very extensive, aitd Vinejuit.
ganeaal tbrougbout the country-, unless in seven of
tbe northeni csnntiea, where the temperature is top
cold.
They occupy nearly 91 1,9M aorea, and produca
upon an average 18,249,680 enners annually. The wine
of Tokay is tbe OMiat valaable, and is drunk by the rich
in everv country in Europe.
The vine* whicl) furoitli
the real Tokay, grow on tiie mountain <>f Urgy-.lll^it,
in the county of Zemplin ; but as tliis mountain prcKi
dttota a very incoasideFable proportion of what passca
nndsr the naoM of Tokay, they sell for it Uie wines of
Mad% TaUya. Zurobor, Szegu, Zsadany, ToltadiiwaK
Benya, he which few but a Hungarian palate can dia>
Next to the wines of Tokay, the most ea^
tii^iabi
teemed are those of Rust and (EJenbourg, which are
cultivated with great care and intelligence.
The others
of oosiatqaenoe are the wines of ErLiu, Bnda, Neustad*
tcl, Meneech, Soohmla, Betmil, and l(fit»chdorf
Although the climate of Hungary
r.ible ordwds.
for ttie cultivation of all kinds o?fnii'
ten.

.

,

.

,

m

i

'

tien

is pai<I

to tlieni

ii

arc confined chicflpr t<>
and tbe neighbounng oouittie*, where ciieauuts.
anicotat ptucbcs, apples, and pears abound, u^
Entire forests of plumliees flourish
the Qnt (juality.
.

;
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in the counties of Treutschin, Neutra, and some others
their fruit, both fresh and dried, is exported in great
quantities to Austria and Prussia.
The meadows and pasture grounds of Hungary are
very much neglected. They cover 1,4'83,00.'? acres, and
yield about 17,085,935 quintals of hay.
The northern

''""y^ and

Wood*.

and western

of Hungary abound in immense
and oak, interspersed with yews,
ash, hazel, and linden, which overspread nearly nine
forests of

districts

fir,

pine,

millions of acres.

In the district of the frontier regi-

ment of Walachia, the forests cover 46*5,362 acres, and
afford employment and profit to many of the inhabitants.
In 1 802, there were drawn from these woods
the following ai-ticles, which will give the reader some
idea of their value and importance.
58,446 pieces for the construction of wheels.
1,414 cubic toises of ash.

108,732 staves for casks.
2,725 do. for scuttles.
2,560 do. of oak.
80,920 do. of beech.
344 cubic toises of oaken joists.
702,800 staves.
2,S6:i planks a foot square.
,900 gri-i'n poles.

11,013 planks for boat building.
5,293 laths.
1,701- planks for scaffolding.
40,624 do. of linden and maple.
1,099 do. of haael.
196' posts

The

Aaimslt.

forests of

of do.

Hungary produce an immense quantity

of gall-nuts, which, from their exportation during ten
years, (from 1777 to 1786,) yielded 516,679 florins of
revenue. In the soutli, however, from Pesth to Debretzin on the one hand, and from the mines of Bannat in
the county of Kraschow to Peterwardeiu on the other, a
wood is scarcely to be seen. In this district the fuel,
on account of the scarcity of timber, consists chiefly of
reeds, and cow dung made into bricks with straw.
^" ^he pastures of Hungary are reared a great number of cattle, which forms one of the principal sources
of national opulence. The oxen are nearly equal to
those in Kent, which are the finest in Europe.
They
are generally of a whitish colour, or light grey, and are
valued for their great weight, and the fine flavour of
their flesh.
About the conclusion of the last century,
there were reckoned in Hungary 797,540 fat oxen,
89,805 bulls, and 1,508,177 cows; and according to
the commercial tables, during ten years of the same period, the exportation of oxen amounted to thirty millions of florins, when a pair of oxen sold only for 50 or

60
H01JC&.

florins.

The

horses are in general small, but are equal to any
in elegance and swiftness. They have been,
however, much neglected; and, notwithstanding the
many attempts that have been made by tiie government
in

"

Europe

improvement, they are still far removed from
that state of perfection of which they are capable. Tlie
royal studs at Mezoehegyes in the county of Tschanad,
and Baboliia in the county of Komorn, were established

for their

by the Emperor Joseph II. ; and from them 60 stallions
are regularly distributed every year throughout the
country, to produce a more noble breed.
In 1795, the
stud of Mezoehegyes consisted of 10,000 horses, of
which 1000 were mares, and 60 stallions. It is under
the direction of a major, 12 officers, 50 sub-ofl>cer».
and 200 soldiers, besides grooms and labourers; and
is obliged to furnish annually 1000 horses for the ar<

my. There are also several private studs, of which the St«ti-ii«most considerable are those of the lordship of Holitsch, **~'V'"'
established by Francis I., of Prince Esterhazy at Uzor, and of Count Palfy at Dertrekoe. 'i'he small size
of the Hungarian horses may be attributed to their being too young when brought to the yoke, and to their
scanty nourishment. They seldom give them hay, but
drive them out at all seasons to pasture; and even wiien
on a journey, they are sent into the fields, to find at
the same time food and rest.
Tlie Hungarian sheep are veiy beautiful, especially Slieci>>
those with forked horns, of which none are reared in
any other country, except on Mount Ida, and in some
of the islands in the Archipelago. Their wool, however, which is long and hairy, is used only in fabricating coarse stuffs, which are worn by the peasants. In
1773, the Austrian government attemirted to improve
the wool of the native sheeji, by the introduction of
Spanish rams ; but it was long before this practice became general. At present, however, many of tlie nobles possess immense flocks of the improved breed, and
draw from the sale of their wool a considerable reve-

Some of these flocks produce annually about
1500 quintals of wool, worth 274,000 florins. Flocks
of every description pass the winter in the open fields.

nue.

The

shepherds,

whom

they

removed from savages.

call

jahasz, are very

little

shcnhcni

They burrow under ground

with their dogs, and, except a boy or two who assist
their food from the village, and the
merchants, who in the beginning of summer come to
make purchases, they seldom see a human face. Yet
retired as they are from the world, they are fond of ornaments in their dress ; and though their clothes areof the coarsest description, and besmeared with grease,
they trim their hats with ribbands of various colours,
and have their leathern girdles thick studded with
bright metal buttons.
As bacon is a favourite dish with the Hungarians, Hogs
they rear an immense quantity of hogs ; and tiie head
of a family who had not a piece of fat pork on his table
at Christinas, would be regarded as a very bad economist.
The consumption of this animal in the country
is so great, that they have none of their own to spare
for exportation ; but they carry on a very lucrative traffic, by buying them in Turkey, and selling them to
According to the Commercial Tatheir neighbours.
bles, they annually purchased in Turkey to the amount
of 531,973 florins, which they sold for 895,337 florins.
Among the animals of this country may also be mentioned a race of shepherds' dogs, of a white colour
and noble size, and also a breed of immense mastiffs.
Bees and silk-worms form considerable branches of industry in this country, and it abounds also in poultry
and game. Fish are so abundant in Hungary, that
they form an important branch of industry and commerce; and sturgeons, salmons, pikes, carps, perches,
&c. are to be found in all the principal rivers. In 1S03,
they were exported to Austria to tlie amount of 98,230

them and bring

florins.

Hungary abounds in minerals of every description ; minerals,
gold, silver, copper, lead, iron, mercury, cobalt, antimony, salt, slate, &c. which, in their exploration and
manufacture, afford employment to a great proportion
of its inhabitants. Native gold is found in tlic beds of
many of the rivers; and in the Koeroes, pieces of the
size of a nut are picked up by the inhabitants of the Bannat, who upon an average gatlier to the amount of 900
ducats.
In general, however, it is extracted from the
auriferous sand,

which

is

not only taken from the chan>

t
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dao fioa

rircn, bat

their banks,

and

firooi

giu—d. In thne pit*, wUdi ae«
tar fat deep, the first stratiaa cea>

pits in the aJjatwit

genmily abaat

of s«gridfale Mould ; the aeeand of loam, and an
AmaiikpMitorpefafalei; the third of the avifsttMa
and and pebUaa; and the fbwth of slate. dajr.oHsle,

ad ceaL

Tbe vaihaw of the auiasiiiua sand

is

pfac>
prac-

bf the njpsiis, who, fnai leov experience, see so

tiaad

expert thstbardlya particle of foldsacapcathcaa. The
is very anipic^ and ia perftemed bj niea&s of
Irnglh and ihiwt tbii a
a [iliiit nf lisaii liia lii tut
***
'""^
^ ftwrow s cut acraaa.
This
aa, and at
pisnfc is plaeed al an angle of about 45
the npOCT end is a troi^ where tbe aiiii«iwis sand ia
The aaid is then washed down tfaealopinraf the
id bjr plenty of water, when the gold d«it fatls in*
•o the nigbar graorea, and is slkerwards aeianed or
S>a iirtii nrs the plsok is oovered with
haJ oC
to which the ^dd adhcrca ; or when
they onnat abtaia doth, they substitale a Iceoe in its
MaaytbonaandiafflanMaf geld are prodnecd

opeiM iun

m

dy

C

UM

da^

te

I

of the fraeioai Betels, however,
richaesa thoae of any
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Thia, bowerer, u liable to very conaiderable
ranation, fbr one quintal of the ore of the Obalibtr.
vein has been known to jield 22no lotos of pure
nlvcr, after iu aepvation (rem tbe gold.
At Cremnitx, tne direction of the vein in the print*>
pal1 mine Is north and Mnith, inclined ftnat the weat %»•
wai
wards
tbe east, aeeardhwto an tiaqjm vbidi varies from
Sir to 90* and vr. 1 be ore win sisli of aunjeroua
oitarte, speckled with afaata glittering particksofatiriMtons i^rites, and paHtratedTcithcr by a buff«uloured
day, or bxanargoij^iTeM adpfaaretcf /iraif. and tbe

5utuiic*.

*^ f^^

'

-

-'

nMm

midmidirou.
" The manner of workhagdb* mines is fooriokl. \tt,Umatrct
Bjr a horiaontal level, fallowing the dtrcction of the vocta>g Ux
cm. Sd^y, By an inclined plane, ascending according b"'*^
to ito indiuat)oo ; foming always rtagca al wood, aa
nslheiae fcr the woribncn. tUf, By an indmcd plane
daseanfing in iha cswtiaty direction. Uk^. By an ex»
rawaliaii oa atfaar side of tlie rein, wbich is the most
ftcqnaot at SebaaMti, owing to the great width of tbo
Tcins." The appsrsnt care, neatness , and advantage,
with wbidi the weeks are carried on ; the ipacion s e»trances into their Minse ; their dry, airy, and deeply
levels; and dke great eneaanaMaasntgtTcn to the stndy
tt iaawl^gy. and to all ttMiy specnlatieas, shew

TheHMNtvahnMearotbaaa
Hot, arf of Cwwnili that the GanMna anrpnas amy atkr nation hi aluU
in the eoaa^ of Baach. la Acse aLMS, the gold is and indastry in the art of fining.
ahrayafinadnnftedwiAahw; and they satiBMtttho
D» Clsrfca;, ftoaa whoae cscdlcnt work we have exof the awa^ by rafcnlarii^' dbsK ana yintsi (ewi) twctad t^ piiBi ling aeumut of the Hongarian
af ore yielda so nany lafar afaiWcr, and <aa aark of hM giaaBna the iaifewing description of the
doarrv of gold. At Hiliiaiiiii employed ftr the rahatiao of i
d nmth and sooth, ramdmr
" l«/.Thaiiaa|wenrianwiththep«ndncaofthe
••
"la/.ThaintapeMliaawiththeptndneaofthemin*
liiiffpn*
Pncoite
dimng le of cenra that mmmnh to aB sainos, of slaayay tho ** "*<>•
mEnrope.

af adha—ita

m the tonnty ef

(

i

,

There
ar* six prfacapal vtina, beadcs

IA
many maTWr raaud
c*.

tiana.

The intea da wsat is caflad Ttrrrm afcadf, ataa
The maiii of the

average abant twn fahaaaa wide.

orrbpCBKinallyebyandrnf/iTTnnHns/asferersiao.
pAr, everywhsv* traverwd bjr anafl vdas and ciystds
sT^Mfls: and the ore itaririi fbr Aa meet part 4*adL
About ISO fiMhanacaatwaid is the J7onslnfsrtB,adMh
tthiawfcMk.
to the
t
I

ahWh

,heiiy«CathoBawida;

'

wane tha earliest

aat
eeataoa msayb^pi
a sa wt ain in whidi it ha.
It

di tt u i

m

The third vafn

d.

ItdMiaaiaiailiBj la ki
the othan. the matrix af the ee« baiM

>*^rttaa«aaysfaap<f.aad
laimi

^ aaaa

I

T

inji yaat
(Hfrii.

They both
is dat ef Aa.

aaaai

lOOOAAaaadmpi The ifth

**. which aay ha taaai Jti a d aa aa aassa^
afaafrndiii ila s m a ai ld vaias^ asachiBg la
<^«%** ""^^g',
H'""' "'>«« *«?*
y

^

*>

the ganerim bahy haWar maaftar tat, aid dba aaihh»
ry rfgi i aia m^ydttsdfc Tha laat is tha OaaMWUb

afdteamis.

.,
waalat HI

hisdalatwhidikmbeaaAea.

.

fl . arf is hmd^y known.
Tha ava.
aaarvalaeorthe lTh a l l I eras iithas rated; aaaia.
1

11

tar(cwt.;efthaat«
lal(cwt.^aftha
ma

m

r

H

i
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fiaafvatatasihissofsii.
fiaaiivataleaihimofsii.

v»:aaraaemaikafdhaahar.flamthamtadxdmar*

Bat the richer ores era not swbaattad to the ''"''^
••*.
^ —
__•-« owe*
a.*

ore.

^ m
1
* They are canAdly beokan
damning madHnat.
with
kannaca mio mmfl pieces abant the aiaa af baena^
which. baJ^raun'vithlMd.amigUopenlionaftha
famaoe a aadkient fir their lalnctiaa. With reg^ad
totho immaai owe, sder bainf jtaiyid and wnifcrf,
thnr are bnaght in the fbna of a flne powder or aaaa
toCicmaita. Here they ere eaposcd to what is eslled
tha ermdtjkum, huam tasply smelted intoa riwipiwnd
-

-

rigalii, wMdi ia qJed fci, ccasiatha of aU the fal.
lMrip« mcialsbeeidessd^sr/ ga^ i&rr, i;Md,<a^
ptr, inm, amaig, Ummlk, mtd aStali. This ia the Amt

ad,

Tha asomd upuHiai rdatm

to tbe treataant ot

thaX>al,orRaaltoftheiratcradefiaian. Tbisisex.
aawd la • rafoaee. tha Ira af which ia rmdatcd in tbo
Ellaah« aaaar: rm,
a layer
of wood,
*, ihera is
aad lastly a Uya of the kck,
hsahaa aia piecaa. The
haDf maitad, the iml

IW

'
raartad fir the
efthesaM
Sd,
thiri niiaaiini tiaa toUaws:
AA^theledb
hesa raated, they add to it powder of the richer
area, aad the whole is makad iaatodar fivnace. This
acaBed the a«aad/aaa». ar ihaj^aaa cariolcd.
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midtsd widi
m^ ikiri/mmmk
caOad
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whsa

the additien of the richeat
tha yiuwa naa fi^; be.
the fioaaca ia tipped, aadTlhe aatal be-

aiae
t» iaahita a raoiver made with -*raniisl and
^ to
till, dta ^ihaa
flaj tbij rsii lisd anai it
binmwidi the gold and abar, aad fiBstoWLMam
af da veaaeL
veeseL badmi Aia apatadaa,
aaatadaa, da «ghlcr
ighlcr mo.
lals. amh as caaamvma, cahak. bfamath. and era
lals,aKha»
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rise to the surface,

""T"^

rice,

first

and

which

and are raked

form of scobe fused again in the
lead thus combined with gohl
off in the

tliey carry, as lech, to

operation.

The

and carried
to the fourth fusion, or fifth operation, for the sepa^
ration of the lead.
5lh, The furnace used for the separation of the lead
is called a ptirijicalion furnace.
The shape of it reserables a hollow sphere, whereof the upper part is so contrived, that it may be taken off like a lid, being raised
by large chains. Here the richest ores that can be
procured are added to the compound of lead, silver, and
gold ; and the whole is fused, not with charcoal, but
by means of a flame drawn over the superficies, unin>
terruptedly for twenty-four hours at least.
During
portion of
this process, the lead becomes calcined.
it is absorbed by the bottom of the furnace, consisting
of tvoo(i~ashes and silica ; another portion escapes in a
gaseous form ; but the greater part is raked off as it
rises to the surface, in the form of galena, by men employed with instruments for that purpose. During all
this operation, the gold and silver concentrate more
and more, until at the last they are found pure and
combined together in a cake of metal, at the bottom
of the purification furnace.
Then follows the sixth
and the most beautiful of all the operations, that of
separating the gold from the silver.
6th, Vhe cake, or combined regulus of gold and silver, obtainetl from the purification furnace, is separated
into thin pict es in this man.ier
It is melted, and, in
By this means
a state of fusion, cast into cold water.
silver, is collected into large crucibles,

A
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obtained with a very extended superficies, and eadivided into a number of thin scales.
These are
put into immense glass retorts, of a spherical form,
nearly filled with nitric acid. Here the sdver dissolves,
a gentle heat bring communicated to the retorts to accelerate the solution.
It has been usual to exclude
foreigners from the great labor atari/, where this takes
place ; but as we had witnessed every operatien, we
were also permitted to view the interior of this chamber.
The sight was beautiful. It was a spacious and
lofty hall, filled with enormous globes of glass ranged
in even rows, whence the nitmui gas was escaping in
red fumes to the roof; the solution of silver being visible in all of them by the effervescence it caused ; the
gold falling at the same time, in the form of a black
powder, to the bottom of every retort. After the solution of the silver is completely effected, the acid containing the silver, by augmenting the heat, is made to
pass into anotlier retort, and the gold is left behind in
the former vessel.
Afterwards increasing the heat
to a great degree on the side of the silver, the
whole of the acid is driven off, and the silver remains
beautifully crystallized within the retort. All the glass
globes containing the crystallized silver are then cast
into a common furnace, where the glass, by its levity
remaining on the surface of the metal, is removed in
This is the last operation. The
the form of scorise.
gold is smelted into ingots of 12,000 florins each."
" In tne essaying laboratory, instead of the long
Essaying
hboratury. process we have described for extracting the precious
metals from their ores, two simple and easy experiments are -"ufiicient. The first is a trial of the pulverized ore by cupellaliun.
About a tea-spoonful of the
pulverized ore, first weighed, is put into a small cupel
made of calcined bones this being exposed to the heat
of a powerful furnace, the lead, semimetals, &c. are
either abfcbed by the cupel, or they are sublimed.
Nothing remains afterwards in the cupel but a small
bead of combined gold and silver ^ and by the propo>
it is

sily

:

tion of its weight to the original weight of tlie ore, the StatiitiM.
value of the latter is determined.
The gold is then se- """"'V""'
parated from the silver by the solution of the latter in
nitric acid ; and the difference of the weight of the gold
from the whole weight of the two metals combined,
determines the quantity of silver dissolved by the acid."
" A hundred pounds weight of their richest ores con*
tained from four to five marks of xilver, and each mark
of the silver about 1 5 deniers of gold."
The mines are wrought partly at the expence of
the crown, and partly at the expence of individuals,
who pay a duty called urbur, and are besides obliged
to deliver the metal at a fixed price to the royal treasury.

The number of miners employed by the crown at
these mines amounts to 9,500, of whom 8000 are at
Schemnitz , and the expence to government of working
is estimated at 50,000 florins a month, and the clear
profits during the same period 12,000 florins, about
1333, calculating the pound sterling equal to nine
florins.
The workmen are paid, whun the ore is rich,
according to the quantity and quality of the ore raised,
but when it is poor, they receive wages. The Schem- Produce of
nitz ores, in the space of thirty -three >ears, (from 1740 tl'e mines.
to 1773) produced seventy millions of florins in gold
and silver ; and those of Cremnitz thirty millions during
the same period. The greatest produce, however, was
derived from them in 1780, when they yielded 2,4'29
marks of gold, and 92,267 marks of silver, making
In common years, according to the
3,04'3,000 florins.
calculations of Born and Ferber, these mines, including
the copper mine of Neusokl, where one quintal of copper produces twelve ounces of silver, yield from

£

58,000 to 59,000 marks of silver, and from 1,200 to
1,300 marks of gold.
The silver mines in Upper Hungary at Nagy-Banya,
Felsoe-Banya, and Lapos-Banya, in the county of Szathmar ; at Metzenself in the county of Biliar, with the
copper mines of Retz-Banya and Schmoelnitz, according to Mr Ferber, give an amiual produce of from
12,000 to 15,000 marks of silver, and from 300 to 400
marks of gold. The copper and lead mines in the Bannat at Oravitza, Saszka, Dognaszka, and Moldava,
yield annually about 11,041 marks of silver, and 20^
marks of gold.
The copper mines of Hungary produce annually from Copper
30,000 to 40,000 quintals. The richest are situated at mines.
Schmoelnitz in the county of Zips, and in the Bannat.

The lead mines in 1786' were wrought to the extent Leadminct.
of from 14,000 to 1 5,000 quintals, but this produce is
now considerably diminished.
The iron mines in this country are almost inexhaust- iron mine)*
The best is drawn from a mountain called Hraible.
dek, near Esetnek ; but as this metal is not subject to
any duty or tithe, the annual produce of these mines
have not been ascertained. In the county of Goemor,
including the district of Kleinhont, there are eight great
furnaces, a floating furnace, eighty-seven small ones,
and forty-nine tbrges, which furnish annually 9^,200
But notwithquintals of iron, worth 1,304,240 florins.
standing the great quantity of iron which this country
produces and exports, they are obliged to be indebted
to Austria for most of their tools and vessels made of
this metal.

Manganese is found near Felsoe-Barya, and in some
of the iron mines Titanium, in the county of Goemor
near Roeze ; and tellurium, which was discovered by
Dr Kietaibel in a mineral of Deutsch-Pilsen in the
Many valuable and beautiful micuimty of Hont.

Metals,
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Among
•venlt are foand in the Hungarian mines.
them may be mentioned, avieihyils inveated by efflorescent mtmmgatutespar, in a minute crystallisation upon

'

^tbe aaifiKC of the amethystine crystals ; rich tuiphvrets
«/' tuver, called by the Germans WeisguUtu En, or
> <*
white laaoey ore," irhicb i« so malkabte, that medals
have baaa struck from the unwrought ore ; nlpkureU
massive and crj-sullized ; red antiwmmioi,
qf tiher, both
«r m/^r tiher crystallized; dodecahedral mod primary
cryataUisatiofia aSqtimrtt ; ahoaphatca and carbcNiatea of
ieod cryataUiacd ; red solpaorets of artenie crj'stullised
diaphanous crystals of the sulphuret of zmc, and of the
sulphate o( baryta ; j^turl tnar in sphetoidal tubercles,
upon «Wer ore ; native gold crystAllized, tec
Of the precious stones of Hungary, the vallies of
Konigabare aflord emerald* and rubies, and its moun*
gra<
tain cwrtain* topasea, hyacinths, and chrysalitcs
nates are Terr cammon, and rock crystals of various
forms ; amall cryatala, remarkable for their brill iimcy,
are Ibond in the ooonty of Marmaroach, and receive
the name of Htmgtiriam dmwtonds. There are also ametiiysu vX varioaa ookmrs, opals, jaspers, and agate*.
The salt mine* of Hungary are very piadactive, particularly thoae in the counties of Scharaacfa and MariMi
In the former covnty, near the Tillage of
Sovar. great quantities of rock aatt were eitractcd
during the 16th orntory ; but towards the end of the
17di century, the quarric* were inundated by salt
--apiinga, which contain a remarkable quantity oif muof aoda. Since that tine other innndadooa have
tihr pbee ; but « iihout ncglMting the extraet•iiy at mak salt, catablisfanMnta have baoi fmaad
:

Pite

;

SAt

wh

.nM

§m obtainmg oommon

salt.

Theae niiMa

pwdiwe

S7

All the talt pit* and miiica are under the
of the crown, apd produce anaually about a
JVyUioo aad a half of quintal*. The priee is fixed by
auinot be angmmted but by the
tka govaraBHOt,
widi the ciMiiaut of the diet. As the profiu anmag from the sale of thia centmodity form a part of the
regal duties, it ia not allowed to any indirioual to a|»>
ptooriale to hi* own use any saline eartha or aiNiag*
which he may have diaooveredi even on hi* own pror oeot.
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pertv.

Hungary abound* in quarrica of limestone, and roarMa* of variou* colours. Alsbaater and chalk are also
Manu&ctaie* aad the art* are atill in their iafincy
in Hmparr, and do not ocarly aoppiy the eoaanmptioa of ita inl ial iit a nt a. Linea and wooUea dotba are
howt the country ; hot there i* only one
lAttory. which u e«tabK*hed at Uanln, in
a
I

thwg

—

the eoante of Nentra.

In 1800

h

antployed SO.OOO

individual* in difennt parte of iIm eonntry, and circolevery Tear nearly naif a aiUioa of mina. Tha*«
ifannerly another eotton factory at Liaea, which
annaaUr about 130 quintal* of ootton, aad
lyieldad a gun of 18,000 flcrina ; but the iWD|nie tm aevanU year* ago raoaovcd it to Bead in Aoatria. Aoeording to II. Sckw Mtaai , thia nanufactnre
1796
kept 1,700 leama in anpioynMnt, which prochiced
S5,()00 piecee of oottoo doth.
Tbo*e in tlie northern
,);•-- though still very hnperlkct, are the meet flooI

m

r
t
t
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•
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have made oouadenblc piegraa* within
years.
The other braadM* of iadiulry
ng of notice, are the aum&ctara of
s «pirit*, liqueun, tobeeoo^ wood.
'

liim,

earthen- ware, glaaa, copper,

S57

time tlie principal artisans have been of that nation. Statistiw.^
true Hungarian would consider himself degraded by '"""V™"^
being employed in any other labours than those of
agriculture or arms.
I'bis repugnance b very general
and though their national costume has always been a
hussar dress covereil with lace and fringe, yet it is
only within these fifty years that the capital possessed

A

a swgle lace-maker.
Considering the extent of this kingdom, ita com- Commtnik.
merce may be divided into two branches ; the trade carried on between its different districts, and its trade
with foreign countries, or its inlcmal and exletnal commerce. The inhabitants of the north, who, with their
utmost industry, are unable to raise sufficient com fur
their own consumption, exchange their iron, salt, cloths,
and other manufactures, for a portion of the luxiiriant
harvests of the south ; and this traffic is greatly facilittted by the establishment of fairs, of which there are
The itinerant merchants, however, who Ire1640.
quent these fairs, and travel through the country,
though they are serviceable in supplying the inhabitants with many articles which they could not otherwise easily obtain, are supposed to have done considerable injury to trade in general, and also to the revenue
of the state The meroianta stationary in the towns
presented a memorial to the diet on this subject in
.ig that their itinerant bretlireii pos1802, ('
sessed
luwledge nor character proper for merchant* ; tliat Micy deframled the revenue, by smuggling
articles of import ; that they imposed upon the inhabitants, with damaged goods and exorbitant prices ; and
thus deetroyed tlMt confidence wiiich the public ought
to have in the marrhant
Notwitiutanding tliia rcDMHMtraMe, howeve r , the fair* ai* atill continued.
The external ootomerce of Hungary waa ao ver}- inron«
aiderable aa late as 177(|, that it yielded only 27,347 florins ; but by the exertion* and ipeoalatian* of a few spirited in<!i V iduAls, who employed every poeeible mean for
eetabliahi ng foeeign reiations, it was br<iught. in the beciaainr or the pieaont oentuty, to 3,6J ,6M dorins.
Many diaicnltiea, bowoeer. must be overcome bafae
Hungary can be farmed into a comrocrcial country.
Ita geomphica] situation is Nery unfavourable to comnaraaTaperationa, being sixty-eight league* from the
maritime cooata of Aualria ; and consequently tlic
expenoeof tnwport ation preelu(li'> it rr.>.ii •oropeting
in liaeeia;a maikeu with tho*e o<
ire more
frvmraUy aitMtad. lu produc:
...... »i theae K.potu.
ohat ariea, are carried into Aoatria. Italy, Swiiaerland,
Germany, Pi —*ia, Uuaaia, and other northern aUtes.
Theee oaoMt ebiedy in grain, tobooco, wine, galt-nuu,
orttle, wool, akina, tallow, honey, was, buckthorn, antimony, and potaslies. Grain is exported into the fron'tier alMw of Auatria, and by the Adriatic
soS,
Vianaa alone reeeived from this country
're»bourg measures of wheat and rye, ."Jib.lo.. m i..irley,
and ^1,8:^ of oats. Hungary supplies Austria and
the German states with tobaooe, and exports wme into
all the BCKtbem kingdooM aad atate* of Europe. Vienna
atone coMMBa* annually from 30,000
;crs.
The iometta of Hungary are d<i
:om impoiu.
Austria, the government having probiiutea uic uUmia*ion alt goods through any o&er chuinel.
I'urkey,
however, ia excepted, aa a prohibitory system with i«.
q>cct to this country could not be carried mt« eftct
without great diffictJty and expence. The great ma.
gaaine for Turkish pitiduce, whkh pM*e* into Hun.
'
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aiKi iron.

gary by land,

The Germans were the fint who introduced the arts
into this kiogdom in the 15nh century ; and from that

tity enter* also

and Homolitx.

is

at

Schuppuiek.

A cenaiderahle quan-

by the Danube at Pancaova, Kubin,
The imports from Turkey by the city

;

HUNGARY.
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i^utittics.

of Schuppanek during the years
amounted to 2,652,473 livres : viz.

1803 and 1804

Lii'ra,

Livra,

Wool

1,232,505
Cotton
194,877
Red thread .... 61,743
Rice
32,064
Honey
156,378

Wax

8,9^

Leather

356,fil9

Hare skins
do

5,839
2,721
1,469

float

Sheep do
do
Chamois do
Badger do
Buck
do
Wolf
do
Bear
do
Stag

106
11

8

Fox-tails

Homed

cattle

.

.

Calves

Horses
Sheep
Goats

1,839
6,589
214,584
2,239
6,05S

Hogs
Fish
Tortoises

meat
Beef tallow

.

38
33
9
371
2,384
129
609
3,150

Salt

.

.

.

.4,419

Suet

238,176
1,652

I

Bacon

Hams

550
116

Candles
Sturgeon's

spawn 9,829

Grease

Cabbage
Onions
Garlic

Pot-herbs

Melons

Plums
Lint

....

6,527
35,530
19,928
365
5,686
2,114

659
490

Tobacco
155
Buck- thorn berries 952
Gall-nuts
240
Olives
288
Olive-oil
54
Frankincense ... 48
Raisins
304
Buck-horns
19
Figs

Lime
Soap
Reed-mats
Boots

Cordage

142
23,319
1,268

627
312
5,750

The imports which enter by the Danube are of the
same description as those in the preceding Table ; but
their amount is comparatively inconsiderable.
Of colonial produce Hungary consumes annually about 8,000
quintals of coffee, and 10,000 quintals of sugar. Upon
the whole, notwithstanding its commercial difficulties
and obstructions, the exports of Hungary are to its
imports, in the proportion of more than four to three.
According to the calculations of Schwartner, during
ten years (from I777 to 1786) its exports were valued
at 148,229,177 florins, and its imports at 106,721,371
florins.
('oin%

The money, weights and measures of this country
correspond nearly with those of Austria. In money,
the common reckoning is mjlorins and kreutzers, 60
kreutzers being equivalent to one florin.
The copper
coins are ; the pollurak, equal to a kreutzer and a half;
the groszel, value of half a polturak ; and the iiiigrisck,
of which five are equivalent to three kreutzers. The
ideal or fictitious money of Hungary, consists of
the bauer-gulden
49;^ kreutzers
the kurze-giilden
do.
50
the vonas- gulden
51
do.
and
the ort
do.
12

—

=
=
=

=

Measuret.

The measure

prescribed for corn throughout the
the Presbourg bushel. In the county of
Zips this measure is called a label, and is divided into
two korelzs ; but in other places the knbel is divided
into four koretzs or veka.
The eimer is the general
measure for wine, but it varies in its contents in different parts of the country.
At Oedenbourg it contains
84 haiben or pints, and at Buda only 60. The great
eimer of Debretzin is 1 00 pints, and the small one 50.
In consequence of this discrepancy of measures, the
merchants presented a remonstrance to the committee
of commerce appointed by the diet.
On this subject
they remarked, tliat such a variety of measures were

kingdom

is

hurtful to commerce, and destroyed their credit among Statistic,
foreigners; that an an/n/ of Tokay wine, which ought ''—~y-'«'
to hold an eimer and a half, in general contained scarcely an eimer ; and that a piece of wine, which ought to
contain 64 haiben, has seldom more than 58.
The foot of Vienna is the standard square measure
for surveying.
According to a regulation called ur6aritim, the jock or acre is fixed at 1600 square toises
;
but in some of the counties where this regidation has
not been introduced, this measure varies greatly ; as at

Oedenbourg,
square

for instance, the acre

measures only 900

toises.

The weights are in general the same as at Vienna, Weights.
(except the slein used in Upper Hungary, which weighs
20 pounds)

viz.

1

quintal (cwt.)

1
1

pound
mark

1

loth

1

quintale

=
=
=
=
=

100 pounds.
2 marks
16 loths

4 quinlales or drams.
4 deuiers.

The greatest obstructions to the commerce of this Roads,
country arise from the difficulty and expence of conveyance. Except in the districte on the north and
west, there are few made roads in Hungary, and these
are kept in very bad repair.
The bridges in general are Btidgesi
wretched, and almost all built of wood, which the rising
of the rivers often carries away and destroys. Some
of the flying bridges, however, used in this country,
are very magnificent, and are adorned with considerable elegance.
That over the Danube "at Gran consists of a large platform constructed across two barges,
and held by other boats at anchor. It is provided with
several small houses, a large bell and cupola, images,
&c. and is capable of conveying, at the same time, a
great number of carriages, passengers, and cattle. From
Pesth, the centre of Hungarian commerce, the road to
Vienna passes through Komorn, Raab, and Wieselbonrg ; to Gallicia, by Erlau, Kaschau, and Eperies ;
to Transylvania, by Debretzin, and also by Ketschkemet, Szegedin, Temeschwar, and Lugosch ; to W^alachia, by Temeschwar, Karausebes, and Schuppenek
to Semlin and Belgrade, by Theresienstadt and Neusatz
to Croatia, by Stuhlweissenbourg, Veszprim, and Kanischx ; and to Stiria and Treiste, by Veszprim, Somogy,
and Pettau.

The transportation of goods by water, though more
expeditious, suffers many interruptions, from the shallows and rapids in the rivers. The Danube itself is far
from being free of these inconveniences ; but boats with
from 6000 to 8000 quintals of grain can pass as high as
Komorn. The foi-mation of canals, however, whicli has Canals.
of late become an object of improvement, promises to facilitate greatly the internal commerce of this country.
Those that are finished are the canal of Baatsch, tlie
Bega canal, and the Tranzisci canal. The Bega canal
commences near Facsed in the county of Krascho, and
after forming a communication between the rivers Bega
and Temesch, traverses all the Bannat, and falls into
tlie Theisse.
The Tranzisci canal was first opened
only in 1 802. It receives the waters of the Danube at
Monoflor-Segh, and discharges itself into tlie Theisse
at Fold war; and in its whole extent requires only four
sluices.
In 1804, there passed through this canal 634
boats, many of which carried from 4000 to 5000 quintals ; and their cargoes, which we here present to the
reader, will enable him to form some idea of the internal

commerce ef this country.
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Salt

•^C^

Wine
Wheat

.

.

.

.

towns and vilUfes.

52,**S quintals
3'2,950J eimcrs
607,874 J bushels
do.
7,5*0
do.
14,476

•

Q^ley
Ifillet

Hmwe
Fruit

Copper and Silver
Tiaiber

97,l66| do.
1,250 quintals
do.
8,400
do.
24,65*

850
529

Fire-wood
Oak-plank

Empty CMks
Furniture

Hay
Fice-stone

TofaMco

1,444

40S

Sutiniw.

-"^"^

them by the kings of Hungary.

Walachians, who axe supposed to be the de- w»Ufhi.
acoidants of the ancient Roman colonies, dwell chiefly an*.
in the Bannat on the confines of Walachia, and in the
counties of Arad, Bihar, and Ssathmar, in 1,024 towns
and villages. Those of the Bannat bear a verv bad
character.
They are noisy and qoarrelsome, and fond
of gambling. They commit many disorders and crimes.
which have been attributed to the influence of their
priests, who src called Popet ; and it has been calculated, that in twenty executions for capital offences, there

da

'£1\

Planks
MiQ-ttooes

Croats dwell principally on

The

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do,

936
300

Marble

to

do.
do.

3,639
2,376
1,105
150

Pales

The

l>anks of the lake Keusiedl, and the counties of
\\ icselbourg and Oedenlxjurg; and the \'andals on the
mountainous parts of Eiscnbourg. The liascknt or
Servians came as colonists to Hungarj' during the reign
of the emperor Sigismund. They occupy a great part
of the military frontiers, and also many places in the
interior, and have had considerable privileges granted
tlie

do.

4.407 i

Oats
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always one pope.

German population

is scattered almost equallr Gernum.
the kingdom, but it predominates in 921 viU
* lages and towns lu the counties of Zips, Eodenbourg,
115
Pitch
6,IS9
and Wieselbourg, and in some of the royal free cities.
Esrtfaen-wsre
100
They are almost all Suabians, and their reception aa
Hoops
colonists into Hunnry is of a late date, chiefly between
Lime
1,450
17t>7.
In the last of these years
the years 1765
- j^^j^
population of flungary is mudi Ins in prapor« alone more than thirty villages were built fur them. In
The
'
^^^^'
'
seocral the establishsaent of new colonies in Hungary
tJon to its extent, than tbst of the neighboaring conohave cost the government more th.tn ux millions of flotries of Austria, Horarie, or Bobeinia ; and thi< may
•astir be acooonted for from the immcnae plains of rinsi The population of the royal free dtiea varies from
aan^ and the great numbcn of morasses and haalhs, 90,000 to 1,100 inhabitants. Presboonr, Pesth, and l)e>.
which render a great poitaoBof the lower plain entirely bretain, arc the most populous ; but Rust, on the Uke
uninhalntable.
AccortBog to M. Demian, the numbCT ofNeusirdl, in 1794. contained only 1,105 inhabitants.
of inhabitants amounts to 6,620,637, making 1634 t» Of the towns, the prindpal are, Ketscfakemet, contain"
cswy square mile. These consist of a variety of na* ing, in IS03, 84,000; Nagy-Kcros, IS,000; Ssarwasch,
^Dg,^
tiens. Hungarians, Slavons, Walachians, Germans,
9>000 ; Sasbcrenv, 12,000 ; and Bekesch. 1 1,000 inhattMh.
The Hunnrians or Huns, who settled here near the bitants. The villages sre very unequally peopled. In
end of the nmth centory, and gave their name to the the lower plain, some are found with su, ten, and
country, have established thcinssWea In tha best hmI
irwuriw twelve thousand souls ; bat in the moui^
most fruitful part of the khigdom. They inhabit ai- tainoM disciicta thay seldom exceed 700.
BMit all the lower plain, bagianiag at IfarBHiasch, and
Besides thaaa prindpal natioos, there are also Afarc«/o>
tha wcalcm part or Hungary, and form the population
or Hodem Greeks, who have no settled habitations,
•f^fl6t towns and viUsgcs. The true Hungarians are bnt tsasal orer the country, engaj^ entirely in con>«
of a ftea and independent chancter. and alcet to do> mcicc ; /rm, who are chiefl^r itinerant merchants;
s the Germana.
Thojr prefer the trade of afms^ or Amauaiu, who are employed in agriculture ; and Bohboofa of agricnltnrc^ to every other e ploy iiwpt Inaiiwi or |yp««s. Tnia vagabond race are very nuTha draas, CBlled Httnam in England. rmiaMnin of
in Hmfary ; and, in spite of all tlie attempu ^J^^*^
pantalooM and military half-boots, with spun finlMod of the Emparar Joaeph II. to rcnnn and dvilise them,
to the IinIs, is sa universal, that it is worn both bjr
they still naintBin their andent cnstoou and habits.
boys and men ; and the Hussar uiiiform, which is p*- Those of the Bannat
their livelihood as itinerant
cnltar to this nati(xi, and eonsiats of a tig it vest, manlilaffciiithi or musicians.
During summer they go
tl^ and furred cap, with the whiakers, give them a
almaat naked, and are then employed in washing golfi
graeefUand militaiTr appearance.
from the sand of the rivers; and in winter they cut
Tha Sbvons tft more numeraaa, and are daily in- •poon*! ladlea, tfoaghst and other implcmenu of wood,
^^^^^^
creating.
They arc divided into aaveral bnmcbss
They form the or astra at all wedding* and merry
SlowacB. Baaaniaes, Croats, Vandab, and Serrtant or meetings; and many of the richest nobws invite them
Rasdens. The Sftmia inhabit chistfy the ooantiea oo to thdr castles, to amuse their guesU with their music
the north and north-weM, partieakriy ihoae of Pre*- and national songs.
Schwaxtncr, in his Sutisttcs of
besirg, Nentra. Trentchln, 'HaMAs, tec. n:i<I occupy
Hungary, attempu to account for this variety of popu9,768 towns and villagf* Of all t.'
-nU uf lation: " From the earliest history, Hungary has been
Hungary, this peo^ are tha most fni::' ^
where- the native abode of the .Sannatians or Slavonic tribes.
ever they have establiahcd themsdves smong Hunga- Since the fourth century, it has been the hospitable
rians or Ocrmans. these hjvi- crmMi-A to prmper, and
region where reposed the innumerable hordes which
thdr families have bet'
fcir geiicratiotu.
overturned the itonian Empire, the asylum of many
t'f of Manna- Tartar nations that were driven from their own homes,
Tha /•V.i'.'mrf have se*
I, ftCi buitlciiii.
Jlids.
Acthe passage of tliose fanatic bands of crusaders, whom
tUTil..^ -. ..icconieriflHm^
.;„,, uiev amountthe knavery and avarice of monks sent to perish in
•d to aaariy hall' a million of soul% and peopled 708 Palestine, that they might take poascssion of their
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wealth in Europe, as the frontier of Christendom, the instruction, whether religious or temporal, whether Ca- Statistics,
theatre of European valour antl Turkish ferocity,
and tholic or Protestant and the right of convoking the — y~"^
for a long time the cherished homes of the gypsies, the
diet, of pointing out the matters that are to be there
El-Dorado of the Germans, especially of the laborious discussed, and of proroguing or dismissing it.
Saxons, and numerous Suabians.''
The privileges of the nobility, by an act of the diet in Privileges
The inhabitants of Hungary in'ay be classed under 1741, were formed into a fundamental law of the king- of the nobility.
three heads, viz. the nobility, the citizens, and the peadom, and consist in the right of assisting at the delibersants.
The nobility are very numerous, and are calcu- ations of the legal assemblies of the county, wherein
lated at 325,894 individuals, making nearly one for
they dwell or possess property, whatever be the subevery twenty-one inhabitants and a half. These consist ject under consideration ; the inviolability of their perof the barons of the kingdom, or officers of state, and the sons from arrest, unless in the cases of felony, high- way
order of Magriats {Uberi baronex). Of the latter there
robbery, and some other crimes ; the sole right of poswere, according to the Political Almanack of 1 805, 95
sessing lands with the seignorial power over their vasfamilies of counts, 79 of barons, and 297 of noble stransals ; and the exemption from sjl contributions and
gers, who had obtained letters of naturalization since
imposts.
the commencement of the Austrian sovereignty. There
Tiie royal free cities enjoy the same rights as the no- Royal priare only three families whose heads enjoy the title of bles without exception, and are subject to the same ^»lfg»;*>
laws and usages. They are considered as domains of
prince: Esterhazy, Bathyany, and Gra.ssalkovics. The
first is supposed to be the richest subject in Europe.
the crown, which can neither be alienated nor mortAmong the nobility, also, are included all gentlemen gaged. They constitute the fourth order of the diet,
who possess landed property, as the individual doing and are represented by two members each ; and the citizens elect their own burgomasters, judges, and magisso is ipso ado ennobled. The title of citizen or burgher belongs only to the Inhabitants of the royal free ci- trates.
Besides the royal free cities, there are others
ties, who have particular privileges ; and their numwhich possess particular privileges ; the most considerber, including the inhabitants of the six free cities of able of which are the sixteen cities of Zips, which
Croatia and Sclavonia, amounts to nearly 366,000.
were mortgaged to Poland by. King Sigismund, but reThe peasants are the inhabitants of the country, who stored to Hungary in 1772. Their jurisdiction, civil
belong neither to the noblesse, the clergy, nor the mi- and military, is independent of the county ; and they
litary, but wlio live entirely by husbandry, the cultienjoy the right of appeal from their own tribunals to
vation of the vine, or the rearing of cattle.
Of these the supreme courts of the kingdom. Their population
they reckon 509,825. With them may also be classed
The six cities of Heidukes, in the county of
is 45,000.
788,993 other individuals, whom they call hausler, who Saboltsch, which possess nearly the same privileges,
have no lands to cultivate, but who live by tlieir own and send two deputies to the diet. They contain about
labour.
27,500 inhabitants ; and the districts of Jazyg, of Great
The government of Hungary is a limited monarchy, and I^ittle Cumania, which form a population of
where the king enjoys great authority and influence
112,723 souls. They are under the immediate jurisbut where the nobility also have extensive rights and diction of the palatine, and form, like the royal free cinumerous privileges. The order of succession is esta- ties, a domain of the crown. They pay neither duty
blished in the descendants of either sex of the House
nor tithe, and send two representatives to the diet. All
of Hapsburg, who at their coronation must take an
these, however, are subject, like the other cities, to the
oath in the presence of the diet, to preserve and maingeneral contributions.
tain inviolate the liberties, privileges, rights, laws, and
The peasants, since 1791j by an act of the diet, are Peasants,
usages of the kingdom at present existing, or which no longer attached to the soil, but are at liberty to
may hereafter be decreed during their reign never to leave their habitations at the proper term, and seek ancarry the Himgarian diadem out of the kingdom, but
other lord. Formerly it was not permitted for plebeians
to entrust to two lay guardians elected by the diet for
to plead in law against a noble ; but the free cities
the purpose to unite to the crown of Hungary all
pleaded for their individual burghers, and one noble
defended the rights of his vassals against another. By
the countries which it formerly possessed should they
be reconquered ; to restore to the estates of the realm the diet of 1802, however, it was decreed, that, for the
future, citizens and peasants should be permitted, in
the right of electing a king after the extinction of the
Plebeians,
line of the descendants of Charles VI., Joseph I., and
certain cases, to prosecute for themselves.
Leopold I.; and that each of their successors shall be also, as such, may fill the highest situations in the
bound to sanction this conservative act at the diet of his church ; and it is not iinfrequent, that, on account of
coronation within six months after his accession.
their learning and good conduct, they obtain letters of
The prerogatives of the monarch consist in his exerci- nobility. When once ennobled, the career of honours
is open to them, and they may then aspire to the first
sing the executive power in its full extent ; but the legislative power he holds only in conjunction with the diet,
offices of the kingdom.
whose decrees alone have the force of laws ; the nominaThe principal officers of state are the palatine, who, Officers of
tion to all bishoprics and abbeys, and ecclesiastical dignibesides other duties, presides at the assembly of the "^'^
ties, as also to all civil and military appointments, (the
diet, is viceroy in the absence of the king, and generalissimo of the Hungarian troops ; the grand judge of
Palatine, and the two keepers of the crown excepted,
who are chosen by the diet from a list of candidates the kingdom ; the bann of Croatia, Dalmatia, and
presented by the king)
Sclavonia ; and the grand treasurer.
the power of creating nobles,
The Diet of the states is composed of four orders, Hict of tlie
of niiiking peace and war, and of calling out the perso''^"'•
viz. the prelates ; the lay-barons and tlie magnats; the
nal levy ; the right to the revenues of all vacant berepresentatives of the counties, each county sending
nefices, as also to the properties of all deceased nobles
who have died without heirs, or who have been con- two members ; and the representatives of free cities.
victed of treason or rebellion
the immediate superinThey are invited to the diet, in the name of tlie king,
teudance and direction of all establi&luuents of pubUc by letters of convocatien dispatched by the chancery
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•whom must be present, in order to constitute its deci- Autistic*;
letters often contam a statement of the differ~
«
It pronounces on all disputes respecting
ent points that are to be there discussed, that the coun- sions valid.
property, the maiming or murdering of nobles, and
ties and free cities mtiy give proper instructions and
powers to their deputies. Acconiiug to the constitu- crimes of high treason. It is also a court of appeal,
and hold.4 four sessions during the year.
tion, no one but a noble, that is, one who poaaesaet
The inferior and special judicatories are the four tri- Special
landed property, can »it and deliberate in the diet.
When aMeinbled, all the members are considered as bnnals of the circles, which decide only in civil cases, ju>li£»»n««.
upon aa equality ; neither baron nor bishop having any having no criminal jurisdiction ; the county tribunals,
They meet which have al.«o four seMions, and take cognisiince of
Btiril^ges more than a simple f^entleman.
wparate chambers : tlie chamber of magnaU, where all matters civil and criminal, except in cases of high
the palatine presides, and which is composed of the treason ; the district tribunals ; the city tribunals ; and
Croatia has also a
prelates, the tmrons of the kingdom, the governors of the tribunals of individual nobles.
court of appeal calleil lahula banalit, which sits at Agcounties, and all the counts and barons who may be
members of the diet ; the other deputies, who are the ram, an<l o( which the ban of Croatia and Sclavonia is
moat nimierous body, constitute the chamber of tialei, president. It has the same juri'ih'ction within these
where the grand iudge presides. When a motion has provinces as the royal table at l'e.»th, with this differpaaaed both chambers, the king has the power of con- ence, that an appeal may be carried from the tabula
Arming or Rejecting it, his approbation being necessary banalit to the royal talile.
The bases of Hungarian jurisprudence are the corptit Juri.phito give it the force of a law.
The internal police of the kingdom is administered juris IJuHgarici; decrclum Irif.arlilitm ler/tofcziarmm, "«»«•
by the supreme aulic chancery, the council of govern- and dtcisiinet euriates. The corpus juris Hung, is a
ment, ana other subordinate courts. The fin>t »tts at collection of all the decrees passed by the diet from the
Vienna, and is composed of an aulic chancellor, vice- commencement of the monarchy, and was first formed
chanoeUor, and ten aulic counsellors, all chosen by the in 1584. Since that time it has received so many ad«
Idag.
Of the counsellors, two ai« bishops, two mag- ditions, that it is increased one half; but. Utterly, these
aCs, and aix nobl«s. It is the organ by which the king laws liave been so ill digested, and so intermixed with
eurdsea his royal authority, and directs the political other matters, that the confusion which is thus occa«
ilt and la«
It expedites all letters- patent,
sioned renders the study of thorn b<>'"
of the iatarior.
'lum, is a
• and privileges, and also all diplomas, borious. The rfrcrrtasi Irivarliluui I
t0 vacaat bsaboprici, aecUMaticai berie. collection of customs introduced into the udiiunistration
matt, and othar ogees. The eommcH ofmottrmmtml itU of justice, which, by long usage, have received the
at Boda, and eonwati of the palatine, who is pmidant, iorce of laws.
This collection was mailc by N'erboeca,
and S4 coiinaalliin. It has the superintcnduce of all the grand jndge in the n-ign of I.adislaus II.; and
iaArior ceaita, and of all matters regarding general po- though it has wen rejected as a national code by seve*
lifli and public safety, and the inspection of churches,
ral diets, yet, through the course of time, it has acaniNnitM^ he. ; it encourages agriculture, industry, quired such reputation, that it is actually acknowledged
all matter* of litigation
and euaanierca; and decides
tnrougbont the kingdom as forming a legitimate p.irt
respecting the servicaa of praaanti toward* their kmls, of Hungarian law.
The driitkmt* cmriales are the de«
tee.
dsions of the judges of the royal table on certain qurs«
The s«bordinate courts are theae of the eonntiaa and tioiis to whioi no existing law could be directly ap.
free citiea.. Each caonty has its gv fm utm and two viceplied.
They were collected by order of Maria Theres
Milur and Ttce-procurator-fiscal, a re- sa in 1 769 ; and, after having been rcvise<l by the sepra and aasiataat, a nuiar\ .^r. The go- temviial and royal tables, were published under the
appointed by the kin,
'i the cases
title o( plamum curtate.
of the palatine, the primate, the pt
.
icrhaav Mtd
The revenue of Hungary arises from three sources ; Rcrcnur.
Batbyuiy, the coonU KoImH, lilrthaxy, Palfy, N'adatdy, the royal domains, the regal duties, and the contribufidMnbarn, Caaky, Erdody. and baron Kevay, who ar« tions or imposts. The royo/ domains consist of the
hmrnHtmjf govei uw s of counties ; the other magistrates krom.giiter, at such property as is attached to the crown,
«• appointed bv the ooonty, and are renewed every and is unalienable ; and the kammrr.eiiirr, tlwt which
Ihne year*. The goremor convokes the eoanty whci^ belongs to the king personallv, and wnich he can di*ever be think* it necessary, and all the nobili^ wt^n pose of at hi* pleasure. I'ne anniud value of both
ila boonds Uve a right u> Uclibrmte and rote.
The amounts to 6,000,000 of florins. The rtgnl duties comsaUccts which arc there di*cuue<l, regard die police prehend thi
r^ment of the salt, which is supposed
ana agriculture of the county; the election of their dr- to yield \v
i.UOO florins ; the mines, which,
patics and owgistrataa ; the levying of contributioas after deducting uii txpcnors, produce 1,097,000 florins;
and fanposU; and the pnbl ication efthe decrees of the the duties upon exports and imports, valued at 1 ,300,000
diet, and of the council ef govcrrunent
Tl» aMgis. florins the quit-rent* of the royal free cities, and of the
tracy of a free dty unwita of a judge, a liiiiiimnHai.
sixteen citin of the Zips, amounting to 34,000 florin*
• - to whom are entrusted
a counsel, a no- the ad.> the ro)-al exchequer, which brings i#4,(XX) florins ; the
miaistration i>:
d police within the royalty.
toleration tax paid by the Jews, producing 100,000 floTTie iribunuju-ticr, whlcli poasess general jurisrins
the, tax of 5 {icr cent, upon all employments, to
dictim throushout the kingdom, are the teptem viral which is attached a retiring pension, yielding 97,000
••
tablr
.ilUble.
ihe teptemriral labit con' florins ; the ecclesiastical subsidy, which, in 1781, was
St*
> of seven members, but it is now
To these may be added the post-oflic(>,
7 1 ,000 florins.
augriieinKi lo iwcntytwo, of whom the paUtine is pre- the tolls upon the bridges, the tax of 10 per cent, which
titlmt.
It is nidy a court of cassation, and re(««ve*
all must pay wlu> cany tlieir fortune out of the country
prutAsses by appeal from the royal table ai
t the lottery ; and the banks, of which there are two, one
tribunals.
The roya/ taUe, where the gr..
^c
at I'resbourg, and the other at Buda.
The contribupresides, is composed of ieventccQ members, oiaa of tions or im|>a*ta are levied upon the counties and dtit*.
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Finance.

Amy.

tevies.

The

total

amount

is

fixed

by the

diet,

and

is

divided

of Luneville; and that of 1803 was withdrawn on ac-

Sutlstks,

it

'"""v""
count of the peace of Presbourg.
All religious sects enjoy full toleration and security Religioa.
in this kingdom, as weU as in other parts of the AusRoman Catrian dominions. The Roman Catholic is the establishtliolic
ed religion, and is under the jurisdiction of three arch- church.
bishops. Gran, Kolotcha, and Erlau ; 14 diocesan bi.
shops, and 16 titular bishops; Ifl metropolitan chapters, and two others of collegiate churches ; 178 beneficed canons, and 79 honorary canons ; 1 archabbot,
and 146 abbots; 19 grand provosts, and 89 provosts.
The revenues of the bishops and chapteri are very considerable ; and, according to Schwartner, that of the
former, in his time, amounted to 864,776 florins, and
of the latter to 530,668 ; but, according to Demian,
they may now be valued, when taken together, at above

ca,

two millions of

into porlen or portions, each of which is valued at 688
florins, 50 kreutzers.
Every county and city is then
burdened with so many porlen according to its popu«
lation and resources, which they collect from the citizens and peasants. The sources of this branch of the
revenue arises from the poll-tax ; tax upon cattle, &c.
the land-tax paid by the farmer ; and a tax upon trades,
&c. The total amount of the contributions in 1802
was C210| porlen, making 4.,277,827 florins, 12| kreut.
zers; to which may be added 113,615 florins, 58|
kreutzers for Croatia.
The total revenue of Hungary
cannot be well ascertained, as the different items given
above are not for the same year, and authors are also
much divided in opinion respecting it. Schloezer makes

13,500,000 florins; Busching, 18,000,000; De Luc15,000,000 ; Schwartner, 11,750,000 ; and Demian,
who is the latest author, fixes it at between 15 and 16
millions of florins.
After deducting the public expenditure, the surplus, according to Schwartner, amounts
to 1,002,296 florins.
The management of the finances is entrusted to the
royal chamber of Buda, which is independent of all
other authority within the kingdom, and corresponds
with the royal treasury at Vienna. It administers all
the roj-al revenues, except the contributions, which are
lodged in the government chest, and the mines and
mint, which are entrusted to a particular council.
Since 1S02, the Hungarian army, exclusive of the
frontier regiments, is formed of twelve regiments of
infantry and ten regiments of cavalry, making an armed force of 64,000 men. The military cordon, which
extends along the frontiers from the Adriatic tothe county of Marmai'osch, is formed of seventeen regiments of
armed peasants, each regiment having its pai-ticular district ; viz. eight in Croatia, three in Sclavonia, two
in the Bannat, and four in Transylvania.
Each regiment has two battalions, and in time of war a battalion of reserve ; the whole, exclusive of the reserve,
amounting to 49,402 men. There is also a regiment
of hussars, whose complement, in time of peace, is
1S64 men and 1212 horses. The Hungarian army
is maintained by an annual contribution, fixed by the
diet in 1715, which is levied upon the citizens and
peasants, and amounts to nearly three millions of florins.
The country is also obliged to furnish bread
and forage necessary for the troops at a fixed price,
whatever be the price of these necessaries in the
public markets ; and the loss which is thus sustained
by the counties, is computed at about a million of florins.
The extraordinary contributions, however, which
were required during the late wars with France, were
paid almast entirely by the nobility.
I" addition to the permanent army establishment,
the diet, in urgent cases, grants a levy at the request
of the king. During the middle ages, every Hungarian noble, by a law of the kingdom, was obliged to
arm himself and his vassals iu defence of the country
when threatened by an enemy; and in cases of imminent
danger, the whole nation took up arms. The levy now,
however, i» confined to a certain additional force, furnished and paid by the counties and cities. The first
levy of this description was raised in 1741, for the war
of the succession ; and in the first coalitions against
France, regular levies were decreed by the diet ; but
they were always too late of being brought into the
field, to ba of any service to the common cause.
The
levy of 1797, ^0,000 strong, was scarcely assembled
before the peace of Cainpo Formio was concluded ;

that of 1800

was stopped in

their

march by the peace

florins.

The

inferior clergy are

com-

posed of pastors and monks. Of the former, there are
4189, including 2298 rectors, 402 chaplains, and 1489
curates
priests,

;

and of the latter are 3059, including 2836
214 novices, and 609 lay brethren. The Em-

peror Joseph 11. increased the number of the pastors, so
that every commune, containing a certain number of
parishioners, should have one ; and fixed their allowance at SOO florins for each rector, and 240 for each
chaplain or curate. According to Grellmann, the Roman Catholic pastors, comprehending those of Croatia
and Sclavonia, receive 1,379,500 florins. But, while
the Emperor Joseph augmented the number of pastors,
he at the same time suppressed 1 34 monasteries, conThere are
taining 1209 priests and 275 lay brethren.
the Piarisles,
still 1 36 remaining, of different orders
who have two residences and 23 colleges ; the Bene'
dictines, four abbeys and three residences ; the Premonlres, five abbeys ; the Citeaux, two abbeys and three
monasteries ; the fathers of Charity, ten monasteries j
the Cordeliers, 61 ; the Minimes, eleven ; the Capu*
chins, seven ; the Dominicans, four ; the Carmes, one j
the Serviles, three; and the Augustines, one. The
support of these religious beggars, since they were precluded from seeking alms, costs the chest of religion
75,000 florins a year. There are also ten convents,
containing 274 nuns and 116 lay-sisters; six of the
order of Sta. Ursula, two of Sla. Elizabeth, one of
Notre Dame, and one for English ladies at Buda. Six
convents had been suppressed by the Emperor Joseph,
In 1802 there
containing 152 nuns and 39 lay-sisters.
were 500 monks and nuns of the suppressed convents
still living, who received pensions from the chest of
religion ; the priests and nuns from 300 to 200 florins,
and the lay-brethren and sisters 1 50 florins. The number of Roman Catholics in the kingdom is calculated
at about 4,000,000.
The Greek Catholic church, whose members amount Greek
to nearly 500,000, is under the direction of two bi- Catholib
ciiuich.
shops, who are suffragans to the Roman Catholic archbishop of Gran ; two chapters composed of two grand
provosts; eleven beneficed canons and six titular canons,
and 820 pastors. The revenue of the two bishops is
28,000 florins, that of the chapters 9150, and that of
Belonging to this church,
the pastors 78,000 florins.
are eight monasteries of the order of St Basil, containing 68 monks, 21 novices, and 17 lay brethren.
The Greek Schismatic Church has five bishops, all Greet
suffragans of the metropolitan archbishop of Carlowitz Scliiainatik
ckutch.
in Sclavonia, whose dioceses contain 1120 parishes.
rehaving
a
religion,
monasteries
of
this
There are ten
venue of about 1 7,000 florins, and are inhabited by 82
Lutheraii
monks. This sect amounts to 1,877,587 souls.
The Protestant Evangelical, or Lutheran Church, cbiucb.
:
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wmk, has 445 pkcM of wonhip,
wboare cboMH and supported eo-

CtnawtiRfr nf 700,000
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ittcrs,

'kite fiaiarmed Snmmdi eMi Church is un<ier a similar
coniil^«atiaa.«nAifichMM 15S 4 churches, IStil ministera, «Mi 1.900,000 memben.
TiMn are 75, 128 Jewa, who hare 4S Ajmagonue* and
wa. Thia tact ia exdnded from all the cities
Jl
y/tHA ate near th« aunes ; and some other cities condiv<ha ftthibidng of Jaira to aettle within their walla
aoMBff the nmnbar of tfaair privilegca. The Anabaptiats are inoooaidanble im annber, and arc to be found
oaiy in a few cities.
The establishments for public instruction in Honn*
may be distinguiahcd into General and Particular.
Ttk* fanaar, thara ia an ah nKB itaij achaol, whh two
3^^
aatiT i, cataMished ia ercr y Catbobc coonnnne, where
are tau^t reading, writing, arithmetic, and rrligioo.
laaddttion totbeae, there an alao 78 principal sdMoia,
tB whidi apeattodwd
teachata; 9 imrimI acfaoob,
with 51 laaalan; 43 gjraaiaaia, with B$ pnrfaaaont
and li ardwgjrmnana, with 96 profcaauis. In all tbeaa
MlafalialMBaaliv vdoailiaa ia gratnitious, and coats the
alitoaliMt
florina.
For the higher acicncea,
there
torn alWili Bill i, at Praabooiw. Kaachi^Owaa*
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Tha

voluminous and celebrated authors of this
nation are Pray and ^Vindi!ich.
The researches of
the former, who wrote in Latin, were confinetl chiefly
to the history of his country ; and those of Windiscfa,
in German, to its googr a uby.
Sae Gibbon's iioaiaii Empire, 4to. vol. ii. p. 577. voL
iiL p. 969, aod ToL T. p. 14S, 548. Anc. Uh. HiU. voL
xix. p. 804. Mai. Uh. Hu4. vol. xxxii. p. yg. Demian
Taiitaa GeegrapUaue et Pohlique det Ro^aumei de
Hongrie, Ac translated fVom the German. Clarke's
Travelt, vol iv. pp. 627
700.
Pray's Hittoria regam
HuMgarue, &c.
Windisch's Political, Geographical,
and tiittoricat Detcriptiaa afOte Kingdom of Hungary,
in Gertnaa ; also his GeajgrnpAjr af Htmgary. Sch wart.
OCT'S Slatittic* ofUit Kii^Am ofHangara. Sacy's Hit.
lory of Haagary.
Townson's TraaeU ia Hangary.
Bora's Traael* in Hungary, ice.
(p)
HU.NGER. See Abstinbnci and FasTixe.
iBOBt

—

HUNS. SeeHi'KOABv.

HUNTER,

William. M. D. celebrated as a physi.
and as the collector of the Hunterian
wnsoum now in Glasgow, was bom on the 23d of May

cian

and

antlxir,

1718, at Long Calderwood, his father's esute, in the
pariah of Kilbride. At the age of 15 be was sent to the

udvonity of Glaacow, wfaera he passed

fire winters,

RMb; aljroaanaflErfai.twoadioalaar haawdMttoad by hb father for the cburrh. This purBla in am Aagar aod Samadm; and a dl, n«wo««r, did not accord with
mode^ of ihinkI ^MkBeaidea a adioal > «idi ofthair irj»W*hha had adnpted and annmc
acquaintance which
IXBMnnB
MVOTH ouMr
ha fbnmai will
'-n, then a pcMtitiofter nt Macddtathm af thair yooth. InailoTi
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ous introduction to public notice.

were

His eminent

in the first instance exercised in

a

field in

talents

which

they were sure to be recognised. He therefore proceeded, not merely with confidence, but with enthusiastic
zeal, in the pursuits in which he so much delighted. The
profits of the first winter put him in possession of a larger sum than he had ever before possessed, 70 guineas;
hut as his generosity led him to supply the wants of
different friends, his fund was completely exhausted
before next winter, and he was even obliged to delay
Lis lectures for a fortnight for want of money to pay
This incident, together with the ultifor advertising.
mate inutility of some of his generous acts to those who
were the objects of them, impi'essed on him a lesson of
prudence, which preserved him ever after from similar
niconveniences, and laid in part the foundation of that
fortune which he expended in a public-spirited manner.
In 1747, he became a member of the college of surgeons ; and in the spring of the following year he made
a tour with the son of Dr Douglas through Holland to
Paris.
The beautiful anatomical preparations of Albinus which he saw in Holland inspired him with admiration, and an ambition to emulate their excellence. He
j'eturned to resume his lectures ; and in the mean time
he practised both surgery and midwifery. But he soon
gave up the former of these branches, and attached himself to midwifery, in which his late preceptor Dr Douglas had been eminent.
He was elected, in 1748,
surgeon accoucheur to the Middlesex hospital, and the
following year to the British lying-in hospital. These
appointments, together with his agreeable person and
address, in which he furnished a favourable contrast to
Dr Smellie, who at that time enjoyed a high reputation,
promoted greatly the extension of his practice, which
was rendered still greater by the death of Sir Richard
Manningham, and the retirement of Dr Sandys.
In 1750, he obtained the degree of M. D. from the
university of Glasgow.
At this time, he quitted the
family of Mrs Douglas, and took a house for himself in
Jermyn Street. In the summer of 1751, he paid a visit
to his mother and other relations in Scotland, where he
had an opportunity of exchanging congratulations with
Dr Cullen, who was now, like himself, rising into eminence, and was established as a physician and professor

Glasgow.
In 1755, he was made physician to the British lyingin hospital on the resignation of Dr Layard, was admitted licentiate of the college of physicians, and soon
after became a member of the medical society of London. He published, in the Observations avd Inquiries
of this body, a history of an aneurism of the aorta.
Dr Hunter turned his extensive practice to very
eminent account, by adding to the pathological and
medical knowledge of the age. He had the merit of
first explaining the nature of the disease called relroversio uteri, and distinguishing it from other diseases with
which it had been confounded ; he explained the texture of the cellulai' membrane, and the pathology of
anasarca and emphysema; he also threw much light
ill

on the subjects of ovarian dropsy, diseases of the heart
and stomach, and hernia. For his papers on these and
many other subjects, we refer to his Medical Commenlaries.

In 1762, he was consulted during the pregnancy of
the queen, and in two years after was appointed physician-extraordinary to her Majesty. In 1767, he became
a fellow of the Royal Society, and enriched their Transactions with his learned observations on the bones of
animals found on the banks of the river Ohio, and on
the rock of Gibraltar.

He,

after this,

became engaged in SAme personal
Dr Monro, senior, of Edin-

disputes with the present

burgh, on their contending claims to priority in anatomical discoveries. This contest became keen, and was
enlivened witii wit and pleasantry ; but probably more
was lost by the irritation which it created, than was
in any respect gained by either party.
A man, in defending his own claims, is tempted to expose every defect which tends to shake the general credit due to his
adversary, and the feelings vviiich are most proitable
and becoming for men of liberal pursuits are extinguished. Those are happiest who feel no temptation to
enter on such controversies, or who, if accidentally
betrayed into them, soon perceive their pernicious ten«
dency, and in good time relinquish them. The subjects of dispute were indebted to both of these celebrated anatomists, but they both had been anticipated in
some of their boasted discoveries by Haller, in others
by Nouguez. The principal of them were the origin
and uses of the lymphatics ; the possibility of injecting
the epididymis, and the excretory ducts of the lacry-

mal gland.
In 1763, Dr Hunter was elected a member of the
Society of Arts, and was appointed anatomical professor to the Royal Academy of Arts.
By now applying
his anatomical knowledge to the elucidation of painting
and statuary, he displayed in a new field the versatility
and extent of his genius. In 1781, he was unanimously elected to succeed Dr John Fothergill as president
of the London Medical Society. In the same year, the
Royal Medical Society of Paris elected him one of their
foreign associates; and, in 1782, he received a similar
mark of honour from the Royal Academy of Sciences of
Paris.

Dr Hunter's most distinguished publication was his
Anatomy of the Gravid Uterus, which he began in 1751
but, from his great ambition to give it in the most complete state, he delayed to publish

it till 1

775.

In consequence of a memoir read by Mr John Hunter in 1 780 to the Royal Society on the functions of
the placenta, Dr Hunter was led into another keen dispute with this eminent man and near relation, in which
he claimed, with considerable warmth, the share of meHe
rit which belonged to himself in the discovery.
seems to have perceived that he carried these disputes
They promoted an irritability of temper,
too far.

which must have created to him much uneasiness ; and
it was remarked by those who occasionally conversed
with him on professional subjects, that sometimes, when
an organ or function was barely mentioned which had
been the subject of a dispute, he broke out into a torIn the
rent of abuse of the knavery of his adversary.
first part of his Commentaries, he excuses his polemical appearances by representing enthusiasm as necessary to promote the sciences, and observing, that no man had ever been a great anatomist who
had not been engaged in some violent dispute.
Dr Hunter was long employed in collecting and ar«ranging materials for a history of morbid concretions
formed in the human body. This design, however,
was left imperfect, along with others contained in dif-

supplement to the

ferent manuscripts.

The magnificent museum, which we have already
mentioned, is a monument which will perpetuate the
name of Dr Hunter. The systematic manner in which
he planned and conducted that undertaking was characteristic of a strict philosophic prudence. He did not
follow the occupation of a collector under the influence
of a passion the effects of which might afterwards interHe first laid aside a
fere with his private happiness.

HUNTER.
reckonetl »n adequate provision for him.
«honI(I lie obliged to retire from prac^""^"'"^
•
licate the remainder of his fortice, and
I'llic utility.
In 1765, he protune to s...
jected an aiiatouiicul school on a grand scale, proposing
to expend £7000 on the building, and to endow a profnaonhip of anatomy. He did not however receive the
Darter,

mtm which he

waKaB.

adf whenever he

omaragnnent from government which he expected
H»i, tbooah afterwards the Earl of Sherburne entered
•f mucfa inro the arheme as to offer 1000 guineas to en•oon^e the execution of it by means of suhscription,
the doctor's delicacy would not allow him to accede to
this plan, and he ctioae to execute it at his own expence:
for which pnrpoee he purchased a house in Great Windmill Stfwt, to which ne removed in 1770, in which be
ophitheatre and apartments for dissection, bea nagnifioent roan for a museum. Preriously to
tUa time he had confined his collection to human, comparative and morbid anatomy ; but he now extended
bis riews to the formation of a general museum, incluUng fiMails, antique medals, and rare books in the
Gvwk and Latin languages. In an account of a part
of this collection published by hit friend Mr Combe,
the npcnce of it was estimated at £30,000. In I'&l,
b* added to it the collection of Dr Fotbergill, consisU
tat of abells, oorala, and other curious objects in natunlhattaty, vluch were purchased for £1200.
Aboot the year 1775 be bad experienced so much injury to hi* health ItxMi goat, that he thought of giving
•p practice, and returning to Scotland but prudential
'a, and his attachment to his favoarite porte remain in London.
The re*
e fr ue nI ; mm! at lest,
the 15lk of March iTSf. after iMnring esperitnfd a retom of wandering gout, he ni— plaini il
af great bead ach and naoiea,
waa confiocd Ibr a ftw
day* to bed. He then ihougbt h imaelf ao
ttaM be
BHrodiMAiitv IccCiue to an inleBded cuwse or
; bat, toward* tbe condnsioo of the lecttire, he
&intr<I awav, and wa* carried to bad. Tbie happened
•B a ThnrsJay. (>n the Saturday morning be told bit
friend*, that be bad a paralytic stroke in the night,
Ihongh no •vaplom cf it tlien appeared about him. He
Kttie or no pain and at one time, taming to hi*
Aland Mr Combe, be mid. •• If I had strcMlh enoogh to
hold a pen, I woald writah*w catjaodplmaantatliing
ilMtodie." Hi* death haopcfwd in ten day* after bn
lait laMure, eh. on the SOdi of March 1793.
Hi* 6*
and alendcr, bet •yrometrical and h#waa an agreeable, lively oompanien. The
He
'
in hi* fhatfle f
'
an initability on
aaaaaMact* whidi gaea Ua aaaanae an air af iaape.
He will hay be held in high lliiiHiirii
who^
the liwilad eaiant of his maant ia
in a nngtilar degiee to the pro>
;
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which it has so long and so deservedly at»
(H.D.)
HI) NTEH, John, an eminent .surgeon and author,and
brother to the subject of the precc<ling article, was bom
at Long C.ilderwood on the 14th of July 17'28. He waa
resort to

it

tracted.

about ten years old when he lost his father; and,beingthe
youngest child, was so much in<lulgeil by his mother,
that, though sent to the graraniBr-stJiool in Glasgow,

he made no proficiency

in his studies,

and

at last leav-

ing them, lived for some time idle in the counlrj'. Tiring of this mode of life, he wrote to his brother Dr Hunter in London, proposing to become his assistant in his
dissections ; or, if that would not suit him, to go into the
army. The doctor gave him a kind invitation to London,

and he went up to him in September 1748. The doctor
found, on a very short trial, that he promised to become
an expert dissector; and, entertaining great hopes of
him, gave him every encouragement to persevere in

The following summer he attended Chelsea hospital, where he leametl the first rudiments of practical surgery. By the succee<ling winter
he had made such proficiency, that his brother left in a
flTcaf measure to him the superintendence of his public dissecting room.
In the tbilowing summer he renewed his atteivlance at Chelsea hospital, and the summer after that he attended at St Bartholomew's. In 1753,
he entered as a gentleman commoner at .St Mary's Hall,
Oxford. In 17S(), he was appointed house surgeon to
St GeergeV hospital, where ne had attended as a pupil
the twopreeediT-" -•""<-rs.
In 17.'>.>, he was admitted to a partner^
brother's lectures.
His unwan wi dextariu m in.iking anatomical preparation*,
and aome diatinguisbed discoveries which he made in
anatooneal •dcnee, gradually raised him to great celebrity.
He traced the naufcations of the olfiictory nerves
on the Sdmeiderian nmbrane ; he demonstrated the
mode of tctminatian ef the arteries of the uterus in the
plaoaMa ; and he wa* the fir*t who diacorered the lymprofeasimial pursuits.

-

m

phatae vaaaala of birds. By directing hi* labours extcn*i*ely to comparative anatomy, he kid the foundation
of h'ia aplendid anatomical rouaeimi. These labours
were not conducted with the desiirn of exhibiting preparationa of the cntif* bodies of difl'erent animals, but
for the more oialU pa i poaa of illustrating, in a regular
aeries, the v aiiat in of organiaation •ub*^ient to each
function in the <!
louses of animals.
He applied to the keeper
'war, and other person* who
kept wild beast*, to procure the bodies of those that
died ; and he had generally in his poa* e**ion living animals af diAaaot apadoa, tot the purpose of observing
.

wm

I

I

Dr Brilia^ wm

Hi* nephew, the preant

eelefarated

the ese of his musema ftv lil^. to
he aacaaedcd bjr Mr Cniickthanks, I>r Hunter'* a*iataal, who wa* to enjoy it for thirty yeara, and
Ihfli it wa* to becaam the perpetual property of
thj. inlvcfwty af Glaagow.
Toe right of rrrertian
iiickshank* was extingai*b«d by the death of
>man after which Dr BatlUe gcnareoalyjrave
up lii> I Li;iTi, and ttte ma* iHM
ed to Gla*gow. wlicr* RtagnifletM apartamta have been built
for it, and the annaal intarmt of £8000, left by Dr
left

;

WM wmw

Wa hiathai ia la w Sir Betrafd Hoaaat that are very
thawttaiiniii af his anlhaiisii Inthissaauannent Two
kaiMi ds which he kept brake looaa on one occasioBftwH
thair daa, and the howUng of Ma dog* hi the aame yard
the whole neighbourhood.
Mr Hunter ran
into the yard, and found one leopard scrambling ovar
the wall, while the other was surrounded by the dog*.
He without reflection seised both of the leopwds, and
led thcwi back into their den
but immediately after,
when be thought of tlie risk which he had run, a* an
unlucky irritation on their part might have terminated
in his immedisfla destruction, he was so much agitated
that he almost fainted away.
(>n another occasion
while be waa stnggling with a young hull, a species of
he had delighted, the anlmsl got
amasaoaaC hi
V and would have procecdeflto
him down on thr
the utmoM rxtri
[lerson luckily eoaning to the
spot had not rsscucd mm.
In 17^, ha waa aaada fellow of the Royal Society,
hjr
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and fonned a party of

Hunter,
John.
,

friends,

who met

at a coffee-

house to discuss points of science after the meetings
of the Society, which he soon found to increase, and
to consist of some of the most eminent men of the
age.
It contained Sir Joseph Banks, Dr Solander, Sir
Charles Blagden, Sir Harry Englefield, Mr Watt of

Birmingham, and several others. An accident which
he suftered, the rupture of the tendo achillis of one leg
in dancing, led him to study particularly the surgical
pathology of that part, which he illustrated by experiments on animals. In 1768, Mr Hunter went to
the house which had been occupied by his brother in
Jermyn- street, as the latter moved to his house in Windmill-street, which he had just completed, and adapted

on an extensive scale to his learned pursuits.
Mr
Hunter was thus placed in a favourable situation for
private practice, and he now became a member of the
College of Surgeons. In May 1771, he published his
celebrated work on the natural history of the teeth. In
the following July he married Miss Home, of whom the
present Sir Everard Home was a younger brother.

The latter was then at Westminster school, and was
brought up by Mr Hunter to the profession of surgery.
It is to this gentleman that we are indebted for the interesting life of Mr Hunter, prefixed to a posthumous
edition of his book on Inflammation.
Mr Hunter's progress in acquiring practice was at first slow, as he was
not possessed of those winning manners, and did not
study those superficial arts by which many rise in this
respect to distinction.
But the weight of his character
for genius and professional industry at last brought
him into the higliest repute. His income was greatly
augmented ; but it was chiefly expended on his museum, to which he also regularly devoted his mornings
from sun-rise to the hour of breakfast. He continually
laboured to turn his physiological discoveries and observations to account in improving the art of surgery. To
enumerate his improvements would far exceed our limits, and they are only to be learned by perusing his valuable works. He always delighted in making acute discoveries, and striking out new views. It is in explaining
the phenomena of inflammation in its various forms,
and the principles on which the healing process under

contenU. He aferwards regained sufficient health to
prosecute his physiological and surgical investigations
and numerous ingenious papers written by him after this
period, appeared in the Transactions of the Royal Socie«
ty.
In 1783, he had the honour of being admitted into
the Royal Society of Medicine, and the Royal Academy
of Surgery of Paris. The lease of his house in Jermynstrcet having at this time expired, he purchased one of a
large house in Leicester Square, on which he was tempted to expend above £ 3000, which sum was in a great
measure lost to his family by the shortness of the lease.
its

Here he had ample accommodation for his museum. The
which this great object gave to him, however, was
very great; and the services of his friends and the pubhc
eclat

were always readily furnished, when they could contribute to adorn it with new articles in comparative anatomy. In 1780, he published his work On the Venereal, and his Observations on certain parts
of the Animal Economy, consisting of a collection of papers which
had appeared in the Philosophical Transactions. About
this tmae his health began to decline, and he was obliged to resign much of his laborious duty to his brotherin-law Mr Home ; but we find him still active in adding to the stock of professional information. He wrote

some physiological papers,

for which he obtained the
In 1792, he gave up his course of lectures entirely to Mr Home.
But he continued to receive splendid marks of public respect; he was appointed inspector-general of hospitals, and surgeongeneral to the army ; he was made a member of the
College of Surgeons of Dublin, and one of the vice-presidents of the Veterinary College then first established
in London. He continued to write various papers which
appeared in the Transactions of tlie Society for promoting medical and chirurgical knowledge.
His health during the last twenty years of his hfe was

Copleian medal.

greatly impaired.

was angina

The symptoms

of his disease, which

minutely described by Sir Everard Home in the account of his life.
The first attack
was brought on by mental irritation, and, though he was
liable afterwards to slight affections from causes of different kinds, every severe attack arose from some mental cause.
Unfortunately his mind was easily provoked
by trifles, while matters of real importance produced no
effect.
He died suddenly under an accidental irritation
at St George's hospital, while he laudably attempted to
controul it till he obtained information of the circumstances by which it was occasioned.
This event took
place on the 16th of October 1793, in the 65th yeaiof his age.
He was a man of uncommon originality of thought,
which he displayed under considerable deficiencies of
general erudition.
In this respect he was a contrast to
his brother, who united genius with erudition in an eminent degree. This circumstance seems, however, to have
had the effect of concentrating his attention more completely in his favourite objects of pursuit, and to have
given a character of more obvious originality to all his
writings. Though ambitious of a high name in his own
line of investigation, he was not envious of the well
merited honours of others. But he was liable to strong
indignation at the presumption of ignorant mediocrity
or indolence.
He was prone to undervalue too much
pectoris, are

various circumsUnces ia conducted, that Mr Hunter's
genius is most usefully displayed. Some of his opinions cannot be easily admitted as well-founded ; such
as his doctrine of the life of the blood, and of the identity of syphilis and gonorrhoea.
In the winter of 1773,
he began to give lectures on surgery, in which he delivered a full account of his practical improvements, as
well as- his pathological views.
His first two courses
were given gratis. He continued to improve comparative anatomy by the dissection of various animals,
some of which were rare and curious, such as the torpedo and the gymnotus electricus, the electrical organs
of which he described. He repeatedly dissected the elephant ; he discovered those receptacles in the bodies of
birds, to which the air passes through the lungs, which
threw a new light on the function of respiration as performed by that class of animals. He engaged an artist
to live with him, for the purpose of making drawings
of such parts as did not admit of being preserved. In
1 776, he was appointed surgeon extraordinary
to his
Majesty. In the autumn of that year however,' he was those professional men who were his inferiors
in merit,
taken dangerously ill, and began to reflect seriously on and who, while they paid no
hoinage to his doctrines,
li;s situation and that of his family.
As he had expended
Jus fortune in his museum, he was desirous of making it
appear to advantage, that it might bring its value after
his death. Accordingly, as soon as his health
permitted

he arranged

it,

and made out a systematic catalogue of

made

feeble attempts to shine by their own light.
He
in his mamiers and conversation, a decided
enemy to all deceit and iHtrigue, but ,on the whole too
apt to speak harshly of his cotemporaiies.

was frank

The museum which he

left,

was purchased by the
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Man is engaeed in

incessant warfare against tbe rest Animtli
of the animatM creation the numbers sacrificed by nuuniir
him exesed all credibility ; for scarcely has he come in- ^T" ***
to the world, and gained the use of his members, when
be begins to think of destruction. But animals have
opponents e<|nally Ibrmidable among each other, ami
frightful havoc is committed among the weaker by the
"
more carnivorous tribes. Ei)dowe<l with
•itipathics, they hunt rach other down for the
pmpese of extirpatkm, not for the sake of prey. The
aadcnti bnvr tnid us of an invincible antipathy enter:

it is

wWriiaqBal ikai and
rand

against the crocooile

;

and

al-

property has not been witnessed
by the mudsill s, it indubitably exists in respect to
The fWnocer"- • '-"rWvorous animal, is sai<l
when the most furious
to seek the
and it is affirme<l to deNoebotwceii ;>i>i>i
light in the dsstiuiliuii of all other animals.
Dogs incessantly endeavour to destroy cats, on which they are
not known to feed ; and homed cattle will frequently
make an attack, and gore the object to death, from
rwe and antipathy combined. But it is less for the indwlgaaee of socb aatipatbies, tlum to satisfy the eraviaa of aalar*, titak animal* hunt each other in their
wfld alBt*, aid hat* llna taught men to avail themof tlieir pi upiitias. Yet, as they careAilly shun
assBce on those oecstions, we are acquainted only
saMof the methods which they pursue. Animal*
of llM eaniaa specias sasa to hunt in troop* ; those of
tile Mine raes are la general soiiury.
Tne nature of
dor, which we am so materially improve by
but it appean to hunt in
I, fa little known
padka of eight, ten, or twelve, in India and Pi-nia ; and
In this way it does not dread to atuck the most feroci.
mis of boMts of peer, the tiger. In Africa, it has been
absci sed , that wild dogs hunt with much sagacity,
always acting in concert, while each in particular does
its best to overtake or meet the game, until at length
thsngfa u...

holh for its own mcnls^ sad whan
iha asiUeal of those vMt
to give sa intsHsrtnal calehsiqr to the whole
of our native eomiti i. {U.D.)
HL'NTI.N'G, or the pursuit of wild animak, ia Its
most oonyehgisivo signifaariop, inclodas these ef ova.
IT denonaMiiaB, and ail
ibywhk*
Inair eaptare is acoBiplisbad i bat tails
ndesate. it chiefly denotm the
iquaimpeds.
L in sitsliliddng ihsawiliw to

^^.

indebted for their possession. ThU invahiable crea»
ture is trained not only to rouse the game in the forests,
chacc,
successful
after
a
pursue
plain,
and
to
it on the
inrtfrad of devouring its prey, to -watch until the appeosch of its master, or to lay it uninjured at his feet.
What substitute could the huntsman tind for his dog P
Deprived of its aid, those excursions which enable him
to return Uden with spoils, would Urminate in fatigue
and disappointment.
Hunting is prosecuted after a great variety of fa- Modes •f
hunting.
shions^ according to the nature of Uie country and the
desoiptian of the game. 1 Wild animals are hunted
by means of others specially trained for that puq>ose.
as by neU
2. They are csiwht by various stratagems
and pitftUs, or
traps formed either for the purpose
of destroying them, or of taking them slive. 3. They
are sliet by fire^ums or arrows, or destroyed by the
samn wnapuus set in their paths. 4. They are taken by
inlBxicatinc snbstances, which they are induced to swallow, or killed by poisons. These are the principal methods employed tnrottgfaoot the world in destroying

eumon

man ;

AameiscalMftMll; or

HUN
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BcibA MvprtMMl vas by lliint flTM M Hwl to the
M""***- dbM^a^il»«gB4g«afysecaUif»«r*n9Maai and is
^^'''"^ DOW oontained im » •pkndid iuU fittad mp tor the purnoMa,

^...,i,alar

'

,

;

alt.

ars

and there arei
of v<«».

uf lwnt>
Hmrting has
id

boesBMS tlieir j
n.
Not content, however.
with merely ssti>r hunger, they are said to
„
wound snd destroy every thing that comes in tlieir
wsy, and prove the greatest enemies of the herds which
it

WWIe

trnftajwd ta

the hoese, the ox. aad the chphsal
it is elsewhere MIowad «o arocars
pncioas fan^ which pay tlw tribute of
of entire coun-

Mas, sadarasohi^irvshMd,astototheemblrmof
n^hyitsoU: Haaeahare faaaimd varieiis expedientt
expedienu
to aasare the „
„
of wiki
'
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Uot

it is

to his faithful ally the

.

among the
The wolf,

colonists or natives of Siuthem
the fox, and jackal, all hunt in
though each may be seen alone in quest of
prey.
But many animals are by nature solitary in
their pursuits, and seem jealous uf the presence of each

sre kept

Africa.
troops,

•
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The
company, and is said
to chace its prey at full speed by the eye, from its
sense of sraelline being obtuse.
It makes a spring
when within reach of the object; but, if foiled by distaiice, skulks away, as if ashamed of the disappointment. The tiger, a cruel and terrible destroyer, is generally single in its immediate attack ; and instead of
trusting to speed, like the lion, it lies in wait in some
thicket, whence, with an astonishing leap, it pounces
on its victim in an instant. Immediate death follows
a blow from its tremendous paw, and the prey is
lion never iiunts in

other.

then dragged off to be devoured at leisure. Nothing
can restrain the ferocity of the tiger ; not even fire,
It is the terror of the
the dread of all wild animals.
forest ; it attacks man as readily as beasts, and even
pursues boats while navigitting rivers. As the fatal
blow is always inflicted by the paw of this animal, in
like manner others evince the same uniformity in the
mode of hunting and killing their prey. The wolf
bites it in the throat ; the jackal invariably seizes a
cow by the udder ; and the crocodile, fixing its teeth
in the nostrils, draws its prey into the water to be

drowned.
Animals
employed

Man,
to

hunt.

prey, to aid him in the chace. Dogs of many different kinds are trained to it, and in every possible fashion ; either running down the game by speed, conquering it by absolute strength, or dislodging it from its
haunts, or merely pointing out its position. In the East,
a species of panther, there named cheeta, but more
commonly the hunting tiger, is taught to pursue the
antelope ; but if caught young, and brought up among
mankind, so much of its activity and fierceness are lost,
Therefore the cheeta is
that it proves unserviceable.
always taken old in pits, and soon becomes familiar with
The cheeta is carried hoodwinked on a
its keeper.
cart to the vicinity of the game ; and being then unhooded, steals from bush to bush, until approaching
within 70 yards of it. Rushing forwards with surprising swiftness, by a dexterous use of its paw it throws
the animal down, and seizes it firmly by the throat,
until it feels that respiration has ceased.
Sometimes
the cheeta cannot be induced to run ; but if it is forward to the chace, it seldom continues longer than for
300 or 400 yards, within which space the antelope is
cither caught or escapes. If disappointed in its original
spring should it get near enough, or be foiled in the
course, it lies down, testifying much disappointment
and in its resentment will sometimes, though rarely,
turn on its keeper. On the day of hunting, the cheeta
is kept without food, at other times it is allowed 4 lb. of
flesh daily.
The lion is said to be taught by the Africans to hunt for them, as is also reported to have been
practised by the ancient Romans.
In this country, we
teach the ferret to hunt after rabbits ; and, considering
that many animals are susceptible of this education, it is
not unlikely that more would be trained to hunt, were
not their use superseded by the universal employment
of the dog. There is hardly a situation in which the
dog is not serviceable.
There is scarcely an animal
which it will not venture to attack, when encouraged
by the voice and presence of its master ; and it equally
promotes the capture of the terrestrial and the featherr

ed
Companies
of hunts-

men.

in every country, has availed himself of the
by certain animals in hunting their

instincts evinced

tribes.

The most

general mode of pursuing game is by a
small and select company of huntsmen, and then, perhaps, the greatest success attends their exertions ; but
in some countries, vast multitudes assemble, surrounding

5

a great extent of territory, and driving numbers of Huntingswild animals into a narrow space, where their destruc- >^——^»'
Some of tiie sovereigns
tion is accomplished at will.
of China liave carried an army of people into Tartary,
and occupied themselves several months uninterruptedly in the chace, while the monarch himself, unable to
use fire arms, dexterously shot the animals with arrows.
The modern princes of Hindostan were wont to ad-

vance with 400 or 500 elephants, besides horses, and
the necessary equipment of several hundred dogs,
and weapons, to the country where the game was
sought.
Even in Scotland, we read of hunting matches
conducted on a great scale, where 12,000 men were
present, and when " thirty score of wild beasts" were
killed.
But the real hunting for profit and utility, in
all

nets,

which many thousands engage for subsistence, is conducted by small parties, or by individuals only. It
appears that in Britain it was very common for ladies
anciently to participate in the pleasures of the chace.
The lion is a large and powerful animal, less ferocious, Hunting
and not equally dreaded as the tiger, perhaps from an the lioit
imaginary attribute of generosity, and from the belief
that.it never wantonly kills its prey. Nevertheless, the
lion is also a terrible enemy, and its roar inspires all other
animals with fear. Shaw, the eastern traveller, affirms,
that the wild boar is principally its prey ; but sometimes after so courageous a defence, that victory has inclined to neither, or both have been found lying dead
have said that the lion
together, and torn in pieces.

We

never hunts in company, and on this head M. Golberry
relates, that a lion and a lioness having discovered a wild
boar on the skirts of a forest, the latter sprung forward
to the attack. Having furiously seized the boar by the
throat, she lashed its sides with her tail, while the lion
sat a tranquil spectator of the combat, which lasted five
minutes, seemingly indifferent to the struggles of both.
At length the boar, yielding to the force of its opponent, fell with horrible cries ; and, only when dead,
the lion leisurely advanced to participate in the repast
of his mate. It is supposed that the lion will not attack women, but the number of victims evince the falHowever, it is confidently aflacy of this hypothesis.
firmed, that no person is in danger who has courage
An African coto look the lion stedfastly in the face.
lonist of the Cape of Good Hope having unexpectedly
met a lion, levelled his gun, but the ball fell short as
the piece hung fire ; and, apprehensive of the consequences, he immediately fled. The lion closely pursued
him, when the colonist, leaping on a small heap t)f
stones, resolved to defend his life with the butt end of
his gun, being precluded from loading it again, as he
his powder flask in his
the lion made a sudden stand
also ; and then lay down, at the distance of a few paces,
Meantime the colonist durst not
quite unconcerned.
move ; but the lion, after remaining before him completely half an hour, slowly retired.
The fleetness of
this animal enables it to keep up with a horse gallopping, and its strength is such that it can drag away a
In general, it is said to
heifer with perfect facility.
lie in ambush, whence it springs upon its prey ; but
should the object be missed, no second attempt is made
the lion returns silently to the spot, to practise more
address on the next occasion. Probably animals are
more, usually preferred, but there are instances cf a single
lion attacking a whole caravan. The lion is hunted by
horsemen on the plains, and large dogs, but not of any
particular species, are used to dislodge him from his
haunts. At^the first sight of the huntsmen, he always en-

had unfortunately dropped
flight.

At

this

moment

I

I
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dearoars to escape by tpeed but if they ant! the dog*
get near, he estber ihakes his head with a terrible roar
and abckeiM hit pace, or aaietly sits down to wait their
ottMk. The dogs immediately rush on ; and he has
thae only to destroy two or three, each with a blow ot'
Twelve or sixhis paw, until they tear him in pieces.
teen are, in this manner, a sufficient match, fluntsmen
coing on the enterprise keep together in pairs. I i' they
Ea«« not the requisite number of dogs, one, when withim icach of the lion, leaps off* his hone, and aims at the
nguaPa heart ; but he must instantly remount, in order
to (ly fhn its race if vounded. Should be nuM, the
aame m ifcwe tynis caiBpanioB, who nut alao give fiill
nina to h^ horse and then the third of the party foU
Iowa. Thia mode of hunting is repreaented as quite
fine fttom danger, there being no aanple ef it* being
attended with fatal conaeqaencea. In the northern parts
tt AfticB, where liooa are not an numerous, the whole
;

;

aurrounding
ed to intot

diatrict is raised
it.

A

when one

is

discover-

circle of three, four, or five miles

in cowpaia is formed, accorrling as circumstance* require, and dogs afkrgc aiae are employed to ronae the
nme. Horses are here trained for the purpnae, and

Uie party proceeds always narrowing the drde until
Rut this is a moment of danger, aa
the lion appears.
he will readily spring on the person nrarrit to bina.
The expert bimtsman, however, ia generallyjirr parad
to tcmunate bis career by a mmkct-balL The boo i*
likewise killed by ipring gnn* set in the path by which
it return* to connit it* ravages ; or the Moor* and
Anb* dig a pit, which, beinc -n -i-'ir cmrercd with
nd ia taken.
Rcda and branciiaa, the animal
One
of the nobleat nort* of i^.. i.~.. ii the hunting
Ipitt^
of the tiger ; and indeed, oonadering the siae, the
atiength, and the ferocity of the game, no incensidetable
mtifieHdaa orast arise from the conquer. The tiMr
M sametiaic* to large as to measure IS feet ftun the
It is active, bold, and cunnoae to the tip of the tail.
ninct it •• ooeof tbe uMiat dcatractive be asts of prey:
flom and bcrda are itananalpnnujt, butit iatbemoiw
and, hamnf aaee tasted bia Mood,
tid enemy of man
it ia said to rsject ever after ne blood ef other aB»>
mals. Tbe inmenae and extaame thidula of Asiatic
eountric* are ao nanr re ti eaia where It ean lurk in
ceocaalment, und eprnig forth upon its victim, wbieh
it data with a borHble growl ; or if the prey i« in bo*
;
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of a tiger is<i]iscoveret1, which is generally in a jungle Hunting.
.'""*'
near the carcase of a mangled animal, a line of cle- -^
phants is formed, and every exertion made for its dis- Tiger hunN
lodgment. The jungle, however, may contain more "£•
than one ; and as the tiger becomes lethargic when satiated, and does not remove far from the spot of its depredation*, the jungle is entered with much precaution.
Here the search is made with the largest and best
trained elephants ; and it is they that first disclose the
presence of the tiger by a peculiar kind of snorting and
trumpeting, and likewise an uncomniun agitation. The
tiger is prone to spring on an approaching object ; but
if skulking off, the whole covert becomes impregnated
with its smell, and the elephanb>, uncertain of its distance, and always dreading an attack, frequently become perfectly ungovernable, nor can some be restniine<l
(ram flight A certain emanation from the UhIv of
the lion and the tiger, even when unseen, has a powerful effect on other animals : and men thcroselvei have
experienced a kind of shuddering aensation solely from
that cause.

The huntsmen who, mounted on

their ele-

phants, are not above ten yards asunder, immediately on
discovering the tiger, fire from a piece of large cahl>re ;
but should the abot not prove instantly fatal, the tiger
aprinpa up with a furious roar, and endeavours tu at*
taek ita enemv. Particular danger may tlience ensue,
and both ikil| and dexterity are required in the hunter
eapedi liuualy repeating hi* discharge for his own preaeiTMion. The elepliant may then be brought forward
to crush the fallen animal, and gore it with its tusks ;
which, although quite dead, it oflen tettifies a repugnance to da Hofaea abew tbe most decided antipathy, and dog* tdce a tour around the carcase. Sometimea tbe t^(er will spring upon the elephant, and put
the most peruoua situation.
the hunter
Notwithatandiag ita intimate liaaaililani
to the cat in every
thing, the tiger take* tbe water without hesitation, and
it has been known to force its way into a boat in spite
of all opposition. It doe* not appear tiiat hunting this
ferociooa creature aolely with flog* u ever attcin|>ted :
indeed it eoald not be aeoompiiaMd without great loss
to tbe banlanum. It ia taken in nata, however ; but
tbe epott ia dangeroua, ftr the game is apt to recoil on
kaaaranfln ;
beaidea , the net* arc not always of
•amiart Mmglht nor is the tiger so perfectly enve-

m

ii

aM

loped and aacand, as to be deprived of ttie jwwrr of
i
Tigera are caaght, but very rarely, in
i
aloBf OMalM loitaadunp0c*i*ad,nntil itgauistbeM. trapa and pita, tbe ftmer aonstracte<l like a large
eounole poritiaB ftr in apring. A deadly Mow HVeaa the eagie,
Dailed with a live dog or goat, which is
pa* uiicidea the Mtatre of na vktiai, and the prey » eonfaed
aa interior division. Ther are hkcwise
then drag||ad away. An niMbDee occujitd of a Sepoy on dMt bf a singW sportaaan, wbo^ havn^ discovered a
a nurcb acnnainting Ida cofadaa that beohacrved a ti> carcnae half devoured, nroaiptlT ooaatmct* a platfonn
15 or 10 net Ingb, and there awaiu the
fcr, •' whidi bad act hin,''aait iacaDad, Mealing kl««f
dmvgh a jnni^ Divcating bimialf of all incamft retam.
The natlvce of the hills of BenPtaBM i, be drev a famad sword, and mtrapidqr watcniog
art Boiaoneil arrows in their path to be discharged
tbe momwit of tbe wring, with dejjaihy aa afaifuknr
a now of catraonlinary strength, sometimea so
aa bk ceuragu. i—adiately di«abled Ida aaailant. Soeaa- great, tfwt the weapon penetrates to the hourt
It is
timca a tiger take* poaacsaton of a paaa, wfaenee it baa, difficult, however, to give it the proper direction from
for a length
<arricdoffaniandailv. Tht* ani- the step of the tiger, which effects the diocharge. Even
nud it bunted .. ..laua lasbions, bat chiefly by a nu> though the arrow does not touch a vital part, the poinierou* partr of portaDcn. and clepbaala traned ftr aen speedily bevios to operate, and never fail* to dethe chace those malea having long torita are praferrod, stroy the animal within an hour. The same apparatu*
but few female* are fit to be enplejcd in it. indeed ia uaed with an arrow free of poison. By means of the
tbe elephant and the dog are tbe only aoxiKaric* of vigorous warfare carried tm against tiger% many places
oun on this occasion. Horaaa become fractiaus and of India, formerly almo*t nninhabitabLe, are completely
ungovernable; cameb «ftr aa baecara position to deaml of tliem. In other parts they arc Ktill common,
their riders, inde endent of their nataral dmad of the
and the appearance of one inipircs the whole neighp
gsaac; and even the elephant ean with difficulty be bourhood with alarm.
argeil onward with doe preparadoa. Wbea the retreat
Tbe panther, feopard, ounce, and lynx, all of the Lcopsnt.
«ou XI. raiT L
r

tUacnmolDeauempHibcd,

tne tiger creeps

domg Bi ach ef

nd
m
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feline tvibw, are closely allied in liaWts

an> disposition

''~^"~' to the lion and tiger. But none readil_v attack man.
Their depredations, nevertiieless, are not confined to
smaller animals, as some of them are endowed with
considerable stren^ftli.
I'he leopai'd is particularly
expert in climbing trees, whence it drops or springs on
its prey.
It greedily devours dogs; but seldom prowling about by day, it chiefly commits nocturnal ravages.
All animals of prey, of every tribe, are for the most part
occupied in seeking their sustenance at dawn and twilight.
Leopards are roused by dogs, and shot with
The natives of the East also capfire-arms or arrows.
ture them in deep pits, which are baited with the carcases of beasts.
Animals of the canine species are endowed by na-

Hysna.

Almost all,
ture with the most remarkable sagacity.
with suitable treatment, may be rendered tractable,
while those of the feline tribes seem absolutely indocile
and void of attachment. The hyasna is one of the fiercest of the canine kind ; its strength enables it to resist
It
the lion, and encourages it to attack the panther.
overpowers the bear, and readily assails mankind. Acting as a decoy, it is said to imitate the cries of other
animals, or, by a frightful howl, to scare a whole herd,
It
that it may then seize some one of the stragglers.
is a solitary animal, inhabiting the clefts of rocks and
caverns in mountains, whence it issues forth on its
prey at night. Hy.-cnas are hunted by dogs, and traps
One of the most
are set for them, but few are taken.
remarkable methods of capturing these animals is practised by the gypsies of Aleppo ; who, according to M.
Olivier, enter with torches in the day-time into the
grottos known as the haunt of hyaenas, and, on perceiving one, make a great outcry, or boldly approach,
speaking aloud, in order to intimidate the animaJ. The
hyaena, which is terrible by night, does no injury by
day and the effect of the light and clamour are such,
that it retires farther and farther to the extremity of
the cavern, where no sooner do the g3'psies reach it,
than it is bound, muzzled, and led out. When taken
after other methods by the Arabs, they carefully bury
the head, lest the brain should be employed against
;

Wolf-hunt-

'"*

them in sorcery and enchantment
Hunting the wolf, an animal the type of destruction,
and the enemy of the shepherd, has been every where
and in every age an ardent pursuit. But its sais so great, that while others run headlong into
danger, it carefully avoids the snare. Wiien roused by
It attacks
hunger, the ferocity of the wolf is great.
man, and runs down creatures far larger than itself.
It boldly leaps inclosures, and steals into cottages to cari'y away children, which are always seized
by tlie throat. A wolf suddenly appeared in a district of France, which it ravaged a whole j'car about
1765, proving so crafty, that an association of 63 parishes provided a band of 40,000 men for its destruction.
At length 40 huntsmen and their dogs accomplished its destruction.
Hunting the wolf was anxiously enjoined by the laws of this country, particularly in Scotland, formerly a wild and mountainous country, whence it could not be easily extirpated.

gacity

King Edgar is said to have effected the utter destruction
of wolves in England, liy commuting the tribute of
money into an annual tribute of the heads or skins of
Tiiey still subsisted in Ireland in the
these animals.
reign of Elizabeth, and were not extirpated from Scotland until the year 1670. The means which have been
devised of destroying this redoubtable enemy arc not
jfew ; but owing to the habits aud sagatity of the ani..

Huntinc;.
mal, they are of very uncertain anccess.
1 ts haunts are
exceedingly diversified It sometimes seeks the recesses •"^^-y—
of the woods, sometimes the bottom of the cavern
:

hunts by day and also by night, first assuming one
path for its exit, and then another for its return.
In certain seasons of the year it has no fixed abode.
In Tartary, and other parts of the East, the wolf is hunted
by eagles trained specially for the purpDse. In Europe, the strongest greyhounds and other dogs are employed, and the chace is prosecuted either on foot or on
horseback.
Much difficulty, however, is experienced
in running down the wolf; nay it frequently prove* impracticable, for the full grown animal is infinitely strong,
er than any dog.
An old wolf is able to run 20 mile*
easily, which added to the nature of the ground to
which it resorts, often renders the pursuit abortive.
The wolf besides, has recourse to many stratagems for
deceiving both the dogs and the huntsman. When
one is known to infest a district, the first attempt is to
dislodge it from the covert, and to bring it to an open
chace.
But hunting the whelps is more interesting
sport, because they have fewer means of defence, nor
are they so capable of foiling the hunter as the old and
experienced animals. Independent of the constant use of
fire arms, it becomes necessary to recur to various stratagems, as nets, traps, and pitfalls.
If an animal of
large size, as a horse or an ox, is discovered to have become the prey of a wolf, to which it will return for
the purpose of satisfying its appetite, the huntsman
drags the carcase above a mile from the spot, always
proceeding against the wind. Then leaving it in a place
exposed to view, as the wolf will follow, he takes his
station in concealment by moonlight, in a spot whence he
may pierce the animal with a ball. It is said that the
wolf never passes through by a door where it can leap
a wall ; wlience the position of traps is regulated, so as
to deceive its watchfulness. Sometimes the traps are constructed with springs and iron teeth ; sometimes with
a wicket, which yields to gentle pressure, but refuses
an exit to the captive. Some years ago, during a terrible famine in India, where the miserable sufferers
it

were devoured half alive by wolves, these creaUires,
emboldened by the want of resistance, continued their
ravages after

its

cessation.

and women, and children

They openly attacked men

at the breast

seemed

to

be their

favourite prey. An ingenious and simple apparatus was
devised for their destruction. Two bamboos eight or nine
feet high, were erected at the opposite sides of an old well,
and their tops being brought together, a basket, containpot of
ing a kid, was suspended from the junction.
water with a hole in the bottom, loo?ely stopped by a
rag, was hung over the animal, which was kept bleating and in constant agitation by the dripping upon it.
Brushwood and thorns disguised the edge of the well,
and the wolves in stretching over or leaping up to reach
On another orcasion, they
the bait, readily tumbled in.
were successfully smoked out of burrows in the earth,
which they had chose for a retreat, or were killed in

A

attempting to escape suffocation. In digging up the
burrows, an incredible quantity of trinkets, not less
than ten pounds weight, was found belonging to children they had carried aw.ny and devoured. The affliction of the unfortunate parents at recognising the
different orniunents that had decorated tlieir offspring,
presented a most impressive scene. At present packs
of wolves are said to infest a district of France,
where the inability of the inhabitants to resist thern,
has led to extraordinary instances of theii' attacks in
open day, and on every opportunity.

HUNTING.
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tboagh (Innonstrated in a les* conspicuous mnnner, U diapUyed by the jackal and the
The former is hunt^
fox, both ol" the canine species.
cd by greyhouncN, which it will to harass by i:$

estrcnie cunninjf in inccisantly crossing the haunts
of its fellows, that it can seldom be taken in this manLikewise the dogs, while in full pursuit, are
Bcr.
sooietiines attacked with great fury by another troop of
jackals atteinptinj; to rescue the fugitive, and beaten off*
with severe injuries. The jackal itself hunts in packs
of SO or 40 topeiher.
As fox-hunting is so common a sport in Great Brih^rttain, and of so much const-qamcf to other nations which
traffic in the fur ofaniniaU, we shall lay before our readers a pretty full account of it. Though the total number
ot'fuxesin tlii't island may not exceed a few hundreds, yet
in the north of Europe and America, and in the northeastern parts of Asia, they are more n umrrous. There they
•re frequently to be found in va<t multitudes, and of various species, calle<l the black, blue, grey, and arctic foxsome of them changing their colour acconling to the sea,
son of the year. Two islands, St Cieorge and St Paul,
were discovered in 17S6 in the Northern Pacific Ocean
the first does not cxceetl 30 miles in length, nor the second 19 ; yet in the course of only two years, 8000 blue

foxes were taken upon tbem. But to enable the huntsman to conduct the chaoe saccessfullr, he must always
render hiuisclf inciniately acquainted with the nature
of the ;;ani>- '' '- *'-^ this means that he can ascertain its
.iiagcns, and avail himself of thcMe
baunu, tli
jMrticular >.••>. umiiaitoea which will lead to its capture.
The iastinctJ and propensities of the fox are exhibited
in the most decioed manner; though they receive
trang modifications ftxm the circuroaUncca ondcr which
'ukms and dviliMd connthe animal is placed
n thoaa seldom trodden
tries, it is shy and v
by the toot of roan, ii rxm r.t no a npttheneiona at his
presence, and may easily be led to dctinMitton. In one

devour nothing except what h«a been
another, where scareitjr usually prevail, every kind of animal food is acceptable.
It is
hi^'lily camivoroaa in manjr places; yet in some it fattens on grapes, and is noxious to vineyards. The craftiness 01 the fox is proverbiaL
Without the strength
of the wolf, it poaaeasea equal sagacity, which is similariy exercised in dcattoying creatnres weaker and more
timid tbui itadf. In addkioa to the wwalWr cmadrwpeds,
iu rav^w are eooaidenble MM^f birds which nestle
on the ground, and also among ponkrjr of ihodooiaaticatcd kmda. The day is the period of icpose ; while
the dawn and twilight are industriosiaij employed
in quest of prey.
The foi is a bold and a cunning animal, adrentarooaljr ayynochi og tho objocl it haa si»gled oat, ami waidqg • (hToorable oppovtanity of ac
cwBpUihJng iu ends ; but, not eootent with satisfying
the omfiqgt of hunger, it often destroys many more
victimalhan it can clevour; which are either left behind, or earned away and stuffed into a liole, or buried in the ground, to proiride for future necesuty.
It
is said to feign deep,
order to betray iu prey into
security
and a tame fnx has been known to spurt its
country
killed

it

by

will

itself; in

m

;

f

I

k1 ..n.iincl it, for

the purpose of attracting poultry withthafitsehain. Foxes burrow in the earth, or

i

> clefts

and

of racks, and also dwell
in thick coverts, or among furse.
As swallows testify
their antipathy to the hawk, the oomroon enemy of
dMir tnbe, so does the damonr of crows and msgpiea
Aclase the retreat of the fox, when unseen by his en^
iei ; and during pwantt, the latter will scrcnn ftwn
'

•

cavities
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tree to tree, according to the course which the animal
takes. By the northern natioas, where the preservation

Humiof.

captured in traps, by
arrows ngainst it, and
Sometimes a net is
it is also destroyed by poisous.
used.
The natives observe, as a remarkable circumstance, that Uie more valuable foxes are the most cunning: and Kroscheniiiikow mentions, that the Cossacks of Kamtschatka tried unsuccessfully during two
years to catch a black fox frequenting the Great Iliver.
But it is likely that this arises from such animals becoming more ;agacions in endeavouring to avoid danIn
ger, than those which have none to apprehend.

of the fur

bows

is

an object, the

i'ox is

set in its ])ath, discharging

Britain and some other countries, foxes are hunted al- Houn<U.
most exclusively by packs of hounds trained to tlie
sport ; and the chief source of entertainment arises

A

rank odour,
from the nature of the animal it»elf.
peculiar to its species, of which it can never be divested, constantly escapes from its body, aiul is distinguishable by the hounds from that which emanates from
other animals, whereby tliey are enabled to follow the
some course witliout once obtaining a view of tlie game.

The manner

in

which

this effluvia

is

conveyed,

is

a

point of exceedingly difficult explanation ; but, like
all odorous emanations, it is of very unequal intensity
at different times.
Our ancestors were certainly acquainted with the properties of hounds, as " sliarpsGcnted dogs fit for hunting wild beasts," are mentioned at a very early period of English history ; and the
aborigines of every nation are addicted to the chace.
But we are unac(]uaintcd with the particular species
which were employed. Much attention is requisite
both for the brec<ling and training of hounds and no
where has the art l>een more studied than in Great Britain.
When tlie dogs are bred and trained, then the
selection is to be made. Hounds are prized for colour,
<>rcially for staunchness, without
6[i''wl
(]ualities are of liitlc avail. In respect to ijic Lrst, Uicrc can be no absolute rule; .'uul the
huntsman who lus had a few excellent hounds of a
certain colour, will be prejudiced in its favour ; but
we must admit, that the properties depending on colour are very uncertain, particularly when we reflect
that a UXal change takes place in several animals according to the altemation of the seasons, and that
it is again restored without Iiaving occasioned nny
extraordinary effects.
Naturalists have not \
mined the inseparable concomitants of colour.
of a unifiinn colour seem to rank highest in the estimation of sportancn ; next, those spotted with red, and
white hounds with black ears and a black spot at
the root of the tail.
Those spotted with dun are cenceiveti to be defective in courage, and therefore bear an
inferior value. Properties which would require the most
undoubted canfim>ation by repeated trials, arc ascribed
to some extrni.ll characters.
Thus it is said that the
black tanned, the uniform white, the true Talbots, arc
the best for string or line that tliegrizxird, if the hair
is shaggy, arc the l)e«t runners, and that a couple of
these should alwavs belong to a pack. Those uniformly
dun are thought fit for all kinds of the chace ; their sag!"-"' - "'•at ; they are more sensible of their master's
«
liom, and less liable to be influenced by the
uiL-i. ...,.!,, -. of other hounds.
The figure of the hound
is probably more essential than his colour, being more
decisive of pure descent.
A small head, very pendulous ears, a thin neck, broad back, deep chest, straight
Ic^ and round feet, not too large, are esteemed pro'
characteristics.
Defective proportions indicate
;

'

;

I

-
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can be expected from exertion. Hounds of
middle size are the strongest, and most capable of protracted fatigue: and here it is necessary to regulate
the equality of the pack. There should be complete
uniformity in speed ; for, though the fleetest hound is
commonly esteemed the best, yet he may do much injury among his companions in the chace. Speed and
vigour are indispensible qualities, and these are likely
to be promoted by having hounds of the same family.
Both are conspicuous in those of English breed.
hound has been known to run seven miles in four
minutes ; and a fox chace is said, on one occasion, to
have been continued for about 120 miles, calculating,
as nearly as possible, from the places where the hounds
were seen. The ardour of the hounds is so great, that
they sometimes actually die in the course of pursuit.
prejudice formerly prevailed in France against British hounds, which probably arose from their having
degenerated on being transported from their native climate. Most animals degenerate under great transitions,
whereas, were they carried to moderate distances, they
might easily be habituated to the change of climate and
of circumstances. The breed of all the useful animals
ought to be anxiously studied, because real quality can
be obtained in no other way than by selection from
the offspring of parents who are themselves of the
genuine stock. Or) both sides those alone should be
chosen which demonstrate the properties of the fox
hound in a superior manner age must be avoided
and, as both sexes reach maturity nearly about the
same period, there ought not to be a great disparity
between them. General rules nevertheless admit of
many exceptions, as the origin and properties of animals are but little known. The breeder will often
be disappointed of his expectations, and he will sometimes have to admire the offspring of parents from
In both cases,
•whose union nothing was expected.
good qualities and defects may lurk in concealment
during one generation, and be unfolded in the next.
Some persons who have paid strict attention to this
subject, maintain, that, in the course of numerous experiments, they succeeded in obtaining excellent hounds.
The whelps must be kept very clean, both before and
after leaving the mother. When they cease to obtain subsistence from her, it is recommended that they should be
fed with wheat bread, to improve their strength ; but,
in France, it is said that bread made of barley-meal is
universally admitted to be better feeding, and is given
at the rate of two pounds and a half cr three quarters
daily, in two portions. The whelps should be well aired,
and have sufficient exercise, until they attain their full
strength, or arrive at an age a little beyond it, when
their active powers are to be called forth. It is supposed that dogs continue to grow during eleven months.
Something probably depends on climate ; for a much
longer time frequently elapses before some of them
have acquired all their vigour. Numerous specific rules
are given regarding the entrance or initiation of hounds
to the chace, on which head there are hunters who advance extraordinary, and apparently inconsistent, opinions ; such as, that the first object of pursuit ought to
that

little

A

A

:

different from that for which the dog is ultimately
But it has been judiciously remarked, that
destined.
" nature will instruct hounds how to hunt ; aii only is
necessary to prevent them from hunting what they
ought not to hunt." Instinct is incessantly operating ;
and if it is to be modified, we must always keep in
remembrance, that early habits have a great pre-

be

ponderance

;

and

tliat

animals will probably be most

eager in the pursuit of that game which they liavc Hunting.
'
been taught to hunt originally. One of the primary ^""
I'ox-hunt"*
qualities of a dog is, to addict itself exclusively to the j
specific object of pursuit, and to abstain from every
other ; whence it would appear as inconsistent to enter
If
Eointers with larks, as fox hounds with rabbits.
ounds are accustomed, at an early age, to woods,
or hills and vallies, it is likely that they may not
be equally successful when there is a complete transposition of circumstances, whence a considerable variety
of surface seems beneficial in exercising those which
are young.
These necessary preliminaries having been
attended to, hounds are to be assorted in packs, the
extent of which is quite arbitrary.
Experienced hunters affirm, that 25 couple are sufficient at any time to
be taken into the field ; and this is the orilinary number.
Forty couple will admit of hunting three times
a- week ; but if packs are very numerous, each hoimd
will have too little occupation in the chace : hence it is
essential that the qualities of hounds should be frequently brought 'into action, in order that they may be
preserved by practice. Although instinctive habits may
be permanent, yet artificial acquirements are soon forgotten. A pack of good hounds is a valuable property, and
has been sold in England for a thousand guineas.
With
respect to the actual practice of fox-hunting, it is a subject
susceptible of so much detail, that we must chiefly refer
those who are desirous of becoming masters of it, either to
certain districts of England and Ireland, where gentlemen of fortune follow it as a kind of profession, in preference to the more useful pursuits of agriculture, and
more delicate and refined amusements, or to the modern authors Beckford and Daniel, who treat copiously
of the subject. They have not only exhausted the observations of their predecessors, but have embellished
their writings with new and entertaining illustrations.
As the fox leaves his burrow in quest of prey before
the day breaks, all the earths are to be stopped at a
very early hour in the morning ; and the huntsmen
having met at the appointed covert, it is to be carefully
drawn for the game.
bad or windy day is always
to be avoided, as the scent is so much affected and so
precarious, that the hounds may be disappointed, which
is injurious to their nature.
It is not necessary that
the fox should ever be seen by the dogs ; when once
roused, they pursue him by the scent alone, continuing the chace through many miles. But this animal
neither possesses much speed, nor apparently entertains great dread of the hounds.
His principal object
I
is gaining the earth ; and he trusts by wiles and stratagems to deceive his pursuers. If he is foiled, many
turnings, doublings, and crossings, are resorted to : when
fatigued, he will either lie down in a field, should one
be in his way, or run amidst a flock of sheep, or a
herd of cattle. In the course of the chace, sometimes
the scent becomes quite imperceptible, especially when
confounded with the emanations of other animals, as
in the latter case, when the hounds are said to be checked
or at fault ; and the recovery of it becomes most interesting to hunters.
Silence is then to be observed, as
the dogs will be industrious enough themselves in endeavouring to regain the scent. If they are successful,
which does not invariably happen, they rapidly renew
the pursuit, and gaining distance as the strength of the
fox declines, they at length come up, and tear him to
pieces. "Then," say sportsmen, "they should be allowed to eat him ravenously." It frequently occurs, that
amidst a number of earths all are not stopped, and the fox
having taken shelter, is dug out or dislodged by ter-
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rien ;
the Ikoaacli punae him thither, and
mre thenMclre* snibeatad withm. It is difficult to kill
the female while breeding, from her never wandering far frood the burrow, and retreating into it on
the slightest alann. A modem author retnarlu, that
" the whole art of fox-bunting is to keep hounds well in
bloud therefore every advantage of the fox is taken.
Sport is but a aeoondary consideration with tlie true
fox hunter ; his 6r«t motive is the killing of the fox,
by which be makes his hoand». Present sucoeaa is
almost a sure forerunner of future sport ; and he is
better pleased with an indifferent chace, with death at
thedoM of it, than with the best cfaaoe possible, if it
with the loss of the fox.'' This kind of
has been pnetised a eooaiderable time in
:

That King James

Great Britain.
dation in view,

I.

had

ita

ooauaen-

when

treating of the education of
shall not affirm ; but he says, " I cannot

a prinoe, we
ondt here the banting with running bounds, which is
the moet hoooonble and noblest sort thereof; for it is
a thievish form of hunting to shoot with guns and
bows ; and greyhound hunting is not so martial a
game." Fox-hunting is certainly no inconsiderable
enterprise, when we bear of borsec running themselves
blind, or dyin^ of fati^ae mder the laah oftbeir riders;
of dogs perithing during the diMe, and of men braakingtheir limbs, or disloatiac their oedn. Bat whether

wai

it is an amusement either huawM, or attended with
anyutility, might admit of some <liacaasinn.
Wild cattle are nmnenms oo the aoadMro continent
of America, and herd together
grmfl lodks ; ami the
ma^ be said of bonm. BoOi are hunted by the
Indims
two different wars.
lash or belt is made
of skin or leather, about iky ftat in laigth and twe
inches broad, with a running neeee at one end. Tbe
hentawn
the noeae in his right hand, and beiag
wen mooBted, on approaching within a few raids of
the wild animal, throws the nooae over its bead though
running at full speed, whereby it is easily taken. Br
the second method, an iron ball, of about two poMMta
weight, is fastened to each end of a leather strap aboat
twelve feci long, and the baalMaan, when witliiD the
necessary distsirce, having twang one of the balls sereral times around hit beau to give it an impetus, throws
it at tlie animal's legs, also oarting with the other ahwi
bf they are entangled. HonliBg Ac baMo^ wMdi
is a powerful, fierce, and intractdble anhnal, b ettnwled with greater iLmprr; f.>r it readily attacks its par•uers, who mutt tm»t to the niiftiiiii iif ihih h iiiwili]i
escape.
It enteruins the atamst antinathy to
thing coloured red ; and it is add that if a pian of lad

m

BM

m

A

hM»

Boftlssb

«>

dodi

thrown

way, it wiD be in latit iwiiMpiiid
upon it, that Ik* kuMMMB haasaf.
fidmt opportunity to advance or tB tMbo.
the deer, haa been UbOTllydisacr.
is

in its

in venting iu rage
•'«»«•'"•«'»-

*"(-

hoot the world, cenedalhr in the
colder rwoQA.
In Siberia, vast herds of ninteriklft
their abode at certain seaaons, leaving the wooda to seek
for better pasture, and swim aeroas wide rivers, alwajm
having a leader at their head. Then they become an eaey
prey but if the leader suspeela dngcr and retoret, he
u invariably followed br the rest,
the spartman is
disamxrintedofhisipi '
!kermoosi^ deer north of
Hudson's Bav, is hunt.
igalar Banner; for there
tbe Indian* themselves abaohitenr ton it down. This is
attemptetl only when the earth u Oomad by snow, and
capcciall^ when the sorfiM:e is encrusted eirer ; then it
with the weight of the animal, wWIe the snow
•hoes of the hontaman bear him up.
good ruaner
«(

;

aM

nks
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will generally tire a

moose

and very Huntin|r.
sometimes haj>- ^"'Y'"*

in less than a day,

often in six or eight hours ; though it
pens, that the hunters continue the pursuit two clays
before they can come up witli and kill the game. They
are very lightly clothed on such occasions, and carry
only a bow with two or three arrows, and a small bag
with implements for striking fire.
are trained
for this sport by the southern Indians, which rendna
it easier snd mere expeditious ; and they are likewise
used in Europe and«ther countries inhabited by the
deer. In Britam, stag hunting is followed with hounds,
and the strength and swiftness of the animal renders
this description of the chace particularly interesting.
Its agih'ty surmounts every obstacle; tbe plains vanish
under its fiset ; rivers are no barrier ; and it seeks for
shelter alike in the woods and the mountains.
Thence
the pursuit is generally long and diflicult, and the stag can
be wearied down only by the strongest and most steady
bounds. When the stag despairs of escaping, it sometimca ataada at bay ; and, presenting its antlers to the
punuen, seems resolvetl to sell its life as dearly as pas.
sible.
"The huntsman, however, is always the victor,
and his precautions most commonly secure him from
iniury.
But a more treacherous method is generally
fallowed in stalking or approaching in ilixguise to shoot
this fine animal, at least in those ports of the north and
areatem parts of Scotland where it still runs wild. In
the ncetaenrHimatea deer are shot with arrows, by
meaaa of a apiia^ bow act in tlieir path.
The antmne
a gregarious animal, very shy, and Antdoin.
of great ipeea. Besidea tbe aae of tlie cbceu, it is

D<^

m

hunted by nambera of men forming a circle, which,
gradually doaing, brinca it within reach of the sportsman ; or it is puTRMO by dogs, while hawks, trained
tar the purpoae, being let flr, retard its swiftness by
•Iriinng it on the head, and fluttering before its eyes.
There
am varioos species of bears, whicli are hunted
*
It fashions both in tbe warmer and colder
Tbe white bear, an enormous animal of the
polar regions, ia nerar seen but on ice and snow. \Vin»
tanrs on Nova Zambia remark, that it retreaU from
their abode
the eon sinks below the horizon in November, and rctanu with his appearance in .lanuary;
meanwhile, thajr are visited by the arctic fox, which
as the bear appraacbaa.
Wliite bears attack
and ewim aroand ahipa as if to get on board.
They are hunted br the noithem savages, on the ice
said snow, with pikes, swords, bows, and arrows; but
the bear makea a rigoreas dafianci^ taming on iu as*
nOaata, wiioae rielMy ia na nala B dearly purchased.
However, a siMle ami has bean known to engage intrepidly in eoanai wkk a vanr fierce bear, without any
alaar
tkia kiiifc,aad to dastruj his antagonist.
The Mack bav irei attacka man aalem when proit tinn fina B a iglit, and, clasping liim in its
|
pave, eadcavaan to crash him to dmtii. Before
aayaneoonter, it issaidtomakaitaToagaacsnd tnaci
Tma animal con be dislodged with di&al^ Aam ili
retreats by dogs ; but whan oiiee roused, it is pursued,
and shot. It n likewise taken by a great number of
Walimiiii, of which we have already givan an as«
oonnt ander the article Baaa, VoL III. page 965.
Hunting the badger, wkidi pettrine to the same ge- Bodgsr.
nus, is followed in another shape.
It burrows in
the earth, and is also diffi(-ult to dislodge.
When
driven out by terriers, it fights boldly, inflicting severe lacerations on its potaaers. However, it is generally overpowered.
'Thoagfa covered witli a strong
hide and long hair, whicfa render it tenacious of hie, a

m

m
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blow on the nose occasions inevitable death.

slight

The badger
of

its

caught alive in sacks covering the mouth
burrow, into which it is driven by the teris

riers.

Hue-hunt.
ing.

After speaking of

all these powerful, ferocious, and
painful to treat of the hunting of the
timid hare a weak, harmless, and defenceless creature,
which the very sight of man renders breathless with
alarm. Yet, in Britain, whole troops of men, horses, and
dogs, collect to enjoy the gratification of running it down
a feat which is accomplislied either by grey-hounds surpassing its utmost speed, or by slow liounds wearing
it out witii fatigue.
But these are not the only means
devised for its destruction, as numberless traps and
snares besides fire-arms are always ready to bereave it
of life. The hare is the ordinary prey of other animals :
yet it feeds on none; its subsistence is derived exclusively from vegetable productions, and in few instances does it appear in sufficient numbers to occasion injury. Many fables are interwoven with the history of this
animal, and the prejudices of mankind have determined
its presence to be ominous on certain times and occasions.
In general the hare shuns the haunts of men :
it is abroad chiefly at dawn and twilight, and during
the night troops of this animal meet to sport in the fields.
Its vigilance is incessant
the eyes, which are not closed while it sleeps, are so constructed, tjiat it can
see farther around in the ss,me position than other animals
its ears are adapted for the reception of tlie
faintest sounds, and its foot is particularly fashioned
for protection against different substances that cover the
ground. As if aware that safety is to be found in con-

crafty animals, it

—

is

:

:

it remains closely squatted in its form, even
though its enemies be near ; but when once roused, no
bounds are set to its flight. Unlike the fox, which is

cealment,

Coutsing,

regardless of distance, the hare feels confidence only
when beyond the voice of its pursuers ; but it is neverIn the first outset a cirtheless full of stratagems.
cular figure is described ; all the subsequent course
will approximate to the original line : but doubles
are repeated after doubles, and the point of departure will frequently be approached during the chace.
Hares are hunted either by harriers, a species of
slow hound, or by greyhounds, the latter sport being
technically designed coursing.
Under a few modifications, nearly the same rules and principles are applicable here as before, regarding the choice, breeding,
treatment, and entrance of hounds ; but it is invariably
to be observed, that the best harriers are those that never pursue any other game than hares. There is a very
diminutive species called beagles, which ai'e in much
request for this kind of sport, and some of them are so
small, that ten or eleven couple are said to have been carried to the field in a pair of large panniers slung across a
horse. Twenty coupleof harriers are esteemed a sufficient
number in any pack. The hare, though swift, and endowed with considerable strength, is weaker than the
fox, and tlie chace is rarely of equal duration ; yet there
is an instance of a hare, after having been chaced sixteen miles, taking to the sea, and swimming nearly a
quarter of a mile before it was caught, and also of one
running above twenty miles in about two hours. The
chace is followed by the scent, which is lost and recovered as in fox-hunting ; and this peculiar emanation
is thought to depend on the motion of the animal, because it is seldom perceptible while the hare remains
quiet in its form.
When it is first started, strict silence
should be preserved by the hunters, as the hare is so
timid, it ii very readily headed back; whereby the

hounds pushing forward

Coursing is
from
requiring less of the apparatus of hunting, and because every master is in this case his own huntsman.
Whether the shaggy or the smooth greyhound should
be preferred, is not decided ; but a greater portion
Conof strength is usually ascribed to the former.
trary to the nature of harriers, greyhounds Inmt entirely by the view, and while the others remain intent on recovering the scent, tliey very soon become
bewildered on losing sight of the game. They should

more generally practised

lose the scent.

attain their full vigour bi'fore they are initiated into the

chace,

and

dance of

meantime they should have abun^
and exercise ; but sportsmen are com.

in the

air

monly too impatient

The

to wait for the proper

period.

greyhound are often to be discovered almost entirely from their figure and some
have instinctively the property of carrying the game
qualities of the

;

Coursing can be traced to a
is said, however, that the Britons anciently abstained from eating the flesh of hares.
Grants of land were obtained from several of the
earlier sovereigns, for an annual tribute in horses,
hawks, or hounds; and as greyhounds were used in staghunting, it is not to be supposed that thty would be
omitted.
In the reign of King John, two charters
were granted in 15203 and 1210, in consideration of
which a certain number of greyhounds should be deliCoursing is a
vered, in addition to other obligations.
to the hunter's feet.

very early period

:

it

favourite amusement in many countries besides Britain ; and a good greyhound is so highly prized by
some tribes in the eastern parts of Persia, that, according to a recent traveller, Lieut. Pottinger, the natives
sometimes pay £50 for one of acknowledged quality ; a
very high sum considering their narrow finances. But
sportsmen go farther still among ourselves, as, under
the article Dog, it will be seen that £ 1 52 has been
paid for a greyhound. The greyhounds of Cyprus
interrupt the chace by the huntsman merely throwing a
pole before them, which indicates singular docility.
It is said that a huntsman should acquire so much
knowledge of the stratagems of the hare, as to be able
to defeat the whole in two or three seasons ; and he
will also find his greyhounds improve by experience.
The speed of the hare is great, and so are the speed and
strength of the greyhound. Two are reported to have
coursed a liare seven miles, though they were then so
completely exhausted, that medical aid could scarcely
preserve them ; and there are examples of their dying
Whether the hare
in the very act of seizing the game.
can see distinctly during the rapidity of its flight, or
how its vision is then directed, is doubtful. It runs
against obstacles with great violence ; and we are told
of a terrier eagerly coming up to join the chace, having been met by the hare, when the latter was killed on
the spot by the concussion, and its skull broken to pieces. When hard pressed, the hare will run to earth like
a fox or a rabbit it often takes the water ; seeks shelter
in a house ; or even leaps on the breast of a spectator.
Thus do we behold the effect of terror and the love of
self-preservation conquer its almost invincible timidity.
But the devoted victim seldom escapes its merciless
pursuers. Compared with that description of the chace,
:

where the power, the ferocity, and the craftiness of
animals, are to be combated by the strength and ingenuity of man, it may be questioned whether harehunting should be ranked among the more elevated
kinds of sport.
shall now say a few words of hunting animals

We

Ilnr.fin*.

in diti'erent countries,

Harc.huijt.
ing.

HUNTING.
lIiuniBic
tnir"''' Tut
•\-.u iui.

which are soujjht only for the value
out any rtgud to the species to w
Tbcae are mora pMrneularly of the

r*.

with-

y beion);.
the
MtMeia of naturalifts. The fur of come of these, a«
the ermine Mble and tea otter, are of tlie 6ne3t quality,
large portion of
and always bear a very hi^ price.
tbe revenue <lenvcd hj Rnaua from ber Siberian posHMJnn conaiau in the ikin of the aable only. But
busting it ij a more tedious occupation than the captare of any of the animaU hitherto named, •• it occupies
the hunter* a whole year at a thne. Companies of from
6 to 10 men agree to hunt together, and they ascend the
river Wr.im and two subsidiary streams, dragging boats
capable of containing Sor4 pMple, and their provisions
along with them, as far as the Lake Oronne. There
they erect huts, and ooostitute a leader, to whom the
whole promise implicit obedience. The party subdivides
weiiM!! tribe,

A

Sablr.
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which they mean to vi«it. Taking po»- Huntia*.
session uf some of these, tliey either compel tlie natives ~ i""^
to depart alone in quest of game, (and in this way a
tleeC of canoes, carryin;; 300 Aleutans, went out some
years ago, which was never after heard of,) or they are
themselves of the party. Hunting the sea otter is in
other respects attended both with danger and difficulty..
Two very small canoes, each contaming two expert
hunters, are prepared with bows and arrows, and a
rmall harpoon, to which last is attached a line a few
fathoou in length. Though the animal is hunted also
on ice. it is more commonly captured by pursuit in
jlirtant islands

From the
the water, continued during several hours.
necessity of respiration, it can dive but for a few minutes ; the principal skill to be displayed is in the canoes
taking the same direction which it does in its course.
They separate, therefore, as the sea otter goes down, in
to bunt in different dittrids, and in this second excur- order to inflict a mortal wound either with the arrows or
If hunti d on a larger
sion small huu bunked up with snow are built, wliile all harpoon at the mouient it rises.
arc occupied in constructing traps. As the sable is a car- scale, the mode adopted renders the animal so kure a
nivorous animal, they are suitably baited and set; and prey, that scarcely one in a hundred can escape.
being so devised that tb« slightest touch ensures its number of hunters being engaged, when one olv>
ca^re, they ar« sdtleni loi^ «Bpty : but should the serves a sea otter he endeavours to pierce it, and at all
huntHnan be unsacoeasful in this manner, he is coa- events rows to the spot where it plunges. Here he
doctcd by the tract of the sable in the snow to its bur- stations bis canoe, and raises his oar as a signal, on
row, from which beiag dislodged by a piece of smoking which the rest of the hunters form a surrouiuhng cirde.
The moment of reappearance, he di^char^es his arrowf,
for it, and tbew the hunts,
wood, it falls into a
'lie place
man kills it with his dog. Smoke is never used where or throws another narpoon, and h.T«t<
where the otter dives, makes a sifrn^there is 4ioly one bole to the burrow, ta the sable would
r.iising
!e is then fiimutl, aiiu ihc rhaoe
A •'
rather ncriah than come forth. Sooietinies it runs up a his oar.
.nimal is cxliau»ted.
The first
trw, iniA cast is then cut down, the hontvtnan again protracted, \..
plunge excet'.l« a quarter of an hnnr, the next is of
prsadJBg his toib in the dirrctiop in
tall;
reby
sliorter duration, and thus tlie inti-rvalt diminish until
or hm employs blunt anowsto shoot
tlie animal can plunge no more.
When the ft-roale sea
1 1 unting Immu^ cloits skin ia prMcrvcd from injury.
sed as the ica begins to mdt, the whole produce is ool- otter is overtaken with its young, parental affection is
IcGled, the skins psoperly prrpercd, ana when the Ti> OMnife^ted in the moat interesting manner : it su|)ervan are opas, carried down in the boats. Many se. ledet .ill Tnie of i<Hn..:cr. T.-kitijjthcmb in her inws,
[%
psntJtieua oercmenias are practised by the hunters: !ih.
they oavar artiealale while slrinning tlie sable; nor <rx\'
i.en
mast an^ llnng hang on the atakea aramd tham. The first, she beoomea regardicM of her own salety, aiul,
carcam is laid en dry sticks, which are set on fire, and approaching the boat, falls an rasv <<acri5ce. Hut both
afterwards carried round it, p reviu ua (o its beine bu- parents sometimes dtlVnil ti
furiously, tearing
ried ia the earth or snow.
out with their l«eth the arru
portion of the spoib cal: ..jve pierced them,
led God's sable* is always devoted a* an oArring to some and even attuking tl'c cairncs.
Incessant pursuit of
church, in henoor of which each leader also builds his this anirral has almost totally extirpated it from places
bet.
where it was common formerly.
However aniuous and te<li*us a task it nuy be to
It would require a long enumeration to spedfy all
hunt the sable, the purtait of the sea oUer, combioed the different mode* of hunting, and the various stratawith that of several other animab , exceeds it infinitely gems emplnycd for the capture of wild animals. .Some
indnratian. Pimies af heBtamea,cu»nistlug of from only are exceedingly ingenious, and others require continual
a few to
haadnda taiathar. err
altr-t, and ten
cording ai tlie game become* more wary
years sometinMa elapse bcma tbrir
.4 of its pursuers.
me.
Far of'
The skill of the htinuIxma being a parsuit of speit er plrasurr, jt i< an occu- m..:
r..tor is ready to under.
pation of dirr nccestrvr : the haMeta are tpsringly sub* va'
..ued experience only :
stated, they are scantily dothcd. and. expoerd to all the
the ittouirp, liic tr.uK, i!: j).i<turc of the animal, and
iodemencT of a Hgoroos dimatr, thry lead the moat other iadioations, are all studied, to discover its age, its
ratsara' '
Such is psaticalarly the case with the sex, and its haunts ; and it cannot be denied, that much
Rassi
rie. and toe natives of the continant.
of the naturaUst's knoTilcclgc is deduced from the inor the iMsnucrs under their contrnnl. The sea otter is formation of huntsmen alor.e. The whole geographiof an aaqAihioos nature. It inhabiu the shores of the cal discoveries of the Russians in the north-east ofSiNorthern Psctfie Ocean^ and i- '
^Ixiuafa not in
beria originated rxcluiively with their hunters, to
plenty, as £v as Japan, or ever.
aw So. It is wbora al»o tliey were indclHed for the discoverj- o( the
excredingly peci6c,and aeeks safety ooly in flifiht ; tmt Kurile and .Mrut.in i<lands, the promontory of .Maksa,
it i> anceasmglv pewecwted. apd destroyed for the sake
aiirl the island Kadiak.
Hunting, when ilirci-tcd to
of the beautiful jet bbck finrthat coven it. The liunt- the more iiiipcrtjuit game, is an
•, manlv, and
cra having of>uiriefl a veaad, to whidi the Rustiaa go- athletic exercise,
'^et, if proif
no ot Iter obvemmrnt appoinU a steermuB, they sail from OkhoUk, ject than to deprive an
(c, or merely
or the harbours of Kanrtsdietka, with a small cargo of fur tlie pleasure of wic'
..iid bchoUUng
what will prvfe OMat acceptable to the tavagea of the the vigour of its defence for seli-prcscrvation, it is a
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HUN
Hunting,
HiintiBgdon.

son's Field Sports

of the East. Daniel's Rural Sports.
Beckford On Fox and Hare Hunting. Sportsman's Dic'

La Chasse Eneyclop. Method. Krascheninikow's
History of Kamtschatka. Meare's Voyage. Lisianky's
Voyage. Krusenstem's Voyage. Heame's Journey. Cartwright's Joa;-na/.
See Beaver, Beau, and Elephant,
for an account of the method of hunting these animals, (c)
is a town of England, and the
principal town in Huntingdonshire.
It is situated on
a gently rising ground on the northern side of the river
Ouse. It consists principally of one street, stretching
in a north-west direction from the Ouse to nearly a
mile from it, with several lanes branching off at right
angles.
The houses, which are built of brick, are genteel and commodious, and the streets are well paved
and lighted. The town is neai'ly connected, by a causeway and three bridges, with the village of Godman-

tionary.

HUNTINGDON,

chester.

The principal public buildings and establishments
are St Mary's church, All Saints church, and the townhall.
St Mary's, which is the corporation church, was
rebuilt between the years 1600 and 1620.
It has an
elegant embattled tower at the west end, with nave,
chancel, and aisles.
All Saints church stands on the
north of the market-place, and appears to have been
built in the time of Henry VII. It is an embattled edifice, with nave, chancel, and aisles, and a small tower
at the north-west angle.
Tlie town-hall, which stands
on the south side of the market-place, is a good modern
brick building, with a piazza at the front and sides, and
butchers' shambles behind.
In the lower part of the
building are the civil and criminal courts, where the assizes are held.
Above is a spacious assembly-room, adorned with the portraits of George II. and III. and
Queens, and of Lord Sandwich, who
died in April 1792. The Free Grammar School is well
endowed, and well conducted. There is also a greencoat school, called Walden's Charity, where 24 poor
boys are clothed and educated. The county gaol, which
stands at one end of the town, has recently been repaired and rendered more commodious. There are two
places of worship here belonging to the dissenters, one
lor the Quakers, and the other for the sect patronised
by the Countess of Huntingdon.
As Huntingdon is situated on the great north road,
it has several good inns.
The brewing trade is carried
on here, though less extensively than formerly. It has
also a small vinegar manufactory. Coals, wood, &c. are
brought to the town by barges, which come up the river from Lynn in Norfolk, and return with the corn
of the surrounding country.
This borough returns two members to Parliament,
the right of election being vested in about 200 of the
freemen and inhabitants. It is governed by a mayor,
12 aldermen, and a number of burgesses. The following is the population of the borough of Huntingdon in
their respective

1811

:

Number
Number

of houses
of families

450
522

Families employed in trade and manufactures

Males
Females
Total population

See the Beauties of England and Wales, vol.
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Men familiarised with the
cruel and hateful pastime.
torture of animals, whose flesh is needlessly torn from
their bones, will soon behold with indifference the pain
of their fellow creatures. See Chasse au fusil. William,

29
1085
1312

2397
vii. p.

3^5.

HuntiHgHUNTINGDON. See Pennsvlvan'ia.
HUNTINGDONSHIRE, an inland county of Eng- JflJ'^

is almost inclosed by Cambridgeshire and Norsituation
thamptonshire by the former it is bounded on the boundaries
north-east, and part of the south
by the latter, on the and extent.
north and west. Bedfordshire bounds it also partly on

land,

;

;

the south-west.

Its limits arc nearly artificial.

The

Nen, and the canals which join it to the Ouse,
form its limits on the north and north-east, on the Northamptonshire and Cambridgeshire borders. The Ouse,
at its entrance, separates for a short space from Bedfordshire, and at its exit from Cambridgeshire.
1'he
river

figure of this county is so irregular as scarcely to afford
a proper measurement ; but reckoning from its furthest
projection, it does not exceed 24 miles each way, and
In fact, it is the
in general is of much less extent.
smallest county in England except Rutland, and is very
nearly the size of Middlesex ; Huntingdon containing,
according to the best accounts, about 210,000 acres ;
Rutland, 110,000; and Middlesex about 200,000 acres.
The whole upland part in ancient times was a forest,
and particularly adapted to the chace, whence the name
It was disafforested by
of the county took its rise.
Henry II., III., andEdwardl., the last ofwhomleftno
more of it a forest than what covers his own ground.
It is divided into four hundreds, namely, Norman- Divisions,
cross towards the nortli ; Toseland towards the south
Hurstingstone towards the east ; and Leightonstone towards the west. It contains one county-town, Huntingdon ; six market towns, of which the principal are
Kimbolton, St Neots, St Ives, and Godmanchester.
The number of parishes Js lOt. It is in the province
of Canterbury, and diocese of Lincoln. The ecclesiastical government is managed by the arclideacon of
Huntingdon, and it is divided into five deaneries. It
is in the Norfolk circuit, and returns four members to
Parliament, viz. two for the county, and two for Huntingdon. This county and Cambridgeshire are joined
together under one civil administration, there being
but one high-sheriff for both ; who is alternately chosen one year out of Cambridgeshire, the second year
out of the isle of Elj', and the third year out of this
county.
It is one of the seven counties, Bedford,
Huntingdon, Bucks, Berks, Hertford, Essex, and Suffolk, that are contiguous without a city.
The fenny part of it lies in the Bedford level on the Surface,
There are benorth-east, and joining the fens of Ely.
sides three distinct varieties of surface in this county.
The borders of the Ouse, flowing across the south-east
part, consist of a tract of most beautiful and fertile
meadows, of which Portsholme Mead, near HuntingThe middle and westdon, is particularly celebrated.
ern parts are finely varied in their surface, fruitful in
The upland parts
corn, and sprinkled with woods.
still bear the appearance of ancient forest lands.
The soils are various. In the upland parts, they are Soilr.
chiefly a strong deep clay, more or less intermingled
with loam, or a deep gravelly soil, with loam. Of what
are called the deep stapled lands, by far the greatest
Indeed, there is a
part are still in an open-field state.
larger proportion of this most unproductive land in
Huntingdonshire than perhaps in any other county of
England ; upwards of one-third of the high lands being still uninclosed. The more anciently inclosed parts
are, generally speaking, in the possession of a few proprietors i but in the new inclosures, and in the open
fields, property is divided among a much greater number of persons. The woodlands are but of inconsiderThis
able extent, and the county is thin of timber.
<

I

HUNTINGDONSHIRE.
attributed to the very great demand for it in Uie fen«,
•rood being sold at a Itigher price tlian in ratwt
The meadow lands consist o( about
r I'uunties.
I
1*00 or 1400 acres, bordering on the rivers Nen and
Ouse, but chiefly on the latter. They are extremely

Is

prixluctive, but the

P<Ck

produce

is

frequently

damaged or

carried away by the floods.
I'he fens consist of about 1-1,000 acres, besides nearly 5000 acres of what are prorincially called skirty
The fens of Huntingdonshire constitute nearly
lands.
• seventh part of what i^ calletl Bedford Level, .^bout
tOOOor 10,000 acres of them are productive; but the

espence of preserving them from inundation amounts
to almost ooe-third of the rents, in consequence of the
drainage having been undertaken on an erroneous and
It is cSetted by engines, which threw
iiiiperfe«;t plan.
the water out of the lands into the rivers, without havIn consequence of
ing a proper out-Call near the sea.
thtf, tne embankments are frequently broken through
by the imncnM pressure of the weight which they conThe mode of management ot the fen lands has
tain.
been much improved of Ute years, and the fen-men
are very espert at the pk>ugh ; no such thing as a driver
being Known, though they frequently plough with
three horses abreast. The tkirtjf lands, in general, afford luxuriant gracing.
The climate is rather mild, and by no means so unmight be anticipated from the fenny nature
healthy
of a large pardon of the county. The moat unhealthy
parts are the low moorish tracts near Huntingdon,
Godmanchester, Bamacjr, and Yaxley ; Cor in the other

u

Kimbohoo, aid indeed through the whole
ct the hundred of Leigbtonstone, the air u remarkably
parts about

Wiun.

The

principal rivers connected with Huntingdoa*
hire are the Ouse and the Nen. The Ouse, which is
generally called the Ltmtr Quae, to distinguish it from
a river of the same name in Yorkshire, enters tliis
county from Bedfordshire between St N'eois and Little
Paxton, and, in its course soathwards to Huntingdon,
is incnaaed by a number of small streams from the
north-west. Af\er pasiing that town, it flows east-

ward, and passing the west end of St Ives, becomes,
near ITnTv«r!I, the boundary between this county and
till it cntrrs ihe great level of the fens
Cain
near 1~.....
.: is na\ igable along its whole line aciots
I

'

Tl>c Nen rises in NurthanpUmabirc, and
reaches Huntingdonshire near Elton, where it becomes
tiM boondsry between the two counties. It afterwards
flows to Petcrborougb, below which it sinks into the
fens.
Same mailer stnama water the north- east side
of the eour"
leveral Urge mrrrs or
VUiitcMa pools of «i
llesea Mtrc is bv far the
lamat In un- tn:
II, it was six miles long
and three broad but
:ire now much contracU
ad, to that the water it miu
preacnt to cover only an
this county.

«M

;

of 1370 acrcsw
ing; and is, in tiM

It aflord*

rxcsUcnt aailiog and

fish-

season, much ^cquented
by patties of pleaawc Anciently, there was a naviga.
tion Awn Peterboraogb by the river to this Mete, and

from thence

Though

to

this

swamcr

Ramsey.
county has

kmg been

celebrated lor iu

wealthy farmers, particularly in the victnfty of God*
mancfacster, yet iu agricn
'.ule that
is interesting or imnortai
,,ic, Godmanchestcr was reckoned the largft^t vtiian in England ; and at that period, no place employed so man;
lengbs ; and, according to tliat author, no people
.

ud so much

advanced in agriculture, either by their

VOL. zi. ra«T
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purse or their genius. When James I. came through it HundBHdun shire
his journey from Scotland to tike possession of the
^
with
70
throne of England, the inliabilaiits met
new ploughs, drawn by as many teams of horses ; for
they hold their lands by this tenure, that whenever
the sovereign took this pUce in tin ir progress, the farmers should make the mokt pompous appearance with
ploughs and horses, adorned like triunipiial cars with
King James was so pleased with
rustic trophies.
the sight, that he granted them a cliarter constituting
Godmanchester a borough, at the same time condescending to partake of a collation preparttl under
a bush, still known by tlie name of the King's Hush,
and the Beggar's Bush. But Huntingdonshire is no
longer remarkable for the excellence of its agriculture ;
nor, indeed, could improvement in this most usefid
art be excited in a county where so large a proportion
of the laud is still in tlie barbarous state of open field.,
Besides the common produce of wheat, Iwrlcy, oats,
hemp, and rape in the feus, turnips on the drier soils,
and a few bops, this county grows a cuiuiderable quantity of mustard : it is cultivated on various soils, chief- MiutanL
ly rich k>am, good old pasture land, rich clay, and the
best fen soils.
The ground is ploughed only once fur
it
it is sown any time between Candlemas and Lady
Day. There are two kinds, the black and white ; the
former is most esteemed. The weeding is performed
by sheep, which will not eat the mustard. The produce is from Sft to 4t bushels per acre.
The breed of sheqp upon tlie enclosed lands is of a ghitp sad
mixed dcacription, nearly approaching to the Leices- cattk.
tershire and Liacolnahirc kinus, with which the native,
breeds have been much cross ed. Those bred on the

on

Mm

:

open 6ekls and oommons are much inferior. The cattle are for the most part the refuse of the Lancashire,
Leicestershire, and Derbyshire breeds
oxen are purchaaed lor grasing generally without any attention to
:

From
in husbandry.
of the county, dairy farming is not mucii
followed and the cows are used for suckling calves in
the southern parts, to supply the London market. The
the breed,

ttie

open

and are never used

state

;

rich

and celebrated

name from a
made in the vidn.:^

<'Ii>'<-><>,

called Stilton cheese, takes

Huntingdonshire; but

its

...

.'

.clton

Mowbray

it is

Stillna

chctMk

in Leicester-

generally supposed never to have been
but always to have been sent there for
tale : of this, however, there seems some doubt
Mr
Nicbellt, in his History and Antiquities of the County of Leicester, says tiiat it began to be made in the
pariah of Little Dalbv, in that county, about tlie year
1730; but, on the other hand, there is the evidence of
a very old inhabitant of Stilton, who died there about
the year 1777, aj|ed 80 years, that, when he was a boy,
the cream used to be collected in tlie neighbouring
villiyes for the purpose of making Stilton cheese : this
of coune fixes the making of ttiis fanu>us cheese at
Stilton long before, according to Mr Nicholl*' evidence,
In the fens of Hun- Ilonc*.
it was made in Leicestershire.
tingdonshire, mares are used for all the purposes of
agricuKure; and every farmer breeds from them as
many faals as lie can, selling the colts off* at two years
okl, and as many of the filues as can be spared, with
proper attention to the team. The high roads in this RMds,
county, in cancral, arc tolerably good ; the cross madt
are hut inmfttent, and in the winter teaton many of
them are nearly impassable.
No manufactures of note are carried on in Hunting- MtBufsc.
donshire except wool, stapling, and >pinning yam : the turts.
latter is Uic chief business ol the women and children
3 a
shire

made

;

and

it is

at Stilton,

.

H U K
in the

dnnshite,

a small
manufacture of lace at Kimbolton ; and at St Neots,
there is a very large paper mill worked by patent machiner}'.
At Standground, there are two manufii jtures
for sacking.
The markets and fairs of St Ives for live
cattle are some of the greatest in England.
In the year 1803, the poor's rates amounted to
£30,952: in the year ending the 2Sth of March 1815,

Huntly.
'

Poor's rale?.

fitable

it

Aniiquiiiet.

winter season

employment

Population.

in the

in the fields.

amounted to £iOfi25.
There are few remarkable

Domford

History.

;

'I'here is

antiquities in this county,

in the north-west part of

it,

formerly called

Deorm-ceaster and Caer Dorm, is probably the Dtiro'
brivcp, a passage of the Nen mentioned in the Itinerary of Antoninus. A little above Stilton, a Roman pathway, leading from Dornford to Huntingdon, appears
with a very high bank, which, in an old Saxon charter, is
called Erming- street. From Ramsey, which stands on an
isle of the same name, formed by the fens, there runs a
causeway, called Kings-delf, for ten miles, to Peterborough. It appears upon recortl in King Edgar's time.
At Ramsey, was formerly a verj' rich abbey, built in
the midst of a bog. There is little left of it, beside a
part of the old gate-house, and a statue of its founder
Alwyn, who was called alderman of all England, and
cousin to King Edgar. The keys and ragged staff in
This is reckoned one of
his hand, denote his offices.
the most ancient pieces of English sculpture extant.
This county, under the Saxon heptarchy, formed
part of the kingdom of Mercia, or the middle Angles.
Mr Speed mentions an observation of Sir Robert Cotton, that the families of this county were so worn out
even in his time, (about the beginning of the 17th century,) that, though it was formerly very rich in gentry,
yet few surnames of any note were then remaining
Mr
that could be traced higher than Henry VIII.
Camden remarks, that in the civil wars, there were
more actions in this than in much larger counties, because it was the native county of Oliver Cromwell.
According to the returns made in the year 1800, the
In the year
population of this county was 37,568.
1811, the returns afford the following results.
7,566
Houses inhabited
Families occupyhig them
8,808

23

Houses building

153
uninhabited
5,S(ii
.
.
Families employed in agriculture
in trade and manufactures 2,205
not comprised in these classes .
IfiVi
20,402
Males
21,806
Females
.

———^-^—

.

Total

42,208

S70
£202,076

Square statute miles
Rental of land

Amount

£ 10,166

of tithe

Annual value of square mile
Persons in a square mile
Agricultural population
Net product per family

.

.

.

.....

£574
114
61

£ 40
(w. s.)

HUNTLY is a small

town of Scotland,

county of Aberdeen. It is pleasantly situated on a point of
land at the confluence of the rivers Bogie and Deveron.
It consists of two principal streets, crossing each other
at right angles, and forming a spacious market-place at
in the

The town contains some good houses,
and has of late years increased considerably. In 17,92,
it containeti 52 fiax-dressers, the anmial value of whose

their junction.

nv
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summer they fmd more pro-

Hunting-

s

manufactures was £l6,22t ; and 209 Weavers, who pro.
Huntly Lodge,
diiced yearly 73,150 yards of cloth.
the seat of the Martjuis of Huntly, stands near tlie
and near the
town, on the banks of the Deveron
bridge over the same river are the remains of Huntly
;

Castle.

The town and

parish contained, in 1811,

Inhabited houses
Number of families
Ditto employed in agriculture
Ditto employed in trade and manufactures

Males
Females

C08
720

IpO
510
1186
1578

Total population

276'4

HURON, Lake.

See Cavada, vol. v. p. 329, col. 2.
See Meteorology.
HUSBANDRY. See AonicuLxunE.
HUSS, John, the celebrated reformer and founder
of the sect called Hussites, was born at Hnssinez, a
village in Bohemia, about the year 1 S76, and rccerved
his education at the miivcrsity of Prague, where he
took his degrees of M. A. and J3.
and at length became minister of a church in that city. In the year
14<00, he was chosen confessor to the queen SojAia
and at this early period, he already began to distinguish
himself by his freedom and zeal in reprehending the
corrupt morals of the laity, as well as the vices of the
clergy.
The monks, imder the protection of some of
the nobles, complained of him to the king Winceslaus ;
but this prince, who was no friend to the clergy, de«
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clined to interfere.
About this period, in consequence of the marriage of

Ann

of Bohemia with Richard II. of England, a communication and interconrse were opened between these

two countries ; and several young Bohemians repaired
to England, where they became acquainted with the
writings of Wickliffe. Among these was Jerome of
Prague, who had formerly been a pupil of Huss, and
after spending some time at the university of Oxford,
returned to his native countr)', bringing along with him
several of the works of the English reformer.
Huss
perused these writings, and having found thht many of
the opinions which they containecl coincided with those
which he himself had been led to entertain, he continued to preach openly and zealously against the errors
and corruptions of the reigning church. His eloquence
was powerfully directed against the sale of indulgences
he inveighed against this system of Papal extortion
with uncommon warmth ; and his arguments received
countenance both from the monarch and the people.
By this conduct, however, he rendered himself greatly obnoxious to Subinco, the archbishop of Prague,

a violent, bigotted, and

illiterate prelate,

who from

thenceforth became his iiTeconcileable enemy. Being
aware that Huss was secretly attached to the doctrines
of Wickliffe, be obtained a decree of the university, in
which the opinions of the English reformer were condemned as heretical, and those who should in futm-e attempt to disseminate these opinions were threatened with
Huss perceived at once
the punishment of burning.
that this decree was levelled at his person, rather than
the opinions of Wickliffe ; but he relied upon the protection of the queen, and the acknowledged purity of
his life and conversation.
Meanwhile, two young Englislimen, and zealous disciples of Wickliffe, having arrived at Prague, contributed to strengthen his attachment to the doctrines of
that reformer ; and Wickliffe's treatise De realibus Vni-
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having fallen into his handi, he relii'hed it
much, that be Copied the opinions of the author, and
became a decided rtalUl. The whole univeraity was
at this time divided into two parties, the German and
the Bohemian, or the »€tmimmi*t* and realitii, « boae
were carried on with great anitnocity, and not
rer»alibM»

I

ked. I'he Gennan, or ioraign party,
HMMt infioence in the university, aa the original constitution allowetl them tl.ree votes in all eleo
IHoa and ilalibrialiiaii . while the native Bohemians
had only «ne. Tlua contitetaaa eoofettcd nfion the
~

I

wUdi the latter could not can*
jtahMMV, t mfmt im W j a* the (iermans
tlHaurivea witii gnat arrogance towards the
Huai to<^ opo* hvnaelf to contcat the right
native*.
ef tha Ocnaans to tlwa Mipanioeity, and damonstrated,
ioa of the uni.
i iaal eenat i
•iMft aMioagk, by tfaa
g
vcesity. the ('cmian aualers had been allowed three
voles,' %vliile the BoImhimm had anly one, aa the latter
wew the* MMonaideraW* in paiat of number yet that,
r» Ular at af Chariia IV. it was expressly dedared,
I thcj should be governed by the esa*
>

a mapmnmilCf,
i

m

w

;

aeoonhng to wUdl
and the native*
nWMigh hia giaak inAuanre at court, Hass
wetBadad in tany'mg thia iMaawcv the eaaaa^MBCe «i
«Moh VM. that ahneat aU lhe<2«naana withdivw faaaa
P>ai|aa. and venaiMd to Leipsic, where a new univcrtil* ««a loaii after fitondad.
uf

bad bat one

'

ho aoancr did

tba

i'srii,
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He now
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.
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MMMa nor* pawariblly than ever in daeUisMtgagainat
md, mmmag

atkar chMtrinca, h* itnmljr wwaiiwajiid
a dhninution of the supcrfluon* revcnqc* of the chmcl^
aidMrhaat oMana of pradadng a womI Mformation.
He M« atntarad to attack the sapreNM power of th*
in wham ha w«sU aeknowladge no anperiarity
'Other bsdiana.
Aa aooQ a* tn* aaadBCt of Hnv waa rapraatnted to
Pope Akmamdmr V. ha ft** lk« Awhhiihiy fiabinoo a
I

eoamia»ioa ta take

«««

Ihr wtpnmmg thcae daiw

Tba nkWikM»«0eaHiki||ly not only
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and the town of Prague was

under
an interdict. The number of his friends and adherents would probably have enabled Huss to set at
but, in order to remove every
nougiit this sentence
pretest ier tumult and disorder, he resolved to withdraw from Prague, and accordingly retired to his birth*
Here, and at Cracowitz, to which
place, Haaanae
place he aoon after repaired, Huss continued to diaaeminate hb doctrines by preaching, and ctnnposed seve>
ral ticotiaes, with a view to expose the most objectionable tcaata af the Romisli church.
^
Matters were in this situation, when the Emperor
Sigiamund agreed with Pope John to assemble a gene*
papal tribunal

;

laid

;

I'o this general council Haas
ralcaancil at Constance.
waa aammoned, in order to defend hiin.vh' publicly
His friends having
agaiaot the accusation of heresy.
proc uwd for him a aafe-oonduct from the emperor, anU
being likewiae provided with attestations of his orthodoocy and innocenee fimn the univermty and the papal
inquisitor at iVague, he set out upon his journey to
Constance, where he arrived shortiv before the opening
«f the council. I'he pope tieatoii him with kindness
him of hit protcctioa, and even remnvetl the
of axcoaamanicBtian. Bat shortly afterwarcb,
aaaM af his BMiat violent persecutors having arrived at
Coaatanee, the)' used ilieir utmost influence to procure
hi* oaodaaBnatKNi ; and Huss binuelf having tuul the
iaqavdenoa «d promalfato the doctrines of Wickliffe at
Canatance. he waa aommancd betiire the pope and the
Ctodiaala, and, notwithstanding the cnpcrar'a aafe-condaet, ikrawn into prison.
Upon receiving intelligence of thcae pracaadings, the
>, who lud not yet arrived, aent an order to his
ta inaist with the pope and the cardinsit
Huss, and to threaten, if
l ibt a tiuii of John
thav leAuad to comply, thaMhe prison would be open*
ad by fimse. Th* pope and the cardinals, however,
disregarded the ooauaaad uf the king, and cauicxl the
prisoner to be nofcatrictly confined. When Sigiamund
arrive.l at Conataaoe, he aUowed hirot.>lf to be perauaded bv the theologians and eaaoaists, that he was not
heaaa to keep latth with a notacioos heretic ; and ha
iMoed a declaration that the council should hare free
pewer in all matters of fisith, and should be allowed to
proceed aa judge* againat all those who were aocnaad
•f heresy. Some of the BMat oonsiderahle aatoag the
BehwBJ Mi aoblea, indjunant
the perfldia
aoadact
ef the
p«ar, lapaatodly laqncalad, fai jwetty bold
lafMgab tkat Jaka Haas, who had received a safe*
aMaet ftaoa the aiiarrh himaelf, and otherwise
awald rertainlj aot hav* repwrad to rnatf^inra. ahould
he aet at liberty, and pablidy haard in hia defence beturn the vhole coandl.
But .Sigismund excused himiva terms, and thereby drew upon hiuisell'
kamd of tka BohaaiiaiM,»^hiA. in the •»
highly dan^ewiaa to his power.
Aftar
Iwd wiaeaml more than six months in
Briaon, he wai, ftr the iMt time, .illuwed a public
Bearing, in a geaatal iiwgiigaliiai, in which, however,
dto proieecding* vara a* itiagnkr and tumultuous, that
he waad it inpeaeiUe to apeak. In the following au«
dieace, theee poian af aecoaetioa were rtad ; to whiek
Hua* aagweied ia a la anaer ao aatiafactor}-, thataa
chaiga ef heresy eoald be (fated upon him, and every
kapartial jud^e must have acquitted him.
In the third
diet, thirty-mne article* were read to him, which had
been drawn up by hia enemies, and were alleged to
have been catracted frooi his writing*. Huss acKiiow'
of ihaM a* contained opinions which he

—
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ber, lie

S

either garbled
his enemies.

;

and

distorted,

or altogether forged by

Some of the prelates, and even the emnow urged him to retract and abjure the

peror himself,
whole of these articles ; but Huss required that he
should first be convicted of error ; for so long as this
was not done, it was impossible for him to retract any
of his opinions. And to this determination he adhered,
with immoveable firmness, as often as the council endeavoured to induce him to retract, and even threatened to bring him to the stake.
At length, in the 15th session, which Sigismund attended in person, the final sentence was pronounced,
that the writings of Huss should be publicly burnt;
and that he himself, as a manifest heretic, who openly
taught, and refused to retract, doctrines which had
long been condemned as dangerous to tlie Catholic
faith, should be deprived of his ecclesiastical dignity,
and delivered over, for punishment, to the temporal
arm. Huss, who was obliged to listen on his knees
while this sentence was publicly read, repeatedly attempted to complain, and to vindicate himself in regard
to several offences which were falsely laid to his charge
but he was always interrupted, and compelled to keep
The unfortunate victim was now forced to
«ilence.
submit to the punishment of degradation, which was
performed with several absurd ceremonies by seven
He was then
bishops commissioned for that purpose.
delivered over, by the emperor, to the elector palatine,
who was commanded to execute upon him the usual
punishment of heretics.
Immediately after the termination of the session,
IIuss was conducted under a strong escort to the square
in front of the episcopal palace, where he was compelled
to witness the public burmng of his writings ; and from
thence to the place of execution before tli€ city gate.
While he was preparing for the stake, several fruitless
attempts were made to extort from him a recantation ;
but his fortitude remained unshaken to the last. When
he was fastened to the stake, and fire was laid to the
faggots around him, he continued his devotional exercises until the vital spark became extinct within liim.
His ashes were gathered up and thrown into the
llhine.
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but with regard to the greater numutterly denied them, declaring tlmt they were

liad really held

poralities of the clergy.

tensions.

Jerome of Prague, the friend and pupil of Huss,
underwent the same fate with his companion. He, indeed, was at first terrified into a temporary submission ;
but he afterwards resunietl his fortitude ; and, at length,
on the 30th of May, l-tlG, sealed by martyrdom his
belief in the principles he professed.
The memory of John Huss was long cherished by
his countrymen, the Bohemians ; the sixth of July was
for

many

years held sacred, as the anniversary of his

martyrdom, and medals were struck in honour of the
martyr. The Bohemian and Moravian nobles addressed a spirited protest to the council of Constance, in answer to the intimation of liis sentence and execution i
and the zeal of his indignant disciples afterwards broke
out into an open war against the emperor, which was
conducted, on both sides, with a savage spirit of barbarity, and gave rise to acts of atrocity at which humanity shudders. These troubles were at length fortunately terminated by the interference of the council
of Basil in the year 1433. See Zitte I^bens beschrei'
hung des Mag. Johan. Huss, Prague, 17S9 J^n. Syl«
;

vii Hisl.

Seyfried
scriplis,

Bohem.
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Such was the fate of John Huss, who fell a victim to
PI is talents and acthe most abominable persecution.
quirements, although not of the first order, were highly
respectable ; and his moral character was universally
acknowledged to be irreproachable. In his manners
his prinhe was gentle and condescending. Stj-ict
ciples, and virtuous in his conduct, he looked more to
the practice than to the opinions of others. His piety
was calm, rational, and manly ; and his zeal in the
cause of Chrisli'nity was untainted with fanaticism.
The events of his life sufficiently prove, that his forti-

m

tude was not to be shaken by any human power.
It is difficult to conceive how such a character as
that of Huss should have been exposed to such unreHis creed,
lenting animosity and furious persecution.
it is true, did not exactly square with the tenets of the
estabhshed orthodox faith ; yet several of his persecutors had publicly maintained almost all the offensive
doctrines whicli he was charged with disseminating.
It seems most probable, according to the opinion of
.some authors, that the violent animosity excited against
him is to be ascribed chiefly to the zeal with which lie
declaimed against the dissolute morals of the ecclesias<tics, the usurpations of the Uoman court, and tlie tem-
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Freheri Script, rer. Bohetn.

Johannis Hussi viarlyris

vila,
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Jena, 174.3; Pelzel's Gcschichte der Bohmetif

Prague, 1782; Mosheim's Ecclesiasl. Hist. vol. iii.
Gilpin's Lives, Life of John Huss ; and the Gen. Biog.
Diet.
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is a sea-port town of Denmark, situated on
the west coast of the duchy of Sleswick, about two
miles from the small river Ow, and about four from
Sleswick.
It was formerly celebrated for the great
quantities of malt which it exported.
At one time 40
large vessels belonged to this town, and the oyster
trade was almost confined to its inhabitants.
.
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These principles were natu-

dangerous to the power and influence of the priesthood ; and his bretlii*en, who dreaded
the effects of his eloquence and example, were glad to
have recourse to an accusation of heresy, as the best
and least unpopular means of destroying the enemy
of their corruptions, and of crushing those principle*
which appeared subversive of their privileges and prerally considered as

Francis, an ingenious philosopher

was the son of a dissenting minister
in the north of Ireland, and was born on the 8th of
August l69i. From his childhood he discovered a superior capacity, and an ardent thirst after knowledge
and liaving received the usual elementary instruction at a
grammar-school, he was sent to an academy to begin his
course of philosophy. In the year 1710, he was entered
a student in the university of Glasgow; where he renewed his application to the study of the Latin and Greek
writer,

languages, and explored every province of literature;
but devoted himself chiefly to divinity, which he proposed to make the peculiar study and profession of his life.
After spending six years at Glasgow, he returned to
his native country ; and having entered into the ministry, he was just about to be settled in a small congregation of Dissenters
the north of Ireland, when
some gentlemen about Dublin, Vho were acquainted
with his great talents and virtues, invited him to undertake the charge of a private academy in that city. With
this invitation lie complied ; and he had resided but a
short time in Dublin, when his talents and accomplisliments attracted general notice, and procured him the
acquaintance of persons of all ranks, who had any taste

m

for literature.
I^ord Molesworth is said to have taken
great delight in his conversation, and to have assisted

Hunn,
Huicheson.
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k-lwm with his criticism* «nd observations upon his J?»^iVy into the Ideas of Beauty and Virtue, before it was
committed to the press. He experienced the same faour frocn Dr Synge, Bishop of F.lphin, with whom he
cmkivctad an intimate friendship. The first edition of the
work to which we Itave just alluded, was published anonrmonsly but its p-e*! merit did not allow the autlior
Lord Granville, who was
to remain lon^f concealed.
then lord-lieutenant of Ireland, sent his private secretary to enquire at the booksellers t»r the author ; and
when he couUl not learn his name, he left a letter to be
nmTcyed to him, in conseqoence of which he soon beOBM acquainted with his excellency, and was ever after treated by him with distinguished marks of familiarity and esteem.
From this period, his acquaintance began to be still
more courte<l by men of distinction, either for station
or literature, in Ireland. The celebrated .\rchliiihop
King held him in great esteem ; and the friends.hip of
that prelate was hi^ly useful in screening him from
two attempts which were made to prosecute him, for
vsntoring to take upon himself the education of youth,
without having sumcribcd the ecclesiastical canons, and
obtained a regidar license from the bishop. He also
enjoyed a large »h»r^ nf tKo <.<><.rtT< of the Primate
Boulter; who, thrmi.
.le a donation
to the university of (a,^-^^-it ... . ^ .... ,j iund for an exhibitioner to be brad to any oTtba karaail profe saioi is.
In the year 1728, Mr Hutdieson pnbKakad Ins TVeo.
Issr am Ike Pauion* ; and about the same time b« wrote
aeme phOoaopUeal papen^ inserted in tha coUactian
'

;

HUmrncHit iMtm, ia vkkh Im aeeoaMad for
laughter fai a maonar cMferent from the thaorr of
Hoibbes, and mora boaoarable to human nature,
latter* ho^^)>V aypaawd in the " I^jmdom Jomnmt, ITtt,"
aubacribad Phihratas, containing ohjactiani to soow
paita at the doctrina eoatained in tha Bm^iary, he was
mdnocd to give anawats to tiiaa in those public papers.
Both the letters and ans wtrs ware aAerwards
published in s separate pamphlet.
After he had condnctad his prirata aeadcMY at Dol^
lin for several yaan with graat rei tatioii and luWBsa,
be was invilid to Seatlaad io 17<8v to«ll tlia chair of
pliniinitf in tha uniiuiity of Olas«ow.
In
called

mom

w

mmi

^UasteutioR b»a|Mt tlW r^slnL oT hUUra, in a
aaaaaar UgUjr haaau Mate h jwmlf. and utt/M to the
iiiag si ty atmhkk he was a member. Abouttbiatirar,
the dcgraa of Doctor of Law* was conferrad apon hiai.
A firm CMiia<itollaii, and
mmbna itoto of goad
health. wklillM OTcaiNiea araaoH iligibc lUMka of tha
gout, seemed to ^mniaa Ua IHands a loag eaJovoMnt
of hii valuable life ; whlab, hewrver. was tanniwatod
by a sudden attack, in the year 1747. when he had only atuincd the age of 53.
He was marned, soon aftar bia Mtdaiaan* in Dublin.
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Motleman
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whom he Mt ooa son,
who published flfomthaori-
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Moral PhUotopkg,

irrAt. 4to.
I'liin was a roan of oonaiderabte learning,
-
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acquirwnanto.
He was not only acqaamtrd with those sufajacts most intimately cnmiccted with
isis pr ofsssioii , bat was also well versed in mathematics
and natural philosophy. His works hate been ft».
qnently reprinted, and have been oniirenally admired,
both for tlie sentimenu and lannan **en by those
who have not assented to tiM aMhoA flrindplca. fie
Mongcd to tWt daaa of phflMdkM^ «1m dfdace aU
S

our notions of right or wrong from a moral sense or faculty implanted in our constitution, which leads us to
perform good actions ourselves, and to approve of them
when |>erformetl by others, independently of any reasoning with regard to their utility or fitness. He was
a decided antagonist of the doctrines of Hobbes ; entertaining high notions of the dignity of hum.tn nature,
and being persuaded that, even in this corrupt state, it
is capable of great improvement, by proper instruction
and assiduous culture. See Dr Leichman's Accouni of
the Life, Writingt, and Character of Dr Hutchesin, prefixed to the System of Moral Philosophy ; and the Gen.
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Jamcs, M. D. well known as the author
Theory of the Earth, w.is the son of a
respectahie merchant in Edinburgh, and was bom on
the .Id of June 1756.
He received at the high school
and the university the rudiments of a liberal education,
during which his curiosity was powcrfullv excited by
various facts in chemistry which came under his knowledtre. aiul he acquired a taste for chemical pursuits
wh
<uishetl him through life.
His friends,
how ^
..ited him as an apprentice with Mr Chalmers, Writer to the .Siijnet.
But this gentleman soon
perceiving that he disliked his employment, nn<l occupi«l much of his time with chemical experiments, libet
>rally released^him from hi* v"^-"
and advised

of

N',

us

.<

—

him

,

—

to turn Kis attention
»•••—— -I

He now

ml

t>>

pursuits.

which

v.Mi... ^Liidies,

he prwi

from the year 17*t
iii- iirxi •(iiiiiiti ill I'itris; and in 1749, he
to 1747took the drgrre of M. D. at I^eyden.
Haring thus
twpUtail hM education, however, he perceived serious
diAcohiaa apposed to his views of oucce<s in obtaining
ptecticaw He also apprehended that the labours of a
MWifiariuiiil lift night int»rfl»re with the gratification of
nis taste for chemistry and in 1750, he resolved to apply himself to agriculture. For the purpose of learning
that art, he went to Norfolk, where lie resided two
years in the bouse of an intelligent fsrmer.
During
this midencr, he mad>
diirerent parts of England fi>
rimltn•.

:

'

ral

nwiHadge;

in the courK' ol

>

«
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m

attadnocnt to mineralogy and tilt
.»*
of scology.
In 175t, he extended his nnricnltural knowletlge, by
.

making a toilthese peregrin

During; all
of facts which
were afWwaids made to contribute to his theory of the
earth.
He retnmad to Scotland, and reduced his agricultural knowledge to practice, bj improving his patrimonial propel tj in Berwickshire.
In tlu, „rr„pt.
tion he was engaged for li years.
He hn
ur
of bi-ii><r »nnt>g the first who intro-i'x^'-'i " ,,,. ..,i.,;in.
dr}'
imntry, where it li
'oen so suece»»!...._, .-.livsted.
In 1768 he .. i ,.,, larm, whidi
he had now brought to a high state of improvement.
He had bc«^ for several years concerned in a manuI'landers.

tillection

i

i

ammoniac, conducted in Edinburgh
'- under the name of Mr James 1)
of
hu early and constant friends at
'.ir
partnership had been formed, ati<r wuini tiic work
was conducted in the name of t>oth. When he gave
up his farm, he took up his re«i
Ktlinburgh,
and devoted his attention to tinof science,
in which he was assisted an
learned
friends, whose cempany he
opolin.
In the coarse of his chemic-il |iur.>iiit<, in- discovered
factory of sal
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that soda
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in seoliu-
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first tirou
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a stony mineral.
He con""^if^^ tinned to make tours to various parts of the isiland, in
prosecution of his geological inquiries, which nssumed
greater and greater consistency.
In I777i Ur Hutton
published a pamphlet entitled, Confideralionx on the Nature, Qualities, and Distinctions oj Coal and Culm, with
a view to throw light on a disputed point, whether the
tmall coal of Scotland was liable to the duty on English coal, or to that on English culai.
On this subject he dispLived great accuracy of observation ; and
nis discussion led to a satisfactory decision of the (question.
From the time of fixing his residence in Edinburgh, I)r Hutfon had been a member of the I'hilosophical Society, known by the three volumes of literary
and physicid essays which it published. In that Society
he read several pajiers, none of which have been published, with the exception of one which appeared in tlie
second volume of the Transactions of the Royal Society
of Edinburgh, " On certain natural appearances of the
ground on the hill of Arthur's Seat." The institution
of the Royal Society, which happened in 1783, called
forth from I)r Hutton the first sketch of his Theory of
the Earth, which he had matured in his own mind, but
communicated only to his friends Dr Black and Mr
Clerk of Eldin, both of whom approved of it. For an
account of this theory, see the article Mineralogy. The
distinguishing feature uf it was, the universal agency
of heat in consolidating the rocky strata, after the ma
terials of which they were formed had been coUcctcil
by the subsiding of loose earthy materials at the bottom
of the .«ea. This heat he conceivetl to be seated in the
central p;irts of the earth.
To the expansive power of
this agent, acting on water or other bodies, he ascribed
the elevation of the strata from the Iwttom of the sea
to the higher situations which they have since occupied.
He thus accounted for the present appearances. He
supposes the earth to have undergone many revolutions
at very distant intervals of time, and to be sul)jected to
a law which produces a general and sudden convulsion
as a stage in certain cycles of changes, which at all other
times are slowly yet inces.«antly advancing. This theory
has been defended by the author and his followers with
much learning and ingenuity ; and in a particular manner by his zealous and enlightened admirer Professor
Playfair.
It has however met with a formidable competitor in that of Werner ; the leading feature of which
is, to account for consolidation by crystallization from a
State of aqueous solution, rejecting the hypotljesis of a
central heat, whether as concerned in tlie fu.sion of the
rocks, or in tlie elevation of tl>e strata. It supposes the
materials of the strata to have subsided at their present
elevation ; and its chief embarrassment consists in the
difficulty of accounting for the retiring of the waters.
The illustration of these opposite general views includes
a vast variety of discussion on the constitution of the
rocky strata. The controversy has eminently promoted
tlie investigation of the mineral kingdom,
great
part of the world content themselves with a smile lx»rdering on contempt, wlien they casually listen to tliese
speculations ; and a superficial observer is generally
struck with the character of extravagance which appears so prominent in the hyjwtheses assumed. No hypothesis, however, within the limits of possibility is too
extravagant for the subject.
The disposition of the
llutton.

alkali

had been found

in

A

strata is itself an extravagant fact, if

we may

be allowed

to apply tins epithet to any thing in nature.
It points
to causes so different in their general character from any

that we see in actual operation, that no hypothesis is to
be rejected for its strangeness ; and hypotheses of this

N.

kind arc unavoidable to those

who

attempt to eaplain
wish of this sort
cannot be reasonably condemned. TJiere can scarcely be a more sul>lime speculation in physics, th:ui to
attempt the resolution of problems which nature suggests on 80 magnificent a scale.
We may indeed
sometimes wonder to see a particular theory so tenaciously adliered to and it may be regarded as a curious fact, that in the present age the one or the other
of tlie theories now mentioned should be adopted by
all geologists.
It might be supj)osed, that the subject would afford several others e(]ually plausible; but
it is probably not so much a satisfaction with their
own tlieory as a simple prrfwence of it to its opponent, that is indulged in by the greater part of gCr
ologists.
The unexplained phenomena of magnetism,
the

phenomena

before tliem.

A

;

particularly the fluctuating variationsof the needle, and
the supposition of interchanges of materials among the
different planets, (countenanced in some measure by
the well authenticated instances of stones which have
fallen from the atmosphere,) will perhaps at some t\iture period lead to a modification of our geological
theories, or to the formation of others.
A paper of Dr Hutton " On the Theory of Rain,''
was published in the first volume of the Edinburgli
Transactions.
It forms the only scientific explanation
of the phenomena that we have. The discovery of it
evinced profound genius and acctu'ate information, and
it will probably always lie retained by meteorologists.
Two portions of air of tlifferent temperatures, botli saturated with humidity when mixed, and thus reducetl
to a medium temperature, have not the power of retaining the same quantity in a state of vapour. The reason
of this is, that the quantities of hmnidity retained in
this state proceed in a geometricid ratio, while those of
temperature increase arithmetically. A larger quantity
of water is retained by that heat which liad kept the
one portion of air above the rei„xiiing medium, than
when the same heat is employed in raising to that medium the temperature of the coldest portion. The consequence of this is, that a part of the water is precipitated.
This theory was opposed by Monsieur de Luc,
who maintained, that the heat was communicated from
one part of the atmosphere to another without the acDr Huttual intermixture of different portions of air.
ton made several other acute improvements in meteorology, which were afterwards published in his " Physical Dissertations," in which his theory of rain was again
given.
It was by the theory of the earth, however, that
The
the greatest portion of his interest was absorbed.
journeys which he made to Glen Tilt, to Galloway, the
isle of Arran and -St Abb's Head, supplied him with

which afforded him exquisite delight, especially
those which elucidated his peculiar views of the nature
of granite, and the circumstances under which it assumed its present situation in relation to the other rocks.
He supposed it to have been forced up in a state of igneous fusion by the expansive power of the central heat,
and injected in that state into the rents produced in the
superincumbent strata, which had previously formed the
It was tlie continuation of
exterior cru.st of the globe.
the granite upward into these rents or veins that so much
This is a fact which still furdelighted Dr Hutton.
nishes one of the strong points of the Huttonian thefacts

ory.

This philosopher also turned his attention to another
subject suggested by his chemical pursuits, viz. the geHis doctrines on this subject,
neral nature of matter.
are given in hi» " Dissertations on different subjects in
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some resemblance to

at tlus ttnta

to suppose, that enthusia.'^ni in favour of one system
in any degree nei-essary to keep up the spirit of science.
Such nn enthusiasm partikes of intemperance ; the activity to which it gives birth is of a spurious cotnplcc-

nnd is not of that kind which promises greatest
dumbility.
Dr Mutton's private character was Jiighly
His manners were simple, but his conversaamiable.
A combination of sincerity and artion was animnted.
dour gave a charm to his company in the eyes of all his
learned friends, tho«igh he was not formed on such a
model as to fit him for gay or general society, m liich
he di<l not relish or in any deyree cultivate. His expression s in <-xpltining \\\i views of points of science
werr ibly clear and f - •''- -nd would not have
i« to expect so
-iirity as is found
leil
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HUYGEN

L

lluygcns.

causis

'"^v"*'

novo, 'whicli contains the various important
ilisc-overic's relative to the planet Saturn, of which we

mirandorum

Satiirrd fjhcnomenon, el comile ejus

Plaiielti

have already given a

lull

account.

See Astiiono.mv,

ii. p. 598, 647, 648.
In the year 1G6"0, Huygens travelled into France;
and in the following year he came to England, wiiere
he made known his method of grinding the lenses of telescopes.
In the year 160"3, he paid a second visit to
tins country, and was one of the hundred individuals
who were declared members of the Royal .Society, at a
meeting of the council held on the 20th May 1663.
At this time tlie Royal Society had requested its members to apply themselves to the consideration of the
laws of motion, and Huygens resolved several of
the cases which were proposed to him.
On the 15th
November l668, Dr Wallis communicated to the Society his principle of the collision of bodies.
Doctor,
afterwards Sir Christopher, Wren made a similar communication on the 17tn of December ; and on the 5th
January lC69, Huygens wrote a letter to Mr Oldenburgh, containing his first four rules, with their demonstration, concerning the motion of bodies after
impact.
The method of Wallis was the most direct,
but related only to bodies absolutely hard. Wren's
method was founded on the same principle, but related
only to elastic bodies; and the method of Huygens
was the very same as that of Wren.
Huygens had now acquired such a reputation, that,
in the year 16"63, he was invited by Colbert to settle in France.
He accepted of the honourable and advantageous conditions which were offered to him, and
took up his residence in Paris in 1666, when he was
admitted into the .Academy of Sciences. In l668,
he published, in the Journal des Sgnvans, and also in
the Memoirs of the Academy, a paper entitled Examen du Hire intitule Vera Circuli el Hyperboles quadralura a Jacobo Gregorio, which led to the dispute
of which we have already given some account in our
life of Gregory.
In the year 1673, he published
his great work, entitled Horologiurn oscillatorium ; sive
de iJiolu pendulorum ad horologia aplalo demonstrat tones
gcomelricw, in which he published his great discovery
of applying pendulums to clocks, and rendering all their
vibrations isochronous, by causing them to vibrate between cycloidal cheeks. Tliis discovery was made
ai'.out the year 1656; and about the middle of lC57,
lie presented to the States of Holland a clock construct-

vol.

S.

Abbe

Hautefeuille, when he characterises his invention
as rude and clumsy, and claims all the merit for Huy-

The idea of regulating the balance by a spring
certainly the principal part of the invention, which

gens.

was
is

unquestionably due to the

Huygens

Abbe

Hautefeuille; whife

entitled to the credit of having perfected
the invention by giving a spiral form to the spring.
is

Huygens would probably have continued in France
during the remainder of his life, had it not been for
the revocation of the edict of Nantz.
He resolved to
remain no longer in a country where his religion was
proscribed, and its professors persecuted ; and, anticipating the fatal edict, he returned to his native country
in 1681.

After his return to Holland, he continued to prose*
cute his favourite studies with his usual zeal. In 1684,
he published his Adroscopia Compendiuria lubi Optici
molimine liberaia, in which he gives an account of a
method of using telescopes of great focal length, without the incumbrance of a tube. He published also in
1690, at Leyden, his Traiti de la Lumiere, and his Tractalus de Gravitate.
The first of these works contains his
Theory of Light, which he supposes to be propagated
like sound, by the undulation of an elastic raedium.t
and the beautiful law by which he represented all the
phenomena of double refraction as exhibited in Iceland
spar. The remainder of our author's life was occupied
in composing a woi-k on the plurality of worlds, entitled Koritto-SsiKfio;, sive de terris celestibus, eorumque ornatu coTtjectJtrw.
While this work was in the printer's
hands, Huygens was seized with an illness, which
proved fatal on the 5th of June 1695.
All his papers were bequeathed by his will to the
Library of Leyden, with a request that Burcher de Voider and Fullenius, two excellent mathematicians, should
print such of them as seemed of most importance.
In the year 1700, this posthumous volume was published.
The Cosnwtheorios had appeared in 1698, and
was speedily translated into French, English, German,
and Dutch. In 1703, there appeared another posthumous volume, entitled CunisxiANi Hugknii Dioptrica,
Descriptio Aidomaii planetarii ; de parheliis, Opuscnla
Posthuma. This work contains Huygens' interesting dissertation on corona?, and mock suns, of which we have
given a short account in our article Halo, vol. x. p. 6l5,
and which was reprinted by Dr Smith in his Complete
System of Optics.
complete edition of the works of
Huygens was published, in four volumes, by M.
ed on this new principle. In our article Horology, * S'Gravesende. The two first appeared at Leyden in
we have given a description and a drawing of this ma- 1724, in 4to, entitled Opera Varia, and the two last
chine.
The contrivance of cycloidal cheeks, however, at Amsterdam in 1728, entitled Opera Reliqua. He pubthough exceedingly beautiful in theory, was found in lished also several papers in the early volumes of the
Philosophical Transactions, and in the Memoirs of the
practice to be of no advantage.
About this time our author invented the spiral Academy of Sciences. In the Machines Approiiv^es par
spring for regulating the balances of watches, without I'Academie, tom. i. p. 71 and 72, he has publislied two
knowing what had been done by Dr Hooke ; and he papers, one of which is entitled Machine pour\Mesurer la
applied to the French government for the exclusive force mouvante de Fair ; and the other, Manicre d'empcThe Abbe Hautefeuille cher les vaisseaux de se hriser lorsqu'il echouenl. He also
Erivilege of employing it.
ad, however, conceived tlie first idea of this invention,
published a letter on a new microscope, in the Collecand communicated to the Academy of Sciences, in l674, tions Academiques, tom. i. p. 281 ; and another on the
the secret of regulating the balances of watches " by a Toricellian experiment, in the second volume of the
small straight spring made of steel." He therefore dis- same work.
puted
uy gens' right to the exclusive privilege, and
Christian Huygens was unquestionably one of the
the affair was accommodated in consequence of Huy- most eminent mathematicians and natural philosophers
gens renouncing his claim. The observations of Mon- of the age in which he lived.
His application of the
tucla on this subject are certainly unjust towards the
pendulum to regulate the motion of clocks ; his beauti-

A

H

• See Horoloov, p, 317. and Plate CCC.
This doctriiie has found an able supporter
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to

give a

new degree

Fig. 4.

Dr Thomas Young ; but recent discoveries respecting the polarisation of light, seem
of probability to the doctrine of the emanation of material particlesin

Huygtns.

HUY

M
poNiuhnns swing between

iavat^stiea of the Moehronism produced by makini;
c^douial cheeks his dmcwrry of the ring and satellitf* of Saturn his apphcation oV the tptnl prieg to regulate tJie liJaiices of
watdief, (in which however be was anticifxiu-d by Dr
Uooke;) hi* discovery of the law of caUtMon, which
he ahBrea with Dr VValli^ and Sir Christopher Wren ;
hi* theor>- of the centre of osdlUtion ; his investigations
respecting? central foeccs; and the beautiAil Uw, by
wUcfa be has represented the phenomena of double re>
fraetioi^ eifaibit the depth and variety of his sttainMirta, aiid ontitle kin to a vcrv high rank among
thnee illMsliieai men who bave done hoooor to their
;

;
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IIUYGEN's Tempbhamrnt of the nmsteal scale. IIujrgeDk"
In 16S3, M. Christian Huygena published his Cyclus Tcmpcranient.
Harmonicui, or commensurate system, of 31 equal di<
visioni in the octave ; of which his mean tone is 5, and
major limroa S, of these divisions. The temperaments
calculated by Mr l-'arey's 12th scholium, in the Phi'
loutpkieai Magazine, voL xxxvi. p. 5'2. are as fol*
lows, vis.
2.651765X, II 1+0.400802 £, and
3.0j25(>I.
In p. 224. of the second cclilion of Dr
Smith's Harmonics, he gives the monocliord lengths of
strings for each of the notes of this system ; and at
p. 'Ml- he mentions a method by which tlie beats of
Its concords may nearly be obtained
but tliis being
neither sufficiently easy of application, or exact enough,
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connected with the ordinary concerns of

life.

Hence

we

possess few well established facts, and even those
which have been ascertained, are still widely scattered
in various publications ; as naturalists in general are
more anxious to establish the nomenclature of animals,
than to investigate their habits and instincts.
Naturalists are in the practice of restricting the term
hybernation, to that condition of animals during the
winter season more familiarly expressed by the term
are not aware of any reason to induce
torpidity.
us thus to limit the original meaning of the word ;
and therefore in this article, we use it as expressing
the various conditions in which animals are found
during the winter season, and the circumstances by
which these conditions are distinguished.
The subject naturally dividesitself into four branches,

We

correspontling with the different states of hybernation
which animals exhibit. The first includes those animals which obtain a change of dress ; the second, those
which provide forthemselves a store of food; the third,
and the fourth, those that become
those which migrate;

—

—

—

torpid.

CHAP.

I,

Hybehnatino Animals which obtain a Supply or
Clothing.
" Ante omnia (says Pliny when comparing the condition of

man

with that of the inferior animals )

unum

animantium cunctorum alienis velat opibus cseteris varia tegumenta tribuit, testas, cortices, coria, spinas, villos, setas, pilos, plumam, pennas, sqnamas, vellera.
Truncos etiam arboresque cortice, interdum gemino, a
Hominem tantum nufrigoribus et calore tuata est.
dum, et in nuda humo, natali die abjicit ad vagitus
statim et ploratum, nullumque tot animalium aliud ad
lacrymas, et has protinus vitse principio." But this condition of man is most agreeable to his nature, as he can
provide for himself a suitable covering, and accommodate his dress to all climates, seasons, and occupations.
As the inferior animals do not possess such powers of
contrivance, we find that nature has furnished them with
Hence
clothing suited to their situations and habits.
those animals, whose appointed residence is in the warm
:

regions of the earth, are in possession of the thinnest coverings; while those which are destined to dwell in the
Thus in the cliarctic regions, are enveloped in fur.
mate of Spain and Syria, the dog and the sheep have
fine tufty and silky hair ; while in the Siberian dog and
Iceland ram, the hair is long and rigid.
In still warmer regions than those which we have mentioned, the fur
becomes so very thin, that the animals may be considered as naked. This is strikingly illustrated in the
dogs of Guinea, and in the African and Indian sheep.
The clothing of animals living in cold countries, is
essentially different from that of the animals of warm
regions in another respect.
If we examine the fur of
the swine of warm countries, it consists entirely of
bristles or hair of the same form and consistency ; but
those which live in colder districts possess not only
common bristles or strong hair, but a fine frizzled wool
next the skin, over which the long hairs project. This
statement may easily be verified, by a comparison of the
fur of the swine of the south of England with that which
is found on those of the Scottish Highland breed.
The
same observation may be made on the sheep of warm and
cold countries.
The fleece of those of England consists
entirely of wool ; while those of Zetland, Iceland, and

other northern regions, besides the wool contains a num- Animalf
ber of long hairs, which at first sight give to the fleece which obwhile on the back of the animal, the appearance of great t.iin a supply of
coarseness.
The living races of rhinoceros and elephant Clothing.
of southern regions, have scarcely any fur on their bodies ; while those which have formerly resided in the
middle and northern parts of Europe, now only found
in a fossil state, have been covered with long hair, and
a thick coating of short frizzled wool.
Climate in this case exercises a powerful influence
over the secretions of these animals, in the increase or
diminution of their clothing.
Were such changes not
to take place, the inhabitants of cold countries would
perish by the inclemency of the weather, while those
of warmer regions would be exhausted by a profuse perspiration.

The effects which climate is here represented as producing on the clothing of animals, are also observable
as the annual result of the season of the year in all the
temperate and cold regions of the earth. There is always an increase in the quantity of covering during
the winter season, and not unfrequently a change in
its colour. Let us now attend to each of these changes.
I.NCnEASE IN THE QUANTITY OF CLOTHING.
If WC
attend to the condition of tlie clothing of our domestic

Increase in
the quan-

animals previous to winter, we shall witness the chan- tity of
clothing.
ges which take place.
The fur is not merely renewed,
but it is increased in quantity and length. This is very
plainly exhibited in those quadrupeds which are kept
out of doors, and exposed to the vicissitudes of the weather.
But even with those animals kept in houses du- In quadruring the winter, the length and thickness of the fur va- peds.
ry according to the warmth of their habitations ; and
as the temperature of these habitations depends in part
on the elevation, so we find the cattle living on farms near
the level of the sea, covered with a shorter and thinner
fur than those which inhabit districts of a higher level.
Hence if we look at the horses, for example, of the farmers in a market day in winter, we might determine the
relative temperature of their respective farms, from the
relative quantity of clothing provided by nature for the
animals which live on them.
This winter covering, if continued during the swca-s
mer, would prove inconveniently warm. It is, therefore, thrown off by degrees as the summer advances ; so
that the animals which were shaggy during the cold
months become sleek in the hot season.
This process ot casting the hair takes place at different seasons, according to the constitution of the animal

with respect to

heat.

The mole has,

in general, finished

end of May. The fleece of the
sheep, when suffered to fall, is seldom cast before the
end of June. In the northern islands of Scotland, where
the shears are never used, the inhabitants watch the
time when the fleece is ready to fall, and pull it ofl' with
The long hairs, which likewise form a
their fingers.
this operation before the

Sheep.

part of the covering, remain for several weeks, as they
are not ripe for casting at the same time witli the fine
This operation of pulling off the wool, provinwool.
ciaUy called rooing, is represented by some writers, more
humane than well-informed, as a painful process to the
animal. That it is not even disagreeable, is evident from
the quiet manner in which the sheep lie during the pulling, and from the ease with which the fleece separates
from the skin.
are in general inattentive with respect to the annual changes in the clothing of our domestic animals ;
but when in search of those beasts which yield us our
most valuabley«r.s, we are compelled to watch these

We
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During the jummer months
and is scarcely ercr an object

poMcases in
the begin*
perfection
ning of winter is remarkable for iti miUhicM, the for i«
longer in rtpehing, as the animal stands in no need of
the additional uaantity for a covering ; but •« Mon at
the rigours of the seaaon couunence, ttie fleece speedily
iacraaec in the quantity and length of hair. This in.
cnaae is sometimet Tery rapid in the hare and the rab>

rf pursuit

wt

;

all

it-i

the win'.pf,
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vaiuai)ie qiialitie*.

it

When

who«e ckina are acldora ripe in the fur until there
a fall of snow, or a few days of frosty weather ; the
growth of the hair in such instances being dependant
on the temperstore of the aUuuapbare.
The wtoiUtiJtg of btnls is anotlier pscparation for win.
ter, which is anaiogooa to the caaau of the hair in
quadruped*. During suaaier, the ftathers of birds
bit,
is

la binli.

are exposed to many Mcsdenta. Sooe of them are torn
off during their amoroof qui i els ; other* are broken or
damaged ; while in many speciea they are pulled from
Previous to winter,
their bodies to line their nests.
however, and immediately after the praecaa of incubation and rearing <£ the yoanir i< finished, the old feac*, and in this man.
thers are pushed off by tl
m renewed. Dunog
ner the wnole plumage ot
this pcooaai of moulting, the bird aeaoM much eoiecbted,
and, if previously in a weak alate^ ia in daMer of dying during the pRMBM. In cooaaqpeBsa oC tlue eoBplete renewal of the fcathen, the wiofUr cowewog ia
rendered perfect, ami the birds prepewd (or withetaad*
ing all the rigours of the aeaaon.
Cbaxob in thk cou»vr or thc clothing.—The
diflcfunoa in point of ooloor between the summer and
winter
of ammeb ia very c enapinwalydiiph
bou amonigtbe
afe
g the Qvafvopeda end birdai
•ware that it has
the eold4)hiod.
:
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.«hiOg.
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We

the

summer

Anongqaadnmeda, the Alpine hare(/..flHH
a very

the

young

birds in their

winter garb
much of iU

first

dress re-

semble their parents in their mottled plumage, and
them become white at the approach of winter.

like

Animals
which
change the
colour of
their
Clolhin;;.

v—

^^--^
Among the aquatic birds similar clianges in thc coThe black GuUlcanou.
lour of the plumage have been observed.
guillemot (LVui grytle), so common on our coasts, is of
a sooty black colour during the summer, with a white
patch on the wings. During winter, however, the
black colour disappears, and its plumage is then clouded with ash-colourad spots on a white ground. In the
it has been described by some as a distinct
under the name of the spotted guillemot. In
tne more northern regions, as in Greenland, for examine, this bird, in winter, beoomea of a pure white co.
lour.
This is a decided proof of the influence of ternThere is
this change of colour.
perature in

winter drcaa
species,

'

i

bird in its white winter dress in
a fine exam|.
the collectiou of Uie Dublin Society, where we saw it a
It was brought from GreenUnd by
and enterprising naturalist Sir Charles

few months ago.
that intelligent

Giesecke.

.

These changes of colour, which we have already
mentioned, extend throughout the whole plumap^e of
the birtl but in other instances, the change extendi to
only a small part of the plumage. Thus the little auk
{mm mU«) during summer has its cheeks and throat of
a hiarlr colour, but in winter thete parts become dirty
white.
In Utis its winter garb, it i« ol\ri) shot on our

Little

auk.

;

coasts .
Its summer dress iiuluced I'ennant to consider
it as a variety, and as such to figure it.
The black Blark.h«sd«
headed gull (I^aiHi rtdil^Hndni), Iws a black head '<' g*>l>.
its trivial Engluh name intimates.
During the winter, however, the black colour on the
head
d ifimppears ; and when in tliis dress, it has been

during summer, as

bjr

meny aa

a distinct specie<) under

tlie

name

many

In

oUier uirds there

is

a remarkable difference

cokmr between the summer and the w inter

in point of

whitenaak It oontinaea in this slate darmg the winand rMumea ita plriaer esveriag i^ain in the
of April or May, acowding lo the waiBn. The
is another of our native quadnipeda which eshibita in
its dress similar chaagea efeoleuraeeatdiag to the Mason.
It freqaaata the oatakin* tiwva^md tiydrets.
During the aaiaawt BMatfaa its hair is of a pale reddish
brown coloar ; ia harvest it beeoawa t*"<r'f— with pale

plumage, although not so striking as those which wc
nave not icad. The colours of the summer feathers arc
rich and vivid those of the winter obscure ami dull.
Thia is well ilUutrated in tlie Dunlin (Tringa nlpina), OunUn.
whose summer plumage ha* much black and rufous coloar, bat who** winter pluaiage is dull and cinereous.
In ila winter drcaa it ha* been dcacribed as a distinct
apaeisa, and« the trixial naaie of T. cimebu, or I'urre.
aonilar inatanfe might be praduced in the caae of the
Weclaila, IJnnrti^ and Plovan, and a great many other

yellow ai
of a snow-.
:

'

'

month of WiMwuliw,
nr.

Its

AntaagthefeatherrdtrfbM—ihmaaeaiafdMiy
ef eoloar in the plamMe dariag wistir aia iiiaHiiwis
They graady pteptea Uw laiaih Jigiil. ani hate bei
tlM aetM of intredaeing into the ayalaa eevaral aparieae apatics. The white groaa orjManaifHi (Trfrwe
lagomu) may be nmdacad aa a ftauliw cSMapleof ihia
kindof hvbematioB. Thie bird, Kka the Alpine hare,
inhabiu tile h%faar Gnnaiana, and ia never loaDd at
agreatdiameaftaaBtheliaUtaoflfaaaow. la anmBMT itt phnnaipe ia of an ash eqlear, mottled with small
daakynots and bars. At the mniiaaLh of winter the
dark eowars disappear, and ila laathni are tJien found
to be pure white. In roaarfcafaly mild winters tlie
ia iia i
i
inoomplete, a firw duaky spou of

mh w

;

villi aa^ ilia

wjatvdna AaniriiMthe

valaaMe Oir caUcd ermine. Earhr in spriaf, the white
beeoawi ftecklad with browa, and in the aioafdi af Mqr
k naiipMely teau mes its aaaaaar aabw

PlMRDI^MIi

Even

beauty.

its

loses

try. uii the

ter,

In binU.

In spring

lilkt)

remarkaUe example. It is fauna, in thn
high mewiita ins ef the GfuyiaW tenge. Its
summer dress b of a tawny grey coieori ba^aMotthe
month ofSeptember, its furgradaallydiaiMeatoeaBeaiy
i«

dress remaining.

becomes again mottled, and the bird

reganled
In ^uidTQ'
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Fran the pteoeding statement* we are naturally led Mode of the
la inqaitc, in wlMt aaannar these chaagea in the colour ^^'^^ *^
~

of tfaedraeaarapradaeadf It has been supposed by
that those qaadnipeds which, like the alpine
bsre and eraaiae, beoooM white in winter, cast their
hsir twice in the ooarM of the year ; at harvest whni
they pert with their anrnmar drns, and in spring when
they throw off their winter fur. This opinion &et not
appear ta be anpported by any direct observations, nor
ia It caaaiMiBCed by any analogical reasonings. If we
attend tatha aiode in which the hair on the human head
bacorocs grey a* we advance in years, it will not be
difficult to perceive, that the change u not pro<luced by
the growth of new hair of a white colour, but by a
change in the colour of the old hair. Hence there will
be foand some hairs pale towards the middle, anil white
toward* the extremity, while (he Itai* is of a dark colour.
.

Now,

in ordinary caae*, the hair of the

human

heed.

colour.
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unlike that of the inferior animaU, is always dark at the
Independent of tlie support from analogy which tlae Anitnrrii
base, and still continues so during the change to grey
ermine furnishes, we may observe that t£e colours of
which
hence we are disposed to conclude from analo;;y, that other parts of a bird vary according to the season. ch"ng<= 'he
"colour of^
of
"
^^^ change of colour, in those animals which become This is frequently observable in the feet, legs, and bill. cojour
their
their
white in winter, is effected, not by a renew al of the hair, Now, since a change takes place iu tlie colouring secreClothing,
Clothing.
^^-y-^^ but by a change in the colour of the secretions of ilie tions of these organs, what prevents us from supposing
rcte raucosum, by which the hair is nourished, or perthat similar changes take place in the feathers
But
haps by that secretion of the colouring matter being di- even in the case of birds, we have before us an exminished, or totally suspended.
ample as convincing as the ermine already mentioned.
As analogy is a dangerous instrument of investiga- It is a specimen of the little auk, (Alca (die,) which was
shot in Zetland in the end of February 1810.
tion in those departments of knowledge which ultimateThe
chin is etill in its winter dress of white, but the feathers
ly rest on experiment or observation, so we are not disposed to lay much stress on the preceding argument on the lower part of the throat have assumed a dusky
vhich it has furnished. The appearances Sthibited by hue. Both the shafts and webs have become of a
a specimen of the ermine now before us are more satis- blackish grey colour at the base and in the centre,
while the extremities of both still continue white. The
factory and convincing.
It was shot on the 9th May
change from black to white is here effected by passing
(1811'), in a garb intermediate between its winter and
summer dress. In the belly, and all the under parts, through grey. If we suppose that in this bird tlie
the white colour had nearly disappeared, in exchange
changes of tiie colour of tiic plumage are accomplislicd
for the primrose yellow, the ordinary tinge of these
by moulting, or a change of feathers, we must admit •
jiarts in summer.
The upper parts had not fully ac- the existence of three such moultings in the course
of the year one by which the white winter dress is
quired their ordinary summer colour, which is a deep
produced, another for the dusky spring dress, aiul a
yellowish brown. There were still several while spots,
and not a few with a tinge of yellow. Upon examining third for the black garb of summer. It is siu-ely unthose white and yellow spots, not a trace of interspersed
necessary to point out any other examples in support
new short brown hair could be discerned. This would of our opinion on this subject. We have followed
certainly not have been the case if the change of colour
nature, and our conclusions appear to be justified by
the appearances which we have described.
is effected by a change of fur.
Besides, while some
Having endeavoured to ascertain the manner in which Causes of
parts of the fur on the back had acquired their pro})er
this clian;j'e of colour takes place, we are now ready to thecliange
colour, even in those parts numerous hairs could be observed of a wax yellow, and in all the intermediate investigate the causes by which it is produced. As this ofcoJo"-chan ge of colour in winter is peculiar to theziniuTflls which
stages from yellowish brown, through yellow, to white.
These observations leave little room to doubt, that inhabit cold countries, we may safely conclude, that temthe change of colour takes place in the old hair, and perature exercises over it a powerful influence.
This
supposition is coimteiianced by the slowness of the prothat the change from white to brown passes through
yellow.
If this conclusion is not admitted, then we
cess of change of colour in a mild autumn, and its immust suppose that this animal casts its hair at least perfect accomplisliment during a mild winter. Besides,
seven times in the year. In spring, it must produce in some animals, such as the black guillemot, the change
primrose yellow hair
then hair of a wax yellow and, is never complete in the more temperate regions, but
lastl}', of a yellowish brown.
The same process must becomes more perfect as we proceed northwards, until
be gone through in autumn, only reversed, and with at Greenland the bird is of a pure white. If this change
the addition of a suit of white.
The absurdity of this of colour proceeds from a renewal of feathers, here at
supposition is too apparent to be farther exposed.
least the colour of the feathers must be considered inWith respect to the opinion which we have advanced, fluenced by the temperature, and consequently a corit seems to be attended with few difficulties.
We urge responding influence must be exercised on the secreting
not in support of it, the accounts which have been organs.
published of the human hair changing its colour in the
The distribution of colour in the animal kingdom in
course of a single night; but we think the particular general seems to follow the same law ; the deep and
observations on the ermine warrant us in believing that
bright colours prevaiUng in the warm regions, while
the change of colour in the alpine hair is effected by a the tints of the colder regions are pale and dull. Are
similar process.
But how i« the change accomplished we to conclude, that cold diminishes the action of the
in birds ?
vessels which furnish the colouring matter, and, when
The young ptarmigans are mottled in their first intense, entirely suspends their functions ? or are we
plumage similar to their parents. They become white to consider light as in part concerned in producing
in winter, and again mottled in spring.
In general, the fur of quadrupeds, and
Tiiese young the effect
birds, providetl the change of colour is effected by
the feathers of birds, are darkest where exposed to
moulting, must produce three different coverings of the light, and are pale coloured towards the base; but
feathers in the course of ten months.
This is a waste in the instances before us, this difference disappears,
of vital energy, which we do not suppose any bird in and a complete uniformity in all the parts of the coverits wild state capable of sustaining; as moulting is the
ing prevails. Besides, the change does not take place
most debilitating process which they undergo.
In on all parts of the botly at the same time, but appears
other birds of full age, two moultings must be neces- in spots, or on single hairs or feathers. Light tlierefore
sary.
In these changes, the range of colour is from has little influence.
blackish grey through grey to white, an arrangement
There is another agent besides cold apparently conso nearly resembling that which prevails in the ermine,
cerned in the change in the colour of the feathers of
that we are disposed to consider the change of colour birds.
In all birds the feathers become more vivid in
to take place in the old feathers, and not by the growth
spring, and certain spots appear which are not obserof new plumage ; this change of colour being indepen- vable at other seasons. This brightness of plumage
dent of the ordinary annual moultings of the birds.
and these spot* continue only during the season of love;
'

.'

—

;

;
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propriety be termed sioriagmumali, as they all poasess
the industry so beautifully expressed by Virgil.
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aM^'iiat yiurata rtftomunt.

In :ttteiT»piinjr to account tet diete phenaro ena of naThis class of hybemating animals contains but few
ture, rt has generaUy been •mowd, Uiat liina period!spedes. These are all phytivorous, and, without excal dm»f^ of eoleor take place, to enable the anunab
more readDy to eacape from their prey diMig the wia- ception, belong to the natural tribe of Glires orGnawers.
All the animals of this tribe do not possess this storing
ter seasoit. Thus Mootaga, in reference to tnw nljeot,
has the followiiv? reflections " Here we pei cei r e the inclination, although it is certainly observable in many
ptarmigan invariably elfcct this curious. Mid, we nMiy ef Cham.
Of aO thaie animals, whose induatry in collecting,
add, HMCt prorideiitial «han|^ for if the young of tboK
ed their snowy winter phtaage, and wisdom ia ptcMnring a winter elore, liave atbird* at met
while vet die surface of the ground was not conaon a n t tracted lliaMttoeaf mankind, the beaver stamU prewith their colour, few wwrid cacape the piereinc eye of fiiiiiaanflir fleai|Neaaaa. But, as the habits of that .sinvthe falcon or the cajjle, in the lofty and espoaea situa- gular aoioMl have bean detailed anUer the
t.
To suppose that in vEii, we forbear in this piaee to recettsider
tions they are foumi to inhabit"
winterthe ptarmigan is rentlered white, to cau« it to re- And, as we rather wisli to confine our reniHrk.^ t.> H: >
semble the snow and deceive birds of prey, and that the tiah animals, wherever the subject will permit, \vi mlect as an er ample «tf this kind of hybernation, tiie
alpine hare undergoes anilar chaagea far the aaaM porcnmmnn aquimel, [Scmmr rmlgmrit). This active little
poae, would be to yield oaraHeM to pablicapiniaa. B«t
animal prwam iu winter babitalioa aaoong the lama
ac io^^fhttobetfae
all our eoncl u wana ten eewu nginal
braaefaes of an old tree.
AAer making choice of the
reaalt of rery extended Mh i u i al iawa; and if oar ebacrn^
UofM on this subject are extended, ataaB diiienkiaa will place where the timber is beginning to dec.iy, and where
present themselves. IfthiawhilaaeluM i yieMiiaut ectinp a hallow may be aaaily temed, it scoops out witii its
to the ptarmigan ami aiyiae hare, it maat anaUe the er- teelh a auitahir magiemB. iato iMi atan-hoase^ aoanM.
mine, an animal well <|aalilled to mvide far ili waofti nnta,aml«llMrfliMta are indMkioaslv conveyed, and
Tfaia ffHtmi
irred until
at all times, by iu determined boMiifaa, aattaaw agibty,
of the waaAar ha>
'.he range of
and exquisite smell, to pray with gfaetaraartaiDty open
Ita cwaanena, aad aaaaeaaently tlnnini«hed ita o|i>
its drfenceless neighbeara. What ptaleetien, we waakl
»'r..r»l«T t,i tKi- hlack giiilaiant, Jaiiiig the srin|iwtnwiliM of abrainlwg faea. It then begins to enjoy
ajk
nage, or to liw little auk l>y its the fraiti af its induatry, and to live contentedly in iu
trr
elevated dwaUio^. AU the speciaa of mice seem to
;... whKcr they beaaaie, CO mtich the
wt...
» n. unlike the datlt celear of the water? I*i ul itiui i pamam llw JnrliaaliaB to ky up pnaviaiaDa ; even the
but tiie fiahl aoouae is the
l aMaae and die rat
Aom foes, thctefofc, eaanot be eaaiidaMcl as the atjaat
ammakable io^iance. Si^ tke pious and intelli.
the
•f nature in Ibaie t ai iaat chaagaa, aapcaially
ham, " I have in siHiiiiin. notwirH-"*
rhange ef eal— r. ahrays fram dM^k to white, doea Bat gent
-iil iTer, however th itunt the habita and even itatiana of
aare, obaer v ad, not only the gtait aagacit
iiganeeef Bwiae, in huntutgoot the atorm
the aniaiab mav be
J
l^whapa the laws of chemistry may faiiaah aa with a Bsice, bat the waudufiil pracaationi alao ot
hidiBg thav food befiaie hand aj^Hm^i uuifftbendi* animals,
more tuneisten t and planaihle en ls iialiMi
In the tiam af aaooM blliBg, 1 have, by mcane
ter.
atinjr power embodies with nifHw to heal be in«Haaly aa
"
thf'
-teoMlaMa aery gaanally admit* aftfae hogs. diiBiwraiad that the mice had, all over the
'
tc.i
ap aiogle acorns in little
holm they hadaoatbhed, and in which they had
be tKTCfr caicuiKuti mr taHtMw the beat
ftdiy eoverad np the aeom.
their bodies hj the vital la aa ia'pl i, than any
Tbcae the hog* aro^d,
loored drew which waald
day aAarAi^. huat eat by their aBaU.'*
'
BewcVa ami, ooneeoaRit^]
bad s , reptiles, and fisiMa, aoeiaroples are
Ihia Mad af hybernation.
bate to the mMctioB at t
The bee, among
baMe, thanmaa, that
aa ialmaMing example, but requiring no tat>coHor ev tae HeONng ea
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by them from the places of their growth,
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but in other instances, we must conour inability to offer any explanation.

suit of education
fess

;

Migrate.
Sucli baffled searches

The Gsd of Nature

mock man's prying

is

priiJei

your secret guide.
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Hydebnatino Animals which Migrate.
This subject has long occupied the attention of na; and several important observations have been
published by different authors. It is chiefly, however,
turalists

it regards birds, that the subject is deserving of partiare acquainted witli but few
cular consideration.
circumstances connected with the migration of quadruMigratine
Limited in their powers of locomotion, their
peds.
quadrupeds, range of travelling is confined, so that other means arc
provided for their safety and sustenance during winter.
Tlie cheiroptera are well fitted for migrating ; and accordingly we find that some species are known to do
so.
In Italy, the common bat ( Fesperlilio mtirhm.i)
abounds ; but it migrates southwards at the approach of
winter, and is not found in any of the caves in a torpid
The V. noctiila, however, arrives annually to
state.
winter, although it retires to spend the summer in more
northern regions. Dr Barton informs us that some
species of dipus migrate from the northern to tiie
southern parts of America during winter. Many of
t'ne rinninating animals shift their habitations according to the changes of the year. Thus, the stag and
the roebuck leave the alpine regions at the approach
of winter, and seek protection in the more sheltered
^lore extensive migrations are performed by
plains.
the palmated quadrupeds, particularly the seals. These
shift their stations to reach safe breeding places, in

as

We

whatever country they live in. But tlie common seal
iJPhoca vilulinii) often performs regular migrations in
quest of food. In the Statistical Account of the parish
of North Knapdale, we are told that the lake called
Lochow, about twenty miles in length, and three miles
in breadth, " abounds with plenty of the finest salmon
and, what is uncommon, the seal comes up from the
ocean, through a very rapid river, in quest of tliis fish,
and retires to the sea at the approach of winter." Another species, the P. Groenlandica, seems to seek more
temperate regions during the winter. Seals of this
kind, says Horrebow in his History of Iceland, " arrive annually in the month of December, especially
about the northern parts of the country, and generally
stay till May, at which time, those that escape the
few curious facts regarding the
Icelanders depart."
migrations of the Cetacea may be found under the article
Greenland. Several kinds of small whales visit the
coasts of Scotland, chiefly during the autumnal months
but we are ignorant of the places from whence they
come, and unacquainted with the laws of their migration.

A

Migration of Birds,
Migrating
birds.

•

The

migrations of the feathered race, as connected
with their hybernation, have been the subject of popular observation since the days of the prophet Jeremiah.
" Yea, the stork in the heaven knoweth her appointed
times ; and the turtle, and the crane, and the swallow,
observe the time of their coming." (ch. viii. v. 7-) Many
important facts have been ascertained, and a few general conclusions have been established.
But the subject is still far from being exhausted; nay, without
fear of contradiction, we may venture to assert, that it

but very imperfectly understood by naturalists in A ninia)^
wliich
Popular eri'ors have gained admittance as
Mii»iaif.
scientific documents, and the well autlienticated facts
have been suffered to remain, in tlieir original detachcil form, destitute of connection and arrangement.
It is not our intention to enter into any minuteness
of detail regardir.g the migrations of the different species of birds.
This has already been done under the
article Birps, where the reader will find a statement
of several facts connected with the migration of oiu- native species.
And he may also consult at his leisure,
the ornithological productions of Pennant, White, and
Montagu. Our observations in this ))lace, will be of a
general nature, and will have for their object to ascertain the laws of migration, and the circumstances under which it takes place.
Migrating birds may be divided into two classes,
from the different seasons of the year in which they arrive or depart.
To tlie first class will belong those
birds which arrive in this country in the spring, and
depart in autumn, and are termed Summer Birds of
Passage.
The second will include those which arrive
in autumn, and depart in spring, and are called Winter
Birds of Passage.
The Summer Birds of passage are not confined to Summer
any particular order or tribe ; nor are they distinguish- birds of
ed by similarity of habits. Some of them belong to passage,
the division of Water Fowls, as the terns and gulls
while others are Land Birds, as the swallow and rail.
They differ also remarkably with regard to their food.
Thus, the hobby is carnivorous ; the gulls and terns,
is

general.

the swallow, insectivorous; and the turtle
quail, granivorous.
In many particulars these summer birds of passage
exhibit very remarkable differences.
They, however,
present one point of resemblance.
All of them, during
their residence in this country, perform the important
offices of pairing, incubation, and the rearing of their
young, and hence may with propriety be termed the
hail their arrival as the
natives of the country.
harbingers of spring, and feel the blank which they leave
on their departure, alhough it is in some measure supplied by another colony of the feathered race, who come
to spend with us the dreary months of winter.
piscivorous

;

dove and the

We

The Winter Birds

of Passage have more points winter

among themselves than those of the former division. They chiefly belong to the tribe of water-fowls. None of them are insectivorous, and very few
They chiefly frequent the creeks and
are granivorous.
of resemblance

sheltered bays of the sea, and the inland lakes, or they
obtain their food in marshy grounds, or at the margins
of springs. When the rigours of the season are over,
and when other birds which are stationary are preparing for incubation, these take their departure, to be

again succeeded by our

We have

summer

visitants.

stated generally, that our

summer and win-

ter birds of passage visit us at stated seasons of the
year ; that the summer visitants arrive in spring and

depart in autumn ; and the winter visitants arrive in autumn and depart in spring. But the different species
do not all observe the same periods of arrival and departure.
Thus, among the summer birds of passage,
the wheat-ear always precedes the swallow, while tlie
swallow arrives before the martin, and the martin before the landrail or corncrake. Among the winter birds
of passage, similar differences in the time of arrival are
Thus the woodcock precedes the fieldfare,
observable.
and the fieldfare the redwing. The time of departure
has not been observed with so much attention, as the

birds of

passage,
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we do

lost their novelty, to that

have then

aalijects

not

It is probable, howlo readily perceive tl»eir absence.
ever, tha't in their departure, as well as their arrival,
Mch specie* ha* it* particular period.

The periods of arrival and departure, even in the
aone specie*, do not always take place at exactly the
aune day, or even month of the year. In different
yean these vary from one to four weeks, and evidently
The meanest
ilaprnil od very obvioui circumstances.
mstic, in reji^rd to the summer birds of passage, is
•ware, that cold weather prevents tlie arrival of these
and that the early arrival of our
of '{MMMfe indicate* a propoctionally early
circnnMtance* which retard our
.TIm
viHtaaU abo cbeck the praf(re** of vegeution.
Henoe, in all probability, we might be able to prognos.
tioate the arrival of these bird*, by attending to the
time of the leafing or flowerin|| of pwticttlar tree* or
A* the state of v^etation depend* on the tem.
of the eawm, and the life of in*ects ou the
of segaUlion, we may safely conclude, that the
ita of the phytivorou* and inaectivorous bird*
be dependant on thcae drcaoMtanoe*.
naofi bestowed some attention on these connected
in hi* Calendar of Flora lor Sweden ;
and Sdllhigfleet in that of England. Linnaras obaer<
ved, that the awallow returned to Sweden whan the
bird-cherfy cane into leaf, and when the wood-ane»
He also found the arrival of tlie nightpanied with the leafing of the elm. StiU
aajra, thet the awalknr ratuma to Norfolk with
thelniagof thekM(i,aad the nightiitgale with the
leafing of the sycamarc.
It has auo been obacnred,
that tae cnckoo aings when the nafab-niarigotd blow*.
It woold tend giaeily to IncfCMo oar knowledge of
thia aobjecl, wa« ubaartHi— of tliia aort nuiltipUed.
cwMnewl the aat^|act to the attantioa
eerneatiy
at the practical naturalist.
Hanag thus offered a few ubaarratiuiM on the po*
I

aoM

:

!

,

w

We

'

of atmal and departura of aignliiw bods, let na
ptocetfrvm mrao*
eame, mmd
In tloing thi*. it will be proper
to mkiek tktif tttttm.
to baatew aome attention on time bird* whoa* migraoohr partial, and which merely ahtft from one
oftheidaadt
of the island to another. The movcaMataof thaaa
I, thoMh eonfiaed within narrow bonnda, aw profaably rMoktad bylhe aaoM law* which with other ape.
daa prodnce more otenaiva mwntioaa.
Inthainknddialtktoof Sootbnd, the lapwii^makc*
ita appaanoea about the and of Fcfamanr or the bcgiat«f March, and, aftar parfamii^ the purpoaii of
'aalenatotheiii Aaw. thwa to apand the
I

An

eiiUMiw after Ike

K

-

itU^'lLaM.

~

TbaaabMa

""^

remain all winter on the SooWiah ahotaa, though thajr
are always to be (bond at that aaaaan on the nwahiin
In tfatf pan af tho iakad they do not
aKtaaaivo wigfriiiiii^ but may with pro.
priaty be Paarid a d aa nadiat birds,
the curlew
arrive* at the ntland diatricta aloag with the lapwing,
and thajr depart
ooapany about the »«-y""iTg of
Augtut. The curlew, however, rcBMiaaaa the Soottiah ahoraa
the winter.
The ojniaroalcbar,
thoogh it bnada
Scotland, retina to the EagUrii
ahaiaa daring the winter, and jaiat thoaa which hare
laaMJaadUiere during the hrwding aaMwi The blackheaded gall brecda both ia Eaglaad aad Scotland ; but
it ratiraa froin the hat mcatiaBadcoaairy, while it
cootinoai mideDt in the foraier.

En^diih ahorca.

panani aach

w

m
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From

tiie examples quote<l, it appears that some
which are stationary in one di&trict, are migratory in anotlier.
But that which chiefly merits our
consideration is the cirnmistance of those birch, whose

birdj,

Animals
which
Migrate.

annual migrations are confined to our own shores, forsaking the hi^h grountU when the purposes of incubation have been accomplished, and seeking for protection at a lower level, and in a warmer situation. When
these migrations become more extensive, they forsake
the bleak moors and shores of Scotland for the wanner
and more genial climate of England. Hence it happens, that some of our Scottish summer visitants come
from England, while some of the English winter visitants come from Scotland
the summer birds of passage coming from the south, and tlie winter passengers
from the north. Do those birds, whose migrations are
more extensive, obey the same laws ?
As the summer birds of paasage are more interesting Winta rieto us, sinco-they perform the great work of incubation •<"' "' <""
in our country, than the winter birds of |Mis8agc, which t^^^y*"
are tiic harbingers of storms and cold, and only wait
the return of spring to take tlieir leave of us, we will
endeavour to find out the winter residence of the former, before we attempt to discover the summer haunt*
of the latter.
Natural history, it is true, is still in too
imperfect a state, to enable us to point out with certainty the retreats of those birds which visit us during
summar. Bu^ enough appcai-s to be known to enable
na to aaoertain the Uws by which tbeae migrations are
Nfolatad in a naadicr of birds, and aa the points of reamhianca in the moraaMnta of the whole are numerooa, we can reaaoa ftoaa analogy on safer grounds
with regard to the raoMiiadar.
The swallow, aboat whoM aaigration* so many idle SwaUowi.
stories hare bean propagated and beliaved, deparu
finon Scotland aboat the end of September, and from'
En^and aboat the middle of October. In the latter
aMNith M. Adanson observed them on the shore* of
AftioaaAcr their migration* fitmi Europe. He inform*
u*, however, that they do not buikl thnr naata in that
country, but only come to spend the winter.
The
nu(fatingale departs from England about the beginning
of October, and from the other part* of Europe about
the same period. During the winter saaion it is found
:

in aboadaaca in Lower Egypt among the thickest covert*
in diftnat paru of the Delta.
The birds do not breed

m that eoaairy, aad to the inhabitants are merely
ter birds of paaaaga.

They

arrive in

win-

autumn and de-

aM

nart in •priniK,
at the time of migiation are plentiia the iriande of the Archipelago.
The (|uail ia

ml

aaotherofaaraaaHBargweat*, which ha* been traced
to Africa.
A ftwiadaod brave the winter* of Eiwland,
and ia PortMal thay appear to be itatioaary. But in
thqr Ma*a thia eooatry in autumn, and return
_ They numte about the aame time from
tlM aartam parte of urn eontinaat of Europe, and visit
aad reviait m their augrations the shore* of the Medi-

aad the i*land*of the Ardupdagck
apeaking of thi* subject, the intelligent Willougfaby add*, that " when he sailed from Rhodes to
Alexandria in Egypt, many quails from the north towards the south were taken in our ship ; whence I am
verily pemaded that they *hit\ places
for fotmerly
aleo, when I sailed out of the isle of Zant to Morea, or
Negfopont, in the •pnng time, I had observed quail*
flying the contrary way, nam aoutli lo north, that they
might abide there all Moaaaer. At which time aiao
there were a great many taken in our ship,"
Ormitk.
iarranaan, Sicily,
^^''ben

:

p.
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perform those extensive migrahave here mentioned, otliers are con-

tliese birds

which we

tented with shorter journies.
Thus the razor-billed
and the puliin [Alca arctica) frequent
the coast of Andalusia during the winter season, and
return to us in the spring.
These facts, and many others of a similar nature,
which might have been stated, enable us to draw the
conclusion, that our smnraer birds of passage come to
U3 from southern countries, and after all the purposes
of incubation are accomplished, return again to milder
oiik (^Alca torda)

•

A ^eyr of our summer visitants may winter in
Spain or Portugal ; but it appears that in general they
migrate to Africa, that unknown country, possessing
every variety of surface, and consequently great diversity of climate.
It is true that we are unacquainted
with the winter retreats of many of our summer birds
of passage, particularly of many small birds ; but as
these arrive and depart under similar circumstances
with those whose migrations are ascertained, and as the
ojjerations which they {>erform during their residence
with us are also similar, we have a right to conclude,
that they are subject to the same laws, and execute the
same mo\'ements. What gives weight to this opinion,
is the absence of all proof of a summer bird of passage
retiring to the north during the winter season.
In proof of the accuracy of the preceding conclusion,
we may observe, that it is a fact generally acknowledged, that the summer birds of passage visit the
southern parts of the country a few days, or even weeks,
before they make their appearance in the northern disThus the common swallow {Hirundo rustica)
tricts.
appears in Sussex about the beginning of the third
week of April while in the neighbourhood of Edinburgh it is seldom seen before the first of May. The
cuckoo appears in the same district about the last week
of April in Edinburgh seldom before the second week
of May. The reverse of this holds true with these
regions.

;

;

summer

visitants

at their

departure.

Thus

dotter-

Charadrius morinellus ) forsake the Grampians
about the beginning of August, and Scotland by the
end of that month ; while they return to England in
September, and remain there even until Novemlier. A
difference of nearly a month takes place between the
departure of the goatsucker {Caprimulgtis Europmus)
from Scotland and from the south of England.
Having thus ascertained the winter haunts of our
Summer
resort of
summer birds of passage, let us now endeavour to find
our winter out the summer retreat of our winter visitants.
The
birdsconclusions which we have already established dispose
us to look for these birds in countries situated to the
northward. And as we are much better acquainted
•with the ornithology of those countries than of Africa,
it v.-ill be in our power to prosecute our researches with
greater certainty of success.
The snow bunting, ( Emberiza nivalis), v.'hich is among
Snow bunting.
the smallest of our winter guests, retires to the hoary
mountains of Spitzbergen, Greenland, and Lapland,
«a3d there performs the purposes of incubation, making
its nest in the fissui-es of the rocks.
In these countries
it is therefore a summer visitant, as it retires southwards in autumn, to spend the winter in more temperate regions.
To the sea coasts of the same regions
the little auk {^Alca alle), and the black- billed auk
(Alca pkh), repair for similar purposes as the snowThe woodcock winters with us, but retires in
Woodcock. flake.
tlie spring to Sweden, Norway, and Lapl-md.
Ecktaaxk says of this bird, as a Swedish sumiaer bird of
els

(

passage, " Pnllis in sylvis nostris exchisis, mare trans- Animal*
migi-ans, in Angliam avolat ; ut ex Austria in Italiam.
«''''<^'

Vere autem novo, dum blatire incipit Tetrao tetrix, ilmatrimouio junctse ad nos revertentes."
Tlie fieldfare and the redwing resemble the woodcock
in their migrations, depart at the same season, and retire for similar pur|wses to the same countries.
These in.stances may suffice to support the conclusion, that all our winter birds of passage come from
northern countries, and that the winter vi.sitants of the
south of Europe become the summer visitants of its
northern regions. This is evidently an arrangement
depending on the same law by which the African winter birds of passage are sununer birds of passage in
line descedunt,

W '8"'g"
•

Jiurope.
In support of this conclusion it may be mentioned,
that, in their progress southward, the winter birds of
passage appear first in the northern and eastern parts
of the island, and gradually proceed to the southward
and westward. Thus the snow-bunting arrives in the
Orkney islands about the end of August, and often
proves destructive to the corn fields.
It then passes
into the mainland of Scotland, and is seldom seen in
the Lothians, even in the high grounds, before November.
In like manner, the woodcock, which crosses the
German Ocean, is first observed on the eastern side of
the island, and then by degrees disperses towards the
west.

Having now ascertained the period and the direction Mode of
of these migrations, let us next attend to the act of raigralion.
migration itself, and the circumstances attending the
flight.

Migrating birds, before they take their departure, in
general collect together in flocks. This is very ob.
viously the case with the swallow, and is even still bet-

known with woodcocks. These last arrive in this
country in great flocks about the same time ; and
should adverse winds occur at the period of their departure, they accumulate in such numbers on the eastern shores, as to furnish the fowler with excellent sport.
Geese too, during their migratory flights, alwaj-s keep
in company ; and the picture which the poet draws of
the movements of the crane is equally just when applied to them, only we do not vouch for the truth of
their geometrical precision, and their knowledge of the
power of the wedge.
ter

In figure wedge their way,
; and 6et fortii
Their airy cariivan, liigh over seas
Flying, and over lands : so steers the prudent crane
Her annual voyage, borne on winds : the air
Floats OS tliey pass, faaa'd with nnnumbetcd plumes.

Intelligent of sctsciis

Wilton.

But there are many migrating birds which have
never been observed to congregate previous to their
Thus the cuckoo, seldom seen in company
departure.
with his mate even during the breeding season, is to
all appearance equally solitary at the period of migi-aThese birds are supposed by naturalists to go
tion.
off"

in succession.

a very curious, and perhaps miexpected occun-ence, that tiie males of mau}* species of migrating birds appear to perform their migrations a few
days before the females. This is remarkably the case
with the nightingale. The bird catcliers in the neighbourhood of Loudon obtain only males on the fii'st arIt is certainly

4
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females do not make their appearance far a week or ten days after. Similar observat ons have been made with respect to tbe wbeatear
( MotadUa OMtmlhr)
Thoae bird* which feed dorinff the night mar lie «•
ptcted to pe ifwui their miin«tion8 during tbe same interval, it binnK the ition of thnr activity ; while tho^ie
which teed during the day. may be expected to
with the help of liitht. The migrations of the
k and quad confirm this conjecture. 'I'he woodarrive in thiaooantry during Uie night, and hence
they are ometimw Amnd in the morning after their arrival, in
tMaghboMffing ditch, in too weak a Mate to
enabW tiMBt to iitawL foacfaera an aware th.it they
nugnto dHrinf the ninht, mm! wiiiiImii i kimlle firaa
OB tha eaart, to which the woodoocka, awaoled by tlie
riral of

Micrate.

I

thu

Tbe

bird.

p

bmd their eoane, and in thiaoMMiergTvat numbm areannttally dnUuyeti Quaiia, on the other hand,
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help of a favourable breeie, reach the utmost limits of
Many birds, we know, can subsist a
their journey.
long time without food ; but there appears to be no neccssityfor supposing any such abstinence, since, as Cp.tesby remarketl, every day affords ait increase of warmth
and a supply of food. Hence we need not perjilet ourselves in accounting for the continu.<nce of their flipht,
Such jouniies
or their sustenance in the course of it.
would be long indeed for any qiiadraped, while they
are soon performed by the feathered tribes.
It is often stated as a matter of surjirise, how these
bbils know the precise tinte of the year at which to execute their moraments, or the direction in which to

Anirn»I«
liich

M'gtite.

^

aiigrate:

Who call* tht council. UMiet the eeruin diy.
Who fotau the ptulanz, sod who point* the

way

?

Ughtt

pcrfimn their migtalione Awiiig the day, ao that the
•portaaiaii in the islaada of the Mtdite iraneao can nie
luB dog and gun.
It MN often excited aarpriae fat tJie nimli tt aasM,
how migialiiig birds ooold auppert ihanaiHliei
laof
•o wing, io aa to aa—yiiA their j ani n u, andatlha
hre withMt ted doitaf their voyan*. Thaee

•

i

todenythe niHiBPe
tolhna theaMl

etheea

on the subject, to aMaaat tar Ohi
ti Iheae hink during the whMr antha.
the diScoltiea which hare been ttated, are only
vtnwh ahoeeihte if we attend to
hi appaaiaTe,
liM lifiihlj of the Cght of biniaL
«f
The ra|Mity with which a hawk and many other
birda oceMionaUr fly. ia probably not Ism than at the
rato of
hoaAfnd
fiibr aiki to an howr.
Major
Caftwvight, on the conil of Labwiaii, fband, by f<»n aeted ubaiiieliuin, that th« Aight of an eider dock
of ninety niilea an
( Ammt mmiksmmm) waa at the
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Baridai^ it ia n«f»eralhr known, that a faloen
whiih baloBgad to Henry the Fourth <if Prance rsew
ped tnm Faaiainblnu, and in twenty-four hoyra afterw
wanb waa found at Malu, a distance ODrnpatad to bo

hoar.

o

laaa tbaa tUrtam htHMlredaadfifty milca; a relodty
aaily eqval to ifty Mara ndha an hoar, supnoeing
suppoeing
to hare bean on wing the whole tiMe.
Bm
fly by night, and
the day
I

his flight

al

tot^-

Bnt this is merely aipraailng a surprise, that a kind
and watcfatul Pnnridaoea sbmild bestow on the feathered craatiaB {law ara and instincts suited to their wants,
and calcalatad to aappiy them. How, we ask, does
the curlew, whaB panhed apon > neighbouring miiir
during the flowing of the tide, know to return at
the first of the ebb, to pick up the accidental bounty
of tiw waves > How are the sea fowl, in haxy weagaided to tbe se»'girt iaiea they inhabit, with
to thalr jaaag. whidi they hare procured at the
af Aaay onlaa^ " The inhabitants of St
Kihto,' Mya Martki, '• take their laaasarta (Wan the
flight of theaa fiiwls, whea ike hsavena aia not clear,
aaftenaaaiaOBaifMW; aaptoknaariMwhig, that every
tribe of fowls band thair aaorae to their rasncttlve
thoiH^ eat of aght of the isle. This apaaly ai oar gradual advances and their mobatog eaaaparad, dai exactly quadrate with our
,

;

of thaae aaaaal augrations, birds are
by stanaa of auntrstr wind, and
canrfed flr tram thalr asaal eaoraa lo aocn eases, they
stray to ankaown coitrias, ar seaiatiana are found at
aaa
a ronr iihawtod atate, oMnging to the rigging of
ahipa.
Sach auhlmta, hwwavait eldom happen, as
thaae binli, year after year, arrive in the same country,
and aaaa vctom to the same spot. The sawiiaii birds
of poMBga return not, it it tnie, in such nnmbers aa
when the* left us but, amidst all the ilangcrs of their
tvyaga, the lace is pnwaiisd
I

a

;

1th
;

of li|k
nor that he
if'

Haatof lik li iln* l>a

|atoitoal teto ragardtog the pmtawts
by wWch <aaKt or
miRntioa.
fl, it naw raaiaini Ifav na to
in
aanace to wiMh thaaa BKwaawati are

Waof alpaaba, and iha «MMMtoiwaa

awto

itia

« *• aiinlHy AM* aT hMi to the rale of flfty
aahaw, hwr «Mdy «ui they pefOnn their meet toba
Powerftd todaafl omat be tha Maaea
m9 laiuratiuiis And we kaow. in the case
hoae anitoala to wiaMKa tha weeds in
rf eaaiinHb iT and pathsys aU
b thav wora raand. or the aaeka an which they
llMft dMf to gmeral taka adMnlM aT
Cir wfaid with
feaHMi aad aadartake a psrile aa journey to di*.
!

'

They must be inttaMtoiy aaaaaatoA
•i^tlMtoatthe iMo ortMftyorfiMtyaaHan hour; with the fltat lawsof INb, aihai ah s tba wa
to to
nay, with ihne tinai gra at ai npidity, even in a »•
which tlieyjrivc birth woaM inrt be
oodstont and
dento basaar, if we ar* to give CNdit to the tatuniiit uniform. TiM procariag of a sapply of fltod, a suitflfaarUwJpiuii, who aeom to nnridar the rato of able toaiferalaav or a aM» bsiadtog plaaa, are
the tooliRi «f whida aa in general stated Ma low.
aay cat
cam
i orni
My an the praxtoMM aaaaaa wMcb EavB apy
It hae b awi ahaady ebiw^ed, that nwmy ta wi ai done*
such migratiens.
^ atignNiem at onea, but reach the end ef
If we attend to the food of numy of our summer viwe may easi^ pereaive, that it can only he
. I7 short and aaay at^esL
ThereisHMli
i' MMU to<"faa«» Aaa sach ; whOa those who eseeato
during those laiaaha in which thry remain
thifc iiiii wauiiti
ana flight, (if there be any that do with u«. Subsisting chiefly on insects, they are com.*
a^) ai^ in a raiy Aoct thne. perhap* a day, by the pcUcd to ihift their aaiitr s, and ntiic to wanner diw
q
wfaiah to perffam their fltghca.
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end of our suminer, in order to procure
Montigu, when speaking of the cuckoo,

tricts at tlie

support.
Migrate.
makes the following pertinent observations. " Few
birds but the titmice will devour the larva; of the cabbage butterflies ; and none that we have noticed make
a repast on the hairy species of caterpillars but the
cuckoo, who is a general devourer of all kinds of l^fidopleroiis larva, more especially the rough sort.
It
IS therefore probable, that the early remigration of this
bird is the ilefect of this favourite food, the greater
part having by that time enclosed themselves, preparatory to a change.
Of the many cuckoos we have dissected in the months of May and June, the stomach
has always been found to contain more or less of the
hairs of caterpillars, and sometimes quite full of them."
If insects are thus the favourite food of many of our
summer birds of passage, it must frequently happen
that their food will be scarce, even after their arrival in
this country, owing to the variableness of our climate,
and the dependence of the movements of insects on the
temperature of the weather. Hence it happens, that
some birds disappear again, retiring to other districts
where insects are to be obtained. Montagu mentions
a curious fact of this kind with regard to the chimney
swallow. " It makes its first appearance with us in
April, sometimes as early as the first week, if the weather is mUd ; and it sometimes happens, that after their
arrival a long easterly wind prevails, which so benumbs
the insect tribe that thousands die for want of food.
recollect, as late as the ninth of May, the swallows on a sudden disappeared from all the neighbouring villages around. The thermometer was at 42°,
and we were at a loss to conceive what was become of
these birds, which a day or two before were seen in
abundance. But by chance we discovered hundreds
collected together in a valley close to the sea side, at a
large pool which was well sheltered.
Here they seem
to have found some species of fly, though scarce sufficient to support them ; for many were so exhausted,
that after a short time on wing they were obliged to
pitch on the sandy shore."
In the case of the waders,
which obtain their food in the neighbourhood of springs
and marshes, they are compelled to leave the regions
of the north, where, during winter, these are all frozen, and the extent of their migration southwards depends on the severity of the weather.
supply of food is certainly one of the proximate
causes of migration, since we can support many of our
summer visitants during the winter, as the nightingale
for example, by giving them a regular supply of food.
But powerful as this principle may appear, it is certainly not the only one in operation ; as we observe one
or two species of a genus migrating, while the others
are stationary ; and this taking place among granivoEqually powerful
rous as well as insectivorous birds.
as the desire to obtain food, seems to be the love of a
suitable temperature.
Tempera,
If we attend to the motions of the snow bunting,
ture.
which is a granivorous bird, we find, that on its first
arrival in this country it is only to be met with on the
high grounds. As the temperature sinks at the approach of winter, it descends to a lower level, while it
occupies the higher grounds in more southern districts.
Its migrations to the south, therefore, depend entirely
on the state of the winter. It has been attempted to
preserve these birds during the summer season in this
country, but, although liberally supplied with food,
they have not survived. The experiment has succeeded, however, in America, wiUi QeneraJ Davies, who in^
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forms us, {Linn. Trans, vol. iv. p. 157.) that the snow Animals
which
bird of that country always expires in a few days, (af»
ter being caught, although it feeds perfectly well,) if ._'^"^
exposed to the heat of a room with a fire or stove ; but
being nourished with snow, and kept in a cold room or
passage, will live to the mi<ldle of summer a temperature much lower than our summer heat proving deThe swallow, on the other
structive to these birds.
hand, seems to delight in the temperature of our summer, and at that heat to be able to perform the higher
operations of nature.
When attempted to be kept during our winter, besides a regular supply of food, care
must be taken to prevent it from being benumbed with
cold.
It is probably owing to some constitutional difference with respect to cold, that the female chaffinches
in Sweden are migratory during winter, while the
males are stationary. Eckmark, when speaking of the
migrations of this bird, informs us, " Mares inter primas sunt aviculas, quce sonura suum hieme usitatum
in cantum vertunt jucundissimum vere primo, sub initium mensis regelationis, arboribus ad pagos insidentes
:

:

adhuc abscniibus, ver indicant adstans.
Kedeuntibus denique turmis maximis, quae coelum fere
ahscondimt, faeminis, omnes conjuges requirunt, quibus

garruli, /iemzn/'s

conjuncti sylvas petunt, ibi ut nidulos construant et
Initio mensis defoliatiottis mares suos,
multiplicentur.
apud nos remanentes, Jceminm deserunt mutabiles, sote
regiones petentes peregrinas." The same cause, namely temperature, renders some birds migratory in one
country, while they are stationary in another.
No separation of this kind takes place between the sexes of
the chaffinch in this countrj'.
The linnet, which is a
summer bird of passage in Greenland, is always stationary with us.
But, independent of these two causes, we presume, Breeding,
that the desire of obtaining a safe breeding place is likewise intimately connected with the movements of many
" Of the vast variety of water fowl," says
species.
Pennant, " that frequent Great IJritain, it is amazing to
the cause
reflect how few are known to breed here
that principally urges them to leave this country, seems
to be not merely the want of food, but the desire of a
Our country is too populous for birds
secure retreat.
When great
so shy and timid as the bulk of these are.
part of our island was a mere waste, a tract of woods
and fens, doubtless many species of birds (wliich at this
time migrate) remained in security throughout the
year.
Egrets, a species of heron, now scarce known in
this island, were in former times in prodigious plenty
and the Crane, that has totally forsaken this country,
bred familiarly in our marshes, their place of incubation, as well as oiaWolherdoven-footed water-fowl (the
heron excepted) being on the ground, and exposed to
every one. As rural economy increased in this country, these animals were more and more disturbed ; at
length, by a series of alarms, they were necessitated to
seek, during the summer, some lonely safe habitation.
On the contrary, those that build or lay in the most
inaccessible rocks that impend over the British seas,
breed there still in vast numbers, having little to fear
from the approach of mankind ; the only disturbance
tliey meet with, in general, being from the desperate
attempts of some few to get their eggs." It happens,
in consequence of this desire of safety <luring incubation, that the same species may be stationary at one
Thus, in the
place, while it is migratory at another.
Western Islands, the common plover is stationary,
:

Herons
while on the Grampians it is migratory.
may be met with along all tlie British shores during

1:
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the winter season, while they are found congregated to
breed in but few places. The turnstone is migratory
j„ Englaml, but stationary in the northern islands of
The same remark is applicable to the hoodScotland.
ed crow, a few of which pass from us during the winter montha into England, but return during the breed>

MiMM of thcM OMea, taken amcly, OMiy be able to
account fortlM migraliant of the ftMbered race ; but,
whan viewed in con nection, they seem to include all
thoM BWii ii iiate cimes which operate in the production or these curious, and to na in some respects useful voyages.
These migrations extend our knowledge
of birds, by nuking na acquainted with tlie productions of the shoret of Greenland, the mountains of
Norway, and the nanhca of L«pUnd. They also contribute to enlirm the swim of winter, and occasionally
add to the deKcnciaa of oar table while, in their movenenta, we diaoetn tlia marka of benevolence in preserving their cxiatcnoe, inrwailng their happineaa, and
extending their useAiinasa.
Wo cannot dismiss this subject of migration without
odii^ it to the attentive consMicration of our
To tboee who pass their time in the sweets of
in the ooont^, it will prove a never-failing
at aaoamaat ; and to a reflecting mind, wiU
yiaU no BiBaU|MrtiaB of delight. The
of obeer;

.

Md

.
:._
vatien

U

-— nsta^thcaubiaetcarsoaa, "Qaiaaaacum
at poOtitiaBi patMROMBtium

.-

I

nlantium, perlongoa terQuia eaa
iter in airia aaata^
docuit ?
Quia
'^^f!"**
signa, el fistan* vise iadieia i
Qnia eaa dnoet, nutrit, et vita neoaassna "'"H* ** i
Qeia inaulas
jue acu Bsarnia,

qiabua vicUnn rspeiiat, indicavit,

et bospitia

ilia,

modum^ue

e|usroo(li loca in peregrinatianibtta sais in«

in

veniendi }
Hxc sane snpaiant hnwiinMni caplim «t in*
dustriam, qui non aia loagia ^vfnimiMm, maltia itiae*
rariia, charaajpograpUda
et aeea B^gneticv beneA-

—

do

tjusaaodi marium et terraiam tracwa conficere
tantant, et aadcm."
in the aoale of being, the '~**~~* of
in number.
Tbolaeaaietiva

powete
re too limiiad ioaaabla them
to undertake
wi whan iieci— j to
be aratccted ftom tiw caU of winter, aataie iieiiluji,
with respect to tfaeaa, a amrerfrnplepreceaa, by saijeet
inp ttMm to a tUBBMatj Mharn. Thia ia the eaae
with npiilee, wbidi pfeaaat no MtMeesaf aagraliea.
i

rahsi.

The awpwriBna oT

CaiMa have leaf been the sabject

oT opinion, however, haeaat beni
many obaervatiaaa have bei
Many aTtheae nhaerval ieiia, we fear, are the randt of

and oufnt tiMfelbre to be
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rivers, and, as their ftoveitient* are

our

_,

faal h ii

J

tiibasL,

8haabanMMeeks.foreM^rie,

A»

qacnt tat aeveral years a particnlar part of tM
aad, wtthoot any amrent caaae. take their di
awiwn peaied wilhril thcae ani iwah which feed
The
i nl s efthaeefch wbich approeah ee, ,_
for the purpoae td depositing their spawn, are
rcfuWiy pcrfonasd Batthaae mitieTiiais can acane*
ly be oanaidared ea instaaeae «r hybamaliea.
They
have bf little rabtien to the saiiwwor the yeer.aaihe
fry of these fiab may be Ibnnd in almoatevery taaodia
i

v

(

to de-

pend on

their condition with respect to fecundation. In
article Ichthtolooy, a particular account will be

our
given of the minatory movements of the different spe-
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wliich
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Torpid.

cies of British fishes.

Among the Mollusca, Cirrhipedes, and Annelides, no
examples of a migrating hybernation have occurred.
In the class Cmstacea, there is one very ciiriotis instance of migration, which the reader will find givenr
in detail under the speciea Ocypode uca, in Vol. VII.
pageSi^l.

CHAP.

rv.

Hybiknatino Arimals which become Torpid.
This is one of the most curious subjects in roology,
and has long occupied the attention of the natural hisAH animals wr know retorian and the physielcvist.
quire stated intervals of repoae to recruit exhausted nature, and prepare for farther exertion,
a condition
which we term sleep. But there are a few animals,
which, besides this daily repose, require anmully some
months of continue<l inactivity, to enable them to undergo the common fatigues of life during the remaining
part of the year.
These animals exhibit, therefore, two
kinds of sleep— that which they enjoy daily during the
seasoo of their activity, and that which thev experience

Tornidiiv

—

during thrir bfuroal retirement. This last kind of sleep
is generally termed torpidtty, and is also known by the
tern AvirriM/liaii.
As the phenomena which torpid animals exhibit are ;„ qna^jru.
uuicahat different according to the cla»*es to which |mU.
they belong, it will be more convenient ibr us to treat
of the animala of eech dam separately, banning with

QUADBVPSOB.

The

ipiailiapwli

which are known to become torpid

balnng eadasivriy to the digitated order. Some spedaa are feaad aawjg the priwrnUi, as the different
kinds of bets ; mnan0Bt/erte we find the hedgehog and
the tanric while among the glir** the toqiid spedea
arp nomerous, and thdr habits have been studied with
the ifaaiasi attention, as the marmot, the hamster,
and Ue dormenae.
The/eorf of these animals is very different, according
to the orders or gwiera to which they belong.
The
bets support themselvea bf cateMng insecu, and those
cbisfly of tbe lepidepte aa kinds ; the hedgehog lives
on wenae aad anaOa ; while others, as the marmot and
;

m

hmmttn, Iked on

laets, seeds,

and herba.
animals are con<

It is asaalljr ib|iiiusiiI that torpid

fnad to the said

npam of the earth.

in aach legiawi, anM* be admitted ;
irttile is not so lioiitad m^ajtrt^

That they abound
range of
occurrence

Ixit thrir

even in warm oeanfeies.
Tbus
ui tnpiita,
which is found (Vara the 5.%l degret- of north latitude
to the tropies, ia eqnatlr torpid during the winter
months in EgTpt «'
i.
In the l",»nner country
it ia more eadly rt\
very slight inrrpsse of
•

an not performed

with the
ian aa the migratiasiaafthe
I

known

.

temperature,

its

•

.1

leihergy nut being so

The

,

tannc (7Vrarie oesi^lw^, which is n'l
nt of
India and Madagascar, beooines torpiii crni :n tli.sc
ooontriea, and continaea so dtunng nearly >i\ iimnths
of tbe year.
Tbe prcdse period of die year
which these an*-

ab

m

retire to their wntter qoeiters

haa not been aaoertaiaed with anv
The jumpm^ mouse of Can.

and become

torpid,

Antne of predsion.

Ium Camadfiuiii)
said to retire to iu torpid -u
..ptember, and is
again restored to activity in the month of May. The tor«
is
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pid animal* of this country usually retire in October, and
reappear in April. It appears probable, however, that
the different species do not all retire at the same time,
but, like the migrating birds, perfonn their movements
at separate periods.
It is also probable that the time of
retirement of each species varies according to the mildness or severity oftlie season.
In general, however,
they retire from active life when their food has become
difficult to obtain, when the insects have fled to their
hiding places, and the cold has frozen in the ground
the roots and the seeds on wliich they subsist.
At the
period of their reviviscence, the insects are again sporting in the air, and the powers of vegetable life are exerted in the various processes of germination and vegetation.
In short, during the dead season of vegetable
life, these animals puss their time in this lethargic state.
see the coincidence, but we cannot well account
for tiie connection.
Previous to their entrance into this state of lethargy,
these animals select a proper place, in general assume
a particular position, and even in some cases provide a
small stock of food.
All these torpid animals retire to a place ofsqfetij,
where, at a distance from their enemies, and protected as much as possible from the vicissitudes of temperature, they may sleep out, undisturbed, the destined
period of their slumbers. The bat retires to the roof
of gloomy caves, or to the old chimnies of uninhabited
castles.
The hedge- hog wraps itself up in those leaves
of which it composes its nest, and remains at the bottom of the hedge, or under the covert of the furze,
which screened it, during summer, from the scorching
sun or the passing storm. The marmot and the hamster retire to their subterranean retreats, and when
they feel the first approach of the torpid state, shut
the passages to their habitations in such a manner, that
jt is more easy to dig up the earth any where else,
than in such parts which they have thus fortified.
The jumping mouse of Canada seems to prepare itself
for its winter torpidity in a very curious manner, as we
are informed by Major-General Davies, in the Linnean
Transactions, vol. iv. p. 156, on the authority of a laspecimen which was found in digging the
bourer.
foundation for a summer-house in a gentleman's garden
about two miles from Quebec, in the latter end of May
17S7, was " enclosed in a ball of clay, about tiie size of a
cricket ball, nearly an inch in thickness, perfectly
smooth within, and about twenty inches under ground.
The man who first discovered it, not knowing what it
was, struck the ball with his spade, by which means it
was broken to pieces, or the ball also would have been
presented to me."
Much stress has been laid upon the position which
these animals assume, previous to their becoming torpid, on the supposition that it contributes materially to
produce the lethargy. In describing this position, Dr
Reeves (in his Essay on theTorpidity of Animals) observes, " that this tribe of quadrupeds have the habit of
rolling themselves into the form of a ball during ordinary sleep ; and they invariably assume the same attitude when in the torpid state, so as to expose the
least possible surface to the action of cold : the limbs
are all folded into the hollow made by the bending of
the body ; the clavicles and the sternum are pressed
.igainst the fore part of the neck, so as to interrupt the
flow of blood which supplies the head, and to compress
the trachea: the abdominal viscera and the hinder
limbs are pushed against the diaphragm, so as to interrupt its motions, and to impede the flow of blood>
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through the large vessels which penetrate

it, and the
Aninnalt
which
longitudinal extension of the cavity of the thorax is entirely obstructed.
Thus a confined circulation is car- become
Torpid.
ried on through the heart, probably adapted to the last
weak actions of life, and to its gradual recommence,
ment." Professor Mangili of Pavia, [Annates du Museum, torn, ix.) with greater simplicity of language,
says, that the manuot rolls itself up like a ball, having
the nose applied contrary to the anus, with the teeth
and eyes closed. He also informs us, that the hedgehog, when in a torpid state, in general reposes on the
right side.
The bat, however, during the period of its
slumbers, prefers a very diiTerent posture.
It suspends
itself from the ceiling of the cave to which it retire.?,
by means of its claws, and in this attitude outlives the
This is the natural position of the bat when
winter.
at rest, or in its ordinary sleep.
In short, little more
can be said of the positions of all these torpid animals.
than the correspondence with those which they assume
during the periods of their ordinary repose.
It is also observable, that those animals which are oC
solitary habits during the summer season, astlie hedgehog and dormouse, are also solitary during the period
of their winter torpidity; while the congregating social animals, as the marmot, the hamster, and tlie bat,
s|>snd the jieriod of their torpidity, as well as the ordinary terms of repose, collected together in families or

groups.

Many

of those animals, particularly such as belong
make provision
in their retreats, during the harvest months.
The marmot, it is true, lays up no stock of food ; but the hamsters fill their storehouse with all kinds of grain, on
which they are supposed to feed, until the cold becomes sufficiently intense to induce torpidity. The
Cricelus glis, or migratory hamster of Pallas, also lays
up a stock of provision. And it is probable that this
animal partakes of its stock of provisions, not only previous to torpidity, but also during the short intervals
of reviviscence, which it enjoys during the season of leThe same remark is equally applicable to the
thargy.
to the great natural fr.mily of gnaiecrs,

dormouse.

Having thus made choice of situations where they
are protected from sudden alternations of temperature,
and assumed a position similar to that of their ordinary
repose, they fall into that stale of insensibility to external
objects which we are now to examine more minutely.

Changes
which torpid animals
undergo.

In this torpid state they suffer a diminution of temperature; their respiration and circulation become languid ; their irritability decreases in energy ; and they
Let us now attend to. each of
suffer a loss of weight.
these changes separately.
When we take in our Diminished
1. Diminished temperature.
hand any of these hybemating torpid animals, which temperawe are now considering, they feel cold to the touch, at ture.
the sanae time that they are stiff, so that we are apt to
conclude, without farther examination, that they aredead.
Thisreduction of temperature is not the same in all torpid
quadrupeds. It varies according to the species. Hunter,
in his " Observations on certain parts of the Animal Economy," informs us, on the authority of Jenner, that the
temperature of a hedgehog at the diaphragm was 97° of
Fahrenheit, in summer, when the thermometer in the
Professor Mangili states the ordibliade stood at 78°.
nary heat of the hedgehog a little lower, at 27° of Reumur, or about 9A° of Fahrenheit. In winter, according
to Jenner, the temperature of the air being 44°, and
the animal torpid, the heat in the pelvis was 45°, and
When the temperature of the
at the diaphragm 4S^«.

i
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at 96*, the beat of th« animal in th«
atimwpbPTe
cavity of the abdooien, where an inciataB was made,
was reduced so low as SO". The aame anima], when •
expo«d to the cold atmoiphere of 28* for two days,
had its heat at the rectum elevated to 9S*, the wound
in the abdomen being so much diminishe<l in size
At this time, how.
as n«t to admit the th«Tnometcr.
ever, it wa* lively antl active, and the be<l in which
As this animal allowed iu heat to
it lay felt warm.
desmid to 30», when in its natural state of torpidity.
aad when there waa no ncceaaity fer action, the inOfMied temperatore cannot be attributed to the cold,
but to tb« woud, which called forth the powers
•f the aniiaal to rapur an injury, which reparation
coold not b* "^'f* aft a teroperatare below the standard baal of the animal. The aoorcea of error in making
ezperiamta where the living principle is conoemca
are ao nnmerous, that attention oueht to be bestowed
on every eirctunstance likely to influence the reaalt.
The nari, ( Jrttomjf$ dlUhu), aceerdine to Pallas,
nan^Iy powcMet a amnmer temperatare of lOS* Fahr.
but dunng winter, and when torpid, the mercery risee
only to 80^ «r 84^ Tbe temperature of the donnoaae
awucarrfiam ) daring summer, and in its active
awl he^tby atate, ia 101''. When rolM up and torpid
during winter, the tbanMOieter mdicatet iS°, S9*, and
even 85", on the estamai parts of ilie body. When in>
troduoed into tkealaauidi, the tenpentm* waa fimadte
be 67*. and sei mitii Be i Jf. ManfiH feoad tWa anaal
waa 06*.
torpid even when the uimymttim
at ^tm
Hence heeonatden it aa t&e aeat l«t>a«fK of aniwah
Tke iMnaat {Artiemfi mmmalm) poaaaaea a summerten^eratnTeoTlOl* er lOt*, whxh ia gradually
fednoad
the torpid aeaaen to 48°, and evan lower.
Bata have a tempeiat me in faiMner nearly equal to
that of m^rt*^*
They are aoen albcted by the
of the atmo^h'Tir, ami they oeaae to teepire in
lofiS*. In the month of July, die tnermo•>
ratan')'"'- - >^<
itamal teatperatareof a bat
101
Aagna ef boat in a graop
Ill
of tbcm t.j.>.'
.('[
saoMacr, aad MMnr therefore be con«i<:
.le natural slaMlMd.
Mr C^~ to a torpid bat, and
nish applietl
found
that it indim'
awakened so much that
it could fly a iittir, iir agam appUed the t bei iuiii nt ter,
and it then indicated si'. Spallanaaflj Iboad a bat,

{Mmn*

m

n
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m

oKpeaed aw hoartoa liaiptiatan ef «», to
inJli 7". the fauli af tba th iai
if being pUea.1
in Ibe chest; expoaad ta a Wiu Milan af balaw the
Arceaing point, the beat of tlw aMaaal haanae tfMr aaoa
aa tbe saitaaidi
maJiam, ya> it ala a ia teawfaia ii>.
tetaaUv bJAar tJMp the low taiapainar; awdaced ar.
tiScialfy. tSaagk tbe rida indicaMa tbe anw.
after being

wt

m

ThewMd-monae

(

Mm VMlkM)bacaaa torpid, acw

when tbe theraMaacter in ita
The tewperata ia ef tbe bellv e«-

coniiog to Spalhmuni.

a^ stood

at +HO.

**f*i

Its

'

"(^

'>y

intenial tamperatare

aot
a dag iaa of cold tatUttM to

Mow

dated
tM aauuitei atandaro, er the erdinerr
^'" P«»**"»of the a n iasal in baahb Mid activity. Still,
however, they continae to m abilBin a sopsrierity in
point of tetnpcfstureabove the miiwiniKiig aMdium, in
whatever circnnutancea tbey an* plaeed. Even in this
latyid Kate, the energiea of Kfc, though IbaMe, are «till
lafldent to tbe prodaction of • entrin cpantitjr of

Animals
which

TorpuL

subject.
Uiminikhnl

The hedgehog, according to Professor Mangili, who Kspintiaa.
has bestowed more attention on this part of the subjert than any of hia predecessors, respires only from
five to seven time* in a minute during ordinary repose,
When it becoinca torpid, the process of respiration is
periodically anapended and renewed.
Thus a hedgehog, obtained idfter it had revived naturally from its
winter lethargy in April, was placed in a chamber
whose temperature was about 54°. It refused vesretable food, and t>ecame torpid, and continued in that
At first, after every fiflcen
state to the tenth of May.
minutes of absolute repose, it gave from thirty to thirtyfive consecutive signs of languid respiration.
In the
beginninp of May, when the thermometer was about
6'i', it gave frotn seven to ten consenitive respirations,
after an interval of ten minutes of absolute repose,
I'pon lowering the temperature, the intervals of repose
became greater, while the number of respirations increoaed to e^teen or twenty.
Maroots, according to the same author, when in
health rnd active, perform about five hundred rcspiratiene in an hour, but when in a torpid state, the numberU reduced to fourteen, and these at intervals of
Amt minutes, or four minutes and a half, of absolute

repoaa.

hta, when kept hi a chamber from ».5* to 50*, were
obeerved at the
of every two, three, or four mi>
note* of abaohite repoae, to give four signs of respiration.
SpaMaiuuni, not aware of theae periodical interveh of rmose, eoald not cKacover any signs of respiration.
Indeed, when their taaperatnre is reduced to
about V7', this function doea not appear to be racr-

md

ciaed.

Tbe darmooae, wbM in a torpid state on the S7t)i
December, esfaibiled a languid respiration of one hundrrd and forty times in rarty-two minute*. ()n the
tenth of January, the thenaooeler being at 4.T*, it respired at intervals in the fbHowing manner, according
to Mangili.
Istcrral* of n^as*.

A
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'
*

Naabsr

of cansacatlva rasptratioor.
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render it very torpid.
In theae taptiaueuU wa observe, that the tempera*
tut of these fayberaatiag qoadnineds la grsatly re-

'"^

S97

rkminisked Respiration.
In this, as in all the
other departi-nents of this curious subject, accurate and
raried experiments are still wanting.
The following
are the principal facta which we have collected on tlie
9-

In some insUncrs, the intervals of repose or sucpended
resph^tion Ustr
minutes.
fat dormouse (Myont glit)
Mangili also
'

i

when in a torpid sute onthc S7th December, nnd when
the thermometer indicated 40", to respire at iiiterv«U.
After every four minutes of repose, it respire<l from
twenty-two to twenty-four times every mmute and a
half
The thermometer being raited one degree of
Reaumur, the iuf.rvnN Iwcame only three minute*.
Thetemperatur.
to .S?', the intervals of
repose became
w ., and the consecutive re,
spiratioas twenty to twenty-aix.
The cold increasing.
I

i
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then became torpid again.
On the 10th of February the intervals of repose were
eighteen or twenty minutes, and then thirteen to fifteen
respirations.
On the 21st February, the thermometer
being 48°, the intervals of repose were from twenty-

As the torpor becomes profound, the action of
nute.
the heart is so feeble, that only fourteen beats have been
distinctly counted, and those at unequal intervals.
Dormice, when awake and jumping about, breathe so
rapidly, that it is almost impossible to count their pulse ;

eight to thirty, and the consecutive respirations from
five to seven.
From the observations already made on this important subject, it appeai-s, that respiration is not only di-

but as soon as they begin to grow torpid, eighty-eight
pulsations may be counted in a minute, thirty-one when
they are half torpid, and only twenty, nineteen, and
even sixteen, when their torpor is not so great as to
render the action of the heart imperceptible.
.Spallanzani and others are of opinion, that the circulation of the blood is entirely stopped in the remote
branches of the arteries and veins, and only proceeds
in the trunks of tlie larger vessels, and near the heart.
But it is probable, that however languid the circulation
may be, it is still carried on, as the blood continues fluid.
He found, that if the blood of marmots be subjected,
out of the body, to a temperature even higher than tliat
to which it is exposed in the lungs of these animals, it
is instantly frozen ; but it is never congealed in their

it

awoke and

ate a

little, anti

minished, but even in some cases totally suspended.
During the severe winter of 1795, Spallanzani exposed
dormice to a temperature below the freezing point, and
enclosed them in vessels filled with carbonic acid and
azotic gas over mercury three hours and a half without
being hurt, and the sides of the vessels were not marked
by any vapour. Hence we may conclude, that they
did not breathe, nor give out any carbonic acid.
Mangili placed a marmot under a bell glass, immersed in lime water, at nine o'clock in the evening.
At nine next morning the water had only risen in the
Part of the oxygen was abstracted,
glass three lines.
and a portion of carbonic acid was formed, as a thin
pellicle appeared on the surface of the lime water, which
Spallanzani placed torpid
effervesced with nitric acid.
marmots in vessels filled with carbonic acid and hydrogen, and confined them there for four hours, without
doing them the least injury, the temperature of the atmosphere being several degrees below the freezing
point.
But he found, that if these animals were awakened by any means, or if the temperature was not low
enough to produce complete torpor, they very soon
bird and rat,
perished in the same noxious gases.
introduced into a reservoir containing carbonic acid
gas, did not live a minute ; whereas a torpid marmot

A

remained in it an hour, without betraying the least desire to move, and recovered perfectly on being placed
in a

warmer medium.

In the exhausted receiver of an air pump, a torpid
bat lived seven minutes, in which another bat died at
Torpid bats, when confined
the end of three minutes.
in a vessel containing atmospheric air, consumed six
hundredths of the oxygen, and produced five hundred
Viewing this in connection
parts of carbonic acid.
with his other experiments, this philosopher concluded,
that die consumption of the oxygen, and the evolution
of the carbonic acid, proceeded from the skin.
The respiration of torpid quadrupeds is thus greatly
diminished, and even in some cases suspended ; and
in general, instead of being performed with regularity as in ordinary sleep, the respirations take place
at intervals more or less remote, according to the condition of the lethargy.
3. Diminished Circulation. From the experiments alDiminished
detailed with regard to the reduction of the temready
nirculation.
perature and the respiration of torpid quadrupeds, we
are prepared to expect a corresponding diminution of
action in the heart and arteries.
In the hamster, ( Cricelus vulgaris,) the circulation ef
the blood during its torpid state is so slow, according
to Buffon, that the pulsations »f the heart do not exceed
fifteen in a minute.
In its active and healthy state they
amount to one hundred and fifty in the same space.
We are informed by Barrington in his Miscellanies,
that Mr Cornish applied a thermometer to the body of
a torpid bat, and found that it indicated 36°. At this
temperature the heart gave sixty pulsations in a minute.
When awakened so mucli as to be able to fly a little,
he again applied the thermometer, which now indicated 38°, and the heart beat one hundred times in a mi-

dormant
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state.

Irritabilily.
The irritability of torpid piininisheU
animals, or their susceptibility of being excited to ac- i"''"'''''^!'
tion, is extremely feeble, and in many cases is nearly
suspended. Destined to remain for a stated period in
this lethargic state, a continuance of their power of irritability would be accompanied with the most pernicious consequences ; as thereby they would be often
raised prematurely into action under a temperature
which they could not support, and at a time when a
seasonable supply of food could not be obtained.
In
their torpid state, therefore, they are not readily acted
upon by those stimuli, which easily excite them to acParts of their
tion during the period of their activity.
limbs may be cut off without the animal shewing any
Little action is excited even when
signs of feeling.
their vital parts are laid open.
When the hamster is
dissected in this toi-pid state, the intestines discover
not the smallest sign of irritability upon the application
of alcohol or sidphuric acid. During the operation, the
animal sometimes opens its mouth, as if it wanted to
respire, but the lethargy is too powerful to admit of its
reviviscence.
Marmots are not roused from their torpid state by
the electric spark, strong enough to give a smart sensation to the hand, and a shock from a Leyden phial only
They are insensible to
excited them for a short time.
pricking their feet and nose, and remain motionless
and apparently dead. Bats are also equally insensible
to the application of stimuli.
The most curious experiments on this subject are
Having killed a marmot in a torpid
those of Mangili.
state, he found the stomach empty and collapsed, the
intestines likewise empty, but there was a little matter
4.

Diminished

The blood flowed quickly
in the coecum and rectum.
from the heart, and in two hours yielded a great quanThe veins in the brain were very full
tity of serum.
of blood. The heart continued to beat during three
hours atler. The head and necic having been separated
from the trunk, and placed in spirits of wine, gave
signs of motion even after half an hour had elapsed.
Some portions of the voluntary muscles gave symptoms
of irritability with galvanism four hours after death.
In a marmot killed in full health, the heart had ceased
The flesh lost all
to beat at the end of fifty minutes
signs of irrital)ility in two hours ; the intercostal and
abdominal muscles retaining it longer than tlioseof uny
other part of the body.
The
5. Diminished Action of the Digestive Organs.
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dif^tive faculty in torpid animals ia exceedingly fee>
The situation,
ble, and in general cease* altogether.
and still more the lethargic state of the system, render

elusion, that all torpid aiiiinnls sustain a loss of
during the continunnce of their lethargy.

The intestines are in general
this process unnecessary.
empty, and in a collapsed state, and the aacretioaa so

that respiration is in general
carried on, although sometimes in a very feeble manCarbon, consequently, must be evolved. Acner.

sntall. that

a supply of nourishment finom the stomach

is ni>t requisite.

Mr

Jenner found a hedgehog, when

the heat of the stomach was at 30^, to have no desire
But when the
for food, nor power of digesting it.
temperature was increased to 93° by inflammation in
the abdomen, th« animal seised a toad which was in
the room, and, upon being offered some bread and milk,
The heat excited the action
iiiiinediately began to eat.
of the various functions of the animal, and the parts
unable to carry on these actioas, without nourishment,
urged the stomach to digcaL
While many torpid quadrupeds retire to holes in
the earth unprovided with food, and in all probability need no sustenance during their lethargic state,
there are others, as we have already mentioned, which
provide a small stock ot' provisions.
These, we are in>
dined to believe, eat a little during those temporary
This
fits of reviviscence to which they are subject.
is in part cuufii med by the experiments of Mangili,
both on the oonuaon dormouse and the Myoimt gti$.
these awoke from their torpid ainiMn^
they always ate a little. Indeed he is or opiniaa, that
faaung lot^, produces a rrviTiaoeaoe, and tint, anon
the crarii^ of appetite being aaUaSed, they again M*

Whenever

OMD*

torpid.

Dimmisitd IFei^i/. All the expcriniaiU iutbcrto
Mde oa tiM biiect indicate a Iom « weigbt wnTainsH
hj tlitac anisMla firan the (ibm they ailar thair torpid
6.

w

From
it

the experiments which

we have already

weight

quoted,

must appenr obvious,

whm

.

m
{

Torpid.

we 6nd carbonic acid produced in those veswhich these torpid animals have been confined ;
and hence must conclude, that a loss of weight has
cordingly
sels in

taken place.
Such being the preparatory and accompanying phenomena of this torpid state, let us now endeavour to
discover the cause of these singular ap{iearances.
In a subject of this kind, so intimately connected Ctxuttet
with the pursuits of the naturalist and the physiologist, torpidiiy.
it was to be expected that numerous hypotheses would
be proposed, to explain such interesting phenomena.
Unfortunately, indeed, many hypotheses huve been
proposed, while few, from a connected view of the subject, have ventured to theorise.
I'erhaps we are not
prepared to draw a sufficient number of general conclusions, from the scanty facts which we possess, in order
to build any theory.
But the following obeervations
may be consideretl as embracing the principal opinions
which have been formed on the subject, and announcing the more obvious causes in operation.
In an investigation of this sort, it was natural to at*
tempt to trace Uiis singularity of habit in torpid animab to some peculiar conformation in the structure of
the organs. Accordingly we find many anatomists assigning a peculiarity of oraaniistion as a reason why
tMW aain!ala baeuina tormd, or at least pointing out a
sti nUni a faitorpid animals diflerent from that which
ia ebeairabla in animals that are not subject to this

slate until the period et their revivisocaea.
HmtfpHi
obtained two mannots from the Alpa on the fiiat of faraaal lethargy.
Pallas obsenred the thymus gland unusually large in
181S. TbalaisaatweifiMdtwoBty-fivaMi*
torpid quadrupeds, and also perceived two glandular
sasaDest only a g j,th oaneea. Oo
r ooncea, the
the third of January the largest had lost Viths of IxKiiei under the tliruat and upper part of the thorax,
aind a half.
an ounce, and the smallest
On the ilAh which appear particularly florid and vascular during
of February the largest was now only jSJ^th ooaoaa, the their tomdity.
smallest twenty -one ounces.
He adda, that they lose
Mangui is of opinion, that the veins are larger in site,
weight in proportion to the number of time* in which in proportion to the arteries in those animals which bethey revive during the term of their lethargy.
coma torpid, than in others. He supposes, that, in
6r Monro kept a hadgalMy ftoaa the aMoth of N'o- oonaaqnanoe of this arrangement, there is only as much
renber (116*) to the oMnlh of Maieh (n6i), which blood tnnamitted to the brain during summer as is nelost in tbt interval a wwaidatsble Mtaon of iu weight
oeaaanr to adte that organ to action. In winter, when
()n the SJlh of Daoasiber it wci|rfiad thiitaan ouooe*
the cwcnlation is slow, the amall quantity of blood
and thice dkani, on the 6th of Fobrvanr oltvaa ooncaa tnnamitted to the brain ia inadequate to produce the
and Sevan draiH, and on the 0th or March ekren eftct. This circumstance, acting along with a reduced
ooDOM nad throa drama. He obaerrcd a small quan- temper ature and an empty tomach, he consider* as the
tity of feculent natter and urine among the hay, alcause of torpidity.
Bv analogy he infers, that the same
though it neither ate nor drank during tnat period In cause operates in prouoGing torpidity with all the other
thia experiment there was a <iaily loss of thirteen grama.
hybemating animals of the other classes,
Accofcfing to Mr Comiab. both baU and dormiea loaa
Mr (Jarliile, in his Croonkn Lactam on Muscular
from five to seven grains in weight during a Ibrtnigbt's Motion, asserts, that " animals of the class mammalia,
hybernation.
whicn hybemate and become torpid in the winter.
l>r KeevH endrnvoon to aooowit for the
have at all time* a power of subsisting under a confined
of the marmat
Cmnd in the spnng,
ra^iiration, which woold dmtiwy other animals not
by another came than the slow but uniform exertions having this peculiar habiL In all the hybemating
of the vital nriud ple. '< I have (be says) been repeatmammalia there is a peculiar structure of the heart and
edly sMureJ by men who hunt for these animslls in
its principal reina : tne superior cava divides into two
winter, that tliey are always found fat in ihcir holes on
trunks, lae left passing ever the left suriclr of the
the mountains of Switaetimid, and it i« only when they
heart into the inferior part of the right aiincle nt:ar to
come out of their hiding placM beibre proviaiana are the entrance of the vena cava inferior. Thr veinM usuready for them, or if a *h«p firoat rfMuU ooenr aAer
ally called asygos accumulate into two trunkM. «'Hich
aome warm weather, that they beoama emaeialcd and open into the branch of the vena cava suporuir, uii its.
weak. This testioiony may be reoeirod
npUining own sitte of the thorax. The interooetal arterieii and.
the emaciated appearance of some marmota, but doe*
veins in thaae n''"*'- are uBOMuDy lai|a." Fhiti
not in the imillait dsfsee invalidate tht
Tnuu. 18Q».
GOQ*

^
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from observing, that these general
not appear to be the result of a patient inves-

canftot refrain
<lo

number of different kinils of torpid animals, but a premature attempt to theorise from a few
insulated particulars.
Passing, therefore, from these
attempts of tlie anatomist to illustrate the plienomena
in question, let us attend to those other causes which
are concerned in tlie production of torpidity.
From the consideration, that this state of torpidity
commences with the cold of winter, and terminates
with the heat of spring, natur.ilists in general liave
been disposed to consider a reduced lemjjerature as one
Nor are cirof the principal causes of this lethargy.
cumstances wanting to give ample support to the con-

tigation of a

clusion.

When the temperature of the atmosphere is reduced,
as we have already seen, below 50°, and towards the
freezing point, these animals occupy their torpid position, and by degrees, relapse into their winter slumbers.
Wlien in this situation, an increase of temperature, the
action of the sun, or a fire, rouse them to their former
activity.
This experiment may be repeated several
times, and with the same result, and demonstrates the
great share which a diminished temperature has in the
production of torpidity.
If marmots are frequently
disturbed in this manner during their lethargy, they
die violently agitated, and a hemorrhage takes place
from the mouth and nostrils.
The circumstance of torpid animals being chiefly
found in the colder regions, is another proof that a diminished temperature promotes torpidity. And, in
confirmation of this, Dr Barton informs us that, in the
United States of America, many species of animals

which become torpid

and other more
northern parts of the country, do not become torpid in
the Carolinas, and other southern parts of the contiin Pennsylvania,

nent.

But while a

certain degree of cold

is productive of
temperature produces reviviscence as speedily as an increase of heat.
Mangili placed a torpid marmot which had been kept
in a temperature of^S", in ajar surrounded with ice
and muriate of lime, so that the thermometer sunk to
16°.
In about half an hour a quickened respiration indicated returning animation.
In sixteen hours it was
completely revived. It was trembling with cold, and
made many eiforts to escape. He also placed a torpid
bat under a bell glass, where the temperature was 29°,
and where it had free air. Respiration soon became
painful, and it attempted to escape.
It then folded its
wings, and its head shook with convulsive tremblings.
In an hour no other motions were perceptible than those
of respiration, which increased in strength and fre-

this lethargy, a greater reduction of

quency

until the fifth

hour.

From

this period, the

signs of respiration became less distinct; and, by the
sixth hour, the animal was found dead.
He also exposed a torpid dormouse (from a temperature of 41")
to a cold of 27° produced by a freezing mixture.
Respiration increased from ten to thirty-two times in a

minute, and without any intervals of repose. There
were no symptoms of uneasiness, and the respirations
seemed like those in natural sleep. As the temperature rose, respiration became slower.
He then placed
it in the sun, when it awoke.
Two hours afterwards,
having exposed it to the wind, respiration became frequent and painful ; it turned its back to tlie current
without, however, becoming torpid.
That cold is calculated to produce effects similar to
torpidity on man himself, is generally known. When

persons in health are immersed in Salt Water at the tern*
perature of 40°, the thermometer under the tongue
sinks from seven to nine degrees below the standard
heat.
In a little, however, it recovers its ordinary elevation, and becomes stationary.
Exposure to cold has
also the effect of diminishing the force of the pulse
very much of producing great exhaustion, and an accumulation of blood in the extreme vessels.
But the effects of a reduced temperature on the human system are still better illustrated in the tendency
to sleep, produced by a cold atmosphere in certain situations.
Those who have ascended to the summits of
high mountains, have, by the exposure to cold, felt an
almost irresistible propensity to lie down and sleep.
Dr Solander, while exploring Terra del Fuego, though
perfectly aware of the inevitable destruction attending
the giving way to this inclination ; nay, though he had
even cautioned his companions against indulging it,
could not himself overcome the desire.
When this
feeling is gratified, sleep succeeds, the body becomes
benumbed, and death speedily arrives.
How long
this sleep might continue without ending in death,
were the body defended from the increasing cold and
the action of the air, will probably never be determined by satisfactory experiments.
Partial torpor has
often been experienced in the hands and feet, which is
easily removed by a gradual increase of temperature.
may add, that in the case of persons exposed to
great cold in elevated situations on mountains or in balloons, there are other causes in operation which may
have a tendency to produce sleep. The previous exertions have reduced the body to a very exhausted state
the pressure of the atmosphere on the body is greatly diminished, and the air inhaled by the lungs is ra-

^
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refied.

When these torpid animals, kept in a confined state,
are regularly supplied with food, and kept in a uniform temperature, it has been observed that they do
not fall into their wonted lethargy, but continue lively
and active during the winter season. This experiment
has often been repeated with the marmot and other aniBut when in this state they are peculiarly senmals.
Dr Reeves, in some experiments which
sible to cold.
he performed, says, " When I was in Switzerland I
procured two young marmots in September 1805, and
kept them with the view of determining the question
whether their torpidity could be prevented by an abundant supply of food and moderate heat. I carried them
with me to Vienna, and kept them the whole of the
winter 180.1-6. The months of October and NovemMy marmots ate every day turber were very mild.
nips, cabbages, and brown bread, and were very active
and lively they were kept in a box filled with hay in
a cellar, and aiierwards in a room without a fire, and
did not shew any symptoms of growing torpid. December the 18th, the weather was cold, and the wind
Fahrenheit's thermometer stood at 18° and
very sharp
20°.
Two hedgehogs died which were kept in the
same room with the marmots ; and a hamster died also
in a room where a fire was constantly kept, thoUj^h
The riarthese animals had plenty of hay and food.
mots became more torpid than I ever saw them before
yet they continued to come out of their nest, and endeavoured to escape the food given them in the evening was always consumed by the next morning. In
January the weather was unusually mild and warm ;
my marmots ate voraciously, and were jumping about
in the morning ; but at four o'clock in the afternoon
I examined them several times, and found them not
:

;

:

I
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comnlrtclr rolled np, h«lf torpid, and qnite cold to the sesa the power of bM!(»nin» torpitl at pleasure, even in Animals
wliidi
continued in this Etate of semi<torpar the absence of those disposing circumstances w liich wc
toucli.
'i liey
bccnaie
Spallanzani has seen bnts in a tortorpid as have enumerated.
for several week* lon^, never hiimining
TotjMj.
IVput
to live many dnrs without e*Ung, and never ao active pid state even during summer, and supposes, tlmt as
as to iiaiii tke benumbing effieeta of the cold weather." these animals appear to possess some voluntary power
Spallaanni perforeied similar esperinaents with the over respiration, this torpidity may be sonic instincaBMresnlt on the darmouae^ Ueumad, thatalthough tive propensity to preserve life. Mangili, in spring,
cold to the touch duriaf( the dav, and conpletely tor« when the Cricetus gUi was awake, and when the temperature of the air was between 60* and 66% placed it
pid, tkat it awoke at night and ate a little, and fell
asleep again in the tsoming.
He shews also that dor- in a rase along with nuts and other food. The animice kept in a situation moee icaembling their wild mal attempted to escape, and refused to eat. It then became torpid. In this state tlie number of its respirations
state became torpid in the nonth of November, and
rmained till the middle of March without eating the dimiui»hetl. Instead of rolling itself up aa usual before
becuming torpid, it lay all the while upon its back, and
food wfaicb was |daoad near them.
OMfined
With some ammals. at Iwsti m emfimai atmctphen ap- remained in that state until the 17th of July.
''i^—t*>*^ peaim to be iodispensibly necessary to theproduction of
By some it has been supposed* that the jhl accunu. InAutaee of
'^''•
This is very strikingly illuttratcd in the lated in torpid animaU during the winter is another of
torpidity.
CMe of the hamster. This animal does not became tor- those causes which produce this lethargy. The cir*
pid thoagh exposed to a cold suCdent to iircese water, camrtuice is certainly very common, but no direct ex»
onleM ezdadcd from the action of theair. £%'en when periments have hitherto been pertbrme<l to warrant the
shut up in a cage filled with earth and straw, and e\{)o- rondusioo. Spallanzani has indeed asserted, that among
,
•• '-'"'i lie caught for his experiments,
some
sed to cold, he still continues awake but when the cage the ('
' others were lean, and yet they were
is sank four or five feet under ground, and free aoeeM to
wer'
the external air pr evented, in eight or ten days be be- cauauv M:t«.-i'iiuuie of torpidity from the action of odd.
comes as torpid as if he had been in bis own burrow, if All this may be the case ; but there is certainly reason
the cage be bMogitt above ground, in two or three to believe, that these animals stand in need of some
bom* he nuwws, and
resume bis torpid state when peavious rlore of nourishment to enable them to support
•gmn sank mider growtcL Tins cxpenaicnt may be that gradual w;pata which takes place during the period
tt|Waled MvtfH tnnea, at proper starvnls, ottfacr in the of thor alumben.
di^tm» ardmriagtlMnwbt, tk» light hsring no apBefi— concluding onr account of torpid qtiadnipeds, RcriTic
paMnt iniiiiOTiee. A cmuhmb atMOHnir^ Men aa the it magr ba pnip* to add a lew observationa on their re- ccncc of
Vawaler i «q nin» iam
aMaBanr to tbe tow sMasnasifc whantha hamper pa M eoftom his torpid ttaie, torpid udpidity of tb» tiiilgihigt llw imwamm, cr the bat, But aacaflUMaaarcraacanama|maannan. na nrstioaestM
exposure to the open air, timm In be Mually faoeiile to tigkli^ of bio BMBab0Bi ana then makes profound res>
the lethargic state, in manjr niaMdb VfsngiK alway s piratioaa,hutatleBf inlerraU. His legs begin to move
Aaiaiab

w

^^

•

;

wM

ommmt

Mopoaahbaaaatt^ pud utters rattling and
iMways t» hav* th* eCxt of produdng m<
both with dormiee and beta. Fron umm
etminslaneee, we perceive the utility of tba _
retiring to pUoes wblM Ika
of ibMe animab
is stin, and where they may «njo^ •

laalim iika those of a man in a state of intoxication ;
bat ha nyoats Ua eAurts till he act^uircs the use of his
limba. Ha ramaiaa fixed in that attitude Car aonc iiaaa^

SpncTP.

as if to reeaanoitre

m

•ier..

and rest himself after Ida <at^pleab
Hia paaaaga from a torpici to an active sLitc i< more or
it is pmba*
laas aaick according to the temperature,

srpom al« fai atmm casm

Ial«T.(t of
soMtiiu.

disagreeable

owida. After isoliiwiiig this operation for some time,
ba (V*iM Iw 9ft», and endeavours to rsii« hin3.«elf on
In mgt. All theae movements are still unsteady, and

t*
Thoa, in the s

eoMfsMM*.
shall cmlinaeawBk* and actrmwbib bla laat ihia riiaage ia produced imperceptiblv when
the others are in a profemd Mhaigy. A haitoahi^g, iIm aaiaMl aaaaaina in hia hole, and that be feels none
&mmf the winter sesson, tiicowiao taipid open ma a^ of thoaa luBMU sauiBDoaa which attend a forced atid sudthe

th

ben, one marmot

^

jiitcattan

after
effc(

• 1

during the i—war aaaoa, or
; but,
prriod of rrv iv iscenca, it rmiits tha aKiativa

of cold

of Otit agent

?

ndplaced

D'

?

it

in a

ri."rilif»elf

teraparaMra«ffl^ofBcai^

thacthqrtmi

of thair

in

oooaMcnnie

tlie course

of temptrotiire.
'ioijuiry, to as-

1

probaV

rnco

ordinary sleap^

which

- I

i:»

-r

i\'

agentd with whii
There nre »orr
torpid aninuils v
VOL. St. ra«T 11.

irns
'
'

ailad , and

by

baof those otdinBry
it

the hialory of those
atc« thai they poa>

with as^ct to tcnpetatore. The Crnxlnt atia
to M' ; the dor.
tarn chaaried dormant ft«u
87* to 66* ; the marmot from 40* ta £1*
tha faad||abag from 96" to 5C>.

M*

;

COflies

lathargjr,
ff

up;

napiralian
ufihe first hourkmaiMiea had ba'
p~
COTne TrrMr St the end of an hoar anda halC h bad
r, h waa ftwi ii «o
t?
thai 'ConflHon, tha flesh
^
of the aeek wcra aancb
<welkn, and a
titv of extmvaaatad blood
-^ '^- lung*. In
was oh-^"--' '•"
S'

which aoeta torpid

iaaridant, from tha

Mangili loak a hadgdiof, an tha

and

It ia oartaioly very difficult to account for **•' t "-<{.
I
dity of thoaa animals, which, like the n
faaaster, oa^gaagala and barrow in the oarili. • ii.T>i>us
to thair basiai^g torpid, a considerAla degree of hent
most be ganiiati J, ft^om their flaanbers, in their hole
and beaiasa, they are lodged so deep in the cartJi, as to
ba bayand the reach ef the changes of the tAaperatatrc
of the atmosphere. Their burrow, during the winter
prasarraa dagrer of beat anraaching to

oflhaaikMta.
S

If this is
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how

reviviscence produced in the spritif? ?
It cannot be owing to any cliange of temperature,
for their situation prevents tiiem from experiencing
tlie case,

which

become
Torpid.
,

is

Is it not owing to a change which
in their constitution ? and, is not awatorpidity, similar to awakening from sleep ?

such vicissitudes.
takes

place

kenins from

A

remark may be made with regard to bats
The caves to which they resort, approach at all times the mean annual temperature.
•A few individuals, not sufficiently cautious in choosing
projjer retreats, are sometimes prematurely called into
action, at a season when there is no food, so that they
fall a prey to owls, and the cold of the evening.
But
what indications of returning spring have those wlio
are attached to the roofs of the deeper caves ?
Surely
no increase of temperature ^
Perhaps an internal
change is the cause which again excites to action.
There is another very curious circumstance attending
the reviviscence of quadrupeds from their torpid state,
which deserves to be mentioned. As soon as they have
recovered from their slumbers, they prepare for the
similar

in their winter quarters.

Torpidity
of birds.

country.

found

If they remain, in

what oondltion are they

Animab
which

?

Many naturalists, such

as Klein, Linna>us,

and

others,

i"'"""*

have believed in the submersion of swallows during _ °^^'-^
winter in lakes and rivers.
They have supposed, that Submersion
they descend to the bottom, and continue there until of Swal.
the following spring.
Many of the proofs produced in lowssupport of this opinion may be found by consulting the
-

On

this subject we wilBirds, vol. iii. p. Sli.
lingly quote the judicious note in the introduction to
Bewick's Land Birds. " There are various instances
on record, which bear the strongest marks of veracity,
article

of swallows having been taken out of water, and of
their having been so far recovered by warmth as to exhibit evident signs of life, so as even to fly about for a
short space of time. But, whilst we admit the fact, we
are not inclined to allow the conclusion generally drawn
from it, viz. that swallows, at the time of their disappear^
ance, frequently immerse themselves in seas, lakes, and
rivers, and, at the proper season, emerge and reassume
the ordinary functions of life and animation ; for it
great business of propagation.
This is a proof, that should be observed, that in those instances which have
torpidity, instead of exhausting the energies of nature, been the best authenticated, it appears, that the swalincreases their vigour. It also indicates a peculiarity of lows so taken up were generally found entangled
constitution, to the preservation and health of which, a amongst reeds and rushes, by the sides, or in the shalbrumal lethargy is indispensibly requisite.
lowest parts of the lakes or rivers where they happened
It appears to be the general practice of modem natuto be discovered, and that having been brought to life so
ralists, to treat with ridicule those accounts which have
far as to fly about, they all of them died in a few hours
been left us of Birds having been found in a torpid after. From the facts thus stated we would infer, that
state during winter.
These accounts, it is true, have at the time of the disappearance of swallows, the reedy
in many instances been accompanied with the most ab- grounds by the sides of rivers and standing waters are
surd stories, and have compelled us to pity the credu- generally dry, and that these birds, especially the later
lity of our ancestors, and withhold our assent to the
hatchings, which frequent such places for the sake of
truth of many of their statements.
But are there no food, retire to them at the proper season, and lodge
authenticated instances of torpidity among birds
themselves among the roots, or in the thickest parts of
In treating of the torpidity of quadrupeds, we were the rank grass which grows there ; that during their
unable to detect the cause of torpidity, as existing in any state of torpidity they are liable to be covered with wacircumstances connected with structure or with circula- ter from the rains which follow, and are sometimes
tion, respiration, oranimal temperature; nor in the places washed into the deeper parts of the lake or river, where
which they frequent, nor the food by which they are sup- they have accidentally been taken up ; and that probaported. Hence we cannot expectmuchhelpfromaknow- bly the transient signs of life which they have discoverledge of the anatomy, physiology, or even habits of ed on such occasions, have given rise to a variety of
vague and improbable accounts' of their immersion."
birds, in the resolution of the present question.
It has
indeed been said, that as birds can readily transport
may add, that whoever denies that swallows have
themselves from one country to another, and in this been found in such situations, lethis reasonings be what
manner shim the extremes of temperature, and reach a they may, tramples under his feet the laws of evidence,
supply of food, the power of becoming torpid would be and cherishes a scepticism as unpliilosophical as the
useless if bestowed on them, although highly beneficial most unthinking credulity.
to quadrupeds, that are impatient of cold, and cannot
But, independent of these instances of submersion, as
migrate to places where there is a supply of food. This it is termed, which we regard as purely accidental,
mode of reasoning, however, is faulty, since we employ there have been many instances of actual torpidity obour pretended knowledge of final causes, to ascertain served. Swallows, if we may credit the testimony of
the limits of the operations of nature, and cannot be to- many who have been eye-witnesses of the fact, are oflerated in a science depending entirely on fact and ob- ten found during the winter season in a torpid state in
servations.
Besides, there are many animals, as we their old nests, and in the crevices of old buildings.
have seen in the class Mammalia, which become torpid, The belief of this kind of torpidity is very common in
and a similar state obtains among the reptiles. As birds, many parts of Scotland, and can scarcely be supposed
in the scale of being, hold a middle rank between these
to have originated from any other cause than the octwo classes, being superior to the reptiles, and inferior currence of the fact.
to the mammalia, we have some reason to expect inBut besides the occurrence of the torpidity of the
stances of torpidity to occur among the feathered tribes.
swallow, Bewick relates an instance of the same condifew years ago
These remarks have for their object, to prepare the tion being observed in the cuckoo. "
mind for discussing the merits of the question, by the a young cuckoo was found in the thickest part of a
removal of presumptions and prejudices, as we fear pre- close whin-bush. When taken up, it presently discoconceived opinions have already exercised too much in- vered signs of life, but was quite destitute of feathers.
fluence.
Being kept warm, and cai-efuUy fed, it grew and recoIn treating of the migrations of the swallow, we en- vered its coat of feathers. In the spring following it
deavoured to point out their winter residence, and even made its escape, and in flying across the river Tyne it
traced them into Africa. We are not however prepared
gave its usual call"— Brit. Birds, 1. Introd. xvii.
to assert, that in every season all these birds leave this
There is a. still more decided example of torpidity in
.?

We

A
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Tour through Orkney weather gives about thirty beats in the same period.
bii^
atd Shetland, as having been observetl in Uie case of Dr Reeves made some very interesting experiments on
the lancUrail, or comerake as it is railed in Scotland. the circulation of the toad and frog. " I observed,'" he
" I made," says he, " frequent inquiry, whether corn- says, " that tlie number of pulsations in toads and frogs
crakes had been seen to migrate from Orkney, but was thirty in a minute, whilst they were left to themcould not leam that such a circumstance had beien ob- selves in the atmosphere of which the temperature was
recorde d

by

Xeill, in hi«

It is the opinion of the inhabitants, indeed,
served.
that they are not able to undertake a flight across the sea.
llr Yorston, the farmer at Aikemess, further related a
carioos tact, rather leading to the concluaioa that they do

In the coarse of demoKahiwg a hiU^yke,
a mud wall,) at Aikemess, about midwinter, a
It was
corncrake was found in the midst of the wall.
a|i|i«rcntly lifeless; but, being ft— h to the feel and
MBeil, Mr Yorston thought of placing it in a warm siIn a short time it
tuation, to see if it would revive.
began tu move, and in a few hours it was able to walk
about. It lived for two days in the kitchen, but would
It then died, and became
not eat any kind of food.
putrid.— I do not assert that this solitary instance ou);ht
to be regarded in any other light than as an exception
to tlaeoBMnl rule o( migratiou, till further observation
have detamined the poicL"
These are the only in^tinces with which we are ac«
qnaiBted of actual torpidity having occurred among
the feathered tribes. 1 hey seem calculated to remove
all doubt as to the fact, while they point out to us the
to pre>
numefDoe leaQniwa of nature in mtnmm
Thua when bifde ft«0 iiamm or
serve
JeMitfT
wnkaoM, or youtb, at« incapable of perfoauag the
owUnery migraliona of ttienr tribes, tbrf become dornant during the winter onlfca, until the beet of efiring
restores to them a supply of fcod and an agtiaible

•at migrate.
{j, e.

cmm

f

m

Animals
which
b«come
Torpid.

when place<l in a medium cooled to 40", the number of pulsations was reduced to twelve, within tlie
same period of time ; and when exposed to a freezing
mixture at 26', the action of the heart ceased alto>
Sy-,

gether."

The powers of digestion are equally feeble during
torpidity as these o( respiration or circulation. Mr Jului
Hunter conveyed pieces of worms and meat down the
throats of lizards when they were going to thtir winter
quarters, and, keeping them afterwards in a cool place,
on opening them at different periods, he always I'ouikI
the substances, he had introduced, entire, and without
any alteration ; sometimes they were in the stomach,
at other times they had passed into the intestines, and
some of the lisards that were allowed to live, voided
them towapi the spring entire, and with very little alIcration in their structure.
The immediate cause of torpidity in reptiles has been
aaoertained with more precision, than in the animals
lielonging to the higher classes with warm blood.
This cofidition with thrm, does not depend on the state
of the heart, the lungs, or the brain; for these diflVrcnt
oraans luve been removed by Spallanr-ani, and still the
inYwale became torpid, and recovered according to cirOMMtalMaa. Even after the blood had been witlulrawn
from flnga and lal ema nderi, tbejr exhibited the same
•ymptoTOi of torpidity aa if the body had been entire,
all the organ* capable of action.
Cold, with theM animala, is evidently the chief cause
of iheir turpid lty , adiitg on a frame extremely eeneible
to iu imptiwlaiia.
Doraig the oontinuaaoe of a high
temperature, theaa anioMda remain active and lively
but when the temperature ia reduced towards 40% they
become ttirpid, and in this condition, if placed in a sw
tuation when the temperature continues low, will r^
main torpid for an unknown period of time. .Spallansani kept firevs, mlamanders, and snakes, in a torpid
state in an iw boaar, where thev remained three yt-ara
and a half, and readily revived when again expo$e<l to the
in4aener of a warm atmosphere. These ex|>erimcntii give
ooaMnaaoe totboae reporta in daily circulation of toada
bahiip Aiad aadoaad in ttooea. These animal « may hare
an tenw l a deep crevice of the rock, and during their
torpidity, been ciw ered with sand, which has afterwaida eoBCretad around tbem. Thus rrroove<l from
the iaiMiea of tbe heat of spring or summer, and in a
plaee where the temperature continued Ik-Ihw the point
at which they revive, it is imposiible to Gx limits to tlie
period during which they may remain in this dormant

wd

HitiMrto

we bave been rontidering the torpidity
StearueoM
»falaoded animela experience.
*
ebeein a amilar mode at bybema.

Tba period of

the year at which RrpriiK* prepare
of lethargy variea in the diiiermt specie*.
In general, whcti the temperature of the air sinks below
the 50th degree of Pabteaheit, tbceeanimBia begin their
wiaM'ilntfibara. They adopt wmilar precautieiM as the
onaAlia, in aelacting proper piaors of retreat, to pro'
Iktm fiam Iboir inainiae, and preaerve
then (ram
p rtee rv a them
for tbia state

\

Tboae which

inha^-

the watara aiak into tba aaftamd,wyietboaawbidi
live ea the land eoltr tba bole* and oar icee of rodM,
or other ptacea wham tba beat ia but littla aiactcd hy
the Umperetare of the ifoephire. Tbns
prowded, they obey the iapnlse, and baamaa torpid.
Aa tba tompoaMwa of tbase animala dependa on the
diag aadimB. tbajr do not cxfatUt any neodia*
When the air ia note SO*,
ritiM %rith raapact to it.
tbcea aniiMla baeonoe torpid, and suflcr their Imipera*
tore to tfnk as low as the freeaing point.
When reduced bdow thm, either by natural or artificial meana,
the vital principle is in danger of being i iliiignidtoil.
In this torpid state, they respire rtrj liawW,
tbeoireolation of the blood can be eairied on jnifepwrhnt of
the actieta ef the lungs. Even in a tortoia*
dming die wmter by a gamai tempemtan, tbe
bit

rhMy m
ammn

«

I

I

ef laapaatiiai waaabaarwdtoba
Tbe ciraalatioa of tba blaod ia
tioQ to the dame of oeld to arbieb tbeaa torpid Veptilm
are expoacd. Spallansani counted from eleven lo twelve
palmtiuii* in a minute in the heart of a anake at the
tnopcratai* of M*, wboee pulse in general in warm
I

state.

Sinoe reptiles are easily acted upon by a a>td at*
moepbere, we find but few of those animals distributed in the oold emmtriea of the globe; while in thoae
countries wheae trmpewinre ia alwi^s high, these anibmU are found of vast sise, and of many diflerent
kinds, an<l in great numbers.
Tbe torpidity of the MoUmtca has not been studied Molhiwa.
with can. Those which are naked and reside on the
land, retire to holes in the earth, under the roots of
trees, or among moss, and there saeen themselves
from wirideii cMngea of temperature. The different
kinds of lead TaMaaea, each as those belonging to the
genera Helix, Bulimus, and Pupa, not only retire to
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Inwcta.

and other hiding places, but they
form an operculum or lid for the mouth of the shell,
by which they adhere to the rock, and at the same time
closeup even all access to the air. If they be brought into
a warm temperature, and a little moisture be added, they
In the case of the Helix nemoralis,
speedily revive.
the operculum falls off when the animal revives, and a
new one is formed when it returns again to its slumThe first formed opercula contain a considerable
bers.
portion of carbonat of lime, which is found in smaller
If the animal has
quantity in the later formed ones.
revived frequently during the winter, the last formed
opercula consist entirely of animal matter, and are very
The winter lid of the Helix pomalia resembles a
thin.

crevices of rocks

Animals
which
become

piece of card.
All the land testacea appear to have the power of becoming torpid at pleasure, and independent of any alThus, even in midsummer,
terations of temperature.
if we place in a box, specimens of the Helix horlensis,
nemoralis or arbustoruvi, without food, in a day or two
they form for themselves a thin operculum, attach themselves to the side of the box, and remain in this dor.
mant state. They may be kept in this state for several
No ordinary change of temperature produces
years.
any effect upon them, but they speedily revive if jilimged in water. Even in their natural haunts, they are
often found in this state during the summer season,
when there is a continued drought. With the first
shower, however, they recover, and move about, and at
this time the concholcgist ought to be on the alert.
The Spiders pass the winter season in a dormant
state, enclosed in their own webs, and placed in some
Like the torpid mammalia, they
concealed corner.
speedily revive when exposed to intense cold, and
strive to obtain a more sheltered spot.
Many Insects which are destined to survive the
winter months, become regularly torpid by a cold exceeding 40". The common honey bee, in a small hive,
when reduced to this temperature, loses all power of
motion, but may be easily revived by an increase of
temperature. When the hive is large, there is always
as much heat generated, as to protect them against this

The house fly may always be
winter season torpid, in some retired corner ; but exposure for a few minutes to the influence of
a fire recalls it to activity. Even some of the lepi•dopterous insects, which have been hatched too late in
the season to enable them to perform the business of
procreation, possess the faculty of becoming torpid
during the winter, and thus have their life prolonged beyond the ordinary period. These insects can
all be preserved from becoming torpid by being placed in an agreeable temperature, as the following
experiments of Mr Gough's (Nicholson's Journal,
In speaking of the
vol. xix.) abundantly testify.
Hearth Cricket, (Gryllus domeslicus,) he says, " Those
who have attended to the manners of this familiar inMet will know that it passes the hottest part of the
summer in sunny situations, concealed in the crevices
ef walls and heaps of rubbish. It quits its summer
abode about the end of August, and fixes its residence
by the fireside of the kitchen or cottage ; where it
multiplies its species, and is as merry at Christmas as
other insects are in the dog-days." Thus do the com.
forts of a warm hearth afford the cricket a safe refuge,
not from death, but from temporary torpidity; which
it can support for a long time, when deprived by accident of artificial warmth. " I came to the knowledge of
this fact," he says, «' by planting a colwy of these in-i
lethargic disposition.

found

in the

sects in a kitchen, where a constant fire is kept through Aniraalt
.which
the summer, but which is discontinued from November
become
to June, with the exception of a day, once in six or eight
Torpid.
weeks. The crickets were brought from a distance, and
let go in this room in the beginning of September 1806:
here they increased considerably in the course of two
months, but were not heard or seen after the fire
was removed. Their disappearance led me to conclude
that the cold had killed them : but in this I was mistaken ; for, a brisk fire being kept up for a whole day
in the winter, the warmth of it invited my colony from
their hiding place, but not before the evening, after
which they continued to skip about and chir}5 the
greater part of the following day, when they again disappeared ; being compelled by the returning cold to
take refuge in their former retreats. They left the
chimney corner on the 28th of May 1807, after a fit of
very hot weather, and revisited their winter residence
on the 31 st of August. Here they spent the summer
merely, and lie torpid at present (Jan. 1808) in the
crevices of the chimney, with the exception of those
days on which they are recalled to a temporary existence by the comforts of a fire."
Nothing is known with regard to the hybernation Intestina.
of the Intestina, Those which inhabit the bodies of
torpid quadrupeds, in all probability, like them, experience a winter lethargy.
If they remain active, they
must possess the faculty of resisting great alterations of
temperature. Among the ivfusory animalx, numerous
instances of suspended animation have been observed,
continued not for a few months, but during the period
of twenty-seven years. But such instances of lethargy
do not belong to our present subject. Besides, they
have been fully discussed under the article Animalcula,
in Vol. II. Part I. of this work.

There is another kind of hybernation, in some re- Quiesccpct
spects resembling torpidity, which deserves to be taken of auimals.^
notice of in tliis place, and which merits the appellaThe animals which observe this
tion of Quiescence.
condition, remain during the winter months in an inactive state, requiring but little food, without however
experiencing the change to torpidity.
Of these quiescent animals, the common bear(l7M«*
arctos) is the most remarkable example.
Loaded with
fat, he retires in the month of November to his den,
which he has rendered comfortable by a lining of soft
moss, and seldom reappears mitil the month of March
following. During this period he sleeps much, and
when awake almost constantly licks with his tongue
the soles of his feet, particularly those of the fore paws,
which are without hair, and full of small glands. From
this source it is supposed that he draws his noui'ish.
ment during the period of his retirement.
its kind from
This quiescence appears to differ
This animal is always in season before he
torpidity.
retires to his winter quarters, and the female brings
forth her young, before the active period of the spring
returns, and before she comes forth from her hiding

m

place.

The common badger

is

supposed to pass the winter

same manner as the bear, with which, in strucIt is also proture and habit, he is so nearly related.
bable, that many species of the genus Arvicola become
in the

quiescent, particularly the amphibia or common water
which always leaves its ordinary baimts during the
winter.
It is in this state of hybernation that many of our

rat,

river fishes subsist at the season of the year

when a sup-
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wanting.
In concluding the subject of torpidity, it may be
to mention a few of those questions to which it
wper
^ er
It
I'givcn rise, without, however, going into detaiL
lMMin«
been asked, Is torpidity a condition natural to those
or is it a habit produced by external circum*
I? Mr Googli inifard ooosidm " the torpidity
•f these aninwilt in a wild state, to be nothing but a
tiMii. imposed by necessi ty, on a constitution which
aatwre has intended to setain lite during the colil teason of winter, with but little food, and an imperfect
itgrtm of respiration, as well as a languid, or perhaps
a partial action of the saagniferoue mtem." Since
these animals, when in a ns^ral or perftctly wild state,
mBiaWy beeuma tospd, we must regard such a conditiao, not aa the eicct of " custom inipased by necessity," but as the effect of a law of their eonstitatioa,
awabHiig thsM to accunMaodste t hcm seW ea to.circnmnateal to their candition.
have iHupaaad tbat thaaa torpid aniaials were
at first aativea or w ai uiet rs^gtons, and have aeiiwad
tha habit of torpidi^, ia consaqMaoe of hariag ra«
to«oUer oooatrias. Bafara atlauiptiny to ao>
for the ooavreaoe of torpidity in sadi circmntr
^^...^_ . p~.f" ;nrf'»k^
"
r^araing the origin of
ttrpsd aniasak owfat to ba gtrau. Bandas, we
bat liltto of tba e&da exaftad hj
bv flUaHte
flUmate oa this
tl
loepid ; neither do we know wha*
rtaqptdaaiaalBwaakl remain all the year ae*
tire and Ihrdy if iiww aJ to a wamar eoantry, aer
whethertbe aaioMlB of wanner oeaatriea would becoais
torpid if bfoofbt to as. The het, that torpid animals
ra dariy foaad ia oidd ooimtriea, is a proof of the
gtaat in Ha ica lartad bjr cUautaoatlM habits of aniaMda ; bat it ia alao peofaabl^, tiMt this Jaflaanca will be
daefly fek, when tne cauatitation has been previously
arxaaged, to acsonaaodata itaiif to the ririssitudrs of
still

I

—

>

wad

I

I

Ana

^

I

kmw

i

r

aoU regions.
In all tbesa diAMBt ktada of hyberaation, we nMel
with dificukiai in iavcstigatiag tba bws of aainial life.
We cannot aeeouat Sat tne faanoBena which prsaant
the relation of these to axiMaal
I

Bat

it ia
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A

similar condition
|riyaf Ibod caaaot be
m taSm atawag the ftqh wter moU uso, and aito among
mimj apacin of-AancUdes. But we m««t obaerve, that
afmni tf •bMratioiM' on this branch of the subject are

•blained.

batkeasy and dalifhtful to tiaet tlia
*t aalara in providiD^ for the

ds, the first sovereign of which, Kooli Kuttub Shah, Hydnsbsd.
established tlie Kuttub Shaliy dynasty in 1512. One of """"Y""^
his successors, Abdullah Kuttub Shah, who ascended
the throne in 158G, become tributary to the Mogul
Emperor Shah Jehun ; and, in this i>tate, the kingdom'
remained till 1687, when the reigning sovereign, Abou
Hooasein, was deprived of his capital Golcondii by the
Emperor Aurungsebe, and imprisoned for life in the
It was not till after a protractfortress ef Dowlatabad.
ed siege, and only, at length, tluvugh the treachery of
one ot the king's sirdars, that the Mogul Emperor obtained possession of the place ; and it is related that,
when some of the assailants had fought their way into
the apartment, where Abou Houssein was seated at
supper, he requested them, with much composure, to sit
down and partake with him, and that they quietly accepted the invitation. On the destruction of the Mogtil empire, aiW the death of Aurungsebe, Nizam ul
Sloolk obtained possession of the Mahommedan conUnder his
quests in the Deccan, about the year 1717.
saccetoori, the limits of the state experienced much
fluctuation ; but its power wa« gradually declining, and
would have been totally annihilated by the Mahrattos,
bad not the British government interposed fur its support.
In 1 800, a treaty of perpetual alliance was con- .j.„,^
^j,j,
duded with Nixom Ali by Major Kirkpatrick on the ;.-ui indi,
part of the British ; and by this arrangement a British GoTrraforce of 8000 vgalar intantry, and 1000 regular oaval- mcnt.
ry,

with their proper complcsnent of artillery and warstores, is stationed in the Niaon's territories, for

hke

their protection against hostile neigfaboars or turbulent
anb)arta.
For the rwular payment of thc.o
lie

Niaeia ceded to the East India

Company

al

>.

which he bad acqtiired by the trea:
atam in 1799, and by that of Mysore
nc
event of a war taking place, the Niaani engaged to join
the British with 6000 taHuOry, and iKNX) cavalry ot his
own armr, with the necessary train of artillery and
stores.
By this treaty it was also arranged, that all

rie*

:

of the parties should be
who undertook to
pntect hia highness's dominions from every annoyance^ and particularly to procure a total exemption
from all daioM of Choute on the part of the Maiirattas.
In IWH, aconuaetdal treaty was negadated, by which
the free use of the port of Mosulipatam was gr.mted to
the Niaam, with a pteatise of protection to his fl.ig
on the high aoea; and an etpiafity of dm
ue
mutual iaporta and cxporta waastipulstetl,
nt
of wUdl Moald net txcaed 5 per cent in ihu4, a
tami d ble part of the tefntoriea of Dowlet liow Sindie wae tnaMoad to the Nisam ; by which the Ilydenbad iiiienlgi<i acqoired a great increase of territory, and obtMMd ftr the fint time a well-defined
bouadary.
At proaaot, the Nixam's dominiorM. I>c.
adsa the whole of Hyderabad, compreheii
c.. uf
end Boeder, the greater part of Berar, and
Aonuigabed and Begapoor, being div
i
the
Nagpoor tt-rrUnrlr^ \yy the Wurcls rivcr
....in the
-tina and Toombuddra.
British L
HyderaExtuit.
bad, whic f,
liie general name to the sovereignty, is about IbO mBea in length, and 150 at ita average
The surf-^r- ' •• •i- province is hilly, but not
bf«adth.

tha external
excfanivaljr

political relations

awnagrd by the

British,

t

which tboT
of d«».
:

to tbaai Ufb,

Md h«hh, and en-

J^nacnt.

MVOATIDES.
Bou»..:.e.,

See MsoicntK.

HVlJi UABAO.isaproviaeeofthe.

u i, wtaatedbatwaaatbaieiiiaad I9tb

I

India.

latitude, and baaadad an the aoMh bv th^odavcry. on
tfaeaauthby the rtTwKriilaa,oatbe earthy the pro.
vinoaaf Oaadwaaa, aadon the wcat bjr Bcadar and Au.
raagifeed.
fcfiinaadaeensidenibleportionof thean«
MMkiB|deai of Talia^aa, which, ui ita indep«idant
Matoaaa oisiinct lljiidne siwsiaigiJly.iaanwalMiMlatllha
pnaemal part of the tract between the rfren Godavcry
and Kristea, and of which the eapiul city was Warsn*

w

<

:

lution of this Mate, Telingana becaaic again the scat of

and
vated table land, n
oolder in its temptioCwii- i.i.in tJ)e degree of latitude
voold indicate. In the city of Hyderabad, and the
eouutry to the qorth of it, the thermaaetcr, during
three months of the jear, is frequently so low as 45%

an indcpoMliiitgwrfinBacnt under the naola of Coloon'

W, «od 35° of Fahmiheit.

gel.

rtwaaredaccdrtanc»iypetHMloftheMake»<

m ai m

iawsion, and afterwards fataiad part of the

MABhamanaaEaHiraeftheOeaertk Ontbedisao-

nouotainous

;

The

soil

u

fertile

and

to-
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HYDERABAD.

lerably well watereil, but indifferently cultivated and
pleases, provided he keeps a good understanding at Hyderabud.
^-"^/""^ thinly inhabited. The cultivators are wretchedly poor, court.
Sometimes, however, complaints are listened ^"""V"""*"
and much oppressed by their Mahommedan superiors, to if there exist a hope of squeezing a further sum
who are subject to little restraint Priim tlieir nominal from the fears of the contractor ; or, if there be a wish
to get rid of him to make way for some other who may
Conunere*. sovereign. From the same cause, they are almost destitute of the benefits of commerce ; and the average im- have offered a sum of ready money, or a larger porport of European goods into the whole of the Nizam's tion of his expected profits.
The otlier mode is by
dominions, prior to 1809, never exceeded £25,000 per Amaunee, and is seldom resorted to unless when a disannum.
The principal towns in the province are trict is in such a rebellious state that no person can be
Hyderabad, Golconda, VVarangol, Meduck, and Nie- found to farm it. Some military chief is then turned
cundah ; and the wliole population of the district is into it to collect what he can, and to account to government for the amount This, however, is a last re.estimated not to exceed two millions and a half.
The reigning prince, Mirza Secunda Jah, ascended source, as all Indians, whether mussulmans or HinCourt an<]
the throne in 1 803, and has never been more than a doos, are adepts at making up accounts so as to suit their
govern.
menu
few miles from the city of Hyderabad since the com- own interests.
The army of the Nizam, in consequence of the pro- jj-,-, ^„
mencement of his reign. His government is absolute'
ly despotic in theory ; but, in point of fact, his power tection afforded by the British troops against the inva-. force.
little
disions
circumstances.
takes
the
Mahrattas,
is
now
on
very
He
of
a
inefficient footis much limited by
list of its great officers and their troops, would
rect interest in the minutiae of the executive, which is ing.
m;maged almost entirely by one or other of his minis- be merely an enumeration of persons holding estates
and emoluments under a nominal agreement to perform
ters, according as their factions prevail, or as they may
be able to carry along with them the support of the services, which they are scarcely expected to fulfil.
Company's resident. The influence of the East India This is quite true as far as regards the great military
Company's government is paramount in the councils of jaheridars and risaldars, or cavalry officers, who hold
valuable districts in their immediate possession ; but
that of their ally, and all great political points are carried witli considerable facility ; yet, on some late trifling there are many corps of mutinous and ill-paid infantry,
who have hard service in the collection of the revenue,
occasions, a lively jealousy has been manifested. While
the officer, who had been appointed to conduct the which the oppressive nature of the government, and the
grand trigonometrical survey, was approaching Hyde- consequent bad faith and turbulence of the zemindars
render extremely difficult. These troops are distributed
rabad, he had fixed small flags on some points for diThis gave rise to repeated to the different collectorships as occasion may require.
recting his observations.
complaints ; as if, in taking a few triangles, he had With the exception of a few corps patronised by the
been taking possession of the country. The political Company's resident, none of them are either regularly
paid, or decently equipped; and many battalions have
intercourse is carried on by means of a resident, who
has a superb mansion on the north-east side of the ca- not one-tenth of their arms in a serviceahle state.
By a supplementary article in the treaty between the p.^j^
His suite consists of first and
pital across the river.
second assistants, a surgeon, and the officers of an es- Nizam and the Company's government, it was agreed,
The that all the forts in the Hyderabad dominions should,
cort of two companies of Bengal native infantry.
present Nizam was entertained at the residency on the in time of a joint war, be open to the British. Of these
occasion of paying him his army's share of the Serin- fortresses, the most important are that of Dowlatabad *
gapatam prize money, which had been laid out in and of Golconda. The former, particularly, the most f''™"'*singular perhaps in the world, is situated on a high co«
.splendid specimens of English and Chinese manufacHis Highness was a little alarmed on this oc- nical hill, which has its sides pared away perpendicutures.
larly in such a manner, that it would now be reprecasion, by the accidental firing of a few thousand rockThere is
sented by a whipping-top set upon its head.
ets which happened to lie pointing towards the spectators, but by which fortunately no person near hima fortified tower on the plain, through which a passage
The entertainment was concluded lies to a tunnel in the bowels of the mountain, affordself was wounded.
by laying before him a superbly mounted sabre, which ing an ascent to the conical surface above, and opening
This
to the day near the edge of the precipitous side.
had been sent by Louis XVI. to Tippoo Sultan.
upper opening is covered by an iron gratiiig, on which
It is difficult to say what is, and what is not, to be
Hyilfrabail.

A

Revenue.

reckoned revenue under so irregular a government.
Although a very large proportion of the whole produce
of the soil be claimed as its share ; yet so much of this
stopped for the expences of collection and payment
of sebundee, or local troops, and so much is diverted
into bye channels, that the sum which finally reaches
the treasury is in many cases very small. The produce of the estates granted for military service should
be reckoned as part of the revenue, were it not that
the service is seldom performed. When lands are not
granted to Jaghiredars tbr specific purposes, the common
mode of collection is by Tahood, a farm, in which case
any person may make an offer for a lease of a district ;
and that person is generally preferred who proposes
the largest advance of ready money to the minister.
Little inquiry is made into the methods which he may
use to reimburse himself; and he may do nearly as he

is

Mode

of

coUectiog,

kept burning when any danger is apprehended.
overcoming this obstacle, an enemy would
still be required to advance in a path exposed to the
whole fire of the fort on the summit. In this fort are
lodgments cut in the solid rock for the garrison and
The fort of Golconda, about five
their provisions.
miles west from Hyderabad, though very strong in
some places, is, by a strange arrangement, most assailable on the side which at the same time commands all
In a piece of broken ground, on the norththe others.
west side of the fort, are situated, in an irregular manner, the tombs of the Kootub Shahy kings, which are
of such solid masonry, that they would afford bombproof lodgment for several battalions, though some of
them are within battering-distance of the walls. In
the lifetime of the late Nizam ul Moolk, the garrison
used to make a great show of watchfulness and jealousy
a

fire is

Even

after

• Doulut-abad, " wealth's abode."

Golconilii.
,
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prioee, nade it the i>
royal r aaii k nce in place
of Aurungabad, wiricb had hitherto been the capital,
but which, by tbe (hxtnatiao of hia tcrritorica, had
bccoine less centrical, and too ailjaeeiil to the Mahratu
frontier.
The new capital has been eicmpt ftam plan.
der and every hostile nwleeration, erer since it bccana
the reaiilenee of the ooort, (a drcumstance rarely pa*
ralletcd in India for so long a period) and has rapidly
increased in wraith and population.
It is surrounded
by a stone wall, which woohl allbtd no dtftnttf Mainst
artillery, but which serves as a pratedsaD from Ocin.
coniooa of cavalry. It is about four miles in length
within the walls, and three in breadth. There are
large magasinee
the city belooging to the Niaam,

m

tn deposited
]**— fr— ^^
Tbe nana we
in

which

'

fii

the preaenu rcceiTed at various
ativc
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of any armed party approaching their walls ; and, on
""Y""' one occasion, actually fired on some ladies and gentlemen, who were amusing themselves in looking at the
tomb*. Some yean ago, a detachment of the Company's trooM with a convoy of provisions having halted
nearthem,t}ieKil)idar,orcomniandant,sent outamessage
to tb« officer in charge, desiring him to remove his encaapncBt to a greater distance, and threatening that
tlw gvna on the works would be used to enforce com^
plhf The officer replied verbally, that he would
not deennp until tlie next morning and, pointing to
a line of spirit carts, added, that, if a single shot were
fired at him from the fort, he was ready to return the
compliment. The regularity of his line of carriages,
and their compact form, made them be mistaken for so
many mortars and battering guns, and immediately
produced a more condliatory tone, with quiet possesr
sion of the ground.
A great part of the province is occupied by Jaghire^,1^^
dars, aatne of whom are military officers in the service
g^
of the Nisam, as already mentioned ; and the rest are
Hindoo Rajahs or Zemindars, whose ancestors have
long poaaesscd their estates, and over whom the Nizara
exerciae* a very uncertain and undefined authority. As
Hyderabad is one of the few remaining .Mogul govemmenta, a greater proportion of Nf ahomniMana are to
be found among the higher and middle classes of the
inhabitanU; but the great inaaa of the lower classes
re still Hindoos in the pmpot tion of above ten to one.
Id the colder season of the year, the lower classes use
a coarse woollen blanket made in {••'
-vhile
the higher ranks wear shawU an<!
.\
Cew of the noblenien and military iImh^ <.i...i!f dicmselves in broad doth, as a piece of fnshionahle luxury ;
and the regukr infantry, a.< well as the troops of the
principal Jaghiredars, are dressed in British red cloth.
,.v ..t.. . .. ..V ...__.
.ru.e«liovcprovince,and
M
latetl in 17' IV N. Lat.
I'll
tin- Moossee Noddee, below
it
Moossah, which flows past the
Waiii at irtJlcontia.
It was founded about the year
1585 by.Mahommed Kooli Koottub .Shah, and, in conaqaence of iu vicinity to the rirer, soon acquired tlie
aaondancy over the neighbouring city of Baugnuggin,
of whicb iMtldni now remains, except a few traces of
the muaga Hbbgs.
It was Uken and pillaged by
/rbe in 16(~
the amy of \
^idpalSihab^
to the
tanta havii^
Dg fbrtrcM of
Oaicaaila.
1 he Liu ^
Other of the reigniog
l^deikail.

snd European powers.

ct from the

floor to tne

• la<in»in(uptb«l»aprsn4iagartlctaa,««havtk«M
who ipsM saaay years iD Um NUam's ssrrkk Ma.

cciU

ing, with bales of woollens, cases of glass, glass-ware,
china-ware, clocks, watches, and other articles of Eu-

rTjdenbad;
Hyilroce-

P
"^
ropean manufacture, which always continue locked up
The houses and gardens of the
in the magazines.
Company's civil and military officers, and of a few other
European gentlemen resident in. the place, form the
Hyderabad, havprincipal ornament of the environs.
ing long been the principal MahommecUn station in
the Dcccan, contains a considerable number of mosques,
and exhibits more of the old Ibrms pjid ceremonies of
the Mogul government than any other metropolis in
liindostan.
The noblemen of the place have been bred
and, as hoarded treaeither as soldiers or courtiers
sures would expose them to the avaricious machinations
of their superiors, they generally spend their fortunes Mannrra of
freely, in keeping up large retinues, or in the fashion- tlie iiilistitWlien any property is """
able profligacy of their court.
laid up, it is commonly in the form of ornaments for
their temales and children, which are always more remarkable for their weight than .workmanship. A few
of the wealthier Mahommethms, especially the Nizam's
ministers, are fond of furnishing their houses richly
with articles of European and Chinese manufacture,
such as porcelain, crjstal, lustres, chintz sofa covers,
and some articles of plate. A favourite piece of luxury among them is to have an Aeena K liana, a room of
which the roof and sides arc entirely covered with
mirror platrs.
His Highness's ministers frequently entertain the re.

'

;

and

sident

The amusements

his suite at thrir palaces.

of dancing girls (kunchi*
nee*,) wrestlers (puhlwauns,) mimics (bbans,) and rau<
sicians of various kinds, who afford some diversion to a
newly-arrived European, but soon become tiresome,
-. •> ,.
- r--^yF --M.h
and o»^en disgustir

at these parties are troops

*.

style,

'

and a roagni'

<ly

xniic oi mc .liampinclose the day's entertainment'',
medan chiefs sit at table, and partake of the same fare
with the Europeans, from which pork in every shape,

The inna.MahomroeilAns and Hindoos,
their manners, are (mth ignothough very
(1 every
I rimes arc here
rant ami prorti;;atc.
which
ilay with impunity, and even wjjb"
nt'
would strike with wonder and horror
liii
nyctmntryin Europe. A father, who
aia
wife for not quietly act]
to
daughter, observed, th.i:
the fruit than the planter oi iIk- Utx." The guvcniinent
derives a current revenue fnta licence* to carry on the
moet horrid practioea^ Amongst ioch a people, and
with Mdi a government, truth and morality, as it may
be s«nBoead» an very nre qualities. Theprcaent number or mluibitanta, iadadinc those of lb* •ubntba, is estimatadat ISO,00a The iBstance of the dty from Catcatu ia 900 mile*; iVom Madns, SQ\ ; fltmi Bombay,
480 ; from Serit^apatam, 406 ; from Delhi, f}tl% See
Orme's HUlory of MiUtaty TramaclionM in India;
AMtatic Annual Regislert ; Sir John Malcolm's PoliUcat
History of India i Ferishta's Huloru oj the Drccan,
troHslatadbg J. Scott, Esq. ; Renncl's Memoir tff a Map
HimdoHan; and Hamilton's East India Gtnetlter. *
it

may

be supposed,

bitants of

tlu-

carefully excluded.

is
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>

{

t
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HYDRAULICS.

See HToaoDTNAMici.
HYDROCELE. See Sunotav.
HYDROCEPHALUS. Sea Mcoiciaa.
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HYDRODYNAMICS.
xlvDRODYKAMics, from

ways kept

^v'»ftn, poiiier or force, is that

in the great

the Greek 'y3«{, water, and
branch of natural philosophy which embraces the phenomena exhibited by
water and other fluids, whether they are at rest or in
motion. It treats of tlie pressure, the equiUbrium, tlie
cohesion, the motion, and the resistance of fluids; and
of the construction of the machines by whidi water is
raised, and in which it is the first mover, or the primary agent. This science is generally divided into
Hydrostatics and Hydraulics, the former of which considers the pressure, equilibrium, and cohesion of fluids ; and the latter, their motion, the resistance which
they oppose to moving bodies, and the various machines
in which t^iey are the principal agent.

HISTORY.
Although Hydrodynamics is but a modem science,
and was studied by the ancients only in its most geThe general neral principles, yet many of the leading doctrines and
principles of phenomena upon which it is founded are familiar to
Hydrodythe rudest nations, and must have been well known in
namics
the very earliest ages of society. Even at that remote
known in
History.

period when man first trusted himself to the waves,
the pressure of fluids, and the phenomena of floating
bodies, were undoubtedly known to him ; and in the
more advanced stage of navigation, when the Phenicians were able to colonise the most distant regions of
the globe, the directing power of the helm, the force
and management of the oars, the action of the wind
upon the sail, and the resistance opposed to the motion
of the vessel, were well known facts, which implied
practical acquaintance with some of the most important
doctrines of Hydrodynamics.
Invention
The motion of fluids, as affected by the size of the aperClepsyof
ture from which they issued, and by the height of the
driE.
superincumbent column, formed the fundamental principle of the Clcpsydroe (from xXivTu, to steal, and v?«g,
water) or water clocks, which were employed in tlie earliest ages, before the invention of sun dials, to measure
time. The simplest, and probably the earliest form in
Plate
which the Clepsydrae appeared, is that of two inverted
CCCXIII. cones, as represented in Plate CCCXHI. Fig. 1. This
Fig. 1.
species of Clepsydra consisted of a hollow cone A, perforated at its vertex, and of a solid cone B, which was made
to fill A with the greatest exactness. The aperture of
was so adjusted to the size of the cone, that, when filled
with water, it emptied itself in the course of the shortThe length of the cone was divided
est day in winter.
into 12 equal parts, which indicated the hours by
the descent of the fluid, or the same result was obtained
by divisions upon the vessel into which the water
flowed.
When the days lengthened, and the hours became longer, the solid cone B was introduced into Uie
hollow cone A, and, according to the depth of its penetration, the water flowed from the aperture with less
facility.
A graduated index BC enabled the observer
to accommodate the position of the solid cone to the
varying length of the day.
Another Clepsydra, of a more ingenious construcPlate
CCCXIII. tion, is represented in Plate CCCXHI. Fig. 2. The
Fig. 2.
water is fiist received into the reservoir A, which is al-

the earliest

A

full,

and descends by the pipe

B into

a hole

This hole corresponds to one
of the openings in the groove round the circumference
of the small drum LO, which is drawn out in the figure for the purpose of showing it, but when the machine
is

in use,

Ilistory.

drum MN.

it is

fitted into

of the groove in

the

drum MN. The

Clcpsjdrat

apertures

LO are of different sizes, so as to admit

different quantities of water, according to the length of

the day, and the proper aperture for the given day is
fornid by placing the index L opposite the sun's place in
the zodiac shewn at N, the index
being used for the
night hours. The water which descends through the
openings in the drum
is conveyed by the pipe F,
and falls through the aperture at
into the reservoir-H.
As the water vises in the reservoir, the inverted vessel
I, suspended by a chain which passes over the axis R,
and balanced by a counterweight P, ascends, and consequently the hour hand X, fixed upon the extremity of
tlie axis, is made to revolve, and indicate the hours
upon the dial plate.
Notwithstanding the ingenuity of these inventions, rj-sco-,-:*
and the hydrodynamical knowledge which they indi- of Archicated, the doctrine of fluids may still be considered as medes,
deriving its origin from the discoveries of Archimedes. A.C. 2oO.
The history of these discoveries has been rendered ridiculous by vulgar fables, which have long been discredited ; but it appears unquestionable, that they originated in the detection of a fraud committed by the
jeweller of Hiero, king of Sj-racuse.
Archimedes was
applied to by the king to ascertain, without injuring
its workmanship, whether or not a new crown, which
had been made for him, consisted of pure gold The
method of solving the problem is said to have occurred to him when in the bath, and he applied it successfully in detecting the fraud. ^ The hydrostatical doctrines to which Archimedes was thus conducted, were illustrated in a work consisting of two books,
and entitled, sri^i cxvfuyut, de insidentihus in Fliiido. He
maintained, that every particle of a fluid mass in equilibrio is pressed equally in every direction.
He examined the conditions in consequence of which a floating body assumes and preserves its position of equilibrium, and he applied it to bodies that have a triangular, a conical, and a paraboloidal form. He shewed that
every body plunged in a fluid loses as much of its own
weight as the weight of the quantity of water which it

O

LO

G

:

displaces ; and upon this beautiful principle is founded
the process which he employed for ascertaining the
impurity of Hiero's crown. When the result was communicated to the king, he exclaimed. Nihil turn dicenti
Archimede, credain ! The screw of Archimedes, which
is still used in modem times for raising water, is said
to have been invented by him when in Egypt, for the
purpose of enabling the inhabitants to free themselves
of the stagnant water which was left in tlie low grounds
after the inundations of the Nile ; and Atheneus informs us, that navigators held the memory of Arcliiraedes in tlie highest honour, for having furnished
them with the means of carrying off the water in the

holds of their vessels.

Hydraulic machinery appears to have been first invented in the Alexandrian school, wiiich flourished un-
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der the patroiuge of the Ptolemies. Hippocrates, who
was the first person that constructed tables of the sun's
motion, enabled astronoiaers to carry the construction
of Clepiiydra? to a high degree of perfection ; and it was
probably in his time that the Anaphorical Clepaydrae
alCkp-Twere invented. Scipio Nasica, the cousin of Scipio
Africanos, is said to have invented Clqmrdr* about
200 years before Christ; but it is probable that he
only introduced them into Rome, for the Egyptians
bad used thetn for many purposes at a mudi earlier
This invention was carried to a still higher
period.
degree of perfection by Ctesibius, who flourished duCtcaibiiM.
ring the reign oC Ptolemy I'liyscus, near the beginA.C. i«a
ning of the second century before the Christian era.
When he was one day amusing himself in the shop of
hi:! father, who was a barber in Alexandria, he ofaaerved,
that, durinf tile descent of a mirror, which was ooonterbalanceti by a weight contained in a cylindrical
frame, a musical sound was emitted from the narrow
•pace between the roUer and its frame. Hence he was
led to conceive the idea of a hydraulic organ, which
>tbisa«h
ihoald operate by means of air and water. Having
aceecded in this attempt, be applied the same principle* to the construction of Gcpaydne. and invente<i the
F»»TI!
very ingenious machine rfprawulwl in Plate CCCXllI.
V S and 4. which is prohably the first machine to
Fig. S. representa
(.'h laodicd wheels were applied.
tlic oatsiile of xiic machine, which mniMtt of a cylioPi(.i
<ler ttamling upon a pedestal, and of two figure* of
one of which allows the water to fall drop by
u his eyes, while th« otber ria« and indicates
the hour with a wand upon the VMticel line AB.
The
orlindcr AB turns raiind its iKi* once in a year, and
the inequality of the hours in different days i* marked
oy the unequal distance* of the boriaontal curve line*
F%.*.
on the surface of the cylindtr. In Fig. 4, which shews
the internal ceoatruction of the oMchine, the water rises
throuch the tubf A into the fiipire of the infant on the
right hand, and is discharged (Vom its eyes into the
eqaare reservoir M, from which it passes, by a hole
near M, into the pi|>e BC I). In thu pipe a piece of
wood floaU upon the surface, and by its ascent, as the
nine fills, it raiae* the small pillar CO, on which the
ten h«Ml fivnv ia aada to net, ao that the warn! poinu
to dMbnal boof* a* the floet riaei in the pipe. At the
end of 84 hours the vessel BCD is filled, and also the
arm FB of the invertnl syphon FBE, which oommuicalee with it. The water u thcreftre drawn of by
the syphon, and falling in iu descent into the bucketa
of the wheel K, it puU it in motion. Thia wheal hat
aix tuckets, and therefore performs a revolutioo in
Its axis carries a pinion N of six tcrth, which
aix days.
works into the wheel I witli 60 teeth and thf* wheel,
carrying a pinion of ten teeth, drives the wheel
with 61 tectl). <^ >>>')> ^\ its axis OL, turn* the pillar
L once rouii'I
\ «.
The aubjed ...
....Kljrnsmics was sucocasfhiiy cuU
Ilfra.
tivatrd by Hero, the friend and div-iple of Cteaibiua.
liesidc* his treatise on mechanics, in three boofca, in
which he treated at length of the different wechaniral
•' .-• •- the lever, he wrote a
power*, snH - •
work ent
•alica, • which contains an a<.iuuiii m inc riiniiit i urap, and of the Fountain of Coro prtariup, ooauaonfy oltod Hero'$ FottiUaiit,
IMtWT.
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which water was raised above its level by the elasof the air, which had been condensed by the water. " The idea of tlie forcing pump was probably suggested by the Noria, or Egyptian wheel, which consisted of a number of earthen pots carried round upon
in

ticity

Historr.
_

""*"<

~

the circumference of a wheel.
Although it has been belie>'ed, on the authority of ^'.'^"
""""
an epigram in the Greek anthology, that water mills
were invented in the reign of Augustus, yet there is
reason to think that they belong to a much earlier period; for Vitruvius, who flourished under Augu»tu8,
and who has given a description of these mills, docs
The Clepsynot spc-tk of them as a recent invention.
dra of Ctesibius indeed, which we have already described, contains all the machinery of an overJiot water milL
The wheel K is put in motion by the water, which is deand tlie force of the wheel is
livered into its buckets
employed through the intervention of wheels and pi«
nions, to give a rotatory motion to the vertical pillar.
The first experiments on the motion of fluitis seein Juliui
to have been noade by Sextus Julius Frontinus, who irontiau*.
was inspector of the public fuuntsins at Rome under j^ o. UU.
His work consists oC
the emperor* Nerva and Trajan.
two abort books, and is entitled, Sexti Julii Froutini
tiri CoiumUtrit de Jtfueducliiiu L'rbii Homce CommcnIt contains a full account of the different watariui.
ter* which flowe<l into Rome, of the nature and furm
of the aqucducta by which they were conveyed, of the
tine* when they were erected, of the quarters of the
city which they supplied, the number of public and
private fountains from which they were distributed,
and the Uwa which were ordained by Uie emperors for
the
auagement of the public fountains. At\rr fixing
the measure* which were then usetl at Rome for ascertaining the quantity of water which flowed from different adjutageik he ihews, that the water which flows
in a given tuna fimn a given orifice does not drpeml
merely upon the msgnitudr or superficies of the oriiice
itself, but aleo upon the height uf the fluid in tlie contanaig raaael ; and that a pipe employed to carry off" a
portion of the water of an aqueduct, should, according
to circumstances! have a position more or less oblique
Although Frontinus
to the direction of the current.
was iinscquainted with the true law of tlie velocity of
runniiw waters, as depending upon the height of the
reservoir ; yet we may consider the foundation of the
science of Hydrodynamics as having been laid by his
experiments. As the dvil engineer will naturally study with a deep interest the first account which ha*
been given of one of the inoit important branchc* of
hi* prafaaion, we would r»'-"^'n*iv|, as an acconipathe three learned
iiiHMiil la the work of
;

m

1

iliwmaliuMi of Raphael !»....:...> De AquU et Aquf.
SKtibtu viUru Romt, which were published in Io79,
and are tUaalratod by copious maps and engraving*, f
Although the science of Hydrodrnamic* i* so intimalelr connected with the wants and comforts of man,
even
a state of considerable barbarity ; yet, during
the dark ages, it seems to have been treated with the
same indifference as the more abstract sciences ; and
when physics revived under the auspices of Galileo in
the 17th crnturv, the doctrine of fluids was in the aaaa
state in which it had been left by Julius Frontinus.
The attention of Galileo was in no respects particu-
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larly directwl to tlie doctrine of fluids ; but
very of the uniform acceleration of gravity

liis

disco-

paved the

way for the rapid progress of this branch of science.
Born IStf-t. In tJie Si/.f:ema Cosmicum of this great astronomer, we
Died IC4I.
find some occasional observations on the oscillation of
fluids, which are marked with his usual sagacity; and
Galileo.

in the first dialogue of liis Mechanics, Sagredo enters into a very interesting inquiry respecting the ascent of

water in pumps. Galileo had studied the operation of
a sucking pump, which had been erected to raise waHe describes the pump as having
ter out of a cistern.
its piston raised high above the surface of the fluid, and
he remarks, that in this case the water ascends by the
attraction of the piston, whereas in pumps where the
piston is in the lower part of the tube, the water rises
by the impulse of the piston. He was surprised, however, to find, that, when the water descended to a certain point, the pump ceased to act, and continued to
lose its power, by any further subsidence of the fluid.
Being quite satisfied that the pump was broken, he immediately sent for the pump maker, who, after examining the machine, assured him, " that the water
would not suffer itself to rise to a greater height than
1 8 cubits, whatever were the dimensions of the pump."
After reflecting upon this singular fact, Galileo satisfies
himself with the following explanation. When a rod
of any solid substance whatever is suspended by one
end, it may be made of such a length as to break by
its own weight ; and, in like manner, if a rod or column
of water is raised in a pump to the height of 18 cubits, its weight overpowers the attraction of the piston
and the mutual cohesion of the fluid particles.*
Toricelli.
This extraordinary explanation of the ascent of water
Born ie08.
in pumps attracted, no doubt, the attention of his pupil
Died 1C17.
Evangelista Toricelli, by whom the fact was afterwards
completely explained ; and having learned from his
master that the air possessed weight like all other bodies, f he entered upon the study of this branch of Hydrodynamics with very singular advantages. In the
year 1643, the year after the death of his master, Toricelli being desirous of making an experiment on a small
scale in the vacuum left between the piston of a pump,
and the column of water which it raised, it occurred
to him, that, if he substituted in place of the water a denser fluid, such as mercury, the same cause
which supported the water would support a column
of mercury of the same height. He communicated
this idea to his friend Viviani, who performed the experiment with success, and Toricelli afterwards repeated
He accordingly
it with considerable modifications.
provided a glass tube about three feet long, and hermetically sealed at one end, and having filled it with

mercury, he closed

it at the open end with his fin<
and inverted it in a basin of mercury.
Upon
withdrawing his finger, the column of mercury descended, and settled at the height of about 29 inches in
tlie tube.
Toricelli was not immediately aware of the

History,

ger,

"^"!*v"!~
'•'""'""'•

cause of this singular result ; but a little reflection convinced him that it was owing to the pressure of the external air, and that the weight of the atmospherical column was balanced by the 29 inches of mercury in the
tube, and by the 32 feet of water in the bore of the
sucking pump. When this explanation was fully impressed upon his mind, Toricelli is said to have regretted, with a feeling of generosity of which there is no
other example, that it had not fallen to the lot of his
master to complete a discovery of which he had the merit of laying the foundation.
The labours of Toricelli were not confined to Hydrostatics.
Having observed, that when a jet d'eau wai
formed by the ascent of water through a small adjutage, it rose nearly to the same height as the reservoir
from which it came, he sagaciously conjectured, that it
ought to move with the velocity which it would have
acquired by falling through the same height.
Hence
he deduced the fundamental proposition, that, abstracting all resistances, the velocities of fluids in motion are
in the subduplicate ratio of the pressures.
This result
was published in H)43 at the end of his treatise De
Main Gravium naturaliter acceleralo, and though true
only in small orifices, it was confirmed by the experiments of Raphael Magiotti, and paved the way for the
discovery of the more complex law, which regulates
the motion of fluids, when the area of the orifice has a
considerable magnitude compared with the horizontal section of the vessel.
The subject of running water had been previously Castelli.
studied by Benedict Castelli, the disciple of Galileo, Born \yit.
and the first master of Toricelli. Pope Urban VIII. Diea 161*.
had requested him to devote his attention to this interesting subject, when he was employed in teaching mathematics at Rome ; and in order to discharge the duty
which was thus imposed upon him, he made numerous
experiments, of which he published a full account in a
small treatise Delia Mesura dell' acqtie corrmti, which
appeared in 1628. In this work he explains several
phenomena relative to the motion of fluids in rivers
and canals of any shape, and he shews, that when
the water has come to a state of permanent motion,
the velocities at difterent sections of the river or canal
He applies these general
are inversely as their areas.
propositions to the course of some rivers, and he ex»
plains several phenomena in a manner tolerably satisfactory.
The conclusions which he draws are gene-

* As a very different account of this interesting anecdote is given in all the Histories of Hydrostatics and Pneumatics, we have subjoined
Dial. vol. i. p. 15.
the account of it given by Galileo liimself in liis DUcursus et Demunstrationes Malhematicce.
" Saor. Kt ego hujus discursus ope causam invenio ciijusdam effectus, qui diutissime mcntem meam admiratione plcnam, intellectu veio,
vacuam reliquit. Observavi Cisteruaui, in qua ad extrahendain aquam conslructa erat Antlia cujus ope minori cum labore eandcm aut majorem aqua> quantitatem, quam urnis communibus, forsan (sed fiustra) attoUi posse credebam : Habetque Iikc Antlia suuni Epistoniium
ct lingulam in alto positam, ita ut per attractionem non vero per inipuUum adscendat aqua, sicut ista Antlis faciunt, qua; a parte inferioti
Ha;c autem magna copia aquara aliraliit, donee ea in cisterna ad determinatam quandam constilerit altitudinem ;
suura opus exercent.
Ego, cum prima vice accidens istud observarem, instrumentum fractum esse crcdens, Fabrum
ultra quam si subsederit inutilis est Antlia.
accersivi, ut illud repararet ; qui nuUi rei istum defectum adscribendum esse mihi respondebat, pra:terquam ipsi aquse, quse nimis depress*
ad tantam altitudinem attolli se nan patiebatur ; subjungens ncc AntUa nee quavis allia machina, quae aquam per attractionem elevat, eam
nequidera pili lalitudine altius attolli quam octodecim cubitos ; et sive largior sive angustior sit Antlia, banc maxime dtiinitam ejus esse
Et ego, licet jam pernoscam, chordam, massam ligneam et virgam ferream eousque prolongari posse, ut in altuni erecta pror
altitudinem.
prio difftingatur pondere, ejus imprudcntise hucusque reum me feci, ut idem in chorda aut virga aquae muho facilius evenire jiosse non
lucminerim : et quid illud quod per Antliam attrahitur, est aliud, quam Cylindrus aqueus qui superne aflixus cum magis magisque prolongetur, ad euin tandem attingit terminum ultra qucm elevata, a pondete suo excessivo ad instar chorda; disrumpitur."
+ This important doctrine is demonstrated by Galileo from two experiments, which he describes in his Discursvt et Dcmmst, Malhtmet.
DiaL ToL i. p. 71, 12.
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but he has committed a mistake in making
the absolute veUxrity projwrtional to the declivity of

rmllj correct

;

•
the canal, or to the height oJ" the water.
As •eon as the curious icsnlt* obtained by Toricelli
H.'vn \St3. were known in France, tlw celebrated Pascal, who was
<M IKS. tl
rig at Roaen in Normandy, repeated them
care, and under various modifications, in the
vc ir 'li 'I and in 1647 he published his Eiycnrtices
'Sif'V Hi s iinKhaut U miide, from which he conrhidcd,
that the upper part of the tubes of glass which he used
did not contain air similar to that of the atn<o!<phere,
nor any portion of water or mercary, and that it is entirely void of erenr material Mibvtance with which we
arc acqoahited. He inferred alio, that all Ixxlies have
a repagnancc to separate into parta, and that this repugnance, which ^oes not vary with the magnitude of
the vacuitv, is equivalent to the weight of a column of
water S3 feet high. This little work was vehemently
attacked by Father Noel ; and Pascal was led, by the
views and experiments of which we have given a detailed
account in our article on the BAHOMrTF.R, to demonstrate the important principle in Hydrodynamics, that
the rise of water in pumpa was owing to the pressure
I

;

ofthe atanaaphere.

The researchaa of Paacal oo the gravity of the air
naturally led hiai to the iw an i i i ialiuu of the laws which
rcgalate the equilibrium and pleasure of fluids. Stevinaa had already obaerved, that the force exerted upon
the bottom of a vessel by the superincumbent fluid was
equal to the weight of a column of fluid, whose baae
vas equal to that of the vesael, and whose height was
the height of the fluid, and the qaacpuveriM [aaaliiii
of fluid* had been generally known ; but it waa imrn ad
for Pascal to deduce firaai thcae nrindples the general
lawB of the aquBibman of tnid Dodiea. Ha anppoMa,
avaaaal AiO or f«M,
thai two ayatana ara made
aa4
d aa u d on aO aidaa, and that two pistons appNad to thaaa apartmaa, ten pvihed with forces proportional to the arcaa ct the apaitai as ; and ho demonatntcs, in two cUfferent way^, that, ondar thcae drcwaatancaa, the flaid will remain in iiiBJITaliiM
In the
•rst damonairation he shews, that the t at i i of the
p
piston is ooaMoanieatad to every pattiae tt the fluid,
80 that if the on« piston advances thraogh a certain
space, the other muvt retreat ; Mtd
the vohima of water continues invariable, the apaeea daseribad by the
two pistons will be reciprocally proportional to the
ana of their baaes, or to the force* which impel tham.
Hanee it Mlowi, ftom the jpaiBdpieBerrac«lMuca,lh«

m

i

w

«

thetwoaiMonaareineqniHhnam. TbiaMnarall
Tbiagaoaral theorem eanoacts its tagenioua antfcor totIboiMMvnt
of the equilibfiom and pr tsaui o of Milt, arliiefa
j
(

<Vom itaaaotaanyearailaricaL Thcae fine raanka were
not pubHshad daring the life of Pascal, but wrrp round
I'
'4lhinaMS.r'
rEq-ilH
itii appcacwl in
,: year after i

'

'

.

"J'

air rarefied

when

it

is
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by heat adheres to the paUn of the hand Hutoty.
"^"""^
In anotlier of
quicidy inverte<l upon it.

Descartes' letters, of a date only a little posterior to the
publication of Galileo's Mechanics, he criticises this
work with unjust severity, and, rejecting the idea of a
vacuum as entertained by Galileo, he ascribes the adhesion of two polisheil surfaces to the pressure of llie
atmosphere, and attributes to the same cause the eleand in another
%-ation of water in the sucking pump
letter he maintains, that, in re9er\oirs kept full of water by the superior aperture being shut, the rtui<l is not
suspended by the dread of a vacuum, but by the w^gfat
;

of the

air.t

who was the first person that introduced Mirfoue.
experimental philosophy into France, contributed great- Died 1884,
Posly to the progress of practical Hydrodynamics.
sessing the rare talent of contriving an<l performing
experimenta, he embraced the opportimity which circtunstanoe* presented to him of executing a great number of experiments on fluids at the splendid water- wortcs
of Versailles and Chantiily. .\n account of the resulU
which he obtaine<l was published in I()84 after his
In this
death in his Traiti dm mouvemml det Eiiux.
work Mariotte employs the theorem of Toricelli ; and
tliough he trmted aome important points very superftciaUy, and committed eonaidef able errors in the discussion of others, yet it contains many valuable mate>rials.
He waf imacqwantad with the diminution of
efflux, which arises IVom the vtna eontraela when the
adjutage is a perforation in a thin plate ; but he had the
honour of being the first who ascribed the diacr
between the tmory and experiment to the
Having obaerved that water suffered
ftiction.
deraible retardation even when moving in the sa
catglaaa tabea, he sapposed the rcurdation-to
ftoDa the ftiction of the particles upon the sides of Ike
tube, in the same way aa the velocity of solid hodiaa is
diminished by the friction ofthe mflioes over which they
more. The narticle* or filament* immediately adjacent
to those which mb upon the sides of the tabe, ouMtrip
them in velocity, and have their own valocily dinoaWK
ed in a less dcfjree ; so that the diarimMion of walaatof
ariring flram fHctioa grows lea* towards the axis of the
tube.
Hcnot the nMitim Tefedtr of the Huid from
which the quantity of cfilux is determined, is much
smaller than it would have been had there been no
IVictian to retard ita motion.
TIm notion of rivers, or of water in open pipea and progrcM o(
*
iajMthap* one of the most interesting subjadaia hTdnulks
aciaiico can IcikI her aid to relieve the wanta and >» its'/'
of man. In Italv, where the fertility of the
iail b not more owing to her genial dimnte than to
the iiumcraaa «nab and river* with which it is travrmed, the altcntian of her philuoonhcrs was iropeif.
To proriouilr called to the study of ni'
which tney
tect themselves from the inundiu
M.

Mariotte,

'

ihaan

of

lufB

I

'•i

MM.

.ton.

AMtOBgh Dcscartea is net entitled to be ceoaidered
aa the diseovcrrr of the press«trc of the atoKMOhere, yet
flhvioas Awn one of hia letters, which ie dated in
1631, that he considered tbeaiMpeaaion of the mercury
in a itlasa tube as arising fVom tn* uss ui e of the sup
perincumbent column cf air and by the same cause
he arcdunts for the force with whidh a glass filled with
it is

;
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never fail to spring flrom oentanding interrsu. The defence of their net sun* and properties, and the neeeadty
of adjusting tne oppoaing inlcfcats of neighbouring
states, rautered the ctd tiv atiun of Hydrodynamics a

*f tnid*, bat ttUdog prtadpsllr lo CaNtlli's spialoei, hart beta puUbbsil la
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became neccswry to divert
their rivers into new channels ; and the ravages which
were thus accidentally made on the territorie* of their
neighbours gave rise to thoae fierre contentions which

were often threatened,

* Fair, IBBI.
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matter of indispensable necessity among the tliffererit
states of Italy, and hence a great number of valuable
works were produced by the Italian engineers.
The most eminent of these engineers was Dominic
Guglielmini,

who was

inspector of the rivers and canals

*" ^^^ Milanese, and who obtained such eminence in
his profession, that a new chair on Hijdrnmetry was
erected for him in the university of Bologna.
In his

principal work, entitled La Mistira deW acqne Correnii,
he adopts the theorem of Toricelli, and founds upon
it a system of Hydraulics sufficiently beautiful in theory,
but utterly repugnant to experiment. He regards every point in a mass of fluid as an orifice in the side of a
vessel, and as tending to move with the same velocity
with which it would issue from the orifice. Hence it
follows, that, since the velocities are as the square roots
of the depths of the orifices, the velocity must be greatest
at the bottom of a stream, and least at its surface ; and
that the velocity of a river must continually increase as it
moves. These results were so hostile to established facts,
that Guglielmini himself attempted to reconcile them.
had applied his theory to cases which occurred in
the Milanese, and to the motion of the Danube, and he
bad seen, that the regular progress of the current was
often opposed by transverse motions, and by a sort of
boiling or tumbling motion which arises from ascending

He

masses of

were

y

fluid.

Hence he supposed

that these causes

account for the errors of the parabolic theory.
Guglielmini had now become acquainted
with the labours of Mariotte, and in his work entitled
Delia nalura dell' Fiumi, the first part of which appeared
in 1697,* and acquired great celebrity to its author, he
takes into account the retardation produced by friction
and other causes. This work consists of 1 4 chapters, the
three firstof which containdefinitionsand general notions
respecting the equilibrium of fluids, and the origin of
springs and fountains. In the 4th chapter he treats of the
motion of wat* falling vertically, or descending along
an inclined plane ; and he examines the various causes,
such as friction, the resistance of the air, &c. which
extinguish a part of its velocity, and render the theory
I
inconsistent with experiment.
The 5th chapter treats
of the beds of rivers, their depth, their width, and their
declivity.
The 6th chapter is an application of the
principles laid down in the 5th to the directions which
are taken by the beds of rivers.
In the 7th chapter
he examines the various motions which are observed
under difierent circumstances in the waters of rivers,
and he thus follows the current from its source to its
embouchure. In chapter 8. he treats of the embouchure of rivers, either when they fall into one another,
or into the sea.
In chapter 9. he considers the union
of several rivers, and the effects which result from it.
Chapter 10. treats of the increase or diminution of rivers.
Chapter 11. relates to the formation of temporary currents in times of rain. Chapter 12. treats of
regular canals, and the methods of deriving them from
rivers or reservoirs of water.
Chapter IS. treats of the
drainage of wet land ; and chapter 14. of the precautions which are necessary in changing the bed of a river.
I" order to demonstrate the inconsistency of the CarNewWn.
Born 1(;4?. tesian system of vortices with the laws of Hydraulics,
sufficient to

Newton directed his particular attention to
the investigation of the manner in which the fluid vortices could he produced and preserved, and he has given
the results of his inquiries in the 9th section of the se-

Died 1727. Sir Isaac

cond book of the Principia,

entitled,

De Motu

Circuluri

Hittory.-

— ^—

In these elegant propositions, which are —
the 51st, 52d, and 53d, he lays down the hypothesis, ^-^^j"^*^
that the resistance which arises from tlie want of perfect lubricity in fluids is caieris paribus proportional to
the velocity with which the parts of the fluid are separated from each other ; and he demonstrates, that if a
solid cylinder of infinite length revolves, with an uniform motion, round a fixed axis in an uniform and infinite fluid, the periotlical times of the parts of the fluid,
thus put into an uniform motion, will be proportional
to their distances from the axis of the cylinder ; whereas, if a solid sphere is made to revolve in a similar manner, the periodical times of the fluid particles will be proportional to the squares of their distances from the centre of the sphere.
Hence it follows, from the equality
of action and reaction, that the velocity of any stratum
of the circulating fluid is a mean between the velocities
of the strata by which it is bounded.
In considering,
therefore, the velocity of water in a pipe, as affected by
viscidity and friction, it is obvious that the filaments immediately adjoining to the pipe will be greatly retarded.
The contiguous filaments will be kept back
by their adhesion to the others, and the velocity will
thus increase towards the centre of the pipe, according
to a law which is easily deducible from the principle)
Fliiirlorum.

that the velocity of any filament is a mean between the
M. Pilot
velocities of the filaments which surround it.
was the first person who took advantage of this impor-.
tant principle, and, in the Memoirs of the Academy for
1728, he shewetl, that the total diminution of velocity
in pipes of different kinds is inversely as the diameters

of the pipes.
In the second book of the Principia, (See Prop. 36.) Newton's
Newton has investigated the motion of fluids when is- Cutaruct.
suing from an orifice made in the bottom of a vessel,
without limiting himself to the hypothesis of an infiSupposing the water to be alnitely small orifice.
ways kept at the same heiglit in the vessel, he considers the cylindrical mass of fluid as divided into two
parts, one of which is in the centre of the vessel, and
moveable ; while the other, which is immoveable, is
formed by the part of the fluid in contact with the
sides of the vessel.
The central portion, which Newton calls the Cataract, is supposed to have the form of a
hyperboloid, formed by the revolution of a hyperbola of
the 4th degree round the axis of the cylinder. The horizontal strata of the cataract are always in a state of gradual descent; while all the rest of the fluid is absolutely
From this
at rest, as if it had been converted into ice.
manner of considering-the subject, it followed, that the
water ought to issue with a velocity equal to that which
it would acquire by falling through the height of the
fluid ; but when Newton came to investigate the subject experimentally, he concluded, that the velocity ot'
efflux was only that which was due to half the height
of the fluid. This result, however, was in direct opposition to the known fact, that jets of water rise to nearly the same height as their reservoir*, and the error
arose from his not having attended to the contraction of the fluid vein, (or vena amtracla) which he afterwards found to take place in such a manner, that,
at the distance of nearly a diameter of the orifice from
the orifice itself, the section of the vein of issuing fluid
is reduced or contracted in the ratio of 1 to tiie square
He accordingly corrected
root of 2, or of 1 to 1.4142.

• The second part of this work did net appear till ofter bis death In 1712.
.iY«««a rac(o/(a di aittoricbe trattana fUl moto dell' iiejue, torn. ii.

The whole was

published with notes by Manfredi in the
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tliU error in ibc edition of the Primnpia which appecred ill 1714 ; »»>, con»i<lering the area of the section of
the lena conlracta as the true area of the orifice from
which the water should be conceive<l to flow, he made
tlie velocity eqiial to tluit of the height of the fluid, and
Notr.ore agreeable to experience.
obtained
additional accuracy to which Newton
withatar.'
Ii^ kRNVht hi-i ilicory, it was (till liable to the very serion oiijectiona, which have been urged against it by succeeding authors. Giannioi has written a dissertation
i^inst it in his OjhucuLi, and John Bernoulli, in the
4U1 volume of his works, has demonstrated, that, if such
a cataract existed, the part of the fluid «itl>uut the ca*
taract would be stagnant, and consequently would exert a pressure, in virtue of its gravity, against the cataract iuelf in which the fluid ought to experience no
But, independent of this species of argupressure.
ment, it may be shewn, as Bossut has done, by direct
experiment, tlut whrn a vessel of water empties itself
by an orifice in the bottom, every fluid |>article descends
vertically, whether it is tituate<l near the axi* or the tide
of the vessel ; and that this vertical motion is not changed into a lateral one till the particles are very near the
orifice itself.

.,tan*«
-.iifiri

r«M»t-

The

subject of the resistance of fluids, one of the

most important and

in

diflicidt

Hydrodynamica, was

likewise investigated by Sir Isaac Newton.
He first
considers the fluid as a rare mcdiwa, cwposfd of equal
i^^rts, situated at etuiJ itUiancc* fnini r*fh other, and
so that
'testing the pr
<..;;(.

may

psrticle

^:

...:.....:

_i..:ig

pre>

by any ol' the adjacent ones. Hence Im findt,
a globe and a cylinder, of equal diametera, more
in such a nsedium with equal velocities, the resistance
of the globe will only be one half of that of the cylinHe next proceeds to delennine the aheoltr reder.
aiaUMce which the globe will experience, whether the
part* of the fluid are perfectly cLaytic, or absolutely inIn the case of perfect elasticity, he shews, that
elastic.
the resistance of the globe it to the force by which its
total motion may be producc«l or destroyed in tlie time
tliat it takes to detcribe twcvthirds of its djsamir by
a uniform velocity, at titc density of the mediiaa
to
In the case of abaoiirtc i»the density of the globe.
cUtticity, he shews that the reaistanw ia twice Maaicll.
After rsaniining the resistance ia ilifcmit imdi^ms,
as wster, mi-rcury, »il, tuu be adranoca aiiaUl» tfaMry
suited ti> th<Me iiietiiiinu in which the globe doaa not
iromcibately ttrike all the r eaiitiwg psrta of the fluid,
but only communiratrs to the neigbtowiiig peitictca a
t.i all the real.
pressure wl><
Fron
tioance of ajciobe is
this theory r
Ctyial to that ui tbc ciriui:.
!inder.
Tliii hypothetiol theory, though 11
much of Nrwtuu'i
ventt-d

that

if
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certain number of oscillation.°, the fluid will return to
a state of reiit. In order to determine the time in which
these oscillations are performed, Newton considereil
the water as in the same state with a pendulum vibra-

Hi«««T

~

~

»

ting in a cycloid, and he shews, by a very simple demonstration, that a pendulum, whose length is equal
to half the length of the column of water in the syphon,
will perform its oscillations in the same time with the
fluid.
Hence it follows, that all the oscillations of the
fluid will be isochronous, whatever be the intensity of
the motions of the fluid ; antl that the velocity of waves
will vary as Uie square roots of their breadth.
The motion of fluids was treated, both experimentally Ltboun of
and theoretically, by Michelotti, a celebrated Italian Michelotd.
physician, in his work entitled, De Srparatione Fluido- A. D. 17?0
rum in Corpr.re Animali, published in 1719 or 17'20.
He rejects Newton's idea of a cataract, and considers
the water in a vessel as all frozen, excepting a small
part of it immediately above the orifice.
This thin
plate of water is pressed by tlie superincumbent solid,
which is supposed to melt gradually as the water is
discharged.
In this work Michelotti criticises, with
rather too much severity, a paper " On the Motion of
Running Water," publislied by Dr Jurin in the I'/iilotnpliical rraHsaclions for 1718.
Jurin replied to this
criticism in the Phii. Trant. for 1722, anu successfully
defended Sir Isaac Newton against the charge of inconsistency which was rashly brought against his doc>
trine of effluent water by the Italian philosopher.
series of valuable experiments on the motion of Couplet
water in conduit pipe*, were made on a very large Dwd 17^
scale by M. Couplet, on the water-pipes at Versailles.
These experiments, though not sufficiently varied, shew
the great eflcct which is produced by friction on the
motieo of water.
full account of them is publisheil
in the Memoir* of the Academy for 173:2, in the paper
entitled Dt* Rtckerchct tmr le wtouvement det Eaux dent
let Imymux de eomduile. The theorv which he has founded upon his experiments, and also that which M. Belidor has substituted in its place, are not deserving of

A

A

notice.

Italy produced about this time several auihora on coiio
Ilydrodrnamics, that have acquired conaiderable cele- Grandi.
brity.
The most distinguished of these was Guido
Grandi, who wrote a geometrical treatise on the motion
of water, deduced from the theorem* of GaUleo and TorioellL
He invented also a method of measuring the
velocity ofa river at different deptlis by a tin parallelopiped, which had an aperture that eoold be opened
wae eonk to
and shut by a moveable plate. Tb«
the required depth, and the orifioe opened. AAcr a
certain tioM haJ elapsed, the ari£c« was again ahut^
and the velocity wae determined fV«m the atiantity of
water in the box. Orandi was also the aotiior of secbaract«ritti<
v it stiU iouadcd on falie prinveral di4<ertBtions on the nver JEn, anil on other small
ciples, and
All these works are published in the
Italian rivers.
> inrnneialwit with the reaulu of
nprriment.
Nmoeo RmcetUa, already referred to. Eustachio ManXviih tlie exception of a few ofaecnrationa by Galileo f^adi, another Italian author, contributed to the pro- Mto/rsitL
^^___^
in
bis Siftte.oa Caimicum, we are indebted to Sir Isaac
He addr<l valuable notes
gre** of Hydrodynamics.
in4f"^J^'
vaM^Mi Newton for all that was known in his time reepectiiw lA Guglielmini's work on rivers. He published a dis>
b; Mewion. the oscillation of waves.
In onler to investigate tlui eaitatian in conjunction with Zendrini, on the mean*
fhflii ult subject, he considen the fttiid as at rest in tbe
of prercnting tne inundataone of the Konco and the
two vertical branches of s
'innected by a boMontone in the town of Ravenna; and be wa* the
riaontal branch. Iftheun<
• raised to a greater
first peraon who proved, by decisive experiment* made
beight than the other, and is Uira permiued to dcacMd. on arrcial of the andent buildings of Uavenna in 1731,
it will obviously fVll Iwlow iu original level, and raise
that the bottom of the Adriatic Sea wa* continually rithe other rdumn to a greater height than that at which
sing.
The names of /endrini, and Frisi, deiterve to
it formerly "towl.
This column will in like ounncr be mentioned among tlie Italian writers on Hydrodyai^d the opposite colomn will rise, till, al\er a
namics. Bernard Zendrini, a Venetian mathematidan, ZcodriM,
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wrote a very ample work, both theoretical and practical, entitled Dc Motu Aquanim, which contains many
excellent practical observations. Frisi composed a work
on the method of regulating rivers and torrents, in
which he has endeavoured to prove that gravel and
sand are original productions, and not the detritus of

I'risi.

A

pre-existing materials.
selection of practical observations from the work of Zendrini will be found in
the 5th volume of the Nuova Raccolta, and tiie whole
of Frisi's work in the 7th volume of the same collection.

One of the most celebrated writers on Hydraulics
that Italy produced, was the Marquis Poleni, professor
ments of
the Marquis of mathematics at Padua.
In the year 1695 he pub"
"
Poleni
lished a treatise in 4to, entitled, De Motu Aqua mixta,
Born 1693.
which, though it contains nothing that possesses much
Died 1761.
novelty, yet the reader will find in it many observations both of local and general utility.
He supposes,
that the bed of a river is a rectangular canal, and regarding any perpendicular section of it as an orifice, he
gives the name of dead mater to that which is comprehended between the surface, and a point in relation to
which all the fluid molecules would have equal momenta, and would therefore be in equilibrium, according to
Experi-

'

the laws which are observed in the equilibrium of solid
bodies : The rest of the water which is comprehended
between this centre of equilibrium and the bottom of
the canal or orifice, he calls the living tvater. He then
considers the motion of the water that flows through
the orifice as partly produced by the action which the
living tvater derives naturally from its fall, and partly
by the pressure which the dead ivater exerts upon the
living mater.
Hence arises the title of Poleni's work,
De motu mixta Aqua. After detailing a number of experiments, and comparing the results with the theory,
he applies the same principles to the motion of rivers,
and to tlie lakes of Venice. His principal work, however, appeared at Padua in 1718, under the title of
Dc Castellis per qtice derivantur fluviorum aquw. This
work contains many important observations and experiments.
From an extensive series of experiments on
the quantity of water discharged by an orifice in the
bottom of a vessel, he concluded, that, instead of being
proportional to 2AH,
being the area of the orifice,
and
the height of the reservoir in the vessel, it was

A

2AH

—

We

.

entitled, Theoria

Nova

tie

Motu Aqvarum per
memoir he in-

Histoiy.

In this

quoscitrique fluenles.

^"'
forms us, that his father having shewn, that the prin- „ "ivJ
ciple of the vires vivee was of great use in the resolution theory of
of problems incapable of being solved by more direct the motion
methods, it had occurred to him to employ this prin- of fluids.
ciple in <iiscovering a true theory of the motion of run- Bom I7n0.
ning waters, and that he had found it to answer his ut- ^'"^ ^'^^*
most expectations. After the publication of this memoir, which contains merely the germ of his theory, he
made a great number of experiments at St Petersburgh
in order to illustrate his tiieoretical views, and was thus
enabled to produce his great work, entitled, Hydrodynamica sen de viribus el motibus Jiuidorum Commenfarii,
which was published at Strasburg in 1738. In considering the efflux of water from an orifice in the bottom
of a vessel, he conceives the fluid to be divided into an
infinite number of horizontal strata, which .ire supposed to move in such a manner, that the upper surface
of the fluid always preserves its horizontality ; that the
fluid forms a continuous mass
that the velocities vary
by insensible gradations, like those of heavy bodies ; and
that every point of the same stratum descends vertically
with the same velocity, which is inversely proportional
to the area of the base of the stratum.
By the aid of
these assumptions, which are conformable to experience,
Bernoulli obtains an equation from the principle that
there is always an equality between the actual descent
of the fluid in the vessel, and its vertical ascension,
which is the principle of the conservation of living
forces.
In those cases, where sudden irregularities in
the shape of the vessel, or other causes, produce rapid
changes in the velocity of the fluid strata, he then considers that there is a loss of living force, and therefore
the equations founded on the entire conservation of
this force require to be modified.
In tlie whole of this
;

investigation, Bernoulli displays the greatest sagacity

and originality of thought, though he has taken it for
granted, without suflicient evidence, that the law of
the conservation of living forces is really applicable to
the motion of fluids (a point which it was reserved for
D'Alembert to demonstrate) ; yet his work will be long
regarded as one of the finest specimens of mathematical
genius.
The important subject of the resistance of fluids was Daniel Bet.
likewise indebted to the genius of Daniel Bernoulli. In noulli on
proportional to
x r^ ^, which is only a little the Commentaria Petropolitana for 1727, he modestly '*'<"'^''stproposed a new method of tletermining the resistance flujjs
more than one-half of what is discharged, upon the sup- of fluids, founded upon principles different from those
position that the water issues with a velocity due to the
of Sir Isaac Newton ; but having found that it gave
altitude H.
Poleni was the first person who observed,
results quite hostile to experiment, he afterwards called
that a greater quantity of water issued from a small
his determination in question in his treatise on Hydrocylindrical tube, fitted into the orifice in the bottom
dynamics, and in the year 174'1, in the eighth volume
or sides of a vessel, than from a simple orifice of the of the Commentaries of St Petersburgh, he proposed a
same diameter. This remarkable fact may be explain- very ingenious and elegant method of determining the
ed by supposing that the fluid vein, instead of suffering impulse of a column of fluid falling perpendicularly upa contraction, flows out in a column of the same dia- on a plain surface infinitely extended. He considers
meter as the orifice, from the viscidity of the water, the curve described by every filament of fluid as a caand its capillary adhesion to the sides of the tube.
nal in Avhich a body moves, which experiences at each
are indebted also to Poleni for a new edition of the point the action of a centrifugal force, and which he
works of Julius Frontinus, which he enriched with am* supposes also to be subjected to the action of a tangenpie notes. Poleni is likewise the author of a dissertation
tial force, varying according to a given law.
He then
on dikes, and of another on the measure of ruiming wa- calculates all these forces, and finds, that the impulsion
ters, both of which, along with his first work, are repubagainst the horizontal plane is equal to the weight of a
lished in the 3d volume of the Ntima Raccolta.
column of fluid whose base is equal to the section of
Hitherto the science of Hydrodynamics was founded the fluid vein, and whose altitude is twice the height
upon vague and uncertain principles ; but it was now of the fall due to the velocity of the fluid. Although
destined to receive a more scientific form from the lathere are cases in which this proposition may be safely
bours of Daniel Bernoulli. So early as the year 1726, and advantageously used in practice, yet it does not
he communicated to the Academy of St Petersburgh a easily apply either to oblique impulses, or to impulses

H

Bem'^Ii.

memoir
Canaks
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tgainst c«irv«d miAom, and it i« of no service whatever
i^ determini;-- •' - -f«i«t«nce of fluid* when the resist-

•ubneiged. In order to put
of exnerience, Daniel Bernoulli,
and his pupil I'rofewor Krafit, instituted a seriee of experimcnts on the impulse of a stream of water against
These experia plain surfiMC placed horizontally.
ment*, which are highly valuable, are pnblubed in the
8th and 1 1th volumes of the CwnMBt nteiiM at St PeThe stream of water wa« leeeiyed on a
tersburgh.
of a bal anco, which had
plain surface fixed on the
a scale suspended at the opposite extremity. The
weights in the scale were made to balance the resistance pradoewl by the impulse on the surface, and the velocity of tlM iMuing Huid was detafmined from the distance to wfaicil it was projected on a horizontal plane.
These results were wonderfully confurmablc to the deThe experimental was always a
ductions of theory.
little less than the theoretical reaistance, a
from the following result*.
ing body

''

is

thi« theory to
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John BemoolU, the father of Daniel, was occupied
with the subject of Hydrodynamics at the same time
with his son ; and tMre is reason to believe, that so
early a* the Tear 17%, he was in po i s**sioo of the chief
part of his tncory of running water. The work which
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paced of two other veloddes, one of which is destroy- HUtory. ^
ed, while the other docs not obstruct the motion of the "*""V**^
adjacent bodies.
In applying this principle to hydraulics, he first enquires what ought to be the motion of
the particles of a fluid, in order that they may not obHe shews, both from
struct one another's movements.
theory and experiment, that when a fluid issues from a
ve**ei, its upper surface always preserves its horizontality, from wtiiclt he concludes that the velocity of all
the points of any horizontal stratum, when estimated
in a vertical direction, is the same, and that this velo.
city, which is that of the stratum, ought to be in the
inverse ratio of the area of the base of the stratum itself, in order tluit it may not obstruct the motions of
By combining this principle with the
the other strata.
general one, D'Alembert has reduced all the problem*
relative to the motion of fluitis to the ordinary laws of
The problems which relate to the preshydrostatics.
sure of fluids against the sides of vessels in which they
nin, and to the motion of a fluid which esc:i])es from
a veaael nwveable and carried by a weight, though
they had formerly been solved only hy indirect method. Sow a* corollaries from D'Alembcrt's general
This theory has also the great advantage
principles.
of enabling us to demonstrate, tluit the doctrine of the
conaerration of living forces applies to the motion of
and the principles of
fluid* as well as to that of solicu
the theory are applicable to elastic as well as inela.«tic
fluids, and to the detenninatkm of the motion of fluids
;

MS

in flexible pipes, a case which applies to the mechanism of the htunan fVame. Tbe*e fine views were
irstpublishcdat the end of D'Alembert'* Dynamics in
1743, and they were afterward* more fully developed in
H
his TVair^ dt te^mihirt tt dm Uomvemm iH det Ftuidet,
which appeared at Pari* in 1744.
After oaring established the laws of the equilibrium D'Alrmbsrt
and motion of fluid*, D'Alembert next directed his at. <>" <><' "•
tantiiai to tbe resistance which they oppose to the mo- ^''*,""
Thi* eminent matlicmatician attian of solid bodie*.
tribute* the slow program of diaeorery in this bnnab
of hy<lrodynamics to thoee unphiloeophical investi||»tion^, in which a greater fondne** wa* *hewn fur the
rrcd the true nrmtiplesot Hydiudynaouoi. In Bta dia- calculus than for the physical prindple* on which it i*
coorwoQ tha Urn* of tba twniaiiniialiwi of meCiaa, ftnndcd ; and he doe* not scruple to my, that the
John DiiiionH! haa dalcnniacd, on the aame *«ppo*i
ctwica of these principle* was onen made, more ttam
tion, tbe rcaMtanec of Anid* ; but the formula, by whidt
tbahr forming a good around work for the applicatioD
he f ip waents tha rwiitimi, though Mifficiently simple, of the calculus, than from their having a real found**

till
be tamfated upon this bifct Hwin*il io
bia dMtli, when it appcand in 17M in tha fbuth voof hi* work*, under the title of Hydrmmtitm mime
yrimtipiu pmt
iHttta
dirteU demtrnMrala
It was also pablisbed in the MeoMNn of
tb« Academy of St Pctersbarpb for 1737 and 1738.
Th* wlhad et Jokn Baraoalb i* faaudad upon an a*.
t uirt ii t i not vaty anlika to the Newtonian cataract
and tbeprtodpalreailt* of hi* theory did wot dilir wtry
widely from Ukw« of hi* con. In the ofankui of the
celebrated Li
h ia dafcothw in yMayhuitji
but Euler, who had aacn tha MS. ceogiiaalataa Barnoulli, in a lattar prefixed to the work, far baring di

u

^

i

GruM

i> •'..11
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insuficiant.

About the MUD* time, our countryman, Colin MaeIsurin, objedad to tba tbaury of Damd Bernoulli, in
K. •«.pi..u^ t}K doatrina of tha tut— lation
cndaatwurud to stiire the paob hro
bi \:< .....v.„.. »; ;.».da thatan disctiaigi A from rtaaaToir* by a more direct metbad.
Thi* mathod, which i*
only an rxtention of the theory af Nrwton, wa* pnblishtd in lii« I'reatise on PlaiMna, which appeared in
1742
It i* given under two aaction*, oneof wkicfa
treau of the aaotion of water isauing fl«n a cylindiic
-'r r- vessel, oftha motion of water
fW^m.
mUtodhaanotbaaa
»,,

1^, ..

'

cd

•» Mini'

The

sci<

ceive the
rn.

•tu KIT.

ino'-T

(

rous.
ilraulie*

Mii]Hinant aeca

wa* now dartined to

— on* iVuni the
i

re-

genius of

the celrbratF<l D'Alembert, Wban b« wa* employed
in generalising tha theory af peodahnB* gi«en by James
Beniouilli, he diaeorewd hia tanaua i^waiaiisl principl* for detinnln inf tha notion of a tysu^m .<t *olid
bodie* which act upon each other.
He co(i>iJtrs ilic
velocity with whidi each body tend* Conore, aa coni*

tkn

in nature.

bert

tet

In order to avoid tHis error, D'AIckh
invaatifatad the prindplea upon which he
wa* tnproeaed before ha thought of the analysis which
h* waa to appW •• them;
by thi* truly philoiophical mod* of innniiji, he baa astabliahcd a laeary
founded upon no arlnliary suppositian*. He mcreiv
tnat a fluid i* a bodr ceuapoaad of eery snuul
paiticleB, detached, and capable of moving freely among
one anMher.
D'Alembert ranrd* the rrsi*t*nw
which one bod^ (uffcr* ftom anoUier as nothing mora
than the quanti^ of motion which it lose* and whan
the motion of a bodv i* chan||cd, be ooneiden thi* mo>
tian aacontpoaad of that which the bod^ will have in
the following instant, and of another whicfa ia dcMaoycd.
Thi* prineipl* be found applicable to the rcasatance uf Auidn, and the investigation of thi* raaiataaoe
he reduces to the laws of equilibrium l<etween the fluid
and the solid body. He mppoae* at first, that a body
is hy some external mean* kept at r*«t in the middle uf
a fluid which is alMtutto strike it.
When tbe filament*
f<f the fluid strike tbe solid, tliev bend thimselves round
in diffitrcnt diiwtion*, and that part of tbe fluid
it

md

nppmm

;
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which covers the anterior part of the boily

Hisriory.

^^>""™^

is, to a certain extent, stagnant.
The pressure experienced by
the solid, or the resistance whicli it opposes to the motion of the fluid particles, is occasioned by the loss of
velocity which each of these particles sustains.
The

problem

is then reduced to this, to find the velocity of
the fluid which slides immediately over the surface of
the body, which D'Alembert has done by two different
methods, and he then obtains a formula exhibiting the
pressure exerted upon the solid. By a little modificationof the general method, D'Alembert determines the
action of a vein of fluid which strikes a plain surface, and
he finds it to be a little less than the weight of a cylinder of fluid, the area of whose base is equal to that of
the section of the vein, and whose altitude is double
of that which is due to the velocity of the fluid; a result which agrees most wonderfully with the experiments of Bossut, who found that it was always a little
less than that which was due to twice the height wliich
produces the velocity. * Tiie results of this enquiry
'Were published in 1 752, in D'Alembert's Essai d'une
nouvclle Iheorie sur la resistance des Fluides, and the
theory was afterwards extended in his Opuscules Ma-

t/iemaliqucs.

Labours of

n"'"'i7 T
Died ITSs'

The

celebrated Eulej:, to

whom

every branch of sci-

owes such deep

obligations, did not fail to exhi^^ *'^^ wonderful resources of his genius on a subject
of such diflicult investigation as the theory of running
^"'^'^

water.
In the Memoirs of the Academy of St Petersburgh, for 1768, 1769, 1770, and 1771, he has published
anew and complete theory of the motion of fluids, which
is founded on the laws of mechanics and hydrostaThe
tics, and occupies no less than 513 quarto pages.
first of these memoirs is entitled De Statu Equilibrii
Fluidoruin, and is divided into four sections: 1. De Natura

et

varietate Fluidortim.

2.

De

Equilibrio Fluido-

rum, remola gravitate aliisque similibus viribus. 3. De
Equilibrio Fluidorum a viribus qitibuscunque sollicitatorum; and, 4. De Equilibrio Fluidorum a sola gravitate
sollicitatorum, in which he applies his reasonings both to
compressible and incompressible fluids. The second
memoir is entitled, De Principiis Molus Fluidorum ; the
third, De Motu fluidorum lineari polissimum nquce, and
In the third methe fourth, De Molu aeris in Tuhis.
moir, he deduces, from his general theory, explained
in the preceding memoir, the solution of a great number of beautiful problems upon a particular species of
The
the motion of fluids, which he calls linear.
same general theory is applied in his memoir De MoIn these metu Aeris, to the linear motion of air.
moirs, he reduces the whole theory of the motion of
fluids to two differential equations of the second order, and he applies the general principles to the discharge of water from orifices in vessels, to its motion
in conduit pipes, whether their diameters be constant
In extending his investigation to elastic
or variable.
fluids, and particularly to air, he obtains very simple
formulae respecting the propagation of sound, and its
It
formation in flutes and in the pipes of an organ.
is much to be lamented, that in all these researches,
Euler has proceeded on the hypothesis of a mathematiHad
cal fluidity, which has no existence in nature.
he only treated tlie subject in reference to those resistances, such as cohesion and friction, which modify the
action of gravity, the solutions which he has given
might have been advantageously applied to the motion
-of water in pipes and canals.

*

In the year 1765, a very complete work on the the- Historr.
ory and practice of hydrodynamics was published at ''"^y
Milan, by P. Leccbi, a celebrated Milanese engineer. V^'"'
nes.
It was entitled, Idroslalica esaminata ne siioi prmcipt,
e stabilita nelle sue regi.le ddla mesura delle acque currenti, and contains a complete examination of all the
different theories which have been proposed to explain
the phenomena of effluent water, and the doctrine of
the resistance of fluids
The author treats of the velocity and the quantity of water, whether absolute or
relative,

which

issues

from

orifices in vessels or reser-

according to their different altitudes, and he afterwards enquires if this law is applicable to large masses
of water, which flow in canals and in rivers, and he demonstrates the rules which have been found most useful in practice for tne division and the mensuration of
voirs,

This work contains several pieces by
the celebrated Italian geometer Father Hoscovich, by
whom the work was revised and corrected. T)ie extensive and successful practice of Lecchi as an engineer,
has stamped a high value upon his work.
A very extensive series of ex()eritp.ent3 on the motion of water in pipes and canals, was made at Turin *''^'^'!°"';
A.D. 1771.
by Professor Miclielotti, and at the expence of the
King of Sardinia. These experiments were performed
upon a splendiri scale, and with every attention to accuracy.
The water issued from orifices and tubes of
various shapes and sizes, from a tower of the finest masonry twenty feet high and three feet square, supplied
by a canal two feet wide, and under pressures, which
varied fi-om five to twenty-two feet.
huge reservoir,
whose area was 28.9 feet square, built of masonry, and
lined with stucco, received the effluent waters, which
were conveyed in canals of brickwork, lined with stucco,
and having various forms and declivities. Michelotti's
experiments on the motion of water in pipes, are the
most numerous and exact that have yet been performed.
The trials which he made in open canals are still
more numerous, but they are complicated, with many
unnecessary circumstances, and seem to have been made
more with the view of examining some disputed points
in hydraulics, than of furnishing us with rules for cases
full account
which are likely to occur in practice.
of these experiments was published at Turin in 1774',
Michelotti pubin Michelotti's Sperienze Idrauliche.
lished also a memoir on the impulse of a vein of fluid,
in which he describes some experiments which do not
It appeared in the
agree with the common theory.
Memoirs of the Academy of Turin for 1778.
One of the most zealous and enlightened cultivators
Bossut
of hydrodynamics, was the late Abbe Bossut, who has
A.D. 1T7L
published a fall account of his theoretical and experimental investigations, in his Traite Theorique et Expc'
The first
rimental £ Hydrodynamique, in 2 vols. Svo.
the second edition
edition was published in 1771
appeared in 1786, considerably enlarged and a third
edition, with very considerable alterations, was pubThe experiments of Bossut, though
lished in 1796".
made on a much less scale than those of Michelotti,
have, in as far as they coincide, afforded similar results
and while they have the merit of equal accuracy, they
are much more applicable than those of the Italian
philosopher to cases which are likely to occur in practice.
In order to determine the motion of the partides of a fluid which was in the act of being discharged from an orifice, Bossut employed a glass cylinder
about eight inches high, and six inches diameter, to

running water.

See Bossut's Hydrod^namijuCf Cbap. sir. Exp. 5, 6, 7, 9.

A

A

;

;
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the bottom of which he fitted difTerent adjutage* for
the efflux of the water. Whether this vessel was kept
constantly full, or emptied itself without any supply,
he observed that all tlie particles descended at first
vertically, but at a certain distance from the orifice the
latoal particles be^gan to turn from their vertical direc>
tioa towards the orifice ; so that they entered the orifice
OMT its circumference with an oblique motion, wliich,
CMtnuing during a certain time, caused the effluent vein
of Aud to have the form of a truncated conoid, whose
gmtrstbaae was the orifice itself, the smaller base being
a vertical section of the fluid, at a certain distance from
Beyond this section, which Newton called
the oriflte.
the vena contracta, tlie fluid vein preserved its cylindriBossut found the height of the conoid to be
cal form.
nearly equal to the radius of the orifice, and its bases
to be in the ratio of three to two.
He expected to
have been able to employ this conoid as one of the
elements for determining the Quantity of water dischaified ; but subeeqoent experiments convinced him
The contraction of the
that this was impracticable.
fluid vein, which Bossot has so well expUinad, can-,
not be removed, as Daaie] Bernoulli maintained, by
applying a small tube t« the orifice; for though the
qtiVitity of water discharged is thus increased, yet it is
never so 0wat as if all tlie filaments of the fluid had
ifsuad inlioe* perpendicular to the plane of the orifice.
Bowat's next object was to perform a complete set of
exncrimriits on the quantities of water discharged by
or
lin plate*, and by additional tubes fitted to
-3. When the orifice was very small in comIhi.— parison with the sixe of the vessel, he found that the
theoretical law
that the quantttv of water discharged
was as the prodoct of the line by the orifice, and Um
a^oare root of the height of the reservoir was sufficiently correct, and might be employed in ordinarY
But when the water flowed through an onpractice.
nee in a thin plate, the contraction of the vein of fluid
diminished tne theoretical discharge in the ratio of
sixteen 'to ten; and when the fluid was discharged
through an additional tube, two or three inches long,
as to follow the side< of the tube, the theoretical
,jj,-i.-... -,.jj
diminished only in the ratio of sixteen
t'>
In examining the eflects of friction and
oqntrBcuun, BosMit found, that kiaall orifices dischar9h] less water in proportion than great ones, on ao.
oeont of frictien; and that as the ndf;!
reMTToir angBMBts. the contraction of thf
alao augments, and oonMoaeBtly tl>« quanuiy ot water
diachwgcd diminiibea. . Br combining these two cir«
tjmwtmres, be has furnished u* with the means of
aa i i ig with precision the quantities of water dcUvered. ritttcr by simple orifices or tabait -rrfcathn' the
rr»v:\ is kept cunitaiiily full, or allowed te cnptjr itself
leithont any supply.
Boaaut next peoceed* to consider the motioa of jets
.

—

—

w

i

w m

of water. H
.the most suitable form that
<:m be giv.
tgea, and the best propoftiaa
between the UuwMUr ol llic adjutage and tnat of the
pipe in which the water is conveyed,
llenoe we are
'

able to obtain the best possible cfeu for the decoration
of gaideu or public bniklingn
As the ooDducting of water ia one at tbe most important and naernl bnncbas of bydtMHcs, Bossut
made a great variety of experimenU on the motion
of water tn canal* and pipes. The eflcct of friction,
tad of sinuositice or beiidiiw* in the pipc% is so remarkable, that the quantity of water actually delivered
ouj be twenty or thirty times leM than what might
rot, zi.
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have been expectwl from theory. M. Bossut has shewn,

Historr-

when

the height of the reservoir is increased, the
diminution in the discharge of the water is less sensible.
He points out the law, according to which tli«
discharge diminishes as the pijte becomes longer, or
as the number of its bendings is increased. In considering the motion of water in open cnnals, he first
examines the law, accortling to which the friction diminishes the velocity of the stream in rectangular canals ; and he shews, that in an open canal, with the
same height of reservoir, the same quantity of water is
always discharged, whatever be its declivity and its
length ; whereas in pipes there is a very remarkable
variation, by a variation in its declivity and its length.
He found, that the velocities in a canal are not as the
square roots of the declivities and that at an equal declivity and an equal depth of the canal, the velocities
are not as the quantities of water discharged. The subject of rivers next occupies the attention of our author.
He considers the variations which take place in tlie velocity and level of the water* when two rivers unite,
and the manner in whidi rivers form and establish
their beds.
He next treats of the formation of bars at
the mouths of rivers, or at the junction of two rivers
he points out the means which may be successfully
employed, either in 'removing wholly or in part these
dangerous banks ; and he concludes this part of his
woM, \xf determining the change which takes place in
the depth of a river, when any change takes place in
the width of its bed, as happens from the oonstniction
at' a bridge ; and by ascertaming the depression of it^
\t\t\ when a part of the river u turned aside for any
useful purpose.
The experiments of Boseut, on the resistance and per- Exp«ricussion of fluids, were made with singular care.
His iDoau of
that

;

tnab, which were pobbshed in 1771,' related chief- Bostuc
ly to the impulse of a vein of fluid against a plain sur- D'Alcm.
face ; but he afterwards extended them to many more bcrt, and
first

In

:nns.

uscf':'

tl>e

year 1775,

tlie

celebrated

CoDdorcci,

on (he rt;ilroUer-general of the finances of France,
•idanee at
appoinirti liossut, D'Alembert, and Condorcet, as a fluM*.
eommiasion, foe the purpose of executing a new set of A.D. 177*
Till

expsriments on the rsmtance which fluids oppose to
tbe motiaa of bodies of various fonns. These experi>
BoenUwere made almoat solely by Bossut, witliin the
ground* of the Ecole Militaire at Vaxi», in a bason of
water 100 feet long, 53 fert wide, and Ci\ feet d«wp;
and tlie rssohs which they obtained were published
in 1777, in a aepMe work, entitled Erptriencet tur le
Ttiittmnce df FtuUm. Aooordtng to theory, the imptdse
upoo a^ane surface ia ccpul to the area ol
.en
mttkinlied by the square of the velocity .m
.^d,
and tae square of the dne of the angle of incidence.
Boesot fiMmd that this mra^nrc of tlie resistance was sensibly correct,

when

upon the surface

mgcd

the

perpendiciilurly

from the theory
i ncree w l with
tlie angle of inddeiice ; but that the
theory might still be employed when this angle was
not len than iXfi. As the funds intrusted to the oom*
missinn had been managed with the utmost economy,
Bossut employed the surplus in drtenuiniug the resistance experienced by all kinds of prows, whether
;

tlui

iiioii

i

plane^ engular, or curvilineal. These experimenU were
perfiinacd in 1778, and were pul>1<>I>< <l <i> the Memoirs
of the Academy for that year.
lade a numher of experiments on the efl'i.^.. ... ..^.dcr*hat and
overshot wster wheels. The former he found to give
s maximum effect when the velocity of the stream waa
to that of the wheel aa five to two, while the etfcct of
1
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the latter increased "«'itli the slowness of their motion.

""^"V"^ The valuable labours of Bossut were recompensed by
M. Turgot, who established for him in tlie Louvre a
professorship of Hydrodynamics, to which he was ap-

/

pointed in 1775.
We have already seen, that Newton was the first
Labours of
philosopher who investigated the laws of the motion of
La Place.
BotD IT49. waves.
His theory was, however, only an approximation to the truth, and, as he himself was aware, was
suited only to the hypothesis, tliat the particles of the
fluid ascended and descended vertically in the course of
their vibrations.
When the ascent and descent is made
in curve lines, the velocity of the waves cannot be accurately determined by Newton's method.
It is only
by means of the general laws of the motion of fluids
that this subject can be properly treated.
M. De La
Place was the first who applied this mode of investigation to rectilineal undulations, in the Memoirs of the
Academy of Sciences for 1776. This investigation is
contained in a separate section, Sur let ondes, published in his paper entitled Suite lies Recherches sur plusieurs points du Systeme du Monde.
He supposes the
water to be shut up in a canal infinitely narrow, and
of an indefinite length, but of a constant depth and
breadth.
He imagines that the wave is produced by
immersing a curve in the fluid to a very small depth.
The curve being kept in its place till the water has recovered its equilibrium, it is then drawn out, and
waves are formed by the water while it recovers its
equilibrium.
When the curve is plunged more or less
deep into the fluid, the time of the propagation of the
waves to a given distance will be always the same, as
the oscillations of a pendulum are constant, whatever
be the length of the arcs which they describe, provided
they are very small. If the depth of the canal is very
great, in proportion to the radius of curvature of the
curve at its lowest point, the times of the propagation
of waves generated by different curves, or by the same
curves in different situations, are reciprocally as the
square roots of the radii of curvature ; and the velocities of the waves are directly as the same roots. Hence
La Place concludes, that the velocity of waves is not
like that of sound, independent of the primitive agitation of the air.
The subject of the oscillation of waves was now exFlauRertBies
on vvaves. amined experimentally by M. Flaugergues, who endeaA.D. 1769. voured to overturn the opinions of Sir Issac Newton.
In a memoir on the motion and figure of waves, of which
an abstract is given in the Journal des Sgavans for October 1789) Flaugergues gives an account of a series of experiments which he made upon this subject. He combats tlie opinion of Newton, that waves arise from a motion of the particles of the fluid, in virtue of which they
ascend and descend alternately in a serpentine line,
while they move from their common centre ; and he
attempts to prove, that they are a kind of intumescence
raised round the common centre, by the depression
which the impulse has occasioned ; and that this intumescence is afterwards propagated circularly from the
centre of impulse.
A portion of the intumescence, or
elevated water, flows, as he conceives, from all sides
into the cavity formed at the centre of impulse ; and
this water being, as it were, heaped up, produces another intumescence, which occasions a new wave, that
is propagated circularly as before.
M. Flaugergues
proceeds to determine the figure of a wave, and gives
the equation of it, and also the equation of the curve
which the centre of gravity of a vessel describes from
the motion of waves. From tliis theory he deduces
4

the conclusion, that

all

waves, whether great or smally

Hittory.

whereas Newton made their ve-? ^""^""^
^

have the same velocity

;

locity proportional to the square roots of their breadth.
In order to examine this result, our author made the
following experiment on a branch of the Rhone, shut
up at one end to make the water stagnant. Having
measured a distance or base of thirty feet, he threw
into the water small stones at the end of this base, and
he found that the waves which they produced, whe«
ther they were great or small, occupied exactly twen«
ty-one seconds in moving over the space of thirty
feet.

In the Memoirs of the Academy of Berlin for 1781 La Grange.
and 1786, and also in his Mecanique Anali/liqiie, M. De Bom ]7:;6,
La Grange, one of the most distinguished mathemati- Died 1813,
cians of the last century, has endeavoured to determine
the oscillation of waves in a canal. He found that it is

the same as that which a heavy body would acquire by
through a height equal to half the depth of the
water in the canal. Hence, if the depth of the canal is
1 foot, the velocity of the wave will be 5A()5 feet, and,
at greater or less depths, the velocity will be as the
square roots of the depth, provided it is not very great.
If it is admitted, that when waves are formed, the water is affected only to a small depth, the theory of. La
Grange will give tolerably correct results whatever be
the tiepth of the water in the canal, and the figure of
its bottom ; but although this supposition is countenanced by experience, and derives probability from the
viscidity of water, yet La Grange's theory does not harmonize with experiment. Dr Wollaston observed, that
in a place where the depth of the water was said to be
50 fathoms, a bore, or large wave, moved at the rate oi

falling

one mile in a minute ; whereas La Grange's theory
gives only 40 fathoms as the depth which correspondswith the velocity. Dr Thomas Young has also observed, that the waves, or oscillations of water in a cistern,
always move with a velocity smaller than that of a
body falling through half the depth, but nearly in the

same proportion.

The first engineer who examined experimentally the Experimotion of water in canals, in reference to the resist- monts and
ances arising from the cohesion of water, and to that fonnuifs of
kind of friction of which fluids are capable, was M. ^q^'j-jj
Chezy, the predecessor of M. I'rony, in the direction of
Towards the year
the School of Roads and Bridges.
1775, when he was working with Perronet on the subject of the canal of Yvctte, he was anxious to determine from observation and calculation, the relation
which subsisted between the declivity and length of a
canal, the width and figure of its transverse section,
and the velocity of the water which it conveyed. In
the course of this investigation, he obtained a very simple expression of the velocity, involving these different variable quantities, and capable, by means of a
single experiment, of being applied to all currents whatHe assimilates the resistance of the sides and
ever.
bottom of the canal to known resistances, which follow
the law of the square of the velocity, and he obtains the

following very simple formula,

V=: /^—, where e

^

fi

is

=16.087 feet, the

velocity acqui-

s

red by a heavy body after falling one second ; d, the
hydraulic mean depth, which is equal to the area of the
the
section divided by the perimeter of the part of
declivior
slope
the
water
the
*,
with
;
contact
canal in
ty of the pipe ; and /3, an abstract number to be determined by experiment.

.
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Th« attention of the CheTalier Buat, Lieutenant Colonel of the Royal Corpt of Engineer*, was called to
jjj^ subject of hydraulics by the publication of BosIn studyinjg; the mo•""*** Hythvd^nmmqtie in 1771.

A. D. Kiy. tion of

water

canaU and

poMMMd

rivers,

it

occurre<l to him, that if
and flowed in a chan-

perfect fluidity,

nel inwiiteijr anooth, its motion would be constantly
accelerated like that of heavy bo<lies dcacending upon
an inclined plane. But as the velocity of a river is not
aceelerated ad infitutrnm, but aoon arrivn at a state of
uniformity, an<l is not afterwards incraaaed without
•oane cause, it follows that there is some obstacle
which dwlroys its accelerating force, and prevents it

from iaapaaiiig upon the water new degraea of velociThwoiMtacle roust therefore be the viscidity of
ty.
the wator, which gives rise to two kimis of NMtance,
one, naaMhr, which proceeds from the inrtaline mo<
tion of an imperfect fluid, and the other from the natural adlwiaion of its parts to the channel in which it flows.
Our author, theretore, found it to be a general principle, " that when water runs uniformly in any channel,
the accelerating force which oblige* it to run, u equal
to the sum of all the resistances which it experiences,
cither from ita own viaddity, or from the friction of ita
channel."
Enoooragcd by the discovery of this principle, aad by ita application to the solution of many
important profaicms, it occurred to M. Buat, thai thie
nsotion of water in a conduit pipe had a grrat anaiavy
to the wufam motion of a river, and upon this idea
puM4 a fwiila foondad oa the •xpriimanla of
tnii pipaa and satiBdai canals.
The
Bosawt ^~.
iv«ii||Mion was publiahad in 1779, in
resak

M

cw

<

i

ruiiiui of hn Vrmapti 4t IhfdranUome.
M.
buw sw , waa niaatily eonviaead that a lAcmy s*
n«w, aMl which led to resulta so different fWmi the
theory, nquit »d the sanction of new experi-

tile firs*

BMMli

Dore direct and varied than tboae which had
Through the inflyaoat of M. d«
hithartn been made.
Vomtmof, director of the Koyal Corpaof Engincerf, tlM
Frtntk Miaiatar cRlarad an anmial aam to be pot
at «h« eoamnand of th* Chavaliar Biut, tar the purpoae

of parfamwuf aaclof npctimaata upon

anddwinf

this ini|M>rtant

y*tn 1780, 1781, 1788, and
1785, hm waa eaoaMrtly occnpMd with these rxpcri-

sufajccC;

tb«

Moam Oobonhoiin and
two oOetm of tho Roval E».

^sMManca of
lioaei«,

iU

took a partietilar intaiwc ta thoaa
fron kia graainatheniatieal knowMco,
ho waa of iiartiaikr atmco ta M. Baot, not only by u»»
enaralai
aia whiob be gave him, bat ftoin the namber of
fii itM
and important rcoearche* which he
to the work.
As tbe expcfimcnU of Boaaot lud been awde only
on aipaa of moderate dcdisity, M. Ituat aapiilied this
difek by aaiag de eit rkiai
A«<b 90* to the
4aoooth fMVt of a right
and chanoda whMi va.
ried from a line andahalf oidiaBMer to anaa of aeven
orrightsqoare tostea. EipiriBMBtt were also made
with a]r|riMMe and jiptt baait at varieai anglr*, and on
tiie raoiMBtce both of eempMaiible and incompressible
fluida,
In this way our author has cnllerted sn immeneennmbrr of facts, which he cla««ed according to
their resanblaDCe in one mrtimlar point and by studying theeraae of the direrencea which aworopanied
their diftieiice* in other cireaaHCflBcea, he waa led to
ganand rulca, by which tbtaa dMSMences farmed a refolar aeriea.
The experimenta were again daiaed
under aiKAher point of raaenblance, and the same method followed ; and by panning this plan, Ite obtained
latter

lat rrhes, and
I

\

**n^
oMk

;
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the following general formula, which represents, in a
most surprising manner, the great variety of facts which
he has collected ; namely.

v=

Hklorr.

ng(^rJ_o.l)

V t—LogVt + 1.6

-0.3 (V^aT-O.l) in

which

V is the mean velocity in inches per
d the hydraulic mean depth, or the

second.
quotient which
arises from dividing the area of the section of the canal in square inches by the perimeter of the part in contact with the water in linear inches.
t the slope or declivity of the pipe, or of the surface
of the water.
g^=lt>.087, the velocity in inches per second which
a heavy body acquires by falling in one second.
n An abstract number which was found by experiment to be
S4S.7.
In I78S, when M. Bust's experiments were finished,
they were submitted to the.^caaemy of Sciences through
the minister of war, and were afterwards published in
1 786, under the title of Prinapes d" H^draulique trrifif* par an grand nombrt d'experience^ /"'« por ordre
du goitvrmemenl. A third volume of this work waa

=

publiahed in 1816, under the title of Prineii>rs dH**
drituH^ue ft Pyrodjfnamiqut.
It rebites chiefly to the
phenomena of heat and elastic flui<ls.
In the year T784, M. I/Fspinasse, corresponding M. L'EUpiineiubci of the Academy of I'houlouse, published two ntmt,
an mil s in the Transactions of that society, which con- *• ^- ^^i^
tain rery intereaiing observations on the motion of
water thirtmgh large orifice*, and on the junction and
sepnr-**—
rivers.
The experiments which are con> two memoirs were made in 'the Freetani'
quel .mil .Mide, two rivers in the department of the
I'niier Ciaronne, and on part of the Cannl du Midi,
which is lielow the lock of Presquel, towards the point
where it meets with the l>eil of that river.
Don (ieorge Juan O'Ulloa, an eminent mathematician, DanGcon;*
and inspector of the naval academics of Spain, nropo- iiun D'l'lsed a new physieo-mathematical theory of collision, in '"*
hi* I'jcamrn Mtnitimo, a work which was pubiiikhed ^"^ ' ^.i!'
'
at Madrid in 1771, in 2 voU, 4to.
This theory in.
dudes all the circiirostance* of motion, both during the
oontinaance of the shock and after the shock, and embraces the laws of the collision of hard bodies, of sofl
bodiee , and of bodies perfectly or imperfectly elastic,
whedier they are moved in virtue of constant velocities
acoricrating Ibrres, or by both of these causes com«
bincd. TMatiMary b however not applicable, as might
at first nght have been expected, to the im)ni1se of fluids
but the eame author haa favcMired us with a new theory
of the icaiatance of fluids, which has been adopted by
Pronjr and eeveral other French writers.
This theory
has, in Profiy's opinion, been confirmed by very good
experiments, and also by its conformity with the progrcaa and other motions of vessels.
It haa also, as
Prony has remarked, the advantage of presenting the
discussion of the question with the dilTerent physical
• '"

md

drcumstances which

it involves, an advantage which is
not possessed by the ordinary theory.
In order to confirm hi* theory, Don George Juan made the following
experiment* : He exposed a plane surface of the form
of a parallelogram a foot wide, to the action of a current
of water which moved with the velodty of two feet
per second. When it wa* immersed just one foot under the water, it supported a weight of 15^ pounds
( English mea*in«).
When the same plane was sunk
two fiset in a current of water moving with the velo-
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Hi&toqr.
city of one foot four inches in a second, it supported a
""•^.""^ weight of 26^ pounds.
The following Table shews
the theoretical and practical results.

Velocity of

Water.

Exp.
Exp.

Depth of Observed
Submersion. Resistance.

Calculated
Resistance.

1.

2—0 feet.

1 foot.

15^ pounds.

2.

1—4

2

20^

The

ratio of the

20i pounds
39i-

observed resistance

as

1 5;^
26^,
Don
while that of the calculated results is as 15 to 28.
George Juan has printed two appendices at the end of
his first volume, in one of which he applies his theory
to the resistance of elastic fluids ; and in the other he
examines the experiments of our countryman Smeaton
He shews,
on the maximum effect of water mills.
from this theory, that the velocity of the floatboards
ought to be a little less than one half the velocity
of the water, in order to produce a maximum effect
a result which is almost exactly the same which SmeaIt is a singular cirton found from experiment.
cumstance, that the experiments of Don George Juan
give resistances much greater than those of Bossut,
D'Alembert, and Condorcet, which were made under
great pressures; so that his theory will differ very widely from the best experiments which have been made on
the resistance of fluids. Dr Robison has remarked,
(see his Sj/stcm of Mechanical Philosophy, vol. ii. art.
llesislance of Fluids, which contains an examination of
this new theory), that Don George Juan's equation exhibits no resistance in the case of a fluid without weight.
A new edition of the Examcn Marilimo, with copious
notes and additions, was published at Paris in 1783, by
M. I/Eveque, entitled, Examen Maritime, Theorique et
Pratique, ou Traitc de Mecanique, applique a la Construction el a la Manoeuvre des vaisseaux et autres balimens.
HescMclics
In the year 1798, M. J. B. Venturi, Professor of Naof Ventuti. tural Philosophy at Modena, published his experiments
A.D. 1798. jijjjj observations on fluids, in a work entitled Sur la
communication lateralc du Mouvement dans les Fluides,
which was some time afterwards translated into EngThis work contains many new
lish by Mr Nicholson.
and valuable results, of which the following are the most
important. He found, that in any fluid, the parts which
are in motion carry along with them the lateral parts
||^
which are at rest. This proposition he established by
introducing a current of water, with a certain velocity,
The current,
into a vessel filled with stagnant water.
after passing through a portion of the fluid, was received in a curvilineal channel, the bottom of which gradually rose till it passed over the rim of the vessel
and in a short time there remained in the vessel only that
portion of the fluid which was originally below the
aperture at which the current was introduced. By the
aid of this principle, which he calls the lateral communication of motion in fluids, and which he thinks is not
sufficiently accounted for by the cohesion of the fluid
In exparticles, he explains many facts in hydraulics.
amining the effect of additional tubes, Venturi found,
that if the part of an additional tube, near the orifice,
has the form of the vena contracta, the quantity of water discharged will be the same as if there was no
contraction ; that atmospherical pressure increases the
expenditure through a simple cylindrical tube, compared with that which is seen through an orifice in a thin
plate ; that in descending cylindrical tubes, whose upper ends have the form of the vena contracta, tlic ex-

is

*

Comment

f

Plii/aiQea

:

Petropol, torn.

iii.

penditure corresponds with the height of the fluid HiRtory.
above the lower end of the tube ; that, with additional *"^'Y"^^
conical tubes, the expenditure is increased by the pressure of the atmosphere, in the ratio of the exterior section of the tube to the section of the contracted vein ;
that cylindrical pipes discharge less water than conical
pipes which have the same exterior diameter, and diverge from the place of the contracted vein ; that, by
suitable adjutages applied to a horizontal cylindrical
tube, the expenditure may be increased in the ratio of
24 to 10, the head of water remaining invariable ; that
the expenditure by a straight tube, a quadrantal arc,
and a rectangular tube, each of which is placed horizontally, is nearly as the numbers 70, 50, and 45 ; and
that the expenditure is diminished by the internal
roughness of a pipe, an effect which he conceives is
not produced by the friction of the water against the

i

—

asperities themselves.

Although, as M. Prony has remarked, " the results P.xper;obtaincd by the Chevalier Du Buat, and his sagacious men's of
mode of classifying the different kinds of resistances •^""'"'"b
which appear in the motion of fluids, might have con- gi3tari„ ^f.
ducted him to express the sum of these resistances by fluids, a.O<
a rational function of the velocity composed of two or 1800.
three terms only, yet the glory of this discovery was
reserved for M. Coulomb." This eminent philosopher,
who had applied the doctrine of torsion with such distinguished success in investigating the phenomena of
electricity and magnetism, entertained the idea of examining in a similar manner the resistance of fluids
and in the year 1800 he laid before the National Institute of Fi'ance his memoir upon this subject, entitled
Des Experiences destinies a determiner la coherence des
Fluides, et les lois de leurs resistances, dans mouvemens tres
lents, which was pubhshed in the third volume of the
Memoires de I'liistitut. In determining the resistance
of the air to the oscillations of a globe. Sir Isaac Newton employed a formula of three terms, one of which
varied as the square of the velocity ; the second, as
the \ power of the velocity ; and the third, as the simple velocity
and in another part of the Principia he
reduces his formula to two terms, one of which is
constant, while the other is as the square of the veloDaniel Bernoulli * has employed a formula sicity.
milar to this of Newton's; and M. S'Gravesendet makes
the pressure of a fluid in motion against a body at rest,
partly proportional to the simple velocity, and partly
to the square of the velocity ; while, when the body
moves in a fluid, he makes the resistance in projjortion
to a constant quantity, and to the second power of the
velocity.
M. Coidomb, however, has proved, by many
fine experiments, that there is no constant quantity of
sufficient magnitude to be detected, and that the pressure sustained by the moving body is represented by
two terms, one of which varies with the simple veloThe apparatus by
city, and the other with its square.
which these results were obtained, consisted of discs
of various sizes, which were fixed to the lower extremity of a brass wire, and were made to oscillate under
By obsera fluid by the force of torsion of the wire.
ving the successive diminution of the oscillations, the
law of the resistance was easily found. The oscillations
which Coulomb found to be best suited fgr this kind of
experiments, continued for twenty or thirty seconds
and the amplitude of the oscillations that gave the most
regular results, was between 480, the entire division
:

and

v.

Eltmeatu Malhematica,

torn.

1.

il91U

|
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divisions,

reckoned from the

The following
which Coulomb has obtain^

are the princijxil re-

of the

disc,

and 8 or 10

aero of the scale.
sults

:

1. That in extremely slow motions, the part of the
resistance proportional to the square of the velo-

and therefore the resistance is
proportiooal merely to the simple velocity.
i. That the resistance is not sensibly increased by
increaaing the height of the fluid above the resisted
city is imensible,

body.

That the resistance arises solely from the mutual
cohesion of the fluid particles, and not from their
adhesion to the bodv upon which the; act. This
result was obtained 1^ coverini^ the oscillating
disc with grease, and at other tunea with coarse
sand.
In these cases the oaciUationa suflered no
particular change.
4. That the resistance in clarified oil, at the temperature of 69° of Fahrenheit, is to that in water as
17-5 to 1 ; which expivaMs the ratio of the mutual
cohecian of the partidea of oil to the mutual cohesion of the particles of water.
3.

M. Coulomb coocladn

his experiments,

by

ascertaining the rcaisUnoe experienced by cylinders that
more very slowly and perpendicular to their axes ; but
for an account of the results which he obtained, we

must

refer the reader to the

memoir

itself,

or to the

sufaarquent part of the present article.

srMwcba
A M. Ci'''*

Tbefratpenen who thought of applying

the law of

Ttnttfnnrt oiT fluids, diaoovered l^ Coutomb, to the
determinatiosi of the velocity of water flowing in natut]|0

or artificial channel*, was M. Girard, chief engineer of road* and bridges, and director of the works on
In his E$$ai lur U mKmvcment
the canal of Ourcq.
its Eauj Couraalet, and bia Rmpport tur h Canai tk
tOmrcq. he adopu a* a measure of the resistance the
product of a constant qnanbty, by the turn of the first
andacoond powers of the velocitA-; and after determining
the value at the constant quantity, from twelve espenmeata of Chesy and Du Buat, he obtains a formula
much mora ainiple than that of Du Boat, but re|>r«»enting the eaperimenti with equal preciaioo. Comidering
lliat the water which movca over the waned side* of the
channel, or onr the film of water which adheres to these
m'tnillte). is at first retarded by the viscisi''
tends to keep it upon this film, he condity
clude*, that from this cause the water will experience
a retardation peopoftiooal to the simple velocity. From
the roughnca* of the channel he dtrducrs a second retardation, (analogous to friction in solid bodies, but
diflering Cram it in so far as it does not vary with
the pteasure,) which it proportional to the second
pover of the relocitr, as it is in the oempound ratio
of the force and number of impuUions which the a«pc>
Ih then cxprrxsr*
ntics receive during a given tune.
the resistance produced by cohesion by U x /< \' ; H
beiag a quantity to be detcnnincd b^ experiments
p, \£e perimeter of the fluid section in contact with
the chumel ; and V, the velocity ; and considering
the adhesion of the asperities to the wetted sides of
the channd as the same with that of the fluid particles to each other, be makes the resistance due to
these aspcritils equal to R
V*, whence be obtains
ral

...

die fcemula

^=

nien, that the

momUUe,

Xp

R (V+V*).

M. Prony

u

of opt.

adbaaon of the aaperities to the paroi
wdcs of tbe dtannel, ousht to be

t wetted

supposed greater than that of tbe

fluid partic&s

;

for if
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the two adhesions were equal, the asperities would have nUtory.
no more tendency to unite to the wetted sides than to
the mass of fluid in motion.
Such was the state of hydrotlynamics, when M. Labours of
Prony published, in 1 80t, his Rrcherches Pht/sico-Ma- M. Prony.
A. D. 1804^
Ihtmatiquet tur la Thcorie dfx Eaux Couranlex.
In orrunning
waters on a proder to e<itablish the theory of
per foundation, tliis eminent mathematician coUectctl the
best experiments that had been published on tlie motion of water in conduit pipes, and in natural aiid ar-

Out of

he selected
and 31 on
to combine these
data with the principles of physics and mechanics, so
e< to deduce from them general formulip, f"i-oiu which
the velocity might in everj' case be obtainetl by calcuilation.
By these. means he has been able to express
the velocity of water, whether it flows in pipes or open
canals, by a simple formula, tree of Ic^nrithms, and rcThe
ciuiring merely the extraction of a square root.
formula, which is applicable boU) to pipes and canals,
channeb.

tificial

this collection

82 of the best, vix. 51 on conduit
open canals; and he endeavoured

pipes,

i»*

V=

+

+

V^0,00S«065
3041,47 X G,
—0,0469734
which gives the velocity in metres ; or, when reduced
to English feet,

V

= — ai5»1131 + V' 0,023751 + 38806,6

niien

this

foraAiU

is

O = 4DK, which
H
K=
..

we must

applied to pipes,

X

Cf.

take

deduced from the equation

is

-I-

Z

=H

J-

When
which

It i<

is

.-ipplied

to canals,

we must

deduced from the equation

take

2

I

= -p,

G = Rf,
R

being

equal to the mean radius of Buat, or tlio hydraulic
mean depth, as already explained.
M. Prony has drawn up extensive tables, in which
he has compared the observed velocities with those
whidi are r«iTnV«*«< from the preceding formulir, and
from those of Da Buat and Girard and it is surprising to observe their agreement with the observed results, and their decided soperiority to those of
Du Buat and Girard. Tbe uiugi ess of hydro<lynamics
has likewise been fff^J indebted to the NouvttU Ar.
chUrcturt Hgdrmibome ot M. Prony, which appeared in
tbe year I7$K). This able work is divided into two
parts ; the first of which is a treatise on mechanics, in
which the author baa explained the general principle*
of equilibrium and motion, which are neorsaary for en«
gineenk Tbe seoood part is divided into four sections
Tbe fast sectaon treats of statics, the second of dynamics,
tbe third of hydrodynamics, and the fourth of niaciiinea
and first movers, considered under the ditfercnt physical circumstances, which have an influence unon their
In the chanter on hydrodyequilibrium and motion.
namics, be resolves the general problem of the eflliix
of water through an orifice in one of the sides of a
vessel, upon the suppoidtion that the fluid strata pre;

erve

their parallelism,

and that

their particles descend

with'tbe some velocity ; sikI from this he deduces^ as a
corollary, all the ordinary theory of tbe motion of fluids.
He next gives an aocount of tbe esperimenU of Boasut
on tbe eflux of water, and deduces formulie by which
tbe results may be expressed with sll the accuracy that
In treating of the impulse and repractice requires.
sistance of fluids, he adopta and explains the theory of
Don George Juan, and afterwards gives an account of
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the ordinary theory of resistance, with the experiments must exceed that which is discharged by a simple ori- History.
by which it has been corrected and rendered applica- fice. The results of experiments, therefore, made with '""nr"*^
M. Prony then proceeds to give an ac- additional tubes, will be more consonant to theory
ble to practice.
count of the general and rigorous theory of the motion than when they are made with a simple orifice, unless
of fluids, and he applies the equations to the motion of when the tube h.is such a length that a sensible effect
In the 5th section, which con- is produced by the friction of the fluid against the sides
fluids in narrow pipes.
of the tube, or when the additional tube is so short as
tains much valuable practical information, the author
has treated at great length the subjects of friction and not to be capable of giving a vertical direction to the
Dr M. Young found, that this
of the strength of men, and has given a detailed ac- particles of water.
count of the history and construction of the steam en- view of the subject agreed remarkably well with the
gine, from the rude form in which it came from the experiments of Mr Vince.
In the year 1801, M. Eytehvein, of Berlin, who Researches
hands of the Marquis of Worcester to the almost perwas known to the public as the translator of Du of M. Kyfect state to which it has been brought by our celebraBuat's works into German, and who was honoured telwein.
ted countryman Mr Watt.
Mr
Vince
of Cambridge publish- with several employments and titles relative to the
year
the
In
1795,
Experied in the Philosopliical Transactions his Observations public architecture of the Prussian dominions, publishments of
Mr Vince, on the Theory of the molion and resistance of Fluids, ed a work entitled, Handbuch dcr Mrchanik mid der
A.D. 1795 fffijfi a Description of the Construction of Experi- Hydraulik, which contains not merely an exposition of the
wd 1798. ,,ig„ig in order lo.obtain some fundamental principle; and labours of precedingwriters, but an account (if many new
in the year 1798, he published, in the Transactions of and valuable experiments made by the autlior himself.
that year, another paper, entitled. Experiments on the The second part of this work, which treats of hydrauThe experi- lies, is divided into 24 ciiapters. Chap. 1. Treats of
Resistance of Bodies moving in Fluids.
ments contained in the first of these papers, were made the efflux of water from reservoirs, and of the contraction of the fluid vein. Chap. 2. Of the discharge of wachiefly with the view of ascertaining how far the theory
of the motion of fluids could be applied to the discharge ter from horizontal and lateral orifices in a vessel con^
of water from vessels. Mr Vince has concluded, from stantly full. Chap. 3. Of the discharge of rectangular
the results of this inquiry, that the great difference orifices in the side of a reservoir extending to the surbetween the experimental and theoretical results, in face. Chap. i. Of the discharge from reservoirs with
most of the cases which respect the times in which lateral orifices of considerable magnitude, the head of
Chap. 5. Treats of the efflux
water being constant.
vessels empty themselves through pipes, leads us to
suspect the truth of the theory of the action of fluids from reservoirs which receive no supply of water.
under .ill other circumstances. In the second memoir, Chap. 6. Of the discharge from compound or divided
Chap. 7- Of the molion of water in rivers.
he gives an account of a variety of experiments on the reservoirs.
In this chapter, M. Eytehvein has shewn that tlie mean
resistance of fluids, when the resisted body is immersed
velocity of water in a second in a canal, or river, flowat some depth in the fluid made with a particular apThe re- ing in an equable channel, is { "ths of a mean proporparatus which he contrived for this purpose.
tional between the fall in two English miles, and the
sults which he obtained differ widely from those obtained by Bossut with bodies floating on the fluid, hydraulic mean depth ; and that the superficial velociwliich Mr Vince explains, by supposing, that at the ty of a river is nearly a mean proportional between
surface, the fluid from the end of the body may escape the hydraulic mean depth and the fall in two English
more easily than when the body is immersed below the miles. Chap. 8. Treats of the discharge and the swell in
the case of falls, weres, and contractions in rivers and
surface.
The late Dr Matthew Young, Bishop of Clonfert, canals. In Chap. .Q. On the motion of water in pipes,
Eipsrir
made a number of experiments on tlie efflux of fluids our author expresses the velocity in English feet by the
^icnts of
History.

of different kinds, of which he has pub-

I)r Mat-

from

thew
Voung.

lished an account in the 7th volume of the Transactions
of the Royal Irish Academy. In order to explain the
increase in the discharge by inserting an additional
tube in an orifice in the bottom of a vessel, he filled a
cylindrical vessel with mercury to the height of 6 inches, and inserted in its bottom a tube 7.8 inches long.
Having closed the orifice of the pipe, he placed the apparatus under the receiver of an air pump, when the
barometer was at 30 inches, and the gauge at 28|,
the time of the efflux was in this case 26 seconds ;
but when the experiment was repeated in the open air,
without any variation, the time of the efflux was only 19

orifices

seconds. Unless the gauge stood higher than 22^ inches,
no difference was observed in the times of the efflux in
the open air and in the receiver. When the efflux was
made in vacuo, the pipe was not filled during the efflux,
as it was when the discharge was made in the open air.
Hence Dr Young concludes, that the plate of fluid at
the orifice, where the additional tube is inserted, has
its perpendicular pressure increased by the weight of
the column of fluid in the additional pipe, without any
increase of its lateral pressure ; and, consequently, the
quantity of water discharged by a pipe of this kind

following simple formula:

0=50^

,,

where lis

the length of the pipe, d the hydraulic mean depth,
If the pipe is
and h the height of the reservoir.
bent into angles or sinuosities, the value of v must be
corrected by taking the product of its square multiplied by the sum of the sines of the several angles
0038. This will give the
of inflection, and then by
degree of pressure employed in overcoming the resistance occasioned by the angles, and by subtracting this height from that which is due to the veloChap.
city, we may thence find the corrected velocity.
Chap. 1 1. Of the impulse
10. Treats of jets of water.
Chap. 12. Of overshot
or hydraulic pressure of water.
water-wheels. Chap. 13. Of undershot water-wheels.
Chap. I*. Of the properties of air, in so far as they are
connected with hydraulic machines. Chap. 15. Of sy-

Of sucking pumps. Chap. 17. Of
Chap. 18. Of mixed pumps, or the
combination of sucking or forcing pumps. Chap. 19>
Of acting columns of water. Chap. 20 Of the spiral
pump. Chap. 2 Of the screw of Archimedes. Chap.
Chap. 23.
22. Of bucket wheels or throwing wheels.
Of cellular pumps and Paternoster works. Chap. S*.

phons.

Chap.

16".

forcing pumps.

1

.

hydrodynamics:
Of

instrnwenU

of water.*
During the

for

meararing the velocity of currenU

peritnents

yew

wat nude by

•

r

the co-efficients, which

may

suit particular fluids

under

not generally admissible
and this i«lea is confirmed by the researches of M. Prony ;
Avn which it follows, that the co efficients ought to be
mSercnt. M. Prony has deduced the value of these coefficients from a great number of experiments ; but as
his formula gives only the mean velocity, which is
much greater than the velocity of the fluid contiguous
to the pipe or canal, which ought alone to enter into
an expression of the retarding force, it follows that
the co-efficients deduced from all the experiments hitherto made, have a value greatly inferior to what they
ought to have, for the motion of the fluid contiguous to
The object of M. Girard's expethe side of the pipe.
riments was to determine this velocity. He observes,
that the velocity of the central filament in conduit pi|)es
differs less from the velocity of the sides of pipes as the
diameter of the tube is diminishe<l and that the theory
of the linear motion of fluids, which was first given by
Euler in 1770, is strictly applicable to the case where
the water flows in very small tubes.
Hence the experimental result* ol>tained with tubes of a small diameter, oaght to accord best with tlie formula deduced from
theorr. In order to make a correct scries of experiments
flf thtt kind, M. Girard constructed two sets of tubes
nadc at copper, and at nniform calibre, and drawn
apon OMiinaret* of steel. The first series was compoed of tubes 2.96 millimetres in diameter, and i drcimeThese tubes were made to screw on to one
trea long.
another, and fbnn as many tubes of different lengths,
from SO to 923 centimetres. The second series was cam*
posed of tubes 1.83 millimetres in diameter, and '•ptM*
of being screwed together These tubes were then fixed
horixontallv on the sides of a reservoir, which was a cyhader of white iron 2 J ooitinictici in dipMter, and 5 «wdnctrca higb. The itaet roir w«a kept Ihll by the nanal
"
rtatem; and the wttrdhchnftd by thatnhe subto trki, was r ccci rcd into
«wmI placed
•nd whoat eapMity baa bMR aocoratety
The flllinf of the v«hI
mdioalcd by
thaiaMaat when the water which iteontuned had wetted aqnally a plite of elass which omrertd ahaost tlic
whole at its surface, antlthe time employed to fO tbit
veasel was measured with grrat accnncy.
The tca»«
perature of the water waa also carcArily noted.
The
results thus irfitained amoonted to ItOO, and were arranged hy M. Girod iM> tlni^fbiir tablea, aeeording
to thedUfcrem r ii c
C
of tbe aiuei haent. When
the capillary tube has sttch a length, tttat the term proportional to the smiarc of the velocity disappears in the
general formula, the velocity with which the fluid is
lUscharged, is aflected in a very singular manner by a
variation of ten rrature.
If the velocity is expressed
)y 10, when ue temperature i« oo of the centigrade
tbannonieter, the velocity will be to great as 42 or
taenaacd more than i times when the temperature
particular circumstances,

is

;

cbmt

«m

aif M

m

;

* Tkis (krUcrd aceoaat of M. Kytrlvcia't wstk,!* taksa
|akn>b*4 io tb< Jeoraais cT Om loyal lasttiatiaa.

rrtaa

When

lli»n>ryi
the length of the capillary tube
limit, a variation of tern- "^""^i""^
perature exercises but a s1i::ht influence upon the velocity of the issuing fluid. If the length oftheadjutagejfor
example, is 5 j millimetres, and if the velocity is represented by 10 at S'' of the centigrade thermometer, it will
be represented only by 12 at a temperature of 87°. In
conduit pipes of the ordinary diameter, a change of
temperature produces almost no perceptible change in
the velocity of efflux.
M. Girard also found, that the
quantity of water discharged by capillary tubes, varied
not only with the fluids which were used, but with the
nature of the solid substance of which the tubes were
composed. A full account of these valuable experiments will be found in the Mtmoiret des Sfovant EtrO'
ger* for 1815, which is not yet published.
In the year 1815, the National Institute of France invntinpropoaed as the subject o( one of its anniutl prizes for tiom of M.
1816, the l/iforii of tr.ives at the turface of a hravif Voiatn,
Jfnid r,f ait indrjiuiie depth. The prize was gained by '*'^
M. Augunin l.ouis Cauchy, a young mathematician of
great promise.
Tlie differential e(iuatlons which he
has given apply rigorously only to the case, where the
depth of the fluid is infinite ; and he has treated only
of that species of waves which are propagatetl with velocities uniformly accelerated.
The same subject had
occupied the attention a( M. Poisson, who, before he
had seen the Meftioirof M. Cauchy, had laid before the
Institute fomiuUf similar to his for the case of infinite
depth.
M. Poisson has himself studied the subject under a more extended aspect, and has laid before the Institute other memoirs, which we have no doubt, will
is

1814, a very extensive series of ex^f. Girard, on the motion of
M. GIrard fluids in capilUrv tubes.
We have already seen, that
iheoio.Sf. Coulomo had given a common co-efficient to the
two terms of his formula representing the resistance of
iBcafluids, one of which was proportional to the simple verowr
M.
locity, and the other to the square of the velocity.
A.O. 181*. Giraird has, however, found, that this identity between

MoT

amounU

4*3

to 85°.

below the aliove mentioned

throw much
lies.

He

light

upon

this difficult

branch of hydrau«

sup))o«es that the water has not received

any

percussion at the commencement of its motion, and that
the wave* have been produce<l in the following manner.
A piston of any form is supposed to be plunfled in the
water to a small depth, and is left there till the equilibrium of the fluid is restored. The piston is then suddenly vithdrawn, and waves are formed round the place
which it occupied
In determining the propagations of
these waves, whether at the surface, or in the interior
of the fluid mass, M. Poisson considers onlr the case
where the agitations of the water are so small, that the
aMond and the higher powers of the velocities, and of the
dliBlaeauients of tl»e rooleculea, may be neglected ; for,
wiUteat aach a restriction, (he problem would be so complicated, that no solution of it could be expected. He
suppoaae tba depth of the water consunt thaoaghout
its whole extent, to that the bottom it a fixed honsontal plane, sitostetl at a given distance below its nitural
level
He then treats succe^«ively in his memoir, the
caae of a fluid contained
.il canal of an invarirngtii: and that of a
able width, and of an ii'
fluid, whose surface is indetiiiiicly extendr<l in every direction.
This valuable memoir will, we tni-t. lie pub*
liahed in the Memoirs of the Institute fur 1815.
Having thus given a general view of tlie history and
pieg r taa of hydrodynamics, we shall conclude this part of
the article, by a list of the best work* and most important memoirs which have been written on the subject.
:

Archimedes

lie

luMidenlibu* in FtuiJo.

Id. lie iit

Heronit Spirilalia.
mut in humido vehunlur.
Commandini, 1575; Sexti Julii Frontini. Tk

Urbti lionit Comrnmlariiit (I'oleni's edit.)
Stevini Hydnutatica ; Scfaotti Mechanica UydrauUcO'

ductilmt

ui sacvlkat abstract ef

;

It,

Works

Kdit. on bjdisAf/ue.^ii

drswa up b; Dc Tkoaua Toudc,

iixl
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Works
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Baliani De Molu
De Molu Gravium

Pneumalica, 1657

A

Illstotv^
refutation of another work, published at Modena, on
the same subject.
Tom. V. contains, 1. A report, by
W.i.ks
rnlo, 164-3; Castelli Delia Mesura dell' acqiie correnii,
Cardinals Adda and Barberini, on the state of the waon Ir.fiio1628; Pasca.] Stir L'Equilibre des Liqueurs ; Descartes ters in the countries of Romagna, Ferrara, and Bologna
iiamk*.
Rccueil des litres de M. Descartes, torn. iii. ; Mariotte 2.
report, by Riviera, on the state of the Reno, the
Traile du mouvemevt des eaux. Par. 1(586, and Mein.
Panaro, and tlie Po; 3. A selection of practical inAcad. Par. I. 69. II.; Guglielraini Im Mesura dcW ac formation from the work of Zendrini on running waque correnii; Guglielniini Delia nalura dell' Fiumi. Bo- ters ; and, 4. A memoir on preventing the inundations
logn, 16!)7; Polenus De Molu aqua; mia:!o Patav. lC97,
of the Ronco and the Montone, by Zendrini and Man1718, 172.3 ; Parent Mem. Acad. Par. 17OO ; Varignon fredi. Tom. VI. contains, 1.
translation of Picard's
JMem. Acad. Par. II. p. 1G2 ; Id. 1703, p. 238 ; Picard book on levelling ; 2.
translation of Genncte's expeDe ar/iiis effluenlihus, Mem. Acad. Par. VII. 323; New- riments on the course of rivers ; 3. Experiments of Botoni Principia, lib. ii. ; Raccolta Di Autori cite trallano
nati in opposition to those of Gennete ; 4. Gennete's
reply ; 5. Remarks, by Manfredi, on the constant eledtll molo dell acque, 3 vols. 4to. Flor. 1723. This colleclion contains the works of Archimedes, Albici, Galileo,
vation of the bottom of the sea ; 6.
discourse, by ZaCastelli, Michelini, Borelli, Montanari, Viviani, Cassini,
notti, on the beds of rivers near their embouchure ; 7.
Guglielmini, Grandi, Manfredi, Picard, and Narducci.
memoir, by Bolognini, on the ancient and present state
Polenus De CasteUis per qua: derivanturjluviorum aqua;, of the Pontine Marshes, and on the means of draining
Patav. 1718; Miclielotti De .<:eparalionc fiuidorum in them ; 8. A comparison of canals, by Narducci ; 9.
corpore aiiimali, 1719; Jurin, Phil. Trans. 1718, \T2.'2;
paper, by Perelli, on a torrent called the Maroggia.
Vol. VII. contains, 1.
discourse on the ancient and
Couplet, Mem. Acad. Par. 1732, p. 113; Daniell Berpresent state of the Valdichiana ; 2.
noulli Hydrodynamica seu de viribus el molibus fluidomemoir, by
rum commenlarii, Strasb. 1 738 ; Id. Comment. Petrop. Lecchi, on the Tradate, the Gardaluso, and the Bozzenti ; 3.
paper on the inundations of the Adige, by
1727, 1741 ; Pilot, Mem. Acad. 1727, p. 49; 1730, p.
306; 1732, 1738; John Bernoulli, Opera, torn, iv.; Lorgna; and, 5. A paper, by Frisi, on the manageand Comineul. Pelrop. 1737, 1738; Cotes Hydroslatical ment of rivers and torrents. Bossut et Viallet, Recherand Pneumatical Lectures, 1747; S. Gravesende Physices ches sur la Construction des digues, 1764. Silberschlag,
Theorie des Fleuves, avec I'arl de batir dans lew eaux
Elemenla Malhemalica, Leid. 1719, 1742 ; Maclaurin's
el de prevenir Icur ravages, I769; translated from the
Fluxions, vol. ii. book ii. chap. xii. § .?37
550, Edin.
Michelotti, Sperienze Hydrauliche, Turin,
1742; D'Alembert Traile dc L' Equilibre el du mouve- German.
iiienl des Fluides, Par. 1744; D'Alembert Essai d'une
1774; and Mem. Taurinens, I7S8. Bossut, Traile TheNouvelle Theorie sur la resistance des Fluides, and also orique el Experimental d'Hydroilynamique, 2 vols. 8vo.
his Opuscules Mathematiques, torn, vi; Switzer's Hydro1771, 1786, and 1796. Fontana, Dissertazione Idrodinamica, Mant. 1775.
Chevalier Buat's Traile iHystatics; Euler, Mem. Acad. Berlin, 1752, p. Ill ; 1755,
draulique el Pyrodynamique, 2 vols. 8vo. 1786, and
p. 217; Id. Nov. Comment. Petrop- 1768, 1769, 1770,
177I; Id. Theorie completle de la construction el Ma- vol. iii. 1816. La Grange, Mccaniqtie Analytique ; and
Mem. Acad. Berlin, 1781, p. 151, and 1786, p. 192.
nceuvre des vaisseau ; Bouguer, J\Icm. Acad. Par. 1755,
Ximenes, Nuove Sperienze IdrauUchefatie ne canali e ne
p. 481; Lecchi Idrostatica esaminata ne suoi principi
e stahilita nelle sue regale della mesura delle acque corren- Jiumi per verijicare le principale leggi e fenomeni delle
acque correnii, Siena, 1780. Id. Act. Sien. iii. 16, iv. 31,
ii, 176,5: Borda, Mem. Acad. Par. 1763, p. 358; 1766,
vii. 1.
Lorgna, Memorie intorno all' acque correntr,
p. 579; 1767, p. 595; Kaestner Anfangsgrunde der
Hydrodynamilc, Gotting. 1769, and Nov. Comment. Got- Veron. 1777- Lorgna, Ricerche intorno alia dislribiUiO'
iiiig. 1769, I. 45.; Nuova Raccolta di aniori che tralnc delle velocila nella seclione de Fiumi. Id. Soc. Italian,
lano del moto dell' acque, 7 vols. Parma, 1766.
The 1st iv. p. 369, v. 313, vi. 218. Lambert, Sur les Fluides
vol. of this excellent collection contains, 1. Castelli's
considcrces relativemenl a I' Hydrodynamique, Mem. Acad.
Langsdorf, Theorie der Hydrotreatise Della Mesura, &c. 2. Several letters of CastelBerlin, 1 784, p. 299.
li and other authors.
3.
paper by Montanari on the dynamischen grtmdlehren, Frankf. 1 787. Langsdorf, HyCousin Mem. Acad. Par. 1783,
Adriatic Sea and its currents. 3.
draulilc, Altenb. 1794.
discourse by ViviaParkinson's Hydrostatics, 17 89.
Dr Mathew
ni on the method of preventing the filling up and the
p. 665.
corrosion of rivers applied to the river Arno. 5. Several Young, Iriih Transactions, 1788, vol. ii. p. 81, and vol.
papers by J. D. Cassini, on the regulation of tiie cour- vii. p. 53. Bernhard, Nouveau Principes d'Hydraulique,
ses of rivers ; and, 6. Guglielmini's treatise, entitled.
This work contains a historical and critical dis1 7S7.
La Mesura, &c. The 2d volume contains Guglielnii- course upon the different workswhich have been publishni on rivers, illustrated with the notes of E. Manfredi.
ed on this subject. Prony, Nouvelle Architecture Hydrau-,
The 3d volume contains, 1. Guido Grandi's geometri- lique, 2 vols. 4to. Paris, 1790. Prony, Recherches Phy..
cal treatise on the. motion of water; 2. Several disserfico-Malhematiques sur la Theorie des Eaux Courantes,
Burja, Grundlehren der Hydrostalik,
tations, by the same author, on the River Era and the
4to, Paris, 1804.
streams in Italy; 3. The Marquis Poleni's treatise rfe 1790. Vince, Phil. Trans, 1795, p. 24, 1798, p. 1. Atmolu aquce mi.vlo ; 4.
wood, Phil. Trans. 1796, p. 46, On the Stability of Vessels,
treatise, by the same author,
on dikes, &c. ; 5.
letter, by Poleni, on tlie measure
1798, p. 301. Don George Juan, Examen Maritimo,
of running waters ; 6.
Madrid 1771. This work was translated into French by
paper, by J. Buteon, on the
same subject. Tom. IV. contains, 1. Several hydrau- M. I'Evcsque in 1783. La Place, Mem. Acad. Par. 1770,
lic dissertations by Castelli; 2. Several letters from
and Mecanique Celeste, liv. i. chap. iv. viii, liv. iii. chap,
Galileo to Castelli ; 3. A paper, by E. Manfredi, on the
Flaugergues, Journal des S^avans, Oct. 1789.
iii. iv.
construction of a dike upon the River Era; 4.
Venturi, Recherches experimenlales sur la communication
reply, by Manfredi, to a criticism by Cevaand Moscatelli
lateral du mouvement dans les Fluides, Paris, 1797. This
5. A reply, by the inhabitants of Bologna, to those of work was translated by Nicholson, and published sepaFerrara on the course of the Reno ; 6. An examination rately in 1798. It appeared also in his Philosophical
of a book entitled, The Injurious Effects of the Reno, Journal, 4to, vol. ii. p. 172. Fabre, Sur les Torrens et
5

1646; Toricelli

;

Gravivm, Geneva,

7.
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MtMuchelli, Idndinavdco,
PaUv. 1795. Coulomb, Experience* dettineet a de-

Rivierei, Paris, 1797.

let

vols.

terminer la coherence de» Fluides el let lot* deleur retiilance
dant let momoement Ires lenl$, published in the Memoire* df Flnstilut, torn. iii. p. 246. Eytelwein's Uand'( umd der Hydraulik. Berlin, 1801.
V
itick der

An

of this work, by Dr Thomas
Journals of the Royal Inand in Nicholson's Jumntd, voL iii.

excf

Young,

-tr.-irt

will

be found

ttHMhoH, No.

I.

in the

Part
ITr'TCMfc
>>a>

^""Y^^

of cohesion and capillar}- attraction, and th«
equilibrium of floating bodies.

mena

and Preliminary

Observalioiu,

is a collection of very minute material parti«
(probably of a spherical form.) which cohere so
ligtitly to OBcn another, that tbey yield to the smallest
ftree, and an CMily moved anong one anotber in eve>
ry directica.
The iitunnmiiiM ohibitcd by fluids, whether tbey
polarity
ud by are at rest or in motion, afford us no reason to bdicve,
«J^ that the particles oi wluch they are composed WMaeaa
p<xoo- any polarity, or any tendency to arrange thsBM>l»M in
'^
one particular manner more than another. Wban a
mass of water is in a state of perfect eauih'brium, a certain point of one particle is in phvsical contact with a
certain point of another particle ; but if the equilibrium
is destroyed by violent agitation, there is no ground
even for conjrt'turing, that the same points of tiir particles will return into contact when the equilibrium is
Tbe recent diacoveriea, iiowever, which faawe
"Urity lOTland.
ruin
bMH mad* in offtica, deddcdly prove, that in many
< influids the particles SsAune a particular arrangement,
rd bjr
analomus to that which is exnibited in some of the
of tbe mineral kingdom, aa^ that they may
crystds
^^1/
idso be made to assume another arrtagamcnt, similar
to that which is pnxhwed in glass, ttc \j cnmprsssiiin
and dilatation. When tbcse flitids are inclossd in a
TMsil, the naitkl« aaifamljr aSKt a oattain arran|e-

rMlr.iiion

gf » Sunt.

Kjluid

cles,

''

l^<l*
'il

dt.

into

ncnt, wbid) is onaqaivacany indicated by tbeir actiaa
upon polariMd light. See Orrics and PoLaaiSATtON.
Fluids are divided into rlssdcand Msr/aitie, or cosspressible and mcomtrrtttiUt Arida.
Tb* daas of elaatic
and compre ssible fluids consists cT atnMis|iliai si air,
and tbe variooa gaseoas or aflriform bodies with which
while the class of
chemists have made us acquainted
inelastic or incompressible fluids comprehends water,
rnercury, alcohol, and the vsrious oils and liquid adds.
ii,

Mtic

;

The fint clau, in virtue of their elasticity, are capable
of expanding themselves when they are unconfined, so
as to till any given space, or of havmg their bulk greatly diminished by mechanical oompresaion ;* while the
Ai»

UmM i« b*** b««n

rtductd to

ytt^

'^

***

Gregory's Mechanics, vol. i. Lond. 1806.
Young's Elements <f Natural PhiloMollet's Ht/draulique Phu'
sophy, 2 vols. Lond. 1807.
tique, Lyons, 1810. Giranl, Memoircs des Sfavans Etrangers for 1815, and Journal des Mines
Poisson,
Mem. de I'Institut, 1815. Kubison's System ofMechanic
25.

and
and Water-mtrkt.

cal Philosovhif, vol. iL

River*,

iii.

ArU

Bctittance qf Fluid*,-

^'^

'" "ai**'*

second class posseia this property in such a small de- Hjdiosu-" "•
gree, that the diminution of their bulk by mechanical
force is scarcely susceptible of accurate mensuration. ^""Y*"^
The science of Pneumatics considers the mechanical
properties of the first class, and that of Hydrodynamics those of the second class.
Till within the last Kf\y years, it was considered as Wtter foran established fact, that the class of incompressible mtxlj
thought influids could not be reduced in bulk by the application
of tbe most powerful forces. This conclusion was de- f"™!"**"*
duced from an experiment by Lord Uacon, who filled
a leaden globe with water, and attempted to fXHnpress *'*'™ ***
it by a great external force.
The fluid, however, made ^^'J*'*'
its way through 'the pores of the metal, and stood like
dew upon tbe surface of the globe. The Florentine piorcmine
academicians repeated the same experiment with a siU upctiiucnt.
ver globe, and, by violent hammering, they succeeded
in altaring its form, and expelling the water through
tbe pores of the silver. These trials seem to have estabKsbed tbe doctrine of tbe incompressibility of fluids
in its most strict acceptation ; but Lord Bacon deduced
from them the very opposite conclusion, for, af\er giving an account of the experiment which we have mentioned, be tells us, that be afterwards computed into
how much space tbe water was driven by tais violent
.

pressure.f
.Although the experiment of the Florentine Academy Experiof Del Cimento was considered as decisive of this point, menu of

occurred to Mr Canton, about the year 1 761 , that ^'*°"^was
It
not hostile to the idea of a small degree of compressibility
for the academicians were unable to de>
termine whetlier or not the water forced into the pores,
and through the geld, was exactly equal to the dimi«
nution of the intmat sfiace by prcssore.
He accordingly sat about a scries of expenmsnU on this subject.
Having procured a small glass tube about two feet long,
and t J^ inch in tlmmeter, and with a ball at one end of
it. he filled the ball and part of the tube with mercu?r, brought tbe whole to the temperature of 50° of'
ahrenbeit, and observed that the mercury stood at a
point exactly 6\ inches above tlie ball.
The merctiry
was then raised by heat to the top of the tube, and the
tube was briinetically sealed. The mercury was then
brought to tbe same degree of heat as before, and it
now stood in the tube ,V„ °^
"^'> higher than it did
before.
By perfbrming the same experiment with water exbanstcd of air, instead of mercury, he found that,
tbe water stood in the tube /,', of an inch above the

j-et it

;

"

nperiiiMnts.

B«Mk'« tVmk; by »bsir. •oL li. p. »tl, or ib« Ximm OrguHwm, PsrI It. Sset. il. Aphorism 43. g ttt. Bacoo seems to
havs wi oi U s rid ail badim as ia taam oisssu w efcstlc ; for. after hating (ipUincd what b« calls tha nxMlon of liberty, and applied
it latka pkasooMMOf leaaioa. be aays, •• Ifaat Ikli wMtoa was uoacicaliAcallj called by tbe Kboola Ibc aiMioa o( the tlrm*»larf forma t
far k data oel only Ufflj
air, watar, aad laas, but to all tbe dWeraitiea of conatatent bodiss, as wood, iron, lead, cMh, iliinf, &c.
aask baAy havlag Its ewa ai iss u si sf sataat «r 4teeaslaa, (ram wbtaes il Is wHh diflculty strsldMd le any cootiderable diiunce."

t Sm

HutOiry.'

79.
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drDROST-tTtCs, from the Greek i>)«(, mater, and im^i,
/ stand, is that branch of the science of hydrodynawufK which treats of the properties of fluids at rest It
oamprehencla the pressure and equilibrium of non-elastic miids, the doctrine of speci6c gravities, the pheno-
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Hydroiu. rnark.
Hence it is obvibus, that the weight of the at." "'>_ ' '"''sphere, or 73 pounds avoiiihipois,
pressing on the
C«nton'8~ outside of the ball, and not on the inside, had squeezed
experimcnuit into less compass, and that, by this compression of
on the com. the ball, the mercury and the water wduld be equally
prcMibUity raised in the tube.
But the water rose ,^5^ of an inch
water.
jpoj-g than the rnercUry, and consequently the water
must have expanded so much more than the mercury
by removing the weight of the atmosphere. In order
to determine how much compression was produced, either by the weight of the atmosphere, or by a greater
weight, he took a glass ball about 1.6 inch in diameter,
joined to a cylindrical tube 4.2 inches long, and
of
an inch in diameter, and, by weighing the quantity of
mercury that exactly filled the ball, and also the quantity that exactly filled the whole length of the tube, he
found that the mercury in -rVV of an inch of the tube
was the 100,000th part of that contained in the ball,
and he divided the tube accordingly with the edge of
a file. When the ball and part of the tube was filled
with water exhausted of air, he placed it in the receiver
of an air pump, and also in the receiver of a condensing
engine, and he observed the degree of expansion of the
water that corresponded with any degree of rai-efaction, and the degree of compression that corresponded
with any degree of condensation. In this way he found,
from repeated trials, that, when the mercury was at a
mean height, and the temperature of the air 50° of
Fahrenheit, the water rose four divisions and 6-lOths,
or one part in aiTiO, by removing the weight of the
atmosphere ; consequently the compression of water,
imder twice the weight of the atmosphere, is one part

^

i

^^

Vienna a treatise entitled De Aqua ElaittMe, in "''^^/°''»'
which he confirmed the general result of Canton's ex« ._^ "'_.
periments, and in 1779 M. Zimmerman published an account of similar experiments at I-eipsic, under the title

at

of Traits de tElaslkiti de I'eau el d'autresjluides. He
found, that sea water, when inclosed in the cavity of a
strong iron cylinrler, and pressetl by a force equal to a
column of sea water 1 000 feet high, was compressed
•^gth part of its own bulk, a result much greater than
we should have expected from the experiments of Canton.
number of results similar to these were obtained by the Abbe Mongez, who has printed an account of them in the 9th volume of Rozier's Journal.
As the doctrine of the compressibility of water has
long been considered as a fact rigorously established,
we were surprised to find its incompressibility stated
by the Abbe Hauy, without the slightest reference to
any of the preceding experiments. " One of the experiments," he observes, " which has served to shew the
incompressibility of water, consists in charging that liquid with a column of mercury, by employing a bent
tube in the form of a syphon, the shortest branch of
which is closed at its superior part, and contains water,
at the same time that the longest branch is occupied by
the mercury, which pres3es the surface of the water.
The column formed by this latter fluid was not shortened by the smallest perceptible quantity, even when
that of the mercury was 227 centimetres, or about seven
feet high, in which case it exerted upon the water an
effect triple of that of a column of water S3 feet high."*

A

In this experiment, which must have been carelessly
made, the compression ought to have been thrice as great
in 10870 of its own bulk.
as in the experiments of Canton.
Ill combining these experiments, Mr Canton found,
Fluids have also been divided into perfect and imperthat water was more compressible in winter than in feci ; but this division is quite arbitrary, as there is no
summer, while, on the contrary, alcohol and oil of olives body which possesses the character of perfect fluidity,
were more compressible when expanded by heat, and Boiling water approaches nearer to a state of perfect fluThe results were, as idity than water in any other state. As its temperature
less so when contracted by cold.
expressed in the following Table, suited to the mean diminishes, its viscidity increases, audits fluidity becomes
weight of the atmosphere.
In many of the oils, varnishes, and in
less perfect.
melted glass, the fluidity is extremely imperfect ; whereCompression in millionth
Temperature

parts of their

own

Alcohol.

49
44

71

34»

as it may be considered as nearly perfect in water, alcohol, mercury, &c.

bulk.

Water.
64,0

60
.

following Table contains all the results which
Mr Canton obtained. It is suited to a temperature of
SO" of Fahrenheit, and to 29^ inches of the barome-

The
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CHAP.

I.

f

the Pressure and Equilibrium of Fluids.

fundamental principle.

ter.
of

fluids.

Compression in millionth
parU of their own hulk
by the weight of 294
incbes of mercury.

Specific

gravities at

the same temperature.

Rainwater

66
48
46

0.846
0.918
1.000

Sea water

40

Mercury

.

1-028
13.595

Alcohol
Oil of olives

fluids.

in

Fahrenheit's scale.

Names

Perfect sad
imperfect

3

When a mass of fluid, in a state of equilibrium, is
subjected to the action of tmy forces, every particle of the
direction, and vice
fltiid mass is pressed equally in every
versa if every particle of the fluid mass is pressed equally
in cvi.y direction, the whole. mass will be in equilibrio.
principle, which has been adopted as the founhydrostatics by Euler, D'Alembert, Bossut,
of
dation
and Prony, is a necessary consequence of the definition
which we have already given of fluidity ; for, since the
any parparts of a fluid yield to the smallest pressure,
direction than anoticle which is more pressed in one
pressure was
ther, would move to the side where the
would be deequilibrium
the
consequently
and
least,
If the particles are equally pressed in every
stroyed.
mass of which
it is equally evident, that the

This

From these results it appears, that the compressions
are not, as might have been imagined, in the inverse
If the law of compresratios of the specific gravities.
sion in water is the same as that in air, it would follow, that, at a depth of 100 miles, the density of the
water would be doubled, and at the depth of 200 quadrupled.
In the year 1774, the Ex-Jesuit Herbert published

direction,

they are composed must be in equilibrium.

• Hauy's Elementary Treatue on Natural PhiUaopky, translated by Dr 0. Gregory, vol

3
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FAfuilibrium
L'aiform Demilif.

Pmor.

When

Pbop.

any

fluid,

in equilibrio in

any

Let the surface of the floid Imv* tlM anrilinesl form
B, Fiff- 2, and let the fereo of grtvitf with which
*"y Pfrticle p i* influenced be rapreseated by the ver<
This force po may be rcaolvad into the
tical line po.
forces pm, pn, roinriding with the eiemcntai; portions
of the surface on each side of p. Now, the particle p
being in equilibrium, it is pressed equally in every
direction ; and, the refore, the ettt^ami oppusite forces wtp, *p, cxOTtcd against p bjr 4|Hydbbouring par.
tidas, nuaC be equal to pm, pn;
fbrce dm is
to ;> a, the angle
must bo biseOed by no,

HPQit

mmI

mpn

(fM Dynamic*,

Sect. III.) and the ilaaaatfy paetwn
of the carve most be perpendicular to po. As the
same is true of every other port of the fluid surface, it
follows that this (urface mutt be a hnriionlal ttrttight
if the directions of gravity at different point* are
wiiiji A as parallel, or a portion of a spherical surCm*, if the direction* of gravity meet in one point.
Cor. It follows from tua propoaMon, that the sur&ce of a fluid must be perpiendicnlar to the resultant
•fan the forces which act upon it. Hence the general
•wfWe of the ocean will not be perpendicnUr to the
direction of gravity, but to a line which is the resultant of the action of gravity, of the centrifugal force,
and of the attraction of the planetary bodies.
The effect of the centriAigal force, ooenbined with
gravitation, i* sudi, that the surfiwa of the walw •»>
Mines a parabolic form, as shewn in Fig. .1. When
any
of different densities are put in
^~ number of I,fluids
and are made to revolve round an

line,
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Let ABCD, Fig.

4,

be a sj'phon with three branches, f^^^g

AB, CB, DB, communicating with each
water

is

poured into

this vessel

till it

other at B.

rises to

A

in

If cccxiir.
Fig-

^

in pig.

5.

one

branch, it will rise to the same height in the other
is a horizontal line perpendicubranches, so that
Let the syphon be relar to the direction of gravity.
moved, and let the water which it contained form {lort
of the fluid in the vessel abed, in which it has the hori«
zontal surface aADCb, it is easy to suppose that a portion of the water, of the same form and thickness at
the syphon, mav be converted into ice, without change*
ing its place or it* volume. The equilibrium of the water is obviously not affected by such a change ; and,
therefore, the water will stand at the same height
in a syplxHi of ice ; and, consequently, the same will
ha|^>en whatever be the mbstance of which the syphon

ADC

ADC

i*

composed.

The anae cnndosinn would have ocen

obtained, by supposing all the water frozen, excepting
that portion which was at first included in the syphon.

Ap

fic- i.

2L*
D=-—

If a fluid influenced by the force of gravity is inclosed in a syphon, or in any number of communicating vessels, the surface of the fluid in each branch
wiU be in the same horizontal plane.

.

influenced by the force of gravity,
vessel, its surface is bonaoatal,
or at right angles to the direction of gravity.
is

Fluids.

is vertical.

be found from the following simple formula:

of FUtidi of

I.

'

D

mbm

Prttmre amt

Equil

of
brium "

The depression of the surface of a fluid or
beneath
a horizontal straight line for any given length L, may

'

SicT.

Preuure
•'"'.

Scholium.

ABCD

:

or if tliey arc

axij,

micfat exist, must be extremely sroall ; and it is accordin^T fo«nd, that the principle is experimentally true
For if, at a given depth below the surin these fluids.
Ae* tt water in a vessel, an aperture be made, and a
irtOM be applied to the aperture to prevent the water
Anna flowing out, it will be found, that the piston will
be pressed outwards with the same force, whether the
aperture is horisoatal or vertical, or inclined at any
angle to the horizon.
Cor.
If a number of pistons £, F, G, are applied
to apertures of different sizes in the aide* of a vessel
full of water, the forces with which the pistons
•re applied will be in equilibrio, if they are proportiooal
Platk
to thie apertures to which they are applied.
CCCXIII.
Sinco the pceMore of every part of the pirtoo E is
'V' '*
transmitted to every part of the piaton F, and vice reria,
in follows, that thoe nresaures will be in equilibrio if
tbe^ tn equal. But the sum of the pronures propsgated by £ is proportional to the area of the aperture £,
and the torn of the pressures propagated by V propor.
tiooal to the area of the aperture F ; consequently there
moat be an equilibrium between these opponng prcswhen E F=arca of £ : arc* of F. The
is
trae of any number of apertures.*

ww,
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put into a glass globe, and turned
by the whirling table, tJieir seiutrating surfaces always
assume the form of parabolic conoids, when the axis of

Although the preceding principle is rigorouslv true
only of perfect fluids, yet, in tlie case of water, alcohol,
gtc. whtte the cohesion of the particles ii not very great,
the oMqwdity of pre&>ure under which an equilibrium

Scholium.

The

of levelling and of conducting water
As waare founded upon the preceding proposition.
ter will always rise to the same level as tlie spring
arts

fVom which it flows, it may be conveyed in pipes
through the deepest vallies, and over the highest eminences, provided the pipe never rises to a greater
Had the ancients
height than the source of water.
been acqnsinted with thi* simple principle, they might
have saved the conatmctian of tnose exnensi ve aqueducts
with which their towns were supplied with water.
Level* are soraetimca made uMin the principle conMr Keith's mercurial level
tained in the piopasition.
than a syphon filled witli mercury,
is nothing
with a Boat on each btancfa, which nipporu two sighu.

nan

See

EdMmr§k Trmumdmu,

article

voL

p.

ii.

U;

and our

Levbluno.
Paop.

Ill:

If a mas* of fluid contained in a vessel is in equiany one particle of the fluid is pressed in every direction, with a force equal to a weight of the column
of the fluid, whose base is equal to that particle, and
wboae height is the depth of tlie partide bilow the
librio,

iurfice.

Let

p. Fig. 5,

be the particle of

the vessel offluid

fluid

whose depth

ABCD is ep. We may suppose, u for-

•( thii irtieU, our rtadtrs will pemiT* that wt havs been nodcr grral
rtfcr these »bo wish to obtain * mora proTouod and ssttn.

wbtcb w« muit
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water is frozen, so as to form
of ice en, whose diameter is equal to that of the
1
* *"
bri ''"of"
particle p, without any change taking place in the pres"luWs*
^—i^^r-.^ sure sustained by n. In this case, the particle p is obPlate
viously pressed downwards with the weight of the
CCCXIII. column ep; and, consequently, the measure of this
r>g. 5.
pressure is the absolute weight of the column ep.
But
as the particle is in equilibrio, it must be pressed with
this force in every direction.
The proposition is also true of a particle situated at
m, for drawing the horizontal line mg; and supposing a
syphon of ice /g/im to be formed, it is obvious that the
column of fluid in the branch mh is in equilibrio
with, or balanced by, the column in gh , consequently
the particle of water at m is pressed with the same
force as the particle at g, that is, wHh a column of waraerly, that a portion of the

ter

whose height is^.

Hence it follows, that every particle of a vescontaining fluid is pressed with a force equal to a
column of fluid, whose base is the particle, and whose
hefght is the depth of the particle below the surface ;
for, since the particle of fluid adjacent to this particle
of the vessel is pressed in every direction with this
force, it must exert the same force against that partide
Cor.

sel

small, will ialance any par- Pressure
«">!. '^"•'>however great.
Cor. 3. The pressure exerted upon the sides of a
J!'i""j°
vessel, perpendicular to its base, is equal to the weight
whose
height
is
of a rectangular prism of the fluid,
equal to that of the fluid, and whose base is a parallelogram, one side of which is equal to the height of the
fluid, and the other to half the perimeter of the vessel.
Cor. 4. The pressure against one side of a cubical vessel
is equal to half the pressure ai;ainst the bottom; and the
pressure against the sides and bottom together, is equal
to three times the pressure against the bottom alone.
Hence, by Cor. 1. the pressure against both the sides
arxl bottom together, is equal to three times the weight
of fluid in the vessel.
Cor. 5. The pressure exerted upon the surface of a
hemisphere full of fluid, is equal to the product of that
surface multiplied by its radius.
Cor. 6. The pressure sustained by different parts of
the sides of a vessel, are as the squares of their depths
below the surface. Hence, these pressures will be represented by the ordinates of a parabola, when the
depths are represented by its abscissae.
iinn

offluid abed, however

tion ofjluid

ABCD,

_

;pf tjie vessel.

DEFINITION.

Prop. IV.

The

by a fluid upon any given porwhich contains it, is equal to a column of the fluid whose base is the area of the given
portion, and whose altitude is the depth of the centre
of gravity of the portion below the fluid surface.
pressure exerted

tion of the vessel

.

ffig. 6.

Let inn be the given portion of the vessel ABCD
filled with fluid, and let us conceive this portion to be
occupied by any number of particles m, o, p, n, &c. then
the pressure sustained by each of these particles, by
Prop. III. will be »nX '« «-f-oxoa;+ py.py-\-n')i,nz,
&c. ; but, by the property of the centre of gravity or
inertia, (See Mechanics,) the sum of these products is
equal to the distance EF of the centre of gravity E,
from the surface at F, multiplied into the number of
particles

\-n

m,n,o,p;

_

that

X »2=EF X w,n,o,p

is,

my,mu-\-oxox-\-py,py

consequently, since m, n,o,p
represents the area or the number of particles in the
given portion mn, the pressure upon m7i=:EF x wCor. 1, It follows from this proposition, that the
pressure sustained by the bottom of the vessel is not
the same as the weight of the fluid contained in the
vessel.
In the cylindrical vessel shewn in Fig. 7, or
Fig. 7.
in any vessel, whatever be its shape, in which the sides
are perpendicular to its bottom, the pressure upon the
bottom is accurately measured by the weight of the water
which it contains ; but.in vessels of aU other shapes, such
as Fig. 8, 9, the pressure on the bottom is measured by
Fig. 8, 9.
m nxni X, which in Fig. 8 is much less than the weight
of water in the vessel, and in Fig. 9 much greater.
Cor. 2. The truth of what is called the Hydrostatic
Jlydroslatic
paradox.
Paradox, is easily deduced from the preceding proposition.
Let ABCDEFGH, Fig. 10, be a vessel filled with
Fig. 10.
water, then, by the proposition, the pressure upon GFr:
GF X GI, however narrow be the column ABCD, that is,
the pressure exerted upon the bottoms of vessels filled with
fluid does not depend upon the quantity of the fluid which
they contain, but solely upon its altitude.
In like manjier, it is obvious from Prop. II. that the water will
Fig. U.
^tand at the same level ab AB, Fig. 11, in the two communicating vessels abed, ABCD, consequently, any par.
;

The centre vf pressure is that point of a surface exposed to the action of a fluid, to which, if a force equal
to the whole pressure upon the surface were applied,
the effect would be the same as it is when the pressure
is distributed over tlie whole surface.

Centre rf
pressure.

Prop. V.

To

find the centre of pressure.

Let it be required to find the centre of pressure P, Fig. Plat e
on the side of a cubical vessel ABCD. Let G be f^L'CXl ir.

11,

the centre of gravity of the surface, then the pressure
exerted against this surface will be BC X BC x GB, or
,

since in the case of a cube or rectangle,

GB=:—

2

^'S- '^•

,

-*"

and since the pressure must be equal to the sum of all
the elementary pressures upon the elementary portions

F/, we have

BC

^

X PB=/bC x F/x FB x

FB, or

/"

—J— rr /F/x FB''. But the sum of the elementary
pressures F /x FD^ compose a pyramid whose base is

=

BC^, and whose altitude is BC, consequently, by the
property of the centre of inertia (See Mechanics)
2 DC
DC^XPB DC^ nnd,
that is the centre
2
of pressure, is two-thirds of the depth of fluid in the

™

3'

vessel.

CoR. The centre of pressure coincides with the cenof percussion, as the centre of percussion is also

tre

two- thirds of the height of the body.

Sect.

II.

On

and Equilibrium of Fluids
Variable Density.

the Pressure
of'

DEFINITION.

The absolute weights of different bodies that have
the same bulk are called their specific gravities or denis heasities, and any body that, under the same bulk,
vier than anotlier,

>

PB= —

is

said to be specifcally heavier.

I

J
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strata are perpendicular to the direction

of gra-

two

If

of different densities

fluidj

»n

•epsnte brancbw of a syphon, they

included in the

will be in equili-

bno, wiien the altitudes al>ove their common juncicdpraeaUy pn^iortional to their specific gra-

tion ai«
vitias.

AB, CD the
of different densities, which
may be supposed separated from each other by the
Then, if G is the centre of grafloamioD junction m n.
vity of the surftce m n, the pressure e(erte<l by the
fluid in AB is, by Prop. IV. a n x G «, and that of the
Juivl in CD,
GB ; but since their specific gravi-

ABCD.

Let

Tig. 12, be the syphon, and

two

heights of the

fluids

mux

by the hypothesis, reciprocally as their altitedes, that i«, S S'=G r :
i. we have
r ; but the pressure of the one column is m n x
« X S=Bi a X
r X S, the pressure of the other, contiea S, S' are,

G

:

XG
G

Plat e

If the lower stratum otklcD (Fig. 13.) were placed cccxill.
alone in the vessel, its surface k I would be horizontal. Fig. 13,
Let us now suppose that every point of the surface k I
is pressed downwards by equal forces, which it will be
when it is pressed down by the weight of the superior
strata with horizontal surfaces, then since there can be
no reason why one point should yield more than another to tbaae forces, it follows that the stratum k C will

In like manner, it may be
be in equilibrio.
iihewn, that the stratum g k I k will be in equilibrio,
and so on with all those above it, so that we may condude that the whole fluid in tlte vessel is in equilistill

brio.

SxG*=S'

Paop. IV.

To

G

eaaently they will be in equilibrio.
If o p be the junction of the two fluids, then, by
drawing the horizontal line opytv, we may regard the
columns opmn, /comas balancing one another, since
they are composed of the same fluid, and then consider
the columns ABpo, CD r ( of diflerent densities, as
resting upon the snrlaecs op, Iv, In this case, y s x S'
=y r X S', and conseqaeDtly the pccssures op x y < X S

=opXyrxS'.
In the case of water and mercury, the values of S,S'
arc 1 and 13.58 at a temperature of 60*, consequeotly
G«: Gr=lS.58 1 ; and thervfore to balance 33 feet
of water, a column of mercnry 2<) 16 indMS will be
required.

SptriAc
Gravitiei.

^(_^

an

find the pressure exerted by a fluid composed of
number of strata of variable density against

infinite

any part of the

which contains

vessel

it.

Let S, S', S", &C. be the specific gravities of the different strata q n, p o, on. Sec. then since the point
q
sustains the weight of all tlie columns y p, po, &c. above
it, it will be pressed down by a force equal t»S x
qp

+ S'Xpo + S'[Xon.
S'XO*
3

Tf

=S

&C.

X

!»•

fqp+S'xpo

(^

Sx qp

&c =sS'x(po
^/Nvr-T+

F*

.

S'xow

S'^

S'

f

&c.

:

Paop.

II.

The pressure on the bottom of a vessel containing
horiaootal strata of fluids of different densitiea, ia equal
to the area of the bottom multiplied by the sain of the
products of the thickness of every stratum and their

Hence it

=S"x(o«.|.?-|?^-H?^?^-J.&c.)

Iowa, that we may subatkate in place of the fluid of
variable density a fluid whoM iknnty is uniform liirough
the w)iele height q m.
Let ua take an infinitely small elementary stratum
e h/p p I contained between the horizontal lines e nf,
I • 9, then the pressure upon e • is the absolute weight of
the culomn m i but making in n —x, and X
the specific gravity of the fluid in a, the weight of ma will be

=

;

specific gravities.

ABCD,

Let

Fig. IS, be the vetael, and

fklk, and klcD
'".
is in

when
S'

0* rccipracally as their densities,
&c the hcighto of the strata, we iiave

their heicfata

calling

S:

AB/*. efA g, y*Z X, and

straU of different densities, S, S', S',
Then since, by the last Prop, anv column of fluid
equililwio with anolfcer, or has Ibe same pressure

H, H', H",

=

H'

••bstitutc a

:

H, and

H = —| — We may
•

therefore

column of fluid of the suae kind as the

•tntuni IC, and having an altitude

^

lo

beighta arc

DC

^

,

^

,

and therefore

will

be

=S X DC X H +(x H +

upon the bottom DC,
fic

let

J^'^J—~-- YT

'

the pressures against

Thus
9

= a,

m

to find

and S

DC, then Z

gravity of the fluid in

^+

CHAP

+ -^s ) = DC X (S X H-f-S'x H +
S" x H" + S'" X H"). which u the truth announced

=

,

"**

and
of *

..

S*»

= — X DC

II.

Specific Gravities.

—

-^

the speci-

Sa
= a, we have ~— = '—-

and the whole pressure upon the bottom

Ox

the pressure

=

'"*' ""**' "" ^l^

prcaaure upon the bottcni, «

calling

the arc* of the bottom, the whole pressure on the

bettom

sum of

therefore the

A e will befA t x /z x.

instead

2}

of the column g I, and in like manner, instead of the
«(her columns < A, A fm* may subetitnte columns whose

fol-

Paop.

I.

If any object floats upon a fluid, or is wholly im. Oa y»>ft.
merscd in it without sinking, it is pressed upwardk imrTtiss.
with a force equal to the weight of the fluid displaced.

fa the propositian.

Prop. III.

LetEF (FiglUO beabody floating in the vessel
""
'
rrop. '"
III. Chap.
I. any point or par>
Then by '
ABCD. ~
"

If a fluid

conUined in a

veaacl conaiats of an infinite
densities vary according to any
law, the fluid will be in equilibrio, when the surfaces

number of strata whose

_

tide H is pressed upwards with a force equal to a column of particles wnoee height is m n, and as this !s
true of every part of the nmace £mF, then since the

Fig- 11>
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of the solid immersed is made up of these elementaCiravitiet.
ry columns, it follows that the sum of all the pressures
exerted upon E n F is equal to a quantity of fluid of
the same size as the immersed part, which is the same
as the quantity of fluid displaced.
When the body EF is wnolly immersed, as in Fig.
Plate
CCCXIH. 15, it is obvious, that any part o is pressed downwards with a column of fluid whose height is mo, while
Vig- 15.
any part u is pressed upwards with a column of fluid
whose height is mn; consequently the point n is pressed
upwards with a column noz^mn—mo. But the sum
of all the elementary columns no, make up a quantity
of fluid equal to that which is displaced by the body.
Cor. When a solid floats on a fluid, the quantity of
fluid which it displaces is equal to the weight of the boSince the whole w^eight of the solid pressing upon
dy.
the surface of water E « F is in equilibrio with the fluid
mass, it must be equal in weight to the quantity of fluid
E n F, which is also in equilibrium with the same fluid
mass, but this quantity of fluid is the quantity which
8pKifie

{lart

,

•

is displaced.

immersed is equal to the whole body ;
other words, the solid will be completely immersed,
and will remain wherever it is placed. If i^^^^S, then
'D-^^B ; that is, when the spccifie gravity of the solid
is greater than thai of the fluid, the body will sink to the
bottom and if S-p^i, then mB.^^B ; that is, when the
specific gravitif of the fluid is greater than that of the
solid, then the part immersed is less'than that of the whok
solid, or the body will float.
qflhejluiti, the part

or, in

m

:

Phop. V.
If a body is held beneath the surface of a fluid, the
force with which it will ascend, if it is lighter than the
fluid, or with which it will descend if it is heavier, is
equal to the diiference between its own weight and the
weight of an equal quantity of the fluid.

The body held beneath the water obviously descends
with its own weight =Bx«, while it is pressed upwards with the weight of the quantity of fluid displaced
:=B X S ; consequently the force with which it ascends
must be B

Pnop.

XS

=

11.

When- a body floats upon a fluid, the centre of gravibody and of the fluid displaced are in the same

ty of the

— B x*) and the
—

force with

which

it

de-

scends
B X s B X S, which are the differences between
the weight of the body and the weight of the fluid displaced.

vertical line.

Scholium.

For since the upward pressure which supports the
floating body is the same as if it were applied to the
centre of gravity of the part immersed, or of the quanof fluid displaced, then since the whole floating body is in equilibrio, its centre of gravity must be supported by this upward pressure ; that is, the centres of
gravity of the fluid displaced and of the floating body
must be in the same vertical line.
tity

Pnop. III.

The specific gravity of any floating body is to that of
the fluid, as the volume of the part immersed is to the
whole volume of the body.
Fig.

Calling

U.

of the
s

S the

solid,

X E ;j F n,

is,

specific gravity of the

we have by

Cor. Prop,

fluid,
I.
:

body.

Prop. IV.
If a solid

is

in a fluid, it will lose as much
equal to the quantity of fluid dis-

weighed
is

A

and therefore, when it accumulates
to a certain degree round the stones, the upward pressure upon the stones exceeds their pressure downwards,
and they are brought to the surface, having been someHuge masses of stones
times torn up with great force.
appear in many cases to have been floated by the ice
adhering to them, and carried to a great distance from
the place of their formation.
lighter than water,

Prop. VI.

=

as the part

of its weight as

truth contained in this proposition is founded the construction of the Camel for raising sunk ves(See
sels, or for lifting ships over liigh sand banks.
similar effect is exhibited in
our article Camel. )
some of the American rivers, where the ice is formed
upon the stones at their bottom. Ice is specifically

and s that

S X E wF

and therefore * S=E nF EpF n; that
immersed is to the whole volume of the
:

On the

The specific gravity of a solid is to that of the fluid
in which it is weighed, as the absolute weight of the
solid is to the loss of weight which it sustains.
In the equation B X «=»« B X S, we have B=:mB when
the body is weighed in a fluid, and of course wholly
be the weight of the boimmersed ; consequently if
dy in the fluid, or the weight necessary to keep it in
equilibrio with the fluid, then
(and transposing and multipl>ing by s,) we have

W

Bx* = BxS+W,

placed.
It appears from Prop. I. that the body is pressed upwards with a force equal to the weight of the fluid displaced ; and as this force acts in opposition to the natural gravity or absolute weight of the body, its absolute weight must be diminished by a quantity equal to
the weight of the fluid displaced.
The weight which
the body in this case loses is not destroyed, but is sustained by an equal and opposite force.
If we call 4 the specific gravity of the solid, S that of
the fluid, B the bulk of the solid, and m B the part of
lit which is immersed ; then since B x * is the absolute
weight of the solid, and 7h B x S the absolute weight of
the quantity of fluid displaced, in order that an equilibrium may take place, we must have B x S=m B X S,
and S S=m B B. Hence if s=S, we have m B=B
that is, if the specific gravity of the solid is equal to that
:

:

jsj^Bx*— W=sxBxS, and (Euclid, Book VI. 16^
W; consequently since B x * W
s S=:B X * B X s

—

—

:

:

the loss of weight which it sustains, the specific gravity of the solid is to that of the fluid, as the weight of
the solid is to its loss of weight.
This Proposition may also be demonstrated, by consiW, is the weight
dering that the weight lost, or B X s
of a bulk of fluid equal to the bulk of the solid, whose
weight is B X s ; and therefore as the specific gravities
are to one another, by the definition, as the weight of
is

—

equal bulks,

we have *

:

S=B x * B X «— W.
:

Prop, VII.
If the same solid botly is weighed in two fluids, the
of the fluids are to one another as the

specific gravities

Specific

Gravities.

HYDRODYNAMICS.
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of weight which the

solid*

reipectirely sustain

in eadi.

Nfaking

B

the bulk of the body as before, S, S' the

apecitic grai-ities of the two fluids, and W, mt the weights
of the solids in each fluid, then the weight of the quanS, B
S', and since
tities of fluid displaced will be B

X

X

are the weights lost by the body, if we
add the weights of the body in the fluid, via. W, tc, to
these weights, we shall have an expression which will
be eqtial to B X ' the real weight of the body. Thus :

wetghu

these

,

BxS+VV=BXjand BxS'+w=BX»-

Hence we hare

than gold, such as platinum.

the two equations,

B X S=B X '— W and B X S'=B X *—»

;

hence

SxB;S'xB=Bx»— W:BxS' — conseouenUy, (EucL B. V. l6.j S:S'=Bx»— W:Bx*— *.
tr.

that is, the specific gravitiea, or as the lossea of weight
sustained by the s<Sid, for these losses must always be
equal to the difTerence between the real weigfata and

weights W, w in the fluid.
Hence, if two solid bodies lose equal parts of
their weights in the same fluid, they have equal volumes.
tlie

Cor.

Prop. VIII.
If a solid body is immersed in two fluids of different
apccifie gravities, so as to be partly in the one and partly in the other, it will be in equilibrio, if tlie part in the
lighter fluid
diffirrencc

is

to the part in the heavier fluid, as the
specific gnvitiei of the solid and

between the

the heavier fluid

i*

to

tlte

diliet«aee of the tfmaB» gnr-

of the solid and the lighter

>ities

Let EF, Fig.

I6,

be

the solid

If two substances of any kind be compounded togebulk of the heavier of the two tngredicnta is
to the bulk of the lighter ingredient as the difference
between the specific gravities of the compound and the
l^bter ingTcdient is to the difference between the specific gravitiea of the compound and the heavier ingrether, the

dicDt
Calling S, S' the specific gravities of the ingredients,
B, B' their bulks, and £ the specific gravity ofthe compound, then the weight of the compound is £ x B-f-B',
and as the weight uf tlie compound must be equal to
the sum of the weighta of its ingredients, we have

2B+iB'=BxS + B'XS',

we have B X S—S =

B:B=S—i:S— S.

in

two fluids,
whose spe-

gravity of the solid.
Now the weight of the solid is
axM-i-N, the weight of the heavier fluid disphwad by
is S' X N, and tlie weight of the lighter fluid dispUeMl
is S X .Vf
by
Hut as the solid is, by the hvpothciis,
samendad in the fluids, the whole ti its wcignt is lost
and consequently the nart lost in the lighter fluid, added to the part lost in the heavier fluid, ust be equal to

N

.

m

SxTT+S'irR'= « XM + N

;

and Euclid, B. VI. l6, we nave
# and M N=S'—j .S—».
X S^^^N X
t'or. 1.
Since M: N=S'—*:S—«, then, by inversion and composition, EucL B. V. Prop. B and IS,

S—

M M S=S'—a
:

:

:

and by transposition, &c.
and (Eud. \'l. 16.)

X S'—X

The

supposition in the preceding

reasoning,

that

equal to the sum of
tlie bulks of its ingredients, is not physically true.
A pint of alcohol or of sofashuric add, mixed with a
pint of water, will not malce so much as two pints of
the canpaODd fluid ; and, on the otlier hand, a cubical
ol* tin, mixed with a cubical inch of lead, will
a compound containing more than two cubical
certain bulk of water is diminisbad
incheaof BBOtaL
by tha ad^tion of /^ of sal ammoniac ; and 40 parts
of platinum and 5 c^ iron will make but S9 parts by
measure.
the bulk of tha oooipoaad

is

A

then, by transposition,

U

B'

ScHOL4UM.

immersed

M

iu whole weight, that u,

Prof. X.

fluid.

and having the part
in the lighter fluid,
cific gravity is S> and the part N in the heavier fluid,
whose specific gTavity is a', and let a be tfc« specific

M
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Hence it follows, that we have only to
rated mass.
weigh the susjiected mass, and a mass of pure gold of
the same weight ; and if there is any difference in their
weight, we must conclude that the mass is adulterated.
If the gold is heavier in water than the suspected
mass, it lias obviously lost less weight, and hus therefore less bulk than die mass ; consequently the adulterating misture has a less specific gravity than gold.
If, on the contrary, the gold loses more weight than
the mass, it will have a greater bulk, and therefore the
adulterating metal must have a higher specific gravity

Prop. XI.

Paoa.

To

determine accurately the specific gravity of gaseous or aerifonn bodies.

S'—S. that is, ihejitrt m ike lighter
As the snacific gravities of gaseous bodies are meaUm mkaU loUd at the dijfemce h€t»ttn lAt sured in relation to that of air, wa must first determine
grmMu f^iAe toU mmd lit ktavitr JImd it l<r tha weight of a given volume of this gas. In order to
oiJtnMt klmtt» Ait tptctjie gmitiet t(f ikt (no do this, take a Iwge glaaa vcaaci, containing at least

Jkud

.(>

:

it to

r^

five or six litres, and iuviof aBfaaustcd it of iu air by a
irtbaspeafegnn^Sartlialwiitarfliud good air-pump, weigh it in a dalioate balanea^ and call
is very mall when t«— pai eJ to 9", aa in tne case of
lU weight W. Lat the air be now admitted to tha glaaa
air ana water, then we may, for ordinary ponmes, take
vessel, and let iu weight, asaacsataiaed by the ba lsacs^
the anakgy M N=:S'—« s.
be now called W. The diffiffeace between these weights^

Csr.ff.

:

:

Paor. IX.

To

or

Paoa.

detect the adultcrstion of tiie ptcaoas metals.

u in the case of Hicro's crown, that

Let us snppose,
a maas of pure gold

is adulterated by tha aihrfiW of
If wetdke a'^paatity of pore gold of the same
weight as the adultanltd smss, it wiU obviously have less
balk, as iu tfetiBm jpwrky is graalar than that of the

sflver.

(sflvar hii ig a lasa specific gravity than gold)
aad therefura the ooaotity of pare gold, when weighed

matan,

t, will diipiaoa

Imsf the fluid

than the adultc-

W— W, will

obviously be the weight of the atmo-

Let it now be
spherical air cootaincd in the vessel.
required to measure thtf specific gravity of another in*.
Weigh the fflass vessel when empty as formerly, and also when full of the gas, and let these weighU be w, tv',
then is— w' will be

tlic

weight of the gas, and

^__y^ ,

be iu specific gravity compared with that of the
This specific gravity is
air, which is taken at 1.000.
that which cia responds with tlie state of the atmosphere at the tioie when the experiment wa* made.
will
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obvious, however, that all Uiese measures are
It
afiected by a variation in the density, the temperature,
and the humidity, of the external atmosphere. The
weight, too, of the gases, when they are introduced
into the receiver, is affected by the temperature and
pressure of the air.
The contraction and dilatation of
the glass vessel requires also to be computed ; and the
weight of the gas itself is affected by the temperature and the degree of drying which it has experienced.
These various sources of error likewise affect the results,
in so far as they affect the external atmospherical air in
which both the air itself and the gas must be weighed.
Some allowance must also be made for the imperfect
exhaustion of the glass vessel, which is always visible
by its effect upon the barometer.
It will readily be seen, that it must require no small
degree of trouble to calculate the combined influence
is

X

At

the time

glass vessel

the
w^eigh-

Specific

Gravities;

the necessary formulae, but also many excellent remarks
and suggestions which could only have been given by
one who had investigated the subject both theoretically
and practically. The folio >ving are his principal formulae,
which are suited to a temperature of 32" of Fahrenheit, or that of melting ice, and to a state of the atmosphere when the barometer stands at 0.76 metres, or

29.94 English inches.

In these formulae.

=1the

absolute weight of atmospheric air contained in the glass vessel at a temperature of 32", and under a pressure of 29.9* inches of mercury, as calculated
from tlie formulae.
the absolute weight of any gas under the same circumstances.
the interior volume of the glass vessel at the same temperature.
the cubical dilatation of glass for every degree of the centigrade thermometer.
the absolute weight of the glass vessel, which never changes.
the atmospherical pressure.
the temperature of the air.
the state of the hygrometer.
the tension in the" interior of the glass vessel, after a vacuum is made by the air

when
is

of these different causes, though, in order to obtain accurate results, such a calculation becomes absolutely necessary.
As it would be impracticable in the present
article to enter into any lengthened examination of the
subject, we must refer such of our readers as wish ta
study it profoundly, to the l.Qth, 20th, and 21st chapterspf M. IJiot's valuable work entitled, Traite de Phy'
sique, which not only contain the method of deducing

<

ed empty.

pump.

At the time of the introduction of thegasintO'l
the glass vessel,

At

when

the

weighed

full

the time

glass is
of gas.

When the glass vessel

=

/'

external pressure exerted
temperature of the gas.
its

upon the

gas.

hygrometric state.
weight of the glass vessel filled with gas.
atmospherical pressure.
temperature of the external air»
state of the hygrometer.

the
the
the
the

I

is

weighed empty a second time, after it
has been weighed full

Till I

__ the weight of the glass vessel

empty observed

in air

atmospherical pressure.
temperature^

of gas.

1.

Formulce suited

to the case

where the Gases are perfectly dry.

p-'—Po^.Te

X=

(l+KQp

^

l-l-i.0,00375

(2P"-

)^

2Y=

(1

_

+ K<')p-

(1+K<> "
1

l-t./'.0,00375

-f.

(No.

X{\J^Y.V")p"'
1 -^/"'0,00375

X(l-f-KO p
-^^

-r-

i+<".o,00375

1

1.)

/".0,00375

-}< .0,00375

(No. 2.;

l+/'.0,00375

In the ordinary state of the atmosphere, the barometer and thermometer indicate only very small and progressive changes, so that in the short time which can
elapse between the different weighings of the gas,
we may safely suppose the atmospherical pressure p",
and the temperature / ", corresponding to the intermediate weighing of the glass vessel, as arithmetical

^P".

Y=

(P

p, p"', and the
In proportion, therefore,
as the variations in these elements have been inconsiderable, we may consider them as compensating themThese terms will consequently
selves in the terms of X
disappear, and the formula will be reduced to the following simple form

means between- the extreme pressures
extreme temperatures

t,

t'".

:

+ P'")
) (l-|-f'.0,i,0037.5) .0"',76'

(1+KOp'

This formula will be found sufficiently exact when
the gases and the atmospherical air are perfectly dry
but as this is never the case, and as the aqueous vapour

(No. 3.)

has a very considerable influence upon the weight at
a temperature above 50" of Fahrenheit, it is necessary
to

compute

its effect.
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Formulot suited to the cote where the Gates are petfeclly saturated with Waltr.

S.

X is the weight of a volume of dry atmospherical air contained in the
and the barometrical pressure of 0.76 metres or 29.91H English inches.

In the following formula,
•t the temperature of 32",

T = the
T'

real tension

glass vessel,

of aqueous vapour at the weighing of the glass vessel empty.

= the tension at the introduction of the gas.

T"= the tension at the

weighing of the glass vessel

+

/

(i+KQip'-yry

.0,00375

1

.SX(1

(P"__P).0.76

+

+ K<^)T')

8(1 -^-f .0,00375)

Y=:

of gas.

P*— P A..7 6

X = (i-HKOCp-jTT
1

full

<'

.0,00375

+ K<")

X(l

_

+
^

1 -t-

(l

(No.

+ *" .0.00375
X(l + K/) (p— ;T)
(p*— |T"

4)

1

.

~

I" .0.00375

.

1

+

<

.0,00375

(Na5.)
'

+ KO(p'^TT
+ f .0,00375

1

TbeM

wiD answer, when the external air,
and the gas are weighed, are not saIn this case, T' and T" will
turated with moisture.

mosphere at the time of the experiment, by the method
employed above, namely, by weighing a second time
the ^ass vessel empty, immediately after it has been
weigned full of the gas. Then, if i" is the temperatare at which this is done, p"' the atmospherical pres-sure, T'" the tensiaa of the aqueous vapour, and P'"
the weight obsei ieJ, the resulting formula will be

fonntilK

which the

in

air

express the tension of the aqueous vapour really sus-

pended

in this air.

results bu^ be reodctcd independent
4f the quantity ti sgyeous n^ioar contained in the at-

The preceding

I

Ys V

/

•'"

S.

exactly the

FormmUt

The above formulc

suited to the

(No. 6.)

(l-t.K./-)(p'- T-}
1 -I-

This formu]^

8(1+ 1' .0,00375)

same as No.

Cam wka

S,

iMe

If

.0,00$75

when T's

X>; that

is,

Cmta mnpirftetUf dry,

when

the gases are perfectly dry.

but the exhaustion not complete.

be sufficiently correct, if the exhaustion of the glass vessel is made with a very fine
not generally to be met with, let as suppose I to be the tension of the little air which
remains in the glass vessel, as marked by the gauge. Then

air

pomp

;

but as this

will
is

(P"_p.')0..76.|.

Y—J

^(' +
1

(t^'-jT) -.X + Kfn (p"'~|r")
^n .0.00^
r' .0.00375
ll

+

I'*

I

which, by the means formerly described,

(p'

M. BiM has

1

may be reduced

(1

exemplified the use of the formula No. 5.

es of ilrtermining the specific gravity of

hjrdrMtn na. In this experiment, the
tities bad tae IbOowing values.

At the w<
rci^iunf of the em,.
(

ty glass
•sveMsIf

fP
(

different

Z^^Z^^^
=iSO*9osntigTade.

when

XI.

toll

rABTf.

Weight of the atmospherical

air
in the glass vessel, as deter-

mined by pnoeding experi:lx=7 2532 grammes.
ments

p =a76l6

the introduction at the fl'
gas into the glass vessel

vessel

The gas was saturated with water, and the hy^frometer indicated a state of the atmosphere approaching
to extreme humidity.

quan-

metres.
8 1" 4 centigrade.
0.7630 metres.

=
\f^ =
At the weighing of the glass P" = 6&»MSgnaiuBn.
At

to

— LZdlfZIJ + r .O.0OS75) ai.76

y yu
i

(NaT.)

+ f .0,00575

by an eaperime w t which he made on the Sd July 1806,
for the

+

o+K^)(y-«)

Log.

X=:a8605SI5

Cubical dilatation of glass fori
one degree of the centigrade
[

K

= 0.0000262716

Log.

K

= 5.4I9486ff

:90»6

•.7628
V'=o.'

9i
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of the aqueous "|
vapour at the temperatures T
>• T'
/, j', /", calculated from a formula given by Biot, vol. i. T"

Elastic foroes

I

p. 27.

by subtracting from each of them the cor- Specific
Hence we shall ,^^^^1^^
responding dilatation of mercury.
'—nr^
have

Fahrenheit,

= 0.0185 metres,
= 0.01 <)0

= 0.0183.

Conse-

quenUyiT

= 0.0069 |T" = 0.0068 Hence
P — I T = 0.7547 metres
—I T' =0.7440;
p" _ T" 0.7554.

0.7547

=

P

J

p

We have also

.

.

.

— |T = 0.7518
.

p'

;

1

.

I

_

'i.

7554.200 6

=

= 0.0029

^^

;

so that the

barometrical columns thus reduced will be

/'

;

+<

-0,00375
t' ,0,00375
<" .0,00375

+
+

1

1

;

„„„„„ metres.
= 0-0029

5412

p"

— ^T = 0.7411

1+K< = 1.000549;
1 + Kt' = 1.000562;
1 + K /" = 1.000541

2O0.9

.

,

*^

;j'

=
I
But as the pressures p, p', p", or the altitude of the
mercury in the barometer, were observed at different
temperatures, they must be reduced to that of 320 of

.

Hm
0.74 W X
'

— JT" = 0.7525.
= 1.078375
= 1.080250
=

1.077250.

With these elements, and with X, which has been found, we have

X (1 + K n

+

1

- 1 T") ^

(p"

X(l+KO(p-iT)
+

1

t

Hence wc have

X(l

+ Kn
1

By
We

adding to this (P"

"____

.

.

0.009988

.

two terms, or

(p"-f T'0__X(1

+ <" 0.00375

— P)

_,o.8q^-

0.00375

Difference

th« difference of these

^ ^^^^^

/" .0,00875

1

+ KQ (p-|T)
+ Kt. 0,00375

3 ^

=0.43016

.0.76 metres

0.440148

have

which

is

the

sum of all

the positive terms of the numerator.

5

By

subtracting the negative term, or

The
which

difference
is

^^^^^

Xf

1

4-

K

g (i +/'

<'")

T'
•

00375)

*

*

= 0-0797783

:.,...

is

0.360370

the value of the numerator of the formula.

The denominator,

or LL

+ ^J^rfe^
+ .0.003 5
1

we have Y

J

0.36037
= u.ooyiiOj
„^„„,,..,

.=0.6891163

•

1

.

.

.

v

.

=

^.^oo.r. grammes,
0.522945

is the weight of the volume of hydrogen gas contained in the glass vessel at .320 of Fahrenheit,
Hence we have the specific gravity of hydrogen gas, or
metres, or 29.994 inches of the barometer.

which

Y

X=
Phop. XII.

To

0.522945
7:25323-

„„^„„

= ''-^^^«^and the temperature and
The
atmospherical pressure are carefully marked.
volume of water and of fluid may then be obtained by
the following formulae which have been given by M.
In these formuhe.
Biot,
specific gravity is required,

Prob.

determine accurately the specific gravity of

„

and 0.76

li-.

«[uids.

The

accurate determination of the specific gravity of
is like that of gaseous bodies, attended with considerable difficulty. As the specific gravities of the gases
are referred to that of atmospheric air, so in liquid and
solid bodies the specific gravities are referred to that
of water, when at the temperature of -)- 3°.42 of the
centigrade scale, or 380.15 of Fahrenheit, which corresponds to the maximum density of that fluid.
In measuring the specific gravities of liquids, a glass
vessel with a narrow neck, after having been accurately
weighed when empty, is successively weighed when
Slled with distilled water, and with the liquid whose

liquids

I

V = the interior capacity or
L

volume of the

glass vessel

in cubic centimetres, at the temperature of 32°
of Fahrenheit, or that of melting ice.
=: the apparent weight of the liquid when it is

weighed.

A

= dilatation of the liquid at 32" of Fahrenheit, taking
volume at this temperature for unity.
= the dilatation of water from maximum density
its

5'

its

to the temperature

F = the

t'.

apparent weight of the water at the temper?.-

ture

I'.

HYDRODYNAMICS.
= the temperature when the liquid weighed,
point of maxif = the temperature reckoned fr<Mn
mum denshy, or f = l—S^AS.
a = the weight t^ a volume of dry or taouX air in the

Sfwi&

is

/

CnntMc

tiie

Spedhi
these formulaj will be best seen by applying them, as M. Biot has done, to the following cxpe- ^C^vinw.
riments on mercury and water by him and M. Arago.

gkta veMel at the time the liquid is weighed.
(a)=the weight of a cubic centimetre of dry air, at the
temperature of 32°, and the pressure of 0.76
metres, or 29.994 inches.
cubical dilatation of glass for every degree of
the centigratle thermometer.
the he't,'ht of the column of mercury when the

435
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Tempenture Height of the
in degrees of
mercui;
stAocuxMSk die eeougnde, ifae barometer J
or valua of L. or Taluet of (. or ralues at p.
A]ipucnt

m

wdghtof air

Liquid*.

m

Knthe
p =

liquid

p'

flT

weighed.

ii

= the height uf the column of mercury in the

baro>
meter, retluced to the temperature of S'i" of
Fahrenheit.
s= the relation of the weight of air to that of water,
at the temperature /'.
the tension of the vapour of water in the air where
the liauid is weighed.
=s the weight of a cub'c centimetre of the liquid at
the temperature of S'JP of Fahrenheit.

Metres.

Exp. I.
Exp. S.
Exp. 3.
Exp.*.

Mercury 1342,989
Mercury 1340,893
Water
98,721
Water
98,716

120.5

20.6
20.1
20.9

0.7439
0.7580
0.7600
0.7589

In calculating the Talue of V, from the fonnula Ko.

we have

S,

T =

(a)=0.001299541 grammes, and Log. (o)=3.1 137902,
and by the formula No. I.

IT

y

The

Then we have
J

= aO00a063475O
._

/• *

— 0.00000002708 I"

'

(.)a/(H- »)

~ (l+t

O.0O.'»75)O-76

.

V_E+ E . +

'

(1_^)(,^K/')

_ la)V{l+Kf)(p-iT)
*"
(l

Hence

•'

K /* =

•'K<'

O.OOOOOO6S69,

= 00000006551,

V

mean between

= 9S.90OO8&

2.

5.

0.1G799S5
0.1841449

theae reeultt

3.

we

0=0,12004 Exp.

a=

(L+a
At
to

K

;I2004
0,12004

1343,10904

I.

('

('

= 0.000588
Exp.
Exp.

Exp. S
Exp. 4.

3.
4.

Exp.
Exp.

3.
4.

valoe of o, we have
the weight of dry nir
contained in the glaa rmfl at the standard temperature
otse of Fdirenheit, and 0".76 or 29.994 inches of au
ieal prcavure
li^BBa we shall have by the formula No. 4.
(a)

(

I

the

calculate

V=0,I286201 grammea, or

and a=0.1 1872. Exp.

graiamca

1

= 0.0005491

have, in cubic centimetres,

In order to

is

—

L=
L=1S42.989
1342.989

= 0.001206079

•'saOOl 192953

+ 0.0671518 = 98-9561453
+ tt.0657819 - 98.9689S68

TheomMiteaftlMglaM

]

NaS.

+ m'Ke — Kf = 0.000&166\
4..' Kt'—K<' = 0.00064451

,'
.'

of 9S* of Fanrenbcit
weight of metcuiy or any oUmt li^«id
weighed in the same glaia veawl, at a given taaiMTB>
turc, mav now he easily dedtieed fromtfce fai
No. 5.
We shall follow M. Biot in 1^4711^ the finaula to
EzparfftMnta 1. and 2. on aercurjr.

(

= a75«9 — 0.0029 = 0.7560

Now K
K

Th* abaolate

I.

— 0.0028 =: 0.7572

= 0.760

Exp. 3.
Exp. 4.
With these icalucs, and the temperature I' observed
the time of the weighing, we have by the formula

5.

veaael at the tempevatnre

Exp.

m

f/
p'

at

No.

formuU No.

V = 98.721 +
V = 98.716 +
arithmetical

No.

No.

substituting these values in the

The

1.

height of the mercurial columns, or p, being reto the te perature of 32° of Fahrenheit, we

.'

+ e)(l.t.x)

(L

No.

duced
have

So.*.

+1.0.00375)0- .76

_

By

=0.0017017forExp.3. sincer=200.I—3<'.42=16«.68
/'=20 .9—3 .42=17 .48
=0.00 1 8654 for Exp. 4.

3'

2.

Hence

L= 1340,93
L=1340,93

granniM
j

1872
'= ^'''''^g
o
Iexp.8.J
(L+a 1341,01172
j
,

these weights contain a great number of grammes, it is ntrrsMij to calculate the corrections with regard
( and a more exactly than would otherwise have been necessary.
have

We

r+K «-''+"
The second of these

terms, which

i«

j-^j=
,

1

always very small,

i+Ki
is

No*r

the eofrectioa sought.

»43,TcKj04—0,4409 1 9= 1 542,668 1 S

''*'JV=1341,01172—O,725363=1340,X»6»57

Exp.
Exp.

1.

2.
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By

Gravitief.

adding to each of these results

its

product by the dilatation >>—-=Tr^ in mercury,

^^^±^^^y^=lS42,66812+3,10113=I345,7692

Exp.

we

Specific

have

Gravities.

1.

1 -j-K. t

(L+«) 0+^)
^=1340,28636+5,10160=1345,3880
1

The arithmetical mean between these results is
1345,5786 grammes, which, being divided by V, already found to be 98,960036, we have
1344,*786

_,„,Q7,oo
-^3,597190

'=-98,965036

which is the weight of a cubic centimetre of mercury
in grammes, at the temperature of melting ice.
If we wish to compare this weight with that of water, we have only to calculate the last for the tempethermometer.
its

maximum

—

3''A2 of the centigrade
the dil.^ation of water from
density to its freezing point, or for

rature of melting ice. or for

But

if 3 is

50.42, the weight of water required will be

r,

and

the relation between the weights of mercury and water
at the temperature of melting ice will be a- (1-f 3).
3''.42 in the formula of dilataBut, by substituting

—

No.

tion.

1.

we

shall

have 3=0,00007 4*.

—

as

,

which is the exact ratio between the weights of equal
volumes of mercury and water at the temperature of

it

2.

has really displaced the quantity of water a.

But, in order to know the specific gravity of the solid
parts of the body which do not admit water, such as
the real fibrous part of sponges, then we must consider, that the quantity of water displaced is not merely

—

but a

a,

P',

and therefore—^

is

the real specific gra-

vity, neglecting the necessary reductions.

In order to explain the formute given by M. Biot for
solid bodies, let us take

^ temperature at which the solid

t

V =
(s)

=

K =

Hence

« (1+3)=13,597I90+0,001017=13,598207,

melting

Exp.

+ K/

(e)=

=
=

9

a

ice.

is

weighed.

the volume of the solid body in cubic centimetres
at the temperature t.
the absolute weight of a cubic centimetre of its
substance at the temperature of melting ice.
the cubical dilatation of the solid^for one degree
of the centigrade thermometer.
the weight of a cubical centimetre of water at
the temperature of melting ice.
the dilatation of water from 32" to t.
the ratio of the weight of air to that of water in
the circumstances under which the experiment
,

is

made.

=: the dilatation of any other liquid employed instead of water.
()r)= the weight of a cubical centimetre of another liquid at the temperature of melting ice.
the weight of the solid in air.
S
the weight of the solid in water.
S'

A
Prop. XIII.

To

Prob.

determine accurately the specific gravities of so-

lid bodies.

In determining the specific gravities of solid bodies,

1. We may weigh them
and in some other fluid, which is
the ordinary method ; and then, if P is the apparent
weight of the solid in air, and |) the weight of the volume

we may

adopt two methods.

successively in air

of water which

it

displaces,

we have

—

=
=

Case
air

(,.C. +

—

for the specific

gravity of the body, neglecting the necessary reductions ; or, 2. After having weighed the solid in air, we
may place the solid in a glass vessel, and weigh them
~ conjointly, and then weigh the same glass vessel when
If then
is the weight of the
filled only with water.
solid in air, p the weight of the vessel containing the
water and the solid, and p' the weight of the vessel containing water alone ; then p p' is the weight of the

quantity of water displaced, and

p

-7

will

be the

specific gravity required.

When
body

the
so-

is

luble in
witter.

When

t!ie

body imbibes water.

If the substance is soluble in water, like many of the
salts, it is necessary to use alcohol, or some other fluid,
such as the essential or fat oils, which are not capable
of dissolving it. The specific gravity of the oil being
known, that of the salt will be immediately found.
If the solid imbibes water, without either dissolving
or decomposing it, it is necessary first to weigh the
body when perfectly dry, which weight we may call P,
and then weigh it when it has imbibed as much water

We

Let this weight be P'.
as possible.
find how much water the body displaces,
call a,

then the apparent

specific

must next
which we may
gravity of the body is

the body

ia

weighed successively

in

K0(gg^-^)
^«-

s^^s^

^-

If the body has been weighed successively in water
and in air at the same temperature, then (5r)=(«) and
A=3, consequently

(g)(l.f
(.):

D

—

When

1.

and water.

Case

2.

=

KQ (S— S'«)

(1+3)

When

(S_S')

No.

2.

there are three weighings, 1st of the

2d of the glass in a vessel filled with a liquid,
and 3d of the same vessel containing the solid and the

solid body,

liquid

Then(.)=(l + K0(p)

a+^

^^^)(^)^^
1+3

S— P+L

No.

3.

If the body has been weighed successively in water
and in air, then (5r)=(ff) and A=r3, and the formula is

reduced to

WCase

3.

(r+3)(S-P + L)

When

the solid in

air,

same vessel In
and liquid.
:

lid

there are only

and 2d of the
this case let

two weighings,

No. 4.
1st

of

solid in liquid in the

M be the weight of the so-
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(')-

(i+))(S—

This formuU
tton of

differs

P+M — S)

from No.

M — S in place of L.

CHAP.

The

4.

'^*'-^-

only in the substitu>

On the CotulnctUm nf different

Hydromelert.

The names areometer, hydrometer, grarimeter, have
been indiicnniinately applieil to those instruments
which are employed, when very (treat accuracy is not
required, for determining!^ the specific grmvities of spi«
rituous liquors, and otiier fluids.
Before we enter upon the description of these instruments, we shall first explain the (general principles of
their connruction, as exhibited in the hydrometer of
Fahrenheit.
Fahrenheit'* Hydrometer.

1.

f»

This instrument is represented in Pkte CCCXIV,
It may be ooostmcted either of f(laas or metal, and consists of a cylindrical stem AB, Fig. I. conDMtod with two boUow balls C, D. A small quantity of
mtmay, at of leaden abot, \» introduced into the lower
ball D, ao as to prevent it from overtumin)^, and to make
Fif^. 1.

In
it float steadily when it is imnened in a fluid.
tkii iailnBMiit, we may cither load it with diffcMot wcifhu, or have a acak of eoual parts enmven

vm^

Fahrenheit adopted the first of these
its stem.
methods. He made a mark m apon tlie stem A B, and
having immersed it in the l>|{htest liquor, (Fahrenheit
«tsad spiritt or wine and sptrtta of turpentine,) such as
ether, he introduced mercvry into tiie liall D. till tha
surface of the light fluid stood at the mark m.
The
tube AB was tb«i hermetically sealed, and the instru*
ment weighed in a nice pair of scale*. This weight will
obviously be the weight of the quantity of fluid which
When the inatramcnt was placed in a
it displaces.
denser fluid, such as water, ha |daccd weights in the
small bos at A, till the hydrometer sunk to the mma
mark m. By again wei,::;hing the hydrometer with tha
additianal waighta, he obtainad the weight of a cpiantity of tha danaar fliid which waa displaced ; but as the
part iwmsurrl was tha lama in both casw, the two
weights which ha had obtained were the absolute
weigfaU of equal qnantitic* af two flbid*, and were,
themore, the ratio* of their specific gravities. Thus if
b* the weight of tha loaded instrument in (Ii<til1r<l
water at the te peratore 0^60* of Fahrenht It. when it
has *\\n\t, to any mark upon the item, and tr the weight,
which roust either be taken from the box at A, or luUfd
to it, in order to make the instrument <ink to the same
point in another fluid, and B the volume or bulk of the
part immersed, then .S, «, beint; the specific gravities,
.SxB, and \V=fc:ia=ixB. Hence
we hava

upon

W

m

W=

B=^andB=:
,and
SxWt±rw
duction /s
or
"W

= ^,
since

and by

S=I.OO

re-

in water^

W:

*=—y^-—

•

In

tiic

thermooiater of Fahrenheit which

AB

described, the stem
is made very short, and
~»ly ooe-third of the length oTa tube which he place*

"—I tiM

balls

C and D.

may be

Hydromf-

(P+P)(l+>)
-

(P){l-I- A-/.)
formula, (ir) is the weipht

In this
in grammes of a
cubic centimetre of the liquid subjected to experiment;
A is the dilatation of this liquid from 3^ to the tempe.
rature /, P is the absolute weight of the hydrometer
when weighed in vacuo, or its weight in air diminished
by the weight of the quantity of air which it displaces,
and it also expresses, in cubic centimetres, the value of
the part immersed in the liquid ; (P) is the absolute
weight of the part immersetl at S2' of Fahrenheit
and K the cubic dilatation of the substance of the areo*
meter.
S.

Clarke's ITydnmrter.

*

The hydrometer invented by Mr Clarke, and de* rivke't
scribed in the Philosophical Transactions by Dr Desa- liydtomctfr
guliers, was made of metal instead of glass.
The prin- '" •p>ri«'»was made hollow and of copper, and the brass **"
wire of about Jth of an inch thick, was soldrred into
it.
Upon the stem a mark is made, to which the instrument sinks when it is placed in proof spirits, and
another mark is made above and below this, at which
it sinks when the spirit is Vstl^ under proof, or , gth
above proof. The lower ball could be screwed off,
and other ball* of different weights screwe<l on, for
liquors that differ more than y'^th from proof, so a* to
give the specific gravities of all the mixtures of spirituous liquors that are used in trials.
.See the Pliit.
Tram. 17"J0, No. 413, p. 277. : and I^etaguliers' Court*
9/ ^Mptrimmtal Philotophy, edit 3d, vol. il p. 853.
cipal ball

•'I"*"-

'

i.

Daagklitrt' Hydrometer.

The

object of this instrument wa» to ascertain the
Dtfsftu•pecific gravitie* of different kind* of water ; and in li«r»' hyorder to give it a high degree of sentibility, I)r De- «l««»«"f.

agulien made the hollow

glas* ball less than three
inches in diameter, while the stem to which it was attached was a long slender wire, whoae diameter was
eniT the 40th part of an inch, and whoae length waa 10
incfae*.
Under the great ball is placed a email l»*ll,
about one inch in diameter, to conUin shot for floating
the imtniment in ^rartieal poaition.
In river or *oft
riHf ••w, die hydtooMlrr sinks to a fixed point in
middle of ita atem. If a single grain weight !*
added, the stan will d es cend a whole mcli. Nr>w. as the
hydrometer weigh* 4000 grain*, and as one inch of the
tern weighs tern grain*, the part of it imnifrtrl must
weigh 4000
50= 39.W grain*, 50 grains
,p
to half the length of the stem. ButthequsTi
n-r
displaced must weisfh 4000 grains, equal to tiie whole
weight of the hydrometer ; consequently the iiistrument will serve to compare together the diiTcrrnt bulks
of 4000 grains of water ; and »in<w one tenth of an
incli in the scale correspond* to one tenth of a grain,
it
will obviously distinguish the strength of a grain in
4000, or the 40,00eth part of the whole bulk of water.
By altering the quantity of shot in the balUst

—

hydrometer may be filled for comparing any
liquor* that have nearly the same specific
grarity.
See »r DcaagnlienT Courte of Experimental
BiulMOphy, vol. ii. p. 834^
ball, this

we have

this hydropieter,

reduced to the temperature of 32" of Fahrenheit, and
""•
allowance made for tlie effecu of heat, both upon the li- ,7"^ ""^
quid and the hydrometer itself. The following formucccx'v
la, given by M. Biot, includes these effects.
Kjg. 1.

^^-

asd CoxsTRt'cnojt or Areometers,
OR EIVDROMETCRS, rOR UZAiVBlSO SPECIFIC GraVN
TUB.
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Deparhydromeler.
cieiix's

Plate
CCCXIV.
Fig. 2.

the

This instrument, wliich was intended by its author
for measuring the specific ."rravities of different khids of
is represented in Plate CCCXIV. Fig. 2. where
a glass phial about seven or eight inches long,
and two inches in diameter. It is loaded with shot at
the bottom to prevent it from overturning, and its lo\Ver
part is rounded to prevent the air from lodging below.
brass wire AC, about 30 inches long, and Vt of J^"
inch in diameter, is fixed in the cork of tlie phial, which
is well varnished to prevent the penetration of the waThe length of the wire ought to be such, that,
ter.
when tiie phial is loaded and immersed in spring water at a medium temperature, the whole phial, and about
an inch of the wire, should be below the scale, while,
when it is plunged in very light river water, the wire
should be immersed about 20 inches. To the summit of the wire is fixed a cup C, which contains the
small weights with which it may be found necessary
to load tlie instrument in order to make it sink to a
fixed point in different kinds of water. A tube of white
iron DEFG, about 3 feet long, and 3 inches in diameter, is used to hold the water whose specific gravity is
to be determined, and there is attached to it a scale
EH, divided into inches and parts of an inch, for the
purpose of measuring the different depths to which the
instrument sinks. This instrument is so sensible, that,
if a small (juantity of spirits of wine, or a pinch of sugar or salt, are added to the water in the tin tube, the
phial will ascend or descend a very sensible quantity.
M. Deparcieux made use of a hydrometer which weighed
weight
23 ounces, 2 gros, and 26 grains (French).
of 38 grains made it descend through a height of 19
inches, (i luies, which was equal to 6tV lines for every
grain, or the TTiT-s^h part of the volume of water disThe results given in our general Table of
placed.
specific gravities, p. 455, for different waters in France,
were obtained by means of this instrument. See Prony's
627.
Architecture Hydraulique, torn. i. § C14

water,

AB

is

A

A

—

S. Jones's
Jonci's hydrometer.

Fig. 3.

Hydrometer.

This hydrometer, which was invented by Mr William Jones of Holborn, is constructed so as to apply the
correction which is necessary from a change of tempeThis correction had hitherto been applied only
rature.
in a rough manner ; but upon considering that 32 gallons of spirits in winter will expand to nearly 33 gallons in summer, Mr Jones fixed a thermometer to his
instrument, and by adjusting the divisions experimentally, he has obtained it pretty correctly. Mr Jones has
also taken into account the diminution of bulk which
takes place in mixing alcohol and water, which is so
great as to produce a loss of four gallons in the 100.
Thus, if to 100 gallons of spirit of wine, which are 66
gallons in the 100 over proof, QQ gallons of water are
added to reduce it to proof spirit; the compound of
water and alcohol will consist only of 162 gallons instead of l66, four gallons having been lost by the mutual penetration of the two fluids.
Mr Jones'hydrometer is represented in PlateCCCXlV.
Fig. 3.
It consists of a stem AC of the form of a parallelopiped, on the five sides of which the different
strength of spirits are marked. One of these sides is
shewn in Fig. 3. and the other three separately. This
stem is fixed to the oval ball CD, which is made of hard
brass, and has its conjugate diameter about one and
tlierraometer
a half inches.
is attached to the

A

D£

DB

below the ball, and the whole length AB of HyiUomti
*" "•
Three weights
instrument is about 9^ inches.
VV" are suited to the three sides of the stem ~ v"**'
W,
shewn separately. Let us now suppose that the in- Jones's hjr.
strument is plunged in a spirituous liquor ; then, if it drometer.
floats, so that the surface of the liquor is somewhere be- Pi-ate
tween
and C, the division on the side of the stem rccXiV.
(viz. the side of the stem attached to the m-, ^^i- ^•
marked
strument) will indicate the strength of the liquor if it
is between 74' gallons in the 100, and 47 in the 100
above proof. But if the surface of the fluid stands below the extremity C of the scale, it must be loaded with
W", till the surface of the
any of the weights W,
liquor rises above C ; then, if the weight W, or No. 1.
is required to produce this effect, the side of the stem
marked No. 1. will shew the strength of the spirituous
liquor from 46 gallons in the 100 to 13 in the 100 above
proof. If the weight No. 2. is required to raise the surface of the spirits above C, the divisions on the side
marked No. 2 will shew the strength from 1 3 gallons
in the 100 above proof to 29 gallons in the 100 under
proof; and if the weight No. 3. is required, the division on the side marked No. 3. will shew the strength
of the spirits from 29 under proof down to water, which
The
is marked
at the bottom of the scale No. 3.
thermometer
has four scales engraven upon it,
marked No. 1,2, 3, corresponding with the similarly
numbered scales on the stem. Two of these scales only
The zero or of each scale is
are seen in the figure.
at the middle of each column, and corresponds with a
temperature of 60° of Fahrenheit ; then whatever number of divisions the mercury in the thermometer stands
above the zero, so many gallons in the 100 must the
liquor be reckoned weaker than the hydrometer indicates ; and whatever number of divisions the mercury
in the thermometer stands below the zero, so many
gallons in the 1 00 must the spirits be reckoned stronger
than the hydrometer indicates.
The diminution of bulk occasioned by the mutual
penetration of the two fluids, is marked by the small
Thus the
figures on the different scales of the stem.
figures 2^ at 48, 3^ at 61, and 4 at 66, indicate, that if
the spirit be 48 gaUons in the 100 over proof, the bulk
of the compound will be 2:^ gallons less than the sums
of the two ingredients, that is, instead of being 148 it
This instrument is adjusted, like other
will be 145|.
hydrometers, to the temperature of 60" of Fahrenheit)
and requires only three different weights to determine
the strength of spirituous liquors from alcohol to water.

stem
4. DeparcUu.v's Hifdromder.

W,

A

W,

.

W

DE

6. Dicas's

The hydrometer

Hydrometer,

constructed

by

Mr

Dicas of Liver-

Dicas's hy-

pool, possesses all the advantages of Jones'hydrometer, drometer.
but exhibits, with more accuracy, the correction which
It
it is necessary to apply for a change of temperature.
is constructed of metal, with a stem and ball of the or-

dinary form. It has 36 different weights, which are
to 370, including the divisions on the
valued from
stem ; but the chief improvement which distinguishes
this

hydrometer

is its

ivory sliding scale, which adjusts

to different temperatures, and indicates the diminution of bulk arising from the mutual penetration of the
it

combined

fluids.

7. Quin's Universal

Hydrometer.

object of this hydrometer is to ascertain with Quin's univereal hythe greatest expedition the strength of any spirit from
luomeier.
alcohol to water, the diminution of bulk, and the specific gravity of each different strength, and also the

The

HYDRODYNAMICS
Mr^aat-

In its general appearance,
nearlj the same as Jones' hydroincter, shewn in
The stem has four sides, one of which indiFig. 3.
cates the strength of any spirit, from alcohol to water,
while the other three shew the specific gravities of
The stem has a conical form, in order to
worts.
make the degrees upon it more equal than they would
otherwise have been. A sliding rule, diflerin^ very
little from that of Mr Dicas, exhibits the variations of
dcnsi^ ariaing from changes of temperature. In using
this imtmmcnt, place any of the weights, if necessary,
MDOO the top of the part of the stem below the ball ;
ub—r rc the tenperatnre of the spirit with a thermobring the star of the sliding rule to the
r, and
of heat on the thermometric scale ; then the
Mnagth of the spirit will be found opposite to the
noaaber of the weif^ht and the letter on the stem. See
a fuU account of this hydrometer in the Trantaclions of
apecific fpravity of worts.

it is

the Socieiy

of Arts, roL
8.

viii,

p. 98.

\kholt»n't Hydrometer.

The hydrometer invented by the late Mr Kicholson,
superior to the ordinary instruments, both to its ge.
nerat construction, and from its being capable of ascertaining the specific gravities of solids.
This instruFig. 4. of Plate CCCXI V. conment, which is shewn
attached to the dish
•ials «f a hollow copper ball
is

m

CD

AB br MMBS of a

stem AC, made of hardened steel,
and about j^th of an inch in diameter. An iron stirrup E, 6xed to the lower extremity of the ball, carries
another dish F, sufTidently bearj to keep the instrument in a vertical poiitiun. The parts of the instraOMiit arc so adjusted, that when 1000 grains are placed
cfistilled
te the opper dish AB, the whole will sink
water at the temperature of 60" of Fahrenheit, t« the
point m in th« middle of the stem.
In order to fin<l the specific gravity of a fluid, im>
racrse the instrument in it, and place weights in the
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low, for keeping it in a vertical position. The total
length is 8 inches, the elliptical bulb is 1 \ inches in
diameter and 2 inches long, and the square stem b -Jth
of an inch wide. One of the faces of the scale is used
for liquors that are specifically lighter than water. On
this face are engraven the 26 letters of the alphabet,
with an
or sero at the beginning and end of the letOpposite to each
ters, thus—0, A, B, C, D, &c. Z, 0.
letter, and between each of them, is a division for
marking the point of the stem to which the instrument
sinks, so that the total number of divisions is 55. The
weight of the hydrometer is 400 grains, and it is furnished with four weights, via. No. 1, 2, S, 4, which
weigh respectively 20, 40, 61, and 84 gnuns, which
are placed on the instrument, below the elliptical bulb,

H]rdroiu«>
ten.
'

These weights are adjusteil in
such a manner, that when with one of them, such as
Na 2, the instrument emerges to the lower division 0,
it will, upon changing the weight for the next heavier
one. No. S, sink exactly to the other division 0, at the
top of the stem.
Hence tlie stem is virtually extended to five times its real length, and the number of di'
visions increased to 272 ; thus, without any weight at
in a liall, it will sink exactly to the upper division
3uor wliose specific gravity is .806, and to the lower
as occasion requires.

ivision
in a liquor whose specific gravity is .843, the
intcrmetliate specific gravities being mdicated by intermediate divisions on the scale. By applying the weight

Nol 1, we obtain all the specific gravities from .843 to
.880; Na 8. gives them from .880 to .918 ; No. S. from
.918 to .958 ; and No. 4. from .950 to 1.000. When the
last weight is used in water, the instrument sinks to
the lower
at £5** JigruLS of Fahrenheit.
Each of
the ilivisionK on the stem wfll be found to correspond
to eoosiderably leas than an unit in the third place of
the ipsciffc grsyity, and to indicate a difference of
about one-half per cent, or two quarts in a hundred
The correction for temperature is obtained
gallons.
dish AB till it sinks to the point m; then, since the
a sliding rule, by an ingenious appiicAtion of two
qoantitT of iiuid displaced is always the same, we shall scales of eqou parts to each other; and the diminution
h«TC
1000 : Vf=±z w
S «;
being the weight of balk, or penetration as it is called, is obtained by
of the instrument, m the wei^t necessary to make it the same rule. The specific grarities, corresponding to
rfnk to ns, S the specific gravity of water, and $ that of the divisions on the stem, are likewise pointed out bj
tht fluid.
the sliding rule.
To detcfmine the spcdfc craritin tt solids that do
Mr Atiiaa aftM w aiJs aada considerable changes
not exceed 100 grains In wei^it, place the instrument upon this instnioacnt. Inslaad of making the weights
in distiUsd waUr. and, having put the solid in the dish
circular, be made tiicm of different figures, vis. round,
AB, throw weights into the same dish till the instru- square, triangular, and pentagonal, so as to prevent
ment sinks to m. The sum of tht waUMa added being any mistake tiling
and he stamps upon
subtracted fVom 1000 grains, will obrwosljr be the the sliding rule, tfie %ure of the weight opposite to
weight of the soli<l, which we may call W. Let the every Irttcr in tlie series to which it bdongs. He has
solid be now placed in the lower dish F, and weights
also made the form of the great bulb cylindrical, and
added in the upper dish AB till the instivaacBt ag«a roandcd off at the upper ana lower sides ; and instead
daks to Ml. The weights now adcle<l, which we may of the alphabetical scale, he has engraven the real spe4yi m, will be the loss of weight which the solid sua- cific gravities on the stem of the instmmcnt A AilI
talna, or Iha weight of an equal bulk of distilled water,
account of this instrmacnt will lie found in Mr Atkins*
oosMsqacntly s:8=W:<v. As the cylindrical stem of pamphlet on the Ueiatkm belwetn the Speci/lc Craviliet
this inalraaMnt is only ,*,th of an inch in dtaaMtcr,
and the Strtntlk of Spirituotu IJguort, Lond. 1 805
the iustiBiiwi t will rise or fall nearly one indi by the and in Kicfaouon's Journal, Svo, vol. ii. p. ieflS, and
or additioa of I'^th of a grain.
vol. iii. p. 50.
It will
dieala fllan|ii
weight bss than ,'.th
of a grain, or rrinrvth of the whole ; which will give
10. Cuiffon'i Gravimeler.
the specific gnmties correct to five piacM of fiinires.
8ae MancheMttr Memoir $, vol. ii. p. 570; and NicholThis instnuaent, which was invented by the late ce-onionV
aoo's Natural PkUo$ophy, vol iL p. 16.
lebrated chenist M. Giiyton Morveau, is made of glass, gnviincur.
and carries two basins like the hydrometer of NicholThe bulb is cvlintlrical, and is connected with the
son.
9. AtkM Hi/drvm^er.
upper basin by a slender stem, in the middle of which
This mstrament, which is of brass, consists of an el- is the fixed point of immertion. The lower basin,
'by.
liptical bulb and stem, with a small loaded bulb bewhich tarminatcs in a point, contains the ballast, and ia

m

W+

=

•

mm

W

Mamtcd;

m

m
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-Hydrome- attached to the cylinder by two branches. The cyh'nder
tert.
jj 6.85 inches lonp, and 0.71 in diameter.
The upper
^^^'"~'
basin carries an additional constant weight of 11 5 grains.
Guyton's
To this apparatus, M. Guyton has added another piece,
gravimeter.

'which he calls the Plongeur, or plunger, which is a ball
of glass loaded with mercury, till its total weight may
be equal to the additional weight of 115 grains, added
to the weight of the volume of water displaced by the
•jilunger.
The plunger is always placed in the lower
basin when it is used ; and it will readily be seen, that
•the gravimeter will sink to the flame mark on the stem
whether it is loaded with the constant weight of 115
grains in the upper basin, or with the plunger in the

Speer's Enquiry into the Cames of the Errors and Irre- Hydrome.
gnlarities which tale place in ascertaining the Strength
^^*""^^
of Spirituous Liquors 1)1/ the Hydrometer. Lond. 1802;
Philosophical Magazine, vol. xiv. p. 151 ; and the Repertory of Arts, 2d series, vol. iii. p. 81.
12.

Mr

Adie's Statical Hydrometer.

This hydrometer, which is one of the neatest and most Adie'i sts.
correct instruments that we have seen, was first con- *'"*' hydrostructed about the year 1 7<)9 by Mr Adie, optical in- ""«'•
strument maker in Edinburgh. It is made entirely of cccjav
brass, and consists of a lever
lOi inches long, resting pig. s.
upon a fulcrum C, so that the shorter arm
is 2|
inches, and the longer one CB 8 inches long.
At the

AB

AC

lower basin.

The object of this instrument is to ascertain, Ist,
The specific gravities of solids, whose absolute weight
than 115 grains ; 2d, Of liquids inferior to water in specific gravity ; 3d, Of liquids of greater specific gravity than water ; 4th, The absolute weight of bodies below 1 15 grains ; and, 5th, The degree of rarefaction and condensation of water in proportion to its
bulk, the purity of the water being previously known.
In order to find the specific gravity of any solid by
this instrument, place the solid in the upper basin, and
add weights till the instrument sink to the fixed point
of immersion. Subtract these weights from the constant weight of lis grains, and the remainder is the
Multiply this by the spe-absolute weight of the solid.
cific gravity of the fluid, and reserve the product, place
the solid in the lower basin, and add weights in the upper basin till the ins^trument sinks to a fixed point of
immersion ; and subtracting these additional weights
from the additional weights when the body was in the
upper basin, the remainder will be the loss of weight
by immersion. Divide the reserved product by this loss
of weight, and tlie quotient will be the specific gravity
of the solid with regard to distilled water at the standard temperature and pressure.
In order to find the specific gravity of a fluid, immerse
the gravimeter in the fluid, and having observed the
•weight which is necessary to sink it to the fixed poirit of
immersion, add this weight to that of the gravimeter.
To the weight required to sink it in distilled water, add
Divide the first sum
also the weight of the gravimeter.
by the second, and the quotient will be the specific graSee the Annates de Chimie, vol. xxi.
vity of the fluid.
p. 3 ; and Nicholson's Journal, 4to, vol. i. p. 110.
is less

1 1

.

Speer's Hydrometer.

A of the shorter arm is suspended a brass
whose solid content is t-Jts- of a gallon. This ball
immersed in the fluid which is held in the cylindri-

extremity
ball,
is

FG. Two moveable weights tn, n, slide
along each arm of the balance. When the temperature
of the spirits is found by the thermometer, the weight
m is set to the corresponding degree upon the thermometric scale AC. The weight n is then moved along the
other arm CB, till the ball E is in equilibrium in the
fluid, which is indicated by the coincidence of the arm
CB with the horizontal index o, fixed to the bar b. The
whole of this instrument is nicely packed into a mahogany box 1 1 inches long and 2| square, which serves
as a stand for the balance.
cal brass jar

13.

Mr

Adie's Sliding Hydrometer.

sliding hydrometer, invented by Mr Adie, diffrom all other hydrometers, in requiring no weights
whatever for its adjustment. It is a floating hydrometer, of the usual form ; but instead of being adjusted
by weights, the volume of the instrument is increased
by drawing out a tube, while its weight is invariable.
If the instrument sinks to the fixed point of immersion

The

fers

in distilled water, before the tube is
obvious that in spirituous liquors, it

drawn

out,

Speet's liy-

This instrument consists of a ball and stem, with a
counterpoise underneatli.
The stem is cut into an octagonal form ; and upon each of the eight faces of the
octagon is engraved a scale of per centages, by the inspection of which the strength of the spirit may be
found. The scale upon each of the faces is suited to
the temperatures of 35°, 40°, 45°, 50°, 55°, 60°, 65°, and
70". VVhen the temperature of the spirits is found by
the thermometer, their strength must be sought on that
face of the octagon which corresponds with the temperature.
As the temperature is indicated only to every
five degrees, there is an index which performs the office of a weight, for pointing out the effect for intermediate temperatures. The precision of a single de^ee of the tliermometer may also be obtained by four
small pins, which are inserted in holes in the counterpoise below, where they operate as weights of adjustment, and produce the same effect as a variation of temperature.
For a full account of this hydrometer, see

sli-

nieter.

it is

may be made

to
sink to the same point, merely by drawing out a tube
below the principal bulb ; for the same effect is thus
produced by increasing the volume of the instrument,
as if its weight were diminished.
14. Charles's Thermometrical Hydrometer.

This instrument, which, we believe, has been descri.
for the first time by M. Biot in his Traite de Physique, torn. i. p. 414, was invented by M. Charles, to
whom experimental philosophy is under great obligations.
It is called a thermometrical hydrometer, from
its being employed to measure the densities of water at
In order to give a very high
differerrt temperatures.
degree of sensibility to the instrument, M. Charles
makes the ball very large, and the stem very small
the augmentation of the ball rendering the absolute ef-

bed

^met«r.

Adie's

ding hydras

ciisr'cs's

tlicrmometricalliydro«(

'""*•'•

more considerable, and the smallness of the stem enabling us to measure these dilataThe whole instrument,
tiuns upon a greater scale.
with the basin for holding the weights, weighed in air
90.303 grammes, or 90.4209 when reduced to a vacuum.
An account of the results obtained with this instrument
fects of the dilatation

will

be found in M. Biot's work.
1 5.

diaries' s Balance Areometer.
Charles'*

This hydrometer, which

is

intended to measure the

balance
ometer.

at-
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Hrdromt-

specific graritics of lolick, does

not

ilifier

very essential-

from the hyclrometer of Nicholson. It his a contri^"^"y"^
v»nce, however, for inverting ,tJic lower basin, when
icw.

_

ly

the solid who<e specific gravity is requiretl is lighter
than water. In this case the buin is inverted, and the
solid presiies upwards against its bottom, and tends to
elevate the hyurometer. See Biot'a TraUi de Physique,
torn.

i.

p.

16.

433.

Dr

n'iUon't Hydrometer teUh Glass Beads.

Dt wu-

The late Dr Wilson, professor of astronomy in the
imiversity of Glasgow, proposed to measure the speci^'^ gravities of fluids by a series of small glass beads, or
"l^Tbwdi.
'
hoUow ball*, difiiering from each other in specific graviWhen any of the beads are thrown into the fluid,
ty.
oil thoie that are heavier than the fluid sink to the bot-

lon'i hjJro-

tom, while those that are lighter float upon the surface.
By holding the vessel either in the warm hand, or near
a fire or candle, the fluid will dilate, and one of the
glass beads will sink. Hence it follows, tt>at the specific
gravity of this bead, which is marked upon it, was ciUier equal to, or a little less than that of the fluid before
If any of the beads should hapthe beat was applied.
pen to be broken, the specific gravity of the liquor may
De determined by the other beads ; for the liquor in
which No. i. sinks will also allow Na 2. to sink by
heating it a few degrees, so that No. 3. may be dispensed with. Complete sets of these bubbles, with a small
treatise pointing out the method of using them, were
made by Mr Brown, an artist in Glasgow, and have
becB pntty generally used by spirit-dealerii. In want
of thoe sets, the numbers opon each br.td are tb« nunu
ber of gallons of proof spinta wwitwnwl in 100 galiom
oftheliqaor: while in other sets, tfa« maaberi t\» ussus
the gal!>in« of water which will make a liquor of that
strength, if added to 14 gallons of aloohoL
17. //ori*/

CCOI

*no-

Patat

cbaniitoiBSoMlaod.

the areomctrical beads are broken, they can easily be re- Hydrowa**"•
.
placed, and the specific gravity may be determined with
'
sufficient accuracy, if one or even two beads of the series are destroyed.
The areometrical beads have been applied with great
success by Mr Hutton to an improved method of ascertaining the quantity of spirituous liquors by weighing
instead of measuring them.
" The weight of a very Uurge quantity ," says Mr Hutton, " may bie ascertained at one operation, in a short
time, and oompantively with little trouble. Now, if the
weight of a cask be ascertained when empty, and afterwards when filled with spirits, the ditTcrence of these
weights will be the weight of the spirits the cask contains ; and eince the specific gravity of spirits is easily
fmmd by mean* of the patent beads, we can thus obtain
with the greatest facility both the weight and specificgravity of the spirits ; anil from these datn, it is easy to
calculate the (quantity which a cask may contain, in

terms of any given measure.
C.

Thcpatat b«a^ an

fitted

The

bases, oontatiring different quaatkiaa, accordiBg to the
purposes for which they art wanted, and thejr mn ak
ways numbered to every two units in the Sd plac* of
specific gravity: for exampla, 990, 9St. 914^ &c.
If
they arc renuired mrrrly Tor •piritnoos Uqacrs, thirty beads will be suliicient ; but if they an required
all fluids, from ether to the most concentraled
suhihuric acid, three hundred at leest will be icqui>
red.
As these beads are marked with their respec.
live specific gravttica, we have only to throw a parcdof than into the fluid till we find the one that stands
in the middle of tiie litiuid without either rising to the
top or sinking to the bottom. The number marked
upon this bead will indicate the ntedfic gravity of the
flaid.
The beads are accarapamcd by a sliding rule
and a thermometer for making the corrections for differences of temperature, and for finding the strogth of
the spirits, in the langii.tfre of spirit dealers and cxcisA'
officer*
The superio
^ hydrometer to every
ether in.trumcnt wii'i
«re acquainted, is very
mat. If the onliniiry (i> dramcter mccU with any accident. It u incapable of being repdnd
; but if any of
VOL. XI. PAET II.

reight of the spiriu7

diflierence or

be

will

.

.

lb.

3

g

ox.

g

S
^ ^^ ,^

,q

J

And soppose that the spirit is of the specific gravity
980, and that it is renuired to find the number of wine
gaUeoa which the caali eontains,
We may proceed in this manner
Since a cubic foot, or 1738 cubic inches, of spirit of
this strength weighs 920 ounces, and a wine gallon
contains S.S1 cubic inche* ; to ascertain the weight of a
vine galloo of such spirits we have this proportion
Ox.

In,

up in

Or.

Thus, suppose that a cask weighs, when 1 ;
empty,
j
12
.
.
And when filled with spiriU,

Artowteirieal Beads.

The patent sreometrkal bead* '";••'• Hf-en brought to
a very high degree of perfectiot
Lovi.
They
are now used by many of the &t•^. oi^iium and practtcal chemius, and have been boaoar«l with the higbcM
appn^bMion of aenw of the pincipal phitosophers and
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Oa,

la.

9«0X«3I

1728:920:: «S1

1728

the weight of a wine

gallon of spirits of the specific gravity 920.
Andtoaaoertain the number of wine gallons or qnan.

,

.

— ——

920x231
—

..

,

tiUes of the weight

IOC

Sqra. 25

lb.

I4ob. ar

19^8

...in

contained

we have

ounces,

ps upuitioo;

this

Os.

O*.

Gall.

^

9S0XSS1

GsIL

19.678

17U

for

ounces,

17§ix 19678

9Wx»3»"" 9«>X«S1
1728

A

quantity of

spirits, therefore,

of the specific gra-

and which weighs IOC. Sqrs. 25 lb. 14 os.
will measure exactly IfiU wine gallons.
It is eat^ also, the number of wine gallons and speTitT 990,

cific gravity being given, to c-ilculatc the weight.
Thuf, in the above example, all the alteration that this
state of the ouestion would have occaaioned, would
have been in tne second proportion, which would lure

•toad thus:
Call.

CslL

Os.

Oi.

C. Qr.

IK

es.

.

Is

920x^1

—1738—
7;^-::

::

160

160X920J<231
J

1728

8k

= 10

8

25 14
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In this manner Mr Hutton has calculated a series of
tables for giving the quantity of spirits by inspection.
At the top, in the centre, is the specific gravity of the
spirits,

commencing

embracing

at d'^d, and ending with 934, and
the different specific gravities at wliich spi-

usually met with in commerce.
On the right
of the number denoting the specific gravity, and on the
same line with it, is the approximate weight of one gallon of spirits of that specific gravity, expressed in
pounds and ounces. The tables consist of two sets of
columns ; one contains the number of gallons, and the
other their weight: they begin with SOgallons, being the
smallest quantity it is considered necessary to weigh,
and increasing by single gallons, they extend to 185
gallons, being the content^ of the largest cask used in

122 with

spirit,

this instrument

whose specific gravity was 928. As Hydrometers.
was too large, I was obliged to incline

in order to prevent the fluid from issuing in a conIn the first experiment, N=724, n=
tinued stream.
2117, 8=1.000, 4=920. Hence if c/=I500, we have

it,

rits are

S

Dr

of a drop of water will be about 2.93 times
bulk of a drop of the spirit used in the
first experiment. In the 2d experiment, the drop of water was 2.6 times greater than the drop of the spirit.
See Chapter V. p. 473 of this article.

The bulk

This instrument

is

founded upon a principle which
in hydrometrical measure-

^^g never before employed

lary hydro-

jt jg y^g\\ tnown that alcohol is a much more
p^g^jg
perfect fluid than water, possessing much less viscidity,
in consequence of the small force of cohesion which exHence it follows, that if a
ists between its particles.
vessel containing alcohol is emptied through a capillary

tube, so as to discharge the fluid only by drops, the
drops will be much smaller, and consequently much
more numerous, than when the same vessel is filled
The
-with water and emptied through the same tube.
capillary hydrometer, which is founded on this princiis a glass vespie, is represented in Fig. 6. where

ABC

having a hollow
bulb B about half an inch or an inch in diameter. This
instrument is filled by suction at the lower end C, and
the water is discharged at C till it stands nearly at the
point m, the zero of the scale. By removing the finger
from the lower end C, the water is discharged by drops,
and the number of drops which fall till the fluid descends to another fixed point n are accurately counted.
This experiment is carefully repeated at different temperatures, so that the number of drops of distilled water contained in the vessel between the points m and w
Hence, if N is
is known for various temperatures.
the number of drops of water whose specific gravity is
S, and n the number of drops of alcohol whose specific
gravity is s, and d the number of drops given by any
N S szz
other mixture of alcohol and water, then n
sel three, or four, or five inches long,

—

:

—

J_N:^^J=f),andthereforeS_<^?i)§=l>
—
«

—N

n

N

will be the specific gravity of the mixture required.
The same experiment is made with the purest alcohol,

and the number of drops

carefully marked.

this

hydrometer

is

now

universally used in the

kingdoms, we shall
lay before our readers a drawing and description of it,
although it does not differ much in principle from the
collection of the revenue in both

Brewster's Capillary Hydrometer.

ter's capil-

*

.9555.

as large as the

As

Plate ^
CCCXIV.

=

19. Sikes' Hydrometer.

18.
Brews-

0.080

1393

»»

trade.

Dr

1.000—776 X

— (rf-N)(S-0,
N—

With an

instrument of this kind, the number of drops necessary
to empty it when filled with water was 724', whereas
when it was filled with ordinary proof spirits, the number of drops amounted to 2 1 1 7- This experiment, which
was performed rudely, for the purpose of obtaining a
general idea of the magnitude of the scale, was made
nearly at a temperature of 60". Now as the specific
gravity of the spirit was about .920, and that of water
1.000, we have in the present case no less than a scale
of 1393 drops for measuring specific gravities between
.920 and 1.000; that is, a variation in the fifth figure,
or in the fourth place of decimals of the specific gravity,
nearly corresponds with a variation of two drops.
With another instrument made on a very small scale,
the number of drops amounted to 47 iivith water and

sikcs' hydrometer.

represented in Plate Plate
a flat stem 3.4 inches ^?<^^''''
long, which is divided on both sides into 11 equal '8' '
parts, each of which is subdivided into 2, the scale being
numbered from to 11. This stem is soldered into a
brass ball 1.6 inch in diameter, into which is fixed a
small conical stem CD, 1.13 inch long, at the end of
which is a pear-shaped loaded bulb DE, half an inch in
The whole instrument, which is made of
diameter.
The instrument is accompabrass, is 6.7 inches long.
nied with 8 circular weights, numbered 10, 20, 30, 40,
60, 60, 70, 80, and another weight of the form of a paEach of the circular. weights are cut in
rallelopiped.
to their centre, so that they can be placed on the coni-

ordinary hydrometers.

CCCXIV.

cal

Fig. 7.

stem C, and

where

slide

It

AB

down

is

is

to

D

;

but in consequence

of the enlargement of the cone they cannot slip off at D,
but must be brought up to C for this purpose. The square
weight, of the form of a parallelepiped, has a square notch
in one of its sides, by which it can be placed upon the
In using this instrument, it is
of the stem.
summit
immersed in the spirit, and pressed down by the hand
to 0, till the whole divided part of the stem be wet.
The force of the hand required to sink it will be a guide
Having taken one of
in selecting the proper weight.
the circular weights which is necessary for this purpose,
The instrument
it is slipped on the conical stem at C.
is again immersed and pressed down as before to 0,
and is then allowed to rise and settle at any point of the
The eye is then brought to the level of the surscale.
face of the spirit, and the part of the stem cut by the

A

surface, as seen

from

beloru, is

marked.

The number

thus indicated by the stem is added to the number of
the weight employed, and with this sum at the side,
and the temperature of the spirits at the top, the
strength per cent, is found in a Table of six quarto pa" The strength is expressed in numbers denoting
ges.
the excess or deficiency per cent, of proof spirit in any
sample ; and the number itself (having its decimal point
removed two places to the left) becomes a factor whereby the gauged content of a cask or vessel of such spirit
being multiplied, and the product being added to the
gauged content if overproof, or deducted from it if under proof, the result will be the actual quantity of
proof spirit contained in such cask or vessel."
The instrument is also accompanied with three sliding rules made of boxwood, which may be used instead
of the Table. " The officers of excise are directed to
estimate the temperature by the nearest degree above

HYDRODYNAMICS.
.d««e- the surface of the mercury, when it tUnds between «ny
'<*»•
two degrees of the thennometcr, and the indication (or
numbers on the stem ) by the nearest divi«ion belorv the
•urface of the aample, when its level cuts -the stem of
the hydroaeter between one division and another, thus
giving the difference in favour of the trader in both
ca«s. The square weight or ca{> shews the difference
between the weight of proof spirit and tbat of water, as
described in the first clause of the hydrometer act, and
being one-twelfth part of the toUl weight of the byIf this weight is placed updrometer and weight 60.
on the top of the stem at A, and if the hycfrometer is
loaded with weight No. 6, it will sink in distilled walerat the temperature of 51° to the proof point P, at
tttt tMDpermture, as marked on the narrow edge of the

-^"^
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become haUa Hydromi-

sinks in the water in the vessel X, it will
grain lighter, and for every inch that it rises out of the
water it will become half a grain heavier consequently
if it sinks 2 inches below its middle point jr, or rises two
inches above it, the wire will become one grain lighter or
Let the middle point x, tlierefore, be brought
heavier.
set to the
to the surface of the water, end the index
*
middle of the scale K i. and let the distances OK,
be each dividetl into 100 parts, then if it is required to
weigh bodies to the accuracy of the lOOlli part of a
Let
grain, it may be done in the following manner.
the body to be \reif;hed be placed in the scale c, and
let its weight be between 5S and 53 grains as determined by the weights in the opposite scale, then if we
move the balance gently up and down by the screw S,
till the tongue of the balance ef indicates a perfect
from k, as
equilibrium, the distance of the index
measured upon the scale, will indicate the number of
hundredth parts of a grain which the real weight of
the body is above 52, or below 53, according as either
If 52 be the
of these weights is placed in the scale d.
weiobt in the scale d, then since the weight of the body
in the scale c exceeds 5S, the scale c will preponderate,
and the balance being let down until the equilibrium is
restotrd by the loss of weight (Sustained by tlie immerwill rise as it were from the
sed wire kl, the index
Hence if it points to 12 divisions
mid'ile pert of K 1above the middle of K k, the weight of the body will be
Had the weight 53 been placed in the
52.12 grains
scale. It would have been necessary to raise the balance,
BO that the scale e might acquire an equilibrium with
55 gnins, by an addition to the weight of tlie wire k I
In this
in oeBseoumce of its ascent from tne water.
would have pointed to division 89
case, the index
below the middle point of the scale, and the weight of
the body would have been 53.00— 0.^88
52.18 a*
:

NO

O

NO

20.

Oaibs
b^iiioMaiie

Pure
CCCXIV.

On

Ike Htfdnrtalic Balanee.

Although the hydrostatic balance can tcsroely be
called a hydrometer, yet as it is employed for measuriag specific gravities when great accuracy is required,
we shall give • description of it in this place. The
hydrostatic baiasu:c, of n hich we have given a front and
• side view in F>gt. 8. and 9. of Plate CCCXIV. u no.
thing more than a good balance, with sane additional
apparatus for enabling it t» aBeMiire S|wcific mvitiea
with accuracT and exfMditioa. The stippcs t </ the balance is a pillar AB, fiaed inio • stand or base CO. B;
Ppe, Fig. 9, attached to a scm
imwing over the pullies P,Pt is snyidfd the

t

B mm%

ice

by means of the horiaontal aim £F, on which
e is hung
af, fb, are the arms of the ba-

As hook

:

tf iu tongue,

c, d,

the soaks, snd

«

stonder

whid) prevents any of the ama from deg too far on aither side. By means ofthe screw
S, a vertical ascent or dsifwil of the balaooc can be ot^
but when it is necessary to raise it much highlained
er or lower, the whole aliding-piece into which tiie
rest,

;

screw S

is

fixed,

may be moved

either forward or

gmore, or upon a breas rod placed upcm
the stand CD. A board GH is fixed oadn the prcjseting arm L beneath the two scales, and being moveable
in any posi«P and down in a groove, it can be fixed
hadcward

in a

Uoabyascrew. In the middle of the lower suiCsce of
each icale is fixed a hook, to which an aaapendcd fataas
wirea c k, dm, which paia freely through two openings
To the wire c i is suspended a cyin the board GH.
lindrieal wire K k, about 5 inches loag^ amtantad at
each and, and covered with paper, ~ni— "I'flg a scale of
is fixed on the comer
oqaal parts. A brass tobe
or the board OH, on which a win If N is aude to awve.
On the lower part of the wire aoeaa enelhsr tube W,
awryittg an index NO, which can be naeed cither ho'ly by turning round the tube, or vertically by
no that the index
It up or down
can be

NO

NO

s

before.

The weight of the body in air being thus obtained
with the ntntost accuracy, it is next to be susi)en(led to
the hook g by means of the hone hair, and weighed
when imiacrsed io the water in the iar Y. The difference hUw— these two weights, when they have been
corrected by the methods formerly described,* will lead
to an accurate determination of the specific gravity of
the body. The wire k I should always be oiled, and the
oil wiped off, ao that a thin film may adhere to it, in order to prevent the arlhiieien of the water.

SacT. IL

MN

;

MN

A

to point to any division on the scale Kk.
kit suspended to the wire K k, to which is fixed
the wire i/, (of such a sise that one inch of it will
weigh aboot 4 Ktains,) with a small brass ball / about
{ oft» inch in diameter. A large glass babble A, is in
nke nmrnter sawwiided by a hone heir to ttie wire dg.
The length of Oicae wires b sKh, that the ball /, and
the babble k, ham about the middle of the cylindrical
I, T, in the onlinary peeitiuii of the be
unee. Since brass is nearly eight times heavier than
water, it is evident, that for every inch that the wirci/

Omtlu Table afSpioific

Graviliet.

The determination of the specific gravities of bodies
of the ^rcetcM ose, not onl^ in many of the sciences,
but alao
most of the practical arts of life. Hence it
has been the object of philosophers to determine, with
all the accuracy in tlieir power, the specific gravities of
the various solid and fluid substances which occur in
nature.
The following Table, which we have collected
with greet labour from the tables of Brissoo and other
souroes, oontain* the mo«t important specific gravities
that have been determined. A Ll the measures are related
to that of water, whose speciOc gravity is 1.000, exceptis

m

ting the gases or aeriform bodies, whose specific gravities are determined in relation to that of atmospheric
air, which is taken at 1.00.
The bodies are arranged
in an alphabetical order for the sake of more eaty reference*

• 8(c Prep. XII. and XJIL

pb

4S«, «&$.

^*'

~
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Table of Specific Gravities.

j'perific

Gravities.

'~'
•

Acacia, inspissated juice

1.5153
1.2715
1.583
l.ipto
1.0251
1.0135
1.0095
r 1.007
11.0095
1.8409
2.125
1.500
1.417
2.852
1.0345
3.391
1.0176
1.0581
1.0241
0.705
1.479
1.803
3.460
0.667

of,

Acid, nitric
nitric,

highly concentrated,

muriatic,

.

•

.

.

red acetous,

white acetous,
distilled acetous,

....

acetic,

sulphuric,

highly coiKentrated,
fluoric,

phosphoric, liquid,

.

solid,
citric,

arsenic,

.

.

of oranges,
of gooseberries,
of grapes,

.

.

prince,
boracic, in scales,
do. melted,

.

molybdic,
benzoic,

.

formic,

.

Actinolite, glassy,

.

.

.

Adularia, See Felspar.
Agalmatolite,
Agate, oriental,

5
6
7

9
8
7

9

6

10

5

11

4>

IS
IS
14
15

8
S
1

.

.

...
...
.

.
,

.

of Havre,

.
.

.

.

jasper.
.

.

<

.

.

iridescent.

29-75

Themom.

32.

Barom.

29.85
Thermom. 5^°.5
Alabaster of Valencia,

Lavoisier.

veined,

of Piedmont,
of Malta,

.

.

yellowr,

Spanish saline,
oriental white,
ditto, semi-transparent,

stained brown,
of Malaga, pink,
of Dallas,
Alcohol, ahsolute,
.

....

highly rectified,
eommercial,
] 5 parts. Water

1

14

Z

.

,

part

Loiuilz.

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

0.9594
0.9674
,
0.9733
•
•
0.9791
,
,
0.9852
,
,
0.9919
Muschenbroek
0.8000
fS-I19
Bournon,
•

•

,

,

"

Alder-wood,

•

Allanite,

[4.001
S.S3S
Jardine.
3.665
1.3586
1.3795
1.0604
Muschenbroek. 1.7140

Thomson.

Aloes, hepatic,
socotrine,

Alouchi, an odoriferous gum,
Alumine, sulphate of.

saturated

solution

temp. 42°,

Amber, yellow

transparent,

opaque,

...
....

red,

.

.

green,

Ambergris,

Amethyst, common.
Amianthus, long,

.

.

.

See Bock crystal.

penetrated with water,

Ammonia,

short,

.

liquid,

muriate

Amphibole.
Amphigene.

.

Muschenbroek.
saturated solution of, temp.
42%
Watson.
See Hornblende basaltic
See Leucite.
of,

.

....
......

Anakime,

0.0012308

Andalusite, or hardspar
Anhydrite, or Muriacite,

0.791
0.8293
0.8371

O.S5S7
0.8674

Anime,

...

.

0.00122

2.713
2.730
2.762
2.744
2.8761
2.6110

of,

Watson.

2 348

2.638
2.691
2,693
2.699
2.699

0..9519

•

•
•

penetrated with water,
Amianthinite from Raschau,
Bayreuth,

Air, atmospheric,

Barom.

•

2.607
2.625S
2.6324
2.6667
2.5881
2.6356
2.5891
2.5535

0.S81S
0.8947
0.9075
0.9199
0.9317
0.9427

•

8

i:.6375
.

Icelandic,

Mocha,

|1.113
f2.950
13.903
2.800
0.5901

onyx,
speckled,
cloudy,
stained,
veined,

U

10

J 1.102

,

Kirtvan.

.

.

Alcohol 13 parts. Water 3 parts
12
•

.

.

Hauy.

.

1.033

1.0780
1.0855
1.0834
1.0829
0.7800
\ 0.9263
2.750
O.9O88
1.5662
2.S134
3.3803
2.584
2.9 16

0.8970
1.4530
1.072

•2.0

3.0

3.165
2,95

1.0284
1.0426
Anthophyllite,
3.20
Antimony, glass of,
.
4.9464
6.624
in a metallic state, fused,
{ 6.860
native,
.
.
Klaprolh. 6.720
oriental,

occidental,

.

...

grey,

4.3

sulphur of,
.
ore, grey and foliated,

.

radiated,
red,

Apatite.

.

.

L«

.....

Kirtvan.
Kirtvan.
Mctherie.
Klaprolh.

4.0643
4.36«
4.440
8.7.50

4.090

See Phosphorite.

Aplome
Apophylllte.

See Fish Et^e Slone.

3.45

Specifw
Gravitiei,
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Apple-tree,

wood

Aqommarine.

Amnson,

...

See Beryl.
.

.

Arecm, iiupisMted juice
Arctisite, or Wemtrite,
Argillite, or slate

0.7930

Muschenbroeh.

of the,

1.0957
1.457S
3,606

of,

Dandrada.

day,

Kinvan.

i

...

Amotto,
Airagonhe,

HaSy,
Then^rd and Biol.
Mains.

Ancnic bkMm, PhannaoaHte,
fiMcd,
native,

Klaprttk.

.

Berpman.

,

Kirwan.

.

La

MetAerie.
Brisson.

elaai of, (araenic of the tbop»),
lial pyr
pjrite*, or Mispickel,

from the Giant's Causeway,
prismatic from Auvergne,
of St Tuberj'.
Banw, a juice of the pine.
Muschenbroek,
.
Bay tree, Spanish,
.
.
Bdellium,

Basaltec,

....

j|ggQ
0.5956
s.946
2.9267
2.9Ki86
S.640
S.SIO
5 670
5.600
6.522
3.5942

Beech-wood,

6J

Bismuth, native,

Anmieu

Beer, red,

KtmaH.

Atbettoa, moantain cork.

Bergwuut.

penetrated with water,
ttarry,

....

penetrated with water,
unripe,
penetrated whh water,

Aab trnok,

.

JBMCMBOWrM.
•

:

.

.

.

'I249«
1.349s

'

Briuon.

ripe,

3.000
S.SI0
0.6806
0.9933

with

penetrated
water,

Turin.

2.5779
S.€994
3.07SS
S.0SOt
8.9958
S.034S

.

.

,

0J4J0

1092*

Beryl, oriental,
occidental.

S.549I
2.723

Werner.

or aquamanne,

chorlou«, or

AMafoFtida,

Aventurine, teniKranaparent,
opaque,
Angite, or Pjrosene,

ochre,

Kirwan.

.ludea,

Biack-coal, pitch coal,

oriental,

.

Bone of an

cT Siberia.

Barjtea, or Baroeelenite,

.

,

octMdnl,
in Malaetitca,

Jurin.
Jurin.

Kinran.

...
.

Borax,

Kimam.

4.4300
4.4909
4.4434
4.4712
4.2984
14.000

<

Beomaaito,

BoKwood, French,

Mutchenbroek.
Mutckenbrotk.
Jurin,

coromun cast,
wiredrawn,
cast, not hammered,
Braatl wood, red,
Bronx ite.

Britton.

Mtuchtnbrock.

Brick,
Butter,

qooo
1.6^
2.566

tFeslnmb.

saturated solution of, temp. 42°, ffaltim.

dry,

1.714
1 .010
5.576

09120
1.3280
1.030
7.824
8.395
1.0310
3.20
2.000
0.9423

C
Cacao butter,
Cachibou, gum,

Brinon.

ne,

La Meiherie.

1*460
4.48141

carbonate

.

.....
....

OS,

S.9iM
Sec Baryta, Carbonate of
14.400

of, native.

of,

Braas,

ihnmNiidal,

ulphate

5.398
1.054
I.126
1.030

scrans of
See Helialrope.

Dutch,

1 4.865
white,

VmnMuUtr.
yartii.

t.7714

B
Barolile, or Uitberite.

4.166

cratsaroentum

Boles,

.

GfUeri.

BrUtom.
auriferous from Nasyag,
Blood, haman,

4.690

MeUierie,

CeVeH.

foliated,

bUck,

4 200

Kuman.

RicUer.

GtUerl.

brown,

Boracite,

(tone, or lap'* lasuli,

Kinean.

La

Blende, yellow,

Blood Stone.

3.250
S.7075
8.096

.

Biehichowitx,

cannel coal.

3.471
3.777

Otrard.
Brifom.

Wiedemann.

.

slate coal, English,

Wtrner.

"-J'i».«96

....

BritMm,

Bismuth
Bitumen of

3226

Autonalite, Gahnite, or Fahlonite,
Axinite^ or Thiuacritone,

.

.

in a metallic lUt^, fused.

Hiimif.

BeMU.

Kittvan.
Britton,

.

.

1.070
I.16S
1.9875

2.6667
2.6426

2.759

See Pi/cniU.

shorlite.

occidental.

&060

i

{2.630

Bezoar oriental,

1.450

conpact,

•

.

a.664
S.4SI5
2.79*8
1.0441
0.8220
1.1377
0.8520
1.0338
1.0231

IVnioin,

0.800

Afphaltum. coheaiTe,

Calcareous spar.

0.8916
1.0640
3.523
4.100

SttSpar.

14.J00

of, native.

Calculi urinary.

Baadtca,

Mtuchenbroek.

.

sulphuretted,

Aabestinite,

Asure

.

hite.

8w Aea%ar.

drjr,
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Kirwan.

Btrgmam.

2979
S.OOO

{

70Q
240
434

Campeachy wood, or logwood, Mutchenbroek, 0.9130

SpicMe
Gnvilies.
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Specific
tiniTities.

Camphor,*

Caoutchouc, elastic gum, or India rubber
Caragna, resin of the Mexican tree caragna,

...

Carbon of compact earth,
Camelian, stalactite,

.

speckled
..

pale,

..

.

.

.

onyx,

:

.

.

.

.

pointed,
arborized,
Cat's eye,

.

.

veined,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

Klaproth.

.

.

Cedar

....

Muschenhroek.

American,

tree,

Muschenhroek.
wild,
.
.
.
Muschenhroek.
Palestine,
.
.
. Muschenhroek.
Indian,
.
.
Celestine.
See Strenlian, sulphate of.
Cerite,

Ceylanlte, or Pleonaste,

Chabasie,

Chalcedony, bluish,
onyx,

.

veined,
transparent,
reddish,

common.

....

Chalk,
Chiastolite.

Cocoa wood,

1 .3292
2.5977
2.61S7
2.6234
2.6227
2.6301
2.6120
£.6133

Copal, opaque,
.
transparent,

Brisson.

Copper, nailve,

Hatchet.

5.9I8
1.1398
1.0452
1.0600
1.0628
7.600
7.800
8.5084
7.728
4.129
5.452
4.9S6
4.300
4.983
5.467

3316

.

.....
.

from

Kirwan.

.

.

Siberia,

ore,

compact

-

Hauy.

.

Hungary,

Gelleit.

Kirwan.

vitreous,

Cornish,
.
.
Kiitvan.
purple, from Bannat,
Kirwan.
from Lorraine,
La Metherie.

Kirwan.
Wiedemann.
glance,
pyrites.

0.897
0.5608
0.5608
0.5960
1.3150

La

ore, white,

Metherie.

grey.

Hauy.

\

azure, radiated,

.La

emerald,

•3.2

3.4

Wiedemann.
Wiedemann.

foliated, florid, red,

3.950
3.231
3.6O8

Brisson.
Metherie.

2850

Hauy.
muriate

of,

(_

Copper

.

.

.

of,

13.410
Cork,

(.3.250

Corundum of India,

Herrgen.
Muschenhroek.

.

.

.

.

Klaproth.

.

Bournon.
of China,
Cross stone. See Harmolome.

1.100
2.0

Cinnabar, dark red, from Deux- Fonts, Kirrvan.

from Almaden,
crystallized,
.

7.786

Cryolite,
Cube iron ore,
spar,

Brisson.
6.902
Brisson. 10.218

Muschenhroek.
f

Clinkstone,

Klaproth. < a

Cobalt, in a metallic state, fused.

„
Kirwan.

earthy, black, indurated,

.

•

Karsten.

Bournon.

Hauy.

Hermann.

7263

Cyder,

5,15

Cymophane, or Chrysoberyl,

620

.

Werner.

....

Cypress wood, Spanish,

(7.645
17.811
(5.511

13.720
3.796
0.6440

D.

Datolite,

5.309

Diamond,

oriental, colourless,

3.5212
3.5310

rose-coloured.

2.4405
which adhered to

See

2.98

f«.63
12.84

See Smaragdite.

Diallage.

9

Gellert. ^^-^j.
425

air

3.517
3.622
1.0181
f 3.600

Muschenhroek.

Dipyre,

* M. Ventuii found, that when camphor was deprived of the
was heavier than water deprived of its air by the same aii-pump.

2.957
3.000
2.964

Hauy.

1.036

Cloves, volatile oil of.

ore, grey,

2

.

.

....
.

.

0.2400
3.710
3.875
3.981

See Analcime.
Cyanite, Sappare, or Disthene, Sausiure,jun.

1.044
2.6

volatile oil of,

Cinnanion-stone,

.

1.150
8.878
7.788
8.895
3.750
4.431

Cubizite.

7.1

.

4.2
4.2

3.4

saturated solution of,
temp. 42",
.
Watson.
drawn into wire,
fused.
Hatchet.
sand, muriate of copper. La Metherie.

(2.489

4.4

2.549
2.88

trihedral,

prismatic,
partial arseniate,

("3.340

3.300
.

rhexahedral,
J octahedral,

arseniate of,

2.782
2.692

.

.

4.080
4.344
4.500
4.865
4.5
4.3

....

blue,

0.7150

Gravities.!

5.6
Kirutan.
Brisson.

yellow,

...

vitreous oxide of.

1.0*03

Chinese,

2.567S
2.6573
3.2593
1.3980

See Rock Crystal.
Chrystal.
Chrystalline lens,
Cimolite,
.

Citron-tree,

.

sulphate

Muschenhroek.

Muschenhroek.
Dandrada.

.

•

Chrysoprase,'a variety of Chalcedony,

hepatic,

.

.

Madagascar,

4.500
(3.765
Hatiy.
13.793
2.718
2.5867
2.6151
2.6059
2.6640
2.6645
r2.600
Kirwan.
12.655
Muschenhroek. 2.25^
Walson. 2.657

Werner.

Cinnamon,

Cdlumbium,

See Made.

Cherry-tree,
Chrysoberyl. See Cijmophane.
.
Chrysolite of the jewellers,
of Brasil,

.

.

Coccolite,

Wg^^

.
.
.
grey,
.
.
.
yellow,
.
.
.
blackish,
.
.
Catchew, juice of an Indian tree,
Caustic ammoniac, solution of, or fluid volatile

alkali,

0.9887
0.9335
1.1244

it,

by pladnj

Memoiro pretentii a

it

under the receiver of an air-pump,

I'liutiua.tom.

.

p.

125, Paris, 1805.

it
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Wfttnc

DiaaaonJ, oriental, ortnfe-coloured,

.

green-coloured,
blue-coloured,
Rrasilum,
yellow.
.
.
ormnge,

DUmond.

.

.

Havy.

DiMlwne.
Dolomite

Dragons blood.
from
Ether, sulphuric,

to

nitric,

muriatic,
acetic,

Mutchtnbntk.
MuM^enhroek.

Indian,

American,

Mutchenbroek.

Elder tree,
Elemi,
trunk,

Mutchenbroek.

.

Calm and

Emerald,

Galena.

3.55

Garnet, precious, of Bohemia,

Berzeliut.

8.800
1.20*5
f 0.716
1 0.745
0.9088
0.7*96
0.8664
1.2090
1.3310
0.6950
1.018S
0.6710
r2.67S

|2.68S

JVei Her,

2.600

Hauy.

2723
3.1555

of Brasil,
paendo.
Epidote. See Zouite.

Cah» and

Berseliut.

Hmnf.
EuplMraiOBi,

^vn

9.701

s.oet5
1.1S44

F.
Fahlanite.
See Ault
Fat of beef,

lite.

Teal,

Febpw,r,

...

See AutomaliU.

Gahnite.

3.5500
3.5238
3.525*
3.4444
3.5185

Galbanum,

Many.

freah.

See Lead glance.
Galipot, a juice of the pine.

Gamboge,

0.9tS8
0.9S4S
0.9SS5
0.9S68
2.438

Labndoritone,

BritwH.

glassy

Borhmtki.

24

Fir, male,

femaie.

Matuchttt9r9ek.

Fish eye stone, Ichthyophthalmif,
bte,

.

.

oli»e,

spotted,

onyx,
of RcniMi^
of England,
ffaf ltd of Limosin,

Fluor spar.

Cadotinite,

Gay
Gay

Ltutac,
Luttae.

>'

1.613
1.806

2.701
04

1.614
1.5204
Sautture.
1.518
Allan and Pepy*.
1.524
Biot and Arago.
1.51961

CoUn.

carbonic add,

S565

muriatic add, or hydro chloric gas,
Sir H. Davy.
Biot and Arago,
sulphuretted bydrogcn.
Gay Luttae
and Thenard.
Sir //. Davy.

a6ooo
0.5M0
<M660

2.467
S.494
SL6057
9.5(97
S.e64«
2.6588
9.6087
9.9431
9.6199

osygCB, ni

Mn

,

Samuare.

Kirmam and Lavoiiier.
Biot and Arago,
AUan and Pepyt.

1.978

1.9474
1.1919
1.777
1.104
1.114
1.103
1.0359
1.127

nitrous gas, or deutoxide ofaxaUt,

9Ji6M

olefiant gas,

X5M

azote,

.

Brrard.
1.0388
Sir H. Davy.
1.094
Theodore, Sautture. 097804
Biot and Arago. 0.!>69I3

carbonic oxide,
hydrocyanic vapour,

pbosphuretted hydrogen,

S.94

Cmiekthank.

Gay Luttae.
Sir H. Daij.

steam.

f4.00

Trollit.

Gay

14.90

Luttae.

0.9569
0.9476
0.870
0.6896

a62349

f iil fclisil llsssf AsgssssswtahBlftswBfcK'i Traitlit Pkgmfv*, Mm. i. p. 383 ; fram Csy Lumk'« TabU io the Amnaltt
da n<rm^mt, *aL i> fk tl8i mkhmtfhaimm't MmmaU nf
u—pkf. roL i. p. I IS. The mcatara for tb« guo, ukcn by
Biot umI Araff«. arc cdcnKMI tna Km** AtMola. vbicb «• hwrt givM in
f. 4SS. 433 af (hi* aitidc. Th^' «* giv* in relaiioo to
b irtiaii miutk ia i imy wsd ta ba
tty.
Tfcrtriilniii tm wttm h a^tjj
i

CTmm*

MM.

.

nitrous oxid*, or prolixite of asote.
Sir //. Davy.

'».607

See Spar.

....

4.352
2.463

absolute alcohol.

G

Gabbronite,

4.230

faces,

cyanogen.

2.600

ApofibyU

Flint,

n'emer.

4.000
4.0637
Werner. 3.576
conmuMi,
Kattner.
3.6^8
1.000
Gas, atniospheric,* or common air,
phosgene, or chloro carbonic gta.J. Davy. 3.3888
nitrau add gas, calculated. Gay Ltutac. 3.176
Sir H. Davy. 2.427
vapour of sulphuret of carbon,
Gay LMttac. 2.6447
Cay Lunac. 2.5860
sulphuric ether.
8.6195
iodine, calculated, Gay Lustac.
hydriodic ether, Gay Ltutac. 5.4749
5.0130
oil of turpentine. Gay Luttae.
Gay Luttae. 4.4430
hydriodic acid gaa.
Jokm Doty. 3 5737
fluoailicic acid gas,
Gay Ltutac and Thenard. 9.470
chlorine, •
Sir H. Davy.
cuchlorine.
9.409
Gey Ltatme. 2.3144
fluoboradc gas,
J. Dmy.
2.3709
Thtmmrd, 2.219
vapour of muriatic ether,
Gay Imuoc. 9.111
chloro cyanic vapour,
Sir H. Dttpy. 2.193
sulphnraaa add.
Gay Lmttac and ThenmnL 2.120V
vapour of alcohol,
DnAoN. 2.1

.

'/•*¥•

1.0819
1.2220
4.085
4.188

Kattner.

of Syria,
in dodecabedral crystals,

8.614
Mmtekenbrnek.
Miickenbrork.

Filbert tre*.

•Tt«

hUiproth.

volcanic

'2.5U8
2.589

FettfUin,

"

•

•

.

"2.500
Strive.

Adularia,

4f

1.3120

See Jolile.
Sec Cyanilc.

Didiroite.

Elm
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Specific

Grevitiei.

Gas, ammoniacal

H. Dam/.

Sir

.

0.590
0.59669

Biol and Arago.
carburetted hydrogen,
Thornton.
Sir II. Davif.

0.55.5

0.491
0.678
0.600

Cruidcsliank.

Dalton.

Granite, radiated, of Dauphiny,
red of Seraur,
grey of Bretagne,
•
yellowish.
of Carinthia, blue,

Trommsdorf, 7
"-^^^
D«//o«.J
phosphuretted hydrogen,
Haiiy. 0.852
A'tf- //. Davy.
0.435
hydrogen,
ThomnoH. 0.07-?
.

white flint,
crown,

common

.

.

.

.

.

"J3.S54
I 3.4S7
3.00

.

•
.

.

plate,

.

.

yellow plate,
.
white or French crystal,
St Gobins,

2.520
2.760
2.520
2.8922
2.4882
2.8548
2.7325
S.189
S.6423
2.6070
3.329
2.3959
2.5596
8.2549
2.5647
2.2694

.

.

.

.

...
....
....
....
...
...
.

.

.

gall,

bottle,

Leith crjstal,
green,
borax,
fluid,

.

.

.

.

.

.

....
....

of Bohemia,
«f Cherbourg,
of St Cloud,
animal,
.

mineral,
tears, or Rupert's drops of
Glauberite,

hammered,

.

Haiii/.

.

guinea of George
guinea of George

II.

.

.
.

.

ham«

Parisian standard 22 carats, not

mered,

.

.

the same hammered,

.

.

,

Spanish gold coin,

.

.

.

Holland ducats,

....
.

.

.
.

.

French money 214

carats fused,
coined,
.

.

French, in the reign of Louis XIII.
Granite, red Egyptian,
.
.
.
grey Egyptian,
.
.
.

beautiful red,

.

of Girardmor,
.
violet of Gyromagny,
red of Dauphiny,
green,

—

i

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

,
•

ammoniac,
Gayac,
liquid, from Botany Bay

.

.

4
.

,

Thomson.

lac.
,
,

in a loose heap.

,

shaken.

,

solid.

0.!)32

.

,

1.745

.

Gypsum, opaque,

2.1679

.

compact, specimen in the Leskean collection.

.

compact.
.

mixed with granular lim B-

foliated,

Kirwan.

stone.

semitransparent.

.

fine ditto.

rhomboiflal,

10

2.725
2.3062
2.2741

.

.

opaque.

Gypsum,

1.872
2.288
2.473

.

impure.

ditto,

2.939

,

.

.

.

.

faces.

,

cuniform, crystallised.
.
.
striated of France,
a
of China,
.
.
•
flowered.
.
.
sparry opaque
.
.
semitransparent.
granularly foliated. in the Leskean

Hauyne, or
Heavyspar.

Muschenhroek.

2.3333
0.606

or Cross Stone,

Latialite,

3.20

.

See Baryles, sulphate

of.

"2.629

Kinvan.

Heliotrope, or Blood Stone,

Hematites.

2.700
2.633

See Ironstone.

Hollow spar, Chiastolite,
Hone, razor, white.

2.94*
2.8763
2.8839

.
,

.

penetrated with water.
razor, white

Honey,

2.3088
2.3059
2.2746
3.3108

2.900
2.473

H
Harmotome,

2.2642
2.3114
2.3117
2.3060
2.3057

slaty form.

Kirtvan.

mixed with marl, of a

Bluinenbach.

15.709
15.775
17.9664
17.4022
17.6474
17.5531
2.6541
2.7279
2.7609
2.7163
2.6S52
2 6131
2.6836

1390

1.0284
1.0426
0.836

.

Western

Gunpowder

Hazel,

17.486
17-589
17.653
19.352

1

,

anime. Eastern

ham-

trinket standard, 20 carats, not
mere<l,
the same hammered,
.

Portuguese coin,

,

collection.

18.888
17.150
17.629

.

III.

^

...

.

Gutte,

fine, fu.

,
,

Monbain,

j-^q
19.2587
19.342

,
,

Bassora,

1.4523
1.3161
1.201
1.4817
1.4346
1.4456
1.4206
1.2216
1.2071
1.2289
1.196

•
,

,

Acajou,

pure, of 24 carats, fine, fused, but not

the same hammered,
.
English standard, 22 carats,
sed, but not hammered,

«

cherry tree.

2.70O
-j

Mullcr

See Plumbago.
See Stauraiide,

Arabic,
tragacanth.
seraphic.

flint glass,

Gold, native,

•

•

ore.

Grenatite.

5jV //. /)f«a/. 0.074Biot and ^/-ago. 0.072098
Gehlenite,
.
.
Fuchs. 2.78
.
4.000
titirasol,
.
.
.
Brisson.
Glance-coal, slaty,
.
1 .300
Melherie.
.
1.530
Klaprotk.
Glass, crown of St Louis,
Caiwhoix, Biol. 2.487
flint of M. Dartigues
Cauchoix, Biot. 3.20
j 3.192
flint used by Mr Tully for his achromatic
J 3.334
telescopes,

Kirtvan
•

Grapli'te.

Gum

•

•

of Dauphin^'

Graphic

•

•

Granitelle,

arsenical hydrogen,

2.6678
2.6384
2.7378
2.6186
2.9564
3.0626
2.8465
5.723

•

•

•

and black.
.

.

.

Honeystone, or Mellite,

Hornblende, common.
resplendent, Labrador ,
Schiller spar.

,
.

.

Haiiy
Abich

Kirwan.
Kirwan.
Kirvian

'

3.1271
1.4500
"1.586
1.666
3.600
3.830
3.350
3.434
S.882

Specilc
Graviaei.

~nr-'

HYDRODYNAMICS.
Hornblende,

Iron, chromate of, from the Uralian mountains,
Lauguier.
in Siberia,
.
.

KtrvsoM,

schistose,

sulphate

Reus.

basaltic,

449

saturated solution, temp. 42.

of,

H'atsoH.

Kirtean.

fiised,

but not hammered,

r 600
788

forged into bars,
ferruginous,

cubic,

17.
4.830
4.682
Kirman. 4.789
Britson. 4.702

radiated,

Hatchet

pyrites, dodecahcdral,

VMoed,

Hatchet.
GeUerl.

from Freyberg,
blackish grey,
yellowiah white,
bluish, and partly yellowish grey,
dark purplish red iron shot,
greenish white, with reddish spots,
tjrosn Lorraine,
S.532
iranabot, brownish red, outside blu-

grey inside
Kiraam.

Hyalite,

Hjradnth,

.

.

Kartten.

.

2.813
2.110
4.00O

545
Klmpnlh.
620
|J;g

....
....
....

Hydnvgillite. See WaxtUUe.
Hjrperttene.
See Hornblende, Labrador.
Hypocist,

olive.

from the East Indies,

Kirmmm.

Jasper, veinetl,
rMl

tfa»

Mnttkmkntk
.

....
....

yellow,
Tiolet

«»«y.
cloudy,
«»««>,
bsigfat green,
deep green,
broimisli green,

....
....

blood coloBied.

iMT?

•oyi

S.8160

and white,
red and yellow,
fKcn and yellow,
nd, green, and grev,

flowered, red

and yaUow

agate,
Idocrase.
See Fettnian,

0.7690
penetrated with water,

Inapsssatr^i ^uice of liquorice,

1.0095
1.7228

lolita, or Oichroite

<U£

discovered by

Mr

Tennaot,
19.500

H^oUatlpm.
Iron, native, neteoric,

6.48

chroniaur id, froB the Atimiumi* rf Vv, 4.0326
r^AT u.

tOL. XI.

Briuon.

Ktrmat.

\Z'^q

Wiedemumm.

2.952
3.42S
3.760
3.573
3.863

micaceoas,

Irwutone, s«d, ochry,
compact,
-'
horn Siberia,

Kirmm.
Khwam.
(BrmoH.
l fVMemann.

Lancaahire,

from Tyrol,

frem Bayreuth,
A'/maa. 3.55
Kirman. 3.753

ciibic,

Britson. {3.503

compact,

brown.

banatites.

Kirwan.

fatown hematites.

Kiman.

retl

GeUerl.

GtUert.

Witdemann.

3.477
5.005
4.740
3.951
3.789
4.029

Kirwan. {3.640
3.610
Briuon.
3.672
{S.HOO
3.600
blad, compact,
fVitdtwimmm.
4.076
clayrmJkUe.
Briuom. 3.139
Blwmenhaek,
3.931
clay, lenticular,
Airwfla. 2.673
day, common, from Catbina at Has*
aliau,
Kirman. 2.936
from iMoeoamon in
Ireland, RaUtervm. 3.471
('3.205
Carron inl „ ,.
sparty, or cakaraoos.

fi.4690

1.S590

Indigo.

of,

•re specxilar,

2.7500
2.6839
2.7atS
2.7498

&

J(«, a faituouaoM substance,

ore

Kirtvan.

Scotland, P'^'""'- {3.357
day, renifonn iron ore, Wiedemann. 2.574

S.6608

^°'»

biOam,

ore specular,

9.6M8

....

red, green,
universal,

4.1

magnetic,

tGUi
S.6814
2.6719

4.

Bergman.

4.466
0.770O
2.6955
S.66I2
2.6911
2.7101
2.7111
2.7640
2.734*
2.6274
2.3587

biadoph

775

4.518

white,
sand, magnetic sand, from Virginia,

add and ho>

boracic

.

brown,

S.959S
S.9660
2-9829
2.977

...

("4.69;
698

(.4

Haug.

ma^etic,

Briuon. \ aaaq

of Switserland,
cvinbinad whh
radtcd calx,
JaMBtn, .«ipanish,

Cornwall,

1.526S

I

Jade, or Naphrite. white,
green,

1.157

s.ooo
7.200

arseniate of,

Horaitone, or petrosilex.

iah,

4.0579

clay,

Iron, native,

nea ore,

ore, lowland,
iserina,

MoiinmhoC.

meieachcn maM)

MonAeim.

from Sprottau,

Kirnran.

anoxkia af titauium from the

Bohemia,
Juniper tree,
Ivory, dry,

(aer in

....
.

Ivy gum, from the hedera
KsflUdl, or Meerschaum,
Kinkiaa,
Kyaaite. See Cytnite.

5.207
C.72S
2.944

Mutckenbroek.

terrestris,

4,500
0.5560
IJ)260
1.2948

Klaproth.

I.6OOO

Mutckenbroek.

0.7840

it.

Spedfie
Umritie*.

HYDRODYNAMICS.
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L

specific

Gravities.

Labdanuni}

M862

in lorlis,

2.4933
4.360
2.500
2.270
2.666

judaicus,
tnanatis,

hepaticus,

See Azure

....

Lazulite.

Lead glance, or galena, common,

,

Watson,

from Derbyshire,
compact,

Gellert.

Kirwan.
crystallised,

La

radiated,

7.290

Cellerl.

„,

r 6.565

-jy^gg

{f'^^

^^^^
7-587
5.500
7.448
6.140
5.820
6.065
3.920
6.745
5.461
6.974
6.600
6.909
5.770
7.236
6.559

Brisson.
Metkerie.

Kirnan.

from the Hartz,
Kautenbach,

Vauqiielin.

Kirschwalder,
ore, corneous,

Vauquelin.
Chenevix.

Bindheim.

reniform,

of black lead,
blue,

Gellert.

Wiedemann.
brown.
from Huguelgoet, Klaproth.
Haiit/.

black,
.
.
white, fropi Leadhills,

Gellert.

Chenevix.
Haiit/.

.

carbonate of

muriate

.

of,

sulphate

.

of,

.

.

.

Muschenbroek,
vitriol, from Anglesea,
Klaproth.
Lemon tree,
Muschenbroek.
Lenticular ore (arseniate of copper) Bournon.
Lepidolite, lilalite.
Klaprolh.
acetate of,

.

.

1"

grey ore

.

.

Ha/uy,

Leucohte.

I

vitae,

Limestone, compact,

red from Kapnick,

Dolomieu.

granular,

12.7200
f2.710
12.837
j 2.700

green,
arenaceous

1 2.800
3.182
2.742

white

fluor.

See Calcareous s^ar.

3.2.^3

"2.0000
3.0000
"3.7076
I

Brisson.
penetrated with water,

....

scaly,

sulphuret of
white
phosphate of

Maple wood,
Marble Carrara,

Muschenbroek.
Brisson.

Pyrenean,
black Biscayan,

.

Brocatelle,
Castilian,

Valencian,

Grenadian white,
Siennian,

Roman

violet,

African,
Italian, violet,
.

Switzerland,
Egyptian, green,
yellow of Florence,
Mastic,

Muschenbroek.
Muschenbroek.

tree.

Medlar tree.
Meerschaum.

3.9039
4.1165
3.95
2.8
2.6

0.7550
2.716
2.726
2.695
2.650
2.700
2.710
2.705
2.678
2.755
2.708
2.858
2.728
2.728
2.649
2.714
2.668
2.516
1.0742
0.8490
0.9440

See Kessekil,

Meionite,
Melanite, or black garnet,

Karsien.

Werner.
f 2.455
"[2.490
Muschenbroek,
1.3330
(•1.3864

3.742

Kirwan,

black.

French,

Klaproth.

foliated,

^

Hagen.

grey, foliated,

See Dipyre.

Leucite, or Amphigene,

Lignum

Brisson.

of, striated,

3.572
3.641
3.994
6.850
7.000
4.249
4.756

Rinmann. 4.I8I

17.20

6.00
2.3953
6.300
0.7033
2.882
2,816
2.854

2.95

Hielm.

Siberian,

6.S

1.232
2.330
2.200

Bergman.

Manganese,

re.oo

.

•

Magnesite, or carbonate of magnesia,
a new species, from Baumgarten
in Silesia,
Haussmanii.
.
Magnetic pyrites. See Iro^t.
Msdachite,
.
Brisson.
.
.
Brisson.
compact,
.
.
Muschenbroek,

Norwegian,

6.00

Muschenbroek.

.

sulphate of, saturated solution,
temp. 42°,
.
Watson.

[6.40

.

.'

of^

chromate

.

.

.

•

2.9444
0.7650
1.0630

.

.

.

native, hydrate of,

6.560
6.270
6.941
5.750
Bi-isson.
6.027
yellow, molybdenated,
5.092
11.352
Fischer, Wollaston.
11.445
Gellert.
(5.00

arseniate of,

root,

Mahogany,

phosphorated, from Wanlockhead,
Klaprolh.
Zschoppau,
Klaproth.
Brisgaw,
Hauy.
red, or red lead spar.
Bindheim.

Lead,

,

.

2.20
0.9478

See Hawjnc.
See Azure stone.

Latialite.

M
Made,
Madder

Magnesia,

stone.

I.autnonite,
I^ard,

0.604
2.50
0.9130

.

2.894>

Lapis nephriticus,
hematites,

lazuli.

....

Linden, wood,
Muschenbroek.
Lithomarge,
Logwood, or Carapeachy wood, Muschenbroek.
.

resin,

See Honei/stone.
Menachanite,

3.10
3.691
3.800

Mellite.

Lampadius.

4.270
4.427
r7.186
Kirvian.
1 7.352
Gellert.
7.937
13.619
13.580
13.375
13.58597
Fischer.
Gregor.

Mercurial hepatic ore, compact,

Mercury

at 32" of heat,
at 60"

31212"

.

.

.

at 3''.42, centigrade,

in a solid state, 40" below

.

Fahr.
Biddle. 15.612

Specific

Graritiet.

HYDRODYNAMICS.
Mercury

in a fluid state, 47^

native,

above

.

Biddle. 13.545

0,

Haug.

.

13.5681

Oil of hemp-seed,
poppies,

temp. 48"

WaUon.

.

natural calx of,
precipitate
.tir,

.

.

....

mineralized by .sulphur, native Ethiop«. See also Cinnabar, Hahn.

Mesotype.
Mica, or glimmer,

Britton

„
"""!'
.

Milk, woniHi's
mare^a,
goat's,

ewe*8,

coWa,
Mineral pitch,

elastic,

or a^ibaltum. HaUhei.

La

Metkrrie.

...

tallow,

Molybdena
w«ter,

Kinnan.
Skmmaeher.
Britmm.
See Rock CrytlaL

ICoontain crystal.
Malberry Uee. Spanish.
Mviacite. See AukydrUe.
Maricalcite, crystallised, or

Mnitkuinti.

....

Myrrh,

rhomb

spar,

almonds, sweet,
volatile of mint, common,
volatile of sage,

f2.6546
12.9342
1.0803

Tkamton.

NtpMha.
Ncpb*lin«, or Soaraite
N^abrite. Sec Jade.

Nickd

Uaiiy.

copper.

0.9427
0.9073
0.9328
0.9949

Roman

camomile,

0.930
0.770

sabine,
fennel,
fennel-seed,

7.500
«.048
4.667
4.7385

coriander-seed,

'

0.894S
0.9294
0.929*

caraway-seed,

1.0083
0.8655
0.90*9

dOl-aeed,

09128

aniso'seeid,

0.9867
0.8577

juniper-seed,

OflOTO

doves,
cinnamon,

2.4M

taipentine,

I.S600

moer,

1.036.^

1.0439
0.8697
0.8865

the flowers of orange,
lavender,
hyssop,

14779
1 4790
a8475

Olibanum, gum,

Sjt741

copper ore

Olive

tree,

Mutckfniroet.
BomrmoH.

foliated,

BtmmoH.

Kupfcmickel of ""Ktmiij

forged,
Kigrine, or calcareo- siliceous titanic

Rkkttt.
lUdHar.

KUmnth.
Muukenkntk.
of,

common,

Klaproth.

mmigfti, raddiab,

6.6^

lignifonn, or wood,

Muichtnbroek.
temperature 42»,

Novaculite, or Turkey hooe. SceStafflTto.

S.55
1.60
S.700
4.445
4.97S
1.9000

SJM60

Tdkobanya,

Sm P^rpAjrry

1.095

HonbUndt.
1.

MmseAatknei.

Otfinait,
Orpipent, red. See Realgar.
OMBitim and Iridium, alloy of.

195
11.8

See Scapoide.

tree.

Mmekeniroek.

0.6610
2.34
2.683

Thomton.

0.600
3.428
3.225
0.7849
0.8783

Pearl atone.
Pearls, oriental.
Peat, hard,

MMickakmk.

....

^
,

-

I.I700
t.S48
S.857

Edinburi^h,
Peridot, or UUvioe^

a9i6

Peruvian bark.

0.92

5

1.329
,

Wtrner.
Petrol,

6226

0.7059

3.048
KirmoH. f
1 3.435

Palladiuffl,

Pear

8..';40

2.660
1.SS65

Opoponas,
Ormgatree,

Paranthine.

O
years oU, heart of,
.
Obsidian,
Octohedrite,
Oil of filberts,

firom

KlapnMk.
6L607

4.2s 1
4.281

2.114
f 1.958
1 2.015
Kinean, S.144

7.S(S0

an,
VamtjmtUM.

qiiadra«|n)ar.

Blumenbach.

&«W)

NidUlioc, a metal dtaevrandbgr

Nitre,

Olivine.

Opal, precious.

I&6086
Jg g^j

0.87.08

0.8938
0.889i
1.1732
0.9270

See TeridiA.

r 7.421

X%.soo
nw<«..
Bru*on.

sulphuretted,

walnu^

0.9116"

cochlearia,

Stragan,

9JSS.1

ftmickclorSuoay,

Oak 60

0.9057

calamint,

tansy,

j?'22f

BergmoM.

GtUeri.
Nickei, ore of, oaIl«l arsniicaJ nickel, or Kup.

Hhrtioo

09023

rosemary,

fibrous.

in a metallic state.

rtnwtd

0.90I(;

thyme,

wormwood,

N
Xatrolite Swedish,

0.9119
0.9176
0.9283
0.9153
0.9170
0.898a

olives,

in • metallic sUte, saturated with
natiTe,

09233

codfish,

2.S3S
2.0833
2.791

1.0346
1.0355
1.0341
1.0409
1.0324
„_

•u't,

0.9403
0.929

poppy.seed,
whale,
ben, a tree in Arabia,
beechmast,

10.871
8.399

.

red,

1.037

9.230

.

.

^r

09193

rape-seed,
lint- seed,

corrosive muriate of, saturated solu*
tion,

451
0.9258
0.9238

.

Spedfic
Grsntisfc

"-v—
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See Hornstone.
Phannacolite, or arseniate of lime,
Phosphorite, or Spargel stone, whitish, from
Spain, before absorbing water,
after absorbing water,
greenish, from Spain,
.
Saxon,

Petrosilex.

Specific

Gravities.
'

2.6

2.8249
2.8648
3.098
3.218
1.714
2.320
2.980
6.378
6.530
7.500
2.0499
2.0860
Z.6695
2.720

.

Phosphorus,
Pierre de volvic.

.

Kirtvan.

Finite,
,

Pitch ore, or sulphuretted. uranite.

Gittfion.

Hauy.
Klaproth.
Brisson.
.
,
Pitch-Stone, black,
Brisson.
.
yellow,
.
Brisson.
.
.
red,
brick red, from Misnia, Kirwan.
leek green, inclining to olive,
.

Potassium at 15" centigrade. Gay Lustae,
and Thenard, 0.97223
r2.80

Potstone,

Prasium,
Prehnite of the Cape,

Brisson.

....
...

of France,
Hauy.
.
Proof spirit, according to the English excise
.

laws,

Pumice

stone,

Pycnite, or shorlous beryl,
Pyrites.
See Copper and Iron.

Klaproth.
Werner.

Pyrophysalite,

P3Toxene.

olive,

.

.

.

.

2.298
1.970
2.3191
2.3145
2.3149
3,956
2.04
Klaproth. 20.722
.
21.04] 7
Kirtvan.
Brisson.
Brisson.
Brisson.

.

.

....
....

dark green,

.

.

Pitchy, iron ore,

Plasma,
Platina,

drawn

.

.

.

into wire,
of, sent by

a wedge
to

Mr

.

.

Kirwan,

fused,
purified

.

.

Q
Quartz

crystallized,

brown, red,

.

compressed by a flatting
See Ceylanite.

118.500

15.601
S
[^>,_^qq
14.626
20.336
Hauy, 20.98

and forged,

See Mercury..

Quicksilver.

Quince

tree.

R
Realgar,

jor

...

Resin, or Guiactun,
of jalap.

Rock

Kirwan.

Pomegranate tree.
Poplar wood,

Muschenhroek.

white Spanish,
Porcelain from China,

Muschenhroek.

-J

crystal,

~

Seves, hard,
tender.

.

.

Saxony, modem,
Limoges,
of Vienna,
Saxony, called Petite Jaune,

....
....

red of Dauphiny,
red from Cordova,
green from ditto,
hornblende, or orphites,

.

.

,

sand-stone.

Potash, carbonate

muriate

of,

.

of,

tarti'ite of,

.
.

Mtischuihroeki

acidulous,
Muschenhroek,
antimonial,

sulphate o^

.

.

.

Karsten.

.

snow white from Marmerosch, Karsten.
crystal,

European, pure, gelatinous,
Malus.

2.6526
2.6497

ofBrasil,
.

3.225
S.338
1.2289
1.218S
2.6530
2.605
2.888
2.6548
2.63717

.

0.7850

rose-coloured,

_' 987

yellow Bohemian,

2.6701
2.6542

blue,

2.5818

1.3540
0.3830
0.5294
2.3847
2.1457
2.1654
2.4932
2.341
2.5121
2.5450
2.30
2.6760
2.7651
2.7933

2.7542
2.7278
2.9722

pitch-stone,

Brisson,

from Madagascar,

clove brown,

2.267
(.2

Mnsclieiibroek.

mullen,

Bergman.

red orpiment.

iridescent,

Muichmibroek.

tree.

red,

0.7050

Gerhard.

elastic.

22.069

mill,

Plumbago, or graphite,

Porphyry, green,

Muschenhroek.

crystallized,

milky,

Pleonaste.

Porcellanite,

Kirtvan.

2.6468
2.6404
2.6546
2.652
3.750
2.6240

brittle,

20.663

.

....
.

.

milled and purified,

Plum

3.718
3.941
3.450

See Augile.

.

native,

0.9145
3.5145

Admiral Gravina

a bar of, sent by the king of Spain to
.
20.722
the king of Poland,
in grains purified by boiling in nitrous ("17.500
acid,

2.9423
2.610
0.91

Hauy.

.

Pyrope.

Kirwan.

pearl gray,
blackish,

.

.

13.00
2.5805
Haiiy. 2.697

2.452
2.600
2.728
2.564
1.4594
1.8366
1.9000
2.2460
.2,2980

,

....

amethyst,
2.6535
violet purple, or Carthaginian
amethyst,
2.6570
.
pale violet> white amethyst,
2.651S

violet, or

...
...
...

brown,
black,

ROUCDU,

.

.

penetrated witli water.

Ruby

oriental,

Brazilian, or occidental,
spinelle,

Klaproth.
ballas,

Rutile.

Haiiy.

See Tilanite,

La Metherie.

2.6534
2.6536

5956
1.1450
4.283S
3.5311
3.7600
3.5700
3.6458
4.102
4.246
3.1

RutiKte or Sphene,

3.5

S^

Dandrada.

Sahlite,

Sal gem.
Salt of vitrioly
sedative of
polychrest,

Romberg,

de Pnindle,
volatile of hartshorn.

S.234
2.143
1.9000
1.4797
2.1410
2.1480
1.4760

Specific

Gravities.

HYDRODYNAMICS.
Sandarac,

1.0920
1.0410
0.8090
1.1280
1.2008

'

•

iL l
Mtuchenbrttek.

Santal, white,

Mutchenbroek.
Musekenbroek.

yellow,
red,

Sapagemun,

453

common,

native,

Gellert.

Selb.

Hauy.

antimonial,

Kirwan.

Brtzilian, or occidental,
f

Haujf.

[

dark red,

S.99I

ore,

4.076

BrissoH.
arseniated, ferruginous,

S.f)9»

oriental,

Gellert.

penetrated with wa-

3.1S07
3.994

2.340

ter,

t.28S

horn

or

corneous,

ore,

GrtmOe.
SarcocoUa,
pale,

pointed,
veined,

aajx,
arboraoent,
bladdah,

S.2ti0

1.2354
1.2743

Se«p«lite, or Paranthine.

I3.T00O

Schim*. See SUUt, Hone. Stone.
SduMiateiii. See Difyrt.
Schori, black, priaouttic, hexabcdral,
octahcdnl,
•nncahedral,

S.S6S6
sjtaes
S.09S6
S.S858
8-9285

blaek.i|»n7>

morphotu, or andent
enaSarm,
nauphiny»
J3rtMMt»
Gtrhard.

Ktrwan.
Selenhe, or broad foliated iTptimi,
Soptntine, opaque, green, Italian,
penetrated with water,

di"

lid

i]..

.1,

black veined,
blade and olive,

lenatTmtparwBt, gniotd,
wnwOg Borovtff

fhn

8.S86I
S.8956
S.45S9
S.09S
3.150
3.SL2

2.47«9
2.6273
2.5939
2.3*49

29M7

DraphinT,

2.6593

opaqoc, vpoticd black and «Uto»
apottad black and my,

ajem

•potted

nd and yaW,

craan ftvai Grenada,

s.eu5
9JBM9

Pauphhy, or variotite,

....

gnan fraa Daapluny,
grcan,

jcBow,

...

violet,

of Daaphiny,

8.791

i£

.Shde,
.
.
Sidcrocakite, or brown anar,
Sflver aulphuretted, or tilvtr glance.

Britum.

La

Metherie.

brittle,

G^krt.

white,
rcfl, or niby,
light red.

t.9839
a-sras
2.8960
2.7305
2.6424

8.8S7
6.910
7^800
7.208
5.3

»*- *

Gellert.

5.564
5.5886
5.443

10.175
10.376
10.784
10.000
10.534

.

.

.

Klaproth.

George IT.
.
George III.
French money, 10 deniers, 21

.

grains,

fused,

10.048

French money, 10 deniers, 21 grains,
coined, •
.
Sioaple, ooarae jaaper,
See ArgiUite.
Slate day.

10.408

,

.

2.691

.

2.6718
2.6718

panetnted

rith

water,

whet, or novacuh'ta,

8.6905
("0.722

Kinvan.

....

stone,

2.1861
2.7664
Klaproth. 8.060
2.8545
f 2.496

irm pouHiao,
adhaatva^

•

Aiv^oaia.

•

horn, or ihiatoia porphyry,

taitrlte of,

(2.frU
12.512

Kinnm.

....

Sinak,orblM|^orcabalt,
Smar^ite,
Soda, sulpbata of,
muriate 6t,

12.609
2.955

Kirwan.

Isabella, yellow,

8.S645

deapcram from Grenada, «.7097
black, from

de-

shilling of

•

.

1 1

grains,

1

hammered,
8.6SS4
0.48 SO

10.474
10.510

.

Paris standard,
fused,

Brwaon.

oommoa,

.

2 deniers, hammered,

Britton.

\S.fJ»O0

dittot

1

not

fine,

hammered,

Bniton.

ticammcoy, of Aleppo,
Scayma,

violet et

13 deniers,

vii^gin,

niers,

....

Scntrarite,

Gellert.

BritMon.

Mutchenbfoek.

Samfrmt,

ore,

Bruson. 4.748S
4.804

14.000
[4.08S
1.2684
Britum. «6oe.5
lirtswon.
260t>0
BrimM- S:6«!5

Hatchet.

Sardonyx, pare,

9.4406
10.000
10.600
5.684
5.5637
2.178

Seib.

auriferous,

Sapparr. See CyaitUe.
Sapphire, oriental, white,
of Puy§,

5.592
10.000
10.333

Vauquelin.

Silver, sooty,

1 2.700
2>*«0

.

S.00
2.2460
2.1250

MatekaAnek.
Mutchenbroek.

aatnratad solotian, taamerature 42^,
Wttton.
saturated solution of, Walton.

1.198
1.114
2.1430

atamad

aolution of, temperature 42",
fValton.
Soddka,
Thornton.
Sodioni, at 15° centigrade, Gaif Luttttc, and

2.054
2.378

Thenard.

0.80507

Sommite. See Nepheline.
brown. See Sidero-Calcile.

....

white sparkling,
red ditto,
green ditto,
blue ditto,
green and white

27045

.
.

.

.

ditto,

transparent ditto,
adamantine. See Corundum.
adiiOer.

2.5946
2.4378

.

.

2.6925
.TI05I
2.5644
3.873

Sea Hom-6Uttdt Labraclor.

flwr, white,

S.1555

Spcdtjo

Gnvitiu.
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4oi
specific

Gravities.

Spar, fluor, re J, or false ruby,

3.1911
3.1815
yellow, or false topaz,
3.0967
green, or false emerald,
3.1817
octahedral,
3.1838
blue, or false sapphire,
3.1688
greenish blue, or false aquamarine, 3.1820
violet, or false amethyst,
3.1757
violet purple,
3.1857
English,
3.1796
of Auvergne,
3.0943
in stalactites,
3.1668
pearl, or bitter, (carb. of lime and magnesia,)
2.8378
calcareous rhomboidal,
2.7151
in tubes,
2.71409
of France,
2.7146
prismatic,
2.7182
and pyramidal,
2.7115
pyramidal,
2.7141
(puant gris,)
2.7121
(puant noir, )
.
.
.
2.6207
or flos ferri,
2.6747
Spargel stone. See Phosphorite.
.
Spermaceti,
.
.
.
0.9433
See Rubt/.
Spinelle.
Sphene. See Rulilite.
See Alcohol.
Spirit of wine.
Hauy. 3.1923
Spodumene, or triphane.
Dandrada. 3.218
Stalactite transparent,
2.3239
opaque,
2.4783
penetrated with water,
2.5462
Staurotide, staurolite, or grenatite,
Hauy, 3.286
Steatites of Bareight,
2.6149
penetrated with water,
2.6657
indurated,
2.5834
2.6322
penetrated with water.
Muschenbroek. 7.767
Steel,
.
.
soft,
7.8331
hammered,
7.8404
hardened in water,
7.8 163
hammered, and then hardened in water, 7.8180
Stilbite,
2.50
St John's wort, inspissated juice of,
1.5263
3.583
Hauy. i
Strontian, sulphate of.
3.958
octaliedrul,

....

....
...»
....

carbonate

of.

H„,.

{f675

2.4158
2.1429
cutlers,
2.1113
Fountainbleau, glittering,
2.5616
crystallized.
2.6111
scythe of Auvergne, mean grained, 2.SC38
fine grained,
2.6O9O
coarse grained, 2.5686
Lorraine,
2.5298
Liege,
2.6356
mill,
2.4835
Bristol,
2.510
.
Burford,
2.049
Portland,
2.496
rag,
2.470

.Stone, sand,

paving,
grinding,

.

rotten,

1.981

St Cloud,
St Maur,
Notre Dame,

2.201
2.034
3.378

Stone, Clicard from Brachet,
rock of Chatillon,
.
hard paving,
Siberian blue,
touch,
prismatic basalte.?,
of the quarry of Bour^,

'.

2.357
2.122
2.460
2.945
2.415
2.722
1.3864
2.4682
1.1098
I.606O
2.03K2
1.9907

.

.

.

.

....
....
.

.

.

....

ofCherence,
Storax,

Sugar, white,
Sulphur, native,

.

.

.
.

MuschenLroek.

.

.

.

•

Hauy.

.

.

fused,

Sulphuric, or vitriolic acid,
.
.
Sulphuret, triple, of lead, antimony, and copper,
Halcket.
Sylvanite, or tellurite, in a metallic state,
twice fused,
Sylvan, native,
Jacquin, jun,
.
.

1.841

5.766

....

6.345
4.107
5.723
6.115
10.678
6.157
8.919
1.0989

MuUer.
ore, yellow,

.

black,

Syringe,

•

.

Tacamahaca,

Klaprolh.
Midler.
.
Jacquin, jun.
Muller.

.

Muschenbroek.

.

1.0463
2.8534
{ 2.8729
Talc, black crayon,
2.080
ditto German,
2.246
yellow,
2.655
white,
.
2.704
of mercury,
2.7917
black,
2.9004
earthy,
2.6325
slaty,
.
Gahn and Berzelius. 2.718
2.700
common Venetian,
.
.
2.800
indurated.
2.90
Tallow,
0.9419
Tantalite,
.
.
.
Ekeberg. 7.953
Tantalium metal,
.
Berzelius.
5.61
resin.

Hauy.

.

....
....

...
.

in large masses,

Gahn and Berzelius.

6.291
6.208
1.8490

in small pieces,

Tartar,
Telesie,

.

Muschenbroek.

.

.

See Sapphire.

Terra Japonica,

1.2980
c

Tellurium, native,
graphic,
yellow,
black,

Thumerstone.

5.700

1 6.10
5.7

10.6
8.9

See Axinile.
Watson.

f7.170
(7.291

fused and hammered,
of Malacca, fused
fused and haaimered,
.
Gellert.
.
of Gallicia,
of Ehrenfriedensdorf in Saxony, Gellert.

7.296
7.306
7.063

Tin, pure, from Cornwall, fused,

7.291

.

pyrites,

stone,

.

.

7.271

Klaprolh.
La Melherie.
Gellert.

I

I

Brunich.
black.

Brisson,

"

4.350
4.785
6.300
6.989
6.750
6.901

Specille

Cruvitiej.
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Tin

BrittOH.

itone, red,

mttua.

Wtrmer.

fibrous.

Bnmick.
BUimenbaek.
fiiaedand hammered,
fine, Aiaed,

fitted

aHed

and hammered.

C3airt-*tof*,

Bruniek.
Klaproth.

Comufa,

ore,

Gakn and BeruUus.

from Fahlan,
•tone, white,
!,

Rutilite, or

Spbene,

Haiif.

LmetMerie.
Topax,

oriental.

Brazilian,

from Saxony,
oriental piaUcfaio,

Saxony white,
greenish blae,

6.9S48
5 5.845
i 6.970
7.O0O
5.800
6.450
7.3013
7.3115
7.4789
7.5194
79!«00
8.4869
5.800
6.450
6.55
6.008
4.102
4.246
4.0106
S.&S65
S.5640
4.0615
3.5535
S.54S9

Tourmaline,
areen,
blue,

W
Walnut-tree of France,
Mutchnbroek.
Water distilled at 32° of Fahr.

of Dead sea,
wells,

of Barnes,
of the §tvae
of Spa
of Armeil,

Avray,
Seltzer,

Wermer.

filtered,

....
...
.....

bees,

.

white,

....
....

shoemakers.

Whey, cows,
Willow.

.

.

Witherite.
See BaroUle.
Torrins, red,
white.
Champagne, white,
Pakaret,

,

Wine of

.

.

Malmsey Madeira,
Burgundy,

09915

Jurancoo,

0.9932
0.9939
1.0221
1.0819
1.0538

jCeret,

...

fioordeaux.

8
l5.a

Constance,

Sm

Tokay.

43«5

Canary,
Port,

spirita of,

5.800
6.088
6.066
6.015
5.570
8.2 :«
0.870

liquid,

a99i

'

BriMON.

KUfnUt.
Turbcth mineral.
Turpentine,

'

Tinquoiae, ivory tinged by the bhte calx of (8.500

CUwmtU.

L'ran glimmer, or Uranite,
Uranile in a metallic state

Klmpntk.
lulphuretted.
See PUck on.
Uranitic ocnre indurated.
La M^ktrit,

tree,

....

Mutekenlroek.

Spanish,

tJuscitnbrotk.

.

EkeUrg.

VttroUntalite,

Gakm and BtneUmt.
Z
from Edelfors.

Zeolite

llauy.

L'ranium,

See Jenilt.
Dutch,

red, sdntiUant,

white sdntiUant,

com pact,
cofasc.

human,

•

•

.

5.70.5

6.835
7.000
Halckd. 6.955
Haul/.
7.333
8.3507
[8.045
18.675

Woodstooe,

8J60

&19
&440

Gmflin.
EiAwyar.
Leomkardi.

WolTs eye (name of a mineral)

Yew

Dtwnma mad

Ultramarine,

1.033
0.997

Wolfram,

Ycnite.

u

09930
0.9376
0.9979
0.9997
0.9J«4
1.0382

(it.S
9

Tmaolite,

L'rine,

1.0263
1.2403
1.0017
1.00037
1.00015
1.0009
1.00046
1.00043
1.0035
2.7000
Dati/.
0.9648
0.9686
0.897
1.019
MuKhtnbrock. 0.5850

Wavellite. or bydrargillite,

Wax,

0.6710
1.0000

....

sea,

3.5311
S.086
3.36S
3.155

Haul/.
Britton.
Hauif.

red.
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0.7880
0.8070
5.130
3.447
S.4868
8.0739
8.1S44

See Ckatamt,
8.515

diabetic.

Zinc, pore and oomprcMed,
ite osaal atete,

Henry.

m

fwmwl by snbUautian and
ties,

Vcmeille, a kind of oriental ruby,
Veaorian,
Wit

Kkfrdk.
of Siberia,
Vine,
Vinegar, red,
white,
radical,
Viliiel,

DaaUic,

4wStS9
3.575
S.4S0

3.365
| 3.339
3.407
Mtucktnindt. 1J!370
MntcknAntk. 1.0S51
1.0135
1.080
1.715

Klapnth,

...

mlphate

of,

ntwnrted solution

of,

7.1 908

Btrgmam.
full

6.868

of cavi.

Kirwan.
Mutckenbroek.
temp. 42", fVai*<m.

.vgis
1.9000
1.386

SmBUmte.
ZirooD, or Jargon,

Zirconite,
Zoisite,

.

Klaprolk.
Kartlen.

4.615
4.666
Wiedtmann. 4.700
4.3858
Hauy. J
1 4.4161
4.24
KUtprolh.

53jtt>

|3.S1

GnviuM.
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CHAP,
.1111

IV,

snrt

Stability of'

On the

Kloatiiig

Bodies.

Bodies.

We have already seen, (Chap. II. Prop.

I. p. 429,) that
a body is in equilibrium in a fluid, its weight is
always equal to that of the fluid displaced ; and that
the centre of gravity of the floating body when homogeneous, must be. situated in the same vertical line
with the centre of gravity of the part submersed, or
of the fluid displaced. Prop. II. p. 430. From the
tquality between the weight of the body and that of
the displaced floid, the upward pressure of the fluid is
exactly capable of balancing the downward tendency
of the body; but unless these two forces are directly
opposed to each other by passing through the same
point, the solid body will have a rotatory motion, instead of a position of perfect equilibrium.
In order,
therefore, to determine the positions in which a bcnly
will float permanently on the surface of a fluid, we have
only, after the specific gravity of the body has been ascertained, to discover in what positions the solid can be
placed, in order that the centre of gravity of the solid
and of the part immersed may be in the same vertical
line.
The solid, however, will not float permanently
in every case, when these centres of gravity are situated
in the same vertical line ; for there are examples, in
which the body cannot remain in this position of equilibrium, but will actually, assume another, in which
it will continue to float permanently.
Mr Atwood
has illustrated this by the case of a cylinder, whose
specific gravity is to that of the fluid on which it floats
as 3 to 4, and whose axis is to the diameter of its base
as 2 to 1.
When the .cylinder which we suppose to
be 2 feet long, and its base 1 foot in diameter, is held
in the fluid, with its axis in a vertical line, it will
sink to a depth of 1| feet; but as soon as it ceases to
be supported, it instantly oversets, and remains floating with its axis horizontal. If the cylinder, instead of
being 2 feet long is only 6 inches, or one-half the diameter of its base, it will sink to the depth of |ths of its
diameter, or 4^ inches, and will float permanently in
that position.
In this last case, if the axis of the cylinder is not exactly in a vertical line, but a little inclined
to it, the cylinder wiU still settle permanently with its
axis in a vertical line.
Hence it is obvious, that there are different kinds of
equilibrium.

when

.

Definition.

mogeneous sphere, or

in a

homogeneous

cylinder, float-

EquiUbrU

um and
ing with its axis horizontal.
If a solid floats permanently on a fluid surface, and ^'abilityof
if it is moved from its position of equilibrium by
Bc^^
any external force, the resistance which the solid op- >_
-

Equilibrium and Stability of Floatino

1st, The equilibrium of stability, or that which is exhibited in the short cylinder 6 inches long, which floats
permanently in a given position.
2d, The equilibrium ofinslabilily, or that which is exhibited in the cylinder 2 feet long, which -oversets, although the centre of gravity of the solid, and that of
the part immersed, are in the same vertical line.
In
tliis case, the equilibrium is as perfect as in the first
case ; for while the centres of gravity are in the same
vertical line, the solid must continue erect ; but the
slightest deviation of the centres of gravity from that
line creates a rotatory motion, from which the solid ne-

cessarily oversets.

3d, The equilibrium of indifference, or the insensible
equilibrium in which the solid floats indifferent to motion, and without any tendency to recover its position
when incUned from it, or to incline itself farther. The
equilibrium of indifference takes place, when, the proportion between the axis of the cylinder and the diameter of its base is greater than 1 to 2, and less than 2
to 1.
This kind of equilibrium is exhibited in a ho»

^

poses to this inclination is called the ilabililt/ qfjloating
and the horizontal line round which it moves, is called the axis of motion.
It would be impossible in a work like this, to enter
at great length into a subject so difiicult and profound
shall, therefore, content ourselves
as the present.
with stating the general principles relative to the stability of floating bodies, and with investigating the different positions of stability and instability which they assume ; and in doing this shall freely avail ourselves of
the labours of Mr Atwood, whose papers on the stability
of floating bodies are remarkable for their perspicuity.
In arranging, abridging, and sometimes simplifying his
demonstrations, we trust we shall .do an important service to the reader.

We

Prop,

To

I.

determine the stability of bodies floating on a
any angle of inclination from a given position

fluid at

of equilibrium.

EDHF

Let
be a vertical section through the centre Plate
of gravity G, of a homogeneous solid, whose figure is CCCXV,
symmetrical with regard to the axis of motion, and let it P'S' I*
float on the surface
of the fluid, O being the
centre of gravity of the part immersed.
The line
GOC will therefore be perpendicular to AB. If by an
external force the solid is inclined through an angle
KGS, the solid will take the position IRLMN, and the
part immersed will now be WRMNP. Hence, as the
part
is raised out of the water, and the corresponding and equal part
immersed, the centre of
gravity which would otherwise have been at E (taken

HABL

XWI

XNP

GO =

GE) will now be transferred to some
Having drawn QS parallel to GO, and
other point Q.
EYand ZGs perpendicular to SQ, it is obvious that the
upward pressure of the fluid will be exerted in the line
QS, with a force equal to the weight of the body, or
that of the fluid displaced, and this force will have the
same tendency to turn the body round its axis of motion, as if it were applied at the point Z. In determining, therefore, the position which bodies assume on a
fluid surface, and the stability with which they float,
it is necessary only to find the perpendicular distances
GZ between the two vertical lines which pass through
the centre of gravity of the solid and the part immersed.
Since the weight of the body continues the same,
the portion IXW, elevated from the fluid in consequence
of the inclination, must always be equal to the portion
which is immersed. Hence, supposing a to be the
centre of gravity of IXW, and/ that of NXP, then the
will be at a distance from E, correcentre of gravity
sponding to the change prodaced, by removing the fluid
In order to determine,
to the position NXP.
by a geometrical construction, the line GZ, let fall
drawn
the perpendiculars a b, fc, and in the line
volume
parallel to AB, take ET, so that ET:ic
so that

PXN

Q

IWX

EY

=

IWX

:

volume

WRMP.

Through

T

draw

FTS

paral-

then the centre of gravity required will be
sin. KGS
somewhere in FS, and because ER EG
EG being supposed given, the
:rad. the line
line ER will be determined, and being taken from ET
already found, will leave RT or GZ the perpendiculaif

lel

to

GO,

:

GO =

distance required.

S

=

\
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Now, wlicn OB* boly of a system is removed from
its pUcf, the correspondmg motion of the common
centre of jfT«*''y' estimated in any given direction, is
to the motion ot the bo<ly njoved and estimateil in the
same direction as the weight of that body is to the
weight of the whole system. Hence, ooasidcriug I RM N'
J, II system of bodies whose common centre of gravity is E, and that the body IWX, whose centre of gravis it e, baa moved, or been traiufianred to NX P. whose
we shall have volume WRMI* or
centre of gravity is
AUHH volume IWX or WXP = 6 c ET, the motion
of one body, the motion of the centre of gravity of the
f',

:

:

system.

Calling, therefore,

floating body im>
^ volume of the part of
merted,
A ^ the volume NXP, or the part immersed in con*
sequence of the inclination,
h ^ GO the distance between the centre of gravity

V

t

A

tlic

=
=

of the whole solid and that of the part immersed,
tine of tbe angle of inclination KGS,
6c the space through which A has been trans-

same

ET = V

:

1.

^-^. ButEa:EGorGO =
kti

oooitqnently,

f: I.

RT=ET — ER,

A, and

£T =

weh«veER

orGZ=r

=

—rz

If the floating soliti should be of an irregular fonn,
lh» tame denonstration will hold good; but we must,
iu this case. coQtider that the volume or space immersed
br tbe iadiMMiaa will no loogtr b« WXP, but a
wbidi IBM* Im l tiiMrt fav cnladatian from tite aMiw
(liaMMiaM ot that volume. The centre* of gtm-

mce

b

ad

valMB et PXN, I.\ W, will in that case be no
longer a andy* the c«ntr«« of gravity of the areas, but
must be found by the usual rule*. This pc upoait ion is
applicable either to bomogeneou* or hetrroseneous bodies, and rnablce ua to dctemine tbe stability of vet•cla or other bodies, at any angle of inclination from a
given potition of equilibrium ; tar the stability is meaancd oy a farce equal to the mrwid pwsiure of tbe
Jiad, or the weight of the loaded vcmu applied perpendicularly at tte end of the lever GZ moving round
thtaaitof metioo.
Prop.

IT.

ascertain the different poMtioai

it it

momentary or

""^"i""^

That while

-y-

= ET

is

grtalcr than A #

=

equilibrium.

-^ = ET

That whUe

is

few than A

#

= ER,

the part o and the line of support if z will be on the opposite side of the axis, and will give an imflable equi/iHemre we can always determine, from the vabriirm.
lue of GZ, what is the particular kind of equilibrium
with which the iJody will float when the angle of indination, and consequently its sine, are assumed to be

vmeiont
PlOP.

To

find

Costing,

an expreaaioa

when

III.

for the Mability or insUbility of

the floating solid

is

not of an unifisrm fiitt axis of motion.

gnre and dimeiuions with respect to
Let tu toppote
solid

is

drawn

of the platc
and very near CCCXV.
be comprehend- Fig. 1.

in Fig. 1. that another aection

parallel

ADHB,

to

A small portion of the solid will
ed between these planes; now, since the sine t of
tbe angle KGS it ev anetcwrt. and since WXP=IX\V,
and the an^le NXP= the angle IXW, the point X will
bisect tbe line AB, and the points I', B, N will be coit.

incident.

AB'x*

Hence, the evanescent ore*

nd

if

we

by

NXP=:
z a line

i

drawn

solid, on a level with the
tbe fluid, and ponllel lu tbe larger axia, the
igiiwtilH portion of tbe solid oomprehended between
tbe oi^iacent vertical planet AOMB, and the one sop-

through tbe middle of the

of equilibrium in
which a body will float permanently on tbe surface of a
fluid, and to discover in which of these poaitiona the
equilibrium is permanent or stable, and in which of

tnnn

species.

be
ER, the part Z and the line of sunport QZ,
between the axis an<l the parts of the solid immersed
in consequence of the inclination,, which gives a ttable

viqr oftlM

To
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S.

will

2.
:

C

In determining, therefore, the position which a solid
will assume after it has been overset from any situation of instable equilibrium, we must ascert.vn theangle of inclination through whidi the solid must revolve, so that the distance GZ may become evanescent, and we must also determine whethtr any position
of equilibrium originally given is stable or instable.
This may easily be done from the value of GZ already
given; tor if we take any point t in the line ER, and
through I draw a I • parallel to GO, then it is obvious,

ferr*J.

Then, by tbe proposition &

I

external force to revolve round iti axis of motion, and ^9"'''^'''
j>ass through different positions of equilibrium, the po<;,)|^j'^gf
sitions of stability and instability must alternate, and '(.loj^Jg
the
of
position
follow
a
no position of either species can
Bodies,

instable.

•tlbn of

pttid txtnoMlx near

it,

will

Xrfi; the per-

be

8

pendicular distonoe of the centre of gravity of thit

do

In order to
cquiiibrii.;:i

i:iI

this,

wli it'll
winch

we must attend
tlir -uliil ii
tiir

to tbe

of

placed previous to its
that the body is in a

n

bci
Stat-

... Lie incliiicd

,-

.

through an

again nUced in a ponition of equilibrium.
tiiis inclinatinsi the upward prcaturc
of the fluid acta with a force proportional to GZ to diminish the angular distance
tbe primitive position
of eniiilibrium, it follows, that tbe suae fcroe must act
on tne solid, so as to increase the inclination or angular
dbtonce frees the seemdpositienofeqitilibriam to which
-*^^r revolving through the angle A
tbe body arr
nee it it obviou*, that the Arcood
or any port
potitiaD of enuiiioraim must be that of IsttabilitT, and,
in general, that when a flostiog body it cavatabj an

angle

till it is

Then since during

mm

—

VOL.

zi.

raBT

II.

evanetcent solid from the point

X

is

AB
-^

.

In order to

find the distance from X of the centre of gravity of
tbe wbola Tohimt iiamei ted by the inclination, or the
commoo oeDtre of gravity of the elementary solids

corresponding to the length

;,

we must

by the flistance of
multiply each elementary
its centre of gravity fVom the horitontal line passing
through X, and divide the sum of tlietc products by
Hence, in the pre'«
the sum of the elementary solids.
sent case, since the distance from X of the centre of
tolid

AB
gravity of tba elementary solid

Sm

it

-^,

the product

HYDRODYNAMICS.
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um

arising from imiltijjlying the distance

and

by the

solid

it-

this quadratic equation, n-

AB' xsilz

Slability of

—

be

self will

I'loaling

g^

—

24

""" since

»

A

ori X,

tance between the
....

>

—nj-x

',

and the

two centres of gravity

,

.

liodict.

represents the volume of the

be fluent of

will

dis-

the line

in

„kWxsdz

r,

h c will be twice this quantity, or fluent of

Vcfx

—

Cor.

1.

whenever

From
a

we have GZ

zz fluent of

—h

j^^

Application

s,

of v^ 2 to v'

formity of
figure.

,

is

greater than the

fluent of

12V

n

D

immersed

will

fluid,

the solid contents of the volume

be Dz, hence

V=D2;

now a constant quantity, we have

AB3x«s

12

— hs.

consequently

D

Pkop. IV.

is

AB' X sdz
12Ds
G Z = AB'x*
12D

AB'XJ!

12Dz

AB

and since

fluent of

the height c of

-

Phob.

the term

fluid,

must be greater than

XC

determine the limits of stability and instability
in a parallelopiped depending on the dimensions and
specific gravity of the solid.
of a

applying the preceding expressions to a parallelo'^' EFDC be its vertical section, with its flat
ralldopiped "P'P^^'
with one of surface EF upwards, and IK the surface of the fluid.
iti fUt sur
Through its centre of gravity G draw SGL parallel to

faces up.

is

very

a" s

CH
,

and the

solid will float

EF parallel to the horizon.
Cor. 3. If the specific gravity of the solid is increased beyond .21132, then, since this is the limitat which
it ceases to float with stability, if it is placed with its
flat surface upward, its equilibrium will be instable,
and it will therefore assume a position of permanent
equilibrium.
By increasing the specific gravity from
.21132 to .78868, the instability increases at first, and
permanently with the line

its

maximum when «=

——r

;

then diminish-

it

and vanishes at the second limit when n =: .78868.
n is between .78868 and 1. the body will float

es

When

permanent!}' with its flat surface EF horizontal. The
of instability is found by putting the least

maximum

increment of the quantity
^
•'

—
12 a en

2

= 0.

considering n as variable, and making a=c.
Cor. 4. If the height SL of the parallelopiped is in a
less proportion to its base CD than that ot y'2 to -^3,
there is no value of « at which the stability will vanish

a2

To

Ose

to the
to float

= ^ -f 0.28868 z= 0.788G8
= 1 — 0.28868 = 0.21132.

Cor. 2. If the specific gravity of the solid

reaches

z= h s.
If the solid has an uniform figure and dimensions, then
putting
for the area of any of the sections immer-

sed under the

when

this e-

// s,
the line of support QZ will be between
the axis of motion and the part immersed by inclination,
and the solid will float permanently ; and, 2. That if
the first member is less than the second, the line of support q z will be on the contrary side of the axis, and the
body will overset.
Hence it is obvious, that between these limits, we must have the equilibrium of in-

when
which takes place
^

that

in the equilibrium of indifference. If, for example, c=iJ,
we have //zr^ztry^x i, which gives

is

second

difference

or

\,

two values may be assigned
which will cause it

3,

S

-—^

quation, viz. fluent ot

infer,

specific gravity of the solid,

ot the for-

mula to the
case of uni.

than

small compared with that of the

member of

we may

the solid has a greater proportion to the base than that

n

which

this proposition,

*

--r-j- is less

Substituting this value for i in the general equation,

the general expression required.
Now it follows, 1. That if the first

uni and
Stability o€
Float! ug

be fluent of

will

a

part immersed by inclination, and also of the part elevated by inclination, the distance of the centre of gravity, of the immersed part or c X, also of the part elevated,

Kquilibri*

and

6c«'

tmd the sum of the products

,

corresponding to the whole line

Bodies.

— «=:-

for in this case the quantity \/\
possible.

The

nently with

its

solid will therefore

surface

EF

6c2
always

become imfloat

perma*

horizontal.
i

jj,

CE, and

wards.

let

us take

= CE
c = CD
n = specific gravity

Prop. V.

To determine the limits of stability and instability of
a square parallelopiped when one of its diagonals is in
a vertical position.

c

Plate
CCCXV.
*-ig. 2.

Then
sed,

if

O

:

1

=:

SN

Let
:

SL.

:

:

2'

2

and

ABCD = acn.

Substituting

these values in the general expression already found.
A- X c
nc
we have GZ
and since the e12 acn
2
quilibrium is one of indifference, when the first member of the exjjression is equal to the second, or when

=

a 3.?
^TEi

=

sxc

—nc

.

,

we

J*'

have,

^.

,

,

by the

,

.

„

resolution of

EDCF be

a vertical section of the parallelopi- pi^j^j-

on the surface AB of the fluid, and let O, CCCXV,
as formerly, be the centre of gravity of the solid O, Fig. 3.
that of the part immersed, and n the specific gravity of

ped

be the centre of gravity of the part immer1 ;= SN
SL, or CL, we have SNzr

and since «

nc:

of the solid, or «

floating

the solid.

Then

DC=rt, we

if

shall

have

GC = -—=,

But since HB=HC, we have ABC=HB2; and since
ABC DEFC = « 1, we have ABC = o'h, HB' =
:

a^n,

and

:

HCnaxVlT; AB = 2 n^^ 0C=
;

GO=-r=

V^

2a^/^

ax'^—VSn

^/Yxs

^—

HYDRODYNAMICS
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we now

If

[Jflj2j'

GZ = By

apply the general expression

iT~^**

*^

'**

we

present ca»e,

X

AB'=8a> Jii; D=o*»; h='

3

shall obtain

— ^S»

and conae-

inserting
AB-'*

"^ =

foT»
'" "

—"

and suice

a'n,

these

459
values

in

the

general

foruiuia
,

*'

*^e '"»'«

AB'=8a' X

1— »''

GO=rf we obUin f;7-^"'X '—
12o«M

=

GZ

quently

Sennit

between the

therefore, to obtain the limit

-»

mttabibiy of

-

^

we most make

—

makirc

in Phip. rv. or

* 19 oil

= —--

hare 4 v' »

•hall

,

floating,

v' S
specific

gravis

begins or

'

^'ch

.

X

S

.^ ^ = *
18 D

.

ti>«n

we

X3
or s= ^, = .28I«S, the
»pecific gravities at

i!.e

with the angle updue of
must

GZ

•.

I'-

'"

with the
in a less
overset; but

float

In:

t;

•»..i
'

>i

1

I

being put

n:i »iiLr-

wUl

I

float

•liXa
=0 to obtain

.{

uui and
StaWliiv of
Floating
'
Bi^difs.

~

This value of

the limit, and the whole

"^^^ we shall

hare

I—iiX^o

.

i;i<.

GZ

2

V^Xv'l_,=3—V2 ^'^T^+\r-Tx^^,

v'a'j

equilitiriiini

a exceeds
ncntJy, with

#,

=

3*—v^ih X i—».*+v'2 X I—
«xs—
—

being multiplied by

'.

.

if

and

.

at with stahiluy and instability.
f.jllofci ;rom the vcJue oJ'GZ given above,
iiic-i-riit or f xtri-nn-Iy small, the solid

nece&iwily be
Cor. 2. Ifn
ratio

stability

AB^X'

<qiiilihrium of iniliiference

if.c

etween

•

whicfi the »<'
Cor. I. I',
that v.hr\, n
pci.

nt

In order,

vTx 3

l«<rti

D=

;

Rquilibri.

perma.

v.

and
V~,
2

n= -and 11=^-,

1

32

the limit

32

required.
Cor.
Hence from this, and the preceding propositiona, we have the four limiting values of the sperifie
.211, .281, .718,
is less

than 21

upward and

Vr ^i and i + ^r_T, or
and .789; that is, if the specific* fjrnvitv

i—^fZy.

gravities, via.

1,

;

the prallelopiped, with

surfai'f

its flat

horisontal, will float permanently

in that

position, but will overset if the specific gravity is great•r than .811 and leaa than .7»9.
If the p«r:iIUlopip»il
Im on* of iUanglca onward, when the specific gravity
ia leaa than .281.- it will overset ; if grratcr than
.281,

and less than .7l8,itwill float permanently with an angle
upward; but if the specific gravity excecils .718, it will
overset when pbced m the fluid with an angle upward.

Paop. VI.

To

determine the limit of stability and huUbility in s
snuare parallelopiped with one of its angles upwaida,
when its qtecific ^vitr is greater than one haif o( the
ipecific gravity ot tlie fluid.

EDCF,

Let

Plate

CCCXV.

Fig. 5. be the square dik
ndletopiprd, which having a greater specific grarky
than \, that of the fluid will sink so that the dugon«l
is below the surface o( the wat.-r IK.
Using the
Mine tymbob as in the last propoMtion, we have the

FD

ana
«•

ABDCFA =

EAB

=

— «**> and ccBaeqoently EH =av^l—a.imd AH ==
a* ».

and tb« ana

EH*

1

2 Ell

Now
then

= Say/iZmr,

and

OH =

•

P be

X

•T— •fUS.
AEB

the centre of gravity of the area
<hm the property of the centre of gravity we have
area EIDCF
are»
x
area
if

GH X

=

ABDCFA

OH —

AEBx HP,or«»xvT— vTZrisataxOH.i

X

I::^^.

Md by rtdnction
^^THj-f-

__.

V18 X

Sobtracting from this

If the parallelopiped is |daoed in the fluid in a po«i>
tion of instable equilibrium, sn as to overtit or change

iu position, it is required to ascertain the position which
it will assume when it continues to float pennanently
;
or to ascertain through what angle the solid will rew
volve till iu centre of gravity and the centre of gravity
of the part immersed are again in the same vertical
line.

Let EFDC, Fig. 5. be the vertical section of the pa- Piatb
ralletopprd when in iU poMtion of insUble equilibri. «-"t-'«"X^*
nra ; IK the surftce of the water;
it« centre of gra- *'*
vity ;
tlie centre of gravity of the part immersed.
Let the solid, aAer orrrwtting, have revolved through an
•mI* UGS into the position YWVII, the part iinnierscd
will now be ZHVK, and QXll will be the part now
immersed in oonacquence of the inclination. Bisect
PZ and Mi in m and it, join m X, n X, and taking
X 0= • X m. and X/=:| X ». a and/ will be the centres of gravity of the triangles PXZ, and yXK.
Let
fall the perpendiculars a l,Jc upon the line AB.
in

G

O

CZ=~

applying the general equation

H0= txs — ^Tsx
.

Paop. VII.

d

X v^gy rZj*

•
exprcMion the value of

HG =

UH* X \^T^.

—ft

to the

preMntcue,wehaveQXR=A ZMVRorACDB=V
*e=6; CXis:/; sine of UGO=.. Make / equal UiJ

•

:

tangent of the angle ('GO. Thrn from the similarity of triangles
;
ZX Xlt Making %V.-=x, and V U or XQ=a: thenQR=a/; and

QX=XP ZP=QR

Ci»i=

;

— X«=V^a«+— s=— v'^.+r.
;

=

Now,

since

Q • X ussin. • XR X Rn, we have - -1 X
^* + t* = niu » XB sin. XR », consequently
na

or

:

;

:

:
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Kiiuilibri-

uni and

sin.

Sin.

nXR =

n

RX X

Bodies.

sides

^here the surface of the water intersects the jiarallel

(ij^'^"i\"''2f
,,,„" .:.,»
I'louting

In order to obtain the angle of inclination from
Bodies.
a position of equilibrium, with the flat surface horizonfluid
tal, and the specific gravity of the solid, when the
surface passes through one extremity of the base, let '^J;*"
AECD, Fig. 6, be a vertical section of the square pa- Vjr'g^»•
rallelopiped, and let the water line IK pass through D.
the anThen putting CD=rt, and /=tangent of

YH.WV.
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it

GZ

may be more
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for

'*X2-

=

equal

its

•

6c?iXl

convenient to

•«*

make a

find the position of equilibrium as in Prop. VIII.
the fluid surface intersects one of the extremities
Fig.
of the upper side, as shewn in Fig. 8.

To
when

ABK =

Putting

~24c«xl

value :=0,
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By making

this

KCDB
2a2_12c%-t-12c««'

we obtain
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12

12c2« — 12c««2_2a'
52=
—
12 c'n— 12

c'

W— 12c'n +

or

l+i»

In the case of a square parallelopiped, we have az=c,
2
I2n'^
IQfi
I" order, thereand therefore s'
^-ir—;
1
12 H12«
fore, to ascertain from this equation the angle tlirough
which the solid revolves, let us take «=:.24, which being
between .211 and .789, will place the solid with a flat
surface upward and horizontal, and in an instable equi-

=

—

.1888

,

.

hbrium, consequently

/.1888
j-f888~
after which

= j-y^gg-. and*=V

*«

,

the sine of 23° 29', the angle of revolution,
the solid will settle in a position of stable equilibrium.
The preceding equation determines also the specific
gravity n, which will make the solid float at the angle
s ; for , by j^esolving that equation, we obtain «

Vl

—

=

2*^

,

,

.
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,

.

,

,

*'"« '° the particular angle

-i^^Y^Z-J^' ^""^ «PP'y'°g
of 23° 29', we have m=0.5 :d=

=

0.76 and 0.24,
the two specific gravities, which will cause it to float
in stable equilibrium at the angle of 23° 29'.
^

0.26

^

„
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VIII.
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consequently
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and

which, being
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the same as formerly.
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have areas
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substituted for n in the equation of Prop. VIII. gives

a''
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c' «'

f'S- 7.

:

Prop. IX.

..s^

—

express the whole breadth AB or PQ, instead of the
lialf breadth, the equation will, by this change, become

GZ—

2,

=

substituting

the formula becomes

2^',

<=|, and <=1. The first
of these values corresponds to an angle of 26° 33' 51",
and the second to an angle of 45°, as shewn in Fig. 7In the first of these cases, KCD ABCD, z^ 1 4^, and
therefore n=:f, and the equilibrium is that of stability ;
in the second case n
|, and the position of equilibrium is also one of stability.
is

:

2
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-/(s;butsince/(=:
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2
the equation

these values in

thereforc,
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we have n=—' Sub-

— —
— 2+6/3 _ _ or Wz=6t —
3t*—f^=6l —

a'-t

ting:

area AECD=n:l,

i'

QXR = — =A,

and the volume

:

preceding proposition,we obtain j-=^-^

3X^1+'"
2ac n=V,

KCD

and area

/,

stitutingthis valueof n in the formula, or value of s^ inthe

ACDB=

immersed part

^jjg

u"
KCD= -—
t

we have KC=fl

g\e required,

2-f.(«

=:^x

triangles,

similar

KDC

=

Xc

have

3

gXV^4-f/'X2 -K
by

_

aXv'M^' we

X dz= —-—

XR =

obtain sin. n

Equilibri.

The preceding proposition is applicable only to the case

e
in place of

and substituting

ascertain the position of equilibrium, &c. as in
Prop. VI f. when the surface of the fluid passes through
tone of the extremities of the base of the floating solid.

Prop, X.

To determine the position in which the parallelopiped will float permanently with a plane angle obliquely
upward, when the specific gravity is between -^-^ and
or between ^^ and |-4.
t't.
from Prop. VI. that when n is between
and -^^t or between f |: and i^i, the solid will float
permanently with the diagonal inclined to a vertical
It follows

T?2

In order to find the angle, let 1\TF represent
the square parallelopiped floating with its angle I placed
obliquely, and let its inclination to a vertical line be
^g tj^g g^j^face of the fluid, and taking
^ j^^^
CB a mean proportional between EC and CD, draw
will be the
Parallel to FV and cutting IC 111 H,

ijne.

pjg. 9,

d£

qq

BA

CH

^^pth to which the solid smks when

BXE =

I

V

is vertical,

and

CO =

area XDA. Make
therefore area
| CH,
will be the centre of gravity of the volume
and
^g(. Bisect EB in Kami
in R, and draw KX,IIX,
will
and
and take
| XK, and M,
|
respectively be the centres of gravity of the triangles
upon
AD, BXE. Let fall the perpendiculars P,

O

XM = XR

X

AD
XL =

L

M QL

{
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/. and EC=a, we h*ve CD=/ o ; CB=
tang. BEX
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wkiefa being aubatitated in

O.S)09i and a

a, give.

= O.efil,

^ . = .345M +

.SSTTi

0<>

and IS'SCcr.

Mr Atwood

has coDectetT int« the following abstract,
Tarions nositions which the square parallelopipeil
aaumes as depending up^n its specific gravity.

tlic

If a

'•

,;5p5fV.

F^ 10, i

I ,

1%

between

is

and

|

— \^\ — j7(as shewn

Figa. I O. 1 1 . and 1 'i ), or bet ween
will float permanently with a flat

in

and o 2 1 the solid
surl'aci- upwards, and
1 ,

parallel to the borison.
_.

npiz.

2.

,

13.

11^

If " i«
,3^ j^j

45.

between .i5 or

I%U.15.

•>"

ML

oniT PI
onl
to the

'n.
.

or

t

n>d 0^

,**>

'f "

(as

eurreapoiKli n g to .S81

"bote .881 or ^,. (as in Figs. l6, 17), tbe
f«nn.Mrt.»ly with its diagonal vertical,
flii:<!
"»

tilltlie apci:

5.

1ft.

and .281 or /„

15. 16), the aolid will float witli
iimcrsed, tbe diagonal l>eing inclined
rarioo* anglea from 18" 26', corre-

A-

IT.

•olid »ill

fit 11,

y*,

U.

•ponding to .ii or
i%.l«.

F^

If "

'

dtaediU

.mes .718 or

;..v

Todetermine the positions of sUble and insUble equililwium, in a cylinder plaead on the aorface of a fluid,
with its axis in a vertieal
i

NP

EFCD

represent the cylinder with iU axis
sink to the depth QP. M«ke QA=r,
and O,
the <littance between tbe eentrea of gravity
vix. (>()=/i, and let AIBHSKA represent tlie circular
section \}< the ryliodar formed by the surface of the
fluid. Draw any diameter IS, and another diameter AB,
perpcivl-nilar to IS, and let IS be the direction of the

Let

vertical,

and

.. iiical

varying

fhm

0* corre-

Jt

Through
cylinder is moveable.
the double ortlinate Kli, and make
-/.and VS9.I4I59, the ratio of the cir-

axi--

;lie

iw\

<<• the
diameter of a circle.
Prop. 111. itfoUowa, that the aolid will

when

Now, from
float

perma-

fluent of

18

^
V

f

greater than h, and that tbe equilibrium will be in<
if h is the greater of the two, and thcrit'urc when
thcM: two quantitiea ar« equal, the equilibrium will
be the limit between atabuity and instability. To
apply this to the present case, we must find the
is

sublf

fluent of

have,

^^^.

Now,

by Eudid, B.

KH=2xv^^*^^,

III.

and

T210

QS=r, QW=i, wa

Prop. 35.

WHsy'^ii:?;

KWdt^iyJ^^^^xdt.itM

fluent of which quantity,

X ^T4

since

when

t increases

= -^7^— "^
»

'<*

from

to

r, is

^"^^ iemicircle*

lt>

.

at angles

Fig.

let it

G

8

J-{.

.,
of *1 and .75 or {j, (as in
o solid will float with the diagonal in.

I

pROr. XI.

ncntly with the axia vertical,

race

fponfTintr t"

the preceding principle* to a cylinder.

between .811 and 25, faa ahewn in Figs.

ij ^j„ fl^j permananUy with a flat .ur.
upward, but inclined to the horiaon at difleritit
angles from 0* corresponding to .211 to Sd* M' corrr

,j

aandina on the same principle*, must be emplnyrd for
oattrvwiing its positions of equilibrium. We shall con>
tant oiiraeWe* with giving Mr At wood's application of

=

tbe tpedfic ^rarity with wliirh

the aolid will float in stable rquilibnum, when it* diagonal is inclined 15 to a vertical line.
The preceding solution i« applicable t« all caae* in
which M is between ^\ and ^, ; and bj a simiUr pri.cess we maj obtain an equation for the case when the
specific gravity is between \i and ^}.'
In I his case,
tne solid will float pennancntlj with the line IC upward, bat inclined to the vertical at some angle be-

tween

of 360^, it will pass either tlirough 16 or 18 positions
If a is between .'21 1 and .'28 1 or beof equilibrium.
tween .719 and .789, the positions of equilibrium will
be tixlten, eight of which will be positions of stable
and the other eight of insuble e<^uilibrium, alternating
with Mch other. If n is not within these limits, the
solid in the course of its revolution will pass only
through eight positions, four of which are positions of
stable, and the other four of instable, equihbrium.

the

.S406S

abore value rf

''• '^'

In the preceding propositions, the solid is 8upposc<l
to have a uniform figure in respect to the axis ol moBut
tion, so that all its vertical sections are equal.
when the solid has such a form that the sections are miequal, a different procesa of investigation, though de-

9ra*i

a* «

= O.7S0*9k

J*

:

we aaMOM tiie ancle OGT or BXE = lo*. and
= 1. we ^mU ted BXE = u=. .099S9i, and

If

take

7. If n is between .789 and 1 .000, the solid will float
permanently with a flat surface parallel to the horizon.
8. When the solid revolves round its larger axis, or
axis of motion, so as to complete an entire revolution

,

ibu

hare

BXE =

BXE = PQ OT or

6:OT = ^. «ndOG=:=;^.
we

J^;

CH = y^; CO = 4CH=

^/n?;

Bodie.
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spondiog to .718 to 18' 20* corresponding to .75, tlirce Hqmlibri""'?""'
angles of the solid being immersed.
6. If a is between .718 or \* and .789 (as in Fig8.1f),
j?f^','^
20, 31), the solid will float with a flat surface upward nodii-s.
angles
between
>^-y-mmm'
and inclined to the horizon at various
26' 34' corresponding to .75 and 0" corresponding to '|';^te^

fluent of ifH»X<'s=3irr<; and since PQ=/«, and the
areaof thecircleAlBS=srr*,weha>e V=:»r'/»i. But

i
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I
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^r^
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0P=

%

and
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and since

;

12V

KH'X

fluent

(/z

we

ft,

tween

12 •r-/»

= 6,

or

and

stable

tlie

consequently

KH'X'/:

fluent

h

,

,

3»T<

~

— In

by making

Thus

equilibriums.

diameter of the base,

But

we have

since 2r
n*

tacentre S, the solid will .always fio.it with stability,
as tlie measure of that stability
x SG X * tends always to turn the bo<ly in a direction contrary to that
in which it is inclined.
If the centre of gravity is pla^
ced above the metacentrc, the force
x SG x * h.aving passed through 0, tends to turn the vessel in the
same direction as that in which it is inclined, and it
will therefore float with an instable equilibrium.
\\'hen the angles of inclination, however, are large,
the stability of the vessel will, as has already been

Equilibij.

W

shall obtain the limits be-

instable

--^, and n = ,|:±=V^J

I

l2xr'Hti'

orn'-«=— ^,.

2

tlie

^^
G0=

— n=

^.

um

W

shewn, be measured by

W X GZ=iA _rfi X w.

if

the diameter of the base bears a greater

proportion to the length of the axis than that of V' a
to 1, there is no value of the specific gravity ii, which
will cause the solid to float in the equilibrium of indifference It follows, therefore, from the preceding inves:

tigations, that in this case

it

will

always

float

perma-

nently with its axis in a vertical line.
If the diameter of the base bears a less proportion to
the length of the axis than \^ '2 to 1, then there are always two values of n, which will be the limits of staIn order to determine the ratio
bility and instability.
between the length and diameter of the cyliniler which
limits the case of stability and instability when the specific gravity is given, we obtain from tlie equation n
m^

—

=—

,

the equation

-j-

follows, that since n

= V's n — 8

from which

?i',

it

given, the diameter of the base
should be to the length of the axis of the cylinder in a
is

—

greater proportion than that of \^8n
8 «'-' to 1, in
order that the solid may float permanently with its axis
upwards ; but if tlie diameter of the base should be
to the length of the axis in a less proportion to that,
the solid will overset. For example, if «
^, then

=

—

\^Sn

=

=

V'4.
I?2247 ; that is, the diameter of
8 nthe base should be in a greater proportion to the length
of the axis than 1.2247 to 1, in order that it may float
permanently. If the proportion is less than this, it

will overset.

We shall now

conclude this Section by following Mr
preceding principles
ecdmgpiin- to the stability of ships.
We have already seen that
*'*^ ^°^'^^ "'" stability of a ship or any other body is
iubUit'^ of
represented by
being the weight of the
x GZ,
ships.
vessel and its lading.
AVlicn the angle of inclination
is so small as to be considered evanescent, we have
fluentof AB^xdsXs
,
.
^
c«or,tKnfr7
seen that OZ
h s ; but smce
Ajiplicauon
of the pte-

Atwood

in his application of the

W

W

=

the

first

smce

member

of this equation

^_ „_
/i=OG=EG,
,

AB^d:
T2V

fluent

and

.

.

it

„

,,

,

is

— h=z GS,

equal to

fluent

follows that

which

^-^-^^

12V
is

ET, and

AB'rfi

^^
=ES,

an invariable

quantity, whatever be the inclination of the floating
body, provided it is very small ; that is, the point S is
immoveable with respect to G. This point S is called
the Mclacenlre or centre of equilibrium ; for if the centre of gravity
coincides with the point S, the stability, or GZ X
X SG x a, will be =0, or the solid
will float in all positions alike, without any effort to
restore itself if it is inclined, or to incline itself farther.
If the centre of gravity
is situated beneath the me-

G

W= W

G

Floating
Bodies.

In

the application of this formula to practice, h A is the
only quantity which requires to be determined for all
the other values can be easily. ascertained from the nature of the case.
In order to find b A, the following
observations must be attended to.
If a line parallel to
the horizon passes from the head to the stern of the
vessel when the ship floats uprightly, this line is called
the longer axis, to distinguish it from the shorter axis,
which passes through the same centre, but in a direction perpendicular to the former.
If we conceive a
vertical plane to pass through the longer axis when the
ship floats uprightly, it will divide the vessel into two
parts perfectly similar and equal.
ship in equilibrium, may also be conceived to be divided into two
parts by the horizontal plane which passes through the
surface of the water, and this sectitm is called the principal section of the tvnter, represented in section by AB,
Fig. I, vyhich will be transferred to IN when the vessel
is made to heel or revolve through the angle SGK.
The real section of the water will now be AB, which
may be called the secondary section of the ivaier. These
two planes inclined at the angle of heeling SGK, intersect each other in X, and this line of intersection will
obviously be parallel to the longer axis.
The position of the point
clearly depends on the
shape of the sides of the vessel. In a parallelopiped,
with two plane angles immersed, as in Fig. 5, the point
bisects the lines ZR, PQ, corresponding to AB, IN
in Fig. 1 ; but, when the same solid floats with only
one plane angle immersed, as in Fig. 10, the point
no longer bisects these lines, but is removed towards
the parts immersed by the inclination.
As the breadth
of vessels, therefore, has no regular proportion from
the head to the stern, the position of X, which is ne- Plate
cessary to the determination of b A, must obviously CCCXV.
be determined practically by approximation.
must ^'S- ^''
therefore conceive the equal volumes NXP, LXW,
Fig. 1 and 25, one of which is immersed, and the other
raised by the heeling of the ship, to be divided into
segments by vertical lines, perpendicular to the longer
axis, and at distances of two or three feet.
These segments will therefore have the form of wedges, as shewn
in Fig. ^5,
being the inclination of the planes on
the faces of the wedges.
The solid contents of the immersed wedges
;

Hence,

and

Stability of

A

X

X

X

We

NXP

NXD

must now be found by approximation ; and making X
= AB PX, the solid contents of
=
NX, and
all the wedges, IXW raised by heeling, must also be obtained. If the size of the immersed wedges is not equal

AB—

XW

—

to the size of the elevated wedges, the position of the
point
must be altered, till this equality is obtained.

X

A, therefore, let the area PXNl P, and its cenbe determined by approximation. Draw
dc perpendicular to'PX, and X c will be the distance of
the centre of gravity from the point X, estimated in the
horizontal direction PX ; and c x being found in a si-

To find

i

tre of gravity y,

HYDRODYNAMICS.
Xe + ei wDl be

miLur nunner.

the

mean

distance of

XPSspn

the centre of gravity of the solid xgment
from the line X -r, estimated in tlie horiiontal direction
X P. Bj findinjr similar distances of the centre of gravity of all the otiier wedges or segments, from X *, estimated in the same direction, the sum of all these proHen ce the
required.
ducts wiQ b« the ralue of 6

A

measure of the veswl's

wbow sine ia a,

stability

Wx

diforan

-rz

obUined.
Such of oar readers a* wish to prosecute this subject
Archimefarther, are refe irad to the ft^owmg works
P. Paul Hoste
des Df in ame tehunt*r in kumido.
Tknrie de la Cfnut ruction de* Vaitteaux, I. yon. 1()96.
Pitot, Th'eotie de la
Parent, Mem. Acad. Par. 1700.
Manamvrt de$ Vmituaus, Mem. Acad. Par. 1731. D.
BemoMlli Commtnl. Petropol. 1739, voL x. p. 147 xip. too. D'Alembert'a&Msiaiir^rfnj/aace fl^M Ftuvirt,
and his OptucuU* Mathtwuititpu*, torn. 1. liouguer's
Traite dt la Maneeuvre det f'aitffaus. Id. Mrm. Acad.
angle

is

:

;

1757, Hist. p. l65.
175.^, p. 481
;
Acad. Par. 17«0, p. 171. Juan EsT5, Madr. 1771. Euler Theorie Comptette
am:
deta eomtruclion el MaHcttnre det Vmi'ieatij. I'his work
was tranalated into English, and publi<hed in i7<K>i
ComtrndiaH dtt Vaitteau*.
ChapoMO, TrtiU de
Claitbcis Arekilectmre Naval, part ii. Rooime I.' Art de
Boasut Trail* DHiMrodgIm Marine. Pans. 1787.
namifm, torn. i. diapi xiL xiii. xiv. Atwood, PkH.
Trmuaetiomt. 1796. p. 46 i and 1798, p. SOI. English
PkL Mag. roL L p. 371, 39J.

Par. irj». D.

CI
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I.

U

CHAP.

Ox

CxriLLJiiiv

V.

Arriumotr, axd tub Cohesion or
Fluids.

our article* on Admhionh;
TioN, we have already given h'
I.v

"

vnv .ArxaAr-

<>f the principal facts relative to the rohesion ol ili..!l<, and the ascent
In (he prneiit Ciispter,
of water in capillary tubes.
we propaae to resume the subject, and after tracing the
of d iscovery in this inttresting branch of phypi B
sies, to lay before our readers an account of additioiM] expcrimenu which have either been nMde since
tbo pubhctka of these article*, nr « hich appear to us
nUBSsary tat eoomleting the view ol the lubject which
might be expected in the prrtent work.
The earliot experiiaents on the ascent of water in
csfiUary tubes, appear to have boon first owde at Flo7 **- rsnee, * but we are not acquainted with the name of
'^*>'" the
philosophsr who nude them, or with the rcsulu
which he ebtaiiMd. The cditar of the posthumous
tracts of Pascal infomi* as, that cspillary attraction
was not kno>wn in France when Pascal wrote hia post*

gim

huHMius traadse Atr tEquilihrt it* Uqii*mr$, which
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could not have been composed more than a few years On CKpxOMry
before his death in 1662 ; and he mentions it as if it *^"J,°°'
were a fact well known, that the ascent of water in iiar- p„|,jjj„n ^•
row tubes was first discovcretl by M. Rohault, a cele- piuidi.
y-^,.'
brated Cartesian philosopher, who taught mniliemaiics
and natural philosophy at Paris. In 1671, llolwiiltpub- Experilished in 4to his TraiU de Physifjtie, which was trans- '^^^^
This work contains an ^^^^ ^^^
lated into Latin by Dr Clark.
account of the ordinary esperiments on capillary attrac- dj^j kjjj.
tion, which Rohault ascribes to the unequal prc^uic of

—

the air within and without tl)o tul>e. He stit.-a distinctly, that water rises between all bodies which ore capable of being wetted with it, whereas it is depressed between substances that are not capable of bemg wetted.
He observed the ascent of water between two pktes of
glass, and the spherical concavity of the upper (.urlace
in capUlary spaces ; but he nowhere pives the least hint,
that he was the discoverer of these phenomena, t
In the rc3r 1660, our celebratetl coimtrviiian, Robert Kspen,ed at Oxfonl his Aeo. Ex^rimenU Ph^. '^'^^j"
Air, Stc.
'I touching the Spring of Ike
lieo- •:
b„,.j,^
in which he has treate«} of the ascent of water in ca- ictju.*
pillary tubes.
He ascribes the discovery to some men
of science in France, on the authority of a celebrated mathematician from whom he received it; and
he repeate<l the experiment with a tube of wry small
In this
bore, drawn out by means of the blow-pipe.
tube, the water i* said to have sprung instantaneously
to the height of /fir inches, to the great surprise of seWhen the
veral mathematicians that were present.
tube was inclined, the water occui>ied a greater part ul'
it always rose higher in the tube when the
it, and
These expeinside of it was wetted before hand.
riascnta succeeded equally well, when the tubes were

Boyl

Mr liorle observed
placed in an exiuusted receiver.
also the concavity of the upper surface of the water, the
convexity of the surface of mercury, and its depresaion
See the above work, p. 862.
in capillary- tube*.
Dr Hooke seems to have been one of those who was Hix>k»'.
prreent at the exhibition of this experiment ; and he is "''^*
In yj°^ j,,^),
said to haveexpUine<l the phenomeoon by affinity.
a tract published in H>6o, and entitlad, " An Attempt
for the explication of the Phenomena observable in an
ex|>eriment publishetl liy the Kiglit lion. R«bert Boyle,
in the 35th experiment of hi« Kpi!<tulical Discourse
touching the .Air, in confirmation of a former conjecture made by R. H "^ Dr Hooke} accounts for the ascent
of water in capillary tulics, by the unequal pressure of the
atmosphere on the column of Hiiid within and without
the tune. He supposes that there i< .i en- itrr inc-mi j^niity
id
between air and glass than bctwer
'.
that, on this account, the air is adn
Iculty into the tube than the water, the <i
.'iways increasing as the dismeter of the tiil'
\tThis hypothesis Dr Hooke andeavoii
cs.
tiport, by the fact which he ha* determined
tally, that a much greater force is nere^isary to force a
bubble of water into a narrow tube than into a wide
one; and be ha* illustrated it at great length, in
<

,

I, (tiled on Um aotborily of Fkbil.
Mutuuliii FtfM ia , trnu ITIO. S ••. TO. Tl. «0. 81, fte.
tnwdalai t**» Latin, and p<iblUlMd si Amsterdam, by M. Beham, catitUd, CiuUue ad tXftmaitJa PU; In I6SX, ihi* wOTh
«— Mtafciu i» Mxftnmtmu fmiUtla a* Il»manl„h I'm Aakrto B^lt.
•• In tSe jnr XM}," ttjt Dr
Heok* la bb MicragnrAia, " I printed ( liltl* tract, (nlitlcd Am Atltmft, Jtr. snd being unwiriinff
$
'haory,
$upp«Minf l^mi|hl b* prtjodicUl to mjr design of wstelMS, which I wj> then pmruring a patent for, I
[><e vblrfa I rapinaeil le b« llwcsateof the** phenomoM of iprtogs. In the 3l>t p^igt thereof in the Kngliah
vaiuon. mnn in .wHt) of ik* LoUo tdltioe, Aast IMS | but rcffrred tbc rurthcr nptkailoa tbtnof till soot* other oppoetunlij."—
Hssks
8/Higi, lit, l$n.
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On Cipilkry the
Attraclioa,

and the

f nliesion

of

Fluids.

Hookc's
rxperi-

ments.
reer.

Observation of his Micrographia, wliicli
appearwl in 1()()7. This observation "is entitled, On
Small Glass Canes, and contains his most mature opinions on the subject.
He states that the water, when
it enters small capillary tubes, rises rapidly to the
height of 6 or 7 inches ; that when the tube is extremely fine, it ascends slowly to a much greater height;
and that he had never patience to wait till it rose higher than 2 1 inches, which must have been in a pipe,
whose internal diameter was about the T^^i-j-th part of
an inch. He defines the term Cotigruiti/, which may be
considered the same as affinity, as that " property of a
fluid bod}-, whereby any part of it is readily united
with any other part, either of itself, or of any other similar fluid or solid body ; and Incongruity, to be that property of a fluid, by which it is hindered from uniting
with any dissimilar fluid or solid body.'' Dr Robison,
and some otlicr authors, are therefore mistaken in claiming for Dr Hooke the merit of explaining the phenomena of capillary attraction by affinity, by which they
meant tl'.e affinity of water to glass. Dr Hooke indeed,
employs a term the same as this in his explanation of
these phenomena ; but it is employed for a quite different purpose ; for he supposes that the water rises in
the tube, not because it is attracted by the glass, but because there is a greater affinity between water and glass
than between air and glass, in consequence of which, the
column of air within the tube is not capable of balancing the corresponding atmospherical column without.
*' For since the pressure," says he, " of
the air every way
is found to be equal, that is, as much as is able to press
up and sustain a cylinder of quicksilver of 2^ feet high
or thereabouts; and since of the pressure so man)' more
degrees are required, to force the air into a smaller than
into a greater hole that is full of a more congruous
fluid ; and, lastly, since these degrees that are requisite
to press it in, are thereby taken off from the air within,
and the air within left with so many degrees of pressure less than the air without; it will follow, that the air
in the less tube or pipe will have less pressure against the
superficies of the water therein, than the air in the big\'Ith

The

conclusion, therefore, will necessarih' follow,
unequal pressure of the air, cautetl by its ingress into unequal holes, is a cause sufficient to produce
the effect, without the effect of any other concurrent
and therefore is probably the principal (if not the only) cause of these phenomena.
Tliis, therefore, being
thus explained, there will be divers phenomena explicable thereby as, the rising of liquors in a filtre; the
rising of spirit of wine, oil, melted tallow, &c. in the
wick of a lamp, though made of small wire, threads of
asbestos, strings of glass, or the like ; and the rising of
liquors in a sponge, pieces of bread, sand, &c. ; perhaps
also the ascending of the sap in trees and plants, through
their small and some of them imperceptiblepores,at least
the passing of it out of the earth into their roots." * This
hypothesis of Dr Hooke's, which was received at the
time with great applause, was aflerwards shewn to be
unsatisfactory and inconsistent with experiments by
Roger Cotes.t
In the year 1666, the learned Isaac Vossius published at the Hague his work entitled, De Nili et Aliorum
Flumiiium Origine, in the second chapter of which he
describes the phenomena of capillary attraction, and
ger.

viz. that this

:

Investigations of
V'ossius.

1606.

endeavours to account for them by a theory which approachesmorenearlythanany other which had beengiven
to the true theory of the action of capillary tubes. Since
*

Hooke's Micrographia,

p. 21.

t

water, says he, is by its very nature viscid, it adheres to On Ciiplllarjr
every thing which it touches, so that it adheres to glass, Aurnction
and is sustained by the glass. But since the water is sus- and tlie
Cohesion of
tained by the action of the glass, it does not press upon
Fluids.
the
same
the water below it, as
weight cannot press in
twoplaces, and as no body can be heavier than it.self. The
portion of water therefore which enters the tube, loads
the glass tube, to the sides of which it adiicrcs, and is
destitute of weight in respect of the subjacent water.
Hence it follows, that if capillar}' tubes are immersed
in water, and then taken out of it, the water M'hich
has entered them will not all flow out of the tube, but
as much will remain as the surface of the tube can sustain.
From this hypothesis Vossius concludes, that
water will rise higher in narrow than in wide tubes,
because the narrow tubes, in projMjrtion to their capacity, present more points of contact of adherence to the
water, and that mercury being destitute of viscidity,
will not adhere to glass, and will therefore sink below
its natural level in capillary tubes.
The first person in France who repeated these experi- Experiments, and attempted to investigate their cause, was menth or'
M. Honore Fabri, a learned Jesuit, who was boro Honore
Fabri.
at Bellay near Lyons, in the year 1607.
In the
Born 160T.
year 166<), he published a work entitled, Dialogi
fourth
chapter
of
which
is
Physici, the
entitled, iJe.
humoris elevatione per Canaliailum. In this chapter,
he observes that water, whether hot or cold, ascends
above the level of the water in the vessel ; that it rises to a greater height in narrow than in wide capillary
tubes ; and that the water ascends highest in tubes of
the same diameter when the tubes extend farthe»t
above the surface of the water; that the water raised
by capill.ary attraction will never flow out of the top
of the tubes, however short ; that the water will rise
higher in a wet tube than in a dry one ; that the water will not rise in a tube if the finger is placed upon
the upper end of its bore previous to immersion ;
and that in two concentric tubes, the water will rise
sometimes higher and sometimes lower in the widest
of the two tubes, according as the difference of their
diameters is less or greater than the diameter of the inner tube. In explaining these phenomena, he maintains, that the external air, acting as a compressed
body, has free access to press upon the surface of the
water exterior to the tube, whereas it docs not act so
freely upon the surface of the water in the tube, and
tiierefore the fluid will rise with a force proportional to
Tiie cause of this
the difference of these pressures.
unequal pressure of the air Fabri supposes to be, that
only an inverted cone of air touching the fluid in the
tube with its vertex, and having the upper orifice of tiie
tube for its base, can press upon the surface contiguous

<

i

to

its

vertex.

The

celebrated Alphonso Borclli has attempted to Experiexplain the phenomena of capillary attraction in his ments of
Borelli,
Treatise Z)e Molionibus a Gravilale nalurali pendente,
16T0.
which was published at Lyons in 1 670. He seems,
the
elevation
of the water to its
like Vossius, to ascribe
adhesion to the sides of the tube, and he considers the
attractive force of the tube as extending to the particles
of water placed in its axis. " In cavitatibus," says he,
" subtilium fistularum internus aqua? contactus grandis est et amplus, respectu illius aquse moleculae ibidem
existentis
ergo subito ac infimum fistulas orificium
attingit aquam, efficitur, in ejus interna et cava perimetro efficacissimus contactus a cujus adhesione fulciri
:

See Cotes' Hydrostatieal Lecturn, Lect. XI. Lend. 1738.
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potwt majoi pondus, qoam babet pusilla
AniKUoo ^QjE particuk insinuata.et ideo graduvpnedicte virtutis
'*'***
sinpensivK et adhwsionis exercetur in aqna subjecU, et
proinde ea reddetur aliquo pacto levis scu, minus pon{pUdi[
tm _j' derMa, quam «it aqua ccillateralis^ibcre premens. Et,
quia minima" aquar particulae porositatibus et asperitatibus intemis fistulip innixse efficiuntur operanturque

fcCapilfaay sustineriqTW

tit

totidein vectei,

que

flecti

possunt et interne

rotari,

UCMMC eat, nt partes aque, collaterales ma^s corapresam • totali eneroia sui, ponderis vim fadant, impellendo sursum particulas aquat, qus minus oomprimuntur
a vectibus supra dictis ; et ideo rotando excurrere possunt inferius eflbrmando tumorem, vel montlculum
aqucnm, qui excurrendo lateraliter altioribus fistulz poitMttatibos insinuabitur adhserebitque et ideo denuo
imminuetur (jas vis oompreaaiva, renovabiturque cauaa ulterioris soipensiania et proinde altius aqua intra
fiitnlam impeUetur, et sic de novo eminentioribus lateriboa adbcTcndo successive altius impelletur quousque
ad supreniam et maximum illam altitudincm aqua perducta, in qua equilibrium, cum aqua collaterali libere
premente effiriatur tunc quidem quies eiua sub*e>
quetur nee altius elevari potent ;" and m another
place, prop, dxxxviii. p. 243, he accounts for the elevation of water to m greater height in small tubes:
" Quia adhsRcntk ct connexio aqua; parietibus intsrnis canalium mgorcm proportionem ad molem aqu«
inainiiatx calewtw at mUn$ite in canaliculis subtilisaimil habet onam in amplis ct capadoribus. EstemadbMook emantur a contaetibus, et
the quia
:

m

ideo a superlide

inimu anaUenlonun

;

e contra re-

mensuratur a pondere cyliodri aquei contenti
estque proportio cylindrorum
in iisdem canaliculis
aqueorum rjusdem altitudinis iiuplicata ejus rationis
quam habent eorum perimetri interne, &c. Inlentiee

sistentia

;

kp^
iflii«f
ll'^*'''

"*•

T^

IMHM
iTwdto

ie

•

.

rx
XVI.
I.

qooaiain facultas ct enersia adharsionis minus efficax
Mt quanto magis a parietibus rctnovetur.'
Similarexperiments made by our countryman Sinclair,
are described in his work, entitled Art Aom et Magna
Gravilatit et LmtalU, which was published at Rotterdara in 1 669 ; and the expcrimenu were repeated by
Johannes Christopher Sturmius, wlio adopts the hypothesM of Fabri, and gives a full account of the opinions
of Hooke, Boylr, Fabri, and Vostius, in the first pirt
of his Cotlrgium Kzperimenlale five Curioium, which
was publiahed at Nuremberg in 1^6.
tumncion of lucfc ufjr in Torioellian tubes, far
above the hejg ltt ur S8 iochea. Iiad been obeerred by
everal philosophers, and which was owing to the attnction of cooaaion, and Huygcns and Wallis attenpted in vain to explain it. The former of tbeae
ptubsophers ascribes it to the preaaure of a metier moi*
Mbtle than air, which penetrates glass, water, quickrihrer, and all other bodies, anil which, added to the
prcesore of the air, enables it to sustain 73 incfaee of
mcreniy. Wallis is equally unsucceaaful in his expUnation of the phenomena, which he ascribes to a particular *plBg of the air, which does not exist in the
quicinuver.
The celebrated James Bernoulli appeara to have paid
some attention to the subject of capUbury attraction. In
his Diuertmtio de GrniMe Elitris, which was publiahed in I6S3, he hM endeavoured to rxpUin the ascent of
water, upon the snppoaition that the particles of air
have a greater magnitude than those ot wster. In order to do this, he employs the diagram in Fig. 1. where
ABCp is a capillary tube plunged in the vessel MN,
and
what Ke calls a similar atmeepherical cy-

EFGH
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He then supposes that the diameter of each OnC^JIUry
tube will only receive a certain number of spherical *"^^*
jjarticles of air, via. seven for example, so that seven
LvThcMon'of
such particles placed in a straight line will exhaust the
Kluids.
v-—
breadth of the tubes, as shewn at i /j but according to
our author, it will always happen that the firti and Pi*te
eighik globules will rest upon the margin of the tube, p?^^^'"
'
as shewn at .\B, and therefore only the six intermediate
ones will rest upon tlie surface of the fluid, as seen at
q r. Hence it will happen that the size of the globules of
the air which occupies the drcumference of the upper
orifice of the tubes, with the superincumbent rows A m,
linder.

>—

*

Bn, which

rest

upon

that ring, will press

upon the mar-

gin of the tubes, and will not produce tlie smallest
pressure upon the surface qr of the fluid.
In the imaginary atmospherical cylinder or tube EFGH, nothing
prevents the seven particles from acting freely upon
the surface of the fluid £F. Hence Bernoulli concludes,
that as the water without the tube is affected with a
greater pressure than the water within the tube, it must
necessarily rise to a lieight proportional to the excess of
pressure. He then concludes from this hypotheaia,
that the water should not rise in wide tubes, as the
portion of air prevented from acting by the margin
iMars a small proportion to the whole column ;— that
fluids specifically lighter than water ought to rise to a
greater height ;—that the water cannot flow over the
top of a capillary tube however short ; and that the
aiuface of mercury ought to stand below its level in
tubes of glass, if its psrtidet are larger than those of water ; (this e€iKt he explains by Fig. 2. where the rpw p;.
j_
of particles of mercury .> / is more pressed down by tiie
weight of the air above than it is by the pressure of the
mercury fVom below ;) and Anally, that the surface of
water in capillar)- tubes ought to be concave, and that
of mercury convex.
Bernoulli next proems to deduce from this hypothesis the magnitude of a globule
of air, and by a»suming, from his own experiments,
that water rises half an inch in a tube j of an inch
in diameter, he concludes that the magnitude of a
particle of air, or rather the thstance between the
centres of two adjacent particles, is t-tttit
•" i'"^'''
But having convinced himself by other means, that
four particles of a very subtle matter is interposed between evwy two particles of air, he determines the
real magnitude of a particle of air to be
^^f^, of an
inch!
A very interesting memoir on capillary attraction was Fxp»ri.
published by M. L^is Carre in th.
of the Aca- '?*°'* "'

^

'

demyofSdenoes

"<^*» ""''*
BonT IMS.
tuyauaCapiUaire*. He ascribes the aKitit of the wntrr to Di<d I7ii.'
iu adhesion to the sides of the tubes, and to the mutual
attraction of the partide* of water.
The inirtidn of
water contifuous to the sidea of the tube is fimt raided
and supported, and therefore presses less upon the bottora or the vessel than the collateral column.
He attributes the higher elevation of die water within than
without the tube to the mutual adhesion of tlie aqueous

for 1705, entiiK.!

.

which contril)utes to tlieir elevation ; and he
that water rises higher in small tubes, since the
force of adliesion is measnred by the internal surface
of the tubes, and the rcaistance by the supported co-

particlas

ays

lumn of fluid ; and he supposes that water has a great.
CT contact with glass than alcohol, and therefore rises
higher. These views are supported by some new and
curious facts : he foond that when the same surfacot
were anointed with grMW, the water would not rise
above its level ; that if only part of the surface was
S N

\
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On Capillary anointed, the water rose only on the side where there was
°° "" grease ; that if the tube was plunged deeper than
*"H"d
*^^ point to which the grease reached, the water rose
Cohesion'of
ahove its level ; and that a drop of water descending
Plaids,
/-^^ on the outside of the tube was drawn into the tube

N—

Diameter of

WATER.
Diameter ef tube,
which waa It
inches

lonj;.

Oy of a

line

Height

tube in parts
of a line.

10
18

r

80

Height of ascent.

Fluids employed.

Tube 12

of ascent.

*
re

when it was not greased, but refused to enter when On Capillary
Auraciion
the tube was greased.*
The following are the principal results \rbich Carre cof^sion'of
obtained
Fi^ys.

inches long.

lines

Water
T
>

Tf
T

5S

lines,

1st

7

lines,

2d immersion.
3d immersion,

1 10 lines,
Alcohol .
3| lines.
Spirit of turpentine 4
Oil of tartar
.
5 lines.
.
Spirit of nitre
4
Oil of olives
.
5
Tube 9^ inches long
.

immersion.

.

.

T
t

T
7!
t

... .10
... 4
Tube 15 inches long
Water
... 29

Water

lines

Alchohol

lines.

.

lines.

Alcohol
.
.
.12
Tube 5 inches Ion
.

Water
I

F.xpeti-

Alcohol

The phenomena

of capillary tubes were investigated
by our countryman Mr Hawksbee. In
the year 170C, he communicated to the Royal Society
an account of some experiments made at Gresham College, by which it was proved that water rose to the
same height in capillary tubes in vacuo as in the open
air and he likewise observed in bending some small
tubes by the flame of a candle in the manner of syphons, that it was necessary for the orifice of the long-

ments by
with great care
Mr Hawksbee, 1706.

;

er leg to be at least so far below the surface of stagnant water as that water in the same tube would sponftn glass
In 1709,
taneously ascend in it, before it would run.
plates.
Mr Hawksbee laid before the same learned body an
account of his experiments on the rise of water between
two plates of glass or polished marble, an experiment
of which he has the exclusive merit. He shewed that
the water rose between them whether the plates were
placed f?i vacuo or in the open air ; and having found
that neither the figure of the vessel, nor the presence
of the air, nor the quantity of matter in the tubes or
plates, contributed to the production of the phenomena, he endeavours to explain the rise of the water, by
supposing the glass to act upon water in the very same
Mr Hawksbee's atfin the mo- way as a magnet acts upon iron.t
tion of a
tention was next directed to the motion of a drop of oil
drop of oil of oranges between two glass planes.
The drop always
of oranges
moved towards the sides of the planes that were nearbetween
pressed together. The velocity of the drop increai;lass planes. est
sed as it approached the touching sides, and its surface
of course increased in a similar manner, from the greatproximity of tlie planes. This experiment was also repeated with the same results in vacuo. % Mr Hawksbee next endeavoured to measure the angle required to
suspend a drop of oil of oranges at certain stations, between two glass planes placed in the form of a wedge,
" I procured two
as shewn in our Plate CX. Fig. 6.
glxss planes," says Mr Hawksbee, " that measured a
radius of 20 inches each ; their breadth was about three

....
.

.

.

27

.12

nearly.

inches ; that which I used for the lower plane was On tlic anplaced with its surface parallel to the centre of its axis g'« »'
and to the horizon. The planes being very clean, they ^'"<=*' »
were rubbed with a linen cloth dipped in oil of oranges ; ^1°^ "^ °^
then a drop or two of the same oil being let fall on the
°s sIL^Sed
lower plane near the axis, the other plane was laid on between
it, and as soon as it touched the oil, the drop spread it- gl»ss planes,
self considerably between both their surfaces.
Then
the upper plane being raised a little at the same end by
a screw, the oil immediately attracted itself into a body
forming a globule contiguous to both surfaces, and began to move toward the touching ends. When it arrived two inches from the axis, an elevation of 15 minutes
at the touching ends stopped its progress, and it remained there without motion any way. The planes
being let fall again, the drop moved forward till it came
to four inches from the centre ; then an elevation of
25 minutes was required to give it a fixed station. At
6 inches it required an angle of 35 minutes ; at 8 of
45 minutes ; at 10 a degree. At 12 inches from the
axis the elevation was 1 degree 45 minutes, and so on
at the several stations as they stand in the annexed taThis, after numerous trials, I take to be the most
ble.
correct, though theotherssucceeded very nearly the same.
It is to be observed, that when the globule or drop had
arrived to near 1" inches on the planes from their axis,
it would become of an oval form ; and as it ascended
higher, so would its figure become more and more oblong ; and unless the drop was small on such an elevation of planes as was required at such a progress of the
drop, it would be parted, some of it descending, and
the rest of it running up to the top at once ; but on a
drop that separated these, 1 found the remaining part
of it, at 18 inches, would bear an angle of elevation
equal to 22 inches, to balance its weight. Higher than
The planes were separated
that I could not observe.
at their axis about

difference

Mem. Acad. Par. 1T05, p. 241, and 317, 9vo. edit,
See Phil. Trans. 1707, vol. xxvi. p. '.'iS.

I found but little
-r'^ of an inch.
between small and larger drops of the oil in

• See

t

t

Id.

1711,

Tol. xxvii. p. 35.
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The tuples were meuored
by a quadrant marked on paper, of near 20 inches r*»
dius divided into degrees and quarters.

OnCupilUty regard to the experiments.
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In this erperiroent Mr
Hawksbee could not observe nearer than 4 inches
from the touching ends.

results
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In the year 1712, • Dr Brook Taylor communicated
to the Royal Society the beautiful esperiroent ( See CaliaKBb
pillary Attkaciios, vol. V. p. 409, and Plate CCX.
Fig. 6 ) reupccting the hyperbolic surface of water elevated between two glass planes, inclined at an angle of
_, 2} degracs. .Mr Hawksbee (Phil. Trans. 1712. vol.
^PrincM* xxvii. p. 539. ) repeated the experiment with great care
on thr hjr. at two different indtnatioos, of 2(/ and 40", and obtain-
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followinji tables con
sUtions between
tain the results for inclination of 10' and Iti'
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The precetling experiments of our author are not only
the most numerous but the most correct that have been
made on capillary attraction, and have been appealed
aa4*of lb*
pr«c«4iiv
to by La PUce as a proof of the accuracy of his own
flS"«.
9ia
I
The opinioiu of Hawksbee respecting the
1
IS incfaaa
theory.
He
6
s
t
catisa of capillary attraction were eaually correct
9 . .
3
ascribed the aaoent of the fluid to tne attraction of the
s
7 . . .
S
whole BurfiM* of the tube ; and he considered tlie at6 . . .
5
6
5 ...
tractive force of the glass as extending, like the refracts
4 . . .
ing force, only to insensible distances.
74
6J
10
In the year 1718, Dr Jsmes Jurin communicated to Obscrrs.
3 . . .
9
IS
12
the Royal Societ)' his Inquiry into lie Catue of the Am. ti<n* of Or
24 . . .
II
15
2 ...
cral tmd Sutpention of Water in Capillary Tube*. This "JT^.,,,
154
IS
II . . .
19
paper contams many new and ingenious experiments ;
28
but its author was unfortunate in the erroneous explai2 . .
50
nation which he gives of the phenomena. * Since in
i| . .
27j
S5
...
1
evcfj capillary tube," says he, " the height to which
50
tfaa water will spontaneously ascend is reciprocally as
76
tlw dionalcr of the tabe, it follows tliat the sur&ce.
"^^aJKJng tha Rupendcd wster in every tube, is always
Mr HawksbM dUrmuAt fband that the cimre was a given quantity ; but the column of water suspended
an exact hypetbola io all dtrectitns of the planes, the is as the diameter of the tube, therefore if the attracayniptotes oeing die smfaee of the water, and a line tion of the oontaining surface be the cause of the water's
drawn along the touching sWles of the planca. Mr suspension, it will follow that equal causes produce
Ht«li>b(c'>
experiments were made on the aneaual effects, which is absurd." " Having shewn,"
cxpcrmmis Hawksbee't next
heights to which spirit of wine ascended between two
contmnes he, " the insuflicieocv of this hypothesis, I
MM of •pi- pbtM of slass separated successively to different dis> come now to the real canae of toe phenomenon, which
lit «f Vint
The following results were obtained :
tances.
is the attraction of the periphery or section of the surface of the tube to which the upper surface of the wa1)1 Its we of Plstca.
H<i(ht of AsccnL
For this is the only
ter is contiguous and coheres.
part of the tube from which the water roust recede
00625 of an mch
0.166 of an inch
upon its subiiiling, and consequently the only one
0.03125
0.333
which by the force of its cohesion or attraction opposea
0.015625
0XX6
This is also a cause proporthe descent of the water.
0.007803
1.333
tional to the effect which it produces, since that periAsa drop of spirit' of wine when placed between phery and the column suspenilad arc both in the same
proportion as the diameter of the tube." Dr Jurin Afthe two glass plaites, dici not move so nimblr as a drop
of oil of orange*. Mr llnwkfbee was enabled to observe terwards accounts for the spontaneous soccnt of the
Iht angica at which it remained saipwded at diflerent water. He supposca that the water whidi first enter*
>

rna H«%hu of lbs DMaMss ftoB HslfbU ol lbs
Waur *l Um
iIm IMChlag
lilag
Wsur at ik*
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See Fblt. TrsjM. ITlt, v«L sxtU.
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On Capillary a capillary tube, when

its orifice is immersed in the
gravity taken off by the attraction of the
peripliery with which its up])er surface is in contact
Cohesion of
Hence it must necessarily rise higher, partly by the
i>'l^ids.
pressure of the stjignant water, and partly by the attraction of the periphery immediately above that which
is already contiguous to it.
These opinions Dr Jurin
endeavoured to support by the experiment represented
in Fig. 5. of Plate CX. and described unat E, F,
der Capillary Attraction, p. 407(See Phil.
Trans, vol. xxx. p. 739.) In a subsequent paper he inquires into the cause of the suspension of water in
tubes of glass, and seems to adopt the opinion, that the
cohesion may depend on the pressure of a medium
subtle enough to penetrate the receiver. " For though
such a medium," says he, " will pervade the pores of
the water as well as those of the glass, yet it will act
with its entire pressure on all the solid particles, if I
may so call them, of the surface of the vater in the
cistern; and whereas so many of the solid particles of
the water in the tube as happen to lie directly under
the solid particles of the water above them, will thereby be secured from this pressure, and consequently
there will be a less pressure of this medium on any
surface of the water in the tube below the capillary,
than in an equal surface of the water in the cistern
so that the column of water suspended in the tube
may be sustained by the difference between these two
pressures."
Bullfinget's
The subject of capillary attraction was treated at
experigreat length by George Bernhard BuUfinger, in a disserments.
A. Q. 1727. tation entitled, De Ttibulis Cajnllarium, dissertatio cxperimentalis, which appeared in the Commentarii Acad.
Pctropolitana for 1 727. This paper contains an examination of the different hypotheses which had been employed to explain the phenomenon of capillary f.ttraction, and several new experiments illustrative of his
own opin?on. He found that the relative ascent of spirit
of wine, red wine, and water, were as 4, 7 and 12. He
seems, upon the whole, to prefer the hypothesis of Dr
Jurin, although he states a number of difficulties which
attend it. Dr Jurin replied to this paper of BuUfinger's
in the volume of the Commentarii Acad. Pelropolitance
for 1728 ; and his paper is published with the annotaAfter examining all the objections
tions of BuUfinger.
which had been stated, and apparently to the satisfaction
of BuUfinger, Dr Jurin begs that he will no longer
consider his explanation as a hypothesis, but as a true
and established theory.*
When M. BuUfinger exhibited his experiments before
Theory of
Daniel
the Academy of St Petersburgh, his colleague, the ceBernoulli,
lebrated Daniel Bernoulli, who was at that time un1727.
acquainted with the speculations of his uncle on the
same subject, proposed a new theory of capillary attraction.
In order to get over the difficulty respecting
the ascent of the water under the receiver of an air
pump, he ascribed the phenomenon, not to the unequal pressure of the air as his uncle had done, but to
the unequal pressure of an ethereal fluid. He considered the base of the fluid as contiguous to the surface
of the water ; but he supposed that it was not so full
at the sides of the pipe as in its axis ; or, in other
words, that the sether stood at a greater distance from
the glass than water did, or was less dense in the neighbourhood of the glass. This effect he attributed to the

Attraction
anil the

fluid,

has

its

G

•

eum

"
in

runiUm

being greater than tho?;- of water. OnCapiI!,)rjp
This hj'pothesis, which differs in no respect from that 'Attraction
of James Bernoulli, excepting in the substitution of „ ?"
ffither for air, has the advantage of surmounting the
piuids.
difficulty already mentioned.
But, in other respects, •^^^Y'm^
it is more inadmissible.
Daniel Bernoulli attempted
to shew that it explained many of the common experiments, and that the proportion between the magnitude of the particles of different fluids might be deduced from the height of their ascent in capillary tubes.
He inferred, from a rude and erroneous experiment,
that the particles of mercury were twice as small as
particles of the aether

.

those of water.
An excellent dissertation, entitled Dissertatio P/it/si- „
ca de Tiibis Capillaribus Vilrcis, was published by M. nients of
Muschenbroek, which contains a great variety of inter- Muschcti.
esting experiments upon this subject. He has committed broek.
a mistake, however, in maintaining that the height of ^"''" "'^^",
17*>*»
ascent increases with tlie length of the tube.
The
constant quantity for water, as deduced by Dr Young,
from his best experiments, is 0.392.
In the year 1736, Josiah Weitbrecht published a va- Weitluable paper in the Commentarii Acad. Pelropolitance, en- brecht'e iiiti^led Tentamen Theoriw qua ascensus aqucE in tuhis ca- ^1*^,?*'"'°'

He shews that water is more 1737I
strongly attracted by glass than it is by its own particles ; that the sphere of activity of the attraction of the
glass is extremely small, that is, the action of the glass
does not extend to the axis of the tube ; that the watey
must be partly supported by the mutual attraction of its
own particles ; that the water in the capillary tube is
drawn downwards, not only by its own gravity, but by
the attraction of the water in the vessel ; that the water
in the tube is elevated by the attractive force of the
whole internal surface of the tube successively applied J but that it is suspended solely by the action of
the ring of glass immediately above the fluid column.
M. Weitbrecht considers the force wliich suspends the
Q',
representing the force
water as represented by
with which the water is attracted to the glass, and Q'
the force with which it is attracted downwards by the
is greater than Q' in water
water in tlie vessel ; and as
Q' is affirmative, and
and most fluids, the quantity
the water rises above its level. When the tube is taken
out of the water, the force Q' he considers as vanishing,
and therefore the remaining force is allowed to act without opposition, and consequently the water rises to a
In mercury Q' is greater
greater height in the tube.
than Q, and therefore the expression is negative, and
M. W^eitthe fluid consequently sinks below its level.
brecht made the following experiments on the ascent

pillaribus explicatur.

Q—

Q

Q

Q—

of water.
Diameter of the tube.

0.72
0.95

0.06
0.045

OOi)
0.05 j
0.05
0.06
0.08
0.025

Height of ascent.

Constant quantity.

Inches.

English Inches.

0.045

0.92

0.04140

0.85

0.0425
0.0426
0.0424
0.043

0.71

0.53
1.72

Mean

0.0432
0.04275

constant quantity

7) .29785
.04255

" quod speramus, CI. BuUfinger aatisfecerint, pollicemur nobis, pro candore et eequitate Viri humanissimi
posterum explicationem banc phenomenon non ampliua yro hypotketi, sive futili ingenii cmnatnto, ltd fro vera et itiduHta «o-

Si ijta," »ays he,

thtoria habitatura,"

CommtnU

fetrop. 1728, p, %9l, 292,

.
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the height of ascent as affected by the lengtli of the tube.
points out the effects jwoduced by interposing bubbles of air between the different parts of the elevated column ; he examines the phenomena exiiibiteil by conical tubes, and tubes where the diameter o( the bore
ckoigM npidljr ; and he terminates his memoir with sevtnl intccMtiiig experiments on the effects of capillary

He

syphons and

bmt capillary

tubes.

Hithatto nMRnnr was the only raetaUic fluid which
had bcoi flnflayed in c^itUary experiments. M. GeU
lot, howrrer, conmanicaicd a memoir to the AcadMny

mck

of Sdenres at St Petersburj^h,

entitled,

Df Pktnomnit

body

tion of this

i

Imributy poblislMd ia the C««MCMterH AoaA. Pelropolilo'
)i<r, for 1737, ItL Weitbreditrenimes the «ubject
shews that Muschenbroek was mistaken in consiilering
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The function Z.bx2 OnC«jMll»ry
to be unity.
expresses the force with whicli a j)article Q, placed at Atttaction
is attracted
or j- from the surface
the distance

mmmmr, entitlad, Etplicatio Difficii/wiiiw utmmm irf nffffinif mpwr m /m&m Capit-

In « mAmqfimlt

QO

CH
CDABGHEF,

or bulb cylinder
and
X, Q, Q']3 the force with which a cqrpuscle p
\Jj,
placed at the distance x from \'X is attracted by the
small mass of water YVXZ.
" Without pu-'liing the calculation farther," says M.
Clairaut, " in order to find what will be the quantities
[[4, x2 and \J>, x, Q, Q'\ according to the different
functions of Uie distances by which the law of attraction may be expressed, we may easily see that there
wDI be an infinity of laws of attraction in which the
preceding expression of I i will give a sensible altitude
when the diameter b of the tube is very small, and on
tlie contrary, a height almost insensible when the tube
It follows from the value of I i, that if
is very wide."
the attraction of the capillary tube is less than that of
water, provided it is not twice as small, the water will
Q')
still ascend ; for it is obvious from the term (2
fds[h, x'}, that while Q' is less than 2 Q, 1 i will be

by the

tul)e

Jiui >• Tuiis CapiUaribiu. In making these
eatp iniM ts, he employed the thinnest glass tubes he
procnre, and neated them gradually before he
In tltis way he
ioMttOTwd them into tlie melted lead.
found, that mehed lead always stood below its level in positive.
a tube of cIms, and that the altitudes in different tubes
In the Transactions of the Royal Society of Gottin- Sqiner,
ware neaiTv in tha radpnical ratio ot* their diamatatk gen for 1751, M. Segner has referred all the plieno- mi.
Whan the iliaoieter »£ the tnbe was lO.SI of aa Eag- maaa of capillary attraction to the attraction of tlie suUah inch, the lead sunk 0.27 of an inch, whereaa in a perficial partidaa of fluids. Considering the resemblance
tube 0.07 it sank a73 of an mch. Thaae resulu give at tha swfrce of the drops of fluids and of fluids contaiaad ia capillaiy tubes to the surfaces, which gecinefl67 and 5 1 lar the eooatant q uan I ity , the roeoi of which
ia 6$SS.
In anolfaae mmt. entitled. De TuU» C»piU*. tara hare named linltariaox elastic, he was led to consider
fi^M PrummUci; M. (icllert traata af tha ascent of w». flnida aa cnvaiopad in such surfaces, which, by their
tar in prismatic tubes af a triangnlar and quadrantamioo and alaatifity, gave to fluids the form indicated
gular form made of ivon. He kmmi, Ibat tbajp gave by Itjiaiinwt It appears, however, that Segner conyaifiuly analqgoaa to thoaa which weae
iidarad thia only as a fiction which might represent
Sea p. 477. col. I.
the pkenaOMaa, but which ought only to be admitted
ia so te aa it baloBfad to a law in which the attraciIm time of Clairant, no attempt had
aalyaa with accuracy the dilaaeBl f<
ia inaaaaiUa atandUs distancea.
S^per tried to
in tha aUvatiaa of water ia capilknr
thia diyidaBBa; hot in the opuiiou of La
tnhea, and to adbjeet the phanamena to a rigoraua
Place, '* ia ibUowing lliis reasoning it is ea.sy to disTha merit of doiM this bdongs whidly.to oavtt ha inaccuracy, which i« also proved by tite incor>
riM^^lician, irao baa published his inl e ttiieas of the results to which he arrives.
He finds,
vaatigatioBs in tha tenth diuiter of hia I'Aeorie de l» Fi- for example, that we ought to consider only the cur.
gKte dr Im Ttrre liree drs Primcipet it f ifydroaMifve, vatiire of the vertical aactinn of a drop, and not its
which
published at Paris in 17iS, amj of which
horiaontal curvature, which is not exact ; and besides
second aditioB aupaawd in 1808.
In this chapter, this, he did not perceive that the tension of the surfiioc
which ia sntiliaJ , Or PEUvmliam am it CAhaitaemtnt its ia tha same whatever b« tha m^utudc of the drop."*
Li^uemrt iamt let Imuamt CapiUmirtt. be haaina by
Tha anlject of tha ailhiaion rf luidt to plataa of so> Morrcaa
'
^ oat the mistake in the ramoning em pfeyad by lid bodiea^ which was fliat iavaatigatad by our country. 1773.
Jooin in tha asHabiiah
t of hia hypothaai^ and ha
maa Dr Brvtok Taylor,t was now reaimad with great
then pfoceada lo tha analjsia of the ftircas by which tlM suocew by M. Guyton Morveau,
1773. The same
water ia devatad and suspawdad. An account of this subject was roaacut ad by M. Achard of Berlin, and .M.
p
analysis haa already been given in oar artick on Ca.
Dutour, the last of whom made a great number of
rtLLAHV Attractiom, p. 411. The raaokinf Ibnuila experimenu, both on the adhesion of diam, and on the
which he obtains for the ahituda Ii, (Plate c2. Fig. 9l) aaoent of fluids. An account of the general results
which they obtaineil, will be found iu our article Aor
(jQ-Q). fds :&.>:] -{.fi. CA. *.
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In the year I7S7, M.
pahiishcd in Uie Me- Mongr,
nirsortheAcademyofSciaaca^anapetaatitiad,&(r ^87.
yMtoa r i efftU fmUraditm tt it reftdtiam appara^ a^
IrtktMekeKktit Mmtitn. These experiments relate

p

Q a iaUBsity of tha attxaction of tha gU
= tha imwiaitj of the attraction of the
6 = the mteriar radina of tlw tube.
p = thefi)scB af gMviqr.

Q*

The function of tha ilaMiaa which iiipimiii tha law
af attractiaB both for glass and watv iamppoaad fjamt,
and he amnloys x to denote the diatanra of a particia
Asm the plana MN, [^x^ the force at which tbis par.
tide is attracted by a body,, of which this plane is the
cncrior lurfacr, supposing the intaamty of the attrac

principally to the apparent attraction and repulsion
which are exhibited by floating bodies when they approadi within a certain distance of each other ; to the

phennwiana of drops ; and to the ascent of water be«
twaan two ptanas of ghua. An account of his experi*
ments will be found in the present Chapter.
The subject of capillary attraction haa been abl v inves- Dr Tbomu
tigated by Dr Thomas \ wing, in his paper Om the Coke. Voun|,
>(»«.
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OnCapillary sign

of Fluids, which appeared in the Philosophical Trans1805; and in which he has anticipated many
Cohesion of °^ ^}^^ views afterwards brought forward by La Place.
This paper is divided into 8 sections. Sect. I. Contains
Fluids.
"""-Y"™^ the general principles; Sect. II. Treats of the form of

ImUhT

'"^''""* (o""

the surface of fluids; .Sect. III. Contains the analysis
of the simplest form; Sect. IV. Contains the application
of it to the elevation of particular fluids; Sect. V.
Treats of apparent attractions and repulsions; Sect.
VI. Treats of the physical foundation of the law of superficial cohesion; .Sect. VII. Of the cohesive attraction
of solids and fluids ; and Sect. VIII. is entitled, additional extracts from La Place, with remarks.
general account of Dr Young's views, and some of his experimental results, will be found under our article on
Capill.\ry Attraction, p. 408, 412.
Labours of
In December 1 805, M. le Comte La Place laid before
La Place, the National Institute of France a Dissertation on Ca1606.
pillary Attraction, which is marked with the high genius
of its distinguished author. In 1806, it was published
under the title of Supplement au dixieme Livre du Traile de Mecanique Celeste, sur V Action Capillaire.
In the
theory advanced by Clairaut, it was supposed that the
action of the capillary tube extended to a sensible distance, and even to the fluid particles in its axis ; and,
instead of attempting to discover the law of that action,
he contented himself with observing that there were
an infinity of laws of attraction, which, if substituted
in his formulae, would give results corresponding to
those obtained from experiment. M. La Place, however, was anxious to ascertain the precise law of attraction which represented the phenomena ; and, after
long researches, he at last succeeded in discovering,
that all the phenomena could be represented by the
same law which represents the phenomena of refraction, namely, the law in which the attraction is only
sensible at insensible distances ; and upon this he has
founded a rigorous theory of capillary attraction. The
first Section of this work treats of the Theory of Capillary Attraction ; and the second contains its application to some of the experiments of Hawksbee, and to
others made at La Place's request by MM. Hauy and
Tremery. In the year 1807, La Place published his
Supplement a la Theorie de I' Action Capillaire ; the object of which was to perfect the theory which he had
given to extend its application to confirm it by new
comparisons with experimental results and, in presenting under a new point of view the effects of capillary action, to shew the identity of the attractive force
upon which it depends with those which produce chemical affinities.

A

—

Thi.s

—

—

Supplement treats, 1. Of the fundamental EquaTheory of Capillary Action. 2. Of a new

tion of the

Capillary Attraction.
3. Of the
Attraction and apparent Repulsion of small Bodies
which move on the surface of Fluids. 4. On the Adhesion of Discs to the Surface of Fluids. 5. On the
Figure of a large Drop of Mercury, and of the Depression of the Fluid in a Tube of Glass of a great Diameter.
The theoretical results obtained from the formulae investigated by M. La Place agree, in a very wonderful manner, with a series of experiments made,

manner of considering

by M. Gay Lussac, as will be seen from
the abstract of this theory with which the present Chapat his request,
ter

is

concluded.

Having thus given a
this

brief account of the progress of
we shall now lay before our

branch of science,

I

C

S.

readers such additional information on the cohesion of OnCapilUry

and on capillary attraction, as may appear to be Aiiracuon
necessary for completing the view of the subject which Cohesionof
might be expected in a work of tliis kind.
Fluids.
fluids

Sect.
1.

On

I.

On

the Ascent

Capillary Attraction.

of Fluids

in

Glass Tubes.

The experiments which were made during the last On tht ascentury on the ascent of fluids in tubes of glass, differed cent of
so widely from each other in their results, that no confi- HuiiU in
glass tubes>
dence whatever could be placed in them. Some philosophers did not scruple to assign different heights for the
same fluid and the same tube ; * and even if the proper mode of cleaning the tube had enabled them to
observe the highest point to wliich the water rose,
they had no correct method of measuring the difference of level between the summit of the elevated column and the surface of the fluid. The rise of the water on the outside of the glass tube, rendered it particularly difficult to make such a measurement with the
accuracy which such delicate observations required.
The first attempt to construct an accurate instrument,
appears to have been about the same time by Dr Brewster and M. Gay Lussac, who, without any knowledge
of each other's invention, have employed tlie very same
principles for ascertaining, with the utmost accuracy, the
We do not
altitude of the fluid above its natural level.
know which of these inventions are entitled to the merit
of priority.
Dr Brewster's instrument was invented
some time in 1806. An account of it was submitted
to the Royal Society of Edinburgh in February 1811,
and a drawing and description of it was published in
our article Capillary .\ttraction in 1812. Gay
Lussac's instrument must have been invented in 1 807,
and probably much earlier, as the experiments con.
tained in La Place's second supplement, which appeared in that year, seem to have been made with it ; but
so far as we know, no description of the instrument was
published till 1816, when it appeared in M. Biot's
Traite de Physique,
This instrument is represented in Plate CCCXVI. Gay Lusis a large cylindrical vessel of sac's insuu*
Fig. 3, where
glass for containing the liquid. It is placed upon a base, mcnt for
which can be adjusted by the three adjusting screws measuring
V, V, V, so that its orifice AB may be perfectly hori- the ascent*
fluids in
zontal, which can easily be ascertained by placing a pillary
The capillary tube TSH with which tubes.
level upon it.
the experiment is to be made, has a vertical motion in
Plate
a groove CC, perpendicular to a plate a b, which is CCCXVI.
placed on the orifice AB of the glass vessel. By this Fig. 3.
means the tube is kept in a vertical position, and it is
required only to measure the height of the column HS
of the fluid. For this purpose Gay
above the level
Lussac employs a divided rule RR, which can be
placed in a vertical position by means of two adjusting
screws t> v, and a plumb line FP. Along the divided
of a short focal length, and
scale, a small telescope
with cross wires in the focus of the eye-glass, is made
to move by the screw nut *, so that the horizontal wire
may be made just to touch the lowest point of the surIn order to determine the point
face of the fluid.
which corresponds to the natural level of the fluid surface, the plate a b, along with the tube TT, is pushed
aside till it is stopped by the side of the glass vessel,
would descend,)
(for if it were taken out, the surface
and the bar / 1 resting upon the plate a' b' is placed on

ABCD

NN

• See our account of Carry's experiments, p. 46G.

GH

H
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the side of th« vessel from which the tube has been
AMt«eU«o moved. The bar // is made to descend by a screw
^cut upon it, till the lower point t touches the water,
° which is known by the water rising instantaneously
When this contact is effected, a small por*
f round it.
tion of the water is removed by the small measure M,
at the end of a crooked wire, so that the lower extremity f is above the surface of the liquid by a very small
quantity. The horizontal wire of the telescope is then
made to come into apparent contact with the end ( of
the bar, and the distance between this and the division
corresponding to S, is a true measure of the altitude
of the fluid.
It is obvious from the method now detcribed that
the altitude thus found must always be too small, and
that a correction depending upon the quantity of wa*
tcr removed by the measure
should be made. This
coneetion most be very small if the diameter of the
This instrument is obviously
J[la« vmmI is great.
iabk to a source of error, from the interposition of the
^aas vaaal between the telescope and the fluid column,
Mtlw kait inequality or difference of parallelism in the
part* of the fkai oppoaite to S and H, would produce
a wnaible error in the result. This, however, may be
easily obviated by catting a piece out ofthe glass vea•et, and cementing upon it a plate of parallel glass.
We would also recommend, in making very accurate
the sides of the glass tube next the
, that
should be either ground flat about S, or
kava aoy iacquality at rcfnctioa rHBOvad, bjr cemcnU
h a plau of pMralld giaa.
cthod oT wmmmnag tiw eolmioa of flaidt»
which we have deacribcd tar the fcit tioie onder CariLLART ATTai>cTioM(, vol. V. p. 410, ooL 2. will, we
have no doubt, be found the moat correct The appantoa will be greatly improved by using two solioi of
tha MBM kind and ^rm instead of one. Bv thia neana
the taminatioo of the elevated circle of fluid wOl be

HS

M

"^

more eaaiiy ascertained.
With the instrument shewn in Fig. S, M. Cay Lu*>
vu'i nptii- sac has made several esperimenU on th« ascent of wa'.u on
ter and alcohol in tube* of gkas, of which the followCkj Lus-

Mc<nl
cr

waicf in

csfnlltrjr

ing are the results. In these experimenU, the lu{>cs
were well wetted with the fluid.

tubes.

Watm.
HiiskisrtksWaisr

isfdw
T«A«ia

Tsuq^cnavtiD
l)i«iMsarilM

Diiiiii

CwwlpaJs
Csacsfilf.

Exp.
Exp.

1.

2.

The

1JI9M1
1.90MI

SS.3I64

r.5

Young

best ex{)eriment.

0.(M0
0.0t2«)7
0.04641

0.04604

0.0S6

aosa

Average assumed by Dr T. Young.
Average ot'Weitbrecht's seven experiments.

Gav Lussac,

with a tube 1.90 millimetres in
diameter, and for the lower surface of the
meniscus.
Do. with a tube 1 .29 millimetres in diameter.

Benjamin Martin
Atwood.

0.048
0.053
0.0645

Mr

James BcmoullL

Our readers will no doubt be much surprised at tlie
great discrepancy among the results in the preceding
table, and particularly between those obtained by Dr
Brewster and M. Gay Lussac, which were made with
instruments founded on the same principle.
M. La
Place has ascribed these differences to the greater or
less degrees of humidity on the sides of the tubes ; and
he informs us that, in Gay Lussac's experiments, the
Now, it appears to us,
tubes were very much wetted.
that though by this method the water will always stand
nearly at the same height in the same tulie, yet it does
not afford us an accurate measure of the height of ascent
Let us suppose }hat a tube i-^ of an inch in diameter is
so perfectly cleared of all grease and extraneous matter,
that the attractive force ofthe gUss is allowed to exert
itaalf w ithout any diminution, and that the water stands
attheheigbiof 3.3 inches. Let tu now suppose that by
•ome mimn or other a film of water of the thickness
of
of en inch is iotiodttced at the upper end
of the tube, and equably difitsed over its interior
surface, it is obvious that the water will rise above its
former level, and consequently to a height greater than
that which is due to the force exerted by the tube and
the niutiul action ofthe fluid.
conceive, therefore,
that M. Gay Lussac's measures err in excess t and that
the error increases inversely as the diameter of the tube.
The discrepancies in tlie table appear to us also to
be partly owing to the different kinds of glass employ,
ed.
The flint gUss, of which tubes are composec^ varies very much in its density ; and there is every reason
to believe, both from analogy and from some dnwct experiments which we have made, that the sul)stance of
the tube has a very perceptible influence on the height
to which the fluid ascends.
The following were the results which M. Gay Lussac obtained for alcohol.

^7

We

Alcohol.
Tsiap*.
raturoln

IMfbt

Diantter of
Ksp.

It
8.

I

Newton.

See O^ict.

p. S66, 3d edit
MM. Hauy and Treroery.
M. Hallstrom.'
Dr Brew.ter, with a tube 0.0561 of an indi
in diameter.

M. HiUtbrMD fouod

thai vattr rass ll.T

Swedish Uoss

la

a

luU

lh«

Tubs

In

MUUmctivs.

1.

0.0S1

is

first

CsMCaat qua*,
lit; io

Attraction

and the
given by Dr TCohesion of
as the result of Muschenbroek's
Fluid*.

This

Muschenbroek.

0.0398

OoCapiliaiy

Observers.

iocbo.

tiljr in

15..586I

of these experiments gives a constant quantity of U.016M ill English inches, and the second a
constant quantity of 0.04604. We have inserted these
in the following table of ooostant quantities, for the
purpose ofgiviog agcnaral view of the different resulu
which have been obtained.

0.090
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Comtant quan-

4.

ti

at tbs
Alcvbol io
MilliiDCirM
above Ih* lownt part of lu
Coocavii;.

1.29441
14K>S81
1.99441
1.S9441
10.506

Dfotiiy of the
AJcabol.

dagrccs
of the
Ctnll.

giada
8cal«.

9.18235
6.08397
9.30079

0.81961
O.8I96I
0.8595

999787

09*153

0.3835

0.813467

S'.S
«*.5

of experiments I and 2, when reduced to
English inches, give .OIT.OS and .01840 fur the value of
the cooatant quantity. The constant quantity for Al-

The

results

0.7 af a lias in diaoMtsr.

f

This

U

s

msao

of 5 espetfansata.
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OBC«pm»ry cohol found by
"^and^the"
Cohesion of
Fluids.

v^'y-"*"*'

Dr

Brewster is almost the same as this,
Benjamin Martin makes the constant
qu^^tity 18, and Muschenbroek 10.
M. Gay Lussac obtained the following result for oil

"''?'^'y ^^'^^-

Messrs Hauy and Tremery likewise observed the OnCapillary
height to which water ascended between two parallel Attraction.
'"'' ""
plates of glass placed vertically, at the distance of 1 milCohesion of
limetre, and obtained the following result
Fluids.

of turpentine.

Oil of Turpentine.
Diameter of Tube in

1.29441

Diameter of

Tube

in

in Millimetres.

Height of the Water in Millimetres.

Millimetres.

Constant Quantity
or Height for a
Tube 1 millimetre
in Diameter.

With Water.
6.75
10.00
18.50

13.500
13.333
31.875

Mean 13.5693
3.400
5.000
9.00

»7-

Distance of the Plates
of Glass in Millime-

Height Of the Water

tres.

of the Concavity in

Water

2. Oti the Aseent

....

by Dr Robi1.35 inches.
2.5
5.5
6.25
8.07

of Fluids belween Ttvo Plates tfGlas^.

appears from the experiments mentioned by Newton in his Optics, (p. 366. edit. 3d, 1721,) that water
rose one inch between two plates of glass, whose distance was TC-? of an inch, and that water rose to the
same height in a capillary tube, th^ semi-diameter of
whose bore was equal to the distance of the plates,
which gives .010 as the constant quantity for the glass
plates, and .020 as the constant quantity for capillary

Newton.

tubes.

The

Experi-

ments of
MoDge.

•

following experiments were made by M. Monge,
of water between two plates of glass. The
plates of glass were first cleaned with caustic alkali,
and carefully washed, and, when separated to different
distances, by the interposition of silver wires of different thicknesses, they were plunged in the water of the
Seine, which had been previously filtered. The diameters of the silver wires, from which the distance of the
plates was inferred, were obtained by rolling the wire
round a tube of glass, and finding tlie number of thicknesses which occupied an exact number of lines.
By
dividing the number of lines by the number of revolutions, he obtained the exact diameter of the wire, and
consequently the distance of the plates. The following are the results which he obtained.

on the

rise

Distance between the

Height of the water

of a

in lines.

line.

^ or 0.1212 inch
0.0802
^ O.0S571

:r*5

above

Constant quan-

its level,

15.5 lines.

Scale.

16"

13.574

The constant quantity is here 14.51, or 0.02251, when
reduced to English inches, tor a distance of yj^th of an
It is obvious from these experiments, that water ascends to twice the height in capillary tubes that it does
between two plates whose distance is equal to the diameter of the tube.
have already seen, under Capillary AttracIncline
tion, that if the two plates of glass are inclined to each plates.
other at a small angle, the water will rise between them
in such a manner that its surface is a hyperbola. Thus,
in Plate CCCXVL Fig. 4. let ABEF, CDEF be the two
Plate
plates of glass, and DE the surface of the water, then
CCCXVl.
EnpD, E ?« B will be the surface of the fluid, which Fig.
4.
Mr Hawksbee found to be hyperbolic, by measuring
the ordinates of abscissae of the curves.
The hyperbolic form of the surface may be deduced
from the observed fact, that the altitudes of the fluid in

We

between parallel glass plates, are inversely as the diameters of the tubes, or the distance of
is obviously
the plates. The distance of the plates at
or s t, and their distance at o is o/j or <; r.
But s
and o, we
and o q, being the altitudes of the fluid at
have ins: o qzz o p:mn, but V t:¥ r := st or mn: qr,
or op. Hence ¥ t:V r =imn:op. But in the Apollonian hyperbola, the ordinates are inversely proportioned to their respective abscissae, and therefore E m o B is
the Apollonian hyperbola. Mr Hawksbee's experiments
have already been given in p. 467capillary tubes, or

m

mn

m

m

3.

On

the Depression

of Mercun/ and MeUed Lead

tity.

33.5

18.786
26.80

74

26.427.

in.

Capillary Tubes.
If a capillary tube of glass is immersed in mercury.
any of the metals in a fluid state, the metallic
fluid, instead of being elevated like water, stands considerably lower in the tube than in its natural surface.
The most correct experiments on the depression of mercury were made by Lord Charles Cavendish. The fol-

or

plates of glass in parts

Cen-

tigrade

inch.

It

plates.

in the

Millimetres.

6.75

"phe following experiments were made
DrRobiLn '**" ^^^^ ^ '"'^ °^ * ^^""^ ^'^"'^er bore.
Oil of turpentine
Spirits of wine

Temperature

to the lowest point

1.039

6.6667

Expert.

Paralld

and Tieme'

great care the rise of
Experiwater between two plates of glass ground perfectly flat, ments of
and placed exactly parallel to each other. In order to (Jay Lussac
do this with accuracy, he kept the plates separate on the rise
by four very fine iron wires cut consecutively from of water
the same piece, so as to have their diameters as equal between
parallel
as possible ; and in order to find the thickness of the
plates.
wire, he placed a great number of them together, and
measured the sum of their diameters. The following
was the result of his observations.

6.8

Caustic volatile alkali
Solution of sal ammoniac

MM. Hauy

6.5

M, Gay Lussac measured with

With Oil of Oranges.
2.0000
1.3333
0.7500

6.5

1

0.869458

9.95159

2.0600
1.3333
0.7500

Plates, Millimetre.

Constant quantity Kxpcriin Millimetres.
ments of

.

"^^^ following are the experiments which were
^^'f
™^''e
at the desire of La Place, by Messrs Hauy and
MM. Hauy
and Treine- Tremery
'y*

Height of ascent

„
Density.

.,,.
^
Altitude.

Millimetres.

Distance between the

lowing are the results which he obtained

Depression
of mercury,

Lord
Charles Ca^ei'l'sl" »

''^^^

HYDRODYNAMICS.
Ob CafU'
|l^ AtincI

Deprtnion of Ihe

Grain* ofQuickailTcr
in ooc Inch of the

Intid* Diametrr
of ihe Tube

vertically

Surfice of the Mtr.
CU17 in Inclict.

Tube.

aoo5
aoo7

972
675
432

0.015
0.025

331

243

0.03C>

169
108

0.050
0.067
0.092
0.140

61

27

Hauy and Tremery fouml

the following de<

of m^cury

Dtprfloa

DiaoMttr of the tube.

2

ultimate product or coiutant quantity inferred
experi-

The

by Dr T. Young from Lord C. Cavendish"*

menu

is

0.015, whereas Hauy'» experimenla

make

it

0.01137.
of the experimenU of Gellert have alin p. 468.
tubes
Water mflera al«o a deprewion like mercury
of glaaa that have been coated with gr*"**- Thi* was
first observed by Carr^. and was idlerwarda verified

The roulu

ready

bMD given

m

by the experimenU of Cigna and Dutour.
M. Dutour took two tube*, each of which was about
two line* in diameter, and having lined one of them
psMT f^w with a thin film of was, and the other with grease, he
ot (I'Mplunged them about four lines deep in water. The
water was depressed in both the tubes, but leas in the
first

than in tne second.

On

4,

Ihe Aiketion

of Duet

to the

Surface of Fluide.

In oor article Aohmiow, we have already given an
of the experitnenu of Taylor, Morvcan, AchsccoMJt
diws'wir
anl, and Dutnar.
iM,
The followinjj rwulu were obtained by >(. Gay Lusisc for a circular plate of white glass, with water, alcohol, and oil of turpentine.
Aahetiaaaf

sftks

Wsl^
wraiasH.

Onvlty.

)M>lllne<ras.
r l.a».

•"IX""•

Water

.

.

.

Il8.36tt

118.366
.
.
Alcohol .
Alcohol . . . 118.366
Alcohol . . . IIS.S66
Oil of turpentine 1 18.366

59.40
31.08
SS.87
S7.15S

o.sig6i
0.8595

a9ii53

scale.

sni.-ill

On

the

per

rettilt

wm obtained for a disc of

cop-

•

The effect of the cohesion of fluids is very finely ex- phenomeemplified in the formation of drops.
It is obvious, that na of
drops of fluids that have the least force of cohesion, drops,
will have the least magnitude, provided their specific
gray ities are the same ; for the effect of the force of cohesion must be diminished by the weight of the drop
which will be sooner detached, and therefore of a less
magnitude than if the fluid had less weight. Dr Young
infers, from the law of the superficial cohesion of fluids,
" that the linear dimensions of simiUr drops depending
from a horisontal surface, must vary pm-isrly in the
same ratio as the heights of ascent of the respective
fluid* against a vertical surface, or as the square roots
of the heights of ascent in a given tube. Hence the mag*
nitudes ot similar drops of different fluids must vary as
the cubes of the square roota of the heights of ascent in
a tube."
In waUr, for example, Dr '\ oung found the
weight of a drop to be 1.8 grains, and the weight of a
drop of diluted alcohol 0.85 of a grain; whereas the
height of the same alcohol was to the height of water
in the same tube as 100 to <>4.
The wei;7ht of the
drop shouUl have been .82, as inferred from the consideration of the heights of ascent combined with that
of the specific mvitie*. This result is widely different
from that whioi was obtained by Dr Brewster ( Sec p.
4*2.) with his capillary hydrometer.
The magnitude
of a drop of water was to the magnitude of a ilrop of
spirit nearly proof as «.J)S to 1 ; and. therefore, Uking
the Mdfic gravity of spirit at O.92O, the weighu of
the drops were to one another as 3.255 to 1, or as 100
to 31 nearly.
The magnitude of drops of fluids depends also upon
the lignn of the surface from which they fall. If the
laid is collected st the extremity of a very minute fibre
of gi sai , the drop will fiJI when iu weight balances
the atnaotire force exotcd by the glass, and therefore,
in the nrasant ease, the drop will In; very small
but
if the naid is calleclwl on a hemispherical surface, the
surface of ^lass which is in contact with the fluid is
greater and, therefore, the drop must contain a much
greater quantity of water before its weight balances the
attractive force of the hemispherical surface.
The form of a drop of fluid, abstracting the consideration of its weight, would always l)c that of a perfect sphere ; and we accordingly find that the drops of
rain by which the rainbow is formed, and very small
drops of fluids lying upon a surface which does not at«
tract them, have a shape almost perfectly iphericai.
In other oica tbe font of a drop is modified by iu
;

otHt ot
inM ii.

Water

116.604

Walgbt Mcstaary
to laisa U.

67.9i«

w

Temperst u
csnUgrad»
18*.5

M. Gay Iiisssr made msiiy experiments on the adhesion of a disc of glass to mercury, bat the results which
he obtaine<l differed widely from oneanother. In making
his experiments on the adhseioa of disa of glass, the
disc was suspended at oBeiads of a Iwiaiios, Hid flJSSd
VOL. XI. PAKT II.

C*pii.

Magnitude and Form of Drops of Fluids.

;

The foUowing

On

The sum of

found that the apparent adhesion was diminished under
the exhausted receiver of an air pump.

of the mercury.

5.5

and slowly,

these weights '"7 A"'^'-at the moment when the disc detached itself, indicated ,},'• r^
In making these experiments on
the force of adhesion.
^qq gf
mercury, however, he observed, that the sum of the
Fluids.
weights was more or less great according to the slow- '^•"^ym,^
ness with which they were successively added ; and in
adding them at very great intervals, the sum varied
from 158 grammes to 296 grammes for a disc 1 18.366
millimetres in diameter.
Resile found, that the adhesion of 25 square lines ot bjjji,., „.
mercury was S2 French grains, while that of the same perimeau.
In some cases, he
surface of water was 8^ grains.

5.

1.333

placing, successively

weights in the other

3.666 miiUmetret.

millimetret.

l>y
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Attraction
and the

Cohesion of
Fluids.

Dr Young

has given the following as the
equation of the surface of a drop of water

OnCapUlary weight.-

:

a

'^"'^("'^
a*x''i^

an X

-^^

aayy

+ 2 a^x'f'i +

=r

xyy

(a^

—

2,

when a

x^i)^)'y*

—

= 0,
a^y''

j'^«

= 0.

;

selves.

In repeating the experiments of Monge, Dr Brewster
found that the appearances were most beautiful when the
capillary tube discharged the drops upon the inclined
ments on
drops.
plane of fluid, which is elevated by the attraction of the
edge of the cup. They ran down the inclined plane with
great velocity, and sometimes even ascended the similar
plane on the opposite side of the vessel. When the drop
was discharged at the distance of one or two-tenths of an
inch from the surface of the water, they had always the
same magnitude when the tube was held in the same
position ; but when the point of the tube was brought
within a tenth of an inch of the surface of the spirit of
•wine, this surface, instead of attracting the drop to it
instantly, as Saussure would have predicted, actually
resisted the gravity or weight of drop, and allowed it to
attain a diameter nearly twice as great as it would have
had, if it had been discharged in the ordinary manner.
This swoln globule floated upon the surface in the same
manner as the smaller drops, surrounded with a depression of the fluid surface similar to what is produced by a
glass globule floating on mercury, or by the feet of parti.
_
CCCXVl. cular insects, that have the power of running upon the

Dr Brews-

ter's expcri.

&

surface of water. (See Fig. 5.) The floating globules are
often produced even when they are discharged from
a height of three or four inches ; and by letting them
fall upon the inclined plane of fluid formerly mentioned,
they will often rebound from the surface, and fall over
the sides of the cup.

When a drop

of mercury

is

laid

spheroidal form, in consequence of its 'weight. Onrapillary
its surface, as M. La Place observed, by Attraction
''"<' 'he
a vertical plane drawn through its centre, is very much
'^
curved at its summit. The curvature increases on rei,]'^''!]"
ceding from that point, till the tangent to the curve is _.„ ...^
vertical.
At this point, the curvature and the width of Korm ef a
the section will be a maximum.
Below that point it drop of
will approach its axis, and will at last coincide with the "i"'"'?.
plane of the glass, antl form with it an acute angle. M.
Gay Lussac observed at the temperature of 12°.8 of the
centigrade thermometer, the thickness of a large drop
of mercury, circular, and a decimeter in diameter, resting upon a plane surface of white glass perfectly horizontal.
By a very accurate micrometer, he found its
thickness to be 3.378 millimetres.
M. Segner had long
before obtained nearly the same result, viz. 3.40674
millimetres.
The cohesion of fluids is beautifully shewn in a pher
Form of< an
'^.
,.,..,
i
nomenon, which is the very reverse oti- .L
the tormstion openineln a
of a drop, and which was first observed by Dr Brewster, film ol fluid.
If we talie a phial, with a wide mouth, half filled with
Canada balsam, and allow the balsam to flow to the
mouth of the phial and fill it up, then when the phial is
placed on its bottom, a fine transparent film of balsam
will be seen extending over the mouth of the phial.
If
we now take a piece of slender wire, and touch the filmnear the middle, so as to tear away a little part of it,
the remaining part of the film which has been elevated by this force will descend to its level position,
and the ragged aperture from which the balsam has
been torn will be seen to assume a form perfectly circular, having its edge in a slight degree thickened, like
a circle with a raised margin turned out of a piece of
wood. This fine circular aperture grows wider and
wider, and continues to preserve its circular form till
the mouth of the phial is again opened.
The following curious experiment, which was perform. .^
ed by Dr Brewster, is intimately connected with the sub- niem mfou
ject of capillary attraction. Above a vessel MNOP, Fig. piiiary at6. nearly filled with water, a convex lens LL was placed traction,
at the distance of the 10th of an inch, and rays R, R, R,
pl^^j;
were incident upon its upper surface. The focus of these CCCXVI.
rays was at F, a little beyond the bottom of the vessel. Fig. e.
so that a circular image of the luminous object was
seen on the bottom of the vessel, having
for its diameter.
If the lens is now made to descend gradually
towards the surface of the water, and the eye kept steadily upon the luminous image AB, a dark spot will be
seen at (p in the centre of AB, a little while before the
Sometimes
lens attracts and elevates the water MN.
this spot may be seen playing back and forwards by the
slight motion of the hand, so that the lens can even be
withdrawn from the fliud surface without having actualIn general, however, the sudden rise of
ly touched it.
the water to the lens follows the appearance of the black
When the water is in contact with the glass, the
spot.
focus of the rays R, R is now transferred to^, and the
circular image on the bottom is now a b, and the intensity of the light in this circle is to that in the circle
AB, as AB* : a i'. Now it is obvious, that the darkish
spot at <p is just the commencement of the transference
of the focus from F to /; or when the dark spot is produced, the progress of the rays is the same as if the focus were transferred toy; This remarkable effect may
1. The approach of the lens to
arise from two causes.
the surface MN, may occasion a depression m o n in the
surface of the fluid of the same curvature as L / L, which
would have the effect of transferring the focus from F
to/. This depression may be produced by a film of air
flat

The

section of

,

or

^^ order to shew that two drops of water do not
Monge'sex.
attract each other when at a distance, M. Monge put
perinients
on drops.
some spirit of wine into a cup, and having taken a capillary tube containing some of the same fluid, he allowed it to fall from a height of a few lines, drop by drop,
into the cup ; the drops did not immediately mix with
•
the rest of the fluid, but preserved their form, which was
nearly spherical ; rolled over the surface with great
freedom, like balls over a billiard table, impinged against
each other ; changed their form by the force of impact ; and, after being reflected from each other, continued to move upon the surface till they were again
This experiment does
mi.xed with the general mass.
not succeed so well when the spirit of wine is warm.
M. Monge explains this phenomenon by supposing that
a thin film of air adheres to the drop ; and, by diminishing its specific gravity, causes it to float upon the
and hence he concludes that the experifluid surface
ment will succeed best with those liquids which are most
evaporable, or which have the greatest affinity for the
surrounding air. A similar phenomenon, as AI. Monge
observes, is seen in the drops of water which fall from
the oars during the rowing of a boat, and in the drops
pro<luced by the condensation of the steam of any warm
These drops are real spheres
fluid, such as coffee, &c.
of fluid, and not spherical vesicles like those formed
on the surface of water with heavy rains. These results are hostile to the idea of M. Saussure, who, in his
Essays on Hygrometry, has stated that drops of the
same liquid cannot be pushed against one another, nor
remain simply in contact without instantly uniting;
and that only hollow vesicular globules are capable of
floating upon the surface of the same fluid with them«

Fig.

a

upon glass, it assumes

AB

I
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to the leni, in the

same manner

as the depresalcohol, l)y a drop of

adhering
ion i« produced on the surface ot°
alcohol rollmg over it, as shewn in Fig. 5, or by some
other repulsive force wiih which we are unacquainted.
i The uansference of the focus from F to/, may be
occacioned by the optical contact of the glass and water
taking place at a greater distance from the lens than the
diitapff* at which the capillary attraction commences.
For if the surfJMc* / /, m m, at a certain distance, act up<m
the rays of light as if they were one surface, then it is
manifest that a dark gpot ought to i4>pear at f, if this
dutance is less than that at which capiUaiy attractioa
begins.

6.

AecoHMt of

La Placet Theory ofCapiUarij
AUraction.

In the

La

first

Place, his

supplement published by M. le Comte
method of considering the phenomena

was founded on the form of the surface of the fluid in
and on the conditions of equilibrium
of this fluid in an infinitely narrow canal, resting by
one of its extremities upon this suHace, and by the
other on the horizontal surfaces of an indefinite fluid,
in which the capillary tube was immersed.
In his »eonxl suppianaent, he has examined the subject in a
much mote popular point of view, by considering di->
rectly the fiirccs which elevate and depress tht fluid in
capillary spaces,

Bv this means, he is conducted eaafly to
•emal gcneni molts, which it would have been dif>
CcBk ta liitain directlj by his fonaer method. Of thia
mhud we ahafl codcavour to gire as dear a view aa
this apace.
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Q, and which contributes to destroy the excess af pres- OnC«piTl»ry
sure exerted upon it by the column BF raised in the *'^'",*^°''
tube above its natural level.
Coh^ion'of
Now, the fluid in the lower part of the round tube fluids.
itself;
as
tiie
^r-w-m^
attracted,
1.
By
but
reciprocal
atAB is
tractions of a liody do not communicate to it any mo- Analyris of
tion if it is solid, we may, without disturbing the equi- ''if'?'*?'''
'

AU

frozen.
2. The
librium, conceive the fluid in
*J^j ^
is attracted by the inte- ,ai,ed.
fluid in the lower part of
rior fluid of the tube BE, but as the latter is attracted Plate
upwards by the same force, these two actions may be CCCXVI.
neglected as balancing each other. 3. The fluid in *'* '•
the lower part of BE, is attracted by the fluid which
surrounds the ideal tube BE, and the result of this
attraction is a vertical force acting downwards, which
Q', the contrary sign being applied, as
we may call
the force is here opposite to the other force Q. As
it is highly probable tnat the attractive forces exercised
by the glMS and the water vary according to the same
functtoQ of the distance, so as to ditfiT only in their intensities, we mav employ the cMistant co-efticients (, ^
and
as measures of their intensity, so that the forces
Q" will be proportional to (, ;' ; for the interior sarfaoB
of the fluid which surrounds Uie tube BE, is the same
as the interior surface of the tube AB.
Conaeqnentljr,
the two msiSfs, via. the glass in AB, and the fluid
round BE, differ only in their thickness ; but as the
attraction of both thoe masses is in;eiuiMe at sensible
distances, the diffierenoe of their thicknesses, provided
their thickaesscs are sensible, will produce no ditference in the attractioas. 4. The fluid in the tnbe
is also acted upon bjr another force, namely, by the
in which it is indosed.
aides of the tobe
If' we
conceive the Wilninn FB divided into an infinite number

AB

—

Q

—

AB

AB

Let AB,

«lu<h the

r»7.

7-beaTCTtical tubewhoaeaiiiesareper*
pendicular to its baae, and which ii innnersed in a nuid
that rises in the interior of tlie tube above its naUi«
ral leveL
A thin film of fluid is first raised by the action of the sides of the tube ; this film raises a second
film, and this second film a third film, till the weight
of the volume of fluid raised exactly balances all the
force* by which it is actuated.
Hence it is obvious,
that the elevation at the cohimn is produced by the attraction of the tube upon the fluid, and the attraction
ot the fluid for itself. Let us suppose that the inner
sur&ce of the tube AB is prolonoed to E, and aAcr
bending itself horisontally ia tHe direction ED, that it
aaaumes a vertical directioa DC ; and let •• sappase
the sides of this tube to b* ao
*j thin, or to
be farmed of a fibn of iee, so as to have no action on the
tmAwhUkktmtmmm, ami aak to prrfant tlw raripro.
cal action which takes plaoe between the particle* of
the first tube AB and fkm partiUea of the fluid.
N'ow,
since the fluid in the tube« AR, CD is in •ouilibrium,
it is obrioos that the excess of prcMurc of Uic fluid in
AE is ilatfu ied by the vertical attraction of the tube
Old of the fluid upon the fluid ronUined in AB. In
lasa diMiiiiit attractions, M. La Flaoe eonlM«a wkicll take p'are under the tube AB.
Fi)^.

*!

M

TW

the

IMd ni l—
ia attracted,
fluiil iiiiiiiwiiM
y tk* tube BE.
ii

\

by itself: t. by
But these two aU

I.

dertngrwl by tl»c similar attractions expentmnd kf the flaM eonfained in the branch DC, so
that they may be enlircry neglected.
The fluid
BE
ti'actiMis are

m

vertioUy by the fluid in AB hot this
destroyed by the attraction which it exer-

is alao attracted

attraction

CH« i«

is

;

tha appaaita directiim upon iha fhsid in BE. so
that these li s fmirn l attncbooa may Ukewisa benagfec*.

The fluid in BE is likewise slliaiiliii vsMcally
opwatdt by the tubeAB. with afimt wUch wvibaU aiu

ad.

of eleme ntary vcftical columns, and if at the upper ex>
tremity of one of these columns we draw a horizontal
plane, the portian of the tube comprehended bethe niane and the level surface BC of tha fluid, will not
produce any vertical force npan the column ; consequently, the only native vertical force is that which it
produced by the ring of the tube immediately above the
eritonta) plane. Now, the vertical attraction uf thia
part of the tube upon BE, will be equal to that of the
entire tube upon the column BE, which is equal in
This new forte will
r, and similarly placed.
e be represent!^ b^- -f Q. In combining these

man

column UF
two forces ^ Q, ^ Q, and
Q'; oonsM|urntly the farcv
downwards hj the force
with which it is raised upwarda will be t
Q'.
II
we r ept ssewt br V the vakaBC «f tha coiamn KE, Dits density, and g; the fercr of mHty, then g DV wia
IMraaatC the weight t>f the elevated col
but aa
;
tka weight is in e({uililtrio with die (afcaa by whicb
different forces,
is

attracted

it is

upwards by

lest that the fluid

tlie

—

Q—

—

it is

elev ated ,

w*

hare the fbllnwing e<yMrtiont

gDV = 2Q-Q'.
Q

is lass than Q', then V will be iiepi.
If the force 2
and the fluid will sink in the tube; but as long aa
is greater than Q", V will be positive, and the
S
fluid will r'ne above ita natural level ;
was long be*

tive,

Q

fore

m

shewn by M.

Clairsut.

'

Sinaa the attractiwa fotsea, both of the glass and the
are inaensible at sensible distances, the surface of
the tube AB wiU act sensibly only on the column cf
fluid immediately in contact with it.
We may there>
fore neglect the iianiAiation of the eurvature, and
consider the inner smAoe as cie s eloperf upon a plane.
The force
will ihmfora be pnpoitwnal to the
fluid,

Q
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the same thing, to the
Iwy Attrlicinterior circumference oi' the tube.
Calling c, there"tudi and'^
fore, the circumference of the tube, we shall have
tlic Cohesion of
Q:= jc; { being a constant quantity, representing the
Fluids.
intensity of the attraction of the tube AB upon the
fluid, in the case where the attractions of different bodies are expressed by the same function of the tlistance.
In every case, however, j expresses a quantity dependent on the attraction of the matter of the tube,
*'''''? -o*" *'»«

plane, or

height of the fluid in his 2d tube by means of this con1.90381
stant quantity, we have r
0.951905, and
2

is

=

2

tubes.

and
Cohesion of

tion
tlie

fluids.

^r^

of the concavity of the meniscus, which differs only
'
0.0078 from 15.861 the observed altitude.
If we apply the same formula to Gay Lussac's ex- Application
periments on alcohol, we shall find the constant quan- ofthefor»'
mulatoGay
2f
tity 2
6.0825 as deduced from the 1st ex- Lussac's ex.
jY^

^ =

S

periments

=

If we now substitute, in this general formula, the
value of c in terms of the radius if it is a capillary
tube, or in terms of the sides if the section is a rectangle, and the value of V in terms of the radius and altitude of die fluid column, we shall obtain an equation
by which the heights of ascent may be calculated for
tubes of all diameters, after the height, belonging to any
given diameter, has been ascertained by direct experi-

periment, and ^
6.0725, which diflTers only 0:0100 on alcohol
from 6.08'i97, the altitude observed.
From these comparisons, it is obvious, that the mean
altitudes, or the values of y, are very nearly reciprocally propoi tional to the diameters of the tubes ; for, in
the e-xperiiTients on water, the value of 5 deduced from
this ratio is 15.895, which differs little from 15.9034,
the value found from experiment; and that in accurate
experiments, the correction made by the addition of the
sixth part of the diameter of the tube is indispensibly

ment.

requisite.

the case of a cylindrical tube, let w represent the
of the circumference to the diameter, h the height
'^^'
of the fluid column reckoned from the lower point of
the meniscus, q the mean height to which the fluid
rises, or the height at which the fluid would stand if
the meniscus were to fall down and assume a level surfece, then we have ttt^ for the solid contents of a cyUnder of the same height and radius as the meniscus,
and as the meniscus, added to the solid contents of the
hemisphere of the same radius, must be equal to a- r', we

Application
In
of the for.
ratio
i™"i*„!,"

15 1311

1

e'

-7l> ^^='=o-:9k905=''-^^'^'^«""^^'^^'
if we subtract one sixth of the diameter, or
0.3173,
we have 15.57S3 for the altitude h of the lower point

self,

liildrical

—

2

and independent of its figure and magnitude. In like
manner we shall have Q'= g'c; j' expressing the same
thing with regard to the attraction of the fluid for itthat 5 expressed with regard to the attraction of
the tube for the fluid. By substituting these values
of Q, Q', in the preceding equation, we have

e

=

On CapiU
AUtao

lary

If the section of the pipe in which the fluid ascends , ,.
a rectangle, whose greater side is a, and its lesser side
of'The for™
d, then the base of the elevated column will be
a rf^ mula to
and its perimeter c= 2 a -f 2 rf. Hence, the value of rectangular
.

is

=

.

,

jrr'

a d-

— ot d-

2

neral equation No.
rf,

and

for

V

1.
its

meniscus.

meniscus

the

is

But

-=^r^X

since

it

follows that

substitute for c

adq, we have

its

ge-

equal

—

j'X 2a-j.2rf,
by a and by g D, we have

dg::z2^

—-— is equal to a

if in the

we

gT>qad=z2f
«"<^ dividing

Hence,

equal

or -^^, for the>-Solid contents of the

,

capillary
spaces.

8

thatis5=^-^4(a_^).
2 04-2

have

....

.

the meniscus will be

t

and

cylinder whose base

3

TT r*,

and

—

altitude

.

Hence,

q-h +

?=2-

we have

3

or what is the same thing, the mean altitude 9 in a cylinder is always equal to the altitude h of the lower
point of the concavity of the meniscus increased by one
third of the radius, or one sixth of the diameter of the
Now, since the contour c of the tube
capillary tube.
of water raised is
=: 2 ?r {, and since the volume
equal to 9 X a- r", we have, by substituting these values
in the general formula,

X

1

+

—d

I

In applying this formula to the elevation of water
plates, the side a is very great com-

between two glass
pared with

d,

and therefore the quantity

most insensible, may be
mula becomes

safely neglected.

— being

al-

Hence the for-,

V

gDg5rJ'
and dividing by

a-

r

= 2^»-(2 J—

,

experiments

'

'

on water.

rq

j^
^
gD

^° »PP^y'"g ^^^ formula to

reeints,

sac's

we have

= 64.7205 X

Gay

1.)

Gay

•

+

(No.

2.)

r

Lussac's experi-

the constant quantity 2
23,1634.

—eU
~^ =

0,215735= 15,1311

Lussac's 1st experiment.

By comparing

this formula with the formula No. 2.
obvious, that water will rise to the same height
between plates of glass as in a tube, provided the distance d between the two plates of glass is equal to r,
or half the diameter of the tube.
This result was obtained by Newton, and has been confirmed by the experiments of succeeding writers.
it is

_„2«--j'

gD

mula to
Gay Lus-

(No.

and g D, we have.

'5 -9
= 2 2_s--5'and j=2
^
of^'the^for-"

j'),

for

In order to find the

As

the constant quantity 2

^^^

ready found for capillary tubes,
viz. 15,1311,

tion,

we

and substitute

then have

it

is

we may

the same as
take

its

al-

value,

in the preceding equa-

ofT.e fo>°
g^Y,*'^''
sac's expeii-

ments.

3
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1.060

= 14.1544

;
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the attraction of its entire mass upon a plane base si- OnCspiUsry
tuated in tiic interior of the canal, and perpendicular Attraction
to its sides, at any sensible distance from tlie surface,
j '-»
He then shews that j-luid*.
this base being taken for unity.
this action is smaller when the surt'ace is concave than <m-^ »»
when it is plane, and greater when the surface is convex. The analytical expression of tiiis action is composed of two terms : the first of these terms, which is
much greater than the second, expresses the action of
the mass terminated by a pkme surface,* and the second term expresses the part of the action due to the
sphericity of the surface, or, in otlier words, the action
of the meniscus comprehended between this surface and
This action is either adthe plane which touches it.
ditive to the preceding, or subtractive from it, according as the suH'ace is convex or concave. It is reciprocally proportional to the radius of the spherical surw
face ; for the smaller that this radius is, the meniscus is
the nearer to the point of contact.
From these results relative to bodies terminated by
sensible segments of a spherical sur&ce. La Place de" In all the laws which
duces this general theorem.
render the attraction insensible at sensible distances,
the action of a body terminated by a curve surface upon an interior canal infinitely narrow, perpendicular to
this surface in any point, is equal to tne half sum of
the actions upon the same canal of two spheres, which
bare for their ratjii the greatest and the aMllest of the
radii of the osculating circle of the swikce at this
,

^^

1

— -^) = 0.1147, we have

=

k
14.0397, which differs very little from 1S.574, the
obierved altitude.
It will be seen from the formula No. 2. that of all
tubes that have a prismatic form, the hollow cvlinder
ia the one in which the volume of fluid raised is the
It apleast possible, as it has the smallest perimeter.
pears also, that if the section of the tube is a regular
polygon, the altitudes of the fluid will be reciprocally
proportional to the homologous lines of the similar base,
a result which, as we have seen, M. Gellert obtained
from direct experiment Hence in all prismatic tubes
whose sections are polygons inscribed
the same circle, the fluid will rise to the same mean height.
If one
of the two baaea is, for example, a square, and the other
an equilateral triangle, the altitudes will be as 2 : 3 J,
or very nearly as 7 : 8,
M. La Place has remarked, that there may be sevc- ral states of equilibrium
in the same tube, provided its
•UK width is not uniform. If we suppose two capillary
'*
tubes communicating with one another, so that the
^. smallest is placed above the greatest, w« mar then con- point."
ceive their diameters and leng^ to be such, that the
By means of this theorem, and the laws of h^droID
'.<
fluid is at first in equilibrium above its level in th«
lUttids, La Place has determined the figure which a
widest tube, and that in pouring in some of the same
mass of fluid ought to take when acted upon by grafluid, so as to reach the soialler tube, and fill part of it,
The
vity, or contained in a veaael of a given figure.
the fluid will still maintain itself in equilibrium. When
nature of the surface is expressed by an equation of
the diameter of a capillary tube diminishes by insensi* partial diflinrenoca of the scoood order, which cannot be
ble gradations, the dilferent states of equilibrium are
mtegratcd by any known method. If the figure of the
alternately stable and instable.
At first the fluid tends surfaceis one of reroitttioa, the equation is reduced to one
to raise itaelf in the tube, and this tendency diminishof ordinary diffe r enc es, and ia capable of being integr.i.
ing, becomes noUiing in a state of equilibrium.
Be- ted by approximation, when the surface is very small.
yond this it becomes nMntive, and consequently th« La Place next shews, that a very narrow tube ap
fluid tends to descend.
Thus the first equilibrium is proacbes the more to that of a spherical segment as the
stable, since the fluid, being a little removed from this
diameter of the tube becomes smaller. If these segstate, tends to return to it.
In continuing to raise the
ments are similar in different tubes of the same subiuid, its tendency to dcsoead diminishes, and becomes
stance, the radii of their surfaces will be inversely as
nothing in the second state of equilibrium. Beyond the diameter of the tubes. This similarity of the sphethis it becomes positive, and the fluid tends to rise, and
rical segments will appear evident, if we consider that
consequently to remove from this state which is not tlM distance at which the action of the tube ceases to be
stable.
In a similar manner it will be seen, that the
sensible, is imperceptible ; so that if, by meana of a very
third state is stable, the fourth instable, and so on.
powerful microscope, this distance should be found
Although the preceding method of ctnaiilarii]^ the equal to a millimetre, it is probable that the same mag-.rtttna
ten ihe phenomena of capillary attraction ia extrcsMly aaipla
nifying power would give to the diameter of the tube
and accurate, yet it does not indicate the opUMCtMO an apparent diiiBeter o? aevcral metres. The surface
\x rurwhich subsists between the elevation and ilspii wiim o£ of toe tube macj therefore be oonaidercd as very nearly
•f of
the fluid, and the ooocavit^ or convexity of the sarfoce
plane, in a radiua equal to that of the sphere of sensiwliu U vitfj Boid Miiimn in capillary spaoca. The ob>
ble activity ; the fluid in this interval will therefore de>[>a«,. ject of M. La Place's flrst ncthod, contained in his first
scend, or rise from this surface, very nearly as if it were
supplement, is to determine this connection.
plane.
Beyond this the fluid being subjected only to
Joy a^aiM of the methods for calculating the attractbe action of gravity, and the mutual action of its own
tion of spheroids, he determines the action of a mass of
particles, tbe surface will be very nearly that of a sphefluid ter i n at ed by a spherical surface, concave or conrical segment, of which the extreme planes being those
vex, upon a oolomn of fluid contained in an infinitely
of the fluid surface, at the limits of the sphere of the
narrow canal, directed towarda the centre of llii» surface. sensible activity of the tube, will be very nearly in
By this action La Place means the pressure which the different tubes equally inclined to their sides. Hence
fluid contained in the canal would exerdae, in virtue of
it follows that all the segments will be similar.

m

'

.

m

* M. La Plats Is of apiaioB, tUat Ihs wpiinliie of msrcnry In a baroirirttr tube, st a height two or thr(« timet grcstcr thsn that
»kkb b doe Is tW prssmrs of ib« tmoeiihrrt, depends on this tem. Uc csocsivH lo«k tkat lb« ctftacUof fores o( traofpsrcat bo'

'

B,

and

in gciMra]
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The approximation of these results gives the true
cause of tlie ascent or descent of fluids in capillary
If in the
tubes in the inverse ratio of their diameter.
axis of a glass tube we conceive a canal infinitely narrow, which bends round like the tube ABEDC in Fig.
7. the action of the water in the tube in this narrow
canal, will be less on account of the concavity of its
surface, than the action of the water in the vessel on
the same canal.

The

fluid will therefore rise in the

tube to compensate for this difference of action; and as
the concavity is inversely proportional to the diameter
of the tube, the height of the fluid will be also inversely
If the surface of the
proportional to that diameter.
interior fluid is convex, which is the case with mercury
in a glass tube, the action of this fluid on the canal
will be greater than that of the fluid in the vessel,
and therefore the fluid will descend in the tube in the
ratio of their difference, and consequently in the inverse ratio of the diameter of the tube.
In this manner of viewing the subject, the attraction
of capillary tubes has no influence upon the ascent or
depression of the fluids which they contain, but in determining the inclination of the first planes of the surfece of the interior fluid extremely near the sides of the
tube, and upon this inclination depends the concavity
or convexity of the surface, and the length of its radius.
The friction of the fluid against the sides of the tube
may augment or diminish a little the curvature of its
surface, of which we see frequent examples in the baIn this case the capillary effects wiU increase
rometer.
or diminish in the same ratio.
The differential equation of the surfaces of fluids inclosed in capillary spaces of revolution, conducts La
Place to the following general result ; that if into a cylindrical tube we introduce a cylinder which has the
same axis as that of the tube, and which is such that the
space comprehended between its surface and the interior surface of the tube has very little width, the fluid
will rise in this space to the same height as in a tube
whose radius is equal to this width. If we suppose
the radii of the tube and of the cylinder infinite, we
have the case of a tube included between two par-

near each other. This
been confirmed, as we have already seen, by
the experiments of Newton, Hauy, and Gay Lussac. La

allel

and

vertical planes, very

result has

Place then applies his theory to the phenomena presented by a drop of fluid, either in motion or suspended in equilibrium, either in a conical capillary tube, or
between two plates, and inclined to each other, as discovered by Mr Hawksbee ; to the mutual approximation of two parallel and vertical discs immersed in a
fluid ;-—to the phenomena which take place when two
plates of glass are inclined to each other at a small
angle ; and to the determination of the figure of a large
drop of mercury laid upon a horizontal plate of glass.
In the application of his theory to the experimental
results obtained by Hawksbee respecting the angles required for suspending a drop of oil of oranges at diflferent stations between two inclined planes of glass.*
La Place obtained the results contained in the following
Table.
Column 1st contains the number of the first column
of Hawksbee's table, subtracted from 20 inches; and columned contains Hawksbee's 2d column, diminished by

—

—

i'

22".

These

Distance in inch

OnCapilluy

-

from the mid- Angles of Ele- Angles of Klevft. Differences in
dle of the drop to vation obser- tion calculated by aliquot parts
es

the intersection of
the plane.

18

ved.

0°

16

H

12
10
8

1

6
5

2
3

4

5

3
2

9
21

9' 38"
19 38
29 38
29 38
54 :58
39 38
39 38
54 38
54 38
54 38
54 38

La

2
3
5

10

24

of the calcu-

Cohesion tt

mula.

lated angles.

Kluid).

22
29
39
57
29
39
50
59
42
42

t

T.T
1

27
20

T
f
77

.55

TTHJ

t

29
53
45
6
58
31

49
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It was long ago observed by philosophers, that when On the ap.
bodies floating on the surface of a fluid approached ei- proximatioi
ther one another or the sides of the vessel, they mo- and recesved rapidly into contact, as if they had been two float- sion of
b(Hlies toau
ing magnets. This phenomenon, which was in gene- ing
near
ral ascribed to the mutual attraction of the floating bo- each other
dies, was tolerably well explained by M. Marriotte in in a fluids
his Traile dv Mouvement des Eaux.
It was reserved,
however, for M. Monge to describe and explain these
phenomena with accuracy, which he has done in his
Memoire xur quelquex effets d' attraction ou de repulsion
apparente entre les Molecules de Maliere.
The following are the principal experiments upoit
this subject
1. If two light bodies, capable of being wetted with
water, are placed one inch distant on the surface of
water perfectly at rest, they will float at rest, and experience no motion but what is derived from the agitation of the air ; but if the distance at which they are
placed is only a few lines, they will approach each
other with an accelerated motion.
If the vessel which
contains the water is capable of being wetted by it,
such as glass, and if the floating body is placed within
a few lines of the edge of the vessel, it will move towards the edge with an accelerated motion.
2. If the two floating bodies are not susceptible of
being wetted with fluid, such as two balls of iron in a
vessel of quicksilver, and if they are placed at the distance of a few lines, they will move towards each other
with an accelerated motion ; and if the vessel is made
of glass, in which the surface of the mercury is always
convex, the bodies will move towards the sides when
they are placed within a few lines of it.
3. If one of the bodies is susceptible of being wetted
with water, and the other not, such as two globules of
cork, one of which has been carbonised by the flame of
a taper, then if we attempt, by means of a wire or
any other substance, to make the bodies approach^
they will fly from each other as if they were mutuallyIf the vessel is of glass, and if the carbonrepelled.
ised piece of cork is placed in it, it will be found im»
possible to bring the cork in contact with the sides.
the vessel.
In these experiments, it is obvious that the approv*

result! are given in p. 487, top of col, 1.

HYDRODYNAMICS.
Cbpahry nation and the recnsion of the floating bodie* are not
produced by anr attraction or repulsion between the
two ; for if the bodies, instead of floating on the fluid,
are suspended by long and slender threads, it will be
found toat tbey have not the ulightest tendency either
to approach or recede when ttiey are brought extremely
near each other. From these experiments the following
laws are deducible
1. If two bodies, floating on the surface of a fluid, and
capable of being wetted by the fluid, are placed near
each other, they will approach as if they were mutually attracted.
2.

when

two bodie* are not

susceptible of being
they will still approach each other
brought nearly into contact, as if they were mu«

If the

wette<l

by the

fluid,

tually attracte<l.
S. If one of the

two bodies is susceptible of being
vetted and the other not, they will recede from each
other as if they were niutuaUy repelled.
EjcfJaiuuion of the JirH Inm.
If two plates of glass
AB, CD, Fig. 8. are brought so near each other that
the point H, where the two curves of eleraled fluid
meet, is on a level with the rest of the water, they will
reaain in perfect equilibrium. Iftheyare brought nearer each otner, however, as in Fig. 9. the water will rise
between then to the height G. The mass at water
which is thus raised attracts the sides at the glass
plate*, and causes them to approximate in a horizontal
direction, the mass of water having always the same
elect as a curved chain bung to the two pUtn. The
thing is true of two floating bodies, when they
cosne within swji a distance that the fluid is elevated
between thetn. This case is shewn in Fig. 10, when
the bodies A, B, placed at a capiUarr distance, hav«
the water nused between them, and are there fore
brought together by the attraction of the fluid upon the
sides of the globule*.
ExploMoUom rf lk€ tecond law. If the two floadac
bodies A, B, Fig. II, are not capable at betng wetted
by the liouid, the liquid will be depneeed Between
them at H, below its natural level, wbeo thejr are pU«
oad at a capillary distance. The two bodiea, therenre,
are more prcaseu inwards Inr the fluid which sortwinda
them, than they are pceasea outwards bv the fluid b*.
twccn, and in virtue of tiM difeTCBee at warn |ifWiiiin
they mutually approach aMll odHr.
ttfUuuUiom </<A« Utird Imw. If on* of die flontinf
bodies A, Fig. It. is capable of beiiywcnid, while the
other B is not, the flaid will rise rannd A, and he depressed (onad B : Hence the dsprtsMori round K will
not be symmatrioal and thenfct* the body H, being
placed aa it were on an inclined plow, iu equilibrinn
u destroyed, and it will move tewarda the right hand,

—

»•>

me

.10.

.IL

at.

;

where the pres«ure

is

the leasL

The resulu of M. Mange's ejipei imento lMwe been cem.
br the dMerr of enpilUa^ rttr attiun given by LaPlacc. From this ttaory It CDllowa,tlat whatever be the nature of the sahatMeaa of which the fleeting
piaaaa are made, the tendancjr of each of them to one another ia equal to the w«y[ht efaprisM of fluid whose height
is the elevation of the iiud between the planer, measured
to the extreme poinU of contact of the intertcir fluid with
the plane, wunu* the elevation <if the fluid on the exterior sides of the tube, whose depth is half the sum
of these elevetiaM, and wheee width is the hdrisontal
dhtanoa between the plaoes. The elevMaoo must be
reckoned negative when it changes into a depression as in
Mercury. If the product of the three pracediagdiioeDpletcly confirmed
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sions is negative, the tendency of the planes becomes re- OnCspilloty
pulsive. La Place also concludes, that when the planes At'sf"""
and the
are very near each other, the elevation of the fluiil beCoh«ion of
tween them is in the inverse ratio of their mutual distance, and is equal to half the sum of the elevation '«
which would have taken place, if we suppose the first

plane of the same matter as the second, and the second
of the same matter as the first.
It follows from these theorems, that the repulsive
force of floating planes is much more feeble than the
attractive force which is developed when the planes are
very near each other, and which occasions them to apprtMch each other with an accelerated motion. In this
case, the elevation of the fluid between the planes is
very great, relative to its elevation on the outside of
the same plane.
In neglecting, therefore, the square
of this last elevation in relation to the square of the
first, the fluid prism, whose weight expresses the mutual tendency of the plane!), in virtue of the first of the
two preceding theorems, will be equal to the product
of tlie square of the elevation of the interior fluid, by
This elevahalf the horizontal distance of the planes.
tion being, by the second theorem, reciprocally proportional to the mutual distance of the planes, the
prism will be proportional to their horizontal distance
divided by the square uf that distance. The tendency of
the two planes to each other will consequently be in the
inverse ratio of the square of their distance ; and therefore, like the forces of electricity and magnetism, it
wiD follow the law of universal attraction.
When the two planes are of such a nature that the
one is capable of being wetted with the fluid, while the
other is not capable of being wetted, then, in consecpienee of those two opposite actions, the surface of the
intermediaM laid will have a point of inflexion ; and
it follows, flram the theory, that they will repel each
other at every distance. But if they are brought near
each other by force, the point of inflexion will approach
more and more to one of the planes, and will at last
coincide with it.
If the planes arc then brought still
neaiar each other, the fluid will begin either to asceix!,
er be deprataed between them. From this arises ano.
ther fataa which pushes the plaoea towards each other,
and which, when it oomes to surpass the pressure of
the exterior fluid, causes the planes to approach each
other with an accelerated motion.
This raange of n»
polsioa into attraelien appeared to M. La Place so sin<
jndar, that he rtqaenrd M. Hauy to examine the subject experimentaAy.
In order to do this, he employed
planes of ivory and talc, the firat of which is capable
of being waited with water, while the other pnsseises
that kind of onctnosity which prevents the water from
adhering to it.
M. liauy suspended, by a very flne thread, a small
square ptate of talc, so that the lower part of it was immersed in the water. Into the same vessel, at the distance of some centimetres, he immersed the lower part
of a iiarailelopi|)ed of ivory, so that one of its faces was
parallel to the plate of talc.
The ivory was made to
advance towards the talc in this state of parallelism,
and was stopped st short intervals, in order to shew
that the effect of the motion communicated to the fluid
was insensible in the experiment. When the pandlelopipcd f^ ivory, moving with great slowness, approacBcd very nearly to the Ulc, the Utter moved suddenly into contact with the ivory.
In srparating the
two bodies, the ivorv was wetted to a certain height
above the level ; ana in repeating the experiment be-
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OnCspiHary fore wiping the ivory, the attraction commenced soonAttraciion
g^^ g^d sometimes exhibited itself at the very first, witliCohelion
of

I'luiils.

>--y-^

preceded by any sensible repulsion. This
^'^'"ff
experiment was repeated several times with the same
""^

tioned,

it

motion

till it

The

will

immediately glide away, and continue in On Capillary
*
-Mtraciion

cools.

and the
singular motions of pieces of camphor floating
Cohesion of
surface of water, have been long observed ;
Fluids.

upon the

but they were never completely described and explain-

result.

«d till M. Vcnturi published in
Another series of phenomena, which indicate apparent
attraction and repulsion, are seen in the motion of small
lighted wicks when swimming in a bason of oil, and
in the motion of camphor upon the surface of water.
Although these phenomena are not produced by ca-

we

the Memoirs presented to Vcnturi's
the Institute of France his ingenious memoir, entitled experiments
Precis de qudijues experieices sur la section que des on the dissolution and
cylindri's de cam/^hre eprouvenl a la surface de I'cau el
motion of
reflexions sur ks mouvemens qui accompagmmt telle sec- camphoi
lion.

floating

Having cut some

camphor into the shape
of small cylinders, a line in diameter, and an inch high,
of them
he fixed each of them to a base of lead, and placed
rity.
The phenomena of lighted wicks were carefully ob- them vertically in plates. He then poured water into
Dr Wilson's
the plates, till it reached about half way up each cyexperiments served, and minutely described, by Professor Wilson
on the mo- of Glasgow in the Transactions of the Royal Society of linder.
After two or three hours the cylinders began
tion of
Edinburgh. His Hydroslalical Lamp, as he calls it, to diminish at the place where they were cut by the
surface of the water, and after about twenty-four hours
_!f.i/.,„!r« consists of a small circular disc of common writing pawicksswira,/.
i*^
they were entirely cut through into two parts, none of
or an inch in diameter, havmg about a
per, about
«ning in a
bason of oil. quarter of an inch of soft cotton thread rising up. which had suffered any sensible diminution.
He next took three pieces of camphor, each of which
through a puncture in the middle of the disc to answer
weighed twenty-four grains, and he placed one of them
If this wick is lighted, and the
the purpose of a wick.
in dry air, another in water, and the third on the
disc placed in a shallow glass vessel filled with pure
short account
at present, on account of their general simila>

pillary attraction, yet

shall give a

.i-i-

pieces of

!•

-I-

salad oil, it will immediately sail briskly forward in
one direction till it meets the side of the vessel, and
will afterwards take a circular course, always bearing
up to the sides, and will thus perform many revoluThe circulation is sometimes from right to left,
tions.
to right. When the wick is placed out of the centre of the disc, it will sail to that part of
the disc which is farthest from the wick, and if the disc
is made of an oval form, and the wick placed in one of its
foci, the disc will sail in the direction of the nearest extremity of the transverse axis. Dr Wilson observed a very
active repulsion between the stem of the disc and the
When fine charcoal
oil of the surface contiguous to it.
dust was scattered around the disc, it left behind it a
diverging wake clear of all dust. Other fluids, such

and sometimes from left

as oil of turpentine, ether, alcohol, or any of the inflammable fluids possessing much tenuity, also double

rum, melted tallow, bees wax, and

rosin, exhibit the
the discs float upon their surface.
Dr Wilson accounts for these phenomena in the following manner: When the oil has an uniform temperature, all its parts are in equilibrio; but when the lamp
is lighted, the oil below the disc being most heated,
will expand itself, and will be raised above the general
level, from the diminution of its specific gravity, and
The
the unbalanced upward pressure of the fluid.
weight of the disc will therefore press down the oil,
or even the weight of the oil itself will cause it to rise
as it were from below the wick in a thin superfiHence Dr Wilson conceives, that this
cial stream.
constant stream will flow most readily and copiously
towards that side of the base of the lamp where the resistance is least, or where it has the shortest way to press
forwards, that is from under the wick or flame, or the
edge of the disc, which is the nearest. The reaction of
the stream of rarefied oil rising most rapidly and most
copiously from one side of the disc, will therefore imWhen the
pel the lamp in the contrary direction.
discs are soaked with oil, or when they are made of a
thin plate of talc, they always sink to the bottom as
soon as the flame ia -extinguished. If a wafer much
iieated is thrown upon any of the fluids above men-

same

effects

when

surface of water. After four days the piece on the surface of the water was entirely dissipated, while each of
the other two had lost only four or five grains.

M. Venturi next placed some of his camphor cylinders on the surface of water, in vessels of different
sizes, and he always found that the cylinder was cut
through soonest in those vessels that presented the
greatest surface.
This singular fact arises from the
camphor being dissolved by the water, and extending
itself over all the fluid surface, when it is the more
readily evaporated by its coming into contact with a
greater quantity of air.
The dissolution of the camphor may be seen detaching itself from the cylinder
in the form of a very transparent liquid oil, and spreading itself over the whole surface of the water.
When
in the contour of the cylinder, there is some place which
furnishes this oil more abundantly ; if small light substances are thrown upon the surface, they are repelled
from this place with great briskness, and then turning
round, they come back to the same place, and again
enter the current, where they continue to circulate in
this manner.
If a small piece of camphor previously
wetted at its extremity approaches the margin of the
vessel, and then touches the vessel itself, it deposits a
fluid visible to the eye.
This fluid is oily; and on attaching itself to the vessel, it destroys its capillary attraction for the water, and the water retires from it and
becomes convex at this place. When the piece of camphor is taken away, the water does not return to its
place till the oily liquor is evaporated.
When the cylinders of camphor are half immersed in water, the
oily liquor which issues from it destroys the cohesion
between the water and the cylinder, and a small depression takes place round the cylinder.
The dissolution stops for a moment till the oily liquor expanded
over the water has evaporated. The water then returns to its elevated state round the cylinder; the camphor is dissolved and diffused ; and the same operations are repeated.
The motions of small pieces of camphor observed
by M. Romieu are produced by the mechanical reaction of the jet of dissolution against the camphor ; and

See the Edinburgh Tramactiont, voL

iv. p.

1

44, &c.

water.

at
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the centre of permission of all the jeta do not coinci Je
with the centre of jfravity, a rotatory and progressive
motion will be produced. At the jets are generated only
on the cipciunference of the section of the piece of camphor, it ou^ht to revolve round an axis perpendicular to
the boriaon ; and the smallest pieces will obviously
turn round with more velocity than larger ones.
MVf Lichtenberg and Volta ascribea this rotation to
an emanation from the camphor, and also from the l>enoic and succinic acids, which have the same property.
Brugnatelli discovered, that the bark of aromatic plants

^,

if

[

naid*.

^^Y"^

.

water, moved round like camphor;
remarked a similar motion in the saw-dust
woods, that had imbibed either a fixed or a

when thrown upon
and

Verituri

of different

Romieu asa-ibed these motions to electrifound that the camphor sometimes refused to
turn, and at other times its movements were suddenly
•topped, by touching the water with particular bodits.
The cause of these irregularities, which long perplexed
volatile ail.

city.

He
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and sometimes advance to free themselves from the On Cipilpendl when they are interlacetl. These appearances '*''' ^!f ^'*
are explained by \'enturi on the supposition that the t!°h"ioB of
water which it absorbs is decomposetl by the assistance
Fluids.
of light, and that the plant gives out the oxygen in a di- ^—-y-™^

Hence it will folreclion always opposite to the light.
low that the plant must always move towards the quarter from which the light is admitted.
In addition to the works quoted under the article
Capillary ArTnACTioN, vol. v. p. 412, the reader is
Pascal, Traife: de L'Equireferred to the following:
Air,
libre de Liqueurt el de la feranleur de la Matse de
Rohault, TraU6
Avertissement, 2d edit. Paris, 166*.
de Physique, or Dr Clarke's translation of it, under the
title of Rohaulti Phytica, Lond. 1710, Part I. chap,
Boyle's New Experiments
xxii. ^69, 70, 71, 80, 81.
Phifiieo Mechanical, touching the spring of Ihr air, and

L

it* Effteti, made for the most fiarl in a AVw Pneumatiphilosophcfs, was discovered by Venturi.
He found, ral Ensine, exp. 35. p. 262. Oxford. I660. Boyle,
Hooke's Attempt
that whenever the water was touched by any body
P/iH. trans. I676, vol. xi. p. 775.
which was (at or oily, or which diffused a small portion Jvr Ihe expliciition of the phenomena observable in an
cf fixed oil, or a great portion of volatile oil over the sur. experiment published hi/ the Right Hon. Robert Boyle,
face, the dissolution and the motion of the camphor were
in Ihe S5lh experiment of his Epislolical Discourse,
iniBcdiatcIy stopped.
In order to prove that this ef- touching the air, in eonjirmalion of a former conjecture
fect was not produced by electricity, as Romieu and se^
made by R. H. Land. I66O. Hooke On Springs. 4to.
veral Italian pbiloaophei* believed, \'enturi touched the
Vossius De AV/i el aliorum JIuminum ori^ine.
1678.
auHJMX of the water both with conductors and noo-oon- Hag. 1666. Fabri, Dialo^i Physici, Lyons, f669.
ductors of electricity, which were well cleared of all
Borelli, De mottonibus a tiravilale naturoli pendente,
oily or greasy matter, ami the motioaa of the camphor
Lyons, I67O. .Sinclair's Ars nova el magna Gravilalis
were newr in the slightcat defree aflwtcd. When the el l.evilalis. Rotterdam, I669. Joh. Christophorus
mate Mbetaace was afterwards greased with a small Sturmius, Collegium ExperimenlaU sive Curiosum, para
drop of oil of olives, and again brought bito contact i. tentamen viii. p. 4f. et auctorium tentam. viii. p. 77.
witn the water, an oilv film immediatcir adranocd over Norimbergw, iGlS. The second part of this work was
the whole surface of the water, repellad the Noall bita of Sibliahed at Norimberg in 1685. .Tames Bernoulli,
onnphar, and, as if by a magic atrAe, deprived ihem of
istrrlalio de Gravitate Elheris, 1683.
De La Hire.
Veotnri rcpcatMi this experi« Mem. Acad. Par. torn. ix. p. 157. Can*, Experiences
their e perew t vitality.
p
nent tn a baiin of water SO feet
diameter. The sur Us tuyaux Capillaires in the Mem. Acad. Par. 1705,
CMnphor turned round in one end of the iMsin, and p. 241. Daniel Bernoulli in the Comment. Pelropol.
vhen an evnce of oil was poured in at the other eatre* 17*7, p. 246. Mariotte Trail f du Monvemenl des Enux,
OMliaaa of the CHDphor were speedily stop. Tol. ii. p. 105. Par. 1700. Cotes, Hydrostalicat I^.
tmres, sect xi. Lond. 1738.
Cigna, Journal de Phif.
If the rarface of the water on which the
ikme, torn. iii. p. I09. Lord Charles Cavendish in the
•whns, is not sufficiently extensive to allow the liquor Phil. Trans. 1776, p. 382. Monge, Mem. Acad. Par.
from the camphor to evaporate, the dissolution of the 1787, p. 506. BcsiJe, Journal de Physiipir, vol. xxviii.
he i is either retarded or stojis altogether, or the un.
<
xxix. p. 287, SS9; xxx. p. 125. Wilson, Edin~
:
Jhwpali il liquor foma kaelfioto a thin film upon the L17I
gh Trmnsaeitons, voL iv. p. 1 44. Venturi, Memoires
•mface of the water. In like manner, the partidca af mtttenUs a L'Jnslitut. tom. u p. 125. Paris, 1805.
the aaw>dnat of wood soaked in oils, novea qai^y wheo
Hauy and Tremery in La Place's Suppl. au Dis.
they teach the water ; but their moCiona do not con- Liv. de la Maoanique Create. La Place, Supplement
tinue, beeaoae iha film of oil which they tpraad over m la Tkeoritdt tmetum CmpUlaire, Par. 1807. Gay Lusthe water is not diariprtrd.
aac, Id.
Biofa Traiti de Physique, tom. i. chap. xxii.
If the water U rwfj fan, and ia eapoaed to a heat
Pbria, Itlti.
SO high aa that of bofling water, the diaaolmioa
aad the motions of the canpbor are not prevented. On
CHAP.
contrary, they are often pronoted by the applica*^*^

m
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—

MM.
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iknofthisheaL
M. Venturi applies the preceding

principlee to the

explanation of ihe motion of the tremeUse obeerred by
m and by Corti. Thia aooatic plant rises to the
aurfiwB <^tbe water during the day, and descends to the
hotton at night. If the plant is shut up in a box
whose Hdas are opaque, and if a pencil of light i* admitted throogfa an opening in oor of its sides, the tremelli changea iu situation
a few hours, and advances
tothe hole at which the lig^ penatiatae. ML Venturi
flbscrred with a microscope, tJiat its b ranches have a
small rofltioa beionging to each of then,
virtue of
whi( h thejr sooetimea oscillate from one ^de to another,
tOL. ML FAftT II.

Aamm

m

m

DCSCBIPTION or IksTBUMKNTA, and ExPERIMlNTI rOK
tLLtrSTRATIifO TUB IX>CTniNBS Or HVBROSTATICI.
l.'DeHTtption of the Mechanic or Hydrostatic Paradox.

It appears from Cor. 2. of Prop. iv. p. 428, that the
pressure exerted upon the bottoms of vessels filled with
fluid, does not dejjend upon the quantity of fluid which
they contain, but solrly upon its altitude. This proposition has been called the mechanic or hvdrostatic paradox, and the instrument for illustrating it has received
the same name.
Thia instrument is shewn in Fig. L where
ti a boot,
9 p

AB

n»dr»»uiie
pJ,dox.

p^^^^-

CCCXVII^
Fif.

1.
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Hydrosuti-

which contains about a pound of water, and aiccie a^lass
cai Jnstrutube, fixed to the end C of the beam of a balance, ami the
nieiiU and
other end to a moveable bottom, by which the water in
£xpcrithe box is supported, the bottom and wire being equal in
menu.
weight to an empty scale suspended at the other extrePlate
mity of the balance. If a pound weight is put into the
€CCXVII. empty scale, it will cause the bottom to rise a little, and
Fig. 1.
the water will appear at the lower end of the tube a.
The water will therefore press with a force of one pound
upon the bottom. If another pound is put into the
water will ascend to b, twice as high as the
If a third, a
point a, above the bottom of the vessel.
fourth, and a fifth pound be put successively into the
scale, the water will rise at each time to c, d, and e, the
distances a b, b c, c d, de, being equal to one another.
This result will be obtained, however small be the bore
of the glass tube ; and since when the water is at b, c,
d, e, the pressures upon the bottom are successively
twice, thrice, four times and five times as great as when
the water was contained within the box, it follows that
the pressure upon the bottom of the vessel depends
wholly on the height of the water in the glass tube,
and not upon the quantity which it contains. If a
long narrow tube, therefore, be fixed in the top of a
cask, and if both the cask and the tube be filled with
water ; then though the tube be so small as not to hold
a pound of the fluid, the pressure of the water in the
tube will be in danger of bursting the cask in pieces, for
the pressure is the same as if the cask was continued up
in its full size to the height of the tube, and filled with
water: (SeeChap.I. Sect.l. Prop.lV. Cor.2.) It follows
therefore, froin this principle, that any quantity of water,
however small, may be made to exert a force of any assignable magnitude, by increasing the height of the column, and diminishing the base on which it presses.
This, however, has its limits ; for when the tube becomes
capillary, the attraction of the glass will support a great
quantity of the included water, and will therefore diminish the pressure upon its base. The preceding machine
should be so constructed, that the moveable bottom may
have no friction against the inside of the box, and that
no water may get between it and the box. The method
of effecting this will be manifest from Fig. 2. where
A BCD is a section of the box, and abed its lid, which
The moveable bottom E, with a
is made very tight.
groove round its edges, is put into a bladdery g, which
is tied close round it in the groove by a strong waxed
The upper part of the bladder is put over the
thread.
top of the box, at a and d, all around, and is kept firm
by the lid a 6 c d, so that if water be poured into the
box through the aperture / Z in its lid, it will be contained in the space/" E g h, and the bottom may be
raised by pulling the wire i fixed to it at the point E of
See Ferguson's Lectures, vol. ii.
the moveable bottom.
p. 100. Edit. Edin. 1806,
>cale, the

Fig. 2.

8. Description

Bescnption
•f the hydrostatic

preu.

of the Hydrostatic Presst

This ingenious and powerful machine, which has
been recently brought into notice by the late Mr Bramah, is founded on the doctrine contained in the corollary to the fundamental principle of the equilibrium of
fluids, (see p. 427,)name!y, that if any number of pistons

are applied to aj)ertures of different sizes in the sides of a
vessel full of water, tlie forces with which the pistons are
applied will be in equilibrio, if they are proportional to
the apertures to which they ai*e applied. Thus if a piston
Plate
(Fig. 1.) is applied to an aperture at G, having an
CCCXIII. area of two square inches, it will be in equilibrio with
Pig. 1.
another piston applied to the whole aperture
of
2000 square inches^ if the force with which the piston

G

AB

G is applied,
as

2 to

is

to the force

iJOOO, or as

1

which AB is applied
Hence it follows, that a

^vitil

to 1000.

Hjrdrostitl"=»'

'"""'"

pound applied at G will raise 1000 pounds "e^p*^,
placed upon the piston AB.
The same result will be ments.
obtained if the vessel has the form shewn in Fig. 11. >—-y-"-^

force of one

the one piston being applied at a b, and the other at Plate
CCCXIII.
AB.

*

Tlie hydrostatic press founded on this principle was
proposed as a new machine by Pascal in his Traitez de L' Eqttilibre des Liqueurs, et de la Pesanleur, de la
Masse de L'air, Chap. II. Edit. 2d. Paris, iCO-l. He describes it as a new sort of machine for multiplying forces, ( Nouvelle sorle de machitie pour multiplier les forces,) and he considers it as a new mechanical power
equal in value to the lever or the screw. Although
Pascal speaks so highly of his new machine, it is not a
little singular, that no attempt appears to have been
made for more than a century and a half to apply it to
the useful purposes of life.
Mr Bramah had the very
great merit, not only of re-inventing the machine, (for
we believe he was not aware of its having been proposed by any other person,) but of pointing out its application to a great variety of useful purposes, such a»
working cranes, pulling up the roots of trees, packing
goods of all kinds, &c. In our article Crane, (see
Vol. VII. pp. 315, 3lS, &c.) we have given a full description of the hydrostatic press, as applied to a crane;
and by studying that part of the article, our readers
will have no difficulty in understanding the construction of the instrument.
The hydrostatic press is represented by the parts Plate
of Fig. 1. Plate CCXV.
In the Figure, FF CCXV.
'•
8represents the wooden frame which supports the iron
cylinder L.
This cylinder communicates with a small
copper pipe ggh, terminating in a common forcingpump at A, which stands in an iron cistern
containing the water. The power is applied to the handle
of the pump, and the piston, pressing on the surface of
the water in tlie pipe at h, communicates its force,
through the intervention of the water, to the piston of
the cylinder L, to the top of which the work to be performed is apjilied. See also our article Jack in this
first

GHEFFL

H

G

volume, page 509.
S.

Hydrostatic Bclloxvs improved by Ferguson.

The common hydrostatic bellows consisted of a tube Common
of glass or any other substance, about three feet high, hydrostatic
communicating with a C3'lindrical vessel, whose sides bcUowi.
were made of leather like a pair of bellows, while its
upper and lower surfaces were formed of circidar or
When water
oval boards about 15 inches in diameter.
is poured into the tube, it flows into the bellows, and
Heavy weights to the
separates the boards a little.
amount of 300 pounds, are then placed upon the upper
board, and by pouring water into the tube till it reaches the top, the moveable board with all its load will be
raised and kept in equilibrio by the column of flm'd, although the fluid itself does not weigh more than a quarIn order to shew the experiment with
ter of a pound.
more effect, a man may place himself upon the upper
board instead of the weights, and raise himself merely
by pouring water into the small pipe.
The following very ingenious machine has been pro- Improrrf
posed by Mr Ferguson as a substitute for the common by Ferguhydrostatical bellows: A BCD, Fig. 3. is an oblong square son.
Plate
box, into one of whose sides is fixed the upright glass cccxvir
tube a I, which is bent into a right angle at the lower Figs 3.*,
To this bent extremity is tied the 5.
end, at i, Fig. 4.
neck of a large bladder K, which lies in the bottom of
the box ABCD. Over this bladder is placed the moveable

I
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is
S. *nd 5. in which the upright wire
Leaden weights N, N, with holes through their
' "**
centre, to the amount of 16 pounds, arc put ujxm this
is
B» ^Tc, and press upon the boajrd L. The cross bar pup^^.^.^ then put on, in order to keep the glass tube in an
'E
right position ; and afterwards the bint piece EFG, for
^^'"* keeping the weights S, N horizontal, and the wire
*'*'^Poor upright pins, about an inch long, are
vertical.
placed on the comers of the box, for the purpose of
supporting the board L, and prerenting it from pressing the sides of the bladder tt^ther. WTien the ma-

"•iru.

board L, Figs.
fixed.

M

'

chine is thus fittetl op, pour water into the tube I, till
the bladder is fillctl up to the board L. Continue pouring in more water, and the upward pressure which it
will excite in the bladder will raise the board with all
its weights, e%-en though the tube should be bo small as
See Ferto contain no more than an ounce o( water.
gnaon's Lteturtt, rol. ii. p. 1(Ml

E^terimenh for itlmtlraling the quaqttaveriiu pretrure
of Ftuidt, and the Effect* produced at different Depths.

4.

Rrp.

I.

If we take a

common wine

g1a>s .AB, and,

in a vertical direction, bring its month in
••"1 with the surface of water in the resiel M, it will

IJing

it

,

that a

^'.;i»;
:

depUtt.

'''^*'*
'(_

«m.-ill

quantity of water has entered the

and that the remainder of the glass

is filU

ed with air.
By depressinj^ tbc gUM, or sinking it in
the fluid, a greater quantity or water will enter it;
the included air being condcnwd into a smaller spac«
prtmun of the raperrnrnmbent cotann of w».
**
'
Br continuing to deprrt* the gla«, it
tor it hf ' Tf
will be wen that the pressure of the water incre msei
with the depth, and by holding the mouth of the glass
and EF, it will
different directioaa, •• abewn at
appear, th«t the water pream equally in every direction.
Ejrp. S. If we inaert into an empty Tcstel a number
of tube* of glass bent into varifMis angles, or if we hold
ihcB in tke haaci. and introduce wto tfaeir lower orw
ficca a ifnlltj at mncurj, to tiMt the aorftoa of the
mcrcttrr mav coma to the very orifice of the shorter
leg* ; tnen, if water ia poured into the veasel, it will
be Men, doring the time of it* fillm^ that the m ercwy
is preNcd gnMraallT tram hi lower orificea towards tite
higher otifccf, which are mpposed to rise to a greater
Now, aa the lower
height than the surface of the water.
ori&ea of the glaas tube* may be made to point in erery
fjuwibh dbfvction, it follows, that the praanre of the saperincnmbent fluid is alw> propagated
erenr dSrection.
when it is reqiiirvtl that the lower orifice fnonld point
exactly downwards, in order to shew the upward prea•are of fluids, a straight tube should be usetl, and the
arctiry introduced into it must be kept in by the ap>
pUealiaa of the extremity of the finger, till the heignt
of the walw above the oriOe* ia eqaal to
tiraaa the
length of the oolnmn of ntrcory introduced. Upon removing the finger, and continuing tu pour in water,
the mercury will aicrnd in tl»e tube.
If the finger
were removed before it had riaen to a height 1 4 timet
greater than the length of the mercurial column, the
mercarv would have fallen out of the tube, as it is 14
times heavier than water, and therefore requires a colunn 14 timea aa long to keep it in equilibno.
Exp. S. The preaaere of fluids at different depths
iliay DC rerj limply illustrated, by attaching a bmg,
flMoe of leather, and filled with mercury to the estreflrity of a glasa tube, so that the mereury may just entv the tube when the bag is held in ahr. By imroerling the bag in water, the p r ewur e of the fluid upon

^

m

f

CD

m

U
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the bag will force up the mercurj', and the height to Hjrdroststiwhich it rises will shew the magnitude of the pressure "^ 'nstniat different depths.

Exp.

Tx«ri-

The

propagation of pressure through fluids is
menu.
also illustrated by the amusing experiment of the Car- >»->,-^^
tetian Devil, as it has been called, after Descartes, by Piate
whom it was discovered. The figure of a man made CCCXVU.
of glass or enamel, is so constructed th.it it has the same *''* ''
specific gravity as water, and is therefore suspended in
a mass of fluid.
A bubble of nir, (similar to the air in
the glass of Exp. 1.) communicating with the water, is
phKxd in some part of the figure, sometime! in a small
At the bottom B of tlie vessel is
globe, as shewn at m.
a dinphratrm of lilaildt-r, which can be pressetl upwards
by applying; the finger to the extremity e of a lever eo
moving round o as its centre of motion. The pressure
applir<l to o is communicated through the water to the
biibble of air, which is thus compressed : The specific
gravity of the figure is therefore increased, and it sinks
to tlie bottom.
By removing this pressure, the figure
a^ain riae% so that it may be made to oscillate or dance
Fishes made
in the vcaael without any visible cause.
of glass are sometimes substituted in place of the human
ffgure, and when a common jar is used for the experiment, the pressure is applied to the upper surface of it
at A. The construction ot the apparatus shewn in Fig. 6.
is obviously the best, as the spectator does not obaerve the means'which are employed to alter the specific gravity of the figure.
Ej-p. 5. Tht pressure of fluids at very great drptha
i* finely illustrated by an experiment which has often
been made at sea, of making an empty bottle well corked descend to a great depth. The pressure of the water drives in the cork, and the bottle when brought up
is always fille<l with water.
Mr Campbell, the respectable anthor of Travels in the South of Africa, trietl this
experiment on his voyage home from the Cape of Good
Hone. He drove very tight into an empty bottle a
corli, which was so large that half of it remaineil above
the neck.
A cord was then tied round the cork, and
Astened to the neck of the bottle, and a coating of
pitch was put over the whole.
When it was let nown
to about the depth of 50 fathoms, the captain felt, by
the additional weight, that it had insUntaneouslv filled ;
and, upon drawing it up, the cork was found in the
inside of the bottle, which was of course filled with
4.

water.

Another bottle was prepared in a shnilar manner ;
but, in order to secure the cork, a sail needle wa* pasted through the cork, to as to rest on the mouth of the
bottle,

When

and the whale waa covered over with pitdi.
the bottle had deecendcd 50 fathoms, the captain

agda

felt that it had filled with water; but, upon
hrimiag it up, the cork and needle were found in the
tame poaition, and no part of the pitch appeared to be
broken, although the bottle waa completely filled with

The water had in this case obviously insinuated
through the pores of the pitdi and the cork, and
not, as Mr Camp!>ell imagines, through the pores of
glass.
The experiment of forcing mercury through
wood by the common pressure of the atmosphere, taket
away the a{ iuai ei it improbability of this explanation.—
See Campbeb's Travdt, p. 507. Note. Lond. 1811
Exprri.
water.
itself

menu
5.

Experiment for iUuslratimg tke equality of the pratyre o/JluiJt la every direciim.

If

a

sofY or frangible substance is

for

jl!?"'*|ji?*

rfiS mI2^

expoted to any ^,„ ^wy
fbrce in one direction more than asouwr, it will daenion.
1
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can get in between them when their smooth surfaces, Hydrostatt.
are put together.
If one of the pieces of wood is ce- '^^ Instru.
mented to the bottom of a glass vessel, so as to have its mcnts and
Experismooth side uppermost, and if the other piece is placed above it, and held in that situation till the vessel is
pressure sufficiently powerful to change its shape or
filled with water, it will be found to lie as quietly and
crush it to pieces, and if it preserve its form and its firmly as if it were a plate of lead or stone.
If the
integrity under this pressure, we are entitled to infer
edge of the upper plate, however, is raised in the
that the pressure is equal in every direction.
slightest degree, so as to allow the water to insinuate
Let a piece of very soft wax, of an irregular shape, and itself between the plates, the wood will instantly spring,
an egg, be placed in a bladder filled with water. Let the to the surface.
bladder be tlien laid in a brass box, and a cover of
This experiment is sometimes made in a different
brass put upon the bladder, so as to be entirely sup- manner.
flat and smooth brass plate is fixed at
ported by it.
If a hundred or a hundred and fifty
the bottom of the vessel, and a large mass of cork has
pounds weight be laid upon this cover, so as to press a thin smootli brass plate fixed to its bottom, so that
upon the bladder, this enormous force, though propagat- the specific gravity of the cork and its brass base may be
ed through the fluid, and ataing upon the soft wax and much less than that of water. The brass plate on which
egg, will produce no effect.
The egg will not be bro- the cork rests is then placed on the fixed brass plate
ken, nor will the wax change its figure.
and when water is poured into the vessel, the cork will
remain at the bottom. The two brass plates should be
oiled a little on their touching surfaces, and should be
6. Apparatus for Illuxir'iling the Doctrine of Specific
ground upon one another, but not very accurately, for
Gravities.
in this case the force of cohesion would prevent their
Apparatus
In order to shew that when a solid body is immersed in separation, independent of the weight of the superincumfor tUuitraa fluid, the los.'i of weight which it sustains is equal to
bent pressiu"e of the fluid ; as it is well known that one
ting tlic
brass plate can lift another in the open air, even when
doctrine of the weight of the water which it displaces, or of a
fpeciHc gra- quantity of water of the same bulk with the body,
The experiment as
it is two or three pounds weight.
vities.
the following very simple apparatus has been em- made with the brass plates is therefore not so satisfacployed.
tory as the one with pieces of wood, for the reason which
Plate
cylindrical or cubical body of any kind, either enwe have now assigned ; and though we are satisfied that
CCCXVH. tirely solid, or made hollow and loaded within, so as the cork and the brass plate are together lighter than
Fig. 8.
to sink in the fluid, is exactly fitted to a hollow cylinder
water, yet the result appears less striking, as we are alor cubical vessel, so that the solid contents o{ the hollow
ways in the habit of seeing brass sink to the bottom.
cylinder or cubical vessel is exactly equal to the solid consimilar result may also be obtained by fixing a
tents of the cylindrical or cubical solid. The cylindrical glass plate at the bottom of a glass vessel, using a plate
or cubical vessel is then suspended to the hook of a hy- of ivory instead of wood, and pouring mercury into the
drostatic balance, or any other balance, and the solid cyvessel in place of water.
linder or cube is suspended to a hook in the bottom of
the cylindrical or cubical vessel. Weights are now put
8, 'Experiment for illustrating the parabolic form of a
into the opposite scale of the balance till an equilibrifluid surface influenced by a centrifugal force.
um is produced in air. Every thing remaining in this
situation, the solid cylinder or cube is completely imIn order to shew that a horizontal surface of water Experiment
mersed under water, and consequently the equilibrium assumes a parabolic form when it is acted upon by a for illustrais destroyed ; that is, the scale of the balance to which
centrifugal force, along with the force of gravity, we ting the pathe apparatus is suspended will require
have only to take a bucket containing water, whose rabolic fonn
either lose its shape, or be broken to pieces ; but if
cal Initru- the force with
which the body is pressed is applied
nients and
to every part of the body, it will preserve its form if
Kxpcriit is soft, and will not be broken if it is frangible.
nients.
Hence it follows, that if any body is exposed to a

llydtoslati-

ter

A

A

A

to

have added

a weight equal to the loss of weight sustained by
the solid, in order to restore this equilibrium.
By filling with water, therefore, the cylindrical or cubical
vessel, it will be found that the equilibrium is exactly
restored.
Hence it is obvious to the eye, that the loss
of weight sustained by the solid is exactly equal to the
weight of water displaced.
to

7.

it

To make a Body
of a

To

m Jte a
,1.''

ter lie at the

bottom of a
vesBel filled

with water,

lighter than

Water

lie

of a fluid

surface c d is of course horizontal when the bucket is surface inIf by means of a rope R, however, fastened to fluenced by
at rest.
the handle AB, we give the bucket a rotatory motion a centrifugal
round a vertical line, the surface will lose its horizontal force,

form, and the water becoming concave in the centre, will Plate
CCCXIII.
rise round the sides of the vessel, and have its surface
Fig 3.
conoid,
whose
section m n a
of the form of a parabolic
See Chap. I. Prop. 1. cor. p. 427.
is a parabola.

at the holtom

Vessel filled with Water.

9. Description

of

Hooke's Semicylindrical Counterpoise.

We have seen in

Prop. IV. p. 430, that when a body
1^^ * less specific gravity than a fluid, it will float upon
*^^ surface of the fluid, as it is pressed upwards with
a force greater than its own weight. If by any means,
however, we can prevent the upward pressure from
acting upon the lighter body, it is manifest that it must
remain at the bottom of the vessel in the same manner
as it would rest upon any other body in the open air,
for the body is not only pressed down by its own weight
but by the weight of the superincumbent fluid.
In order to shew how to prevent the upward pressure from acting upon the solid, let us take two pieces
•f wood planed perfectly flat and smooth, so that no wa-

Dr

The

principal object of this ingenious contrivance
vessel always full of water, or any other
fluid, but as it is not only of use in hydrostatical experiraents, but also illustrative of the principles of the equi-

was

to

keep a

Hooke's s^
micylindri.

^. ""»'"•
?^"^

we have thought it necessary to give a pccxl'ii
drawing and description of it in this place. In Fig. 9- pjg. 9.
ABG is a vessel of any form. Upon a horizontal axis
C, a semicylinder or a hemisphere, whose section is
DEF, is made to revolve, and the weight of the semilibriiun of fluids,

cyliniler is so adjusted that it is exactly equal to the
weight of a portion of the fluid of half its magnitude.

When

the vessel

is filled

with water,

tlie

semicylinder

HYDRODYNA>fICS.
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MjAwuti.
c*l In«tTu-

meiit.

.. .1

^,^nu!

^„

_!;

"viu
y.

hmlf immersed, and since it has half the specific gravity of the fluid, the aetnicrlinder is in the same circuinjtance as if it were floating, and therefore eserU no
As the vessel is
pressure on the horizontal axis C.
enptied either by evaporation, or by discharge from an
orifice, the quantity of the semicylinder immersed will
*>* diminished, and the equilibrium of consequence
destroyed ; and it will therefore more round the axis

h

it is again immersed, and the equilibriimi
In this way the semicylinder will always de•oend as the water runs out, and eonsequently the fluid
must neeeasarily ttand at the tame heigiit AB in the

C

till

half of

iCsioKd.

vcaad.

Experiment* iUmtrative of the Pretsvre of the Superior Strata of Fluidt upon the Inferior Strata.

10.

^y"

""^eof"*^
Iwjitinrc
nmuit
nipettmt iupeI

'•^

"*

"

we poor

colourrd water into a glass reswith a bore exMcding
of an inch, the coloured water will stand in the tube at
Let oil of
the same height as it does in the vessel.
turpentine be now poured above the water, and its
presaure upon the sivface of the water will cause the
ooioorad fluid to ascend in the tube, but always to a
height leas than that of the surface of the oil of turpentine; the column of the coionred fluid raised, being to ttie
thickness of the masa of oil in the inrerse ratio of their

Exp.

'.

I.

If

and put a tube of

sel,

specific graritica.

^

glass,

The same experiment may be made

substituting qoicksilrer in place of the ooloared
water, and water in place of the oil of turpentine.
Exn. 9. If a vcasM contains any fluid, a heavier fluid

by

mw

may be i
dnead briow the ti((talar pat, without any
admixture taking place, and their ac|Mnfting surface wiU
If a vessel fur example contains water,
be boriaontal.
let a quantity of milk be drawn up into a glass tube by
suction, and if the open end of the tube ia placed at ttie
bottom of the vessel, and the milk allowed to discharge
itsdf gradually, it will occupy the lower part of the
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and therefore it will rise to a greater height than the HydrMUIical Instrureservoir from which it flows.
nieQis and
In the hy<lreole by pressure, the air is driven by force Kxperithrough a number of small holes, so as to mix itself m«nts.
In orwith the water in a number of minute bubbles.
der to form a proper idea of this machine, let us sup- Hydreole
pose that ABCD, Plate CCC.KIII. Fig. 1 1, isa reservoir by pressuKw
Pl*tk
filled with water, and that the bent tube abed is joinCCCXIIL
the
some
ed to it at D. The water will obviously rise to
Let us suppose, that a
level a6, AB in both vessels.
is applied to an opening N in the
psir of bellows
tube, closed with a plate of iron, perforatetl with a great
number of small holes, the air discharged from the bellows will enter the water in the form of very minute
babbles, which will be kept separate from each other by
the mutual adhesion of the particles of water. The water above N' will tlius be rendered specifically lighter, and
Instead of using
will therefore rise in the tube abed.
a pair of bellows, M. Mannoury Dectot obtains a current
of air in the following manner. Between the opening N
and the reservoir ABCD, he places acloee vessel, communicating by one pipe with the reservoir, and by anoA column of water from
ther with the ojiening at N.
the reservoir runs into the close chamber, compresses
the included air, and thiscompressed air rushing through
the other tube, enters through the holes in the aperture
at N', and mixes itself with the water to be raiseil.
We have not keen able to obtain any account of the
preceding machine, but the very general one contained
in the report of M.M. Prony, Perier, and Camot, which
was approved of by the Institute of France, on the 28th
Deccmoer I8IS. An account of M. Mannoury- Drctot's
new hydrsuiic nMcfaines, will be found in Part 111. of

M

this article

on

Hydhavuc Machineby.

I?. Detcription

of the Cbatmofi Syphon.

The syphon is a tube of glass or metal, bent in such
a manner that one of its \egt or branches is longer than
1 1

.

Dticriptiim

of the Hydreole* invented by M. ManDomry Declot.

it has been demonplaced in the opposite
branches of a bent glass tube or syphon, the altitudes
above the point of junction will be
the inverse ratio
of their specific gravities; that ia, a fluid lighter than
water will rise to a greater height in one of the branches
than the water in the other.
M. Mannoory Ucctot has employed this principle
TCry ingeniously in raising water above its natural
lerei, b^ mixing air with the water, so as to diminish
ha specific gravity, and thus cause it to rise to a conadcrable height in one of the branches of the syphon.
In ocdcr to make an intimate mixture of water and air,
he introduces the air in the form of minute bobbles,
which lodge among the molecules of the water, and
being kept separate from each other, they are retained by
adheiien in socb * manner that they are only discnS*g*<' slowly, snd do not unite with each other and
cacape until the water wUeb contains them has been
raised to the proper height.
M. Mannoury Dectot has given two forms to this
machine, one of which he calls the hydreole bv suction,
and the other the hydreole by pressure. In the hydreole by suction, the water passe* throogh a mass of air,
ifeMcfaa part of it, and beogoMi in MMM BMMV* gMCOos,

In Prep.

-

„^ ^
Mmi.

,

yDse>

'^

^

^
^

^

^!!~_

strated, that

I.

of Chap.

when two

I.

Sect

fluids

II.

an

m

Docriptios
<>'''><

'T-

represented in Fig. 10. by ABCD. P™^;^
The shorter leg AB is immersed in the fluid in the ves- CCCXVII.
sel MNOP, stkI by applying the mouth to the orifice Kig. 10.
D, and sucking out the air in the syphon, the water a»>
cends, and will continue to be disduiged at
till the
vessel is completely enptied.
Let us suppose thet the syphon had legs of equal
length, such as AB, BC, and that the water was drawn
up by suction till it reached the extremity C ; then it
is obvious, that as the pwesuwi at the air on the surface
of water is equal to the pressure of the air at the extre«
mityC, and as the columns AB,BC of the fluid arc equal,
there is no force which could enable the water to discharge itaelf at C. When thi- leg BC, however, is lengthened, so as to be eqwal to BD, then the water is discharged at
by the pressure of the additional column
CD, and the velocity with which it is discharged will
be in proportion to the difference between the legs of
ttaeayphoB.

the other.

It

is

D

D

13. Detcription

of an Improved Syphon.

The improved svphon

is

shewn

in Fig.

1

1.

where

D

Descriptioa

a stop-cock fixed at the extremity of its longer branch '^ ««>JniAB. A small bent tube
lying along the outside Pf^*^ "f'
of the same branch, communicates with the cavity fig. Ik
of the branch AB, above the stop-cock. When the
aperture C is placed in the fluid to be drawn »S, tlie
is

ED
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HydroMB'

D

mouth 6f the stop-cock

and the air is drawn
out of the longer branch by suction at E. Instead of a
niruments
gt(,p.cock at B, the finger may be applied till the air is
and ExpesucKed out at £.
riments.
is

closed,

tical In-

H

The tube
h must then be corered by a Hydrojta.
small glass receiver a 6 c, or a wide tube hermetically *''^*' Insealed above, a small aperture being left at the bottom .^'f"™*"'*
of this tube to admit the water. This mechanism is
r'i,„en't».''
generally covered by the figure of a man representing
-._,Tantalus, as shewn in the drawing.
If water is now Plats
poured into the vessel, it will get admittance into the CUCXVII,
receiver or wide tube, and will always stand at the '''S- 13.
same height in this tube that it does in the vessel.
The water will therefore be retained in tlie vessel as
long as it does not enter the tube
h, but as soon as
the water rises in the vessel to the same level as tlie
point h, it will flow down the tube
which acting
/; ;
like a syphon, will discharge the whole flijid in the vessel.
If water is poured slowly in with the intention of
making it rise to the lips of Tantalus, it will never
reach them provided the syphon carries off the water
In the lower Compartment
faster than it is poured in.
of the vessel, there ought to be a small air-hole near
the top, to allow the air to escape when the water takes

low EF.

^

14. Description

of a Syphon acting by Capillar 1/ At'
traction.

Description
of a syphon
•ctingbycapillary attraction.

'^ * hunch of Cotton or worsted threads, or any absorbing fibres, is placed with one extremity in a vessel
of water, and with the other hanging over the edge of
jj^ ^he fluid will rise among the threads by the force ef
capillary attraction, and the water will be discharged
from the longer branch in successive drops. Mr Leslie
has very ingeniously employed this syphon for keeping
moist the bulb of his hygrometer.
15. Explanation of intermitting or reciprocating Springs
upon ike principle 0/ the Syphon.

A

reciprocating spring, is a spring which alternately
flows and ceases to flow. The name is also given to those
temiittini;
springs which have a periodical swell, or which discharge
or reciproa great quantity of water at one time, and a small quancating
The first of
springs up. tity at another, after regular intervals.
on thcprin these kinds of springs is easily accounted for, by supciple of tile posing that the channel which carries off the water from
Byphon.
^ cavern has the form of a syphon. In this case, the water will only flow when it rises in the cavern to a height
equal to that of the syphon, and the flow will stop till the
cavern is again filled to the same height. The following
explanation of the second kind of intermitting springs
was suggested about a century ago to Dr Atwell of Oxford, by the phenomena of Lay well Spring at Brixam, near
be a large cavern near
Torbay, in Devonshire. Let
PnT«
CCCXVII. the top of a hill, which derives its supply of water from
Pig. it,
rains or melted snow percolating through the chinks of
the mountain, and let CC be the small channel which
in the
convey the waters of the cavern to the opening
hill, where they are discharged in the form of a small
let there be a small channel
spring. From the cavern
D, which carries water into another B, and let the water
of the second cavern be carried off by a bent channel E e F
wider than D, and joining the first channel CC at /, before it issues from the mountain, the point of junction
/"being below the level of the bottom of both the caAs the cavern B fills with water, the fluid will
verns.
ascend to the same height in the channel EeF, but it
will not be discharged by this channel till the surface
in B is on a level with e, the highest part of the chanThe water will then be carried off by the natural
nel.
syphon E e FG, till the whole is discharged, and consequently there will be a great swell in the spring at G.
does not
This swell will now cease, as the channel
convey the water into B so fast as the syphon
carries it off; and it will again commence as soon as the
water in B rises to a level with the summit e. Mr Ferguson has illustrated this operation by a simple machine,
a description of which will be found in his Lectures,
vol. ii. p. 106, 107.

Explana-

H

H

place.

its

tion of in-

AA

G

AA

D

EeF

To

con-

struct a ves»
sel

from

whicli the

water

will

escape

when

it

reaches a
certain
height.
Fig. 13.

16.

To

construct a Vessel,

escape

when

it

from

tvbich the

Water mil

reaches a certain height.

This vessel, which is called Tantalus's cup, consists
of a metallic vessel, ABCD, divided into two comh, open
partments by the partition EF. A glass tube
at both ends, is inserted in the opening H, in the partition EF, the lower end being allowed to reach a little be«

H

1

7.

To

construct a vessel which retains water

upright, but diseharges

it

when

it is

when

it

is

inclined.

Let ABCD be the vessel divided as formerly into two To concompartments by the partition EF. Into this partition struct a
insert the longer branch (ic of a syphon a b c, whose vessel
shorter brancli b a reaches nearly to the bottom of the wh'ch revessel.
If water is now poured into the vessel till it '"'"'* ."1"'
stands a little below the lower side of the bent part of the
t,m
syphon, it is obvious that no water will descend through discharges
the syphon, as it has not risen high enough through the it when it
shorter branch to enable it to pass through the bent por- 's inclined.
If the vessel, however, is inclined to one side, as
tion.
^^.

in the act of drinking, the water will rise higher
in the short branch a b, pass over the bent part of ^'^' H.
the syphon, descend in the longer branch, and carry off
all the water into the lower compartment of the vessel.
In order that this experiment may succeed, the sides of
the vessel ought not to be symmetrical round the point
a at the summit of the syphon ; for in this case no inclination of the vessel, however great, will cause the
water to flow over the point a. The syphon should
therefore be placed towards one side of the vessel, and
the vessel inclined to the same side.
similar effect may be produced much more elegantly by using the double cup shewn in Fig. 1 5. where Fig. 15,
a be represents the syphon. The person who tries to
drink, must apply his lips to the side b of the syphon,
otherwise the experiment will not succeed.

it is

A

To cnnstrvct a machine in 'which all the mater projected into a basin from a jet d'eau appears to be drank

18.

by a

bird.

is shewn in Fig. To conwhere ABCD is a vessel divided into three compart- struct a
ments by the partitions EF and GH. In the partition machine in
all
EF insert two tubes, one of which LM, forms a com- which
the water
munication between the bottom of the compartment projected
BG and the bottom of EC while the other tube I K forms into a basin
a coramimication between the upper part of EC and the from a
upper part of HF. A third tube NO is fixed in the jet d'eau
cover AB, extending from near the bottom of HF, and appears td
be drank
rising with a tapering bore to the point O, through the
by a bird.
middle of the vessel SR, intended to receive the waPig. 16.
The figure of a
ter which falls from the pipe NO.
bird with its bill immersed in the water in the basin SR,

This ingenious and elegant machine

16.

;

I
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in« tide, and throueh its bo<iy passes a
i}¥, the lower branch ot'whioi goes into

BG.

•nt
>< :,tn

tne

two upper compartments are nearly

filled

with wat«r, through two aperto a little below
tures for that purpose, and when these apertures are
shut, it is obvious that when the cock of the pipe

K

up

LM

opened, the water will descend through LM, and
occupying the e>mpartment EC, will drive the air up
through the pipe IK, and compress the air contained in
This condensed air pressing on the surthe cavity HF.
of the water, will raise it in the tube NO, and
fiK*
oauae it to be projected upwards in a jet d'eau. The water from the jet, after being carried to a height due to
the pressure which it experiences, will fall down into the
vmmI SR. But as the water eacapea fivm the corapartMMil BG, the air in that oampaftnaiit will be rarefied,
and will therefore not be aumcient to balance the pressure, if the exterior air upon the surface of the water
This unbalanced prcaaure will therefore force
ia SR.
is

HK

Pakt

I

vDR \0Lics, from

<v.r*

signifiea

yittf

a torrent,

i

is

CHAP.

Om the Motiok or

I.

Fluids issuino fnom Rbikktoim

BY V'bbtical or (Iobuoxtal ORiriiBa.
General Prindpk$.

-ml
-.pta.

Whin a Teasel

with a haaaafencoas fluid, and
of mtid which it contaoM are r<)ually pressed in erery dhvctiati. But if a
nail aperture is made in the bnttoas of the riMtl, the
particles which rested upon the part of the botton which
u removed bcinj; no longer supported, w ill deecend bjr
their own gravity.
The particle* imncdiataly abore
desceml, ami all the fluid in the vessel
dteai will
--'i in line* nearly vertical ; aiwl when they arwill '
or 4 inches of the orifice, they will gradualriv.
diiection ladsw or kaa ohhaiM, Bad BMke
is

ia filled

in equilibrium, all the partklai

Mo
I

The aaaie thiofMppeM when
antheHdeaflha««aaeL The pa*.

•eoriiee.
'

e obtained cKpenaealally

by

If.

Bo*.

Lrlaaereaeel kapt.aaaitantly,

aad

t

the Boid paMidat

vWbU, by

inuiuiiig in!« iiif water
heavirr than it
such aa
;

of pounded slate.
When the veasd wa* allowed to anpty itaelf bv an
orifice in the bottom of the mbbbI, the sar&ce of the
fluid preserved ita hariaontality daring i«* deeomt, and
when it caoM to v>
T aa inch of the
'

orifice,

a

fiuiDcl>*h.

^f-^

Maliematical Recreations, etliteil by Montuclaand HutSee also Part IIL of this article on Hybb&i;lic

ton.

Machinery.

•Bf&ce of the

y appeared in tba

fluid.

\^Tien the water issued from an _

in the side of the vessel, the

i

pngMW

NMUBoa

the water up the syphon QP, through which all the Hydriulics.
water in the vessel SR will be conveyed into the cavity
BG, as if it had been drank by the bird.
For farther information respecting the subjects treated of under this Chapter, the reader is refcrretl to the
following works: Pascal's Trailez de I' Equilibre det
Uqnatrt, tic Sec Paris, 1664 ; S. Gravesende's Phy sices
Elemenla Mathanalica, lib. iii. Leid. 17+2; Phil. Trans.
1732, vol. xxxvii. p. 301 ; Desagulier's Courte of Experintntal Phihsophif, vol. ii. lect. 7 and 8, Lond. 176S
Ferguson's Leciure* on Select Subjrets in Mechanics,
Hi/droslaties, Hydraulics, &c. vol. ii. Edin. 1806; Dr
Thomas Young's Course of Lechcret on Natural Philo'
sophy, vol. i. Description of Plates ; Leslie's Short Account of Experiments and Instruments depending on the
relations of Air to Heat and Moisture, Edin. 181 S ;
Campbell's Travels in the South ofAfrica ; and Ozanam's

ON HYDRAULICS.

II.

mater, and amXt, wUch
tluU bnuidi of the
hydrodynamics which treat* of iuida renrirtwrii •• in
It therdSare vabracet the phaMONas exhibimotion.
ted by water iaaoing ftom ori6cca hi rcMrrobe, projcctmA obliquely or perpandicakely fat i«t d'eenx, movinf
hi pipaa, CMMk, and rivMs, eerilWlmg in wave*. erop<
of (olid bodice.
to the
pertag a
TT
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water also preserved

hariaoBtalitT ; and when the surface reacheil the
nppcr tdgt of the orifice, the water inclined a little from
the oriflc*, tbnaing aa apurua imation to a hollow.
A* the variooa partiaea of fluid which rush to>°
warda the orifice move in directions which converge
to a pi^t without the orifice,it isobvious that the column
of fluid which ii^ues from the Teaael ought to have a
Mnaller diameter than the orifice itadf. This diminution in the diameter of the column was first observed
by Sir Isaac Newton, and was called by him the vena
ita

eonhmeta, or the contmction of the fluid vein. The
diet anee ftom the orifice at which the greateat contraction take* place, ia eaual to the seraidiameter of the
orifice, and the area of tne section of the vein at thii
place was to the area of the orifice a* 10 to 14.14 ac^
cording to Newton, or a* 10 to 16 according to Bo**ut.
When the orifice, inatead of being a mere aperture in
a thin plata^ i* a dioet cylindrical tube, BoaMt fbttnd
that the area of the aaotiaa of the vaaa aaalMeta waa to
that of the eeilea aa 10 ta IS.S.
la moomiiag (a give a vary short view of the theory
of flaide isaaiBg from orifice*, w« asust warn the reader
not to aspect that strict coi ncidence between theory
and practioe which ia to befoand in many other branches
of Ktmee. In optic* and a*tronomy, and even in those
paita of hydrortaticB whieh we have ahaedy oonaidered,
the thaoa*tical r unite aoaraaly diflar at all frooa thoaa
which are abtainad from aecorata OBparimoata ; but in
every branch of hydraulioi the dadnctioaa of theory are
•a uiiee itai|i, that they are of no use wbaterer in any
of the important panosM to which thia aciaoae is applicable.
It i* only the general law* deduce<I from cxpariment that can be *afely employed in the variou*
operatton* of hydraulic architecture.
We ahall therefore pa** over very rapidly the theo.
retieal part of the Mdnact, and eoMavaur to lay before our reader* a ftul aaaou at ef the practical part*
of hydraulic*, availing ouradvea of the invaluable Lu
~

bouraofthaAbhi

^

principles.
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Discharge
df Kluitla
kfiniltons.

from
t _

_

„_

.

Definitions,

A vertical orifice \s

an orifice placed in a vertical
direction, so to allow tiie water to issue in a horizontal
1.

stream.

A

2.
horizontal orifice is an orifice placed in a horizontal direction, so as to allow the fluid to escape in a

vertical direction.

An

is a name given to any orifice, or cycone from which water issues.
4. An additional tube is a tube of any form, inserted in a simple orifice made in tlie sides or bottom of a

3.

ajutage

linder, or

vessel.
5.

A head of water is a term used to denote the height

fluid above the orifice, or in general the height
of a spring or source of water above the lowest point
where it can be employed to exert a mechanical force,
either by its impulse or by its weight.
6. If water issues with a velocity V, equal to that
which a heavy body would acquire by falling through
a height H, the velocity is "Said to be the velocity due
to the height H, and the height is said to be due to the

of the

velocity V.

Prop.

with which the laminae descend must be infinitely small.
Now it is obvious that the lowest film of fluid m n is
pressed out by the weight of the column m np o.
be the mass
(See Chap. I. Sect. I. Prop. IV.) Let
of the column of fluid m n h g, which is discharged
at every instant by the pressure o{ mti p o, or by the
force viti X f o, and let m be the mass of a lesser column of fluid mefn, which would have been discharged in the same time, solely by its own gravity,
which may be represented by the line E m. Then if
V be the velocity of the column vt g h n, and u the velocity of the column m e fn, the quantity of motion of
the column vi g h n will be V X M, and the quantity of
motion of the column m efn will he u y. m. But the
moving forces arc m n X "i o, and m ?i x E m ; and as
they must be proportional to the quantities of motion
which they produce, (see Dynamics, p. 286,) we have

M

mn X m o
VX M MX
:

71171

»«

;

y,

E»i=rV x M:
E m.

= »«

u

x wor

:

But the masses M, tn discharged in the same time are as
the area of the orifice multiplied by tlie velocity ; that

=

M

X V m

M m=V

X

7« 7j
:
»
:
: «, and
: »J
«» or
as magnitudes have the same ratio as their equimultiples have, (Euclid, V. 15,) we have
• : tt' ; but it has already been shewn that
u
:
is,

MV M =V
E»«, hence
MV M«=
V U* = too: Em.

L

7110:

:

:

If a fluid moves in an open canal, or through a
tube, kept constantly full, whose diameter gradually
varies, and if the fluid has the same velocity in every
point of the same section, the velocities in different sections will be in the 'mxexse ratio of the areas of the
sections.

Since £he canal and tube are always full, the same
quantity of fluid must pass through every section in
But as the quantity of fluid which
the same time.
passes through any section, whose area is A, is proporwith
tional to that area, and also to the velocity
and
which it flows, it must be proportional to
jointly, or
X v. In like manner the quantity of
fluid which runs tlirough the area a of any other section in which v is the velocity, wUl be proportional to
Hence ; d
o : A.
a
v.

V

A

V

A

=

V

X

Scholium.

The

case

stated in the proposition

is

one which

purely theoretical, and can never occur in practice.
In every canal the velocity of the surface is always
greatest, and in every tube the particles in its axis al-

is

ways move most

rapidly.

Prop.

Now if V is the velocity which a heavy body would
acquire by falling through the height j/j o, we have, by
Dynamics, p. 292, Case 4,
D* : a'=»j
: OT E, consequently
V" a5=i)* m»,
and V' zr D' and V = ti, that is, the velocity V, with
which the fluid issues from the orifice w n, under the
pressure of the column mnpo, is equal to the velocity v,
which a heavy body would acquire by falling through
:

:

the height m n.
It is obvious, that the preceding reasoning is applicable to a vertical orifice, or to an orifice in any posin, for the pressure
tion, provided its depth is equal to
of the fluid is the same in all directions.
Cor. 1. If the vessel ABDC, instead of being kept
constantly full, is allowed to empty itself by the orifice
m », the velocity will always diminish ; and when the
surface has assumed a lower level GH, the velocity will
be that which is due to h m.
As the velocities of heavy bodies, descendCor. 2.
ing by the force of gravity areas the square roots of the
spaces or heights through which they fall, (see Dynamics, p. 292, Case 4,) the velocity of the issuing fluid
will be as the square roots of the altitude of the sui'face
of the fluid above the orifice. That is, if the water
stands successively at the heights o m, h m, the veloci-

m

II.

be as \/tno : v' mk.
Cor. S. As the quantities of fluid discharged are proportional to the velocities when the orifices remain
the same, they will also be proportional by Cor. 2. to
the square roots of the height of the fluid in the vessel.
Cor. 4. If the orifice is horizontal, but opening upwards, so as to discharge the fluid in a vertical direction, the water will rise in a jet to the same height as
the surface of the fluid in the reservoir. As all heavy
bodies acquire in falling a velocity which would carry
them upward to the same height from which they fell,
the same must be true of fluids. In practice, however,
the resistance of the air, and the friction of the fluid

ties will

discharged from a vertical or horizontal
orifice infinitely small, in a vessel where the fluid is kept
constantly at the same height, the velocity with which
the fluid issues, is equal to that which a heavy body
would acquire by falling through a height equal to the
height of the fluid above the orifice
If a fluid

is

I^®*- ABDC, Fig. 1 be a vessel in which the surface of
Plati
CCCXVJIIJ the water always stands at AB, and let m » be the very
Kg. 1.
small orifice through which the fluid is discharged. Let
us suppose the fluid divided by horizontal planes into an
.

infinite

number

mn

is

Luninee,

it

fice

of laminas, then since the area of the oricompared with the area of the
will follow, from Prop. I. that the velocity
infinitely small

upon the

sides of the orifice, prevent this

trjie.

S

from being

Disdiarge
oi Kltjidi

from
OriKces.
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If the fluid, when it issues from the orifire
should continue to move unilbrmly with tlie velocity with
which it issue*, it would describe a space equal to ^ mo,

Cor.

in the

Di'cfatrge

5.

same time

that a

heavy body would

fall

through

the height o ai.
In atudyiog the preceding propoHtioo, the reader
moat cootider it aa giving the velocity, not at the orifice itaelf, bat at the venn amiracta, where the velocity
Sir Inac Newton having found that the
i« grcateat.
reutcity at the vena contracla was that which was
due to the whole height of the fluid, and that the velocity at the tfna conlracta wa:> to the veloci^ of the

v^2 : I, or a« 1.414: 1, necessarily concluded
that the velocity at the orifice is only that which is due
to half the altitude of the fluid.

orifice aa

of Plaids

Prop. V.

from

To

determine the quantity of water discharged by a
lall vertical or horizontal orifiee, the time of discharge,
and the height of the fluid in the vessel, when any
two of these quantities are known.

W

Let A represent the area of the small orifice m n ;
Pi.atb
the quantity of water discharged ; T the time of dis- cccxviiT.
charge,
the height mo of fluid in the vessel, and g
Pig- !•
16.M7 feet, the space described by gravity in a second.
Then since, by dynamics, the times are as the square roots

=

H

•h =

we have v^;

of the spaces,

1

second

time in which a heavy body would
Prop. III.
If a cylindrical or pri«niatic vessel, of which the horiiootal section is every where the aune, ia filled with
fluid, and empties itself bv an orifice, the velocity with
which the surface deaccnos, and al«u the velocity with
which the water iaaues, is uniformly retarded.

Since the velocity of the aarface of the fluid ia to the
veiocitv at the orifice, aa the art» of the orifice ia to the
area of the horiaontal sectioo of the reaael, er the
of the surface, the velodty of the surftee OMiat vary aa
the rdodty at the orifice. But the velocitjr at the ori"Cos varies aa the square root of the height of the fluid
in the vessel by Prop. II. Cor. 8. ; coDacfjuently the velo.
ci^ of the surface moat also vary according to the height
of the fluid, that is, with the space througta which it de>
acends.
But as the velocity of heavy bodies projected
upwards varies in this manner, the velocity of the fluid
surface nuut be uniformly reUvded in the same m^ntKr
aa heavy bodiea.

If a fluid ismes from • cylindrical or prismatic vessel,
whose horuontal aectiea ia every when the shm, aad
in which the fluid i« always kept at the same height,

the

V?, the
g

fall

through the

H

A

time

/h

^

Now,

tL-

as the quantities of fluid discharged

g

in different

time* are proportional to the times,

have 2 AH

W = JH

:

.-

/.

we

Hence,

g

y?

X'

SAH/

* , and suce —7=

•h

vH

= >/ H,

wehaveWsSAfv'gH
A=
<

=

^
"v^

.

SAv'gTi

W.
Hs jr^A'
Cor. By means of these formuUe, we may determine
the quantity of water
which is discharged in the
aaroe time T, from any other vessel in whi(£ A' is the
area of the orifice, and
the attitude of the fluid ; for
siooe / and^ an conaunt, we shall have

W

H

W:W'=AVir:A'Vir'.

orifiee will

ditcfaarge turice the quantity contained
in the vessel, in the same time that the vessel would

have emptied

:

height H.
But since the velocity is uniform, the space
described will be double in the time that a heavy
body would describe the height H, and therefore a
column of fluid =:
x 2 will be discharged in the

wn W = iAHl

Paor. IV.

OriSccs.

Prop. VI.

itself.

To

the

determine the lime in which the surface of waa
will descend through a given height,
where the fluid is discharged through a small orifice in
the bottom.

Uwt«

r.et A BCD be the vessel, and let it be required to
dc- ptAT«
termine the time in which the surface of the fluid deCCCXVIL
scend« from
to RS.
Draw M\, ^, parallel and F* I.
infinitely near to each other, then since P <r is
infinitely

Aa

the surface of the fluid is aniformly retarded, and
velod^ becomes nothing at the bottom, the specs
which the dsncending Sttriwe would describe, with

as iu

first velodty, continued uniform liuring the time
that the vcsaci takes to cmpt^ itself, is twice the sp^c
that the surftoB really describe* in the time in which
the vessel empties itself.
In this time, therefore, the
pai<
in the former case is twice
1 dischar;^ed

nchaiged m the latter case, aa the quan.

diachaigcd when the vessel is kept consUntly (Ull,
may be measured by what would be the descent of the

tity

surface, if
its

it

could descend with the velocity with which

descent commences.

The pwcadiBg demonstration

given by Mr Vjnce.
as a corollary from
fomuhe which expreaa the quantity of water duchar|[ed under the drcamstaiioes stated in the
proposi*
is

M. Boasut deduces the proposition

TOCZJ. PABTU.

ter in a vessel

AB

we may consider the height «-• aa constant du.
ring the time that the lamina of fluid
^ r flows
through the orifice ; and consequently its velocity is uni«
form. The time /, therefore, in irhich the height P » is
small,

MV

= "^J* ^ ' for
2AV7>^F«'
in the present caaeW=MNxP», and H = Ps.,
Ina
described, wiU, by Prop.

I V.

be /

•

siim'lar manner we may obtain the times f, I"
(or
other elementary lamuue into which the sum

all

the

ABNM
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may be supposed to be divided, and therefore the sum
of all thesi elementary terras, which may be obtained
either by fluxions or by a geometrical construction, will
be the time required in the proposition.
In order to find the time geometrically, draw EF
equal and parallel to BC and construct upon EF as an
axis a parabola FTG, with a given parameter p. Prolong
the lines AB, MN, fc >, and US, till they meet the parabola in G, c, d, and T. Construct a second curve XZ Y,
so that each of the ordinates Ha, Kft, LZ, may be equal
to the corresponding sections MN, ft ,, RS, divided by
c, K d,
their corresponding ordinates in the parabola
LT. Now, sinceHa=r-=-i^-,and

He'

MN

=r

H
Ha X

and since by the property of the parabola,
NIC Sections, Prop.

And v'HF

XHI.

p. 157.)

Hc
= v'P "« = -7-.

in the above value of

t,

^P

.

we have, by

substituting,

the preceding values of

,_.

OT,

See Co-

H c» = HF x p,

HoxHcxHKxv'P
= —2A X
A/g X He
by v'jP and H
,

and

{

He,

/

1
'

,•

*

~ 2AVg ^^^

°

"""'"'

^xbff

AB

"

ELZX.
^^
A 4/g X

It follows from this proposition, that the times
which the surface AB will descend through the
heights oP,os, will be proportional to the corresponding areas EH a X, ELZX, and that the time of descent
through any of these heights is to the time in which the

Cor.

in

vessel

is

otM

^J'^l'"!*

"''^'"•'

Consequently
'

J

j'

=

Time HK
and substituting

for

^ ^^

H c ^g x

2

v^m o

—^, p

value

its

i/m o

EG

being the

p^a^eter of the parabola, we have
ip
HK
,„^
^.
TimeHK=
y-t-x^G-;
^"c
S
^^^ by Prop. VI. the time in which the water descends
through the same space P v, or HK, is
,
a/ p

MN

~2 A \/g

A ^g

2

jf ^g now substitute in place of

MN.v/p.HK _
2v'^Hc -

/

be equal to

1.

=^

^'

^^^^^.

"

H

will

•

.i.
ii
1
uniform motions, the spaces divided by

Ha

its

Hc
equal

*

MN

'^^; and

multiply the first of these expressions by MN, and the
second by A, the products will be equal, or

plied into the variable curvilineal area
a 6 K. But
is the same may be shewn for every other element of the
time, it follows that the time of descent from
to

RS

.

•/•

in

•,•

dividing

^ ^^'

consists of the constant factor

^

But

HK

.

which

-,

Hence Oiifices.
the velocities are as the times of description.
^""V"^
2 mo
/m o
:
Time HK, (or the time of de- Piate
-^^ : jj-

MN,

<;

y/p

/mo

J J-

completely emptied, as the corresponding area
is to the whole area EFYX.

EH a X or ELZX,

MN A v^p HK
2A^g.Hc

Hence, by Euclid, (VI. 16.) the time of the body's as.
"^ing through m 0, is to the time in which the surdescends through P ^, as the area A ot the orifice
f««=«
ot the base of the cyhndncal or pns'' to the area
matic vessel ; and as the same is true ot all the otliev
elementary times which the ascending body and the descending surface employ in describing small equal
spaces, it follows that the whole time in which the ascending body will describe the height m 0, is to the
time in which the vessel will be completely emptied, as

f

MN

A

of the orifice is to the area of the base of
the area
The time, therefore, in which the vessel
the vessel.

^—

B

/»i o

will

empty

itself will

be

X -^, B

being the. area

of the base.
^^

Prop VII

RDSC
•

To

AB

•

"n

1

P

J

determine the time in which the surface of water

in a prismatic or cylindrical vessel will descend through
to RS in Fig. S.
a given height, viz. from

the vessel, then the time in which

is

1

K

/

^

This problem, as Bossut has remarked,

Plate
cccxviii.
Fig. 3.

by the method of fluxions

;

g

AB

may be very
but we shall

follow this excellent mathematician in the elementary
demonstration which he has given of it. Let us suppose that a body, not heavy, ascends through the height
m 0, Fig. 3. and describes that space in the very same
way as a heavy body would descend through the height
o m. Then it is obvious that the different velocities of
the ascending and descending body may be expressed
by the ordinates of a parabola GTF. When the ascending body has arrived in w, it will describe the small space
jr P or KH, with a velocity represented by the ordinate

He;

butthetim<ofdescribing.oisy'«-";andifthe

final velocity

of the ascending body were continued uniform, the body would describe a space=2 m in tlie time

Hours to run
Hours from commencement
Height of the surface from the bottom
Length of each hour in parts

12

1

144

23

Time »« * := B

121

21

(

v''" "

—

v''" *)
'

~A\/s

p
V ill.
Pkop. VITT
Xo

construct a clepsydra, or water clock, of a cy lin-

form

Jricai

equation in the preceding proposition enables us
very simple manner. Let us suppose that
is required to measure 12 hours, and that the height
is divided into 144- equal parts ; then the height of

The
to
it

do

this in a

aD

S^frbe^^.S^pir St'theTd^^firho^"
height will be 121 j at the end of the second hour
be 100, as in the foUowuig Table

34567
9

10
2
100

11

will

ly the differences of these times, or the time in whicli
will descend into the position RS, will
the surface

be
easily resolved

it

B
A'

'" *

64

81

19

17

6

7

8

49
15

36
13

11

8

25

16
9

2

3

4

5

7

1

910

11

*

1

9
5

it

3

12
1

£
will

Fig. 3,
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de.
Since the Velocity with which the surface
is as the square roots of the altitudes, then, as
<tWi
the velocities are proportional to the times, the times
Oritei.
in which these altitudes are described will also be as
Hence, since 13, 11,
the square rooU of the altitudes.
cccxviii. 10, &c are the times in which the different heights are
to be described, the heights should be as 12', II', 10*,

,

Hitherto

81.

A

=

i^rUpli}, or

1

AV?

hour

= j?^;
12 A

any of the three quantities B,

when two of them

•^

and

h,

fn»n which

A may

be found,

are given.

Scholium.
In practice, the 1 1 first divisions should only be em*
ployed, on account of the effect of the funnel-shaped
canty upon the regularity of the discharge. See p.
437, 506.

ia Kept
kept
ABCD la
•tic or cylindrical reaael abcu
Ifaa nnimatic
ir
full, it will diacharge twice aa mncfa water
aa it contain* in the time that it takat to empty itaelf
apletdy.

it

fbUows from Prop. VII. that the time

wnptiw

mo; and
tkmgtd

tndy

itaelf is

from Prop.

in the

full,

is

same

B X

,

in

which

h being equal to the height

that the quantity af fluid dia*
time, when the vcaael ia kept con>
V'.

2Av^gA = 2BxA;
v*^AVg X

this quantity ia

equal to

B */
A Yf

doaUe ct

tba

but

prim ABCD, which

orifice

it

VO

=

V^

g.XZxVa

A.

In practice, tba eiTect of tha

must be eeoridarad.

See Chap.

ftma^shaped

cavity

ill. Sect. V. p. 506.

diacharged from two iwiaiillii or cyl
_ linwhich that mutttmidaicend
daace
ttMoagli ibiBar iMighu. will be in the tii
p iid ratio
of the arcaa ef the baaet, and the difference bet ween
the N]uare roots of the height of each surface at the be*
gioBii^ and end of it* motion directly, and inversely
Aa ana* of the orifices.
ia

drical
leal vaMoia, iha times in

w

Let the corremonding quantities in the two ves*
sets be diMinguiabcd by accent*, then, by Prop. VI.

tim.o«:ti«eo>^=B<^'"'-'^*"):B> (^°'"^-V^!J;l)

Av^g

ardividingby^g,a.B

If we can detemine, therefore, the sums of all the e's
or the parabolic soffSicc KVTY, we shall easily determine tne swn of the ^'s or the total quantity Q, which
is ifisftiamil in the time ( from the aperture LNOM.
Coonilete the rectangle KVTH, and draw SG, tg pa>
ndU to VR. Now the area
is oonapooed of the
elements SG, tg, which are proportional to the squaiea
of the distances RG, R^ (see Conic Scctions, SecC
IV. Prop. XII. Cor.) Hence these elements increase
as the sections of a pyramid, whose summit is R, and
whose height is RH. Conseqaently the form of all the
GS's which make up the area II HT, are equal to

RHT

Paop. X.

AVg

<^'^"'> :B' <^''""-^'''^

.

:

4

RH X HT

The

space

;

RVT = VR x VT.

therefore the area
or the sum of the

KVTY,

,'

e's,

In practice, the effccU of the contraction of the fluid
Bost be nnwiiiM ii t. as in Cbap. IIL Sect. V,

is

therefore

= {(RVxVT— RKxKV);but
2X^XJV^^
Hence we have

Q= KRV X VT - RK X KY) x*^^^.
vP
If we substitute in this expression v^R X V'p instead

ofVT; v'RKxv'p instead of KY and
VRaH, and RK=A, and XZ=6, we have
;

SCHOLICM.

vm

from

issued from

the side of a vessd, was so small, compared with the
diameter of the vessel, that every part of the orifice
might be considered as at the same depth below the
As this supposition, however, is inadmissible
surface.
in the case of large orifices, we must now suppose a
large orifice divided into an infinite number of^ small
rectangles, (if the orifice is rectangular,) and regarding
each of these as an orifice, all the points of which are
equidistant fhxn the fluid surface, we must determine
the quantity of water discharged by means of the preceding propositions. The sum of all these elementary
quantities will then be the total quantity of fluid dischargetl during the given time.
In order to shew the mode of doing this, by a geome- PtATC
trical construction, we shall take the case of a rectangu- cccxvni.
Let
be the given '''S* ^
lar orifice as given by Bossut.
kept constantly full of water.
orifice in the vessel
Draw XZ, x 7, infinitely near each other, and parallel to
LM, so as to form the elementary rectangle XZ z x.
Thai if RI is the height, which may l>e considered as the
distanre of all the points of the small orifice from the surface AD, the quantity of water discharged in the time
I will be SXZ X I> X li/g X V'RL
In order to find the
•am of all th es e stsiaantani quanti ties, construct upon
the azu R V the psnboia BT. wiiaae pawietar is p, and
produce KM, IZ. it,
to Y, S, «, and T. The small
parabolic area IS t i soay be considered as s rectangle
ISxIi- But IS=v'RIXV'p; hence IS X Ii=IiX
V^RIXv^p- Calling e this parabolic area, and a the
elementary quantity of water which flows through the
elementary orifice XZsx, we shall have e:9=lix
v'RI X /p : « XZ X
X I i X v/RI, which gives us

is

SCHOUOI

If water

when

LNOM

cooaUaUy

It

supposed, that the
discliarged,

ABCD

Paop. IX.
f%.3.

we have

which the water was

exact time of describing each part tt the altiIf the
is easily deduced from the fonnula.
tude
time is to be one hour, then we must proportion the
area B of the hue, and the height A of the vessel,
of the orifice ; so that I hour
to tho

B

of p,„irt.

f*^ ,.
determine the quantity of water which is discharged in a given time from a large rectangular ori- >^ "^°^.
'
fice in the side of a vesseL

To

The

am A

DUcliargc

PnoP
XT
rnop. Ai.

•rruds scentL

arasl44. 121, 100,

491

^-

4«<^g(HVH-Av^A )

la this ttfnmaoD,

g

ia

S
always =16.087.

if

we

call
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Discharge
of Fluids

Discharge

Prop XITT
JROP.
AUl,

from

Prop. XII.

To determine the pressure exerted on the interior of
conduit pipes by the water which they convey.

Orifices.

To

determine the horizontal distance to which water
from orifices in the side of a vessel,
and the nature of the curve which it will describe.
will be projected

Let ABCD, Tig. 5. be a vessel of water, which is
cccxviii. discharged at
through the bent tube GEO, in the
Fig. 5.
direction OP. If the water were influenced by no other
force but that with which it is projected, it would move
uniformly in the direction
oP, with a velocity equal
to that which a heavy body would acquire in falling

Plate

O

m

QO.

But as it is acted upon by
gravity, as soon as it escapes from the orifice O it will obviously describe some curve line O np.
Make the elementary space O jn=m 0, and OP=2 OQ. Draw PM
parallel to ON, and join QM.
Let fall from the points
3«, 0, P, the vertical lines m it, o p, PV, which will be
parallel to OM, and complete the parallelograms Omn R,
through the height

O op S, OPVT.

Let us

now

suppo.»e, that in the

of gravity has caused the water to fall through the spaces
»««, op, then as the spaces are proportional to the
n, op=zO m' :
squares of the times, we have
o*, that

O

m

on account of

O m n R, O o p S,

being parallelograms
the relation between the
abscissae and the ordinates of the Apollonian hyperbola,
(See Conic Sections, Sect. IV. Prop. XII. Cor.)

OR OS=R n'
:

:

S

p»,

which

fluid

same velocity, and that this velocity is the same in all
the laminae,
liqr represent the section of the contracted vein at the orifice p n, the velocity of the laminae is to the velocity in q r, as the area of the orifice
; for at every instant
g r is to the area of the section
there passes out of y r a small prism of water equal to
gjf, and therefore these prisms have velocities reciprocally proportional to their bases.
(See Prop. I. p,
If we therefore call h the constant height of wa488. )
ter in the reservoir,
the diameter of the tube, d that
of the orifice q r, and if we consider that the velocity in
5 r is that due to the height h, and may be expressed by

GF

GF

D

thenD*:rf2=v'A;

v'/i,

would be unnecessary to proceed any farther in
explaining and demonstrating the geometrical construction which is usually given for finding the amplitude
either of oblique or horizontal jets, as the construction and the demonstration of it are exactly the same as
that which we have given in our article Gunnery, Vol.

X.

height

h,

-=-

But

.

extremity
city

iy/!i,

the velocity of the wa-

I>

as the velocity

the velocity

D'

will

\/h

is

due to the

be due to the altitude

since each particle of fluid that reaches tlie

PN

of the pipe tends to

while

it

move with

moves only with the

every point of P p or N k upon which

the velo-

velocity

.^

rests

must be

it

,.

pressed with a force equal to the difference of the pressure due to the velocities t/h, and

^

,

that

is,

every

part of the pipe will be pressed with a force equal ta

Cor. I. If an aperture very small in relation to each
of the orifices PN, pn is made in the side of the pipe,
the water will issue with a velocity due to the heighf

h

=—
— d*h

.

This height will vanish

when

rf

= D,

or

the whole aperture PN is opened.
See Bossut's Traite D' HydrodytMmique, Tom. IL
chap. xi. p. 197, &c. from which the preceding proposi-

when

tion is taken.

Scholium.
In page 513, SI*, of the present article, will be found<
a set of valuable experiments by Bossut, in which he
has measured the quantity of water discharged by aperThe agreement between,
tures in the side of the pipe.
the fornuila and the observed results, is very striking.?;.

&c. for the parabolic path of projectiles.
of phenomena, and the mathematical laws by which they are regulated, are exactly the
p. 572,

The two

But

ter in the pipe.

is

It

classes

aame.

" In a scries of very recent and interesting experiments on the discharge of liquids through small orifices, made by M. Hachette,
of which some account will be found in the following Chapter, he has discovered that the quantity of fluid discharged by orifices varies by placing an obstacle at some distance from the orifice.
Daniel Bernoulli made an experiment on this subject, and concluded
from it, that an obstacle does not alter the quantity of fluid discharged. In his experiment, however, the time of the flow was too
short for obtaining correct results
M. Hachette employed a circular orifice, 20 millimetres in diameter, which discharged water from a large vessel into a vessel placed at a great distance from the orifice. The surface of the water
the vessel sank about six decimetres in 10' 21". The plane
face of an obstacle was presented at different distances from the orifice, and the jet fell perpendicularly on this plane.
The follow/>
ing were the results
Distance of the Obstacle in Millimetre

m

"

.

128

80

50

^ "^"''!'

r-

i

time

which the water would have described the space
O m, the force of gravity would have caused it to fall
through the height OR; and that in the time in
which it would have described the space O o, it would
have descended through O.S by the force of gravity
alone.
Now, since the fluid at O is solicited by two
forces, one of which, viz. the force of projection,
would carry it through the space O m in a certain
time, while the otlier, viz. the force of gravity, would
carry it through the space OR in the same time, the
fluid will at the end of the given time be found at n. In
like manner it may be shewn, that at the end of the
time in which tlie water would have described O o uniformly, it will be found in the point p. But since O m,
O o represent the times in which the wat«r reaches the
points m, p of its path, and since in these times the force

*^™"'
,

column, Plate CCCXVIII. Fig. 5. No. 2. Plate
be divided into an infinite number of equal and verti- rccxvin,
cal laminae GF gf.
Then if we abstract friction, it is Kig. 5,
obvious that all the points of the same lamina have the ^°- ^•

Let the

in

is

ofl.luiils

24

4

Corresponding Times in which the Surface of the Water sunk Six Decimetres.
10' 21"
10' 25"11' 13"
15' 54""
10' 26"

Hence It follows, that at tlte distance of 128 millimetres (5.039 inches), the obstacle produces no effect
four millimetres 0.157 of an incli, the time is increased rather more than one-half.

J

but that, at the distance of
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II.

On the Latkkal Communication

or

Motion

extremity of the tube.

genious inve«ti«ation» in 1798. Sir I$«ic Newton was
acquainted wiUi the fact that such a lateral communication took place, and has deduced from it tlie propagation of rotatory motion from the interior to the exterior strata of a whirlpool ; but M. Venturi has the
sole merit of explaining the different phenomena which
explanation of
it pfoduces, and of applying it to the
many curious phenomena. The following propositions
contain a hriel and general view of the subject.

The motion

of a fluid
at rot.

is

establishetl this proposition upon the Plate
ascension, combined with the pres- cccrv"rvirtual
of
principle
Let ''8- *•
sure of the atniosphere, in the following manner.
BLKO, Plate CCCXVIII. Fig. 6, be a conical tube,
having the form of the vena contracta, and let the cylindrical tube LCQK have the same diameter as the
Now, the fluid stratum LK concontracted part LK.
tinuing to descend through the height LC, will tend
as
to have iu motion accelerated in the same manner
Hence,
gravity.
all other bodies falling by the force of
when it passes from LK to LM, it tends to detach iU

M. Venturi has

This branch of hydrodynamics ha» be«n cultivated
philoalmost solely by M. Vemuri, professor of natural
ophy at Modena, who publuhed an account of his in-

I.

coaununicated to the

lateral

which are

parts

hluids.

in

Fluids.

Paop.
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Later*!
mities of which have the form of the contracted vein.
the velocity of the effluent water is that which corre- *'^™™'^f'
sponds with the height of the fluid above the mfenor j,^^^^^ -^

from the stratum which lies immediately above it
which is the same thing, it tends to produce a vacuum between LK and MS, and the same effect is
produced thnmgfa the whole length LC of the tube.
The preaaure of tha atmosphere becomes active, as far
action
as is necessary, to prevent tlie vacuum, and its
fluid, and at
is the same, both at A. the surface of the
C, tha inferior extremity of the tube. The atmosphe-

self
or,

rical pi«aaure at

In order to establish this proposition by direct experiment, Venturi introduced the liorixoiiUl cylindrical
pipe Ac (PlaU CCCXVMI. Kig- 5. .No 3.) into a vesOppomte
sel DEFB, filled with water as high as DB.
the aperture C, and at a little di»Unce from it. « placed a small rectan«ular canal of tinned iron SMIJR,

open at the top Sit, and having iu inclined bottom
The breadth
resting on the edge B of the veaaeL
of this canal is 2t lines, the diameter of the tube .^C is
in a reacr.
1 4.5 lines, and the extremity A is inserted
voir, of which the water i» Wept at a constant heisht.
When the water of the reservoir is permitted to now
through AC, the current rises along the canal MB. and
of course rushes out of the vcsstl m the current BV.
In this war a current is creatcil in the fluid in the
This fluid is carried into the canal SR,
Teasel DEFB.
and isanea at D along with the water in the reservoir.
falls to
In a few seconds, therefore, the water
MH. A similar effect will be obtained if we bring
any light bodies near a stream of water issuing fnxn a
These bodies will b« carried along by the
rcacrvoir.
air which descends with the stream.

MB

DD

From these experiroenU, it follows that the lateral
parts of a fluid are carried along with any stream that
flows through the fluid, and conseouentlv llut the inotion of the flaid ia comiotinifaleU to toe lateral part*
which, art at naU

which
at

C

A

increases the velocity of the fluid

CQ, while the atmospherical pres,sure
the sum of the accelerations which would

issues at

destroys

be produce<I

alonjt

LC, so that the

fluid

remains con-

tinuous in the tube.
be taken to represent the time in which the con*
Let
tinuous column of fluid LCQK pasaes through the tube
LC, whatever be the velocity at L, >and the successive
auM lafrti on from L to C. Then, if we suppose this
to E, it will pa-'s
column to return upwards from
through the space DE, which is equal to LC in the
same time T, and during this time it will lose all the accalrfation which it acquired in iu descent from L to C.
The prtaaare of the column ED, continued during tlio
time T, ia therefore the force necessary to destroy the
lucccasive acceleration from L toC, and to prevent the
fluid from losing iu continuity in the tube LC. Hence
it follows that the part of the pressure of the atmosahOT* which ia netted at CQ to destroy the sum of
liia aif lailiiiin aionf LC ia equal to the pressure of a
of a fluid of the same nature as that of the
•oiwnn
And since the
rcaervoir from which the water flows.
same picatare most alao be exerted upon the surface
A of the reaerroir, if we take FA LC, the fluid at
LK will iaaaa with a vdodty due to the height FL=rAC,
abatnctin* the itardetion produced by the external

T

i

U

ED

=

int^MHtiM of Uw tab» LCQK.
ScHOLIim.

Scholium.
Venturi has applied the prindple in the propos i tion
to nplain lh« theory uf the water blowing machine.
He MB also shewn that the eddies of the water in ri.
are prodoccd by motion communicated from the
r.ipid parts of the stream to the lateral parts
which are more at rc«t anil ha< pointed out a method,
whi<-h he has actually tried with success, of draining,
br mean* of a AJI oif water without the help of maafciata. a piMe of gratrnd, even though the (ground'
aboukl liaona low«r level than the e«tai)li«hr'l current
See Prop. Vf and p. 564, Mj, of this
tiM Ul.
i

;

Mow

.

ticln
Prop.

II.

In dacoMliog qrUndrical tiiba, the upper

cztrc'.

Tlie theory of Venturi has been recently controverted by M. Ilaclicttc, who supposes, that the principal
cause of the increased expenditure by tubes is the adhesion of the fluid to the sides of the tubes arising front,
The following account of II««,
capillary attraction.
chetU's experimenta, taken from .VI. Poissons IUport«,
will enable the reader to determine which of the two
theories

is

the most plausible.

We

conceive, that

new

experiments are necessary to decide the question.
Exp. I. The fluid in motion was mercury, and tlie
When the mercury was |H:r.
pipe was made of iron.
fectly pure, it had no affinity for the iron, and flowed
out as It would have done frmn a sniill orifice equal to
But when the mercury was
the diameter of the pipe.
coven d with a pellicle, funned of an aloy of tin audi
other metali, this alloy '-ovrel the inside of the pij>e.
and the mercury then flowed with a full streun.
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Lateral
Exp. II. The fluid n«xt used was water, and the
Communi- pipe was coated within with wax. The water flowed
cation of
as if Uirough a small orifice, without filling the tube.
Motion in
But whenever the water was made to moisten the wax,
Fluids.
the pipe was instantly filled, owing to the wax being
replaced by the first coat of water which covers it.
Hence tlie reason why a disc of glass at last adheres to
water with tlie same force whether it is covered or not
with a coating of wax ; for as soon as the wax is wetted,
it is merely the action of water on water which determines the phenomena, as M. Laplace has explained in
his Theory of Capillar)/ Action.
Another important fact determined by M. Hachette
is, that in a vacuum, or in air rarefied to a certain defree, the phenomena of pipes ceases to take place,
'hus, if water is made to run in a full stream through
a tube under the receiver of an air pump, then, upon
rarifying the air in the receiver, the fluid vein was ob.
served to detach itself from the sides of the pipe, when
the internal pressure was reduced from 0.76 of a metre
to 23 cttitimetres of mercury. By thus diminishing
the internal pressure, the effect of the external pressure
is increased, which is transmitted to the pipe by means
of the fluid contained in the vessel, and to which is
added the pressure of the fluid. But there is a point
at which these two pressures are sufficiently powerful
to detach the fluid vein from the sides of the pipe, in
the same manner as a disc of glass or metal may be detached from the surface of a fluid to which it adheres
by the application of a sufficient force. The phenomena, therefore, exhibited in a vacuum, or in rarified air,
agrees perfectly with the explanation of M. Hachette,
and does not prove, as might be supposed, that the
phenomena of pipes are produced by the pressure of
the air in which the fluid is discharged ; an opinion
which is inconsistent with the two preceding experiments, for in these experiments the action of the air
was the same, and yet the phenomena were different,
according to the nature of the fluid, and the matter of
which the pipe was composed.
When the fluid vein has been detached by rarefying
the air, M. Hachette observed, that the water does not
again begin to flow in a full stream when the air is readmitted. This contraction of the vein, which took
place in the rarefied air, continues to subsist though the
pressure of the atmosphere is restored. Hence he concludes, that the adhesion of the water to the sides of
the pipe takes place only at the commencement of the
motion, before the fluid has acquired a sensible velocity
in a direction which separates it from the sides. In order to verify this conjecture, M. Hachette made the following experiment
The water flowed in a full stream
through a pipe without the receiver of an air-pump.
small hole was made in this pipe very near the orifice.
The external air then entered into the pipe, as ought to
have happened according to the theory of D. Bernoulli.
It interposed itself between the water and the sides of
the pipe.
The contraction of the vein takes place in
the inside of the tube, and the water ceases to flow in a
full stream.
This being the case, the small hole was
exactly shut.
The adhesion of the water to the pipe
was not again produced, and the flowing of the water
continued as if the pipe had not existed, so that it might
have been removed or replaced without any change in
the flow of the water. This experiment succeeded
equally well whatever was the direction of the jet ; but
care must be taken not to agitate the apparatus, for a
very small lateral motion of the fluid causes it to adhere again to the moist sides of the pipe. It was pro:

—

A

bably from having neglected this precaution, that M.
Lateral
^''enturi obtained a result apparently different from the Communi.
preceding. See Thomson's /Innals of Philosophy, July '""°" "^
1S17, vol X. p. 34.

Prop.

III.

discharged from a short tube of a coniof the atmosphere will increase
the expenditure in the ratio of the exterior section of
the tube to the section of the contracted vein, whatever be the position of the tube, provided that its internal figure be adapted throughout to the lateral communication of motion.
If water

is

cal form, the pressure

Having already shewn that the atmospherical pressure increases the expenditure through additional tubes
whatever be their position, Venturi next proceeds to
examine the mode of action by which the atmosphere
produces this augmentation, and he begins with the
case best adapted to favour the action of the atmosphere,
which is that of conical diverging tubes.
Let AB, Plate CCCXVIIl. Fig. U, the extremity Plate
of the tube ABEPF, be applied to an orifice in a thin cccxvin
plate, and let the part
have the form nearly of the Fig. H.
contracted vein, which is found by experiment to make
no perceptible alteration upon the expenditure by the

ABCD

simple orifice AB.
The water which issues through
CD is disposed to continue its course in a cylindrical
form CGHD; but if the lateral parts
continue, the cylindrical stream
will communicate

CGHD

its

motion to the

CFGDFH

lateral parts successively

from part to

shewn in Prop. I. Hence, if the divergence of
the sides CE, DF be such as is best adapted to the
speedy and complete lateral communication of motion,
part, as

the water contained in the truncated conical tube
will at last acquire the same velocity as that of
the stream which continues to issue through CD. Upon
this supposition, while the fluid stratum CDQR, preserving its velocity and thickness, would pass into
RQTS, a vacuum would be formed in the solid zone
R m r SQ noT. Or if it should be supposed that the
stratum CDQR, preserving its progressive velocity,
should enlarge in RQTS ; this cannot happen without
its becoming thinner and detaching itself from the
stratum which succeeds it, and by that means leaving
a vacuum equal to the zone R m r SQ noT.
similar
eflect would obviously take place throughout the whole
of the tube CE, and if the quantity C ?« is supposed invariable, the sum of all these empty spaces will be
equal to the solid zone VE
x YFH,
From this reasoning it follows, that the lateral communication of motion produces the same eflfect in a conical tube, whether horizontal or vertical, as is produ-*
ced by the action of gravity in a descending cylindrical
In this case, also, a
tube, as described in Prop. II.
part of the pressure of the atmosphere is active on the
reservoir, and at the outer extremity EF.
If the action of the atmosphere upon the surface of water in
the reservoir increases the velocity at the section CD,
this velocity will likewise communicate itself to the
whole fluid CDFE, and the tendency to a vacuum will
take place as before; but since the atmospherical action
is as powerful at EF, it will take away at EF all the
velocity which it added at
; so that being deducted from the same mass, and in the same time at EF, the
It is
fluid will not cease to be continuous in the pipe.
found by computation, that this will happen when the
velocity of CD is increased in the ratio of CD to EF".
all

CDEF

A

xG

CD
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By tpplyiflg th« general laws of motion to the latenil
fluid filmmenta of the stream which issues through AB,
describe a curve which
it is fount! that they tend to
commences within the reservoir, for example at A, and
continues towards CSE. In order to determine the nature of this curve, it is necessary to know and to combine together, by calculation, the mutual couvergen<
cy of die fluid 61aments in AB, the law of the ]a<
teral communication of motion between the filaments
thetOMlve*, and their divergent pro^ssion from C to
£. TbeM oombinatiuns and calculations are considered by Venturi as beyond the efforts of analysia. When
the tube ABFE has a figure different fnm thia tu^
tural curve, the experimental results will always differ
laore or less from thoae deduced from theory.

Pkop. IV.
quantity of fluid discharged through crlindrical
through conical tubes which diverge
from the ooaunenceroent of the contracted vein, and
have the same external diameter.

The

tubes

is leas tlian

The

general theory

:ii.

is

the same for tube* both of a

and a

conical form, but the loas of living
foroe ia graatcr in the cylinder, and tha cfiKt of the
cooamuiucatian of motion in thaae tube* cannot approach
Let the compoond tube
itA majuntum as in the cone.
PlauCCCXVIlI. Fig. 11. have tb* part
of the form of tb« som teHtnclm, and let tbe cylindricylindrical

ACFD

ACNM,

cal part

GINM

Hence

have ht dinMtnr

MN

greater than

follows, froaa the raasnning in the pra*
crdiiig proposition, that the lateral cnimnMnicatioo of
luotiuu tt'iuK to produce a vacuum in the solid aoae
I)F.

it

UU Vb XQ 1 Z. If the communication of motion in tii*
tube were ooapletcljr made, it would fbUww that the
pressure of the atmosphere woukl incrtaae the velocity
of tbe contracted vein in the ratio ef DF* to MN'.
The form, however, of tbe cylindrical tube, always
destroys a considerable part of the effect ; for the fluid
fiUmenta AD, in describing the curve DR, strike the
at R with considerable force, and
sidaa of the tube
Eddiaa or circular
thna lose a part of their motion.
whirls are produoed in the spece DGR, as in a bason
which re«eivca water by a channel. Thaat eddtes are to
a certain eztaot a failure in the oCmI, and ratard tbe
A much lesa incnaw ot tbe es<
efflux of the water.
(lenditure takes place in the cylindrKal tube tben coiw
respond! to the ratio of DF' to MN\
The raador will be able to form a general notion of
the effects of these internal shocks and edriiri iipnn tbi
ciUux of a cylindrical tube, by attendiny to ibe aaperiiiients in lable XII. p 503, of this article.
.\1. Venturi next considers, whether, in the internal
part of the simple cylindrielabe KLV, Fig. 13. there
IS the sane augmentatioo of velocity, and the same
contraction of the ttxtmn, a» in the compound tube of
Fig. U.
By raaannina according to the prindplea
which be baa estaMished, he ooticludea, 1. Tnat in the
section KL of Fig. 12. there is the same increase of
velocity as ukea plsce in the section AC of Fig II.
(See Prop. 11.^ The fluul pa|ticle* which pasathnugh
these sections have in both cases the same direction ;
for this direction can depend only on the impulse received within the reservoir, which is tbe same in both
In Fig 12. the fluid particka, after having

GM

*

M. Clsmcat,
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passed through the section KL, immediately begin to
experience the effect of the lateral communication of
motion, and therefore they must deviate laterally
through the cnrve L x jt, before they arrive at the place
(^contraction, which they assume at OF, Fig. 11. and
which they likewise assume when the orifice is made
If we suppose a tube of ^lass y K,
in a thin plate.
Fig. 12. to have one of its extremities applied at K,
and the other opening into the reservoir, it will be seen
that the pressure of the atmosphere which is exerted
upon the colouretl fluid T, (seep. 503.TableXIl. exp. 7.)
must act likewise upon the surface of the reservoir,
and aid the pressure of the fluid in the reservoir in forcing the water into the tube y K, as it presses the coIn like manner, the pressure
loured liquor into Th>.
of the atmosphere must increase the impulse of all the
fluid particles which arrive at KL, and consequently
must mcreaac the expenditure. As a part of the active
force of the fluid must always be destroyed by the eddies in an additional cylindric tube, it follows that the
e£9uent column can never have the velocity which is
due to the real head, and which is observed nearly entire in orifices in a thin plate ; and the diminution of
velocitr corresponds with the increwe of the time be*
yond that indicated by the theory.

,S"*?°

^

cccxviii.
Kig.

H.

Fif.

1&

the lateral communication of motion
apply in simUar manner to aacendbi|f
and diaeending tabaa, w henerer tbe Ibtm admit* of
In descending tubes, the
thia lateral communicatioa.
inctiMSa of expenditure occeai on ed by this cause, must
be added to that which is produced by the acceleration
of gravity, and which has been estimated in Prop. II.

wmk

But in ascending tubes, we must subtract this
from that which is produced by gravity.

effect

Prop. V.

By meaiu

of proper adjutages applied to a given cyit is possible to increase tbe expenditure
of water through thJat tube in the proportion of 2i lo
10^ tbe bead or the altitude of water in tbe reservoir
remaining tbe same.
lindrical tube,

Tbe truth ca«tiinnl in this praposition is dednoad
from tba eaparioMBts which we have given in TaMa
XII. D. MS and MM of this aitide, and the form of
the adiulMaa ia aKulainad in p. 5(M, and represented
in

iteCCCXVIIlTFig.
Fig.
PUuCCCXVIir.

r

-

16.*

Scholium.
" At
duaed

Borne,* aeys Vantuii, " the inhabiunt* purtbe right of ooovcyiagwatcr fW>ni the public

^^ifiy bottaea.**
The law prohibits them
ftoB making the pipe of oanveyanoe larger than tbe
apt itui a grmitad tbMn at the reaenroir, aa far aa Uie
distance of 50 foet.
The legislatnre was therefore
aware, that an additional pipe oif greater diameter than
the orifice would increase the expenditure ; but it wan
not perceived that the law might be equally evaded by
applying the conical inistum CD beyond the 50 feet.
"*

From
that

the structure of thia compound pipe, we l(^am,
not proper to make tbe flues of chimnies too

it is

_'

Plate

The theory of

in fluida

°^

f^^'^
^ .,-

SCHOLIITM.

io
na TW7 rsnni ripsriaMMa oa Ikt dUchargt of waUr ihroogh ejHaMsai aad mslril tubes, has mm)
axpendaur*
liturt oi
ot wai«r
waur m a muen
mueb (tai
(TMtat nti« bj chanciag tba fonn of tbe ceaipouo4 lab* ust4 bjr .Vcaluri.
r«<aM*s l^psrt so M. UacbstU's ^iwsoir.
^iwBoir, Tan lU.

la la(nasia( tba

L*tenl
Coramuni-
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the apartments ; but that it will be sufficient
they be enlarged at their upper terminations, according to the form CD, Fig. 16. This divergency of the
upper part will carry off the smoke %'ery well, even
when it is not practicable to afford chimnies of suffl.
cient length to the upper apartments.
The same observation is applicable to chemical furnaces for strong

larffc in

if

Fig. 16.

Hence we deduce,

fire."

Prof.

VL

The eddies of the water in currents and rivers are
produced by motion, communicated from the more rapid parts of the stream to the lateral parts, which are
more

I.alonl
current of the river.
For the water which descends by
a retrograde motion in the inclined plane CDE, Fig. 5. Communis
cation of
No. 4. cannot be restored in the direction of the current
Motion ia
of the river but by a new impulse. It is as it were a
Kluidi.
ball, which is forced to rise on an inclined plane,
whence it continually falls back again to receive new 1'iate
cccxviiu
impulsions.

at rest.

as a

primary consequence,

that in

a river, of which the course is permanent, and the sections
of its bed unequal, the water continues more elevated than
it would have done, if the whole river had been equally
contracted to the dimensions tf ils smallest section.
The
cause of this phenomenon is the same as that which retards the expenditure through the tube with enlarged
parts. (Prop. 7- No. t.)
The water which descends
from the elevation above the contracted part
into the
bason PQ, Fig. 5. No. 4. loses nearly the whole of the
velocity it acquired by descending from it because the
narrow part has a curved slope towards the lower part of
the river, which directs the velocity of the stream in an
horizontal direction.
Guglielmini has well remarked,
that a fall does not influence the velocity of the lower
stream, because the eddies of the water in the bason
destroy the velocity produced by the fall.
This
velocity increases the depth, and enlarges the width of
the channel at PQ. Eddies are formed on each side, at
the bottom, and at the surface, both in the horizontal
and vertical directions. It would be to no purpose to
attempt to prevent this hollowing out and enlargement
of the channel by such a fall by adopting the means of
close walls, for the bason would then obtain its enlarge*
ment where these constructions might end.
If the channel have a number of successive contractions and dilatations MN, without cascade or dam, there
will still be formed, at each dilatation, eddies which
will diminish the velocity more than if the channel had
an uniform section equal to that in
or N.
It will
therefore follow, that the surface of the water, after each
dilatation, must rise, in order to recover the velocity it
If we call the height to which the
lost by the eddies.
water must rise, above the elevation necessary to have
overcome the retardations of a bed of uniform section,
a, and the number of equal and successive alternate dilatations and contractions be := m, the height
of the rise in the stream thus alternately dilated beyond
that of the same river uniformly contracted, will be
here suppose the bottom of the river to be
am.
If this bottom be of such a nature to be atuniform.
tacked by the current, the contracted parts will be hollowed out, and the matter will be deposited in the enlarged parts.

Fig. 5.

No.

N

Plate
cccxviii.
Fig. 5.

No.

4.

"The water which moves in

the channel

MNH, Fig. 5.

meets the obstacle BA, which impedes its course,
it to rise and discharge itself in the direction
AC, with an increased velocity. Suppose the water in
BDCA to be dormant, the current AC communicates its
motion to the lateral particles E, (Prop. 1.) and conveys
them forward ; the surface of the dormant water becomes depressed at E, and the most remote particles
towards D are urged, according to the laws of the equi-

No.

4.

and causes

The current
librium of fluids, to fill the depression.
AC continues to carry them off, and the space BDC.\
continues to be exhausted.
The water of the current
AC, by virtue of the same laws, is acted upon by a
constant force which urges it towards the cavity E,
while its natural course or projection carries it towards
AC. Under the agency of these two forces, the water
acquires a curve-lined motion in CD, and descends
as it were through an inclined plane, becoming retrograde in DE, whence it would proceed to strike the obstacle BA, and the current AC, after which it would
undergo several oscillations previous to acquiring a state
ut the current AC conof equilibrium and repose.
tinues its lateral action ; a second time it draws away
into E, and forces it to renew
the water through
in which manner
its motion through the curve
;
the eddy continues without ceasing.
If the river should pass through a contraction of its
bed at N, it will produce eddies at both sides, at P and
at Q, similar to those we have considered at DC.
Suppose the stream of water, after having struck the
bank GH, to be reflected into a new direction HS, the
lateral communication of motion will excite eddies in
the angle of reflection R.
When two currents of unequal velocity meet obliquely in the middle of the river, the most rapid current will produce eddies in that which is the least ra-

AC

•

CD

CDE

pid.

Fig. 5.

No

5.

Suppose a stream of water to flow over a bed of unequal depth. If the longitudinal section of the inequalities of the bottom exhibit a gentle slope, as at ABC,
Fig. .5. No. 5. the superior water will impress its motion by lateral communication upon the inferior water
which is near the bottom, beneath the line AC, and a
current will take place through the whole depth of the
section MB.
The current, which is formed near the
bottom at B, is turned out of its course by the slope
BC, and proceeds to rise above the surface at Q, sometimes in the form of a curling wave, or vertical whirlIf the extremities of the hollow place form an
pool.
abrupt angle, as DEFG, eddies will be produced even
at the bottom, in the vertical direction at D, and sometimes also at G. These phenomena may be observed
in an artificial channel with glass sides.
Everi/ eddy destroys a part of the moving force of lite

;

PQ

M

=

=

We

The second consequence which we draw from

the

principle here established, respecting the loss of force
caused by the eddies, is of considerable importance in
the theory of rivers, and appears to have been neglected by those who have treated on this subject. The
friction of the water along the wet banks, and over the
bottom of rivers, is very far from being the only cause
of the retardation of their course, which consequently

requires a continued descent to maintain its velocity.
One of the principal and most frequent causes of retardation in a river, is also produced by the eddies,
which are incessantly formed in the dilatations of the
bed, the cavities of the bottom, the inequalities of the
banks, the flexures or windings of its course, the currents which cross each other, and the streams which
considerstrike each other with different velocities.
able part of the force of the current is thus employed
to restore an equilibrium of motion, which tliat current
itself does continually derange."

A

4.
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shew when
feet.

containeil exact-

it

The second tube allowed

the included air to escape as the water was poured in.

Disrharge
of

Wwer

from Orifices.

Water rRox

Vessels tmrocoii simple OiuricEa
AND ADDITIONAL TuBES.
Sect.

Oh

I.

Ihe Vena Contrada,

In the first Chapter of Hydnalics we have explained
the cause of the contraction of the fluid vein, or vena
eoHtraeta, and have state<i in general tlie effect which
this contraction produce* upon the quantity of water
discharged from vessels. ' The following are the mea•oret of the contraction according to different authors
A being the area of the orifice, and a the area of the
section of the contracted vein :

Oiili*

A.
Newton,

Sir Isaac
Poleni

.

140

.150

Highest found by Bossat, .
Mean of six experiments by Botsnt,
Lowest found by Bossut,
.

150.6
151.5

156
156
150

IJernoulli

Michelotti,
iJu nj.it,

....

Venturi,

;

;

ficet

II.

of

Om

of Water ditckarged hy OnForm*, from Veuelt kept conttantlu

Ike ^HonlUy

different

full

Im order to determine the quantity of water dis>
by onncea of dincrvnt lonna, M. Boamt em*
plagred wry dear water, wUch wae cxecllcnt for drinkBf The espOTiiMBta were made at Meaierr*, in the
becbniac ef thpHaiLii, in very fine weather, which
is the only infteiimiuii from which we can coDJccture
the temperatare of the water. The orifice* were per«
Ibtaled in platae of copper half a Hne thick
the time
vae aaoertained aometiiace by a seconds watch, and at
other tinMS by a Mmple seconds pendnlw ; and the
mart exact w eaiMrt i were u«ed in Mcertaning the
qtHMliqpef water di* chit »d. The fandamental me*'
•on wUcb be nofkanA wae a hoHow cube of copper,
having one of it* aioM exactly i>ix inches within. It
contatned the ci|rhth pert of a cubic foot when it was
entirely fall, and on lU fa«t intariar Cmm weic traced
four vertical acale* for asoertaiaiBg the tpuntJtr of water which it oantaiatd when it was full.
&I. Boseut
iao sued other two measures, one of which was a small
.

;

barrel coDtain in:; exactly a cubic foot, or right tiroes
Ihe eoMtents of the cubical vessel ; and tiM second was
• barrel containing right cubic feet. Each of these barBcia had two tmall tubes rising from their opper end,

iMMifh one of which
VOL. XI. PART II.

the water

was poored, and npoo

'lib.

Fotm and

ihc centre of

Diameter

podtian of the

the Orifice. gcd in a

Orifice.

Minute.
lines.

Lin.

In

231
9281

6
10 Circular and Horizontal,
Circular and Morizontal IS
Circular and Horizontal 24
Rectangular and Hori-

and Circular,
and Circular,
V'ertical and Circular,
Vertical and Circular,
7 Vertical and Circular,

4

5

37203

12 by 3
12 side
24 side

sontal

Horixontal and Square,
Horizontal and Square,

9

In.

of diachai-

the Orifice.

N'ortical

6

Vertical

12

|

2933
11817
47361

2018
8135

6

1353

12
12

5436
628

these resulta we may conclude.
General
Tliat tlie quantities of water diticharged in equal roulia.

From
1

times by the same orifice from the same head of water,
are very nearly as the areas of the orifices ; and,
2. I'hat the quantities of water discharged in equal
time* by the same orifice* under different lieads of water, are nearly as the square roots of the corresponding
beighta of the water in the reservoir above the centre*
of the orifice*.
If we call Q, q the auantitie* of water discharged
in the same time from tne two orifices A,A' under the
same height of water in tlie reservoir ; q and Q' the
Suantities of water discharge<l during tlie same time by
le same aperture A, under the different heads of water h, h', we have by the first of the above results,
A A' ; and by the second, g Q' y'A : \/h'
f

Q

=

:

then since

Q

:

Q'

=

:

:

trom which we obtain q

CBtfjged
'

No. of

C'omunt
Hofthtat'tbc
tluid above

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

158-5
156.2
Evtelwein,
Tfie measures given by Bossut were taken by a pair of
spherical compasscst with which he measured directly
tne di.iinetcr of the contractetl vein, which he found to
preserve the same diameter for some lines. The alti>
tnde of the water in the reservoir which Bossut usett
was 1 1 feet 8 inches. Me measured the vma coniraeta
also, when the water issued by vortical orifices placed
4 feet below the surface of the fluid, and he obtained
the very same resulta.
The ratio of A to a is however by no means constant.
It ondergoes perceptible variatioas, by varying the
form and ponition of the orifice the thicknesa 5f the
plate in which the orifice is made the form of the vea«1 ; and the velocity of the ianiing fluid.

Sect.

Shetring the quantity of Water discharged in
I.
oar Minnie by Orifices differing inform and position.

a.

.141

.

Table

=

—

X Q

A'

-r

.

,

and

—yrrq^ QV*

^-^
= ^^, we have by
A
V"

= A v^*

:

A' ^A', that

is,

The qoantkie* at water

in

Euclid, B. V.

general

diediarged during the
same time by difccnt aueitmea onder different height*
of water in the itetii r oir, are to one another in the
oaaspoond ratio of the area* of the aperture*, and of the
square roots of the heights in the reservoirs.
This general rule may be cotutdercd as sufficiently
correct for ordinary purpoae* ; but, in order to obtain a
great degree of accuracy, Bo**ut recommends an at*
tention to the three following rules.
1. Friction is the cause, tlut, of several similar ori«
fices, the smallest discharges less water in pmnortioo
than tho«e which are greater, under the same altitudea
of water in the reservoir.
ff. Of several orifices of equal surface, that which hae
the amalleat petimetrr ought, on account of ttie triction,
to ghre maee water than the rest, under the <utme altitude of water in the murujr.
S. That, in con*«<|aence of a slight augmentation
which the contrartion of the fluid vein und^rgoc', in
propoctioo a* the height of fluid in the reservoir intke ajuimie oagbt to be a little diminished.
3.

3 R
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niwharge
of Water
from Orifices.

In the following Table, given by the Abbe Bossut, lie has compared the theoretical with the real discharges from an orifice one inch in diameter, and the
different altitudes of the fluid in the reservoir. The real
discharges in column 3d were not determined by direct
experiment, but were ascertained with the precaution
indicated in the three preceding rules, and may be
considered to be as accurate as if tliey had been obtained from direct experiment. The fourth column was
computed by M. Prony.*

as

deduced from the preceding experiments of Bossut, +

A

H

being the area of the orifice in square feet,
the altitude of the fluid in feet,
the time, g the force of gravity at the end of a second, and
the quantity of water
in cubic feet.
As
g is a constant quantity, and is

Comparison

Constant

of the theoretic with

height of the

Q

^2

equal to 7.77125,

the

reitl

charges.

dis-

Paris Feet.

1

2

3
4
5

6
7
8

9
1

2
13
14
15

ATv'fTfor orifices of any form.
are circular, and if d represents their

If the orifices
meter, then

Q=

tliese

4.818

diameter.

same

T=

dia'

Tv/H.

equations

we

obtain

Q

Art
Theoretical
discbarges

Ty'H

Q
4.818

Av/H

Q

H = (4.8 18 AT)'

Orifice.

Cubic Indies. Cubic Inches.

7589
8763
9797
10732
11592
12392
13144
13855
14530
15180
15797
16393
16968

2722
3846
4710
5436
6075
6654
7183
7672
8135
8574
8990
9S84
9764
10130
10472

2

3

4381
6196

1

to 0.62133

1 to
1 to
1

to

1

to
to

1
1
1

to
to

1

to
to

1

to

1

1 to

to
1 to
1 to
1

0.62073
0.62064
0.62034
0.62010
0.62000
0.61965
0.61911
0.61892
0.61883
0.61873
0.61819
0.61810
0.61795
0.61716

These formulse
suits

;

but

if

4

accuracy, we must
but the one in the Table which comes nearest to the
circumstances of the case. Thus if the head of water

happens to be small, such as 1 foot, then we must take
the co-efficient 0.62 133, and if it happens to be great, we
must use the least co-efficient O.61716.
In order to determine the velocity with which the To deterfluid is discharged, we must first obtain the theoretical mine the
velocity, whichisV=v/32.l74v'H=8.0l6

That

sizes.
Let it be required, for instance, to
determine the quantity of water discharged from an
orifice of 3 inches in diameter, under an altitude of 30
feet.
Then, since the real quantities discharged are
in the compound ratio of the orifices, and the square
roots of the altitudes of the water, and since the theoretical discharge by an orifice 1 inch in diameter, under
an altitude of 15 feet is I6968 cubical inches in a minute, we have 1 ./ 15 9
30
I6968 215961, the
:

V

=

:

is

to the

above value being diminished in that ratio, gives 133309 cubic inches for the
real quantity of water discharged by the orifice.
The following formula have been given by.M. Prony,
real discharge as

1

to .62, the

we have

4.965

Eng-

V^H

as the

velocity of
the iisuing-

Huid.

measure of the

square root of the height of the fluid in the reser; or, if we prefer expressing these values in inches,
then since 32.2 feet
772 inches, and .v/772
27.78,
we have V
27.78 j^H for the theoretical velocity,
and V
17.206 y'H for the velocity at a simple orifice.
In order, however, to obtain the velocity more accurately, we should deduce the co- efficient of y'H, not
from the medium co. efficient in the preceding Table,
but from the co-efficient in the Table which approaches
nearest to the circumstances of the experiment.
The following Table contains a series of experiments Michelotby M. Michelotti, which were made on a most magni- ti's expeiificent scale, and with the utmost accuracy.
As they ments.
extend to apertures of three inches both square and
circular, and to altitudes twice as great as those employed by Bossut, tliey form an excellent supplement to
his experiments.
We consider them indeed as much
more valuable than those of Bossut, as the quantities of
water discharged in each experiment were prodigiously
The reservoir employed was 20 feet
greater than his.
high, and three feet square within, and had openings at
different distances from the top. The water flowed into
a cistern whose area was 289 square feet, and whose
figure was uniform, and the quantity of it was ascertained in French feet, by measuring its height in the cistern.
tlie

voir

=

=

=

• See his Architecture Hydraultgue, torn. i. p. 369.
measures, are in French feet, which are to KngUsh feet as 1066

+ The

in

is,

sVH;

different

But since the theoretical

^/H

the velocity acquired by falling
through any height H, is found by multiplying the
square root of the height by 8.016. But as the real velocity of the issuing fluid is to its theoretical velocity as

lish inches.

real velocity, or in round numbers
that is the velocity in a second of time in English feet is five times

It appears from this Table, that the real as well as
the theoretical discharges are nearly proportional to
the square roots of the heights of the fluid in the reservoir.
Thus for the heights 1 and 4, whose square roots
are as 1 to 2 feet, the real discharges are 2722 and
5436, which are to one another as 1 to 1.997, very
nearly as 1 to 2.
By means of the formula in the preceding page, we
may easily apply the above Table to the determination of the quantities discharged under different altitudes of water in the reservoir, and from orifices of

theoretical discharge.

found to gife vefy accurate reto obtain a still higher degree of
not Use the meah co-efficient O.6194,

will be

we wish

0.6194 to 10,
1

3.7842 tP

From^ the second of

AValerinthc
RealdisUeservoir tliruugh a cir- cliarges in the Ratio of the theoretical
above the
cular Orifice
same time
to the real discharges.
centre of tlie one inch in
through the
Orifice.

we have

Q = 4.818

1

j

fices.

T

Table

II.
Comparison of the Theoretic tvith the Real
discharges from an Orifice one inch in diameter.

Discharge

ofWater
from On-

Q=0.6l938AT,/2gH,

=

is

to 1000.

(
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III. CimUimtglke Esferime»u t^ Mkhelotti on
the quantititt of Wmter dudargtd bu different verltcjl ori/ica laUer different keadt of Water.
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Containing Messrs Brindletj and Smraton's Di«rfi«rge
Experintmis on the Quantities of IVaitr discharged by
rectangular Notches.
Opening..

Table IV.

^^^^

Quantity of
water in cubic
f«t.

Size and d»-

Had bon ibe Ccnoe

•

luie of the

ori-|

fice.

of die otificc

rimtat

Cobicfeetof
niniuilg. waUT expended

Widtbofthe

Depth

Dotcfaes in iodic*.

in incfae*.

Time

of dischar-

ging-

t
1

Feet. Inch.

7

3

5
9

6
5

1

5

6
6
6
6
6

5

3

€

6

415
499

2

8

15

S29

8

15
10

83

9
5

6
6
6

385

4

30
24
60

158
163

6
9

6

568 11

4

15
18
8

542 10
570 11
521 3

6

30
88

3

diaiocter.

80

488
589
575

8

3 inches

Circular, of

60

247

4

inch
diameter.

60
00

324

1

1444

6

Minuus. Fcec. In. Lin.

Lino. Puu.

3

10

8

IS

10

4
2

It
11

8

1

21

81

8
8

3
7

6

7

6

11

a
5

1

4

Square,
of

3

T

9'ndm.

11

9
10

8

tl

6

1

6

8
7
7

4

5

81

9
8
10

6

10

6

It

8

11

6
6

7

6

Square, of
3 inches.

10

81

6

11

81

R
11

6

Square,
of

1
1

1 inch.

Circular, of

3 inches
diameter.

1

4

Circular, of

8
10

i

8

SS

1

1

H

10
5

463
566
516
612

7

8
7

6 5
5 10
3
5
5

gives a co-eAcient of 0.625,
not very different from 0.6t9> the mean co-efficient obtained by IkMtut.
The following experiments were made by MeMTB
is

mtam
«*»*• Brindley and Smeaton. The water extended over a T«iy
%r|b ex pert, l^ge foHhce, and the heights above the orifice were
***^
meararcd frcm the surface to the tops of the orifices.

nntsfim.

1

5
6

1
1
1

1
1

i

in.

iquare

do.
do.
do.
dow
do.

Theco-efficJentdeduced frw

to
to
80

9iiiin.88MC,

6
5
4

40
80
44

4

14

17

S3

20
SO
SO
20

8V»
i\

7min. 16 sec.
*

55
19
33

2
1

SO
46
26
55
42

5

3

The experiments of Bossut were not extended to any
of the cases included in the present Section ; but we
are fortunately in possession of some good experiments
by Du Bust on the quantity of water discharged over
weirs and bars, which are cases in which the orifice ex«
tends to the iuriace.
^
A weir or jetty is represented in Figs. 7^ and 8. of Du

80
80
SO
lent*

it

0.68.

III. On the <pianl'aiet of Water discharged Ihrouf^k
openings in Reservoirs mhtm wrjr large, and im raadbty

Sect.

to the surface.

The following experiments were made by Mesan
Brimller and Smcaton on the quantities of water di*>
changed br rectangular notches, through which the water flowed trem a very extensive surface.
The first
column contains the width of the notches in inches :
the second conUins their depth ; the third contains the
Mirtitj of water discharged ; and the fourth the time
which that quantity wia diidurgcd.

.
Butt's*

Weirs are most commonly erected "pcriPlate CCCXV III.
"«"'•is a weir of solid masoitry or
as in Fig. 4. where
of timber, with > strong plank AB, called the *«*«
*I",„
board, over which the water flows. In this case, there- p^^ ,. ^"
fore, the depth of the orifice is measured by the depth
below Uie level sur<rf' the upper edge of the plank
Du Buat
face of toe water in the river or reservoir.
made four accurate experiments on this subject, the re«
the following Table, reduced
suit of which is given
to Englkh iDcbce, the length of the orifice being 18{
inches.

BCD

AB

m

Table V.

Containing Experiments by

Du

Buat on the

quantity of Water dischargtd aver Weirs.

DMhsrilMcriiM
hiEJ«liriitac

1.778

S.I99
4.665
6.753

Dtithaiiirf

caUcfiNdl

by

ibt flmnuU.

524
1SI«
2155
3771

506
1888
8153
3750

Wawdb.

Fm.
8
3
4

5
li
1*
5i

u

7

The preceding Table

which

fil

20
20
SO
SO
20

1

M. Buat has given the following formula reduced to
English inches, by which column 3d has been calculated, which shews iu near agreement with observation.
The formnla, as altered by Dr Robison, is

Ds:/%^I90.098H<,

or

D= 11.4172 /H^
D

ia the quantity of water discltarged in cubic
its depth.
the length of the wasteboard, and
That ia, muiltpUf the square root of the cube of the depth
of the upper edge of the masteboard belam the surface by
Hi, and by the length of the masteboard, and the product
be the quantity discharged in EnpUih inches.
In deducing the preceding formula, M. Du Buat has
aammed that AF, Fig. 7. is one half of AL, and that
the quantity by which we must divide the square of the
mean velocity per second, to have the height of fall
which is due to it, was 726. Dr Hobison, however, had
occasion to examine a numerous s«t of experiments, in
which AF was always less than ^ of AL, and was nearly if, and in which the quantity of water discharged
was greater than what is given by Du Bual's formuu.

where
feet, /

mu

H
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Diachar^e
of Water

from large
Upeniiigs.

It appeared indeed that AF depended on the form of
the wasteboard, as might have been expected. When
the board was very thin and had a considerable depth,
was much greater than when the board was thick
or narrow, and placed on the top of a broad damhead,

AF

as in Fig. 8.

Du

Bust's general formula, viz.

D=

lt/2G(l

— (^)A H* may

be accommo-

dated to any ratio between AF and AL, in place of
the ratio of | adopted in the formula.
Thus, if AF
M X AL, TO being a fractional co-efficient less than 1,
the formula becomes

=

D = -J.V2G{1— j«*)H^
has calculated the following Table from
Buat's formula, which is suited to English inches.

Table VI.

Containing the qitanlity of Water discharged over a Weir.

Depth

of the upCubic feet of water
Cubic feet of water disper edge of the (lischai^d in a minute cliarged in a minute by
wastt'bfiard
below
every
inch
of
every
inch of tlie wastcby
the
weirS, by
wasteboard, according bo.irtl, according to expethe fiirfitce in
DrKobison,
English inches. to
Buat's formula. riments made in Scotland.
»

Table

cal-

culatcil for

Du

0,405
1,140
2,095
3,225
4,507

1

2
S

4
5

6

5,92.5

7

7,466
9,122
10,884
12,748
14,707
16,758
18,895
21,117
23,419
25,800
28,258
30,786

8

9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

0,428
1,211
2,226
3,427
4,789
6,295
7,933
9,692
11,564
13,535
15,632
17,805
20,076
22,437
24,883
27,413
30,024
32,710

We have added to this Table a third column containing the quantities of water ttischarged, as inferred from
experiments made in this country, and examined by Dr
Robison, who found that they in general gave a discharge 15 greater than that which is deduced from Du
Buat's formula.
the engineer to

.

We

would recommend it thei^fore to
employ the third column in his prac-

H
H=

3x2.=

Q = |.v/HxCxHxW
for the quantity of water in cubic feet according to

Eytelwein.
As the same co-efficient answers for a weir of considerable extent, we may deduce from the preceding
formula the depth or breadth necessary for the discharge of a given quantity of water. Thus let it be
required in a lake with a weir three feet broad, and in
which the water stands five feet above the weir, to know
how much the weir must be widened in order that the
water may stand a foot lower, we have the velocity
-| .y^ 5 X
T v' 5 X 5.1, and the quantity of water
5.1 X 3 X 5; but as it is required that the height
shall be reduced one foot, or from 5 to 4, we have
the velocity suited to this
\ /^ ^ X 5.1, and consequently the section will be

=

=
H

=

^V/5X5.1 X3x5_v/5X3X5 =
V^4
I V'* X 5.1

that the
perfectly

but if it should happen to reach the opening
;
with any velocity, we have only to multiply the area
stagnant

of the section by the velocity of the stream.
When tlie quantity of water discharged over a weir is
known, the depth of the edge of the wasteboard, or H,
may be found from the following formula.

\11.4172//

The experiments of
number of cubical

the

1.5 a/ 5,
7.5

The preceding Tables and formula suppose
water from which the discharge is made is

klichi:luiti.

W

H

tice.

F.xpctinients of

I

-J-

Dr Robison

Du

H

is one inch, and the I^i^charfte
over a weir when the height
real discharge to the theoretical discharge as 9536 to "'^ Water
These numbers, however, suppose the length q ™„|"*'
1000.
_
of the weir to be infinite, or to be so great that the con_
traction at its two ends produces no perceptible effect
The formula, therefore,
in diminishing the discharge.
of Michelotti includes only the contractions produced by
the upper edge of the wasteboard.
In order to calculate the discharge of rectangular Experiorifices reaching to the surface, M. Eytelwein repre- ",'"""'. *^
'^)'«'*"'»'
sents the velocity, which varies as the s<juare root of
the height, by the ordinates of a parabola and the quantity of water discharged by the area of a parabola \ of
that of the circumscribing rectangle. Hence tlie quanof
tity of water discharged may be found by taking
the velocity due to the mean height, and allowing for
This mode of calculation
the contraction of the vein.
M. Eytelwein has found to agree wonderfully with the
experiments of Du Bual already given, as well as with
several accurate experiments of his own.
M. Eytelwein takes the case of a lake, in which a
rectangular opening is made without any lateral walls,
three feet wide, and reaching two feet below the surface
of the water. In this case, as appears from the following Table of co-efficients given by that engineer, the
co-efficient for finding the velocity as corrected for
being the height, we
Hence
contraction, is 5.1.
2 feet in the present
have y\/H X 5.1 ; and since
instance, we have the corrected mean velocity =: 4.8
6, the quantity of
feet ; and as the area is
water discharged in a second is 28.8 cubic feet. Putting C for the co-efficient corrected for contraction,
its depth below the
the width of the aperture, and
surface, we have the general formula.

Michelotti give 0.2703 v'H for
inches discharged in a second

and the height
4.19

is

4,

the breadth must be

-^v'5=5
4

feet.

If the surface of water always stands at the same On the disheight AB in the vessel ABCD, Fig. 9. and if the la"'^^^f^'^
teral orifice, of considerable magnitude, ism nop, then g^J ^f ^^^^
methods
we have only to determine by the preceding
jjaerable
the quantities of water discharged by the open orifices mafjnitudc
rpos, rmns, and the diffi?rence between these quan- wit'i aeonsia"' '"»
titles will give the discharge for the orifice mnop. The
of water.
same result may be obtained with marly the same acI'i-ate
of
gracentre
the
taking
the
velocity
due
to
by
curacy,

vity of the orifice

proper

co-efficient.

below

AD, and

correcting

it

by

its

^5'^Y'"'
*

*
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Eytelwein's c<vefticienU
connect«l with those which belong

Th« following Table contains

N«fc«r<»

«fW«i«

for different case*

**',

The wlwle

to the present section.

,yyj

velocity

due
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height
8.04, and the (liniinishe<l velocity arising from
contraction is shewn in the last column.
is

Tub"-

Table VII. CoHtaining

EtflelwetH't Co-ffficienU for Orifices

of different

kinds.

Ratio between
the theoretical

Nitore of the

No.

Orificct

and

empUjred.

real di«>

ctiirgcs.

For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For

1.

«.

S.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.

.
.
.
•
the whole velocity due to the height
_
wide openings whose bottom is on a level with that of the reservoir
sluice* with walls in a line with the wifice
•
•
bridges with pointed piers
.
^
•
•
.
narrow openings whose bottom i* on a level with that of the reservoir
smaller openings in • sluice with side walls
abrupt projections and square piers of bridges
openings in sluices without sidie walls

It was observed, even by Juliiu Frontinus, that a
abort tube inserted into an orifice, produoed a greater
.

diecluuige of B\M tiian would have baai oblMiwrt by •
•baple orifice of the SMue arwi. * Ouglicfaiiot notioed
the same fact, and explained it by an augmentation in
the weight of the atmosphere. Ha recanled the velocity
the tube BOQC.
at the end CQ. ( Fig. 6.
that which
is due to the whole height AC, upon the enoneoua
suppoeition that the pressure at C is the aaae in a state
of notion as in a state of rest. Gtiglielmini did not
cwneiiWr the diminution of discbarge arising from tlie
friction of the aaae snrftee of the tube BCKjC, nor the
augmentation of diedwiye aiMng from the romi of
the tulw, and, by a singuUr ooncnrreoce, these errors
mutually compeiiaatcd each otbcr in his experiments.
M. .Mariotte considers the water aa iaaoing at CQ.
with a velocity whicb ia • mean pivpottienal between
the velocities due to die hoiffcts AB and AC.
Daniel
Bemoalli explained the inouaed expenditure from addi.
tional tubes, by the thconr of the conservation of living
farces; and EuJer and crAlantbcrtt w«e« of opmion,
that the prewure of tfao alawaphere wan amitmtd in
the Drodnction of the ctfacL It was raaarMdt faowoMr,
for Venturi, as wr have slreedjr aeoa in tho aneuiiam
chapter, to explain the phenaoMBoa ia tbe moat aati»>
factory manner. Before we nrooaed to give an account
of his experiments, we shall lay before our laadiis a
full view of the exprriments of M. B<Msut.
M. Bosdut invrtt .J in the bottom CD (Fig. 10.) of the
reserve:'
idrical tube ai a op made of cop>

W

la

M

it was two inches in diameter,
laving stopped thr aperture
n
fiUctl the rr««rToir with water
to the h8 ini-bes lu lines above m a, he
found, uj™..
g Uie cork, that tbe water did not
taUuw the tide* of the tube, but tbat tbo vain wae con-

per, tod'

'I :

• ScJ

t

babM

''i"'

See

U

to 1.00
to 0.961

8.04

1

to 0.961

7.7
7.7
6.9
6.9
6.9

to 0.9<>1
1 to 0.861
1 to O.Sfil
1

1 to
1 to

861
0.635

7.7

a.1

mn

M,. covered with felt, and placed at theend of a handle
L.
Upon withdrawing the pUte M, he was surprised
to find that the water sometimes followed the sides of
the tube, and sometimes rcfwaed to iollow them ; and
he was at last able to produce th<- effect at pleasure,
even when the length of the tube was reduced frtim
2 inches to 1 inch and 6 lines. When tlie lengtli of
the tul>e w as reduced to half an inch, he could never sueoeed in making the water touch its sides.
Between
tbe interval of half an iiKh and 1^ inches, it ia not easy
to observe what takes nUce with certainty.

Tbo GnUowing Tabw abewa

tlie

resulta

which M.

Bosaut obtained.

TaoLB VIII.

Containing tke Quantities of Water dieCylindrical Tnbe* luie inch in diameter
and of dtfftre'nt lengths, nhelher Ike Tubes were inserted in the boUom or tn the ttdes of the pueeL

chargrd

tiff

aitiuids of Ike tuU above tb« Mipertor base
of the tubs 11 feet H indxa and 10 linsa.

CsosMnl

Ijtafihn at lb*

TubM oaptisiirl la
liQSb

Ciiliical inches diaeliarged in a minute.

jj^

1«27*
12188
12168

not filled with
J '"
tbe issuing fluid

1)28$

The

tul>e filled

With the

^*

iaaning fluid

Tbe tube

.

.

'

These results clearly prove, that the expenditure in*
creases with the length of the tul)e, and tnat the c{uantitiea

of fluid diecfaarginl are nearly as the square roots

w sQisetuie . al tai rsdun et ad Hbram collocatua <st; nodum am^at s e« ad cursum aqua ai oppoaltoa
•*• I*"" aut«B pretrmmUt aqua oonvcnua ct supimi*, MC ad baualum
pronu*:
»ittuua>4uc
icaailcr
r
a
.
If ^ly^dmteiiM UtU, K-tm. lib. jutu So.
AkuiJcn TraiU (t» rMfwUitn ft dn iiaial dci FluUa, | lit.
podtie

""

»»•'

Kng.
'

Feet

1

ci cAlici.

*•"

ties in

tracted as in a simple orifice, and could not be made to Booat'i eifill the tube without giving it a greater weight.
He pehtutnu.
o i), 1 inch in diameter,
thereftre took a C}-linder
and i inches long, in which tne water readily filled
the tube. In repeating these exptrinients, however,
he tbouj^ht of stopping the disciiarge within the re>
servoir, instead ol mithout, by means of a circular plate

m

and two
by mtj;;

Co-clBcieols Rytelwdn's
Tor finding Table of CO.
the veloci- efiiciciiti.

1

1

....
......

SlCT. IV. On the Quantilift of Water discharged from
Vesuls kept constantly futl, by addilionai Tubes adapt'
ed to circular Orifices.

V9-

"h^'T

iSid

to the

Tulwfc

ntiii.

Discharge

'•

1.
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Dieehargc
of Water
through
additional

Tubes.

of the altitudes of the

fluid

above the interior

orifice

of

the vertical tube.
follows also from the above measurement, that
the height of the reservoir and the orijicc are the
same, the theoretical discharge, the discharge by an adIt

Table X.

Comparison of the Theoretical with the Real
Discharges from an additional Tube of a cylindrical
form, one Inch in Diameter and two Inches long.

when

and the discharge by a simple orifice, are
nearly as the numbers l6, 13, 10. Hence Bossut concludes that the effect of contraction is not -wholly destroyed by the tube, as the difference between the
theoretical and the real discharges is too great to be
ascribed to friction.
The following Table contains the effects produced by
tubes of different diameters, and under different altitudes of fluid in the reservoir.
ditional tube,

Real Discharges
Discharges
n the same time
Water in the through a cir- by a cylindrical
Reservoir
cular Orifice Tube one Inch in
one Inch in
fDiameter and
above the
Diameter.
two Inches long.
Centre of the
Theoretical

Paris Feet.
1

2
4

Containing the Quantities of Water discharged by Cylindrical Tubes two inches long, with difJerent Diameters and under different heads of Water,

5

6
7
8
9

No. of cubic

the
Feet.

orifice.

Inches.

3

10

10

6

The tube not

10

6

2

iGeneral
results.

inches dis-

r

filled

with the issuing fluid.

10

S4.02

6
lOj

935
2603

these results we may conclude,
1. That the discharges by different additional tubes
under the same head of water, are nearly proportional
to the areas of the orifices, or to the squares of the diameters of the orifices.
2. That the discharges by additional tubes of the
same diameter under different heads of water are nearly
proportional to the square roots of the heads of water.
It follows, from the two preceding corollaries, in general, that the discharges during the same time, by different additional tubes, and under different heads of water
in the reservoir, are to one another nearly in the compound ratio of the squares of the diameters of the tubes,
anil the square roots ofthe heads of mater.
M. Bossut has deduced from the above experiments
the following Table, which contains a comparative
view of the theoretical discharges from a tube one inch
in diameter, with the real discharges by an additional
tube of the same diameter, under different heads of water.
The last column, containing the ratio between
these two discharges, was computed by M. Prony.

Head

ef

11

12
13
14

1689
*703
1293
3598
1222

From

Table XI.

10

charged in a
minute.

Lines.

61

Ratio of the
theoretical to

the real Discharges.

Orifice.

Table IX.

Diameter ef the tube.

15

Cubic Inches.

Cubic Inches.

4381
6196
7589
8763
9797
10732
J 1592
12392
13144
13855
14530
15180
15797
16393
16968

3539
5002
6126
7070
7900
8654
9340
9975
10579
11693
12205
12699
13177
13620

2

1

Hence
will be

11151

1

to 0.81781

0.S0729
0.80724
to 0.80681
to 0.80638
to 0.80638
to 0.80373
to 0.80496
to 0.80485
to 0.80483
to 0.80477
to 0.80403
to 0.80390
to 0.80382
to 0.80270

1 to
1

1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

to

I

4

3

follows, that the velocity in English inches

it

V = 22.47 i/\\ for additional tubes.

See p. 498.

col. 2.

M. Prony has given the following formulce, as dedu*
ced from the preceding Table. The letters have the
same values

as in p. 498.

Qn 0.81 AT v' 2 g H but since 2g
= 7,77125, we have
Q = 4.9438 d^T^H,
;

is

From which we

is

constant,

and

obtain

t

d=^-4.9438QT H'
V'
Q
T=
4.9438 d^

H=

^ H'

Q
(4.9438 rf^T)*'

When

the interior surface of the additional tube is
of a conical form, the quantities of water discharged
undergo considerable variations. M. Bossut made no
experiments whatever with tubes of this kind, but the
defect is fortunately supplied by those of the Marquis
Poleni, which are published in his work De Castellis

per quce derivantur Fluvium Aquae.

Containing the Experiments ofthe Marquis Poleni, on the Quajilities of Water discharged by Conical
Tubes of different Diameters.

WaUr.

Length of
the Tube.

Nature ofthe Orifices
employed.

Constant height Length of Orifice in a thin plate,
of the water in each tube Cylindrical tube.
the reservoir, 25b 92 lines, 1st Conical tube.
lines, or 1 foot 9 or 7 inches 2d Conical tube.
inches and 4 lines.
8 lines. ;3d Conical tube,
French.
French. '4th Conical tube.

additional

Tubes.

Constant uititude of the

3

Constant altitude
ofthe water above

Dischargr
of Water
through

of the Inner

Diameter
ofthe
Outer

Quantity discharged
a Minute in Cubic
Feet, as calculated by

Orifice.

Orifice.

Bossut.

Diameter

26
26
33
42
60
118

lines

26
26
26
26

lines

in

15877
23434
24758
24619
24345
23687

Time

in which
73035 Cubic
Inches were

discharged.

4'

36"

3 7
2 57

2 58
3

5

3

On

thedii-

charge of

water by

<^""^
'" '^

H Y D R O D Y N A M I C S.
The disdurge

in the preceding Table, for a simple

of

which is given by Bossut,
which appears to arise from his having used a measure
of the cubic inch of water, which errs in excess. From

orifice,

ia

than

less

we mav

and,
t. That in augmenting to a certain ilegree the diameter of the inner orifice of the conical tube, the quantity of water expended is also augmented; but that,
when this enlargement is pushed too far, there is a tendency to produce an exterior contraction of the vein

Table XII.

and thus to make the circumstances of the
same a» in simple orifices, in which the dis-

cbarges are the least possible.
Whetj the conical tube is placed with its smallest orifice in the reservoir, it will yield more water than a
cylindrical tube, the diameter of whose orifice is equal
to the smallest orifice of the conical tube.
The best experiments on additional tubes, have been
made by M. \'enturi, and fully described in his valuable work on the lateral communication of motion in
We have thrown them, in an abridged state,
fluids.
into the following Table, and have computed the num-

conclude,
1, That the real discharges are always less with conical tubes than the theoretical discharges, which, in tlie
preaent case, is 27425 cubical indies in a minute
Poleni's results,

fluid,

case the

tliat
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bers in the last column.

Containing Ike Experiments of Fenturi on additional Tubes qf various forms.

Thne
Heigbtof

Matuic Old

Wawb

ti

dM Tubes aad

in

whiHi

4 Paiu cubic

Oniien.

Ibct

VCR <BS-

cliaigad.

Circular orifice, 18 lines in diameter,
18 lines in diameter, and 54 lines long,
GI
18 lines ;
S. Conpound tube. Fig. 1 1. in which AC
!1
14.5 ;
10;
37 ; A.M
58; the conical portion having nearly the form of the oontracted vein,
4. Conical tube AC DF, Fig. 1 1, with the rest remored,
cylindrical pipe. 1 8 lines in diameter, and 54 line* long, having 1 2 small
5.
bolea made in it* circum£cmoe, at the diatanc* of 9 lines from its inner
1.

2. Cylindrical tube,
If.

11.

AB =

,

BG

=

GM =

=

= MN =
=

Number of cubic inches di*.

cbai^pd in a
minntft

4l'
31

10115
133T8

31

13378

DF =

42

A

orifiM,

41

10115

31

1S378

No

sas <
6.

The

water jnaaMd tlWMgii the halet, and the stream did not fill the
tube.
The BMawct was produced when all the holes arc open
as when any number of them is shut, provided one is open.
same pipe, with all the holes ahut with wet skin. The stream now

filled

»it

the pipe,

18 lines in diameter, and 57 lines long. The
glasa tube QRS was joined to the additional tube, and immerse«i in
a ooloorcd liquid T. The cekmred liquid rose to S, 24 inches above
T, and the tune in which i cubic feet waa espended waa
8. The compound lube of No. 3, or Fig. 1 1. in the aame cfrrumstances as No
9. The tube, Na 6, with its apparatus, waa applied so as to throw the water

7. Cylindrical tube. Fig. 12.

,11.

27.5

{

upwards. The liquor rose 80 iocbci,
Simple orifice, 18 lines in «!»— ^rj
1. Simple orifice, 18 lines in diameter,
VL Horizontal tube, partly cookal and partly cylindrical,

18378
13378

12198
9216
10915

to.
1

,13.

40.0

<

i

3.

terat.^= 18 lines, A0 = 31
Seme tube, placed vertically

14.

Simple onfice, 11.3

15.

Tube

!&

tube

25.
I

AB*F
38.5

.U

84b

125.

BOCQ,

Conpound tube, Fig.
155; CC=49

14.

18,

S4

18,

3

18,

18

18,

84

where

AB = EF =:

A tube, conaistiagof a cylindrical

18 lines,

Fig.

^

11888
9758

(».

AC = 11

DX. 205

in

NP, and

7 in

OZ

tube with the portion I'.NFEcut off

9216
8640

.

.

{

CO =

tube 3 inches long and 15.5 lines in
diamcto', i nt«i |»us<d between the two conical tubes of the preceding experiment
The tube of Fig. 15. ABCD had the same form as before, but CDEF w<
78 lines long and 23 lioM in diameter. Three glass tubes were added,
as in the Figure, and immiiiiil in mercury.
The mercury rose 53

The same

3190
3813
10115
10915

length DC. 3 inches,
18

18,

Ditto,

lines in

.fi&

....

BOCQ, diameter 18,

Ditto,

Ditto,
19.
iO. Horisontal tube
St.
Ditto.

K.

8640
8640
4932

lines in diameter,
of .\o. 12. placed horixonully. had AC of the form of the contracted vein, and tbe diameter A. 112 lines in diameter,
Tube of No. 15, placed vertically.

17. Vertical
18.

like Fig. 13. diame^

inches

27.5

15080

28.5

14551

25

16560
13378

SI

Discharge
of Water
through
addition^

Tub«».

Eiperi-

mcnti of

M. Vcnturi
on tubes of
rarious
foniu.
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50 i
Discharge
of Water
through

Time

H«f

ht of
AVat«r.

Nature and Dimensions of

the

Tubes and

in

which

4 Paris cubic
Orifices.

feet

additional

Number

~

of

cubic inclies

were dis- discharged in a
minute.

charged.

additional

Tubes.

Tubes.

Plate

Discharge
of Water
through

tube. Fig. 15. 1 48 lines long, and 27 in diameter at EF ; the rest
as in the last experiment
.
28. When the last tube is prolonged to any length beyond 148 lines
29. Same tube 204 lines long, by fixing a prominence within the tube at O,
so as to make the fluid fill the tube
30. Horizontal tube, Fig. 15. being made more divergent, 117 Hnes long and
S6 in diameter, the rest remaining as before. The stream did not
fill the whole section
31. By cutting off successive portions of the pipe until CE was only. 20 lines
long, and the extern.il diameter IS lines, the time always was
32. When CE was 20 lines, and EF 20, the stream was detaclied from the
sides of the tube, and the time was
,

Inches.

27.

cccxviii.
Fig. 15.

The

.....

32.5

21"
21

19748
19748

19

21830

28

14811

28

14811

42

9874

22
30

18850
13824

Height
above lower
extremity.

41.5
23.0

3.

34.

The tube.
The same

BCQO

Fig. 15. was applied in place of
of Fig.
tube, Fig. 15. applied to form an ascending jet

C

Time

in which
one cubical
foot of water
wasdischarged

Above upper extremity.

31.7

56.

Concluiions

from Venturi's

expe«

liments.

I

,
35. Simple orifice, 4.5 lines in diameter from vertical jet
.
36. Ditto with an additional cylindrical tube of the same diameter,
lines long

The

of No. 35. with a vertical jet
38. Ditto with an additional cylindrical tube of
37.

.....

orifice

The preceding Table contains a general abstract of
the numerous experiments of Venturi, which were made
publicly in the Theatre of Natural Philosophy at MoThe following are the conclusions which he has
dena.
deduced from them.
1. If the part of the additional tube nearest the reservoir has the form of the contracted vein, the expenditure will be the same as if the tube were not contracted at all.
This proposition

is

deduced from experiments

1, 2,

3,4.
2. The pressure of the atmosphere increases the
expence of water through a simple cylindrical tube
when compared with that which flows through a simple orifice, whatever be the direction of the tube.
This proposition is deduced from experiments 5, 6,
7, 8, 9, 10.
3. In descending cylindrical tubes, the upper ends
of which have the form of the contracted vein, the quantity of water discharged is that which corresponds with
the height of the fluid above tlie inferior extremity of
the tube.
This proposition, which has been established theoretically in the preceding Chapter, is likewise deducible
from experiments 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, I9, 20,

21,22.
4. In additional conical tubes, the pressure of the
atmosphere increases the expenditure in the proportion
of the area of the external section of the tube to the
area of the section of the contracted vein, whatever be
the position of the tube, provided that its internal figure is adapted throughout to the lateral communication of motion.
This proposition is established by experiments 23
These experiments also shew, that, by varying
33.
the divergence of the sides of the tube, the lateral communication of motion has a maximum and a minimum
effect.
The minimum is seen in experiment 32. The
lateral communication of motion appears to cease to

.

and

§

36

161

644

121
123
91

856
843
1139

ten

produce its effect when the angle of the sides of the
tube exceeds 16". Experiment 23d nearly determines
the maximum effect when the same angle is about 30°.
5. The quantity of water discharged is less through
cylindrical tubes than through conical tubes which diverge from the commencement of the contracted vein,
and have the same exterior diameter.
This is established by experiments 35, 36', 37, 38.
6. By applying proper adjutages to a given cylindric
tube, the expenditure of water through that tube may
be increased in the ratio of 25 to 10, the head of water
remaining the same.
In order to produce this singular effect, the inner exPlate
must be filled with a conical
tremity of the tube
cccxviii.
piece of the form of the contracted vein, which will in- Fig.
16.
crease the expenditure from the ratio of 12.1 to 10.
At the other extremity of the pipe BC apply a truncated conical tube CD, of which the length must be near,
ly nine times the diameter at C, and its external diameter D must be 1 .8 C. T^his additional tube will increase the expenditure in the ratio of 24 to 12.1, by
experiment 27. Hence the expenditure will be in-

AD

creased

by the two

pieces in the ratio of

24 to 20.

Experiments on the Expenditure of Bent Tubes.

In order to ascertain the effects of bent tubes, M. Venturi's
Venturi employed two tubes ABC, DEF, 15 inches experiment
The portions A, D on bent
long, and 14.5 lines in diameter.
have the form of the vena contractu, and were applied '".'"°',.
to the orifice of a reservoir, which was 18 lines in dia- '^'
meter, and in which the water was 32.5 inches high.
The elbows or flexures BC, EF were made in the plane
of the horizon. The tubes were made of copper soldered with silver, and the curvature BC was produced
by filling the tube with melted lead, in order that the
tube might preserve its diameter during the act of bendThe elbow DEF was rectangular. A rectilineal
ing.
tube of similar dimensions was also tried, and the fol«
lowing were the results.

*

ti

HYDRODYNAMICS.
Four

cubical Teet

were diachtrged in

45"
50
70

Rectilineal tube

CurTed tube
Bectangular tube

were obtained by Du Buat, rethe effects produced by bent tubea I inch in
r, and of different length?.

The

bpcri-

follow iuR results

jAugmenVelocity

Augmentstko

jtalioa

of

of the heed of Ibe head

^ODlMr

calcula-

OK

lk>M ham
die<Mmula.

Tube

1

84.945
84.945
84.945
84.945

inch

n

diameter
and 117
inches in

2.49
1.66

1.5

71

inche* long.

Tube 117
kmg.

Tube 138}

1.12
0.75
0.75
0.S7

59

0.8S

a83
a41
5905

5.905

58.808

1.64

1.59

58.438
58.438
58.438
58.438

1.5

1J7

0.75

a75

0.78
0.78

0.S7

0J9

0.41

0.396

0.89

0.378

29.33

incbMlong.
Tab* 737

1.66
1.24

1.5

84.945
84.945

Tube 138

Venturi afterwaitb applied to the same orifice a tube Oiiicharge
Water
having the same form and the «anie diameter as ABC, of
through
but cylindrical throughout, and without any enlarge- additional
ments.
It was 36 inches long, and the time in which
Tubes.
s«»-y-»^
four cubic feet were expended was 148".
" When the fluid passes from C," says Venturi, " to
the middle of the enlarged part DE, part of the motion
is directed from the direction CF towards the lateral
This part of the motion is
parts of the enl.irgement.
Consequents
consiuned in eddies, or against the sides.
ly there remains so much the less motion in the followThis is also the cause which destroys
ing branch FG.
or weakens the pulse in the arteries beyond an aneurism.

" From this consideration we are justified in concluding, that if the internal roughness of a pipe tlimini&hes the expenditure, the friction of the water again.«t
these asperities does not form any considerable part of
the canae. A right lined tube may have its internal
Throughout its whole length
surface highly polished.
it may everr where possess a diameter greater than theorifice to which it is applied ; but, nevertheless, the expenditure will be greatly retarded if the pipe should
nave enlarged parts or swellings. This is a very interesting cinnimstance, to which perhaps suflicient attention has not been paid in the construction of bj'draulic machines.
It is not enough that ell>ows uid
contractions arc avoided ; for it may happen, by an
intermediate enlargement, that the whole advantage
may be lost which may have been procured by the iiigcnioiu dispoaitions of the other parts of the machine."
Ejfltlmtin't

S8.657

inchta long.

Tba Uit colomn of the
fnrni the

loche*.

2.49

84945

length.

incbc*

Inches.

ibrmuU

;

preceding Table
\'

i<

computed

being the velocity,

t
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ExperimaUt on udditional

Tttht*.

The experiments of M. Eytelwein on additional tubes Eytelvein'i
confirm the general results obtained by Venturi. The np^'°o'*<
following arc the leading results which he obtained :

the

tn

MM of the angle of the bending, n the number of bcnd<
and

ingf,

m

a conatant qnanthy, which

Heiwe -—300

nearly SOO.

i«

i*

found to be

the measure of the rcnat-

anor.

M. Venturi employed a tube of the form shewn in
The onfioe A hat the form of the contraclad
and the ren of the tube i< interrupted by vaHooa
of it« diameter. The following an ita

Ratio of (he Diechaf|(K

I

cntonf H0
Tdodtt.

Shortest tube that will caase'1

tbestrcnntaMlbereeTory >.8125 to 1.0000
where to ita side* .... J
Short tubes, having their 1
lengths from 2 to 4 times > .82

Fig. 16.
,

thrtr diameters

6.5

6.6

J

Conical tube approaching to
the form of tiie vena eon-

.9«

7.M

96

7.86

.50

4.0

trarfa

Unta.
'

at

A

1 1

.2

atB. CF, G, .
.
9
Diameter of tiie enlarged parts 24
Length of BC, FO, &c. .
.
20
Length of CD, EF, CAi, ... 13
The leagtbof the enlarged jMOts was Tiriable,
bniig at one time 98, and another 76 lines,
.

The same tube with
edges ronnded tM
.

A

.

its
.

.

tube prnjecting within the
reservoir

.

with the

By

of

tfaia

sameeAct

in both.

Ubd, the foUoway rMolta were
TiOM In which lour
AiMcal feet of wttti
were diecbargcd.

Nombar

of
(olargrd putl.
.

.

.

.

1

.

.

.

.

a

.

.

.

.

5

.

.

.

.

VM. XL raRT

II.

.
.
.

.

.

.

109"

... 147
... 192
... 840

.

M. Eytclwcta is of opinion, that Venturi's assertion
that the discharge of a cylindric tube may be iocrea>
ted in the ratio of 24 to 10, is not generally comet,
and that when the tube is veir long, scarcely any addiobtained by the addition ot such a
number of experiments whidi he
made with difTermt pipes, he infera tliat a comi>ound
conical pipe, such as tnat shewn in Fig. 16, may in«
crease the discharge to 2^ as much as through a simple
tional expenditure

tube.

From

is

a great

24 to 10, as stated bv Venturi, or to more
than half as much more as would fill the whole section
with the velocity due to the height ; but that where a
considerable length of pipe intervenes, the additional
orifice appears to have little or bo effect.
orifice, <>r as
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Exhsustion
of Vessels.
Michelotti'i
experi-

ment*.

Michelotti made many experiments for determining
the real form of the vena coulracta.
He constructed a
great variety of ajutages resembling it, till he found
one which gave the greatest discharge. This ajutage
was formed by the revolution of a trochoid round the
The diameter of the outer orifice was
axis of the jet.
S6, that of the inner orific 46, and the length of the
This ajutage gave.9S3l to 1000 as the
axis was 96ratio of the real to the theoretical discharge.
The fol•

lowing are Michelotti's results
Theoretical discharge
1.0000
TrocJioidal ajutage
9831
Tube 2 diameters long
8125
For a tube projecting into the reservoir, and flowing full
6814
For do. when the vein was contracted 5134

....

Sect. V. Experiments on the Exhaustion of

On

We have already seen,

the exof pies

haustioi.
vessels.

Vessels.

A

few experiments on the partial exhaustion of ves- Exhaustion
were made by M. Venturi. An orifice, 4.5 lines in °f V^ ^sels.
diameter, was made near the bottom of a cylindrical
Vemuii'r^
vessel 4.5 inches in diameter.
The altitude of the wa- cxperiter in the vessel was 8..S inches above the centre of the menia.
orifice.
The ^urfiice of the watf r was th<?n depressed
A cylindrical tube, of the
7 inches in 27^ seconds.
same diameter as the orifice, and 1 1 lines in length,
was applied to the same orifice. The vessel was filled
to the same height as formerly, and its surface descended 7 inches in 2 1 seconds of time. These experiments
were afterwards repeated under the receiver of an air
pump, in which the mercurial gauge stord only at the
height of 10 lines, and the surface of the fluid was depressed 7 inches, whether the water flowed through
sels

the simple

tain vertical height in prismatic vessels, in which the
area of the horizontal section is constant. The follow-

or the cylindrical tube.

I
Sect. VI. Experiments ofBossut on the discharge of
ter into a submerged Vessel.

Wa*

In order to examine the discharge of water into sub- On the dli-

in stating the general princi-

of hydraulics, that a funnel-shaped cavity is formed in the surface of a fluid, when, in the course oi its
descent, it has nearly reached the orifice from which
the fluid is discharged. This circumstance renders it
impossible to determine the exact time in which a vessel is completely emptied.
The superincumbent pressure of the head of water being removed by the formation of the funnel-shaped cavity above the orifice, the
water is at last discharged in successive drops. M. Bos8ut therefore abandoned the idea of attempting to measure the time of emptying ves.«els, and confined his experiments to the determination of the time in which
the upper surface of the fluid descends through a cer-

orifice,

merged

vessels,

two

M. Bossut employed

a vessel

ABCD,

cliargeof

which a white-iron cy- water into*
Under VMNT, 1 foot high, and 20 lines in diameter,
J^]'","*'*
was immersed. This cylinder is supported on a tripod, plate
so that it can be set in a vertical line, and is furnished CCCXIX.
with graduated scales for measuring the water which it Fig. 1.
Fig.

1.

feet in diameter, in

The

receives.

orifice

in the cylinder

VMNT

being

shut, water is poured into the vessel till it reaches a certain height, and when the orifice is opened, the water
rushes in and fills the cylinder. The following are the
results of Bossut's experiments.

Depth of
immersion
or

Diameter

HM.

of the
orifice.

Time

which the water
on a level with
the water in the Tcssel.
in

H

rises to

Calculated
time.

ing Table contains the results of his experiments.
1

Table XII. Shewing
sels

the times in which Prismatic Ves-

feet.

Constant area of a horizontal section of the vessel in
square feet.
Depresaon]Time in which
of the up- the depression Time of the Difference beof the per surface takes place, acdepression
tween the
circular
of tlie
cording to ex- of the surface theory and the
orifice.
fluid.
perunent.
by the formula. expemnents.

Diame-

ter

2
1

2

The

Min.

Sec

4
4

7

9
9

20

25^
52
24i
6

Feet.

1

first

1

5

Min.

7
1

20
5

Sec.

Seconds.

22.36
50.59

3.14

16

8.50
2.00

4

1.41

column of the Table contains the diameter

of the circular orifice ; the second the depression of the
upper surface of the fluid in feet ; the third the time in
which the surfaces descend through this height, according to experiment ; the fourth contains the time as
calculated from the formula in Chapter I. corrected
by substituting 0.62 A instead of A, in order to make
allowance for the effect of contraction. The numbers
in column fourth always err in defect, probably from
0.62 being taken too great.
If the orifices are vertical,
the altitude of the fluid must be measured from their
centre of gravity.

inches

1 line

3

119 seconds.
15

155.97
17.33

are partly exhausted.

Altitude of the water in the reservoir 11.6666 Paris

Inches.

1

11

The fourth column contains the time, as calculated
from theory, which difl^ers very considerably in the first
M. Bossut acexperiment from the observed time.
counts for this, by saying, that at the first entrance of
the water, a jet is formed which penetrates the plate
of water in the cylinder VMNT, till it stands at a certain height, when the surface of the water becomes le-

Now as this jet will continue longer with small
than with large orifices, a greater quantity of water, in
Bossut also made
proportion, ought to be discharged.
the following experiments.
Exp. 1. When the water entered the cylinder by an
orifice one inch in diameter, it was necessary to immerse the cylinder 8 inches and 1 1 lines in the water
of the vessel, in order that the water might raise itself
vel.

upper margin VT of the vessel.
being wholly removed, the
Exp. 2. The bottom
cylinder required to be immersed 7 inches and 7 lines,
in order that the water might rise to the upper margin
to the

MN

VT.
Exp. S. When a large plate of white-iron was put
round MN, it was necessary to sink the cylinder 6
inches 1 \ lines, in order that the water might rise to
the upper margin VT.

1

1

Sect. VII.
ter in

Bossut's Experiments on the Motion
a Vessel crossed with Diaphragms.

ofWa-

Motion 'ef
water

m

a

vessel with

The experiments of Bossut on this subject were made

diaphragiM.

HYDRODYNAMICS.
A BCD. DCBA,

Fig. 2. and Fig. 3.
With two VMiels
tytmOt. whose interna] diameter is 6 inches, and height 3 inches.
The length of ED was one foot, and £A two feet.
LATC
with an aperture G, C
:ccxix. The diaphragm EF was pierced
lines in diameter ; covers DC, AB with different orifices,
were placed successively on the cylinder, and the cylinders were inverted, as shewn in the two Figures. A
narrow opening, 18 lines broad, was cut through the
whole length ot"the cylinders, and covered up with glass,
in order to see what was going on within, and near

the diaphragm EF was perforated a small aperture /,
which could be either opened to admit the air, or shut
up with wax. The following results were then obtained.

£rp.

The cylinder

Fig. 2. being completely filled,
shut, orifices of 6, 12, and 21 lines were
•ocoeanvely applied. In alljthese cases the water in
1.

and tae hole

I

the lower compartment ahldoned the diaphragm when
the height
of the water was about G or 7 lines. At
the instant of separation a whistling noise was heard,
arising from the passage af the air from the upper to
the under compartment.

EH

Exp. 2. By mverting the cylinder as in Fig. S. and
applying the same orifices, the very same effecU were
produced.
Etp. 3. The vessel haring the position in Fig. 2.
the hole / being now opened, and the orifice at
Ix-ing
6 Mbm, tha eparation took place when
was about

M

EH

Uinctea.

M

Esp. 4. When the diameter of the orifice at
was
tour line*, the separation took place when
was six

£H

Sect. VIII.
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Experimenh on the ascent of Water

in Jets

Bxperi-

menb on

d'eau, either verlicalty or obliquely.

— '—

Jets d'eau.

The

custom which formerly prevailed of decorating
pleasure grounds and public squares with jets d'eau,
rendered the subject of the present SecUon much more
interesting than it is at present.
The phenomena of
jets, however, are still of imporunce in a scientific
point
of view ; and as the fashions of former times may again
return, it would be inexcusable to omit altogether the
consideration of this branch ot' Hydrodynamics.
Accordmg to the theory of vertical jets, which has
already been explained under Chap. I. of Part If. they
ought to rise to the same height as that of the sur&ce
of water in the reservoir* from which they How. This,
however, is not found to be tlie case in practice. The
friction of the water on the sides of the tubes, the resistance of the air, and the obstruction of the descend-

^ ^'^
**"*

ing drops, all conspire in diminishing the aliitude to
which water would otherwise be projected.
In the experiments made by Bobsut, he employed
plats
a large reservoir A BCD, Fig. 4. and 5 to whah he CC XfX.
fitted boriaonUlly two tubes BE of white iron, closed ''«*• *» &
at the end E, and open at the end next tiic reservoir.
Each of theae wa,^ six feet lont;. The diameter of the
fir«t was S inches S lines, and that of the second
from
yui 10 lines, and on the upper surface of these tutaa
ajuLdges of different sixes were placed.
Around the
ends of each ajutage was aokUreii a tube of white
iron, wliose diameter was graatar tban that of the
ajutage, in order to be able to stop the jet by means
of
cork, which got-, iiito the white iron tubes.
The following Table contains the results ofthe experiments.

TAitt XIII.

Skeming the AUitudu lo mkiek JtU ritt Ihromgh Ajutages of different forms, the Altitude
of the
Eeservotr betmg EIntn Feet, reckoning Jrom the wpfer tur/mt oj the horixonlal Tubes
OE, OE. Fig. 4. and
5.

UU.*»d|
iMttsTikt
iritabia

Fomsrika

CE.CE.

Akk^kSrtha

J«s «iMs iWaa Utt

Pfe4.

9tm

tadbai

iksCMica.

n l-«<Hi>J,fc

Tl »sr ii

aod&

OF.

• fall
lactLLtaaik

a

8

s

t

Fan.

Simple 1
onfice,

J

F

S

10

G

4

10

Ijirfc.

5

I jiin.|Fccc lodi. l.jo^r

10

10

The

vertical jet rrry fine.

10

10

The

vertical jet fine,

7

Umdat

H

10

6

6

10

S

All the jeU occaaionally rise to different
heighu. This is very perceptible in the
ptcaeni experiment. l"he vertical jet
u much enlarged at ton. The inclined

aoe
8

8

S

8

9|

9i

O

9i

and not much en

the top.

leas so,

and more

beautiful.

Conical

"]

tube,

Cylindritube.

N

M

Simple
orifice.

'

M
L

9

9

6

4

9

I

6

9

II

9

7

7

10

9

8

6

The

vertical jet fine.

The

vertical jet is very fine.

The jet
10

is

here

fine.

The jet is much deformed, and very
much enlarged at top.
The column i« much broken ; and the
succesaive
other.

jeu are datadiad fnan each

ST- Ji-sstf •5;''^£«^i-jL'^ Esr.^",cssr.fu.t:sfe.^-:ar-
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Ex perinient* on
Jcis d'eau.

large ones having a greater momentum, are more able
to overcome the obstacles which are opposed to them.
This, however, is true only of high jets.
For when
they do not exceed two or three feet in height, and
when the ajutages are not below one line in diameter,
This
small jets rise to the same height as large ones.
conclusion must also be limited to the case where the

conduit pipe OE aflbrds a sufficient supply of water
for it appears from the three last experiments, when the
conduit tube OE is very narrow, that the small jets rise
Hence there is obto a greater height than large ones.
viously a certain ratio which must exist between the
diameter of the horizontal tube and that of the ajutage,
to produce a maximum height in the jet.
In order to find this ratio, Bossut has given the following method. Let D be the diameter of the tube,
d that of the orifice, v the velocity of the water in the
tube, and h the altitude of the fluid in the reservoir.
Now \/h may be taken as the constant velocity at
the ajutage. But by Hydhaulics, Chap. I. Prop. 1.

\/h

any

i;

:

= D'

:

rf*,

and «

other tube, in

same

=

([-2

^r

quantities as before,

I"

V^-

which D'

d', h!

we have

''^^^

and

v'

v'

manner, in

represent the

= -y—

<//j'.

But

upon the hypothesis, whidi is conformable to experiment, that two jets will each rise to the greatest possible height when the velocities of the water in the two
d-

—^

-cenduit tubes are equal, -we have v := v' and

J^ ^h'; consequently, D»

i

D'»

= V^
rf

^

i'*

V^ =

Ihe squares ofthe diameters of the horizontal tubes m/gitt
to be to each other in the compound ratio of the squares of
the diameters of the ajutages, and the square roots of the

of water in the reservoir.
Hence, if we know from one direct experiment the
diameter which a tube ought to have to supply a given
ajutage under a given height of fluid in the reservoir,
we may find the diameter of every other tube which is
necessary to supply any other ajutage under a given
heights

height of fluid in the reservoir.
. With this view,
M. Bossut made the following expeHe applied a tin tube one inch in diameter
riments.
The point of the tube, bent upwards
to a reservoir.
in order to project the water vertically, was made of
lead, and was a little more than an inch long, and to
the extremity of it seven different orifices were succesThe following were the results.
sively applied.

the Height

of Jets

Diameter of the Ajutage.
Lines.

the Experiments

of the

we must

jet,

resolve a

of Bossut on

viith different Orifices,

Height of the Jet.
Feet, inches, lines.

quadratic

equation.

a be the height of the reservoir of the experimental jet, b the height of the same jet, c the height
of the reservoir of the proposed jet, x the height of the
proposed jet ; then by the rule a
b:c
x=z b^:x^,

Thus,

let

—

we

—
„, ,_ --i'-^&^/(4<»c — 4fcc-hi»)

obtain

^i^bHc — x)
a

—b

In order to

2{a—b)

'

the application of the preceding
principles to practice, Bossut has computed the following Table:
facilitate

Table XV. Containing

the Altitudes of Reserveirs, the
Diameters of the Horizontal Tubes, Sfc, for Jets of

different heights.

Quantity of wa-

Diameters of the

ter discharged in

Altitude of
the jet.

horizontal tubes
Altitude of a rainute from an suited to the two
ajutage 6 lines
the reservoirpreceding co-

/*'; that

is,

Table XIV. Containing

the diameter of the conduit tube should be 36 lines
whereas the preceding rule will give 38, agreeing very menu OR
Jets d'ciu.
nearly with the experimental result.
It appears, from a comparison of the experiments of
Bossut and Mariotte, that the differences between the
height of vertical jets and the height of the reservoir
arc nearly as the square of the heights of the jets themselves.
Hence, if we know this difference in once case,
the difference in any other will be found by simple
proportion.
If the height of the reservoir of the second
jet is given, and if it is required to determine the height

Paris Feet.

5
10
15

20
25
SO
35
40
45
50
55
60
65

Feet.

Inch.

in diameter.

lumns.

Paris Pints.

Lines.

5

1

10

4

15
21

9

27
33
39
45

1

5G
65
73

1

81
88
101
108

4

58

4
9
4

6'5

1

72
79

1

51

70
75

86
93

80

101

85
90
95
100

109
117
125
133

4
9
4
1

1

4

32
45

95

114
120
125
131
136
142
147

152
158
163

21

26
28
31

33
34
36
37
38
39
40
41

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

The two first columns, containing the heights of
the jets and the corresponding altitudes of the reser3
1
8
2
The heights of the
voirs, are taken from Mariotte.
3
2
.3
jets and of the reservoirs not included in the Table,
3
1
4 . ."
7
may be found from the preceding formula. The third
3
1
5
5
column contains, in Paris pints, of which 36 form a cu3
4
6
bic foot, the water discharged in a minute by an ajutage
2 10
6
7
six lines in diameter ; and the fourth column contains
From these results it follows, that for a height of wa- the diameter which ought to be given to the conduit
tubes for an ajutage of six lines relatively to the altiter in the reservoir of 3 feet 2 inches and 1 1 lines, and
a conduit tube which has a diameter of 1 inch, the dia- tudes in column 2. This column is computed on the
meter of the orifice should be about 3| lines. Now hypothesis, that for an ajutage six lines in diameter,
Mariotte found from experiment, that for a head of and an altitude of 16 feet of water in the reservoir, the
water of 52 feet, and an ajutage 6 lines in diameter. conduit tube must be 28 ^ lines in diameter, and upon
1

.

3

1

6
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the principle thtt the squares of the diameters of the
conduit tubes are as the squares of the diameters of the
ajutages multiplied by the square roots of the altitude
of water in the reservoir.
It appears firoin a comparison of columns 5th and 6th
rfTable XIII. that the jets never reach the height of the
reservoir, and that a small inclination of the jet causes it
to rise higher than when it is projected vertically, a fact
which was long ago observetl by Wolfiu-s. (See EUtUHta Malheseos i'liirerser, torn. i. p. 802. sdiol. 4.)
The diminution of the height of the jet has been very
properly ascribe<l by Wolfius principally to the gravity
of tne fidling waters, which obstruct the ascent of the
wtXer which is rising. When the velocity of the foremost particles of water is spent, the particles immediately behind strike against them, and loM their yelocity, and in consequence of this constant collision
between the ascending and descending particles, the
jet continues at an altitude less than that of the reserThis consideration also affords a reason why the
voir.
height of the jet is increased, by giving it a slight inclination; for the descending fluid falling a little to one
side, no longer opposes the ascent of the rising fluid.
In proof »)f the opinion that the diminutionof the jet is
produced by the gravity of the falling water, Wolfius
«Ute* that he has foand that mercury rises to a still
1(M altitude than wate*. • This, however, is not owing
to the greater specific jr^vity of mercury ; for though the
iMrtirtf ot mercury art- heavier than those of water,
v«t the nKMBcntum with which tbej aacend is proporttooally greater, and therefore tfactc ia the same ratio
between the mancntom and the rnwfiwf which opposes their ascent, as there ia in the cm* of water.
Toricellius t seems to have been the first who ob.
erred, that when the water is first nrojected from the
oriice h generelly tlMing* higher than the height at

Height of
the wster
alWTe the

Maanoui^
as in the bydrcoirs of M.
sronld never give an addsDcctot, (ace page 485,)
In order to cxtional impolae to the aaceading fluid.
)>lain this phenesneaon, Boent supooaca the »ntage
that the air whun follows the wato be stopped,
ter accamaktae near the orifice in a candeniisl atale
as soon therefcee aa the orifice is opened, the etaitidtjr
of the indndcd air causes it to escape with rapidity, and
the water niahing into the space which it leaves, acquires by this short fall in the tube a certain velocity,
whidi increaaea at the orifice in the ratio of the section
of the orifice to the section of the tube.
In Chap. I. of HYDRAUtirs, we have considered the
theory of oblique jets. The following experiments

cific gravity,

nd

mA

were made by Boseut.
qnidsei

aq OB.

Xlwl

orificrt

juuge.

Feet.

Lines.

in.

4

S

4

3

6
6

Jeu

horizontal

on

dVait'

plane.

plane.
Ft.

Eiperiiiienl*

lin.

7
7

Ft.

in.

12

3
2

8

lin.

S
S

H^nce it follows, that the real amplitudes, which are
always less than those deduced from theory, are nearly
as the square roots of the altituiles of the water in the
In order to find the amplitude of any other
reservoirs.
jet, when the height of the water in the reservoir is 25
\/ii3=ill feet 3 inches 3 lines :
feet, we have ^9
l» feet 9 inches 5 lines.
The following experiments on oblique jets wn* made Vem<iri'»
eiperimenu
by M. Venturi and M. Michelott'.

:

I

of the

4

permanently settles, whidi no doubt
fl«a there being at first no descending fluid to retard
Another phenomenon however,
ita vertical ascent.
more remarkable, has been nodced by other authors.
When the water first escapee firom the orifice, it generally springt bicher than the reservoir firom which it
flows, Dut Uie rievatioD ia OMsaentary, and the water
This fact has
speedily settles at a t ouitant height
been ascribed to the elanticity of the air which followa
but it
the water in its pa<ta^e through the orifice
ia manifest that this would only diminbh iu spe-

X SfB

Diameter

9

wfaicfa it

*
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Amplitude of pro.
jection on a

Height of the
ajutaj^ alNxe
a horizontal

rsoHob trikae grsTilail aqua ssceaJen tts, quia
uui gDUarsn sMarisrnai ssanis si laagDasHt,

i

fr-- -- C/wMn*. MB. i.^ MS: tskol. 4.
t Dt Mttm rnjtoanm, lik Ui. or his C^sra CsssMtrfaa, ^ IM.

:

on obliqu*
Height of
the water

Amplitude

Nature

Height of the
ajutage above

of the

a horiiootal

projection.

In the

plane.

orifice.

reservoir.

Inches.

Inchei.

A

54
54

simple orifice
.Additional tube

32.5
33.5

jtta.

of

Inchei.

81.5

69

PlateCCCXVIII.Fig.5.

A

simple orifice
AddiUonal tube

19.33
19.33

Plate
23.2

cccxviii.

SO

Fig.4.

M. BoMut took

a tube, and having filled it with wahe allowed it to empty itself by orifices of different
When no orifice was added, but when the tube
sisea.
was allowed to empty itself, the water did not issue
with the greatest velocity when the tube was fullest,
bat when a certain Quantity of the water had run ouU
In the caae of small ujuUfte*, the greatest velocity,
and the g ieateit amplitude at projection, is always that
which is due to the oorreaponoing height of water in
ter,

the reservoir ; but, in very large
doc* not exist.

CHAP.

Ox THK

orifices, this relation

IV.

MoTiox or Water

in Pircs

xsd Opk<«

Canals.

TiiEEB is perhaps no branch of science so highly Motkm of
important aa that part of Hydrodynamics which relates '"• '"
to the oonvcyanoe of water in pipes and canals, and
"'*"
than ia none in which theory affords the engineer to
Hule aMiatmce.
When it b required to supply a town with water,
the first step of the engineer is to discover one or more
soring* aitiwtcd above the level of that part of the town
whid) the water is to be distributed to private
hoosca, and to the public foontaina. Tlie water discharged by the springs is then to be collected into one
or more reservosrs, and conduit pipe* of lead, or wood,
or iron, are then to be laid to convey the water to the
principal reservoirs in the town.
The quantity of w.i.
ter which is necessary for the supply of the inlmbilants
having been previously ascertained, an additional allowance being made for the probable extension of the

^^wUm

mm

quod argentum tItuoi ad minorem altiludlnetn clevatur
ko caa Inrurreotc* retardanlor
id quod Ipaiimct ocuAtque ItMie cat quod ri lumen angulo quantohbet exiguo
iaitus altitudo slaUn mtj/at tvadau"
Wolfii Sltmtnlm

i«i

:
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Motion of town, the engineer has next to consider what diameter
AVater in ^f
pjpg jg nccessary to convey the quantity of water re"'""" and
"""*
Pipcii
quired.
The quantity of water discharged will obCanals-

viously depend upon the diameter of the conduit pipe,
and on the velocity with which the water issues from

Hence,

we

can find the velocity of the water,
the diameter will be easily ascertained.
The experiments of which we have already given a
full account, enable us to determine, with very great
accuracy, the velocity with which water will issue from
an orifice of any form, or from short cylindrical or conical tubes, either simple or compound ; and hence we
can easily ascertain the velocity with which the water
will enter the pipe, or its iniiial velocity ; but these experiments afford us no assistance in ascertaining the various obstructions which the water suffers in its passage so as to determine the velocity with which it issues
from a pipe of a giveti length and diameter.
In order to obtain practical rules relative to this init.

if

teresting subject,

manj

ments have beer made.
duals

who

v.-luable

and laborious experi-

The most

have devoted their

of liydrodynaitiics, are Bossut,

celebrated indivi-

atteiition to this

branch

Du Buat, M. Prony, and

M.

Girard, by whose labours the art of conducting water has been brought to a very high degree of perfection.
It shall therefore be our principal object in the
present Chapter to give an account of the experiments
of these eminent individuals.

Table

I.

Constant

Quantity of

Quantity of

altitude of

water discharged in a

voir above

the axis of
tlie

Length of

minute by an

the conduit
Pipes.

additional

water discharged by
the conduit
pipe in a mi-

tube.

nute.

Account of the Experiments of Bossul and Cou- Motion of
Motion of Water in Conduit Pipes and Water in

^iP^»^

OpenCanah.

Canals,

The experiments of Bossut were made upon an eminence near the springs by which the town of Mezieres
is supplied with water.
Two reservoirs were excavated, one of which furnishes water to the second, in
which

it

The

stood at a constant height.

first

of these

from 25 to 30 cubic toises of waand the second was considerably less in magnitude,

reservoirs contained
ter,

so as to contain only about six cubic toises of water when
it stood at its greatest height, which was about 4^ feet.
horizontal tube of white iron, about eight or nine
inches in diameter, communicated with the bottom of
the small reservoir, and terminated in a cubical box of
white iron, about one foot broad, and shut up on all
sides. To one of the vertical faces of this box, were fitted perpendicularly two straight pipes of white iron,
one of which had sixteen lines of interior diameter, and
Various lengths of these
the other twenty- four lines.
pipes were employed, between 30 and 1 80 feet. At
different distances, small holes were perforated, in orThese
der to facilitate the exit of the included air.
apertures were afterwards stopped up by a little wax.
In this way, M. Bossut obtained the results contained
in the following Table.

A

Feet.

Feet

30
60

90
1-20

2

150
180
SO
60
90
120
150
180

1

2

2

2
2
2

S

Ratio between
tlie

quantities of

water furnished

by the tube and
tlie pipe of 16

Quantity of
water tocharged by
an additional
tube in a mi-

water discharged by
the condiut
pipe in a mi-

nute.

nute.

Quantity of
Ratio between
the qiuintities of

water furnished

by the tube and
the pipe of 24

lines diameter.

tube.

Tube and Pipe 16

of thcTable.

I.

plet on the

Containing the Quantities of Water discharged by Conduit Pipes of different lengths and diameters, com*
partd with the Quonlit'es discharged from additional tubes inserted in the same Reservoir.

the water
in the reser-

Explanation

Sect.

lines

lines diameter.

Tube and

diam.

Pipe 84 lines diam.

Cubic Inches. Cubic Inches.

Cubic Inches. Cubic Inches.

6330
6330
6330
6330
6330
6330
89*9
8939
8939
8939
8939
8939

2778
1957
1587

1762
1583

100 to 26.31
100 to 22.50
100 to 19.71
100 to 17.70

3

4

5

1351
1178

100 to 43.89
100 to 30 91
100 to 25.07
100 to 21.34
100 to 18.61

10.'i2

10<) to 16.62

4066
2888
235a
2011

100 to 45.48
100 to 32.31

14243
14243
14243
14243
14243
14243
20112
201(2
20112
'20112

20112
20112

76SO
5564
4534
3944
34«6
3119
11219
8I9O
6812
5885
5252
4710

6

100 to
J

00

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
iOO
100

53..92
to 39.06

to 31

83

to 27.69

to 24.48
to 21 90
to 55 78
to 40.72
to 33.87
to 2.9.S6
to 26.01
to 23.41

8

7

This Table contains two sets of experiment.';, one set
on the relative quantities of water discharged by an additional tube 16 lines in diameter, and a pipe of various
lengths of the same diameter ; and another set on the
relative Quantities discharged by an additional tube 24
lines in oiameter, and a pipe of various length and of
the same diameter. The fifth and eighth columns contain the ratios of these discharges, which are also the
ratios of the velocities with which the water issues from

Even at the short length of 30 feet, the velocity with
which the water issues fi-um the pipe is nearly one half
of that with which it issues from the tube, and when
the pipe is 180 feet long, and its diameter 16 lines, the

the additional tube and the extremities of the pip«s.

pipes; a result which arises fvom the trictiou having

ratio of the

water has
tion

velociticlost 5.6ths

only KK) to 166, so that the
of its initial velocity by its fric-

is

on the sides of the pipe.
obvious from a comparison of columns 5 and

It is

that the diminution of the velocity

is

8*
greatest in small

a

nients of
Buisui.
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5779 cubic inches in a minute, which is less than that Motion "i"
which is disch.irged by the preceding pipes. By dimi- Waitt in
Pipes and
nishing, however, the inclination of the above pipes,
Canals.
they would be brought to give the same disciiarge as
equality
discharge
will
of
the additional tube. This

and consequently of velocity, is also inThis fact is analogoDs to what taket place in
the friction of solid bodies, which in general increases
with the velocity. Perhaps, howerer, it may yet be
found, that when a very great velocity is given to the
water, its velocity may be augmented, as Coulomb
found it to be in some cases in solid bodies. From the
above experiments, M. Bossut concludes in general,
that the quantities of water discharged in equal times
by a horizontal pipe under the same height of water in
the reservoir, and for diSerent lengths, are to one ano-

take place when the inclination of the pipe is tf 31', or
the depression of the lower extremity of the pipe
In this case
is one- eighth or one-ninth of its Uogth.
the velocity, arising from the relative gravity of the water, is exactly counterbalanced by the resistance which
the water experiences in the pipe.

.

of

(liicharjfe,

creased.

ctU
It.
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the axis of the small
; fluid in the axi* of the ^.reat one.
Ky conipari"g the six first experiments with the six
la«t xper!r:>ents. it will be »een that as the heij^t of
the (\»'-:i in the reservoir is increased, the diminution
tJie flaid in

ther in Ike htftrte ratio of the iquare root* of the
length*, pfvrided that these lengths are not very diSe.

rent from one another. Hence, when we know by experiment the quantity of water discharged for a given
length of pipe, we may find the quantity discharged
.Since the diminution of velocity
for any other length.
ia greatest when the head of water is small, we may
conceive the head of water to be reduced to such a de>
gree, that the velocity with which the water enters the
pipe is not sufificiently powerful to overcome the resistances arising from the friction upon the pipe, an<I the
In order to
muttial cohesion of the particles of water.
examine this point expenmentally, M. Boasut employed
a head of water only \6 lines, from which the water
flowed into the two preceding pipe*, when ttieir length
was a hundred and eighty feet. In this case (he water
was diachargcd in the form of a narrow fillet, and the
drt>p« tacoeedcd each other alrrost as if they were inHi-nre it follows, that in order to have
sulated bodiea.
a perceptible and mntinunus discharge frooa conduit
pipes, there should be a head of water of aboat 80 linea
If tlie current of water, however, is very
in 180 feet.
large, such a great declivity as this will not be necca-

when

On

of Water

the Motion

Bent Pipet.

in

In order to determine the effects of flexures or
bendings in conduit pipes, M. Bossut made the following experimrnts. The p'pes were perforated with
stokII holes to facilitate

the ascent of the

air.

At the

end of each pipe was soldered a tnbe M, about two
inches in diameter, w\iich communicated with the
smallest of the reservoirs already mentioned. This additional tube is furnished with a stopcock R, perforated
with an aperture of more than 18 lines in diameter.

Shewing the qnantiliet of Water ditcharged
III.
iy rectilineal and curvi/in fa/ leaden Pipet, 50 Jeet long,

Table
1

inch in diameter,

and

1

line thick.

Qiiantitia

Altitude of

atWtm

Water Pona Hid VMMon of llis CodMi Pipes.
ditchamd
8bs Ilrts CCCXIX. IV" •• 7. etattwIUin
Mithe

nute

•''«».

Cub. Inch.

Fe«. lD<tL

4

The

-ertilincal

tiilie

hon.-.intillv, Kij».

MN,
(i.

placed

.

tul)e similarly placed.

1

4

576
1050

tube, Ijent into the curform ABC, Fig. 7- each
flexure lyiiis flat on a horisonbeing a horizoiital plane,
I'

vilineal

lary.

As the preceding experiments

relate only to pipe*
Bossut proceeds to the consideraIn tlie case of a
tion of vertical and inclined pipes.
yertical pipe, it is obvious that its motion will be accelerated during its descent through the tube, as appears
in the experiment at Venturi alrcadv dracribed. NVhen
the pipe is inclined, a similar acceleration takes place
when the inclination is considerable ; for if the angle of
inclination were only I degree, the resistances which
the fluid experiences woala more than counterfoalanoe
the acceleration of gravity.
The fallowing Table contains Boaant's experimenta
irith a pipe, which formed the hypothentue of a right
angled trungle, the hypoihenuae hetnv to the altitude
of the triangle as2I«4ta241. lu dunneter was 16
p1ace<l horizontally.

Tabids

II.

On

M

the Quanlity

of Water ditehargtd by mNumber

Hmlsr waist

of ostiit

Lsagthafdia

hlDdiai.

P^

10
10
10

I6liuea.

faialiiuiu.

....

ABC

.

cbmei Piptt of different Ungtht.

tal nectioii,
I

4

The same tnbe simiUrly placed,
The same tube ploced as in Fig.
where

540
lOSO

ABCD

is a vertical
the parU A, B, C. D,
rising above a horixontal plane,
and Uie parts a, b, c, lying u|v

8.

section,

on
1

520

it,

The same tube

similarly placed.

1088

appear* fWim this Table, that a curvilineal pipe,
which the flexures lie hurisontally, discharges leaa
water than a rectilineal pipe of the same length, and
that a still greater diminotion take* place when the
Wlirn there ii
flexures are placed in a vertical plane.
a number of oootrarr flexures in a large pipe, the air
ometimc* lodges in the highot parts of the flexure*, and
This effect
greetly rctardf the motion of tiie water.
may bie prevented by air holes, or by stop-cockH, which
can be snut when the motion of the water is perfectIt

hi

ly eataUiahcd.

16
16

59 feet
118
177

6806
5801

5793

Now, an additiooal tnbe of the same diameter, and
with tlw Mae ImkI af water, would have diKiiwged

PtAT«
CCCXIX.

the pipca employed by M. Boasut were extremely
he baa endeavoured to supply this defect br
combining them with the experiments made by m.
Couplet at Versailles, with pipes, several of which were
more than one mile, and one nearlv three miles long.
The rwuhi arc shewn in the fUlowiog TaUe.

A*

abort,

1

8.

«, 7,
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^totion of

Motion of

Water in

Water in

Pipes and
Canalii.

Table IV. Containing
length, diameter,
servotr.

the results

and

of the Experiments of Couplet and Bossut on Conduit Pipes differing inform,
of which they are composed, under different Altitudes of water in the Ro.

—

in the materials

Ratio Iwtween the
quantities which
would be discharged
if

Altitude of the
water in the reservoir.

Length
of the

conduit
pipes.

Diame-

the fluid experi-

enced no resistance

ter of

Nature, Position, and

the conduit
pipes.

Form

in the pipes,

and the
quantities actually

of the Conduit Pipes.

discharged
ratio
initial

;—or

the

between the

and the

final

velocities of the
fluid.

Feet. inch, lines.

4

4
1

4
1
1

2
1

2
11

Lines

16

118
159
1782

16
16
48

to 241
Rectilineal pipe made of white iron, and inclined like the last
Rectilineal pipe made of white iron, and inclined like the last
Conduit pipe almost entirely of iron, with several flexures both

1782
1782
1710

48
48
72

Conduit pipe almost entirely of iron, with several flexures both

1710
7020

72

Same pipe

60

Conduit pipe, partly stone and partly lead, with several flexures
both horizontal and vertical

60
60
60
60
144

Same pipe
Same pipe
Same pipe
Same pipe

Conduit pipe made of iron, with several flexures both horizon-

12
12

12
12

12
12

16
16

24
24

Rectilineal

6

4

8

8

4

9

.

.......

length

13

is

to the depression as

horizontal

9
7

1

2

3

Same pipe
Same pipe
horizontal

5

3

5

7

11

4
9

2

1

12

1

3

7020
7020
7020
7020
3600

12

1

1

3600

216

4

7

6

4740

216

20

3

1

4
9

1

1

The

14040 144

2124

is

so that

and

.

.

to
to
to
to
to

to

3.55
3.18
3.78
3.43
3.93
3.44
6.01
5.69
4.57
4.27
5.

4.

2.82

100 to 2.85
100 to 26.53
100 to 25.79

.....

100 to 12.35
100 to 11.37

.........

.

to
to

100 to
100 to
100 to

vertical

vertical

to

its

.

....*.
.........
.........

and

to

100
100
100
100
100

,

to 23.10
to 20.98
to 19.49
to 18.78

to 18.40

Conduit pipe made of iron, with flexures both horizontal and
vertical

ple.

100
100
lOJ
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

and horizontal pipes made of lead
The same pipe similarly placed
The same pipe with several horizontal flexures
Same pipe
The same pipe with several vertical flexures
Same pipe
Rectilineal and horizontal pipe made of white iron
Same pipe
Rectilineal and horizontal pipe made of white iron
Same pipe
Rectilineal pipe made of white iron, and inclined

50
50
50
50
50
50
180
180
ISO
180
177

1

20

FeeU

.

luOto

.

........
........

100 to

tal and vertical
Conduit pipe made of iron, with several flexures both horizontal and vertical
Conduit pipe made of iron, with several flexures both horizontal and vertical

application of the preceding Table is very sirnit be required, for example, to find the dia-

Let

meter of a pipe capable of discharging 40,000 cubic
inches of water in a minute, at a point four feet below the level of the spring, and by a pipe 2400 feet
long.
Now, a short cylindrical tube, one inch in diameter, will furnish 7070 cubic inches in a minute,
when the head of water is four feet. Hence, to find
the diameter which will discharge 40,000 cubic inches,
we have the analogy v'70720: .v^40,000= 12 lines:
28.54 lines, the diameter required. But it appears from
the preceding Table, that when the length of the pipe

10.8

6.05

100 to 10.11
100 to 17.37

about 2400 feet, it will discharge only about oneHence, in
eighth of the water, or 5000 cubic inches.
order that it may discharge the whole 40,000 cubic
This new diainches, its diameter must be increased.

is

meter will be found thus, v'5000 ^/40,000= 28.54
lines to 80.72, or 6 inches StV lines, the diameter of
the pipe which will discharge 40,000 cubic inches of
water in a minute.
:

The following Table contains the remaining esperi*
ments made by M, fiossut.

Pipes and
Canals.
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Morion of

Tabu

V. CoHlamiu Botnt's Experiments on
different Pipes

Head of
Water io
PcM.
Feet. In.

24
23

7

Length of

Diameter

Pipe.

oT Pipe

of various Lengths and

Fecu
161

9

12
12
12
12
12

7
5

6
6,

2Aby7
l\ by 5i
Two ajuU.
ge«, each

15

r

«

"1

1069

278

7

6

314

7

15

446
506
668
812

5

3

S
10 11
10

Sth and 9th October

gad from

llie

pubhc

194

18
18
18
18
1<

462
480

IS
15

^

0.396

ai57

458

0.227

0.052

1232

a037
a447

0.001
0.800
0.091
0.002
0.139
0.109
0.028

636
696
900
600
576
576
483

0.301
0.048
0.377
0l53S

5

H
r

ai63

Pipa

Wi»iaJi,
Fact.

^ Jy a Laltnl Orifice, or the Pnuurtt on
TkSory and Experimenl.

pMi Am dw PanmAb

Feu.

90

8
S
8
8

to

LiMkafAa Qasadii.srWsHrdis. QwatidassrWaMcdb.
ihmmHn I iOnmemt.

30
60

2
8

•

m

^ Water

TaSLB VI. Containing Me f>|--irrf^fiheSidetffFipm,

237

to bear. But if the water is diacfaarged through a small
i^otMe, the vdocitj of the water in the pipe is dirni*
niahad. and benoe there results a pressure againat tlic
aides.
In order to measure this pressure, Bosaut perforated the pipes at different lengths or distances from
the reservoir with small apertures exactly nerprndicular to the axis of the pipe, and consideretl tne quan*
tity of water dischargea
a given titnc, as the exact
measure of the latenJ pressure which forced the fluid
through the orifice. In this way he obtained the results
in the three first columns of the following Table, which
is suited to an orifice 31 lines in diameter.

7T9, upon the water di«char>
and private fountains of that city.
1

In Chap. I. of thi.< part of hydraulics, we have already considered theoretically the amount of the prcamire
*•!*«- exerted upon conduit pipes by the included water.
When a tube placed honzonully discharges water without any additional aperture, it b obvious that the weicht
of the included water is the princip«l force which it bas

II.

16S6

11

rtaaaii

rART

0.189

4
^4

wmie**%'

VOL. XI.

0.435

2by6i

Bostufi Experiments on the Pretnre exerted upon
by the IVater nrktck Ihey convey.

I

168
588

S!88

lines

The preceding experiments were made at Meaieres, on

Um

0.011

gea having

.

242
280

0.002
0.006
0.005
0.004
0.008

ajot*.

Mch 5
30
S6
87
80
10

Ratio of the Height
Cubic Inchca of
due to the Vektcitj
Water dischargetl
to the Head of
in a Minute.

lines

Two

CubicIaAsiL

171

186
190

180
150
180

191

BO
60
90

240
856

ISO
150
180

864
865
866

193
19*

861

Cobklndiak
176
186

190
191
198

193

244
859
864

«W
868

8t

Water

in

Pipa and
Canalt.

0.045
0.075
0.068
0.061
0.089
0.105

15

r
3£

to the Theoretical

Ajutages.

Linea.

Lincfc

192
193
188
146
187

1

8

fcith different

Ratio of the Real
Siie of OriSce.

of Water discharged 6y

Water.

19 3
19 9
19 10

89

Ike Quantities
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The

taken into consideration. The following Table con- WotlOB of
tains the thickness of leaden and iron pipes, which were Water in
Pipes and
used in France in the time of Bossut.

fourth column in the precedinpr Table is calculaWater in
A/(D* d*)
', which is
Pipes and ted from the fonnula ^
pr-,
X -

Motion of

—

=Q

Canals.

thus obtained. We have already seen in Chap. I. of
Part II. that the pressure of the fluid on the pipe is
d* h
Then, if
is the quantity of
measured by h
^r^.

Leaden Pipes.

Q

Diameter

Q

y(.-^),-.
?=Qx

which

or,

is

the same thing, let x =r

d^
=-5.

D^

By sub-

stituting

X in place of

we

g= Q \/(l — «'),

us

now

preceding formula,

=r; in the

and a

=V(Q'-9')
Q
•

Let

suppose that the tube has 2 inches diameter,
head of water is 3 feet, that the lateral

Q

that the

6

and that

lines,

it

Q=

tlOn

X

=

pr^

,

we have

a:

= 0.5289.

1-^

6

8

6

6
7

7
8

10

7
8

4
5

12

The thickness of pipes ought to increase with the
head of water, and the strain should always be calculated from the whole height of the reservoir, and upon
the supposition that the pipe is stopped at one end.

i
Bossut's Experiments on the Motion

of Water

in Canals.

The experiments of Bossut on this subject were made
upon an open canal, the bottom of which was on a level

But there is a conis perfectly established.
between these two velocities, in consequence
of which the one may be safely inferred from the other.
The canal was 105 feet long, and was divided into five
equal parts, and also into three equal parts ; so that
each of the fifth parts was 2 1 feet, and each of the third
In order to ascertain the arrival of
parts 35 feet long.
stant ratio

But by

the water at these different parts of the canal, small
wheels like those used by children were placed at each
point of division; and the commencement of their motion, which indicated the arrival of the water at that
point, was instantly perceived by the person who counted the oscillations of the pendulum. When the canal
was horizontal, the foUowing were the results.

of Water in different parts of a Rectangular Horizontal Canal 105 feet long,
under different Altitudes of Fluid in the Reservoir.

Ft. In.
11
8

Vertical

,

breadth of the f

which the number of feet in column
7th are run through by

.

Ft. In.

8

7

f

in

'

Ft. In.

8

3

Ft. In.

11

8

,

[ ianmch. ^ an

orifice.

the water.

5

4

the Velocity

Altitude of the water in f
the reservoir.
\

Time

3

the current

Table II. p. 498, this additional tube would give 24504
cubic inches in a minute, abstracting the effects of friction ; hence the effects of friction being included, it will
discharge 0.5289x24504= 12952 cubic inches in a miThe preceding observations are also applicable
nute.
to inclined tubes, whether straight or curved.
In the formation of pipes, it is necessary to give them
a much greater thickness than that which is necessary
to resist the pressure indicated by the preceding Table,
for the pipes are exposed to several forces which are not

Table VII, Containing

1

3

;

discharges at the orifice
1000 cubic inches in a minute. This orifice, as appears
from former experiments, would give 11 78 cubic inches
in a minute, if the extremity of the pipe were stopped,
1178 cubic inches, whilst q is only 1000
that is,
cubic inches. By putting these values in the equaorifice is

1

2
4
6

inch. ^

an inch.

1

inch.

Ft. In.

8

7

1 inch.

Ft. In.

8

3

1 inch.

Space run through

by the water.
Feet.

2"

3"—

3"+

2"

2"+

3"—

21

5—

7

9

4

5

6+

17+

7

9

+
+

11

14

11
18

42
63
84

I6i

20

26

10—
16—
234.

13—
20—
28+

27
38

Bossut's ex>

perhnents

with the bottom of the reservoir from which the water «n the mo.
'™*
flowed. The orifice by which the water issued into the ''°1 "^
**"•
canal from the reservoir had constantly a horizontal j^^^j"
width of 5 inches, but the height of the orifice was made
to vary by raising or depressing a.slider, so as to obtain
a rectangular opening of various heights. In order to
measure the velocity of the water in the canal, Bossut
tried various ways but he ultimately preferred the me«
thod of finding it by observing the time which elapsed
between the opening of the orifice, and the arrival of the
water at different parts of the canal. The velocity thus
found is obviously less than the velocityof the waterwhen

rf2

have

H
3

in lines.

£)2

of the formula with the experiments
From this method of considering the
is very striking.
subject, M. Bossut deduces a very simple method of
determining the discharge from a long tube subject to
friction from the expenditure of an orifice perforated in
Let .r denote the ratio of the expenditure of
its sides.
the proposed pipe having regard to friction, to the
expenditure upon the supposition that there is no fric;

inches.

in lines.

1

The agreement

tion

I'ipcs.

Tliickness Diameter in Thickness

n
2

=

:

in

inches.

water which would have been discharged in a given
time under the head or pressure fi, the quantity of water q discharged in the same time under the head
d* h
gr
y' A
prj- , will be thus found
or pressure h

Iron

+
+

105
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indicate
In the preceding Table the sijrns -J- and
that the number of »econd3 is either • little too small
or a little too preat.
It appears from the above Table, that the time »ucce«ive]y employed by the water in running through
, 5, 6,
•paces of 21 ftet each, are as the numbers'?, 3
7^., which form nearly an increasing arithmetical prothat
grtMion.the difference of whose terms is nearly 1
ue series may be continued, and the time determined
,

which the water

m

Ft. In.

IS C
.

8

II

I

Fl. In.
Inclination

Ft. In.

8

7

Fl. In.

S

of the canal
Time

lo

Height of the
•n inch

orifice

-.»|

S"
8

1

{

2-

Height of the

orifice

ncn

1

Height of the

1

the

orifiee

inch,
last

I

and

was

i

an

inch.

Inclination

I

of the canal

inches

orifice \\

....

In.

4

6

Ft. In,

4'

7+

9—

8"+

6—
9

6

+

6

14

18—

85+

.11

Ft.

In.

+

4-—

S5

9

IS

70

16

SI

105

Fl. In.

In.

Ft.

4

4

+

S"+
8

9+

35
70

IS

15+

105

Ft. In.

O

S" +
64

Ft.

U.

9

4"—

10

IS-

Feet.

Fetl.

Feei.

II

11

II

II

+

l»+
18+

S«

+

«8

«S

8
5

10
16

Feet.

FeH.

II

11

11

Hatfuc. Halfte

S

S—

3

5

6

7

+

3+
7

9

11

IS
17

15
19

3

81

8
IS

48

18—
82

6S
84
105

t

10—

•1

+

15

St
43
63
84

20

105

13

+

35
70
105

Half tec. Half$ec. Half tec. Halftec. Half tee.

Feet.

IS
1»

35
70
105

In.

Fi.

Feel.

+

Feet.

1

9

9

S"

3+
«+

17

"

26

Space run through
by the water.

Ft. In.

II

««

20

ruoHbrougb bj the water.

«"+

Ft. In.

8

6

9—
IS

3

FeH.

Half»»
Height of the

Ft.

Ft. In.

II

7
IS
17

in the tnree

Ft. In

S"—

4"—

Ft. In.

16\

Feet.

8+

co-

first

the baigfat of

In.

It

Half tec.

1— m

8

7

1

14

2

6

10

of the canal

In the three

2S—
Ft.

Fl. In.
1

in

orifice

inch

Inclination

y-

Ft. In.

+

6

ofthe eanmt

In.

4'—

9+

7
IS
Ft. In.

Inelinaliom

Ft.

21

6

2

2

of the canal

ii

+

6

Id-

15
Fl. In.

Inclination

In.

Fl.

38

Fl. In.

6

S

34+

6

inch

Ft. In.

Fl. In.

18

S6
Ft. In.

orifice

8

11

8

6"+

+

Inelinaliom of the canal

Height of the

3

which ih* aumbar of fmt la ih« laH eoL

IJ

28

in the Retervair.

Ft. In.

Fl. In.

3

4"

in

Pip«« and

J

a Reelan^hr inclined Canal 105 Fetl long, tnd under dif.

ftmd Altitude* of Fluid

.

Water

it appears that the velocity of the water in
the canal is very much retarded by the different resistances which it experiences ; and that the retardation is
less as the height of the orifice is increased.
The following experiments were made on the motion Bossut*t »».
The inclination of the ca- pciiment*
of water in inclined canals.
nal is the depression of its lower extremity below a ho- <"• inclined
risoDtal line which passes through its upper extremity, c*"*^

—
5v/15H'

VIII. Containing the VctocUy of Waltr

n'.S30,6".550,T.l84,,ll".SS0

from which

the ap»ee described uniformly in the time I, with a
Bosyut hv cakukted
velocity due to the height H.

Altitcok or watch
ATCR
THE aUCRVOI R

J^6'.350,7'.834,

m

is

Table

Ji:^

7

Observed,23

will

=

Calculat

fonnula,

run through any number of
feet
The two seriese* of the times and spaces may also be continued for the other experiments in the Table,
4 E
,
^
1" x
rr-r-r-.. where £
bj mtaa* of the formula (
in

Motion of

ed bythe

—

515

the times for the last line of the Table, or for the whole
length
of 105 feet These times are,
^'

+
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Motion of
In the preceding experiments, Bossut only observed
W.uer in the velocity of the first portion of the water that issued
Pipo» and
from the reservoir. In order to compare this velocity
C'annl;>.
with that of the current after it is completely established, he made the experiments in the following Table

the time in which the first portion of the water moved
through the spaces in col. 6. was measured by means
of the small wheels already mentioned; and the time in

Table IX.

which the established current moved through the same Moiion of
spaces, was ascertained by placing gently upon the Water in
water four pieces of cork, which followed exactly the Pipes and
Canals.
current.
The first portion of the canal was always run
through in less time than any of the other divisions,
and the velocity did not become sensibly uniform till
the declivity was about the 10th part of the length of
the canal.

Containing a Comparison between the Velocity of the First Portion of Water, and that of the Established Current.

I
i

Vertical breadth of the Orifice Vertical breadth of the Orifice

2 inches.

1 inch.

Altitude of the
water in the

Time

ill

which Time in which

the space in

the space in

established

1st portion of

established

water.

current.

water.

current.

Seconds.

Seconds.

Seconds.

Seconds.

8
17

8
17

31—
42—

26
55

26

7
14^
22

35—

29 +

52i
62

43
52

11

10
20
30
40
49
58

20 +

+

23
35

46+
58

69
12

»{

+

251
39
11-

22

{

12
23
33

+

+

Buat's

icseaiches.

made to deduce any very

15
31

26i

100
200
300

100
200
300

13

47

23

27

39i

33i

Account of the Researches and Experiments
of the Chevalier Du Buat.

100

200
300
400
500
600

58

13i|

In the preceding investigations of Bossut, no attempt
general principle or formula
from which the quantity of water discharged by pipes
and canals could be obtained in cases, which are not
comprehended in the limits of his tables. His experiments, indeed, were neither sufficiently numerous nor
varied to lay the foundation of any very general rule
is

8—
16

263

these two velocities is obviously owing to friction, and
to the viscidity of the fluid.
The velocity of the water
in contact with the bottom of the canal is not only retarded by friction, but the weight of the superincumbent fluid; and the fluid must obviously have the
greatest velocity at the surface at a point equidistant
from the sides.

100
200
300
400
500
600

44+

9

I

water.

Feet.

37—

18-

first

Space run
through by the

24
32
40
48

49

be seen from these results, that the velocity
portion of water is always less than that of the
established current, and that the one has to the other a
ratio which is nearly constant. The difference between

Du

43+
52—
9
19
29
39

It will

Account of

the space in

1st portion of

10

II.

which Time in which

col. 6.

Feet. Inch.

Sect.

in

the space in

was run col. 6. was run col. 6. was run col. 6. was run
through by the through by the through by the through by the

reservoir.

of the

Time

it is perhaps too much to expect that the same
person should have the honour both of laying the foundation, and of bringing to perfection one of the most
difficult branches of physico-mathematical science.
In the historical part of this article, we have given a
full account of the origin of the labours of the Chevalier
Du Buat, and have stated the general formula which
he obtained for expressing in all cases the velocity of
water, whether it is conveyed in a pipe or canal, or
rolls in the beds of rivers.
We shall now proceed to
give as succinct and perspicuous a view as possible of
the principal steps by which this formula was obtained,
and shall then point out the method of applying the
formula in practice, by means of copious Tables, which
have never before been published.
Considering an inch as the unity of length, and a j^p^j ^f
second as the unity of time, we may express the decli- expressing

and

vity of a canal

by

—

...

1

,

on the supposition that upon

the length of the pipe or canal s there is a fall of
1 inch.
But, in order to find the slope of a conduit
pipe when the height of the reservoir and the place of
discharge are known, we must subtract from the height

'he slope of
a pipe or

HYDRODYNAMICS.
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m

H due to
H=

already seen iu p. 502, col. 2, that

Since the resistances increase as the ratio of the perimeter of the section, to the area of the section increait.'t increase to the quantity m must be proportional to </; and consequently -^mg must be proportional

of the reservoir, the height or head of water
the real velocity, which, in additional tubes,
'—

for

;

we have

V = «2.*7v^H. HenceH =
whidi
I

is

^=-^.

arises after this subtraction,

The

mnst be

as a fleclirity to be distributed over the
At n- whole length of the pipe.
•«» by
In considering theoretically the change which the re^
will experience by an increase of velocity, it
win appear that they will increase as the squares of the
velocity ; for whOe the impulses on all the little aspe4,
lititi are increased in the proportion of the velocity,
tbe nomlMr of impelling particles is also iscreaaed in
Du Buat therefore snppoaes the
tlio aame proportion.

"

^^

H*""—

resistances equal to

,

m

being a constant quantity

Now, if g expreases
to be determined by experiment.
the velocity acquired by a heavy body at the end of a

—

second,

lope

—

.

be the accelerating force relative to the

will
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which may be called
d, has been named the Mean radius by Du Buat, and
the Hydraulic mean depth by Dr Robison.

But from the fundamental axiom,

that

when

This

tion of the channel.

to

^d

line,

for different channels;

and

^"^

should in

^d

every case be a constant quantity.

In examining, by experiment, if this was actually
the case, Du Buat found, that \/mg was neither proportional to y'd, nor to any power of d, but that it
increased.
mcreased less and less in proportion as
In very wide channels \^m g becomes sensibly proportional to v^r, but in small channels the velocity diminishes much more than the values of v^r. Du Buat ascribes this effect to the viscidity of the water, and he
found, that his experiments were completely represented by diminishing \i^d by one-tenth of an inch, that
0.1 instead of ,/d ; and hence
is, by using

^d

^d —

—-^-^^^—
•d — 0.1

Du

always a constant quantity, which

is

Buat found, from many experiments, to be equal to
297.

m itream Mowet

uniformly, the rnittance it equal to the

meetltraliugjoree,

we obtun

—= —

same pipe or canal, the product of the
Tdodtjr by tha redprocal of the square root of the slope
is
eooatant quantity ; and the leading formok Car all

that

in the

is

the uniform

Now,

and V^f= Vii>g,

(V'i

(ornuikinge

now be

AiW

^t+

—

1.6 in emploving the hyperbolic logarepresent thin fraction ; then we shall
have
i/mg for the same pipe or canaL
It is manifest from theoretical coosiderations, as well
aa ftram di rcct c tperiment that the resistances rauit have
a rrtatiaa to the magnitude of the section of the pipe
or onaL As the raeielancis all arise from the friction
of tiw water upon the sides of the tube or canal, it is
obnon that tnrjr most he least in those pipes and canals
ia which the section ha.< the greatest ratio to the perimeter in contact with the water ; that is, the resistance
<>f ever^ particle of water will be in the direct ratio of
the uciiutcter of the section, and inversely as the area

rilnins.

Let

VX =

X

,

of toe

^7*
8

— ai)» = ^? (•J—

riatanoes

M. Dn Boat now proceeds to examine the preceding
equation espcrimentally, in order to ascertain i{\ »/
comparing tou actually a constant quantity.
gether the results of many accurate experiments, he finds
that the values otV^t, though tnken in the same pipe
or canal, are not exactiv equal, but that they increase a
little in profMrtioa as tne veiodtiea increase ; and hence
he oondndea^ lAat Ike mitlameiii are iu m leu ratio tJuui
ike iquare eftke welonl iai. Hence the tvm y' « oo^t
The ftaction of the slope which Du
to be diminished.
Buat fou nd to ake y^ng a conttant quantity, is ^$
Lag.

= 897, we have m =:

•7—0.1

= «43.7) = a

0.1

)«=243.7 (>/rf—0.1)'

(^«r— ai)'.

But the

re-

V*

velodtiesUV^?^.

m

— ^**^

since

by
expressed
»^
'

—

,

consequently they will

V»
._

«(•?— ai)»

We have also ^aig =: \^ng (v^Tl— 0.1 ),

VX =
«97

i/mg, we

(v/rf-O.I)
-,

X

obtain

which

is

V=^

*

^

and since
'-J-

=

an expression of the veloci-

V for any channel, whidi, X

being a variable quannext proceeds to determine.
do not think tliat our readers will be much instructed in following our author in his experimental deUpon tlis supposition that the vatermination of X.

ty

tity,

M. Du Buat

We

lue X mnst be sensil>ly proportional to V'« when i is
great ; that it must always be lesa than ^s ; that it
must deviate, from the proportion of ^*, so much tlie
noie that ^* is seaallcr ; tJiat it must not vanisli when
and that it must agree with a
the vdocitjr is infinite
series of experiments lor every variety of channel and
slope, M. Du Buat found, that these conditions would
:

be

fulfilled if

ttenoe

we uke \

> =:

= ^t —Hyp.

Lo^.

vT+Tb".

y-

^t—LogVs+\.6

section.

In cylindrical pipes, the section is the area of a circle ;
anil the perimirter of the section is the circumference
<>f the circle ; asid the quotient arising from dividing
the one by the other, is always one-half of the radius ; or one-half of the radiu« multiplied by the circumference, is alwavs equal to the area of the section.
In rectangular anif irrotnlar channels, there is still
line which, UMihipbed by the perimeter of the
n, will give aa araa aqual to the area of the sec-

were expressed by

M. Buat next

supposes, that there is a constant portion of the accelerating force employed in overcoming

the viscidity, and producing the mutual separation of
the adjacent filaments ; and he expresses that part of

the accelerating force by a part

whole of

—

-

of that slope which

were not employed
overcoming a resistance, it would produce a velodtv
which is really lost ; so tliat, in reasoning upon this

constitutes the
in

it

If this

Motion of

Water

in

Pipes ao4
Caosls.
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Motion of

we

did upon the real velocity, its value will be
Water in
n B I a/ d - 1 ^
Pipes and
which must always
-^, a quantity
be
•'
^
•'
\/S
Log. -/ S
Canals.
^"^'V'"^ subtracted from the velocity already determined. Hence
as

^ y~-^
—
—

^^otion of

—

the value of

V

will

VW— Log. ^S

be

_ ^wg {A/d — O.l)
V=
-//—Log. Vt +

1.6

Water

= (^d-0.l(—
\/t

v^"g

0v/S— Log-v'Sy

— Log. Vi+1.6

But since the
" term

Set

I.

ExpEniMENTS on Pipes.

'/"g
Experiments hy the Chevalier

v^S—Log.^S

composed of constant quantities, it may be expressed
in a single number.
The value of it was determined

Du

Buat.

is

by many experiments

By

substitu-

0.1), or in

numbers.

to be 0.3 inches.
ting, therefore, this value, we obtain

v=

^ng(^d-O.l)
v'f— Log,

y_

•v/i

+ 1.6

-O.S(-v/4

—

297 ix/d—0.l)_
^/s

— Log. Vj+1.6_o 3(^^_o

1)

in

Pipe

yofa

Line

in

Diameter, placed Vertically,

^"5"=

No.

F, measure,

Length

Height of

of Pipe.

Reservoir.

and

0.11 785 1.

Values of

Observed

Calculated

Velocities.

Velocities.

».

Inches.

Inches.

Inches.

Inches.

Inches.

12

16.166
13.125

0.75636
0.9307

11.704
9.753

12.006
10.576

12

V=:J-^U^'5^=;^1L=—0.3(^d-0.1)inEng.measure.
In these expressions the following are the values of
the letters employed.
represents tne mean velocity in inches per second
of any current moving in a channel of indefinite
length, of which the sections of the declivity are

Pipe 1^ Line Diameter, placed

VT=zOAl6776

V

constant.

the mean radius or hydraulic mean depth, or a
quantity which, when multiplied by the perimeter of
the section of the channel, gives an area equal to
the area of the section.
In circular pipes d is
equal to half the radius.
« is an abstract and constant number, which is found
by experiment to be equal to 243.7
g is \he velocity in inches, acquired by a falling body
at the end of a second of time, being always equal
to 32.174.
s is the denominator of a fraction which expresses the
slope of the channel, the numerator being supposed

d

is

5

34.166
Do.
Do.

6

Do.

s

4

9
10

;

2.5838
4.0367
7.03597
17.6378

14.583

34.166
Do.
Do.

7
8

unity.

ted velocities.
In the second set of experiments on canals and rivers, col, 2. shows the area of the section of the channel ; col. 3. the perimeter of the channel in contact
with the water ; col. 4. the square roots of d, or the
mean radius or hydraulic mean depth col 5. the denominator « of the slope ; col. 6. the mean velocities
•bserved j and col. 7. the mean velocities calculated.

38.333
36.666
35.333

and

46.210
43.721
42.612
41.714

45.468
43.156
42.385
41.614

0.9062
0.9951
1.0396
1.07805

42.1(;6

Vertically,

Inch.

The same Pipe Horizontal.

9292
5.292
2.083

Do.

26.202
21.064
14.642
7.320

Pipe 2 Lines Diameter, placed

Log. denotes the hyperbolic logarithm of the quantity
to which it is prefixed, and may be obtained by
multiplying the common logarithm by 2.302581.

In order to shew the agreement of the preceding
formula with experiment, M. Du Buat drew up the
following Table, which contains the observed velocities
as deduced from the experiments of Bossut, and from
many new experiments made by Du Buat himself^ and
also the velocities calculated from the formula.
In the first set of experiments on pipes, col. 1. contains the number of the experii' ent; col. 2. the length
of the pipe; col. 3. the height of the reservoir; col.
4. the values of s as deduced from col. 2. and 3
col. 5. the observed velocities ; and col. 6. the conipu-

in

Pipes and

Tabt.e X. Containing a Comparison of the Velocities Canals.
calculated by Du BuaCs Formida, with the Veloci- '"'V^
ties observed in the Experiments of Couplet, bossut, and Du Buat, on Pipes, Canah, and Rivers.

25.523
19.882
14.447
2.351

Vertically,

and

\^'d= 0.20412411

36.25

12
13
14

Do.
Do.
Do.

51.250
45.250
41.916
38.750

Same Pipe

33.500

36.25

15

tcith

|

854509

67.373

0.963882
1.038080
1.120473

59 605

a slope

57.220
54.186

^Y30^'

1.291741

|

51.151

|

50.9S3

I

I

Same Pipe
16
17
IS
19

64.945
60.428
57.838
55.321

36.25

Do.
Do.
Do.

15.292
8.875
5.292
2.042

Horizontal.

2.79005
4.76076
7.89587
20.016366

19940

33.167
24.553
18 313

10.620

10.492

33.378

25 430
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Una Dinmeter,

2/(j

Height of
Values or
Rcaerteir.

Len|;lh
of Pipe.

Horizontal Pipe

Obwrred

Calculated

Tdocitico.

VelociXic*.

I.

Inrhr*.

Inrhe*.

Inche*.

Inche*.

Incbea.

SO

36.25

21

Do.

53.250
50.250
48.333
48.333

0.952348
1.006424
1.044400
1.044400
1.05295i
1.124052
1.215688

85.769
82.471
81.6467
79 9*8 J
81.027
76.079
73.811

85.201
82.461

Da

28
23

DoL
Do.

34
iS
i6

47.916"

Da
Da

44.750
41.250

Na

57
58

Ike Slope

80.318

77318
7*904

.

1.3024

27

I

36.25

I

37.500

1.332332

J

|

70.822

|

70.138

Same Pipe HorixtmtaL
28

36.25

29

Da
Da
Da
Da
Da
Da

30
31

S2
33

M

95
36
37
38

Do.

Da
Do.
Do.

20.166
9.083

t.43034
5.26858
6.45035
9-35730

7861
5.0*0
4.916
4.83S

3708
2.713
2.083
1.625
0.833

950972
9-66522
12.4624

163135
1.6639
27.3102
1

152.3427

Pipes umihiy Horixmlal

89

40

117
117

41« 138.5
42
117
43* 138.5
4' 737
45 Da
46 Da
47 Da
48 Da
4»« Da
60« Da
6I« Da
5«« Da
59» Do.
54» 138.5
55* 737
56 737

* In the

36.000
96.666

iOSSO
laooo
6.000
23.700
14.600
13.700
12.320
8-96)

a96i
7.780
5.930
4.201

4.20J

a700
a500
0.150

32.442
28.801

95
22 974
22.754
19.550

19-587
16.631
14.295
12.680
7.577

I6J24
14003
12.115
8.215

85.524
72.617
60.034
59.472
fl9663
S9.4I2
22.056
21.240
19i>50

7.40002 71.401
10.Mi4flS8.80*
10.787W 58.810

SS.196U tiU41
83.66578 Bt.689
54.S6S40|S 1.856
57.7771 8f*ag70
64.15725(19 991

166251

16.284 J
101.0309 15.112
132.1617 13.315
10.6711
10&OOS7
10.441 J
257.8663
8.689
1540.76
8.623
5113.42
1.589

M

Inches.

Inches.

600
600

Values of

«.

Inches.

12
4

54.5966
161.3120

V^=

0.5.

Observed

Calculated

Velocities.

Velocities-

Inches.

Inches.

22.282
12.223

21.975
11.756

Horizontal Pipe 1| Inch Diameter sTdzz. 0.57735.

59
60

62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70

360
720
360

24
24

1080
1440
720
1800

24
24

2160
1080
1440
1800
2160

48.534
34.473
33.160
28.075
24.004
23.360
21.032
18.896
18.943

19.0781

33.6166
37.0828

12

48J5416
64.1806
66.3020
78.05318
92.94T4
95.87567
125.6007
155.4015
185.2487

12

24
24
12
12

12
12

49.515
35.130
33.106
28.211
24.02S
23.345
21.182

19096
18719

16128

15.991

14.066
12.560

14.119

12750

Horixomtal Pipe 2.01 Inch Diameter

^ d-=. 0.7089458

2,*}. 1

Sj6aat6U3is

npeHiMats BMllwd with

•l/ljilkeaifc

Height or
Rcserreir.

Canals.

5ai40

51.956
33.577
28.658
83.401
««.989
25.679

Vd =0.5, or I Titck Diamettr.

87.86790

1

of Pipe.

Lcofth

Inch Diameter

80.698

61

Same Pipe mlh

Motion of
Water in
Pipeaand

Experimenis of the Abbi Bossvt.

plactd Ferikalfy, and

V^=O.S*5798.

No.

519

16.MS
15.238
13.005

360
720
360

24
24

9*
24

81

1080
1440
720
1800
2160
1080
14iO
1800

82

2160

12

71

72
78
7*
75
76
77
78
79
80

21.470H7
35 80824
4IJ27586
50.41193
65.1448
70 14263
79.84866

12

12

24
24

58903

129.0727
158.75116
188.5179

12

58 803
43.136

40.328

39587

35 765

35.096
SO.O96
28.796
26.639
24.079
23.400
20.076
17.788
1 6.097

30.896
29.815
27.470
27.781
23.806
20.707
18.304
16.377

9*79006
99»979

12
12

43.

CouPLtT'i Esptrimenlt at FertaHle*.
Pipe 5 Inchet Diameter

88 184.840
84 Da
85
Da
86 Da
87 Da
88
Da

85
84
81.083
16.7.50
11.3.33

5.583

v^=r

3378.26
3518.98
4005 66
5041.61
7450.42
15119.96

1.118034.

5.323
5.213
4.806
4.127
3.154
2.0107

5.287
5.168
4.887
4.225
3.388

2254

ia656
Pipe 18 Inchee DiameUr V'drz 8.12188.

8 824
3.218
1.647

«k«P«P«

89 |4S.800| 145.083

iMir

iot« water.

la

all

|

304.9734

iht

1

39.159

oUmt MptrtBwau

|

it

40.510

discharge^
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The

Motion of
Water in
Pipes and

Set.

II.

Trapezium Canal.

Area

Perimeter

Inches.

90
91

92
93
94
95

96
91
98

99
101

100
102
103
104
105
106

Values of

of the of Canal in
Section contact with
ofCunal. the Water.

18.84
50.60
83.43
27.20
39.36
50.44
56.43
98.74
100.74
119.58
126.20
130.71
135.32
20.83
34.37
36.77
42.01

is

Va-

jVIean

Velocity
of*. observed
lues

Inches.

Inches.

13.0(i

1.20107
1.3096
1.7913

29.50
26.
15.31

1.3,3290

1.47342
1.57359
1.62007
1.86955
1.87910
1.96219
1.98868
1.00637
1.02407
1.23667
1.42188
1.44708
1.49924

18.13
20.37
21.50
28.25
28.53
31.06
31.91
32.47
33.03
13.62
17.

17.56
18.69

Inch.

Inches.

212 27.51
212 28.92
412
427
427
427
427
432
432
432
432
432
432
1728
1728
1728
1728

27.14
18.28
20.30
22.37
23.54
28.29
28.52
30.16
31.58
31.89
32.32
8.94
9.71
11.45
12.34

21.25
27.25
21.25
21.33
23.25
26.08

114 69.
115 155.25

25.25
35.25

Set

2.9.17

]IXFERIMEl'ITS

III.

Area

No.

Perimeter

211

V376
6125

402
S66
360
340
337
324

.

6.3583
5.7032
5.3942
4.8074
4.6784
4.3475

Experiments on
•

No.

Values

of

In order to

20.24
28.29
13.56
9.20
12.10
14.17
15.55
4.59
5.70

the River

18.66
26.69
11.53
10.01

11.76
13.59
15.24
4.56
5.86

ted.

9.61
7.79
7.27

18.77
14.52
11.61
8.38
7.07
6.55

Hayne.

Area
Perimeter
Velocity
Velocity
of the of River in Values of Va\aef
(mean)
at SurSection contact with
ofs.
calculaV'd.
face.
of River. the Water.
ted.

122 31498
123 38838
124 30S^K)5
125 39639

569
601
568

604

7.43974
8.03879
7.37632
8.10108

the application of the formula

—

31.61
8.58
9.98
10.17
10.53

Velocity
Velocity
observed
calcula*
at Sur-

8919 17.42
11520 12.17
15360 15.74

.27648

facilitate

Dr Robison

in his dissertation on Waterworks, published in his System of Mechanical Phihso'
phy, has computed two tables, one of which contains
calculated values of the numerator of the fractional
formula, or value of V, also the value of the negative
quantity 0.3 {/^
0.1) corresponding to the different
values of d from 0.1 to 100; while the other contains
the value of the denominator of the formula for diffe«
rent values of s from 1.0 to 24000.
As these Tables were neither sufficiently correct, nor
extensive, we have inserted the following tables, which
were calculated with great care and trouble by Mr
John Lourie of Glasgow, who has permitted us to
publish them for the first time.
The column of natural numbers has been added in
this Table, which will enable the engineer to calculate
the velocity V without having recourse to logarithms.
The logarithmic differences are likewise added.
in practice,

97.19
29.88
28.55
20.39
22.71
24.37
25.14
29.06
29.23
30.60
31.03
32.32

face.

27648

Canals.

Explanation of the Tables.

ff.

:21827

Pipes an!

Nerv Tables for Facililaling the Application of
Dii Buat's Formula.

Inches.

ON THE Canal of Jard.

of the of Canal in Values of
Section contact with
of Canal. the Water.

116 16252
117 11905
118 10475
119 7858

200

458
1.27418
I.779O8
458
1.27418
929
1.28499 1412
1.49191 1412
1.70921 1412
1.90427 1412
1.65308 9288
2.09868 9288

in

extremely striking.

Rectangular Canal.
34.50
86.25
34.50
35.22
111 51.75
112 76.19
113 105.78

of

Water

Mean
Velocity calculated.

1

107
108
109
110

Table will Motion

science of hydrodynamics is indebted to the labours of M. Buat. The coincidence of the calculated with the observed velocities

Canals.

No.

slightest inspection of the preceding

show the reader how much the

ExPiRiMENTS with a Wooden Canal.

6048 35.11
6413 31.77
32951 13.61
35723 15.96

27.62
28.76
10.08
10..53

contains values of the denominator of the ExplanaCol. 1. contains the values of s or of the tathe length of the pipe ; and col. 2, 3, 4. the natural ''^**»
numbers, the hyperbolic logarithm, and the logarithmic

Table

I.

fractional formula.

difference from the denominator 307 {\^d
of which are computed from 1.0 to 24C0.

—

0.1), all

Table II. which has not been calculated in any
shape by Dr Robison, has been computed by Mr Lourie, and contains the values of the numerator 307

Wd—

—

0.1), and the negative quantity 0.3 (V'rf
0.1)
suited to conduit pipes of all diameters, from J- of an
inch to 18 inches in diameter.

Table

III. contains the values of the

fractional formula,

and

—

numerator of the

also the values of the negative

quantity 0.3 {i^d 0.1.) The first column contains
the values of d, the mean radius or the hydraulic mean
depth ; col. 2 and 3. contain tlie natural numbers, and
also the hyperbolic logarithms, and the logarithmic
difference

—

for

col. 5. contains

(v^rf—^O.l),
100.

the numerator 307 {\^
0.1); and
the values of the negative quantity 0.3

all

of which are computed from 0.1 to
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Table* fot
teUitsUng

TMmbt

tbeealeui»tion
tioo

from

from

11 u Buai'.s

DaBml't

FormuU.

PafaMU.

TABLE

•

I.

S07(^d—0.1)
Fradion

,

i^t

Jor

i*^.

01

Diffw.

Kumbm.

«.

[.ogarilhms.

1

9-71787

1.4

0.52224
0.55818
0.58063
0.60782
0.63391

1.5

a659e4

1.6

0.68334
O.706B8
0.72975
0.75208
0.77375
0.79<97
0.81574

9.81891
9.83463

1.0
1.1

1.8

l.S

1.7
1.8

19
S.0
a.i

9S
rs

0.ftS609

S.4
i.5
t.6

0.85605
0.87565
0.89491

a?
38

0.91 886

0.9SS5S
0196090

2.9
S.0
3.1

Si
S.3

S.4
S.5
9.6
S.7
S.S
a.»
4^1

4wt
4.8
4.4

49
4.6
4.7
4.8

1.

w9
5.1

5.2
5.S
5.4
S.S
5.6
5.7
5.8
6.9

VOL

26874

1^87769
1.29253
1.30726
I.8SI9O
1.33641
1.35084
1.36516
1.S79S9

5.0

1.39.353

1.40758
1.42154

.

9 76390
9.7SS78

2182

62

1988
1825
1688
1572
1472
1383
1305
1237
1175
IISO
1070
1085

6.3

9 80808
98*935
9.86318
9.87683
9.8866O
9.90035
9.91 1 55
9.982S5

99W50
9.9WS3

997813

XI.

0.00197
0.00944
0.01669
0.08375
0.03061
0.03730
0.04388
0.05017
0.03638
0.06844
0.06836
0.07415
0.07981
o.oesss
0.09078
0.09810
O.IOISI
0.106«S
0.11144

ail636
0.18180

ai2594
0.19060
0.13518
0.13960
0.I441S
0.14847
0.15876

PAt1rii.

Numben.

64
6.5
6.6
6.7
6.8
6.9
7.0
7.1

7.2
7.3
7.4
7.5
7.6

983
945
910
878
847
820
79*
770
747
725
706
686
669
658

9.P5178
9.96088
9.96966

999427

1.05621

40

6.1

0.96690
1.00455
1.081 97
I.OS919

1

6.0

8421

9.98633

1.07804
1.08968
1.10616
1.12247
I.IS86S
1.15461
I.I7046
1.18617
1.20174
I.8I7I8
1.2S249
1.24767

Pipe or
»

974808

a9690«

Value of tke Slope

3X'/^_Hy|..Uigv'' + 18

/•-iinvUgv^t-f-i.fi
i

everj/

7.7
7.8

7.9
8.0
8.1

8.2
8.3
8.4
8.5
8.6
8.7
8.8

69.1

8.9

691

90

606
592
579
966
554

91
9.i
9.3
9^*
9^5
9.6

543
598

97

521

518
1

501

498
484
474
466
458
451

443
435
489

1
1

9.8
9.9
10.0
11.0
18.0
18.0
14.0
15.0
16.0
17.0
18.0
19.0

I
1

1.43542
1.44921
1.46292
1.47655
1.49008
1.50358
1.51698
1.53031
1.54356
1.55675
1.56987
1.58292
1.59591
1.60883
I.62I68
1.63448
1.64781
1.65988
1.67850
1.68505
1.69755
1.70999
1.78237
1.73470
1.74699
1.75981
1.77139
1.783.W
1.79558
1.80760
I.II957
1.83150
1.84338
1.85521
1.86699
1.87873
1.89043
I.902O8

191369
1.98525

193677
2.04978
2.15907
8.26504
8.36808
2.46888
2.56605

866152
2.75488
2.846i5

1

0.1fi,';22

0.16925

ai7S2i
0.17713
0.18098
a 18478
0.18852
0.19222
0.19586
0.19946

O20308
0.20651
0JMI99:
0.21338
0.21675

a2S008
0.22.336

0.82661
0.28988
0.2S899
08.1613
0.83923
0.24289
0.24532

84831
0.25128
0.25420
'

(Ji02i*l

a26.%l
0.86839
0.27114
0.27387
0.87656
0.87983
0.28187
0.88449
0.28708

-

_

r--.

*.

Slope

Lof.

ofthe

Differ.

Pipe, or
<.

.ogarilbiDt.

0.15698
0.16113

,——
— Hyp. Log.v/*+l.o

422
415
409
403
396
398

385
38U
374
370
364
360
956
949
346
Stl

997
933
388
325
321

317
314
310
906
303
299
897
292

890
287
884
880
878
875
273

0.31171

869
267
264
862
859
2463

0JS427

M56

0.35508
0.37489
0.39239
0.40987
0.42513
0.44010
0.45427

2081
1931

1800
1688
1586
1497
1417

20
21

22
23
24
25
86
27
28
29
30
31

32
39
34
35
36
37

38

39
40
41

42
43

44
45
46
47

48
49

M
51

52

m
54
55
56
57
58
59

60
61

68
63
64
65

66
67

68
69

/.-Hyp,L(iifV^«4.1.6

*

Lo«.

DUhr.

Numben. LogirUbmt.
2.93519 0.46772
3.02360 0.48052
3.10979 0.4927s
3.19*46 0.50440
3.27768
0.51557
3.35954
0.52628
0.53657
3.44011
3-51945 0.54647
S.59762 0.55601
3.67466 0.56522
3.75064 a5741
3.82561
0.58870
3.89959 0.59102
3.97863 O.599O8
4.04478
0.60689
4.11606 0.61448
4.18650 0.68185
4.85614 0.62908
4.32500 0.63599
4.39SI1
0.64277
4.46050 0.64938
4.52720 0.65583
0.66212
4.59321
0.66825
4.65857
4.78330 0.67424
4.78740 0.68010
0.68582
4.85091
4.91384 a69l42
497681 0.69690
5.03808 a70226
a707Sl
5.09951
5.16007 0.71266
5.88039
0.71770
5.88<X)9
0.72264
5.33938 0.72749
5.39820 0.73285
5.45655 0.73692
0.74150
5.51145
0.74601
5.57194
5.62900 a7504S
5.68564 0.75478
0.75905
5.74187
5.79970 0.76326
5.85315
0.7673J
5.90881
0.77146
5.96290 0.7T546
6.01723 0.77940
6.07180 0.78387
6.12483 a78709

&17811
3

0.790?>6

1345
1280
1281

1167

UI7
1071

1089

990
954
921

889
859
838
806
781
759
737
717
697
678
661
645
629

613
599
586
572
560
548

536
525
515
504

494
485
467
467
458
451
448
435
427
421
413
407
400
394
387
388
377

i
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TABLE I. continued— Values of4/s—Uyp.Loe.
</s T
+
^
Jf
b V
"^

y^^

I

.G,

the Denominator

>

Jor every Value of the Slope
Slope
of the
Pipe, or

-

,

71

6,23105
6 28 {67

72
73

6.3359;i

74-

HA396i

75
76
77
78
79
80
81

82
83

8+
85
86
87

/

l.fi

6.3879t

6.49096
6.654-20

6.59270
6.64:525

6.69345
6.7i-336

6.79294
6.84327
6.89147
6.94031
6.98889
7.03723

O.79456
0.7982
0.80181
0.80536
0.80886
0.81231
0.81571

a819n7
082238
0.82565
0.82888
0.83206
0.83521
0.83831

84138
0.84441
0.84740
0.85036
0.85328

90
91

7.275'25

92
93
9*
95
96

7.32215
7.36882
7.41527
7.40150
7.50752
7.55332
7.59891

0.86740
0.87013
0.87283
0.87550
0.87814
0.88075

7.644;<0

0.883.34

7.68948
8.13063
8.55408
8.961 87

0.88590
0.91012
0.93217
0.95240
0.97107
0.98842
1.00460
1.01977
1.03405

97
98
99
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200

210
220
230
240
250
260
;i7()

280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
860
370
380
390
400

935566
9.7368.3

10.10655
10.46582
10.81550
11.15634
11.48899
11.81403
12.13196
12.44324
12.74829
13.04747
13.34111
13.62951
13.91296
14.19169
14.46596

1473596
15 00189
15 26394
15.52227
15 77704

16.02840
16.27647
16.52146
16.76330
17.00227

Slope
of the
Pipe, or

0.8.5617

0.85903
0.86185

86464

1.04752
1.06028
1.07240

1.08393
1.09493
1 10545
1.11553
1.12519
1.13448
1.14342
1.15203
1.16035
1.16838
1.17615
1.18.367

1.19096
1.19803
1.20489
1.21156
1.21805
1.22436
1.23051

\/»— Hyp.Log'\/»+ 1^

370
365
360
.355

350
345
340
336
331

327
323
318
315
310
307
303
299
2.96

292
289
286

282
279
276
273
270
267
264
261

259
256
2422
2205
2023
I867
1735
1618
1517
1438
1347
1276
1212
1153
1100
1052
1008

966
929
894
861
8.32

803
777
752
729
707
686
667
649
631

615

410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
600
610
620
630
640
650
660
670
680
690
700
710
720

Log.
Differ.

7.30

740
750
760
770
780
790
800
810
820
830
840
850
860
870
880
890
900

910
920
930
940
950
960
970
980
990
1000
1100

17.23843

1747187
17.70269
17.93097
18.15680
I8..S8O26

18.60142
18.82034
19.03711
19.25178
19.46441
19-67506
1988.378
20.09054
20.29567
20.49892
20.70045
20.90030
21.09858
21.29510
21.49014
21.68365
21.87567
22.06634
22.25538
22.44313
22.62953
22.81459
22.99835
23.18083
23.36207
23.54208
23.72089
23.89854
24.07502
24.25038
24.42464
24.59781
24.76991
24.94097
25.11099
25.28001
25.44804
25.61510
25.78120
25.94636
26.11060
26.27392
26.43636
26.59791
26.75859
26.91845
27.07745
27.23563
27.39301
27.54957
27.70535
27 86036
28.01460
28.16180
29.66399

1.23650
1.24234
1.24804
1.25360
1.25904
1.26135
1.26955
1.27463
1.27960
1.28447
1.28924
1.29392
1.29850
1.30299
1.30740
1.31173
1.31598
1.32015
1.32425
1.32828
1.33224
1.3.3613

1.3,S996

34373

1..

/5_0•'__
1 >
Y"—
°

ofX

of the
Pipe, or
s

599
584
570
556
544
531

520
508
497
487
477
468
458
449
441

433
425
417

410
403
396
389
383
377
370
365
359
354
349
343
338
333
329
324
320
315
311
307
302
299
295

1.34743
1.35108
1.35467
1.35821
1.36170
1.36513
1.36851
1.37184
1.37513
1.37837
1.38157
1.38472
1.38783
1.39090
1.39392
1..39691
1.39986
1.40278
292
1.40565
287
284
1.40849
281
1.41130
1.41408
278
274
1.41682
1.41952
270
1.42220
268
265
1.42485
261
1.42746
1.43005
259
256
1.43261
253
1.43514
250
1.43764
247
1.44011
245
1.44256
243
1.44499
236
1.44738
238
1.44976
1.47223 2247

1200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1700
1800
1900
2000
2100
2200
2300

2400
2500
2600
2700
2800
2900
3000
3100
3200
3300
3400
3500
3600
3700
3800
3900
4000
4100
4200
4300
4400
4500
4600
4700
4800
4900
5000
5100
5200
5300
5400
5500
5600
5700
5800
5900
6000
6100
6200
6300
6400
6500
6600
6700
6800
6900
7000
7100
7200

facilitating

--,

V^*— Hyp.LogV*+ 1.6

s.

Numbers. Logarithms

Logdi'iilims

7.08531
7.13315
7.I8075
7.22812

88
89

Log.
Differ.

Numbers.

70

—

'

/
H>p.Logv/» +
V»—

of
J the Fraction

„Q_.,
il

v^'— Hyp.Log.v/.+

I.6

'

Log.
Differ.

Numbers. Logarithms

31.09531
32.46984
3S.7.9388

35.07269
36.31062
37.51139
38.67820
39.8 1376
40.92165
42.00052
43.05569
44.08763
45.09~84
46.08761
47.058':6

48.01072
48.94605
49.86514
50.T6880
51.65781
52.53284
53..39454

54.24352

5508031
55.90543
56.71937
57-52267
58.31540
59-09832
59.87168
60.63580
61.39103
62.13754
62.87595
63.60622
64.32872
65.04368
65.75134
66.45192
67.14563
67.83267
68.51323
69.18747
69.85560
70.51773
71.17412
71.82479
72.46996
73.10978
73.74434
74.37381
74.99826
75.61785
76.23267
76.84286
77.44847
78.04966
78.64650
79.23905
79.82746
80.41179

1.49269
1.51148
1.52884
1.54497
1.56003
1.57416
1.58747
1.60004
1.61195
1.62325
1.63403
1.64432
1.65416
1.66358
1.67264
1.68134
1.68972
I.6978O
1.70560
1.71313
1.72043
1.72750
1.73435
1.74100
1.74745
1.75373
1.75984
1.76578
1.77157
1.77722
1.78273
1.78810
1.79335
1.79848
1.80350
1.80840
1.81320
1.81790
1.82251
1.82702
1.83144
1.83577
1.84003
1.84420
1.84830
1.85232
1.85627
1.86016
1.86398
1.86773
1.87142
1.87505
1.87862
1.88214
1.88560
1.88901
1.8.923|7

1.89568
1.8989*
1.90215
1.90532

2046
1879
1736
1613
1506
1413
1331
1257
1191
11.30

ie78
1029

984
942
906
870
838
808
780
753
730
707

685
665
645
628
611

594
579
565
551

537
525
513
502

490
480
470
461
451

442
433
426
417
410
402
395
389
382
375
369
363
357
352
346
341

336
331

326
321

317

the calcula.
tion
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TABLE LcoiUtMued. — Valuetof^s—'^rp.\joe.^s^.\.&ihtTkn(minatoroftheTraclim
o T T^

ttoaftom

Do

Boat'*

.

Value of
for every
^ the Slope
.7

0.1)
S07(v'«'—
—
;:

,
v'l—Hyp.Log. ^J+1.6

Slope

V^—Hjrp-I-ogV»+l«

P^or
%

Knmben.

Logarithmi.

7300
7400
7500
7600
7700
7800
7900
8000
8100
8S0O
8300
8400
8300
8600

8a99213

1.90844
1.91152
1.91456
1.91756
1.9?051
1.92343
1.92631
1.92916
1.93197
1.93474
1.93748
I.94OI8
1.94286

81.56887
82.14113
82.70992
83.87505
8S.8S658
84.39455

8494902
85.50009
86.04784
86.592S6

8713343
87.©7144
88.20645

1.

94550

Lo*.

SX

Dilfcr.

Pine, or

v/»— Hyp.Log.y'
Number*.

292
288
285
281

277
274
270
268
264

Slope
l.e

Log-

LogarithiD*.

8700 88.7.^817
8800 89.26698
8900 89.79281
9000 90.31576
9100 90.83582
9200 91.35306
9300 91.86753
9400 92.37930
9500 92.88831
9600 93.39476
9700 93.89858
9800 94.3998S

1.94811
1.95069
1.95324
1.95576

1.95826
1.96072
1.96316
1.96557
1.96796
1.97092
1.97266

197497

94.89K52
95.39475

9i)00

10000

1.97726
1.97952

TABLE

^t—l{jf.hog.^/i+ l.C

of the
Pipe, or

261

258
255
252
250
246
244
239
SS6
234
S31
229
atui

Numbers. L-ogarithms.

100.28798 2.00099
104.84811 2.02056
109.281 OP 2.03854
113.54812 2.05518
117.66652 2.07065
121.65088 2.08511
125.51374 2.09869
129.26496 2.11148
132.91434 2.12357
136.4695(1 2.13504
139.93758 2.14593
143.32475 2.156S2
146.63584 2.16624
149.87637 2.17573

11000
12000
13000
14000
15000
16000
17000
18000
19000

20000
21000
22000
23000
24000

.I^X

MOb

aoTtv'^—0-1)

SOTiv'rf—ft!)

as

1

Vtmbm. Lofvitlum

•SLai

Di>tr.

4.

0^
0,

1

H
H

0.0625
0.125
0.1875
0.25

a3125

If

0.375
0.4375

s

0.3

2i

0.5625
0.625
0.6875
0.75
0.8125

'A
s

3
3

a875
09375

4

I.

4
4

i.oe»5
1.125
1.1875

5

1.25

5
5

1.3125
1.375
1.4875

6

1.9

6

ijeu

6
t>

1.62J
1.6875

7

1.75

?1
71

1.8125
1.875
1.9375

3

4

5

8

2.

^
l\
H

2.0625
2.125
2.1875

9

2.25

1.66328
1.89121
2.00960

46.050
77.841
102.235
122.800
140.918
157.298
172.361
186.382
199-550

2.148JJ7

2.19672
2J2V>44
2.27040
8.30005
8.32635
i.StS96
2.37138
2.39098
2.40904
2.48578
8.44138
8.45598
2.46971
8.48265
2.49490
2.50652
2.51758
2.58812
2.5S8I9
2.54784
2.55709
2.56597

2.'56.472

266.551
270.30D
285.748
294.923
303.846
312.536
321.013
329.289
337.380
S45JI97
S5S.050
360.650
368.105
375.423

1373
1294
122s
1162
1106
1054
1007

257452

.S82.6I1

389.677
396.626
40S.464
410.195
416.826
423.359
429.800

796O
59:7
4775
8972
3396
8965
2630
8361
8148
i960
1806
1674
1560
1460

2.089'30

812.005
223.851
235.170
246.026

'

2.58876
2.59070
8.59838
8.60580
2.61299
2.61995
2.62671
2.63327

0.045
0.076
0.100
0.120
0.138
0.154
0.168
0.162
0.195
0.207
0.819
0.230
0.840

22798
11839

1

965
925
888
855
824
794
768
748
719
696
676
656

|

»
10
lOi

1
I

m

lOi
11

Hi
11

11

12
12

12

0.260
0.270
0.879
0.288
0.897
0.305
0.314
o.ass
0.SS0
0.387

12
13
134
is]
13}
14

'i

i«]

>H
15

0345

15^

0.352
0.,'560

15
15

0.367

16^

0..S74

I6i
16?
I6f
17

a401
1

H

9

0.851

0.S81
0.388
0.394

0.407
0.414
0.420

1798
1664
1547
1446
1358
1279
1209
1147
1089
1089
S92
949

17i
I7|
1

7}
18

2.3 125
2.375
2.4375

2.6S964
2.64583
2.65186
2.65773
2.66346
2.66903
9.67448

41)6.152

Pipes,

OS

DUm*.

X
VoBbtn. LagKHbiM.

2147
1957

n.

Fabu* oflhe Numerator S0n{^d—O.\)for every Value ofthe HifirtiUe Mean Depth i.calculalecl for
from \ of an inch to 18 Iii«kei Diameter ; aUotke ymim ^tke Factor 0.3( y'J^.l).
lUe >>
lU. fc.
OiaBi*-

I-og.

Differ.

«.

241

^.
637
6I9
60S

X
•rf—0.1

a679"9

531

0.436
0.432
0.4^8
0.444
0.450
0.456
0.462
0.467

2.68498
2875
2.69006
2.9375
495.471
2.69502
3.
501.040
2.69987
3.0625
506.550
2.71H62
3.185
512.004 2.70927
3.1875
517.405
2.71383
SS5
522.752
8.71830
SJ125 528.049 8.78267
3.375
533.895
2.72697
3.4375
538.493
2.73118
3.5
543.644 2.73541
SJ625 548.750 2.73937
3.685
55S81I
2.74336
3.6875
558.888
2-74728
3.75
563.803
2.75113
3.8125
568.737
2.75491
3.876
573.630 2.75863
3.9375
578.484
2.76229
4.
583.300 2.76589
4.0625
588.078
2.76943
4.1 25
592.890 8L77899
4.1875
597.526
2.77636
4.25
609.197
2.77!)74
4.8185
606.833
8.78307
4.375
611.437
2.786!15
4.4375
616.007
2.78958
4.5
620.545
2.79277

519
508
*96
485
475
465
456

0.479
0.484
0.490
0.495
0.500
0.506

447
437

0.516

25
2.5625
2.625
2.6875
2.75
2.8125

»"«>'»

Foimula.

Dilftr.

t.

312
308
304
300
295

+

thewlcuK^uonfrflm

D"

t.

fonnala.

oTUm

f-uiliuti.ig

442.419
4*8.604
454.710
460.740
466.697
472.583
478.402
484.155
489.844

*

587
57s
567
545

473

0511

430

0.521

421

0.526

413
406
399
392
385
378
372
366
360
354
349
344
3.38

333
3^8
323
819

0.531

0.536
0.541
0.546
0.551

0.556
0.561
0.565
0.570
0.575
0.579
0.584
0.588
o..;93

0.597
0.602
0.606
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Tables for

Tables for

facilitating
tlie

facilitating

calcula-

tion

Du

tlie calcula-

from

TABLE

Buat's

tion

III.

Du

Formula.

from
Buat'i

Formula.

Values of the Numerator 307 {»/d—0.\) for every value ofjhe Hydraulic
also the values of the Factor 0.3(^/(^—0.^).
Mean Ra.
dius, or

Hydraulic

Mran na
0.3

Nuraljcrs.

Logarithms.

d.

0.1

0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8

0.9
1.0
1.1

1.2

1.3
1.4,

1.5

1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9

2.0
2.1

2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6

2.7
2.8
2.9
3.0
3.1

3.2
3.3
3.4

3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8

3.9
4.0
4.1

4.2

+.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8
4.9
5.0
5.1

5.2
5.3
5.4

66.382
106.595
137.451
163.464
186.382
207.101
226.155
243.889
260.458
276.300
291.285
305.602
319.334
332.548
345.297
357.628
369.579
381.184
392.470
403.464
414.185
424.655
434.888
444.902
454.710
464,323
473.753
483.003
492.102
501.040
509.829
518.478
526.993
535.380
543.644
551.792
559.826
S67.753
575.576
583.300
590.928
598.463
605.909

613.269
620.545
627.742
6S4 860
641.903
648.873
655.773
662.604
669.368
676.067
682.704

Log.

X

Difter.

v/rf—0.1

1.82205
2.02774 20569
2.13815 11041
2.21342
7527
2.27040
5698
2.31618
4578
2.35441
3823
2.38719 3278
2.41588
2869
2.44138 2550
2.46432
2294
2.48516
2084
2.50425
1909
2.52185
1760
2.53819
1634
2.55343
1524
2.56771
1428
2.58113
1342
2.59381
1268
2.60580
1)99
1139
2.61719
2.62804
1085
2.63838
1034
2.64826
988
2.65773
947
2.66681
9O8
2.67555
874
2.68395
840
810
2.69205
2.69987
782
2.70743
756
2.71473
730
2.72180
707
686
2.72866
665
2.73531
646
2.74177
2.74805
628
611
2.75416
2.76010
594
2.76589
579
564
2.77153
551
2.77704
2.78241
537
524
2.78765
512
2.79277
501
2.79778
2 80268
\3\J 4il\J (D
til t

2.8O747
2.81216
2.8 1675
2.82125
2.82566
2.82999
2.83423

490
479
469
459
450
441

433
424

307(v'<'— 0.1)

Hydraulic
meaji
or
values of

tlentli

Numbers.

Logarithms.

d.

0.065
0.104
0.134
0.160
0.182
0.202

5.5
5.6
5.7
5.8
5.9
6.0

0221

6.1

0.238
0.255
0.270
0.285
0.299
0.312
0.325
0.337
0.349
0.361
0.372
0.384
0.394
0.405
0.415
0-425
0.435
0.444
0.454
0.463
0.472
0.481
0.490
0.498
0.507
0.515
0.523
0.531
0.539
0.547
0.555
0.562
0.570
0.577
0.585
0.592
0.599
0.606
0.613

62
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6

6.7
6.8

6.9
7.0
7.1

7.2
7.3
7.4
7.5
7.6
7.7
7.8
7.9
8.0
8.1

8.2
8.3
8.4
8.5
8.6
8.7
8.8

8.9
9.0
9.1

9.2
9.3
9.4
9-5
9.6
9.7
9-8
9.9
10.0

1

1

dius, or

307(v/<i— 0.1)

mean
depth or
values of

Mean Deplh d;

689.279
695.795
702.253
708.654
715.000
721.293
727.534
733.724
739.864
745.955
752.000
757.997
763.950
769.858
775.723
781.545
787.327
793.068
798.768
804.430
810.054
815.641
821.190
826.704
832.183
837.627
843.037
848.414
853.758
859.070
864.351
869.6OI
874.820
880.009
885.169
890.300
895.403
900.477
905.424
910.544
915.537
920.505
925.446
930.362
935.253
940.119

2.83839
2.84248
2.84649
2.8.5043

2.85431
2.85811
2.86185
2.86553
2.86915
2.87271
2.87622
2.87967
2.88306
2.88641
2.88971
2.89295
2.89615
2.89931
2.90242

2 90549
2.90851
2.91150
2.91444
2.91735
2.92022
2.92305
2.92585
2.92861
2.93133
2.93403
2.93669
2.93932
2.94192
2.94449
2.94703
2.94954
2.95202
2.95447
2.95690
2.95930
2.96168
2.96403
2.96635
2.96865
2.97093
2.97318

0.3

Log.

X

Differ.

v/rf—0.1

416
409
401

394
388
380
374
368
362
356
351

345
339
335
330
324
320
316
311

307
302
299
294
291

287
283
280
276
272
270
266
263
260
257
254
251

248
245
243
240
238
235
232
230
228
225

0.674
0.680
0.686
0.692
0,699
0.705
0.711
0.717
0.723
0.729
0.735
0.741
0.747
0.752
0.758
0.764
0.769
0.775
0.781
0.786
0.792
0.797
0.802
0.808
0.813
0.819
0.824
0.829
0.834
0.839
0.845
0.850
0.855
0.860
0.865
0.870
0.875
0.880
0.885
O.S90
0.895
0.900
0.904
0.909
0.914
0.919

n Ron
0.627
0.634
0.641
0.647
0.654
0.661
0.667

11

12
13

987.504
1032.779
1076.204
1117.989
1158.306

14
15
16

11 97. 300

17

1235.093

2.99454
3.01401
3.03189
3.04844
3.06382
3.07820
3.09170
s.

2136
1947
1788
1655
1538
1438
1350

0.965
1.009
1.051
1.092
1.131
1.170
1.207
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Tables

ibr

CtdlitMnii;
die ralculu.
tion

TABLE

Du

III. Contituud.

from
Buai's

KoonuUi.

Faluei of ike SumtraUyr 307 {y/d

—0.1) /or every Value of the Hydraulic Mean Depth d i

also the Value

mm.m

of the Factor 0.3(v^</—0.1).
MmnTS:

30T(v/i-0.1)

X
Nmbtn.

Lx^riUufu.

1271791

3.10449
3.11644
3.12783
3.13866
3.14899
3.15885
3.16829
3.17733
3.18602
3.19438
3.20243
3.21020

307(v/rf—0.1),

as

HrdnuBc

0.S

X

dratbor

Numbers.

Logarithms.

DiBkr.

60

2347.312

61
62
63

2,<M»7.046

3.37057
8.37421
3.37778
3.38130

870
364
357
352
347
340
336

Diftr.

4.

18
19

20
21

22
23
24
96

26
27
28

29
SO
SI

32
SS
S4
SS

9S
37
38

39
40
41

42

43
44
4i
46
47
48

49
SO
51

52
53
54

55
56
57
58
59

1307 482
1342.246
1376.150

1409258
1441.620
1473.286
15(H.300
1534.699
1564.519
1593.791
1622.546
1650.808
1678.604
1705.954
1792.881
1759-402

ntiS-fM
1811.300
1836.708
1861.775
1886.514

1910938
1935.059
1958.887
1983.4S4
S006.708
2028.719
2051.475
2073.986
2096.258
2118.300
2I40.II8
2I61.7I8
9183.109

ismo
3.29496
9.93197
SJB3877
9.94536
3.25177
9.9.5799

3.26404

iss&di
9.27566
3.98125
9Ji8669
S.9990I
8J29790
9.90997
3.30729
S.31907
3.31681
3.32144
3.92599
9.33044
S.SS480

1272
1202
1139
1083
1033
986
944

904
869
836
805
777
750
726
701

680
639
641

629
606
589
573
559
544

532
319

8J390S

507
*95
485
474
463
455
445
436
498

9904.904

9.94398

490

9«&9I0

SJ4T9t
SJ514S

10

9946.073
9966j078
9987.100
9907.343
23*7.411

9.15589
9ba5998
3.96311
9.96687

404
897
S«9
383
976

1.243
1J278

1312
1.345

1J77
1.409
1.440
1.470
1.500
1.529
1.557
1.586
1.613
1.640
1.667
1.693
1.719
1.745
1.770
1.795
1.819
1.849
1.867
1.691

1914
1537
1960
1-982
9.005
2.097
9.048
2.070
9.ogi
2.112
9.193
2.154
9.173
2.195
S.8I5
9.SS5
9.955
9.974

64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

72
73
74
75

76
77
78
79
80
81

89

2586.621
2406.037
8425.300
2444.413
2463.380
2482.209
2500.887
9519-434
2537-846
2556.128
9574.289
2592.310
9610.224
96?7.998
9645.66*
9663.914
9680.651
9697.9T8
9715.191
9739.900
9740.304

.'i.S8477

3.38817
3.39153
3.39484
3.39809
3.40130
3.40446
3.40758
3.41066
9.41969
3.41668
9.4I96S
9.4SS59
3.49541

3.40«4
9.49 !««

9.46980
9.49653
9.49929
9.44188

89
84
85
86
87
88
89

976&9M

2865JW

9.44451
3.44711
3.44968
3.45223
3.45473
S.4d721

90

9881.758
2897.893
9913.940
2999.900
2945.778

9.45966
9.46208
3.40448
3.40885
i.iesao

99C1.AM

9.471

2977.»74
9992.900
3008.445
9023.919
9099L900

3.4T609
3.47834
3.48057

91

92
99
94
95
96
7!
98
99
100

2788.002
2799.700
2816.301
2832.906
2849.215

9.479W

S.482n

331

325
S21

316
312
308
903
599
994
991

«B
283
980
976
973
269
266
263
260
257
255
250
948
945
941
940
237
935
939
930
227
ats
299
220

2294
2.313
2.332
2.351
2.3T0
9.889
2.407
2.426
2.444
2.462
2.480
2.498
2.516
2.533
2.551
2.568
2.585
9.602
2.619
2.636
9.653
2.670
9.687
2.703
2.720
2.736
2.752
2.768
2.784
2.800
2.816
9.832
9.847
2.863
9.879
2.8P4
9.909
9.995
9.940
9.955
94)70
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Motion of

Water in
Pipes and
Canals.

Method of
iising the

preceding
Tables.

Method of Using

the preceding Tables.

by
Example I. Water is brought into Edinburgh
inches in diameter.
several pipes, one of which is 5
• feet long, and the reservoir at
Tliis pipe is 14,367
reservoir on the
Comiston is 44 feet higher than the
It is redelivered.
Castle-hill into which the water is
the pipe should
pints
Scots
many
how
know
quired to

I

9.658721 3, and the sum is the logarithm of the Scotch Motion rfWatetin
pints discharged in a minute.
Pipes and
The facts in the preceding example respecting the Cancls.
supply of Edinburgh with water were taken from Dr

We

Robison's article on Waterworks ab-eady quoted.
are informed, however, by James Jardine, Esq. civil
engineer, that the facts are wholly erroneous, and we

have been indebted to the kindness of this gentleman
for the following stateof the Edinburgh water pipes, to
which we shall apply the formula of Du Buat.

Example II. An excellent cast leaden pipe was laid
the fountain head at Comiston to the reservoir on
from
=1.25 inches.
d :
1. In this case we have
4
the Castlehill of Edinburgh in the year 1720. The interior diameter of the pipe was 4^ inches, the foun14,367
326.36.
2. We have s
tainhead was 51 feet above the point of delivery, and
44
was 14,930 feet. Its maximum
as the value of the length of the pipe
with
1.25
III.
Table
Now, by entering
the years 1738, 1739, 1740, 1741, and
during
discharge
obtain
we
of
s,
value
with 326 as the
</, and Table I.
1742, was llj^ cubic feet, or 189.4 Scotch pints per
logarithm for the numerator, and
the
as
2.49490
minute.

deliver in a minute.

—

;

=

:

to 326.36.
1.18065 as the logarithm corresponding
is
the difference of which logarithms
or the value of
20.618,
of
logarithm
the
1.31425

In

,

ji/s

307(v^ri — 01)
— Hyp. Log. a/s +

Thus,
20.313
60"
.52

or 25

0.7854

From
Subtract Log. of

J03.4

1.3077741
1.778151S
1.3979400
9.8950909

thus:

-1.3077741
Log. of 20.313
1.3979400
Log. of 5»
Log. for reducing to Scotch pints 9.6587217

2.3644358

together
the logarithm of the velocity in inches per second, as
found by the formula, the logarithm of the square of
the diameter of the pipe, and the constant logarithm
his tables to this

20.385 the velocity per second.

Remains

Hence
Log. of 20.385
Log. of 4i' or 20.25
Log. for reducing to Scotch pints
Log. of 188.13 Scotch pints

m

.

.

....

1.3093107
1.3064250
9.6587217

2.2744574

a very wonderful manner
with IS9.4, the quantity actually delivered by the

A

result

which agrees

A

flanch cast iron pipe is laid from
III.
cistern to the reservoir on the Castlehill, EIts diameter is seven inches ; the cistern at

In

this case

we have

7
d= —
= 1.75
21350

222

—

Add

1.31540

in a minute.

=

:

= 292.745

Swanston is 222 feet higher than the point of delivery,
in its best
the length of the pipe is 21,350 feet, and
Scotch pints
state it delivers 3^ cubic feet, or 593.3

the pipe, when in its best order, yielded 2jO
MS. note
pints in a minute, a« we have learned from a
•
of Dr Robison.
„
„„ . is
Since the logarithm of 60, of .7864, and of 103.4
9.8950909
constant, we may take 1.7781613
9.6587217, and the operation will stand
2.0145205

+

125

2.46971
1.15431

....

dinburgh.

Now,

Di Robison. who appUed
in his MS. notes.

l

20.673
Subtract negative quantity .288

Log. of

Example

4.3789563
2.0145205

Hence we have the following Rule

—=

Log. of numerator
Log. of denominator

Swanston

2.3644358
Remains Log. of 231.44
pipeScots pints, which should be delivered by the

Log. of 231.44 as before.

4i

51

.

of
of
of
of

d=

14930

v^ dL-O.l
0.305 ;
5 will be found, by taking proportional parts,
hence we have the velocity V=20.618—0.305=20.313,
the velocity of the water in inches per second.
The whole of the preceding operation may be saved
with
by Table II.; for, by entering col. l.ofthis Table
at once
5 inches as the diameter of the pipe, we obtain
numerator and
2.49490, and 0.305 as the values of the
In order to obtain the ""'"°^'
the negative quantity.
103.4
of Scotch pints per minute, each of which contains
60", and
by
velocity
the
multiply
must
we
inches,
cubic
the area
this product by 5' or 25, and then by 0.7854,
103.4.
of a circle whose diameter is 1, and then divide by

Log.
Log.
Log.
Log.

example we have

1.6

quantity O.S
tin order to find the value of the negative
and in col.
) enter Table J 1 1, col. 1 with 1 .25,
(

this

= 96.17.
2.57452
0.87595

Log, of numerator
Log, of denominator

Log. of

....

1.69857

49.964

Subtract negative quantity .367

49.597 the velocity per second.
1.695447
49.597
.
Log. of
7^or49
1.690196
Log. of
9.658721
.
Log. for reducing to Scotch pints

Remains

....

.

.

.

.

Log. of 1107.5

3.044364

mistake, and has corrected
exampl., makes the length of the pipe 14,637 by

it

to 14,367

i< 1107.5 Scoteb pints, which
widely from 593.S, the quantity actually de^"^
livered, that there muat have been some unknown ob'_- struction in the pipe.
The cast iron main, five indies in diameter, which
is laid from Comiaton to Edinburgh, was always very
Though its length is only
defective in its delivery.
H,5I8 feet, and the height of the fountain above the
point of ilelivery 88 feet yet it yields only ten cubic
feet, or If>7.7 .Scotch pints per minute.
Example IV Mr Watt found, from very careful
measurements, that a canal in his neighbourhood,

Hence the diicharge

or

•

'

HYDRODYNAMICS.
= -^—

">

differi so

at the surface, 7 feet wide at
1 8 feet wide
the bottom. 4 feet deep, and had a declivity of 4 inches
in a mile, moved with a velocity of 17 inches per second at the surface, 14 inches in the middle, and 10 at
the bottom ; the mean velocity being 1 S.3.
Now, since the sloping side of a canal corres ponding
—^ 7
to 4 feet deep, and
5j of projection, is 6.8

formula s

A

527
.MulioD uf
in

The formula may
' be

applied
to Water
'^'^

Pipes and

UanaU.

I

by taking - as the sine of their inclination.

rivers,

'—

,

->

M. Langsdorf has proposed to substitute 482 in place
of the number 478- used by Du Bust in his formula
V'=v'4T8/i in French inches, which gives V=:v'509A
in English inches.
M'hen the pipe is bent in one or more places, the ef- cbanftt*
feet of the bending may be found by adding into one propowd hf
Laogtdoif.
sum r the sqiuures of the sines thus^

which was

m

feet,

tact

=

+

——— =50

square

2.4272, or 29.1*6.

The

will therefore be

Hence

feet

rf

SO
= —-g^
=

4

X

logarithm correaponding to this in Table 1 1 1, is S S II 1 7,
and the value of the negative quantityin col. 5. i» 1.589.
Now, since the slope it 4 inchea, or 4 of a foot in a
mile, we have
15 840, and the coci espooding logarithm in the table ZOMsa H«noe,

t=

Frwn
Snbtract

8.81 117
2.08280

And

1.

there rcraaina

1

2837

= Log. of 13.439 inchea

Subtract the n^ative quantity

1

Dr Robiaon

oonaiders

it

aa

m«t correct in mall canals where it is mort needed, aucfa
aa in mill course* and other derivations for working ni»chinerjr. Prom several comparisons with direct obeervation, lie proposes to substitute in place of the expreasioa

|Marl^ii],

bj

L<>g.

v^T+Ts

the cxpresaion 2} Com. Log-

man naple and

which be oenaid«a both as

1.6,

BKNT* aocunrt«>
Instead of the part of the numerator

^'

+

which

1.6,

propcMS

Dr Yoang

nearly the

is

also

andsiaee

V

i«-' '"

for

moderate

,

velocities.

= 307 Ud- \).(^± +
may be substiuitcd

cnracy in place of «<>**, the term

1^/

Hyp. Log,

propose* to substitute 0.85« i^,

same

-1,^

without

He

will

is

\

Langsdorfs formula reduced to English mea*

sure.

M. Eytelwein conceives the head of water to be di- Formula
piopoKtl
vided mto t^ro partK, one of which is employed in pro- by M.
Brwhile
other
velocity,
the
is
empluyed
overducing
in
tclVClD.
coming the resistances to which it is exposed. He con*
siders the height employed in overcoming the resist*
ances to be directly 'as the length of the pipe, and as the
circumference of tlie section, or as the diameter of the
pipe, and inversely as the area of the section, or as the
square of th« diameter ; tiiat u, on the whole, inversely
This height too, must, like the resist*
at the diameter.
ance arising from friction, VMvy as the souare of the ve>
lodty.
Hence if /'denote the height due to the frictioo, } the diameter of the pipe, and a a constant quan*

we

shall

have
.»

*'

andV=:^^

a I
overcoming the friction,
the diflerence between the actual veloci«

But the height employed
corresponds to

in

ty and the actual height, that

isy=

ft

—

^''cre b

is

-j-i

the co-efficient for finding the velocity from the height.

Hence we have
6->A

^•=

— >V» ""^^'=

ai-l

Ni>w Boat found i

and84

to

particularly

0.0SII,

be

43.6) A

and a &• was found to be
the velocity is between 6

6.6,

when

inches per second.
-,

/ZE)'
»/ abl'l

Hence we have
/

,,

>A

\

^•=6:«.-irn'-^=*^^^(rM7>>
Or, what

is

coiuidcred more accurate.

j

much inac

1.6

riU

become

t'hilag the length of the pipe, k the height of the whole
and d the diameter of the pipe. la this

iiead aC water,

which

509rf*

,/

-AdT^PToMTr)'

-.001

which may be determined without logarithms.

Hence the whole formula

Vr-

...

erred by Mr Watt
In the two first examples, the reader will obeerve, that

^t-^-

V

tity,

there remains
1 1.850 inchea,
the Telocity of the canal per seoood required, which
diflinra cooaiderably from 13.33, the mean velocity ob-

the formula errs in defect

VVx
-(-- + soooj

more simply,

.589

And

Hyp-

Oi'

—=

we have for the perimeter of the section in con*
with the water, 6.« -f 7
(i 8
20.6.
The area

of the

*

If the pipe is bent, the velocity thus found must be AppIioiuiD
diminished by taking the product of its square, multi- o' Kjteiplied by the sum of the smes of the several angles of *'**°'' '<>'"*
flexure, and then by 0.0038.
This will give the de<
gree of pressure employed in overooming the resistance occasioned by the angles; and subtracting this
height from the height corresponding to the velocity,
we may thence find the corrected velocity.
In applying this formula to Etample 2. in p. 526, re.
lative to tlte 4j inch pipe, which supplies Edinburgh
with water, we have As5I feet,)
0.375 of a foot,

=

i
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in

and
OanaU'

|>i|)e<

ilotlon ol

velocity
shall obtain 1.7136 for the
for the velocity in inche^
20.5632
or
second,
p^r
feet
in

Water

-14030 hence we

Example

In applying this formula to
lative to the velocity in a canal as

explained, gives 189./
which, by the rule already

g^atitfo^'w^'dSeredl
by the pipe,
j
•

•

•

'""'"*^-

•

Ditto determined by Eytel-7 189,77
•
.
•
J
wein's formula,
188.13
.
,
Ditto bv Du Buat's formula,
„
,
Eytelwem's
appears, that in this case
bemg
error
the
the two.
formula is the most correct of
pmts.
it is 1.27 Scotch
only 0.37, while in Uu Buat's
remarkable
very
is
formula,
The accu;acy of both the
determining the velociKytelwein'»
In order to obtain a rule for
Eytelwein conriJe for ca- ty of water in canals and rivers, M.
to the square
proportional
nals and rinearly
siders the friction as
of particles pronumber
a
because
not
velocity,
the
of
timej.ro.
asunder
porlional to the velocity is torn
J^ moving
body
a
when
because,
fortionally short, but
deflecting forces are
n lines of a given curvature, the
for it is obvious, that
velocities;
the
of
as the squares
touch the sides and bottom
the particles of water which
consequence of the eleof the canal must be deflected,
surface upon which they
the
on
depressions
vations and
whatever
SeTearly into the same curvilineal path,
move. VJe may therethey
which
with
velocity
the
be
the
as nearly proportional to
fore consider the friction
sanie at all
^e
neaily
as
and
square of the velocity,
accordmg to the surface
denths It will, however, vary
proporthe so id,
with
contact
in
is
ofThe flu d which
incUon
the
that
-•
fluid
of
;
tfon to the ^hole quantity
will be directly as the surfor a ffiven Quantity of water
of acanal, oras Uieperime
the bTt?oma'nd sides
the wa er ; or suPPo«^"g
with
contact
ter of the section in
to be spread "P/" '^ °
the whole quantity of water
=;°^i
w 11
bottom and sides, the friction
tal nlane equal to the
the water would
which
at
height
beinverse?yas the

h

and neithei acce
whole weight ot^^

in a river flow ns; uniformly,

j£lol rXdedby

water must be employed

M

The foUowing

38i
37

33^

Depth

in

feet.

Velocity in inches
per second.

1

58

5
10
15

56
52
43

31

foot of the

whole depth.

o/M. Piony, reSect. III. Accounl of the Investigations
Pipes and
Conduit
in
Water
spectin^r the velocity of
open Canals.

we have already
In our history of Hydrodynamics,
Chezy, Oirarci,
of
kbours
eiven a general view of the
of formulae for detercomposition
the
in
Prony,
and
conduit pipes and open
mining the velocity of water in
by these eminent enobtained
As the foJmuls
Canals

~

Inmtig..
^.^^^^^^
j,,„i^

theirex-

Sl^^^di;
I

Sirmean

emplojs

he
following are the symbols which
the pipe or canal.
extremiSe cHflrence of levd between the two
^
ties of the pipe.
of the pipe or ^al«
the area of the section
in contact with the
section
the
^ the perimeter of

The

=

formula, this mean proAccording
or O.91 times the veloci y
velocity,
the
of
portionall
depth
M-uhc.mean
the
d
a Tecond^'Making
inches, >// rf
/the fall in two English miles

m

.

-

Z

- the acceierating force of gravity, or 32.174.

a

D =the diameter of the tube.
E=i^=the mean

wemay easily

M. Eytelwein's

.

X — the length of

I

= thesfne'of the

radius, or the hydraulic

mean

caindination of the pipe or

nal.

U=the mean velocity in the section
V = the velocity of the surface 1 ^^

W = the velocity at the bottom J

«.

g^ canals, &c.

^.

^j

rrony.

htvV^lVthrsrmeTh^ra^^^^^^^
algeand from their containmg only
freme simplicity,
giveari
an
give
;«^^«' P^^j^j^' ,,,
to
proper
it
thought
^^,,
w^ i^a^e
In doing this,
Section.
account of them in the same
and retain the
we sha 1 adopt the notation of M. Prony,French metres.
in
them
given
he has
roeffictents

We

we have

m

^^ for every

relative weight,
its equality with the
inc'reased or di™-ished by
muttb7p7o7ortional?y
t
of the
the velocity, in the ratio
oCTeasinK the square of
ratio of its
the
in
velocity
the
hvdrauuf mean^depth, or
veol.y expect, therefore, that the hyroo"
square root of the
the
as
conjointly
dt es will be
ag-e" distance
depth, and of the fall in
these two lines. If we
between
proportional
amean
or as
given length, we must find
take tToTnglish miles for a
hydraulic mean dep h,
?mean proportional between the
and having ascertaina,^ the fall in two English miles ;
the velocity in a parto
bears
this
which
ed the rela ion
determine it in a lother cases^

being the mean proportional,

and

approximate value
M. Eytelwein considers that an
by deducting
obtained
of the mean velocity may be

or
f^^raer to nreserve

m

per second.

17

f

inches,

Amo

Hhisx.

Velocity in inches

2
4
8
16

diL nished

L

in

feet.

-;

M

the velocities in the

Arno.
Depth

MHna^g^^

to

are

the Rhine

-^'of-'ti^'^l^
increase or dimmish while
S^Thydraulic meln depth to
the friction would l^
same,
the
remains
the inchnation
and therefore,
increased in the same ratio,

tfcuia' case,

applicable only to a canal,

sometimes found

^JJI^^J^
mustJ- ^'f
equal to the relative weight,
the friction
roo
square^^^J^J^^^^f-^^^
the
as
is
which
the velocity,
and.suppo^

Sre

Watt.

is

of water, as it is
surface to the bottom of a stream
surtace.
to be a maximum below the

m

JLltlftll^s^i-

inches

give a rule

7"'=°'^'"f/'^'VS^^^
varies the relative
plane
and if the inclination of the
particles along the
the
urges
that
weight, or the force
of the plane
height
the
as
inclined plane, will vary
.the
is given, or
that
it lollops

l:"t^ngtii
tTc'eV'Se

Canals.

through an equable chanEytelwein has shewn that the velocity is in
is horizontal
general a little greater, when the bottom
that the
and
surface,
the
to
parallel
than when it is
greater on the
veiucity in curved channels is always
not easy to
convex than on the concave side. It is
tiom the
velocity
the
of
decrease
the
for
nel

flof

Iravity. the

W att,

or to a straight river flowing

m

«nt

Mr

The preceding formula

m

themean1adius,orhydraul.c mean d

by

locity as ascertained

ma

is

Mr

measured by

in

Pipes and

Hence V=0.91\^8x29.126 = O.9lX 15.264 = 13.890,
mean vea result which agrees very nearly with the

Kw'^hSil

.tand which

and/=8

have d =29.126

we

189.4 Scotch pints per

526. re-

II. in P-
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notion

Water
Pipes

i»f

in

uA

Acconling to this notAtlon, the fonnuls of
in English inches, is

Du

Buat,

Caoils.

V^307g(y^--0»)

U=
Or when

reduced to French metres,

^243.79

a049S59]
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In order to obtain a formula for the mean velocity of Motion of
^**'' '"
fluids, M. Prony found, that an expression of the mean
pipe* at.d
Tdocity, deduced from the theory of fluids, and comCsnalt.
posed of terms relative to gravity, to the dimensions or
ought
certo be equal to a
figure of the pipe or canal,
tain function of this mean velocity ; and in determining
this function, he observed, that in all the hypotheses respecting the unknown function of the velocity to which
the resistance is proportional that makes the motion
uniform, it may always be developed in a series, arranged according to the whole powers of the mean velocity, or the variable quantity.

That

is,

^^=c + - U-J-jS U'+v U», &C.
*X

0.016453»)J

About eleven years before the pubh'cation of the seUu Rust's work, Vf Chexy obtained an
ezpradon of the velocity much more simple than the

FwrauU ol cond edition of

.

preceding.
He assimilates the resistance of the sides
of the pipe or canal to known resistances, which follow
the law of the square of the velocity ; and he supposes
that the ratio of

y U*

:

——

rtmiM of the same
iiCeient to determine,

fluid.

constant for

is

Upon

all

cur*

this hypothesis,

it is

l>y experiment, the values of
X for any known current of water, and to
in terms of x^i
deimoe from it the general value of
and A belonging; to any other current. The formulii
from thcM principles, is
at Chcxy,

V,X, i and

U

d^uMd

L-y|
A single experiment only
0, which

is

is

necessary for determining

an abstract number, or

—

,

which

in

a

li.

c is a function independent of
along with the co-efficients *, /8, y, &c.

which

in

U, and which,
must be deter-

mined by experiment.
first term c of this series, is related on the one
to the inclination which the canal or tube ought
to have, in order that the motion may be ready to commence ; and on the other hand, to the form and dimensions which must be given to the transverse section, in

The

hand

order that the whole fluid which is contained in the canal or pipe may adhere to it The determination of this
first term depends on very delicate experiments, which
have not been made ; but it is quite certain that, from
its

extreme smallness,

it

The second term • U

may be

is

saficlv neglected.
niUurally relate<l to very small

Teledtiea; and as itia knewn iVoin good experiments,
that the foat and second powers of the velocity satisfy
all the phaaoMMBa included within certain limits, it
is requisite (Irtt to examine if these limits contain the
greatest velocities, which are naocaaarr to be oonsidervd in practice. SI. Prony therefore taxes the equation

quantity.

The fine rMaarchMof Coulomb
ParmuUer

respecting the resist.

*X

U

*""

*^ ""ids. Were fiiat apnlied by M. Girard
the
discovery of a correct formula for ocpreasing the velo- and he then endeavoart to determine the values of the
city of water.
He proposed te
fortne value of constant quantities • and 0, which may be conformable
the rcakUnoe, the product of • constant ouantity, by with thf Mat experiments wliich have been made on
the ram at the first and second powers of the velocity ; the nouoa of water in canals.
In the execution of this task, M. Prony has availed
and haviiif determined this ccoatant ouantity after
12 eiperimenta ef Cheiy and Dn Buat, be obtained a himself of the fine methods for the correction of anoformula, which, as we shall presently see, represents malies, which M. La Place has applied in his Me
CtUtU,* for determining tJie figure of the earth.
the experimental velocities as accurately as tite more
complicBted one of Ou Buat.
He expresses the resist* Place has given no fewer than three of these methods,
no* dae to the cohesion by R' x L' ; R' being a quan- the but of which Prony considers as the best
If we have obtained, for example, a series of experitity to be obtained from espcrimrnt ; and sunposing
mental values of any variable quantity, these values
that the adhesian to the paroi mouUUt, or tne film
which adheres to the sides of the pipe, of the asperi* may be caaaeelcd tofetfacr by a Uw, by applying small
oorrectiona to aadi of the experimental results.
The
ties which are there diasentnatcd, is the same as that
which retains the fluid molec alea to one another, be equation which expresses this Uw, may be put under the
makes the resistance due to these asperities equal to form
R' X L^'> to that the sun of the two resistances is
where 7. and X are functions of one or more variable
U*), which leads to the formula
R'X (U
quantities, of which we have a certain number of values
**
cither directly observed, or calculated from observaH'fU
U').
M. Giranl assigns, from the experiments of Dn tions. It is then required to assign to the unknown
Buat, 0.0018181 aa the value of R, and his for- constant quantities » and $ such values, that the phenomena may be represented in the best possible manmula beoomca
a6 +y(Q.ii+S0i2,S4'^\ ner by the preceding equation.
The explanation of these methods does not belong to
or making
-jI, and
R, the formula be> the jprcaent article ; but in some part of our work, pro-f
A
bably under the article Piivitcs, we shall lay them be^5
comes
0.5
8052.5* RI).
for our readers.
v' (0.85
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we

If

U

by

divide

both sides of the equation^

in

Pipes and

»

*»

Canals.

U+fl U^ we

^^, = »^fi U, and put-

obtain

'

—r^ =

ting 5

t/,

if=x-i-/3l], in

we have an
which

all

equation of the

first

order

the quantities are linear ex«

which is an abstract number.
calculating as many values of t/ corresponding to
the determined values of U, as we have experiments on
the velocity observed in canals, where ^, x, a, and x
have been measured, and by finding » and /3 by the
methods already mentioned, we obtain an expression of
the velocity.
M. Prony has applied these methods to the twelve
experiments, from wliich Girard deduced the value of
the co-eflicient 11 in his formula, chiefly with the view
of comparing tiie results obtained by Du Buat's forTwo of
mula, Girard's Ibrmula, and his own formula,
vept

these twelve experiments were made by M, Chezy upon
the Rigole of Courpalet, and upon the Seine.
I'he
other ten are taken from Du Buat's work, and are tliose
which Girard employed.
From these experiments,
Prony finds «
0.00093, and /3=0.00266'. Hence we
obtain

=

_ 0.00093 U+ 0.00266 U',

g"Z

/8,

By

.

which,

when

reduced, gives

U=— 0,17-i812 + ^('o.030559

3687,52 « Z

'

The particulars of the twelve experiments are given in
the following Table, in columns 1, '2, 3, 4, 5, 6. Column 7 is calculated from Du Buat's foi-raula already
given, column 8 from (nrard's, and column 9 from the
preceding formula of Prony's. The four experiments
marked with an asterisk are rejected as anomalous.

TABLE L
Conlaining the mean

Velocities

ofCtirrents of Water deduced from eight Experiments, compared with the
by the Formula of Du Buat, Girard, and Proni/.

Velocities as calculated

3

2

1

4

5

8

7

'

p
Velocities observed,
directly deduced I'rom

Names

of the
Currents.

"

Superficial

Mean

Velocity.

Velocity.

1

Rigole of Courpalet. 0,142659 0,094051 31379,5

3
4

1

Canal of Jard.

5*
River
Canal
River
Canal
River

6
7

8
9*
0*

Hayne.
of Jard.

Hayne.
of Jard.
Seine.

^"'^'' "'^y"^-

2

J

ervation.

r

2

1

Ob

Total
Area of
Perimeter
Total
declivity the Section
of the
length of
of the
Section,
on the
the
or
Current or length ^, Current,
vaJues of or values of or values of values of

(

A

i

i

viz.

U= /V— 0.08227
(

)'

4- 0.0067675.

In this formula, which is reduced to metres, U is the
Girard
velocity, and V the superficial velocity.
filso calculated his mean velocities by an equivalent formula.
The relative accuracies of the three formulae will be
seen from the following Table of differences.

mean

Absolute difTerences between
the calculated and observed

mean
Positive
differeuce.

Formula of Du Buat
Formula of Girard
Formula of Prony

Du

T'f?>j

.....

0.0338
0.0238
O.OiyS

velocity.

Negative

between
and _4

0.0391

Buat's formula, the errors are between xls
of the observed results ; in Gir.ird's they are

By the
Formula
of
Buat.
•

Du

0,130759
0,177309
0,191385
0,226847
0,393055
0,272865
0,314282
0,285046
10,8821 0,508103
103,299 0,824497
16,269 0,778532
15,4082 0,747672

By the
Formula

By the
Formula

of
Girard.

of
Prony.

0,076449
0,131695
0,071647
0,1934
0,429232
0,280515
0,428938
0,317697
0,661130
1,17367

0,086587
0,135891
0,156218
0,194314
0,384124
0,267086
0,293862
0,287803
0,520199
0,92010
1,0541
0,843152
0,994162 0,796834

and

t\jV ; and in Prony's between t^sgreat superiority of Prony's formula is
therefore manifest,
As the preceding formula of Prony was drawn only from a few observations, for the purpose of comparing it with the other formula, he has deduced more
correct values of « and /3 from 31 experiments, including
the eight experiments of Du Buat in Table I.
The 23
TBcy

The

new experiments were performed

witii very great accuracy upon artificial canals, and have tlie advantage of
giving the mean velocity from direct observation.
These experiments, which are contained in Table II.
give the following values of « and /3, viz.

«= 0.000436, y8= 0.003034,

U=- 0.07

1

8523

diffference.

0.0970
O.OO6O

Velocities calculated.
or values of U.

2,33863
8,77066
9.12257
9,20378
9,9076
15,3757
9,74518
16,3503

1

In the preceding Table, the mean velocities in codirectly observed, but were deduced
IVotn the superficial velocities by a formula of Du Buat,

and

X

«/

1,11438 0,674492
0,196799 0,137345 467,769 0,016355 4,4883
5,4050
) 0,210875 0,148857 467,769 0,016919
0,260143 0,189760 467,769 0,021430 5,7582
0,329414,' 0,24851
467,769 0,040605 8,72377
0,368423 0,282091 359,272 0,010896 22,6466
0,426081 0,332219 467,769 0,030454 7,6759
0,432036 0,337349 359,272 0,010061 29,0468
0,461532 0,372087 467,769 0,052448 11,9092
0,785029 0,652790 2592,22 0,297770 284,9
0,860012 10,720968 359,272 0,056012 28,4598
1 0,950426 0,803563 359,272 0,059396 23,0812

lumn 2 were not

In

?

Mean

Or more

from which we obtain

+ \/(o.{,00516275 + '-^-^^^'

simply,

U=— 0.07 + v^(o.005+^-fl^Y which will be sufWith the first of these formulte, the
column 8 of Table II, were calculated.

ficiently exact.

numbers

in

1
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TABLE

Pipes

II.

Arvu

Pcrimclen

U

Bsperi

ifthe Sections.

of llM

Inclination

Values

oriheCcnal.

of the

or taJucs of

or

Me:iii Velocities,

Functiom

X
M.tr...

Metres.

2,SS863
0,683516
0,954S16
8,77066

1

2
S

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

9.IS«7
9.20378
0,368699
0,577 WS

14
15
17
18
19

SO
SI

2S

S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8

99
SO
.11

Mctrv*.

0,0008623
0.0006287
0.0008160

Id.

5,7.582

o.oisjaso

0,01X1.5787

o.oir.swii

1

0.575-«37

0,O5»5281

0,705984
0,789630

0.05^85

0,0007082
0.0005787
0,00003033
0,0007082
0.0005787
0,00006510
0,00002800
0,0010764
0,0007082

0,075315*

Id.

15. 3757

0.0.'r«>2l5

0,(ii*)r!77

0,505937 0,03<)7842
7.G759
9.74518
16,3503
i9,(H6a

16

Metre*.

o.oooa^ooi
0.00OIOT7

0,00003*96
0,0000 ;o'
0,0000*581

o.vwisg 0,0^51857

11

1«
13

0,0113764
4,48S3
5,4050

0,41

4H3 o.oiwsi?
0.025281
0,0288423
0,0369616
0.0413509
0,061196
0,0138056
0,0632025
0,0738205
19,0812
0,0370788
0,0676261
0,095788
0,0991601

0,575237
0,490778
0,551«15
0,582004
0,703819
0,359534
0,737656
0,772906
15.4028
0,798569
0.840793
0.S7896I
0,894l?l

0,0023419
0.0021834
0,0023419
Id.
Id.

0,0024272
0.0047170
O,0OS1834
0,0023148
0,000165SS
0,004717
0,0029148
Id.
Id.

case

we have

—=

X
and if Z is

i

D,

D being

direct

the superficial

Ripcritnent.

Velocity-

Molirs.

2'.'

0,00I27TJ»

0,0010339
0,0014458
0,0013832
0,0012641
0,0014321
0,0015741
0,0022326
0.0017179
0,0024567
0,0025427
0,0025612
0,0028149
0.0024263
0.0023961
0.0028111
0,0031313
0.002744S
0,0028984
0,002866s
0.0028604

the -diameter ot the

tube ;
the diflerenoe of level between the
surface of water in the superior reservoir, and that of
the water in the lower basin, or the height o( the head
•f water, the equation will be

or
values of

U
calculated.

Metres.

0,123793
0,103964
0,144161
0,179161
0.200992
0.240924
0,215583

0,172109
0,21'.'3(il

0,242005
0,248773
0,2»ji849

0,300783

0.(K)I45fi7

Velocities,

Metres.

0,1 60679

1

tvitk

0,116509
0,124651
0,154299

0,00097107
O.0012481
o.oonsif)

gative difference* O.OS6O, which abewi that the anoowiie4 have been divided with great e<)iialitv, and tint the
calculated reaalta hold a juat medium between thoee
which were obaenred. The preceding formula may
tharefere be adopted in practice with much conSdence.
M. Proajr next proceed* to the investigation of.a formula for the motion o( water in conduit pipes. In this

ppo.

Deduced from

0,001 32.S9

In Gomparinf the calculaUd with the obocrrcd re>
«ulu in the preceding Table, it appean that the abfoluta pontitre dtflerencc* are 0.027^ and the alMolute ne-

caadoii

1

values of

By

0,0010<)L^J

0,00

<ir

V

TducsoT

or valiMi of

0,327516
033,4043
0,347893
0,3.52792

0,367069
0,383581
0,420U38

0,25l>018
0,2.56107
0,.SI4896

0,306459
0.273113
0,341608
0.3S558
0,325775
0,85iK)86
0,40(K).';8

0,53.5840

0,605o.'j5

0.637227
0,73M)78
0,744694
0,765809
0,772035

0,776043
0,782863
0.816430
0.863261
0.880315

From whidi we

0.489747
0,599057
0,644159
0,665101
0,756869
0,705180
0,709152
0,776964
0,823972
0,772683
0,814208
0,834059
0,841999

obtain

il^ = 0.00017 U 4. 0,009416 U»,

("ITS
+

which, after reduction, gives

0.000619159

57 DZ\
i-li^i—

^,

of the best
Du Buat, and b^ the applioCioo of the methods ef correctien, he obtained

•

= 0.00017,

/•

= 0,003416.

^j

By means of this

formula, the nunil>crs in column 8
of the following Table have been calculated, wliirh agree
most surprisingly with the observed resuhs. This agreement is the more remarkable, as the experiments were
made by different observers, and with cfifferent apparatus, and upon pipes whose lengths varieil from I ll feet
to 7020, and their diameters from I inch to 1 8 inciies.
The differences between the calculated aiid observed
results amount only to -J^ or j\.

The preceding formula should always be used

M. Proiqr lalcrtrtl fiAy-one
experimenu made by Couplet, Boesut, and

In order to find a and

in

ar.il

Canals.

CoHlainiHg the Felodttn of Water in Cttnalt, a* observed in t/iirtif-me Experiments, compared
tlie Velocitiet calculated by Pront/'s Formula.

Number

01

in its

present state when the velocities are very 6iiiall ; but
when the velocities are considerable, we may in ordinary gases uae the ibllowing very simple fonnula,

U = 26.79yf.
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Pipc3 and
Canals.

From which

it appears that the velocity is directly in
the compound ratio of the square roots of the diameter
of the pipe and the head of water, and inversely as tlie
square roots of the length of the pipe ; a result which
agrees with that which the Abbe Bossut obtained from

is

experiments ; that is, for any given head of water
and diameter of pipe, the velocity in a horizontal pipe

No.

of

Experiments.

Names

of

Observers.

Head of water
above tlie lower
end of the Pipe.

at or Bossut.

III.

ResuUs of Fifly-one Experiments by

tl\e

Length of the

gViZ.

Pipe.

4xU

Pipe.

different Observers,

Velocities, or values of

Values of
Diameter of

Observed

velo-

cities.

1

2
3

4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13

U

15
16
17
18

19
20
21

22
23

2*
25
26
27
28

29
30
31
32
33

34
35
36
37
38

39
40
41

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

Du

Buat.
Couplet.
Couplet,
Du Buat.
Couplet.
Id.
Id.

Id.

Du

Buat.

Id.
Id.

Metres.

Metres.

Metres.

0,0040605
0,151132
0,306784
0,013535
0,453422
0,570716
0,649678
0,676749
0,0189489
0,113694

0,0270699
0,135350

19,9506
2280,37

Id.

Bossut.
Id.

Du

Buat.
Bossut.
Du Buat.
Bossut.
Du Buat.
Bossut.
Du Buat.
Bossut.
Id.
Id.

Du

Buat.
Bossut.
Du Buat.
Bossut.
Du Buat.
Bossut.
Id.

0,3'24839
Id.

Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.

Id.

0,649678
Id.
Id.
Id.

Du

Buat.
Bossut.
Du Buat.
Bossut.
Id.
Id.

Id.

0,641558
0,324839
0,162419
0,649678
0,324339
0,649678
Id.

Couplet.
Bossut.
Id.
Id.

Du

0,1082800
0,324839
0,160525
0,324839
0,210604
0,324839
0,242547
0,324839
0,242547
0,324839
0,649678
0,324839
0,333502
0,324839
0,370858
0,649678
0,395221

3,92739
0,324839
0,649678
Id.

Buat.

Id.

.50

Bossut.
Du Buat.

51

Id.

0,487259
0,567116
0,619678
0,721864
0,974518

Id.

Id.

0,0270699
0,135350

19,9506
2280,37

Id.
Id.
Id.

Id.
Id.
Id.

0,0270699

3,74919
Id.
Id.

Id.
Id.
Id.

0,0360933
0,0270699
0,0360933
0,0270699
0,0360933
0,0270699
0,0544106
0,0270699
0,0544106
0,0360933
Id.

0,0270699
0,0544106
0,0270699
0,0360933
0,0270699
Id.

0,0360933
0,0544106
0,0360933
0,0544106
Id.

0,0360933
0,0270699
0,0544106
0,0270699
0,0544106
0,0360933
Id.

0,0544106
0,487259
0,0544106
Id.

0,0360933
0,0270699
Id.

0,0544106
0,0270699
Id.

in

Pipes and

In Table IV. we have given the observed measures
in French inches, for the sake of those who may wish
to compare them with the other experiments of Du Bu-

TABLE
tviih the

Motion of

Water

col. 1.

(^anuls.

his

Comparison ofProny's Formula,

inversely as the square root of the length of the pipe.

See page 511,

'

16,2419
58,47108
19.9506
48,7258
19,9506
38,98072
19,9506
58,47108
19,9506
48,7258
.58,47108

29,2355
19,9506
38,98072
19,9506
48,7258
19,9506
16,2419
19.49035
29,2355
38,98072
58,47108
48,7258
29,2355
19,9506
19,49036
3,74919
38,98072
9,74518
19,49036
29,2355
1169,42
9,74518
19,49034
9,74518
3,16718
3,74919
9,7*518
3,16718
Id.

Metres.

0,00031409
0,00040412
0,00052299
0,00045929
0,00059072
0,00063849
0,00167009
0,00168358
0,00142651
0,00133843
0,00130958
0,00133748
0,00144598
0,00148184
0,00154965
0,00171296
0,00168746
0,0018308
0,00167204
0,0017932
0,00179521
0,00192257
0,00191780
0,00205052
0,001981315
0,00217375
0,00207278
0,00222265
0,00220106
0,00233276
0,002300502
0,00226756
0,00221446
0,00239239
0,00258798
0,0027506
0,0028119
0,0036206
0,0026558
0,0032867
0,0031615
0,0030625
0,0037855
0,0040737
0,0038209
0,0044911
0,0064699
0,0063075
0,0055786
0,0078386
0,0088825

.

U.

Calculated velocities.

Metres.

Metres.

0,0430142
0,0544296
0,0853786
0,0980744
0,111718
0,130098
0,141116
0,144093
0,2352 1
0,282637
0,288863
0,330876
0,340053
0,360437
0,380766
0,409081
0,436584
0,440807
0,443325
0,450038
0,495488
0,511514
0,512786
0,541155
0,560537
0,567657
0,569335
0,591641
0,603173
0,632354
0,644427
0,649787
0,669467
0,743612
0,759989
0,776068
0,790849
0,794259
0,836353
0,897639
0,933183
0,968157
1,06003
1,09151

0,04275
0,059132
0,092124
0,092602
0,126321
0,133029
0,143345
0,146739
0,289495
0,308824

1,16401
1,31381
1,57845
1,59193
1,5945
1,93011
2,29946

Id.

0,335905
0,355330
0,.^71316

0,391471
0,428717
0,440183
0,461806
0,441608
0,461806
0,486011
0,512245
Id.

0,545006
0,545851
0,576653
0,563405
0,596064
0,599029
0,632726
0,634365
0,632347
0,634366
0,697201
0,734322
0,76601

0,782336
0.892970
0,781872
0,904784
Id.

0,907103
1,059247
1,116427
Id.

1,289627
1,704337
1,689767
1,588977
2,079787
2,420487

HYDRODYNAMICS.
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TABLE

Xmsof

pen*

Anthon.

HCMl«f
Water
•boTc ih*
lowrr Old.

in

Tablk

III.

Buat.
Couplet.

s
s

Couplet

Dn Buat

4
5
6

Couplet

M

Length af\he

7

8

9

ofU.

81.083

Id.

Id.

Id,

Id.
Id.

84
25

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

DuBoat

10

Id.

11

Id.

Id,

IS

Bouut

13

Id.

U

DuBoat

15
16
17
18
19

BoMUt
Du Buat
Bouut
Du Buat
Bo«mit

80

DuBoat

SI

BoMUt

92
S3

Id,
Id.

Dn Buat
BoMOt

Do Boat
Boaiut

Du Buat

89
SO

Bowut

81

Id.

3S
S3
34
35

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id,
Id.

36

DuBoat

37
38

Boatnt

39
40

Da Boat
BoMOt
Id.

41

Id,

43
43
44
43
46

Id,

Couplet

Boamt
Id.

Id.

47
48
49

Do Boat

50

DuBoat

51

pl.417
84840 7080

1737

It,

0,7
4,2

24
85
86
S7
88

1

Id.

Boarat
Id.

4
18
5,93
IS
7,78
12
8,96

1

Id.
Id,

138,5 11,548
Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Incfaei.

1,589
8,0107
3,154
3,683
4,187
4,806
5,813
5.323
8.689

10,441
10,671
Id.
600 SO
18,883
1,33332160 180
12,568
1
^37 61,417 13,315
1,3333^1800 150
14,066

^37

61,417 15,118
1,33391440 180
16,188
I
737 161.417 16,884
IS
2160 180
8,01
16,377
8,96
I
737 161.417 16,623
12
1800 150
8,01
18,304
S4
1,33338160 80
18.896
IS
11060 90
Id.
18,943
12,98
1
ff37
61.417 19,991
18
1440 180
2,01
80,707
1
13,7
737 61,417 80,97
84
I,3339|I800 150
1*1.032
14,6
I
37
61,417 81,856
18
Id,
SCO SO
82,888
Id.
1,3333 780
G»
83,960
Id.
1060 90
8,01
83,806
S4
1,33331440 120
84,004
Id.
8,01
2160 180
84,731
Id.
Id.
1800 150
87,470
Id.
1,333 1060 90
28,075
1
«3,7
737
61,417 88,669
IS
8,01
720
SO
29,215
6
1
138,5 11.548 29,341
84
8.01
1440 ISO
30,896
12
1333 960 SO
S3,l60
24
Id,
780 60
34.473
Id.
8,01
1080 90
35,765
145,083 18
43200 3600 39,159
18
2,01
360
30
40,388
Id,
780 60
3,
Id.
1,333 360
30
48,534
18
1
117
9,75
58,310
20,95
Id,
138,5 11,543 58,808
84
8.01
360 30
58,903
96.666 I
117
9.75
71.301
86
Id.
Id.
Id.
84,945
I

H

M. Prony next proceed* to uivcatigM*
aula which will lenre both for canala
aad
fwolting formula

Vdodtia
or ralues

Ftps*

5

it

U = --0.0469734

When

it IS

to

we must

be appLed to pipes,

aincle foriifaM.
Tlui
**

"^

*

+ ^ (0.0022065 + S041.47G).

when

the pipe discharges

water, or

itself in

Motion of

Wtut

in

Pipes ind

Can lis.

take

ObsCTTcd

DimeiHraftliel

take

^

J

IJ>

ladM. loehM. Feet.
0,15
1
61,417
1737
5,583 5
S4S40 7020
Id,
11,333 Id.
Id.
0,5
16,75

we must

G= J DJ, D= diameter of pipe, and J = —i^

India.

Du

1

applied to canals,

G=RI; I = -2-; andR=—

French Inches.

Ei-

U

'^^r

IV.

Coutauung the observed Measures

So.<d

53S

formula

this

J

TJ"

= H'+^

when

the pipe discharges itself in air ; as in this case,
H' beine the height of the head of water above
the superior oriftce of the pipe, and H" the height of
the head of water above the lower orifice of the pipe-

H'=

0,

The formula in English feet is,
U =—0.1541131 + v/(0,023751+S2806.6G.)

On

the Relation between Ike Superficial Velocity
Mean Velocity.

and the

The formula give by Du Buat for deducing the mean ReUtinn
from the superficial velocity was, when reduced to the bctweaii the
tuperfcial

metre.

U = (v/V — 0.08227)* + 0.0067675,

whidi

is

where

W

and mean
velocities.

deduced from the equation

U = (VV-v'iW)« + jW.

=

=

a cgnitant velocity
1 nidi
00870699
of the old mcMure, and v/
0.16453.
Although this formula is sufficiently simple, and harmonises with many of Du Buat's experiments, it is
nevertheless incompatible with observation, as it makes
the mean velocity U have a finite value, when tlie su«
is

W=

velocity V is nothing.
Now, aa Prony has
obacrred, every formula whitih does not make both
these velocities vanish at the same time, is evidently
eironeoas ; and, as it follows from the examination of
the ezperimaots, that the raUo between these velocities
approaches to equality as they increase, so that at one
limit we have V
0, U
0, and at another limit
perfictal

=»

=

=

=

V=

and V
U.
lo order to obUin a formula which should satisfy
these conditions, and at the same time be simple, and
suited to the nature of the phenomena, M. Prony gives
it the form
09,

U

;

tT- V(V4-«)
V+6

•

which may be put under the form;

V
and

V

b

v.— U
-J
a

6

^

^

i

^.

" b

b-^a

—a

=;»,

and using the values of V and U, given

3.

of the following Table, he obtained

^" a
and

in coL S.

—a

by the methods already mentioned.
/I
•
4.0.36
1.880, from which we have
a =8.37187; 6 = 3.15318, and

=

;

|j- \(y

=

+ 2-37187)

V+ 8.15318

'

a formula which is not only more commodious, and
more easily calculated, but also more conformable with
experimt-nu than that of Du Buat. I'his formula nlky

be put Udder the form

U = V_0.78IS5 +
from which

we

8.46338

V

+

3.15318'

obtain,

V = 4 (L— 2.37187+ V(U—2.37187)«+ 3.15318 U)

HYDRODYNAMICS.
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Water

in

The numbers in column 3 of the following Table
have been computed from the formula

Pipe* and
Canali.

11

which gives a precision of between -^ and
a simplification of the preceding formula.

= 0,8164.58 V,

-^j,

and

Motion

Water

(

ii

Pipes an

CnnaU.

TABLE

V.

Containing the observed mean Velocifies of Water, compared with tltose deduced from the superjicial
Velocities by the Formula! of Du Huat and Prony.

4.

3.

2.

1,

5.

tj

6.

7.

"Velocities.

Observed.

Number
of Experiments.

Velocities of the
surface, or va-

lues of

1

2

3
4
5

6
7
8

9
10
11

12

13
14
15
16
17

-

velocities.

U.

0,1242
0,2421
0,2487
0,3275

0,1638
0,2954
0,3118
0,4331
0,4640
0,5197
0,6186
0,6719
0,7797
0,8121
0,8473
0,9280
0,9745
1,0257

0,3836
0,4210
0,4949
0,5479
0,7447
0,6055
0,6372
0,7720
0,7658
0,8633
1,0893
1,0555
1,1699

1,1461
1,2994
1,2994

By Du

Formula.

0,67737
0,70939
0,78304
0,82562
0,87246
0,99346
1,12538
1,12538

it follows that the mean velocity is fourof the superficial velocity.
In order to introduce into the equation which expresses the velocity, the value of the volume of water
which flows through any section in a given time,
the volume of water, and 3.1416= a-.
Prony calls

from which
fifths

Formula
for finding

the quantities of water
diseh'aigei

Q

Q ^"^ these being introduced into
U= —4Tr">
the equation ^ gj D = aU + U where «= 0.00017,
and hence

;3

and

j8

=z 0.003416, gives

I'rony

»

rt

best

Formula.

Prony's

0,13374
0,24118
0,25 157
0,35361
0,37884
0,42431
0,50506
0,54857
0,63660
0,66305
0,69179
0,75767
0,79564
0,83744

0,61-795

U = 0.8 V,

Velocities

deduced by

Formula.

0,11124
0,21951
0,23346
0,33837
0,32526
0,41462
0,50273
0,55057

U~

or even

By

Buat's

The agreement of the numbers in column 7, with
those in column 3, is very striking ; and it is remarkable that the numbers in column 5, calculated from
0,816458 V, are more
Prony's simple formula, viz.
accordant with experiment than those in column 4, computed from Du Buat's formula. This formula may
be reduced to

U = 0.82 V,

Mean

V
VTTu-

Mean

or values of

V.

Values of

Calculated

0,93574.

1,0609
1,0609

4,1363
5,5422
4,9414
4,1014
5,7711
5,2654
5,0008
5,4185
22,2770
3,9308
4,0328

0,12522
0,22848
0,24151
0,33876
0,36379
0,40916
0,49047
0,53467
0,61060
0,65210
0,68184
0,75036
0,79006
0,83395
0,93784
1,0714
1,0714

5,91-88

4,6694
6,3158
20,1780
5,3264
6,8569

s+-fiJ= fkn .whichmakmg

=:«',and

^=

,

;8

gives

— «'QD' — /3'Q2 = or since
= 0.000088268 and 0.002258305, we have
j D^ — 0.000088268 Q D' — 0.00225830 Q» =
^D5

»'

0,

/3'

0,

which expresses the

between the diameter of a
pipe, the quantity of water which it discharges in a second, when its length, its declivity, and the heads of
water above its upper and lower orifices are known.
relation

In this equation^

=

!-

-^

.

In order to facilitate the application of this formula,
Prony has computed the following Table, which gives
the relations between D,
andj, as deduced from the
above equation.

Q

Formula

for findio

the qiiani
ties of wa

discharge
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TABLE VI.

DioiMCT

r Ike Pipe
in

Containing the Declivity of the Pipe and its Diameterfor different Qtumiitiet of Water
ditckarged in a Second,

Qiunticia of Water disdiaigei in a Second in ten thouand paru of a

Oibie

Metre.

hundnd

puts of
Metre.

Q a 0,0001
Vahieiafj.

0,01

0.02
0.03
o.ot
0,05
0,06
0,07
0,08
0,09
0,10
DiBMtcr

>fdMFI|M

0,2346568
0,0081604
0,0018563
0,0003585
0,0001429
0,0000699
0.0000392
0,0000841
0,0000159
0,00001 1

Q- 0.0003

Q = O.00OS
^'aluei of

>

0,9209736
0.0304354
0,0043712
0,0011580
OflOOiSOS
0,000:979
0,0001052
0,0000620
0,0000395
0,0000267

Quutitiei of Water difcharged

in

Q = 0,0004

Value, of>.

Values of J.

2.058950*
0.0668247
0,0093445
0J0023986
0,0008682
0,0003840
0.0001981
0.0001137
0.0000707
0.0000468

3.6485872
0,117328*
0,0161763
0.0040803
0.0014387
0,0006281
0,0003179
0,0001792
0.0001097
0.0000714

Q =0,0005
Valuo otj.
5,6896840
0,181946s
0,0248665
0.0062031
0,0021597
0,0009304
0,0004645
0,0002585
0.0001562
0,0001006

a Second in thoDHUid paiti of a Cubic Metre.

mlOibnuti

Q = 0.001

Q = 0.002

Q=: 0.003

Q = 0.004

Q = 0,005

0,10
0.11
0.18
0,19

0,0031410
0,0080654
0.0014184

ai*

0,0007416
0,0005589
0.0004909
0,0003987
0,OOOS709
0,000X199
0.0001809
0,0001506
0,0001267
0,0001076
0.0000982
0,0000796
0,0000698
0,0000606
0.00005SS
0,0000472
0.0000»«0
O,0On0A75
O.00OOS37
0,0000308
0.0000874
0,0000249
0,0000887
0,0000807
0,0000189
0.0000174
0.0000160
0.0000148
0.0000136
0,0000186
0.0000117
0.0000109
0.0000102
0,0000095
0,0000089
0,0000088
0,0000078

0,0107986
0.006935s
0.00165 1
0,0032864
0,0033880
0,0017126
0.0018985
0,0009955
0,0007808
0,0006288
0.0005030
0,0004118
0,0003411

0,0229728
O.OI46O96
0,0097005
0.0066793
0,0047441
0.0034611
0,0085848
0,0019705
0.0015297
0,0012069
0,0009662
0.0007836
0,0006431
0.0005334
0.0004468
0,0003776
0.0003217
0.0002762
0.0008387
0.0002077
0,0001817
0.0001599
0.0001414
0.000 1C56
0,0001131
0,0001005
0,0000904
0,0000816
0,0000739
0,0000672
0,0000612
0,0000560
0,0000513
0,0000471
0.0000434
0.0000401
0,0000371
0,0000844
0,0000319
0,0000297
0.0000277

0.0396636
0,0250884
0,0165642
0,0113387
0.0080051
0.0058044
0.0043079
0.0032636
0.0035176
0,0019740
0,0015705
0.0012660
0.0010327
0,0008516
0,0007092
0.0005960
0,0005050
0,9004318
0,0003708
0,0003809
0.0008795
0.0002447
0,0002154
0,0001906
0.0001694
0,0001511
0.0001354
0,0001218
0,0001099
0,0000996
010000905
0,0000824
0,0000753
0,0000690
0.0000634
0.0000583
0,0000838
0.0000498
0.000O461
0,0000488
o.oooosys

0,0608709
0,0383716
0.0852431
0,0172145
0.0121058
0,0087424
0,0064617
0,0048748
0,0037446
0,0029236
0,0028160
0.0018589
0,0015100
0,0012399
0,00102?3
0.0008606
0.00O7263
O.OOO6177
0.0005291
0,0004562
0.0003958
0,0003453

ofaMetn.

0.15
0.16
0.17
0,18
0.19

OiO
0,31

0^
0.S3

0,U
O.iS
0,S6
0.«7
0.28
0.«9
O.SO
0.31
0.S9
0.!tS

0.S4
0.35

ase
0.S7

ASS
039
aio
0,41
o.*i
0,43

0.44
0,45
0,46
0,47
0,48
0.94
0,50

0.00 1 01 00

O.00O88M
0,0008411
0,0008055
0,0001765
0.0001526
0,0001329
0,0001164
0,0001026
0,0000908
0.0000808
0,0000729
0,0000648
0.0000584
0.0000528
0,0000479
0.000O4S6
0.0000398
0.0000364

0,0000334
0,0000307
0,0000283
O.0OOOS68
0.0000843
0.0000885
0,0000209
0.0000195
0,0000182
0,0000170

•

O.r--.

r,

V:

O.WKj^/OO
0,0002104
0,'

001880

0.0001685
0,0001517
0,0001370
0,0001241
0,0001128
0,0001028
0,0000939
O.OOOO86O
0.0000790
0.0000728
0,0000671
0,0000621
0,0000575
O.O0OO.'!34

1

pipe« and

Cuali.
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TABLH VI.

Conlinued.— Containing the DecHvitt/ of the Pipe and
lilies of'

Diameter
of the Pipe
in

Quantities «f

Water

Water discharged

its

Diameter for

different

quaif

in a Second.

discharged in a Second in ten thousand parts of a Cubic Metre.

hundred

parts of a

Metre.

0,01
0,02
0,03
0,04
0,05

0,06
0,07
0,08
0,09
0,10
Diameter

Q = 0,0006

Q= 0,0008

Q = 0,0009

Values of>

"Values of 7.

Values of;.

Values ofj.

8,1828408
0,2606785
0^0354151
0,0087669
0,0030252
0,0012908
0,0006380
0,0003515
0,0002103
0,0001343

11,1274576
0,3535250
0,0478221
0,0117718
0,0040352
0,0017092
0,0008384
0,0004583
0,0002720
0,0001725

14,5237344
0,4604858
0,0620876
0,0152178
0,0051897
0,0021857
0,0010656
0,0005789
0,0005414
0,0002151

18,3716732
0,5815609
0,0782115
0,0191049
0,0064888
0,0027203
0,0013197
0,0007132
0,0004184
0,0002623

Quantities of

of the Pipe

10th parts
of a Metre.

Q = 0,0007

Water discharged

in

Q = 0,0010
Values

ofj.

22,6712700
0,7167502
0,0961938
0,0234331
0,0079324
0,0033131
0,0016006
0,0008614
0,0005030
0,0003141

a Second in thousand parts of a Cubic Metre.

in

0,10

All
0,12
0,13
0,14
0,15
0,16
0,17
0,18
0,19
0,20
0,21

0,22
0,23
0,24-

0,25
0,26
0,27
0,28
0,29
0,30
0,31
0,32
0,33
0,34.

0,35
0,36
0,37
0,38
0,39
0,40
0,41
0,42

0,43
0,44
0,45
0,46
0,47
0,48
0,49
0,50

Q = 0,006

Q = 0,007

Q = 0,008

Q = 0,009

Q = 0,010

0,0865949
0,0544593
0,0357371
0,0243067
0,0170464
0,0122752
0,0090463
0,0068041
0,0052106
0,0040555
0,0032026
0,0025625
0,0020749
0,0016984
0,0014041

168355
0,0733515
0,0480462
0,0326154
0,0228267
0,0164028
0,0120616
0,0090516
0,0069157
0,0053698
0,0042303
0,a)33767
0,0027274
0,0022271
0,0018367
0,0015286
0,0012829
0,0010851
0,0009244
0,0007928
0,0006842
0,0005939
0,0005183
0,0004547
0,0004008
0,0003548
0,0003154
0,0002816
0,0002523
0,0002268
0,0002046
0,0001852
0,0001681
0,0001530
0,0001396
0,0001278
0,0001172
0,0001078
0,0000993
0,0000917
0,0000848

0,1515927
0,0950481
0,0621704
0,0421406
0,0294468
0,0211252
0,0155076
0,0116172
0,0088597
0,0069666
0,0053992
0,0043014
0,0034676
0,0028259
0,0023259
0,0019319
0,0016182
0,0013660
0,0011615
0,0009942
0,0008563
0,0007419
0,0006462
0,0005658
0,0004978
0,0004399
0,0n03904
0,0003478
0,0003111
0,0002792
0,0002515
0,0002272
0,0002059
0,0001871
0,0001705
0,0001558
0,0001427
0,0001310
0,0001206
0,0001112
0,0001027

0,1908665
0,1195492
0,0781097
0,0528822
0,0369067
0,0264424
0,0193844
0,0145009
0,0110428
0,0086458
0,0067092
0,0053367
0,0042954
0,0034950
0,0028719
0,0023816
0,0019916
0,0016784
0,0014247
0,0012175
0,0010470
0,0009056
0,0007876
0,0006885
0,0006047
0,0005335
0,0004728
0,0004206
0,0003756
0,0003367
0,0003028
0,0002731
0,0002472
0,0002243
0,0002042
0,0001863
0,0001704
0,0001563
0,0001436
0,0001323
0,0001221

0,2346569
0,1468547
0,0958642
0,0648402
0,0452064
0,0323543
0,0236919
0,0177028
0,0134650
0,0105074
0,0081604
0,0064826
0,0052109
0,0042342
0,0034747
0,0028774
0,0024029
0,0020223
0,0017143
0,0014629
0,0012563
0,0010851
0,0009424
0,0008227
0,0007216
0,0006358
0,0005627
0,0004999
0,0004459
0,0003991
0,0003585
0,0003230
0,0002919
0,0002646
0,0002406
0,0002193
0,0002003
0,0001835
0,0001685
0,0001550
0,0001429

0,001171.5

0,0009856
0,0008357
0,0007136
0,0006135
0,0005307
0,0004617
0,0004039
0,0003551
0,0003137
O,00O27-<3

0,0002480
0,0002218
0,0001991
0,0001794
0,0001621
0,0001470
0,0001337
0,0001219
0,0001115
0,0001022
0,0000939
0,0000865
0,0000798
0,0000738
0,0000684

0,1
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Koii'in of

Water la
Pi pet ami

Bcduecd

H = 51 feet
D = 0.375
/=

to Metre*.

Quantity of water actually discharged by the pipe IS9.4
180-77
Do. by Eytelwein's formula
188.26
Do. by Girard's formula
188.13
Do. by Du Euat's formula
.
192.S2
Do. by Prony's simple formula
.
.
180.7
Da by Prony's Table

....

*

15.54
0.1143

Thij comparison
fonuuhe.

455a4

14930
15.54

^ = 4550.4=

Du

The effect
effect of heat in augmenting the fluidity of waol' heat in
seems to have been noticed at a very early period. promoting
Plutarch informs us, that the depsydro', or water fluidity
clocks, went faster in suirmer than in winter, which known to
he seems to ascribe to an increase of fluidity. Ex«w- the an-

The

ter,

nrm y«^
irrif i>

tkal^r*

funv, i li{«<.

r

tlorisontal tube
2.9 lines, oro.84166
in

Qfiett. Saltiral.

series of

;

Namaonk*

DspmitUm

Flaiili.

bOTtdMAm.

Rain water

3

Salt water

3

Salt water

11

Saltwater
Alrohoi
.

^*-

and 36.85
indMS long ....

meter,

Mercury
Mercury

.

,

Rain water
Rain water
Rain water
Rain water
Alcohol
Alcohol .

Horisontal tube
lines, or
1664)6
of an inch in dii^
meter, and 36.85
inches long ....

S

Mercury
Mercury
Mercury
Mercury

.
.

.
.

10 to 11
18
10 to 18
10 to 18
10 to 18

55
30
36

56
18

18
10 to IS
10 to 18
10 to 13
10 to 18

HaadorWaiar
abort dMhaad
afihttabt^

8.0833
8.0883
8.0633
4.9I66
5.0000

a8I84
0.9166
S.I944
8.87*
15.8916
15.8916
15.8916
5.893
5.875

BiJ^ofAe
ifmmhimmi. Vsbdtriaaw.
now

eoad in indMS.

niiiiaaaJ

in iooin.

5JJ777
5.1666
5.8883

13.057
18.7883

9-85

88.8845

7.5833
3.75

18.76 11

4.0833

10.1021
16.3558

189197

93775

6.6111
5.3777
6.9166
7.0833
7.3013

87455
35980
3&847

SJO
3.8338

1.185

1.75

8.7068
5.1666
0.0555

3.00
4.85

0.0000

9392

1.IS5

'

37.461
13.005
19.941
9.10s
15.606
82.108
0.000

Honionul tube
1 1

line in di.imeter

and 34 16666 inches long

f

mom

Alcohol

<

.

1«

ramlts

Du

rapidly as

Buat concludes, that water

it

*
VOL. XL PABT

10.402

(

approaches to congelation,
and that it runs more rapidly a* ita temperat ure incr sesss ; that salt water nms more dowly than rain
less

II.

dean.

Du Buat'i
experiments on the efeiperifect of heat upon the velocity of different fluids discharged from small tubes but these effects were not
very striking, as he oniployed tubes of too great a diameThe results which he obtained are shewn in the
ter.
following Tabic

M. Du Buat made a

fa«p»C

itirk

"

•«
"^"C '"'" '*•<'' "•* "f"'**^*
T«i« KAr^iiS^f MMrmftMtut, /3(a}i«> >«( iXmtn x*i-

>^*X<«"t

Bnat't Espenment$ on tie Motion of different Flnids, at different degrees of temperature
im Tubes of GUuM.

^

MIX

to Prony's

Account of the Esptrimunls ofDu Bual and
Girard, on Ihe effect of Heat upon the Motion ofWu'
ter in narrom Pipe*.

Q

=

oT

by no means favourable

Canals.

SxcT. IV.

D=

Containing

is

Motion of
Water in
Pipes •nd

0°°'*»^^

Since the ralue of
ail43 ia in tenth parts of a
metre, we must enter the lower part of Table VI. in
column I, and by taking proportional parts, it will be
found that the value of
oorreaponding to D, and to
the value of i
0.0034151 is 0.005104 parts of a cubic metre, which bein<T multiplied by 61023.5, the number of English cubic inches in a cubic metre, gives
31 1.46 cubic inches discharged in a second. By multiplying tJiis by 60*, and dividing the product by
103.4, the number of cubic inches in a Scotch pint, we
obtain 180.7, as the number of Scotch pinu that the
preceding pipe ought to discharge in a minute, accm^
ing to Prony's Table.
The following comparison of the resuhs of the different formulte will be interesting to the reader.

TABLE

537
Srotch Pints.

In order to shew the method of using this Table,
let us take the caae of the 4^ inch pipe which convey*
water to Edinburgh. In thu caae, (see p. 5^6, Example II.) we have

water at the same temperature ; that spirit of wine
runs perceptibly less rapidlr than water, on accouqt of
its viscosity, or its great adhesion to the sides of the
tube ; and that merctiry whidi, when it is very pure,

tnfflsk ftst art itdoccd to metres by dividiDf them bj 3.(61.

3

Y
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Cm
V

in

not attracted by the glass, flows
^ater.
is

more rapidly than

These experiments are, however, very far from satis-^- factory ; and it was reserved to M. Girard to ascertain
the precise influence of temperature on the motion of
water in capillary tubes. The experiments of this eminent engineer were made with tubes of copper accurately calibred, and whose lengths could be varied at
The first series of tubes had a diameter of
pleasure.
2.96 millimetres, and each tube was two decimetres
long, having at each of its ends a brass virrel, one of
which had a male, and the other a female screw, so that
the tubes could be all put together, so as to form diffeThe second
rent lengths, from 20 to 222 centimetres.
series of tubes was formed in a similar manner, and each
tube had a diameter of only 1.83 millimetres. The experiments were made in the manner which we have already described in our History of Hydrodynamics.
In applying to these experiments the general for\

mula

y=
S "t

«

£:D H
,.
TT
+ /3UorL_=.
+ ^U
.

which expresses the condition of a linear and uniform
motion, M. Girard has obtained the following results
1. That whatever be the head of water, provided tlie
capillary tube is of a sufficient length ; the term /3 U,
proportional to the square of the velocity, disappears
from the general formula, so that

it

becomes

^

—~ = *

6. That this law shews itself with more regularitjf, Motion of
as the observations are made upon tubes of a smaller Water in
Pipes and
diameter, or, which is the same thing, that the linearity

of the motion
7.

3.

That

in every case

where the formula

^——

=:

does not satisfy observation, that is, when the length
of the tube is below a certain limit, the variations
of temperature have but a slight influence on the velocity with which the water is discharged ; so that if
this velocity by a pipe 55 millimetres long, and at 5"
of temperature, is represented by 10, it will be represented by 12 at 87 degrees, every other circumstance in
the experiments being the same.
4.

That at equal temperatures the expression °

—— =

sc

decreases with the diameter of the tube employed.
5. That the influence of temperature upon the velocities follows the same law in capillary tubes of an unequal
diameter, that is, that the successive differences of the
•

expression

^DH = »

becomes

as

much

less for

differences of temperature as the temperature

is

equal

raised.

more

Canals.

perfect.

That the values of the formula^

n=">

calcula-

ted in the same circumstances for two tubes of unequal
diameters, differ more from one another as the temperature becomes lower, and that these values appear to
have a tendency to become identical in proportion as
the temperature increases ; so that if their difference is
represented by 6 at 0" of temperature, it is represented
only by 1 when the temperature approaches to 80".
8. And lastly, that the temperature which exercises
so great an influence on the phenomena of the uniform
discharge of water by capillary tubes, has scarcely any
influence in ordinary conduit pipes, whdse diameters
exceed the limits of capillarity.
An account of the preceding experiments was laid
before the Institute of France on the 28th Nov. 1814,
and on the l6'th January and 13th February 1815,
The remaining part of the paper was laid before the
same learned body on the 13th January 1817, and contained various experiments on the discharge of different
fluids through capillary tubes. In-^me future article,
we expect to have it in our power to lay before our
readers, a fuller view of the very interesting results
which M. Girard has obtained.

which expresses the conditions of the uniformity of
the simplest linear motion.
2. That in every case where the conditions of the motion are expressed by this formula, the variations in
the temperature of the water have a very great influence on the velocity with which it flows in the tube,
so that if the head of water, and the length and diameter of the pipe remain the same, the velocity which is
expressed by 10 at 0° of the centigrade thermometer is
expressed by 42 ^t 85° of that thermometer.

is

Sect. V.

Account of Mr Smeat07i's Experiments on the
Friction

of'

Water

in Pipes.

Mit Smeaton seems to have made a number of valuable experiments on the discharge of water through
openings, and from conduit pipes ; but no particular
account of these has been left among his papers.
have been favoured, however, by Mr Farey, with two
Tables containing the results of Mr Smeaton's experi-

We

ments, which were found among his MSS. and have
never before been published. Although the last of the
Tables relates to the subject of a preceding Section, we
shall make no apology for inserting it in this place, as
it was not in our possession when that part of the vo-

lume was

printed.

The following Table, computed by Mr Smeaton from
his own experiments, shews the head of water which
necessary to overcome the friction, &c. in horizontal
pipes 100 feet long, and to produce the velocity contained in the two first columns of the Table.
Hence,
if a certain supply of water is required from a given
pipe, the Table shews us the different heads or heights
of the reservoir, by which the velocity necessary to afford this supply will be produced.
By comparing this
Table with the formula of Du Buat, it will be seen that
Mr Smeaton makes the effects of friction considerably
greater than that formula, the velocities given by the
Table being less than those given by the formal*.
is
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TABLE

I.

Comptded b^ Mr Smeaton, for theiring the Frklkm of Water in Horisontal Pipes. The Bore of ihe Pipe being
gnat, tmd the Velocity of the IValer therein, the Hdaht of Head, or Column necettary to overcome the Friction
wid produce that Velocity, it thenn by thi* Tablefor 100 Feet i» length.

Bore
Vclociun
per Second.
In-

Ft.

Inch.

h

}

Inch.

Inch.

Ft.

In.

Ft.

1I

In.

1

1

0.2

0.16'

8
S
4
5

2
3

07

0.5

1.2

0.8

4

1.3

6

6

7
8

7
8

2.0
3.2
4.5
6.0
8.0

9

9

10

10

11

11

1

1

1

1

4.7
7.5

1

S

IS
IS
14

1

ia2

1

1.0

8

45

1

5

1

6

15
16
17
18

2

1

S
4

1

7

19

2J

1

8

«0

3
3

6.0

2
2

1
1

9
10

1

11

1

S
S

S

8

4

8

6

8 8
8 10
S
S

2

S 4
S 6
S 8
S 10
«
4 3
4 6
4 9

5

1

2 7.5
2 11.0

3.0
4.0

2.2
3.0

5.3
6.3

4.0

7.8
9.5
11.1
1
1.0
2.8
1
1
4.6
1
7.0
1
9.0
1
11.3

59

S

9.7

2

4

1.5

2

5.7

2
S

S2
84
36
38
40
42
44
46
48
S\

£4
57

9.7

5

6J

6

3.7

3
4

7

1.7

4

9

0.5
0.5

5
6

9
10
11

12
13

15
16
17

20
22
25
38

In.

16
4.0
6.5
9-0
11.8
8.5
8.3
2.5
9.2
4.S
O.S
8.6
5.6
S.S

1

Ft.

1.3

7.1

8.4
9-7
11.1

1

0.5
2.2
3.7
5.5
7.2

1

1
I

Ft.
[)

2

2i

2i

S

Inch.

Inch.

Inch.

In.

Ft.

In.

Ft.

In.' Ft.

0.06

1.1

0.07 a
0.2 a
04 D
0.6 D
0.9 [)

0.2
O.S
0.5
0.8

0.08
0.25

04

In.

Ft.

In.

0.3
0.4
0.7

1.3

1.1

1.0

1.7

1.5

\S

1.2

1.0

[)

2.7

2.J

1.8

1.6

1.3

1.1

5

3.2

5S.7

2.1

19

1.5

1.4

39

3.4
4.1

5.6
6.5
7.4

4.8
5.6
6.4

2.4
2.8

9

4.9
5.6

8.3
9.5

7.1

62

2.3
2.8
3.3
3.9
4.4
5.0
5.7
6.3
7.0
7.7
8.4

1.7

4.7

2.6
3.2

19

a

2.0
2.4
.2.9
9 3.6

2.0
2.4
2.8
3.2
3.6

5

105

[)

42

8.1

7.1

9.0
10.0
11.0
0.0

7.9
8.7

3.7
4.3
4.9
5.5
6.3
7.0
7.8
8.6
9.3
10.2
11.0
11.9
0.8
9.8
4.8
7.0
9.4

1

90

4.8

1

2.0

I

10.9
0.7
2.9
2 4.9
2 9.2

6.3
7.8
9.5

1

1

1.1

1

2.1

1

3.4

1.4

11.1

1

3.3
4.5
5.9
7.2

10.5
11.4
0.4

1

45

1

2

19

2

6.9
0.2

2

2.4
4.6
6.9
9.4
2

0.1

1

2

9.1

0.1

2

6.2
9.6

2
2
2
2

9.1

2

5.8

0.4
4.0
3 7.7
3 11.6
4 s.e
5 0.1
7.0

t

8.8

3
3

0.0

6

5

3
3

4
4

62

3
3

2.6
6.3
10.3
2.6
7.4
0.4

3

4

0.2
0.3
0.5
0.7

In.

0.04
0.10
0.18

1.5

3.4

1

Ft.

0.04
0.12

2.0

20

2
2

In.

Inch.

9

11.7
0.8

»

Ft.

0.05
0.15
0.25 9

0.06
0.17

H

1

0.3
0.5
0.6
0.8

[)

0.7

1
1

1

10.1

1

2

1.2

1

2

4.6

8

I

8.1

8

8
3

0.1

s

5 0.5
4
4.3
1.0 6
5 7.2 4 5.8 S 8.8
2.5 7
6 2.5 4 11.6 4 1.7
5.0 8
8.0 9
6 10.0 5 5.6 4 &7
1.S
0.0 10 0.0
7 6.0 6 0.0 5 0.0
4.5 10 11.0
8 2.2 6 66 5 5.5
lO.O 11 10.6
8 11.0 7 1.6 5 11.3
1.2 13
4.8 10
0.6
8 a5 6 8.4
34 9 O.S 7 6.2
6.7 15 0.5 11
6.7 10 0.6 8
1.5 16
9.0 12
4.5
a2 18 8.1 14 0.0 11 2.5 9 4.1
1

2
Inch.

0.4
0.6
0.9

1.8 a

2.4
3.2
3.8
4.7
5.7
6.7
7.8
8.9
10.0
11.4
0.6

1?
I nch.

In*.

0.3 3
0.5 »
0.8 9

4.7

1

In.

0.1

Pipe* •

U

\

Inch.

0.12
0.4
0.6

2.1

81

4

Ft.

I.O
1.6

S8
8S
24
86
98
30

GO

5

9.5
11.7
2.2

1

Inch.

f the

c

5

>

9
9

7.0
9.6
0.5
3.6
7.0
10.6
8.2
6.6

D

2

9
4

ia9

3
3

3.4

3

4
5

8.1

4
4

1.1

5
6
7
8

0.1

7

8.R

5

5.4

5

9.1

5

6

96

0.2
5.0
9.0
1.1

5.5
0.3
7.7
3.4
0.0

7

1

1
1

.-5

2.7

8

3.7
4.2

4
4
5

4.1

4.5

5.0

6.4
7.0
7.6
8.2

5.5

6.0
6.5

9.9
10.7
11.5

9.0

7.7

9.G

1.3

11.1

3.1
5.1

0.6
2.3

8.2
9.5
10.8
0.2

7.3

4.1

1

1.8

9.7
0.2

6.1

1

3.5
5.3
7.2
9.3
11.4

2.9

3

p

4.7
5.2
5.0

9.1

2.9
5.9

3
3

3.2

3.3
6.8
0.2
6.1
0.3
7J2

9

7.1

I

8.2
10.4
2 0.8
2 3.3
2
6.0

2

2

8.7
2 11.7
3 4.2
3 91

2

4
4

3

7.1

4

0.0

2.2
8.0

10

1
1
1
1

1.7
4.1

6.6
2 10.5
3 2.7
2

11

K. B. Find the velocity of the water per fecond in feet and inches in the firtt colamn, or in inches in the second and underneath the tliameter of the bore in inches, (disposed in the uppermost row,) you will find the
perpendicular height of a column of water in feet and inches, and lOth necessary to overcome Uie friction of that
pipe of 100 feet in length, to obtain tbc given velocity.
;
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TABLE

I.—CONTINUED.

Computed by Mr SmeaUm, for shewing the Friction of Water in Horizontal Pipes, The Bore of the Pipe being
given, and the Velocity of the Water therein, the Height of Head, or Column necessary to overcome the Friction
and produce that Velocity, is shewn ly this Table for 100 Feel in length.

Bore of the Pip M.
Velocities
per Second.

Ft. In.

Inch.

1

1

2
3

2

4

4^

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Inch.

I nch.

Inch.

Inch.

Inch.

Inch.

I nch.

Inch.

Inch.

Ft.

In.

5

6

6

7
8

7
8

0.8
1.0

0.2
0.4
0.5
0.7
0.9

9
10

9

1.2

1.1

10

1.5

11

11

1.8

1.3
1.6

2.1

1

I

1

2

12
13
14

1

3

3.1

1

4

15
16

1

5

1

6

1

1

7
8

20

1

9

21

1

10

1

11

22
23
24

26
28

2

4
6

2

8

32

1

2 10

34
36

I

9.5
10.7
0.1
1.6

1

30

2

38

3
3
3

4
6

40
42
44

8

3 10
4
4 3
4 ()
4 9
5

46
48
51

5i
57
60

Ft.

6.0
6.4
7.4
8.4
9.5
10.7

0.04
0.06
0.10
0.16

0.2
0.3

0.4
0.6

0.11

0.18
0.25
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6

0.15
0.20
0.27
0.36

0.2
0.3

0.03
0.05
0.08
0.14
0.19
0.25
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

0.8

0.8

1.9
2.2

1.6

1.4

1.1

1.0

0.9

19

1.6

1.2

1.1

1.0

2.5
2.8

2.1

1.8

1.4

1.2

1.1

2.4
2.6
2.9

2.0
2.2
2.5
2.7
3.0
3.3

1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8

1.6

1.4

2.0
2.2
2.4
2.6
2.9

17
19

1.6

1.3
1.4

1.7

1.6

1.5

2.1

1.9
2.1

1.7

1.6

L9

1.8

2.1

4.1

3.5

3.1

2.3
2.5

1-9
2.1

4.5
4.8
5.5
6.8

3.8

4.7
5.4

3.4
3.6
4.2

7.1

6.1

6.9
7.7
8.6
9.6
10.6
11.7
0.9
2.0
3.3
5.2
7.3
9.5
0.0

3.2

3.5
3.8

9.6-

11.2
0.4

2.9
4.4
6.0
7.6
9.4

1.7

5.8

2
2

9.5
1.4

2

6.1

2

1.1

2

9-6

2

4.0

0.1

8.1

3.1

10.6

14

4.1

3.0
4.4

6.1

13

0.04
0.07

In.

0.01

0.8

1.4

12

0.08
0.12
0.2
0,3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.9

Ft.

0.9

3.0
4.6

3

005

0.09
0.14

In.

0.01
0.03
0.05
0.09

1.0

4.8
6.6
1
8.5
1
1 10.5
2 0.6

2
2
2

005

Ft.

1.2

10.1

9-8
1.7
6.0

In.

0.01

1.2

0.1

6.1

Kt.

1.4

1.4

2.7

In.

0.01

1.7

3.1

2
2
2
S
3

Ft.

0.01

1.4

8.0
9.0

8.0
9.8
11.8
2.8

In.

Ft.

0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7

10.8

6.2

In.

0.02

ich.

0.7
0.8
1.0

0.1

1

Ft.

0.3
0.4
0.5
0.7
0.8
1.0

3.5
3.8
4.2
4.6
4.9
5.4
5.8
6.6
7.6
8.6

5.5

In.

0.02
0.06
0.10
0.17

3.1

5.1

7.2
8.3

2

3

2.5
2.8
3.2
3.5
3.9
4.3
4.7

S.6
4.0
4.4
4.8
5.2
5.7
6.2
6.7

2
2

3

1.9
2.2

2.4
2.8

In.

0.2
0.3
0.4
0.6
0.8
0.9
1.2

5

17
18
19

Ft.

0.02
0.07
0.12

*

2

P

In.

0.03
0.08
0.14

3
4

1

L.

Ft

0.03
0.09
0.15
0.25
0.4
0.6

12
I

15

2

16

2.3

2.5
2.7
3.0
3.2
3.7
4.2
4.8
5.4
6.0

4.7
5.4
6.0

68
7.6
8.4

1

9-3
10.2
11.2
0.3

1

1.4

0.4
0.5
0.6

2.2
2.4
2.6
2.9
3.4
3-9
4.4
4.9
5.5

2.7
2.9
3.3
3.8
4.3
4.8
5.4
6.0

6.7
7.5
8.3

6.1

6.7
7.4
8.2
9.0

9.1

1

3.1

1

1

4.9
6.9
9-0

1

10.0
10.9
11.9
1.4
3.0

1

4.7

1

3.1

1

1

6.7

1

4.8

1

1
1

17

18

9-8
1

10.7
0.0

J

1.5

1

19

6.8
7.5
8.2
9.0
9-7
11.0
0.3
1.7
3.3

20

1.2
1.3

2.2
2.4
2.8
3.2
3.6
4.0
4.5

5.0
5.6
6.2
6.8
7.5
8.2
8.9
10.1
11.3
1
0.6
1
2.0

21

.

N.B. Find the velocity of the water per second in feet and inches in the first colunin, or in inches in the
second; and underneath, the diameter of the bore in inches (disposed in the uppermost row) you will find the
perpendicular height of a column of water in feet and inches and 10th necessary to overcome the fiiction of that
pipe for 100 feet in length, to obtain the given velocity.
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The secmd

Table, which is copied from the origiQ^g yg^j j,y ^f SmeatoD, shews the cxpence of
water through a rectangular notch, or over a waste\_»y™«, board of different widths and depth;'. The term thicknew of water employed bj Mr Smcaton, is the same as
W«ttr

to

nj

J.

Cu^

541

the depth of the lower edge of the waste-board below Motion of
the level surfaces of the water in the river or re- ^•'"^
The water gauge is nothing moFe than the c^«.
servoir.
rectangular orifice or notch through which the water ._y-"*'
issues.

TABLE

II.

Forjniliigthe Expence cf Water fty fhe Water Gauge, having an Aperture of 1 2, S, 6,^ 12, or 18 Inches in width,
at any given thickneu of Water running through the tame.
,

1

ThkkiMM

Mem Veto-

of
"Wttr.

dtj per Bii-

India
i

DiSaaMe.

Expcncc per
Slioutc

Dute.

Feet.

46.S9

6

Inch Gauze.

_
^_

?

—
—

4

0.14

Expence per

Cubic FeeL

Feet.

65.46

.91

1.58

2.49

92.58

2.06

20.8

.11

u

113.40

2

13092

«*

146:40

3

160.32

.18

»i

173.21

.24

4

185.16

.88

i

196.40

.30

5

207.03

.31

«4

817-14

.34

6

226.80

4.55

2.42

17.5

.12

0.S7

Difference-

Difference.

27.1
1

0.25

Gauge.

nute.

.09

1S.4

9S.58

lochei.

0.05

14.7

8ai6

ThickncM MeanVelo.
of
dty per MiWater.

Cubic Feec

19.2

65.46

DiffciTOce.

/«c/i

697
15.5

S Inci Gmuge.
i

46.S9

80.16
93.5S

U
14

1 03.50

113.40

n
3

130.92

3.40

11.2

22.50
10.6

3.38

25.88
10.1

3.71

2959

97

1.48

Tl

3.31

19.10

1.11

93
122.47

119

0.81

10.9

3.17

15.79

0.53
12.4

1

12.9

0.29
14.7

J

12.62

0.11

£5.46

8.94

1.S.9

I9J
4

8.71

9.68

3.51

33.10

8.4

—

.36

12 Inch

S.12
1

Ga H'-

92.58

5.14

8.96

38.3

3 Inch Gauge.

ai6

46.29
7.2

T

53.46
12.0

75.60

i

80.16

Te

113.40

s

130.2

17.5

207.00

6

226.80

7

844.94

8

261 84

9

277.73

10

292.74

11

307.05

12

320.70

15.38

21.8

54.76
19.8

16.64

71.40
18.1

17.90

89.30
16.9

1»!76

108.06
15.9

19J24

127.30
15.0

19-07

14637
20.43

14.3

166.80

1.27

5.84

13.71

39-44

1.20
4.57

19.9

I60.S2

5

24.8

1.14

8.37
15.5

9

185.16

11.63

25.73

1.00

8.23

146.40

4

^4

.43

1.23

80.8

H

160.32

.13

0.80

92.58

9

14.10

.23

a67
12.4

1

130.92

.20

a44
10.1

«

3
.06

0:84

65.46

T

—

1.76

20.30

13.7
1

—

187.10

—
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Rfs'stance

BcbUtance
of Fluids.

Sect.

I.

On

18 Inch Gauge.
If a body
Tliickncss

of

Mean Veloper Mi-

city

AV'atcr.

Expcnce per
Difference.

Minute.

Inches.

Feet.

1

92.58

2

130.92

Cubic I'eet

7.71

13.43

38.3

21.14
17.69

29.4
3
4.

1S5.16

20.60

5

207.00

26.01

226.80

108.67
27.41

18.1

244.94
261.84

31.86

196.72
15.0

11

307.05

12

320.70

14

346.41

31.98

228.70
32.66

14.3

261.36
13.6

36.44

297.8O
25.7

65.93

370,32

75.17

392.79

—

76.64

515.54

—

be seen from a comparison of this Table with
Buat's formula in p. 500, that there is a considerTable with ^j^jg agreement between them.
For great depths of the
'
wasteboard, Du Buat's formula gives a much greater
fonnuS
discharge than Smeaton's Table.
At small depths of
the wasteboard, Du Buat's formula gives results less
than those of Smeaton's Table, while for intermediate depths the results approach very near each other.
The 18 inch gauge, for example, with a depth of 18
inches, discharges, according to Smeaton, 515.54 cubic
feet in a minute ; whereas, according to Buat, it should
discharge 554.15 cubic feet
The same gauge, at a
depth of only one foot, discharges 7.7 1 cubic feet ; whereas, according to Du Buat, it should discharge only 7.254
cubic feet. The same notch, with a depth of 8 inches,
discharges 164.86 cubic feet; and, according toDu Buat,
it should discharge 164.20 cubic feet, which is very
.nearly the same result.
Compati-

son of the

V.

Percussion and Resistance of Fluids.

.^^ the laws of the resistance of fluids can be deter-

mined only from experiment, we

shall not occupy our
P*g<^s with theoretical discussions, which are of no practical utility.
It will be necessary, however, to make

the reader acquamted with the ordinary theory of the
resistance of fluids, which may be comprehended in a

few

propositions.

I.

If a fluid, whose particles have all the same velocity,
strikes a plane surface, the resistance will be as the
product of the squares of the velocity of the fluid, the

resistance

must obviously be equal

to the force

strikes the plane, multiplied
by the number of particles which strike it in a given
time.
But the force of each particle is as its velocity,
and the number of particles which strike the plane in

with which each particle

any given time, must also be as the velocity. Hence the
It is
resistance will be as the square of the velocity.
obvious also that the resistance will be proportional to
the density of the fluid, as the number of particles
which strike the plane in the same time must be proto the density; the number of particles
strike the plane must likewise increase with the
;
area of the plane and therefore the whole resistance
must be proportional to the square of the velocity of

which

the fluid, the density of the fluids and the area of the
surface of the plane.

It will

On the

euids.

Prop.

Prop.

Du

CHAP.

On the resistance of

force of water.

'

438.90
22.5

18

moved by the

portional

363.73
23.9

16

risk of error in all cases where the angles of imis not below 60°, which is the case in wheels

The

164.86

277.73
'292.74

much

28.78'

15.9

10

expe-

density of the fluid, and the area of the plane.

136.08
16.9

9

it

force exerted upon the body is obviously the same in
both these cases ; and the percussion and the resistance
of fluids follow the same laws. The ordinary theory
which we are about to explain, may be used without

23.23
82.66

19.8

8

moved through a fluid medium,

is

of Fluids.

59.43
21.8

7

Theory of the Resistance of Fluids.

riences an obstruction in its motion, which is called
the resistance of the fluid ; but if the fluid is in motion,
and strikes the body at rest ; the force sustained by
The
the body is called the percussion of the fluid.

pulse

38.83

160.32
24.8

6

Difference.

nute.

the

II.

If a fluid in motion strikes a plane surface at rest,
inclined to the direction in which the fluid moves, the
resistance jjeypendicular to the plane is proportional to
the square of the sine of the angle of inclination.

Let

AB

be the plane surface, inclined at an angle Ft ate
DE, or CB of the motion of the CCCXIX.
fluid.
Draw AC perpendicular to DE. Then it is '''S- ^•
obvious that the number of particles which strike

ABC

to the direction

AB

is proportional to AC, for none
against the surface
of those which are beyond
and C can have any effeet upon the plane.
Likewise, if we take EF to represent the velocity of the fluid, and resolve this velocity into the two velocities FG, perpendicular to the
parallel to the same sursurface of the plane, and
has no effect in
face, it is manifest that the part
Hence the part of the force,
acting against the plane.
which acts perpendicular to the plane is FG, or the
ABC, the inclination of the
sine of the angle
That is the force which acts perpendicular to
plane.
the plane is proportional to sin. ABC ; and the number
of particles which strike the plane is also proportional
to sin. ABC, consequently the resistance must be proportional to sin.
sin.^ ABC, or
x sin.
the square of the sine of the angle of inclination.
Cob. The resistance which the plane experiences in
the direction of its motion, is proportional to the cube
of the sine of the angle of inclination. For as the re«

A

GE

GE

GEF =

ABC =

ABC

3

Jt

^
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ance which the plane experiences from the perpcndicu- Besistance
autance in a direction FG, perpendicular to the plane,
ef I'liuds. i, proportional to the square of the sine of the angle of
lar part of the force.
The first of these suppositions of FI"i«l»'^^^'"^ inclination, it must itself vary as the sine of the angle is obviously incorrect, for as the particles are
not anni- ^""V"^
when reduced to the direction DE; that is, the whole re- hilated alter impulse, they must some how or other get
out of the way of the particles which succeed them,
sistance must vary as sin.* ABC x »in. ABC == sin.' ABC,
which can only be done by acting upon them, and
or the cube of the sine of the angle of inclination.
consequently affecting their velocity.
The second
supposition appears also to be incorrect, for .Mr \'ince
SCHOLIOX.
found that the part of the force wliich is parallel to the
fc***"'
The two precetling propositions enable us to com,- plane is not entirely lost.
'."
By proceeding upon the principle laid down in the
pare together the resistances experienced by plane surT"-^
preceding proposition, it is easy to determine the refaces moving in a fluid with different velodtiM, and at
—^
sistance experienced by globes, cones, cylinders, and
It is necessary, howdifierent angles of inclination.
Such determinations,
ever, to know the absolute measure of the resistance for in short bodies of any form.
perpendicular impulses, in order that we may determine however, are of no use, as they differ too widely from
the experimental results to be capable of any practical
It follows
the absolute measures in all other cases.
from the experiments of Bossut, that the resistance ex> application.
For a general account of D'Alembert's theory of the
perienced by a plane sur&ce, which strikes directly
and perpendicularly an indefinite fluid, is sensibly resistance o( fluids, we must refer our readers to the
equal to the weight of a column of the fluid, which has historical part of this article, where a short notice of
Don George Juan's theory is also given. The explafor its base the area of the plane surface, and for its
nation of this last theory, however, belongs more proaltitude the height due to the velocity of the surface,
perly to Mechanics, as it is a deduction from that authat is, if R is the resistance, A the area of the resisted
thor's physico-mathematical theory of percussion.
surface, « the specific gravity cf the fluid, and h the
height due to the velocity, we have R=«A*A.
If the fluid is not of indefinite extent, but is merely
Sect. II. Account of ExperimenU on the Retislance of
a vein which strikes a plain surface at rest, the absalate measure of the resistance is quite diflerent, being
equal to a little less than the weight of a column of
1. Account ofBoMiuft Rxptrimenls.
fluid whose base is the area of the surface, and whose
In our History of Hydrodynamics, we have already Account of
height is double the height which is due to the velocity of the issuing vein, or lt=:< A<3A.
This mea- given a general account of the experiments made by Boaut'a cxBossut, lyAlembert, and Condorcet, in the years 1775, p«rin»eo«».
sure of the resistance was first determined accurately
by G. W. KraflL Duhamel had made experiments on and by Bossut alone in 1778, on the resistance of fluids.
The following were the leading results which they obthe same subject in 1669, and several other philosophers followed in the same path ; but the result tained.
1. That the resistances of the same body of any fi- Kerisune«t
which they obtained was, that the height of the column
was equal only to that which was due to the velocity. gure which divides a fluid w^ith different velocities, are " "< "'1''
KraA employed a rectangnkr krer, against the verti- sensibly proportional to the s<]uares of these velocities. ^"' ^^^
2. Inat the direct and perpendicular resisLinces of
cal arm of which the water iMoing from an additional
tube impinged, while the weights requisite to balance plane surfaces, are sensibly proportional for the same
velocity to the area of the surface.
that force were placed in a scale placed on the horiS. That the resistances which arise from oblique imzontal arm. In this way he obtained the results which
we have alreadv given in p. 413. See Comment. Pe- pulses are not in the ratio of the squares of the sines of
the angles of incidence ; but that, when the angles of
IroBoi. 1 736, vol. viii. p. S33.
H. Dossut has given an account of similar experi- incidence are between 50" and 90*, the ordinary theory
ments in the Cd c<Iition of his Hydrodynamics, vol. nuT be employed as an approximation, by observing that
ii. p. 293, from which it follows that the resistance is a
it always give* resistances a little less tKan experiment,
little less than the weight of a column whose height is
and as much leas »% the angle differs from 90°.
double that which belong to the velocity. In Bossut's
4. That the absolute measure of the direct and perexperiments the water issued vertically from the bot- pendicular resistance of a plane surface in an indefinite
tom of a reservoir, upon one of the arms of a horiaon- fluid, is the weight of a column of the fluid, which has
tal balance ; and he observed that the resistance was
for its base the area of the surface, and for its altitude
always less when the flat arm of the balance touched the height due to the velocity.
the orifice, than when there were some interval beThe resistance is much greater, and nearly double,
tween ihem. *
in a mill course, which conveys the water to the floatboards of an undershot wheel.
These two simple propositions constitute the whole of
5. That the tenacity of the water is a force which
the ortlinary theory of the resistance of fluids. They are may be regarded as infinitely small, in relation to that
founded upon two suppositions, neither of which are which a body experiences in striking the water, par,
correct.
1. That after any particle of fluid strikes the
ticularly when the velocity is considerable.
plane, it is supposed to be annihilated, or to produce
The next set of experiments by Bossut were made Ri
no farther effect and, 2. That the part dC tlie force on the resistances experienced in narrow canals. Dr in a
which in oblique impulses is parallel to the surface of Franklin had ascertained, by a rude experiment, when <»'•'•
the plane, has no influence whatever upon the resist- he was travelling in Holland, that barges experienced
B(*i>uncc

.

!'

;

* The (zpcrin«Bt* of Ibc Cbcralitr Bord* gav« s durnxnt result.
He employed cube, which floslsd upon the stagnant water
•r a Isrge Immd, sod be found that lbs btiabt dns to lb« icsbtaocs did not much exceed that which was due to the velocit/.
See

JTm. Afd. Par.

1763, 176T.
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Beustanee a greater resistance when the waters of the canal were
of Fluids. low ; but DO precise measure of this increase of resist-

ance, nor any explanation of its cause, were given till
The following were
Bossut piiblished his experiments.
the general results which he obtained.
1. That in narrow canals the resistances are proportional to the squares of the velocities, following the
.same law as in a fluid of indefinite extent.
2. Tliat the resistances in narrow canals, and canals
which have little depth, is greater than in fluids of

Comparative Table of the Resistances experienced hy \5
Angular Protvs, as deduced by Bossut from his Experiments.
Calculated

lues of

MQN =

<ii\

the re-

cistances of

prows of
^ifierem
<foniu>

were made

in the great reservoir,

now destroyed, which

formerly existed on the north side of the Boulevards of
This reservoir was 200 long, 100 wide, and
Paris.
8^ deep. Tlie form of the apparatus employed is

cccxix.
Fig. 10.

72

60
48
36
24

in

served

tlie

and

obcal-

Re-

sistances.

.T.

10000
9890
9568
9045
8346
7500
6545
5523
4478
3455
2500

S
10
39
100

210
380
625
955
1345
1904

2586
3187
3631
3890

1651.

955
2
109

406.'5

12

4.':!

3999

The results in column third, as given by the ordinary theory, are calculated by the formula 1000 Cos. " x,
X being the angle of the prow. In order to obtain a
formula which will express the law of the experimental resistances, Bossut observes, that when the angle x
undergoes a variation of 19,", each of the angles at the
base of the isosceles prow will vary 6". Calling this variation q, Bossut finds that tlie experimental resistance
may be expressed by the formula
3.25

10000

X

Cos.2x

+ 3153 (fy

This formula, however, though it answers well for
prows with large angles, yet when tlie angle is small,
it

In a prow of 12°, for

errs considerably in excess.

MQNOP

Plate CCCXIX. Fig. 10. where
had various
is the small vessel.
The prow,
angles, from 180" to 12''.
The vessel was drawn along
by a cord C attached to its centre of gravity, which

shewn

96
84

t»-een

culated

ances.

10000
9893
9578
9084
8446
7710
6925
6148
5433
4800
4404
4240
4142

168
156
144
132
120
108

is

heaping up of the fluid on its anterior part, but also by
the want of hydrostatical support behind.
The preceding results furnish an excellent lesson to
the engineer, in so far as they point out the advantage
of making all canals of navigation as wide and deep as
is consistent with a proper economy.
In 1778, M. Bossut undertook, in conjunction with
Pondorcet, a series of experiments, the object of which
was to determine the law according to which the resistance varied in an indefinite fluid like the sea, by varying the angle of the prow of a vessel from a straight
line, or 180°, to an angle of 12".
These experiments

of Cos.*

180"

When the velocity of
obvious.
the body is considerable, the fluid which that body
pushes before it has not liberty to expand itself on every
«ide, but forms a current more or less rapid as the veIf the body
locity of the body is more or less great.
entirely filled the canal, it would push all the water
before it like the piston of a pump ; but as, in narrow
canals, there is always some room for the water to run
both below the boat and at its sides, a part of the fluid
escai)es in this way, while another part is driven back ;
and in tiiis way a variety of contrary currents are form,
This auged, by which the resistance is increased.
mentation of resistance is produced, not only by the
cause of this

theory, or values
.r.

""*^
f Pi""^

Difference be-

Angles of the sbtanccs according
Prow, or vato the common Observed Resist-

indefinite extent.

The

He-

Retistiaoe

—

(«

MQN,

\ .3.25

becomes 4766 in-

Stead of 3631.

2. Account ofDu Buat's Experiments.
passing below a pulley on the same level with c, rises
pulThe
attention
of Du Buat was first directed to the denearly in a vertical line, and passing again over a
Du Bust
ley descends and is attached to the weights, by the termination of the resistance experienced by an immove- experinie
descent of which the motion of the vessel is produ- able surface, when struck by an insulated vein of fluid, oii'tlie
ced.
A rope QR stretching across tlie whole length whose area is either greater than, or equal to, the area P"'s« "f
of the reservoir, serves to regulate the motion of the of the surface. In order to measure this resistance, he '"° °^^^
vessel.
The vessel was then brought, by another balanced it by a column of fluid, the height of which
rope fixed at o, to one end of the reservoir, and the measured the height due to the impulse.
tube of
time in which it described 96 feet uniformly by dif- glass, about 1^ lines of interior diameter, was bent into
ferent weights suspended to the end of the rope, was a right angle at its lower extremity.
Into this bent
part were fitted different surfaces for receiving the imcarefully measured by an excellent seconds watch.
Each experiment was repeated five times, and the mean pulse of the fluid vein, which was to be balanced by
of these times was adopted as the true measure. The the weight of column which ascended in the tube.
general results of these experiments are given in the
The result of these experiments was, that the height
following Table, and compared with those given by the due to the impulse is the same as the height due to the
ordinary theory.
The Table contains the resistances velocity of the vein ; whereas Bossut made it equal to
for fifteen different kinds of prows.
the height due to twice the velocity. Du Buat accounts
The base
Fig. 10. remains always the same, while the angle
for this difference with great success.
The vertical
of the prow, formed into an isosceles triangle, vein of fluid in Bossut's experiments, enlarged itself in
striking the surface upon the balance ; and the fluid filaia made variable.
ments took a horizontal direction, after they had given
the shock to the surface. The resistance, therefore,
measured by Bossut was not merely the impulse of a
vein whose diameter was that of the orifice, but also the
additional pressure of a ring of fluid of a certain extent,

A

MN

MQN

s
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all

authors, that

M

is * cuitcat
«f witet.
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°f blui>j-^
the resistance experienced by a surface at rest from a
the resisted surface.
of
M. Du Buat next proceed* to ascertain the amount fluid in motion, was exactly equal to the resistance
^^^ ,j^ „_
of the resistance, when an immoveable surface is placed the same surface when it moved in stagnant water, with distance to
Du Buat bodies luoThe instrument a velocity equal to that of the current.
in a current of indefinite extent.
>»
which be used for this parpoae was a box of white iron, resolved to examine this point experimentally, and "og
»*»g"*"'
from a variety of experiments made on the river
It had a
presenting a surface of one square foot.
Hayne, between Mons and Conde, he concluded, 1st,
thickness of nearly four lines, and was shut on all sides
except a small opening in its posterior surface, into That the phenomena are by no means the same when
which was soldered the horizontal branch of a rectangu- the body is at rest as when it is in motion, id, That
in the latter case, the pressure does not diminish so
]ar tin tube 16 lines in diameter, which received a doat
that indicated the height to which the water rose sensibly from the centre to the circumference, and inwithin the tube. By nieani of a bar of iron of about 10 stead of a negative pressure towards the sides, that tlie
pressure is then so great, as to be measuretl by the
feet long, which could l>e attached to the bade of the
bos, the box could be fixed at any distance below the third of the height due to the velocity, which shews
Five holes, each about a line that the water runs along the anterior surface with lesa
surface uf the current.
3d, That the presvelocity, or with more uniformity.
in diameter, were perforated in the anterior side of the
The first was in the middle, the second equi- sures diminish in a less ratio than the souare of the
tin box.
velocity, when the velocities are less than tnree or four
distant, in a horizontal line, from the middle and the
•dge, and the third in the same horizontal line, but only feet per second. 4//i, That the mean pressures are mea10 lines distant from the ed^e the fourth was quite sured by the exact height due to the velocity, instead
dose to the edge; and the fifth in the lower angle of of 1.186 times ti»e height, as before: And, aUdi^, That
the square. When the box was fixed, and the current the diminution of pressure diminishes little from the
of water was allowed to enter one or more of these holes, centre to tlie circumference in the same order as the
.

;

ibc di'
inaiiaa
I

o«l]r.

the f!aid rose in the rectangular tin tabe to a height prassuraa.
The next object of M. Du Buat is to determine the BeusUace
doe to thv'fiuture of the current. In this way Du
Buat made several experiments, which gave very smgu- quantity of fltiid which globes and plane surfaces drag "* ui ''^
The pressure was not only found to dimi- along with them, when oscillating in a fluid. ^"^ in fltiiiis.
lar rsmlts.
They o.«c!1Uted
nish from the centre of the surface to the e<lge or mar- globes were of wood, lead and glass.
gin, b«t it boenne nothing at a certain dirtance from
in a vessel 51 inches long, 1 7 inches wide, and 1 i inch>
the centre, and afterwards negative at the margin. cs deep : They were entirely immersed about three
That is, when the water entered through the central inches below the surface, and tlic wire which suspended them was as delicate as their weight would permitho'e, it rase to a certain height in the tm tube above
the level of the stream. This hei};ht diminished when The general result of these experiments is, that a globe
the wolar entered at a liole nearer the margin, the oscillating in water drag^ along with it, both before and
height became nothing at a certain distance, and still behind, a portion of fluid whose volume exceeds a little
nearer the margin the fluid was actually depressed in
the tin tube below the surface of the current.
Du Its own volume, or nearly^ 1000 of its own volume.
Boat eipiains this remarkable fact by saying, that the
Similar experiments were made with various plane
real pressure acaintt aaj part of the surface u only the
surfaces of white iron, cylinders oscillating in the plane
differaan of tae nnaaa* acainst that part considered of their axes, quad rangular prisms oscillating in the
separately from the rest of tne surface, and the height
plane of their axes, triangular prisms oi>cillating in the
due to the variable velocity with which the water plane of their axes, cubes oscillating directly, cubes
moves along the surface which is struck ; that is, the oscillating by the cosnmon section of two of their
water in escaping along the surface always
bounding pUnes, cubes oscillating by a solid angle,
the fcal prassure of the current ; but towards the
quadrangular prisna oscillating by the common secit baconcs mure powerful tlun the real currant, and
tion of two oblique faces, cylinders oscillating in the
tbeiafora that part is lass prvMcd than if the fluid wete
direction of their diameters, and cones, pyramids and
imnwvcabia, aiid will thrraore sink in the tin tube.
mixed bodies oscillating in the plane of their axes ; but
In order to ascertain the mean pressure upon the our limits will not permit us to give any account of
whole suriaca, Du Buat shut uplke holes alraat^ aien- these experiments, which will be found in Part III.
tiencd, and perforated the same snHaoe whh titi hales,
sect. 1 . chap. viiL of Du Buat's Principe* UHydraudisposed lymmetrically. with 86 on each side. B* aKpo- litpu, torn. ii.
•ing this surface to the current, it sppcarcd that the
The attention of Du Boat is next directed to the im- RoIusiics
height of the water in the tube was iS^ lines, when
orten t snbfect of the resistance opposed to vessels in of voMb in
p
the mean velocity wss 36' inches per scoiastd, which is narrow canals.
From a comparison of several cxpcri- "»'»<'» *•nmlf.
due to a height of 21 ^ lines. Hence the height due to ments, he has deduced the following formula:
the mean raaistaiKe is equal to 1.186 times the height
due to the velocity.
By a simDar oasrtrivaoM Du Boat measured the di*r+«'
minution of p r cs—ra, or the tunt-prtuure as he calls
it, experienced by the posterior pait af a body fixed in
in which C is the area of the section of the canal, b the
a current.
He found, !</, Thatthedfaninutionof pres- area of the section of the vessel, and R the resistance ;
sure increased consaderably b^ lengthening the body ;
the resistance in a fluid of indefinite extent l>eing
1.
2d, That it incraaaad a little from the circumference of
In order to compare this formula with ex|>crimcnta,
the body to tU centre : and, 3(//y, That the diminution Du Buat employetl five kinds of prismatic boats, seaf p iaw u re is prapoitioBal to the area of the surface veral feet in length, and terminated both before and
that is sobmerged.
behind by a plane turface. The boat
voku. raiTii.
3 z

=
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Resistance
of vessels
in

No.

1,

No.

2,

No.

4,

'•''""''•.

narrow

had the immersed part = a rectangle of 1 foot
of base upon 1 foot of height.
liad 2 feet of base upon 1 foot of height immersed.

canalS;

and

No.

6,

The
ment

5,

had 19 inches 8
immersed, and

upon 12 inches

lines

differed only in their

lines

5i}

lengths.
its section like the great section of a vessel,
and the area of the part immersed was 190
square inches.

The law of oblique resistances does not appear to be Resiftanct
Fluids.
the same in a narrow canal as in a fluid of indefinite °^
extent, and an angular prow added to a prismatic ves- pcsis,^JJ^
sel produces a less diminution of the resistance as the g[ vessels ij
canal becomes more narrow. M. Du Buat expresses nanow cathe resistance of an angular prow in a narrow canal by nals.
the following formula

had

of Boats

S/tetving the Resistance

in

Narrow

C

Canals.

Car.al

Ratio of the
Sections or

Numbers

of

Va- Observed

Resist-

ances, or

Values

lues of

the Uoats.

C

of

Resistances calculated by the

a.

Formtila.

b

1.66

3.00
1.50
1.76
2.275

1

2

4&5
6

1.69
2.41
2.25
1.97

2.50
2.25
1.94

Canal 40 Inches Wide, and 15 Inches 2 Lines Beep.
4.212
2.106
2.476
3.192

1

2

4&5
6

1.36
2.05
1.89

1.33
2.11
1.90
1.62

1.62

lowing experiments were made, in which

c
-j-

and

R

in

the last column are calculated by reducing the canal to
4^ times that of the vesseL

Canal 75 Inches Wide, and

lues of

the Boats.

C

5i Beep.

Va- Observed

Resist-

ances, or

Values

Resistances calculated by the

ofB.

T

r := 4.444.
When the same boat had an angular prow of 14" 3',
3.2 ; whereas, the formula gives
the resistance was
r =z 3.25.
When these experiments were repeated in a canal
shut at both ends, the resistance of boat No. 1. was
sensibly the same as when it was open; but when No. 2.
was used, the resistance was considerably augmented.
The effects in this case become very complicated, parWhen the sluices
ticularly for a canal which is short.
in canals are three or four miles distant, the part of
the canal may be considered as of indefinite length, and
if approaching one of its extremities, the boats ought
to experience more resistance from this cause, yet the
heaping up and the driving back of the water obliges
the boats to rise, and thus allows the fluid to escape

=

3.

Account of the Experiments of Fince on the Resist"
ance of Fluids.

of Mr Vince on the resistance of Account o<
were published in 1798, in the Transactions of Wince's ex
They were made with penmentsi.
the Royal Society of London.
bodies moving at a considerable depth below the surface of water, and the resistance was measured both
when the body moved in the fluid, and when the
body was struck by the fluid in motion. The results
of his experiments on the resistance of a plane surface
moving in a fluid, are given in the following Table

The experiments

fluids,

shevnng the Resistance of a Plane Surface mov- Resistance
ing in a Fluid with a Velocity of 0.66 of a Foot in a when the
Second, and inclined at different Angles 'to the Line o/'P|*"[fj"°y
its Motion.

Fonuiila.

Inclination of
the Plane to
the Line of
its

I

5.81

2

4.036

easily behind.

Table
1

Ratio of the
Sections or

Numbers of

1.053
1.384

1.08
1.40

Canal of Indefinite Width, and 15 Inches 4
Deep.
1.125
1.143

5.75
5.53

5

Canal of Indejlnite Width, and
Betp.

2

1

4.46

1

1.1

9,1

Lities

1.09
1.12

Inches 3 Lines

1

1.00

Resistances

Resistances calculated from

Observed.

Theory.

Motion.

Degrees.

10

2

which

When the boat No. 2. had an angular prow of 45",
and moved in a canal 28^ inches wide, and 15^ deep,
the resistance was 4.42 ; whereas, the formula gives

more

From these experiments Du Buat has concluded,
that a canal eannot be considered as of indefinite width,
unless its width is 4.46, or 4| times that of the vessel;
or what is the same thing, that when this is the ratio
between the width of the vessel and the canal, the vessel experiences the same resistance as if it moved in
In order to confirm this result, the fol'the open sea.

in

the ratio of the section as formerly.

-7-

28| Inches Wide, and 15 Inches 2 Lines Beep.

1),

(^
5A6

)

R is the resistance of a plane prow in a narrow canal,
r the resistance of an angular prow of the same base.
q the ratio between the resistances of these two prows
in an indefinite fluid ; and

following Table shews the results of the experi-

:

Table

= R — (r^

r

is

propor-

Ounces Troy.

Ounces Troy.

Experiments.

0.0112
0.0364
0.0769
0.1174
0.1552
0.1902
0.2125
0.2237
0.2321

0.0012
0.0098

1.73
1.73
1.54
1.54

.

50

1

sistance

tional.

20
30
40
60
70
80
90

Power of the Sine
of the Inclination
to which the re-

.

2

0'-'90

0.0616
0.1043
1476
0.1926
0'i'-'17

1.51

1.38
1.42
2.41

0.2 '21.

3

4
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In the preceding Table, column Ist contains the
angles ot' inchnation at which the plane surface struck
the fluid. Column 2d shews the resistance by experiment in the direction of their motion in Troy ounces.
Column 3il shews the resistance by theory, the perpendicuUr resistance being supposed the same as that
which ia deduced from experiment. Column 4th
contains the exponent of the power of the sine of
the angle to which the resistance is proportional.
This column was computed in the following manner: Calling * the sine of the inclination, and r the
corresponding reaistance; then, if r is proportional
to the mth power of <, or to*", we have sin. 90», or 1"

#•

=

= v/>ZOZ and,
r— Log. 0.2321 According

2321

;

r and j"

;

coiuequently,

I

__ Log,

~

Log. /

to theory, the

resistance in the direction of the motion of the plane
should vary as the cube of the sine (Prop. U. Cor.
p. 542) ; but it appears from the Table, that it varies in
a much less ratio, but not as any constant power, or as
any function of the sine and cosine. The actual resistance, therefore, must always exceed the theoretical resistance, which Mr Vince attributes partly to the part of the
force parallel to the plane being neglected in the theory,
but wnich appears to be really a part of the force which
acts

upon the

plane.

RrauUnct
when the

When the plane surface was struck by the fluid in motion, Mr \'ince obtained the results contained in the

plaAc

following Table.

IS

gtrack by

tlKluid.

Table ikrwing

the Rttitlance of a Plane Sutfacr Urmci
6y a Fluid in Mulion, and inelined at differrnl Angle*
to the line of ilt Motion.

IndaMiea sf

iht

Plaae to the SfaM

s/bModHk
Or.

90
80
70
60

50
40
SO
80

Dwtt.

Gn.

1

17
17
15
18
18

1

4

19
12
10
10

18

18

18

6

I

1

1
I

10

18

<>t.
1

1

1

Dwu.
17
16
15

Gn.
19

89
6

1

18
18

1

4

9
18

IS

18
18

4

6

18

1

II

17

19

The

coincidence between the experimenul and the
is very surprising, the dilTcrmce
being nothing more than might have been expected from
the ordinary inaccuracy of experiments.
It follows,
therefore, from Mr Vince's experiments, that when the
fluid is in motion, the resistance varies as the sine of
the angle of the plane's inclination.

theoretical resolu

The difference between the resistances in the two
cases confirm the results obtained by Du Bnat, and
prove, that the resistance when the plane moves is to
the resistance when the fluid moves as 5 to 6, a result
which Mr Vince ascribes to the action of the fluid behind the body when

.

in motioir.

m

Jceomi of ComUmbU EsperimtntM
of Flmidt in Slom MolioH*.

NoTwiTHSTANDiNo
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lUtulance

the great value of the csperi<
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Du Boat, yet none of tliese authors succeeded in determining the true law o( the
resistance of fluids.
This honour was reserved for
the late M. Coulomb, who first entertained the hap; y
idea of ascertaining the laws of the resistance of fluids
in slow motiens, by the oscillation of hcirizuntal discs
in consequence of the torsion, or the twistinj^ and untwisting of the wire by which they were suspended.
In the present Section we shall endeavour to lay before
our readers as distinct an account as possible of the in"
vestigations of this celebrated philosopher.
ments of Bossut and

Resisuore
ofluiik.

^T^untof
ri»dumb'»
cxpenuicDta

on the

re-

°^
a*'",""^'

"'

When a body in motion strikes a fluid at rest, it ez>
One of these arises
periences two kinds of resistance.
from the cohesion of the fluiil particles, which are separated from each other by the moving body ; and as
the number of molecules thus separated is proportional
to the velocity of the body, this part of the resistance
depending upon the cohesion, will likewise be propor<
tional to the simple velocity.
The other part of the resistance arises from the inertia of the fluid particles, which being struck by
the body, acquire a degree of velocity proportional to
the velocity of the body ; but as the number of these
parts is proportional to the velocity, there ought to
arise a resistance proportional to the square of the velocity.
Hence the theory seems to inform us, that
-- Vrf 6y the turn
the retulance of Jiuid* thould be r<
(/uaiitiliei,
two
one
il to the tint'
which
it
q/
of
j
pie vrlociljf, and the other to the .Myi/urr n/ the velocilif.
This tlieorctical result was completely verified by
Coulomb's experiments.
In order to submit these views to the test of experience, the ordinary methods of measuring the reiiistanoe of fluids are of no avail. When tlic moving body
has a velocity about eight or nine inches per second,
the resistance is always proportional to the square of
the velocity ; but when the velocity does not exceed
four-tenths of an inch per second, the pert proportional to the simple velocity becomes sensible ; but aa
the velodty is extremely small, the resistance is also
very small, and therefore the ordinary means cannot be
used either in measuring the resistance, or in separating
the parts due to the different terms of the formula.
Coulomb therefore found it necessary, 1. To employ
mWMire, by which he could determine with great
exactneM very email forces. And, 8. To have it in hit
power to give to the moving body a degree of velocity
so nnall, that the part of the resistance proportional to
the square of the velocity might be compared witli the
other terms of the function which repre^^nt the resists
ance ; or to be able to make the part of the resistance
proportional to the square of the velocity so small
oempared with the other terms, tiiat it might be safely
neglected.
These objecta wete completely gained, by employing Appsrittu
the appwatus represented in Plate CCCXIX. Fig. 11. ""pjoy"*
'
where ABC is a stand, having a horisontal arm BC, to
^'J„b
which is fixed the small circle ef, perforated in the pi.lxr
centre for the purpose of admitting the cylindrical pin i'CCXIX.
b a.
Into a slit in the extremity of this pin is fas- '''$• It*
tened, by means of a screw, the brass wire a g, whose
force of torsion is to be compared with the resistance of
the fluid ; and its lower eitremity is fixed in the same
way into a cylinder of copper g d, whose diameter is
about four-tenths of an inch.
The cylintler g d u per«
pendicular to the disc DS, whose circumference ii di<
vided into 480 equal parts. When this horizontal disc
is at rest, which happens whrn tite tor^ion of the
brass wire is nothing, tlie index RS is placed upoa
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The small
elevated or depressed at pleasure
round its axis n ; and the stand
which supports it
Account or
may be brought into any position round the norizon'Coulomb's
The lower extremity of the cylinder ^ rf is
ttperiments tal disf.
un the reimmersed about two inches in the vessel of water
sistance of
MNOP, and to the extremity d is attached the discs, or
lluids.
the bodies, whose resistance is to be determined wlion
they oscillate in me fluid by the torsion of the brass
wire.
In order to produce these oscillations, the disc DS,
supported by both hands, must be turned gently round
to a certain distance from the index, without deranging
The disc
the vertical position of the suspended wire.
L)eing then left to itself, the force of torsion causes it
to oscillate, and the successive diminution of these
oscillations is carefully observed.
simple formula
gives in weights the force of torsion that produces the
oscillations ; and another formula well known to geoReuktnnce the point 0, the zero of the circular scale.

of Khiids.

rule

R

tn

may be

GH

A

J!»eters,

General results.

determines (by an approximation sufficiently

accurate in practice) by means of the successive diminution of the oscillations, compared with their amplitude, what is the law of the resistance, relative to the
velocity which produces these diminutions.
The method employed by Coulomb in reducing his
experiments, is nearly the same as that by which Newton
and others determined the resistance of fluids from
the successive diminution of the oscillations of a pendulum vibrating in a fluid ; but Coulomb's apparatus is
not liable to any of the objections which attacii to the
use of the pendulum. It would be impossible, without a previous explanation of the principles of torsion,
and a discussion too long and minute for the limits of
our work, to make our readers acquainted with the
various steps of Coulomb's investigation.
All that we
can pretend to do, is to give an account of the different
physical results which he obtained.
Having attached to the lower extremity of the cylinder g d a, circular white iron plate, about 6.677
inches in diameter, he found that when its oscillations were so slow, that the part of the resistance
proportional to the square of the velocity was greatly
inferior to the other part, the resistance which diminished the oscillations of the horizontal plate was
uniformly proportional to the simple velocity, and that
the other part produced no sensible effect upon the
motion of the disc. He likevTise found, in conformity
with theory, that the momenta of resistance in different
circular plates oscillating in a fluid, are as the fourth
power of the diameters of these circles, when the resistance is proportional to the simple velocity ; and
that when a circle, 6.677 inches in diameter, oscillated with the velocity of 5.512 inches per second in
its circumference, the momentum of resistance which
the fluid opposed to its circular motion, was equal to
tV oi a, gramme, multiplied by a lever 14.S millimetres
long, or l.S** English Troy grains, at the end of a
line 5.63 English inches long.
Hence it follows, that
the resistance of the two circular surfaces of the disc, is
equal to a weight of C.587 grammes.
If the plane or disc had only a velocity of ten millimetres, or one centimetre, the resistance would be only
a04.2 grammes. In like manner it follows, that the
resistance experienced by a surface of one square metre,
moving with a velocity of one centimetre per second,
is 0.703 grammes.
In order to determine comparatively with water the
cohesion of different fluids, he filled a large vessel with

such as is used in commerce for the lamps
called Quinquel ; and he found its temperature to be
16" of Reaumur's scale, which he marked, because the

clarified oil,

Account of

cohesion of oil varies with the temperature, though this Coulomb's
variation is not sensible in water by small changes of experiments
temperature. By causing discs of different diameters to on t)ic reoscillate in the oil, he found that the momenta of re« siitance of
auia=.
sistance for two circles, moving round their centre in
the plane of their superficies, varies as the fourth
power of the diameter, a result which is also conformable with theory.
The agreement of these results. Coulomb considers as leaving no doubt respecting the
certainty of the term proportional to the velocity in
the resistance of fluids.
From these experiments, CouloWib like'wise conclu- Ratio of tiie
ded that the difficulty which the same disc moving with cohesion uf
oil and
the same degree of velocity experienced in separating
the particles of oil, was to tlie difficulty which it experienced in separating the particles of water as 17.5 to
1, which will therefore express the ratio between the
mutual cohesion of the particles of oil, and the mutual
cohesion of the particles of water.
The next object of our author was to determine two On the efimportant points. \st, If the resistance of a body was fect produinfluenced by the nature of its surface ; and, 2rf, if it ced by the
nature of
was influenced by the pressure of the superincumbent the surface.
fluid.
In order to settle the first of these points, he
covered the surface of a circle of white iron with a film
of tallow, and wiped it slightly away, that the thickness of the plate might not be sensibly increased.
He
then caused this circle to oscillate as before; and he observed that the successive diminution of the oscillations was exactly the same as before the application of
the tallow. Upon the coat of tallow he next scattered,
by means of a sieve, a quantity of sand, which adhered
to the surface ; and he found that the resistance to the
oscillations of the plate was not sensibly increased.
Hence he concludes, that the part of the resistance proportional to the simple velocity arises from the mutual
cohesion of the fluid particles, and not from the adhesion of these particles to the surface of the body. Whatever, indeed, was the nature of the surface, there was
an infinite number of inequalities where the fluid particles were permanently lodged.
In order to determine the second point, M. Coulomb On the efcaused the bodies to oscillate at two different depths; fect produone at a depth of .787 inches, and another at a depth ced by pres.
sure.
of 19.6855 inches, and he found no difference in the rebut as the surface of the water supported
sistances
the whole weight of the atmosphere, it was scarcely to
be expected that a pressure of i 9 inches of fluid would
produce a very sensible increase of resistance. In order to decide the question, therefore, M. Coulomb emplo3'ed another method.
Having placed a vessel full of water under the receiver of an air-pump, the receiver being furnished with
a rod and collar of leather at its top, he fixed to the
liook at the end of the rod a harpsichord wire number,
ed 7 in commerce, and suspended to it a cylinder of
copper like g d, Fig. 1 1 which plunged in the water of
the vessel, and under this cylinder he fixed a circular
plane, whose diameter was 101 millimetres (3.975 EngWhen the oscillations were finished, and,
lish inches).
consequently the force of torsion nothing, the zero of
torsion was marked by the aid of an index fixed to the
The rod was then made to turn quickly
cylinder.
round through a complete circle, which gave to the
wire a complete circle of torsion, and the successive
;

.
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diminution of the oscillations were carefully obserred.
The diminution for a complete lirrle of torsion wa«
'
found to be nearly a fourth jiart of the circle for the
first oscillation ; but always the same, whether the ex.
•, periment was made in a vacuum or in the atmosphere,
rreA small pallet, 50 millimetres long (t.9<J9 English
* <"' inckea), and 10 millimetres broad (O.S937 English inches), wMeb struck the water per)M.-ndicular to its plane,
fornished a similar result. We may therefore conclude,
that when a submerged body moves in a fluid, the
pressure which it sustains, measured by the altitude of
the superior fluid, does not perceptibly increase the re>
siataoce; and con sequ en tly that ttie part of this resistanot HvpoKtional to the simple velocity, can in no respect oe compared witli the friction of solid bodies,
which is always proportional to the pressure.
TiMaa experiments were twice repeated in the cabinet of the Institute, in the presence of M. Charles and
M. Lassuse.
The attention of M. Coulomb was next directed to
the determination of the resistance experienced by cylinders that moved very slowly, and perpendicular to
their axes. When a cylinder, however small be its diameter, moves perpendicularly to its axis, the fluid particles which it strikes partake necessarily of its motion,
and therefore it is not possible in the reduction of the
•xperiments, to OMrlect the part of the resistance which
is proportional to the square of the velocity.
Hence
be was obliged to perform the experiments in such a
RMDWer that both parts of the resistance might be computed.
I'he three cylindert, which were sncoasdvely
subjected to trial, hsd a length of 9.803 inches.
The
cylinders were fixed by their middle under the cylinder
gd,to that they farmed two horizontal radii, the length

oTaach ofwhich was

9.S03

=4.9015

inches.

The diame-

tarsof tha cylinders were determined from their weight
After making the inwrn ai y e anet imeats with cyliBaers
whose diameters were 0.87 itnlKmetre*, H.S millime*
tres, and Sl.l millimetres, he found, from a corapanson of the results, that the part of the resist.-mce proportioaal to the simple velocity, whidi we shall rail r,
M not in different cyliiul«*s in the sarar '-• - "Se cirttnnference of these cylinders, the ratx
rrumferances beir^ as 24 to 1, while the vahii m
ware as
I to I. In order to explain this resuH. Coulomb supposes that the particles which imrim!
A\ the
Cylinder, take the same velocity as tbthat
the particles a little farther distant talc a suullcr velocity ; and that at the distance of aboat one-tenth of an
hMh, the velocity ceases cnttrelj. Hence it is at this
last point that the cobeaian wasrs to have an infinence
on the resistance. Upon these suppositions, which
Coulomb thinks require confirmation, he proposes to
angiMlit, by a constant quantity-, the circumferences of
au lfca ly lii ws is, baiora comparing them with their re*
sistance.
This constant quantity to be added to the
eiRumferences, he found to be 9-^" mllliraetrea, or
ticariy an addition of three mtllinietrc^ to tlieir diameter;
which shews tliat the portion of the fluid molecules detachel from one another by llie moving <\ lindti- extends
nearly to a distance of 1.5 millimetres irom their circumferences.
lii comparing the part of the resistance proportional
IPC of the velocity, which we shall call R, with
•ers of the cylinders, it will Ije seen that these
1':
tj. - in small cylinders are much greater than they
'y-g\:i to be in rdation to their diameters, but in a
-

-

'

,
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than in the preceding case. The augmentation of the circumferences is in this case only 1 .77
millimetres, which is scarcely one-fifth of the fonner
augmentation. Coulomb explains tliis diflierence from
the theory in the following manner. All the fluid particles, when they are detached from one another, oppose the same resistance, whatever be the velocity
which they take ; so that as the quantity r depends only
on the cohesion, the resistance due to their cohesion
will extend only to the point where the velocity of the
In the comparison
molecules of the fluid is nothing.
of the quantities R, all the particles are supposed to
take a velocity equal to that of the cylinder ; but as it
is only the molecules in immediate contact witli tlie
cylinder that Uke this velocity, it follows that the augmentation of the diameter in determining the value of
R, which answers the square of the velocity, should be
less than in determining r, which is due to the cohe-

much

sion.

less ratio

Besides, as

Coulomb

Account of
i;oulomb's
expert iiientt
on the resistuicc oF
fluids.

On

the re-

nounce of
cyliodcti.

observes, tliese diff^erent

degrees of lateral velocity, from the point of contact
with the cylinder, where the velocity is equal to that
of the cylinder, to the point where the cohesion renders the velocity notliing, ought to follow laws wliidi
new observations may soon determine, and which may
throw great light upon tikis interesting branch of phy«
sics.

In determining by experiment the part of the moresistance proportional to the velocity in
two cylinders of the same diameter but of different
lengths. Coulomb found that the momentum of resistance was proportional to the cubes of their diameters.
The same result is obtained from theory fur supposing
each cylinder to be divided into the same number of
parts, the length of each part will be proportional to
the total length. The velocity of the corresponding
parts will be as the same lengths, and also as the distance of these parts Arooi the centre of rotation. The
theory likewise indicates that the part of the momentum of resistance depending on the square of the velocity, in two cylinders of the same diameter, but of different lengths, is proportional to the fourth power of
the length of the cylinder.
Coulomb now proceeds to determine the rr.nl resist- Real retinsnce due to the simple velocity which a cylinder expe- ince of a
riences while oscillating parallel to itself, nnd perpen- given cylinder.
dicular to its axis. When the cylinder 9.803 inches long,
and 0.04409 inches in circumference, was made to oscillate with a velocity of 5.5 IS inches per second, the
part of the resistance r was equal to 58 milligrammes,
or .8932 troy graina ; and
the velocity was O..S937
inches per second, the resistance was 0.00414 grammes,
Hence we may conclude, that
or 0.637 troy grains.
the resistance of a cylinder of the same diameter, but
of a metre in length, or S9.37 inches, will be about 17
niilligrammes.
The preceding experiments were repeated in the
same oil whidi was fomserly used, and at the same
temperature ; and he found as formerly that the coheHe consision of oil was to that of water as 17 to 1.
ders oil as prcCerable to water for determining r ; for
in tha caae of small velocities, the part R disappears al-

mentum of

;

whm

most

entirely.

In these experiments Coulomb observed an effect
which he could not have anticipated. Although th»
cohesion of the oil is 17 times greater than that of water, yet the augmentation of the diametrri of the cylinders, which it was necessar}' to apply, Mas only 3 millimetres, the same as for water. He obser\'ed also anoaasily unikxxtood, vi?:.
ther rartoas fact, whidi is

nan
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that the part of the resistance R is almost the same in
"r'"*M^'
for since this part arises merely from
°_ '"'_ °'' ^^ '" water
'
the inertia of the particles, it ought in different fluids
to be proportional to their density.
Coulomb intended, in a second memoir, to determine
numerically the value of the part of the resistance proportional to the square of the velocity ; and to ascertain
the resistance of globes, of pallets, of convex and concave surfaces ; and also the difference between the resistance of a floating body and one entirely submerged
in consequence of his having found, that in slow motions the submerged body suffered a much less degree
of resistance.
have to regret, however, that Coulomb did not live to complete these valuable researches.
He died on the 3d August 1806, in the 70th year of
his age ; and left behind him the reputation of being
one of the most able and original natural philosophers
of the age in which he lived.
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Account of the Experiments of the Society for the

5.

Advancement of Naval Architecture.

We

Architec-

regret that our limits will only permit us to lay
before our readers some of the results of these excellent
experiments.
The following experiments were made with a sur-

ture.

face of

Experi-

ments of
the Society

of Naval

40 square

feet,

moving

in

its

When the same body had prows differently inclined,
the following results were obtained
90

14
19

4
6

Table

28 40
28 15

Comparison of

6.

A

the Results

of

different

Formula and

Experiments.

Dr Thomas Young has drawn up the following va- Compar
luable Table, containing a comparison of different for- "* '*" "
mulsB with the experiments of Eytelwein, Bossut, and
f""L°f
those of the Society for the advancement of Naval ^^i^
g.
Architecture.
In these formulae, a is the angle ofexperiinclination, and R the resistance.
ments.
Formula A deduced by Dr Young, is R = cos.^ a -J.
tV tang. a.
Formula B deduced by Dr Young from theory is
R = tV +t#o tang, a -J- 288 cos.^a 360 + a*.
Formula C deduced by Dr Young from experiments,
is Rrrcos.^a + .0000004217 a''^ in which the

own direction with

:

term is a little less than the milKonth of the
cube of the angle of incidence expressed in de«

last

€.6*2
12.839
19.856
containing

30.67
35.34
1 71
51.44
148.25

10"

.

0.563
1.992

1

FrictioH.

iV

The Society likewise found, that the direct resistance
varied in a ratio a little greater than that of the square
of the velocity, being proportional to V^-'os
body
which has the form of a fish, appeared to move with
the least resistance; and soaked planks suffered a greater
resistance than those which were not soaked.

Pounds.

2

Prows.

30
90

Friction in

Miles per hour.

Hu

Inclination of the

different velocities.
Velocities in Nautical

Re»is»i

of

grees.

Eytelwein's formula

Dr Thomas

is

cos.^a

+

^"^

versed

Young's Comparison of different Formulce and Experiments

sin. a.

•

Kxperiments

Angles of Inclination or

values of

6
12
18

24
30
36
42
48
54

60
66
72
78
84

Cos.

2 a.

Tang.

Formula A.

a.

Formula B.

«f fluids.

1.0000
.9890
.9568
.9045
.8346
.7500
.6544
.5523
.4478
.3455
.2500
.1654
.0955
.0432
X)109

1.0000
.9995
.9780
.9370
.8791
.8077
.7270
.6423
.5589
.4831
.4232
.4000
.4033
.5137

.000
.105
,912
.325
.445
.577
.726
.900
1.111
1.376
1.732
2.346
3.078
4.705
9.514

(9623)

1.0000
.9824
.9492
.9022
.8438
.7769
.7049
.6317
.5606
.4985
.4407
.3924
.3869
.4166
.5875

VI.

.

the Oscillation of Fluids, and the Undulation OF Waves.
Prop.

The

Formula.

Experiments.

of the Society
for

Naval

Architecture.

CHAP.

Osefllation

C

Bossut's

a.

We have purposely omitted giving any account of the
experiments of Hutton, Schober, and Colonel Beaufoy,
on the resistance of air, as they do not belong to the
present article.
On

Formula

Eytelwein's

•9891

.9580
.9086
.8449
.7710
.6919
.6135
.5414
.4816
.4403
.4231
.4344
.4816
.5658

1.0000
.9910
.9656
.9241
.8690
.8036
.7308
.6551
.5802
.5103
.4500

.4026
.3719
.3600
.3693

a syph(»i are isochro.

1.0000
.9893
.9578
.9084
.8446
.7710
.6925
.6148
.5433
.4800
.4404
.4240
.4142
.4063
.3999

.347

.269
.222

nous, and are performed in the same time as those of a
pendulum, whose length is equal to half the length of
the oscillating columns.

Let MNOP, Plate CCCXIX. Fig. 12. be a syphon. On thet
consisting of two vertical branches MN, OP, connected ciUation
together by a horizontal branch NO, and having the Au'^s.
same internal diameter throughout its whole length. If (;ccxi
in p,™. jg,
water is poured into the syphon till it stands at
being a
one leg, it will stand at
in the other,
horizontal line.
Let a piston be now introduced at P,

AB

CD

I.

oscillations of a fluid in

1.0000

ABCD
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M as to cause the water to descend

through the space
C f^, it will of course rise in the other branch to the
C^. Upon withdrawing the
heijjhte/", sothat Ae
will descend in order
piston, the elevated fluid in
to recover its level ; the fluid in PO will also ri!>e above
its natural level, and again descending, a series of oscillations will be performed by the fluid similar to those
of a pendulum, the surface AR vibrating between ef
and I f and the surface CD between g h and •/ x,- On
account of the friction of the water, however, against
the sides of the tube, the height C y will not be so great
A r and consequently, from the same cause, the os>
ciQations will gradually diminish like those of a pendulum, till the water resume its state of equilibrium.
It is obvious from the Figure, that the force which
produces the oscillations is the weight of the column of
fluid ef^ I, or twice the column \hfe, which is to the
whole weight of the fluid column as 2 A e to A NOD, or

=

E

MX.

MN

,

M

;

Ae

pendulum EF,

Fig. IS which
or to one half of the oscillating column. Consequently since the length of the
is a constant quantity, the
oacillating column A
force which produces the oscillations is proportional to
the space described by the water, and therefore the oscillations are isochronous.
Since the force by which the pendulum is made to
describe the small arch FI is to the weight of the pendulam as FI is to FE, or as A e £F; and since the force
which make* the water oscillate is to the weight of the
whole water in the same ratio, the oscillations of the
as

to the length of a

describes arcs

Flequal

A e,

to

NOD

:

and of th* fliud being prodnocd bj the auut
De pertomMd in eosal tnnaii
Con. The aarilhliont of a eolumn of fluid will be
I
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uf Waves.

undulations of waves are performed in the same '"'^'^
time as the vibrations of a pendulum, whose length is Plate
equal to AC or BD, Fig. 14. the breadtli of the wave, *^V"^^^'^14.
or the distance between two adjoining eminences or ^'^'

The

depressions.

ABCDE represent the section of two waves.
obvious that the eminences A, C must descend, by
the force of gravity, or a force equal to the weight of
the elevated portion, and that the undulations are performed like the oscillations of water in a syphon, the
highest parts AC becoming the lowest, while the low*
est BD become the highest. Hence, if we take a pendulum, whose length is equal to half the distance between
A and C, or B and D, the parts A, C will descend so as to
be the lowest in the time of one oscillation of the pen«
dulum, and in the time of another oscillation they will
become the highest parts ; that is, the pendulum will
make two vibrations in the time of one undulation, or
the time that one of the summits C has described a
space comprehended between two adjacent summits.
And as a pendulum, whose length ii four times that of
the preceding, oscillates once in the same time that it
oscillated twice, it follows that the waves perform their
oscillations in the same time as a pendulum, whose
length is equal tS AC or BD, the breadth of a wave.
Hence a wave
feet broad, will have a velocity of
S^!, feet in a second ; and a wave 18 inches broad will
have a velocity of 86.538 inches per second.
Let

It is

S^

>

proportional to IIm aqoare rooCs of the length of the column of fluid. For as this is true of the pendulum, it
must be true also of the oscillating fluid, which follows
the aame laws. See MccHSNica.

ThoM who

wiah to atudy farther the subject of the
Prmeipia of Sir
laaac Newton, lib. ii. Prop. 45, 4G. and to Bowut's
TrpHi Tkearifjat tt ErprrimtnUl d" Hi/drodifnamiaie,
ton. i. chap. ix. d. 403. edit. 179^, where they will hnd
a general methou ofdeterminiiig the oscillations of water in a syphon of any furm, with an application of the
ethod to a cylindrical syphon, and to a rectilineal «yphaa iBiiiiiuml of three tubes, two vertical, and one

—filhrion of flnida, are reAned to the

DoriaaDtaL

HV^,

torn.

Tracl$, voL

The snbjcct is also treated in Bernoulli's
iii. p. Ui, and in Hatton's MmUkemalieat
iii.

p. 350.

1 HE term HydraitucMachinbrt,

is, in strict propria
of language, applicable only to those machines which
are driven by the force of water, whether it descends
by iu own weight, or acu by its impulsive power when
in motion, or exerts a force in virtue of its re-action.
It
has, however, been applied in a OMN extended senses
•o as to imlude wrious niarhintrs, by which water is

will

l>c

The

jg the
I

application ot wind, and the

mcr

undit
di ste.un »

of machinery,
sica. and th. imbe considered at great
i

-e<l

p. 63.

As pumps and fire engines are pneumatical machines. Hydraulic
they will be described under the articles Pneumatics Maciiincry.
'^•^•y^*

and PuMr.
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ON HYDRAULIC MACHINERY.

III.

Machinrry. ctj

force of

doctrine of the oscillation of waves
published by Sir Isaac Newton, in lib. ii;
nrob. 44. of the Pnncipia.
As the motion of waves,
however, is partly circular. Sir Isaac considered his
theory as only an approximation.
M. La Place, in the
Memoirt of the Academy of Sciences for 177t>, has ap>
plied to this subject, particularly to rectilineal waves,
the general laws ef the motion of fluids, and obtained
some interesting results, of which we have given a general account in our History of HvoRODYNAMirs.
La
Grange has treated the subject in a general manner in
the Berlin Memoirt for I'Hd, and M. Poisson and M.
Cauchy have more recently written upon tlie same subThe reader will find a general account of their
i'ect.
hours in the History of Hydhodvnamicb, p. 418, 4S3.
The same subject nas likewise been treated by Dr
Tbooas Young, with his usual ability, in his Lectures
first
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The usual method of employing water as the mov* Wstc*
ing power of machinery, is to spply it to the circumfe- Whetb.
rcDO* of wbedsy Irom Uie axis or axletrce of which the
1.
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is conveyed to the other parts of the machine.
the water is introcluced into buckets placed round
the circumference of a wheel moving in a vertical plane,
so as to put the wheel in motion merely by its weight
in the buckets, the wlieel is called an overshot wheel,
from the water being introduced over or near the summit of the wiipel. When the water, after having acquired a considerable velocity by its descent along an
inclined plane, is made to strike plane surfaces, or floatboards, arranged round the wheel's circumference, so as
to put the wheel in motion merely by its impulsive force,
it is called an vndershol wheel, from the water being introduced at or near the under part of its circumference.
When the water is introduced neither at the upper nor
the lower point of the wheel, but at a point between
them, so as to fall upon float boards fixed in the wheel's
circumference, and to act both by its weight and by its
impulse, it is called a breast wheel.
When the water is
made to issue from an aperture in the circumference of
a wheel in the direction of the tangent, the wheel is
said to be driven by the re-action or counter-pressure
of the water.
shall now proceed to consider, in serparate Sections, the best mode of constructing water
wheels of these four different forms.

power

When

We

'

Sect.

I.

On

the Conslruclion

of Overshot Wheels.

An overshot wheel of the common kind, is represented in Plate CCCXIX. Fig. 15, where ABCD is the
rim of the wheel, having a number of buckets a,b,c, d,
Plate
CCCXIX. arranged round its circumference. When the wheel is
Fig. IS.
in a state of rest upon its axis O, and water is introduced into the bucket c from the horizontal mill course
or canal EF, the weight of the water in the bucket,
acting at the end of a lever equal to m O, puts the wheel
in motion in the direction c d.
When the subsequent
bucket b comes into the position c, it is also filled with
water, and so on with all the rest.
When the bucket
c reaches the situation of d, its mechanical effect to
turn the wheel is increased, being now equal to the
weight of water acting at the end of a lever n O,
equal to the distance of its centre of gravity d from a
vertical line passing through the axis O, so that the
mechanical effect of the water in the bucket increases
all the way to B, and of course diminishes while the
buckets are moving from B to C.
The buckets, however, between B and C, have not
the same power upon the wheel as those between A and
B ; for the water begins to fall out of the buckets before they approach to B, and are almost completeOvershot
wheels.

ly

empty when they reach the point H. The conof the buckets, therefore, as shewn in the Fi-

sti'uction

gure, is very improper, as it not only allows the water
to escape before it has reached the point B, where its mechanical effect is a maximum ; but also to escape completely, long before they have reached the lowest point
C of the wheel. The power, therefore, of an overshot
wheel must depend principally upon the form which is
given to the buckets, which should always be fullest
when tliey are at the point B, and should retain the
•water as long as possible.
If the buckets were to consist of a single partition in the direction of the radii of
the wheel, all the water would escape from the buckets
before they passed the point B on a level with the

O.

axis

The form

of a bucket, which has been regarded as the
represented in Fig. 16, by the line DCBAGIKL,
where it is represented as composed of three partitions,
viz.
and GI, called the start or shoulder, which lies
5
best,

fig. 16.

is

AB

in the direction of the radius ; B( and IK, called the Overshot
Wheels.
arm, and inclined at an obtuse angle to the radius ; and
CD, KL, called the wrest, and i)iclined at an angle less
Pl.AT£
than 180° to the arm BC or IK. The deptli AG of each
CCCXIX.
bucket is about If of
is
AB
of
;
; and the
i
Fig. 16.
angle ABC is such, that BC and GI prolonged would
pass tliroiigh the same point H.
It ends, however, in

GH

GH

AM

CD

FC is -Jths of
; and
is placed so, that
nearly f th of HM. Hence it follows, that the
arc FABC is nearly equal to
;
so tliat the quantity of water FABC will still continue in the bucket
when
is a horizontal line, which happens when
forms an angle of about 35° with a vertical line. The
preceiling construction of the buckets is obviously too
complicated, and very little additional power is gained
by the angle BCD. Hence the general practice is to
continue BC to H, and
is generally only |d of GH.
Such is the general view of the construction of bucC

;

80 that

HD

is

DABC

AD

AB

AB

New fom
given by Dr Robison ; but we cannot of the buc
agree with him in thinking that this fonn is the best. kcts.
It must be obvious, upon the slightest consideration, that
the power of the wheel would be a maximum, if the
whole of its semi-circun>ference were loaded with water.
This effect would be produced, if the buckets had
the shape shewn in Fig. 17, where ABC is the form of Fig. ir.
the bucket, AB being in the direction of the radius, and
BC part of the circumference of the wheel, and nearly
equal to AD.
This construction is, however, impracticable, as the aperture EC is not large enough either for
the admission or the escape of the water, and when
the last portion of the water flows out along BC, it
would strike against the bottom DE of the bucket immediately above it. We must therefore consider what
modificatio^i this form should receive, in order to give a
free passage to the water at EC.
This may be effected, by making BC (Fig. IS.) a little larger than BE,
Fig. 18.
and diminishing AB, so as to make the angle ABC a
little greater than 90°.
In this way an aperture dE
will be obtained, of sufficient magnitude both for the
introduction and the discharge of the fluid ; and the last
portion of water will no longer strike against the bottom
rf of the upper bucket.
When the water is properly
introduced by the methods afterwards to be described,
this construction will be found to give great additional
power to the wheel. Hence we see the reason why
the incHnation of DC, in Fig. 16, is advantageous, as
it is an approximation to the preceding construction.
The late Mr Robert Burns of Cartside in Renfrewshire, Double
a most ingenious millwright and mechanic, proposed buckets
what appeared to be a very great improvement upon the contriveil
form of the buckets in overshot wheels. It consisted in by Mr
Burns.
using a double bucket, as shewn in Fig. 1 9, where
is a
Fig. 19.
partition almost concentric with the rim, and placed so
as to make the inner and outer portions of the bucket
hold equal quantities of water. When these buckets
are filled -^d, they retain the whole water at 18° from
the bottom of the arch, and they retain ^ of the water
Another great advantage of this construction
at 11".
is, that when there is little water to drive the wheel, it
may be dii-ected, by a slight adjustment of the spout,
into the outer bucket, so as to make up, by the additional length of lever, for the small quantity of waThese advantages, however, are
ter which is in use.
found in practice to be counterbaUaced by disadvanThe water
tages which cannot be got the better of.
is found never to fill the inner buckets, and on this ac(^ipunt we believe Mr Burns did not put the construckets,

which

is

D

LM

tion in practice.
It has in general

been assumed by writers on water
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wheel«, that Uie diameter of overshot wheels should alWhcci*.
ways be less than the height of the fall of water by which
it is to be put in motion, and various ratios have been
the tathe height of the fall and the diamebctween aiaigncd between
The Chevalier de Borda has shewn,
ter of the wheel.
diame.
of OVCT- that overshot wheels will pro<luce a maximum effect
•t wheel*
vrhen their diameter is equal to the greatest height of the
fall, but that a slight diminution of the wheel's diameter
proiluces only a very small diminution of the maximum
effect.
If the height of the fall, for example, hli feet,
and if the diameter of the wheel is made only 1 1 feet,
the eSect is diminished only Vt- This tlieoretical recult haa been cuutirmed by the admirable experiments
of Mr Smeaitaa, who found, " t/ial the higher the mhtel
it iu proporlioH to the tthole descent, the greater teiU be
the eject ;" becauie,
be renwrka, " it de{)ends less
upon the impulse of the bead, and more upon the gravity of the water in the buckets ; and if we consider
how obliquely the water issuing from the head must
•trike the buckets, we shall not be at a Iom to account
for the httle advantage that arises from the impulse
thilW, and shall immediately see of how little coDseqnence this impulse is to the effect of an overshot
wheel."
If the diameter of the wheel were eaual to the whole
beight of the fall, the water would be laid in the bucketa without having acquired any velocity ; so that a
portion of the power of tbe wheel would be spent in
dragging this inert raasa into motion, and also by the
impulse of the buckets against the water, which will
daab • pert of it over the wbccL Hence it is neocMary
that the diflercnce between the head of water and the
rihrtlTT of tbe wheel should be such, that tbe water
jOMj acooin in ita descent through that apace a velocity a little greater than that of tbe circumfrrence of the
wheel. In this view of tiie subject, the water should
fall through a height of 8^ or 3 inches per second, in
order to acquire tlie velocity of the wheel ; and thereIon the diameter of tbe wlieel should be only S inchea
lam tlMua tbe height of tbe fidl.
The determination oi tbe diameter of an overshot
wheel, as given by Borda, Snieaton, Robison, and other
authors, ia founcled upon the assumption, that it never
Let us suppose
abould exceed tbe beight of the fall.
that we bare* fall of \i feet, and that the wheel shoul<l
bave a dianetcr of 1 1 feet acconling to Borda, then it
Uffmn U» ua, tbat a great advantage will be derived
Aaai making tbe wheal 15 feet. Now it ia abvioua,
tbat the advanti^ of aaiaf tbe 15 feet wheal is, that
we apply Utc water wbera it will act moat perpendicttlarly to tiie bne OD, Fig. 15. or the radius of the
wheel, whereas tbe disadvantage of such a wheel is,
that it begins to loae its water much sooner than the
We differ in opinion from Itobison when
small one.
be says, that tbe loss of power in tbe latter case exceeds
what is gained in the fonuer case; but we shall admit tbat
it ia so, and still maintain the superiority of the 15 feet
wbaaL When the wheel has a diameter leas than tbe
height of the fall, any augmentation of tbe quanti^ of
water discbaigad bf the mill course ia of no use in inpcaauv ^^ ^MmtX of the wheel. The issuing water
sf dw
;

M

»

«k(alfrcM. indeed actinirea a velocity greaur than it usually has,
crikBD tba but this additional velocity is injurious to the motion
vf
gf
wheel instead aX being of any advantage. In tbe
fill.
case of a 1£ feet fall, however, when the water rises I

M^<

y^

or 2 feet abovf ita usual level, we have it in our power,
by a particular form of tbe delivering sluice, which
will afWwarda be deacribed, (sec{pw £53,) to introduce
this water apen the wboal 1 ar 8 fint higher up the
toimJu. raKTii.
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wheel, so that we are actually enabled to increase the OvcnJiot
WhwU.
height of the fall by this quantity.
From a series of experiments on overshot wheels, by o'TT*'^"'
M. Deparcieux, andpublished in 1754, he has conclud- p^" v/iJrit"y
ed, that most work is performed by an overshot wheel of overshot
when it moves slowly, and that the more we retard its wheels.
motion by increasing the work to be performe<l, the
greater will be the performance of the wheel. These Deparexperiments were made with a wheel 20 inclKS in dia- cicux's txCylinders of different P*"™""*rocter, and having +8 buckets.
diameters were placed upon tlie axle, and the effect of
the wheel under different velocities was measured by
the height to which it raised a weight sus[>ended to a
rope, which was wound round the different cylinders
and the general result was, tliat the slower Uie wheel
turns, the greater is the effect, or the height to which
the weight is raised.
In nppoaition to these results, the Chevalier lyArcy
maintained, that there is a certain velocity when the
and he has shewn, from a comeffect IB a maximum
parison of Deparcieux's experiments with his own formuke, tbat the wheel never moved with such a small
velocity as would have given the maximum effect, and
that if he liad increased the diameter of his cylinders,
he would have found that there was a velocity when
the maximum effect began to diminish.
The experiments of Smeaton afford an excellent confirmation of tlie preceding reasoning. The wheel which
he used was 25 inches in diameter. The depth of the
buckets or of the shrouding, was 2 incites, and tlie
number of buckets S(>. W'bf-ii it made alwiut 20 turns
in a minute, the effect was ne.-irly the grentest.
When
the number of turns was 30, the effect wr.s diminished
,',th part.
When the number was 40, the diminution
was ith ; when the number was less than \&\ its motion was irregular ; and when it was loaded so as not
to be able to make 18 turns, tbe wheel was overpower;

ed by its load.
" It is an advantage

in practice," snys Mr Smeaton, Akstean eC
velocity of the whtel sliuuld not be diminish- SbmsIod's
farther than what will procure sobm solid advantage *'P"**

" tbat the
ed

in point of

power

because, ctelerit paribiu, as the mo»
buckeU must be made larger ; aiid
tlie wheel being more loaded with water, tlie streas
upon every part of the work will be increased in proportion.
The liest velocity for practice, tlierefore, will
be such, as when the wheel here used made alM)ut SO
turns in a minute that is, when the velocity of the circumference is a httle more tlian three feet in a seccnd.

"""'*

;

tion is slower tbe

;

" Experience confirm*, that

this velocity of three
applicable to the highest overshot
wheels aa well as the lowest ; and all other parts of
the work being properly adapted thereto, will produce very nearly tJie greatest effect possible ; however,
this also is certain frum experience, that high wheela
may deviate farther from this rule before they will loae
their power by a given aliquot part of the whole, than
low ones can be admitted to do ; for a wheel of 24 feet
high may move at the rate of six feet per second, without loaing any considerable part of its power ; and, on
the other hand, I have seen a wheel of 33 feet high,
that has moved very steadily and well with a velocity
but little exceeding two feet."
The experiments of tbe Abb^ Bossut afford the Bonat's exsame results. He used a wheel three feet in diameter, pf'ininu.
The height of the buckets waa three inches, their width
five inches, and their number 48 ; and the canal which
conveyed the water furnished uniformly 1194 cubic
Wlien the wheel was unloaded, it
iacbct in a ounute.
4 a

feet in

a second

is
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made 40^

The

turns in a minute.

following Table,

which we have computed the fourth column, contains the results which he obtained.
for

Xumber Number
conds

of

in

Number

of
revolutions

of se-

which

pounds

the load was

performed by

raised.

raised.

the wheel.

Effectof the wheel,
or the product of
the number of turns
multiplied by the
load.

11
12

60"
60

lin

131^

ii4t

13

60
60
60
60
60
60

lOH

13411
136^^
137JI

14
15
16
17
18
19

20

911
9i%

138

«U
R

138i|

9

7

1

A

139/t,

»

138

The wheel turned very slowlyThe wheel stopped, though first put in motion by the hand to make it catch the wa-

gives motion to the horizontal arm c d, and causes Overshot
one of the shuttles ef to advance or recede ; in conse- Wheels.
quence of which, the aperture on the right hand of/ ^~"'V-"~'
may be either increased or diminished, for th- purpose
of regulating the supply of water which the wheel may
require.
The iron bolt g goes tlirough the bottom of
the trough between the two shuttles, pnd is intended
to prevent the bottom from sinking by the weight of
the water.
From the form of the aperture at /j it will
be seen that the water will glide easily into the buckets without any waste.
In both these machines, the
water is turned back on the near half of the wheel
the consequence of which is, that the resistance of the
lower water is removed, as it runs off in the same direction with the motion of the wheel.
The wheel in
Fig. 1. is made to fit its sweep and the sides of the conduit as if it were a breast wheel, so that the water does
not get out of the buckets till it reaches the lowest poust.
tre,

Improved Overshot Wheel.

An

ter.

excellent overshot wheel, which we understand
used in Yorkshire, is represented in Fig. 3. It differs from the wheel in Fig. 2. in the construction of
the extremity of the mill course, and in the mode of
delivering the water upon the wheel. A pinion d,
turned with a handle, works in the teeth of a rack c a,
having a roller o, whose breadth is equal to that of the
is

From this Table it appears, that the effect is a maxiwhen the number of turns is 8/^, or when the

mum

On

the efof overshot wheels.
i'ect

velocity of the circumference is 1 foot 4 inches per
second. The effect diminished by diminishing the velocity, and the wheel was at last overpowered by its
load, as in Smeaton's experiments, which ought always
to happen when the resistance or load is equal to the
effect of all the buckets when acting upon a semicircumferenceof the wheel with their respective quantities
of water.
In comparing the relative effects of water wheels,
the Chevalier de Borda maintains, that an overshot
wheel will raise through the height of the fall a quantity of water equal to that by which it is driven
while Albert Euler affirms that the effect is greatly inThe experiments of Mr Smeaton shew,
ferior to this.
that when the heads and quantities of water are least,
the ratio between the power and the effect at the
maximum is nearly as 4 3 ; but when the heads and
:

quantities of water

were

greater,

it is

as

4:2; and by

a medium of the whole, it is as 3 2. When the powers
of the water, computed for the height of the wheel
only, are compared with the effects, they observe a
more constant ratio, the variation being only between
the ratio of 10 8.1 and 10 8.5. Hence the ratio of the
power, computed upon the height of the wheel only, is
to the effect, at a maximum, as 10 : 8, or as 5 : 4 nearly ; and the effects, as well as the powers, are as the
quantities of water and perpendicular heights multiplied together respective!}'.
The form of the delivering sluice, and the method
of introducing the water into the buckets, will be
best explained in the description of different ovex-shot
wheels.
:

:

:

improvei!
overshot
"!'"'•
^^'

mill course, fixed at its extremity.
Upon this roller is
fixed a large piece of leather, which, after wrapping
round part of the cylindrical circumference, extends
downwards to h, where it is fixed, as seen in the Figure,
between two plates of iron or wood held together by
screws.
This leather forms the shuttle in the following manner. When the water stands so low in the
mill course MN, that none of it runs over the roller
so as to fall into the buckets, the pinion d is made to
move from right to left, so as to cause the rack c a and

The leather shuttle is thus wound
the roller, and the water is allowed to pass
over the surface a, and to fall into the buckets through
the apertures made of iron bars, as shewn in the Figure.
When the water, on the contrary, rises in the mill
course, so that too much of it flows over the roller, the
rack is made to move in the opposite direction, so as to
diminish the supply.
In this construction of the regulator, we see at once the advantages of having the diameter of the wheel
greater than the height of the
fall ; for we are at liberty to take advantage of the additional head which is gained by any increase in the
quantity of water which is conveyed to the wheel.
roller

a to descend.

up upon

AB

Descriplkm of Mr Burns' Overshot Wheel without a
Shaft.

This very ingenious machine was invented and erect- Burns'overed by the late Mr Burns, whose mechanical inge- shot wheel
It is without a
nuity we have already had occasion to admire.
shaft.

Smeaton's Overshot Wheel.
Smcaton's
overshot
wheel.

Pl-ATK
Fig.

1&2.

overshot wheel, as constructed by Mr Smeaton
upper paper mill of Thornton, is shewn in Plate
CCCXX. Fig. 1, where the diameter of the wheel is as
nearly as possible equal to the height of the fall; and
another wheel, which he considered as of an improved
form, is represented in Fig. 2. where the diameter of
the wheel exceeds the height of the fall.
In both these
Figures
is the wheel, and
the extremity of the
mill course, where the water is delivered into the buc
kets.
vertical lever a 6 c turning round & as a cen-

The

for the

AB

A

MN

represented in two different sections, in Figs. 4 and 5,
Plate
and forms a large hollow cylinder by its buckets and CCCXX.
sole, without having any shaft or axle tree.
Fig. 4 fc i.
This wheel is I2iJ feet diameter, and 7 feet broad
over all, and has 28 buckets. The gudgeon is 6 inches
The flaunch is 1^ inch
diameter, by 9 inches long.
The arms are of redthick at the extreme points.
wood fir, 6 inches square ; one piece making two arms
in length, where they cross one another at the wheel's
centre, 1;^ inch of the wood remaining in each, con-

necting the two opposite arms as one piece. The wheel
was made, by first fitting the gudgeon into a large

HYDRODYNAMICS.
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piece of lurd wood, with the fiaunch parallel to the
borison, and in that position the arms and ring* were
trained and bound fast to it. All the grooves for starts
or raisers, and buckets, were cut out before it was removed ; first one piece was bolted to the flaunch at a a,
and so of the others, leaving the distant openings for
the aroM bar* that reach between each arm and its opposite arm.
These bars, or pieces, were only 4 inches
square, and were of good bewh wood, turned round in
the body. Thev were 10 inches square at each end, in
which was fitted a strong nut fur a bolt, 1;^ inch thick,
to go through i, and connect the two sides together.
After the amu were trained and fixed right upon the
gadgOOB*, the innermost ring was completed ; the teBona were trained on the arms first, and the rings, 4-^
inches thick and 8 inches deep, put on by keys driven
into the mortice.
The remaining tenons were then redaced from 1^ to 1 inch thick, and the outermost ring,
onlr S inches thick by 6 inches deep, was firmly wedged thereon, and bound fast at the other ends by three
•ttt»g wooden pins, as at
C ; to the lower ring, the
outside of the uppermost and undermost rings are Hush,
all the additional thickness of the lower ring projecting
inside the buckets.
Some difficulty was found in laying the water properly into the buckets of this wheel, owing to the narrowness of the mouths of the buckets, by the high
•taft or raiser, which waa remedied by adopting the
fiiUowinf plan.
Tha opaninga in the bottom of the troughing should
Im of iron, and so distant from each other that the water
horn tfacaa ia tlmnm into two separate backets. The
ran curved parta sboukl also be moreabie, to adjust
tbe opening* to the quantity of water neeeaaary for the
whiA. Unleaa tba head of water is 12 or 14 inches
heaa oaeuBga, it will be difficult to give it the
direction into the buckets, especially if the
openings are pretty wide for them ; for then it deviates
the more down from the line of direction, and tends to
retard the wheel, by striking on the outside of the
bucket.
The openings firom which the bucket* are filled,
than the buckets.
ought to DC 10 inchaa Ian in
i. e. 5 inchca at aacfa aide, otharwue the water is apt lo
jerk ofcr on each aide of the wheel, as the edge of the
bucket paaiaB by.
The mod* dt making and finishing the wheel at
C'artride r eq uires very little workmanship, compared
to the usual method ; and any good joiner will do it
The joiner finished Cartside
a* well a* a miU-wrigbt.
wheel in six or sercn wadtai The oonatmction will
be better nndentood from the foUoiwing reference to

O

kn^

the ngima.
Fig. 4. Represents three distinct transverse views.
The part nuAed A, suppoaaa a part of the shrouding
in section shewing the pins ; the part marked B, ia a
section of the wheel through any part of the buckets,
and shewing three of the tics, 1 8, 3, in section. Part
C riiewa the manner in which the exterior ends of the
wbael are finished, a];o the gudgeons, flaunch, &c
Pig 5. Is « longitudinal aection of the wheel through
one of the arm*, ahewinir the projection of the shrouding the manner in which the arms of the wheel are
connected together and likewise the manner in which
tha tiea are connected to the gudgeon.
,

—

—

Dttcriplion of a Double Ovtrthot Wheel
of Buckets,

When

there

ia

a

vvy

mUh a Chain

OBall supply of water fiJling
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head, the overshot wheel which it is Orerd-.st
Wheel*.
is so large and expensive, and so
apt to be injured from its unwieldy size, that few per- Double
sons would be disposed to erect one.
have seen avcrshot
at Coalbrook Dale a very excellent overshot wheel, of wheel with
about fifty feet in diameter, which went remarkably » rh»in of
well ; and we understand that there are in Wales some *»"'"'*•
wheels of nearly double this diameter. In circumstances like this, the double overshot wheel, with a
chain of buckets, is a most invaluable machine, not
merely from the small price at which it can be erected,
but from the great power which it possesses.
machine of thisliind seems to have been first erected by
M. Francini in 16C8, in the garden of the king of
France's old library. This macnine of Francini's was
driven by waste water, and raised water from a natural spring, by means of another chain of buckets fixe<l
upon the some wheel.
M. Coetar substituted a similar machine in place of
the overshot wheel ; and more recently Mr Gladstanes,
an ingenious millwright at Castle Douglas, without
knowing that he had been anticipated in tne invention,
erected several in Galloway for the purpose of giving
motion to threshing mills.
The double overshot wheel is represented in Plate Piatk
CCCXX. Fig. 6, where A and B are two rag wheels, ^9*^^*
a* they are called, and
a series of buckets fixed
to an endless chain, whose links fall into notches in the
circumference of the rag wheels. The water issuing
from the mill course at MN, is introduced into the
buckets on the side C. The descent of the loaded
buckets on the side C puts the wheels
and B in motion, and the power is conveyed from the shaft of the
wheel A to turn an}- kind of machinery. When the
buduta reach F, tliey allow the water to escape, and
aaoending empty on the side E, they again return to
the spout MN, to be filled as before.
In this machine,
the buckets have in every part of their path the same
mechanical effect to turn the wheels, and they will nol
allow the water to escape till they have reached almost
the lowe(t part of the fall.
This specie* of wheel poueaaes another advantage,
which can be obtained from no other, namely, that by
raising the wheel B, and taking out two or three of
the buckets, it may be made to work when there is
such a Quantity of back-water as would otherwise pre<
vent it from moving.
Dr Robison, in his Dissertation on Water Works,
published in the second volume of his Sytfem of Me'
chanical Philotophy, has described a machine of this
kind, in which plugs, or horiaontal floatboards, are
fixed to a chain.
On the side C these plugs paae
through a tube, a little greater in diameter tnan that of
the floats, and the water acting by its pressure upon
these floats, as it doe* in the case of a breast wheel,
give* motion to the wheels A and B.
The double overshot wheel is the best and the most
economical which can l>e adopted for a small supply of
water falling from a great height; but it is liable to get
out of order, unless tne chain which carries the bucket
is made with great care and nicety.
For farther mformation on overshot wheels, the read- Reference
er is referred to Belidor's'/frc/ii/rc/ure HydrauUque, vol. *" «uthofi
ii. p. 254.
Desaguliers Courte of EtperimerUal Philo- ° ^^1^'*
toj^y, edit 3d, vol. ii. p. 455. Deparaeux, Mem. Acad.
Par. 1754, p. 603, 671. Smeaton On MUh, p. 33.
Albert Enlcr, Comment. Soc. Goiting. 1754.
Ksestner,
Hydrodunamique. Lambert, Mem. Acad. Berl. 1755.
Bdrda, Mem. Acad. Par. 1767, p. S8(i. Boasut, I'raU^
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Fcnwick's Foar
Essays on Fraclical Mechanics.
Robison, System of'
Mechanical Vhitosophy, vol. ii ; and Ferguson's Leclurea on Mechanics, &c. vol. ii. Appendix.
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Undershot Water Wlicels.

An undershot water wheel is a wheel with a nuinbf r
of floatboards, or plane surfaces arranged round its cir•cumference for the purpose of receiving the impulse of
the water, which is conveyed to the under part of the
wheel of this kind
wheel from an inclined canal.
of the ordinary construction, is shewn in Plate CCCXX.
Fig. 7. where AB is the wheel with 24 floatboards, cd
a floatboard receiving the impulse of the water, which
moves with great velocity in consequence of having
fallen from a considerable height down the inclined
mill course MN. The principal points to be attended to
in the construction of undershot wheels, are the construction of the mill course, the number, form, and position of the floatboards, and the velocity of the wheel
in relation to that of the water when the effect is a
maximum. The following rules for the construction
of mill courses are given in the Appendix to Ferguson's

A

Lectures, vol.
CoDstruetion

(it

the

uiill.cniuse.

" As

ii.

of the highest importance to have the
height of the fall as great as possible, the bottom of
the canal, or dam, which conducts the water from the
river, should have a very small declivity ; for the
height of the water-fall will diminish in proportion as
the declivity of the canal is increased.
On this accoimt, it will be sufficient to make
slope about one
inch in 200 yards, taking care to make the declivity
about half an inch for the first 48 yards, in order that
the water may have a velocity suflScient to prevent
it from flowing back into the river.
The inclination
of the fall, represented by the angle GCR, should be
25° 50' ; or CR, the radius, should be to GR, the tangent of this angle, as 100 to 48, or as 25 to 12; and
since the surface of the water S 6 is bent from a b into
ac, before it is precipitated down the fall, it will be
necessary to incurvate the upper part BCD of the
course into BD, that the water at the bottom may move
parallel to the water at the top of the stream.
For
this purpose, take the points B, D, about 12 inches
distant from C, and raise the perpendiculars BE,
the point of intersection E will be the centre from which
the arch BD is to be described ; the radius being about
10 J inches. Now, in order that the water may act
more advantageously upon the floatboards of the wheel
it must assume a horizontal direction HK, with
the same velocity which it would have acquired when
it came to the point
:
But, in falling from C to G,
the water will dash upon the horizontal part HG, and
thus lose a great part of its velocity ; it will be proper,
therefore, to make it move along
an arch of a circle,
to which DF and
are tangents in the points F and
H. For this purpose make GF and
each equal to
three feet, and raise the perpendiculars HI, FI, which
will intersect one another in the point I distant about
4 feet 9 inches and Tpths from the points F, and H,
and the centre of the arch
will be determined.
The distance HK, through which the water runs before it acts upon the wheel, should not be less than two
or three feet, in order that the different portions of the
fluid may have obtained a horizontal direction
and if
be much larger, the velocity of the stream would
fee diminislied by its friction on th« bottwn of the
it

is

AB

DE

WW,

G

KH

FH

GH

FH

:

HK

:

That no water may escape between the hot. I'ndcrstiKt
KH and the extremities of the float- Wheils.
boards, KL should be about three inches, and the exConptrortremity o of the floatlioard n o should be beneath the tion of llip
line HKX, sufficient room being left between o and M mill-coui!:"
for the play of the wheel, or KLM may be formed into Plate
the arch of a circle KM concentric with the wheel. CCCXX.
The line LMV, called by M. Fabre, the course of im- Fig. 8.

course.

torn of the course

pulsion [Ic coursier d'impulsinn) should be prolonged,
so as to support the water as long as it can act upon
the floatboards, and should be about 9 inches distant
from or, a horizontal line passing through O, the
lowest point of the fall ; for if OI, were much less than
9 inches, the water having spent the greater part of ith
force in impelling the floatboards, would accumulate
below the wheel and retard its motion. For the same
reason, another course, which is called by M. Fabre,
the course of discharge (Je conrsier de decharge) should
be connected with LSI V by the curve VN, to preserve
the remaining velocity of the water, which would
otherwise be destroyed by falling perpendicularly from
V' to N.
The course of discharge is represented by
VZ, sloping from the point O. It should be about 16
yards long, having an inch of declivity in every two
yards.
The canal which reconducts the water from
the course of discharge to the river, should slope about
4 inches in the first 200 3'ard», 3 inches in the second
200 yards, decreasing gradually till it terminates in
the river. But if the river to which the water is conveyed, should, when swollen by the rains, force the
water back upon the wheel, the canal must have a
greater declivity, in order to prevent tliis from taking
place.
Hence it will be evident, that very accurate
levelling is necessary for the proper formation of the
mill course."
The general ideas contained in the preceding constructions appear to have been first suggested by Dii
Buat, and afterwards fully explained by M. Fabre in
his Truile sur les Machines Hydrauliques,
The diameters of undershot wheels must in general
be accommodated to the nature of the machinery which
they are to put in motion. If a great velocity is necessary,
the wheel should for this purpose be made of a less
diameter than would otherwise be advisable j but if a
great velocity is not required, the diameter of the wheel

ought to be considerable.
M. Pilot, one of the earliest writers
this subject,

recommended

that the

who

attended to Number

number of

»f

float- floatboards.

boards should be equal to 360" divided by the arch of
the circle plunged in the canal, and that their depth
should be equal to the versed sine of that arch. The
slightest consideration, however, is sufficient to convince us that the number of floatboards obtained by this
M. Du Petit Vandin, and
rule is greatly too small.
afterwards M. Fabre, have, on the other hand, maintained, that the greatest possible number oi floatboards
should be used, provided the wheel is not too much
loaded by thero.
In Mr Smeaton's model, by which his experiments SmeatOB'i
were performed, the diameter of the wheel was 24 experiment
t)ie nuoi
When the on
inches, and the number of floatboards 24.
bcr of fioa'
1-2,
diminution
in
the
effect
to
a
number was reduced
boards.
was produced on account of a greater quantity of water escaping between the floats and the floor ; " but a
circular sweep being adapted thereto of such a length
that one float entered the curve before the preceding
one quitted it, the efliect came so near to the former, as
not to give hopes of advancing it, by increasing the
number of floats beyond 2* in tliis particular wheel."

f
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of Bonnt were made with a wheel,
3 feet I inch 10 lines. It
Me exterior diameter
^ u^ed succeuively with 48, 24, and 12 floatboards
DU directed to the centre. They were exactly 5 inches
The edji^s and the
num- wide, and from 4 to 5 incliet high.
rloat- extremities of the floatbotfdi were di«tant about half a
line from the bottom and tide* of the inclined canal in
which the wheel was placed, aiid the arch plunged in
When this wheel was tried, it
the water was 24* 5*'.
made 33^ turns in a minute, when it had 48 floatboards,
and when the weight raised was 12 pound*. When 24
Aortboards were put on, it made only 89 tarns in a minute, the weight raised being the same ; and tvhen 12
floatboards were used, it made no more than 25^ turns
The elocity of the water in the canal,
in a minute.
which b.-id » declivity of lOA feet in 50, was 300 feet in
SSwoonds. Hence Bossut concludes, that the wheel

The experiments

wm

•ugfat to have at least 48 floatboarda, whereas wheels
«> feel in diameter, and with only 25° or 30^ of the
OROBalerence irameised, have generally only 40.
When wheels are moved by a river, they ought to
have a different number of floatboards. In order to find

the number, M. BoHut used a different wheel, in which
the floatboards were a* placed that he could set them
«t njr indination to the imUus, and employ any number
of tMB at pkaaare. The exterior diameter was 3 feet,
the vidtfa of the floatboards 5 inches, and their height
6 iMhea. This wheel was made to Move 'm m oomnt
18 to IS feet wide, and
a depth of water of
7 to 8 inches. The Bul heerds were plywged four

m

in the water, so that the circumslanfleB

•HH as

ware the
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placed in the current already L'nderblwt
Wheels.
mentioned, vie. from 12 to IS feet wide, and from 7 to
8 inches deep, floatboards which were a continuation
of the radius, raisetl 40 poumls with a velocity of ISj-^
With those inclined 1 5", the numturns in 40 seconds.
ber of turns in the same time was 144
with those inclined 30', the number was 14fJ.; and with those inclined 37°, the number was 14J-J.
Hence it follows,
that the most advantageous obliquity is, in this case,
about 1 5 or SO degrees. The difference of effect, however, appears to be very trifling, particularly beyond
15°.
M. Fabre is of opinion, that when the velocity of
the stream is 1 1 feet per second or greater, the inclination
should never be less than 30" ; that, as the velocity diminishes, the number of floatboards should diminish in
Sroportion and that when the velocity is 4 feet or uner,the floatboards should be a continuation of the radius.
The experiment of inclining the floatboards a little in
the opposite direction, has not been tried by any of the
authors whom we have quoted, but we think it worth
trj-ing, as it might increase the effect, by allowing the
water to escape more readily from below the floatboards.
In order to determine the ratio l)ctween the velocity On the preof the wheel and that of the water which drives it, Pa- per velodtf
""1"'],
rent and Pitot considered only the action of the fluid up"'neels'
on one floatboard^and consequently they made the force
of impulsion proportional to the square of the relative
velocrty, or to the square of the difference between the
velocity of the stream and that of the floatboard. Desapiliers, Maclaurin, Lambert, Atwood, Uu Bust, and
ur Robison, have gone noon the same principle, and
hare therefore fallen into tne same error, of making the
velodty of the wheel \ of the velocity of the current
when the efliect is a maximum. The Chevalier de
Borda, whoee valuable Memoirs have been too much
overiookcd by later writers, has however, corrected this errror.
He has shewn, tliat the supposition i* perfectly correct when the water impels a
single floatboard ; for a* the number of particles
which strike the floatboard in a given time, and aUo
tlie momentum of these, are each as tlte relative velodty of the floatboards, the momentum must be as the
square of the relative velocity, that is,
4= R',
being the momentum, aiid R the relative velocity. But
as the water acts on more than one floatboard at once,
the numher acted upon in a given time will be as the
vdocity of the wheel, or inversely a* the relative velodty ; for if we increase the relative veldcity, the velodty of the water remaining the saanr, we must diminish the velocity of the wboel. Coasequently, we shall
R'
have
== R; that is, the momentum of tiie
-g- or

The same wheel being

;

^

an open river. When 24 fieathoerds were
sed, a load ef 40 pounds was raised with a vekxity of
J5ff tnms in 40 secoods whereeswhen ISfleathoards
ised, the velocity with which the aame load was
was eoly IS^f turn* in the sane time. When
ttnards were put on, 24 pounds were raised, with
46
of 87^1 turos in a minute ; and S4 floatboards
s
tike weight with avalecily <^^2T>
diAiWMie
«ctly trittw.
Hcoee 94 floatboards at laaat
be need in ohm of this kind. A smaUtr nMn.
ber wouhl be snfciewt, if a greater arch at the wheel
wero plonged in the straeM. In practice, it was the
gcnanl custooi to nee oalr 8 or 10 iostiMards, and
switiuns iinrer, on wheus placed in river* ; but the
MBabar o ught to have beea ftoa IS to 18.
Frooi theeretitsl coBwderatien s , M. Pitot ha* <>hewn,
that floatboards shonld always be a continuation of the
ladin* ; but this rak ia fannd to be qoite incorrect in
practioe.
The adventegas arising from inclining the
floatboai d*, were first pwnled osU in 1 72.1 by Ocpar<
cienx, who shews> that the water will thus bap op upon
them, and act by it* weight as well a* by its iropuUc.
This opinion ha* been amply confirmed by the experi- water
acting upon the wheel, varies as the relative vements of Bossot with the wi>eel already mentioned, mov- locity.
isig in acBOal where the velocity of the water was 300
Now, let V be the velocity of the stream, F the
<cctiB97oaeoada. Whesthe floetbeards wereacaiw force with which it would strike the floatboard at re.it,
linnatieB of the ndiaa, a weight of 34 pounds was raiaand V the velocity of the wheel. Then tlie relative veed with a ^slocity eftOU tonis in 40 seoood*. When locity will be V
D
and since tlie velocity of the wutheir tnrtinalion wae fl*, tLe same load was raised with
ter will be to its momentum, or the force with which
a velocitjr ot l»U
seeooda.
When
tlie
40
indination it would strike the floatboard
at rest, as
vein

;

^

M

M=

M

—

m

wa4

1^ in AC

and when the
iclinatian wae !€*, the rstocity waa 90^ turn » in 40 «e«onds, nearly the anaa^ but still a httie lees than when
thefleatboardswereaoentinnatianiiftheradiiu. Hence
it follows, that a wheel placed upon canals which iMve
Mltle declivity, and in which the water i* at liberty to
eacspe easily aftw the impulse, the floatboards ought
te

12°, the vaiocitir

wee

;

be a eoiMiiiMflfan of the radius.

i

M

;

tlie relative

locity

the

F

:

U to the

moving

real force

which

floatboards,

we

V^ F
F X -rr- = yT^ ^ —

"'

water exerts against
shall have V V
v =z
tiie

:

^"^

^ '^"^

—

"^^^^ wheel

measured by the product of the momentum of the
water and the velodty of the wheel, consequently the
cfiect of the undershot wbed will be
is

A
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Now

X

F
F
V— t=Z:yrXV—
yX

this effect is to

differential

«•

be a maximum, and therefore its
to 0, that is, v being the va-

must be equal

riable quantity,

Dividing by

V dv — 2vdv=:0,or2vdv=Vdv.
V

d v, we have 2 o = V, and

t;

=r

—

,

that

13, the velocity of the wheel will be one-half the velocity of the fluid when the effect is a maximum.
This has been amply confirmed by the experiments
Smeaton'a
expcriof Mr Smeaton. " The velocity of the stream (says
mencs.
he, p. 77,) varies at the maximum between one-third
and one- half that of the water; but in all the cases in
which most work is performed in proportion to the water expended, and wliich approach the neai-est to the
circumstances of great works, when properly executed, the maximum lies much nearer to one-half than
one-lhird, one half seeming to be the true maximum, if
nothing were lost by the resistance of the air, the scattering of the water carried up by the wheel, &c. all
which tend to diminish the effect more at what would
be the maximum if these did not take place than they
do when the motion is a little slower." Smeaton considers 5 to 2 as the best general proportion.
Bossut's exresult, nearly similar to this, was deduced from
periments.
the experiments of Bossut.
He employed a wheel
whose diameter was three feet. The number of floatboards was at one time 48, and at another 24', their width
being five inches, and their depth six. The experiments with the wheel, when it had 48 floatboards,
were made in the inclined canal, in which the velocity
was SOO feet in 27 seconds. The experiments with
the wheel, when it had 24 floatboards, were made in a
canal, contained between two vertical walls, 12 or 13
feet distant. The depth of the water was about seven or
eight inches, and its mean velocity about 2740 inches
in 40 seconds.
The floatboards of the wheel were immersed about four inches in the stream.

A

Time

in

which

Weight

theneigbt

raised.

is

raised.

Number of
made

Weight

by the

raised.

turns

nheel.

Number of
turns made
by the
wheel.

appear, by multiplying the second and third columns, Undenhst
WheeU,
that the effect was a maximum when the load was 34^
pounds, the wheel performing 20|4 revolutions in 40 ^""V"™^
seconds.
By comparing the velocity of the centre of
impression computed from the diameter of the wheel,
and the number of turns which it makes in 40 seconds,
with the velocity of the current, it will be found that
the velocity of the wheel, when its effect is the greatest possible, is nearly two-fifths that of the stream;
the very same ratio which Smeaton has given. From
the two last columns of the Table, where the effect is a
maximum when the load is 60 pounds, the same conclusion

may be

deduced.

The

following are the other results which Mr Smeasmeaton'a
ton deduced from his experiments.
He found, that in results.
undershot wheels, the power employed to turn the
wheel is to the effect produced as 3 to 1 ; and that the
load which the wheel will carry at its maximum, is to
the load which will totally stop it as 3 to 4. The same
experiments inform us, that the impulse of the water
on the wheel, in the case of a maximum, is more than
double of what is assigned by theory, that is, instead of
four-sevenths of the column, it is nearly equal to the
whole column. In order to account for this, Mr Smeaton observes, that the wheel was not, in this case, placed in an open river, where the natural current, afler
it had communicated its impulse to the float, has room
on all sides to escape, as the theory supposes ; but in a
conduit or race, to which the float being adapted, the
water could not otherwise escape than by moving along
with the wheel. He likewise remarks, that when a
wheel works in this manner, the water, as soon as it
meets the float, receives a sudden check, and rises up
against it like a wave against a fixed object ; insomuch,
that when the sheet of water is not a quarter of an inch
thick before it meets the float, yet this sheet will act
upon the whole surface of a float, whose height is three
inches.
Were the float, therefore, no higher than the
thickness of the sheet of water, as the theory supposes,
a great part of the force would be lost by the water
dashing over it. Mr Smeaton likewise deduced, from
his experiments, the following maxims.
1. That the virtual or effective head being the same,
Smcaton's
the effect will be nearly as the quantity of water ex- maxiuii

pended.
Seconds.

48 Floatboards.

24 Fioa tboards.

2.

That the expense of water being the same, the

effect will

Pounds.

40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40

Pounds.

Pounds.

Pounds.

30i

22-

31

22A
01 41

30
35
40

16|i
15|4

3H
32
32^
33
33^
34
34^
35

91

1

1

45

Olio

50

21A

55

2044

3.5i

56
57
58
59
60

36

61

20^1

20-

1944

62
63
64
65
66

HH
iHJ
13U

be nearly as the height of the virtual or ef-

fective head.
3. That the quantity of water expended being the
same, the effect is nearly as the square of the velocity.
4. That the aperture being the same, the effect will
be nearly as the cube of the velocity of the water.

Undershot Wheel moving at Right Angles

to the

Stream.

12|1
Undershot wheels have sometimes been constructed
having large inclined floatboards, and
being driven in a plane perpendicular to the direction
of the current. Albert Euler, who has examined theo.
retically this species of water wheel, concludes that
the effect will be twice as great as in common undershot wheels, and that in order to produce this effect, the
velocity of the wheel, computed from the centre of impression, should be to the velocity of the water as ralike windmills,

12if

12A

11

As the effect of the machine is measured by the product of the load raised, and the time employed, it wiU

dius is to thrice the sine of the inclination of the floatboards to the plane of the wheel. When the inclination is 60", the ratio will be as 5 to 13 nearly, and
when it is SO", it will be nearly as 2 to 3. In this kind
of wheel, a considerable advantage may also be gained
by inclining the floatboards to the radius. In this case.

undershot
wheel at
right
'"

angia

*^

*'''*"

i

;

;;

HYDRODYNAMICS.
the area of the floatboards ought to be mucht greater
than the section ot' the current, and before one float*

board leaves the current, the other ought to have fairly
entered it. Thi» conrtruction may be employed with
advantage in deep river* that have but a small velocity.

Btuattt Undershot

fVheel.

This wheel, invented by Mr Besant of Brompton, is
eonstructed in the form of a hollow drum, to resist the
admisaion of water ; but its principal peculiarity con«
mti in the arrangement of the floatboards in pairs on
Each floatboard is set
the periphery ot the wheel.
obliquely to the plane of the wheal's motion, and the
corresponding floatboard is inclined at the same angle,
but in an oppoaite direction, the plane of the wheel bi*
J the angle formed by the two floatboards. The
asie which the one floatboard forms with its cormrtmr «ae ia of>en at the vertex ; but one of the
floatboarda cxtenda beyond the otlier. By this construction, tba miiataiirr from the tail water is dimini&hed
but so fiur aa we know, the machine has never ccme
into lue. See Ferguaon's Lectures, ol. ii.
I

Horizontal Water Wheel*.
Horizontal water wheels difier in no respect from
common undershot wheels exccnt in the circumstance
}n(b of their extremitiea being pbccd vertically. The mill
coarse i* oooabractcd nearly in the same manner for
The principal object of this tana at tha walar
both.
wheel is to tare machinery, hj placing tha aaill- ona
The water
directly on the TcrtioalahaA of the wheel
wheel muu thereftre more with a very great vclodty,
ao aa to enable the mill-stone* to pei Uam their work.
The water is tume<l into a borisontal direction before
it atr^ca the floatboards, which may be either vertical
or inclined to the radius, as in undershot wheels.
Ikaiauiital whecb are oflen comtmelad so that the
floatbcawla have a very great i nclinrtiow to the radius.
Tn this case, the water is not turned into a horiaontal
direction, but is made to strike the floalboanls perpenN the
diculariy, as in Fig. 9. where AB is the wheel,
•xcxx. mill-coJrae discharginf its eonteiits perpandicularly
npoB the floatboard C, which oogfat to have a surface
more than twice the area of the section of the stream.
In this ooostmctiaQ, the maarinmaB elect will be pn>>
duced when the velocity of the iMiboerda is not leaa

H

M

BSl^h

Sm.a

_,
where A

u

the height of die iaU. and

which tlie direction of the fall makes with a
But since thi« quantity iiMTcases as the
sine of a dacreascst we may diminish the argle a, and

a the

anfflc

vertical line.

thna increase the velocity of the floatboards, to suit the
nature of the work to be performed, without Irsaaniiia'
the maximum effect, whidi cannot he done in voticu
wheels where a determinate velocity is nccesaary to
produce the greatest possible effect. See Fergtuoa's
Lectmei, vol. li. Appendix.
In the suMthei u dcpartnenti of Prance, the float*
boaida are mada of a curvilhiaal fbrm, to as to present
a concave suftee to the stream. This construction is
shewn in Fka. 10, II, where AB is the wheel, CD the
vertical shaft, and m, n the concave fluetboards.
The
Chevalier Borda remarks, that in theory a double effect
is produced when the floatboards have t)ii« form ; but
that the advantage is not so great in practice, from the
of making the fluid enter and leave the course
in a {voper manner.
'X\\ey appear, however, to be dewhich the floatboards are
ddMDjr superior to thoae
plane,
Uw watct acu bj it* weight as well ts by its

iMfhy

m

m
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impulsive force. The ratio of tlie effects in the two HotizooUl
Water
cases, with five or six feet of fall, is nearly as 3 to 2. An
Wheels.
advantage may be gained by dividing the current, and

throwing

it

in

separate portions

upon

different floaU

See Leopold's Theatrum Mach. General.
A different kind of horizontal wheel, invented by r^alie'shoMr Robert Leslie, which works by the tide upon the "«°"'«J
principle of a smoke jack, is shewn in Figs. 12, 13.
fi^n'
This machine, which is shewn in a vertical section in i^
boards.

Fig. 12, and in a horizontal section in Fig. 13, consists
of a circular box or drum op, widened at top into another circular drum AB, two parts of which,
and
£F, are made to open and shut, as shewn by the dotted
lines.
When the tide moves in the direction OE, the
part
shuts into the position GH, and admits the
water upon the wheel but when the tide returns,
assumes the position GO, and EF shul^ into the dotted
position Ef, and admits the water to the wheel.
The
axis £F. Fig. 12, stands vertically, and has the vanes
m, a fltted upon it like those of a smoke iack. The wa«
ter enters at O, and at F /* when the tioe returns, descends in the direction of the arrows, acts by its impulse and its weight on the oblique vanea m, n, and, after turning the wheel about its vertical axis EF, escape*
at the aperture P, or I" when the tide returns.

GO

GO

GH

;

Whalf

n>ilk

Spiral Floatboards.

In some of tha southern provinces of France a coni. Wlieeii
cal horiaootal wheel with spiral floatboarda is freqiienU T*)^,^!?!
**"'*•*'
ly used.
It has the form of an inverted cone, with a
number of spiral floatboarda winding round iu surface,
so as to be nearer one another at the smaller or lower
end of the cone, than at the larger or upper end. When
the water has acted upon these floatboards by its impulse, it descends along the spirals, and continues to
drive the machine by its weight. A drawing of this machine will be seen in Ferguson's Lectures, vol. ii. App.
Dr Robisaa deaoribas another wheel with spiral float" It was," he
boards, which was moved by a screw.
says, •' a long cylindrical frame, having a plate standing out from It about a foot broiul, and surrounding it
with a verv oblique spiral like a cork acrew. This was
plunged about ^th of its diameter (which waa about
I'i feet), having its axis in the direction of the stream.
By tha wark which it was performing, it seemed more
powerful than a oamroon wheel, whidi occupie<l the
same breadth of tha river."
For flnther information on the subject of undershot Reference
wheels, see Pitot, Mem. Acad. Par. I7«9, «vo. p. 359 ; " T°^ "*
Deaagolier'* ExperimeMal PhUotopkf. vol. ii. p. 42*;
Du Petit Vandin, Mem. des Semen* Etnssigers, torn. i.
Depardanx, Mem. Acad. 1754, p 614; Fabre Sur Us
Maekimm HgdrauUipie, p. 55 ; Bossut's Traiie UHif.
dn^mamiqme, vol. l diap. xiv. xv. p. 488 ; voL ii. chapi
xviiL edit. 1796 i Madaurin'a Fluxions, $ 901. p. 728
Lambert, ffomv. Mem. de PAead. Berlin, niS, p. 63 ;
Smaatan's Etperimenis on Mitts ; Borda, Mem. Acad*
Par. Leopold's TMeatmm Machin. General, ; Reperlo'
Ferguson's Lectures, vol. ii.
rv of Arts, vol. i. p. 385
App. ; and Dr Robison's System qf Meek. Philosophy.

X^'

;

;
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III.

On

Breast Wheels.
•

a wheel in which the watrr nr«i.(
delivered at a point interme<liate between the upper »>mc1/.
.\

is

breast water wheel

is

and under point of a wheel with ftoatfooardii. It
generally delivered at a point below the level of Die
axis, as in Fig. I, but sometimes st a point higher
tban the kvcT of Uic axis, ai in Fig. 9. On brea»t
iit

HYDRODYNAMICS.

5G0

Pl*TB
CCCXXI.
Figs. 1, ?.

Smeiiton'a
breast-

wbecL

wheels, buckets are never employed, but the floatboards
are fitted accurately, with as little play as possible, to
the mill course, so that the water, after acting upon
the floatboards by its impulse, is retained between the
floatboards and the mill-course, and acts by its weight
till it reaches tlie lowest part of the wheel.
A breast wheel, as constructetl by Mr Smeaton, is
represented in Fig. 1, where
is a portion of the
the canal which conveys the water to the
wheel,
the curvilineal mill course accurately
wheel,
fitted to the extremities of the floatboards, and c d the
shuttle moved by a pinion a, for the purpose of regulating the admission of water upon the wheel.

AD

MN

MOP

ImproTol
brewit-

whed.

An improved breast wheel is shewn in Fig. 2. The
water is delivered on the wheel through an iron grating a b, and its admission is regulated by two shuttles
c, d, the lowermost of which, d, is adjusted till a suffiwhile the other,
cient quantity of water passes over it
c, which is generally moved by machinery, is made to
descend upon d, so as to stop the wheel.
According to Mr Smeaton, " the effect of a breast
wheel is to the effect of an undershot wheel, whose head
of water is equal to the difference of level between the
surface of water in the reservoir, and the part where it
strikes the wheel, added to that of an overshot whose
height is equal to the difference of level between the
part where it strikes the wheel, and the level of the
;

Efltct of
breastVi'heels.

tail

water.

observes, that when the fall of water is
feet, a breast water wheel should Ije
erected, provided there is enough of water ; that an un-

M. Lambert

between 4 and 10

dershot wheel should be usetl ^vhen the fall is below 4
feet, and an overshot wheel when the fall exceeds 10
feet.
He recommends also that when the fall exceeds
10 feet, it should be divided into two, and two breast
wheels erected upon it. These rules are not of great
The other results of Lambert's investigation,
value.
will be found either in his Memoir, or in Ferguson's
Lectures, Appendix, vol.

Comparative
Comparison
of water

wbeek.

ii.

effects

of Water Wheels.

M. Belidor very strangely maintained that overshot
wheels were inferior to undershot ones. It appears,
however, from Smeaton's experiments, that in overshot
wheels the ratio of the power to the effect is nearly as 3
to 2, or as 5 to 4, whereas in undershot wheels the ratio
is only as 3 to 1
from which it follows, that the effect
of overshot wheels is nearly double of the effect of undershot wheels. The Chevalier de Borda has concluded
that overshot wheels will raise through the height of the
fall a quantity of water equal to that by which they are
driven; that undershot wheels moving vertically will
produce ^ths of this effect ; that horizontal wheels will
produce a little less than i of it when the floatboards are
;

plain,

and a

Sect. IV.

little

more than ^ when they are

On Wheels Driven hy

curvilineal.

the Reaclion or

Coun-

lerpressure of Water.
I>r Barker's
mill.

>

The first mills which were driven by the reaction of
water were called Barker's mill, and sometimes Parent's
mill.
We are not acquainted with the nature of M.
Parent's claim to the invention ; nor .can we determine
whether the priority is due to him or to Dr Barker.
Dr Desaguliers, who seems to have been the first person who published an account of the machine, describes
" Sir George
it as having been invented by Dr Barker.
Savile says, he had a mill in Lincolnshire to grind corn,
-which took up so much water to work it, that it sunk

ponds visibly, for which reason he could not have
Water
Wheels.
constant work ; but now, by Dr Barker's improvement,
the waste water only from Sir George's ponds keeps it
constantly to work."
Dr Barker's mill is shewn in Fig. 3. where
is a Plate
vertical axis, moving on a pivot at D, and cairying the CCCXXL
upper millstone vi, after passing through an opening Fig. 3.
in the fixed millstone C^
Upon this axis is fixed a
communicating with a horizontal tube
vertical tube
AB, at the extremities of which A, B are two apertures
in opposite directions.
When water from the millis introduced into the tube TT, it flows
course
out of the apertures A, B, and by the reaction or counterpressure of the issuing water tiie arm AB, and consequently the whole machine, is put in motion. The bridgetree a 4 is elevated or depressed by turning the nut c at
the end of the lever c b. In order to understand how thij
motion is produced, let us suppose both the apertures
shut, and the tube
filled with water up to 'T.
The
apertures A, B which are shut up, will be pressed outwards by a force equal to the weight of a column of water whose height is TT, and whose area is the area of the
apertures. Every part of the tube AB sustains a similar
pressure ; but as these pressures are balanced by equal
is at rest.
and opposite pressures, the arm
By
opening the aperture at A, however, the pressure at
that place is removed, and consequently the arm is
carried round by a pressure equal to that of a column
TT, acting upon an area equal to that of the aperture
A. The same thing happens on the arm TB ; and
these two pressures drive .the arm
round in the
same direction. This machine may evidently be applied
to drive any kind of machinery, by fixing a wheel upon
the vertical axis CD.
In the preceding form of Barker's mill, the length Improveof the axis CD must always exceed the height of the nicnl on
Barler's
fall ND, and therefore when the fall is very high, the
mill by M.
difficulty of erecting such a machine would be great. .Mathon
de
In order to remove this difficulty, M. Mathon de la Cour la Cour.
proposes to introduce the water from the millcourse,
into the horizontal arms A, B, which are fixed to an
upright spindle CT, but without any tube TT. The
water will obviously issue from the apertures A, B, in
the same manner as if it had been introduced at the top
of a tube
as high as the fall.
Hence the spindle
may be made as short as we please. The practical difficulty which attends this form of the machine,
is to give the arms A, B a motion round the mouth of
the feeding pipe, which enters the arm at D, without
any great friction, or any considerable loss of water.
This form of the mill is shewn in Plate CCCXXI. Fig.
4'. where
Fig. 4.
F is the reservoir,
the millstones,
the vertical axis, FEC the feeding pipe, the mouth
of which enters the horizontal arm at C.
In a machine of this kind which M. Mathon de la Cour saw
at Bourg Argental, AB was 92 inches, and its diameter
three inches the diameter of each orifice was 1|- inch,
was 2 1 feet ; the internal diameter of
was two
inches, and it was fitted into C by grinding.
This machine made 115 turns in a minute when it was unloaded, and emitted water by one hole only.
The machine,
when empty, weighed 80 pounds, and it was half supported by the upward pressure of the water.
This improvement, which was published in Rozier's Journal de
his

CD

TT

MN

TT

AB

AB

TT

CD

KD

K

;

FG

D

Physique for January and August 1775, appeared about
20 years afterwards as a new invention of Mr Waring's
in the Transactions of the American Philosophical Society of Philadelphia, who was probably not aware of
tlie labours of M. Mathon de la Cour.

HYDRODYNAMICS.
In the year 17+7, Proft«or Segner of Gottingen
publiibed, in his Eserciladiows Hi/draHliccr, an account
of a madiine which difien only in tbnn from Dr BarIt conaiited of a number of tube* arranged
ker's miU.
as it were in the circumference of a truncated cone ;
the water was introduced into the upper ends of these
tubes, and flowing out at the lower enda, produced, in
Tirtue of its reaction, a motion round the axis of the cone.

Another form vi' this machine has been suggested by
Albert Euler. He propoees to intnxlnce the water
firaaa the mill course into an annular cavity in a fixed
The botYCMcl of the shape nearly of a cylinder.
tom of thk TCMei haa several inclined apertures for
the purpoae of making the water flow out with a proper obliquity into the inferior and moveable ves.<el.
Thia inferior vessel, which has the form o( an inverted
frustum of a cone, moves about an axis passing up
through the centre of the fixed vessel, and baa a variety
of tnbca arranged round its cirumference. Tho* tubM
do not reach to the ver^ top of the vessel, and are bent
into right an|^ at tbetr lower ends.
The water from
the upper and fixed vciael being delivered into tlie
tabes of the lower vessel, deaeaads in the tubes, and i»•uiqg from their horixontal extremities, gives motion to
tba oooical drum by its reaction.

mytmrti

The excellence of this method of employing the reaetkm of water, was first slightly pointed out by Dr
Dw^ulii 1, and no further notice seems to have been
taken of the invention till tb« appearaacaof Segner'ani*>
dune in 1747. The attention of l winhard Eulo-, John
BsiituwHi, and Albert £«lar, was then directed to the
s n h ect. and it woold appear, from the result* of their
j
invMtigatioiM, thai thia ia iIm moat powerful of all hy«
ch^aa, and is thadare tbe beat mode of
vtfar aa moving power. Laoohafd Euler
hia themy of thia machine in the Mtmtoiri of'
Iht Btrtm Atmdamjf , voL vi p. Sll; andtheapplioBtioa
aftbe BcJii»a to all ktnda of work, waa explained in
• subac<)ucnt paper in the sevent^i voliMte of the aa»e
work, for 1 7 AS, p. 271. John Bernoulli's inveatig»>
tions will be found at the end of his Hmdratdict.
Albert Euler conduded, that when the tp^rh'ne bad
the Umrn given to it by S^pier, the ifcct wea cqnal t*
the power, and that tne enect is a maximum wbcn tbe
velocity is infinite.
Mr Waring, in the paper wbi^
we have already quoted, makaa the cflect of tba
chine equal only to that of a coed mde r ihot wheel
1

i

,

m^

driven with the same qiMBtitjrof water falling thmngh
the same bcigfat. The Abb* Boesut has likewiae n>
vcattgated tba theory of this machine, ami baa tamad
that an overshot wheel, and a wheel of the form given
to it by Albert Euler, will produce eaual efiiscta witn tlM
sane quantity of water, if the depta of the ori6oe b^
low the miil-CDune in the latter machine ia equal to
the vertical height of the loaded arch in the overshot
wheel : and he, tqiev the whole, noommoids the ovcrriiot wheel aa
p lhi ible Id practical The preceding
result, bowevar. pnvea the mleriarity of the' overshot
wheel, as the hcMK of the loaded arch must be always
much lam than that of the fall. A new and ingenious
theory of this wachiw has bdely been giveD by Mr
Ewart in the MmuehttUr Memoin.

w

For farther

m

on

Deaagu453 ; Smmt^
Ejunilmlicnn Htdrmkem, Gotting. 1747; L. Enlen
Mtm. Aetd. Berl 1751, voL vi. pu SI 1 1 td. 1758, vol.
H. pu 971 ; Waring, Amtriemm Tmuactiau, vol. iii.
^ 185; M. Matfaon de U Cour in Roaier'a Joumai,
liai'a

faifiDimatiaa

E fpnimnlal PUhuptm

VOb u.

tAttt u.

this nbiect, see

.

voL

iL p.
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Jan. and Aug. 1775; Kraff^, Nov. Comment. Pelropol.
1792, vol. X. p. 137; Robison's Si/stem of Mechanical
Pkilosophti, VktsixA'iHydrodmamique, torn. i. chap, xviii;
Ferguson's Lectures, vol. ii. p. 97, and Appeiidix, p.

205

;

Gregory's Mcchaniet,

Sect. V.

vol.

ii.

p. 106.

On Machines Jbr Raising Water, and

various

Hydraulic purposes.
Description of a Sluice Governor for regulating the
Introduction of Water upon Water IrheeUof all kinds.

1.

As there is a particular velocity at which water wheels
maximum effect, and as the work to be per-

produce a

Sluice gs.

vcmoc

fonne<{ is often injured by an irregularity in the velocity
o/C the machinery', it is of great importance to reguliite
the admission of tbe water so aa to prevent any increase
of velocity when there is too much water in the millcourse.
In com mills, the meal becomes heated and
injured by too great a velocity, and in cotton mills, the
threads are broken from the same cause.

The machine
presented in

for this purpose, which
PUte CCCXXI. Figures

is

minutely re- Platk

5, 6, 7,

and

8,

actually constructed bv the late Mr Burns for Cartside cotton mill, who considered it of such advantage as
to produce a saving of more than £100 per annum.

waa

CCC.KXI.

^^ *• *•
'

'

The motion

yf the water wheel is communicated by a
round the pulley I to the axis EF,
which carries the balls G, H, Fig. .5. This motion is
eoaveyed to the upright shaft T by the wheels and pinions Q, R, -S, 1', and the wheel N at the bottom of the
shaft drives the wheels O, I', Fig. 6 and 7, in opposite
When the velocity of the wheel is such as
diractiona.
is requirrd, tbe wheels O, P move loosely about the axis,
and carry tbe motion no farther. But when the velocity of the wheel is too great, tbe balls G, H, separated
by the increase of centrifugal force, raise the box a upon
the shaft EF. An iron croaa 6 r, see Fig. 8, is fitted mto
the box a. This cross works in the four prongs of the
fork e h e, Fig. 6, at the end of the lever a qfe, which
moves horisontally round
as its centre of motion.
When the box a is stationary, which is when the wheel
baa its proper velocity, the iron cross works within
two of the prongs so as not to affect the lever dje, but
to allow the clutch q q, fixed at the end of the lever, to
be disengaged from the wheels. When the cross 6 c rises,
it strikea in turning round the prong 3, see Fig. 8. which
drivea aside the It^er e /'</, and throws the clutch q into
the arms of the wheel P, Figs. 6, 7. This causes it to drive
round the shaft IX.' in one directiun. When the iron cross
6 c, oa the contrary, is dep re sse d by any diminution in
the velocity of the wheel, it strikes, in turning round,
the prong 4, which pushes aside the lever efd, and
throws the clutch q' into the wheel O. This causes
to drive the *haft in an opposite direction
the wheel
to that in which it was driven by P.
Now the shaft
DC, which is thus put in motion, drives, by means
of the pinion C and wheel B, the inclined shaft BW,
whicJ], by an endieaaacrew X working in the toothed quadrant Z, elevatca or depresses the sluice KL,
and admita a greater or a less quantity of water,
according as tbe motion is given to the shaft by the
wheel P or O. This change in the ancrture is produosd very gradually, as the train o> wheel work is
amde so as to reduce the motion at the sluice. Tbe
eentre in which the sluice turns should be ^ of its
height from the bottom, in order that the pressure of
the water on the part above the centre may balance the
praasare on the part below the centre.
belt or rope going

f

O

4 a

,

;
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Archime•les's

2.

Screw.

Description of Archimedet's Screw.

The screw engine
Archimedes's screw.

Plate

cccxxn.
Fig. 1.

for raising

.

water invented

bjr

Ar-

chimedes, was formerly constructed so as to consist of
a cylinder with a fle.xible pipe, wrapped round its circumference like a screw ; but it is now more frequently
constructed in the manner shewn in Plate CCCXXII.
Fig. 1 where AB is a cylindrical axis, having a flat
plate of wood or thin iron, coiled as it were round it
The plane of this plate is
like the threads of a screw.
perpendicular to tl>e surface of the cylindrical axis AB,
.

but inclined to this axis at an angle, which must always
exceed the inclination of the cylindrical axis AB to the
This last angle is commonly between 45° and
horizon.
60°. This wooden screw, with a very deep thread, is fixed in a cylindrical box CDEF, so that we have a spiral
hollow groove as it were running up the tube from B to
A, which will have the same effect as if a pipe of lead
or leather had been coiled round the cylindrical axis.
The lower end B of the screw is plunged in the water of the vessel E, which is to be raised to the upper
vessel F, and when the screw is turned round its axis,
either by a handle or winch placed at A, or by any other
power acting upon the pinion at A, the water at E
will fall into the hollow spiral groove, and as the screw
turns round, the water will necessarily remain in the
lower part of the spiral, and will at last reach the top
of the spiral pipe, where it is discharged as seen at F.
In this engine, therefore, the water rises by a constant

Witer
ic.-ew.

V,i. J.

descent in the spiral tube. The operation of this engine, which appears at first sight to be paradoxical, will
be best understood by wrapping a cord spirally round
a bottle containing a little water, and inclining the bottle at a less angle to the horizon than the inclination of
It will then be seen, that if wathe cord to the axis.
ter falls into the lowest part of the spiral when it is at
rest, the motion of the bottle about its axis will remove
as it were the spiral out from below the water, which
must therefore occupy the part of the spiral immediately above it, and so on till the wat«r reaches the top of
When the outer case CDEF is fixed, and the screw
it.
revolves within it, the engine is called a tvaler screui,
which should be inclined only about 30° to the horizon.
As we conceive this engine to be entitled to more
notice than it has generally received from practical mechanics, we have given a drawing of a very excellent
screw engine, which was erected in 1816 at the Hurlet
Alum works, upon the Water of Levern, near Paisley
for which we have been indebted to the kindness
of John Wilson, Esq. one of the proprietors. The water-wheel A, constructed of iron, with wooden buckets,
(see Plate CCCXXII. Fig. 2.) is 12 feet diameter, and
conveys its motion to the screw by the bevel wheels C,
C, and the shafts B, B, 126 feet long, and 5| inches
diameter.
At the end of the shaft B is fixed another
bevel wheel D, which works in a similar wheel D', fixed
on the circumference of the screw which rests upon an
inclined plane of solid masonry, and is inclined 37° 30'
to the horizon.
The axis
of the screw, which is
represented without its covering in Fig. 2. No. 2. is octagonal, and 8 inches in diameter. The diameter of the
spiral is 22 inches, and the tliickness of the covering
2 inches, so that the whole diameter is 26 inches.
The distance of the threads is 9 inches, and their number 168. The thickness of the spiral is 2 inches, so
that the spiral tube in which the fluid is to be raised is
7 inches wide, and 7 inches deep. The screw is supported on five sets of friction rollers, constructed as

KK

shewn

at

L in

No. 3; two

rollers

preferable to a greater number, which were at first era- ArcWmeployed. The well or stone cistern in which the foot d cs's Screw
'~'
of the screw is immersed, and from which the alum ~ '
liquors are raised, is shewn ai
and at
there is an
;
ingenious contrivance for supplying the pivot regularly
with oil. The foot of the screw
is supported by a
"
step of bell metal, inserted into a piece of wood, the
socket for which is of cast iron wedged in the foot of
the screw, and well lapped in woollen cloth dipped in
rosin and tallow, to prevent the liquor from acting upon
it.
The fall of water which drives the wheel is 9 feet,
and the water strikes the wheel 3 feet above the horizontal axle ; the width of the mill course is 4^ feet, the
depth of water 14 inches, and the aperture of the
The water wheel revolves 12 times
sluice 2^ inches.
in a minute, and the screw performs two revolutions
for one of the wheel, and consequently 24 revolutions
The quantity of liquor discharged is 70
in a minute.
wine gallons ; but as the specific gravity of the fluid
raised is 1.065, the weight of the quantity discharged

having been found

3

M

O

N

'

'

in an hour
ber, as the

is

17 tons.

The pump

is

wholly built of tim-

alum liquor acts upon the iron. Its total
length is 127 feet, and the height to which the liquor
is raised is = sin. 37° 30' x 127 feet = 76 feet 9 inches.
The water wheel, besides driving the screw, moves two
pumps for lifting liquor to the height of 30 feet. The
pumps make each 2^ strokes for one turn of the wheel,
and the bore is 5^ inches in diameter.

A very ingenious double screw engine has recently Pattu's
been invented by M. Pattu, engineer of roads and brid- J""'*'*
'^""
It is represented ''':"''
ges in the department of Calvados.
'
in section in Fig. 3, and consists of two ordinary and
concentric screws, one of which, AB, is long and nar- ^\*JJ^
W-'CXXII.
row, and serves for the nucleus of the other, CD, which
These two screws turn '^'
is much wider and shorter.
round the axis in opposite directions, so that when one
of them appears to be moving upwards, the other appears to be moving downwards. The screw is inclined
35" to the horizon. The water from the stream
is
introduced into the larger screw, and puts the whole in
motion, and the water, after its fall into OP, enters the
smaller screw, in which it is raised to the cistern at B.
When it is used for draining, and when the moving
power of the water can be applied at A, the small
screw serves to drive the larger one, which raises the
water to a height sufficient to carry it off, as shewn in
Fig. 4. Figures 5 and 6, shew other modes of applying Figs, i,
Fig. 5 is the form used for raising water ^•
this screw.
to irrigate high grounds, to fill the reservoirs of baths,
The large screw is here
gardens, and manufactories.
Fig. 6 is the form used for keepthe moving power.
ing dry those places where foundations are building.
The large screw is here the mover.
M. Eytelwein has shewn that the screw should always be placed so that only one half of a convolution
may be filled at each turn. When the height of the
water is so variable that this precaution is impracticable, he prefers the water screw, although nearly one
third of the water in this case generally runs back, and
though it is easily clogged by accidental impurities in

MN

the water.
Fig. 7. shews the form of Archimedes's screw, as

recommended by D. Bernoulli.
These machines are particularly

useful when the wanot pure, but is mixed with gravel,
weeds, or sand, which could not be elevated by ordinary pumps. For farther information on this subject.
See Vilruvius. Pitot, Mem. Acad. Par. 1736, p. 173.
Hennert Dissertation sur
Bernoulli, Hi/drodynamica.
ter to be raised

is

Fi='-

T.
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Euler, A'or. Comment.
Ferguson's Leciuret, vol. ii.
Peirop. torn. v. p. 259Pattu, Journal des MiMe*. Nov. 1815, vol.
p. 113.
Eytelwein's Handbtich tier Mechanik,
xxxviii. p. yil.
Gregory'* Meckunict, voL iL
Berl. 18U5, chap. zxL
p. 348.
la vis tP Archmtde, Berl. 1767.
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On

the Spiral

Pump, or Zurich Machine.

This machine, repre!i«nted in Plate CCCXXIII. Fig.
wap. ar 1, was invente<I about IT4b' by Andrew Wirtz, a
*"** •" pewterer in Zurich, who erected it for a dye-house

Sfiid

m^^g

on the

Limmat.

consists of a spiral pipe
either coiled round in one plane, as shewn in
cc-cxzin.*
the Fi(fure,orarran|{ed round the cirfumferenceof a cone
nc- 1.
ora cylinder. The interior end of the spiral G. or the reriver

It

ABCDEF,

mote end of it,

connected by a watertightjoint toan ascmdin^ pipe (iH, in which the water is to be raised.
When thu spiral, immersed in the water VIN, which is
to be raised, i* put in motion in the direction A EC I), the
•coop BA, which begins to widen trom C, takes in a
portwn of water. As the scoop emerget, this water
pasaea along the spiral, driving the air before it into
the pipe GH, where it escapes. Air is again admitted
into the Moop after it emerges, and when the scoop has
parfomMd one revolution, it again takes up another
poftioa of water, which is driven along the spiral as
befim, and is separated from the first portion by a column of air of nearly equal length. By continuins to
tarn the spiral, a second column of water and anoU>er
of air will be introduced, and so on. Now, the water,
on every turn of the spiral, will liate both its ends luv
riaontal. ami tlie included air will have its natural den
•ity.
But as the diameter of the spirals diminish towards the centre, the column of water, which occupied
« tcmicirclc in the outer spiral, will occupy more and
more of tlie inner spirals as they approach to the centre
G, till there will be a certain spiral, of which it will occupy a complete turn. Hence it will ueca|ij Bore than
the entire spiral within this spiral, and ooosequently
tlte water will run back ever the top of the succeeding
spiral, as at No. i. into tlie right hand side of spiral
No. 3. The water in spiral So. 3. will ooosequenily
be pushed upwards till it runs over at 3 into the right
band aide of spiral Na 'I., and so on till soom of the
water ceeapcs at the scoop A into the cistern MN.
When the water enters the pipe
at G, and rises a
little in it, the r«cape uf the air is prevented when the
aooop AB uki^ in its next quantitv of water. ' Here
then," as Dr Robison ha* remarked, *' are two columns
of water acting against each other by hydrostatic prestarc, and the intervening column of air.
"They must
cumpwas the sir between them, and the water and air
colanns will now be unequal This will have a general tendency to keep the whole water back, and cause
it to be higher on the left or rising side of each spire,
than oo the right descending side.
The excess of
height will be just such as produces the compression
of Uie air between that and the preceding column of
water. This will go oo increasing as the water mounts
in the rising pipe ; for the air next to the rising pipe
is compressed at iu inner end with the weight ot tne
whole column in the main. It must be as much compvesscd at its outer end.
This must be done by the
water column without it; and this column exerts this
pressure, partly by reason that iu outer end is higher
than iu inner end, and pwtly by the transmission of
the pri ii urf on iu outer end by air, which is similarly
CBBipwued from without. And thus it will happen,
Ait «m1i column of water being higher at iu outer
thiB rt iu inner end, ccmpreues the air on the water
is

GH
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Spiral
column beyond or within it, which transmits this pres.
**" "'!'•
sure to the air beyond it, adding to it the pressure ari'
sing from its own want of level at the ends.
There- „
fore, the greatest compression, viz. that of the air next
(.(-rx^,,-,
the main, is produced by the sura of all the transmitted ^,„ i^
pressures, and these are the sura of all tlie (inferences
between the elevation of the inner ends of the water
columns above their outer ends ; and the height to
which the water will rise in the main will be just equal

to this sum."

The
noticed.

pumps seem to have remained long unThey were erected, however, at Florence in

spiral

History of
the «i>u.H

1778, with the improvement suggested by Bernoulli, of P"™Phaving the spiral coiled on the circumference of a cyIn 1784-, a spiral pump
Archangelsky, near Moscow, which raised
a hogshead of water in a minute to the height of 74 feet,
and through a pipe 760 feet long. It has not yet been
asceruined whither the plane, the cylindrical, or the coi
nical spiral is best. The only p.actica! difficulty consisU
linder, as represented in Fig. 2.

was erected

in

Pig. j.

at

making the

joint perfectly water-tight.

The m*>

chine erected at Florence hud its spiral cylindrical. Ite
diameter was 10 feet, snd tliat of the pipe 6 inches.
The enlarged part occupied ^ of the circumference, and
wa* 7t3' inches wide at the outer end. The enlarged
The spiral
part contained (>H44 English cubic inches.
revolved six times in a minute, and raised 2°J cubic feet
of water 10 feet high in a minute. Eytelwein considers
this as a very powerful machine, and well deserving
The length of the pipe
the attention of the engineer.
becomes extremely cumbersome when the water is to be
Dr ^'oung found that
raised through a great height.
lOU feet of |ii|>e | of an inch in diameter was necessary
for a height of 140 feet; and he eonsiders that the
machiiie would succeed better if tlie pipes were entirely
of wood, or of tinned copper, or even of earthen- ware.
See Sulser's Sam'xhiHgrm yermitchUn SchriJUn, 1754;
Daniel Bernoulli, Nov. Comment. Pel rop.' 1772, torn,
Bailty's Machines ap^irnvra of by tlie So'
xvii. p. iVJ
ciely iij Ailt, vol. i. p. 131 ; Dr Rul)i>on')t System of Mechanical PhUosouhg ; F.ytelweiii llandbuch der Michanik, &c ; and l)r Thomas Young's Natural Philosophy, vol. i. p. S:M), &C.
;

4

Dttcnplion of PiiaCs Bent Tube jar measunng the
Velocily of Water.

One of the most ingenious instrumenU for niear.iring piiot'. bo.t
the velocity of water, is the tubr rtcottrbi, or bent tube
tube, invented by M. Pitot, and described in tlie Mcmotr* of the Acailemy of Sciences for 1732. It is represented in Plate CCCXXIII. Fig 3, and consisU of a Cig- 3.
prism of wood ABCDEF, one of the angles of which
u presented to the current. On the hinder face BCFE
arc fixed two tubes of glass parallel to each other, and
having a graduated scale between them ; one of them,
vis.
NO. being bent into a right angle at O, so that
.N may pass through the prism horizontally.
the part
When tliu instrument is plunged in s running stream,
the general level of the current is shewn by the rise of
the water in the straight tulte PQ. while the height of
the water in the bent tube
l>ecomes a measure of
the force of the stream.
The (lifTerence between these
heighu will therefore be the htight due to tlie velocity.
In the practical use of this instrument, it is however difficult to fix it sufficiently steady, to prevent the
water from oscillating in the tubes.
M. Du Buat having examined the instrument experi- imprartd
mentally, found that it could be trusted no farther than to hj Ou
give the ratio of different velocities.
He then-fore sup- Bus*.
altogether, and substituted, in place
prencd (be tube

M

M

MNO

TQ
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MNO,

of the bent tube of glass

a simple tube of white

iron, sufficiently large to admit a float for pointing out
the heigiit of the water in the tube.
The lower end of

the white iron tube is bent back as at MN, and is terminated by a plane surface, perforated at its centre
with a small orifice, which will greatly diminish the
oscillations of the elevated column.
If we then take
two thirds of the height of the water in the tube above
the level of the stream, we shall have very exactly the
height due to the velocity of the current for the depth
to which the orifice is immersed.
See Pitot, Mem.
Acad. Par. 1730, 1772, p. 363; Du Buat's Principes
d'Hydraulique, torn. ii. p. 332, edit. 1786; Bossut's
Traite d' Hydrodijnamiqne, toni. ii. p. 267, 268, edit.
1796.
5.

Description of the Hydraulic Quadrantfor measuring
the Velocity

Ilytlraulic

Quadrant.

Plate

of

IVater.

The hydraulic quadrant which

has been recommended by several authors for measuring the velocity of wain Plate CCCXXIII. Fig.
It consists of
ABC, with a divided arch AB, and having
two threads moving round its centre. One of these CP
ter, is

shewn

•!•.

CCCXXIII, a quadrant
I'ig.

ii

and carries a weight P, which always hangs
while the other
or
is longer, and carries
a weight whose specific gravity is greater than that
of water, and which plunges more or less deep in the
current as the thread is lengthened. The instrument is
then held as in the figure, so that the plummet CP
passes through 0" ; and the angle ACD, or the angular
distance of the other thread from a vertical line, will be
a measure of the force, and consequently of the velocity
of the current. Bossut has shewn that the force is as
the tangent of the angle ACD, and that if « be the velocity when the thread has the position CH, and V the
velocity when it has the position CM, we shall have
// sin. XCS \
//^'"- XCR\

counterweights W, W. As the water in the vessel
sinks by being discharged at D, the syphon
descends and the counterweights rise, and an uniform
stream is obtained till the end A reaches the bottom of

ties

Kloatiug

MNOP

Syphon.

the vessel.

Another very ingenious contrivance for the same pur Floating
is shewn in Fig. 7.
A cone AB attached to a cone.
lenticular float C, and fixed upon the axis ef rises and P' -^te
falls in the aperture m n, by which the water of the cccxxiu.
pose

CH

air,

V—
~

CM

If we thereXRC j
Uin.XScj'
we also know V. We have therefore only
to determine u, when H is at the surface, for any
given angle ACD, and V will be had for any other

"

,

fore

^

know

Vsin.

'

^

u,

any depth below it.
See Bossut's Traite d' Hi/drodynamique, tom. ii. p. ^65,
266. Eytelwein's experiments with the hydraulic quadrant will be found in the SammL zur Bank. 1799.
velocity, either at the surface or at

6.

Floating
tube.
Fig. 5.

Machinesfor discharging a uniform Quantity of Water.

In Plate CCCXXIII. Figs. 5, 6,7, we have represented three ingenious contrivances for discharging equal
quantities of water from a vessel which is constantly emptying itself, or where there is a variable head of
water.
The contrivance in Fig. 5. where MNOP is a

BA

vessel nearly full of water, consists of a tube
moving round a joint at B, and having its upper end B
connected with a hollow floating ball C. The velocity
with which the water enters the extremity B is that
which is due to the height BC, or the depth of B below the surface. As the surface
descends the
float C also descends, so that whatever be the height
of the water in the vessel, it will always enter B with
the same velocity. The discharge at the other end
will not be quite uniform, as the water will acquire
greater velocity in descending the tube
when it is
much inclined than when it is nearly horizontal.

MN

A

BA

Floating

A

floating syphon,

syphon.

in a

Fig. 6.

ABD

more

which produces the same effect
is shewn in Fig. 6, where

correct manner,

a syphon with a hollow floating ball at its
This syphon is suspended by the chains
EP, EP, which pass over two pulleys P, P upon a horizontal axle PP, and suspend at their other extremis
4
is

shorter end.

^^'

the velocity at vi n will also be great ; but as the float C
rises with the surface MN, the aperture ?n n will be
partly filled by a thicker part of the cone
;
whereas, when the surface
has descended, the float
will also descend, and the aperture at m » will be widened, in consequence of a smaller part of the cone being
included in it. In this way, the varying diameter of
the cone always adjusts the aperture m n to the varia*
ble head of water, so that the quantity discharged
thi'ough the tube mno pia nearly always the same.

AB

MN

7. Water-blowing

is short,

in

MNOP

is to be discharged.
It is kept in an upright position by the horizontal axes op,rs. Now, when
the vessel is full of water, and the head therefore great,

vessel

AB

Machine, or Shorver-Bellotus.

The water-blowing machine,

called trombe by the 7^"^"'
French, seems to have been first introduced in Italy "'"y^
about the year l672, for the purpose of procuring a pig g,
It is repreblast of air by the descent of water.
is a reservoir
sented in Figs. 8 and 9, where
of water, in the bottom of which is inserted a long
tube AB, consisting of a conical part a b, seen upon
an enlarged scale in Fig. 9, communicating with a
cylindrical tube d'R, which enters the vessel CDEF.
number of openings c, d, &c. are made at the top of
the tube rfB, so that when the water is discharged at
the conical aperture b, it drags along with it the adjaThis mixture of air and water falls upon a
cent air.
stone pedestal G, so as to separate the air from the water.
The water descends to the bottom of the vessel,
while the air escapes through the pipe CIK to supply
the furnace. Another form of the machine is shewn in
Fig. 9. where « ^ is the conical pipe, and the water Fig. 9.
is supplied with air from the pipes « /3, S /3.
In the water-blowmg machines used in Dauphiny,
in the neighbourhood of the town of Alvar, the diameter of a 6 is 12 inches at a and 5 at 6 ; the diameter of
d B is 10 inches. Only four holes are used at c, d, and
the end B enters 1^ feet into the vessel CDEF, which
The water is discharis 4 feet high and 4 feet broad.
ged at an aperture above F, a foot in diameter and
sometimes the admission of the water and its discharge

*

MN

A

;

are regulated

by

sluices

m

and

n.

A

strong, equal,

and

continued blast is obtained by this machine ; but it is
thought to be too moist and too cold. We have seen
in Switzerland one of these machines working with
great effect at the lead works of M. Lenay, in the valley of Servoz near Chamouni.
Kircher appears to have been the first who explained Venturi's
Barthes theory of
the production of wind by a fall of water.
long afterwards gave another theory, and Dietrich and y'"^^
Fabri ascribed the wind to the decomposition of the machines.
In 1791> the Academy of Thoulouse invited
water.
philosophers to investigate this phenomenon, and it
was probably in consequence of this that Venturi directed his attention to the subject. This ingenious philosopher has proved, that the air is dragged down upon
the principle of the lateral communication of motion in
fluids; and he has pointed out the best mode of constructing the machine, so as to produce the greatest quantity
The diameter of the tube d B should be at least
of air.

HYDRODYNAMICS.
double of the aperture at b. To a height about 1^ feet
above CD, the tube ahould he completely air-ti>ht, as
well as the vesselCDEF.butabovc that part the tube rf B
may be pertbrated in every part with holes. M. Ventun has calcalated, that the quantity of air which passes
1.4)
in one second into the tnbe is =6.1 a*^(a-\-6
0.4 a* ^(a X 0. 1 ), where a is the diameter of the aperture
at 6, and 6 the diameter of the tube t/B. From thisquan<
tity about one-fourth should be deducted in practice,
on account of the dashing of the scattered water against
If the pipe CIK does not
the lower part of the tubes.
discharge all the air which is generated, the surface of
the water in the vessel will descend, and part of the
air wiD iasae out of the lower apertures of the tube d B.
rbenc cna timilar to those produced by the water*
blowmg machine have been floaenred in nature. At
the foot of the cascade* which fall from the glacier of
Roche Melon, on the naked rock of La Kovalese towards Mount Cenis, \'enturi found that the force of the
wind arising from the air dragged down by the water,
ooald scarcely be withstood. The veniaroti or natural
bLuts, which are moat frequently found to issue from
volcanic mountains, arise from the air carried down
the hollows by the falls of water ; and what are railed
the raim winas have the same origin. See Kircher's
MuHdus Subterrmnu, lib. xiv. cap 5. edit. 16^3. Barthes, Mem. des Sfovaiu Eirangert, torn. iii. p. 378.
Dietrich, Giles de Mimerai det Pyrenees, p. W. 49.
Belidor, Arch.
Fabri, Pkysk. Tract, lib. ii. prop. S4S.
HjfdramL torn >i- p- I- Mariotte, Traill det .Mtmv.
du Etmt, Part L Disc. S. ArU et Mttitri, Art de*
Forge*, p. 88. Venturi in SicMoUon't Jommml, torn. ii.
Nieholfon't Jommml, vol. i. 4to, p. Mt9, and
p. 487.

—

—

m

Vouuoli

bUu.

Wolfiua, Opera Mathemalka, torn. i.
Lewu'* Commtrce tf Art*. Joitmal du Mme*,

vol. xii. 8vo, p. 48.

p. 830.
No. 91.

end of a longer lever, and tlierefore b descends to the
cistern A, while B ascends to the position it has in the
figure. When b reaches the cistern A, the lower end of

Jiziii.
'

10.

oftht Gaining and Lo$ing Bnekett.

^

• n ia

fixed another chiain

W

nwy,

fattened to a rod jr z,
to which i* mapended the large bucket B. with a v^ve
in its bottom, a* seen above B.
This valve is fixed at
the end of the arm o B, and ia kept in its place by the
wcigiit as, acting at the end of the lever m o, whose
fnlcnoB ia at » i but is raisc<l from it* place by raising
ibearm asa, aa shewn in Fig. B.
d* now •upaose that the small bucket b is filled
with water, and that in consequence of water being
poured into the large bucket B. this bucket descends.
Tbe bucket b will therefore ascend till it strikes the
book at *. This hook catching the e<ige of the bucket,
turns it to a side, aa shewn in Fig. A. and. empties it
into the reaervoir R. By this time tbe descending bucket B haa readied nearly the bottom of the cistern z Z.
Tbe wrm aio of the lever fallingiipun the projection
i* rai'vil, a* shewn in Fig. B. The valve in the bottom
ia consequently raised also, and the water is discharged
B lOlo the cistern Z. The small bucket b is now an
asrannatcfa for B, in cooaequence of iu acting at tbe

Lk

M

t

B"tkets.^

M

Q

\

CX

Descriptim nftht Seoap WhteL

Tbe scoop wheel

Thta very ingenious machine seems to have been
fint proposed by Scbottna, but was ifterward* greatly
improved and actnally constructed by George Oerve*,
'"^
^'^ Cheater, B«t. at hi% seat at Chichley in
Buckinghamshire. The object of this machine is to
raise water from a well or *|>nng A, Fig. 10. to a reservoir R.
In order to effect this, a wheel WW, 6 feet
in diameter, is fised above R, and on the same axis
aaotlwr wheel w o, 8 feet in diameter. To the circumia fixed a chain
x, to which is hung a
ference of
mail bucket b with a valve in iu tiottom, aod MUficttdcd as seen at b in Fig. A. To the drcaintoenoe of

W

Gaining
""^ Loring

the valve strikes against a fixetl obstacle ; it is therefore ""^"V"^
raised out of its place, and admits the water of the cisAt the same instant the arm
tern into the bucket.
ofi of the lever in the large bucket B striking against
the bottom of a valve, seen below a, in a branch a o{
the cistern A, raises it, and allows the water from the
cistern to run into the bucket B, till the weight of the
bucket is sufficient to raise 6 out of the cistern A. As
soon as it has received this weight of water it descends,
the valve below a falls into its place, the valve in the
lK>ttom of b also falls into its place, when it rises above
the fixed obstacle, and the bucket b ascends as before,
to discharge its contents into the reservoir, while the
to get rid of its load of
large bucket descends to
waste water. It is obvious that the equilibrium of the
chains and rods will be different in different positions
of the buckets. When b is at R, and B at Z, B will be
In order
loaded with an additional quantity of chain.
to regulate the weight of the chains in every position,
moves round C as a centre, and a chain
a quadrant
c a attached to the point C of the rod c r, is fixed to the
lower end d of the arch rf Q. A weight X is also fixed
Now when B is down at
at the end of the radius d C.
Z, X will have descended to p, and from acting at the
end of a shorter Jever, will be a less load upon the rod
c 2 than when it had the position at
that is, the ad;
ditional weight which the bucket B has received from
the increase of its chain is counterbftlanced by the diminution of weight occasioned by the descent of
into
Desaguliers remarks, that one hogsthe poaition CF.
heaa falling ID feet will raise very nearly one hogshead
10 feet, or ooe-foorth of a hegahead 40 feet.
9.

8. Dttcription
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ia intended to raise water through Scoop
a height equal to its semidiameter. It is represented by whteL
Fig. I, and consists of a number of semicircu- ''•*'rr
lar panitiona, ahewn in the Figure. These partitions are *"f cxxiv.
open at both cadi, vis. at the circumference and at the ^^ '*
centre of the nacfainc.
As the wheel is turned round
in the d i re^ico
either by the hand or by any
other power, the aooops take up the water, which gra«
dually deaoeiMla during the rotation of the wheel, tUl it
runs into its hallow axle, which again discharges it into a spout O.
The scoop wheel is one of the forma in
which the Pertian wheel i* generally described.

WW m

WXW,

10. Dttcription

of Ike

Periiiut ff'heel.

The Fenian wheel is a double water wheel, with float- Ptnisa
boards on one side, and a series of buckets on the other, vhecL
which are moveable about an axis above their centre of
gravity.
Tbe wheel is placed in a stream, which puta
It in motion, by acting upon its floatboards.
As the
wheel turns, the inuveable buckets dip in the water, and
ascend filled with fluid.
But when they reach the
highest point, their lower ends strike against a fixed
obstacle, so as to make them emptv themselves into
a reservoir placed at the top of the wheel. See Ferguson's Lrcturet, vol.

i.

p. 180.

Another form of the Peraian wheel is shewn in Fig.
is a common bucket wheel, moving in
S, where
the direction WOW. The buckets dipping in the water MN, rise filled with it, and discharge their contenta

WW

O

near the summit of the wheel.
moss of Blairdrummond
belongs to this class. It is driven by floatboards fixed
on it* periphery bke the common undershot wheel, and
into the reservoir

The wheel

for draining the

pig. 2.
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a current of water is brought in at a side to
placed on the concave side of the rim.

Pump.
Throwing
wheels.

Plate
cccxxiv.
Fig. S.

On Throwing

11.

to carry

WW

CCCXXIV.

pushed up

Fig. 3, where
is the wheel,
plane,
the water to be raised or
the declivity MN, and
the drain which is

N

M

it off.

12.

'''g- *•

Wheels, or Flash Wheels.

throwing wheel, which is commonly driven by a
windmill, and used for draining fens, is nothing more
than an undershot wheel, the floatboards of which push
the water up a curvilineal plane, inclined from a lower
to a higher level.
One of these wheels is represented
in Plate

with pluga.

buckets

A

MN the inclined

Chun pump

fill

On

Ihe Chain

Pump.

in Plate CCCXXV.
passing
Fig. 4, consists of an endless chain
round the wheel
and after entering the water to
into the
be raised, returning through the tube
cistern MN. This chain carries a number of flat cylindrical pistons^. 6, c, of nearly the same diameter as
the tube A B, one half of each piston being received in
to openings in the circumference of the wheel.
When
the wheel is put in motion, the pistons enter the barrel
BA, and pushing the water before them, raise it into
the reservoir MN.
When the wheel is turned with
great velocity, the barrel is generally filled with water.
Pumps of this kind are frequently placed in an inclined position, and they raise the greatest quantity of

The

chain

pump, represented

WWBA,

WW,

BA

in this position, when the distance of the flat piston is equal to their breadth, and when the inclination
of the barrel is about 24''' 21'. The Spanish noria is the
same as a chain pump, having a number of earthen
pitchers placed between two ropes in plaee of a chain.
These machines are sometimes called cellular pumps,
and when stuffed cushions are used in place of pistons,
they are called Paternoster pumps.
Chain pump
Chain pumps are sometimes construe ed without the
with buck- piston a, b,
In this case, the barrel AB is also rec.
moved, and they have the form shewn in Fig. 5,
Fit.5.'
are two wheels with a set of buckets fixed
where W,
to an endless chain, which passes round their circumference. By turning the upper wheel, the buckets dip
into the water with their mouths downwards, and rising
on the other side, convey the water into the reservoiratM.

water

W

On the Hair Rope Machine of the Sieur Vera.
The hair rope machine of the Sieur Vera is shewn
in Fig. .6.
It consists merely of a rope AB made of
hair, passing round a wheel W, and kept stretched
by going round a pulley P, fixed in the water. By
13,

Vcra's hair
rope ma-

^'°*-

*

*

turning the handle H, the rope rises loaded with the
water that adheres to it, and when it reaches the top,
it passes through a small tube which rubs the water
from it, into a cistern. In a machine of this kind,
where the wheel was three feet in diameter, the rope
half an inch in diameter, and the well 95 feet deep,
a labouring man could produce only 60 revolutions
in a minute, and could not continue the exertion long.
This raised 6 gallons in a minute. A great deal of
water was raised when the wheel made 50 turns in
a minute, but very little when it made only 30 turns.
The rope soon decays if it is not made of hair. See
Eozier's Journal de Physique, torn. xx. p. 132
and Cayallo's Natural Philosop'iy, vol. ii. p. 441.
;

14. Description

Mr

Whit/*°"

B^e!
*"
"

'

of Whitehurst's Engine.

Whitehurst, an ingenious watchmaker of Derby,
^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ first who entertained the ingenious idea of raising water by means of its momen-

*PP?^*

^

tum. A machine upon this principle was erected at
Oulton in Cheshire, and was described in the Transactions of the Royal Society for 1775.
This machine

AM

Whitthurst's

^"Sine-

^^^

represented in Plate CCCXXIV. Fig. 7, where
the reservoir of water, whose surface at
is on a cccxxit.
level with B, the bottom of the reservoir BN.
The Fig. 7.
main pipe
is about 200 yards long, and 1 ^ inches
in diameter, and the branch pipe EF is of such a size
that the cock F is about 16 feet below the surface of
valve box with its valve a is shewn
the water at M.
at D, and C is an air vessel into which are inserted
the extremities m n of the main pipe, which are bent
downwards for the purpose of preventing the air from
being driven out when the water is forced into it.
Now, when the cock F is opened, the water will rush
out with a velocity of nearly 30 feet per second.
column of water, therefore, two hundred yards long
and 1^ inch diameter, is now put in motion, and rauit
have a considerable momentum. Hence, if the cock F
is 8ud(ienly shut, the water will rush through the valve
a into the air vessel C, and condense the included air.
This condensation will take place every time that the
cock is opened, so that the included air being compressed, will press upon the water in the air vessel,
and raise it into the reservoir BN. This simple and
ingenious machine is obviously the same in principle
as the hydraulic ram invented by Montgolfier.and which
differs from it only in this, that the operation analogous
to that of opening the cock F is produced by the motion of the water itself, as will be seen in the following
description of this ingenious contrivance.
is

M

is

AE

A

A

15. Description

of Monlgolfier's Hydraulic Ram,

This interesting machine was first constructed by ^'un^olMontgolfier about the year 1797, and has been brought
^rlulic'raiii.
to a very perfect state by a series of improvements ^-^^^ g
g
which he has successively made upon it The rams lo^ U.
which we have represented in Plate CCCXXIV. Fig. 8, ojs^riptj,,,
9, 10, and 11, contain the improvements which have oi the mabeen made so late as 1816. Tlie lar^e pipe AB called chine,
the body of the ram, passes through the side of the re- f'g- 8i
servoir PQ, from which the fall of water is obtained. *"'' '''fr *•
It has a trumpet mouth at one end A, and at the other
end an opening HH, which can be closed by valves
C or D. When these valves are open, the water will
with a velocity due to the height AP; but
issue at
when the internal valve C is closed, as in the figure,
When the valve
the water is prevented from issuing.
C opens, it descends into the position shewn by the
dotted lines GG, being guided between three or four
stems g g, which have hooks at the lower ends for
In this case the water has a
supporting the valves.
free passage between these stems, and the width of the
passage can be increased or diminished by the screws
with which the stems are fixed. The valve C is made
of metal, and has a hollow cup or dish of metal attached
of the valve is wider
to its lower surface. Tlie seat
than the diameter of the pipe AB. It consists of a
short cylinder or pipe screwed by its flanch A A into
the opening of the upper surface of the head R of the
ram; and the cylinder is so formed as to have an inverted cup or annular space i i round the upper part of
it for containing air, which cannot escape when it is
compressed by the water. A small pipe k I, leading
from this annular space to the open air, is fUrnished
with small valves, k, I, one of which, k, opens inwards
to admit the air into i, i, but to prevent its return,
while the other valve, /, admits a certain quantity of air,

HH

HH

and then shuts and prevents any farther entrance.

The

I

I
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same as C, onljr it descends as in
and rises when it opens.
The upper part of the head of the ram at E is made
flat, and has sereral valves which allow the water to

DM*

exactly the

is

the figure

when

it

shuts,

from the pipe AB, but prevent

freely

its

return.

On ewdx side of the head

of the ram, at the part opposite
to these valves is a hollow enlar^ment, shewn by the
dotted lines K, forming a circular bason, through the
Vlate
Cccixiv. centre of which the pipe ABR passes. This part of the
construction is shewn more distinctly in Fi^. 9- which
is a transrene section through LEZ in a plane perpendicular to that of the paper.
The pipe is here made
flat instead of circular, as se^ at E, Fig. p. for forming
the seats of the valves, and the bason KK is covered

with an air vessel FF. This air vessel communicates
all round the pipe B, with the bason KK, and with
the vertical pipe

SI.

The machine being

ttion
)

by-

thus constructed, let us suppose
the pipe .\BR full of water, and the valve C to be open. ed, the water will lift the valve D, and escape with a ve^
locitj due to the height of the reservoir.
In a short
time, the water having acquired an additional velocity,
raises the valve G, which shuU the passage, and prevents the escape of the water. The consequence of
this u, that all the included water exerts suddenly a
hydrostatic*] pressure on every part of the pipe, compresdnff at the same time the air in the annular space
• I't which by its elasticity diminishes the violence of
the shock. This hydrostatical pressure opens the valves
at E, and a portion of the water flows into the air vessel
F, and condenses the air which it contains. The valves
at E now close, preventing the return of the water into
the pspe, and the water recoils a little in the tube with
a si^ht motion from B to A, in coniequence of the reaction or elasticity of the compressed air in i t, and also
of the metal of the pipe, wnid) most have yielded a
little to the force exerted upon it in every direction.
Tlie recoil of the water towards A produces • slight aspiration within the head R of the ram, which Causes the
valve
to deseend by its own weight, and prevent the
water X which covers it from descending into the tube.
The air, however, passes through the pipe H, opens
the valve It, and a small quantity is tncKed into the
annular space i i ; but the quantity is rerr small, as the
valve i doses
soon as the current of air becomes ra*
Daring the recoil towards A, the valve C, being
pid.
unaopported, Alls by iu own weif^ht ; and when the
ftevc
recoil m expended by acting on the water in
the fcscrvpir PQ, the water begins anin to flow along
ABR, and the very same operation which we have detaibcd is rrpeatrd without end, a portion of water beinc driven into the air vrssel F at everv ascent of tlie
valve C. The air in this vessel being thus highly com-

D

m

«

prewad, will exert a force due to its rissticity upon the
•Olfheeof the water in the vrajiel F, and will force it
«p tkraagk the pipe M to a height which is sufficient to
of the included air.
The nail quantity of air which is drawn into the
annular space i i through the air tube Ik nt each aspiratten, caaacs an accumulation of air in the space i i ;
and when the aspiration of recoU takes place, a anall
quantity of air passes from ii, and proct^ along the
pipe till it arrives beneath the valvp» at E, and loclging
in the small space beneath the valvet, it is forced into
the air vessel at the next stroke, and thus affords a constant supply of air to the vessel
The valves make in
general from 50 to 70 pwkadaas in a minute.
When the fall of water, or PQ, is five feet, and the
pipe AB six inches in diameter and I V feet long, a machine with iu parts proportioned as io the figure will
I
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raise water to the height of 100 feet.
It will expend Hydraulic
Ram.
about 70 cubic feet per minute in working it, and will
raise about 2| cubic feet per minute to the height of
100 feet. Mr Miliington observes, that one of these
machines is said to have raised 100 hogsheads of water
in 2* hours to the height of 1 34 feet by a fall of 4.1 feet.
The form of the ram represented in Fig. 10. is suit- Form of ibc
ed to the case where a current of foul water AB, is em- ram for
raising
ployetl to raise clean water from the well WW.
This clean water
pipe
OPQ, containing a with fool
effect is pnxluced by a bent
to Q, and by another pipe T, water.
column of air from
with a suction valve I: The mode of action is pre. Pig. 10.
cisely the same as in Fig. 8. When the valve C shuts,
the sudden hydrostatical pressure forces the water up
the bent tube at O, compresses the column of air OQ,
which again presses, by its elasticity, on the surface of
water at Q, and forces the clean water up through
the valves into the air-vessel FF.
The recoil of the
water from B to A will produce a rarefaction in the co>
lumn of air QO, in consequence of which, the atrao«
spherical pressure upon the water in the well will raise
the valve /, till as much water is admitted as was driven
Montgolfier proposes to substitute
into the air-vessel.
a straight pipe in place of OQ, and to place a piston,

O

moving

freely in the pipe, which will transmit the
pressure from the foul water to the clean water, without allowing them to mix. We conceive that the same
effect might be obtained more simply and with much
less friction, by a very loose diaphragm fixed in the tube.
When the ram is employed to pnxluce a current of Kor<n of the
air, it has the form shewn in Fig. 1 1
The air is ex- marhine
pelled through the air-pipe tv m, in consequence of the for prudu.
cing a ctirmass of water rushing into the air-chamber W, by the rent
of air.
shutting of the valve C. The water in
is prevented Fig. a.
from following the air by a hollow ball of copper n,
which floats on the water, and shuts up the lower end
of the pipe, when the water dashes into W. When
things are in the state shewn in the figure, and all the
air expelled from the chamber W, the air compressed
in the annular space pp, f which serves the same purpose as II in Fig. S.) produces a recoil of the water.
The valve
shuts, C opens, the water quits the chamber W, and the valve w shuts, and prevents theadmis*
sion of air.
At the same time the valve r opens, and
admits a fresh supply of air into the chamber; but when
the water has descended below the float e, this float deacaods, and by iu rod etf shuU the air- valve d. When
the ferae of recoil is spent, the water flows again from
A to B, and the operation which we have described is
again repeated, so that there is a constant current of
air in the pipe w m, which may be equalised by a water
regulator, or any other contrivance. See the Repertory
of Aril, Dec. 1816; Ferguson's L'Clurct, vol. ii. App.
and Brande's Journal, vol. i. p. SI 1. Lond. 1 81 6.
.

W

D

\6.

elasticity

Deteriplion of the Chemnilx Fountain, or Hungarian
Machine.

The Chemnits

fountain is represented in Plate Chcmniu
Fig. 18. where C is a collection of water, fo'""*!!!.
either in a mine or in a well, which it is required to raise *'*' '*"
to the resen oir B by means of a small head of water at A.
In order to effect this, a pipe AFT, 4 inches in diameter, having a cock at M, enters the top of the copper
vessel TD, 8| feet high, 5 feet in diameter, and 2 inches thick, containing about 170 cubic feet, and extends
within 4 inches of the bottom. The vessel
to
has a cock at N, and a very large one at V, and from

CCCXXIV.

D

TD

top proceeds a pipe TOG, 2 inches in diameter,
with a cock at O, entering the top of the vessel KE,
which u 6) feet high, 4 feet in diameter, 2 inches
its
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and containing about 83 cubic feet. Another
pipe EKHB, 4 inches in diameter, rises from E, with'^'^'y^
4 inches of tlie bottom of the vessel KE, is soldered
into its top at K, and rises into the reservoir B. The cylinder KE communicates by a tube with a cock at 11,
at its
with the water C to be raised, and has a cock
is shut, and
Let us now suppose that the cock
top.
will contain
The cylinder
all the other cocks open.
air, and KE will contain water standing as high as the
level of the water in the cistern C. Shut the cocks'N, P,
Q, and R, and open the cock M. The water from
will descend into the vessel TD, and after it rises above
of the pipe, it will compress the air in
the mouth
the vessel TD, in the pipe TOG, and in the upper
The action of this air upon
part of the vessel KE.
will force it up the pipe KH, till it is
the water in
discharged into the reservoir B. This discharge into
is filled with water.
B goes on till the upper vessel
As soon as this happens, the water is prevented from
by a cork ball, or double
running into the pipe
by a brass wire,
cone, which hangs in the pipe
which is guided by holes into two cross pieces in the
pipe.
The ascent of the water into the mouth of the
pipe at T pushes in this plug, and closes the pipe.
The influx of water now stops ; but the water still
flows into B till the elasticity of the air in the lower
vessel
is no longer able to balance a column which
reaches to
in the pipe KH.
This cessation of the
efflux into B generally ceases when KE is half full of
water. When this takes place, the workman shuts
the cock M, and opens the cock P, from which the
water rushes with great velocity. Whenever fths of
the water in the vessel
is discharged at P, which
is measured in the vessel which receives it, the workman opens the cock R with a long rod, so as to fill the
vessel KE with water.
This drives the air out of KE
through the pipe
into the vessel TD, and consequently drives out all the remaining water. Every
thing is now in the state in which it was at first, which
is known to be the case when no more water flows out
The workman, therefore, shuts the cocks P and
at P.
Q, and opens M, and the same operation is repeated.
If the cock N be opened when the efflux has ceased at
B, the water and air rush out together with prodigious
violence, accompanied with hail and pieces of ice produced by the cold which attends the sudden expansion
of air.
It is usual to shew this sight to strangers,
whose hats, when held opposite N, are sometimes pierced with the pieces of ice which are projected from it.
considerable improvement upon this engine has
been made by Mr John Whitley Boswell, who has
added to it an apparatus which enables it to operate without any attending workmen. An account of this improvement will be found in Nicholson's Journal, 4to.
UyilrsuUe
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Vf^ Description

5.

of the Danaide invented by M. Mannoury
Dectot.

Maanoury
This machine consists of a cylindrical trough of tinDecMfs da- plate, nearly as high as it is
broad, and having a hole in
•* •
the centre of its bottom.
It is fixed to a vertical axis
ofiron, which passes through the middle of the hole in
the bottom, a vacant space being left all round to permit the water to escape. The axis turns with the trough

upon a

pivot,

and

is

fixed above to a collar.
close above and below, is fixed

A drum of tin-plate,

not exceeding 1 i inches. This annular space communi- Mannouiy
Dec tot's
cates witli a space less than 1^ inches, led between the
Dan side.
bottom of the drum and the bottom of the trough, and
divided into compartments by diaphragms fixed upon the
bottom of the trough, and proceeding from the circumference to the central hole in the bottom of the trough.
The water comes from a reservoir above by one or
two pipes, and makes its way into this annular space
between the trough and drum. The bottom of these
pipes corresponds with the level of the water in the
trough, and they are directed horizontally, and as tangents to the mean circumference between that of the
trough and of the drum. The velocity which the water has acquired by its fall along these pipes, makes the
,

machine move round its axis, and this motion accelerates by degrees, till the velocity of the water in the
space between the trough and drum equals tliat of the
water from the reservoir ; so that no sensible shock is
perceived of the affluent water upon that which is contained in the machine.

This circular motion communicates to the water be*
tween the trough and drum a centrifugal force, in consequence of which it presses against the sides of the
This centrifugal force acts equally upon the
trough.
water contained in the compartments at the bottom of
the trough, but it acts less and less as this water approaches the centre.
The whole water then

is animated by two opposite
and the centrifugal force. The first
tends to make the water run out at the hole at the bottom of the trough ; the second, to drive the water from

forces, viz. gravity,

that hole.
To these two forces are joined a third, viz. Jriclion^
which acts here an important and singular part, as it
promotes the efficacy of the machine, while in other
machines it always diminishes that efficacy. Here, on
the contrary, the effect would be nothing were it not
for the friction, which acts as a tangent to the sides of

the trough and drum.
By the combination of these three forces, there ought
to result a more or less rapid flow from the hole at the
bottom of the trough : and the less force the water has
as it issues out, the more it will have employed in moving the machine, and of course in producing the useful effect for

which

it is

The moving power

destined.

the weight of the water running in, multiplied by the height of the«reservoir from
which it flows above the bottom of the trough ; and
the useful effect is the same product diminished by half
the force which the water retains when it issues out of
is

the orifice below.
In order to ascertain, by direct experiment, the
magnitude of this effect, MM. Prony and Carnot fixed
a cord to the axis of the machine, which, passing over
a pulley, raised a weight by the motion of the machine.
By this means, the effect was found to be VV of the
power, and often approached VWij without reckoning
the friction of the pullies, which has nothing to do with
This effect exceeds that of the best
the machine.

Seethe Report of the Jnslilule, 23d
August 1813; or Thomson's Annals of Philosophy,
overshot wheels.
vol.

ii.

p. 412.

For farther information on Hydrodynamics, see Ad»
HES10N, Barley Mill, Capillary Attraction, Pneumatics, Pumps, Rivers, and Waterworks.

upon the

axis of the trough, and placed within the
trough, so as to be concentric with it, and to leave only

HYDROMETER. See Hydrodynamics,
HYDROPHOBIA. See Medicine.
HYDROPHTHALMIA. SeeSuKGERY.

between the outer circumference of the drum and the
inner circumference of the trough, an annular space

HYDROSTATICS. See Hydrodynamics, p. 425.
HYDRUS. See Ophiolooy.

p. 437.

;

;
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HYGROMETRY.
1.

U NnsTR the

article E«'.\)"0!iATior», -we

rxplained the

manner in which water is supposed to be elcTated, and
Mtpended in the atmosphere we now propose to take
• new of the variam contrirances which have been em:

Gcncimi

ployed tor detecting the presence of aqueous vapour
in that fluid, and ascertaining, not only the relative,
but the absolute quantity of moisture, which exists at
different times in given portions of air.
2. The foumUtion of almost all the contrivances
which have hitherto been employed for that purpot«,
n the affinity for moisture possessed hy a varici v of subtmees. This affinity is exerted more or Ics^ by a con•iderablc number of bodies ; but it is displayed, in the
mott eminent degree, by sulphunc arid, th<* fixwl alkalies, aeveral of the earths, the

cnieseent,

more

especially

s;il'nated (ielithe nui:
nitrate of
substances of animal or vei

lime; as well as by many
getable origin, particularly hair, membn e, bom, ivory,
whalebane, feathers, the beards of corn, wood, cordAll these substance* poneaa the projie, paper, &c.
|»erty of abstracting moistore from the atmosphere
but the union which they form with it is so very slight,
t'l.it they readily yield it up again to the air when that
lluid has by any means become drier, either by an inCTimt of temperature, or the depo«ition of the water
which fbrmerbr existed in it in a rapomu* state. Hence
the condition of these bodies with respect to humidity,
niar be employed as an indication of the quantity of
nHNMore eontained in a given volume of the air by
which they are turraonded. The epithet HygrotcopK
ha« been applied to aahatance* used for this purpose
the varioo* tnstramenta which have been formed
of them, are called Hygramettrt, at meanrtrt of mois-

m

;

md

Imrr.

Aui hjp^

Th^ alternations of dryneas and humidity to which
hygroscopic bodies arc subject, are accompanied with
corresponding changes in their weight and dimensions;
and, therefore, all hygrometers ne constructed to a* to
3_

•II

have a reference by toeh- indicitkMit. either to change
of weight or changv of volume
The latter of thcM
chances, thoagh frenoently le<M appreciable in it* extent tlMB variation or weight, i* however more readily,
aa wan aa more eonveniently estimated and hence the
greater nnmber of hygrometers consist of tome animal
or vegetable tabttance, havitw • fibrous stmcture. the
cxpanaiona of which bv roowcore art rendered more
coaiMc by mechanical eoatrivaneca. Some hygrtK
;

meter*, bosrever, are constmctcd, so as to indiaite
changca of humidity in the raedsmn to whidi they
are exposed, by changes at w«ight. arising fmn the
abeerptian or extricauon of moisture and one of the*e
inilmment*, inventc^l liy Mr Leslie, perhaps the most
metanle of them all, is formed upon a principle which
cannot be referred either to change of weight or of vo>
;

laMtffcc-

>«riiw

lame.
4

of late that hygrometer* have been con"'' •"^"'•'yThe earlier in-

*^'

^"^t^^P**
rtnnnrnts whidi
bear that name, were extremely im^^JJJ^'"*"
perfect
the medianica) part was executed in a very
rode manner, and no attention was paid to the graduattrni of the scale which marked the enlargement or
contraction of the hygroacopic substance, farther than
to make it point out mere differences in the sUtc of the

fess fcf

:

rou XL rAiT

II.

with respect to moisture. No attempt was made lo Hyprome*''3'determine two fixed points, as in the case of the ther~
«
mometer, by which the various scales might be reduced
and still less to ascertain the
to a common standard
absolute quantity of moisture in a given volume of air,
corresponding to the different points of the scale emIn short, nothing higher was aimed at in the
ployed.
construction of a hygrometer, than to obtain some sub-

air

^

;

stance which suffe'reid considerable variations of bulk,
by the absorption of moisture, without the smallest regard to the regularity of its dilatations. Almost all of
them were verj- unwieldy ; and none of them could be

applied to nice researches into tlie hygromctric state of
To describe the constniction of
small pcrtons of air.
them, with much minuteness, would therefore be as
useless as inconsistent with the limits of this .irticle.
5. Both animal and vegetable substances of n fibrous Conirr't
structure, ptwsess the property of being dilated by mois- hjgtooicier.
and, acture, in a direction transverse to the fibres
cordingly, the lateral expansion of these bodies furnishes the principle upon which a considerable number
of hygrometers are con5tructe<l. One of the earliest
hygr'oinetern of this kind was proposed by Mr Coniers
The whole contrivance is of the rudest kind
in I ()7t).
ami though it is scarcely worthy of notice, we shall
give a brief description of it, in order that some idea
may be fumted of the imperfect state of hygrometry at
that periotl. A .\ A .\ represents a frame of wooti grooved PtATK
in the inside for admitting two Mnnels of deal H, B to CCCXXI,
The pannels, which are Cig. I.
play freely at toi> and liottom.
fibres
in a vortical position,
their
have
so
as
to
placed
are fastened to the frame at each side, and a sufficient
interval is left between them, to allow full scone for
The axis
the wood to dilate itself in a lateral direction.
of the index, which is at C, by receding from F, or
approaching nearer to it, gives a circular motion to the
index itself, by means of a slender metallic chain, which
passes round the axis, and is fastened to one of the
is a weight or counterpoise conncctponnel* at F.
e<l with the axis by means of a string p.rssing over the
pulley I), and alUched to the arm CG, and which
causes the index to descend, as the pannels expand by
Several other contrivances of a similar kind
moisture.
•redescribe<l in the Philosophical Transactions for that
period, l«it they are all equally mde and imperfect.
•iicter, constructed on the Whtlebone
Tlie hyutomcliT
I, is that of De Lua
pt
bl Uc Luc.
substancr he miploya in preference to all others, is
whalebone cut transversely into thin slips. Such is the
tenacity of this substance, that, according to Dc Luc,
these slips rosy be a foot long, and a line in breadth,
without weighing alwvc one-fourth of a grain, and ^et
be capable of supporting a weight of about lO'O grains.
The instrument is fitted up in various forms by different artists ; but the general principles of its construcMr Adic, Edinburgh,
tion are nearly the same in all.
repre- Fig. t.
constructs it in the following manner.
sents the frame-work of the instrument, to the upper
part of which is attached |1"' L-radiutetl circle EF, caat plearirc, to suit
pable of being elevated <m
.....; c ah.
The whalethe length of the slip of v.
bone, which is usually about 1 inches in length, is fastened at a between two slips of brus by meam of a
;

W

ABCD

4c
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screw, and in a similar manner at b, where it is connected with a slender silk band which moves over the
axis, to the extremity of which the index is fixed ; and
it is kept in a state of uniform distension, by a silk
thread passinia: round the axis, (to which it is fixed,) in
a direction contrary to that of tlie silk banti, and fastened at the lower extremity to a spiral gilt silver wire d e.
This spiral spring forms, by its reaction, an excellent
counterpoise to the whalebone, as it acts with the smallest energy when the latter is most weakened by dilatation.
7. The extreme points of the scale, by which the intermediate divisions are graduated, are determined in
the extxome
the following manner : To obtain the point of extreme
poinuof the
humidity, or complete saturation with moisture, De Luc
tcale.
poris not satisfied with exposing the instrument to a
tion of air perfectly saturated with the vapour of water,
but he actually immerses it in that fluid, and allows it

Method of

obuming

to remain in

it,

till it

ceases to suffer

any farther

dilata-

point on the circular scale, to which the index reaches, is then marked as extreme moisture. The
opposite point, namely that of extreme dryness, is obtained by inclosing the instrument under a receiver
with a quantity of dry quicklime, and allowing it to remain exposed to its action, till the whalebone attains its
greatest degree of contraction, which is generally in
about three weeks. The quicklime, by its attraction
for moisture, gradually absorbs the watery vapour con-

The

tion.

tained in the

air,

which, in

its

turn, abstracts moisture

from the whalebone, till an equilibrium is established
between the attraction of the two substances for vapour.
As the whalebone becomes drier, its fibres continually
approach towards each other; and at last, when it
ceases to yield any moisture, it also ceases to suffer
contraction, and the index points to extreme dryness.
The length of the slip of whalebone is so proportioned
to the diameter of the axis, or arbor to which the index
is fixed, that the interval between the points of extreme
moisture and dryness embraces a range which is somewhat less than a complete revolution ; and this interval
The zero of the
is then divided into 100 equal parts.
scale is usually marked at extreme dryness, and the divisions are in that case numbered upwards to extreme
moisture, which is marked 100. Some artists, however,
reverse this order, and place the zero at extreme moisture,
a practice, which cannot fail to lead to mistakes

—

in recording the indications of the instrument.
Objections
7. Saussure, to whom we are indebted for many useto the use of ful and interesting observations on hygrometry, has
whalebone
stated several objections against this instrument, applifor the pur-

po«M

of hy.

gtometiy.

cable both to the substance of which it is formed, and
the manner of determining the extreme points of the
He affirms, that whalebone, being a substance of
scale.
a muscular or gelatinous nature, would admit of an indefinite relaxation by moisture, were it not for certain
filaments, which connect the fibres with each other, but
do not prevent them from separating beyond the limits,
to which their hygroscopical affinity for moisture in the
vaporous state would dilate them. He maintains, therefore, and we think with justice, that to immerse such a
substance in water, in order to obtain the greatest relaxation of which it is susceptible, is to reduce it to a condition which it can never afterwards arrive at by the influence of vapour ; and consequently, that all the divisions
of the scale, which are included between the perfect humidity of the whalebone, and the point corresponding
to the complete saturation of air with moisture, are enHe adds, that if whalebone is to be used
tirely useless.
at all

extreme moisture should be marked probably where 80* Hygrome-

He

try
Luc's scale.
respect to tiie use of dry quicklime as a de- ,,
C""^
Uemarks
..
on
o
"l »T
. »i
.
Siccative, baussure seems to suspect that this substance
j],j substanproduces a degree of dryness less perfect, than the fixed ces employ,
alkalies in a caustic state ; and that at any rate, the slow- ed to obtain
ness with which it attracts moisture, renders it less fit '•'* P"'"' "^
for the purpose. Strongly concentrated sulphuric acid, j^'^^
or paper soaked in muriate of lime, and then well
dried, absorb moisture more rapidly than either : the
former, in particular, when inclosed under a receiver
with a given volume of air, causes the index of a hy.

stands in
8.

.

With

•

..

I

grometer to advance as many degrees towards extreme
dryness, in a few hours, as dry quicklime would do in
as many days.
As the attraction of sulphuric acid for
moisture varies, however, with its degree of concentration, it is proper to employ it always of the same specific gravity, otherwise the point of extreme dryness
will not be the same in all hygrometers.
An uniformity of scale would thus be obtained, whether the
point of extreme dryness were absolute, or merely relative.

9-

For examining the hygroscopic

De Luc

quantities of air,

which renders
duced under a

it

state of small De Luc't
gives the instrument a form, hygfometer

more commodious
Fig

for

^°'

being intro-

'*^"3lj

represents a front ^jfj^^ ^f
view of the instrument constructed for that purpose, of air.
its actual size,
a aaa is a frame of brass, which is „
connected with a similar fratne behind. The dotted cccxxi.
line cb b I) d represents the slip of whale bone fixed at Fig. 3.
c to an adjusting screw, passing over the pullies bb b b,
and joined at </ to a slender metallic plate of annealed
silver.
This metallic plate d eJ' moves over a pulley e,
and is joined at /' to the moveable part g of the vernier
hhhh. From the top of the moveable vernier i proceeds another slender metallic plate of the same pliant
material, the opposite extremity of which is fixed to
the pulley k.
This pulley is supported on the same
axis with a smaller pulley I, which is connected, by
means of a slender metallic plate, with the upper extremity of the bent lever vi, n, the shorter arm of which
n is pressed by a spring.
It is easy to see from the
figure of the instrument, that when the whale-bone is
dilated by absorbing moisture, the vernier will ascend
by the action of the spring upon the lever ; and vice
receiver.

3.

versa.
10. The instrument may be fitted up in the form of Pocket hy.
a watch, by fixing the whale-bone to the circumference grometen.
of a wheel, and distending it gently by a weak spring.
The contraction and enlargement of the whale-bone
might then be indicated by a hand fixed to the arbor of
another wheel, and moving along the circular graduation of a dial-plate.
Other contrivances of a similar
kind will readily suggest themselves to tlie ingenious
.

artist.

Hygrometers have also been constructed of sub- DeLue's
which seem to suffer a dilatation in all direc- ""^ ^ygi*.
tions, by moisture.
On this principle, De Luc con- '"*'*'•
structed some time ago a hygrometer of ivory, by gi11.

stances,

ving a portion of that substance intended to be affected
by moisture, the form of a thin slender tube, and then
inserting into it, at one extromity, a capillary tube of
glass, about 14 inches long, and y^ inch in diameter.
The ivory is recommended to be taken from an elephant's tooth of considerable size, a few inches from
the top, and as near the surface as possible, in order
that it may be of an uniform grain in different instruThis hygrometer is represented in Fig. 4.
ments.
Elate CCCXXL where bgb represents the ivory tube
in the construction of hygrometers, the point of

Fig. 4.
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Thit tube, which is 2
aptm at b b,
indies 8 lines in length, and 2^ lines in diameter, internally, is bored in the direction of its fibres, and redncHl l^ turning it on a lath, till its thickness is about
^tba of a line, except at the two extremities, where it

and shut at g.

i» left

somewhat

thicker, to give

Xhe piece amdd, which

it

it

made of

greater strength.

brass, connects the

irary with the glass tube, by means of guro mastich,
or any other adhesive substance. I'he part of the ivory tab* be be, is protected from the moisture of the
air by a brass verrcl, which prevents it from splitting.
Before being fitted up, the ivory tube is usually moistened oa the outside, which may be done \-ery conveniently, and to a proper deorree, by surrounding it with
wet casbne, and allowing it to remain till the moisture pemeatca through the ivory.
13. The mercury is introduced by first inserting a
ittatmtt
hoTM hair into the bore of the glaia tabe, sufficiently
Cuing
up lk«
looK to pea* completely through it, and reach about an
laMiiiiiiiTir
incn beyond its lower extremity, into the ivory tube.
and grxluslip of paper, four or five inches long, is then wrapt
MiMlbc
round the upper part of the glass tube, and tied tightly
to it ; leaving about ttiree indies of the paper projecting
bcjrood it, so aa to &nn a kind of funnel for pouring
the OMreary into the tabe. A quantity of mercury being then poared into the paper tube, is afterwards gradnalljr mriiln to dwcend into the ivory tube, partly by
geBth agilalian, and partly by meana of the borae hair,
which is mored continually upward* and downwards,
till the whole of the air is extricated, and the instnitaent filled with the proper quantity of mercury. This
bemg daoe, the range of the aeale ia moated in the
fbUowiac manner : The inatrwncat ia imaaerscd in a
twmI Of water, kept at the freesing point, by little bit*
of ice ftttttif^g in it, where it is allowed to rcnuun until
the ivory haa attained ita grMlaat poaaible dilatation,
which i* known by the mercwry in the tube beconing
The lowest point which it
che * ia then
stationary.
mailiad as the aero of the scdc. One Aud point be*
iag Ihoa obtained, the other diviaiooa an drtennined
by previooaly aaoeftaiBia|| the reladcm auhriaring b^
tween the internal caBaoty of the ivory tnbe ana that
of the glass tube, ana graduating the instnnnent acconUngTr. For thia purpose, De Luc cmploye<l a glasa
tube which had formerly been used aa a thermometer,
the diriaioaa of which he knevr, tnd the bulb of which
rokcn, in order that the quantitv of
in it
be aecantcly w'|hed.
The weight of tho treaty in the ivory tuM beinf also dctcnninad, it waa eaay to form a new thermometneal scale adaplad to thtdasa tube and tho ivory bulb.
For let
be the wayhl.af tho iMtenij in the original
tho faagth of • degree upon iu acale,
thamu s ter,
m the weight of the
ly In the ivory tube, and d
the lai^gtn of a degree apon its acale, we have evidottly.

A

w

mi^

M

i

D

im—

ii:M::D:d.
Tlio ac^ aftsod to the ^aia tube waa accordingly divided into aa many di viaoua oa it admitted, each of
which was mado o^mI to dL By thia node of forming
tho scale, it is maMaaaaBiy to obaervev that the inttru.
ucnt would bo in reality a thetm nweUr, provided the
ivory were not aActod by moiafre ; bat the ivory being lUetod and contractod bjr —oiatwrB, wfll give rise
to cacrospoDding deviatioM Bom tho mere effect of
tMipantarav and thna, by meaaa of aa attached tbcraMator. the eiiKt duo to di yutaa or moisture may be
accamldy separated irom the rising and (inking of the
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mercurj' in the glass tube, by means of heat and cold. HygtomtThe excess of the hygrometrical degrees above tlie degrees indicated in similar circumstances b}' an ordinary
thermometer, is to be consitlered as the sole effect of
dryness in contracting the ivory ; while a diffl-rcncc of
a contrary kind is to be ascribed to an opposite cause.
is. Mr Leslie, who has devoted some attention to Mr Leslie's
''y*
this instrumrnt, has proposed a modification of which, '"^"'T
6r<»"' "•
as he himself rem.irks, has perhaps carried the b3'groscope thus formed to as high a state of improvement
Tne shell of
as such an imperfect instrument admits.
ivory is turned, in his constrtiction, into nn elongated
spheroid, about an inch and a quarter in length, and
reducetl so thin as to weigh only eight or ten grains.
.\t its greatest expansion it contains about SOO grains
of mercury. The upper end, which is adapted to the
body by means of a delicate screw, has a slender glass
tube inserted into it, six or eight inches long, and a
bore nearly -t'rih part of an inch in diameter. The
point of extreme humidity is determined, as in the case
of De Luc's instrument, by immersing tlie bulb in waThe
ter, or surrounding it with a wet bit of cambric.
divisions of the scale, however, are determined somewhat differently Mr Leslie distinguishes the tube into
spaces, wliich correspond to the tliousandth part of the
entire cavity, and each of which contains about ,Vths
of a grain of merairy. The ordinary range of the
The upper
scale includes about 70 of these divisions.
extrrinits of the tube is covered with a small ivory cap,
;< the air, but prevents the escape of the
wl
us rendering the instrument portable.
nil
Mr
'rks, that the contraction of^ the mercury
I.<
:ig to equal increase in the dryness of the
cori.
air, is six times greater at the beginning of the scale
than at tiie TOlh division ; and that it seems to be in
general inversely as the iuiml)er of hygrometric deHe therefore places
gree*, reckoning from ilO" below.
another scale, on the t^posite side of the tube, the interval between aero and 70« being divided into 100",
and corresponding to the unequal portions, from the

^P\

:

j

number

to 18') in a logaritiimic line, (see Plate
Fig. 5.
By exteinliiig the logarithmic tli-

21)

CCCXXL

^'*"

conformity wilJi the base of the
p^'^J
scale, 320 of its degrees would correspond to 108 of
the cqoable divisions, or a contraction of 108 parts in
a thouaand, with respect to the capacity of the bulb.
At the dryness, however, of 300 of hi» own hygrometer, Mr Leslie never found the contraction of the ivory
It would have been more satisfactory,
to exceed 105.
if the temperature at which the ebaervations were made
had been given, aa we shall afterwards shew, that 300
on Mr Leslie's hygroroeter may correspond to very difmoiature in the medium to which it
ferent portiofu of moil
is expoaed.
I +.
The instrument we have described, though very Cc$t* in
unfit for delicate observations, muy nevertheless he used which irory
The slowness of its hygTometcn
in certain cases with advantage.
indications, when its scale has once been compared "">' '**,'"*^
'""'
with tliat of a more accurate instrument, is well fittetl *"['
'
results,
corresponding to considerto point out general
able intervals of time between tlie observations.
Mr
Leslie has suggested that, on this account, it may be
usefully employed to ascertain the degree of humidity
which prevail* in the higher regions of the atmosphere,
and to determine the hygraacopic state of certain kinds
of goods, such as grain, wool, cotton, tec. For the lat>
ter purpoee, all that is nercssanr is to thrust the inxtmment among the substances, whose condition, with respect to rootiture, we wish to determine^ and to observe
visions farther, in
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Hygrome- the degree which it indicates af^er it has been allowed
">
to remain a suitable length of time.
^^' Under hygroscopic instruments constructed on
Quill hv-~
griimeter of ^^ principle of a general dilatation by moisture, we
t'biwiincllu. may briefly notice tlie hygrometer of (,'himinello, to
whom the prize proposed
1783 by the Academy of
Sciences at Manheim Jbr tiie best comparable liygroraeter was adjudged.
The substance he employe<l was
the barrel of a quill, fitted up in the same manner as
the ivory hygrometers, already described.
The graduation of the scale was determined by means of two
fixed points.
The point of extreme moisture was obtained by immersion in water ; that of extreme dryness, by exposing the instrument, for the space of four
hours, before a moderate fire, at a temperature equal to
25" of Reaumur, or 88^" of Fahrenheit. The quill, by
exposure to heat, becomes somewhat contracted ; and
though the contraction is not so great as would be produced by extreme dryness, Chiminello considered it
sufficiently uniform in different quills to serve as a fixed
point in his scale.
It is obvious, liowever, that an in•

m

strument graduated in so vague a manner

is

totally

un-

any philosophical purpose.
16. Having alluded to this instrument, it may be
brir"i*'^
*''"'''}' of remark, that it is probably owing to the hyforewcat)fit

for

.

groscopic property of their feathers that birds are enabled to judge of approaching rain or fair weather. For
it is easy to conceive, that an animal having a thousand
hygrometers intimately connected with its body, must
be liable to be powerfully affected, with regard to tlie
tone of its organs, by very slight changes in the dryness or humidity of the air; particularly when it is
considered, that many of the feathers contain a large
quantity of blood which must thus be alternately propelled into the system, or withdrawn from it, according to their contraction or dilatation by dryness or
moisture.
This view of the subject seems to afford a
satisfactory explanation of the extreme sensibility which
birds in general shew to coming changes in the wea-

preaching
i«in, or lair

weMher.

ther.

Haud equidem credo, quia lit divinitus illis
Ingenium, aut rerum fato prudcntia major;
Verutn, ubi tempestas, et cccli mobilis humor
Mutaverc vias; et Jupiter humidis Auslris
Densat, crant qua; rara modo, et qua; densa, relaxat;
Vertuntur species animorum, et pt;clora motus

Nunc

alios, alios,

dum

nubila ventus agebat,

Concipiunt.
Viaoii., Geor.

lib.

i.

415.

the scale.
The rat's bladder hygrometer is lial)|fe to Higrouic''>"•
another objection, which, on account of the ditHculty
attending the construction of ttie instrument, is of con- ~ ^
siderable force: the elevation of the mercury in the
tube, by the contraction of the membranous substance,
must occasion a pressure in the bladder, which, in some
cases, may amount to nine or ten pounds on the square
inch, according to the range of the scale.
The distension occasioned by such a pressure cannot fail to aSect
the accuracy of the instrument, and even to expose it
to destruction.
According to the observations of Lord
Gray, this instrument corresponds pretty nearly in its
indications with the whale-bone hygrometer of De
Luc.
18. An hygrometer depending on the principle of a Allantois
general expansion by moisture, and fitted up in the ''J'sroincter
same manner as the hygrometer of De Luc just alluded ^
to, has been strongly recommended by Jean Baptiste,
a Capuchin friar of St Martin at Vicenza. The hygroscopic substance used in the construction of this instmment, is a narrow slip of the allantois of a calf, the thin
membrane whicii envelopes the foetus of animals before
birth.
The point of extreme moisture was fixed by
exposing the instrument to air saturated with aqueous
vapour.
Another point was determined by heating to
the temperature of 50° of Reaumur, or 144^-° of Fahrenheit, a small stove, which was kept open, and preserved
for some time as nearly as possible at the same temperature, and then introducing the instrument into it,
where it was allowed to remain so long as the allantois
suffered contraction.
According to Jean Baptiste, the
degree of dryness obtained by this process is fixed and
invariable.
The intermediate space on the scale, between the extreme points thus determined, was divided
as usual into 100 equal parts.
In a subsequent part of
this article we shall demonstrate, that no fixed point
can be obtained for the graduation of an hygrometer,
by a mere exposure of the instrument to an elevated
temperature ; and, consequently, the scale of this hygrometer can no more be relied upon tlian that of Chiminello. The substance itself, however, we have reason
to think, from the experiments we have made with it,
is exceedingly fit for hygromelric purposes.
" ''"
19. But of all the hygroscopic instruments which we
have hitherto described, antl which are constructed on slus^ur^
the principle of a general, or at least of a longitudinal
expansion, the hygrometer of Saussure is by far the

^"

most

most accurate and unisubstance which he selected, in preference to every other, was a human hair,
the elongations and contractions of which by moisture
and dryness, though less extensive than some of the
substances already mentioned, may be rendered sufficiently sensible by mechanical contrivances.
As the
value of this instrument lias been greatly enhanced by
delicate, as M'ell

form, in

ftat'sbladiet hy^I0-

vjHf
Wilson.

17.

An

hygrometer constructed upon similar princi-

but much more delicate in its indications, has
^' '^'^^y ^^^^ proposed by Mr Wilson of Dublin. The
substance lie employs is rat's bladder ; which, besides
having an extensive range of dilatation, is affected by
very slight changes in the hygroscopic state of the air.
The scale is graduated by exposing the instrument to
air saturated with moisture for the point of extreme
humidity and by afterwards inclosmg it in a receiver,
over mercury, with a quantity of concentrated sulphuric
acid, for the point of extreme dryness.
The interval
between the range of these two points is then divided
into 100 equal parts. These points, however, must obviously vary with the temperature of the mercury ;
and though this objection, which is applicable to all
tliese mercurial hygrometers, may be obviated to a certain extent by enlarging the diameter of the tube, it
cannot be entirely removed without diminishing the
delicacy of the instrument, unless the precautions, adopted by De Luc, be observed in the construction of
ples,

;

its

as the

indications.

The

the late researches of (5ay Lussac, a particular descripwe shall therefore give
tion of it is the move necessary
an account of the different parts of it in detail.
20. The general appearance of the instrument is Plate
nearly the same as that of the whalebone hygrometer 9! ^^^^
of De Luc, which seems indeed to have been borrowed
from it, the priority of invention being due to Saussure.
The upright pillars aaaa, which support tiie dialplate, are fixed to the rectangular frame bb bb, at each
corner of which is a screw for fixing the instrument to
the bottom of its case, when it is exposed to the exterThe dial-plate is made to slide along the pilnal air.
lars a a, and is thus capable of being raisetl to any particular altitude, in order to suit tiie length of the hair.
:

*

1

I
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I
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The iO*ws

n, h,

only one of which

is vi^jible

in

the re-

pre«enUition of the invtmnient, are intende<l to fix the
dial-plate atlrr it has been raised tu the proper height.
The lower estmnity of the liair is held fast by the
chops of the screw pinions d. and the upper extremity
The pinions c
of it is fixed in a similar m.tnner at c.
also serve to connect the hair with a thin slip of silver,
which is rolled round the arbor /f, and fixed to it.
The part of the arbor on which the silver thread is
wound is usually cut in the form of a spiral )<Toove,
and made quite flat at the bottom, in order that the slip
of tilver may be always at the same distance from the
The hair is kept in a state of equaaxis of the arbor.
ble distension by means of a smnll weight g of three
or four frrains, which is suspended on the opposite side
of the arbor, and is sufficient to stretch the hair without
When the inUrument is transported from
breaking it.
place to place, the weight g is prevented from vibrating,

by

receive

fixing

it

and

in

it,

in the

which

crayon
it is

i,

which

is

intended to

securely fixed

by means

of the screw i. The crayon itself is moveable along
the bar h A, and may be fixed in any position by the
screw /. The index o o is fix«l to the extremity of the
pivot of the arbor /'r, ami points out, by its indications
on the graduated arch of the dial plate, the hygrometrie tCate of tbe hair.
SI. Smnrare determined the point of extreme dry1MM, br pbciog the instntment under a receiver, with
• Kiitable quantity of dty canatic alkali, and allnwin;; it
tinn.
to remain till the hair c airf to tuffer av
>ugh
The point of rxtrcrne drytMMtlMU deter:
perhapa not «iiMlate, give*, according tu Stui^ure, a
degree ofdnrneM whica is perfectly fixed and uniform.
The point of extreme moisture is obtained, by placing
the instrument over water in the inside of a receiver,
tbenda* of which arc kept constantly bctlewe<i with
ofstu w. The included air being thus surroumleil on
all side* with water, become* completely saturated with
moiatare ; the hair in it* turn is p«diully reduced to
the nme ttate, and aoon attain* its greatcrt dcme of
elongation, ao that another fixrd point in the scue i* obIf the spaee deacribed by the index between
tained.
these two point* la g ieatei than a complete revolution,
the hirir nuy be abortencd till Hm leogth i* properly accaaBBodMM to the range of the scale. Tne teropentare of the air at the time the two extreme points are
ihtl i Mi n iiri i* of no importance : it may inaeed affect
the hair tfamBeaMtrically. in th* aaaw manner as it afibeti other aabataneea, but it prodocv* no change in the
hTgroaeppic indication*. The reason ol this will appear
•nerwards, when we come to take a thcotetical view of
At preaent it may be aoflciaiit to rethe instrument
mark, that, in this respect, the hygrometer of Saaaavre
haa a derided advantage over the whalebone hygru—a
ter of De Luc, which, according to the temperature,
to 100* in air saturated with moisture,
range* fironi
where of ooume it should remain stationary. Saussare
divide* hia scale sometime* into SfiO°, and
ii
thediTMana being reckoned, in both

f

.

m

W
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the little effect which, in consequence of this tenuity, it
produces on the hygroscopic state of the medium to
which it is exposed. De Luc has endeavoured, more
it would appear from a desire to recommend his own
instrument than to promote the cause of science, to
shew that hair is totidly unfit for hygrometric purposes ; and having very gratuitously assumed the contractions and expansions of whalebone as a standard of
reference for other hygroscopic substances, he has taken
it for granted, that the indications of Saussure's hygrometer must be incorrect, because in certain circumstances
He mainthey do not coincide with those of his own.
tains also, that hair, a<\er it attains its greatest degree
of elongation, begins to suffer a contraction, particularly if it be allowed to remain beyond a certain time in
air saturated with moisture ; but this objection, which
is only applicable to hairs of a peculiar structure, may
be obvi tetl by attending to the directions of Saussure,
who was aware of the fact, and particularly enjoined,
that such hairs as retrogratletl more than 2* should be
rejected as unfit for the construction of hygrometers.
On the whole, we have no he^iitation in saying, that of
all the hygroscopic instruments which have hitherto
been farmed of organic substances, the hygrometer of
Saussure seems the roost regular in its elongations and
contractions ; the least liable to be affected by exposure
to the weather ; and the best adapted for ascertaining
the hygrometric state of small portions of air.
The experiments uf Gay Lussac, and the general results he
nas deduced from them, have given additional value to
this instrument, by demonstrating that its expansions
are subject to a regular law which admits of analytical
We shall give an account of these af<
investigation.
terwaras.
In the meantime, we shall conclude our remarks on the instrument with a general statement of its
indications, compare<l with those of the whalebone hygrometer of De Luc
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This comparative TaUe of the indications of the two
instruments was drawn up by De Luc himself: its value, however, is greatly dimiiiixhed by the temperature

b«^g omitted, at which the observations were made.
The tame remark h applicable to the following observations of Bockiuan, which differ

of

De

somewhat from tluxc

Luc.
SauMursi.

0« Lue.

i

t

which is atsunied for the
tnwarda extreme moiMnre, which is mark-

rne dvjraea*,

ot tiic icuir

j

ed ^60P. or lOif, according to the diviaion adopted.
K, The principal advantages of Saiusurc's hygnv
meter are drnvrd. 1st From the unchangeable nature
is formed, by means of which
ofthr
power longer than any other
it ret.
lie extreme tenuity of the
organ
it to aMuroe very ijuickMMt.'
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22. Some hygrometers are constructed of organic On.bMrd
substance* of a fibrous structure, twistetl either artifi. h^gnwnctn
One of of Hooke.
cially or spontaneously during their growth.
the earliest hygrometers of this description was propo-

5T4
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Hv/r»me- sed by the celebrated Hooke, and formed of the beard
"}'
of the wild oat, which twists and untwists itself accord""^•"^ ing to the state of the air with respect to moisture. The
beard is fixed at one extremity, and an index being applied at the other in a transverse position, its motions
along the graduated circumference of a circle point out
the hygroscopic state of the air.
23. Upon a similar principle, Mr Molyneux propoCat gut hygrometcr of sed, in 1685, to construct an hygrometer of whip cord or
Molyneux cat-gut, by suspending it from a hook, with a small
and toven-

weight at the lower extremity to give it a proper degree
of tension, and carry at the same time an index over a
Plate
graduated circle described on a fixed board below. VVe
occxxr.
shall give a description of the instrument in a modified
Fig. 7.
form, recommended by Mr Coventry of Southwark.
AB represents the cat-gut, which may be of any convenient length.
It is suspended from the bracket AD,
and stretched by the weight F at its lower extremity.
At B is a circular card of pasteboard attached to a round
bit of cork, through which the cord is made to pass.
The circumference of the card is graduated into 100
equal parts. Another card, connected with the cat-gut
in a similar manner, and intended to record the revolutions of the other, is placed at C, at one-tenth of the
ength of AB from the fixed point A, and divided into
10 equal parts. DE is a vertical line along the frame,
which supports the cat-gut, and serves to point out the
indications of the circular cards.
In adjusting the instrument to extreme moisture, the cord is completely
moistened with water, and when it ceases to untwist
itself, both the circular cards are turned round till the
zero upon each points to the vertical line DE. It is
more difficult to obtain another fixed point ; and indeed
this is not very necessary, as the instrument, though it
possesses great sensibility, can scarcely be used for any
purpose but to point out general differences with respect
^'

Ba'ance hy-

to moisture.
'*• ^'^^ increase of weight,

which

all

hygroscopic

substances acquire by the absorption of moisture, furnishes another general principle for the construction of
hygrometers. But as the accuracy of these instruments
is liable to be gradually affected by changes in the hygrometric property of the substances themselves, as well
as by the deposition of dust and other light bodies on
their surfaces, few hygrometers have been constructed
on this principle. The substances usually employed
for the purpose are sulphuric acid, the deliquescent
salts, and paper.
The first of these substances was recommended by Mr Gould so early as 1684, who obserSiUpliuric
iicid recom- ved that sulphuric acid,
af\er absorbing a certain pormended by tion of water from the atmosphere, continued to retain
Gould.
Jt till the air became drier, when it again yielded up
a
portion of the moisture it had previously acquired
;
and these alternations of the absorption and extrication
of moisture always corresponded to the hygroscopic
state of the air.
He therefore placed a quantity of the
acid in a cup in one scale of a balance, and a counteri)oise in the other ; and ascertained the relative state of
the air with respect to moisture or dryness, according
as either arm of the balance preponderated.
A contrivance of this kind answers well enough for pointing
out general residts, but it is totally unfit for discovering the hygroscopic state of the air at any particular inWe have found, however, that paper,
Paptr soak- stant of time.
ed in niuri- soaked in a weak solution of the muriate of lime, and
te of Imie. then dried, is very rapi,d in its indications,
and capable
of bemg affected by very minute changes ; and indeed
we have reason to think, from the observations we have
made -with a small slip of paper prepared in that mangromcters.

ner, and suspended from one of the arms of a delicate
balance, that an hygrometer constructed upon this principle might be obtained, possessing the utmost sensibility.
Other hygrometers of a similar construction

have been employed, but they are

totally

Hygronn.
*^y-

~ """^

unworthy of

notice.

Mr

Leslie has proposed an hygrometer, totally ^^' I'«sli«'i''
from any of those we have consi- "J'S™'"'!'*''.
dered, but perhaps superior to all of them, both in
point of accuracy and delicacy. Hygrometers formed
-m
of organic substances are liable to be affected by the
partial decompositions, which, by exposure to air and
moisture, such bodies continually undergo; and though
some of them are composed of materials which resist
the action of the weather better than others, none of
them can be said to be indestructible, and all of them,
in the course of time, lose in a great degree their hyTheir scales, therefore, however
groscopic properties.
accurately constructed at first, are subject to a gradual
derangement, and require occasional adjustments to
render their indications at all correct. This is certainly a great objection to the use of these instruments ;
but it is an objection from which the hygrometer of
Mr Leslie is entirely free, and as we have derived a
formula by which the absolute quantity of moisture
contained in a given volume of air may be accurately
determined, in terms of the degrees of its scale, we
must now consider it as by far the most accurate hygrometer that has yet been proposed. The instrument Plate
consists of two spheres of glass A, B, connected with ccCXXfceach other by a bent tube CDEF, which is fixed to the Fig- *•
stand GH, and contains inclosed a small portion of sulphuric acid, tinged with carmine to render it more disWhen the spheres, both of which are
tinctly-visible.
filled with air, are at the same temperature, the liquor
in the recurved tube remains stationary ; but if one of
the balls, as A, be colder tlian the otfier B, the air in
the latter, by its greater elasticity, immediately depresses the liquor in the limb FE, and raises it in an
equal degree in the limb CD. One of the balls is accordingly covered with a coating of cambric, or tissue
paper, and kept continually moist with pure water, conveyed to it by filaments of floss silk from an adjoining
25.

different in princijjle

The evaporation of the water quickly cools
the surface of the ball, in a degree proportioned to the
rapidity with which the process is carried on, which
will depend partly upon the temperature, and partly
upon the dryness of the ambient medium ; and hence
the depression of the liquor in the limb FE becomes an
indication of the relative dryness of the surrounding
air.
The caloric abstracted from the moistened ball by
evaporation, is incessantly supplied by the air and the
contiguous bodies, and iu the course of two minutes the
maximum of effect is produced. Were it not for this
continual influx of temperature, no limits could be assigned to the degree of cold that might be induced.
Tiie scale is formed by dividing the interval between Gradiiatioa
the boiling and freezing points into 1000 equal parts, oftlie wale,
so that 10^ correspond to 1" of the eentigrade thermometer, and 50° to 9° of Fahrenheit. This hygrometer
acts equally well when the moisture on the balls is in a
frozen state ; but the heat required for the melting of
ice being about a seventh part of what is necessary for
the conversion of water into vapour, the temperature of
the coated ball will, in like circumstances of the air
with respect to moisture, sink a seventh part more than
before ; and therefore the degrees indicated by the instrument must, in that case, be reduced 1° in 7°, to
adapt the scale to the actual state of things.
vessel.

;
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46. When the in»tniinent is intended to be portable,
The
Leslie prefers the t'orm delineatc<l in Fig. 9.
two balls, be-in); in the same per|K;ndicular line, are
protcftcd from injury by a cue of wood or ivory ; and
the instrument may thus be transported from one place
shall conclude our
to another wllh perfect safety.
description of tliis simple but ingenious instrument, by
reroarLing, that an ordinary thermometer, having its
bulb covered with moistened paper, gives the same indiatioDa, if its temperature be subtracted from the ternpenture of the air determined by a naked thermome<
ter, placed in similar circumstances with the other.

Mr

.

We

'

The Hygi'"'"*'
which would be .?, and the last SO.
try.
terms, however, continually decrease in a slow and regular manner, as the temperature increases, and therefore the elastic force of vapour cannot proceed in a geometrical series.
In order to obtain a general expression for the law of its increase, Biot assumes that the
ratio of the terms is constant, and equal to (; then calling F. the elastic force, corresponding to the temperaterra of

ture 100

v«riou* kinds of hygrometers which have hitherto been
employed, we shall now proceed to investigate the relation subsisting between the iiidii-ations of these instruments, and the abM>lute qu^oitities of moisture existing in a given volume of the medium to which they
To enable us to prosecute the subject
are expoaed.
with sufficient preciaion, it will be necessary, in the
fint place, to talce a concise view of the quuitity of vapour contained in a vacuum at different te-nperatures
and, secondly, of the quantity of it which can exist, in
the same circumstance?, under different pressure*, in
air.
The experiments of Mr Oalton on
the elasticity of steam at rarious temperatures, together
with the recent researches of Gay Lusaac, will enable
us to solve both these problems with the most perfect

mixture with

precision,
laf va-

—

n,

And,

Log.

tur*.

0.

6.S5
18.50
18.75
85.
SI .85

S7.5

S.75

M.
H6.95
6S15

6&75
75.

81.85
•7.5
99w75

The

paalan,

first

in

Mweury.

.800
.897
.455
.630
.910
1.S90
1.880
8.540
3.500
4.760
6.450
8.550
11.850
14.600
18.800
24.

3a

loa
S9l

of

In Incksi

Log.
Log.

to lb*

.91.

F.,= Log. 30 + 250 4- 6256+ 15625c,
F,„= Log. 30 + 50 a -I- 2500 6 -i- i25000c.
F,,= Log. 30 + 75 + 5625 6 + 421875c.
fl

15625c = —
+ 85006+ >25000c=—
42 875 c = —
75 a + 5625 6

85a+ 6256+

1.48 J

and Log. 30, and
.48596S7,
.9330519,
1 .5 1 80799.

solution of these equations gives,

a

= — .013741955,

= — .000067427,
e = + .0000000338.
4

30. The values of a, h, and e, thus determined, being
substituted for these quantities, in the general equation,
we obtain the following formula for the elastic force of
n.
steam at the tempe ra ture 100

1. 3.?

—

1.33
l.SS
1.30

Log.

F,=

Log. 30

— .013741955 n

.0000000338

1.29
1.87
1.23

of the centigrade

1

-j.

The

I..V)

cotitains the

&c.

SJj,

50a

1.465
1.450
1.440
1.430
1.410
1.400
1.38

000067427 a'+

a).

31. If n be expressed in degrees of Fahrenheit's scale, Fommla
n 'or <li*
the elastic force of vapour for the temperature 212
forte of vabecomes.

—

tcm«

scale, at the in.

Log.

F.=

—

Log. SO
.0000000058

00854 1 22 a— 00002081 a'+

«).

61 dwries/the wtcooa, the elastic force of
vapour in Finglwh inches ; and the third, the relation By help of this formala, we have calculated the followin which eacb term of the clastic force stands to the one ing Table of the elastic force of steam, from zero to
{•diately above it. It is obvious, that if the same 100° of Falirenheit, « hich includes the ordinary range
nhlisa substsUd between the terms, in succMsive or- of natural temperature. We have allM annexed a coder, th« numbers in the third column would iann a lumn, exhibiting the elastic force of vspour, for the
of qwanfitiw in geometrical pr og rmioo, the fint same range of temperature, as detcnained by Mr Daltcrral of

I

5

'

I1.S5,

Substituting the values of Log. F,
transposing,

on* which

column of this Table

dtgnm

F.,=
F,o=
F,,=

a=75
And, Log.

precedes iu

n Log. A.

F,= L<^.304-aa + 6a'-f.c«'-|-

as: 85
a = 50

Hallo afeacti

Mnn

-J-

the co-efficienta a, b, c being constant, and determinable from three equations in which F, is given, and conse<{uently n. It is unnecessary to take more than three
terms of the series, as the co-efficients of the powers of
II will be found to himinish much faster than the powers
themselves increase. To determine the co-efRcients a,
b, and e, Biot employs the elastic force of vapour for
the temperatures 25, 50 and 75, reckoned downwards
from the boiling point ; thus, we liave,

to Stfi, from which Biot has deduced the following

Forr« »l Vs.

Log. SO

the expression then becomes,

Mr

Tempera- poar

F,=

The supposition, on which this expression is founded,
though not rigidly true, will lead to results sutlictently
conformable to experiment to justify us in adopting it.
The quantity n, Log. *, may be exhibited by a succession of terms of the form a» -|-6«'4-c»i'+ &.C. and

sults of his

Table, adapted to the centigrade scale.

in general,

Hence. Log.

Dalton has given a table, containing the readmirable experiments on the force of steam
for erery degree of Fahrenheit's thermometer, from lero
88.

= SO,
F. = S0*',
F, = 30^-*.
Fo

F,=30*',

JUt»tioH belmeen the Indicaliotu of Ht,gTowuleTt, and
the abtolale QuanlUie* of Moisture in Vapour.
S7. Haring thus described the construction of the

575

pour adapt,
ed to the
degreet of
KaiucDlMit.

H Y G R O M E T R Y.

576
Hygronie'_0'-

~»

~

Tlie difference between the corresponding numton.
bers in the two columns seldom exceeds the 1000th part
of an inch, except between 75" and 90", where Mr Daltou's table seems to be a little faulty.

32. Having thus deduced a general expression for Hygroma
«fythe elasticity or tension of vapour at different temperatures, we shall now proceed to investigate its density or
^^^^^^f^
Lussac, tion'of'^he
'I'lie experiments of Gay
absolute weight.
^

which were conducted with
Force of Vapour,

in Inches

of Mercury, from 0°

to

100"

Fahrenheit.
Force of vapour in
inches of
mereiuy.

eS

3

Force of Vapour in
Inches of Mercury.

c

Force of Vaptnir in
Inches of Mercury.

rt

1
E

1

2

3

4
5

6
7
8

9
10
11

12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30
31

32
33
34
35
36
37
38

39
40
41

42
43

44
45
46
47
48

49
50

According
According
to Biofs
to Dalton.
Formula.

.06121
.06359
.06605
.06861
.07126
.07401
.07685
.07980
.08286
.08603
.08931
.09270
.09622
.09987
.10364
.10755 \
.11160
.11579
.12013
.12462
.12927
.13408
.13906
.14421
.14954
.15506

.16076
.16667
.17277
.17908
.18561
.19237
.19934
.20658
.21404
.22175
.22972
.23796
.24647
.25527
.26436
.27376
.28346
.29348
.30384
.31453
.32557
.33C84
.34875
.36090
.37345

1
E

.388
.401

H'S

.413.56

54
55

.42779
.44249
.45764
.47328
.48940
.50604
.52320
.54089
.55913
.57795
.59735
.61734
.63795
.65919
.68108
.70364
.72683
.75083
.77551
.80092
.82710
.85407
.88184
.91042
.93987
.97017
1.00137
1.03350
1.06656
1.10058
1.13559

.415
.429
.443
.458
.474
.490
.507
.524
.542
.560
.578
.597
.616
.635
.655
.676
.698

56
57
58
59

60
61

.09.1

62

.096
.100
.104
.108
.112
.116
.120
.124
.129
.134
.139
.144
.150
.156
.162
.168
.174
.180
.186
.193
.200
.207
.214
.221
.229
.237
.245
.254
.263
.273
.283
.294
.305
.316
.328
.339

63

64
65
66
67
68

69
70
71

72
73

74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81

82

83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92

93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100

1.17161
1.20867
1.24680
1.28602
1.32636
1.36785
1.41059
1.45438
1.49948
1.54585
1.59352
1.64251
1.69286
1.74461
1.79778
1.85241

weight of

N

+

N

100 k), the quantity k being the cubical
t( 1
dilatation of glass for each degree of the centigrade
scale.
Also if ;) be the pres.sure of the atmosphere at
will be

the time of the experiment, and li the height of the mercury in the receiver above its externallevel, both being
expressed in metres, then llie volume of vapour in litres, produced by the quantity of liquid whose weight
•

IS

T>

-nu

P, will be

gle

Nr{l-f 100^)(p

~^

—

/i)
'

gramme
Nt)(l.fl00A](p

»
p
*"** °^ *
^""w,

*'"'

— A)

P

.76

.?3.
Now in one of his experiments. Gay Lussac ^Tortant
found, that V5 grammes of water being introduced ^J^r^'^'.'Y"'
under a receiver, and the temperature raised to 100°,
gave a volume of vapour which occupied 220 divisions,
each of which was equal in capacity to .00499316 litres ; the column of mercury in the inside of the receiver was .052 metres above the external level, and tlie
barometer at the time of the experiment stood at .7555
metres.
As mercury is expanded -^tt of its bulk
from the freezing to the boiling point, or j^-nc f"'' each
degree of the centigrade scale, and the temperature of
the mercury in the barometer at the time of the experiment was 1 5°, the height of the column of mercury in
the receiver reduced to what it would be at the freez-

^

.721
.745

.770
.796
.823
.851

.880
.910
.940
.971
1.00

ing point,

rsvX'O^^' *" .051056 metres, and

is

the height of the mercury in the barometer, corrected

1.04
1.07
1.10
1.14
1.17
1.21
1.24
1.28
1.32
1.36
1.40
1.44
1.48
1.S3
1.58
1.63
1.68
1.74
1.80
1.86

utmost attention to

grade ; V the capacity of one of these divisions in litres
would be the vot;
at the freezing point: then since
lume of the v.ipour, if the receiver itself sufl'ered no expansion by the increase of temperature, its real volume

to Dalton.

.38640
.39977

.071

.375

According

52

51

.351
.363

to Biot's

Formula.

.064
.066
.068
.074
.076
.079
.082
.085
.087
.090

According

tiie

accuracy, have estal)lishcd, beyond t!ie possibility of vapour at
doubt, thst vapours, when they are subjected to pres- <liffi;rent
sure, suffer within certain limits, tiiat is, so long as "^"'P^"they retain the elastic form, the same reduction of bulk
as permanently elastic fluids. Hence if P be the weight
of the liquid reduced to vapour in grammes; N the
number of divisions of the receiver, which it occupies
in the vaporous, st.tte at the temperature of 100° centi-

in like manner,

is

X .7555,

,-j-

Hence P = .6; N=220;
^=.051056; and since the

«;

or .75341 metres.

= .00199316

;

p=. 75341

;

cubical dilatation of glass is
.0000262716 for each degree of the centigrade scale rec1.002627 16.
koned from the freezing point, 1 -}- 100

^=

Ana
220 X. 00499316
.76

-

^g p

X

1.00262716

X .6

X -75341 —.051056 ~
_

1.69641 litres. Therefore a volume of vapour equal to
1.69641 litres, would contain at the boiling point, under a pressure of .76 metres of mercury, a quantity of
moisture equal in weight to a gramme ; or a litre of vapour in the same circumstances would weigh .589481

grammes.
^

34. If we reduce the result of this experiment to
English measures, we shall find that a cubic inch of
vapour at the boiling point, when the barometer stands
at 29.92196 inches, weighs .149176 grains troy; and
consequently a cubic foot of vapour in tlie same circum1

"j.

'J},"'^"^

"^

\il^^

measures,

HYGROMETRY.
BygMDi^ lUnces vcighs 257- T 76 grains. * But, according to
«iy.
the very accurate expenments of Biot and Arago, a
""^^r"^ litre of dry air at the boiling point, and under a pres»ure of .76 metres, weighs .9-154476 grammes, and
therefore the weight of vapour at the temperature 100^
centigrade, is to the weight of air at the same tempera*
ture, and under the some pressure, as 58948 1 to. 94o4l76,
or as 5 to 8 nearly. Now as Gay Lussac has proved
by experiment, that vapours, so long as they remain in
the aeriform state, expand, by increase of temperature,
prcciady in the aame manner as permanently elastic
fluids, and suffer correspondiug changes of volume by
change of pressure and as he has also determined that
air expands | of its bulk from the freezing to the boiling point of the centigrade scale, and that the expan*
Stan u uniform between these points; if P' be the weight
in gramme* of a litre of vapour, at the temperature t;
F(, the corresponding elastic force
and P the weight,
in grammet, of a litre of vapour at the boiling point,
1.375 PF,

577

to .0037528, must, to

It

;

.76(l+.OOS75/)
V'PF,

By

lubstitute for

_ 853.196F^
~ SOO + 3<

P

its

.37528

.58^81

"^

i

+ .00375/

ibe value of Fi, as determineU by the formula
in (30, be substituted for that quantity, tite
weight o£the w«>-r i.mtaiiK'il in a litre of vapour, will
terms.
If the pressure
ba •sprcawd e»^
.^..; :rom .76 metres, and ex*
of the baranctcr ...

And

Ipid

>

pressed by

fi,

the result

must be multiplied by --.

by

—

30

m

If

,m

dome

mde

^^

*
the

ma

Eaa^

^

to correct

—— to correct

it

for pressure,

and then

for expansion,

it

1+jtX .00375

by the
it

.

I

+

GF,

1.37528

.002086 .'—32)

~ 30(

1

X .1495204F,

+.002086. i^^^sS)

~

.0068544 F,

~1+. 008066.7^:32
38. This expression wOl give the weight, in grains,
of the water contained in a cubic inch of vapour, at the
temperature (, and under the pressure of SO inches of
mercury. For the purposes of calculation, it may be reduced to the form,

The formula we have given

is a little diflerent from
that of Biot.
S& The value of P* expressed in English grains,
to a cabic inch of vapoor at the
iln
lof fabranhsit, requires serstaloorractions.
laciMe
In the liat place Fi nmst be doMiminad by the fornrola
f SI. br Fabraniisifs scale, or Ukea from the
hiat ust>
oaistfctad flron tlMt fcmnla ; and. in the naat
Tabia
fsmurts.
place, the OD-aAdcata I.S75, ind .OOS75, must be adaau
ad, aat ooly to the ceosfal graduation of that tcue,
bet to the baroosctricd wesimu at which the bailing
In the cantigiade scale, the boiC
poiet af it is ixed.
poBBt is taken at a haiaiestiiial uress
of .76
metres, or <9L99t96
facfcaa, wharaaa the boiU
iag peiat of Fahrenheit^ scale is ixed voder a pres*
sereof SOindMs; but S7 millimetres of incraaaa in the
pnssaie raise the boiling point 1* osntigrede, and 30
mcbes bsing equal to .76199 matres, the bailing point
of Fabianhait's scale must be
or about i\ofa
,
iielignilt
above the boiling point of the oenti.
scale.
Censaqeswtly the coHCfficient 1.375 will
be iaewased
this eorrectioa, to 1.37538; and the
j
co>eAciaiit .00^5, after bcisf lednoed in like manner

GF^

+.002086. J^^i")

These corrections reduce
increase of temperature.
Therefore
to 1 495204 grains.

if

dawn

I

being the weight in grains of a cubic inch of vapour
and g the weight expressed in the
same denomination of an equal volume of vapour at
Since G has a reference to the boilthe temperature /.
ing point of Fahrenheit's scale, its value, as formerly
determined, must undergo a slight correction, to adapt
it
to the pressure and difference of temperature at
which the two scales arc fixed. Under a pressure of
29.92 1<)6 inches, it was found to be .149176 grains, at
the boiling point of the centigrade scale ; but the boil«
ing point of Fahrenheit having been sliewn to correspond to IOOjV of the same scale, .149176 must be mul-

* ~ 30(

'

SMSQF^

3.8859 F,

* ~ 479-4+/—32 ~ 447.4+/'

To illustrate this formula, let it be rec^uired to find
the weight of a cubic inch of vapour at 6b° of Fahrenheit, under a pressure of 30 inches of mercury.
SJi859 F,

3.2859

* ~i4774+r~
And

if

we

F^
'*

447.4+66

introduce the value of F«, which will be

found by the Table of the
.6j795,

elastic force

—

SMS9 X .63793 _
_
«Sis:*

of vapour to be

<^,^

*""

a cubic foot of vapour, under the same circum*
would contain 7.055 grains of moisture, f
39. The following Table, calcubtted from the for*

Hence
stances,

mule K

.0068544 F,

=

-^

1

+

.

.

exhibits the quantity of

002086./— 32

moisture contained in a cubic inch of vapour, from zc*
ro to 100° of Fahrenheit, under a pressure of 30°.

Af a cubic locb of wnn it the tnapvritur* of <C* weighs iii.HS
drcnaMlaacM Meted, weigh ^trr nearly the mom.

graios,

a cubic

foot of vipoar,

and • cubic inch of water,

in

-t Seaeeora fcond, ia owe of hh sapertmeau, thet t cubie fool Praoch of vapour contained, st the temperilure of li.'IS Reaurar, or 6e.*ll Fih r s a fc sll, a «pnill| af awlstui i r<|ual in welgbl to 11.049 gralni French. Thii reeult, reduced to F.ngliih mes«in>. woaM bo T.4M sias •• S CUM* faas, diftriog very Mttk Tnm Um <iuaatity delerminrd by our formula. Tbc diflVrencc
weald bate been Mill Itn, if the Isiapetatura bad btsa taaclly 6«".

p

sot. XL PAXT

II.

''^m'-\-m^

G

1.37 52*

1.066495F,
*

i

at the Iwiling point,

tiplied

value, vix.

which makes

.^^
180

these corrections, our formula becomes

^ ~30(

by

we

try.

100

.002086.
37.

orP'sr

95. If
granuneS]

Hygroait-

applicable to the degrees

of Fahrenheit, be multiplied by

.

;

make it

4D

\
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Hygrame>

height of the barometer in inches be represented by

tiy.

fi,

Hysreme-

then

try.

Tabk of Ifie QuantUy of Moisture, in Grains, contained
in a Cubic Inch of Vapour, from (fi to 100" of Fah-

g

renheil.

f>r,g

Weight

i

Force o
v&pour.

,

in

1

cubic inch of

H

Weight

a

grains of the
water in a
vapotir.

H

Force of
vapour.

grains of

in
tlie

water in a
cubic inch of
vapour.

.

"

^9
30
31

32
33

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

42
43
44
45
46
47
48

49

I79O8
18561
19237
19934
20658

51

52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
CO

21404
22175
22972
23796
24647
25527
26436
27376
2SS46
29348
30384
31453
32557
33684
31875
36090

50 .37345

61

62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

72
73
74
75
70
77
78

79
SO

.00123522

00127758
00132134
00136636
00141303
00146102
00151051
00156156
00161424
00166852
00172454
00178229
00184188
00190325
00196651
00203178
00209899
00216827
00223878
00231326
00238905
00246714

81

82
83

84
85

86
87
88
89

90
91

92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100

.38640 .00254757
.39977 .00263044
.413.56 .00271574
.42779 .00280358
•44249 .00289415
.45764 .00298729
.47328 .00308325
.48940 .00318197
.50604 .00328366
.52320 .00338832
.54089 .00349599
.55913 .00360679
•57795 .OO3720S9
•59735 .00383826
.61734 .00395897
.63795 .00408317
•65919 .00421091
•68108 .00434230
•70364 .00447745
•72688 .00461639
•75083 .00475930
•77551 .00490628
.8OO92 .00505729
.82710 .00521259
.85407 .00537226
.88184 .00553634
.91042 .00570487
•93987 .00587810
.97017 .00605617
1.00137 .00623919
1.03350 .00642708
1.06656 .00662015
1.10058 .00681843
1.13559 .00702209
1.17161 .00723121
1.20867 .00744597
1.24680 .00766648
1.28602 .00789288
1.32636 .00812529
1.36785 .00836386
1.41059 .00860918
1.45438 .00885999
1.49948 .00911783
1.54585 .00938243
1.59352 .00965392
1.64251 .00993240
1.69286 .01021807
I.7446I .01051113
1.79778 .01081165
1.85241 .01111983

40. The formula, by which the above Table was calculated, being adapted to a pressure of 30 inches of
mercury, if the pressure of the atmosphere be different,

& corresponding

If the value of

multiplied by

correction

must be applied:

if

the

79.4

fi

Ft

+ —32
<

g be taken from

.10953/3 F,

447.4 .f<
the Table,

it

must be

—-.
jO

formulae which we have deduced, for the
elastic force of steam, and the weight of the water contained in a given volume of vapour, when the temperature and pressure are given, furnish also the means
of ascertaining, under similar circumstances, the force
and quantity of vapour which exist, in combination or
mixture with atmospheric air. The experiments of Gay
Lussac have decidedly proved, that vapours, so long as
they exist in the aeriform state, not only undergo the
same change of mechanical condition by change of temperature and pressure, but that the same tlung holds
true, when they are mixed with vapours of a different
kind, or even with permanently elastic fluids.
The
apparatus which Gay Lussac employed for demonstrating this important fact, is delineated in Fig. 1. Plate
CCCXXVI.
represents a cylindrical tube, accurately graduated ; R and R' are two stop-cocks of iron ;
TT' is a bent tube of glass, communicating with
at T.
The whole apparatus having been well dried,
the tube
was filled with dry mercury, recently
boiled ; a balloon, furnished with a stop-cock r, and
filled with dry air, was then firmly connected with the
tube AB, after which the stop-cocks r and R' were
ojjened, thus making a communication between them.
The stop-cock R was next opened, and a quantity of
mercury allowed to make its escape by the recurved
tube a b. The gas was thus allowed to dilate itself, till
41.

.06121 00044957
.06359 .00046601
2 .06605 .00048296
3 .06861 .00050056
4 .07126 .00051874
5 .07401 .00053757
6 .07685 .00055697
7 ,07980 .00057708
8 .08286 .00059789
9 .08603 .00061921
10 .08931 .00064161
11 .09270 .00066451
12 .09622 .00068825
13 •Ofl987 .00071280
14. .10364 .00073810
15 .10755 .00076429
16 .11160 .00079136
17 .11579 .00081931
18 .12013 .00084819
19 .124f)2 .00087801
20 .12927 .00090882
21 .13408 .08094051
22 .13906 .00097337
23 .14421 .00100732
24 .149.54 .00104235
25 .15506 .00107851
26 .16076 .00111588
27 .16667 .00115416
28 17277 .00119420

=

v

+ .0020*6..1^32)'

10953
J

'

1

= -i(30 Vl

,0068544 Ft

The

AB

AB

AB

to some particular state of rarefaction.
stop-cocks R and R' were then shut.
The inclosed gas in the cylinder
being rarefied, by its increase of volume, the level of the mercury in it is
found to stand higher than that of the mercury in the
bent tube TT'; but the gas is easily reduced to the
pressure of the atmosphere, at the time of the experiment, by pouring mercury into the tube TT', till
it

was reduced

The

AB

H

The liquid to be reduced
introduced into AB, by removing the

and h have the same

level.

into vapour is
balloon, and applying another stop cock R", the tube
connected with which is surmounted by a small funnel V.
The. stop-cock II" has a small cavity on one
side of it, capable of containing a single drop of the
liquid to be subjected to experiment, and by means of
which any given portion of it may be introduced into
AB. The liquid being thus brought in contact with
the dry gas, is gradually converted into vapour ; and
when the addition of it ceases to increase the volume
of the gas, a sufficient quantity is introduced, to exist

and pressure
which the experiment is made. The elasticity of
the gas being augmented by the vapour, the mercury
is elevated in the tube TT' above its former level, and
the gas, together with the vapour with which it is
in the vaporous state, at the temperature
at

mixed, thus sustains a greater pressure than that of
It would be easy to make an allowthe atmosphere.
ance for the difference of level, and determine by calculation the volume which both ought to occupy under
that pressure ; but the apparatus itself furnishes the
means of obtaining the proper correction, by allowing

Experiof

menu

Gay Lus^*<= °'\

P°."'

^»-

''

mixture

^l^\ail.
1

rrcxxvrpig'

j^

-

;

,

HYGROMETRY.
th« mercury to flow out at b, until iu level in AB and
XT' is the same. It' N be tbe number of divisions occupied originally by the gas, N' the number of divisions occupied by the mixture, and p the pressure of
the atrao-phere, which we shall suppose remains the
same during the experiment ; the elastic force of the
gas, in consequence of its increase of volume, will now

be \-r;] p, and ify be the elastic force of the vapour,

i

3

I
g

be/ + -^.

tbe joint elasticity of both will

But

this

being exactly equal to the atmospherical pressure,
have

No

,

Kp

Hence y=pTbcdMik

we

/N'— \\

48. It amtears, by the experiments of Gay Lussac,
that when the values of N', N and p are substituted fur
these quantities, tlte value of/ deduced from the fonnula, is exactly the same as would be obtained for the elas,

,tb

unxkph mc
air,

Ow

un.«.

of vapour at the same temperature, and under
the same pressure, by the formula laid down in $ SI.
Hence it baa been justly inferred that the vapour, in
union or mixture with the gas, retains its own peculiar
dMticity, and exerts the same tension as if no gaa were
pnarnt. This rcault rureiabes by far tlie strongeat
MOt which has yet been adduced, that Tapoor exHts
but mrre^ of
fai air, not in a state of chemical union,
necbanical mixture. In a hygromctrical point of view,
thia is a fact of the utmoat importance, as it enablca ua
to determine the precise volume which a mixture of va>
pour and dry air wookl occupy at a given tcmpciature,
and under a given luaaaiirr. All that ia neoeiMry ia to
tlctenaiDO / by the formula for calraUting tbo ahaUc fore* of vapour at the given tonaptfataro, and ifccn
tic force

ar^

to substitute

y-

p [—

it

^y

To

iHoatrate thia

42
43
44
43
46'

47
48

49
50

1.01

W

I.0I2!2

65

10210

66

1.0217

CanamU by cxaapic, kt

cooaidcTed ai unity; and 7^^

—

HoMB dry

it

be re>

89.36905" "'

air at the tampenrtnre of 66" ia, when satuof its original bulk.*
rated with moisture, expanded
43. The following Table oonalnicted fVom the above
eibibiu the dilatadoa of air by moiiture, from
98* to 100^, under a preaMire of SO inoiea of mercury
and alao the numbers by which the bulk of air, in a
itate of eomplcte laturatton with vapour, must be mul-

^

*——K

by ni> ei

Is nauiuhMj
l.M«h.
t Aa llM TaMa aoa «aly kt
>• aiaeily iks saaM« iha rasolu

58

53
54
55
56
57
58

59
60
62
63

= .6S795,

63796'

51

61

SO

-p—/~36

(Nnd

1.0064
1.0068
1.0071
1.0074
1.0077
1.0030
1.0083
1.0086
I.OO89
i.oog«
1.0095
1.0099
1.0102
1.0106
1.0109
1.0113

P—J

expreawn

mnof

ar«

32

41

MuldpUera.

bulk being

64

tbe

Quired to datcnnino the mtimriKatat of vohime which
iiy mtw neayn whan mSnnl»& with vapour, at the
tn^aataft of 66* of Fahrenheit, and under a prea90 hchaa of mercury. Since we wiab to dcternine OMrdy tho relative incmaae of Yobtnc, N may be

wkM

original

f^

in

Wa •hould thus obtain

v—

t)ic

unity.

34
35
36
57
38
39
40

§

Toltime,

H
33

i

Increased

1.0186
1.0130
1.0135
1.0140
1.0145
1.0150
1.0154
1.0160
1.0166
1.0172
1.0178
1.0184
1.0190
1.0196
1.0S03

for that quantity

579

order to reduce it to its real volume, if it
were deprived entirely of water. Its value in pneumatic researches will be duly estimated by the philosophical chemist.
tiplied, in

1^

§

^
.99336
.99311
.99286
.99461
.9923+
•99807
.99178
.99149
.99119
.99087
.99055
.99022
.98987
.98952
•98915
•98877
.98837
.98S97
.98755
.98712
.98667
.98621
.98574
.9B585
.98478
.984*8
.9H369
.98813
.982.56

•98197
•98136
.98074
.98009
.97942
•97873

volume.
the original SlultipUen.]

bulk being
luiity.

92
93
94
95
96
97

10598

98
99
100

1.0617

94185

1.06.^7

.94007
.938^5

71

72

73
74
75
76
77
78

79
80
81

82
83
84
85
86
87
88

«9
fX)

91

irv.

IncRaseil

1.0225
1.0232
1.0240
1.0848
1.0257
1.0265
1.0274
1.0883
1.0293
1.0303
1.0313
1.0323
1.0334
1.0345
1.0357
1.0369
1.0381
1.0393
1.0406
1.0420
l.(MS4
1.0448
1.0463
1.0478
1.0493
1.0509
1.0526
I.054S
1.0561
1.0579

67
68
69
70

Hygromc-

1.0658

I

.97803
.97730
.97654
4)7.';77

.97497
.9741.5

.97330
.97243
•97153
.97060
•96998
.96867
.96766
.96662
.96555
.96445
.96331
.96215
.960y4
.95971
.95844
.95713
.9.5579

.95440
.95298
.95152
.95008
.94847
.94688
.94525
•94357

To iUttttrate the

use of the above Tablet by example, nitufniiion
be required to determine the enlargement of vo- of tJie Table
lume which a cubic foot of atmospheric air aajuires by by example.
standing over water, when the temperature of the air
ia 70**, Uie barometrical pressure 89.25 inches, and the
level of the water in the inside of the receiver 9.5 inches
above its level on the outside.
The increased volume for the temperature 70" being
1.0248, the enlarged bulk of the air, under a pressure
of SO inches of mercury, is 1728 X 1.0248 or 1770.85
cubic inches. This accordingly would be tbe increased
volume under that pressure ; but the pressure being
different, a corresponding correction must be applietl
to the result : in the first place, a column of water of
the height of 9.5 inches is equivalent to a column of
mercury of the height of .098 inches, the heights being.
let it

that dry sir at the temprrature of IJ*.U Bsaurour, or tC.ll Fahrenheit, was expandedIk* truth, rnn«i>)«ring lb« manner in which it was drtennined.
~
with perfect accuracy, when tb« lc«el of tb* wawr, in the outtldt and iniidc of tbt reedier,
by tbt (lampias isuat be eoiukkred merely as near approzimalioni.

;
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inversely as their specific gravities j and, therefore, the
actual pressure sustained by the ait* and the vapour, in
the supposed circumstances, is equal to 29.25
.098,
or 29.152 inches of mercury ; and, lastly, the expand-

f' + {P-f)^„ = P-f>
But

N'

29.152

The multiplier in the table for the temperature 60'
being .98256 the reduced volume, under a pressure of
30 inches, is 850 x. 98256 or 835.176 cubic inches;
result

this

oor ,-/•
835.176

.

—

its

cubic inches.

Additional
experiments
of Gay Lus-

found by experiment, that
h
/N'\
p
,

W"=p''''P'-''=P{W')
Therefore,

which reduces

and

it is

^rrr^^rrr to

augmentation by the diminished pressure,
it to 1822.36 cubic inches.
To propose an example of an opposite description,
let it be required to find the actual volume of air con-tained in a receiver standing over water at the temperature of CO", when the barometrical pressure is 30.45
inches, and the level of the water in the inside of the
receiver eight inches above its level on the outside
supposing also the apparent quantity of air to be 850
obtain

try.

N'

—

ed volume 1770.85 must be multiplied by

Hygronie.

and, corisequently,

X

corrected for the pressure becomes

30.45—

.059
or 846.061 cubic inches.

30

41'. By means of the apparatus formerly described.
Gay Lussac examined the tension of vapour when a

N'

f'

N'

+ iP-f)^,=P N"*

And,/'=/(-|^).
This result, which has been deduced by Biot from the
experiments of Gay Lussac, demonstrates what had been
formerly stated by Dalton, that the elastic force of vapour, however attenuated the latter may be, changes in
all cases with the volume, precisely in the same manner
Hence it may be concluded, that,
as that of the gases.
so long as vapour retains the auriform state, the quantity of it which can exist in mixture with air, is exactly
the same as in a vacuum of equal extent, when the
pressure and temperature are the same ; and, therefore,
the Table (§ 39. ) which expresses the weight in grains
of a cubic inch of vapour, from zero to 100'' of Fahrenheit, may be applied with perfect accuracy to determine the weight of the moisture contained in a cubic
inch of air, when the tensions or elasticities of both are
the same.
The only circumstance necessary for this application of the Table, so important to the purposes of
hygrometry, is some means of ascertaining the elasticity
of the vapour in admixture Vifith the air. Mr Daltoii
has suggested one method of doing tliis, which is extremely simple, as well as susceptible of the greatest

smaller quantity of moisture was introduced into the
cylinder AB, than was sufficient to saturate completevapour
ly the space previously occupied by the air which it
mixed with contained ; and in all cases he found, that the elastic
air in an
f6rce of the vapour, in its attenuated state, was affected
attenuated
by variations of pressure, precisely in the same manetate.
ner as permanently elastic fluids, the reduction of bulk
which it sustained being always inversely proportional
to the pressure. Thus, if
represent the bulk of the
air, on introducing a single drop of water, the volume
accuracy.
was gradually enlarged to N' ; and allowing a part
46. The method to which we have alluded, is found- Method of
of the mercury to flow out, until its surface in AB, ed on the principle, that if vapour, in an attenuated determining
and the bent tube TT' was the same, the included air state, (that is, in a state such that the pace which it oc- *^ ^'^^''^
^^'
in mixture with the vapour was brought to the same
cupies is capable of holding an additional portion of mois- "^^
pressure as at the beginning of the experiment.
If an ture in the vaporous condiuon,) be cooled down till it niixture
additional portion of mercury be now allowed to just begin to deposit itself in the form of dev/, tlie vo- with air.
escape, the surface of the mercury in the bent tube delume to which it is then reduced must be completely
scends below the surface of the mercury in the cylin- saturated with moisture ; and consequently the vapour
der
that if the difference of level be repre; so
in this reduced state must possess the same elasticity as
sented by h, the elastic force of the mixture of air and unmixed vapour at the same temperature.
In the case
vapour will be p
k, the quantity p denoting, as beof the atmosphere, we can determine the temperature
fore, the barometrical pressure at the time of the expeat which this deposition takes place, by presenting to
riment.
If the change of volume resulting from the
it a body cooled down continuously from the temperachange of pressure be now examined, it is found, in all ture of the air, until its surface begins to be bedewed
cases, to be the same, as would be obtained with dry
with moisture ; and for this purpose, no contrivance
air ; so that if N" be the space occupied by the mixseems more convenient than that proposed by Mr Dalture in its new state of dilatation, we have, invari- ton, which we shall now briefly describe.
ably,
47. Having taken a cylindrical glass vessel, Mr DAton poured cold water into it, the temperature of whicn
was gradually reduced by cooling mixtures when nesac on the
elasticity

of

N

N

1

AB

—

N;_

The

elastic

force of va-

pour

in-

versely proportional to

the reduction of vo-

lume by
mechanical

p~h

45. To determine what change this result implies in
the elastic force of the vapour, let /'be the force which
the mixture exerted when it occupied the space N', and
the force which it exerts under the volume N"; then
since p is the pressure of the atmosphere, the elastic
force of the air in the feceiver, when, together with
the vapour it occupied the space N', must have been
p f, is now, on account of the enlargement of vo-

f

—

pressure.

lume, reduced to (p
of the air

we add

N'
—/) —

^.

If to this elastic force

the elastic force of the vapour,

libtain for the elasticity of the

we
N'

mixture /'-!-(/)—5^) -p-

He then carefully watched, till he observed
an incipient deposition of moisture on the surface of
the jar; after which he examined the temperature
the water, and assumed it as the temperature at which
the moisture in the atmosphere would just be retained
in a state of vapour.
If a deposition of dew took place
immediately, he allowed the jar to stand for some minutes to receive an increase of temperature, wiping it
from time to time on the outside with a dry linen
cessary.

till it entirely ceased to exhibit the ap]3eara1ice
of moisture on its surface, and then examined the temperature of the water as before. If due precautions be

towel,

tlie tempei'ature, at which the dew is formed
surface of the jar, may be determined to the

employed,

on

tlie

'

T

;

;
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Let the temperabpwi*- fifth part of depree of Fahrenheit.
t, and let f ^ b«
by
represented
be
ojobtained
ture thus
"x"^ the corresponding elastic force of vapour at its maximum of solution alw Jety be the elastic force of the
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Thus
problens in meteorology.
mean temperature and annual evaporation

several important

when

tlie

to reduce

/'= / — ^

of a place are known, the formula

/447.4+f
/ + .008086 — 32 ^ _
_
= M1 + .002086T — 32/ - *' V**7.*+»y I

J

\

<

^^""^^

will

enable us to determine the mean state of the air of that Mean point
Let us take for ex- "f deposiplace, with regard to moisture.

ample the mean annual evaporation of Great Britain,
which is reckoned about 24 inches this in a minute
would be 00004563 inches, and applied to a cjlindrical
vessel 6 inches in diameter, would correspond to -32587
;

from the force ? to the tatcef,

it

^ Vl-

E

;

vapour, in the »Ute of attenuation in which it actually
then
exists in the atmosphere, at the temperature / ;
aince nothing more is necessar}- but to dilate this vapour
from the temperature t to the temperature I, in order

Hygrome-

**°" •"'
.

^^

grains.

-32587

,
5—
Hence/=//—

k[' +457iT-.)
MctlMd*

48. Acain, since the number of grains contained in*
cubic inoi of vapour at the temperature t, and under a

**I vripM
iTtlwaMu. preware of 30 inches of mercury
tan in s
r

»»of st-

and

since /'

.

1

,
>wv»ni.fl T
^.UUScmiO

/—
= ^( + 447.4 + ryj;
1

la
— oz

tlierefore if g*

be

1 -f.

And

if the

.008086

1

- 447 .4-h

prcMiireof the berometer be
.10933

V

* "" 447.4
-f

mean temperature

we

obtain,

5

the formula for determining

g

in ^

A

I

having recourse to the formula

by an example,

us sup65°, the

let

g's

0»M^»r _.l0953xg9.5X-4g779_

447.-HT

the formula of

Mr

Dalton,

E=

^

/,—/'

)• •"

**"**

E danolei the numl>er of grains, evaporated in a miiwte, ftm the surface of water contamed in a rylindrieel veaMi, 6 inchca in diameter, and I inch deep
vapoar at the temperature of tJie
f^ the entire tenflon of
air li and/' the tension which it actually exefta.
The Boefficient «• is different, in different circumstance*: when the air is perfectly calm and tranquil,

ISO ; in a moderate brccse, it amounts to about
150; and in a iiigh winri it riaea to upwards of 180.
If we employ the mean 150, wc obtain

ic i*

E=^(/r-/')
or

E= 5 (//-/')
Hence/=/r-|

These furmuhr may be applied to the solution of
Or
pla

3-2859/'
-^

47'4^i

,

by

ta-

fnim.

•37345

ffJ^llMj
447.4 -h 54
49.. Another method of determining the rdne of/',
and the corrcqtonding value of ^', may be derived from

^~

thus have

held in the vaporous state, at the entire tension of 50",
corresponding to the actual tension -308276. Thus the
entire tension at 50°, being -37345 inches, and the
weight of the corresponding quantity of moisture, in
tbe vapoRNU state, 00246714 grains, we have

ir,
•«

we

kinc • proportional part of the weight of moisture,

poee that when the temperature of the air is
point of depoaition 5V*, and the height of the harometer 29.5, it were required to find, in these circumstaneea, the number of grains of moisture in a cubic inch of

,

:

It will be found by the table that this number of
grains corresponds to 44°. I, which, in the present case,
u the mean temperature at which moisture will begin
to deposit itself in Great Britain ; that is, about 6° below tbe mean temperature, *
50. Tbe value of g' might have been found without

<

"«'=447:4TV
flloftnte this fotmula

38

e'*^
3.2859/. 3.8859 X -308276
- = -00203652
447.4+<
447.44-50

.10953^ f,

To

and subof vapour,

50",

Having found/ the number of grains corresponding to that tension, at the temp. 50*, may be found by

_ 3.2859/'

.0068544/'

*^~

the

/' = -37345—2?p7=-308576

and actual tension y,

T,

we reckon

'

the number of grains of moisture in a cubic inch of air,
the temperature of which is /, and the point of deposition

if

stitute for Jt the corresponding elastic force

taken from the Uble in $ 31,

.0068544 7r
is

And

:

'XfWJQ

•00C46714

•00203652

If we take the mean annual evaporation of a place ^.
^.
near tbe eauator, the mean point of deposition is found ^f ifJi^
to be neerly the same number of degrees below the tion for •
mean temperature, as we have determined it in the place new
''" *V^
Thus at U'hydah, on the coast ""'
case of Great Britain.
toi*
of Africa, the mean temperature of which by the formuU, (=58°+S7 COS. 2 I^t is 84°-2, the mean annual
evapat«tion is stated at 64 inches, or at the rate of
'86899 grains per minute from the disc of Mr Dalton

and hciKe

/'=/,—^/m.,—2^=1 142T9-I73798=-96899*
By

proceeding as before, the number of grains corre-

sponding to a cubic inch of vapour, under the tension
.968992 inches, and at the temperature 84°.2, will be
found to be .00598944, which corresponds to the quantity of moisture, in a cubic inch of vapour, for tbe entire tension of 78''.6; so that, at Wliydah, the mean
point of deposition is 5^.6 below the mean temperature.
It seems probable, from these results, that tlie mean
point of tk'poiiition, for any place, is about 6" below tlie

mean temperature ;

tlioogh

found bj obstMstion, (hat (b« mean temperature of deposition, at Lienpool,

wu

wc

admit, observations are

T" below tba tcmpsralurt of that
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Mean

annual evapo-

ration in
different latiiudet.

wanting to warrant so general a conclusion. Mr
Dalton affirms, that the point of deposition is generally
from 1" to lO** below the mean heat of the 24 hours;
we have usually found it to be from 6" to 7". *
51. The following formula, which we have deduced
on tlie supposition that the mean point of deposition is
6" below the mean temperature, seems to agree pretty
well with observation. Let t be the mean temperature ;
entire force of vapour corresponding to t ; and
J't the
<Pr the entire force of vapour corresponding to the temStill

—

perature T, or t
6 ; then if
evaporation in inches,

A

be the mean annual

A = 365(/i-,,(l-H^-j;=^)).
The mean

daily evaporation, for

to this formula, is/,

f,

—

1
<Pt
^(

\

-K

any place, according

+ 447.4'
.^.-TT t/

)»

°^ nearly

-f-

Let it be required to find, by it, the mean annual
evaporation, at a place in Lat. 45", the mean temperature of which is 57°.

A=365(/-,^(I-|-^-±r^j)

—

=

=
inches^

=7 S65(.47328
30.02.
.3864x 1.012)
For the purposes of calculation, the expression may
be reduced to the approximated, but more conuuodi-

(o-r

\

By means of this formula, we have deduced the following Table, which expresses the mean annual and
daily evaporation, from the equator to either pole, for

Mean
Temp.

85
5

84.6

10

83.4

15

8L4

20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60

78.7
75.4
71.5
67.2
62.7

65

70
75
80
85
90

58.
53.3

48.8
44.5
40.6
37.3
34.6
32.6
31.4

3L

Mean Evaporation
in inches.

Daily.

Yearly.

.18938
.18717
.18085
.17073
.15786

69.10
68.32
66.01
62.32
57.62
52.32
46.61
40.96
35.72
30.89
26,71

.141.33

.12769
.11222
.09785
.08463
.07312
.06327
.05517
.04860
.04362
.03990
.03732
.03584
.09537

23.09
20.14

•

17.74
15.92
14.56
13.62
13.09
12.91

to decrease to the equator.
The greatest differences
take place near the limits of the trade winds.
Hence
it might be inferred, that the most copious depositions

of moisture should occur a few degrees on either side
of the tropics.
52. As the temperature of every place, for the whole The point
year, ranges between two extreme points correspond- of deposiing to the alternations of summer and winter ; so it ex- tion coinhibits every 24 hours, a corresponding difference with cides nearly with the
respect to the vicissitudes of day and night.
In the minimum
case of the daily change of temperature there is some temperainterval between the maximum and the ndnimum, which ture for th«
may be regarded as the temperature belonging to the Eeau>n.
season of the year ; and, though this point will not always be a mean between these extremes, it will in general approach very near it.
If this mean temperature
were to rise and sink regularly, as the season advanced
and declined, without being subject to daily fluctuation,
the quantity of moisture which could exist in the atmosphere, at any given time, might be determined with
the utmost precision ; since nothing more would be necessary for that purpose, than to calculate the maximum
quantity of vapour for the temperature, by the formula
in § 39
A variety of causes, however, which are toa
complicated in their nature to admit of being reduced

under any general law, (but of which the vicissitude
of day and night is the principal,) continually conspir*
to raise and depress, by turns, the temperatui;p of every
place above or below its mean level for the season ; and
hence the quantity of moisture in the atmosphere will
generally be less than the quantity corresponding to the

mean temperature, but

evap for ever^

at all times nearly equal to that
belonging to the minimum temperature. If it be less
than the latter quantity, the process of evaporation will
gradually supply the deficiency ; if it be greater, the
excess will quickly be precipitated in the form of dew,
rain, or snow, according to the temperature, and the
extent of its depression, below the minimum temper-

A"

ature.

the different parallels of latitude, at the interval of 5".
The mean annual temperature corresponding to each
latitude, was derived from Meyer's formula.

Latitude.

annual evaporation corresponding to every 5" of differ- HygTome«
try.
ence of latitude. These appear to increase, according
to some regular law, from the pole to the parallel of
30" ; after which they begin to diminish, and continue

Diff. in

yearly

diff. lat.

.78
2.31

3.69
4.70
5.30
5.71
5.65

5.24
4.83
4.18
3.62
^.95
2.40
1.82
1.36
.94
.53
.18

Tlip last column contains the differences of the

mean

In short, the mean point of deposition, which we formerly represented by t, and for which (p^ is the corresponding elastic force of vapour, must be nearly the
same as the minimum temperature of any place on any
given day.
It appears by the following observations, extracted from the meteorological journal for 1815 kept by
the Rev. Mr Gordon of Kinfauns, that the minimum
temperature of Perth, and consequently the mean point
of deposition for that place, is about 6° below the mean
temperature, thus coinciding very nearly with the result formerly deduced from theory, as the mean point
of deposition for Great Britain and the globe in general.

In the following Table, the depression of the minimum
temperature below the mean temperature for each month,
has evidently some relation to the indications of Leslie's hygrometer.
This relation will be better understood, after we have explained more particularly the
manner in which that instrument is affected by the
elasticity of the vapour existing in the atmosphere ; at
present we shall only remark, tiiat aa observations made
with any hygrometer are of very little value, unless the

""'«'' *"'°''*^""'*''''''' 5" a general way,
"
>
thJdTi!fn!?.-^I!n?',"l'''^^?°''''°"
tae dimiuut.on of temperature as we ascend in
the atmosphere.

by the njean height
of the clouds, aad the
»
'

rate of

H Y G R O M E T R y.

more palpable form, the different quantities concerned, Hygromeby means of a diagram. Let AC, therefore, represent _' 7-^^
the temperature of the air, and consequently the tem- ,JJ|rj^,.

temperature at the time be ^ven, we have inserted in
the last column the mean temperature of the air when
the olMervations were taken.

perature also of the covered thermometer, before moisrepresent the time
ture is applied to it ; let the line
reckoned from A, the parts AD, DD', &c. lieinff equal
deintervals ; then, the bulb being moistened, if
note the reduction of temperature produced by evapod (some part of DE) the
ration in the time AD, and
proportional quantity of heat which flows into the covered ball in the same time ; since the reduction of ternperature depends upon the consUnt quantity,/,—/,

AT

Mooihly

Mean Tem-

Minhnum
TempcTstnre.

perature

by four
Obicnratioos.

Oe|>rcMioa mean of
of Miai- Lolie'iHvmum below ;roi»etf:rbj

mean Tem-

tbrcc daily

perature.

observa-

2
3
S

DE

31.903
39.946
40.«29
44.616
51.976
56.866
58.125
57.761
53.304
47.278
36.333
31.927

SAI9

49

4.285
5.374
7.700
6.525
7.416
7.8I9
6.9O6
6.404
4.633

8.1

4950
4 J 87

7.8.

479.196

548.764

69.568

210.0

57.4

39938

45730

5.797

17.5

47.8

S8.4S4
35.661

March

3*.855
56.916
J£?
45.451 •
48.950
Jane
50.306
July
50.855
Ao|cn»t
September 46.900
October
42 645
November 31.883
December 27.79^

Mean

14.7
23.1
23.0
29.7

32.0
27.7
20.3
12.2

6.5

33
42
43
47
54
59

S3. From what we have stated respectinjf
minimum temperature, it miy be inferred,

the

60
55
49
38
33

mean

be determined by experiment,
by a correction depending on the diminished temperature of the
evaporating surface.
55. The conditions implied in this equation, will re.
afterwartls, if necessary,

by

re pr cac nting, in

mometer

*^^^^

of effect in a sudden and abrupt in.inncr,
suppoaition which is neitlier consistent with the
law of continuity, nor conformable to observation for,
though the dimmution of tenipemture is at first nearly
uniform, the effect gradually diminishes as the process
the

that since

co-efficient to

orive conaidcrable illustration,

.akes place
in a ther-

that of the covered thermometer, which hencdbrth continues stationary.
56. It must be evident, however, from the view we
have taken of the cooling process, that a thermometer
with a moistened bulb ought to be re<luccd through the
same number of degrees in equni times, and thus reach

D

modifieil

j,^^,/^

GH

',

and

re-

°f"J^"

D

BH

61

the qiuntity of moisture in the atmoaphere must at all
times be nearly equal to the maximum quantity of it,
that can be maintained in the vaporous state at that
temperature, a dapewiienof a few demca below it must
in general be aoea*|MaM with a depantion of moisHence we can perceive
turr in aome form or other.
the reaaon why the air becomes damper towartU evening ; and why more rain falls during the night than during the day.
51. The law by which evaporation is regulated, in a
bemedium cither absolutely dry or partially occupied with
fcw "j - vspoor, will enablo as to inventigate the relation subsistram th* diminution of temperature induced by
iff
that praocaa, and the humidity of the ambient air For,
lafMHitnoe W0 bava Atwn, under the article Kv a oration,
dnrinc iu tnnaition iMo the state of vapour,
abaorba 89i9* orcuoric ; and eonaaqMBtly, that the ev»>
poratian of about the 900th part or a given portion of
that fluid would dcpreaa the temperature of the whole
maas one dagica, provided it had no cwnmanicatian
with tJia Huraanding bodiaa ; and moreoircr, ance the
qoantity of water ev aporated, in the aaoM drannstan*
cet, M proportional to f^—f, it folbwi that the cold
produced by evaporation must be a function of the same
quantity. Thcreibre if
represent the reduction of
tempentart by evaporation, ntwi the moistened bulb
of a tbannonMler, cove red with some bibulous subMaoce ; /, the entire force of vapour fiw the temperatare of the air f ; and /* the force of the vapour actually existing in the atmoaphere, we may evidently have
an eqoation of the form, Xi:sm{f,—f), in which m is

a constant

which a

the bulb of the thermr meter would cool uniformly, and bulb.
Platb
to an indefinite degree, were it not for the incessant in<fCCXXVI.
flux of caloric, which being always the same propor''S- •
tional part of the excess of the temperature of the air
above that of the covered ball, gradually increases until
rf is of DE,)
(which is the same part of BG that
becomes equal to DE. The diminution of temperature
by evaporation being now exactly counterbalanceil by
the influx of heat from the contiguous air, the cooling
represents
process attains its utmost limi'.s ; and
the difference between the temperature of the air and

uiiiiial

rcwilUb

jju„ „f Oie
manner in

D

tion*.

January
February

583

a

maximum

:

advances, and the differences, becoming every mstant
smaller and smaller, are at last altogether evanescent
The cause of this deviation from the state of things we
at first supposed, ia to l)c ascrilxjd to the diminished
evaporation arising from the cooling of the moistened
surftce ; so that Uie reduction of temperature in the
first interval of time, instead of being represented by
and Drf, will properly
Elf, the difference between
be represented by de, the minute quanliu- E e being so
taken, as to represent the diminished effect occasioned
by the reduction of tctnperature already induced. In
like manner, the toUl effect, insteati of being accurately represented by HG, will be represented by 11 ^ ; and
the curve Ag wdl thus exhibit ine march of the thermometer from the beginning to the end of the process.
The intervals A i/,- «/<<', &c. will still represent equal
portions of time ; and the perpendiculars de, def. Sec.
the reduction of temperature at llie end of those times.

DE

A Ungent to the curve at g will be parallel to AH,_
a condition which is necessary to prevent a viobition of
the law of continuity.
57. It may be inferred from this graphical delineation, that since the extent of Uie evaporation, together

with the reduction of temperature which it occasions,
is tliminishcd by the cooling of the evaporating surface,
the expression

D = m (J,—f)

*'" ''qu'^e «""« «""

rection ; and aa this correction miut have a direct relation to D, the simplest way of applying it, is to give

the equation

tlie

form,

D

:
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Hygroraetry.

m and

n being two constant quantities
by experiment, the equation will reto be
sume the simplicity of its original form, by supposing

The

co-efficients

deterraineil

It is proper also to remark, that the point of degree.
position, as determined by the different jars, was always

=r

f ; we thus

have,

D=

/»

(/,

—/).

try.

the same.

SQ. The temperature of the air at the time of these
experiments was observed with two excellent mercurial
thermometers, one of which was made by Jones, and the
tioH, however, will only express the value of _D by a
other by Adie ; and the temperature of the water in
coriexpression
the
render
near approximation. To
the jars was determined by a good thermometer of
ordisistent with the properties of the curve, whose
The reduction of temperature produced by
Crichton.
nates represent the progressive reductions of temperaevaporation was ascertained by two mercurial thermoseems
it
bulbs,
moistened
from
the
evaporation
ture by
meters ; two thermometers filled with spirit of wine,
necessary to give it the form.
and covered with moistened tissue paper ; and two hyOne of the mercurial thermogrometers of Mr Leslie.
meters possessed the utmost delicacy, and had a range
D=(p-y)c/;-y^)of scale, which easily gave the 10th part of a degree.
The largest of the spirit of wine thermometers had a
inches in diameter ; and its tube, which was
58. The co-efficients p and r, particularly the former, bulb 24
Investlg*.
feet long, included a range of scale from 32° to 60".
two
should
which
equation
in
any
elements
important
jjging
the great
moisture contained in the at- This instrument, on account of its size, and
form^a"for express the quantity of
/' and D, we uistituted a capacity of alcohol for caloric, was more slowly reduced
Lesiie'shy- mosphere, in terms of /, ,
in its temperature than the other thermometers with
grometer.
ggries of the most laborious experiments to determine
bulbs ; but, after a certain lapse of time, all of
For this purpose we had covered
their values with accuracy.
them became stationary nearly at the same point, the
recourse to Mr Dalton's method of finding the point of
difference never exceeding a small fraction of a degree.
deposition, whose elastic force we formerly denoted by
It is easy to perceive, indeed, that whether the thermoP ; and, from the precautions we observed, we have metrical ball be large or small, the inclosed fluid, whatreason to think, that our experiments were calculated ever it may be, must ultimately reach the same tempe/', which regulates
quantity /<
to determine that point within the fifth part of a degree rature ; for since the
jars
of
a
two
employed
generally
evaporation
must alVVe
constant,
the
is
Fahrenheit.
of
the evaporation,
cylindrical shape, one of glass, and the other of tin- ways cool down the moistened surface to the same
Each of them was about eight inches deep, and pitch, and thus gradually abstract heat from the therplate.
six inches in diameter ; it being convenient to have them
mometrical fluid, precisely in the same manner as if the
of a considerable size, that their temperature, when bulb consisted entirely of water, (due allowance being
they are filled with cold water, may not be raised too made for the difference of capacity for caloric,) until the
quickly by the superior temperature of the surrounding reduction of temperature is counterbalanced by the inWe also used occasionally, for the same pur- flux of heat from the air. If the specific heat of the
bodies.
pose, a vessel of silver, which, on account of its resplen- inclosed fluid be great, the process will be longer in
dent surface, is admirably fitted to shew the slightest producing its maximum of effect; but the diminution
These vessels were filled of temperature by evaporation, and the influx of heat by
deposition of moisture on it.
•with water, cooled down several degrees below the
communication, being in all cases to each other in the
point of deposition, and placed near one another on a same constant ratio, the reduction of temperature must
table, at a sufficient distance from the thermometers
be always the same. Hence the diminution of tempeemployed to indicate the temperature of the air t, and rature indicated by Leslie's hygrometer invariably corthe point of depression of the moistened bulb produced responds to that of the most sluggish thermometer, with
by evaporation. The experiments were generally per- a moistened bulb.
formed in a large octagonal apartment, about 50 feet in
60. To determine what influence the atmospherical
diameter, and 30 feet high; and in order that the pressure might have on these results, Leslie's hygromesmallest deposition of moisture might be perceptible, ter, having its bulb duly moistened, was placed with a
the jars were observed at the distance of 1 5 feet with a quantity of sulphuric acid in a cup, under a large repowerful telescope. By this means, when no sensible ceiver, on the plate of an air-pump, and allowed to reIn a few minutes it
deposition appeared to the naked eye however closely main till it became stationary.
the jars were examined, the drops of moisture, which sunk down to 26" the temperature at the time being
formed on their surfaces, were so much magnified, as 48^", and the atmospherical pressure 29.6. The air
The jars were was then exhausted till the gauge stood successively at
to be seen increasing gradually in size.
wiped from time to time with a clean dry towel ; but 6, 12, 18, and 2i inches, when the following results
unless this operation was performed with the utmost were obtained
care, the telescope discovered large tracts of moisture,
which could not be discerned without its assistance.
Degrees of
Height of the
The state of the thermometers was accurately observed
Leslie's
gauge ininchesof Pressure.
at the same time, and a rotatory motion frequently
hygrometer.
mercury.
given to the water. When the deposition of moisture
on the surface of the jars was no longer perceptible,
£9-6
27
the temperature of the different thermometers was care•23.6
34
6
Sometimes the temperature of the water
fully noted.
44
17.6
12
in the jars was again reduced, by stirring bits of ice in
62
11.6
18
it till it was lowered a degree or two below the point of
91
5.6
24
deposition, to remove all chance of error, and ascertain
the limits within which it might range. The difference
From these experiments it may be safely inferred,
in the result seldom exceeded the fourth part of a de-

.^^

Hygrome.

This equa-

—

;

,

3

Influence
of atmospherical

pressure on
evaporation.

;

;

HYGRO M E T R Y.
tb*t within the limited range of atmospherical pressure,
the evaporation from the niui;tened bulb of a thermometer is inversely proportional to the height of the ba-

—

Hence our formula

D=

fp
J

And p

Therefore
corrected for atmoepherical pressure, becomes

30
30.025

It

now only

cient*

p and

and

;

for this

co-effi-

purpote twu equations are

We

= .66357

iSl.

f,= fta.7 =82723

$31.

^=<m->^-"
—
52=

D=:67Jt

p

= 35.9,

«nd r

The

Talucs of/i

general equation

,

f, and

Leslie's

^ _/'),

in the

we

ob-

tain

r

or

p

(.66357-^2723)

= S4.6ff

„. „
= 34.66
+

15.25

In enolher exoeriment of the same kind, when the
barometer stood at S0.0S5, Leslie's hygrometer at
Stfi.S. and De Luc's at 49«, the temperature of the anr
was SBPAA, the tenperstare of the iliriwijiustiiis with
oirtensd bolbs 49'.51, and the point of deposttion
99*. 5.

From

these data

we

have,

f, =/j«.as=.46*2l

f^sfM

and that the value of D can be but slightly afby any change in the value of r. We cannot err
greatly, therefore, if we take 36 for the value of p, and
cients,

fected

1

will thus

...

9

^ = 6 89. by

.

Ijsmg the mean
TOL.

xu raKT

\(f,

-/')

'.=7(— ro)(/.-/')
And/'=f,

36— AD

This formula will enable us to find, by means of the
Table in § 39, the absolute qiumtity of rooi:>ture contaiiietl in the atmosphere, when the pressure of the barometer, the temperature of the air, and that of a thermometer having its bulb covered with moistened paper,
Thus, let it be required to find the quantiare given.
ty of moisture containc<l in a cubic inch of air, when
the barometrical pressure is 29.35, the temperature of
the air 65°, and the temperature of a thermometer with
a moistened bulb 51''.5.

/'=/.- i»D

X
\=/&i

180— jD'

89-35

180

X

1

3.5

— 6.75

= .61734 — .381 16 =r .23618
And by

} 50,

.61734

:

(n»n-

fnUM.

t&

la.

.83618

.00395897

::

:

.0015146

Hence, in the supposed sute of things, there is
.001 51 46 gr. of moisture in a cubic inch of air, whicli
would correspond to 35", as tiie poi/tt of deposition. The

mula

g" =:

10953 /gF, ,
.
., J
.„ %
—i, (as ,kid
we
down in (» 40.)
474.4

-i-

*

*

obtain

FomiuU for

Leslie's hygrometer.

6.91 + 8.89
_,
„ ^
=:
= 6.9.
D
^

IL

D = — ^p

become

.

X

The formuU

for that of r.

point of deposition by actual observation was 35". 45
and De Luc's hygrometer stood, at the time, at 27".
63. If we substitute the value of/' for F( in the for-

SJU981

D = 56.48 — 49 51=6.91, by the covered thermomeUrs.

D= 38 3

of a very great Fonnulafor
the utmost ''"' '""*"'"
with regard to

^^'•'^-•''-180-iD

D=(p — —\

And;»-'i:?5
^

result

hygrometer { «5.

D being substituted

'"^=«?75(''-'-^

12.3.

«".

= 15».25, Mmf th* niean.

^

=

by the mean

and in various states of the air
J3l"V-'
pressure, temperature, and humidity, that the value of isimgi""
p murt be greater than 35.5, but less than 36.5. The the anno.
value of r embraced a wider range, and varied from 5 sphere.
to 15; it is obvious, however, from the nature of the
equation, that p is the more important of these co-effi-

5.2 by the corered thermometers,

^ = I5.S by

orD =s 85 X

D=

1

-.26895)

15.25
-I-

care,

61. In one of the experiments which we made to
ascertain the necessary data, when the barometer
(tood at 29.75, Leslie's hygrometer at 85", and De
Luc's at 27^.6, the temperature of the air was SV-i,
that of the thermometers with moistened bulba 52^, and
the point of depoaition SSP.7.
thus have

/, =/«T.,

{p-4)

(•46-*21

number of experiments, performed with

(/.-/')•

remains, therefore, to determine the

—

6.9\

= 34.66

62. It appeared

''=7(--?)

/

6Q
= 35.34 + "'
r

But p

— /')

(yj

Hygronic

substitution, as before,

try.

^•»=

This conclusion might, indeed, have been
rometer.
dra« n from the fact, that the evaporation from the surfkee ot water is, in all ca$es, proportional to /',
J'
maot the mechanical influence of pressure must be the
•ante, whether resulting from the elasticity of air or vapoar.

585

Hence we have by

«'

=

!^^' " iikp)"47.*

4x

+

1

the quiintity o( iDoiiture io a
cubic inch
or air.

i
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This expression will accordingly give the weight in
grains, of the moisture in a cubic inch of air ; whenyj^
air
the entire force of vapour for the temperature of the
naa
between
temperature
the
of
difTerence
t ; D, the
ked thermometer, and one with a moistened bulb covered with tissue paper; and ^, the height of the barometer, are known. The value off, is obtained by the

Table
64.

Application
or the for-

in § 31

;

and that of D and /3 by observation.
in which the formula is expressed,

The manner

capable of being easily reduced to the

diffe-

renders it
Thiis if
rent graduations of the therraometrical scale.
since
Leslie's hyhygrometer,
Leslie's
of
degrees
expressed
in
be
grometer.
the interval between the freezing and boiling points in
that instrument is divided into 1000 equal parts, if L
denote the number of degrees which it indicates,
mala

to

D

in the centigrade scale.

:/3D
and the

1.066495 («.

centigrade

P'=.

scaler

1

P' being the weight in

lie to find

the quantity of moisture in the
air, in

terms of
the degrees
of his hygrometer.

100
.00375

— o>
t

grammes of the moisture

in a

and $ the height of the barometer in metres.
65. As the conclusions which Mr Leslie has deduced
from his experiments, lead to results differing in some
respects from those we have obtained, it may be proper
to give a brief account of the mode of investigation he
This is the more necessary, as he expressly
adopted.
mentions that two different methods led to the same re" One of these methods,'' to use his own words,
sults.
" was in a large close room, to bring an hygrometer,
conjoined with a thermometer, successively nearer to a
stove intensely heated, and to note £he simultaneous
indications of both instruments ; or to employ two nice
thermometers placed beside each other, and having
their bulbs covered respectively with dry and with wet
litre

Methods
employed
by Mr Les-

+

of

answering to 15 centesimal degrees. Thus at
the freezing point, air is capable of holding a portion of
moisture represented by 1 00 degrees of the hygrometer; at the temperature of 15 centigrade, it could conat that of 30°, it might dissolve
tain 200 such parts
400 ; and at 45" in the same scale 800. Or, if we reckon by Fahrenheit's divisions, air absolutely humid,
holds at the limit of congelation the hundred and sixtieth part of its weight of moisture ; at the temperature of 59" the eightieth part at that of 86° the fortieth part ; at that of 113° the twentieth part ; and at
While the temperature,
that of 140° the tenth part.
therefore, advances uniformly in arithmetical progresature,

;

;

sion, the dissolving power which this communicates to
the air mounts with the accelerating rapidity of a geometrical series."
<
66. Before we examine tlve results of these experi- Discrepan

447.4 -f*

And

also the corresponding measures of heat expended Hygrometry.
By connecting the range of
in the process of solution.
observations," continues Mr Leslie, " it would appear,
that air has its dryness doubled at each rise of temper-

and

air,

ments, which we have no doubt were conducted with
every attention to accuracy, we may state, that the
conclusion which has been drawn from them respecting the law of aqueous solution, is totally irreconcileable with the results obtained by Dalton and Gay LusThis will appear, by comparing the weight of a
sac.
cubic irfch of vapour for the various temperatures, in
Table § 31, deduced from their experiments; and according to which, the solving power follows a different
law from that stated by Leslie, though chiefly, we believe, on account of its simplicity, it is the one generally
It will be seen by the following Table, that
admitted.
if the temperatures be taken in an arithmetical progression, the quantities of moisture held in solution, form
a succession of quantities, the terms of which increase
in a faster ratio than the terms constituting a geome-

I

cy between

Mr

Leslie's

conclusions

and the law
of aqueous
solution de-

termined by
our invest!"
gations>

trical series.

Quantity of Successive Temperatures at which the
solving Power ia doublcdMoisture in
According to Leslie. By our Table.
Solution.

By taking the mean of numerous observaand interpolating the intermediate quantities, the
law of aqueous solution in air was laboriously traced.
But the other method of investigation appeared better
cambric.
tions,

adapted for the higher temperatures. A thin hollow
ball of tin, four inches in diameter, and having a very
small neck, was neatly covered with linen, and being
filled with water nearly boiling, and a thermometer inserted, it was hung likewise in a spacious close room,
and the rate of its cooling carefully marked. The experiment was next repeated, by suspending it to the end
of a fine beam, and wetting with a hair pencil the surface of linen, till brought in exact equipoise to some
given weight in the opposite scale. I'en grains being
now taken out, the humid ball was allowed to rest
against the point of a tapered glass tube, and the interval of time, with the corresponding diminution of temperature, observed when it rose again to the position of
equilibrium.

newed

The same

operation was successively re-

but as the rapidity of the evaporation declined,
five, and afterwards two grains only, were, at each trial,
withdrawn from the scale. From such a series of facts,
;

was easy to estimate the quantities of moisture which
the same au- would dissolve at different temperatures.
it

• Mr
«eiie»,

100

200
400
800

32
59
86
113

32.
53.2

75.6

99A

According to the experiments of Leslie, the solving
is doubled every 27 degrees ; whereas, accord-

power

Rate at
which the

ing to our Table, this takes place at different inter- solving
which increase slowly with the temperature, the power increases.
mean being 23.4 from the freezing point to 100" of
Fahrenheit.
67. We shall now compare the result furnished by our Compara.
formula, with that derived by Mr Leslie from his mode tive result<t
of determining the point of deposition ; and we shall as deduced
by Mr Les"
take the example from his Treatise on the Relations of
lie's method
Air to Heat and Moisture. " Suppose," says he, " the and our for*
hygrometer to mark 52°, while its wet ball has a tem- niula.
perature of 20 centesimal degrees, or 68° by Fahrenthe dissolving power of air at this temperature
heit
being 252,* its distance from absolute humidity will
therefore be 200, which is the measure of solution answering to 1 5 centesimal degrees, or 59° by Fahren-

vals,

;

Leslie does not describe how this number is obtained ; but it is obviously, according to his views, the tenth term of a geometrical
of which the fir«t term is 200, the last term 400, and number of terms 28.

.
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The same air would conseqoently, at the depressed temperature of sy, shrink into a state of absolute
saturation ; and if cooled lower, it would even deposit
a portion 0^ its combined moisture, losing the eightieth
part of its weight at the verge of freezing." Such is
the result deduced by Mr Leslie. We shall now compare it witli the weight of the moisture in a cubic inch
of air, as determined by our formula. The moistened
ball having a temperature of (iS", while it indicates 52,
heit.

the temperature of the air /is 68° -I-

Ae bdfht of the
bat

we shall

barometer
suppose it 30.

*

447.4

=
Tkt point
mt, bat

Ike

quality of

nautnn
luarlj

Um

.

10953 X -91631

^^f-,

or

7r.2

;

not taken into account,
thus have,

is

We

+ 77.2

— .26694 X 30 _,,,5^e
"****^^

5iiS

This result would cmrespond by the Table to 66''
Marly, being 7" higher than the point of deposition
found by Mr Leslie. The absolute quantity of moistufp_ however, in a cubic inch, as deduced by his method, agrees very nearly with the result given by
our ibrmida. According to his view, air absolutely
b«inid hoMs at the temperature of 59°, the eightieth
part of its weight of moisture now a cubic inch of atmoapheiic air, at the same temper ature, weighs .3IS1
graiiu, and the eightieth part of that quantity is
>00S90ISf grains, wbicfa being oocrected for the actual
on of the air, 77*.f beoomea .003760Z grains,
, voy Httlc fitira the auantity given by the forIn general, the coincidence of result is still more
•Mking.
;

the t«o BIC>

,

68.

The method which

.Mr Leslie

employed

to de-

termine the relation between the degrees denoted by
his inatrumeot, and the absolute quantity of moisture
in th* tUaotflbBn, is very ingenious, though on acttmat of the neceashy of employing logarithms, for the
tolflrpolation of the terms <» thie series in which that
riJaliun is expressed, it most often be attended with a
Mod deal of trouble and inconveniency. By comparing
OM tchoiva capacity of air for caloric, with the measure
athmt raquisite to convert a given portion of water
IbI* vapour, he conchided that atmospheric air, at the
WpiiilHW of the moisteoad ball, would take up the
l6,000th part of its weight ftir aacfa tlegrce marked by
the hygroincter.
He was led to this oooduaioa, by aaling, from several concurring observations, that the
capacity of air for caloric was | of that of water, being
only a Afth part of what it is Mually reckocwd ; and as
the quantity of caloric neocasary to convert water into
•taam is aojaal to 6000 <k|>«ea of his instrument, that
Maanre of btaC would suAoe to raise an equal mass of
air, 16000 millcsiinal degraes, or those 6000 degrees
c reaaed in the proportion of 8 to 3.
But. according
to the view taken by Mr Leslie at the sute of e(|uU
poise, the portion of heat dmaited by air in touching
the moistene«l bulb, or the oeprcsaion of temperature
which it suffers by this contact, is equal to the oppoof heat abstracted by it, on dissolving its

—
m
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corresponding share of moisture. Wherefore, he concludes, at the temperature of the wet ball, atmospheric
air would take up moisture amounting to the I6,000th
part of its weight, for each degree marked by the hygrometer.
69. This view of the relation subsisting between the Objections
evaporating process, and the reduction of temperature to Mr Le«"""
which it induces, is somewhat different ft-om the one '".*
we have taken in § 54. According to the esplana- [hcMtuM
tion we have there given of that relation, the heat ne of the evaoeasary for converting the moisture applied to the bulb, porating
into the state of vapour, is derived immediately from process,
the water itself, at the moment the vapour is disengaged from its surface. The water having thus lost a
portion of its heat, instantly abstracts caloric from the
bulb, and the bulb, in its turn, from the inclosed thermometries! fluid, until an equilibrium is established by
the influx of heat from the air, counterbalancing the
The heat of tlie air is
dispersion of it by evaporation.
therefore imparted to the ball, merely by absorption;
and seta limits to the progress of refrigeration, by
the increasing rate ai which it flows into the cooling
surface, as the temperature of that surface recetles from
the temperature of the air. This view of the subject is
equally applicable to vaporization, whether the jirocess
be carried on in the open air, or under an exhausted
receiver; and it is finely illustrated by the result of an
experiment which we have described under the article
Evaporation, p. S20, and which demonstrates that the
caloric necessary for the formation of vapouf is derived
almost entirely from the water itself, and scarcely at
In sliort, we cannot
all from the contiguous bodies.
perceive how Mr Leslie's hypothesis can afford an explanation of the great reduction of temperature which
IS produced by evaporation under an exhausted rtceiver, where, according to his opinion, there is no solvent
He speaks,
present to convert the water into vapour.
indeed, of air having iu scale of watery solution extended by rarefaction ; but this is merely a gratuitous
accommodation of fact to theory, and does not at all

explain why the greatest solution Ukei place, when
the supposed solvent is most deficient in quantity, or
At the tame time, it must be adentirely excludeti
mittcd, that the results which he has deduced from tlie
theoretical view he has taken of his hygronictcr, accord
remarkably well with the quantity of moisture in the
air, as determined by actual experiment.
70. In a preceding part of this article, (§ 52.) we endcavourcd to shew Uiat the point (ri' deposition for any
place must, in general, coincide nearly with the minitemperature for the season. The trutli of this ojiinion is amply confinncd by applying our formula, for
Leslie's hygrometer, to tlie very accurate observations

mum

v,,,,^^-^

,^„u~^j

iVj-.i

ConBiaiatioo of the

^',^|^"^

^

^."^ ^
poudonind
ii,t

mini-

that instrument by Mr Gonlon, to which we luum um.
formerly adverted. The point of deposition assigned by P»»ture.
the formula, will be found in the following Table to
correspond almost exactly with the mean minimum temperature for each montli, by actual observation. The

made with

coinddeiice is greatest, as might be expcctetl, when
the temperature of the season is declining, and least
The barometrical pressure
liable to sudden changes.
was introduced into the formula.

,
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Hygrome

Hygroma-

Degreen of

try.

Temper, at Mean Height
Mean
Point of
Grains of
HygroRi.
tine of
of Baroin. by Minimum Deposition moisture in a
by 3 daily
observa'
two daily
temp.
by formula. cubic inch of

1815.

oliserv.

January
February

tiona.

33
42
43
47

observ.

November
December

7.8
6.5

38
33

29.808
29.552
29.407
29.834
29.741
29.794
29.977
29.707
29.793
29.701
29.788
29.599

Annual \

17.5

48

29.725

4.9
8.1

March

U.7

April

23.1
23.0
29.7
32.0
27.7
20.3
12.2

May
June
July

August
September
October

Results J

54.

59
61

60
55
49

The difference between the point of deposition determined by the formula, and the mean minimum temperature for each month, of the particular year in which
these observations were made, scarcely ever exceeds
half a degree, except in April. The great difference in
that month seems to be owing, partly to the copious
discharge of moisture from the atmosphere, during the
two preceding months, the rain for February and
March amounting, by Mr Gordon's meteorological
journal, to 3.997 or nearly 4 inches ; and partly to the
unusual depression of temperature, for the season, during the last of these months.
71. It may be proper to remark, in reference to the
The indiabove results, that the indications of an hygrometer, of
cations of
hygromewhatever kind, even when they are numerically the
ters relative, same, may imply very different portions
of moisture in
not absothe air.
Thus
the hygrometer in April and May stood
Nelute.
at 23, though the absolute quantities of moisture in the
cessity of
attending to atmosphere, during these two months, were extremely
temperadifferent ;
a proof that the reports of hygrometrical obture and
servations only tend to mislead, when the temperature
prcMuie.
and pressure of the air at the time they were made, are
omitted.
Hence also we can perceive the reason why
no hygrometer can have its scale accurately graduated
by exposing it to a particular temperature, in order to
obtain the point of extreme dryness.

—

72. If the researches of hygrometry were confined to
the atmosphere, the methods which we have already degrometry
scribed for detecting the quantity of moisture containto small
ed in a given portion of it, would be sufficient for all
portions of
the purposes of meteorology ; but these methods are
jjaseous
scarcely applicable to small quantities of aerial fluids,
fluids.
the hygroscopic state of which it is often necessary to
determine, in order to conduct with accuracy their chemical analysis. This branch of the suWect is of considerable importance to the chemist ; and indeed, without some knowledge of it, he cannot investigate with
success the properties of aerial fluids, which demand
much delicacy of research.
73. Saussure was perhaps the first person who enResearches
«f Saussure. deavoured to ascertain, in a systematic and philosophical manner, the relation between the degrees of the hy-

.^ipplica-

lion of hy-

try.

Ltslie's

Rain,
in inches.

air.

28.5
35.7
34.9
36.9
45.5
48.9
50.3
50.9
46.9
42.6
31.4
27.8

29-1
36.8
33.8
33.9
44.3
47.9
49.7
49.9
46.7
42.9
32.6
27.9

.001238
.001612
.001451
.001458
.002050
.002304
.002444
.002463
.002214
.001967
.001396
.001177

0.945
2.007
1.990
0.999
2.334
0.871
1.743
1.324
2.193
3.362
1.643
1.343

40

39.6

.001814

20.754

grometer, and the quantity of moisture in determinate
portions of air, at different temperatures ; but though
he prosecuted his inquiries with much ingenuity and
care, the methods he employed to obtain a solution of
the problem did not admit of the same degree of accu«
racy as those which were afterwards employed by Gay
Lussac. The instrument, however, which he invented
for these researches, was admirably adapted for the purpose, as the extreme tenuity of the substance used in
the construction of it, rendered it peculiarly fit for being
introduced into small portions of air, without affecting,
in any sensible degree, the hygroscopic state of the surrounding medium, by the moisture it absorbed.
74. Having inclosed his hygrometer in a vessel containing air previously dried by caustic alkali, Saussure
introduced under the receiver, at successive intervals,
small quantities of water, by means of bits of moistened linen ; and after allowing these to remain a sufficient
length of time, he again withdrew them, and determined the loss they had sustained by evaporation, observing at the same time the progress of the hygrometer,
for each additional portion of moisture.
He performed
this experiment at various temperatures, and found that
at the same temperature the index uniformly stood at
the same point, when the quantity of moisture evaporated was the same. Among other results, he found
that a French cubic foot of air at 15°. 16 Reaumur took
up, in the form of vapour, II.O69 grains French of
moisture, expanding at the same time
of its original
volume ; and that the same quantity of air, at the temperature 6°. 1 8 Reaumur, was able to hold in the vaporous state 5.65 grains French.
If we reduce these results to English measures, the former would be .0043391,
and the latter .0022123 grains in a cubic inch, for the
respective temperatures 66".! 1 and 45°.91 Fahrenheit;
differing little from the results given by our formula in

^

§ 39, as is easily ascertained by comparing them with
the quantities of moisture for the corresponding temperatures in the Table.
In both cases, the hygrometer
The quantity of moisture answering to
stood at 98'^.
other divisions on the scale of the instrument were proportional to the numbers in the following Table, in
which complete saturation for each temperature is ex-

pressed by unity.

—

:
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Deg-ofhygro-

tnr.

nf

imHtim

for

temp of moiatun

460.91 Fihr.

10

20
80

.0*5
.112
.191

.in

271

50

80

.370
.480
.597
.720

90

.871

98

1.000

60
70

1
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ready absorbed. Saussure attempted to discover this law
;
but, though his researches were conducted with very great care, tlie results he has given
can scarcely be regarded sufficiently accurate to authorise our application of them to circumstances greatly
different from those in which they were obtained. The
problem, however, has been solved by Gay Lussac in a

by experiment

for temp.

660.11 F*hr.

.042
.099
.16S
,2SS
.316
.4SS
.578
.786
.883
1.000

so general and satisfactory, as to raise this
branch of hygroraetry from an empirical collection of
facts to a subject of the most precise and rigid ana-

manner

lysis.*

75. It appean hy rarious experiments which have
been made with the hygrometer of Sauaatue, that whea
the receiver in which it is indoaed oootains air complctely saturated with moisture, whatever be its tempeipMM of rature and density the index always arrives at a fixed
Baku- point in the scale, namely, that of extreme humidity
riaall and hence it has been justly inferred, that the indica''
tiona of tfaia matnoaent, as well as the degrees marked
having
bjr bygrameters in genera!, are to be regarded
a wfiif^iKT to the relative, and not to the absolute
qnantity of moisture contained in the medium to which
Uiey are exposed ; as expccaaing, in abort, the relation
of the quantity of moisture actuaOv existing in that medium, to the whole quantity which could exist in it at
the particular temperature when the observation is
made. This view oif the subject will receive consider-

'If

'J^f^^

;

u

able elucidation, by considering the hygroscopic substance as exerting an affinity for moisture ; and, like
other desiccatives, reducing the vapour to which it is
cxpoMd to the liquid or peniapa tbe solid state, until its
anniljr is cosiaterbalaneed by tbe increasiag tendency
of the moisture to maintain itself in the vaporous condition. In all cases of complete saturation, the smallest
attraction for moiatare must be •aftdcot to precipitate
tbe vapour ; and since the quantity of water absorbed
by the hair is so very minute that it can produce no
sensible diange in the density of the vapour, it ia easy
to perceive, that when the medium in which the hygrometer i* placed i« completely charged with moisture,'
the hair mu«t continiie to aoitract water, until its affinity tor that tiaid terminates in saturation.
Whatevtr,
therefore, be the temperature or the elasticity of tbe
Tipanr, provided it be st iti maximum quantity for that
tasapcratnre, tbe hair mutt sbaorb the unie portion of
atiid eooscqucntly reach the same degree of
I

77. Having procure<l an hygrometer, on the accuracy Researchet
of which he could sufflciently rely, Oay Lussac inclosed of Gay Lusi«c to deter,
it in a receiver with a quantity of water, or a solution
mine a forof some salt of a known specific gravity, and observed mula for
instrument,
corresponding
to
the
by
the degree marked
Saussiire't
the saturation of the space with the vapour which was hygromeformed. He thus determined the degrees of the hygro- ter.
meter answering to the observed tension of the liquid ;
and by making experiments, at the same temperature,
for different tensions, between extreme dryness and
complete saturation with the vapour of water, he procured as many terms of the correspondence as were
deemed necessary. He obtained in niis manner, at the
temperature of 10" centigrade (SGP Fahrenheit), the results laid down in the following Table, in which the
tensions are expressed in decimal parts of the tension
of water, the Utter being denoted by unity

Degrees of the
BpsciCc 8iav iiy Tcbboq oftlM njrgranctcr,
St the temp. nlulioiM at tbe ootTtapandiiig
lODp.
to ths ttilKivul
tt SO" I'ahr.

W.

Water, ....
Muriate of soda.

Do
Do
Muriate of lime.
Do.
Do.
Sulphuric add.
Do.
X-VO.

Do.

*•••••
......

1000
1096
1163
1205
1274
1343
1397
1493
1541
1708
1848

1

00.0
90;6
82.3

759
66.0
50.5
37.6

100.0
97.7
92.2
87.4
82.0
71.0
61.3
33.1

18.1
12.2
2.4
0.0

25.3
6.1

0.0

To

form a general idee of the nature of these rebe foimd very convenient to represent by
p^^^^
a diagram the tensiooa redtoned from a given point A cccxxvt
correspondabecisa
and
the
tbe
g
line
AB
for
along the
^^^ 3
ing demea of the hygrometer as rectangular ordmates
If the former be repre»
of the nygranetrical curve.
sented by x, and tbe latter by y, then at the origin A
0; while at the
0, and y
of the line of abadasae, x
100, and (BC) f/= 100,
opposite extremity (AB)
becauae 100 degrees of the instrument correspond to
the tension denoted by 100.
By laying down from a scale of equal parts, the
abscissas and ordinates belonging to the intermediate
results. Gay Lussac found that uie line connecting the
extremities of the ordinates was an hyperboU, concave
towards the line of tlie abscisssF, and having its axis
BV inclined to the same line at an angle of 45°. The
78.

sults, it will

,

76. The result however must be very different, when
the instrument i< inclosed in a nu-dium which contains
iodi.
•uon« h«- vapour possessing a tension less than that of the maxi««cn per- aamii fgf yje temperature.
In this case, the hair will
'"'^7 continBe to abaorb moisture till its affinity is oaun>
»i bumr*
""^
teroalanced by a force proportional toy)
/', or tbe
1^^
difference between tbe whole elastic force of vapour corresponding to complete saturation at the given temperature, and taeelaaric force of vapour at the same temperature oofTespoading to tbe actual Quantity of moisture in
the medium. The poot at wfaicn an eouipoise is esta.
blished between these opposing forces, wdl depend upon
the law bv which the affinity of the hair for moisture is
modified by temperature, and the quantity of water al-

=
*=

axis cuts the line of the abscisttcat the point

* Tba secMuit in the i*xt of tb* toMhot of hvMllfilloa tmptofti bj Gay I.uassc,
^%s»fs Mifmimim^i MgHtmalijut, torn. ii.
pnM i sit , cDtiiled, TniU

(ttsfy

M

*

m

=

ia

p.

where x

extraetsd from tbe sdmirsbic woric of
199.

M.

is

Biot,

S
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Hygreme> equal tA 100; and as^is equal to 100 at the same
tTpoint, the curve is symmetrically disposed, witli regard
"''"'
•
to these two values of x and y.
79. To render the calculation more simple, the co«
ordinates x and^ are transformed into x' and y', which
are also at right angles to each other, but immediately
related to the axis of the hyperbola, and having their
Hence the new
origin in some assumed point of it.
45° with
line of abscissae will form an angle of
j
and if
and
be taken to represent the primitive coordinates of that line, corresponding to the point of new

—

X

shall

have

*=X+;^(x'+y)orX + Cos.45»(y+y)
3^= Y

.000
.122
.376

Y=

—

which

—.707107
+.074953 —.441942
.000000

—007778

26x'

+ cx'%

a, h,

a
h
c

=
=

=

Ifthevalueof (x
by*, then x' = s
/,
82,

—

.0000605
1.149338
4.08683

— .3815)
andy

a/2 be represented

= «—

x'.
This value
of ^' being substituted for that quantity in the general
equation of the hyperbola, we obtain,

— x')^=:a + Zbx' + cx"

solution of this quadratic gives.

— (s+b) + \^(s^ — a){c—l)+ + by
c—
—
— \^
a) (c—1) +
+ by
= sc + b
—
(s

X'

=:

1

By adding

together both sides of these equations, the
and the following values of
and y' are obtained,

X is exterminated,

l—x+y'^i

And u'

(s^

{s

c

l

83. The value of?/' being determined by the
mula, and substituted for it in the equation,

last for-

y= l—x + y',/2

>/2
80, If the values of x and y be substituted for these
quantities, as determined by experiment, (taking for
example the muriate of lime, whose specific gravity is

= ,376;y = .6l3;
.376 +.613 — 1
—=—
And y'zz
-

+ .167584

sulting equations gives the following values

The

^=^-^ + 72^'-^)-

.

.000
.253
.61.

{s

^=X + ;^2(x'+y)

1397;) then

y'

x'

and c. are three constant coefficients, the
values of which may be determined by the several values of x' and y', given above.
The solution of the re-

become

y=

try.

81, These data are sufficient to determine completely
the nature of the hyperbola ; for since its axis coincides with the line of the abscissae x', it must necessarily have an equation of the form,

in

must be similarly related,
nates
and
1
X.
The general expressions for x and y, thus restricted,

quantity

Co-ordinates.

y

y2=« +

Before reducing these equations, it will be convenient,
for the sake of operating with small numbers, to represent by unity, the abscissae x corresponding to the tension 100 : then, from the inclination of the axis of the
hyperbola, the equation for the axis, in terms of x and
y, will he y =i \—x; and since the primitive co-ordi-

Y

X

^

+ -L (3,'«.x') or Y + Cos. 45° {y'- *')

X

Hyg>ome>

New

Primitive Co-ordinates.

AB

Y

we

origin,

y

:

will give the value of y in terms of x.
By means of
this formula, Biot calculated the following Table, which
he found to accord almost exactly with actual observa-

j:

tion:

,

"^

00777818.

v/2

Table of

The

value of y' thus determined is so small, that the
point in the curve to which its extremity refers, nearly
coincides with the axis, and might be taken, without
any great error, for the vertex of the hyperbola; but to
avoid the introduction of any unnecessary inaccuracy,
it will be better to assume the origin of the abscissae
of x', at that point of the axis where the latter is intersected by y', and then
will be determined by adding to .876 the projection of y' on the axis, along
which the abscissae of x are reckoned, that is, Cos.
45° X .0077718 or .0055.
thus obtain
.3815,
and x'= (x .3815) ^2—y'. When xand^ are given,

X

—

we

obtain the value

We

X=

ofy by the equation _y'=:

Tension of Vapour,
the tension of
of
Saussure's complete saturation
being unity.
Hygrom.

Degrees

1

2

3

4
5

6
7
8

"*"'^
,

9
and that value being substituted

for y', in the equation

10

.3815) v/2 —y', the value of a;' is also determined. In this manner were found tl.e following values of x' and y', from the corresponding values of x and
y, aa ascertained by observation.

12
13

x'=: (x

—

11

14
15
16
17
18

.0000
.0045
.0090
.0135
.0180
.0225
.0271
.0318
.0364
.0410
.0457
.0505
.0552
.0600
.0648
.0696
.0746
.0795
.0845

Degrees

Tension of Vapour,
of
tlie tension of
Saussure's complete saturation
Hygrom.
being unity.

19

20
21

22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29
SO
31

32
33
34
35

36
37

.0895
.0945
.0997
.1049
.1101
.1153
,1205
.1259
.1314
.1369
.1423
.1478
.1536
.1594
.1652
.1710
.1768
.1830
.1892

the tensio*
of vapour
for the degrees ef
Saussure't

hygrometer
at the

temp. 500.
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stands at 30 inches, the thermometer at 50*, and SausDegree*

Degree*

Teniion of V»pour,

of
Saustare't

tbe lention of

H J gram.

being unity.

70

.4719
.4851
.4982
.5114
.5245
.5376
.5525
.5674
.5824
.5973
.6122
.6289
.6457
.6624
.6792
.6959
.7149
.7339
.7529
.7719
.7909
.8109
.8308
.8506
.8707
.6906
.9185
.9344
.9363
.9781

Tention of Vapour,

the teiuion of
of
Sauisora't romplete Miuration
being unity.
Hjgrom.

39
40

.1954
.2016
.2078

41

^145

4S

.28 IS

43
44
45
4^
47
48

.2279
.2346
.2413
.2*86
.2559
.2632
.2706
.2779
.2858
.2938
.8017
.3097
.3176
.3266

S8

49
50
51

58
SS
54
55

56

-

71
*

72
73
74
75
76

77
78

79
80
81

82
83

84
85
86
87
88
89

JS57

57
58
59

90

.3447
.3537
.3628
.3731

60
61

91

93
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100

.98M

68
68
64
65
06
»T

.8996
.4039
.4142
.4298
.4373
.4489
.4604

ft

69

hygrometer

sure's

The

Hygrorae-

"T

at 77°.

tension corresponding to 77° being .5674, if

we

multiply .00246714 by this number, we obtain
.00139985, as the weight in the fractional part of a
grain, of the moisture in a cubic inch of air, in tbe
supposed state of things.
»4. As the furmuls? by which the preceding Table Extauion
waa constructed, are neither very easily deduced, nor of the Table
capable of being applied without some degree of diffi- 'o other
culty, it is natural to enquire how far the results obI""?*'**
tained for the temperatore of 50° are applicable to other
temperatures.
At first sight, one would be apt to conclude, that since, in all cases, the hygrometer stands at
IOC when it is exposed to vapour at the maximum ten•ion for the temperature, whatever the temperature may
be ; at inferior tensions it would, in like manner, aL
ways point to the same degree, when the tensions haye
the same relation to the maximum tension of their respective temperatures.
This is certainly the most natural conclusion ; and if it were well founded, it would
be easy to determine, with the assistance of the Table,
the abaolute quantity of moisture in a given volume of
air for any temperature, in the same manner as has already been done for the temperature of 50®. There ia
reaaon to suspect, however, that the affinity of the hair
for moisture is somewhat modified by temperature;
and that the hypprbola, which connects the tensions of
the vapour with the degrees of the hygrometer, undergoes a corresponding change with regard to the relations of its co-ordinates.
That something analogous to
thia take* place might hare been inferred from the ex-

periment* of Sautsure, described in j 74, by which it
appear*, that the indications of the mstrument have a
dinerent relation, at tlilTerent temperatures, to the relative densities of the vapour at these temperatures ; and
Biot mentions a fact which leads to the same conclu-

1«X»

sion.

This Table aflbrdt the meant of knowing by intpec*
**• •'•^ Hon the relatkm between the degreei of Satuture's hv•"^
urometer, and the denaity of the vapour to which the
Af|Bes.

initniinent is npoaed ; and, conaequentljr, it enable*
uf to detennine the abtolatc quantity of moisture contained in a given portion of air, the temperature of
wUdi ia 50* Fahrenheit, All that i* lucMMry for thi«
pufiwae it, to multiply .002467 1 4, the weight in grains
of ine moiature in a cubic inch of vipow at the temperatnic eft 50*, by the relative tendon oppoiite the degrees of the hygrometer, aid the product will be the
weight in |^ns irf* the aoiitBfc in a cubic inch of air.
Thus, let It be required to detennine tbe qnantttj of
moiature in a cubic inch of air, when the

The results of the Table, therefore, can only be extemled to other temperatures by approximation ; but
until additional experiments shall have determined the
necemary corrections, tbe tensions corresponding to the
degree* of the hygrometric scale for the temperature of
50°, may be applied to other temperatures, without leading, we may prcoime, to any great error.
To ascertain how far the results obtained by this extended use
of the Tabic coincided with the quantity of moisture in
the atmoaphore, aa determined by our formula in § 63,
we made the following obaoryations,* which we have
arranged in a tabuUr form, in order that the coincidence may be more distinctly perceived.

Df-nmof
fifcaAir.

53.75

5(40
eaoo

etM
68.10
70.00

7200
The two

Th'iiniiMiieT
«iih Mbl. Bolb.

47.50
47-54
SI.SO
92.45
56.00
6S.80
67.00

r
30.400
30.156
30.400
30.154
30.106
29.7*8
29.718

De

Lu<'(

HTgrometcr.

37.0
38.0
35.0
34.7
33.1

51.0
53.8

last columns contain the weight in fractionof a grain of the moisture in a cubic inch of the
•ir at the time the obeenrations were made ; the first ha v.
ing been derived by our form ok for • tbennaaRter with

al parts

-

^"V™^

DcgraaoT
Snumrc'i
Hr|««>M(«-

75.2
76.2
73.0
72.4
71.4
86.6
87.8

Oiaiaa 9* Maiuiin ia a cubic iachoT Air.|

Bj ear yttmvla.

Br Table.

.0016292
.0015692
.0018225
.0018093
.0021334
.0034837
.0039888

.0015037
.0015775
.0017327
.0018476
.0021309
.0033529
.0036753

a moistened bulb, and the last by Biot's table for Sausaure'a hygrometer.
It is proper to remark, however,
in reference to these results,, that the degree* of Saussore'* hygrometer were obtained, not by actual inipec-
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but by reducing the degrees of De Luc's whalebone hygrometer to the correspontling degrees of the
fornaer, by means of the comparative relations of the
two instruments laid down in § 23. In making the observations, two whalebone hygrometers were employed,
and the mean of the degrees which they indicated was
taken.
This was the more necessary, as they frequently exhibited a difference of 5", though the scales of both
had been recently adjusted. In these circumstances,
the coincidence of result is greater perhaps than might
have been expected ; and as the best hair hygrometers
often deviate several degrees from one another in the
same humid medium, the results deduced from the Table at different temperatures, are probably within the li-

Hjrgrome-

tion,

try.

mits of the aberrations of different instruments.
85. The preceding results furnish data sufficiently
tion of a
varied, to determine a general formula for De Luc's hyformula for grometer, the indications of which are by far too anoDe Luc's
malous to become the subject of rigid analysis. Withhygrometer.
out attempting, therefore, any thing like precise investigation, we shall be satisfied with an expression for
this instrument, which may apply, with tolerable accuracy, to the ordinary hygroscopical state of the atmosphere.
If the degrees of this hygrometer, reckoned
from extreme dryness, had the same relation to the
whole range of the scale, as the quantity of moisture in
a given volume of the medium to which it was exposed,
had to the whole quantity of moisture that could be
maintained in the vaporous state at the temperature of
that medium then if g were the weight in grains of the
moisture in a cubic inch, for the entire tension belonging to the temperature of the medium ; g' the corresponding weight of moisture for the actual tension : and
L the degrees of the instrument, we should evidently
liave an equation of the form,
Investiga-

'

:

^ ~^\ 100/

The

whalebone, however, is influenced
too complex and irregular to be expressed by
this simple formula ; and to trace it with sufficient predilatation of the

by a law
cision,

we must

at least

assume

the solution of these equations, we obtain 'm =1.6 HygTometry.
.4 nearly ; and these values of ?« and n being
substituted in the equation

By

and «

=—

(L

L
If

Y^ be represented

I

by

I,

-

\

this equation will

assume

the form,

g'=g

{1.6

1- A n

21

o'^- 5-(*-0sThis formula being applied to the degrees of De Luc's
hygrometer, in the third observation, in which I was
.35 ; the temperature of the air 60°, and consequently
(by § 39.) g was .00338832, we obtain

g'= ^'(4—0 g

= yX4— 35 X .00338832=
grains.

= .14 X 3.65 X .00338832 = .0017314.
This result differs so little from the quantity of moisture in a cubic inch of the air, as deduced in the same
circumstances, both by our formula for a thermometer
with a moistened bulb, and by Biot's Table for Saussure's hygrometer, that we have no hesitation in adopting the formula, under the restrictions which we formerly mentioned. It is proper to add, that the point of
extreme moisture was fixed, in the instruments with
which the observations were made, by immersing them
for six hours in pure water ; and that the point of extreme dryness was determined by inclosing them for
several days in a receiver at the temperature of 50",
with a considerable quantity of sulphuric acid, the specific gravity of which was 1.84435.
87. According to the formula which we have dedu- Point of
ced for De Luc's hygrometer, the instrument ought extreme huto indicate extreme humidity in the gaseous medium to midity.
which it is exposed, before it reaches the point marked
100 on the scale; for if g, and g^ be equal to each
other, (which will be the case at complete saturation,)
2
—
(4 —
o
I

m

and n being two constant quantities to
be determined by two equations, in which the values of
g' g, and L are known.
86. If we employ in this investigation the data furnished by the 2d and 5th observations in § 8'i, we obthe coefficients

and

if,

unity,

at the

we

same time,

shall

/)

be represented by

have

,

tain for the

first

equation,

2

Therefore

L=38
and the quantity of moisture

in a cubic inch for the enof the temperature, 54.4 being (by § 39)
.0028398 grains, we have also ^=.0028398. In like
manner, the data of the 5th observation give for the se-

tire tension

cond equation,
gi"ains.

grains.

§'=.0021334, L=33.1,,andg=.0O43693.

Hence the formula g'=g

(

»«

("^ ) + « (j^)')

infer, that the division mariced 77.5
corresponds to the extreme range of the whale-bone
hygrometer, in so far as the expansions of the instrument are effected by mere vapour. This conclusion accords remarkably well with the observations of Saussure, who inferred, from numerous experiments with
this instrument, that the 80th or 8 1st degree of De
Luc's scale, corresponds to the term of saturation, or
extreme humidity ; and that all the divisions above
these points measured, not the quantity of moisture in
the vaporous state, but the quantity of water which
had combined with the whale-bone, after it had been

condensed on

becomes .0015692=.0028398 (.38 m
and .002 1334=. 0043693 (.331 m

+ .38' n),

or,

.55257

= .7753, and L = 77.53.

Hence we may

§'=.0015692

and .48827

/

= .38 m + .1444 n,
= .331 m + .10956 n.

-J-

.331' «)

88.
;

By

its surface.

—

2
substituting in the expression

5

I
•

(4— Z),

the
Table for

value of /for every 5° from zero to 77''. 5, we obtain De Luc's
the relative tensions of vapour for the following divi- hygrometer.
sions of De Luc's scale

;;
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DtgnttetDt RdatiTctoiMa DegncsofDc ReluJTe
hac't HygT.

at Tapoar.

5

.079
.166

10

l^ue't

Hygr.

.All

45
50
55
60
65
70
75

.576

77.5

15

.851

SO
«5
SO
35
40

.304
.375
.444

<rf

tension

TSpOUT.

.639
.700
.75<>

.816
.871

.924
.975
1.000

Thif Table may be etnploj-ed to calcitlate, by approximation, the number of ^ain<i in a cubic inch of air,
when the dei^reca of De Luc's hygrometer, the terape*
rsture, and brometrieal pre^mure are known. Thus, if
we employ the data of ihie example in § 6i, in which
De Luc's hvgroaieter stood at il", the thermometer at
65", and the barometer at SJO.SS* : The tension corresponding to 27" in the Table, is found by taking a
proportional part for the excess above 25'' to be .403
and the weignt of the moisture in a cubic inch of air,
for theentire teiuion of the temperature bving .0039589T
grains,
and corrected for barometrical prcMure
.00S873l9graint, wethu«obUin.0<J387SI9 X .403, or
.00156069 grains, a» the weigtit of the moisture in a
cubic inch of air in the given circumstnncc^. Thia
result coincides rery nearly with tlie quantity of moiatur« deduced from the same data by the formula in

fG3.
89

It

must be

sufficiently ohvious,

from

all

we have

marked by hygrometers, of
are entirely relative
and that the

•tated, that the degrees

erenr deacription,
baoliite quantity of moisture held in the vaporous
Ule, in any medium, cannot be accurately inferred
from these mstrumenta, unless the temperature and
barometrical pressure be also taken into account.
Though, in one reapect, this property of indicating re*
lative degreet «i hnnidity, may be conaidervd as an
impeHcction of bygrameters, it renders them more valuable for certain purposes, than if they pointed out,
in a less indirect manner, the actual quantity of moia.
tore in a given volume of the medium in which they
are placed.
By expressing, for instance, the relative
comiition of the a l Boayli
with regard to ntoisture,
tbcy shew at the mom tine its capacity for receiving
an additional portion of npour in admixture with it
or, what is of eqnal importance, its tendency' to deposit,
br a diminution of temperature, part of that which it
alitOBdy contains.
Hence, for the ordinary purposes of
l aor o lgy, thcr are more useful than if they indica*
tod absolnta diwrooces ; and as the extent to which
they are affected, corresponds to the effects of moisture
on other hygroacop'c bodies, placed in similar circumsMnces, they nwy oe used witn equal advantage to point
oat the simahaneous condition with respect to humidity of various articles of commerce, such as com, cotton, woo), silk, &c the portion of water absorbed from
the air by those sobataitces being r^iilated, not by the
absolute quantity of moisture existing in the atmonhere, in a vaporous ttato, but by the relation which
tne latter quantity bears to the whole moisture that
coald be maintained in that state, at the temperature.
Thus, if the temperature of the air were 50*, and the
point of depositioo 40*, the whole quantity of moisture
;

ith*

if byfio-

Mtmbrtin.

Md

exist in a cubic inch of air at the former Hygrometry.
temperature being .0025476 grains, and at the latter
'
exair
would
be
relative
moisture
of
the
the
.0017823,
pressed by the fraction ^fj'i. <"" -6696, complete saturation being denoted by unity ftl like manner, if thetemperature of the air were 70°, and the point of depositiMi 58^°, the relative humidity of the air would be
Now, in the state of things we have supalso .6996.
posed, the actual quantities of moisture in the air
would be to each other, as 1 7823 to .'J-2296, or as 1 to
2 nearly, and yet the hygrometer of Saussure, or that of
De Luc, would, in both caseu, stand at the same points
of their respective scales, the former at 80° and the
The quantity of moisture absorbed by
latter at 50°.
hygroscopic substances wouUl also be the same, or
nearly the same, in the circumstances stated ; so that
hygrometers, though indicating merely relative differences, may nevertheless be employed for practical purposes, to point out the extent to which sucli bodies are
affected in their weight by humidity, alter the relation
subsisting between their increase of weight and the degrees of the instrument has b«en determined by expc*

which could
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i

w

;

riment.
90. As the organs of living beings are relaxed by corresponhumidity, somewhat in the same manner as the fibres dcnce btof inanimate substances, the indications of hygrometers '""n ^«
serve to apprise us of the effects which the moisture
^f'^h* h""*
of the atmosphere, such as it exists in that fluid, is cal- gromeier'
cidated to produce on the general tone of the muscu- and the eflar frame ; and that, too, in a way much more direct fecu of
and immediate, than if the graduation of their scales moiittire in
had referre*! to absolute, instead of relative degrees of '*'*J^,J™^
'^*
moisture.
In proof of this assertion we need only remark, that the qunntity of moisture in a warm apartment is generally greater than that contained, at the
same time, in an equal volume of the external air ; and
yet if we were to judge either by our feelings, or the
apparent indications of the hygrometer, we should be
The hygrometer,
led to draw an opposite conclusion.
therefore, though it only announces relative degrees of
humidity, conveys to us the species of information respecting the state of the air, in which we feel most interested ; namely, the extent to which its hygroscopic
comiition will afiect our personal comfort.
91. In this country, the mean height of De Luc's Mesa iiite

hygrometer, in the open air, is about 65''. Above this of the I:tpoint, the degrees of the instrument may be considered gromettr.
as indicating the state of the air to be damp and un-

wholesome. In a room heated to the temperature of
60*, the index remains pretty steadily at 35°, which
corr esponds nearly to the air being half saturated with
moisture. *
A thcrmometrr, with a moistened bulb,
stands in the satne circumstances, from 9" to 10° below the temperature ofthe room. Mr Leslie mentions,
that on one occasion his hygrometer stood at Paris in
the month of .September, at 120°, so that a thermometer with a moistened bulb would have remained,
in the name circumstances, SI°.6 below the temperature of the air.
92. Having given a detailed view of the tiature of f^oh by
hygroroetric scales, both as they refer to absolute and direct exrelative degrees of humidity in the ambient medium, periment,
we shall devote the remainder of this article to the ex- ***' .""",''"..
planation of some important meteorological a|>pear" *!^
I"''.
ances more immediately connected with hygrometry. „f vspour
It appears by the principles which we have established, by tempctature only,

It

m.

apptan by tk« M0tmnkgktl Jamal of lb* Boyd Society, (hit the mean height of Dt Luc's hygrometer,
Ouriaf iptrtod of 11 yean, from irn 10 1803, the lowest height at which It wss observed, wu SO".

VWk

ZI.

PAITil.

4r

at LoiMion, is about

-

:

•
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care, at temperatures considerably' remote from each Hygtoae,
that water ia maiiitaineil in the atmospliere, in a va»Jother.
porous state, by the influence of heat alone ; and that
ABCD Fig. 4. represents the gasometer, or ^p
"^"^"y^^
air-vessel used in these experiments ; its capacity was ^TT^C"
It is supported in the air, not in consequence of any
11,320 cubic inches, and to preserve the air which it ^.^.'^.^j^'^,.
chemical affinity for that fluid, but by its superior levicontained at an uniform temperature, it was enclosed pj„. 4..
ty, its weight having'bcen shewn (§ 34) to be to that
of air, under the same temperature and pressure, as 5 in another vessel filled with water, the temperature of
This important fact was flrst stated in a philo< which was easily regulated. The air was expelled from
to 8.
sophical manner by De I.uc, who considered vapour the gasometer by pouring water of the same tempera^
ture into the funnel RS, the stop-cock E being previto be an aeriform fluid, rendered elastic by the action
The ously turned; it thus passed along the bent tube EFG,
of caloric, independent of the presence of air.
density which vapours can acquire, says he, ( Idees sur one extremity of which G descended about |th of an
inch below the surface of a quantity of mercury in the
la Melenrologic, torn. i. p. 2G), or the degree of proximity which their particles can attain, without being bottom of the vessel FVTL. The bent syphon tube
precipitated, has a maximum which is determinate in
HIK contained a small portion of mercury, and served
the same temperature, but which clianges with the to indicate the pressure to which the air was subjected
temperature, and increases as it is more elevated. Be- during the experiment. From the vessel FVTL, the
into the vessel
yond this maximum of density, vapours, he adds, arc air was conveyed by the tube
partially precipitated, till they are reduced within its
MN, which was filled with concentrated sulphuric acid
These views were afterwards more fully de- to the depth of four inches. Passing through a very
limits.
veloped in a memoir which he published in the Phi- small aperture at N, it ascended in a succession of bubBy his excellent ex- bles through the acid, and at last made its escape at the
losophical Transactions for 1 792.
periments on the force of vapour at different tempera- extremity of the tube OP, which was inserted under
tures, Mr Dalton gave to this theory a precision and a
The junctures at F, H, L and
the surface of mercury.
generality which it by no means possessed before he
having been luted so as to be air-tight, it is easy
turned his attention to the subject ; though, it must be to sec, that since all communication was thus cut off
admitted, that the opposite opinion, which ascribed the between the external air and the acid in MN, any adformation of vapour to the influence of chemical ac- dition of weight which the acid acquired must have
tion, aided by temperature, could not be said to have
been derived solely from the vapour in mixture with
been fully disproved till Gay Lussac took a part in the the air, whicli was urged through it from the gasoinvestigation, and demonstrated by a series of accurate
The acid, therefore, being carefully weighed
meter.
experiments, which Biot • afterwards illustrated by the before and after the experiment, with an excellent bamost rigid analysis, that vapour has the same mechani- lance, which, when loaded with a pound, turned with
cal properties, whether it exists in a pure unmixed
the 500th part of a grain, the increase of weight which
As al- it received afforded an accurate test of the weight of
state, or in combination with atmospheric air.
most all the conclusions which we have deduced re- the vapour which existed in mixture or combination
specting the hygrometric state of the air are either with tlie air.
To prevent any of the moisture from
founded upon this fact, or intimately connected with it, being deposited in the tubes, the temperature of the
we were anxious not to quit the subject till we had air on which the experiment was made, was kept by
ascertained, by direct experiment, how far the quantwo
means of the water in tiie external vessel
tity of moisture in a given volume of air coincided
or three degrees below the temperature of the surwith the results laid down in some of the preceding rounding air; and as the direct communication between
Tables ; but the minuteness of the quantity of mois- the moist air in the gasometer, and the acid which abture maintained in a vaporous state, even in the largest sorbed the vapour, was cut off by the mercury in the
receiver, together with the difficulty of absti^acting the
bottom of the vessel FVTL, the quantity of moisture
whole of it from its mechanical admixture with air, dissolved could not be affccled by the diminished elaspresented considerable obstacles to an accurate solution ticity of the air arising from the incessant absorption
of this nice and delicate problem. The method em- of the vapour. Some of the experiments were repeatployed by Saussure, mentioned in § 74, of introducing ed with muriate of lime instead of sulphuric acid, by
email bits of moistened linen under a receiver, con- diffusing a solution of it over an extended surface,
taining a certain volume of dry air, is liable to many
by means of flannel, which was afterwards well dried,
obvious objections ; and after trying it on a large scale, and then wrapped loosely round the tube, which dewithout obtaining results sufficiently satisfactory, we scended to the bottom of the vessel MN. With this apab.indoncd it for the following mode of research, which, paratus we obtained the following results
from the coincidence of the results it afforded in the
llygrome-

-

LMN

O

VWYX

is, we conceive, well calculated
to determine, with the utmost precision, the object in

same circumstances,
view.

The method

alluded to, consisted in causing a
large volume of air, saturated with moisture, to pass
slowly in a small stream through a sufficient quantity
of sulphuric acid, or dry muriate of lime, cut off from
all communication with the atmosphere ; and then obeerving the increase of weight which these substances
acquired, in consequence of the air being transmitted
Description through them.
After briefly describing the apparatus
oi the apy/e employed, we shall state the resuhs which we ob'""
'^'"P^ '" several experiments performed with the utmost

Restiltsof

Volume

of

air subject-

in de-

ed to expe- grees of
riment in Fahrencubicinches.

Total

Temp,

heit.

Barometric

quantity
of moisture de-

Pressure. posited in
grains.

3194
10892
10814
3442
11240

49
54.

59
77
83

29.625
29.750
30.000
29.924
29.848

7.550
28.780
35.545
19.574
75.840

Grains of moisture in a
Cubic Incli.

By

Experiment.

By

the experiments.

Table.

.00236-11 .0023.5916

.0026424
.0032867
.0056880
.0067473

.00278021
.00328366
.00.568580

.00678455

pioTcd"

* In alluding once more to the hjgroroelric researches of this distinguished mathematician and philosopher, »e gladly embrace the
opportunity of correcting a slight mistake which we committed, in giving an account (see § 77. of this article) of the labours of Gay
l.ussuc to determine the relation between the tension of vapc ur, knd the indications of Saussure's hygrometer.
have found,

We

;

;

H Y G R O M E T R Y.
In the sbove TabW, the flnt column
quMititv of air, in cubic inches, which was submitted
to experiment, after making the necessary corrections
for pressure, an<l expansion by the accession of vapour
the Mcond column contains the temperature of tlie
moist air, which, as we already remarked, was kept
two or three degrees below the temperature of the
apartments in which the txperiments were performed ;
and the two last columns exhibit the quantities of moisture in a cubic inch of air, as detennined by the Table
The coinciin $ 39, as well as by actual experiment.
dence between the results is sufficiently near to confirm,
in the moat satisfactory manner, the exUeme accuracy
both of Mr Oalton's expenmenta on the force of va.
pour, and of Gay Lussac's researehes into the relation
subsisting; between dry air, and the quantity of vapour
contained in the space which it occupies. The greatest
deviation occurs in the second experiment ; but it is
easily accounted for on the ground, that the air submitted to trial had only stood three hours over water ;
whereas, in all the other cases, it bad been allowed to
remain in that situation from ten to twenty-four hours.
Hence we may safely conclude, that the Table in § 39,
dednced fVaaa the esperimenU of Dalton and Gay Lussac, exhibits with a degree of accuracy, which cannot
deriste more than the h «iii iiii> li jMit of the whole
from the truth, the quantity of moisture in a cubic
inch, either of pure vapour, or air perfectly humid, at
the various temperatares, from tero to 100° of Fahrenheit.
It is, tbacefore, a valuable acquisition to hygrocontains the

9s. The quantity of moisture maintained in the vaporous WT Pt't" having been thus demonstrated to be
It aalely the tflect of caloric modi6ed by pressure, it fuU
"* lows, that tho elevation of water in the atmosphere, in
the slate of vapour, and the subsequent deposition of
«t, under the various forms in which it sgain descends
—....._MM. M dil. to the surface of the earth, must be ascribed chiefly to
'**">* ehaocca of temperature.
Thus if a cubic inch, having
*~*
insMtitioo its maximum quantity of vapour at the
lamptratur* of 80°, were suddenly to be reauccd to the
tenperature of 50" ; since, in the former case, it is capabie of liolding in solution •00€259I9 grains of moisture, and in the latter only 0024671* grains, it would
deposit by the change of temperature -00377203 grains.
Or, if a cubic inch of air, in the same circumstances, at
the temperature of SO", should be intermixed with a
the mean
cubic indi of air at the temperature of
tempe rature induced would be 65°, and the whole
quantity of moisture in both, -01001633 grains, or
but at the temperature of
•OO.SOUSlG in a cubic inch
65', a cubic inch is capable of holding in solution only
•00995897 grains ; therefore by the intermixture of the
two aiia, -00309838 grains would be deposited in the
Nor is it necessary to suppose that the
liquid state.
two airs, or to speak more correctly, the spaces which
they occupy, are completely saturated with moisture
,

y,^

w

m
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induced by the mixture would be

2x80+3 X*0 or 5C
,

;

but, at the temperature of 56", a cubic inch can only

hold in solution 00298729 grains ; and consequently,
in the case we have supposed, -OOOOP851 grains of
moisture would be deposited by each cubic inch.
94. The facts which we have stated, are well calculated to elucidate the opinions of I)r Hutton respecting
the cause of rain ; but before we develope more fully
the beautiful and simple theory, which that distinguishetl philosopher advanced to explain this verj- familiar,
though hitherto themostperplexing of all meteorological
phenomena, it may be proper, in the first place, to take
a general view of the hygrometric constitution of the
atmosphere this will both facilitate our researches, and
give them a greater decree of precision and generality.
94. In a preceding part of this article, we endeavoured to shew, that the mean point of deposition for
the globe in general, is about C« below the mean ternperature ; and though this conclusion, we admit, was
drawn by a very limited induction, it seems, as far as
observation extends, to be sufficiently conformable to
the actual state of things, to be received into the class
:

Absoluts

qu»nu«y
"„

columiu.
for the

'">"*•

;

at Uwir reepcctive temperatures, or mixed together in
thus, if we take two cubic inches of
equal quantities
air at toe teumerature of 9V, whose point of deposition
whose point of
is 75*, and three cubic inchM at
dcpo^tioo is SG> ; the former would contain -01074453
grains, and the latter -0046S468 grains of moisture
the intermixed airs, amounting to five cubic inches,
would therefore have together -01649920 grains, or

Lm.

•OOaOiSW

grains to a cubic inch.

The temperature

let «|iial toco.

lumpofVtpoui

85
5
10
15

SO
25
SO
35
40
45

84.6
83.4
81.4
78.7
75.4
71.5
67.2
62.7

58

8.315
8.112
7.8O9
7.386
6.717
6.037
5.315
4.611
3.968
3.885

kewvir. tnai M-ntmHUng M. BMH wsrks. that tb* di«»*.ry of that nialis* bdof exprtssJWe by
ae( bj Gay Lossac, as «f have sUMd, kut bjr Bwi bimsdr.
,

Colunio of Water equal 10 co-

Lat.

Teoip.

lumn of Vapour
in Inchci.

in Inches.

:

W,

Meui

Cotumno/M's-

50
55
60
65

70
75
80
85
90

53.3
48.8
44.5
40.6
37.3
34.6
32.6
31.4
31.0

2.882
S.468
2.124
1.854
1.647
1.495
1.391
1.332
1.313

th« coprd nates of »n h rptrbola,
i

dil"

<"«"» •»"

of general facts. We have also shewn (§ 34.) that at
the boiling point, the weight of air is to that of vapour
under the same pressure, as .94.''.V476 to .5891.61, or as
1 to .623537 ;. and since both are aftcctetl in their bulk
precisely in the same manner, by changes of temperature ana pressure, this relation must hold in all cases,
Now,
so long as the vapour retains the elastic state.
if we assume that the mean point of deposition, in the
different straU of the atmosphere, has throughout the
same relation to the temperature as we have attempted
to shew it possesses at the surface of the earth, it will
be easy, on this principle, to determine the absolute
auantity of moisture in the atnioaphcrical columns for
ie different latitudes, adapted to the standard pressure.
All that is necessary for this purpose, is to take the elasticity of vapour for a temperature 6" below the mean
temf>crature of the latitude ; to multiplv it by .623537,
and then divide the product by 30 ; and lastly, to multiply the quotient by 407.4, the height in inches of a
column of water, equal to the mean weight of a corresponding column of the atmosphere: the product will
be tlie mean height in inches of a column of water, equal
to the whole moisture contained in a column of the atmosphere, having the same base. By proceeding in tliis
manner, we have deduced the following Table, which exhibits the quantity of moisture in the atmosphere, in its
mean hygrometric state, from the equator to either pole.

M«ui
Tanp.

^°^^

mosphericsl
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appears by this Table, that if the atmospherical co""ylumns at the equator were to ileposit the whole of their
watery stores, the moisture precipitated would cover
^^1^
Surface of the earth only to the depth of fc.315
iiuantityof the
inches.
As we advance towards the poles, the quantimoisture
existing at ty of moisture held in solution gradually decreases, in a
the same
ratio which diminishes faster than the temperature, and
time in the
which seems to have some relation to the mean quantiatmotphere.
ty of rain in the different latitudes.
The mean quantity of water existing in the vaporous state in a column
of air, having a square inch for its base, and reaching
to the summit of the atmosphere, may be reckoned by
the Table equal to 4/ cubic mches ; and since the whole
surface of the globe is about 790,000,000,000,000,000
square inches, the whole moisture in the atmosphere may
be computed to be about 3,000,000,000,000,000,000
cubic inches, or 11,794 cubic miles of water.
96. Having thus formed a general estimate of the abQuantity of
moisture
solute quantity of moisture, existing at the same time
in the strain the atmospherical columns in the mean hygrometric
ta of tile
state of the air, we shall now endeavour to determine
atmosphethe absolute humidity of the various strata of these corical columns, at different elevations, above the surface of the
lumns, at
llTgrouic

various
heights.

It

earth.

-The observations which have been made on the hygrometric condition of the air, at considerable heights
above the level of the sea, though they evidently prove
that the quantity of moisture in the more elevated
strata of the atmosphere is extremely small, yet as they
generally have a reference to tlie state of the human body, such as great thirst, the parched state of the skin,
and other effects of a similar kind, which might be produced either by absolute or relative degrees of dryness,
we must be satisfied, in the absence of the more precise
indications of the hygrometer, with the results deduced
irom the general principles we have already established, and still suppose that the same relative degree of
humidity pervades the whole atmosphere, as we have
endeavoured to shew, prevails near the sin-face of tiie
ground. The supposition, taken in conjunction with
that of an uniform decrease of temperature, amounting
to 3°. 7 for every thousand feet of ascent, (the rate at
which the heat of the air diminishes according to the
best observations,) will enable us to compute the humidity of the successive strata of the atmospherical columns, and explain the cause of the great dryness which
is observable in very elevated situations.
97- That the mean relative humidity of the atmosphere
is nearly the same at various elevations, is neither improbable nor inconsistent with the few hygrometric observations of which we are in possession.
Thus in a
range, which embraced about 7000 feet of difference of
levelamong theAlps, it appears, fromsome observations*
recorded by De Luc, that his hygrometer difliered no
more than 10" at the upper and lower stations, though
the absolute quantity of moisture in the same volume of
air must have been thrice as much in the one case as in
the other. The difference, which might have been occasioned by partial changes in the hygrometric state of the
air, or even by the influence of temperature in modifying the affinity of the whalebone for moisture, would only
have indicated, at thesametemperature.a deviation of^th
from the same relative degree of humidity. Hence the
suppositions we have made, cannot lead to results differing greatly from the truth. The following Table, constructed on the principles we have laid down, and adapted to the mean temperature of the parallel of 45''of lati- '
:tude, exhibits the mean quantity of moisture in grains
• Jdiet tur

la

contained in a cubic inch of air for every 1000 feet of elevation, from the level of the sea to the height of 15,000

Hygrome"7'

feet.

Height

Mean

in

Temp.

Feet.

ReUthre Tension
of'tbe Vapour.

Quantity of Moigv
ture in a Cubic
Inch of Air, in
Grains.

58.0
54.3
50.6
46.9
43.2
39.5
35.8

1000
2000
3000
•4000

5000
6000
7000
SOOO
9000
10000
11000
12000
13000
14000
15000

32.1

28.4
24.7
21.0
17.3
13.6
.

9-9
6.2
2.5

.827
.796
.766
.737
.709
.683
.657
.632
.608
.585
.563
.642
.522
.502
.483
.465

.0026315
.0022533
.0019268
.0016448
.0014035
.0011976
.0010192
.0008665
.0007360
.0006246
.0005295
.0004488
.0003300
.0003210
.0002710
.0002287

.

The Tirst column contains the altitude in feet, and
the second the corresponding temperature ; the numbers in the tiiird column express the elasticity of the
vapour, on the supposition that the point of deposition
for the various strata is 6° below the temperature, the
entire tension of vapour for the mean temperature of
each stratum being denoted by unity ; and the last column shews the weight in grains of the moisture in a
It appears
cubic inch of air at the different heights.
by the Table, that the absolute quantity of moisture
contained in a given volume of the air, at various heights,
is reduced about one half for every 4500 feet of ascent.
This great diminution of moisture is not detected immediately by hygrometers, for reasons which we have fidly explained in § 89; but it is sensibly discovered by the
extreme thirst and parched state of the skin which it
Colonel Beaufoy describes the latter effects p ,
.
occasions.
so well, in his account of his journey to the summit of Beaufoy's
Mont Blanc, that we shall make no apology for stating account of
" We tlie extreme
in his own words the feelings he experienced
had not proceeded far," says he, in giving an account "Ifycss he
of his ascent, " when the thirst, which, since our ar- on''*i,"'s1^
rival in the upper regions of the air, had been always ^it of
No sooner had Mont
troublesome, now became intolerable.
I drank than the thirst returned, and in a few minutes Blanc,
my throat became perfectly dry. Again I had recourse
The air
to water, and again my throat was parched.
itself was thirsty ; its extreme dryness had robbed my
body of its moisture. Though continually drinking, the
quantity of my urine was almost nothing; and of the little there was, the colour was extremely deep. The guides
were equally affected. Wine they would not taste ;
but the moment my back was turned, their mouths
were eagerly applied to my cask of water." The cause Loss of
of these effects will be distinctly perceived, by attend- moisture by
ing to the diflferent circumstances in which a person is '"'"""'S?placed at the top and bottom of a lofty mountain. Near
the level of the sea, in the latitude of 45", we shall suppose a person inhales air, which, in its mean hygrometric state, contains, according to the preceding Table, .0026315 grains in a cubic inch, and expels it
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again l»y the process of breathing, so charged with
moisture ihat the point of deposition is 85", as we have
determined by experiment. Hence each cubic inch must
carry off, at an average, .0072312 grains of moisture ;
but as a culnc inch of Uie air inhaled contained .00263 1
grains, the actual loss of moisture by breathing is .004591)7
grains fur every cubic inch of air expelled.
Now, a
man usually makes about 12 inspirations in a minute;
and since each inspiration requires about 23 cubic
inches, he should thus lose by the process of breathing,
in the circumstances we have supposed, nearly eight
cubic inches of water daily. Again, at the height
of 13,000 feet above the level of the sea, a cubic
inch of air, in its mean hygrometric state, contains,
according to the Table, only .0002287 grains of moisture ; and therefore each expiration must carry off. 1 7506
grains of water from the body.
But if we suppose the
number of inspirations to be mversely as the density of
the air, a person in that elevated situation should make
aboat 18 inspirations in a minute ; and therefore lose
b^ breathing alxMit -^ grains of moisture in the same
tune, or nearly 18 cnbic inches of water daily.
The
aiiantit]r of moisture lost by breathing being more than
aooble in the latter case of what it is in the former,
aeooonts in a very satixftctory manner for the great
thirst and parched state of the fauces, which alt travellers have experienced at considerable heights in the
•tmoiphere.
VVe ahall conclude these general remarks on the
!)>*.
CaawoTih*
3«»* >"•• brgmtnetric state of the atmosphere, by obwrving,
*f
tOM sine* the dryness of the air depends upon the ex<
ecM of its temperature above the point of dcpositian,
in wintx r, when the temperature of caves, cellars, &c.
if greater than that of the air, these subterraneous places will always seera drr ; whereas in summer, when
their temperature is below the mean temperature of
the air, the oontrary should be found to hold, and tliey
ought to appear damp. In this country, the daily
mean matsmsi temperature of the season will be observed to oainckie witn the mean temperature of these situations aboat the middle of A pri 1, and to exceed it from
that time till the middle of September
Hence caves,
mines, &e. which have a free communication with the
air, ongfat to be damp fVom April to September, and
•cime.

'

~'

y-

'

(

dry fr«n September to April. The same remark is
{KThaps applicable to places situated near the tea, particularly in high latitudes.

QMBtitysf

'•

99. The preceding investigations having conducted
us to an accurate and precise knowledge of the constitvtion of the atmo^ere with respect to humidity, we
shall finish the subject of hygronetry with a concise
view of the quantity of moisture which, under the varions forms of dew, rain, hail, and snow, descends,
during the annual round of the seasons, to the surface
of the earth, in different latitodea. The principal and
perhaps the only cause which occasiaas a precipitation
otwamttmt, by makiiw it pass from the vqiorous to the
liquid state, most ba aangv of tMnpcratuic ; and since
wc alreadv know tha maan onadtity of moisture which

f

exiMa in tba a

osphatical cuitmns for the different latinot be difficult to determine what portioa «f it ought to be precipitated at some particular
plM», provided we also knew the extent of tba chaiifa
of lanpantOT to which the superincumbent atmoapiwre
waa expoaed. But though we can ascertain with tolerable accuracy the mean annual temperature of a place, in
lenns of the latituda, it would seem to defy the powers
tutfes, it

wouM

S
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of calculation to anticipate, with sufficient precision, the Hygrome"7temperature which the different strata of the atmosphere

immediately over it will possess on some particular day ; ^*"Y"*^
and therefore, all we can do in the present case, is, to
endeavour to form an estimate on general principles, and
calculate the mean annual quantity of rain, for different situations, on the supposition that in the course of
a year corresponding changes of temperature take place
throughout the whole mass of the atmosphere. As these
changes will give rise to depositions of moisture, which
roust be more or less copious according to the mean
quantity of vapour existing in the atmospherical columns over any place, it will be easy to determine, on
the principles we have laid down, and with the assistance of the Tables in ^ 51 and §,94, the mean quantity
of rain for the different latitudes. For, since by the
Table in § 51, tlie mean annual evaporation is 36.Z
inches, and the mean quantity of moisture in the atmosphere at once 4. 1 inches, for each of the atmospherical columns having a square inch for its base, it appears that the quantity of moisture evaporated annually is 8^ times as great as the atmosphere retains in the
state of vapour at a time. Hence if the numbers which
express in inches the heights of the aqueous columns,
equal to the columns of vapour existing in the atmosphere, for the mean temperature of the latitudes, as
stated in the Table in § 94, be multiplied by 8.8, the
products will ^ve the mean annual quantity of rain,
also in inches, for the several latitudes, at the interval
of y. We thus obtain the numbers in the following
Table, which will be found to coincide pretty accurate,
ly with the mean quantity of rain which falls in differ"
ent places, as determined by observation.

T^t.

l>C|lth0fIUill,

u

Lat.

inches.

mincfaa.

50
55

73.17
71.39
68.78
64.47
59-11
53.12
46.77

5
10
15

20
25
SO
S5
40
45

Onth of Rain,

60
65
70
75

80
85
90

4a58
34.9S
89.79

25.a6
21.72
18.69
16.32

1**9
13.16
12.24
11.72
11.55

100. The limits prescribed for this article will not
allow us to follow out this branch of the subject in detail ; iMit we shall resume the consideration of it under
the head oT MtTCOROLoav. In the mean time we may
remark, that the change of temperature by which the
deposition of moisture from the atmosphere is produced,
will be of four descriptions
I st, The annual change of
temperature; 2d, The daily change of temperature;
Sd, The change of temperature occasioned by the transference of the aerial columns from one p.irallel of latitude to another and 4th, The change of temperature
arising from the elevation or depression of the atmo*
n>hcncal strata, by tlie inequalities of the earth's surnoe. If all these circumstances be duly taken into account, they will explain, in the most satisfactory manner, every anomaly respecting the quantity of rain for
places under the same parallel of latitude, (a)
:
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31 m, or the Major Fifth ; which see.
HYPATIA, a lady celebrated for her beauty and her
mathematical knowledge, was the daughter of Theon
of Alexandria, and was bom about the end of the fourth
Her public lectures on geometry and astrocentury.
nomy were numerously attended, and she ranked among
her pupils many of the most distinguished individuals
of the age. She was cruelly murdered in 41 5, in a popular commotion which is said to have been excited by
Cyril bishop of Alexandria, on account of her adherence to paganism. See Brucker's History of Philoso«Av;Beckmann'sHw/ortfo//««en<ioiw;and our article
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rendered probable by evidence independent
it is intended to explain ; it is
^hen called a Iheory. A theory therefore differs from a
hypothesis, principally
the degree of probability
which attaches to the system. The two terms are how^^^"^ ^^^'^ ^y ^''^ ^^^^ authors without much discrimination.
Everj' person agrees in calling the Cartesian
sy^'e™ of vortices a hypothesis, and the Newtonian sys*" of gravitation a theory ; for, independent of the posi*f
tive objections to the explanations derived from the vortices, there is not theslightestprobabilityof theirexistence,
wh lie the doctrinc of the mutual attraction of matter is
,^.„,,^^,^j j^j^^jy ^^^^^^^^ f^^^ considerations indepenl
dent of astronomy. The system by which iEpinus has
explained the phenomena of electricity and magnetism
is properly an hypothesis, from there being no evidence
''*7*^.'= of a magnetical and electrical
*^%f
fluid; but from
the admirable explanation which It affords, (when in a sliglit degree modified, by the substitution of two fluids instead of one) of all the phenomena, it is almost universally denominated a theory.
HYRCANIA is the name of a country of ancient
.
^'*'*""
^«'«' *" *'»« '?"!
P^'u "^ ^^^ ^""P'^" ^^^•
of the

phenomena which

m

bounded u°
by t"
Margiana on the east, Parthia on
and Media on the west, and was covered
>^ith mountains and forests.
Hyrcania was the capital,
^"'' \''. P""cipal towns were Barange Adrapsa, Casape.
Abeibina, Amarusa, Sinica, Sale or Sacae, Asmiu-a and

^^^
H
the south,

^ uvccot,
H r hSOP.

c
«
See Horticulture,
vol. xi. p. 282.
See Medicine.
HYTHE, is the name of a market town of England
in Kent, and one of the principal Cinque Ports. It congi^t, principally of one long street parlllel to the beach,
and crossed by two or three smaller streets. The church,
which stands on the side of the hill above the town, is
built in the form of a cross, with a tower at the west
end.
The court hall and market place stand in the
middle of the principal street, and the theatre, which
situated in one of the streets which
''"
Tl^'
runs T'^^
towards
the sea.
The coast is here defended by
martello towers, and by several small forts.
Ranges of
barracks for infantry were erected on the heights above
the town, with numerous mud-wall cottages for the accommodation of the wives and families of soldiers. In
181 1 the town and parish contained
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^^^ Medicine.

a term used in physics to denote a system
of one or more facts gratuitously assumed, for the purPfse of giving an explanation of a particular class of
phenomena. If all, or nearly all, the phenomena are
well explained by the fact assumed, or if the truth of
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and the Beau.
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JaCCATRA.
JACK,

S«e Java.
word used by

mechanics to de<
note any simple or trifling piece of mechanism.
Jack* and Jack Sinkers, are parts of a stocking- frame,
Me CuAiN-woBK ; and lace machines are also provided
with parts called jaclu. A harpsichord has a jack at
every key. Brewers have a large vat which they call
jack back. Masons employ a band jack, screw jack, or
jack in a box. Carpenters use a jack plane. Jack to wds
and roMting-jadu are to be found in every kitchen.
We ahaU here give a description of the roasting-jack
and the hand- jack, both of which are complete machines
in themselves ; whereas most of the other kinds of jacks
are only small parts of other machines.
Hand Jock, or Jack in a Box, is a simple and portable
tlaidJKk.
mechanic*! power for assisting the hand in heaving up
or moving heavy bodies to a small distance, as for instance, to raiie the end of a large block of stone or piece
of timber sufficiently to put rollers beneath to remove
it,
to turn a stone or tree over, or to put a chain
round it, to repair buildings, an<l to lift up an angk of a wall to undermine the foundation. Many other
puiptmtM to which a machine of this description is applicable are too obvious.
The simple lever, or wedge,
will, in many instances, perform all that is desired from
a hand jack but the lever will not retain the load at
the height to which it is raised, and the drawing of
wedges is a tedious operation. The power oTtbe oom>
roon or simple hand jack, is obtainca by a rack and piniaa.SeeFlatoCCXCIX.Fig.6. A block of wood about
CCX'.IX, S feet 6 inches long, 10 inches broad, and G inches wide,
is perforated with a square hole or mortice through it
Icmthwise, for the reception of an iron rack B. This
nek is formal with a double claw or horn at its upper
end. A smallpinioo C is made to engage in the teeth
of the rack. Tb« axis of the pinion is supported in
iron plates bolted to each side of the block, snd one end
of the azia projects tfaroosh the side plate, with a square
to receive a winch or Landle, which, being turned
round. tl>e pinion eteratce the rack B in the mortice,
and raises the claw or bom up to the load to whidi
it is applied.
To prevent the weight of the load running tne pinion bad(. the hamlle is detained by a hook
or link a fastened to the outside of the block. When
a greater power is required than tlw simple rack and
pnion are capable of exerting, a combination of wheelwork is used, aashcwn in the same Figure, where A.\ is
the blodc of wood, which in this cmc is made sufficiently
wide to contain the cog-wheel F, fixed to the pinion C,
which acu in the teeth of the rack B.
is a second pinion of four leaves, working in the wheel F and the axis
of this pinion projects through the side of the block for
the winch
to be fixed on it
The block AA is made
in two halves, and the recess for the wheel F and pinion
(i is cut out in one of the halves
the other, being
laid flat against it, supports the front pivoU of the
wheel and piniona. The two halves are bound together by strong iron hoops 6, b, driven over the outside.
The rack has a claw N at its lower end, projecting out
aidewise thraagh an opening or slit cut tbrough, in tlie
front half of the block. This cUw can be introduced
is
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beneath a stone whicli lies nearly flat upon the ground, ^ __^
_
~
•
and which consequently could not be acted upon by
the claw on the top of the rack. To prevent the rack
descending when it has a load upon it, the small click a
drops into its teeth, but clears it in going up ; when it
is not required to detain the rack, this click can be turned out of the way sidewisc.
A is Sotw jack.
Fig. 7. is a screw-jack.
The block of wood
perforated nearly its whole length with a hole suflicieiit^J;^,,,
ly large to allow the screw B to move up and down
Fig 7.
without touching. The screw passes through a nut
tlie
n, fixed firm into the top of the block A ; and if
screw is turned round, it must rise up through the nut,
and elevate the claw F. This claw is fitted on the top
of the screw with a round collar, which allows the screw
to turn round without turning the claw ; and the claw
\, which projects through a groove or opening made in
the side of the block, is fittetl to the screw with a
smaller collar.
The bottom of the block has four short
points to prevent the machine slipping when used upon
hard ground. To give motion to the screw, the lower
half oi it is formed into a square, and a worm-wheel C is
fitted upon the squAv. The teeth of this wheel are en«
gaged by a worm on the axis of the winch H, and plates
of Iran a, h, are bolted on each side of the block, near
the middle of its height, to carry the ends of the axis of
the winch, and of the wonn which is concealed behind
the worm-wheel C.
When the winch is turned round,
it causes the wheel C to revolve by the action of the
worm in its teeth ; and as the wheel is fitted on the
square part of the screw, it compels it to tuni with it,
but at tne same time allows the screw to move up and

A

down.

The

of this kind of screw jack is very consi- Anoihw
strengtii so great as the screw-jack •"«'* !•«•'•
shewn in Figs. 8. and 9. In this tlie screw is not made '''S*- *» '•
to turn round, but only to rise and fall ; and the wormwheel C, being placed very near the top of the block A,
has a nut, for the screw B to pass through, cut in its
centre.
By this means the nut is turned round instead
of the screw, and it requires no collar either at the top
or bottom of the screw. The axis of the worm, like the
former screw-jack, is supported by two iron plates a. 6,
and the end which projects through the plate a is made
square to apply the winch H. The worm-wheel is
is a part
shewn dotted in Fig. 9. The circular part
of the wheel C, and forms a collar for the wheel, and
^ves also a greater depth of nut for the screw to work
friction

derable

;

nor

is its

D

in.

Fig. 10. shews a jack on the hydrostatic principle dis- Bnmah's
covered by Pascal, and applied to practice by the late I'^j^*"'**''
Mr Bramah to presses, crane*, and various other pur- ^- ^g^
poses.
It is the most powerful of any machine whatever, and very commodious.
A is a large block of
wood, l)olted together in two halves around a cast-iron
3rlindcr, which resembles a mortar or cannon.
It is
osed at its lower end, and furnished with a piston B,
which is turned truly cylindrical, and embraced by a
collar of leather in the head of the cylinder a ; which
will prevent any water from leaking out of the cylinder
by the side of the piston ; a unall copper pipe b is con-
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nected with the cylinder near its top; the other extremity of this pipe is carried to a small injecting pinnp C,
PtATK
standing in the cistern R, and actuated by the lever H.
CCXCIX.
each stroke of the pump a small quantity of water
At
Fig. 9.
is forced or injected into the large cylinder, and this
causes the piston B to rise througli the collar of leather
This quantity will bear
a. very small quantity each time.
the same proportion to the motion given to the piston of
the pump C as the area of that piston bears to that of
The force applied to the small
the large piston B.
pump, and that exerted by the great cylinder, will be
*
in the inverse proportion of these areas.
The pump rod is confined to a perpendicular motion
by an iron frame P, through which it passes.
The top or head of the large cylinder is made larger
than the lower part, as shewn by the dotted lines, and
the shoulder which rests un the top of the block to susWhen the weight or burden is to be
tain the cylinder.
lowered down, it is done by opening a discharge valve in
the pump, the handle of which is seen at p this allows
the water to return by the small copper pipe b, and
escape from the cylinder a into the pump cistern R.
When the power of the lever
is not found sufficient
to perform its work, it can be augmented, by taking
out the centre pin r, which forms the fulcrum of the
lever, and inserting it into another hole which is nearer
the centre of the pump.
Boasting
Roasting Jack, is a machine for turning round meat
Jack.
when placed before the fire, so as to expose every part
of the surface to the heat. These jacks are constructed
Juk.

J

A C

round upon it quite freely in the direction proper for
Js.tk.
winding up the weight ; but is prevented from turning ^-—^"md
in the other direction, by a ratchet concealed within ^'-'^''^'j
the barrel near the cog wheel B. The cog wheel B is p|i^.?
fixed fast on the main arbor, and its teeth turn a pinion b on one end of the arbor C; the other end of this
carries a worm wheel, which cannot be seen in the
drawing, but its teeth act in the worm cut on the ver'

'''

tical

spindle T.

On

the top of the spindle

H

D

tig. S.

D

D

Roasting
jack with a
weight.
Fig. 3.

the

fly-

over the fire-place.
The weight for giving motion to the jacks is generally suspended by a pair of blocks, with two or three
sheaves. The end of the line, or fall from the pulleys, is
wound on the barrel A; and the weight is usually placed
outside the house, and contained in a sort of a chimney,
to defend the lines of the pulleys from the weather.
When pulleys are used, the jack will continue its motion longer without winding, but the weight must be
much heavier than if it was simply suspended to the
end of the cord.
When the weight is run down, a handle is applied
to the square part s of the arbor of the barrel A, which
projects through the frame H. By turning the handle
in different ways ; and are either put in motion by
dogs, by the smoke which ascends the chimney, by a round, the barrel goes with it and winds the rope upon
its circumference ; but as the barrel slips round on the
weight, or by a spring.
When a dog is employed, the spit on which the main arbor when the barrel is turned in that direction,
meat is placed is mounted before the fire, and put in the wheel B continues to revolve and carry the spit by
as long as is requimotion by a wheel, in which the dog walks in the same the momentum of the fly-wheel
manner as men turn the walking wheel crane ; this site to wind up the weight.
A spring Jack is shewn in Fig. 4. From the figure Spring
kind of jack is now out of use.
A smoke jack is represented in Fig. 5. where A A is of the external case of this kind of jack it is called a jack.
the brickwork of the chimney, which is contracted to bottle jack. No spit is used with this jack, but the meat Kig- 4.
a circidar figure at AA ; B is a strong iron bar, placed is suspended before the fire, and the jack keeps it conupon an arch of brickwork over the fire-place, to form stantly in motion, by turning it round, first in one dia support for the wheel- work of the jack ; C is a hori- rection, and then back again ; for this purpose the
zontal wheel placed in the circular funnel AA ; it is made jack is hung upon an arm, projecting from the arch
of iron plate, with a number of vanes radiating from the over the fire-place by the loop q, at the upper end of
the bottle, and the meat is suspended to the hook fixed
centre, each being placed at an angle of about 30" to the
plane of the wheel ; the heated air which ascends the to a small axis L m, which is kept in constant motion
chimney will strike the vanes and turn the wheel ; the by the wheel- work within the bottle, and the motion is
lower end of the spindle D, on which the wheel is governed by the fly-wheel O.
The spiral spring is coiled up into a box, which is
fixed, has a pinion £ fixed on it, and turns a contrate
or crown wheel F on the horizontal spindle G ; on the marked A in the Figure, and is fastened to the frame.
The interior end of the spiral spring is connected with
«ther end of this spindle is a pulley H, for an endless
chain, which descends to the spit on which the meat is the main arbor B, which is supported by the plates R, S.
placed ; the pulley pinned on the end of the spit is laid On this arbor the wheel C with its ratchet-wheel Z is
on the second arin the loop formed by the endless chain, so that this fixed, and turns the small pinion
chain at the same time suspends one end of the spit, bor E ; at the end of this arbor, the contrate or escapeand gives motion to it ; the upper pivot of the spindle wheel F is fixed; and G is a vertical arbor with two
is supported in an iron bracket m, projecting from
pallets a and b projecting from it, the one engaging in
the inside of the chimney, and the lower pivot rests on the teeth on the upper side of the contrate- wheel, and
the top of a standard «, which also carries one end of when the pallet a is not in' action, the pallet t intercepts
the horizontal spindle G ; when the chimney requires the lower teeth of the wheel. This is a crown-wheel
to be swept, the wheel C is lifted out of its centre, to
escapement, such as is used in common watches, and
allow a boy to pass ; these jacks are always in motion gives motion to the arbor G alternately in a backwards
when the fire is kept up.
and forwards direction. On the lower end of the arbor
A roasting jack to be turned by the descending power G a sector C is fixed, and is cut into teeth at its circumfeof a weight, is shewn in Fig. 3. A is the barrel on which rence, to form a segment or portion of a wheel. It gives
the cord for the weight winds. The barrel is not fixed up- motion to the pinion
on the short vertical arbor d;
on the main axis, which is shewn by dotted lines: It slips and the wheel I is fixed on the same arbor, to give mo:

Smoke jack,

is

wheel D, which regulates the motion of the jack, and
prevents the main arbor from turning too fast by the
power of the weight, A wooden pulley E is fixed on the
main arbor on the outside of the frame, for the endless
chain e, which gives motion to the spit, and the pulley
has several grooves to receive chains for two or more
spits at the same time.
Two legs or standards I, K are
rivetted to the frame G, to fix the jack against the wall

H

* See the
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tion to the pinion L, in the centre of the jack, which
is fixetl on the vertical artior m, that parses through
the bottom plate of the bottle, and has the fly-wheel
fixed to it, with the hook P fur tuapendinf; the

O

Plate
CCXCIX.

The arm* of the sector c are sufficiently extended
to admit the arbor
between them. The arbor is sustained by the fixed cock i, and is also suspended by a
numbef of •null catgut strings going up through the

m

centre of the jack to the top of the neck of the bottle,
and attached to the cross pin r. These strings take
off part of the weight of the meat which is suspended
on the hook P, and diminish the frietion on its collar.
This effect is also partly pnxluced by a small spiral
wire t^mng / coiled round the arbor, and bearing on the

cock

1.

The

spring jack

is

wound up by the key Q, when ap-

plied to the square part > of the main arbor ; and in the
act of winding, the great wheel C is not turned round
by the ratchet wheel z, becau.se the click fixe<l to the
great wheel slips over the sloping side of the teeth. To

prevent tlie spring from breaking, a pinion n is fixed on
the end of tiie main arbor beyond the plate it works
into the wheel o, which turns upon a pin fixed into
the sick plate S of the frame.
When the main arbor
has made • sniBcient number of revolutions to wind up
ibe spring, the leaves of the pinion n come in contact
with a part of the wheel o, which has no space in it,
and this prevents the arbor being turned any further,
ao aa to endanger the breaking of the spring. The
Mrtaiomg power of the spring, when wound up,
gtveamotian, by the wheel C and pinion E, to the escape
wheel F, the upper tooth of which meets with the pallet a, and carries it along with it, turning the vertical
arbor roand upon its pivots. This motion is mmrou«
nicated by means of tlw sactor C to the pinion H, and
ha wheel I, and thence to the sector pinion L, and the
Br wheel, and consequently to the meaL The use of
the wheel work CTIL is to make the meat turn round
•ereMl time* before the tooth of the wheel escape* the
pallet m, and then the tooth on the underside of the
•acape wheel meets with the pallet b, and turn* the
vertieai arbor C, and tlie fly wheel back again, in
a contrary direction to that in which it was before
tumad by the pallet a, because the undenide of the
nciMBnt wheel i* going in a contrarT direction
to ma avpar side t whm the under tooth or the wheel
pallet t, the pallet a oomea into action
•MipM
aatkt, and thua a eaoynaoaa awtian i* kept up, first in
for a few tum*^ iken in the oppoMtc diao on. till the —inliining power of the
spring bec asn** cxhanatad, when it most be wound up
aoin by the kejr Q. The tube rescmbliBg the neck of
the battle ia to give length to the catgut string* before
pwtiiinad, and which, by their twiatwg and untwisting, peifam nearly the sane ofioe as the pendulum
spring in a watch, and make the fly wheel return back
readily.
The botton V of the battle .is acre wed to a
flaunch or projecting rim rooBd the botton of the bottle, by removing thaae aerews, and taking out the cross
pin r in the top of the neck which hold the striiv* ; the
inmm coalainmg the whcelwork may be w ithdrawn
fitMB the caae ar x to be repaired or oiled as occasion may
;

mB
I

require,

(j. v.)
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JAES i* a town af Spain, and the capital of the
aaciept pru t ince of the same name, which is now under the government of Andalusia. JacQ is supposed
VOk

II.

rABT

II.
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by some to be the Oningi of Pliny, the Oringi of Livy,
and the Menteaa of the Uomans. The city, which is
situated at the foot of a mountain of mixed marble, is
surrounded by walls flanked with towers. The town
is of a middle size, and has some squares, one of which
The water, with which the town is well
is spacious.
supplied, is distributed in the squares, streets, and
houses.
Jaen is the see of a bishop, suffragan of
the archbishop of Toledo, formerly fixed at Baeza. The
diocese contains two cathedral chapters, one at Baeza,
an<l the other at Jaen ; two collegiate chanters, one at
Baeza, and the other at Ubeda ; seven archpriests, and
438 parish churches. The principal public buildings
are tne cathedral and parish churches, and a great number of monasteries, nunneries, and two hospitals. The
The eastern
cathedral is a noble piece of architecture.
front, flanked with two fine towers, is adorned with
eight Corintliian columns, and has three doors embelThe chapel of the Sacrnrio is
lished with has reliefs.
esteeme<l a fine piece of architecture. The parish church
of St Claire contains an exquisite painting of the Virgin
and our Saviour. The convent church of the nuns of
St Claire is a handsome building, and the principal altar is adorned with some excellent paintings by Angel

Nardi. Jaen was formerly a rich and commercial town,
but its silk manufactories failed about the end of the
About the middle of the 18th century,
Kith century.
5000 tape looms, 1 800 ribbon looms, and several silk
ones, were set to work, but they did not succeed, and
few of them remain at present. The country around
Jaen is rich and beautiful ; the eilk-worm is reared, but
Population 30,000i See Lanot in great quantities.
bonle's Viem of Spain, vol. ii. p. 117.
JAFFA, is a seaport town of Palestine, situated upon
the declivity of a hill on the eastern shore of the Mediterranean. It has a good wharf, but the harbour, which
seems to have been of considerable size formerly, is now
small, ami is only frequented by coasting vessels ma-

king the voyage to Syria. By clearing it out, it hai>
been conceived capable of receiving SO vessels of 30O
tons, such as are now obliged to anchor in the roads,
where they are always ready to slip their cables, from
the frequency of sudden storms. On all the coast oi'
scarcely a safe harbour.
The declivity
town of Jaffa stands, is so unequal, that

Syria there

is

upon which

tlie

the street* are paved in *trp*. The whole is surrounded by walls, fortified witn tolerable regularity, and
capable of defence, though commanded by a height.
On the aouthern *ide, it ha* one large bastion, with
several tower* crowned with artillery, which flank
the line of wall* but these are said not to be of suffi;

strength.
There were recently two principal
gates, and a third of a smaller size ; but one o< Uie former was stint up. The house* are neatly built of stone
and being dlstnbutetl on the declivity, rise above each
otiier like tlie sett* of an amphitheatre, a°.id there i* a
tower or citadel on the summit. There are three small
convent* here of Christian*, Greek*, and Roman Catholic*, whose numbers are probably much smaller since
pilgrimages to the Holy Land have l>ecome less frequent In 1807, there were but four Roman Catholic*
in their monastery, and they were all Spaniards. Only
a few Jew* are in tlic town, the population consisting of
cient

among whom is a numerous garrison of
Turkish and Maugrabin soldier* ; the total amounting
Water i* scarce in Jaffii, notto about (>000 or 70(X}.
a mixed race,

withst*iidiog tlic vicinity of a small river: It may be
obtained, however, by digging for it on the coast;

4 a
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and it ia said, that one of its govevnors who engaged to
remedy this inconvenience, was strangled by order of
Djezzar, Pacha of Acre. The chmatc seems to have
a tendency to insalubrity, which has been attempted to
be corrected by draining extensive marshes. Soap is
principal manufacture of this town, as it is of sevet«wns of Syria, from all of which it
and is exis sold under the name of Joppa soap,
ported for supplying Egypt. Oil of olives was one of
its chief ingredients ;
but the groves of olive trees
which covered the neighbouring country, and also

tlie

ral considerable

those of oranges, lemons, and other fruits which adorned the town, were destroyed by the Mamelukes during
Spun cotthe sieges of Ali Bey and his successor.
is exported in small boats to Acre, whence it is
shipped for other places, and also the provisions, the
produce of tiie country. Jaffa is governed by an officer, who is said to be appointed by the Kislar-Aga or
chief of the Black Eunuchs in the Turkish emperor's
service, but the regulations under which the military
The governor pays a small
subsist are not explained.
tribute to the Porte, which he levies in customs from
merchandize and taxes on the town and villages dependant on him his authority seems to have been
very low about thirty years ago, but events more recent
have rendered Jaffa of greater importance. 'I'he town
subsists by its commerce, and the resort of pilgrims to
tlie Holy Land, who find a reception in some of the
part of the money paid by them for this
monasteries
privilege, however, is diverted into a different clianJaffa is celebrated as the Joppa of Scripture
nel.
the spot where the Roman Catholic monastery stands
is said to have the site of the house of Simon the tanner and on a rising ground, about a mile east of the
town, are some ruins, called those of the house of Tabitha, who was raised from the dead by St Peter, and
where Pococke supposes there was a church dedicated
to her, as the Greeks resort hither to perform their reIn profane
ligious rites on the day of her festival.
history it is equally celebrated ; for here Perseus is
believed to have rescued Andromeda from danger
and Jerome affirms that in his time the rock to which
she had been bound was still pointed out. Jaffa was
destroyed by the Sultan Saladin in II9I, after which it

ton

:

:

:

was rebuilt and fortified by the Christians.
During the arduous contest which subsisted for so
many years among the principal European powers toFrench arEgypt. A force of IS.iaS men commanded
by Bonaparte was detached to act against Syria in February 1799. principally, it is said, with the view of
reducing Acre, in retabation for the capture of the fort
of El Arisch by Djezzar. This army succeeded in taking every place on the route with facility, and at
length reached the walls of Jaffa on the 7th of March
of the same year. With regard to the consequences of
the ensuing siege, the keenest controversies have been
agitated by our contemporaries on the one hand it has
been said, that the French exercised unheard of enormities on the captured garrison
on the other, these
have been as strenuously denied.
The Turks believing themselves invincible behind
their walls, cut off the head of a messenger who carried
a summons from Bonaparte to surrender, and did not
answer it. But the French batteries being completed
in three days, the fire of twelve-pounders opened at
seven in the morning of the 7th, the summons having
heen sent at day-break, and was directed against a kind

wards the

close of the eighteenth century, a

my invaded

:

:

of square tower where the wall seemed weakest, on the
south-west of the town. The breach appearing practicablc by three o'clock, the signal was given for storm*
The
ing, amidst a fire well sustained by the garrison.
French advanced boldly ; but no sooner had they penetrated the streets, than they gave themselves up to
the fury sanctioned by an assault, massacring who
ever ventured to oppose them. " All the horrors which
accompany a storm are seen in every street, and repeated in every house. Here are heard the screams of some
j'outhful female, the victim of violation, vainly imploring succour from her outraged mother, or calling on
the name of her father, who is mercilessly murdered.
No asylum is respected : streams of blood are flowing
and at each footstep appears a being groaning in the
agonies of death." General Befthier ordered an officer
M. Miot, to take a detachment, and carry the wounded off the breach ; on arriving at the spot, he found that
Thus disaphis whole detachment had forsaken him.
pointed, he entered the city. " What a spectacle," he
exclaims, " was there the pallid hue of the inhabitants
their terror ; the shouts of the soldiers ; women wandering about despoiled of their veils, recognizing their dead
or dying I'elatives among the disfigured bodies. The
ground was overspread with dresses and furniture, and
the soldiers selecting the richest from among the pestiferous garments." While all this was going on, a considerable portion of the garrison had retired into one of the
forts, where they laid down their arms, and were conducted to bivouac before the tents of the general's staff.
The Egyptians were selected from among them, and
removed and the remainder, consisting of between
2000 and 3000, Sir Robert Wilson seems specifically to
affirm 3800, Turkish artillerymen, Maugrabins and
Amauts, were put under the guard of a strong detachment. Next day they were sparingly supplied with
biscuit, and parties of them were carried to get water
in some vessels witli which they had been furnished.
Meantime Bonaparte, elated with his conquest, issued
proclamations to the inhabitants of the various towns
of Palestine, giving them an option of peace or war,
declaring that he was merciful to the troops surrendering at discretion, but those were treated with severity
who had infringed the rights of war. He also solicited the friendship of Djezzar, and his hostility towards
tlie Mamelukes and the English.
It does not appear how these overtures were received, or what time was allowed for an answer ; but on
the 10th of March, a little after mid-day, the prisoners
of Jaffa were put in motion, surrounded by a vast
square battalion formed by the French divison of General Bon.
Suspicions arising in the French army regarding their disposal, induced many not appointed for
that duty to accompany the columns of Turks, who
marched in profound silence. At length, having reached the sandy downs, about a mile south-west of Jaffa,
they were halted near a marsh containing turbid water,
when the commanding officer of the French directed
that the whole should be partitioned into small groups.
The order being accomplished, the victims were conducted to different points, and inhumanly butchered in
an atrocity unexampled in the modern
cold blood
history of civilized nations. Notwithstanding the number of troops employed in it, the execution of this
horrible sacrifice required a long time, and it is affirmed that it was only with extreme repugnance that
All
the soldiers fulfilled the duty imposed upon them.
the prisoners suffered with the most heroic fortitude,
!

:

:
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with the exception of • ung\e youth,
fhiitlen
queror*.

who made a

to the humanity of his merciless conTbeee who could iiccomplish it, with un-

appeu

common

resignation perlbrroed that ablution wliich
their religion enjoins, by means of the stagnant
water, and then bid each other adieu ; but none
In narrating these events,
erer attempted to escape.
M. Miot obeerves, " I saw a respectable looking
old man, whose manner and appearance denoted superior rank, I saw him coolly cause a hole be dug in
the sand at his feet, deep enough to admit of his beiiii;
bulled alive— Doubtless, he wished to perish by his
own hands. He stretched himself on his back in this
nelancholy tomb, which now afforded him protection,
while his comrades, offering supplicatory prayers to
hwvm, loaD covered hira up with sand. Then they
ti ped on tbc earth thus enshrouding him, as if to

M

giTC a more apeedy termination to his sufferings. This
ipactacle made my heart palpitate within me.
It took
|tUce while the groups scattered »n the downs were
maMKTcd. At laat, of all the prisoners none remainad bat thoie who were beaide the marsh. The cartlidfea of our aoldien were now expended ; and it was
ntiWMary t« diapatcb them with swords and bayonets.
1 coald no langer sapport this horrible butcbery.
I
flad from it pale and ready to nnk ; but wveral offiocrt
told me in the aveniii^ that Mine of tboaa mieerable berngt, yialdhn to that uriaaialiMa inpul** which prompts
MBload to avoid daatt«ctaaa> lanit on each other, and
Una leenvvd in tbafr Vmkm tha mow which wat aimed
at their heart*. If the tnth noat be diadoaed, a frightful pyramid was reared of the daad and dying, itraanting with blood ; and it bacatae nectaMUfy to ramore
tfaoaa who had expired, in cedar to murder other* who,
•hdtcred by this terrific rampart, had not yet been
etntck."
Their bone* are said to have lain long in
heap*, and to have been shewn to traveller* ; but Dr
Clarke could not find any trace* of them, nor even
obtain the moct distant information that such a ma***had mrmt takao plac*.
In lagard to tho adaccnent* which led to
OMot
so noted in tho hittarf of JaA, the French afliw, Ihst
thcaa ware onooanected with the thirst of rerengs, or
I'beir army, already reduced by
tho leva of cruaiQr.
tha aiagn of £1 Arach and this unfortunate town, flaily

—

*

J

A L

more enfeebled by the ravages of disease.
Great difficulty of subsistence was experienced, and the

became

still

soldier rarely receivetl his ration complete.
The scarcity was increased by the hostile disposition of the inhabitants of S3rria and Palestine towards the French.

" To maintain the prisoners," they pleaded, " by keeping them along with us, was not only augmenting our
necessities, but would have been a constant restraint on
our motions. Confining them in Jaffa was admitting
the possibility of revolt, considering the slender guard
that could be left to watch them, without removing the
former inconvenience. Sending them back to l^gypt
would have required a considerable detachment, and reduced our troops greatly. To lil)erate them on their
parole was, notwithstanding all engagements, hazarding
an addition to the number of our enemies, and particularly to the garrison of Acre. Thus there remained only one universal measure of conciliation ; it was frightful, but it was judgetl the result of necessity."
The exact number of the Turkish garrison thus massacred by tlie P'rench is not exactly ascertained.
Sir
liobert WiUon states it at S800: M. Miot, a specUtor
of the victims, thinks there were not quite so many.
But noss>ibly Bonaparte's manifesto to the Egyptians
may be considered an ingiedient of evidence, wherein
he says, " he found at Jaffa about 5000 of the troops of
Djessar.
He destroyed them all very few saved
thensdvea by flight." Such is a brief account of this
menorable tragedy, the truth of which has been so
keenly controverted in Europe.
The French have been charged with another atrocity
in poisoning RSO of their own sick and wounded in the
ho*p*tsll at Jafla ; but happily it has not yet received
tho aaoM eoBfiraaation we believe as the former. In
their retreat from Acre in May 1799, they seized on all
the stores found in Jaffa, and blew up the fortifications,
which have since been repaired. Distance from Acre
40 miles South. LaL 92° 2' N. Long. 3i' 5S' £.
JAGAS. See Congo.
JAGCiERNAUT. See Jioccrnaot.
JAGO, St. See Cuba.
J AGO, St. one of the Cap€ de Verde Islands, which
;

see.

JAGO, St ob Compostklla. See
JALAP. See Matsoia Mcdica.

Compostcli.a.

JAMAICA.
JaUAir*, the most

considerable a* well as by far the
British NVett India isUndt, i* a»tMiad in the Atlantic Ocean, among what are caUad
by loompbcn the Greater Antilles, in 1 8' 12' of North
Lafbtoaa, and 76* 45' West Longitude from London.
The *n'*'*lL' of Kingston, the principal town, is isfi
nofdl; tha latitude ofMorant point east is IT** 56*, and its
and the latitude of South Ncgril Point
loogftudo 76*
;
wast is 18* IG", and iu longitude 7S* S^. .Nmaica is
naarly of an oval form ( 140 English miles in length,
aid in its broadest part about HO. It is the third in
It is bounde<i
size of the islanda of the Archipelago.
cast bv
by tht
Domingo, from which
the island of .St Don
on the east
H is separated by the channel called by English seamen
dH Windward paaogc : by Cuba on the north ; by the

MM valuable of the

V

"

1

Bay of Honduras on the west, and by Carthagena

New

Spain on the Muth.

in

Jamaica.

'mm'ymm^

divided into three counties; Middlesex, niviuoni
Tlie county of Middlesex is and ptincidivided into eight parishes, which contain one town P*l >«*«.
and thirteen villages. The town is called St Jago dc la
Vega, or Spanish Town ; and as this is the residence
of Uie governor, it is accounted the capital of tlie i'land.
The county of Surry contains seven parishes, in which
there are two towns and ten villsges. The chief of these
is the town and parish of Kingston.
Port Royal is also
in this county, and likewise the villages of Port Morant and .Morant Bay, the latter of which is a place of
considerable importance, on account of its shipping.
The parish of Portland in this county contains the vil.lamaica

.Surry,

is

snd Cornwall.
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age of Port Antonio, the harbour of which is one of
^^"^/"^ the most comraodious and secure in the island. The
parish of St George contains Annotto Bay, a shipping

The county of Cornwall contains five parishes,
place.
in which are situated two towns and eight villages. The
towns are Savannah le Mar, which being destroyed by
the hurricane in 1780, consists at present only of 60 or
70 houses and Montego Bay Town on the north coast.
The villages of Jamaica are generally small hamlets on
the bays, where the produce is shipped in the drnggers,
The few
to be conveyed to the ports of clearance.
otlier places worthy of mention are Falmouth on the
north coast, on the south side of Martha Brea harbour ;
Lucca harbour, also on the north coast ; Bluefield Bay
on the south coast, three leagues east of Savannah le
Mar, the usual rendezvous of the homeward bound
The
fleets ; and Carlisle Bay, also on the south coast.
chief headlands of the island are Point Morant, more
generally known to seamen by the name of the East
End of Jamaica, and dreaded by them for its thunder
and lightning squalls. Nepil by North and Nepil by
South are two promontories on the west end of the
The islands deserving mention near Jamaica,
island.
are the Pedea Keys and Portland Rock, on a large bank
south of the island, and Morant Keys, eight leagues
south-east of Morant Point.
The island is crossed longitudinally by an elevated
Mountains
and face of ridge, called the Blue Mountains.
What is called the
the country, pjue Mountain Peak, rises 743 1 feet above the level of
The precipices are interspersed with beautiful
the sea.
savannahs, and are clothed with vast forests of mahogany, lignum vitae, iron wood, logwood, bvazilletto, &c.
On the north of the island, at a small distance from the
sea, the land rises in small round topped hills, which
Unare covered with spontaneous groves of pimento.
der the shade of these is a beautiful and rich turf. This
side of the island is also well watered, every valley
having its rivulet, many of which tumble from overhanging cliffs into the sea. The back gi-ound in this
prospect, consisting of a vast amphitheatre of forests,
melting gradually into the distant Blue Mountains, is
very striking. On the south coast the face of the country is different ; it is more sublime, but not so pleasing.
The mountains here approach the sea in immense
ridges ; but there are even here cultivated spots on the
sides of the hills, and in many parts vast savannahs, covered with sugar canes, stretching from the sea to the
foot of the mountains, relieve and soften the savage
grandeur of the prospect.
1 ''^ ^'' "^ Jamaica is, in many places, deep and ferSoils.
On the north side, chiefly in the parish of Trelawtile.
ney, there is a particular kind of soil of a red colour, the
shades of it varying from a deep chocolate to a rich scarlet. In some places, it appwoaches a bright yellow; but it
is every where remarkable, when first turned up, for a
glossy shining surface ; and for staining the finger like
paint, when it is wetted. It seems to be a chalky marl,
evidently containing a large portion of calcareous matter, from the circumstance of its holding water, when
formed into ponds, like the stiffest clay. What is called the brick mould in Jamaica, is a deep, warm, mellow,
hazle mould, with an under stratum so retentive, as to
retain a considerable degree of moisture even in the
This is the best soil in the West India
driest season.
islands for sugar canes, next to the ashy loam of St
Christophers, and is followed by the deep black mould
of Barbadoes. On the whole, however, the cultivated
soU of Jamaica is not remarkably fertile.
I'lie island has upwards of one hundred rivers, risbg
BivtK.
;

and running with great rapidity to Jamaica,
the sea on both sides.
This rapidity, as well as the ^-"~/-*^
obstructions from rocks, renders them unnavigable except by canoes.
The deepest is the Black River on
the south coast, which flows gently through a considerable tract of level country, and is navigable by flat boats
for 30 miles. There are some medicinal springs, warm,
sulphureous, and chalybeate.
The most remarkable of
these is in the eastern parish of St Thomas, in the
neighbourhood of which, a village called Bath has been
built.
The heat of this spring raises the thermometer
It is said that the Spanish settlers
to 123 degrees.
once wrought mines both of copper and silver ; and one
of lead was opened a short time since in the parish of
St Andrew, but it was soon abandoned.
The climate of Jamaica, even on the coast, is tempe- ciiinaw.
rate, the medium heat at Kingston, throughout the
year, being 80, and the least 70.
In ascending towards the mountains, the temperature quickly alters
with the elevation ; eight miles from Kingston, the
maximum is only 70 ; at the distance of l-t miles from
this town, where the elevation is 4200 feet, the average
range of the thermometer is from 55 to 65, and the minimum in winter 4'4. On the summit of Blue Mountain Peak, 7431 feet above the sea, the range in the
summer is from 47 at sun-rise to .'JS at noon ; and the
in the mountains,

minimum

in winter is 42.
The year may be divided
into four seasons ; the first commencing with the vernal
or moderate rains in April or May, which usually

weeks the second season includes June, July,
and August, and is hot and dry the third includes
September, October, and November, or the hurricane
and rainy months and the fourth December, January,
February, and March, which are the most serene and
last six

;

;

;

the coolest months.tj
Besides the staple exports of Jamaica, consisting of VegctaWes
sugar, indigo, coffee, and cotton ; the cultivated vege- »"'' fruits,
tables are maize, Guinea corn, and calavances for the
food of the negroes, and almost all the kitchen vegetables of Europe, besides many indigenous ones, as the
sweet potatoe, yam, eddar root, callaloo, a kind of spinach, and the commonest substitute for greens, cassara,
okasy, &c. Few of the northern European fruits
thrive, but the indigenous ones are numerous and delicious ; the principal are the plantain cocoa-nut, guava,
sour-sop, sweet-sop, papaw, custard apple, cashew apple, granidella, prickly pear, pine apple, &c.
The
orange, lime, lemon, mango, and grape, have been naturalized, as well as the cinnamon tree, of which there
are now considerable plantations.
The bread-fruit tree,
with other useful plants, has been introduced by the
exertions of Sir Joseph Banks.
This island abounds in
various grasses of an excellent quality.
Of the native Grasses,
grass, good hay is made, but in no great quantit)' ; but
there are two exotic grasses that are extremely valuable,
and yield an abundance of food for cattle ; the first is
an aquatic plant called Scots grass, from a single acre
of which five horses may be maintained for a whole year.
The seed of the other kind, called Guinea grass, was
introduced into the island, about 70 years ago, as food
for some birds brought from the coast of Guinea. Cattle are remarkably fond of this grass, and thrive wonThe greater part of the grazing and
derfully upon it.
breeding pens throughout the island are tiupported
chiefly by means of this invaluable herbage.
The principal forest trees have been already mentioned ; many of
po,jst jj^^j
them rise to a prodigious height, as the papaw and the
palmeto royal, the latter of v.hich is frequently ftmnd
140 feet high; the trunks of the ceiba, or wild cotton

JAMAICA.
measure 90 feet from
^"^^f^^ the bwe to tbe limbs ; the fMiner, when hoUowetl out,
ha* been known to fonn a boat capable of holding one
hundred penoos. Of aefter kinds of wood for boards
and shin^ea, there is a great variety of species ; and
there are many well adapted for cabinet work, nich as
In mentioning the
the breadnut, the wild lemon, &c.
W::j rina. vegetable productions of this island, the wild pine ought
not to be omitted ; it is a plant that commonly takes
,

Aainui*.

(ind the.fiff-tree «!*«, often

loot in the great forks of the branches of the wild cotton tree ; by the confertnation of its leaves it catches
and retains the rain-water, each leaf resembling a spout,
and farming at its base a natural reservoir, wiuoh will
hold about a qtuut of water.
When Jamaica was discovered, it contained eight
species of quadrupeds, the agouti, the pecare, the armadillo, the opossnm, the racoon, the musk-rat, the alOf these only the agouti and
co, and the monkey.
the monkey remain. There arc many varieties of the

The most delicilizard, some of them very beautiful.
ous of the wild fowl are the ring-dove, and tin- ricepon
bird of South Carolina the latter, after
ca in
the rice plantations in that district, vi<s.:
prodigious numbers in October, to feed on the seedt of
the Guinea srasa. Parrota are still found in the gtores,
but the flamingo i* no longer to be sem.
Few cattle are bred here, the asses and mule* being
imported from the Spanish Main, atHl the ho:aes fkocn
I

;

1m conimereia] productions of the island are

rnm. mlaMM,
and ginger.

ooiiee, cocoa, cotton,

indigo, pimento,

In the year I67S, the chief productions of Jamaica

staple article of the island ha* been very gradual.

ywr

;

the year.
The following table, extracted from the Report of the
Committse of the House of Commons in the year 1807,
on the commercial state of the West Indies, exhibits
the outgoings, and ttic produce of a sug^r estate in
1806, which was cultivated by 519 negroes, and 434

head of stock.

OtTOOINOS.
and

Brit'uh

Irish Supplies.

Lead, mill-work, and ironmongery utensils .
'ledicinea, oil, tJillow, grain, wine, &c.
.
O^tuburghs, negro clothing, hats
.
Wood-hooks, ox-bows, rope, stationery, pottery, tec
Cooroy-doty, custom-house entries, and shipping charge*
Provisions, and herrings with charges
.
Coals and fire-bricks, with charges

Erpenca
American lumber,

salt-fish, flour

.

....
....
.....

men, tee.
Hired labour
Taxe*
Attomiea commissions,

1

.

.

spcdct of sugar-cane, far more valuable than
that fonncrly in lue, ms latelr been introduced into
Jamaic*. It was flnt impaUmn into the French islands
of Goadaloupe and lfartini<{ne, from the islands of
Boofboo ana Mauritius, and is called the Bourbon or
Otabeite Caoe. It is much higher, and four times as
It will
large a* the cane fonncrly grown exclusively.
grow on bqggy land, and yields one- third more sugar
than the oldcane ; but the sugar is not of such a compacl grain. The 'average expence of the cultivation of
M^ar is SO*. lOd. per cwt. independent of the interest
af capital and the produce of rum. The works neces-

making 200 hogshead* of sugar annually cost
£10,000 Jamaica currency and sh estate pro<lucing
such a quaotity, rtqoircs £40,000 to cstablisn it, viz.
;

306
516
231
481

667
84S

o verseer*

and

1492
603
1367
184

566

book-

061

1,000 hbd*. were exported.

33,155
35,761
55,000
78,30*
105,400
140,000

for

£ 671

ia the Island.

Cattle purchssed in the i&land
.
.
Fresh beef, medical attendance, wharfage, trade*-

ie&88S

Total

Prodcck.
Hhds.

Sugar

Hry

sterling each,

keepers' aalariaa

mi
i'39
17**
1768
1T7*
1790
1902

amounting to J«m«ici
JE 1 7,500; 180 cattle and mules at £iO each, amount- ""—V-^
ing to £5400 ; buildings for the manufacture, and hou- Produce,
ses for negroes and owners, £7000 ; and land, J6l0,100. expence of
The value of the buildings and machinery on the sugar cultivation,
*"^'
plantations varies from £4000 to £25,000 sterling.
The greatest crop of sugar on an estate with one set of
works ever grown, was 1030 hogsheads, of 18 cwt.
each but estates in general, with one set of works,
make from 100 to 300 hogsheads. Estates containing
1300 negroes imd a due proportion of whites, require
about £10,000 sterling of supplies annually of British
manufactures and provisions. One hundred barrels ot*
herrings are required for S50 negroes in the course of

sugar,

were ooooa, indigo, and hide*. The cultivation of sugar had wst oommenced. It appears from the following atataoMOt, that the increase in the growth of this

In the

£70

at

'

England and America ; the latter are in general excelThe
lent, and sell at fraro £IOO to £l40 currency.
black cattle are of a lai^ sise. There are auo aasea
and sheep ; the mutton is well taated, but the wool ia
hairy ma coarse. There are likewise goat* and hogt
in great plenty ; sea and river fish ; wild, tame, and
water fowl. Near the eoMt there are sah ponds, from
which formerly the inhahitato sapplied their own conwiptioo.
froduftioBf.

665

250 negroes

.

.

.

472

Tierrc*.
.

.

81

Puncheons.

Rum

.

.

16*

Formerly it was calculated, that where twohogi>
of sugar were made, tliere was at least one
puncheon of rum ; but latterly the proportion has been
greater; the average annual quantity of rum being
nearly 54,000 puncheons.
Coffee was little cultivated in Jamaica till the year
lieada

The coffee planUtions are generally 8itiiate<l in
1788.
the hilly r^ons, of which nearly two-thirds of the
island consist,

and

situation,

are, from their soil, climate,
The inunfit for sugar plantations.

and which

may be wen from the following £kU, taken from the refwrt already referred to.

crease of coffee plantations

Coffee.
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In the four years ending the 30th September 1791, the
average exportation of coffee was 1 ,603,066 lbs. : in
1804', it amounted to 22 million pounds; and during
three years ending 30th September 1807, the average
exportation was more than 28^ millions, which, at £6
per cwt. its cost in Jamaica, produced more than
£ 1,700,000. It is calculated that £ 20,000,000 is invested in coffee estates. Cotton is not cultivated to
any very great extent it was attempted to cultivate it
on ground w om out by sugar ; but it was found that
such soil would not grow either cotton or coffee, and
would produce only very inferior grass. Indigo is
now very little cultivated, and, in all probability, will
never again become a staple commodity. Blome, who
published a short account of Jamaica, in the year 1672,
mentions that there existed at that time, about 60 cocoa walks at present, there is scarcely a single plan-

the hilly regions of the North.
The returns from a Jamaica.
pimento walk, in a favourable season, are very great
""""v""'
a single tree has been known to yield 150 lbs. of the
raw fruit, or 100 lbs. of the dried spice.
:

The

following Tables will further illustrate the value,

and produce, and expence, of cultivating Jamaica

Common

:

IndigOi

:

Ginger.

Pimento.

tation in the

whole

Ginger

island.

cultivated.

is little

All the produce of the amotto plant, which is at present exported from Jamaica, is gathered from the trees
that grow spontaneously. The pimento trees also grow
spontaneously, and in great abundance, especially in

estates

at different periods.

Valuation

of' an

Value cf

Estate.

estat«.

land, the canes upon it valued se.
parately
Plants
Cane land in ratoons and young plan ts

Cane

Sterling.

£22
22

.

Pasture land
land
Provisions

Wood

Steers

8 do.

,

4

.

57 do.

«

22 do.

Works, water,

10 do.

•

a

cattle,

&c.

carts,

do.

Udo

•

.

Breeding

do.

15 do.

.

.

Negroes
Mules

per acre

5 do.

&c. from

View of the Property and chief Produce of the whole Island

£7000

to

£10,000

in 1786.

Property

and pro-

Other settlements.

Slaves.

Produce of sugar.
Hhds.

Cattle.

323
350
368

917
540
561

87,100
75,600
90,000

31,500
34,900
39,000

75,000
80,000
69,500

1061

2018

255,700

105,4.00

224,500

Sugar

Countiei.

duce in

estates.

K96.

Middlesex
Surry
Cornwall

this

.

•

.

.

.

.

.

....

Total

To

.

produce should be added about 53,000 puncheons of rum.

Comparative View between the Years I768 and 1785.
Compared

Middlesex

vith 1768.

1768.

Sugar estates .
Sugar hogsheads
Negroes
.

Cattle

.

.

.

.

SuBRY

in

1768.

1786.

Total in

CoHNWAi-i. in
1786.
1768.

in

1786.

239

323

146

350

266

24,050
66,744
59,510

31,500
87,100
75,000

15,010
39,542
21,465

34,900
75,600
80,000

29,100
60,614
54,775

Hates of Contingent Charges on Jamaica Estates from 1763

to

1768.

651
388
39,000 68,160
93,000 166,900
69,500 135,750

Amount

of in-

1786.
1,061

410

105,400
255,700
224,500

37,240
88,800
88,750

1806, taken from the Report of the Committee of the

House of Commons,
Expence of
from
1763 to
3 80 J.

1763 to 1773. 1773 to 1783. 1783 to 1789.

1789 to 1794.

1794 to 1799- 1799 to I8O6.

estates

Head

Overseer's sala-

ry.
1st

£70

to

£21
£17

to

£150 £120

to

£180 £150

to

£215

to

£ 45

to

£25

£ 50 £ 50
£ 35 £ 35

to

to

£ 60
£ 50

£100 £70

to

£100 £100

to

£120 £100

to

£28 £28
£20 £20

to

£35 £ 35
£20

to

£ 43

£ 43

to

£22

£22

to

Bookkeeper's and

Distiller's,

.

.

Junior Bookkeeper,
Red oak staves, per
1000,

White
Mules,
Steers,

....
....
....

ditto,

.

.

to

£6to£8
£7 to £10

£8 to £11
£7to£2l

£19

to

£19

£7

to

£9

£21
£10

£7
£9

to

£10
£12

to

£28 £18

to

£22

to

£14

£9 to £11

£22
lOs. to

to

to

£33 £22 to £30
£ 36 £ 28 to £ 32
to £ 36 £36
£14 £14 to £29 £29

£8 to £15
£ 9 to £ 22
£8,

£ 45
£ 25
£15

to

£ 22
£ 22

to
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Frovinon* and Lumber, for the Plantalions, imported into Jamaica in
same Report.
From

Corn, bushels,
Bread, flour, and meal, cwts.

.

•

barrels,

Fiah, dry,
Do. pickled, barrels,
Cows and oxen,
Sbeep and hogs,
Oak and pine boarda,
in feet,

.

.

.

the United

Other
British America.

United States.

15,972

1450
381

82,043
142,350

do

Of

ritaous liquors themselves, they seldom take

1802
1803
.
.
1804 till 5th July
1804 lOth of October, to
1805 ditto

160

wan

7

The following Table exhibits the importation and exJjJ'J^^"'"
portatton of slaves for four years, previous to the abo- ^o"^'"
lition of the slave trade.
riarea.
Crtw.

S«

10069

21

67W

8

2258

SI

6513

and 85

to

Honduras ;

The

Sla>e*

exported again.

8933
6391

2712
2092

2034

1665

1004
476
245

6684

Britain,

and the exports to the

in

U315.
Th» flCctal

SUvw
ImiiM'tad*

5

exported to the Danish colonie«,

to the Spaniah cofaiUM,

more thaa

5000 puncheons.

AfH«a.

Of which,

684
136

9,501,734
17,621,756
12,395,732

753,588
208,225
246,760

the former, they used to take annually
30,000 puncheons ; but since they began to distil spi-

270

25,039
30,834

and timber

The annual value of the lumber and provisions formerly impoirtcd into Jamaica from the L'uited States,
amattntcd to above £ 1,000,000, in return for which,
the Americans were allowed to take only rum and moUaaea.

Quint.

Bar.

662

Shinglw, No.
Stares,

Caunties.

4094
9567

16
SS,2S1
1262
Bar.
Quint
QuinU Bar.
J 86
17,408
478
48,838
29,416
8

....

takenjrom the

Kingdom.

8405

Rice, barrels,

Beef and pork,

18<)6>

value of the imporu (ram Jamaica into

island, were, in
Exports.

Imports.

1809
1810

JC

.

.

.

.

.

.

4,068,897
4,303,337

.

.

.

£3,038,234

.

.

•

2,303,179

followins Table exhibits the total amount of exports of the chief produce of Jamaica for the years

1

Bm».
HMa.

Ttanw.

77,473
89.S3S
88.851
89,819
78,373
87,896
101.457

6,7W

6iS

11.158
9,637
10,700
9,963
11,725
13,538
13,549
18,704
15,405

1.834
1,225

t

179S

I7M
179*
1796

17W
1798
1799
1800
1801
1803

Rum.

964*7
1S3.251

129^14

The

Barrvls.

858
753
1,163
1,321
1,631

3.692
3,403

Cwt.

Caslis.

Baaa.

879

62

1,570
1,475
1,364
1,463

8,6(M
10,305

426
090
259

8,2M
1,981

1,350
1,514
2,073

131

14,861

Coffer.

Bags.

Bjgs.

Hhds.

9.108
82.153
20,451
9,820
2,935

13,029
16,842
17,766
9,903

1,181

8,961

1,766

28,273
12,759
14,084
7,793

2,859
30,693

3,983,576
4,911,549
6,318,812
7,203,539
7,931.621
7,894,306
11,745,425
11,116,474
13,401,408
17,961,923

Casks.

420
554
957
136
828

444

80,375
29,098
18,454
10,358
3,580

12

239

610
648

23

2,079

591

119
321

Cotton.

principal articles of export were, in

Rum
CVL

PUMhwH. HMa.
34.735
39^843
37,684
40,810
28,014
40,623
37,022
37,166
48,879
45,632

Pimento.

Ginger.

Callooa.

Pimento.

Cotton.
Iba.

1809(31
19314.415, I,104v619 3.470.8503.219,367 1,886,748
l.(n 1.488 3,428,458*3,378.964 1,798.172
ttl

ma

imported into Great Britain, in the
Galloiu of
year ending 5th January 1812, 4,G04,771 ; «nd in
1813, 3,763,281. Sugar imported in the year ending
5th January 1813, 1,455,954 cwt.
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this parish, the increase of slaves in

Ships belonging lo Jamaica.
Shippiog.

Years.

Ports.

Antonio.

4

Ditto.

.

1787
1805

Official re-

turns for
181?.

Tonnage.

total

the year 1810, the actual diminution was, males 28,
females 16 total 44.
2
In the parish of St Thomas, the number of white
Kingston.
125
6109
males was 369, females 49, children 16; of slaves
Ditto.
.^952
44
The births of slaves in the December quarter
26,341.
Montego Bay.
3602
48
of 1807 was 176, the deaths 543. The number of free
Ditto.
44
1343
persons in 1812 was, males 207, females 142, children
308
St Lucca.
S
114; the number of acres 1 43,475.
Ditto.
4
131
In the parish of St George, the number of slaves was
Savannah le Mar.
221
7
13,233 ; their increase by births above deaths from 1800
Ditto.
3
78
to 1807, both years inclusive, was 196.
Of free persons of colour, there were, in 1812, adult males 63, feIn the year 1807, the number of vessels that cleared male 97 ; male children 103, female 80; in all 343.
<9ut from the island, was—
Free blacks, males 4, females 28. The number of acres
in this parish is 92,927|.
The number of negroes returned in the parish of St Anne, was 23,26"1. In PortVessels.
Tonnage
Seamen
land parish tliere were 7651, of which 3949 were males,
and 3702 females. The white population amounted to
For Great Britain . . . .
242
63,471
7,748
415, of which there were males 217, females 96; boys
For Ireland
10
1,231
91
The free persons of colour amount to
53, and girls 49.
For British America
66
6,133
449
180, of which there were, males 73, females 58 ; boys
For the United States . .
133
13,041
493
23, and girls 26. The extent of this parish is nearly 20
For the Foreign West 7
22
1,903
155
(miles.
In 1810, the births of slaves were 94, the deaths
Indies
3
89 ; increase 5.
For Africa
109
8
In the parish of St David's, the white population
amounted
to 131, of which there were, males II6, feTotal
474
85,888
9,344
males 10, and children 5. The free persons amounted
to 29, of which there were, males 5, females 11, and
children 13.
The number of slaves was 7203. The
Progressive Population of Jamaica.
births of slaves in the December quarter of I8O6 were
The number of acres
58, the deaths 56 ; increase 2.
Free People
in this parish is 46,619.
Years.
Whites.
Slaves.
of Celour.
The following Table exhibits the number of slaves. Slaves,
stock, and cultivated acres in all the parishes of Jamai- stock, and
1658
4,500
1,400
ca, in the year 1812, according to the return laid be- o'''*'*"^
1670 .......
7,500
8,000
The reader will observe that tliere is Tly, '"
fore parliament.
1734
7,644
86,146
some difference, with respect to acres, between this Ta1746
10,000
112,423
ble and the previous statements, though both are taken
1768
.
17,947
176.914
from the same parliamentary papers.
1775
18,500
3,700
190,914

1792
1805
1792
1805
1792
1805
1792
1805
1792
1805

Population.

Ships.

Jamaiw.
1 809 was, males
355 ; and the decrease, males '""V""'
226,
total 421 ; making the actual diminution of males 45, and of fomales 21— total 66.
In

—
females 195 —

181, females 174

.

,

30,000

10,000

250,000
280,000

In the papers relative to the West Indies, ordered by
the House of Commons to be printed, 12th July 1815,
there is much important information respecting the
statistics of several of the parishes of Jamaica, in the
year 1812, the substance of which we shall give, as we
shall thus exhibit the latest ofHcial statement on this
subject.

In Kingston parish, the number of slaves assessed
was 6840 ; but it was supposed there were considerably
more : the free blacks of colour amounted to 8000 : the
extent of the city and parish from east to west is six
miles ; frpm north to south one and a half.
In Vere parish, the number of whites was 359 ; of
free people of colour 260; of slaves 14,359; and the
number of acres 128,597.
In Westmoreland parish, the number of white men
was 432, women 129, boys 70, girls 57— in all 688 :
persons of colour, men 158, women 266, boys 175,
girls 191— in all 790
free blacks, men 47, women 65,
boys 1, girls
in all 1 19.
The number of slaves was
21,019; of «tock 20,575; and of acres 185,116|. In
:

—

431
58

Parishes.

Slaves.

St Andrew's
St Anne
St Catherine

Clarendon
St
St
St
St

David
Dorothy
Elizabeth

George
Hanover
St James
St John
Kingston
St Mary
Portland
Port Royal
St Thomas in the East
Ditto in the Vale . . .

Trelawney
Vere
Westmoreland

....

16,570
23,702
8,479
20,228
7,203
5,130
22,280
13,400
23,167
24,970
6,690
5,370
25,781
7,440
7,980
26,291
11,973
27,950
14,359
21,109

Stock.

Acres.

5,181

83,427

24,537
6,868
9,564
2,208
2,958
23,237
3,710

230,224

7,201
6,628
1,133

604
16,010
1,040

223
5,374
2,503
6,380
4,691
12,769

68,281

221,847
50,831
36,743
276,838
93,100
105,198
127,743
65,795
1,786
122,557
50,263
29,126
14.3,475

78,029
173,768
109,946
85,413

6—

319,912

143,419 2i254,387

,
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calculated to contain upwards
of 4,000,000 acres, it appears from this Table that there
Of the acres in
is little more than half of it cultivated.
cultivation, about 700,000 are under sugar lands, and
nearly the same quantity in pasture.
The governor of Jamaica is appointed by the king,
and can be recalled at pleaMire ; there is besides a counThe former is generally
cil, and a house of assembly.
choaen by the crown from amongst die most respectable inhabitants ; tlie members are twelve ; they are
cf officio justices of the peace, and form a privy counThe house of assembly consists of
cil to the governor.
forty-three members, who are chosen by the freeholders ; every parish sends two members, except Spanish
Town, Kinffston, and Port Uoyal, which send three each.
The electors must be white, of age, and possesa a freehold of ten pounds per annum in the pariah. The representative mast possess a freehold of
300 per annum in any part of the island, or a personal estate of
JtSOOO. Tiw rapmne court of judicature, called the
gnnd court, ana combining the jurisdiction of the
ooarta of kind's bench, common pleas, and exchequer
in Eivland, u held in Spanish Town on the last Tuesisland

is

£

day of February, May, and November. Assize courts
re held every three months in Kingatonfor the county
of Surrey, and in Savannah la Mar for the county of

ComwaU.
The wwn uM of the taland ar« perpetual and annual.
Th* ftnaar wen inpoMd by the revenue law of '62
tbej anouDt to aboat £ 12,000 per annum the latter
an ncfakaiil granta of the l^ialature. The principal
-

J

A N

and the introduction of bloodhounds from Cuba,
with which they were threatened, though not actually
attacked, they were driven to the mountains, and ultimately obliged to submit on condition that their lives
were spared. Soon afterwards, 600 of them were conveyed to Nova Scotia, where lands were granted to
ties,

them.
See Beckford's Descriptive Account of Jamaica ; Edwards' History of the (Vest Indies, 2d edit vol. i. ; Dallas' History of the Maroon JVar ; Kenny's History of
Jamaica ; Tuckey'g Maritime Geography, vol. iv. and
Parliamentary Reports and Papers oh the West Indies,
1807 and 1815. (•»• s.)
IAMBIC Verse. See Prosody.
JAMES I. II. III. IV. V. VI. See the History of
;

Scotland.

JANIZARIES.

See Turkbv.

JAN

Seilan, or Junk Ceylon, is an island of Asia in
the Bay of Bengal, situated on the west side of the Malay fieninsula.
It is separated from the continent by a
narrow sandy isthmus, about a mile long and half a
mile in breadtli, which is covered at high water, and
whereon spring tides rise g or 10 feet. This island is
between 40 and 50 miles in length, about 1 5 in breadth,
with good anchorage around its whole circuit, and it
has an excellent harbour on the north called Popra, beIts name, Jan Seilan, is of uncertain etysides others.
mology, and it is frequently called Junk Ceylon by Eu-

ropeans.
The climate here is particularly agreeable, for the
Rains begin to fall gently in July,
beat is moderate.
tazea oooaiat at a duty on negroes imported ; an excise and continue until November, with frequent intermison mm, tee. ; a poll tax on alavea and stock ; and a rate sions of fine weather, attended with cool north-east
on rent* and wtwel carriagea. The revenue generally winds at night There is no considerable river in the
island, both from its size, and the hills being low ; but
to about
300,000 Jamaica currency.
There arc nineteen binaiwd dmgjmtti in the island, several streams run through flat marshes of mangroves
cedh of whom reccivea JS4SO
ammm, subject to a into the sea.
A great quantity of tin is obtained in this island, of
deduction of 10 per cent, for widows' fund. Besides
which about 500 tons are exported yearly. The protfaia rtipcnd, tiicrc are raridua feet, which in Kingston,
Spaniao Town, and St Andrews, are very great ; the duce was greater formerly ; but it seems to have been
reduced by restrictions on the miner, who was obliged
laat haa alao conaidcrable glebe landa annexed to the
Uriiw.
Chinese smelter farming this prito carry all his ore to
AU white ni^lea, from the age of fifteen to sixty, are vilege from the government Besides paying 1 S per cent,
obliged by law to provide themselvea with their own for smelting, the miner could only obtain the metal on
aoooatrancnta, ami to enlist either in the cavalry or in- having delivered a certain quantity of ore, though the
fantry of the militia.
extract exceeded what he received, and after all a duty
i dw the Soaniah and Portogocae coins, which are
of S.5 per cent was payable previous to exportation.
corrmt in the iaiand, there is a tmall ailrer coin called
The interior of the island contains large plains of
a M, of the rahie of 7|d. currency. One hundred rice well cultivated, and hither the inhabitants can come
da iteriing amounta to one hundred and forty up the creeks in their small vesicls ; but the skirts arc
p
pounds currency.
kept in a state of nature, for the purpose, it is supposed,
Jamaica was discorered by Columboa in 1494; in of obstructing tlie access of an enemy. Rice is the
1509. it received a Spaniah ealonjr from
staple product ; and of other vegetables there are oranges,
The
in Ui5S, all the rstablishmenta wer
limes, snd most of the tropical fruits and roots.
St Jago de la Vega. This year it was oonqvirad 6y wild animals are deer and hogs : the domesticated ones
the EnKlith under Fenn and VmaMes.
The Irat Bn- are elephants, and a few goats ; but the inlanders have
were 3000 soldiers, disbanded from the neither horses, sheep, dogs, nor cats, and their common
armr. These were soon followed by poultry is not numerous.
iSOO royalirts. Till the Restoration, the government
The population of the whole island has been calcuwas entirahr rihtary. On the surrender of the island latetl at Vi.OOO. This number, however, must be deto the Envfith, the nacre slarcs of the Spaniards fled t» pendant on a state of |)eace or warfare, and during tiic
The features of the people
the nMNuiuin* their ne swtlaiita. eallad Maroona, com- latter it is probably lower.
itted great At>f» edatitws till 1738, when a treaty was resemble those of the Malays, intermixed with a good
eoodwMd with tha , by which their freedom was se- deal of the Chinese as)>ect. 'They are well made, but
COTsd, and 1500 acres of land granted to them. They rather slender they speak the Siiunese language, and
HBMuned naawahlt till the year \19i, when a new Ma- in general understand the Malay tongue: and, like Euloon war brohe out ; at first they were rather success, ropeans, they write from left to rignt. Unrestrained
fill, but at last, by
vigerooa syitam of
pdygamy is practised, as every num marries as many
1

;
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women as he can afford tom<iintain; but it is the priviNo wolege of the first wife to rule the household.
man is permitted to leave the country.
The mhabitants are distributed in towns and villajfes,
of which 1 Rare name<l, but all of them are inconsiderable.
Terowa, the chief town, situated on a creek, where a
strong current runs, consists only of about 80 houses.
wootlen pagoda, covered with palm leaves, stands
here, which is served by about 20 talapoins or monks,
who live in a state of celibacy, and dwell in small apartments adjoining to it. Their heads are shaved and uncovered they wear a yellow garment, and carry a white
rod in their hands, but it appears that they can resign
their monastic vocation at pleasure.
The governor of
Jan Seilan has also a dwelling at Terowa, and another
eight miles inland.
Tin is the principal export of the island, which formerly caiTied on considerable commerce with several
Asiatic ports ; but this has greatly decreased since the
establishment of a British colony on Penang.
Its exports, besides that metal, are elephants teeth, biche
demer, and sayhan. The imports are principally opium,
a contraband article, for which there was a great demand about the middle of the preceding century ; and
after being carried in British vessels from Bengal, it
was sold to the Malays and Buggess prows for the tin
of the island. Hindostan piece goods, brass utensils of
Java, European cloth and cutlery, were likewise among
the imports. Commerce is injured, from a practice not
unusual in the East, of the government or its officers
being the principal dealers. Hence the king's merchant sometimes purchases a whole cargo on the arrival of
a vessel, and immediately upon its being landed, retails
it at a great profit.
This impolitic interference restrains
the competition and consequent advantages of unfettered commerce.
The currency of the island consists
of conic frustums of tin, of tv/o or three pounda weight,
with correspondent halves and quarters, which cannot
be exported without payment of duty. Spanish dollai-s
are the most acceptable money, but all kinds of Indian
coinage pass current.
When the French had much interest at the court of
Siam, one of the most powerful and brilliant of the East
towards the latter part of the seventeenth century, they
proposed to make a settlement ia Jan Seilan. It is pro-

A

:

which would result from the pre- J»n 5eila».
sence of a commercial nation could be appreciated by a ^"V"™*'
native of the Ionian islands, tlien prime minister of
Siam, who was well acquainted with the trade and manufactures of Europe. But the history of this settlement, which we believe commenced in 1688, is not preserved and it most probably terminated soon after the
fell of that minister in I689.
As this island is too small to maintain its independence, it must necessarily be controlled by the conIt was long in the possession of the
tinental powers.
kingdom of Siam, and when visited by Captain For.
rest in 1784, it was governed by a viceroy from that
country, who had three associates or counsellors. Each
of these officers had about sixty military retainers armed with a musquet and bayonet, sword and dagger,
who, receiving little pay, lived in some respect on the
community. The inhabitants being then dissatisfied
with the imposts upon them, particularly with that
bable, that the benefit

;

which was

upon

their staple commodity, wished
yoke of Siam ; but it is not known
In the
that they adopted any active proceedings.
following year, 1785, the Birmans, who had for some
time been extending their dominions, had gained so
much territory on the continent, that, with the possession of Jan Seilan, they could have prevented the
Siamese from any other channel of communication
laid

to shake off the

with India than the gulf of Siam. In order, therefore, to effect its conquest, they fitted out eleven ships
of war at Rangoon for the conveyance of troops and
warlike stores, while an army of 8000 men marched to
Mergui, a port on the peninsula, for the purpose of co-

Having made a movement against the island
in March, they attacked and carried the fort, which is
situated on the east side, and found in it much valuable boaty.
But the governor, who had retired to the
operation.

interior,

rallied his forces,

and compelled the enemy

to retreat, after sustaining great loss.

The Birmans,

nevertheless, did not abandon their object, and after a
long interval returned in 1810, when they effected the
total conquest of Jan Seilan, and consigned the whole
inhabitants to slavery in Pegu: At a still later period it
continued to be the subject of contest between them

and the Siamese. East Long.
from 7° 46' to 8' 9'. (c)

Qi'' 18'.

North. Lat.

JAPAN.
Japan*
Japanese
islands, si-

tuation

of.

A HE Japanese islands lie near the coast of Corea on
the eastern side of Asia, in the North Pacific Ocean,
between SI" and 41° of N. Lat. and 1290 and 142* E.
Long.

The Empire

Empire of
Japan, ex-

unt

of.

of Japan

is composed of an extensive
by much the largest and most important of which is called Niphon or Jepuen.
This
island is of a triangular form, and is upwards of 700
miles long, but does not exceed 80 miles in breadth.
Adjoining to the south-west point of Niphon are Kiusiu or Saikoff, 140 miles long by 90 broad, and Sikoff,
95 miles long by 45 in breadth. The island of Jesso
or Matzumay, on the north of Niphon, from which it
is separated by the straits of Sangar, about nine miles
in breadth, was conquered from its original inhabitants
the Ainos, and is now also included
the Japanese

cluster of islands,

m

dominions ; but though larger than the two last, its di- Japan.
mensions are not mentioned by geographers. These
are environed by other islands of inconsiderable size
and note.
The discoveryof this extensive insular power, abound- Discovery
ing in natural and artificial resources, and of an over- of.
flowing population, does not reach farther back than the
middle of the 16th century. It appears that we are indebted to the travellers Rubruquis and Marco Polo for
the first mention of the existence of this country.
Fernando Mendez Pinto, sailing in a Chinese junk from
Macao to the Likeo islands, was wrecked on the Japanese coast in 1 542, and he accordingly has the merit of
being the first European discoverer of Japan. Three
other Portuguese dispute with Pinto this honour, pretending that they touched on the coast of Satzuma the

JAPAN.
JapsB.

Mine ye«r ; but luckfly neither

dtft

year of discovery,

*"'""V""^ nor the nation of the discoverer, i« affected by this dispute.
Japan was soon after visited by the Spaniards,
Vmtt rf
Cuiopcan*. "xl (what is a sin^nlar circumstance) their first visit,
like the original duoovcr y ef the island, was owing to
a shipwreck. The c^ovemor of Manilla, on his voyage
froin New Spain, being wrecked in 16O9 on the JapanMe ooMt, was sent with his attendants bv the Emperor
of Japan to Acapulco. An embassy, with rich presents
from the Spaniards to the emperor, followed
I6II.
But all Christians being extirpated from his dominions,
both Spaniarda and Portugneae were excluded ; nor has

m

an intareoone baen asain attempted, although, from
tha Tidai^ of the Philippine islands, a commerce mutnaOjr advantageaus might be expected.
The Dutch,
from tfacir enterprizing i^irit of trade, could not fail to
regard Japan with a longing eye ; and as no Europeans
had acquired a permanent footing tliere, they were eager to push their commercial interests in that quarter.
An accident favoured their views. In 1600a squadron
of five ships, whidi sailed from the Texel for the East
Indies, was lost in the straits of Magellan, with the
exception of one Dutch ship, ateered by an Englishman
of the name of William Adams, whicti reached the har»
bour of Bungo in Lat. 35° $&. Adams was fortunate
enough to ingratLite himself with the Emperor of Japan, who kaided him with presents, but would not
consent to his rrTiimiag hooM. The accounts he sent
2j^},],,],.
of the to Uatavia, with the pnapedB he held out of a beneficial commerce bat ii aau the two coontriaa, ind«eed
the Dutch Eaat India Cwnpa iiy to djapatch a dhip
thither in 1609; and th«u, throng tae interventkm ef an individual, are the Dutch mdabtcd for their
It at Japan.
They are the only people that
ivcd to retain the favour of the Jnieneac,
who, onder homillating featrirtiona, permit them to
carry on a tnHle, limite<i to the dtapatoi of two amall
hipa annually from Balavia to Japan. Nearly about
the aame time, the English also, by means uf their
cwMtfjlOttn Adams, had permiasion to build a factory
ea tha ialend of Firaitdo ; but though they were weU
reoeited, and allowed to traffic ob advantMeooa terms,
the trade was abandoned for reaaona himrto unexplained.
The Dutch thus Mwainid the onlr Eoraoean
mardumta in Japan. In tMifaiiiily with loeir policy,
Daidi
thajr atidaa rour to dmMr a vail of aecrccy over the
•etne of their eaaaraaicial pniauila, being probably anprahinaiwe kit thair tiaii^rtiuna should be viewed
too itTfmg a light.
Notwithatanding this prohibition
of inuUigcnce, we have beoi fliraiihad with full and
pcetty accnrate detaila eawa—ing the atate of the Jain ildition to the ooneclad aooooou
na by Kanpfirr and Thunbtrg, Captain
of Jspaa.

ml

m

who waa selected bv the present Emperor
of Raaaa to carry the Raaaian 6mg tar the first time
raood the world, and on board whose ship an embaiay
eoavajred to Jmpma, haa given na valeable iniena*,

wm

„^^^^ ^ Ahhai^ it aiipiifi that Japn haa been eiuted ftr
VmyiiA) op'^nrdaof twecantoriH by diftiau t Enropcan nationa,
"
' and the hatbeur ef Wangamky, one
of the beat in the
world, hea bean ai»2^fi»^ted. yet no plan of it
the latitude and longiuntil it was explored
DtscTiydaa

in ISOf. The entrance of the harbour
of Nangaaaky U in SS« 45' 45" S. Ut. and 330° 15'
W. Long, io the middle of the bay of Kiusiu, which
Jtftnta by Cape Nwmo to the south, and Cape Sciu

by KraaanataiD

rote to the north.
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Japan.
entrance bears 51 miles E. by
N. from Cape Gotto in 32" 34' 50". It is necessary to """V""'
ascertain correctly the true entrance ; for, by steering
on Cape Nomo, there is danger of being becalmed, or
driven by the tides on the rocks, and of mistaking ano*.
tlier entrance in Lat. 32" 40', which has not been explored.
The safest course is to keep midway between
the Gotto islands and Kiusiu, steering N. £. until the
parallel of the entrance, and then, due east.
The harbour contains three roads, all perfectly secure. The
outermost is to the west of the island of Papenberg,
tlie second in the middle to the eastward of the same,
and the inner road at the bottom of the harbour in front
of the city. The outer road is well defended from
every wind but the N. W. and W. N. W. which, however, never blow \ ery strong.
The anchorage is excellent, over a bottom of fine grey saiid, in depths varying from 33 to 18 fathoms. The middle road is surrounded on all sides by the land, and has better anchonng ground than the inner, but not so good as the
outer road.
From the middle to tlie inner road the
course lies N. £. MP, and the distance is about two
miles and one-third, the depth of water decreasing gradually irom 18 to 5 fathoms.
About half way, where
the channel narrows to 40U fathoms, are placed the imperial batteries or Emjieror's guard, as they are styled,
a number of buildings without a single cannon. From
the narrowness ^of the approach, the city of Nartgasaky,
if well fortified, could defy any assault ; in its present
elate it would fall befiore a single ship of force.
The
anchorage here is not e<jual to either uf the other roads,
the botUim being a thin day, and the S. \V. chainiel
open to the sea. Krusenstem was the only person, except Le Pcronae, who navigated the western coast between Niphon and the Corea ; and although the state
of the weather was unfavourable to his mcking observationa, yet be appears to have reached the northern
point of Jesso, the extreme limit of the Japanese emOf the Japanese coasts Jspanoc
pire, without much difficulty.
It may be observed generally, that tliey are in most
*'*^5''h**
places rocky and precipitous, presenting a chain of ^^^^^ ^f^
Dold promontoriea, deep Days, and rugged peninsulas,
abounding with ahoals and islets, the whole invested
with a turbulent ita ; whence the navigation is intricate and dangeroua.
The climate of Japan is variable throughout the year. (,1im«tr.
The heat of summer would be insupportable, were it
The rainy months
not moderated by the aea breeses.
begin at mi<lsummer, when abundance of rain falls,
and to which is to be ascribed the fertility of the country.
In winter, the wind blowing from the Arctic
Ocean, makes the cold severe. Snow falls in quantiHurricanes and
tiea, and ia followed by intense frost.
earthquakca are not uncommon, and thunder storms
also fieqoentljr occur. At Nangasaky, the tiiermometer St*t( of
waa never in An^oat higher than 98°, nor in Janu- 'hemiomf*""
ary lower tha n S5<».
A* the geography of Japan has not been fully illus- Riven.
trated, we can give but an imperfect account of the rivera, lake*, and mountains of this country.
The largest river ia said to be the Jodo or Yodo, which rises
nrom the great central lakeof Oitz, and pursues a south-west course. The Ujin, Aska, and Oomi, figure in Japaneae history. This last is said to have burst from the
ground in one night. Over the Nogofa and Jcdogawa
are projecte<l cedar bridges from 300 to 3(iO feet long.
There are various other rivers, of which we know liN
The above mentioned lake of
tie except the name.
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Japan,
ted tracts ; and the few cattle used In the country are all
sends forth two rivers, and is said to be 50 Japafed in the farm-yards.
Thunberg affirms, that the soil ""^V™^
nese leagues in length, but of inconsiderable breadth.
throughout Japan is naturally barren, and has been renMountains, Among the mountains are volcanoes, and in the provolcaiitH'S,
The princi- dered so remarkably productive only by the labour and
vince of Figo one constantly emits flame.
Ac.
skill of the husbandman.
pal mountain is Fusi, which is covered with snow the
Japan abounds in rare and beautiful plants ; and as Vegetable
But the courses of the difgreatest part of the year.
Near the lake of there is a great similarity in the vegetable productions of l>roilui,tn.a)
ferent ranges have not been traced.
Oitz is the sacred mountain of Jesan, said to be deco- China and this kingdom, no doubt from the vicinity of
the two countries, they are mutually indebted to each
rated with .SOOO temples
Division
The Japanese islands are divided into provinces and other for an interchange of useful vegetables. The
into proThe face of ginger, soy bean, black pepper, sugar, the cotton and
districts, like other civilized countries.
Tinrvs, &c.
indigo plant, though not indigenous, are cultivated with
the country of Japan is agreeably diversified by mounAspect of
success, and in abundance, in Japan.
Two sorts of
tains, hills, and vallies, and is well watered with
the country, rivers
and lakes, the general aspect presenting a soil mulberry grow ; one which feeds the silk worm, and
Even moun- the other is manufactured into paper. It is said that
cultivated with industry and freedom.
Agri- the beautiful black varnish is produced from a gum which
tains and hills form nd obstacle to cultivation.
exudes from the bark of the rhus vernix. The citrus
Agriculture. culture being in high estimation in Japan, it meets
with the greatest encouragement from the govern- japonica, a species of orange peculiar to this country,
ment,* The chief produce is rice, barley and wheat is found in a wild state. But as the botany of Japan
kind of potatoe is common, and has been treated at length by Kaempfer and Thunberg,
being little used.
Crops.
our botanical readers are referred to riiem for particulars
several sorts of beans and peas, turnips and cabbage,
abound. The rice is sow^i in April, and gathered in No- on this subject.
Gold, silver, and especially copper, are found in Mines.
vember. The sides of the hills present a singular spectacle
Mo<1c of
cultivating to the stranger, from the mode of cultivation which is
abundance in Japan, large quantities of which have
tlie hills.
been exported at various times by the Portuguese and
adopted. Stone walls support level platforms sown with
Dutch. No mine can be opened without the permisrice or roots ; and thousands of these are scattered over
sion of the emperor, who claims two thirds of the prothe mountains, affording a favourable picture of the in•«
genuity and industry of the inhabitants.^ Though the duce, leaving only one third to the proprietor for his
space should not exceed two square feet, a stone wall expences. Iron is scarcer than other metals, and the
Japanese will not allow it to be exported.
is raised at the bottom, the inclosure filled with earth,
Sulphur is found in sufficient abundance, particularand carefully sown with rice, or planted with esculent
As may be easily supposed from this state of ly in a certain island near Satsuma ; and pit- coal is not
roots.
uncommon in the northern provinces. Red agate, asgeneral cultivation, few forests are suffered to grow
these are confined to the sides of such mountains, pro- bestos, porcelain clay, flesh-coloured steatite, pumice
bably, as can be subdued by neither agricultural labour stone and white marble are also found in Japan ; and
there are several warm mineral waters, especially at
nor skill.
There are no fences used in dividing the cultivated Obamma and the mountain of Omfen, which are used
grounds in this country ; and the fields often resemble by the natives in the cure of various diseases.
kitchen gardens divided into narrow beds, which are sepaIt is singular that neither sheep nor goats are propa- •
,
gated in the Japanese dominions. The latter, and
rated from each other by a deep trench, nearly as broad
After a certain
swine, are deemed destructive of cultivation.
as the divisions which are under crop.
Horses
interval the trenches are filled up with earth, so as to be
are rare, and cattle still more so, these last being reconverted in their turn into beds, and give the soil a rest served solely for agricultural purposes. Buffaloes with
from constant bearing. In these beds the corn is sown a bunch on their backs are sometimes seen employed in
sometimes lengthwise, but more commonly across
drawing carts. The cows are very small in size, and
and after the crop is cut down, another kind of grain are used rather for draught than for their milk or their
is sown in the same season, between the stubble of the
Dogs are common in the domestic state, and
flesh.
old crop, so as to make the same field produce twice in
are said to be kept from superstitious motives.
Cats of
one year. The greatest care is bestowed upon manur- various colours are to be seen in every house, and are
ing and cleaning the ground. Every kind of substance said to be the general favourites of the ladies. The
which can be converted into manure is carefully col- wolf is found in the northern parts, and foxes in diflected ; and, together with urine and foul water from
ferent districts, but are regarded with peculiar detesHares of a grey colour,
the kitchen, is mixed up in a liquid state.
tation, as demons incarnate.
It is then
carried in large pails to the fields, and, by means of a
and rats as in other countries, have been seen by traladle, it is poured upon the plant afler it is about six inches
vellers in Japan; and, in the least inhabited tracts,
in height.
Irrigation also is much practised, wherever
bears, monkeys, deer, &c. are reported to be found.
water can be procured in the vicinity of the fields. The The common kinds of poultry are reared in considerable
weeds are so completely cleared away, that " the most abundance ; and great numbers of wild geese freouent
quick-sighted botanist," says Thunberg, " would scarce- the waters between the islands, and other places at a
ly be able to discover a single plant of another species
Herons are seen
distance from the towns or villages.
among the corn." The grain is frequently separated following the ploughman in the fields ; and the Chinese
from the straw merely by beating the sheaves against teal, the quail, the crow, pigeon, and bulfinch, were
a post or barrel ; but is commonly threshed on straw all observed by Thunberg. Serpents are said by the
mats in the open air by means of flails with three swin- natives to be occasionally seen ; but few of the amphigles.
There are no pasture grounds among the cultiva- bia are met witli in the country. Fish, which are an
Gits!
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The fanner pays

a considerable part of the produce as rent to his feudal chief, and is restricted only to one condition, »ii. to have
land in cultivation.
Should he leave any part ef his fields untitled, he forfeits the possession of that portion, which is oceu|)ied by another husbandman.
all his
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important object to the Japanese, Old a principal part
their subsistence, are very numerous around the
ooMts, especially salmon, perch, eels, shrimps, oysters, crabs ; and the flesh of the vrhales, whkh are
killed by harpoons, is sold in the markets as an ordinary article of* food amonfir the poorer people. Many
curious shell*, especially those that were of a small size
and elMsnt shape, are collected by the Japanese, fixed
with ncc>-);Iue upon carded cotton, and Mid to the

^^"r"™^ of

Dutch

Vtun.

The

traders.

original population of

Dtwribcd
by Tbun-

"*

Japan has been

little

il-

The

present Japane5e seem to be a kindred
race with the Chinese, havmg at the same time, according to Ktempfer, a language radically distinct. Perhaps, in the earlier stages of society, as is observed by Pinkerton, the Japanese may have emigrated
from China, an<l their complete insular separation may
have given birth to a language rendered peculiar by
the progress of a distinct civilization. The people
(^* tjjjj nation are described by Thunberg to be well
made, active, free and easy in their motions, and
stout limbed, though yielding in strength to the northem inhabitants of Europe. I'he men are middle sized,
in general not corpulent, all over of a yellowish
colour ; in some brown, in others white predominates.
The lower classes, from exposure to the sun, are brown,
Iustrate<i.

nd

**

*T**

vered, are perfectly
the Japanese, as of the Chinese, is the eye. This organ vanU iU cbaractaristic rotundity, being oblong,
deap in the bead, whence UMae peopic have tha appaannea of being pink-eyed. The coloiir of their tjet, haara wi , is dark brown, or rather
Mack ; and toe ejelid foming a daep furrow, makes
tha Japanese look aharpaighted. Th«r head is in ge^
neral large, their ncok short, and their hair black, thick,

and shining froa tha use of oils.
They are said to be an intelligent and provident
people, inquisitive and ingenious, frugal and sober,
friendly and coartcoua, fnink and good humoured,
npright and boncat, brave and unyielding, capable
or oaoeaaiiiic and controuling their feelings in an exigree; but distrustful, proud, unforgiving,

and revengeful

The usual dress of the Japaneae is a short upper
garment with wide sleeves, and a complete gown underneath, fastened round the neck, ana reaching quite

Draa.

down

to the feet; the dress much resembling that
of European females, except in being mora confined from the hips downwards, which produces great
embafTassmant in walking. But this exercise ia seldom
resorted to by a Japaneae, except from oompuldon.
The rich are tTothad
silks, tha poor in coarse woollen
stuffs.
The upper gannent ia generally bUck, the under dreas ia or mixed colours. Evenr one has bis faoily ""»•> about the sise of a ball dollar, wrought
into hia dothca in different places, a practice common
to both aaxea. Thus peraona of a particular family
may be easily reoegniaad. A young Lsdy wears her father's arms till aAar marriage, when she assumes those
of her husband. The greatest honour a pnnoe or gt^
vemor can confer, is to present a cloak with his arms
upon it and the parson who is thus honoured puts his
own arms upon tome under part of his dress. In winter they wear five or six dreasca over each other
but
though the weather is bad in January and February,
they aaa neither doth nor furs in their apparel. In•Uad of liMca they have soles merely of straw, fastened
to the graat toe by a loop, and theae are taken off when

m

pfg^j^.
,,

how

they enter a room. Although they have their heads
Japan,
half shorn, they are regardless of a burning sun, or '*"*V"^
piercing cold.
They do not use parasols in sunshine,
nor umbrelLis in rainy weather; but in travelling, conical caps, fans, umbrellas, and cloaks of oiled paper,
arevery commonly used. The toilets of the Japanese must ToUtt.
occupy a considerable share of attention, as they are very
particular in anointing and dressing their hair, which is
collected in a tult on the crown of the head. Small pincers
are employed to pluck out the hairs on their chin, and
these, with a small metal looking mirror, are found in
the possession of every Japanese. They cannot be denied, Remarkable
Krusenstem observes, to study great cleanliness of per- cleanliness
son, although they make no use of linen ; and this ap- of perxm.
pears a governing pro{)ensity of the Japanese of every
rank.
Hence, in almost every house, a bath forms an
essential part of domestic arrangement and comfort.
But in one respect their customs are extremely offenThe privies, which are also indispeiisible in every
sive.
house, are all built towards the street or road, and open
outwards, exhibiting large jars sunk in the earth, to
Hence the
receive every kind of ordure and refuse.
stench is insupportable, and the putrid exhalations, as
Thunberg affirms, injurious to the eyes of the natives.

In Japan the houses are of wood, never exceeding two Houses,
the upj>er one consisting chiefly of garrets and constiuctioo
rooms. Though the house is commodious, it
consists in general of one room, capable, by moveable
partitions, and screens, of being divided into apartments. Neither tables nor cliairs are used, the people
sitting sauat oo straw mats^in which position they eat
their fooa.
The diet of the Japanese is composed of a greater va- Dist
riety of articles than that of any other people in the
world.
Net contented with the numerous kinds of
wholesome and nutritive foo<l supplieil by the produce
of their lands and waters, they contrive, by their modes
of preparing their victuals, to render the less valuable
ana even the poisonous parts of animal and vegetable
substances useful, or at least barmleas articles of sub*
sistence.
Their meats are cut into small pieces, thoroughly stewed or boiled, and always highly seasoned
with strong spices and sauces. At their meals^ the
company are seated on the floor-mats, with a small
square table before each person, whose portion is served
up in neat vessels of porcelain, or of japanned wood,
which are tolerably large basons, always furnished with
lids.
The guests salute eadi other with a low bow hefore ther begin to eat ; and, like the Chinese, take up
the food by means of two small pieces of wood, held
between the fingers of the right hand, and used with
great dexterity, so as to pick up the smallest |^in of
rice. Between each dish they tlrink warm sacki, or rice
beer> out of shallow saucers, and at the same time o(v
casionally take a bit of a hard boiled egg. Some of the
roost common dishes are fish boiled wim onions and a
kind of small beans, or dressed with oil ; fowls, stewed
and prepared in numerous modes ; and boiled rioe, which
supplies the place of bread fur all their provisions. Oils,
mushrooms, carrots, and various bulbous roots are used
in making up their dishes.
Tea and rice beer are the
only liquors used by the Japanese and it is with difliculty that they can be persuaded to taste wines or spirits. The sacki, or rice beer, heats and inebriates when
taken to any extent, but the intoxication which it produces passes off speedily. Tea, which is always ready,
ft is cus«
is the usual beverage tor quenching thirst
tomary to eat three times a day ; at eight o'clock in the

who seldom go abroad unc&- stories,
white. The discriminating mark of lumber

but ladies of distinction,
Di«rin)inii.
ting «i«k,
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and eight in the evening.
The women eat by tliemselves, apart from the men. The
practice of smoking tobacco, which is supposed to have
been introduced into Japan by the Portuguese, is very
morning, two

in the afternoon,

common with

both sexes. Their pipes are very short,
seldom more than six inches in length, and scarcely
contain half a thimble full of tobacco.
The stem is
made of lackered bamboo, and the mouth-piece and
bowl of copper. They are smoked out by a very few
The appawhiffs, and require to be repeatedly filled.
ratus used by persons of distinction consists of an oblong box, about eighteen inches in length and a foot in
breadth, of a brown or black colour, which contains, besides pipes and tobacco, three cups ; one, which is lined
with brass, for holding a live coal to light the pipe,
another to receive the ashes of the tobacco, and a third

At visits, this apparatus is the
to serve as a spit-box.
first thing that is placed before the guests, and is sometimes carried by a servant to places where tobacco

is

not expected to be presented. The poorer classes have
their tobacco pouch and pipe slung to their girdle by a
silken cord.

Polygamy
pcinii(ted«

Polygamy

is allowed in Japan, as in other Asiatic
though, in general, all but one female, who
is acknowledged a wife, are merely regarded as concuThis, of course, applies to the higher classes ;
bines.
the poor can only maintain one woman. The husband
here, as in all eastern countries, exerts a complete despotism, but the wives are not so closely shut up as in
China. Married women distinguish themselves in some
places by painting their teeth black, and in others by
They are
pulling out the hair of their eye-brows.
known also by wearing the knot of their girdle before,
while others have it behind. Marriages are solemnized
in the open air, in the presence of the priests and relations of the parties, without much pomp or solemnity.
The bridegroom and bride advance together to an altar,
erected for the purpose, with a torch in their hands,
and, while the priest reads a form of prayer, the latter,
having lighted her torch at a burning lamp, holds it
out to the bridegroom, who lights his torch from hers.
The guests then congratulate the new married couple,
and the ceremony is concluded. The suitor makes a
present to the father-in-law before obtaining his daugliter ; so that the more daughters a man has, and the

countries

;

much the richer is he esoften paint their lips with a violet
colour ; and are described by Thunberg as not remarkNor are they the less esteemed for
able for modesty.
having served in the public brothels, establishments
which are found in every town and village.
The bodies of persons of distinction are burned,
while others are interred. The funeral pile is erected
in a small house of stone fitted for the purpose, and
provided with a chimney. The body is brought thither
accompanied by men and women, and attended by a
numerous train of priests, who are continually occupied
in singing.
Upon reaching the place for burning, one
of the priests sings the eulogy of the deceased, and
having thrice waved a lighted torch over the body,
throws it away. It is then j>icked up by one of the
children, or other relatives of the deceased, and applied
to the funeral pile.
The ashes are carried away in a
costly vessel, and preserved for some time in the house,
but afterwards are buried in the earth. Those who are
not burned, are inclosed in a wooden chest, and let
down into a grave in the customary manner. Fragrant
spices are cast into the grave, and flewers planted on
the earth which covers it.
The surviving relatives vihandsomer
teemed.

Funeral
nbsequies.

their persons, so

The women

5

the tombs of their friends for many years after their
death, and sometimes during the whole of their lives,
besides observing, as in China, the feast of lanthorns in
honour of the dead.
In every superstitious country, we find the celebration of festivals attended by a relaxation of public morals, but in Japan a salutary check is imposed upon an
abandonment to licentiousness by a wise regulation,
prohibiting the celebration of national feasts for days
In conformity with this law, the feast
successively.
called Kermes is held on the 11th, 13th, and 15th days
of October. Krusenstern mentions a feast celebrated
sit

Japan,

""nr"—

Festivals.

1st of April called Mussume Matzury, on which
Trifoccasion parents present dolls to their children.
ling as the object of this festival appears, the Japanese
seem to regard it otherwise, as they gravely requested
the suspension of the work of the ship carpenters ashore
during its celebration, which consists in dances, dramaThe
tic representations, and magnificent processions.
usual holidays in Japan are the first day of every month,
when they rise early, dress in their best clothes, and
visit their superiors or friends to wish them joy of the
new moon ; the fifteenth day, when the moon is at the
full; and the twenty- eighth day, or the day before the
new month. Besides these monthly festivals, they celebrate five others which happen only once in the year,
namely, the first day of the new year ; the third day
of the third month ; the fifth day of the fifth month ;
the seventh day of the seventh month ; and the ninth
day of the ninth month. These, which are all uneven
numbers, are regarded by the Japanese as unlucky days
and, therefore, laying aside all business, they are dedicated to mirth and mutual congratulations. On some
of these days, in preference to ordinary days, they
choose to celebrate their nuptials, and to give their enTheir amusements on these occasions
tertainments.
consist chiefly in dramatic representations and dances.
In their theatres, the spectators sit on benches fronting
the stage, which is a little elevated, but so small and
naiTow as seldom to allow room for more than one or
two actors at a time. They generally represent some
great exploit or love story of their divinities and heroes,
V. hich are frequently composed in verse, and sometimes
accompanied with music. No machinery or decorations
are brought forward ; but the chief part of the amusement seems to consist in the frightful dresses and unThe dances at private
couth contortions of the actors.
entertainments are performed by young women aud
boys hired for the purpose, who exhibit a variety of
pantomimical gestures and evolutions, expressive of
some heroic action or love intrigue, regulating their
steps at the same time by the music.
The most prevalent religious sects in Japan, are those Religion
of Sinto and Budsdo. That of Sinto, which is the most and mode*
ancient, though its adherents are now least numerous, of wocbip.
is conceived to have originated from Babylonian emigrants, and to have been originally very simple and
pure in its tenets. Its followers acknowledge a Supreme
Being, who inhabits the highest heavens, and wlio is
far too great to require their worship ; but they admit
a multitude of inferior divinities, who exercise dominion over the earth, water, air, &c. and have great
power in promoting the happiness or misery of the human race. They have some conception of the soul's
immortality, and believe, that a happy abotle immediately under heaven is assigned to the spirits of the
virtuous, while those of the wicked shall be doomed to
wander to and fro under the firmament. Their practical precepts are directed to inculcate a virtuous -life, and

on the
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obedience to the Liwi of the sovereign. They abstain
from animal food, and are reluctant to shed blood, or
even to touch a dieMl body. Their churches contain no
«o<< modo
idols, nor any representation of the Supreme
•f wonhip^ viaible
Being, but sometimes a small image is kept in a box,
to represent some inferior divinity to whom the temple
is cotuecrated. In the centre of the temple is frequently pUoed a large mirror, made of well polished cast
metal, which is designed to remind the worshippers,
that in like manner as their personal blemiiihes are
tbcntn displayed, lo axe their secret evil thoughts exposed to the ul-aaorching eyes of the immortal gods.
The worshippers approach these temples with great de«
Totioa of manner, tatd with the most scrupulous attcnAdvancing
tioQ to cleanliness of person and apparel.
re verently to the mirror, they bow themselves to the
ground, preier their prayers, present their ofTerings,
and then repair to their amuseoMnta. The Kubo professes himself to belong to this sect, and is bound to
make a visit annually in person, or by an ambassador,
to one of their temples, to perform his devotiep, and
present gifts.
Budsdo's doctrine was brought originally from the
coast of Malabar, and is consirfared the same with that
of Budha in Hindostan. Passing from China into Japan, it became blended with that of Sinto^ and gave
birth to a monatroas mixture of superstitioos.
Its p»culiar tenet* are, that the souls of men and of beasts
are equally immortal, and that the souls of the wicked
'
t0 ondano paniUunant and niirific»>
J aAcr daadk into the bodies of the tower
TiMra ara many other sects, very opposite in
tiiair tanala and observ ances ; but they are said to Uve
tog ether in great harmony, or rather to share in all
their mutual superstitioos. The Dairi, or ecclesiastical aovanfaign, aeaau to be the general head of all
tiiasc diftrant sects^ and appoints the principal priert*
thnatittat the country. Everv sect has iu respective
efawwn, and peculiar idols, which are commonly remarkable for tkeir imconth and hideous form. Thunbarg mentions one colossal wooden image, which measnrea ten yards acroas the shoulders, and affords room
Japan.

The inferior divinifor six men to sit upon its wrist.
ties are innumerable, as almost every trade has its tittelar god ; and in one temple not less than S3,SM are
said to be ranged around the supveroe deity. The temples
aaraaaoaW bnilt in the suburbs of the .town, on the
il and aoitable spots, to which are fre(|ucntOMMt ala
ly atladieJ beautiful avenues of cyp**** trass, with
handaoaM gates. The idola are usoally exhibitad upon
an altar surrounded with flowers, incense, and otoer
decorations.
They are filled with the lower or secular

an

wf

who attend to keep them dean, to light the
Imps and fires, to presipt the flowers and incense, and
priests,

to admit worshipperB at all times of the day.
Even
stiangcra are allowed to enter, and sometimes to lodge
To some of the rooea noted churches
in the templaa.
it is common to ue ifuim pilgrimages, especially to the
temple of Taic, tne moat ancient in the empire, and almost completely dacqred with age, notwithstanding
Its sole ornathe ntmnst care to pisseive its rum^.
ments are a minor, denoting that nothing can be hid
from the amiama being, and slips of white paper hung
round the walk, to signify that nothing but what u
pore shonld appraadi his presence. To this pkcc the

emperor most send an smhaieadnr on the first day of
nth, and every individual roust make a visit,
once m the coarse of his Ufe. Such s pilgnbeaides ita general merit, is rewarded with an
I
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indulgence, or remission of sins for a whole year.
Japan.
There are also in Japan orders of monks or nuns ; one V-^y*^
of which consists of blind persons, a kind of beggars Religion,
dispersed over the empire, and another called monks "id modes
of the mountain, are a species of fortune tellers and "' *onl"p.
quack>doctors, who are bound to live on roots and
herbs, to practise constant ablutions, and to traverse deserts and mountains once in the year.
There are likewise several philosophical sects in the country who disclaim all external worship ; one of the most celebrated
of which adopts the tenets of the Chinese Confucius,
and resembles in its general principles the ancient
Its followers acknowledge a kind
school of Epicurus.
of anima mundi, but limit the existence of man to the
present life ; and inculcate the general practice of virtue, but allow and even applaud the commission of
suicide.
Almost immediately ufter the discovery of Japan by the Portuguese, the Christian religion was introduced into the country by the Jesuit missionaries in
the year \5i0 ; and made such rapid progress that several princes of the empire were soon ranked among
its converts, and atwut the year 1582, a public embassy was sent from the Japanese court with letters and
valuable presents to the Roman pontiff.
But the Portuguese who had settled in great numbers in Ja|>an, intoxicated by the extent of their commerce, and the
success of their religion, became so obnoxious to the
natives by their avaricious and domineering conduct,
that the representationii of the heathen priests became
at length sufficiently powerful to procure a prohibition
from the emperor against the new religion, which
threatened to overturn all tlie ancient institutions of the
country. A violent persecution was commenced against
the Christians, of whom 20,000 are said to have been
put to death in the year I5P0. Still did the number
of proselytes continue to increase, and in 1591 and
1592, twelve thousand were converted and baptized.
One of the emperors, named Kubo Fide Jori, with his
whole court and army, embraced the Christian name ;
and had the Portuguese settlers in the country acted
with ordinary prudence and gentleness, their cause
must have triumphed ; but the insolence of some of
their prelates to some prince of the blood, became so
insupportable, that a new persecution arose in the year
1596, which was carried on without intermission for
the space of 40 veers, and ended in the year 1638 with
the total extermination of the Christians, and the banishment of the Portuguese from the country. The Japenese government, considering the unwarrantable
conduct of theee settlers tu t>e msepnrable from their
principles as Christians, have persevered in the enforcement of the most efficacious measures to prevent their
re.introducti<in into the country ; and in order to detect any concealed adherent of these proscribed sentiments, all persons are required to prove their freedom
from such heresy, by publicly trampling, at the festival of the new year, upon the images of the Catholic
saints.

The form of government at present in .Japan is pure p
despotism, to the cxclution of pontifical interference in <rovenj.
the executive part.
Bat as the Dairis, or spiritual mo- ment.
narchs, reigned through a long period of hereditary
succession, we can only account for the ascendancy of
the secular princes, by supposing that the former, regaing thenmelves to the more congenial and pleasina cares of religion, held the reins of government
wiUi a feeble liand. This change was effected not
without blood»he<l and commotion. The veneration
with which the Dairi are still regarded resembles the
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honours paid to the gods themselves. His person is
considered as too sacred to be exposed to the air and
sun, and still less to the view of any human creature.
He never passes beyond the precincts of his court and
if he is at any time under an absolute necessity of going
out of his palace, he is generally borne on men's shoulders
His hair, nails, and
that he may not touch the earth.
beard are never suffered to be cut or cleaned, unless by
He never eats twice
stealth, and while he is asleep.
from the same plate, and all the vessels once used in
his meals, which are purposely of an inferior kind of
porcelain, are usually broken to pieces, that they may
not be profaned by unhallowed hands. His attendants
are with few exceptions selected from his own kindred
and beyond the precincts of his court few persons know
even his name till long after his death. Since the retrenchment of his power he derives his revenues from
the town and district of Miaco, from an allowance out
of the Kubo's treasury, and from the large sums which
he acquires by conferring titles of honour. This ecclesiastical court is likewise the principal seat of literature, and may be considered as the only university in
the empire. The students are maintained and instructed at his expence in the history of the country, matheThe Kubos, or secular emmatics, poetry, music, &c.
;

now reign in hereditary succession. Each province of the empire is governed by a prince, who is
He
responsible to the emperor for his administration.
enjoys the revenues of his government, keeps his court,
and defrays all the civil expences. Such an order of
things appears to us only safe against turbulence and
Perhaps it is secured in
faction by powerful checks.
Japan, by mutual jealousy, and the impressions of unlimited submission to the emperor, a feature of chaperors,

%K9re.

racter peculiarly Asiatic.
Thunberg informs us, that the laws of Japan are few,
have
but rigidly enforced, without regard to persons.
little acquaintance, however, with the Japanese code.

We

We are told that most crimes are punished with death,
and that none may incur this from ignorance, a brief
code in large characters is posted up in every town
and village, and regularly read in the temples. This,
however, respects rather the crimes prohibited than
the penalties annexed, which are said to be in some
cases purposely kept unknown, and this uncertainty
they affirm to have a salutary effect in deterring offenders.

AfU and
stience;.

The Japanese have been celebrated for their profiPerhaps the safest
ciency in the arts and sciences.
standard of comparison, in this respect, will be their
neighbours the Chinese. They excel in manufactures
of silk and cotton. Their swords are of curious workmanship. Their varnish is well known as inimitable,
but for this they are chiefly indebted to the vegetable,
from which

it

is

made.

The Japanese

cultivate

mu-

painting, drawing, geography, astronomy, and hisThey are totally unacquainted with anatomy
tory.
and have no farther knowledge of natural philosophy
and chemistry than a few notions gathered from European physicians. TKeir surgery consists almost entirely in burning pellets of moxa (or the leaves of mugwort rubbed soft like cotton) upon the place which is
supposed to be the seat of disease; and thus forming an
issue, which is kept open for some time.
They also
puncture with a silver needle where pains are felt.
Krusenstern mentions that one of the talks, (or interpreters of the Dutch language) knew that Teneriffe belonged to theCanary Islands, and St Catherines to Brazil,

sic,

from which

we may conclude that they are no despicable

Jspan.
geographers for Asiatics. Their drawings, we suspect,
may challenge competition with those of China, like ~~-V"'"
them, bidding defiance to perspective; and so scrupulous are they in copying from originals, that ugliness meets with no flattery from their portrait painters.
Though we are not acquainted with the exact extent of their astronomical knowledge, we know
that there is a set of people, called Issis, inhabiting temples near Jeddo, who foretel eclipses of the
sun and moon. Their predictions are inserted in calendars, of which two sorts are published annually at
Jeddo, one complete for the rich, and another abbreviated for the poor.
Their art of printing is confined
to the use of blocks, with which they impress only one
side of the paper.
Schools generally abound, and cor- Schools.poral punishment, it is said, is not introduced into
their system of education.
Their children are stimulated to emulation, and worthy achievements, by the
recital of songs in praise of their deceased heroes.
A
few of the more studious acquire the Chinese language,
and some of the physicians are able to understand the
Dutch, and even the Latin. They have some knowledge of engraving ; and are tolerably versed in the
practical part of surveying, so as to possess pretty accurate maps of their own country and its towns.
Their artificers work very skilfully in iron and copper, Manuf;ieand in a mixture of gold and copper, called sowas, tures.
which they have the art of staining black or blue by
means of their ink. They excel in the fabrication of
steel instruments, and their swords are of incomparable
proof.
They are acquainted with the art of making
glass, and grinding it for telescopes ; with the construction of watches which they learned from their
European visitors ; and with the manufacture of paper
from the bark of the mulberry tree. Their silk and

cotton stuffs are equal, and often superior to similar
productions of other eastern countries; and their laquering or varnishing in wood surpasses all the attempts which have ever been made in that department
by any other people in the world. This varnish is Varnish,
made from the juice of the rhus vernix, which upon its
first exuding from the tree, is of a lightish colour, and of
the consistence of cream; but the surface exposed to
It is of so transthe air immediately becomes black.
parent a nature, that when it is laid unmixed upon
boxes, and other articles of furniture, every vein of the
wood may be clearly seen. But they make it of various .colours, especially black or red, by mixing it
with powdered substances of these colours. They apply it with a brush, and with as smooth a surface as
possible ; and when well dried in the sun it becomes
harder than the board on which it is laid. It is then
rubbed with a smooth stone and water, till completely
polished, when it is covered with a mixture of turpenThis varnish flies and cracks like glass when
tine oil.
struck with a hard substance ; but is capable of being
exposed to boiling water without receiving any da-

mage.
Jeddo, the

capital city, is situated in a bay on the (^y^f
As Eurosouth-east side of the island of Niphon.
peans have little freedom here, no accurate idea can
large river runs through
be formed of its extent.
The emperor's palace and its appendages compose
it.
It may be included among meof themselves a town.
Mitropolitan cities of the first class, in point of size.
aco, the second city of the empire, stands inland about
160 miles south-west of Jeddo. It is the first commercial and manufacturing city in these dominions.
Her^ is fixed the Dairi's palace and court, whence

jjues.
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Miaoo may be considered the

•^/"•^

population has been rated at about
00,000 souU, and that of the capiul at half a million.
W'e do not vouch for the accuracy of this computation.
There are from 30 to 40 other cities, of which the
greatest part are flouruihing, and of considerable ex«
sciences.

Ita

tenL
Edifico.

The

imperial palace,

and

edifices

of the nobility,

to rival in splendour those of China.
•aloon of the hundred mats is 600 feet long by

•cem almoct

itMds uhI

(nvdhng.

300

£
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Cedar, camphor, and other precious woods, are
employed in U»e pillars and ceilings.
The public roads are constructed and kept with great
They are nia<Ie very broad, with a ditch un each
care.
side to carry off the water; and are frequently bordered with hcdses, which sometimes are formed of the vasion of their territories.
The revenues yielded by the different provinces are Revenues.
tea-shrub.
PoM* are regularly erected to indicate the
10,000
sUted to amount to SSSV tons of gold, or (at
miles, which are all measured from the capital, and alThe empesterling per ton), to £28,310,000 sterling.
so to direct the trardler at every croaa road. At the
time when the princes of the country make their an- ror, however, only benefits by the revenue of the nve
But, as benual journey to the court, tlie roads are freed from eve- provinces of bis own fief or government.
fore mentioned, he is entitled to two thirds of each
ry kind of dirt, sprinkled with water in hot weather,
and sometimes even swept with brooms. In travelling mine that is opened ; and he is said to possess a large
on these roads, it is the rule fur all who arc going to- treasure, disposed in chests containing each 1000 taels.
From the genius of their government, and jealousy Political rewards the capital to keep to tlie left, and for those who
more in an opposite direction to take the right ; or ra- of foreign interference, it does not appear that the Ja- lodoo*.
panese have any external political relations. Their most
ther for each passenger to keep always to the side on
The roads are more easily preserved in natural allies would be the Chinese ; yet it is certain
hi* left hand.
in the
that they do not treat even the Chinese merchants, who
so good a state, as no wheel-carriage» are
frequent the harbour of Nangasaky, with much cerecountr}' for travelling, except a few carts near the camony and respect ; and the Dutch at Japan seem to be
pital, which are confined to one side of the highway ;
and the hones are ooanoonly proTKlcd with straw co- reconciled to mortification, without gaining any adeThough these last have CmnmeKiiJ
ver* to their feet, taatead of iron shoes. The poorer quate compensation by traffic.
been established at Japan about two centuries, their reUuoo£rlaiiri travel on foot, and others either on horseback or in
palankeena. Sereral person*, and sotnetime* a whole Gt- trade has declined, instead of having increased ; and as
mily, are mounted on one horse. In such cases, the we have no right to infer want of vigilance on the port
man sits on the saddle with his legs extended forwards od of the Dutdi in watching over their commercial intereach side of the horse's oeck, and the rest of the party ests, we must suppose, either that tliey have nothing
are carried in baskets on each side, while a person walks to offer the Japanese worth their acceptance, or that
before to lead the animal. The palankeens, or Kan- these latter are not to be seduced, by any means, to
goes and Norimons as they are called in Japan, are of make an inconsiderate surrender, or depart from their
maxims of state. When we reflect how often the indevarious stxe* ; but the better kind are so large, that the
pendence of nations is sacrificed to commercial toleratraveller may lie down, or sit at his ease, on stuffed matThere are windows in the sides, tion, we must give the Japanese rulers credit for great
trasses and cushions.
and various conveniences within these vehicles. The prudence in tlieir councils. The chief articles which the Dutch compole by which they arc carried paaws along the roof, Dutch carry to Japan are bullion, European cloths, silks, merce.
and is borne on the shoulder* o(^ the bearer*, who ge- spices, printed linens, sugar, sapan wood, tin, ivory,
tortoise-shell, horns of the sea unicorn, which last is
nerally keep tinM bjr a song, and travel at the rate of a
league in tne hour, or ten league* in the day. When highly valued by the Japanese as a medicine. But, as
any of the grandees is going to court through the streets baore stated, they are restricted to the dispatch of two
of the capita), it is the ftsbion for his bearers to carry ships annually from Batavia. The cargoes of 13 ships
the pole aloft on their han<b, and to move at the ut- between 1 784 and 1 793 inclusive, amounted to 3,534,521
most speed in their power.
florins.
The returns made from Batavia to Japan durAs we have no certain data on which to estimate the ing the same period, which conNisted principally of
population of the Japanese empire, we feel more at a copper and camphor, amounted to 2,764,879 florins.
Ihe Chinese send annually 12 ships from Ningpo, Chinete
loas on this branch of our subject than any other. .Some
commerce.
hold China to be a fair standard of reference for Japan, (or Simfo, as it is called by the Japanese,) five of which
and accordingly assign 30,000,000 as the proportionate arrive in June and sail in October ; tlie other seven aramount. Ouiers arc content to rate the population at rive in December, and sail in March or April. They import chiefly sugar, ivory, tin plates, lead, silk stuffs, &c.
little more than half of this estimate ; yet, as all travellers agree in stating that an overflowing popuhition
They export copper, camphor, japanned wares, gold
thread, buffalo horns, sowaas (an artificial metal) paintis seen moving about tnc streets and high way s, we mutt
reckon Japan one of the roost populous countries, in ed and coloured paper, umbrellas, and particularly the
proportion to the extent of surface, in the world. The dye-fish, used as a medicine in China. Besides these,
same difficulty occurs in stating the military force of a kind of sea plant, and large dried mussels, called awo'
the kin^^loai. Some compute the army at 400,000 bi/, considered a great delicacy. Each Chinese vessel,
we know not bow correctly. According to our or junk, being about equal to a ship of 400 tons, it
of a navy, tlie Japanese may be said to have would appear that their cargoes must be very consinone t The arms of the military coBiist of bows and derable ; yet Krusenttem remarks, that two ships of
4i
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Their bows are large,
arrows, scymitars and halberts.
and the arrows of great length ; and the soldier, in discharging them, places himself with one kneeupor.Jie
ground. The scjmitar is their chief weapon, and is
worn by all except the peasantry. The blade is about
a yard in length, and slightly curved ; so excellently
tempered, that they are said to cut a large iron nail
asunder, without their edge being turned, and are considered by the Japanese as the most valuable part of
They make little use of fire-arms, and
their property.
the few muskets seen in tlie country appear to be chiefOf military tactics they are
ly employed in salutes.
entirely ignorant ; but courage, fortitude, and love of
their country, have hitherto sufficed to preserve their
independence, and to repel more than one foreign in-
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^^"^'"'^
Hutarical
epochs.

500 tons each might stow away what

is

conveyed in

all

the twelve.
.V'a'uipfer has divided the Japanese history into three
epochs, the fabulous, the doubtful, and the certain.
The first reaching beyond the Mosaic sera of the crea-

our acquaintance with it must be particularly unprofitable.
The second, being mixed with Chines-'e
history, and from the admission of Chinese symbols,
demonstrates that Japan, in tlie earlier stages of society, was connected with China, and tends to fix a
common origin. The certain period begins with the
hereditary succession of the Dairis from G6'0 years before the Christian ara, to the year of our Lord 1585.
In the reign of Gonda, the 90th Dairi, Japan was menaced by a great invasion from the Monguls, the invading fleet and anny, amounting to 240,000 men, being dispersed and almost annihilated by a furious tempest, the Japanese piously ascribed their deliverance
to the interposition of the gods.
In 1585, the generals
of the crown, or Kubos, assumed the supreme power,
and these continue to reign uncontrolled, the Dairi
having his separate court at Miaco, and presiding over
the religious and literary concerns of the empire.
We shall present our readers with some account,
(for which we are indebted to Krusenstern,) of the reception of the Russian embassy by the Japanese ; this
relation may serve both to amuse the reader, and to illustrate the national character. Notwithstanding the national character for jealousy of the arrival of strangers
on its coast, yet the Russian ambassador seems to have
expected a favourable result to his mission.
From the
extent and contiguity of the Russian dominions, his
excellency seems to have flattered himself that the offer
and assurance of friendship of a powerful monarch
would meet with a distinguished reception. But we
cannot blame the policy which viewed with jealousy
and distrust, the interference of so formidable a power
as Russia in commercial pursuits.
Whatever the arguments and motives of the Japanese politicians were,
the Russian mission failed completely in its object, and
even the permission formerly obtained, of sending a
ship annually to Nangasaky, was recalled.
Krusenstern is pretty liberal of abuse and sarcasm on the closeness of Dutch policy at Japan. It was not to be expected
that the Dutch would favour the views of the Russian
ambassador, or assist in opening a door of commercial
competition to his nation.
His excellency the councillor of state and chamberlain Resanofl", the Russian
ambassador, and an adequate suite, arrived in the ship
Nadeshda, in the harbour of Nangasaky, in October
1804'.
On the arrival of the Nadeshda, the first step
resorted to by the Japanese, was the depriving the ship
of its powder and fire arms, even to the officer's fowlingpieces. This measure was defended on the principle of
national etiquette, the subjects of a foreign power not
being allowed to go about armed in his Japanese majesty's dominions.
But whatever the mortification and
feelings of the ambassador were, their situation appears to have been particularly irksome to Krusenstern
and his crew. At first they were prohibited from going ashore, and even from rowing about.
tion,

Account of

""?^""
'^'

At length, after six weeks negociation, and on the
plea of the ambassador's health, a spot was assigned as
a walk, not exceeding 100 paces in length and 40 in
breadth, in the immediate vicinity of which were two
watch-towers.
debarkation of a single boat was attended by a fleet of 10 or 15 vessels surrounding it; in
the same manner the boat was escorted back to the
ship.
So strict were the Japanese, that the Nadesh-

A

da was debarred intercourse with the Dutch ships,
J»pan.
and letters were not even allowed to be sent by them "^/"^^
to Batavia.
The ambassador alone was permitted to Account of
transmit a report to the Emperor of Russia, translated Ri"s»iaJi
by the interpreters into Dutch with such scrupulous "'»l'«*;
•

accuracy,

that every

of the translation terminated with the same letter as the lines of the original.
This copy was deposited with the governor. On
the departure of two Dutch vessels, Krusenstern having
wished the captains a happy voyage, and made enquiries after their health, received in reply a sign with
their speaking trumpet.
For this silence, the chief of
the Dutch factory apologised by letter to the ambassador, on the grounds that the captains had been forbid,
den to utter a word. Here our author breaks forth into a violent philippic against the Dutch, for their mean
and servile compliance with Japanese prejudices, yielded in the true spirit of gain ; and though Krusenstern
may write under the influence of pique, we do not dissent from the justice of his observation, that such conduct is unworthy of the character of an enlightened and
great nation.
"The important point being at length
settled, of the ambassador having permission to land, a
considerable building called Megasaky, was appointed
for his residence, and watched with as much care as the
seven towers of Constantinople. The situation of his excellency's quarters appears to have been selected with a
remarkable regard to security. The building was placed on a neck of land, so near the .•^ea, that at high water the tide came close to the walls.
The windows
were armed with double lattice work, and consisted of
spaces about a foot wide, calculated to admit a very
moderate allowance of light. The whole habitation
was secured by a bamboo fence, even on the sea side,
the waves being deemed but an insufficient barrier by the
Large gates, with double locks, at which
Japanese.
were stationed porters to take charge of the keys, and
who seem to have executed their trust with troublesome fidelity, were placed on the land and sea sides.
Besides, guards watched the spot, who did not slumber
on their posts. Though our author expatiates on this
barbarous intolerance of the Japanese, yet he does them
the justice to admit, that such materials as he required
The
for the repair of the ship were readily granted.
supply of provisions was also liberal to the ship's company. The landing of the Russian ambassador on the
17th December, was attended with circumstances of
The Prince of Ficonsiderable pomp and ceremony.
sen's boat, a barge surpassing in size and magnificence
every thing of the sort, (being 120 feet long,) was desThe walls
tined for the reception of his excellency.
and ceilings of the numerous cabins were varnished in
the handsomest manner, and the stairs of red wood so
highly polished, as to have the appearance of lacquer.
On the decks were spread mats and the most costly carpets ; and the whole boat was hung round with double
rows of various coloured silk. On the ambassador
stepping on board, the Russian imperial standard waved with the flag of the Prince of Fisen, whose guard
took their station close to the standard. The Japanese
fortresses were decorated with new flags and curtains,
and manned by troops in their best dress. An innumerable fleet of boats accompanied the ambassador to
So far his excellency was
the town of Nangasaky.
ushered into his Japanese majesty's dominions in a
manner suitable to the representative of a powerful monarch. But he had no sooner landed and entered into
his dwelling, than he was locked up like a state crimiThe day
nal, and the keys were sent to the governor.
line
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the ship, two Banjos, acconf
;(•. after the ambaoador
^"^/"'^ panicd with a great number of boats, come on board to
A'"<™t of riceive the presents. Two boats lashed together, with
Mtmum
a platfomi of strong planks laid across, covered with
red cloth, was appointed to receive the large mirror.
All attempts to persuade them to remove this valuable
covering were ineficctual, as the respect with which
crerj thing was attended destined as a present to the
and re>
i' oi, required to be scrupulously enforced,
guuixl
lected all paltry consideration of economy.
instantly jumped into the boat for the honour of the
inirmr. One of the interpreters being asked how it
would reach Jeddo, replied, it would be carried there.
An objectioa being raised op the ground of the distance
and number of men required to carry it, the interpreter
gravely answered, that nothing was impossible to the
emperor of Japan ; and that a live elephant, a present
from the emperor of China, had been so transported.
are fomuhed with another trait of Japanese character by the Mine antbor, which shews with what exactness
the emperoc's orders arc executed. A Chinese junk
was driven ashore on the east coatt of Japan in a gale
of wind, and loct her masts and rudder. According to
an ancient regulation, every ship touching on the Jaleft
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were refused.

upon the

It

was enjoined

that

any Japanese

cast

coast of Russia, should be delivered over to

Japan.

'*"'V"^

who would send them by way of Batavia Account of
Finally, the Russians were prohibited Hussion
to Nangasaky.
from offering presents and making purchases, and from *''»1'**T«

the Dutch,

visiting or receiving the

visits

of the Dutch factor.

The

repair of the ship, and the supply of provisions,
were declared to be taken into the imperial account.
And it was notified, that the Emperor of Japan had
sent 2000 sacks of salt, and 100 of rice, besides 2000
pieces of cassock or silk wadding, the former as a preThe
sent for the crew, and the latter for the officers.
reason assigned for refusing the presents was, that the
Emperor of Japan would be obliged to make a suitable
return to the Emperor of Russia, and to send an ambas;>ador to St I'etersburgh : and that it was contrary to
the laws of the empire for any Japanese to quit his
country. Such was tlie result of an embassy, of which
such sanguine hopes had been formed in Russia. Xot
only were no new advantages gained, but the writ-

ten permission granted to the Russians to visit NanAll communication is now susgassiky was revoked.

pended between Russia and Japan, nor is it expected
that it will be again opened until some great change

Nor, perpanese coast, by whatever accident, must be brought to takes place in the Japanese government.
Nangaaaky. Accordingly this junk must 6nd its way haps, is such a change very remote. At the very mo- I->t«t tc<
Tnia could only be effected by a process of ment of our writing this article, we find it mention- <»""'» ft"*
there.
towing ; and the great probability was, that during the ed, among cot^inental intelligence, that the Dairi of "P*"*
voyage, which lasted 1-4 months, the towing-fleet, ron- Japan has been Intriguing in secular atTairs, and endeaMating of 100 boats and 600 men, with the said junk, vouring, by means of his priests and adherents, to gain
would all go to the bottooi. But neither the intricacy of the people to his cause- Whence the supremacy of the
the narigatiaii, nor perils by •tonn ftwiiwni en this Kubo is threatened, and a popular insurrection appreooMt, nor the length of the voyage, nor tae inadequate hended.
We shall conclude this article, by offering to our Tlie Aino»
ecapcnaaSiaa of so much toil by tbe object being attained, weighed fiir a moment, when placed in compereaders a description, from Krusenstem, of the Ainus, <)f»cribe<lbjtition with eatablisbed cnstoat and the emperar'x orders.
a race of people but little known in Europe.
As this ''^""
On the 19th February 1805. tbe Ruasian ambassador author's account has simplicity of narrative, and the
appearance of truth to recommend it, we shall make
recei ved intimation tiiat the emperor of Japan had sent
a person, attended by eight nobles, with full powers to no apology to our readers for presenting it in his own
treat with him.
I'm person deputed was said to be of words. VVe shall only premise, that the island of Jes•"
the highest rank, and one who was permitted to view so was wrested from the Ainos, its original inliabitonts, '•'''"
*****
tlw aneror's feet, though not to elevate his look by the Japanese the former are now confined to a
small space, which alone retains the name of Jcsso,
The Japanese plenipotentiary having arrived, much thereat of the island being called Matzumsry, from the
hereatioa took place on both sidea
adjusting the prindpal Japanese settlement here.
The Japanese disceremonies to be observed at the audience. It waa set- cipline exists in full force in the most northerly part
tled that the ambeseador should pay the plenipolcnti* of the island, the farthest limit of their empire.
" The Ainos," Krusenstem observes, " are rather
•ly an European, and not a Japanese campuaent. This
laet is said to be so very degrading, that not even the
below the middle stature, being at the most five feet two
laiwcat European would sutxnit to it.
The ambassa- or four inches high, of a dark, nearly black, complexdor, however, was to appear without his sword or ion, with a thick bushy beard, black rough hair hangAoea, Bar would they allow him a chair, or any kind ing straight down, and excepting in the beard, they
of Europtti seat. He was to sit with his feet tucked have the appearance of the Kamtchadales, only tliat
ader him, in front of the governor and plenipotentiary. their countenance is much more regular. The women
Borimon. or sedan chatr, was allowed the ambaasa- are sufficiently ugly their colour, which is cqiully
dor, bat the officers of his suite were to walk. The dark, their coal black hair combed over their faces, blue
amagements being finally made, the 4tb ot April was painted lips, and tattooed handi, added to no remarkappoMid for his first audience. The ambassador and able cleanliness in their clothing, do not give them any
his anhe. tvndatn^ of five persons, and a serjeant to great pretensions to loveliness
this at least was the
cany the mnilirilof Rnaaia, were conveyed in a barge case with those we had an opportunity of seeing on
adoned with §mg» and curtains, and landed at a place the north side of Jesso. We perceived, indeed, in Anicaliod Maiaal Trapp.
On an occasion, for which such wa bay, some who were younger, whose eyes had not
Bceparatione were made, snd expectation raised, mere- lost their brightness, and who on this account were not
ly an exchange of compliments took place, and a few
quite BO ugly
but 1 confess that the impression even
JBiifniiicant questions were put.
Tbe second audience these made upon me was equally unfavournblc. They are
of the same nature, and here ended the matter. modest however in the highest degree, and in this point
An order was delivered to tbe arakassador, prohibiting form the completest contrast with the women of Nukamtj Roarian ship from again visiting Japan. The pre- hiwa and of Otaheite. Their modesty even amounted to
sents, and even the letters from tbe Emperor of Russia,
bashfulness, occasioned perhaps by the jealousy of their
;
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husbands, and the watchfulness of their parents they
^""^/^"^ never quitted for a moment, while we were
on shore.
Account of the huts in which they had assembled, and were exihe Ainos.
tremely distressed when Dr Telesius made drawings of
Japan,

:

thern.

The

an Aino is goodness of
expressed in the strongest manner in
his countenance ; and so far as we were enabled to
observe their actions, they fully answered this, expresThese, as well as their looks, evinced something
sion.
simple, but noble.
Avarice, or rather rapacity, the
common fault of all the wild inhabitants of the southem islands in the eastern ocean, they are entirely
strangers to : in Romanzoff bay they brought fish on
boani, which they immediately left to us, without demanding the least thing in return ; and much as they
were delighted with the presents made to them, they
would not admit them as their property, until they
had been frequently assured by signs of their being intended for them.
" The dress of the Ainos consists chiefly of the skins
of tame dogs and seals ; but I have seen some in a very
different attire, which resembled the parkis of the
Kamtschadales, and is, properly speaking, a white shirt
worn over their other clothes. In Aniwa bay they were
.^11 clad in furs; their boots were made of seal skins,
and Id these likewise the women were invariably
clothed.
In Romanzoff bay, on the contrary, we saw
only two fur dresses, one of which was a bear's skin,
tlie other made of dogs' skins ; and the rest of the people were dressed in a coarse yellow stuff, made of the
bark of a tree, (as we ascertained in their houses,)
which a few wore, bordered with blue cloth. Under
this dress they had another of a fine cotton stuff, that
they probably purchase of the Japanese. Here we saw
no boots such as were worn by every one in Aniwa bay;
but, instead of them, they used Japanese straw slippers.
few of them covered their legs with a kind of half
stockings stitciied together, of the same coarse stuff' as
their upper garments.
This difference in the dress of
the Ainos of Jesso and Sachalin seems to prove a much
greater degree of wealth in the latter island, and the
men here appeared to wear a more cheerful aspect ; but
whether this is owing to their superior wealth in fish
and furs, which find a certain market with the Japanese,
or to their little dependence on these latter, I cannot pretend to decide, though I am inclined to believe the former. The greatest part of them went with their heads uncovered ; others wore a straw hat, pointed in the middle.
I fancy it is not the custom of the country to shave the
hair, though I saw several of them with their heads half
shorn, probably only in imitation of the Japanese. The
women, even the youngest, use no ornaments on their
heads ; but, as I have already mentioned, they invariably paint their lips blue,
a practice which, to an European accustomed to the rose colour, appears extremely ugly.
On the contrary, many of the male sex wore
ear-rings, which were commonly merely a brass ring.
1 purchased a pair off a young man, made of silver, with
large false pearls suspended from them. The possessor
seemed to set great value on these ornaments, being
very unwilling to part with them ; and twice he repented of his bargain, took them back again, and demanded
a higher price. An old coat, two cotton cloths, and a
piece of flat white metal, were the treasures for which
he at last exchanged them. Buttons and old clothes
were the articles the Ainos most sought after, and for
which they gave their pipes and other trifles.
" The huts we saw in Aniwa bay were, as I have alheart,

characteristic quah'ty of

which

is

A

—

Japan,
probably newly built, and served only for
residence.
In Romanzoff bay they ap- """S""^
peared to be their constant abode both in winter and Account of
summer. The two we visited, and near to which were the Ainos.
balagans for drying fish, consisted of a single large
room, which, with a small division at one end, occupied
the whole interior of the house. Their construction
did not seem to me to be very solid, and, unless the
houses are entirely covered with snow, as in Kamtschatka, I cannot conceive how they are able to bear the
cold, which must be intense here in the winter; since,
even in the month of May, the thermometer only shew,
ed three degrees of warmth. In the middle of the room
was a large hearth, around which the whole family,
The
consisting of eight or ten persons, was seated.
furniture consisted of a large bed, over which a Japanese mat was spread, and several boxes and barrels. All
their utensils were of Japanese manufacture, and mostly lacquered.
It appeared, from the interior of the
house, that the inhabitants possessed a degree of aflluence such as is not found among the Kamtschadales,
still less among the Aleuti, and the unfortunate inhaThe great provision of dried fish.
bitants of Kodiack.
bore indeed rather a disgusting appearance but no ob-,
jection can be taken to this when we reflect, that their
existence depends upon them, fi»h being probably their
only nourishment, and their kouses on this account being chiefly scattered along the shore. We perceived
no symptoms of cultivation, not even any plantation.*
of vegetables ; nor did we see any tame fowls or domestic animals except dogs, which they had in great
abundance ; and Lieutenant Golowatscheff found iiv
Mordwinoff bay, on the west coast of Patience bay,
above fifty in one place. In all probability they use
them for their journeys in the winter ; for we saw in
Aniwa bay a sledge which bore a perfect resemblance
Dog skins, also, are here an
to a Kamtschadale narte.
important article of dress. We were struck on perceiving, that snow-water was the common beverage of the
people on the north side of Jesso, although that of the
river, which flowed into the bay, was extremely good.
Perhaps the fear of cold in the winter, as they M-ould
have to fetch their water from the rivir, which is not
very near to their houses, has so accustomed them to
snow-water, that they prefer it to that of the river so
long as they are able to procure it. It seemed also the
custom here, (at least, it was so in all tiie houses which
either I or any of my officers visited,) to bring up.
young bear in the house, to which a place was assigned
in one of the corners of the room, and which was decidedly the most restless of any of its inhabitants. One
of our officers was desirous of purchasing one of these

ready

their

said,

summer

;

bears,

and

offered his great-coat in exchange for

it ;

but he could not persuade the proprietor, although
cloth is of great value in the eyes of the Ainos, as the
Japanese are unable to supply them with it, to part
with his young eleve.
" It would be presuming too much to enter into any
detail upon the form of government and the religion of
the Ainos, as our stay here was much too circumscribed
for us to have instituted any inquiries into tliese subjects ; but, with their limited population, it is not easy
to imagine any other than a patriarchal constitution.
During our visit to one of their houses in Romanzoff
bay, we observed in the family, which consisted of ten
persons, the happiest state of harmony, or rather a perWe continued there some hours, and
fect equality.
were scarcely able to distinguish the head of the family, so little assuming were even the oldest towards its

JAPAN.
Japan.

youn;est mcralien. Accortlingly, in tlividinpr a few
pmenti among them, 1 preserved a mo»t perfect equality, wliich they all appeared pleased with, no one, not
even the oldest, remarking, that I had given him too
little in pru|iortian to the others
on the contrarj", they
;

my

attention to a little girl, aliout eight years
called
now obtained
old, whom I had orerlooketl, and
her share. This unanimity, and tlie silence which
reigns amon^ thera, awake the mo^t favourable feelings

who

towanli them. I lere w.is no loud talking, no immoderate langhter, and still less any disputing.
The satisfaction that appeared in all their countenances as they
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except their bushy beard and the hair on their
faces, there was not the least thing to give probability "^"V^^
to such a story. In Aniwa 1 got several of them to un- Account of
cover their breasts, arms, and legs, and we were here the Aiti»>.
convinced to a certainty that the greater part of the
Ainos have no more hair upon their bodies than is to
be found upon those of many Europeans. Lieut. GolowatschefT found indeed in Mordwinofl" Bay a child of
eight years old, whose Ixxly was entirely covered with
hair ; but he immediately examined its parents and several other grown up persons, and found them all in
that respect like Europeans.
I will not flatly contradict the report of older and modern navigators, whose
credibility 1 do not argue against ; but 1 believe that
they have exaggerated this story respecting the Ainos,
or, what is the same thing, the natives of the southern
Kuriies : at least it is not equally true with regard to
all.
Perhaps the impression which the Dutch received
Arom their bushy beard, hairy face, and lank locks, added to the uncleanliness of their persons, left an idea
that their bodies must be as much covered as their faces ; and as they did not wait to examine whether this
were really the case, this gave rise to a story whiclr
has been ever since repeated as a fact."
The following notices respecting Japan, communicate«l in a discourse to the Literary and Scientific Society
at Java by the I lonourable Governor Raffles, and drawn
from the information of I)r Ainslie, who had resided
four months in Nangasaki, may be considered as the
most recent intelligence on the subiect of this article.
Every information obtained by that gentleman tends Rectni tc
•''•
to confirm the accuracy, ability, and impartiality of """"
Kwmpfer, whose account of Japan is represented as one t'^Dr"*
of the most complete works of the kind that was ever
Ainilie.
produced in the same circumstances. The Japanese
acknowledge that from this book they know their own
country ; and their first enquiry to the English commimioners was for a copy of KiPinpfer. In expressing
the e»timation in which his writings were held among
them, they literally observed, that " he had drawn out
their heart from them, and laid it palpitating before
us, with all the movements of their government, and
the actions of their men !" The natives are represented
by l)r Ainslie as a nervous, vigorous people, whose bodily and mental powers assimilate much nearer to those
of Europe, than what are usually attributed to Asiatic*; as possessed of masculme features perfectly European, exe«|>t the small lengthenefl Tartar eye, which
almost universally prevails as perfectly fair and evert
blooming in their complexion and actually exhibiting
among females of the higher class more of the hue of
health than is usually found in Europe.
He describes

that,

spread the mats round the hearth for us ; their readiness, when we were going away, to launch their canoes
and carry us across the shallows to our boat, when they
revived that our boatmen were striroing themselves
this purpose: but still more than all this, their modesty narer to demand any thini;, and even to accept
with bcmtation whatever was offered to them, wherein
they difirr very mucli from the inhabitants of the west
of Sachalin, whose diffidence La Perouse could not
•peak of with praise ; all these uncommon qualities, for
which they are not indebted to any polished education,
bat which arc merely the marks of their natural character, make me consider tlie Ainos as the l>e«t of all
the people that I have hitherto been acquainted with.
" I hare already mentioned their inconsiderable numbers, particularly in Jesso. On the north of this island
we counted only ri^fht dwelling- hdhses, ami if we adBiit ten as the number of each family, this make* that
of the inhabitanu of this district only eioiity. Farther
iknd they probably have no eetinliihwiim ; for a*
their whole noorishnient consista of fish, they only settle on the ws shoresIn Salmon Bay, an<l 1 unary
Aniwa, the Ainoa probably amount to three hundred ;
but we were there at the time of the fishery, and it is
chiefly from hence that the Japanese procure this article, for wbic!i Uiey are obliged ta have recourse to the
inhabitants of the neighboivinf bays, who settle here
at soch timei, in order to prepare so large a quantity.
Not only the recently built house* of the Ainos in the
vicinity of the Japanese factory is a proof of this, but
altotiw nmber of hooaes provided with fumitore but
dcatitalaaf iniubitamsin MordwinoffBay, where Lieut.
olaw rt irhc fr, who visited that part, fouml but a few
moiii^ and Ihcaa not laerely to guard the property,
lor they Memcd to consider it aa tlieir own.
" According to the rooat ancient accoants we have
of Ihia iaU'
habitanto are said to be corercl
with liair.
iieaa dncribe it as a large country full of wiia pvupir, whow wboU body is covered
with hair, and with such enotmoaa beards that they are
forced to raiae them op in order to drink.
The Dntefa their proficiency in the sciences, especially in metaphy*
in the well known expedition in 1(J4S, under the com- •ic* and judicial astrology, aa sufficient to evince a vi»
mand ef Capuin Vries, and the Hunian* under Span- gorous intellect ; and their skill in the arts as by no
berg in 17^, confirmed this description. Althoogh so means resembling the stationary mediocrity of the Chi<^
many oanairring aocaonta seem to testify the (act of nese, but as the effect of an anient and progressive
the nativw of Jcan> being overgrown with hair, never- principle of improvement.
Nothing, he tells us, is
thalflM I am diapoaed, from our expenance. to deso offensive to the Geclings of a Japanese, as to be
dare this report to be lkb«loas. The Jesirit Ilicrony- compared, in any one respect, with the Chfnese ; antf
mus de Angelis, the Orst Euronean wht>. in \tWO, vi- the only occnsian on which he ever saw the habitual
sited Jcaao, merdy mentiaiw lAeir bushy bejtnls, but
politeness of a native surprised into a burst of paswya net a word of their hairy bodies ; ami a« he revi- sion, waa when, upon a similarity between the two
ded for sosne lime amongst them, he certainly had a nations being unguardedly asserted, the Utter laid his
better oaportunity of examining their per,4f>n»I qHsIities hand upon his sword.
They have at least none of
than coukl be tmnul in the short visiu of the Dutch, that uiiitbrmity of character which the artificial systenr
the Russians, or
.e. and he wouiil not have
of government has produced in Cliina ; and their wofailed to make k:.
_ linking a drcumsUnce.
On men particularly, associate among themselves like the
tbt north of -Icsso we eiamined mbm people, but found ladies of Europe.
Dr Ainslie was present at frequent
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a Jady from the court of Jeddo
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occasions particularly,
performed the honours of the table with an ease, elejjance, and address, that would have graced a Parisian.
The usual dress of the Japanese women, even of the
niiddle rank, is remarkably costly ; and its value might
supply the wai-drobe of an European lady of the same
rank for twenty years. The Japanese, with an apparent coldness, derived from that system of espionage
and principle of disunion dictated by the government,
arc eager for novelty, and warm in their attachments,
strongly inclined to foreign intercourse, notwithstanding the prohibitory political institutions of their country,
and apparently ready to throw themselves into the
liands of any nation of superior intelligence; but at the
samp time full of contempt for every thing below their
own standard of morals and habits. The failure of the
embassy from Russia in 181i, which might seem to
contradict this remark, Dr Ainslie considers as attributable to particular circumstances, which however are
not sufficiently detailed, but are intimated as originating
in the influence of the interested competitor at the head
of the Dutch establishment. The warehouse in which
the Russian mission had been lodged was pointed out
to Dr Ainslie, who observes, that, " as the rats were
let out, the count and his suite were let in, where they

remained for six long months with scarce room to turn ;
the mark of obloquy to the Japanese, and the laughing
stock of the European factor}'.''
So lively was the impression of the occurrence, that the chief Japanese officer asked the English commissioner, " if he too would
condescend to play the part of the Russian count?"
the officer answering to his own question, " No, I trust
not." Even the illiberality of the Japanese on the subject of religion, is affiiTned by no means to correspond
with the representations hitherto made of their character; and the annual test of trampling on crucifixes and
other Catholic images, is said to be denied and derided
as a foolish story by the native priests.
Upon visiting
the great temple on the hills of Nangasaky, the English
commissioner was received with marked respect, and
sumptuously entertained by the patriarch of the northern provinces, a man eighty years of age ; and when
one of the English officers present heedlessly exclaimed
in surprise, Jasus Christus the patriarch, turning half
round with a placid smile, bowed significantly, expressive of a hint to avoid that subject in that place, and
took leave with a hearty shake of the hand. It is mentioned as an extraordinary fact, that, for seven years
past, since the visit of Captain Pellew, notwithstanding
the determination of the court not to enter into foreign
commerce, the English language has, in obedience to
an edict of the Emperor, been cultivated with considerable success by the younger members of the college
!

of interpreters, who were found very eager in their inquiries after English books.
While the commissioner
was at Nangasaky, tliere arrived a large detachment
of officers of rank, who had been employed nearly four
years in making an actual survey of every foot of the
empire and the dependent isles, one fourth part of
which they had not yet completed. The survey ap.
peared to be conducted on a scientific principle, to be
most minute and accurate in its execution, and to have
for its object the completion of a regular geographical
and statistical description of the country.
The Japanese, in short, are wonderfully inquisitive in all points
of science, and are anxious to receive information,
without inquiring from what quarter it comes ; and, in
the opinion of Dr Ainslie, are a people with whom the

European world might hold intercourse without comJapa«,
promise of character. The result of all that the com- Japanning.
raissioners observed, is said to be an impression on the ^""'V""*'
minds of those who are most competent both to judge
and act in the matter, that a commercial intercourse
between Great Britain and Japan might easily be
opened. See Kaempfer's Ilislory of Japan ; Thunberg's
Travels, vols. iii. <".nd iv ; Krusenstern's Voi/age round
the World ; and the Transactions of the Literary and
Scientific Societi/ at Java.
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is a mode of ornamenting various
with a hard varnish, which bears a good polish,
and can be made of brilliant colours and ornaments.
The natives of Japan and China practise this art in
great perfection. They have a decided advantage over
the European japanner in their materials.
They use a
kind of resin called lac, which is the sap or juice of a
tree. The Japanese make incisions in the lower part of the
trunk, and receive the lac, which flows in pots set beneath
the incisions; this lac is at first of the colour and consistence of cream, but it becomes black on the surface when
it is exposed to the air.
The whole mass is required to
become black before it is used, and for this purpose it is
put into very shallow bowls, and continually stirred
with an iron rod during twenty-four hours, so as to expose every part to the action of the air ; this makes it
thicker than before, and of a fine black colour, which
they heighten by adding powdered charcoal.
When this lac is laid on the work, and dried, it is
polished with a stone and water, and the polished stirlace is ornamented by gilding or painting, which is
secured by an external coat of varnish, made of oil and
turpentine, boiled to a proper consistence.
The japanning among Europeans is differently performed, but the work bears a near resemblance to that of
the Japanese when finished ; it is applied to wood, pa-

articles

pier-mache, leather and iron, or tinned iron. When the
articles are of that nature, that they will not bear heating in a stove to dry and harden the japan, they must
be done with lac similar to the real japan ; but as the
lac is only brought to Europe in a solid form, it must
first be reduced to a fluid state, by dissolving it in alcohol, or some essential oil ; and this varnish being
spread on the work, the alcohol or oil will evaporate,
and leave a hard superficial coat of lac. The varnish
may be mixed with the requisite colours, or the colours
may be painted upon the surface of the varnish, between the successive coats which are applied ; and in
the latter case admit of painting according to a design.
For such goods as will admit of sufficient heat in a
stove, a more economical method is pursued, the principal coats of japan being made of boiled linseed oil,
with proper colouring matters. These are dried and
hardened in the stove, and the painting or gilding is
laid on
a thin lac varnish is lastly applied, to give
the external surface ; but it assimilates so well with the
first coats of japan, that the whole wears as well as if
it was done with solid lac in the Japanese method.
Japanning with lac. This is principally used for or- Jap»niu:ig
namenting wood, leather, and paper, but the latter can ^
be japanned by heat like the metals.
The following receipts are given in the Handmaid
to the Arts, for the varnishes which are to form the
grounds or surfaces on which the painting or gilding
Dissolve two ounces of coarse seed lac,
are to be laid.
and two ounces of resin, in one pint of rectified spirits
of wine. This varnish must be laid on in a warm
place ; and the work will be better done if the substance
to be japarmed can be warmed also, but all moisture
;

;
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F*r a white

panmL

Mid dampncoy must be carefully avoided. Two or three
coats of this coarse varnish must be applied, prcparatory to laving the crounds, which contain the colour,
and which are made as follows.
ground, prepare flake white, or white
lead, by waahine it with water, and then by grinding
k with one-«ixu of its weight of starch ; when this
m dried, temper it properly for spreading, with mastic varnish, which is prepared by disfolving mastic in
pirits of turpentine, by a gentle heat in a water bath
or the colour may be compouiule<l with gum anime,
reduced to powder, and ground first with turpentine,
and then ground with the colours, adding as much of
the maatic vambh as is necessary to make it work
with the pencil. When this white japan is laid on,
the external varnish which is applie<l upon it after the
painting or ornaments are finished, must be of the
moat transparent nature, that it may not injure the
whiteheas of the colour. For this purpose select the
cleareat and whitest grains from a large parcel of seed
lac, reserving the coarser grain* fbr other varnishes;
take two ounces of this cMsen lac, and three ounces
of gum anime, reduce them to a gross powder, and dissolve them in a quart of spirits of wine ; five or six
coats of this varnish must be laid on over the white
colour.
The seed-lac will give a slight tinge to the
colour, but the hardest varnish cannot be made withoat it ; when hardness is not ao essential, a less proBortioa of seed-lac may be used, and to take away the
brittlcnes* of the gum anime, a small quantity of crude
torpentiiM may be added. Another varnish, either for
mixing up with the white colours, or for covering them
when laid on, is made of gum anime, dissolved in old
nat or poppy oil, by gently boiling the oil, and putting
mto it aa much of the gum as it will take up. This
varnish roost be diluted with oil of turpentine for use ;
it will not bear polishing, and must therefore be applied
very earefnlly to lay it smooth.
^'"' ^nej^pan grotindt, nse a bright Prussian blue,
or smalt, or vercliter, glazed over by Prussian blue
the colours are best mixed with shell lac varnish, and
brooght to a poli*hing state by five or six onrts of seed
lac varnish.
If the blue grotmd is bright, and the
shell lac varnish is laid on, it will give a green hue,
owing to ita own ycUow colour ; the varnish of oil and
gna aaioM^
being used for the extemsl varniah, wilt have
eUmr eoloiir, but it is not so hard.
For red Japam grqmmdi vermilion may be used to
prodaoo a scarlet gnoad, bat it has a glaring effect
t'O^

"

nohile

;

ft btu*
)(pu>
graoads.

m mm,

for rc4

when naad

alooa. This will be in somemcaMre corrected by f()asing it over with carmine, or fine lake, or
even with rose pink. For a very bright crimson, instead of glasing with carmine, Indian lake should be
natd ; the lake may be dissolve<l in the spfait of which
the varnish is composed, and a coat of this being laid
on, the shell lac varnish may be used to produce the

Otcmal
Fsf jrsOov
^^

tmptta

it

will very well transmit the tinge
for bright yellow, king's

yellow or tuiuaUl mineral should be eniploye<l, either
alone or mixed with fine Dutch pink.
The' effect may
be bcightene<l by dissolving powdered tnnneric root in
the alcohol, which is used tor -tf^'nr the external varnish.
The alcohol should be stramed off from the
at the turmeric, before the seed lac is put in to
form the varnish. Dutch pink alone, if of the best
qoality, will make a good yellow ground.
For grem Japan gromuU, king's vellow and bright
ProMian blue may be mixed to make a green, or tun

dr^

J^M

surfMX, as

ofthe Indian lake.
For ydl<imjmam fromJt,
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beth mineral and PViissian blue and a common kind Ja|iaiiiiii>g.
may be made of verdigris, mixed with either of the ^""".""^
above yellows, or with Dijtch pink. For a very bright
;

green, the crystals of verdipris, called the distilled verdigris, shuultl be employed ; anti to heighten the el*.
feet, the colour should be laid on a ground of leaf-gold,
which renders it very brilliant.
For orange japan grounds, mix vermilion or red lead K.>t orange
with king's yellow, or Dutch pink, or orange lake used J^P*"
alone is a fine colour. To prepare this, take of the S™'"'"!*best annotto four ounce?, and of pearl ashes one pound ;
put them together into a gallon of water, and boil them
for half an hour, then strain the solution through paper.
Make also another solution of a pound and a half
of alum, in a gallon of water, and mix this gradually
with the solution of pearl ashes and annotto; a precipitate of the colouring matter will be formed, which
being dried in cakes or lozenges, is the orange lake.
For purpU japan grounds, a mixture of lake and Prus- *<" P°fp'*
•'*''*°
sian blue may be used, or vermilion and Prussian blue
,
for a coarser purple.
For a black japan ground. Ivory black and lamp For a bUck'
black are the proper materials for this purpose. They j»pan
should be laid on with shell lac varnish, and the exter- ground,
nal varnish may be of seed lac, as the tinge of it can
'

do no injury.
For a ground of gold. Gold leaf may be laid on For n
over the whole surface. See Japatmers Gildino.
Or pround
the imitative gold or silver powder may be used with go'*the size there described. When the desired ground is

of

obtained, the ornamental painting is next performed.
The colours for painting are mixed up with varnish of
shell or seed lac, dissolve<l in spirits of wine, or otherwise by varnish of mastic, dissolve<l in oil of turpentine ; to which gum anime may be added, as before directed, for mixing up the colours of the white ground,
and which applies to all the other grounds. There is,
in fact, no difference between the manner of preparing
the colours for laying the grounds, or for painting upon
the ground. The pencils must be moistcrned either with
the spirits of wine or oil of turpentine, so as to make
the colours work. In some very nice works, the colours
may be tempered in oil, for the more free use of the
pencil, and to obtain greater dispatch,
'i'he oil should
previously have otie-fonrth part of its weight of gum
anime dissolved in it, or gum sandarac or mastic.
When this oil is used, it should l>e diluted with spirit of
turpentine, that the colours may lie more even and thin.
When the painting is to be on a ground of gold, water colours may be used for the ornamental painting.
They are prepared with isinglass size, corrected with

honey or sugarcandy. The ornamental gililing for ja*
panners worx is explained in the article Gildino.
ExUrmat vamitk. The hardest varnish is made of External
seed lac, as before mentioned, but has a yellow tinge. vaiDuh.
To make this, wash the seed lac in water to clean it
from impnrities dry it, and powder it coarsely ; then
put three ounces of it into a bottle with a pint of recThe bottle should not be above
tified spirits «' wine.
two-thirds filled, and must be gently heated, and sha;

ken frequently, until as much ot' the lac is disjolvcd as
l>e, and the varnish is then to be poured off into a
The more highly
bottle, and kept stopped very close.
can

i.n, the more lac it will dissolve.
'I'his
varnish must be laid on in a dry warm place, and the
work previously made perfectly dry : no part should
be croased or passed twice over in laying the same coat,
if it can be avoided.
When the outer varoish has been as often rcpeaterl

rectified the spirit

;
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work is polished with a rag dipped makes the hardest and most durable of all varnishes,
in fine powdered pumice stone, or rotten stone
and and of a most briUiant jet black colour.
when a good surface is thus obtained, it is finisiicd by
To obtain a smooth surface, it is rubbed with wool«
rubbing it with tlie hand alone, or with butter or len rag with pumice stone powder and water, and it is
oil.
polished by rottenstone powder, and finisiied by the
About the middle of the last century, almost all ele- friction of the bare hand with a little butter.
gant furniture was japanned by these means ; but it is
Mottled japan in imitation of tortoise shell.
This
now disused, except for coaches, and for some small ar- is done by covering the tin with one coat of varnish as
ticles.
The japanning of such articles as will bear the above, mixed with Venetian red, and then it is coated
heat of a stove, to harden the varnish, is now brought with black varnisli. The fingers are drawn over the
to a very high perfection, and is very cheap compared
varnished surface in a waving direction, to distribute
with the lac japan.
the varnish unequally, and thus cause the red colour to
Japanning of tin and paper mares by the stove. This be shewn through in spots or clouds, imitating tortoise
Japanninft
«f (ill and is distinguished into two kinds clear work, in which shell. Otherwise the tin is painted in spots with verpaper wares j],g japan
is required to be transparent
and black ja- milion mixed in shell lac varnish ; and tliis is coated
^""''*^"
pan, which is opake. The varnish for clear work is with the clear varnish, which is afterwards stoved till
Clear jnpan composed of raw linseed m\, umber, and a little amit becomes deeply coloured, and is rather opake, so that
v»rnij>n.
These ma- it shews the vermilion spots and the surface of the tin
^^^^ with a small portion of white rosin.
terials are boiled for several hours in a cast-iron pot,
beneath in an imperfect manner, and much resembles
which is set in brickwork over a furnace, and the the clouds of tortoise shell.
mouth of the pot surrounded by a funnel or chimney
Some simple articles in wood may be treated in this
of brickwork, with only one opening to obtain access way, provided they are not put together in pieces with
to it ; and this opening is provided with an iron door
glue, and are not liable to be split by the heat ; for into shut close in case the materials should take fire. The
stance, walking canes are most beautifully ornamented
boiling evaporates the most fluid parts of the oil, and at Birmingham.
These processes of japanning by heat
the varnish becomes thick. It is known to be suffi- are to be found in some receipts by Kunkel, but do
ciently boiled by letting fall a drop on a piece of tinnot appear to have been practised till the Birmingham
plate; and if it does not spread upon the surface, but manufacture was begun.
.'.ipanning.

ns

is

necessarj", the

;

JapaiBing.

'^""'Y'™^

Mottled japan, in imi""'"n of
'u"i?'**

;

;

keeps in a circumscribed spot, the varnish is esteemed
sufficiently boiled, and may be taken out of the boiler.
This varnish is to be mixed up to a proper consistence
for working with spirit of turpentine, the varnish being

a
varnish,

little

warm.

black japan varnish is made by the same probut asphaltum is used instead of amber; and it
thinned for use with tar spirit instead of spirit of

The

Rlack japan

cess,
is

'

turpentine ; also lamp black is added to the varnish.
Either of these varnishes are to be laid upon the work
by a soft hog's hair brush, such as is known by the
name of a painter's tool, and it must be prepared by
drawing out all the hairs which are thicker than the
others, or all those which have the flesh end downwards.
The work must be carefully cleaned from dirt, resin,
j&c. and with this brush it is thinly coated over with
the varnish. Jt is left for a few minutes to set, and
it is then put into the drying stove, the heat of which
at first makes the varnish more fluid, and it flows with
great evenness over all the surface ; but when the spirits evaporate, the varnish becomes solid, and in thirty
or forty minutes may be taken out, and suffered to cool
previous to varnishing again. The proper time for the
second application, is known by applying the finger
on the varnished surface with a moderate pressure;
ii" the adhesion of the varnish is such that the finger
will not slide over the surface, at the same time that
there is no actual sticking to the finger, it is then in
.the right state to receive another coat of varnish.
The work should not be suffered to dry beyond this
state, otherwise the successive coats wjll not adhere
so firmly.
second varnish being applied, the article
.is dried again ; then a third coat is applied, and the
work is left in the stove five or six hours, or all night,
to harden and dry off" the varnish. If it is the clear
varnish which is thus treated^ this time will be sufficient ; but it will grow darker in proportion as it is
longer exposed to the heat, or as the heat is increased.
For black work the heat is raised as high as possible,
without melting the soldering, or charring the varnish
«nd this is continued three or four days. This process

A

When

,

ornamental painting or gilding is required, it
clear japan ground when the same is
set.
A layer of gold size being spread over the surface, (see Gilding,) the leaf gold or gold powder is
applied, and also the required painting, the colours being mixed as before directed for lac japanning. Stencils are sometimes used to lay the gold powder in parthey are pieces of paper with openings
ticular patterns
cut out in particular forms ; and being applied upon
the surface of the work, if the powder is applied by a
piece of rag it will be laid according to the pattern cut
variety of diffisrent coloured metallic bronze
out.
powders are used in the Birmingham ware ; and for the
smaller parts they lay them on with stump brushes.
The articles ja- TranspaTransparent or Pont-y-pool Japan.
panned in this way are prepared by a good ground of rent or
black varnish made very smooth; a layer of gold size is Pont-y.pool
then laid on, and the whole surface is covered with silver J^P"".
powder ; upon this is laid a coat of thin varnish mixed
with the desired colour, such as Prussian blue, or lake
mixed with spirit of turpentine, to make it spread. When
is

done upon a

:

A

—

it is sized over, and painted or ornamented
with gilding in silver leaf or powder. The whole is
coated with an external varnish of a gold colour, which
changes the colour of the silver leaf to that of gold.
The use of the first coat of silver powder is to give a
resplendency to the colour, which is very beautiful.
The French have a mode of producing flowered stains
of colour of the most brilliant hues, which are waved
very much like the flowers which are found in a frosty
morning upon the windows of an apartment. We are
infoi-med that it is done by means of an acid applied to
the surface of the tin before it is japanned.
The stoves for japanning are built of brick or stone,
generally three stories high, with three stoves upon each
The fire is at the bottom, and is covered over
floor.
with a strong iron plate. The flues are carried up at
the sides and ends of the stoves, and are made to afford three different degrees of heat, for drying off" the
clear varnish, or for darkening it, or for darkening the

this is dry,

l)lack varnish,

(j. f.)
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Java,* the soutbermnost of the Sanda

islands, is 8itua«

ted between 6° and 9" of south latitude, and between
105° and 1 1 5' of east longitude from Greenwich. It extends, nearly in the direction of east and west, about
650 miles, and its'average breadth ia about 95. On the
north lies the island of Borneo ; on the north-east, Celebes ; on the east, the islands of Bali and Ma<Iura ; on
the south and west, the Indian ocean ; and on the northwest, the island of Sumatra, from which it is separated
by the .Straits of Sunda, which, at the narrowest point,
are about 20 miles broad. On enterinf^ these straits a
The low coast of Su£iie proapect opena to the ^iew.
matra appears oorcred with trees, behind which its majcftic mountains rise in gradual ascent ; while the op'
ponte coast of Java, not inferior in beauty, indicates
the fertility of its soil, by its numerous rice fields, and
groves of cocoa-nut and palm trees.
The whole of the north coast of Java is low, swampy,
SiMriptioo*
and woody ground, except a little to the west of Bantam, where the high luid ctretcbes down to the seacoast.
On this aid* are several bays, where there is
safe anchotaM during the good or south-east monsoon ;
hot in tlM bad monsnon, when the north-west wind
blows hard, it is daoMreaa to aacbor near the coast.
Tha south coast is Icsa Known than the nortbem, and
a bold rocky abora ahaost inaoecaaibia; A chain of
high moMntains, csommancing at tho aas l iiiii extremity,
in the province of Balambooang. running to the westward, mm) gradually decraasing in height, divides the
MaadI longitudinally into two parts, of which the north*
am section is the largest and best.
In Several maoBtaiaa of thia great chain are obserrabla the craters of volcanoes, which were formerly vi<v
last in their eruptions, and many of which still emit
noke aftarr heavy raina. Numeroua mineral springs of
various virtoea and temperstofea, are found in their viAn account of a very carious nataml phrnoroecinity.
the plains of (irobogan, alxxit 50 miles \. E. of
Don
Seio, has been pabiishrd by Mr Brande, which may be
daMrrfaig of notice in thia plaea aa a species of volcanic
As a party from Solo " approached the vilflraptiaos.
lage of Kohoo, they saw, liet waeii two trees in a plain,
an afUMaianfi like the sarf breaking over rocks, with
a Strang spray falling to leeward. The not was completely surmunded by huts for tho nMnuBctuie of salt.
Alighting, they went to the bludagt^ aa the Javanese
call them, and found them to be on an elevated plain of
mod, about two miles in cimnafiHcnce, in the centre of
Mod T*ica. viiicji immense bediaa of salt mud were thrown up to
"''^
the height of from ten to fifteen feet, in the form of
lante yabes, which, banting, emitted volumes of dense
wlule emeke. These large globes or bubbleii, of which
there were two, continued throwing up and bursting
seven or eight times in a minute by the watch. At
times, they throw up two or three tons of mud.
The
partr got to leeward of the smoke, and found it to
uke the washing of a gun-barrel. As the globes
barst, they threw the mud out from the centre with a
pntty load noise, occasinned by the falling of the mud
apon that which lurroanded it, and of which the plain

b

m

aeU

is

composed.

It

was

difficult

and dangerous to approach

^

tides.

A

military road traverses the island nearly from west Roads.
upwards of 700 miles and will remain a
monument of the perseverance and enterprize of General Uaendels.
Twelve thousand men are said to have
peri.shed in its formation, from the insalubrity of the
tracts through which it runs.
It is conducted over
mountainous regions of vast extent, through immense
to east for

forests,

;

and numerous marshes and

rice fields.

There

are numerous roads in the environs of Batavia, shaded

omamente<l with handsome villas in their
and crossing in various directions rivers and
streams on stone snu timber bridges. The new eastern

with

trees,

vicinity,

road towards Buitenzorg presents every advantage for
expeditious travelling. On this road, extending as far
'
as Kalatigas, 700 miles east of Batavia, there were formerly regular post stages at every five or six miles ; but
the relays of post horses have been lately withdrawn
between Buitenzorg and Samarang, and the same facility of passing through the regencies does not now exist.
The ordinary country roads
the interior are passable
only for the native carts drawn by buffaloes.
The principal towns and stations in Java, besides Ba- Towns mi
tavia the capital of the country, are Weltervreeden, bUi.ont.
Comelis, Bantam, Samarang, Solo or Soura Carta,
Djoejocarta, and Sourabhaya.
Weltervreetlen, about

m

* By Plii l iia y It is calM lbs I>l«r.d of Barlcjr, and h» nains Ysva it tald to hivt that •IgniScatloii t but the grain is unlcnown tg
IIm inbabilaau. and will aot grow
liis -iiiaad, sascpt in imdc mouotaingui tracts, wtacrs It haalwen raised bj Europeans as a cu-
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the large globes or bubbles, as the ground was all a, *'~'V"™'
quagmire, except where the surface of the mud had become hardened by the sun. Upon this they approached cautiously to within fifty yards of the largest bubble,
or mud pudding, as it might very properly be called ;
for it was of the consistency of a custard pudding, and
of very considerable diameter. They also got close to
a small globe or bubble, (the plain was full of them of
different sizes, ) and observed it closely for some time.
It appeared to heave and swell ; and when the internal
air had raised it to some height, it burst, and the mud
fell down in concentric circles, in which shape it remained quiet, until a sufficient quantity of air was again
formed internally to raise and burst another bubble.
This continued at intervals from about one half to two
minutes. From various other parts of the quagmire,
round the large globes or bubbles, there were occasionally small quantities of mad shot up like rockets to the
height of 20 or 30 feet, and accompanied by smoke.
This was in parts where the mud was of too stiff a consistency to ri^ in globes or bubbles.
The mud, at all
the places they came near, was cold on tlie surface ;
but they were toUl it was warm beneath. The water
which drains from the mud is collected by the Javanese,
and, by being exposed in the hollows of split bamboos
to the rays of the sun, deposits crystals of salt."
Java is watered by a great number of rivers, which Rirera,
descend fVom the central chain of mountains ; but, on
account of their shallow channels, and the sand banks
at their outlets, none of them is navigable by vessels
even of a moderate size. All along the coast of the
island, high and low water occur only once in 31 hours,
and the changes of the moon have no influence on the
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three miles from Batavla, was selected by the Dutcli
government as a military station, being greatly preferable in point of healthiness and local advantages to any
other spot in the vicinity of the capital, and is now the
head-quarters of the British troops. To this place GeWeltcrvTeC' neral Daendels had intended to remove the seat of go.
den.
vemment, and all the public offices both civil and mili.
tary ; and, for this purpose, a large commodious building had been nearly completed before the capture of
Carnclib
the island by the British. Comelis, a few miles from
Weltervreeden, was the field of action in the recent invasion of the island ; but few traces of its fortified lines
now remain, as the works have been razed, and the fertility of the soil has already spread a wide jungle over
the spot where British valour decided the fate of Java.
About sixty-one miles west from Batavia are situated the
Bantam,
ruins of the once flourishing city of Bantam, in a low
situation, surrounded by jungle and stagnant waters,
and remarkable for the insalubrity of its climate. SaSinuusng. marang, about 343 miles from Batavia, is the chief central station on the island, and has a considerable European population. It is a large town, defended by a
stone parapet and rampart, with bastions, and a wet
ditch.
The town has a neat appearance, and a number
of good houses ; a large church, a new town-house,
and a variety of public buildings, both elegant and commodious, are within and without the city. The climate
is greatly preferable to that of Batavia, and has a corresponding effect on the European inhabitants. The
environs are ornamented with numerous villas ; and
beautifully variegated hills and dales enhance the sceneSolo,
ry.
Solo, or Soura Carta, the capital of the Soesoehoenan, or emperor, is a large populous town, 6l miles
from Samarang. The crattan, or residence of the emperor, is very spacious, and contains several palaces in
,
The European town and fort are very neat
its area.
and the latter, about 800 yards from the Crattan, contains a British garrison. The Dutch had acquired such
ascendancy over the native princes, that they were
allowed to erect forts close to their respective capitals,
by means of which they forcibly secured the influence
Djocjocartf. which they had artfully obtained.
Djoejocarta, about
87 miles from Samarang, is the residence of the sultan
of that name. The population within the Crattan is
very considerable. At the entrance on the north side
is an extensive square for the exhibition of fights of wild
The interior of the
beasts, and various tournaments.
Crattan is filled with palaces, the most remarkable of
which is an ancient edifice in the midst of a large lake.
The only entrance is by a covered way under water, to
Java.

which light is communicated by windows, in turrets
which appear above the surface. Sourabhaya, a large
town with a numerous population, European, Chinese,
Javanese and Malayan, 540 miles from Batavia, is situated on a fine river, which vessels of some burden na• vigate up to the town.
The mouth of the river is defended by Fort-Calamaas, a circular battery, mounting
40 guns. General Daendels expended large sums in
the construction of works for the defence of the harbour, and designed to render the place a principal port
for the trade to the eastward.
Guns were cast, and a
fine arsenal formed ; and vessels were built from the
timber which the neighbouring forests supplied, and
which was floated down the river. The British resi-

Sourabbayr.

dent

lives at

and

Simpang, in a large building close to the

same quarter is the general hospital,
almost unrivalled for extent and coramodiousness. The
river

;

in the

Java,
country in the vicinity is accounted healthier than most
other parts of the sea-coast, and the district is exceed- '^"'V"^
ingly populous and productive.
TTie early history of Java is entirely lost in the fables History,
of antiquity.
Its annals give accounts of political relations having subsisted in more modern times betweenthe island and various states in Sumatra and Borneo
and this is partly confirmed by the circumstance of the
written language and the language of the court in these
districts being Javanese, while the indigenous dialect
is entirely different.
History and tradition relate that
the inhabitants of Java were once united under one Govern,
sovereign, which is corroborated by tlie similarity of their ment.
language and institutions; but when the Dutch first
established themselves in the island, about the year
1619, it was divided into three great states, namely.
Bantam, Jacatra, and the empire of the Soesoehoenan,
or emperor; which last was the most extensive, and
comprehended more than two-thirds of the whole ,
island. It is at present divided into five principal states
or governments, namely, Bantam, Jacatra, Cheribon,
the empire of the Soesoehoenan, and that of the Sultan.
Bantam, which lies towards the south-west, is separated from Jacatra by a narrow slip of land called Grending, and by a chain of mountains called Goenong Tjeberum, terminating to the south in the bay of Wynkoopsbergen. In 1751, it became subject to the Dutch
East India Company, who had been invited to inter(See Bantam.) Jafere in its intestine commotions
catra, rather larger but less populous than Bantam, was
conquered by the Dutch in l6"19. and taken entirely
under their government, who built Batavia near its ancient capital Jacatra : (See Batavia.) Cheribon, about
half the size of Jacatra, and situated to the east of it,
is divided between two princes, who are feudatories of
the Company. The empire of the Soesoehoenan, before
the war of 1740, comprehended all the rest of the island
to the east of Cheribon ; but, after that period, thirty
of its fifty-six provinces were ceded to the Company,
and seven to the Sultan Manko Boeni. Of these seven
provinces the most extensive and important is that of
Mantaram, which is washed by the southern ocean.
All these princes were vassals of the Company, to
whom they were bound to deliver all the produce of
their respective countries at fixed prices, and to act
with them offensively and defensively against every enemy. The whole of these countries were divided by
the Dutch into 123 districts, in each of which they
established a resident to secure the fulfilment of their
commercial privileges, and also a native chief or governor, called Tomogong, to collect the produce payable by the peasants for the use of the sovereign, the
Dutch and themselves. The Dutch, especially in later
times, held the supremacy in the island by a very precarious tenure ; and were obliged to adopt the policy
of fomenting disunion among the more powerful native
princes, who governed as their tributaries and allies, as
well as of bringing large reinforcements of troops from
Europe to keep them in due subordination. In the year
1811, a British armament sailed from India against the
settlements in Java, and speedily succeeded in reducing
the whole island under the dominion of the East India
Company.* Its new masters immediately instituted
numerous schemes for its improvement ; and, in a short
time, rendered the greatest benefit to the whole community, by clearing and cultivating the waste and unhealthy grounds around the capital, by abrogating the

* See an account of the capture at the conclusion of this
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extreme severity of the Dutch cotle, in the punishment
of crimes, while the police was rendered more effectual
by collecting the revenue in a
for their prevention
more eqtul and less oppressive manner, and by aug*
menting the colonial and coasting trade of the island.
All the ooarts of justice were modelled on the plan of
tboae of Great Britain, so as to separate the judicial
from the police duties, and insure the more ])rompt
;

and impartial admiBistration of justice. The principal
courts were wftiMwhad at Samarang, Sourabhaya, and
Batavia, which last was supreme.
Regular custombooses were appointed at the same places ; and no ves•els were allowed to enter for trade at any other port
in Java.
At BaUvia a duty of 6 per cent, and at SaOMnng and Sonrahhaya of 8 per cent, ad taloi-em,
mmt leried on all goods and merchandise imported by
•a*, and require<l to be p;iid within one month. Cloths,
which were the manufacture of native eastern ports,
Mid 15 per cent ; and 12 per cent, was laid upon all
Snttpean and Chinese goods imported in European
and Asiatic vessels. Goods transferred in the roatis
paid the same duties, as if actually landed for sale ; but
on goods landed for exportation, and not for sale, the
importer paid half duty on the invoice i-alue, and gave
security that they should not be sold on the island.
All gMds and merchandise having paid the import
doty were a aemptad from axport datv. For the deAace of the island, a Javanese corps or 4000 men was
raiaed, and 15O0 men of one of the native princen
taken into British pav, and clothed with the British
dAna. loMoad or tae indoinitecxactioaa, and forced
auiluta, and iaadequale rates of price for the native
pfodnee, iaaposcd by the Dutch, a moderate Und-tax,
equitably arranged, was exacted by government for
the security of property and protection of person. This
new duty, fixed ami explicit, was acceded to by the native* with universal sattafiMition, and paid wit^ the ut-

oet alarrity.

Tbecxeftiooaofti>e cultivators being thus

aowiir^td br the certainty of pease ising whatever they
•iMMld raise beyond the p roportion paid to the government, the agriculture of the uland was remarkably improved and extended. The revenue, instead of being diliaillMd, was rai s e d to six times its former amount.
In 1606, under General Daendels, it was only 818,138
mpees; while in 1814, under Governor Raffles, it
amovnled to 5,368.085, leaving a clear surplua w i ui ii e
titJKOfinO nmeca per annum. In this lofMiinf
Mliliiai the iafand or Java has been restored by treaty
te ka-Unam w—tr n
a measure to which the native
anthoriliea ate mid to have manifested the greatest re>>
;

luctaaoe.

In Java, as in most trapseal rlimatei, the year is divided into two leaso ns, namely, the east or drr mon.
aoen, and the west eneoon or rainy season.
The east,
ev food monsoon, oonuenoe* in the month of April or
H»f, and terminates about the end of September or be|[iuBiug of October.
During its continuance, the sky
I* ganmlly dear, (except that sometimea in the eveninf, and towards the end of the aeason, a thunder
ciond eamee down over the moontains^ and the trade
winds Mow from fogror five leagnes offshore, through
the whole of the Indian saaa to the soutli of the line,
ftmn the sooth-cest, and east sontlweast. The west or
had monsoon, generally begins about the end of Novaoiber ; and, while it continues, ilie westerly winds
•Aen blow with great violence, accompanieti by heavy
lorrents of rain, and storms of thunder.
About the beginning of March, they become more variable, till they
give place in April to ibe eaatariy winds. March and
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October, with part of the preceding and following
months, are called the shifting seasons, or the breaking
up of the monsoons, and are considered as the most un- Climate,
healthy periods of the year. Along the whole coast,
the alternate land and sea breezes blow regularly
throughout the whole of the year, and greatly moderate
the intensity of heat.
During the east monsoon, the
sea breeze is generally confined between north-east
and north ; but, in the west monsoon, it goes as far as
north-west.
It begins to blow about 11 or 12 o'clock
in the forenoon, and increases gradually until evening,
when it imperceptibly dies away to a perfect calm
about eight or nine. The land wind begins at midnight, or a little before, and continues till an hour or
two after sun-rise, when it falls calm, till the accustome<l hour of the sea breeze.
From the month of July to
November, the thermometer on the coast generall}'
ranges between 80" and 90» during the hottest time of
the day ; and, during the coolest part of the morning,
is seldom lower than 76^
In ascending towards the
higher grounds, the warmth of the atmosphere gradually diminishes from 85°, the ordinary heat in the plain,
to 50', the temperature experienced on the summit of
the mountains, which are even occasionally covered
with snow. In the highest parts that are cultivated,
the heat during the day is from tlO" to 65", and at
night as low as 54°. The climate on the coast, and especially at Bantam, is more pernicious to the health of
Europeans, than that of any other country where settlements have l)een formed. Of persons newlv arrived,
the usual calculation is, that three in five will die during
the first year, and of the survivors from nine to twelve
in the hundred annually ; exclusive of the troops and
seamen, among whom, in consequence of their irregularities, the mortahty is truly deplorable.
The weight
of the air is nearly the same throughout the year ; but
does not possess so much elasticity as in northern reThe barometer seldom varies more than two or
S'ons.
ree tenths of an inch ; and experiments in electricity
do not succeed so well as in Europe.
The soil of the island is generally a pure vegetable Soil.
mould, resting on clay, or argillaceous iron-stone, or
coarse limestone of a loose and porous texture ; and is
eaual in fertlity to that of any country in the world.
The northern coast rests entirely on coral fabrics ; and,
near the foot of the mountains are several mineral
springs impregnated with iron ; but nothing more is
known of the mineralogy of the country.
The soil in its natural state is covered with the most Productions.
luxuriant vegetation, and yields a great variety of valuable and curious productions.
Many places are covered with thick forests, rendered impenetrable by the
quantity of underwood and creeping plants, forming a
kind of net.work, through whicn a passage cannot be
effected without the aid of a cutting instrument.
The Porest-trtes.
large forests, which belonged to the Dutch India company as sovereigns of the country, especially those on
the north-east coast, furnish an abundance of timber
for ship-building and other purposes.
In these native
woo<U, the numerous tribe of pidms or cocoa nut trees
are distinguished by their luxuriant growth, and someThis
times reach the astonishing height of 1 50 feet.
tree is to the natives of Java what the bamboo is to
those of China.
Its stem furnishes the standards, rafters, and laths of their houses ; and its leaves are used as
thatch.
The pulpy substance of the nut affords a sweet

nutritive foo<l ; the liquid which it contains, an
agreeable and refreshing beverage ; and the kernel
yields by pressure a useful oil for various purposes.

and
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The shell of the nttt is converted into cups, which are
often carved with wonderful neatness and skill ; and
the fibres of the husk are manufactured into mats, coarse
milky fluid also which exudes
cloth, and cordage.
from the young nut during its growth, is collected by
the natives with great care into vessels suspended at
the extremity of the branches, which in its first stage of
fermentation is called palm- wine, and in its second becomes a pleasant vinegar. It is a material ingredient
in the distillation of arrack ; and, if slowly evaporated
over a fire or in the open air, leaves as a residue a kind
of coarse brown sugar. The celebrated u/)a*, or poison
tree, described as situated in the centre of the island,

A

and destroying by

its noxious cfHuviiB all animal and
vegetable life in its vicinity, to the extent of ten or
twelve miles around, is now ascertained to have no real
existence. There are in Java several plants and trees,
from which a poison called ipo or upas is extracted ;
but these are generally found in the most fertile places.
surrounded by the most luxuriant vegetation. • Fruit
Fruittrees of various kinds are remarkably abundant ; and
trefs.
many of them extremely beautiful. The most remarkable, is tlie Mangoostan, accounted the most delicious
iVuit in the woild, equally pleasing to the eye and gratifying to the taste, of a round form and purple colour;
and growing on a very beautiful tree, which bears like
the orange ISoth fruit and flowers at the same time on
the extremities of the branches. The mango, another
exquisite fruit, grows on a large spreading tree like the
walnut. The rambootan, a hairy fruit, a cool and agreeable fruit of a delicate sub-acid flavour, grows on a showy
and elegant tree. The doorian, a large fruit, resembling
the bread-fruit in appearance, of a most disgusting
smell, and of a flavour like a custard, seasoned with
garlic, but said to become by frequent use extremely
fascinating, grows on a lofty tree with small pointed
leaves.
The boa lansa, in great estimation among the
lower classes, grows upon a tree of a moderate size, in
clusters like grapes, of which each individual fruit resembles the famous li-tchi of China, and has a pulpy
substance with a delicate sub-acid taste. Pine apples
are produced in such abundance, that they are sent to
market in cart loads, and sold at the rate of a halfpenny
a piece, but are not much esteemed in the country, except for preserving. Out of many other fruits, may be
mentioned the atrocarpus or jack fruit, which grows
wild in great abundance ; the averrhoa much used for
tarts and pickle ; the eugenia or rose apple, sweetsop,
custard apple, dates, pomegranates, tamarinds, figs,
guavas, annanas, bananas, oranges, lemons, citrons,
shaddocks, grapes, melons, and pumpkins. Most of the
fruits of Europe have been transplanted to the island
;
but except strawberries and a few others, which are
said to thrive in the interior parts of the country, most
of them are found to dwindle and degenerate in that
equinoctial climate.
Among the trees and shrubs
which are remarkable for singularity or beauty, may
J|*^^j°
^® noticed the casuarina equisetifolia, whose pendant
siiiobi.
branches resemble the hair of the cassowary ; the
mitclielia tclianipaca, bearing flowers of an exquisite
fragrance, wliich yield by distillation a spirit more
powerftd, but not less delicate, than the perfume extracted from roses ; the terminalia cat-ippa, a large and
beautiful tree, bearing a nut, usually known by the name
of the Indian almond: the bombax, which bears a long
pod full of a silky substance, used for stuffing cusliions,
&c. thecoral trees, ly riodeudrum, tulipifedrum, magnolia.

•See Memoir by M. LsichenauU
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milia,

bignonia,

gardenia

florida,

J»v».
showy and elegant trees. The
Arabian jasmine, clove, cinnamon, '*"'V~^

all

tuberose, nutmeg, plumeria, seree or lemon-grass, are
cultivated in the gardens on account of their beauty

and fragrance. Among the rarer plants are the elastic
gum-tree, the convolvulus Jalappa, the styrax liqnida,
the bread-fruit, and the mountain cabbage-tree of the
West Indies. But the most extraordinary vegetable
production of Java, and the other eastern islands, is
the nepenthes distillatoria, or pitcher plant, which is
found in the most arid situations, but is provided with
a curious contrivance for securing a sufficient supply of
moisture.
To the footstalk of each leaf is attached a
small tube, shaped like a pitcher, covered witli a lid,
which is moveable on a kind of hinge or strong fibre
passing over the handle, and connected with the leaf.
By the contraction of this fibre the lid is opened, when
the weather is showery or the dews fall ; and, when
the moisture has filled the pitcher, closes again so firmly as to prevent evaporation, securing the water for the
sustenance of the plant.
The agricultural productions of the country are Agricultti.
highly valuable in a commercial point of view, and are ral produc.
raised with little trouble by the native cultivator. The ^°°^
soil is slightly tilled by a clumsy plough drawn by one
or two buffaloes ; and the only manuring, which it receives, consists in burning upon the fields all the weeds
and rubbish, which have sprung up on their surface.
When a piece of ground ceases to yield an adequate
crop, it is merely suffered to lie fallow for a few years,
to bring it again into a fertile state.
Garden grounds
are moistened with water, in wliich oil-cakes and various excrementitious substances have been dissolved,
which renders the soil extremely productive. The
principal production of Java is rice, which in whiteness, flavour, and other qualities, excels tliat of all the
eastern archipelago, and ranks next to that of Japan.

The

island produce? this grain in such abundance, that
has been called the granary of the East. Besides
furnishing a sufficiency for its own consumption, it
supplies many of the adjacent countries, and all the
more easterly Dutch settlements. In the year 1767,
the quantity of l-tjOOO tons was sent to Batavia, Ceylon,
and Banda. In reaping the rice, a small knife is used
instead of a sickle, with which every stalk, singly, is
cut about a foot below the ear, and they are then
bound in sheaves, the tenth of which is the reward of
the reaper. The rice is separated from the husk, by
stamping it in hollow wooden blocks ; and the more it is
stamped, the whiter it becomes when boiled. The
next staple commodity of Java is pepper, of which
it

there are various kinds, and which is chiefly produced
The whole quantity
in the western parts of the island.
produced in the country amounted, in 1777, to six
millions of pounds weight, and the regulated price at
which the king of Bantam was then bound to deliver it
to the Dutch Company, was about two pence halfpenny per pound. The pepper of Java is esteemed
next in point of quality to that which comes from the
Sugar is raised in Java in consideracoast of Malabar.
ble quantities, but chiefly in tiie province of Jacatra,
In 1768, the whole produce exceeded fifteen millions
of pounds, and was capable cf being greatly augmentThe cane grows luxuriantly, and is a favourite
ed.
object of cultuie with the Ciiinese inhabitants, who
are the great planters and manufacturers of sugar on
It is planted from September to April, and
the island.
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twelve or fifteen months on the field, according
as the land is rich or poor ; and if the soil be good, it
The sugar, after being manuA(cicultu- can be cut four times.
nlpraduC' factured, is divided into three kinds or qualities, of
which the first is sent to Europe, the second to India,
and the third, which is the brownest, to Japan. CqfJiee, though not indigenous, is raised in large crops,
ctpcdally in the provinces of Cheribon and Jacatra.
It was introduced about the year 1720 by GovernorGeneral Zwaardekroon, who procured the plants from
Mocha. It is cultivated in the same manner as in the
West Indies; and, in 1168, about five millions of
pounds were produced on the island, which did not
cost the Company above two pence halffienny per
pound. The cotton thrub is cultivated in almost every
part of the island, except Bantam, where very little of
It grows.
The yam spun by the natives is sold to the
Company according to its quality, from 9d. to Is. (kL
•terhng per pound. Salt is brought in considerable quantities to Batavia from Rembang, and is exported chiefly
to Sumatra, where it is sold at an immense profit.
Indigo, though not originally produced in Java, has
been cultivated with great success since the Dutch had
powewion of the country, and is exported principally
to Enrope. Tumeric and long pepper, sago and cocoa,
are among the productions ana exports of the island.
The caljang, a species of dolichos, is extensively cultivated by me Chinese inhabitants for the sake of the
oilf which is expressed from the s«ed, and of which a
oamidenbk portion is sent to China. The cajaputta
ciV exprema from the meUleuca leucadendrum, and
so celebrated as a specific in rheumatic affections ; the
nardus or spikenard, sandal wood, and ca l a m ba c or
aloes wood, are also products of Java, and form a part
of ha trade with China. The cassia fistula, once considered as one of the most approved laxatives, waa formerly sent in great quantities to Europe. The roots of
the water caladi (the arum csrulentum) are boiled as
an article of food, and its broad leaves are considered
as an eHicadous topical application fur dispeUing the
pains of the gout.
Of the numerous animals found in Java, a few only
oT the more remarkable can be noticed. The native
horaes are well formed, but of a diminutive size, and
extremely vicious. They are trained in a very remarkarm.
able manner for hunting antelopes. When the came
is started, the sportamsn pursues at fUll speed, lying
dose to the horse's neck and rcyardlcts of the reins, as
the horse follows the prey like a greyhound ; and, on
overtaking the antelope, endeavours to secure it by
throwing a noose over its horns. Should the rider lose
his seat, the horse nevertheless oontinurs the pursuit
and instances have occurred of bis pawing the antelope
te the ippound, or by mouthing and kneeling, holding
it fast ull the arrivu of the hunting party.
Buffaloes
are generally employed in the draught, both fur ploughs
and carts. They arc very large animals with small eyes,
Jo*.

ttanil*

great ears, and commonly immense boms bending inwards.
They are almost amphibious, remaining always in ponds, unless when obliged to go in quest of
foou ; and when domesticated, requiring to be led
threr times a dav to cool themselves in the water,
without which tney could not be brought to work.
Anti'Iopcs arc found in the forests, and arc frequently
ke-^t in parks by the princes.
The rhinoceros of Java
is of a huge sise, and found chiefly in the mountainous
districts.
In the eastern part of tlie iiLuid are large
aacnltivated tracts, covered with thick woodi, aboun<liag with tigers, wild IrafBtloes, wild bogs, leopards,

e^

and very large
tribe, called

ajirs.

the

For one

Wow-wow,

species of tlie monkey
the Javanese profess a

Jars,

""""V*^

kind of fellow-feeling, in consequence of a tradition Buffklots.
tliat their ancestors originally sprung
from that species of ape. There is a species of wild
hedgehog, which sometimes contain in their gall bladder a stone, called by the Portuguese the pedra da
porco, and considered by the Dutch as possessing the
most wonderful medicinal properties. When put into
a glass of wine for an hour, its virtues are supposed to ~
be communicated to the liquor, which is then used as
an infallible specific for all kinds of poison, for obstructions, fevers, and various other diseases.
One
species of lizard, called Lacerto Gecko, a native of Laceris
Java, is peculiarly deserving of notice, for its wonderful Gtcko.
faculty of walking, apparently in opposition to the laws
of gravity, running up and down the smoothest polislied Chunam walls, in pursuit of flies, and able to take
so fast a hold of a smooth perpendicular surface as to
carry up a weight equal to that of its own body.
(See Herpbtologv, vol. xi. p. 29. where the mechanism is described by which this is effected.) Large
crocodiles abound in the rivers and creeks, which
the ijdiabitants, under the influence of terror, have
made the objects of adoration.
The great boa Boa.
snake is even of greater magnitude, and a more formidable nature than these alligators. Some of them
have been killed in the forests which were SO feet
in length, and capable of swallowing whole the largest
hogs. The forests and mountains produce an immense Birds,
variety of the feathered race, from the large cassowary
to the minute humming bird.
Of those which arc most
distinguished for the beauty of their plumage, may
be mentioned the argus pheasants, fire-backed pheasants, crowned pigeons, birds of paradise, golden thrush,
kins's fisher, Java sparrows, or rice birds, and many
of the loories and pazsquets.
The insect tribes are ex- Insect*,
tremely numerous: snakes, scorpions, spiders, ants,
musquitoes, fire-flies, and many other dangerous and

among them,

disgusting vermin,

swarm

even bed-chambers.

A

mon

in tlie thickets,

in uie roads, houses,

venomous spider
the body of which

is
is

and

very comnearly two

inches in diameter, the fore legs or claws four inches
in length, and the webs spun by it so strong as frequently to entangle and catch the smaller birds. Every
object, indeed, in this country, seems impregnated with
life.
The bay of Batavia, swarming with myriads of
living creatures, exhibits a phosphorescent light during

and a glass of water taken out of the
;
becomes in a few hours a collection of animated
matter, the minute portions of which, multiplying by
division and subdivision, move about with astonishing
the night-time
canal,

•

The

coasts of the i^iland al>ound with excel- KUb.
lent fiali, one species of which, called the Jacob Evertsen, often weighs 400 lbs. ; sharks infest the bays, and
rapidity.

swim boldly around
unknown in natural

the ships

;

and many animals

still

history, are said to frequent the-

shores of Java.

The commerce of Java
own productions,

very considerable, as, be- commerce,
used to be the general deIt is, properly
pot of all the spices of the Moluccas.
speaking, however, merely an exchange traue, as all
exportation of cash or bullion is expressly prohibited ;
and even the dollars whicli a mercliantman may bring
to the ports, are not allowed to be taken away again,
but must all be expended on goods. All traders were
sides its

is

it

generally farther restricted by the Dutch Company as to
the nature of the cargo which they wish to export, and
were required to take ooc-third or fourth of it in spices.

•

;
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The trade in certain articles, such te opium, camphor,
'"''«''*'
benzoin, o«lin (a sort of Indian metal, ) pewter, iron, saltJavfc

Commerce,

gunpowder, &c. was, under the Dutch, reserved
exclusively for the company, and the opportunities of
gain by private trade have been pradually decreasing
The principal exports
since the middle of last century.
from Java have been already noticed under the head of
its productions; but the greater portion of the articles
imported from other eastern countries, may be con.sideretl as intended more for future exportation, than
From Bengal are brought
for the use of the island.
petre,

through whicli they pass, are finally reduced, when the
article reaches the consumer, to 3000 pounds.
There
is also a small rice measure of 1 3^ lbs. called ganting.
The general population of Java has been variously
estimated ; by Valentyn at 3,300,000; by the gentlemien of Lord Macartney's embassy in 1792, at 2,300,000;
by a census, said to have been taken by General Daen-

patnas, blue cloths, and other stuiFs, drugs and opium
different ports in Sumatra, camphor of the best
quality, benzoin, calin, elephants teeth, and birdsnests ;* from Borneo, gold-dust, diamonds, and birdsnests; from Europe, kersymeres, cloths, hats, gold-

wire, silver, galloon, stationery,

from Muscat,

dollars

wine, beer, dollars ;
from the Isle of
;

and gum-arabic

wine, vinegar, hams, cheese, soap,
ebony, mercery; from the Cape of Good
Hope, garden-seeds, butter, Madeira, and Constantia
wines ; from China, immense quantities of porcelain,
and silks of every kind ; from Japan, camphor, fans,
articles of furniture, sabres of an excellent temper, and
ingots of fine copper for common coinage to pay the

France,

olive-oil,

trinkets,

.

troops.
Menejr.

Money, especially of gold, is very scarce at Java
and the current coins are a mixture of Dutch and Indian pieces, of which the following Table gives the
value in sterling money, at the par -exchange of eleven
francs per pound.
;

Francs.

£

24
The old Japan gold coupang
14 8
The new ditto
The milled Dutch ducat
6 12
4
The silver-milled ducatoon
3 18
The unmilled ditto
The Spanish dollar or piastre from 3 3

2

.

The
The

rix dollar

.

Batavia rupee
Other rupees about

to 3

6

2

8
10
7

1

1

'

«.

3

(I.

7-i

6
G 12

2i

7
7

H

5

8f

6
4

4]-

2
2

5k

1

1

8^^

There are likewise half-rupees, quarter rupees, and
fanams, equal to one-twelfth of a rupee. There are
copper coins issued by the Company, particularly the
stiver, of which eighty-eight are equal to a rupee; twopenny pieces, equal to two stivers ; and doits or farthings.
The ri.x-dollar, equal to 48 stivers, is the money chiefly used in private trade ; and the milled silver
ducatoon, equal to 66 stivers, was the current coin of
the Company through their Indian possessions.
paper currency, issued by General Daendels during the
late war, and termed Porbolingo paper, was common
in the island at the time of its capture by the British,
but was by them tended to be gradually called in and

A

abolished.

Weights
and measures.

Most merchants goods are calculated by the picol of
one hundred and twenty-five pounds Amsterdam weight,
which is subdivided into a hundred cattis, each weighing one pound and a quarter. Sugar is taken in canassers of three picols, or 375 pounds each ; coffee, in bags
of 252 pounds; and cinnamon, in bales of eighty. Rice
and other grain is measured by coyangs, which must
weigh, when originally purchased by the Company, 3500
pounds ; but which, by deductions for dust, drying,
perquisites to the warehouse keepers, and other hands

Inhabitants,

dels, in 1808, the returns, exclusive of the south coast,
exceeded 3,000,000 ; and by the latest surveys of the

.

from

Jav.i.

^—"V"^

supposed to be 5,000,000 of persons
inhabitants, especially around Ba*
tavia, are composed of various tribes ; but principally
of native Javanese, Malays, Chinese, and slaves.
The Javanese live in a state of absolute slavery to the
native princes, except that they are not transferred by
sale from one master to another.
The form of governBritish, there are

on the

island.

The

ment among them

is

perfectly despotic,

Javanese,

and the power

of the prince in every sense nncontrouled. His will is
literally the law, and is restricted by no regular institutions, either civil or religious.
There are no hereditary distinctions or ranks among the people ; but, by

the mere authority of the monarch, the humblest may
be raised to the chief dignities, and the highest degraded to the state of the meanest subject. They have no
security in their property, or power to dispose of it,
farther than the sovereign may permit. The land, particularly, is his exclusive property; and, in place of salaries to the officers of government, portions of ground
are allotted and revoked at pleasure.
Neither grant nor
occupation can convey to a subject the remotest claim
to permanent possession ; but large tracts of territory
are frequently given one day, and resumed the next
and scarcely an instance occurs of l.inds being held by
the heirs of those who occupied them 30 ycirs ago.
The poorest peasant is not even at liberty to dispose of
the fruits of his own industry at his own pleasure ; but
is bound to carry the whole, or a part, either to the
company or the prince, at a regulated, and frequently
most inadequate price. Though the unbounded prerogatives of the sovereign, and this fluctuating state of property,cannot admit a hereditary nobility, there are nevertheless a privileged class, who receive titles and extensive powers at the pleasure of their despot; and who are
proportionally revered by the superstitious people as representatives of royalty. Thedistinction between the people and these privileged orders is extremely marked and
humiliating, and extends even to the language, of which
the men of rank speak one dialect, and the plebeians another.
The language is even adapted to the different
gradations of rank ; and the sovereign particularly often
makes use of one dialect, which no subject dare use, and
is spoken to in another, which can be addressed only to
himself.
When a Javanese, in short, approaches the
presence of his prince, his great object is to express the
immeasurable inequality between his condition and that
of the sovereign. He assumes, therefore, the most abject position of body, rather crawling than walking
shews his respect not by decency of attire, but anxiously displays his relative meanness by studied raggedness
or partial nakedness ; and instead of recommending
himself by the elegance of his language, selects the dialect of the most ignorant slave, or mimics the barbarous
idiom of a despised stranger. It is the custom to express respect, not by standing, but by sitting in the presence of a superior ; and even the slaves who attend as
menials, squat at the feet of their master or mistress, instead of placing themselves behind their back.
The

• See China, Vol. \t.
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native* of Jara aw generally about the middle size of
EuropeaiM, straight and well made, steady and upright
in their gait, affecting a iuperiority over rhe other inhaTheir eyes are black and prominent, the forebitant*.

hMil broad, the note somewhat flattened and curving
downward* at the point, the upper lip rather projecting
and arched, the joints of their hands and feet remarkably small, and especially in the female sex remark*
ably pliant, so as easily to bend backwards. The colour of their skin is a deep brown, their hair black,
and kept constantly smooth and shining with cocoa-nut
also the favourite colour of the teetli,
stained of the deepest hue, except the two
Chilo
in the front, which are covered with gold leaf.
dren uf both sexes go entirely naked till their eighth or
nialb year ; or, at most, the young female* wear a belt
nmmd their loins with a broad metal plate in front. The
«1mm of the men among the common people consists of
a piece of cotton wrapt round the waist, drawn between
the legs, and fastened behind, with a handkerchief or
Persons of a higher class
small cap upon the head.
wear a wide Moorish coat of flowered cotton or other
They erastaff, and generally tnrbans instead of caps.
dicate the liair from vnrj part of the body except the
hMid ; and rub the (aoe, and other parts not covered by
elMhiag, with a cuiupositicn of cocoa nut oil and sandal
iaooJiki*r, asa pfavaotatiTC against too copioas a pertfkaibam, and tbe bites of insects. The dress of the
woBOi noarljr resembles that of the men. It consists
of a piece of cotton or chints called ssveo, wrapt roond
the body as high m» to cover the boaoo, and naiyng
down to tha imes or ankles. Over this they ii— itwii
wear a short jacket, bnt gcoarally tbe shooldera and
part of tbeback remain lUMorand. They have no covering to the head, but w«ar tbeir hair bound in a fil-

aU.
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ceremonies ; but the greater part of the people stupify
themselves with the less expensive articles of tobacco
and bsngue. Though subject to few diseases, they are
not long lived ; seldom exceeding the age of 50, and
very few attaining threescore years. Their physicians,
who are frequently females, though ignorant of anatomy, are said to produce surprising cures by their knowledge of medicinal herbs, and by the use of friction
with oil. The Javanese are polygamists, and marry Marriages,
as many wives as tliey can maintain ; besides keeping
a retinue of female slaves as concubines, but the lower
They are said
classes have seldom more than one wife.
to be extremely indifferent with regard to the chastity
of their females, and to be in this respect the most depraved people in the world. Their women are more
comely than the men, but become extremely ugly as
they grow old. They are much attached to Europeans Amuse.
and fatally jealous of losing their affections. A Ja- ments.
vanese person of rank spends most of his private hours
in the society of his women, smoking his hooka in placid apathy, while they are dancing before him, or listening to their narrations of traditionary stories, or the
adventures recorded in the sacred books. The principal amusement of a more active nature, is a kind of
tennis-play, at which they are remarkably dexterous,
striking the ball (which is about the size of a man's'
head) with their feet, knees, or elbows, and keeping it

motiop like a shuttle-cock. They are also
extremely fond of cock-fighting, for which they keep a
particular breed of a prodigious size, nearly as large as
the Norfolk bustard.
Instead of spurs, they fix tu the
bottom of the foot a piece of sharpened iron shaped like
a scythe, and about the size of the blade of a large penknife; with a single stroke of which, the bird will
sometimes completely lay open the body of his antagonist.
The principal weapon of the Javanese, which Weapons.
let, and fttanad behind with hwge pins of woods, torthey always carry with them, is a kind of dagger called
tosss shsll, «lvcr or gold, aooording to the rank of the
la^: tUs head drass is fivqucntly adoraad with a va- a creese, resembling a small hunting knife, with a
ria^ of flowars. Both sexes are remarkably fond of blade of hardened steel, of a serpentine shape, and cabaaing aapecially in the morning yet are in other pable, from its form, of inflicting a large and wide
wound: Its point also is frequently stained with a
isapatts very Altby in their persons.
Tha dwellings of the lower orders are rather huts than mortal poison. Their mode of salutation consists in Salutationi.
hoases^ooastmetadofbamboo, plastered with mud, and touching the forehead with the right hand, accompathatchad witk learaaof tbeoaeaa.mit tree. There is sel- nied by a slight inclination of the body. They are dc- character,
scribed as proud and cowardly, extremely arrogant in
fiir tha
ilyand poultry
loaly Ota beostead of their treatment of persons who are their inferiors, in
• fkw patt for boiUnf their vietnab, a hollow which light they regard all foreigners ; but not less
J the rice, aid a fcw eooa».imt shells cringing towards their superiors, or those from whom
Thayawsn<Bdantlytaaa|iwati in they have any favours to expect. They are remarkably
aa drioldai vaaw la
paiB»«rdiat, in eosiaa^ aancaaf thairartf—apeirarty, inilolent in their habits, and are with great difficulty
jrataltagatbariadiaariauaaM^ and even rofieioas, as to excited to labour ; a disposition, which, considering the
tha walaii of tfaair fcod arifanaa of meala. Theircom- industry of the Chinese who reside among them, may
mon article of sabaiatanoe is rice, boiled with a little fish be ascribed not so much to the influence of their clior capsicum, or salt, and the fhiit of the cocoa-nut but- mate, as to the oppressive nature of their government,
in tna lauuntaiaaiia lagions, where rice is not raised,
which render* them so uncertain of being suffered to
they flMhaasaof aoartain root called tallas, with the possess the property which they may acquire, and thus
'
Notwith- takes away every motive to active exertion.
ieh they prucai e from wood ashes.
The Chinese inhabitants of the island are very nu- Cliinetc
f, in abort, tha fertility of the country, the op.
inhabitaata ars little l^etter than starving sava- meroua, especially around Batavia, where the poll tax
Thcy ara wtiaually chewing betel or pinary, or paid only by the men yields 40,000 rix-dollars, where
rather a flaaapeailiaa of thaarcca nut, lima of sneIN, and they are calculated to amount to 100,000 souls.
Their
seadsof lonf papnar, made into a paste, and rolled up appearance, dress, and character is every where the
in a green leaf of betel. pepper, which communicates to
same, as in the empire of China but in Java their exthe tongue and lips a deep red colour, afterwards turn- traordinary industry forms a striking contrast with the
ing to a dark nanomny brown. The arcca nut, espe- laziness of the other inhabitants. Though severely
cially when fresh nmn the tree, ha* a strong narcotic
taxed by the Dutch, they generally found means to acpower, and a small portion will intoxicate those who are cumulate wealth. In all the towns they are the great
not acc u s tflund to it. They are fond of opium, and holders of capital, and carry on a considerable trade
iadalf* ftaaly in intoxicating liquors at their religious wth their native country, and the several islands in
in continual

;
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the Eastern Archipelago, as well as around the coast of
They are the principal shop-keepers, the most
Java.
skilful gardeners, the most ingenious artificers, on the
island.
They are free masters of whatever they can
cam by trade or iigriculture, beyond the assessments
levietl by the Company's government ; and in the rational hope of obtaining the reward of their exertions,
they readily undertake the most toilsome occupations,
which the oppressed and plundered Javanese would
regard and would probably experience to be lost labour.
But, with all these industrious habits, they are
extremely addicted to gaming ; and the houses licensed
for tlie purpose in their quarter of Batavia, are so numerous as to yield an annual tax of £ 8000. Though
sufficiently pusillanimous and effeminate, they are extremely turbulent, and apt to break out into open insurrections, for which they were otten punished by the

Dutch in the most sanguinary and summary manner,
_(See Batavia) ; but, of late years, it has been the more
humane policy of the Company's government to divert
their attention by perpetual amusements, and to keep
them in subordination by officers of their own nation.
The Malays are also a numerous class of the inhabitants of Java, but are a most worthless and ferocious
They are sufficiently active, bold, and
race of people.
enterprising in the pursuit of plunder, and passionately
addicted to every kind of gaming. They will frequently stake upon the issue of a cock-fight their last
morsel of bread, their whole bodily clothing, and even
They are treacherous in
their wives and children.
their dealings, remorseless in their enmities, and capricious in their friendships. Their rage is of the most
ungovernable description, resembling a kind of mental
frenzy ; and their revenge is inflexible in its aim, howblow,
ever fatal its consequences to themselves,
especially, is an indignity which they never forgive,
and which makes them lose all consideration for their
own existence. Under the influence of revenge or disappointment, a Malay sometimes adopts the desperate
resolution of running a muck (as it is vulgarly called,
from the word amock to kill) ; and, arming himself
with a dagger, he sallies forth after swallowing a large
dose of opium, attempting to kill every person who comes
in his way.
He is of consequence soon knocked on
the head like a mad dog, or sometimes secured alive
by means of a long pole armed with irou hooks ; and,
in this case, was usually put to death by torture, to
deter others from imitating the example.
But, since
the abolition of the gambling houses by order of Lord
Minto, not a single instance of these frantic bursts of
despair has occurred at Batavia.
The last class of inhabitants are the slaves, who are
imported chiefly from Malabar, Celebes, Timor, Mada/gascar and Mosambique. They are distinguished in
the towns by having their legs and feet uncovered ;
and are employed either in domestic services, or trained
to useful trades, by which they generally earn for the
use of their masters a higher interest for the money expended in their purchase and subsistence, than could
be procured by employing it in any other way. The
most numerous and useful are Malays, from the different islands of the Eastern Archipelago, who are extremely prompt at imitation, and expert in all handicraft trades.
Those from Malabar are mild jmd passive, willing to be instructed, but slow of apprehension, ill adapted for hard labour, and generally used as
personal attendants on their proprietors.
Those from.
Madagascar and Mosambique are also a harmless and
pjiant race, tall, and athletic, but remarkable for their
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and devoid of all ingenuity. Tlie greater
Javi.
part of the female slaves are brought from Pulo Nias, a '*"^"y"^
small island on the western side of Sumatra, and are
greatly esteemed for their smooth skins, elegant shape,
simplicity,

and

sometimes selling at the rate of
slaves of both sexes are well
fed and lightly worked ; but frequently treated with
great severity.
In consequence of the excess in the
proportion of females, and the little care taken of their
offspring-, who are seldom the fruit of a connubial tie,
there is required a large annual importation to keep up
their number ; and it is estimated, that more than a
thousand are imported every year for the citizens of
lively dispositions,

a thousand

dollars.

The

Batavia alone. There is little occasion, indeed, for this
class of beings in a place where thousands of free Chinese, the best and most handy servants in the world,
are ready to serve in every department, on the most
moderate terms. Their treatment at least will now be
greatly ameliorated, by the abolition of all farther trade
in slaves in the British settlements, of which the good
efl^ects have already extended to the island of Java.
_
The Jawa or Javanese language, though now sup. LartgusBfc
planted by that of the Malays, on the coast, is admitted
to be the most ancient, and seems to have at one time
been current throughout the whole extent of the island.
In the interior, not one native among ten thousand can
speak the Malay language ; and the two people are not
in the least intelligible to each other in their speech.
The Jawa is sufficiently copious, and overflows with
words of pure Sanscrit. The Hindoo names for the
days of the week, though now obsolete, are universally
known to the learned Javanese. The alphabet of Java is nevertheless peculiar ; and has no resemblance, in
the order of the characters, to the Deva Nagari.
The
simple letters are twenty in number, besides compound
characters.
Each letter has an inherent vowel, as in
the Bengalee, which is always pronounced like a in the
English word ample, and is always sounded in read«
ing, unless when a mark indicates its suppression.
The other vowels are always joined to the consonants,
and have generally one determinate sound. The com«
pound characters are commonly placed beneath the
simple letters ; and then the inherent vowel of the
upper letter is suppressed, while that of the compound
one is sounded. The plural is formed, as in the Malay, by merely repeating the word ; and there is no
variation on account of number or person in the verbs.
'I'he orthography is extremely simple, and the construction not unlike that of the Malay.
There is satisfactory evidence, that the Javanese once ReUgiea.
professed the Hindoo religion in some form ; but as
there is no appearance of the grand Brahminical distinction of casts having ever prevailed among them, it
is conjectured that the most prevailing system was
The traditions, however, of their
that of Buddha.
ancient belief, the superstitious observances still extant,
and the temples and idols peculiar to the Hindoo worshi)), with inscriptions in the sacred language of that
faith, found in various parts of the island, furnish sufficient evidence, that the tenets of Brahma had also obMany of the penances inculcated in
tained a footing.
the Hindoo ritual are occasionally practised by the Javanese; and all who are descended of tlie royal
blood, scrupulously abstain from using the flesh of
Many idols of Brahma, Vishnu, Maliadeva,
the cow.
and Bhavani, both of stone and metal, have been found
in the island ; and that of Ganesa with his elephant
head, was frequently recognised by the British ofBcers,
during their late campaigns in Java. More than 100
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stooM weft dJscovfred in the interior, covered with in- side of the Anjole river, which flowed between them
Kiiptions, which Mr Manden sccertiuRed to be writ- and our troops, and the bridge across which was burnt
ten in the Square Pali, a sacred character of the Bir- down. It was a matter of surprize that the country
The most extensive remains of these Hindoo was yielded up as far as this river without dispute, as,
fluns.
tmcture* are found at Boron^ Budor (the place of from its intricate and difficult nature, an active enemy
many idol* ) in the district of Cadoc, at Brambanam, might have opposecl serious obstacles to an advance.
and in the districts of Matanun, and Ballenhouang. The inactivity of the enemy, and the little appearance
In the adjoining island of Bally, the religion of Buddha of force on the Batavia side, together with a serious
tiU predominates and a few iilolaters are found in conflagration in the city, inducnl the commander in
tiw Mfitem mountains of Java but the prevailing re- chief to attempt the passage of the Aitjole. This was
Sgion at i»eanit i* that of Mahommed, adulterat«i by eftJscted witliout opposition by the advance of the ar-

J*""-

^"^'^^

;

;

nany wpiilitiwM relics of the ancient systems. The my at 10 o'clock at night, on a bridge of boats provided
Utbammmimi faith was introduced in 1406, by Sheikh by the navy, the enemy having contented himself
An li iiie or Ben Israel, on Arabian, who soon be- with breaking down the bridges, over the different ca.

«

,

MMe

a powerful sovereign, as well as a venerated
•Battle in the island.
The kings of Bantam and Chenbon claim him as their ancestor and pilgrimages
•re performed to his MotqtM and Mausoleum, which
tand Bear the town of Cherilmn, and are ranked among
the BMMt cariooa antiquities of the Kastem Isles. The
Javanese Mahommedans do not bury their dead in coffins, but merely wrap the bodies in a piece of white
doth befigra beuig deposited in the grave and place
two itoaee, one at the head and another at the feet,
which they believe will aerve as seats to the two angels, who are to examine afker dtth into the conduct
of every individual in this world.
;

;
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with an account

and rivulets, to impede the approach to the dty,
without risking any actual engagement.
The capital being summoned on the 8th of August,
the mayor made his ap|>earance on the part of the
burghers, to beg protection for them.
Allnough little
information of the enemy could be procured from this
source, it was ascertained that they were assembled in
force at Weltervreeden and (.'omelis, the former place being about three miles distant from Batavia. The British
bq^an now to experience the consequences of being in
ahostile country .the respectable inhabitants having been
comjielled to retire into the interior, and the water conduits having been destroyed, to cut off as much as possible a supply of water. In this state of affairs it became
exfiedient to act with caution.
small party was pushed into the city to reconnoitre.
Several of the enemy's
nals

A

As oif(s« of the Bridah aapailitiaii to Java, abridged from the tle•jr Jmb bf
vidcttes just shewed themselves, and
tailed aeeaaiil pnUiahed tnr Major Thorn, nn intelligent
~* *!** and enterpt iaui g aCcer, who was himself atuclu-d to the the direction of Weltervreeden. The

galloped off in
party occupied Ocnipatioa
staff of the forces employed there
and n* the reduc- the town-house, and by their presence rescued much "'**'"'''•
tion of Java Pft eeata a aeries of brillunt achievements valuable property from plunder and destruction.
The
of the Britiao aiBa, the epicadour of which appears town havmg surrendered at discretion, a royal salute
not to have been duly apfiredaled by the public, or was fired from the shipping, on hoisting the British
to have been lost in tKe greatness of the efforts of our flag at the crane wharf. Intelligence being received that
countiymen in the plains of Spain and Belgium, we the enemy meditated a night attack upon the detachment in the town, the men were called out at 1 1 o'clock
at our reailerewithaeueeinct aecouBt of the
of the anny till dw final iab)agatiea of the at night, and ordered to lie upon their arms. Scarcely
had they taken post, when the head of the enemy's
The tana destined Cor the attack of Java amoanted colinnn appeared, and opene<l a fire on tbe piquet «tato
of 5000 Entopeaaa, and an equal number stioned at the bridge leadmg to Weltervreeden. 7'hcre
tt native traepa of the East India Companv's service, waa just time to raise the draw-bridge. The firing innearly 19,000 ocn in all, nader the wewanal eommand creaainc all around the town, Colonel Gillespie sallied
ct Lwntcaaat General Sir Semnei Adana^, com* out at Uie bead of a party to charge the enemy's adMadias. Of these, afaoat 8M0 were vance in fiaak. This movement had the desired effect.
ekaeea when they landed at Java. The firing ceaaed, and the enemy were seen no more
Bai^A anaHMat,
of 4 line of battle during the nighL Un the following evening, the town
i iueawl
waa saved from destruction by the discovery of a Malay,
•hipib 14 Ajfitei, 7 aloope or war, S East India Coa»>
' '
pMiv'a onriMn. 57 trawefioi ta. and several gn»>baata^
a fire-brand in his hand, in the act of setting fire to
all abaat 100 aeil, anchorad in the bay e# Batavia BMMasaiet containing a great quantity of guni>owder.
avSaaday the4thorAii|piat 1811, and thedebarki^
Hitherto we have seen success attending the expeditkn af the tram look piaee on the same dmj, at Chit- tion, inxanaeqnence of the remissness of the enemy in
a village about 10 niDea to the eeetward of obstructing ita progreas, and in making use of the
Aa the point of landing was left exposed by rocana of defence within their reach. We i>erceive a difthe *»maj, the debarkatiea waa eActed without loss ficult country yielded up without opposition, a river
It was the eoauBaader in chief's inpas se d without contest, and the capital taken possesto advance direct to Comelia, about nine or sion of without the loss of a man.
General Janssena
the iaiarier, where the enemy was poat- appears to have been deficient in the use of his light
%
in tan», aad to enHeayuai to penetrate by the troops, with which he was well provided ; and instead
«f Batanria« alariiig' that dty
the rear, from of retarding the operations of an invading army, which
he might derive eopplies, and keep up the proves always disastrous to it, he concentrated his chief
unication with the fleet.
In pursuance of this resources within a short march of the capital, and at
phn. Colonel C'illccpie, with an escort of dragoons, once brought on a general engagement, the most deriBBiioitrcd the road and country along the coast sirable object for the British commander.
Success over
taawda BaUvia, to within two miles of the capital.
The British force and its guns being transported »•'« enemy
Tbe vidattca of the eaemy were observed on the other across the Anjole, the advance, consisting of 1000 Eu- J*rccdni?'
PAST U.
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ropeana, and 450 Asiatics, ntider Colonel Gillespie,
""^"Y"^^ marched on tlie morning of the 10th of August from
Batavia in pursuit of the enemy.
On approaching the
cantonment of Weltervreeden, theyfound theplace abandoned by the enemy, who had retired about a mile, to
a strong position, on the road to Cornelis. The enemy's right was protected by an Artificial water course
called the Slokan, and their left by the great Batavia
river.
Pepper plantations concealed their line, and an
abbatis, behind which were planted four horse arDistillery guns, blocked up the road to Cornells.
positions being made to turn their flank, the object
J»T«.

'

was

surmounting great obstacles ; the Brirushed forward, and charged their artillery
with the bnyonet. The action lasted, however, two
hours, from the impediments and difficulties to be
total defeat
overcome inclosing with the enemy.
at length ensued, with the loss of 500 men, and several
officers of distinction, together with four guns.
large quantity of military stores, and 300 pieces of ordnance, were captured in the arsenal at Weltervreeden.
effected, after

tish troops

A

A

Preparations were now made to drive the enemy from
their strong position at Cornelis. Here the whole French
force, exceeding, 10,000 men, was stationed under the

Governor General Janssens, and General Jumel, senior
The position was defended by two
and west, both unfordable, and was
shut up in a deep trench, strongly palisadoed. Seven
redoubts, and many batteries of heavy cannon, occupied the most commanding ground within the lines
the fort of Cornelis was in the centre, and the works
'were defended by a numerous and well-organised artil-lery.
As the season for field operations was far advanced, the heat of the climate intense, and the British force too small to admit of regular approaches, the
commander in chief decided upon carrj'ing the works
^y assault. Batteries of twenty 18 pounders and 8 mortir.s were wected to disable the principal redoubts, by
the fire of which the enemy were greatly disturbed in
their position, and their nearest batteries were silenced.
The 26th of August was fixed tor the assault.
military officer
rivers on the east

Assault of
-the lines of
Cornelis.

A.

tacking column was exposed to a tremendous fire,
-'"^athe spot being enfiladed by all the enemy's batteries, """^i""^
Having succeeded in gaining this point, the key to the
position, a second redoubt was warmly disputed by the
enemy, and it was not carried till after severe loss on
our part. At this moment Colonel Gibbs arriving, he
was directed to carry another large redoubt on the
right; which having effected in a most gallant style, an
explosion of a gunpowder magazine took place, by
which many lives were lost. The front of the position
was now open, and our troops rushed in from all diroctions.
The enemy maintained themselves in confiiderable force in front of fort Cornelis, but they were attacked with the bayonet, and completely overthiovn.
Colonel Gillespie, enfeebled by a slow fevtr, was
overpowered by his extraordinary exertions. On receiving a contusion in the attack of the park, he
fainted in the arms of Captains Dickson and I'horn.
Having, however, soon recovered, and seeing the cavalry come up, he cut a horse from the enemy's
guns, and immedately mounted it. The airiv.ii of pne^jy-j
his own charger soon enabled him to head tht; chprge armj deiii pursuit of the enemy.
The route became goicral siroyed.
and the pursuit was continued till the whole of the
enemy's army was killed, taken, or dispersed. General Janssens saved himself with difficulty during
the action; reaching Bui tzenzorg, a distance of 30
miles, with a few cavalry, the sole remains of his army.
The enemy lost an immense number in killed and
wounded, and 5000 men were taken prisoners
After the victory at Cornelis, a verbal offer of terms Rejection
was sent to General Janssens, which he refused, on the of tenns by
;

,

plea of still having resources.
The commander-inchief determined to follow him in person to the eastward ; and learning, by intercepted letters, that he had
repaired to Samarang on the sea coast, he concerted
with the admiral to conduct a force there, and to compel him to abandon the position.
joint invitation
was sent to surrender at discretion, in order that the
horrors of war might be averted from the colonists;
but this was again rejected. The Ibrt of Samarang,

'''-"^ "^

''"'^s''"'
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Colonel Gillespie, whom we always find at the post of which it was deemed expedient first to reduce, was
honour and danger, was appointed to lead the main discovered to be evacuated. Janssens, hwvever, havattack.
He was supported by Colonel Gibbs at the ing collected a force among the native princes, still
head of another column. Colonel Wood was directed occupied a position near the town. The enemy were
to advance against the enemy in front, and if possible
posted on high and rugged hills, their flanks defendopen the position for the line stationed at the batteries, ed by the extreme difficulty of ascent ; 30 pieces of
^
while other subordinate attacks were ordered to dis- cannon on platforms covered the front, and a valley
tract the enemy's attention, and to promote the main ob1200 yards broad separated the two forces. NotwithThis object was to surprise a redoubt beyond the standing the formidable appearance of the position, the
ject.
lijies, and to cross the bridge leading into them with
commander-in-chief, from imperious circun'stances, dethe fugitives, then to assault the redoubts within the termined to attack the enemy in front. Colonel Gibbs,
lines. Colonel Gillespie attacking those to the left, and
at the head of the advance, assisted by the fire of our
Colonel Gibbs to the right.
Advancing by a detour guns at a great elevation, rushed across the valley.
through an intricate country, Colonel Gillespie, on ap- "The enemy, paralyzed by the unexpected attack and Enemy deproaching the works, learnt that the rear of his co- imposing attitude of the attacking column, made but an featcd near
lumn had not arrived. Relying on the prompt and ineffectual use of their guns, and were already vanquish- samarangable assistance of Colonel Gibbs, as soon as the fire
Their guns were abandoned; but the enemy beed.
of the main attack should point out its direction. ing chiefly cavalry, eluded pursuit. After this last efColonel Gillespie resolved to advance.
Twice he fort. General Janssens, finding himself deserted by his General
•was challenged by the enemy's sentries, and answermen, sent in a request to the commander-in-chief for Janssens
ing " patrole," passed on.
An officer's piquet next a cessation of hostilities, and an offer to submit to submits t»
'""^
challenging, the word " forward" was given, and terms.
so rapidly was the command obeyed, that the piquet
Thus, after a short but brilliant campaign, the island
was demolished in an instant.
The redoubt was of Java was wrested from the dominion of France, and
next assaulted and carried with the bayonet, with annexed to the number of British colonies. Lord Minsuch celerity, that not a man escaped. Passing forto, the governor-general of India, who had accompa/ward to secure the passage over the bridge, the atnied the expedition, having witnessed the triumph of

;

JAVA.
the British aims, and having given publicity to the merit of the army in the records of gfovemment, returned
to Calcutta, and erected a monument, at his own expence, to the officers who fell in the service of their
oountry. Sir Samuel Achmuty, having left a force
dceoMd sufficient for the protection o( the new coi>alao returned witli the rest of his troops to Mar
,

ma^

We

ahall now call the attention of our readers from
the affairs of Java to the neighbouring island of Sumatra,
an act of singular atrocity having occurred at Palimbang, in the manrre of the peaceable Dutch colonists
by toe coamaiMl of the sultan of Palimbang. To punish
this flagitious proceeding, an expedition was dis.patched
under the command of Colonel Gillespie. Perhaps an
account of this expedition might be mtroduced more
properly in the article of Sumatra itself; but at the
Mune time, regarded as an operation of part of the army
of Java, we wish to present our readers, at one view,
with a connected account of the military transaction*
of the period in this quarter. The enterprise about to
be related, is aT that daring character which places its
author in the list of those who have signalised themselves by acts of perseoal intrepidity.
The sultan of Palimbang, taking advantaj^ of the
distracted state of Java, adopted the sanguinary restJutiow of cutting off at one blow the Dutdi settlement in his dominions by a general massacre. It
was rumoured that this hatred Mf the Dutch colonists
oripnated in tlM hbidinou* habits of the ddast sob of
tb« sultan, who, in one of hi* nocturnal mnbict, iMd
been thwarted in his criminal design* upon the wife of
a native by the Dutch patrole, brought to her re5cue
by her scraam*. The guard, ignorant of the rank of
tho culprit, pressed bias so bard in pursuit, that he
was eoapallcd to seek safety in his boat, which be
reached with difficulty, by plun^ng into the river.
A tliirst of revenge took full poMaaaiaii of the breast of
tlta prince, who vowed to extirpate the colony in lai>>

cuage load enough

to be beard by all his attendants.
toe sultan was soon prompted to sewaa tho barbarous pcaolution of his son, a» two days
only after tha occurrcaoe, and soon after the oaws of
iha soocca* cf the British in Java had reached Paliaa«
haaa, a wssasye from the former arrived to the Dutch
fiaioiBt, dasiiiiig bim to coma to the palaee at PalimhoM, an inviiakion whidi, oontraty to the advice of
hiaBMnd^ the mUaatinpiwlentljr accepted. Armed
llaiqra, under various pretences, intmded themselves
esMM ana into th* foct, w ho oTeipo ueting tho guards,
bouM the Europeans and nativea of tho carrinon, and
taani^ them from their warning AouKaa, nurried them
on board prows, prepared for Uieir eonveyance down
the river, at the mouth of which they were all miir>
They were pvt to death under the most bor*
dercd.
rible cnidties, and the prows which contained them
were afterwards set on fire and consumed. The unfartuoate victims, it is said, amounted to 24 Europeans and 63 native soldiers. But the instigator of
thia horriblo procce«ling wss doomed to experience
ipsady ttHMunie.
71m armament destined for Pa.
hmbsng, smled on the SOth of March 181^, from
Batavia, but unhappily, from detention by contrary
winds and currents in the straits, ample time was
aibrdod th* guihy sulUn (or flight or resistance. The
fcrmer iiiiusmi he had reaolved to adopt, having removed hi* women and treasure into the interior of
his oountrjr^ while both be and his ministers endea-
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voured to amnse the British commander with declarations of respect, and messages requesting to be informed of the object of the armament. Appropriate answers were returned, with the assurance that the views
of the British government would only be confided by
the commander of the forces to the royal ear.
But the
insidious policy of the sultan began fully to develope
itself.
A message arrived, importing that the sultan would be happy to see his friend the British commander at Palimbang, with a few attendants only, as
the presence of so large a force might occasion serious
alarm to his subjects. Formidable batteries in appearance, though badly constructed, were placed at Borang,
40 miles from the sea, to guard the approach to the
capital.
Unmolestetl passage up the river being demanded of the messenger by Colonel Gillespie, this

was granted, and also the occupation of the batteries,
which was promised as a pledge of sincerity, a person
styled their commandant being lefl to conduct the
British to the spot.
The next day, the British advance, with its guns, nuking its appearance within

J«V2<

Batteries at

Borang
seized.

half gun-shot, the batteries which the sultan had or-

dered his troops to defend were abamloned by the
enemy. Their cannon, amounting to 102 pieces, ready
loaded and primed, were taken possession of.
scene
of desultory and savage hostility soon spread around.
Fires in all directions were kindled, and burning rafls
were prepared, for the destruction of the shipping
happily the incendiary Malays were dispersed by shot
from the boats of the Cornelia, before a conflagration ensued.
On the morning of the 23d of .\pril, informa- Conrutioa
tion was received that the sultan had fled from Palim- at Palimbang on learning that the batteries of Borang were baog.
seircd, and that the utmost confusion prevailed in the
capital, many part* of which were a prey to rapine and
aasuatination.
To put a stop to this horrible state of
things, and to prevent the massacre of the wealthy
Chinese, which it was rumoured the sultan's adherents
meant to perpetrate on the ensuing night, and whose
f>ropcrty was to become the prize of the assassins, Coonel Cfdiespie meant to interpose a prompt relief. For
this object, a resolute body guard was selected, con- A imall
sisting of 17 grenadiers of the .S9th regiment, accom- band selectpanied by Captain Bowen and Lieutenant Monday of ed for us relief.
the navy. Major Butler, Major Thorn, and Lieutenant
Forrest.
At their head was Colonel Gillespie. The
test of the troops was ordered to follow with all expedition.
It was night before t'ley reached old Palimbang. Tbe canoe which contained its leader outstript
in SMling the other two boats, and the report of a signal
gun, Rnd by tbe enemy, increased the anxiety fur Jieir
coming up, as the apprehension of some treacherous
design was entertained.
Horrid yell.i and shrieks in
all directions broke around, whila a conflagration illuminated a tract of country, stretching for upwards of
seven miles on both sides of the river. By the exertions
of the crewi, the other two boats were brought up to
the support of their friends.
A scene of horror now
was displayed, which would have subdued the courage
of ordinary men, but called forth the characteristic presenceof mind of Colonel Gillespie. To use Major I'hom's
own words, " Romance never described any thing half
so hideous, nor has the invention of the imagination ever
given representations equally appalling with what here
struck us in reality." Undaunted by hosts of armed men.
Colonel Gillespie boldly stepped on shore, at the head
of his devote<l band, and marche<l with a Arm step,
through a multitude of Arabs asd ferodou* Malays,
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whose weapons steeped
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by the
the torches.
Huge battlements with massy gates,
leading from one area to another, received the party,
presenting the frightful spectacle of human blood still
flowing and reeking on the pavement.
The gates
closed on its rear, and the blood-stained court-yards
through which it was conducted, appeared as the passage to a slaughter-house.
Malay who approached
the colonel through the crowd, while walking by his
side, had a large double-edged knife secretly conveyed
to him by one of his countrymen.
At the moment, a
flash of lightning darting through the tempest of the
night, disclosed the weapon, while the assassin was
endeavouring to conceal it in his sleeve. The colonel's
«ye caught the object, and regardless of the crowd, he
ordered the Malay to be seized, and thus frustrated by
his firmness of mind the murderous design. The weapon was found, but the Malay escaped. On arriving at
the palace, a more dreadful picture of devastation and
outrage was displayed. Here rapine and murder had
gone hand in hand. Vivid flashes of lightning and peals
of thunder conspired with the glare of the conflagration to give a peculiar character of awe to the scenes
which caught the sight. The flames, which devoured
every thing around, in spite of the rain which fell in
torrents, threatened the spot where the band had
sought a temporary shelter. The crackling of bamboos, the falling in of burning roofs with tremendous
crashes, and the near approach of the flames amidst a
hostile multitude and desperate assassins, gave to the
situation of the party a most appalling prospect.
An
arduous task yet remained, to secure possession of the
fort; and to perform this, the party was prepared to
sell their lives as dear as possible, should an attack be
made before the arrival of a reinforcement. The interior of the palace being carefully examined by torch
light, all the entrances but one were barricaded.
At
this the grenadiers were stationed, and the strictest
watch maintained. Soon after midnight, the party had
the satisfaction of hailing the arrival of Major Trench
with 60 men of the 8J)th regiment ; and the remainder of the force under Colonel Macleod joined the little
garrison early the next morning.
Thus, by an act of
unparalleled intrepidity, 17 British grenadiers, and the
crews of two boats, with the officers above mentioned,
were put in possession of a fort and batteries, mounting
242 pieces of cannon, without the loss of a man.
position which, by any other species of attack, must
have risked the safety of the armament. The celerity
of the movement, and the sudden arrival of the few
British, whose numbers the panic of the enemy had
magnified, caused the dispersion of the sultan's adherents, the prevention of their murderous project, and
the relief of the town from the horrors of pillage. An
American, in charge of a Chinese junk at Palimbang,
^ave a dismal recital of the storm about to burst that
night, and which the interposition of the British had
averted.
This junk was marked as the first victim of
its fury.
The solemn deposition of the guilty sultan,
by Colonel Gillespie, took place to the great joy of the
people, and his brother was proclaimed in his stead.
in poison, gleainetl
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object of the expedition being thus happily termiJa»».
nated, the force, with the e-vception of a garrison left '^"'V""''
behind, repaired to Samarang, wiiere a fresh field for
British valour was open in the heart of Java.
The sultan of Mataram or Djoejoecarta, who had been
intriguing the downfal of his last masters, still continued disjMJsed to dispute the possession of Java with the
British.

The new Lieut.-Governor

Raffles,

and Colo-

nel Gillespie, now commander ofthe forces in Java, repaired to Djoejoecarta, the sultan's capital, and alter Sultan of
trying in vain to settle matters amicably, prepared for Djoejoecar.
hostilities.
The residence of the sultan, or Crattan, tainanvs.
as

it is

called;

is

about three

iiiiles

in circumference, sur-

rounded by a broad wet ditch, with draw bridges, a
strong high rampart with bastions, and defended by 100
pieces of cannon.
In the interior are numerous squares
and courts all strong and defensible ; 17,000 regular
troops manned the works, and an armed population of

men

occupied the country for many miles
fort, within 800 yards of the Crattan, was calculated for little else than a military depot, and the fire from it was only intended to amuse
the enemy while the force was concentrating. At
length the troops having arrived, formidable from their
intrepidity, not from their numbers, they were ordered into the fort, preparatory to the attack of the enemy's strong-hold. It was determined to carry the fortifications by assault, as the most prompt way of reducing the place, and of giving security to the colonies,
threatened by the irruption of armed thousands at Bantam, Cheribon, Sourabaya, and other places, on the
first signal. The different attacks being arranged by Co-

100,000
round.

The Dutch

works were escaladed, and carried
The troops were animaheroic exertion by the cry of *' death or victory"

lonel Gillespie, the

with

irresistible impetuosity.

ted to

resounding through the ranks. In many places the
enemy were dispersed by their own guns turned upon
them. The sultan was compelled to surrender himself Ojoejoecara prisoner, the cavalry and horse artillery being posted ''' ^^^^'^ ^y
^''^'"'*
so as to intercept the fugitives.
Hostilities having
now ceased, the island of Java was restored to tranquillity and order, and has, we believe, been recently given
over to the king of the Netherlands. See Stockdale's
Sketches of Java; Sir George Staunton's Account ofthe
Embassy to China; Barrow's Vot/age to Cochincnina \
Thunberg's Travels; Hamilton's i?a«/ India Gazetteer;
Baptist Missionary Periodical Arcounts, No. xxvi.;
Thorn's Account ofthe Capture of Java; and Brande's
Journal of the Arts and Sciences.
ICE is a transparent crystallised substance formed by
the congelation of water when reduced to a temperature below 32" of Fahrenheit. As ice is generally pro- Crystals «f
duced by a very rapid congelation, it commonly occurs '"^
in an aggregated mass of separate crystals, the axes of
which are turned in different directions. Under favourable circumstances, however, where the process of
congelation has been slow, and the water exposed to no
agitation, perfect crystals of ice are sometimes formed.
M. Hassenfratz, M. Hericaut de Thury,* and Mr Scoresby, have observed crystals of ice that had the form of
regular hexahedral prisms; and Rom6 de Lisle, M,

" M. Heriraut de Tbuiy observed the crystals of ice in the subterraneous glacier of Fondeurle, about two leagues to the east
of Valence. The whole ofthe floor of the cavern was composed of hexahedral prisms of the most perfect transparency, of which the
terminal surface presented striae parallel to the faces ofthe prism, while the crystals which were foupd within the hollow stalactitical
masses of ice, were partly triangular prisms, and partly hexahedral prisms ; some of which were also striated on the terminal faces, and
presented facets which replaced the terminal edges at the junction of the base and the prism.
He was not able, hewever, to find any
crystals with a complete pyramid.
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'' ^^a"""'"? *^ optical properties of ice, Dr Brewthat even large niaiiges two or three iiichcs thick, formed upon the surface of standing wa\er,
was as perfectly crystallised as rock crystal or calcareous PU', all the axes of the elementary crystals, corretponamg with the axes of the hexahedral prisms, being
exactly parallel to each other, and perpendicular to the
borixontal surface.
This unexpected result was obtained by transmitting
polarised light through the plate in a direction perpenseries of beautiful concentric
dicular to iu surface.
coloured rings with a dark rectangular cross passing
through their centre, were thus exhibited.
These
ring* were of the aaroe nature as those seen along
the axis of Ziicon ; for when they were combined
with the rings produced by this substance, a system
of rings was formed smaller than that which was produced by either singly; whereas, liad they been of the
opposite character, the rings produced by the combination would have been greater than one of the systems produced separately. Hence, ice belongs to the
attractive class of crystals. The polarising force of ice
is tt't-t' ti^vt of i^x^ crystal being ^^.
Its refractive
power is 1.307 lew than that of water, and its specific
gravity is also less than that of water.
For an accoont
of the chemical laws on which the congelation of water
dcModa, see ('iicmist«y.
Uodcr the article CoLO, and also under Greenland,
aoHW of the pheDomena which accompany the furmatioa oTice in potarregions are briefly mentioned Their
hewercr, ia MdSdently imjjortant to require a
dtau i |itiow, oa Meoant of the great scale on
affected, the variety of the aptwigtlitian
1. the striking grandeur of some, and
the tingiularity of others, tegttbcr with the suggestions
which teme known circumstance* concerning it afford
for the pwae ciition of interesting objects.
The appearance* which ilie ice presents in its otit_ in a detached state, are
line, especially whi
and, In
:reat mterest to manners
diversified
«h» narigate tlie pidar •••, the^ are desigitated by
iHidnW terms with as mncfa Cuniliarity as the varieties
«i Aral which occur on land.
A cesrtinaed sheet of ice, ao cxtenaive that its ulterior
*ter found,
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smb from

FiaMa «• ftmed Avra

the matt hrart of a ship.

which is in the first intheir origin to a process of
on the surface of the ocean, to which the
vidnity c< land is not, as some have supposed, neccsIxed.

ice

They owe

wmy. I'his proceaa take* place both in a rough and in
ooth Mate of the surface, when the temperature is
a

—

SciaMly

low.
It requires a temperature considerably hiCuioi to the frecsing point of fre«h water, as the
fan* aaM be macicnt to surmount the attraction of
tha aak ftr the water which holds it in solution. Tar
lata separation always take* place: the ice
mora
tmmtA aadcr thin dtcnattances, never affords water
ef aqoaUf atroBg i pw giiatiop as the original water of
the ocean.
On a rough surface, this process begins with the for0td$taAei crysUbi, called by the nailors sludge,
fWanMa Miew immerted in water without unUqneftetion
by the union of tlie crrttals,
alfan of the sludge, the surface u ren>
fha an' M

m
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dered smooth. Tlie continued sheet now formed is
soon broken into fragments of about three inches in
diameter ; these again coalesce and form a continued
texture of a stronger kind, which, in its turn, is broken into masses of much larger size. These are rounded at the edges by mutual attrition, and receive the
name of pancake ice.
In sheltered sitiuitions and in still weather the congelation goes on more regularly, and to appearance more

lot.

'^^'y^

The thin sheet formed in the first instance,
rapidly.
receives accessions to its thickness from beneath.
In
twenty-four hours of keen frost it often acquires a
thickness of two or three inches ; and in less than two
days is strong enough to bear the weight of a man.
This is termed bay ice, from being formed in sheltered
bays. That which is of older formation is distinguished into two kinds, according to its tliickness, being called liglil ice when from a foot to a yard thick, and when
above a yard

Some

heavif ice.

of ice are so smooth in their surface, so
transparent in their texture, and so exactly similar to
the ice formetl on fresh lakes, that it has been believed
scarcely possible that they should be produced by the
freezing of the ocean, and they have been considered
as owing their origin, at least in part, to the freezing of
rain or melted snow, which hat! settled on a fl.it surface
of young ice, encircleil by a ledge of older ice, which
retained the water like a cup.
Loosened nieces, which are smaller than fields, but
still of very lurge dimensions, are calletl Jloes.
Pieces Floe*,
much smaller, detached from the angles of larger ones,
and floating in a congregated state, are called brash Dradi ice.
fields

ice.

Ice of any form or size, floating in a state sufficiently Drift ice.
loose to allow a vessel to sail freely among it, is called
loose, open, or drifl ice.
number of large pieces in close contact, forming HmI" »nd

A

a congeries which cannot be seen over from a mast ?»""*••
A similar congeries, which
head, are called a pack.
can be seen over, is called a patch. When a congeries
of either kind is of an oblong shape, it is called a stream
of ice.
A protuberance, considerably elevated above the Hummodu.
common surface of flat ice, is called a hummock. Hummocks often attain the height of thirty feet or upwards.
They are sometimes formed by fields of ice crushing each
other, so that Urge pieces, separated from the margin,
are raised on edge, or a numerous wreck is accumulaHummocks are generally
ted on the top of a field.
near the margin, but sometimes they extend to the

middle of a

field,

showing that

their origin

ia

some-

time* different from that now described. They communicate to the ice a variety of fanciful shapes, and
render the whole appearance of it highly picturesque.
When the effect of concussions of pieces of moderate
size is to accumulate such masses above a comp.irativeIj tbinjlot, that the surface of the latter is depressed
beneath that of the water, this part is called a calf. cuo.
Some of these calves are sufliciectly deep to allow a
But it is dangerous to apvessel to sail over them.
proach therm, their depth being uncertain and unequal ;
and when they rub freely against the superincumbent
Cieces, they often become so far detached that their
uoyancy raifies them to the sur&ce, and their momentum during a change of situation is sufficient to stave
the timbers of a vessel, or reduce it at once to a wreck.
Sometimes even a gentle heaving motion of this sort,
by raisu^ one end of a vcswl, immerses the other end,

;
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to the imminent danger of precipitating it in that directlon to the bottom.
Concave sinuosities in the border of a large mass of
They often afford a conveflat ice are called bights.
nient refuge to ships, but sometimes ihey give occasion
to detentions of the most inconvenient and dangerous
kind.
have now to notice some changes of a grander
and more terrific description, to which the ice is subjected.
That powerful tendency to undulation of the
surface, communicated by the agitation of the adjoining
liquid surface of the ocean during a continued storm.
denominated a ground smell, sometimes proEffects of a "^ich is
The
duces a sudden cUsruption of extensive fields.
ground
swell
ice, when thin, accommodates itself to the surface by
bending ; but, when several yards in thickness, it refuses to yield beyond a certain extent, and is broken
into pieces with dreadful explosions. The best account
that we know of the appearances presented on such occasions is given by a party of Moravian missionaries,
who were engaged in a coasting expedition on the ice
along the northern shore of Labradore, with sledges
drawn by dogs. They narrowly escaped destruction from
one of these occurrences, and were near enough to Avitextract it from the recent
ness all its grandeur.
interesting compilation of the Rev. Dr Brown, on the
History of the Propagation of CliTistianity, vol. ii. p. 51,
" The missionaries met a sledge with Esquimaux turning in from the sea, who threwoutsome hints thatitmight
be as well for them to return. After some time, their
own Esquimaux- hinted that there was a ground swell under the ice. It was then scarcely perceptible, except on
lying down and applying the ear close to the ice, when
a hollow disagreeable grating noise was heard ascending from the abyss. As the motion of the sea under
the ice had grown more perceptible, they became
alarmed, and began to think it prudent to keep close to
the shore.
The ice also had fissures in many places,
some of which formed chasms of one or two feet; but,
as these are not uncommon even in its best state, and
the dogs easily leap over them, they are frightful only
As the wind rose to a storm, the swell
to strangers.
had now increased so much that its effects on the ice
were extraordinary and really alarming. The sledges,
instead of gliding smoothly along as on an even surface,
sometimes ran with violence after the dogs, and sometimes seemed with difficulty to ascend a rising hill.
Noises, too, were now distinctly heard in many directions like the report of cannon, from tlie bursting of
Alarmed by these frightful phethe ice at a distance.
nomena, our travellers drove with all haste towards the
shore ; and, as they approached it, the prospect before
them was tremendous. The ice having burst loose
from the rocks, was tossed to and fro, and broken in a
thousand pieces against the precipices with a dreadful
noise ; which, added to the raging of the sea, the roaring of the wind, and the driving of the snow, so completely overpowei-ed them, as almost to deprive them of
the use both of their eyes and ears.
To make the land
was now the only resource that remained, but it was.
with the utmost difficulty that the frightened dogs could
be driven forward; and, as the whole body of the ice
frequently sunk below, the summits of the rocks, and
then rose above them, the only time for landing was
tlie moment it gained the level of the coast,
a circumstance which rendered the attempt extremely nice and
hazardous. Both sledges, however, succeeded in gaining thQ shore, and. were drawn up. on the beach, though
Ice.
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not without great difficulty.
!««
Scarcely had they reached it, when that part of the ice from which they had '—"V"
just escaped burst asunder, and the water rushing up
from beneath instantly precipitated it into the ocean.
In a moment, as if by a signal, the wlaole mass of ice
for several miles along the coast, and extending as far
as the eye could reach, began to break, and to be overwhelmed with the wave*. The spectacle was awfully
grand. The immense fields of ice rising out of the
ocean, clashing against one another, and then plunging
into the deep with a violence which no language can
describe, and a noise like the discharge of a thousand
cannon, was a sight which must have struck the most
unreflecting mind with solemn awe.
The Brethren
were overwhelmed with amazement at their miraculous
escape, and even the pagan Esquimaux expressed gratitude to God for their deliverance."
Ice in that elevated form which is called the icehenc,
demands particular attention. This term is applied to
such elevations as exist in the vallies of the frigid zones
to those which are found on the surface of fixed ice
and also to ice of enormous thickness and stupendous

height in a floating state. The vallies of West Greenland are filled with icebergs to an extent never yet explored.
The seven icebergs in the vallies on the west
coast of Spitzbergen, were supposed by Mr Scoresby,
when seen by him, to present a perpendicular front
300 feet high. Their green hue, and glistening splendour, exhibited a pleasing variety, and added a richness
to the prospect by the contrast which they presented
with the magnificence of the neighbouring snow-covered mountains.
From these icebergs enormous
overhanging masses are sometimes detached by their
own weight,, as from the glaciers of the Alps. This
separation is aided by a softness of cohesion which they
acquire in the thawing season ; and it is also believed
that quantities of wate;- pent up within them exert, in
the act of freezing, an expansive force, which produces
disruption. Masses of this kind, in a floating state, are
most plentiful in Baffin's Bay, where they are sometimes
two miles long, and two-thirds of a mile broad, bristled
with varied spires, rising more than 100 feet above the
surface, while the base extends 1 50 yards beneath it.
Icebergs of an even surface, elevated 30 yards above
the sea, and five or six square miles in area, are very
common. Those of East Greenland are of inferior size.
The largest that Mr Scoresby ever saw was 1000 yards
in circumference, flat on the summit, and nearly 20
feet above the level of the sea.
This difference probably arises from the more sheltered situation of the large
bays of West Greenland,
W> have reason to believe that many icebergs are
formed at a distance from any land. This appears from
the account which MuUer gives of an expedition made,
in the year 1714, by Markoffa Cossack, after he had
been foiled by drift ice in an attempt to explore the
ocean to the north of Russia. This adventurous person
set off with a party from the coast of Siberia at the
mouth of the river Yani, in North Lat. 71", in the
month of March, to travel on tlie surface of the ice to
the north pole in sledges drawn by dogs. He proceeded for seven days till he reached tlie 78th degree,
when his progress was impeded by ice elevated into
prodigious mountains, from the summits of which he
could discern nothing but mountainous ice to the northward. He therefore returned, and, after some hardships
and losses, reached the coast of Siberia on the 3d of April, having in 19 days travelled 800 miles.
To what

loebcrg'i
ilciciibci!.
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masses may be detached during summer
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"^."^^ regions nearer the pole than any that have hitherto
been navigatetl, we cannot determine ; but it is not
improbable, that from this source many of the loose
icebergs are derived which are found floating to the west
of the islands of Spitrbergcn. It is probable that many
are also formed on the eastern coasts of these islands,
But
wblch are more favourable to such a process.
the numbers of these enonnoiu masses that come by
Davis's Straits are by far the greatest, and the coast of
They
Newfoundland is often crowded with them.
gradually dissolve as they move to the southward ; but
ame have been found in Lat 40", 2100 miles from
tiwir source.
These lofty maaaet are formetl p.irtly by the accunralation of drifted snow first slightly softened by
summer heat, and acquiring an augmented soliIt is
dity by a subsequent process of congelation.
probable' that their high peaks receive accessions
from tlje falling moi<ure, which is more readily cim-
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are highly interesting.
Before the 15th ccntiirj', the
eastern coast of West Greenland was free iVoni ice in v-«-~,—

summer, and could be

freely approached

by

ships.

After a considerable trade had for 400 years been carried on between Iceland and that country, which w,is
inhabited by a large and flourishing colony, the pol;:r
ice suddenly exceeded its former limits, launched down
in a direction nearly parallel to the coast as far as the
southern Cape, and barricadoed the whole coast in such
a manner as to render it ever since inaccessible. The
fate of the colony is unknown.
If the increased severitv of the climate was insufficient to destroy it, this
effect was inevitable from the destruction of all the resources on "which it depended.
The mass of ice lying between Old or West Greenland and the northern
part of Russia on the east, though varying in different
seasons, presents a striking uniformity in its general
oatline.
After doubling the southern promontory of
Greenland, it advances in a north-eastern direction,
half enveloping Iceland in close seasons, till it reaches
the small island called John Mayne's Island, which it
frequently encloses.
It then trends a little more to the
eastward, and intersects the meridian of London in
the 71 St or 72d degree of latitude.
Having reached
the longitude of 6, 8, or 10 degrees east in the 73d or
7*th degree of bititude, it suddenly stretches to the north
sometimes proceeding on one meridian to the latitude of
80°, at others forming a deep sinuosity, extending only
two or three degrees northward, then south-easterly to
Cherry Island; it then assumes a straight course a little
south of east, till it fonus a junction with the coast of

cemicd than that which lies lower, the temperature heWe mentioned
inf; lowest at the highest elevations.
under the article Cold an ingenious conjecture of Profeaaor Leslie, that they attained their great height by
the deposition of hygrometric water from the air ascending from the surrounding ocean in a manner anakgiMM to thoae rising peaks of ice which are formed in
the coogelationa produced in the ingenious process for
freesing water by its own eratmration, of which that
But we may be allowed
philosopher is the inventor.
to suspend our entire aeauiescence in this opinion
Nora ZembU.
till it is ascertained how far these formations them*
On the whole, the tendency to a fixed state of the
selves mav arise from a cause totally different, viz.
These are
tiieefevation of moisture by the capillary attraction of ice is greatest on the eastern sides of land.
the previously P'rmed crj-stal. Vi'e know that this is rendered peculiarly cold, from the westerly winds ha»
tk* mode in which similar peaks are formed during vfng had their temperature reduced by blowing over
the Iriaurely crvstal'tzation of certain neutral salts by the eternal snow and ice of the continents. These winds
are in their origin w.-irmer than the east, as they geneevaporation.
If f solution of muriate of ammonia is left
rally originate
southerly situations ; whereas tlieeast
for tana* days to evaporate spontaneously in a glass,
winds, originating in the north, are less liable to a reapoMnncM of the aame kind are presented.
Tlw riiHter created by icebergs is often highly useful duction of temperature in passing over a frozen contiOtanent.
Thus the eastern shores are exposed to all the
to tite whalers, by protecting them from sales, as
well as from the concussions of drift ice, as the latter original coldness of the east winds when they blow,
MOVM more quickly, rrT|uiring a shorter duration of and to an additional colthiess acquired by the west
th* wind in one direction to attain its utmost velocity. winds ; while the western shores are wafted by the
west winds in their mild state, in which they keep up
ifaips are sotnetimcs moored to the icebergs for sea liquefying process, a qualitv which they lose after
cvrity ; bat this situation it not without its dangers.
The OMtsM are sometimes so nicely balanced as to be traversing the land. It is weU known, that south-west
caMlv overturned. They sometimes catch the bottom and north-cast winds are more common in the northern
hemisphere than the north-west or the south-east.
in puces comparatively shallow, though still of great
depth, «nd the effect of the concussion is to detach Winds that blow directly from the west tend to prolai^ piccea freen them, or to cause the whole mots dace a perpetual extension of the i?e ; but the southmho9* water to plunge forward umlrr the surface, west wmds give that form to its boundarj- which we
and th* vwiri moored to them is staved and wrecked. find it actually to possess, i. e. a line stretching to the
The mn* cftet i« produced by the rising of immense north-east. But why, at one period, the coast should
These occurrences tanetimet happen when for centuries be free from ice, and at another pcrio<l be
crives.
tbe ship rides at a distance of 100 yards from the emer- perenially lined with it, is one of those phenomena in
gent part. The motions are indeed of so tremendous the changes of climate, for which, like many others in
For an illustration
magnitude, tliat a vessel u sometimes lost by the vast meteorology, we cannot account.
wavca and whirls which they occasion, which over- of the circumstances now stated, we refer to the metewhelm i^rrv (mailer object within a considerable dis- orological Essays of Mr Dalton. See also our article
iig mountain.
Icebergs often prove MrxeoRoLoov. The fi.rm of the outline of the ice vatance <>i
useful liv ....i;,..,ing the shi|>« with fVesh water, which
ries however according to the direction and force of
storms and currents.
is found collected in large wells on the surface, and is
let down into the vessel by a cylindrical piece of canThe deep l)ay formed by the boundary of the ice to Wh»Je eibthe west of Spitzbergen, is the only track for proceed- '"8 ••* "^
Taa called a kote.
The irregular outline of the fixed polar ice, and the ing to the fishing liititudea in tlie north. In close sea- ' P"*"""
**"
to which it is subjected in the course of years. sons, the ice at tnc extremity of this bay is so close, that
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the vessels cannot atlvance beyond the 73th or 76th degree; but in open seasons, they have an uninterrupted
navigation along the western coast of Spitzbergen to
Hackluyt's Headland, the north-western angle. An open
channel extends in sucli seasons from 20 to 50 leagues
in breadth, to the latitude of 79" or SO", gradually ap-

proaching the coast, till it effects a junction with its
It is only in
northern extremity by a curvilinear head.
this open part, that they can proceed sufficiently far
These animals, of
to the north to find the whales.
stupendous size, but timid in disposition, prefer these
places, as affording the most secure retreats, enabling
them to dive beneath the ice out of the reach of danger,

and to return to the open part to respire. It is in the
78th and 79th degrees of latitude that they occur in
At the southern part of Spitzbergen,
greatest number.
there is, at the bottom of the bay called the rvhalejisher's highl, a barrier of compact drift ice, mixed with
bay ice, stretching from the fixed ice on the west to
that on the east, and from 20 to 40 leagues in breadth.
This always exists in the early part even of open seasons, and to find their way across this barrier, is with mariners one principal object of anxiety and exertion. For
advantage is taken of those openings
are expressively called veins of water.
fair, they set all possible sail in order
When
to accomplish it speedily, and yet find it necessary to be
on their guard against the dangers which surround them
from pieces of floating ice, dangers which of course are
augmented in proportion to the velocity of a ship's motion. These difficulties occur in the month of April ; but
by the end of June the ice is dispersed, and a safe return
afforded, which could scarcely be obtained if it continued equally prevalent, as the fogs, which obstruct the

this purpose, every

which
the wind is

in the ice,

view at the end of the feason, would prevent them from
In
seeing their way through similar obstructions.
sailing to the north, it is of importance to anticipate the
separation of the ice, in order to catch the best season
for the fishery.
Great and unexpected changes often take place in
It
the maimer in which the drift ice is collected.
frequently happens, that a ship is completely beset,
and unable to move in one direction or another,
and next day, without apparent cause, the ice is completely dispersed, and an open sea presented on every
tendency to separation always takes place
side.
The changes to which
in the drift ice during a calm.
the local situation of a ship is on such occasions subTwo ships surroundjected, are not less surprising.
ed with close ice a few furlongs apart, have sometimes
been in a few days separated to a distance of several
leagues, though no apparent change took place in the
Bay ice sometimes proves becontinuity of the pack.
neficial to the whaler, by imbedding the ship, and averting that danger which arises from the unequal shock
produced by the brunt of the heavy ice. But it is in
other respects extremely troublesome, as it is often the
means of besetment, and thus the primary cause of the
sheet of it a few inches in thickgreatest calamities.
If, unness, is sufficient to render a ship immoveable.
der these circumstances, it is too strong to be broken
by a boat, recourse is had to the laborious operation of

A

A

sawing

it.

The general tendency of the loose ice in the neighbourhood of Spitzbergen, is to drift to the south-west,
towards Iceland and Cape Farewell in West Greenland.
When we consider the obstacles encountered in the navigation of the northern seas, which are not more ex»

E.

™

empt than

Ice.
others from stormy weather, and find that
these fishing voyages ai-e attended with so much aver- "—'y'—'

age security, we have a striking exemplification of the
adventurous spirit of man, and of the power of art in surmounting difficulties of the most threatening kind. A
combination of thick weather, a stormy gale of wind, and
a tempestuous sea, crowded with detached pieces of ice,
each of which is enveloped in a thick spray raised by
the dashing of the waves, presents one of the most ter-^
rific navigations that can be conceived.
The phenomenon called the ice-hlinl! is worthy of TI.e iit
our attention. It is a lengthened stripe of lucid white- ''''''''•
ness in the sky, bordering the visible horizon, which
often affords a beautiful and perfect map of the ice,
20 or 30 miles beyond the limit of direct vision. This
even serves to shew to the experienced observer the exact kind of ice, whether field or packed, which occurs
in that direction.

Mr Scoresby has projected a plan for surmounting plan lor
the obstacles opposed by the ice in a visit to the north travelling
pole, by travelling over the surface of it in the manner °™' ''" 1*"
"^'^'
already mentioned as having been put in practice by
Markoff.
This is detailed in an intelligent and ingenious paper, read before the Wernerian Society, which
contains much information relative to the polar ice, and
which on this subject we have been principally indebted. Access to it previously to publication has been
most obligingly furnished to us by Professor Jameson,
the president of that Society. Of tiiat plan it would be
out of place to give any particular account.
It will
be inferred from the circumstances already mentioned
as having occurred to Markoff, that, though not imto

must be extremely precarious, and that
in it, must be prepared for total
disappointment after the most Herculean exertions.
Yet it is worthy of remark that, if no obstruction arose
from the form of the surface of the ice, an expedition
undertaken from the northern coast of Spitzbergen to
the north pole and back, would exceed that actually
performed by Markoff only by 250 miles. Some impracticable,

those

it

who engage

portant information, in reply to a series of queries directed to the elucidation of this subject, is given by
Colonel Beaufoy, in Dr Thomson's Annals of Philosophy for May 1817. It was obtained from Russian
fishermen who had wintered at Spitzbergen. The tendency of the accounts given by them, is to impress us
with the difficulty of such an undertaking, both as arising from the great inequality of the surface of the ice,
in so far as could be inferred from observations made
in that part of the world, and from the storms of wind
and snow, which are represented as extremely frequent.
An answer to an additional query, however, is still
wanted : Is there any period of the winter at which a
few weeks of fair and calm weather may in general be
depended on
Or are there any meteorological appearances from which such a track of weather may be occasionally predicted ? One interesting practical inquiry is
suggested by the degree of success obtained by Markoff.
Might not an attempt be made to explore by similar
means the site of the ancient colony of West Greenland ?
Of the ice of the southern hemisphere we have less
But we know that ice extends to a
particular accounts.
much greater distance from the south pole than from
The 80° of north latitude is almost annualthe north.
ly accessible at one part to navigators, and has occasionally been exceeded.
The 73° or 74° niay be attained in the closest summers. But the ne plus ultra of
the antarctic hemisphere is the 72", i. e. 600 miles short
.''

Antarctic
"^^*

C

I
I<e.

Tctat ibe
of

boaem
tltt

waUT.

of that of the arctic : The nearest approach made to
the South pole being 1 1 30 miles, anti to the North
pole 510. Iceberg* and floating ice of all forms abound
in the soothem seas, and present similar appearances
to those found in the northern.
We shall now take notice of one circumstance in the
history of ice which is seldom particularly described, viz.
that it is found forming at tlie bottom of water, even on
large scale, while the surface remains liquid. This seems
contrary to what might be expected from the order
which takes place in the successive reduction of temperature in different parts of the same portion of water, as
well as fWmi the comparative specific gravities of water
and iot. The facta are well ascertained, as occurring
in Cpcrmany, in Great Britain, and in North America.
In Germany two kinds of ice are described as formed in
that situation one which is called tichl-tis, is the first
tbat ia formed at the l>eginning of a severe frost, and
:

hmttcdtately rises to the surface in small grains, similar
to hail. The other, from retaining its situation longer,

more commonly observed and

is

better

known.

This

Gcnnany gmnd-eis. In Scotland, where it is
not uncommon, it is called grund-grue, i. e. " grroundcalled in

is

grown." Men of science, not having attended to these
phenomena, have considered them, when accidentally
met with, as extraordinary. It has happcne<l, when
tbey were in quest of aomething else, tnat they h.ive
found at the bottom of a river a sandy mass agglutina*
ted in a manner which they did not comprcncnd, till
they found that the cementing medium was ice. At
Other tiinea they have been struck with great surprise
on finding graTcl, earth, or mud, mixed with ice on tlie
ar&OB. Alt aadi phaoMBciw ar« familiar to the fiahcrmea «kI boatmen oKMOMaf the northern ri««ra,iMrticnhrly the Elbe. They MMnctimea find it difficult to
fix thair oiofaora, oo aceoont of the smoathneaa which
the ice impaita to the bottom.
cfaofs ai« luniatiaiii eoated
it

(anmt an them

dM tovftae by

in

it*

atMb

When

with

ice,

taken up, the an.

and at

otiier

rfantitifO, a* to raiac

bnoya—y.

times

them

tao^ inatead of fish,

is

to

not

broaght ap with tha fish-hooks. Tba
are •omalunea rendered immora*
hf tha ioe Tormed at the bottom. It often acqaiica a jireat thickncaa hefora it riaea, and then brings
op with It not only earth and gravel, but stones of
'

I

lafga iiae.

We

are told, oo credible authority, that in

tiM Elba tha elonaa to wbidi booya had been fixed
aamarlu oftlM dangaraoa iballoara, kavt bee«i brought
to tha aarfaoe by tM gnmi-m, and laaoored to a diflcrtnt part of tba river. On tha awraiaa of laitea nume.
ran* now frasmena of rock hava ooib Iband on the
aabaiding of frost, which bad been hroagfat up in this
iMMMr nam the midiUe and floated to the edge. .Some
apedca of bottom are aaore favourable to this process
tnm olfaef* : ami and gravel arc more so than aolid
rodL M. Braana, a Hanoverian, after consoltiNg with
much care iba bml aaoreca of faifennatioB, laaraed that
in tba nerth tm aaaa, Xrmom both of «<*/-«» and gnndei* were found where the depth of the water was 108
In tba BaMc alona it
Ibat.
found at depths Htill

wm

I

Ona reaMM why Iheta phenomena are seld<mi
ia Aat abiparatam before the setting in of tlie

Mr Knight, in the lAjndon Philoiofkkm Trmmmtimu for \mf>, thaa describes the phenoHIBIM win>wftaitii

aMa as tiiey occurred under his own obeervatiun, and at
tl» taaia time deliver* hi* opinion of their physical cau»e.
"I
witncaaed the nistanee of ice in the bottom of
the water in the river Teme, which passes near my re.

im
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ii.
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E.

I<*.
sidence in Herefordshire, in the last winter. In a
morning which succeeded an intensely cold night, the '^''~y~'~^
stones in the rocky bed of the river appeared to be covered over with frozen matter, which reflected a kind of
silvery whiteness, and which, upon examination, I found
to consist of numerous frozen spicula crossing each other
in every direction as in snow ; but not having any
where, except very near the shore, assumed the state
of firm compact ice. The river was not at this time
frozen over in any part ; but the temperature of the
water was obviously at the freezing point, for small
pieces of ice had every where formed upon it on its
more stagnant parts near the shore ; and upon a millpond just above the shallow streams, in the bottom of
which I had observed the ice, I noticed millions of
At the end of this milllittle frozen spicula floating.
pond numerous eddies and gyrations were occasioned,
which apparently drew the spicula under water, and
I found the frozen matter to accumulate more abun<
dantly on such parts of the stones as were opposed to
the current where that was not very rapid.
On some
large stones near the shore, of which parts were out of
the water, the ice beneath the water had acquired a
firmer texture, but appeared from its whiteness to have
been first formed of congregated spicula, and to have
subsequently frozen into a firm mass, owing to the
lower temperature of the stone or rock."
The theory here given by Mr Knight falls short in ac- Theorift on
counting for the facts which he himself observed ; for, *he mibject.
by supposing the spicula to have l>een formed at the surface, and afterwards precipitate<l by the tumbling motions of the water to the bottom, it does not contain an
explanation of that congelation which must go on at the
bottom itself before the spicula can adhere to the stones.
On other occasions it is formed in places where the motion is far f^om being sufficient to send the floating
crystals to the bottom.
It is also to be rememberc<l
that, instead of such spicula as Mr Knight describes,
smo')th and compact ice is found in these situations.
We would therefore observe, that water, when reduced
to S9^, and then deprived of an additional portion of
caloric, though it has a tendency to freeze, yet experiences in this respect different degrees of facility according to certain circumstances. One of these is the presence of certain solid points or rough surfaces. Hence
water reduced to Sf/' without freezing, immediately
freeaca whan a crystal is dropt into it, and the ice forms
first upon the crystal itself. Agitation also seems to influence it.
Water, when left quite stagnant, may re«
main liquid, and be immediately fVozeii by a gentle
shaking.
But a great degree ot agitation while it is
cooling seem* to retard congelation, and always prevents
Now it appears tu
it fWm proceeding willi regularity.
us, that in whirls and eddies, the water at the surface loan a certain portion of caloric, and receives a tendency

to concelatioii,

to

which

it is

which however
subjected, .nnd

is

resisted

by the motion

may be promoted

in ano-

ther place by a slight ad<litional aid from an external
cause. The motion, indeed, while it prevents the frecEing of the surface, as!iigts th.it process at tlie bottom by
accomplii'hing the reduction of the whole body of waIt is well known that
ter to the freezing temperature.
the temperature of greateat contraction and specific gravity of water is somewhere above the freezing point,
about the 40" of Fahrenheit. While higher than 40", a
reduction of the temperature at the «urface,by increasing
tlie specific gravity, produces a sinking of the superficial portion, and an intermixture with that which is be<
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ice,

"V"^

has reached the 40th degree, a fariieath.
ther reduction of temperature, instead of contraction,
produces an expansion ; and the water retains its situation, unless operated on by some other force. \Vhiie it
is perfectly still, therefore, it remains at 40° at the bottom, while at the surface it is at 32", and in that part the
process of congelation goes on, the mere conducting
power of water requiring a long time to effect an equalization of temperature. Tlie difference of specific gravity, however, between water at 40° and at the freezing
point is not great, and a very slight motion is adequate to
produce a thorough intermixture, and consequent extension of the freezing temperature through the whole.
When this is effected, and at the same time the congelation resisted by the motions of the surface, it is promoted by the nature of the substances at the bottom. The
varieties in the qualities of different substances in this
respect, as ascertained by experiment, are curious. Hair,
especially boiled horse hair, wool, chaff, moss, and
the bark of trees covered with lichens, are found to
promote the formation of ice in a higher degree than any
metals.
Of the latter, copper, brass, steel, and above
«11 tin, have ice formed on them sooner and more abunBut, after

it

dantly than iron.
Polished stone and earthen-ware attract very little.
On wax, resins, pitch, silk, leather, and wood deprived of its bark, it is seldom or never found. On the bottoms of boats, however, incrustations have been found, which have been evidently
formed of the sicfil-eis.
This process requires a powerful frost. Hence it
appears comparatively selilom in tlic more temperate
Yet it is described by M. Desmarest as hacountries.
ving occurred in the Rhone and the Seine. The laws
by which it is regulated are worthy of a more minute
experimental investigation than they have hitherto re-

Ice.

ceived.

See Rome de Lisle's Cryslallographie, tom. i. p. 4.
Hasseafratz.Jb!//->w/ de Thysiquc, Jan. 1785.
D' Antic,
Id. 1788, vol. xxxiii. p. ,57.
Hericaut de Thury, Journal des Mines, 1813, vol. xxxiii. p. 157.
The Memoir
of Mr Scoresby in the Memoirs of the Wemerian Natural
History Society of Edinburgh, vol. ii. part 2. Col. Beaufoy in Thomson's Annals, May 1817. Desmarest, Journal
de Physique, Jan. 1 783; and,M. Jules-Henri Pott, Id. July
1788. See also the articIesCoLD, Glaciers, Gheenland,

Hudson's Bay, Optics, and Polarisation.
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ICELAND.
Iceland.

Hiaterjp;

Iceland, is a large island situate on the verge of the
Arctic Ocean, between the 63" and 67" of north latitude, and the 12° and 25" of longitude west from Greenwich.
This island was discovered about the year 860 by a
Norwegian pirate, named Naddodr, who was accidentally driven upon the coast while on a voyage to the
few years afterwards a Swede, GarFaroe islands.
dar, succeeded in circumnavigating the island, and
gave it the name of Gardarsholm. Its present name
was given to it by Floke, a famous pirate of those
times, who remained two years, during which he explored most of the southern and western coasts. The
country was colonized in the year 874, from Norway
the subjugation of which, by Harold the fair-haired,
had produced much discontent among the petty states
which he reduced. The leader of the emigration from

A

Norway was named

Ingolf, who, with his kinsman
to Iceland in the year 870, and made
arrangements for the settlement.
It is asserted by
Kome of the Icelandic historians, that there were actual

Hiorleif,

went

settlements in the island before this period ; but this
seems improbable. The first of the Norwegian visitors
found, on some parts of the coast, wooden crosses, and
implements, from which it is inferred that those who
had preceded them were Christians. In the Landnama
Bok, which is among the earliest of the Icelandic historical records, it is stated, that, among other things,
writings in the Irish language were found.
The statements on this subject are so various, that it is impossible to form any probable conjecture on the point ia
question.
The colony first settled in the south-western part of
the island; and the spot where the town of Reikiavik now
stands was chosen, on account of the result of a superstitious observance, which guided many of the settlers
in the choice of their future places of abode. When
Ingolf approached the shores of Iceland, he threw into
the sea the door of his former habitation in Norway,

4

it cast on the beach at Reikiavik, he
IcelanO.
there fixed his station. In the course of half a century, *'7"'V~~'
History,
the coasts of this remote country were well peopled ;
and in the Landnama Bok, already mentioned, which
contains minute details of the spreading of the colonies,
we find several names of Scotch and Irish families who

and having found

came over and

At

settled.

every body of emigrants remained under the
influence of a leader, who parcelled out the land to his
followers. But this feudal arrangement was soon found
inconvenient, from the contests which arose for posBy
sessions claimed by the various petty chieftains.
common consent, a new system of government, which
included the whole country, was settled in the year
The island was divided into four provinces, su928.
perintended by an hereditary governor. The southern
and western provinces were subdivided into three prefectures, the northern one into four, and the eastern
The authorities over these were also herediinto two.
first,

There were still more subdivisions, calJed Ilrepwhich five officers were appointed,
men of property and respectability, whose care it
was to keep peace and good order, and to manage

tary.

par, in each of

the concerns of the poor in their respective districts.
The proceedings of the superintendants of districts
were under the cognizance of the prefect and his deputies, who met once a year ; from whom there was an
appeal to the provincial court ; and finally, to the supreme assembly of Iceland.
This great assembly was held annually on the shores
of the lake called Thingvalla, from the name of the assembly althing, which is derived from al, all, and thing,
president was chosen, with the
a court of justice.
title Laugmau, or administrator of the laws, and was
invested with all the symbols of dignity and power.
It was his province to interpret the laws, and pronounce sentence ; and his authority, though dependent
on the will of the states, was often continued for life.
Such is an outline of a constitution settled without

A
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which may be referred the arrange,
any
ments in the government of almost every modem state
in Europe. The Hreppstiores have the same jurisdiction
with our justices of the peace, and the prefects of our
contention, to

The provincial assemblies resemble our quarter
aeaskma, and the supreme assembly our parliament. For
mioutc aoeoant of the Icelandic commonwealth, the
Ttmdn mar consult the Cri/mogaa of Arngrim Jonas.
The code of laws adopted with this new form of government, and which were progressively amended by the
aascmbly. is a remarkable example of the genius of the
people of thia ag*. To enter into a minute examina>
tioo of it would fitf exceed the limits prescribed to this
article, and we mast refer to the works enumerated at
the encL With respect to the criminal laws, corporal
puniaiUBnt was rarely inflicted ; the atonement for al>
moat erety affmce being a fine, extended according to
circunutanoea, even to the confiscation of the whole
property of the criminal. The trial by jury, though
not otacted, waa aometiniea resorted to in particuUr

•heriSi.

cases.

"

The constitution thus adopted by
Dr Holland, in his Introduction

(says

Mackenzie's Travels

iit

Jcdanii,)

the Icelanders,

to Sir George
waa preserved with

change for more than tliree centuries; during
which period the rcoocda exist of thirtv-eight laugmen,
little

who
it

in sucoeaaioa sustained the executive power.
to apply the term to a desolate island

flowed

wifcw of

Were
on the

the Arctic circle, this might be called the

Iculanu.
people, during the darkness of winXor was the T*"^"""
ter, to recite the legends of former times.
"'*''"y'
fame of the Icelandic Skalds * confined to their own
country.
Foreign potentates cherished them in their
courts, and munificently rewarded them for singing

their praises.

The

character of the Scandinavian poetry of this age
obscurity.
Resemblance
could not be too distant, nor too fanciful, for a northern
poet ; and the habitual use of metaphor occasioned the
adoption of phrases as familiar, which, to those unaccustomed to the style, appear extravagant and unnatural.
This obscurity does not however extend through
the whole of Icelandic composition, which, particularly
in the relation of common events, is otten exceedingly
simple.
Rhyme was rarely employed ; and the har-

was stamped by metaphorical

of the versification seems to have depended on
and the arrangement of particular sounds
Thus there
tulaptetl to the nature of the language.
was opened a broad field for the exercise of skill, a.-)
well as imagination ; and the frequent contests in versification brought the Scandinavian |x>etr}' to be an art
of the most refined nature. Having more leisure, tlie
Icelandic poets excelled ; and, from catalogues still preserved, we find, that of the Skalds who flourished in
Sweden, Denmark, and Norway, the majority of the

mony

alliteration,

whole number were Icelanders.
The most celebrated and valuable remnant of northem poetry is the Edda, a work designed as a common

Coid«i Age of Icsland.

means of education

tWM— irain

traordinary people.

Secured by physical drcumthe ambttioa of more poweiful states, an
aACMBt lovenuneiit and well diracted laws provided for
the ptofm all the advantages of joatice and social order.
Edocatioa, literature, and ercn the icfinements of poetical fancy, flourished among them like the aurora borealis of their native <ky, the poets and historians of Iceland not onlv illumined their own country, but flashed
the UgbH of their genius thro(if;h the night which then
bung over the rest of Eurooe. Commerce was pursued
by the inhabitants with ardour and success ; and they
partook in the maritime adventures of discovery and
coionintian which gave so much merited celebrity to
the Ku
a iaua of this period. Many of their chiefs
and laamad aaeo visited the courts of other countries,
fanned connections with the most eminent personages
of the tioM. and, surveying the habiu, inttitutions, and
arts flf dilerent ooaunuatties, returned botne tVaught
with the traasaraa of collected knowledge. Nor was
:

nn

thveaBMagthe Icalandenof thioMriodanatinctioa
of the elevalad spirit, oaaHaen to tlMir fiwiifrthiiii and
to the age. The Sagas, or talcs of the ooontnr, afford
many striking pictaraa of that high feeling or honour,
and of those d eeds of penooal prowess, which were
chOTJshed by the disposition of the northern nations,
and which refossd not to exist even in this remote and
*t<mui %
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amusement of the

The ooloniiation of lesbad having been undertaken
br man of rank and edooation, literature was carefully
cherished anoog them
and their language, the (iothic. was preaerved in ita utmost purity.
The ancient

composed
about
are

The Edda appears

at different times,

whom

two

in tlie favourite pursuit of this ex-

and by

to have

been

different writers,

mudi controversy. There
works which bear this title, the Edda
and that which bears the name of Snorra

there has been

different

of Sct'round,

Sturleicn, to whom it is ascribed.
The first or ancient
Edda consists of a number of odes, of which the Voluspa, or prophetess of V'ola, and the Hdvamal, are the
most important. The former is a short and obscure

digest oi the Scandinavian mythology ; and the latter
consists of moral precepts, supposed to have been deliThey are attributed to Sceverctl by the god t)din.
mund Sigfuson, an Icelander, who was bom in the year
1056 ; and so eminent, as to have acquired the denomination Frofic, or learned. The other Edda is more
perfect, and better otlapted to the object of instruction
in tlw art of poetry.
The first part contains a view of
mythology in the form of a dialogue, in which the attributes and actions of the deities, and other events,
The second part is a collection of syare explained.
nonynies, epithets, and prosodaical rules, in which the
errors of style, and the varieties of metre, are carefully

pointed out.

The historical writings of this age do more honour.
perlu4M, to Iceland, than the cultivation of poetry. Of
these, the Sagas, which are of a mixed character, blending, to a certain extent, fiction with autlientic narrative,

mythology of Somdiaavia afforded ample scope for
poetic fiction and atnament and the dMolate region ot'
Icelami the gloomiaeaa of which was only interrupted
by natural phennmena the most awful and tremendous,
gave a range to the iavourites of the muse, which ima-

are exceedingly valuable.
They possess great variety,
some detailing particular events relating to politics or
religion, some the history of a particular family, and
others the biography of eminent individuals. As might
be expected, many of these narratives are tedious ; but
in many are to be found examples of simplicity, which
carry the reader back to tlie times in which the actors
lived, and insensibly lead him to consider himself not

couM scarcelv exceed. The taste for poetry
thus imbibed by the Brat inhabitants, descended to their
gesterity ; and to thia day it is no mall part of the

an indifferent spectator.
The Sagas have elucidated the history and antiqui-'
ties of the north in an eminent degree ; but the regu--

;

;

ginatiou

TlMessl

it^Uj^ bardii

it

probably derived from

ikioiil,

wisdom

;

wbence

Qm

English word

ikill.
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which liave come to us from the
Icelanders aye yet more vaUiable. The Annates Oddenses of Soemund Frode
the Landnama Bok ; the
Chronicle of the Kings of Norway, by Snorro Sturle8on ; and numerous other works, testify the abilities
and correctness of the writers. Besides poetry and
history, mathematics and mechanics were cultivated
and jurisprudence formed an important study. Travellers penetrated into Asia and Africa ; and the maritime adventures of the Icelanders prove that attention
was paid to astronomy and geographj-. Philology was
not neglected, and the most celebrated Roman authors
were familiar to all the learned men. The Greek lan-

lar historical writings

;

guage was not much

cultivated.

Before the establishment of Christianity, which took
place in the year 1000, the Runic was the only character in use ; but more seems to have been trusted to memory than to writing. With Christianity, the Roman
characters were introduced, and a new incitement was
thus given to education, antl every literary pursuit.
The first school was established by Isleif, the first bishop
of Skalliolt, about the middle of the 11th century ; and
soon after three others were formed in different parts of
the island.
In these the youth were taught to read,
write, and compose in their own language, and initiated in the classics and in theology, to which last par-

was given.
establishment of Christianity was not the least
cstublishcd. remarkable event in the early history of Iceland,
since
it was effected in a manner which displayed, in a striking manner, the genius and government of the people.
Frederic, a bishop from Saxony, began to preach
the Christian doctrines in the year gsi ; and the number of converts gradually increased.
The propagation
of the new faith met with every species of opposition ;
but at length the contests became so frequent, while
those who adopted Christianity greatly increased in
number, that the national assembly, which met in the
year 1000, took the matter into consideration.
While
the question for the establishment of the new religion
was debated, a messenger hurried into the assembly,
and announced that fire had burst from the earth in the
southern part of the country, and was carrying destruction before it.
The heathen party instantly exclaimed,
that this was the vengeance of the gods against their
presumption. But Snorro, who was a zealous advocate for the Christian cause, called out to them, " For
what reason did your gods display their wrath, when
the rock on which we stand was burning.?" The place
of assembly is in the midst of frightful proofs of the
power of volcanic fire ; and this exclamation of Snorro
turned the scale in favour of the Christian faith. The
decision of the assembly was solemnly pronounced by
Thorgeir, the Laugman and all religious disputes were
immediately suspended.
church establishment was
soon afterwards arranged, and the first bishop of Skalholt, Isleif, was ordained in the year 1057.
From this
period, during nearly two centuries, a pure religion
was exercised by the Icelanders, undisturbed by the
errors and superstitions of the Romish church.
Creenland
The discovery of Greenland, about the year 972, is
and Amerianother feature of this early age ; and one still more
ca discoverremarkable was the discovery of the north-east coast of
ed by Icelandeti.
America in the year 1001 by Biorn Ileriolfson, who
was driven to the south while on a voyage to Greenland.
colony was established in Greenland, which
subsisted till the beginning of the 15th century, when
all traces of it were lost.
About the same time, a material change for the worse appears to have occurred
in the climate of Iceland, where, it is said, corn for*
ticular attention

C'litUtianity

The

;

A

A

merly grew. The loss of Greenland was occasioned by
an unusual accumulation of ice, which has bound up
the coasts ever since, and frustrated every attempt to
reach the place where the once flourishing colony ex-

Iceland.

History.

isted.

The part of America first seen was probably some
part of the coast of Labrador.
Leif, the son of Eric,
the discoverer of Greenland, on hearing the report of
this discovery, set out to pursue it ; and passing by the
coast first observed by Biorn, he came to a strait separating a large island from the mainland, probably that
of Newfoundland. Thorvald, brother to Leif, went
over to this new country, which, from finding wild
vines growing in it, was called Vinland ; after remaining two years, be was killed in a skirmish with the natives, who had not been seen till this time.
regular
colony appears to have been afterwards established in
Vinland. But after the early part of the 12th century,
scarcely a vestige of this colony can be foimd, and the
situation of Vinland is destined to perpetual obscurity.
The moral character of the Icelanders, during this
period of their history, seems to have kept pace with
their intellectual endowments, and to have stood high.
Previous, however, to the introduction of the Christian

A

religion,

some unnatural customs .ind

superstitious usages

The exposure of

children, though not prohibited, was soon relinquished, after the morality inculcated by the New Testament came to be fully understood ; and ceased more than a hundred years beThe most
fore the practice was abolished in Norway.
From the
singular superstition was the Beserkine.
Kristni Saga, and the Ecclesiastical History of Iceland, we learn that the Beserkin were professed warriors, who, by means of magic, had rendered their boRousing themselves by incantations
dies invulnerable.
into frenzy, these men committed every kind of vioThere is every
lence, and rushed naked into battle.
probability that some of these were miserable and in-

obtained.

fatuated wretches, while others adopted the profession
with the view of imposture.
The independent and happy state of Iceland was not
The love of power prodestined to be uninterrupted.
duced intestine evils, which the ambition of Norway
The civil contests were not alcarefully fomented.
ways trifling ; for instances are recorded, in which fleets
of twenty sail, and bodies of 1200 men, fought on one
side. The desire of peace, and the promises of the Norwegians, now become jealous of the prosperity of Iceland, at length produced a formal proposal in the na- Submision
tional council, that the country should be governed by to Norway.
a single potentate ; and in the year 1261, the whole,
except the eastern province, submitted to Haco, king
of Norway. A few years afterwards, the submission
of Iceland was completed, but under conditions which
In
still maintained their rights and their commerce.
1280, Magnus, the successor of Haco, gave to the island
the code of laws well known by the title Jonsbok, which
was no more than a revised copy of the ancient laws.
The last political change which occurs in the his- Transference to
tory of Iceland, was its transference with Norway to
Denmark.
the crown of Denmark in the year 1380. A period of
tranquillity, during which rank and property became
more equalized, and trade was almost wholly transferred to other nations, succeeded ; and a feeling of
dependence checked enterprise, while vigour and at'tiIn the year 1482, a pesti- Calamities
vity were gradually lost.
lence carried off nearly two-thirds of the population ; at this peand another broke out towards the close of the cen- riod.
In addition to these calamities, the Icelanders
tury.
were at this period exposed to the incursions of pirates.

ICELAND.
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Umiotj.

plundered their property, committing frequent
mnrders, *nA carrying off the inhabitants. " These
ev«iit»," wys Dr Hollund, " which concurred with the
causes befofc deseribe<J, in depressing tlie spirit of the
people, and destroying the strength and prosperity of
the coontry, are recoriied in the annals of Iceland with
an affecting and almatt painful simplicity. No attempts
are made to excite a sentiment of commiseration, beyond what humanity would of itself yield to the recital
of such complicated evils. We are told that whole farallies were extinguished, and districts depopulated, by
the virulence of the disease that the learned, the pious,
the wealthy, and the powerful, all dropt into a common
grave ; that the labours of industry cetsed ; that genius
and Iit«.>r8ture disappeared and that the wretched remiWBt of the Icelanders, scarcely themselves saved from
dertruction, sunk into a state of apathy, superstition,
and ij^noranoe. In pursuing hit melancholy narrative,
the hjstoriaa sometimes looks back to the former celebrity and splendour of his country but he goes no far*
ther ; and all beyond is left to the feelings and imagi«
nation of the reader."
But the decline of literature, and of the national character of the Icelanders, may be traced to more remote
cause*.
Europe began to emerge from darkness and
barbarity, and the continental nations gradually rose
The poets and historians of
into equality in learning.
Iceland were there fore received with less distinction.
The erron, superstitions, and tyranny of the church of
Rone, broke in upon the pure and peaceful worship of
Iceland about the end of the 19tb century. The levy,
ing of Peter's pence, and raiiiiif noaev l^ indulgences,
were not wmrdcd off by the poverty of the people, who
were gfyr ewed even by the native bishop*. Prom the
I5tb to the 6th century, tlie annals of Iceland present
noth'n? of interest bf'ing filled with records only of
the depresaion of all mental exertion, and of physical
cabin itiea.
The refonnation of religion, and the introduction of
printing, by the establishment of a pre<9 at Hoolom
oboot the year 1 530, seemed to be the dawn of renewed
life to Iceund.
The reformatian was not effected without violence.
John Areson, bishop of Hoolnm, was the most strenuous and violent oppister of the introdnction of the Lutheran doctrines.
He aMcmbled a body of armed men,
smd marrhtng southward, attacked and seized Einarson,
bnliop of Skalholt. He was arreated himself, however,
tllHdRowini; year, by the order of Christian 1 1 1, in whose
Miwii inula! dominions the reformed religion had been
adapted. Areson, an<l his two natural sons, were be;

;

;

1

;

and in 1.^51 tlie new doctrines
and universally received. The
scfaooN were re-established ; but so great had been the
depression of learning, that it was found difficult at
first to pracure men of sufficient knowledge to superinhca<fed at Skalholt

were

;

Ip^ally estabhabed

tend the III*

Now that

science began to illuminate the rest of Euexpect to find the former condition of
Iceland restored, nor even the progress of knowledge
keening pace with that of other coontrics. The phy
tical etfils to which Iceland is exposed operated with
greater rfTect than before ; and though we can enumerate several eminent individuals whose writings arc
credHaMe and useful, yet their literary fame has seldon strpprd be3rond tlieir native island.
rope,

we cannot

To tm

seal of Thorlakaon, bishop of Hoolnm, who
oaeAil works into the world from the
loelaDilic nresa supertntendefl by himself, the people
tedewed for the first Unnslation of the Bible into

nahrrril

many

6i5

their own language.
It first appeared in 1581..
The
friend of Thorlakson, Amgrim Jonas, published twenty-six different works in divinity, history, jurisprucience, and philology, all of which exhibited very extensive acquirements.
Another eminent historical writer was Biom de Skardsaa, who published Annals of

Iceland from the year 1400 to 164-5, and several other

works.

The 17th century is destitute of any important events.
its commencement piratical incursions of the French,

At

English, and Algerines, were not unfrequent. Of the
latter, a large body landed on various parts of the southem coast, and on the Westman islands ; and besides
plundering their effects, munlered nearly fifty of the
inhabitant.*, and carried 400 of both sexes into captivity.
This happened in the year 1627 ; and nine years
afterwards, when the king of Denmark had paid a ransom, only tliirty-seven siu-vivors were found. This
century also disgraces Iceland by the superstitious enorbelief in necromancy
mities which were practised.
was so prevalent, and held in such horror, that, within
the period of sixty years, twenty persons perished in
the flames.
The commencement of the 18th century was marked
by the destruction of 16,000 persons by the small-pox.
From 1753 to 1759, the seasons were so inclement, that
famine carried off 10,000 people, besides vast numbers
of cattle.
In 1783, the most terrible volcanic eruption
on record broke out from the neighbourhood of the
mountain of Skaptaa, and for more than a year showered ashes on the island, and enveloped it in a thick cloud
of smoke. Cattle, sheep, and horses were destroyed,
and a fiimine ensued. The small pox again appeared ;
and in a few years above 1 1,000 people perished.
Notwithstanding the calamities incident to their situation, the Icelanders have still preserved literature
fW>m decline. In later times we have the names of
Torfjcus, Amas Magnarus, and Finnur Jonson, who
have greatly adorned the mo<iem literature of their
country.
Amas Magnirus was the son of an obscure
priest, and by his talents he raised himself in 1694,
when only tl>irty-one years of age, to 'he situation of
professor of philosophy in the university of Copenhagen ; and soon afterwanls he was appointed professor
of northern antiquities.
He made a splendid colleilion
of books and manuscripts in the Icelandic language,
which was almost entirely destroyed by fire in 1728.
His pupil and friend Finntir Jonson has eminently contributed to preserve the literary character of his country.
He was made bishop of Skalholt in 1754, and
devote<l a long life to the improvement and happiness
of his countrymen.
His Ecclesiastical History office-

Attacks of
ftfreigneii.

A

an admirable work, though somewhat minute
and presents a <legree of patient and accurate research which has seldom been equalled. The
land

is

in its detail*

;

well known exertions of Professor Thorkelin, in behalf
of Iceland, are happily yet continued; but the sUte of
war in which Europe has so lone been immersed, has
brought Iceland into a state of su Bering from which
she cannot soon be relieved.
In the present times, individu.tis are not wanting,
who exhibit, though less successfully, all the zeal of
Their actlieir ancestors in the pursuit of learning.
quirements arc such as would grace any society ; and
when the remoteness of their situation and the nuiltitujle of their privations are considerc<l, the picture
which Iceland presents at the commencement of tlie
The
19th century, is truly worthy of admiration.
school is not now so flourishing as it used to be ; but
education is systematically carried on amongst all ranks;

Ravages

at'

the smallpox.

Modem
thor Jb

au-

;
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Poetry..

and the degree of information yiossessed by the lower
orders is far from being inconsiderable.
Two schools were founded in the l6th century, one
at Hoolum, in the northern quarter of the island, and
the other at Skalliolt. These were united and transferred to Reikiavik, towards the end of last century
and a few years ago, it was movetl to Bessestadt, the
former seat of the governors of Iceland. The arrangements for conducting this school have met with a severe
interruption in the war between England and Denmark, and every thing has the appearance of disrepair
and approaching ruin. The establishment consists of
three masters and twenty-four scholars ; the funds not
admitting a greater number. The head master, who
has the title of Lector Theologiae, has a salary of 600
Mxdollars.
He superintends all the concerns of the
school ; the study of theology being his particular deOne of the most accomplished men in Icepartment.
land, Steingrim Jonson, was lately removed from this
situation to one of the most valuable livings in the
This, it was understood, was
country, that of Odde.
preparatory to his becoming Bishop of Iceland, on the
demise of the present bishop. His successor in the
school is of the same name, and is reputed a man of
The second master teaches
great learning and talent.
Latin, history, geography, and arithmetic; and tlie
third, the Greek, Danish, and Icelandic languages. The
bishop examines the scholars once a-year, according to
» prescribed form of proceeding. After studying at
this school, some of the young men go to finish their
studies at Copenhagen ; but by far the greatest number return to their homes, where, secluded from the
society even of their own countrymen, and while the
darkness of a long winter gives them leisure, they often pursue their studies, and acquire no inconsiderable
extent of knowledge.
Poetry is still cultivated witli surprising eagerness ;
and the number of manuscripts of unpublished works
History is not so much cultivated ; and
is veiy great.
In the year
science, strictly so called, scarcely at all.
1779, a society was instituted at Copenhagen for aiding
the literature of Iceland, and bettering the condition of

Societies.

its

This society, which comprehended
members, not only eminent Icelanders and

inhabitants.

among

its

Danes, but many foreigners of note, published fourteen
volumes of transactions, containing essays on history,

A new society was established in l&i6, IcelanA
by the exertions of a very able young man, Mr Raske, ^T~"~™^
under librarian in the royal library at Copenhagen; and ^"^""y.
there can be no doubt of Icelandic literature reviving
under his care in disseminating, with the assistance of
this Society, the means by which the Icelanders may
overtake learning in the rapid progress she has made.
interesting,

The circumstances of

Iceland have required

little

or Govern-

no alteration either in the laws, or in the form of government which was established 600 years ago. The
supreme authority is entrusted to an officer, with the

^j'"'' ';*"•
csta1)u"h.
merits.

of Stiftamtmand, who has a general superintendence of every department. Under the Stiftamtmand,
each of the four provinces into which the island is dititle

vided, is governed by an Amtmand, or Bailiff, whose
duties are the same as those of their superior within
their respective jurisdictions. Each province is divided
into syssels or shires, over which the sysselmen preside.
These officers collect the taxes, and are paid by a rate
out of the amount collected. They hold courts of law;
and on the whole their duty is in almost every respect
the same as that of sheriffs in Scotland.
In each parish there is an officer called Hreppstiore,
whose chief business is to attend to the concerns of the
poor, and to assist the sysselman in the preservation of
the public peace.
For the decision of petty disputes
among the people, there are a certain number of persons in each parish, denominated Forlikunarmen, who

may be

called official arbiters.

All cases, whether civil or criminal, are first brought
before the sysselman, who holds a court once a-year, or
In criminal cases, and in public
oftener if necessary.
suits, the amptmand orders the trial, after previous exFrom the infeaminations, on behalf of the crown.
rior court there is an appeal to the high court of justice, which sits six times in the year at Reikiavik. This
court was established in the year 1800, at which time
The
the assemblies at Thiugvalla were abolished.
Stiftamtmand presides, but has no voice in the proceedings.
There are three judges, the first is called JustiEvidence and
tiarius, and the other two Assessors.
pleadings being heard, the causes are determined by a
majority of the three judges.
From this court there is
an appeal to the superior courts at Copenhagen.
The punishment of petty offences is fine and whip- puni^h
ping.
Sheep- stealing, which is the most common of- ments.
fence, is punished by imprisonment and labour, for a
term of three or five years, according to circumstances.
repetition of crimes brings on the offender transportation to Denmark, where he is confined at hard labour in the work-house, for the remainder of his life.
The infliction of such severe punishment is, however,
very seldom required.
Murder is exceedingly rare;
and except in cases which subject the criminal to capital punishment, he is not confined before the time of

I

poetry, agriculture, the fisheries, and the natural history of Iceland. In 1790, a project was made for trans,
ferring the society to Iceland, which occasioned such
dissensions as suspended all the proceedings, and the
name only of the society now exists.
second Icelandic society was established in the
island in the year 1794', by the present chief justice
Stephenson, whose exertions in behalf of the literature
and general improvement of his country have been indefatigable.
The number of members in this society trial.
was originally 1200, and each contributed a dollar anWith regard to property, no entail of land is allowed. Property.
imal ly. The printing establishments at Hoolum and When a proprietor dies, his lands are valued and dividHrapsey haying fallen into decline, were purchased by ed into shares, of which the eldest son has the choice.
the new society, and an establishment erected at LeiThe daughters receive an equivalent to half the portion
ra.
From thence have issued a considerable number of a son.
wife surviving her husband, possesses
of works printed for the use of the society. Various half of his estate. The rights of tenants are such as
occurrences, among which the war between Denmark, would essentially contribute to the improvement of the
and Great Britain had the chief influence, have occa- soil, were sufficient inducements held out to encourage
sioned the almost total extinction of this society. It is it.
tenant cannot be removed, unless the proprieto be wished that, as war has ceased to disturb the nator can bring proof that the fai-m has been neglected, or
tions of Europe, the Icelanders will be enabled again
Leases are not
that the farmer has not behaved well.
to enjoy the only recreation which their situation adcommon ; but letting land from year to year is a fremits ; and that their history, political and literary, of quent practice, six months notice to quit being neces•which we have given an outline, will not cease to be
sary.
Although a tenant cannot be removed while he

A

A

A

A

;
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conducts himself weO, and mana^fes hU land properly,
he may quit hb farm whenever he pleases. On every
farm there U a permanent stock of cattle and sheep,
which is transferred from tenant to tenant, and for

which a certain fixed rent is paid. As many more cattle and sheep u the farm can maintain may be kept.
Besides the rent for the stock, a land rent, landskuld,
paid according to an old valuation.
The public taxes are so inconsiderable, that they are
not sufficient to defray the expences of the civil estaSome of the taxes are levied on property,
blishment.
regulated by an annual survey made by the Hrepstiores.
In attdent times, the calculation was made according
to the number of ells of the cloth called tcadmal, which
each person possessed or could manufacture in a year,
•nd the tax was levied on every hundred cUs. The
term hundred is now applied differently, and an Icelander is said to pomes* a hundred when he has two
horses, a cow, « certain number of sheep, a boat and
When a
fishing materials, and forty dollars in specie.
person poasei i ei more than five hundreds, he pays, ever
and above the stated tax, twelve dried fish. This tri«
bute is called tuind,* and increases in proportion to the
amount of property, and is allotted equally to the pubThere are selic revenue, the church, and the poor.
The produce of the
veral other taxes of small amount.
taxes being chiefly in kind, is collected by the sysselmen,
and by thint paid oy*t to the landfogcd, or public treaarer, who '^ifp't* of them to the merchants. The
•yMtlmen ar* paid according to what they collect ; and
crtn wfacB they are very sacoesaful, their trouble is but
The landfogcd is subject to the chance
ill
iftbd.
of gain or loas in hi* transactioos with the merchants
retains a third part of the whole as his salary.
The taxes for the maintenance of the poor are much
severe on the people than those levied for the
pablic. There is no regular establishment for the poor,
if we except three small buildings in different parts of
the cuuii tiji allotted for the reception of inctirable lepem Every farmer or hooadiolder is by law obliged
to receive and support his own destitute relations ; and
should he have none such, orphans, and those whose
age and infirmities render them incapable of supporting thenirives. The exBcnce thus mcurred amounts
MBMtima to twenty or thirty times tiie amount of his
pabbe turn, when a householder does not cfaooee to
is

Tncii

ww

nahe

OR

lODCive peii|Wf>

nto

hie umBiy.

The reiigioiM eetabKahmcBt of the

country cooaiati of
a bishop, provoet, and paridi nrieats. The two sees of
Hoolum nappentng to became vacant at
SkalhoR
the aane^tine, they were united in the year 1797, in
the p«fiao of Geir Vidahn, who now enjoys the title
of Bishop of Iceland, and is settled at Reikiavik.
The island is divided into 184 parishes, in most of
which there is more than one church, on account of
the sGBttncd state of the population, the average of
wUcfa tat each pariah may be about 260. There are
ninetew pravoHa, eacb of whom, besides the general
•nnetintaMMM of Ua diatrict, has the charge of a pa-

«d

risn.

The revenue of the bishop amounts to 1 800 dollars;
that of the pariahca ia Terr unequal, aoeM being in vadgunra, OB aeeoank of tM goodlue neariT enud to
ness of the nnaa attadted to (be Hvtngs, while others,
with a greater population, are scarcely worth thirty

MO
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Iwland.
glebes add considerably, however, to
"~ ^"^
their scanty allowances ; and as every farmer is obliged
""*'*
to furnish the priest with a day's work, and to keep a
dollars.

lamb for him, his farm costs him but little labour. He
also receives occasional small offerings, and perquisites
for officiating at marriages, baptisms, and burials.
The
churches are in general neat but plain buildings, constructed of wood and turf.
Some of them indeed are
little better than hovcU, while others are large and
comfortable.
At Reikiavik, there is a large church
built of lava, and roofed with tiles.
A more elegant
one of this kind is to be seen at Bessestad. The church
in the Westmann islands is reckoned the most elegant.
Young men destined for the church, after they have
left the school, and been admitted as probationers, earn
their livelihood by fishing and other labour, and after a
certain term are examined, and received into orders, after
which they await a settlement, the prospect of which is
oflen very distant, and when obtained does not yield ea&e
and comiort. The habitations of the priests are seldom
better than those of the farmers, and are not better furnishetl ; a bed, a table, and a few chairs, and those very
indifferent, being the whole stock, in addition to a few
boxes and chests, in which the clothes and chattels of
the family are kept
Here, however, learning and genius are to be found ; and an attention to the duties of
their station is displayed by the Icelandic priests, which
may well excitfe feelings of shame among those of other
countries, who have no privations to hinder them from
the proper performance of their duty.
The following
description of a Sabbath scene in Iceland, is not more
elegant and affecting than it is correct.
It is from the
pen of Dr Holland, and we quote it from Sir George
Mackenxie's Travels. " The Sabltath scene at an Ice- Sabbath
landic church is indeed one of the roost singulnr and Kcnc
interesting kind.
The little edifice, constructed of

wood and

turf, is sittiated, perhaps, amid tlie rugged
ruins of a stream of lava, or beneath mountains which
arc covered with never-melting snows ; in a sjwt where
the mind almost sinks under the silence and desolation
of surrounding nature. Here the Icelanders assemble
to nerlbrm the duties of their religion.
group of
male and female peasants may be seen gathered about
the church, waiting the arrival of their pastor ; and all
habited in their best attire, after the manner of the
country ; their children with them ; and the horses
which brought tlicm from their res|)ective homes grasing quietly around the little assembly. The arrival of
a new comer is welcomed by every one with a kiss of
salutation ; and the pleasures of social intercourse, so
rarely enjoyed by the Icelanders, are happily connected with the occasion which summons them to the dis-

A

charge of their religious duties. The priest makes his
appearance among them as a friend he salutes individually each member of his flock, and stoops down to
give his almost parental kiss to the little ones, who are
to grow up under his pastoral charge.
These offices of
kindness performed, they all go together into the house
of prayer."
The trade of Iceland has never been managed in Conunerce.
such a wav
t« be of important benefit to the natives,
of whom but a small number are engaged in it. The
following Tables, taken from Stephenson's Hitiory of
Icfland during the l8</i Century, will serve to give a
correct idea of the state of commerce.
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Iceland.

WEIGHTS AND MBASDRIS USED IN THE ISLAND.
Liquid Measure.
VTeighU
and measures.

1
1

pipe contains
oxhoved (hogshead)

3 ame ... or

1

, .... 4 ankers
tonde
3 ankers
anker ......... 5 kutting
kutting
4 kander
kande
S potter
pot
4 paele .

I

paele

1

1
1

1
1

aoae

.
.
.

.
.
.

or
or
or
or
or
or

or

.

120
60

.

40
30

.

10

.

gallons.

.

2

.

0^

.

2

.

0^

pints.
pint.

Corn Measure.
1

1

tonde (barrel) =: 8 skepper, or 4 English bushels.
skepper (^ bushel) contains 18 potter or quarts.
Cloth Measure.

1 alcn or

yard

yard, and

= 25 English inches, or two-thirds
is

of a

divided into quarters.
Weights.

1

skippund

= 20 lisepund, or 3 cwt. 22 lb. English.

1

lisepund

=16 pund,

1

or

1

7

lb.

pund
=16 onzer, or 1 lb.
The Danish pound is 12 per cent, heavier than the

English.

Fann
houses.

We have already mentioned

the laws respecting pro-

perty, and the conditions in which a tenant holds a
farm house in Iceland has the appearance of
farm.
a small village ; the dwelling house, all the out-houses,
and the hay yard, being within a general inclosure of
turf, four or five feet high, and seldom less than five or

A

The

doors to the different apartments
on the south side, and each has
a sort of pediment above it, surmounted by a vane.
The access to the dwelling house is by a long narrow
passage, into which the different rooms open.
Each
room is separated from the next by a thick partition of

six feet thick.

are generally arranged

turf,

and has

light

is

Iceland.
also » separate roof, through which the
admitted by bits of glass or skin. The princiFarm,
pal rooms of the better sort of people have small glahouses.
zed windows in front. Ventilation is not attended to,
warmth being the chief object in the construction of
the houses ; and the consequence is, that the smell is to
a stranger almost insupportable. The houses are generally built on a rising ground, and in the middle, or
as near as possible to the land devoted to the hay crop.
On this land, which is in general much broken into
little knolls or hillocks, the manure is spread in the
month of May ; and about the end of July the grass is
cut, when it is scarcely more than six inches long.
In
this operation a very short scythe is used, and the Icelanders cut witli it very neatly and expeditiously.
The
hay is kept chiefly for the cows, though in very severe
weather the sheep and horses get a small share. As
soon as the crop near tlie house is secured, the farmer
gives a feast ; and when the whole is safe in the hay
yard, a fat sheep is killed, and another feast takes place.
The cows are very like the Scotch Highland sort. Cows.
known in England by the name of Kyloes. No attention is paid to breeding stock ; and in general we
find the best stock on farms where the winter food is
in greatest plenty. During the summer there is great
abundance of pasturage.
The sheep appear to be a mixed breed, carrying long ghetu.
and coarse wool. The wool is removed by pulling it
when it appears loose. A great quantity of mutton is
salted for exportation in the northern districts.
Very little cheese is made, butter being the chief ob- Oj^cp ^,|^
It is barrelled without salt, and is butter.
ject in the dairy.
thus kept several years. The older it is the more it is,
prized.
In this state it reaches a certain stage of rancidity, beyond which it does not pass ; and it is wonderful how long it keeps.
The horses are of a small breed, but stout, and very hokcs.
hardy. Those used for riding are trained to what is
called pacing ; and, where the ground is tolerably
smooth, they go very swiftly, the motion being very
easy and pleasant to the rider. The statistical information contained in the following Tables, was partly
furnished to the writer of this article by Bishop Vidalin, and is partly taken from Stephenson's Iceland in

the 18th Century.
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of Jiine of that year, the southern cUstricts Iceland.
were shaken by violent earthquakes. These continued, ^"'V"^
The women, however, appear to be rather restrained, and were most alarming on the 8th, when smoke was
it being customary for them to wait at table, and do
seen rising among the mountains called Skapta Jokul.
every little office nsually committed to servants in our There appeared several eruptions from different spots,
own country. There are but few peculiar customs, at considerable distances from each other. The showers
thoae not of particular interest. The depressetl of ashes and stones, the terrible noises, and the darkMate in which the Icelanders are kept by the wretched ness in which the country was involved, foreboded an
IMlky of Denmark, effectually subjugates those dispo- awful calamity. The large river Skaptaa was dried up,
aitions which, in countries where freedom teaches men
and the cliannels filled with liquid fire. Habitations
to be independent, quickly display themselves in innowere devoured, and the green pastures buried; and the
cent and recreating amusements. The sole occupation
wretched inhabitants had the dismal prospect of being
of the Icelander is to provide food for the winter sea- overwhelmed by the lava, or of perishing by famine.
aon ; and when the rigour of an arctic winter confines The lava was for a time retarded by its flowing into a
him to his hut, and the sun scarcely sends a ray to iU lake ; but its progress was not stopped, when a fresh
luminate the dreary scene around, he amuses himself eruption took place on the ISth of June. The lava hawith the tales of elder times, when his country stood ving divided, and begun to move in various directions,
high, and her learned men and warriors were honoured
the scene became more and more dreadful. On the 22d
in ererv European court.
That our lamentations are fresh eruptions broke out, and continued multiplying
Tain, tfiat the Icelanders are condemned to misery yet
till the 1 3th of July.
On the 20th, the lava towards
greater than that they now endure, we fear is too true.
the western side of the district of Skaptaa-fell ceased to
country lees inviting to the entcrprize of adventu- flow. To the eastwartl, on the 3d of August, smoke
rers tbaa Iceland can scarcely be imagined. The mounwas seen to rise from the mountains towards the north
tains covered with eternal snow, the plains devastathe waters of the great river Hversfliote were dried up ;
ted by volcanic fire, seem to present no attractions. and on the 9th of August the lava approached by the
The country in general is mountainous ; but in some channel of the river, overflowing in one evening an exThis eruption continued longer
districts, particularly those extending from the south
tent of four miles.
to the north ooMta, nearly through the centre of the
than the first ; -and it is said that a fresh one happened
island, thcf« aie extensive plaina, for the most part
in February 1784.
Mount Hekla has been quiet for half a century. Mount
drcarj wildcroewes, and covered with herbage only
near the an, or where monMes have famed. I'he The volcanic fire appears to have been most active in HcUa.
higbett nwnteina are on the caat and wcet aides of the the south-east and north-east districts, during the last
taund. They are in ipoupa, aeUom in chains; and century.
Previous to the eruption of 1783, flames
thoae called JokuU, which are covered with perpetual
were seen rising from ttie sea, about 30 miles off Cape
anowt are chiefly, if not all, volcanic. The coast, ex- Reikianes, and several small islands appeared which afcept towards the south, is much indente<t by arms of terwards sunk, leaving however a sunken reef, which
the aea ; but with the exception of Havnefionl, on the renders the navigation round the Cape dangerous in
thick weather.
Similar phenomena have appeared in
simth-WMt, there is scarcely a safe winter harbour.
There is a conaiderBble number of lakes in different other parts of the world ; the most recent being the
eruption off St Michael's, one of the .\zores, which proparts of the island, some of which arc of gr^at extent
The principal are thoae called Thingvalla Vatn, My duced the island which was called Sabrina.
Vatn, and Fiske Vatn. The first of these is about ten
The greatest curiosities which Iceland presents, are HBtsprioas.
nilM long, and from three to four broad. There arc the springs of hot water, many of which are justly conHMBjr Ivg* rivers in Iceland, formed by the melting of sidered as among the greatest wonders of the world.
They are, we believe, greatly more abundant in this
the anow oo the Jokuls ; and theae have all a turbid
aapeannoe ; aome of them being lo white as to rcaem- than in any other volcanic country ; but the interest
ble milk diluted with water, have received the name
which the number and variety of these hot springs
Huit-aa, or the White River. Several emit a fetid
excites in a person who never saw any thing similar,
Moell, particukrly when they issue from the snow.
is quickly lost in the feelings which are roused on beBcaidca these large riven, there arc many smaller, the holding the magnificent and tremendous explosions of
water mt which is
apaieut Thev rise ft«ND the the Geysers. These extraordinary fountains are situate
lower grounds. Aloog ahnoat the whole anthem coast about sixteen miles nortli of Skalholt, on the east side
aaatward from Eyarfaeck, where the great river Elvai of a small ridge, separatetl from some high mountains
•Bi|itica itaelf into the aea, there are extensive shoals,
by a narrow swamp. Besides the principal fountains,
ferned, do doubt, by the depoaitions of the rivers pro- there are a great number of boiling springs, cavities
teeding from the great range of Jokab to the eastward
full of hot water, and several from which steam issues.
of Mount Hekla.
There are also some placet full of boiling mud, grey
The population is chiefly established near the moat and red.
oonvenicnt harboara, and where fish abound. Keikia1. The silicious
depositions of the water of the Great g^^^
ik ia the principal place, and the seat of government. Geyser, have formed for it a bason 5() feet in diameter cejwa,
It haa been chosen lor the convenience of the harbour,
in one direction, and 46 in the other ; a projection from
aad of thegravel beach, a thing of rare occurrence in one side, causing the circumference to deviate from
Icoland.
Haa eaaaltrf around m aa bleak as can well the perfect circle. In the centre of this bason is a cyThrough
beimaciiMd.
lindrical pipe or pit, ten feet in diameter.
It is oapoiaible to travel many miles in Iceland withthis pit the hot water rises, gradually filling it and tlie
out initthig the frightful effects of subterraneous fire. bason, after which it runs over in i>mall quantities.
This miacriible country has been exempted from the At intervals of some hours, when the bason is full, exof an eruption rinoe the year 1783, at which plosions are heard from l)elow, like the firing of cannon
» th» BKMt dreadful, ever Rooedcd, todt place.
On at a distance ; end at the same time, a tremulous mothe Icelanders are exceedingly sim^e, and respectful aa well to each other as to strangers.
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tion of the

ground

is

felt

around the bason.

Imme-

diately the water rises in a mass from the pit, and sinking again, causes the water in the bason to be agitJited

and to overflow. Another and stronger propulsion
follows, and clouds of vapour ascend ; at length strong
explosions take place, and large quantities of steam esis thrown to a great height, generally
from 30 to 90 feet. The steam coming in contact with
the air is condensed into vapour, thick clouds of which
are tossed and rolled one over another with great rapidity, the whole foiming a very singular and magniAfter continuing for some time, the
ficent exhibition.
explosions cease, when the bason and pipe are found
empty. Bursts of steam sometimes take place when
the water is rising, without any warning by subterraneous noise. These phenomena are caused evidently
by the production and confinement of steam in cavities,

caping, the water

so tbrtned, that when the accumulation arrives at a cerwater opposing its escape,
New Gey- tain point, the pressure of the
is overcome, and the water is thrown out before it.
The New Geyser, as it was called by Sir John StanIt is an
ley, is about 130 paces from the great one.
irregularly shaped pit, nine feet in its greatest diameAbout 20 feet below the orifice, which is not surter.
rounded by an accumulation of silicious matter as the
At irreguother, the water is seen in great agitation.
lar intervals, the water is tossed out of the pit to a great
height, followed by a prodigious rush of steam, accompanied by a roaring noise. The force is so great that,
even when there is a good deal of wind, the vapour
forms a perpendicular column nearly 70 or 80 feet high ;
and when large stones are thrown into the pit, they are
shivered to pieces, and thrown out to a height often far
beyond that of the jet of vapour and water.
At the time Mr Hooker saw it, there was a greater
quantity of water than when either Sir John Stanley,
Inor Sir George Mackenzie witnessed its eruptions.
deed, what Mr Hooker has described as a column of
water. Sir George Mackenzie describes as one of vapour. When we consider the immense power of the
agent which sets these grand waterworks in play, it is
by no means difficult to suppose frequent alterations in
The destruction of
their movement and appearance.
a natural valve, or a slight change in the configuration
of the subterraneous pipes and cavities, might occasion
variations in the phenomena from time to time.
Singular
The most curious of all the springs in Iceland is the
epritiB
Tungukver, in the valley of Reikholt. Among a great
called
number of boiling springs, are two cavities within a
Tunguhver.
yard of each other, from which the water spouts alterWhile from one the water is thrown about ten
nately.
feet high in a narrow jet, the other cavity is full of waThis jet continues about four
ter boiling violently.
minutes, and then subsides, when the water from the
other immediately rises in a thicker column to the
height of three or four feet. This continues about
three minutes, when it sinks, and the other rises, and
so on alternately.
It is diflficult to imagine the structure of the cavities which occasion this irregular alternation ; nor would it be easy to construct a piece of
mechanism, of which steam is the prime mover, to imitate the phenomena.
In the middle of the river, which runs through the
valley of Reikholt, is a small rock, from the top of which
hot springs issue. At Reikholt is a bath, which was
constructed 600 years ago by the famous Snorro SturleIt is fourteen feet in diameter, and six feet deep,
son.
being supplied with hot water from a spring about a

hundred yards

distant,

by means of a covered conduit.

which has been much damaged by an earthquake. Iceland.
There was also a spring of cold water brought to it, so '""'V"
that any desired temperature might be obtained.
On the sulphur mountains, in the district of Guldbring^, are a number of jets of steam, and natural cauldrons of black boiling mud ; and there is scarcely a district in the whole island without such indications of
subterraneous heat, which must occasion the most singular contrast with the winter snows and ice, through
which, at that season, they

At Reykum

rise.

and near Hiisavik in the
north, are hot springs, which come next to the Geysers
in magnificence.
The zoology of Iceland presents nothing remarkable. Natural
Of indigenous quadrupeds the number is very small, history,
and must be limited to the fox, of which there are two
varieties, the Canis lagopus, and Fuliginosus.
The Q"a<l''u.
rein-deer, the rat, and the mouse, have all been im- P"*""
ported ; as well as the domestic animals the dog, the
cat, the goat, the sheep, the ox, and the horse.
Polar
bears are occasional visitors, coming from the ice, which
takes ground on the north and east coasts during winter.
As soon as they appear, they are pursued and deThe skins of the foxes, particularly those of
stroyed.
the Canis fuUglnosiis, or blue fox, is a valuable article
of commerce. The rein-deer are wild, and are derived from an original stock of three, which were all
that survived of some that were sent from Norway in
Instead of being serviceable, they often destroy
1770.
the gra&s which is preserved for hay.
Several species of seals frequent the shores in consi- Fishes,
derable numbers ; but they are not much sought after.
Whales are seldom seen on the coasts of Iceland
but that variety of Delphinus, which we mentioned in
the article Faroe, named in Orkney the ca'ing whale,
appears frequently in large shoals.
The shark is common on the coasts, and is taken by large hooks fastened
to an anchor by chains and strong lines.
Of the skins,
shoes are made ; and they are valuable to the inhabitants of some districts for the oil which they afford, and
in the south,

also for their flesh.
The cinereous eagle, or erne, is very common. The %\,i^
Iceland falcon, formerly so much prized, is now seldom
seen, though it has not for many years been molested.

Ravens are found in great numbers near every habion the coast, watching for the offal of fish. They
breed in the cliffs at a considerable distance from the
tation

shores.

The snow-flake, wheatear, white wagtail, golden
plover, snipe, and whimbrel, together with the ptarmigan, are the other principal land birds of Iceland;
Every kind of water fowl common to northern latitudes is found on the coasts of Iceland, and on the
Swans frequent the lakes and swamps in great
lakes.
numbers. But of all the varieties which breed in the

^

country, the eider duck is, from its habits and useful- ^Hn
ness, the most remarkable and valuable. Early in June, ducks.
these birds collect in great numbers at every place
adapted for making their nests, and where their food is
The nests are formed on the ground, gein plenty.
nerally in hollows among the grass, of straws mixed
with the down which they pluck from their breasts.
There is always a quantity of down round the nest,
sufficient for covering the eggs when the ducks go to
feed, which they do regularly during the time of low
water, when they can get at the shell-fish among the sea.
weeds. At this time these birds lose all their wildness,
and suffer the enemy, avoided by all the lower creation,
man, to approach, and even to touch them, and to lift

*
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The drakes

are not so fearless ;
them from
but they frequently remain near the nests, and express
As soon
their displeasure when any one touciies them.
as the younff ones have left the shells, and get to the
water, the eider docks become as wild as any other
bird, and in a month or sis weeks almost all of them
diHOMar, and it is not known to what place they reThe nMtaare robbeil of a certain number of eggs,
•art.
and flf th* down. The former are a great luxury to the
nativn, and the latter is a valuable article of export.
It M part of the employment of the women during win«
ter, to pick the straws and refuse from the down.
It is from the sea, however, which the Icelanders deThe cod is very
rive their chief mboatence and profit.
plentiful on the coasts ; and formerly the fi^ihery of Iceland waa praaecuted by the English and French with
gnat anccew. The fishery commences early in February ; and the inhabitants of the interior move at that
their nests.
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tual snow, would tend to lessen their apparent elevaIcelanJ.
tion to the eye. The height of the curve of congela^
tion may be taken for Iceland, at 2829 feet, as a mean; M"'"''"*'

— —

and thus a
tains

tolerable idea of the heights of the

mounwhen an opportunity occurs of obsnow line on the Jokuls. From what has

may be

serving the

had,

been actually observed, and from the best information,
appears that all the Jokuls are of volcanic formation;
in other words, that they are either active or extinct
volcanoes.
The greatest height of the other mountains
it

which are not

volcanic, does not much exceed 2000
are all of the trap formation; and this
does not appear to reach a great height in the northern
hemispliere.
In Faroe, its greatest elevation appears
to be somewhat above 3000 feet
As far as has yet
been discovered, the formations in Iceland are limited
to the flu-'tz trap, volcanic, and alluvial, and those of
Faroe to the first antl last. The floetz trap of Greenland,
that of Iceland, and of Faroe, are probably connected
tiaie to w ar ds th« di&rent fishing stations, and travel
They engage with the and the two last may be supposed to rest on primitive
in darkness through the snow.
owner of a boat to obey every call for fishing, and to as- rocks, as the Greenland formation has been ascertained
ntL in the general labour, and he recnves aahareof the to do.
When a sufficient
The beds of trap are inclined for the most part at a
fiah in return for the use of the boat.
quantity hae been taken, the people froea the country re- small angle to the horizon, dipping to the eastward of
turn home, Icaying the care oTdry ing the fish to the in- tlie meridian; and in this respect they agree with those
In June, the farmers of Faroe.
habitants of the fiMiing villages.
The beds consist chiefly of amygdaloid, containing
carry to the trading atationa all their marketable commosoolite, chalcedony, opal, quartz, arragonite, and calditica, to beexchanged for neeesaariea and a fewluxurici^
and on their return thejr carry home their fish to serre careous spar. The base of the amygdaloid is for
them daring the next winter. The haddock is also ta- the most part wacke. There are many varieties of
ken in great plenty, and grows here to a very large size. greenstone, from the most compact to that whose
The cod ia diiefly cured for exportation, and the had- component parts are of large size ; felspar and augit
dock for hooM caaanniption. The ling, skate, hollibut, occurring in crystalline masses of from a quarter to
flounders, and the CmUi, are cnmmon. and arc like- half an mch. Greenstone occurs also in veins, and it
wise dried for winter use. The skate is the least ee- is in this form only that basalt has been observed in
leemed of all the other fish, and is seldom if ever eaten Iceland and Faroe. The veins of Iceland, and some
ilerrings are taken on the north coast; but of those in Faroe, were found to have their sides vifreah.
thoogh Taat aoab of them frequent the bays, this treous, somewhat resembling black pitchstone, and grabranch of the fishery is not much attended ta Sharks dually passing into the character assumed by the mass
Greenstone occurs columnar. In the
are an impurtant object on the nortb-wcat coast, and a of the veins.
'
quantity of oil prepared firom them it ex- island of Vidoe, there are columns formed of tables several inches in thickness, and from three to five feet
Thoao tancilers who have visited Iceland, having indiairter; and in some instances, from decomposition,
anhr dttring a short summer, ami their time eaisly aeparable from each other. Some of the tabular
hniif baan auoot entirely occvpiad with viewing the columns have the appearance of the tables being compared of oval concretions, rendered visible by dcconiilry and ita moeo praniooat eiiria«tiM, have not
'
From what .Mr poaition.
aoolqgical enquiriee very (ar.
Beds of tuf of large dimensions are frequent ; and if*
•i^a, the insect tribes seem to offer something
That gMtiaoian baa fiimiahiil ua with a very they are to be denominated from the formation in which
tmAuk tHaiagmt, to wludk we refer such of th^ occur, they may be called trap tuf. The resemout nadan aa daatic pawiciilar iafigtvatiaB wgai d iiig blance which they bear to volcanic tuf is, however, in
ly oaaes remarkably ttrong.
They occur most frethe wMataHa peodnctioM of thia reneto iaUni
The
bifck
the onfy tree which withetan<ls the rigours of quently among a class of rocks, which have been disan arelio winter ; but its growth is limited, in the most tinguiehed by .Sir George Mackenzie by the name subor six feeC
marine lavas ; and we shall now quote from that genCMDuaafale litaatiana, to
yvolait pottiaa of Iceland ia moonlainous ; the tleman's account of Iceland, the description of these
The
Ibacnlosj.
hiphaik ale»atinBa iopaariag on the eaat and weat aides, rocks. He has lalacled a particular mountain which,
II
iKaiirB pknia appear, with little interruption, presented a precipitous face abmit 2000 feet high, and
to estand from north to south acrou the island. The which, but not without considerable difficulty and habiahoit mountain the height of which has been ascer- zard, he and his fellow-travellers ascended, taking spetamed, is said lobe aboat5M0 feet. The Snaefidl Jo- ciwia fiom each bed, a series of which is preservecl in
the cabmat of the Royal Society of Edinburgh. " The
kill, which tounda the woiteni extremity, and has been
by the nativea the highest in the island, mountain of Akkrefell stands perfectly detached, being
tngonocoetricaUy by Sir George Mac- separate<l from the mountains of Ksian by the Hvalkaasio, and aaccrtained to be 455ii feet above an exten- fiord, and from those towards the north by a fiat swamsive beach lormed near Stappen.
It ia probable that
py country extending several miles. It is bounded on
ncno of the Jokuls exceed 6000 feel. Many of them the south and west partly by the Faxefiord, and partly
aaa vary extensive, forming long ridge* ; a sliape which, by the Borgarfiord. On the southern side the structure of the mountain ii exposed almost from top to botil sot for their charactenetic covering of perpe'
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a precipice about 2000 feet high. From Indre"^
holm tlie betls appear horizontal ; but on going round
*'J^'
craiogy.
^^^ mountain we found that they dipped towards the
'north-east, forming a con$ideral>le angle with the horizon.
From the sea at Indreholm to tlie foot of the
mountain, there is a ilat swamp extending more than a
1i#1»jh1.

torn, in

mile.

To tl>e height of about 800 feet, the mountain of
Akkrefell is composed of beds generally from ten to
twenty, and sometimes extending to forty feet thick, of
varieties of amygdaloid and tuffa.
The latter occurred
sometimes not more than a foot in thickness, and was
interposed between the beds of amygdaloid. When it
was so thin, it much resembled red sandstone. While
scrambling among the loose stones, we had met with
quantities of slags, for which we were at a loss to account, as we had been told that nothing like lava existed
on or near this mountain. Its appearance indicated nothing volcanic ; and our surprise on finding any \mdoubted productions of fire in such a place was increased, when, at the height above mentioned, we saw
the under part of a bed completely slaggy, and bearing the most unequivocal marks of no slight operation
of fire ; and on continuing to ascend, we found every
bed, exceptiug those of tuffa, one of which was at
least forty feet thick, presenting the same appearances,
and many of them- having an amygdaloidal character.
Our astonishment was not lessened on discovering a
vein of greenstone, about four feet thick, cutting these
beds, and having a vitreous coating on its sides, which
seems to be common to all the veins of the country.
Similar beds occur in the mountams of Esian, where the
most important fact connected with them was found in
a mass of slag which contained calcareous spar."
The same traveller, in a memoir concerning the Faroe Islands, printed in the 7th volume of the Edinburgh
Transactions, thus speaks of the trap rocks of that
" The surfaces of many lavas which I passed
country.
over in Iceland, were not unlike coils of rope, or crumpled cloth ; an appearance which we should expect to
be assumed by any viscid matter in motion. On our
first visit to the island of Naalsoe, we observed the surface of a bed of amygdaloid, which had been exposed
to a considerable extent by the removal of the bed above,
exhibiting an exact picture of the lavas I had seen in
Iceland.
At first sight, this discovery fixed instantaneous conviction on the minds of those who were with
me, some of whom had never seen lava, that heat must
have caused the appearance before us. We brought
away a number of specimens, which are now before
the Society, and which speak a language not to be misunderstood. We afterwards discovered varied examples
of this crumpled surface in different parts of the country. In the vicinity of Eyde, in Osteroe, there were
many instances in which the matter appeared as if^ in
a viscid state of fusion, it had flowed and spread itself
out."
These appearances were seen in different parts
of Faroe. Mr Allan, in the same volume, has'described
the individual minerals found in the trap of Faroe,
and expressed his entire conviction- of its igneous origin J while, at the same time, he appears at a loss to
account for the mar.ner in which heat had operated.
Sir George Mackenzie has observed, that "while the
great point, tlie action of heat in the formation of trap
rocks, seems to be demonstrated, forming a theory of
the manner in which heat has operated in particular
cases, is, in a general view, perhaps not absolutely necessary in the present state of geology."
Indeed, the
-

fartlier

we advance

in the study, the farther

we

find

ourselves from the object of our search, while we con»
tinue resolved that either heat or water shall be the
To us, the most reasonable mode for geosole agent.
logists to follow, appears to be, to consider both heat
and water as agents which have been employed in the
And we are of opiformation of mineral substances.
nion that a third agent ought to be added, as one which
universally and continually operates, we mean gravitation.
The attraction of cohesion, and electricity, may
also with propriety be taken into the service ; and probably to form a just theory, we should give a share to
every agent which can in any degi-ee influence the economy of the globe ; the atmosphere, the motion of tlie
But at present we must refrain
earth, magnetism, &c.

from entering on

Jcflana.

Jliiieralogy,

this subject.

A very remarkable kind of mineralized woo<l is found
on the mountain of Drapuhlid in Iceland. In external
appearance, it cannot be distinguished from a mass of
Chalcedony is observed
charcoal ; yet it is very heavy.
in some specimens filling small fissures. When the car-"
bonaceous matter is burned, a mass remains, which,
when bruised, divides into fibres finer than hair, and
resembling asbestos ; shewing that the silicious matter
had penetrated into the most minute pores of the wood.
This substance occurs in a bed of tuf lying under pearl
stone. This last substance occurs of a light gray colour,
and also dark green approaching to pitch stone. It
was found also forming the principal ingredient in a
" It is composed
variety of tuf not before described.
chiefly of masses of black pearlstone, imbedded in a
It contains also masses of
dull blackish green matrix.
amygdaloid, and we found a few nodules of pyrites in
Pitchstone oci-ursat Houls,
it, coated with pitch coal.
and on the west side of the mountain called Baula.
The suiturbrandt of Iceland has not been seen in ^
It has a great resemblance to brandu
situ by a mineralogist.
black oak found in lakes and rivers in many countries.
But though capable of being shaped into tables and
other articles of furniture, it is not in a condition to be
cut by a plane into shavings, being somewhat brittle.
For a description of the individual minerals which
occur in these regions, we must refer to the 7th volume of the Edinburgh Transactions, and to Sir George
Mackenzie's Truveh. The silicious depositions of the
Geysers and other hot springs are very interesting, but

now well known to mineralogists.
The volcanic formation of Iceland

are

is

perhaps the Volcanic

most extensive in the world, covering an extent of at
Sir George Mackenzie disleast 60,000 square miles.
tinguishes three formations, which are ascribed to the
action of internal heat. The oldest is that already described as submarine lavas, which resemble trap rocks
more nearly both in position and structure, than any

and which he supposes to have flowed at the
;
bottom of the sea. The next is a class of lavas to
which he has given the name cavernous, from its containing numerous cavities, some of them very extenThis is supposed to be formed of rocks which
sive.
have been subjected to subterraneous heat, but not removed from their original place. Many of the appearances presented by this class seem to warrant this conother

elusion in regard to its m.ode of formation ; but the conjecture is thrown out merely to attract the attention of
The la.st is the
future observers of volcanic countries.
ordinary erupted lava, including ejected subsUinces.
Perhaps there is no field in which the investigation of
the operations of heat could be carried on with greater
facility than in Iceland, the rocks are so well exposed
to view.

But the bhortucss of

tlie

season in which tea-

foimatioe.
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practicable, presents a strong obstacle.
Yet
we hope that Mxne able mineralogists will repeat and
extend the nbterrations made by Sir George Marken-

I

C E

by

cating to the public the result of his examination of various volcanic countries.
See Letters on Iceland, by Von Troil; Voyage en
Islaade, fait par ordre de sa Majeste Danois, par MM.

understand that the celebrated traveller and mineralogist Baron Von Buch, has carefully examined the
Icelandic collection in the cabinet of the Royal Society
of Edinburgh, and has the intention of soon communi-

Paulsen et Olafsen ; Hooker's Tour in Iceland, ISOp;
Travels in Iceland, 1810, by Sir G. S. Mackenzie;
Transactions of the Rnj/al Societi/ of Edinburgh, vols.
iii. and vii.
See also the article Volcano, which Baron
Von Buch has promised to write for this work.

Telling

sie,

and

avail thenuclves of the information afforded

that gentleman.

We

Iri'land.

ICHTHYOLOGY.
log7.

JLcHTirroLOOT IS that department of natural history
which treats of Fishes, classifying them according to

neighbouring village as objects of wonder. They speedily decay, and the only memorials of their existence

^Hr"™'

their forms, ascertaining their haunts, describing their

are preserved in the imperfect traditions of their form.

Ichthyo-

manners, and specifying the uses to which they may
be applied. The title of the science is a compound of
two Greek words, lyjut ajish, and x»y«« a discourse.
Fishes belong to that great division of animals, characterised by having an articulated skeleton, a bony
isvity containing the brain, a q>inal marrow, and red
btooa.
They are thus associated with quadrupeds,
birds, and reptiles, from which, however, they may
be diatingniahcd by the following characters.
Fishes possess a heart with one auricle and one ven-

Tne

tricle.

blood

is

They

cold.

are destitute of a

windpipe and lungs, breathing hy means of peculiar

orgMM temed gitU.

They

mni caTcrcd with scales,
of

reside in water, are in ge-

aid swim by the

assistance

fins.

The ancients regarded as fishes, all animal* which
seek their food in water, or which reside in that element. Hence we find whales included by older writers among fishes, conuituting a subdivision, distingoiabed by their breathing by means of lungs. But
GS<aeaous animals differ from nshcs, not merely in their
orgSHof respiration, but likewise in those oif circulatioQ and rtptodoctioa.
Their heart consists of two auridaa and two ventricles, and the blood is warm. They
bring forth their young alive, and suckle thc-m.
It ia more difficult to draw the line of distinction lietween fishes and reptiles. The structure of the heart,
and the tanperature of the blood, are similar in both
riasase. Beptiles, however, are all furnished with lungs
aad akboi^h, in a few genera, the young are possessed
•f ^ilb, yet these OTCan* disappear before the animals
amre at maturity. There are, however, two genera in
which the gills are persistent, but the animals belonging to thcM have digitated feet, and are not likely ever
to be confounded with fishes.
The study of this department of natural history is
The element in which fifhes repeculiarly difficult.
onre iu ents from our view, and preside coQewJa their
Tcnta
ftoB be«owing acquainted with their instincts
and habita. In the wSatt of lakes and rivers, in the
depths of the ocean, or in pools on the less frequented
shores, they jperfosm unmolested the great operations
of nature. Hence the manner of their production, the
appearances exhibited by the different sexes, the changes
produced by age or season, the artifices they employ to
obtain their food, the migrations which they perform,
and the limits of their existence, have hitherto been but

m

M

impeifectly ascertained.
The rarer kinds of fishes,
books

occasionally found

on the

by them as
ur perhaps exhibited for a few days in the

or in the nets of fishers, are rejected

,

SI.

rABT

u.

It rarely

happens that an intelligent naturalist

is

on

the spot to examine their characters, or to delineate
their appearance.
But even should there be a person at
hand capable of forming a systematic description, still
their haunts and habits must remain unknown to us. Of
the various species of fi'hes enumerated by nomenclaturists, perhaps more than the one half are known to
us only by their external forms ; their food, tiieir in>
stincts, and their functions, remaining unascertained.
The pursuits of the ichthyologist are far from possessing those charms which excite the zeal and admiration of the naturalist in other departments of zoology.
It is easy, indeed, to form a collection of these objects,
and to preserve their form and characters for scientific
purposes; but a museum furnished with such specimens,
presents little that is gay or splendid.
The colours
and lustre of fish fade al\er death, nor can any process
of embalming fix and preserve them. A coating of varnish is of\en resorted to as a substitute for the natural
slimy covering of their skins, and the brush is employed
to restore the colours ; but specimens prepared in this
manner are disregarded by the scientific observer, and
to the mere spectator a collection of fishes in wax- work
would be equally acceptable. The aspect of some fishes,
as the eel for example, is repulsive ; while the cold moist
surface of others, disgust the fastidious naturalist, or at
least lessen his anxiety to examine this portion of aoi-

mated nature.
These impediments

to the study of ichtliyology have
unquestionably retarded the progress of the science;
but we are confident, that the advantages which result
from an attentive examination of the subject, may be
placed in successful opi)osition. The rank which fislies
hold in the scale of being, as connecting the vertebral
with the molluscous animals, is alone sufficient to awaken curiosity ; while a considerable degree of interest
is excited, by attending to those forms and organs
which fit tliem for residing in the waters. But this department of soology is not occupied exclusively with
matters of mere curiosity or science ; the subject is of
vast importance in an economical, a commercial, and a
national point of view.
The inhabitants of this country derive a large portion of their subsistence from the
waters ; nor could one half of the present population of
the country be supported, were access to this great
storehouse of life and nourishment cut off.
In confirmation of this assertion, we request the reader to consider the countless numbers of cod, herrings,
haddocks, turbot, skate, mackrcl, and pilchards, annually
furnished to us by the ocean, and the salmon, pikes, perches, and trout* captured in our lakes and rivers. .\ part
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Hutory.
of tliese fs consumed by ourselves, and a part exported
""^^r"^ to foreign countries. These fisheries give employment
to many thousands of healthy natives, and are universal-

ly considered as the best nurseries of intrepid seamen.
Those who have paid attention to our fisheries, and the
legislative enactments by which they are regulated, must
be convinced that the subject is imperfectly understood,
and acknowledge that many of these statutes originate
in our ignorance of the habits and the haunts of the finny tribes. It must therefore appear an object of vast
importance to examine the structure of fishes, and trace
their manners and economy, with the view of improving the modes of fishing, ascertaining the best frequented grounds, and the periods in which they are in season.
These are the objects which the ichthyologist should
keep steadily in view, and to the accomplishment of

Hiinvestigations ought to be directed.
however, tne economical department of the
science has been in a great measure overlooked by the
Occupied, almost exclusively, in
systematic inquirer.
ascertaining the position of the fins, or in counting the
number of their rays, so as to form the divisions of his
arrangement, the ichthyologist seldom condescends to
investigate the history or discover the uses of the speSystematic works in this branch of natural histocies.
ry are therefore seldom consulted by the ordinary inquirer. Disgusted with the mere enumeration of names
and external appearances, of which these books consist,
he retires to the hut of some old fisherman, and listens
with interest to the recital of many anecdotes, illustrative of the different kinds of fish, the best frequented
grounds, and the most enticing baits. In such a school
he will learn much genuine natural history, mixed perhaps with a little fable.
We wish not to be understood as condemning as useless, the systematic part of ichthyology, but from the
heart we condemn that want of attention to the manners of fishes, so conspicuous in the writings of naturalists ; a negligence, which has brought the science into
discredit, and which may be considered as the principal reason why this department of nature has obtained
these

all his

therto,

But we trust the period is at no
so few admirers.
great distance, in which the ichthyologist will be as
anxious to explore the habits of those fishes, with whose
specific differences he is already acquainted, as he is at
present to add a new species to his list, or effect some
trivial revolution in the arrangement of the genera.
In order to present the reader with a general view of
the present state of ichthyological science, we propose
in the following Chapters, to consider, 1st, The history
of the science; 2d, The structure and functions of
fishes ; 3d, The condition of fishes ; and lastly. Their
propose to avoid all misystematic arrangement.
nute details which would prove uninteresting to the ordinary observer, in order to make room for the developement of those laws which regulate this great class
of animated beings.

We

CHAP.

I.

"?

!^

^

and divides the class into cetaceous, ear- Hittory,
and spinous, his labours did not contribute ^"T"^

several fishes,
tilaginous,

much

to the progress of the science.
The writings of
Pliny were equally unproductive of advantage.
He
appears, however, to contemplate fishes as a distinct
class of animals, without attempting to define its limits.
Oviil, Elian, Athenfeus, Oppian, and Ausonius, have
contributed a few facts, and several entertaining descriptions.
But as we are investigating the history of
ichthyology as a branch of the system of nature, we
must take our leave of these early writers, and examine
the productions of those naturalists who flourished after
the revival of letters.
Belon, a French physician, deserves to be noticed in
Bdon.
this place, as the first modern ichthyologist.
In the
year 1553, he published his great work De Aqualilibus;
and in 1555 he produced another work, or rather the
ichthyological part of the former, under the title. La
Nature ct divcrsite des Poissons avec letirs Portraits. Although Belon was more advantageously known as a traveller and ornithologist than as an ichthyologist, his labours in this last department were of service to the science.
He did not attempt any general system, but by
collecting fishes into groups, he laid the foundation of
many natural families or genera. He separated the osseous from the cartilaginous flat fishes, and brought together the different species of sharks into one division.
The wooden cuts which accompany the work are not
destitute of merit, if we take into consideration the
state of the arts at the time.
In the year 1554, Rondelet, a professor of physic RomJeltt
at Montpelier, published his work De Piscibus Marinis.
He has 'been rather ungraciously treated by his countrymen, for saying, that he was unable for some time to
determine on the particular fish with which to begin
the descriptions, and that he gave the preference to the
Gill /lead, because it was best known to the ancients and
moderns, and highly prized as esculent food. In the
course of his observations, he pointed out several distinguishing characters of fishes, which must have contributed to draw the attention of naturalists to their systematic arrangement.
In the first four books, he treats
of the differences observable among fishes, in regard to
their food and haunts, their forms and functions.
In
the remaining books he describes the different species,
in many cases forming these into natural groups.
His
figures of fishes are superior in execution to those of
Belon.
The work of Salvianus, which appeared in the same Salvianus
year at Rome, under the title Aqualilium Animaliiim
Hislorim liber primus, cum eornndem formis cere excusis,
contained a description of the fishes of Italy to the
amount of ninety species. The distribution of the species is destitute of arrangement ; but in the description
of these he follows a regular plan, treating of the name,
characters, station, food, time of spawning, and method
of catching of each. It is a matter of regret, that this
method of communicating the history of the species has
been in a great measure overlooked by succeeding ich-

thyologists.

History of Ichthyology.
History.

The

history of ichthyology during the first ages of
may gratify curiosity, but is incapable of yieldare in a great measure ignorant of
ing instruction.
the sources from whence Aristotle obtained his information on this subject ; nor do we consider as of great
importance those descriptions which he has communiscience,

We

cated.

Although he

treats

of the manners and uses of

Passing over a number of laborious compilers, who willoughl
flourished in the end of the sixteenth century, we come and Bay.
now to consider the merits of our countryman Willoughby, and' his friend Ray. " These illustrious naturalists,"
says the intelligent President of the Linnaean Society
in his introductory discourse, " laboured together with
uncommon ardour in the study of nature, and left
But death,
scarcely any of her tribes unexplored.

which so often disappoints the

fairest hopes, cut off the

ICHTHYOLOGY.
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before he had digested the
materials, to the acquisition of which he had devoted
his youth ; and they might all have been lost to the
world, and his name have perished with them, but for
the faithful friendship and truly scientific ardour of
Ray. So close was the intercourse between these two
naturalist<>, that it is not easy to assign each his due
share «f merit Indeed Ray has been so partial to the
fame of his departefi friend, and has cherished his meroory with such affectionate care, that we are in danger
of attributing too much to Mr Willougbby, and too ut«

former in the prime of
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Pinnis utroque pari donatis ;
ventralL
1. Duabus in dorso pinnis.
2. Unica in dorso pinna.

b.

life,

History

branctuali et

System of
Dale.

B. Corpore contractiore vel saltern non

admodum lu*

brico.

non

a.

Pinnis

h.

Unica in dorso pinna.
2. Dute in dorm pinnae eriguntur.
Pinnis aculeatis, duabus in dorso pinnis, antwi-

aculeatis.

1.

ore autem spinis radiata.

tie to himself."

Vivipari.

The work of WiUoughby,

as revised

by Ray, was

miblished in folio in 1(>8€, under the title, De tiittoria
Pitcium Ubri auatuor,jussH et Mwtplibut Societalis Repet Lomdimtntu editi. This work, the produaion of a
ubonoas obaerver and faithful recorder, may be considcrcd as the basis of subsequent discoveries in the phy•ioiovj of fishes.
It is a valuable storehouse of facts, to
whksi tbe student of ichthyology should frequently resort.
The systematic arrangement employed in this
Work, holds the first place among those systems, which
appeared in the end ot' the seventeenth or beginning of
tne eighteenth centuries.
The following synoptical
iew of this system, will enable the reader to ascertain
the state of the science at the period in which he wrote.
The cetacfloas firiw* fonn the subject of the second
book, the classification of whicb« as given by our author, we purposely omit.
WUkmgit.

t. e.

A. Cartila^eL

II.

a.

Longi.

b.

Plaru.

PULMONE DESPIRANTES, COnDE
LIS

DUOfiUS VENTSICV.

PHf OITO.

A. Dentati.
a. Fistulosi.
b.

Non

fistulosL

B. Edcntuli.

The inferior divisions, which have been'omitted, depend not only upon the position of the centre of gravity, but upon the serratures of the belly, the size of the
scales, the structure of the mouth, and the places in
which they reside.
Artedi, thefriendandcountrymanofLinnnus, adopt- Aiiedi.
ed the principles of classification discovered by that great
Ova magna con« reformer of science, and applied them with success in the
III. Lib. De piscibus cartilagineis.
oipiunt.
arrangement of fishes. But a premature death preventI. Sect. De cartilagineis longis.
ed the completion of his plan, Linnsus collected and
De cartilagineis planis.
S.
arranged his manuscripts, and published them in the
De cartilagineis ovfparis.
S.
year 1 7.38, in two volumes, under the title BiWolheca
IV. Lib. De piscibus oviporis, quorum plerique spinas Icfilhi^ogia,an<l Pfiilosoiihitt Ichtkyologia. Another ediin came habent.
tion, under the same title, made its appearance in 1788
1. Sect. De planis ovip. spin, qui in latus proand 1789< by John J. Walbaum, a physician at Lubeck.
jecti natant.
This work of Artedi is evidently the production of an en2. a-^— De piscibus anguilliformibus, seu \a\ilightenetl naturalist, a laborious student, and an accurate

^—
'

3.

4.

5.

bus, lubrieet ct plemmqae oblongis.
piscibus corporc coatimctiore vel
saltern non admodum lubrico, qui pinnis Tcntralibus carent
De spinosis dictis, quibus pinnanim
dorsjuiom radii omncs molles et Ilexlies sant.
Piaon spinosi quibus pinnanim dorsaliam radii alique aculeatL

De

I

—

—

——

Ray afterwank

improved upon thii sjitem,
in his Synoptii Mttkodica Piiciitm, which was published in the year 1713. These two works are regarded
Inr naturalists in general, as having established the
in part

claims of ichthyology to rank as a science.
Samuel Dale, the intelli^^t editor of Taylor's Hi*«
tOT7 of Harwich, has published a system of fishes in his
Pkmrmmeolcgia, which appeared in 1789.
He has the
merit cf iwiwJncinf aeveral new characters, especially
the poaition of the centre of gravity. The following
ayuo]Aical view of this system may be usefuL

IM(.

,

^

observer. In it the genuineprinciples of the scienccwere
He likewise asfor the first time clearly established.
signed the true limits of generic characters, and the
method of separating species. The work abounds with
judicious observations and sound criticisms, and merits
an attentive perusal. The following is an outline of his

Pisces cacda perpekdictilari.

A. Pinnanim

a. Branchiis ossiculatis.
1.

Pinnia inermibua.

Malacopterigii.
1.

Bmaxchii* kkspihantcr, cobdb umico tbnthicvlo

Pinna dorsi unica in medio fere dorsL

•• Pinna unica in medio fere dorsi et unica postica

mo

A. Corport
«.

hmso

tituti

squamis qaoque carente.
obtinentes, ventralibus de«<

et lubricn,

Pmnis ad branchias

'

dorsi

ve per totum dorsum ex-

Cypriniu.

4.

Cluptea.

5.

Argentina.

6.

Exocstus.
Coregonus.

8.

Osmerus.

9.

IS.

Salmo.
Esox.
Echeneis.
Coryphaena.

Id.

Ammodytes.

10.
11.

'

••• pinm unica pluribus-

3.

7.

dorsi adiposa.

rR.«J>ITO.

Chipari.

Syngnathus.

2. Cobitis.

*

Syiteln of
Artedi.

radiis osseis.

••• Pinna unica in extreI.

«

system.

14. Pleuronectei.
15. .Stromateus.

tensifl.

16.

Cadus.

17. Auarhichast
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HtMory

l*iii>ia

unica longa

vix a Cauda distincta.

Sytttm vf

J

History.

18. Mura>na,
III.

Ophidion.

(^19.

•*••«• Pinna exigua unica
f
20. Anablepg.
in extremo dorsi vel nul J
J 21. Gymnotus.
k.
I

Aitedi.

2.

I^innis

osseis,

quarum qusdam

spinosse.

A. Series
a.

Acari"

b.

Capite et ventre notabiles
I9. Silurus.
NotabUiter rostrati ore vario.
1.

Blennius.
23. Gohius.

("22.

S.

XipWas.

24.

rostrum exeunte

Ore

fisso.

27. Labrus.
28. Spams.

exeunte
(_
*** Inferior! mandibula f
ultra superiorem ros- < 23. Mastaaccembalus.
tratam producta
(_
**** Utraque mandibu-

29. Sciana.
'30. Perca.
31. Trachiiuis.
32. Trigla.
33. Scorpsena.

Capite aspero

Ore in rostri tubulosi fnr c 1
...
{ 25. Solenostomos.
extremitate
(^
4. Capite et cauda rostratus 26. Amphisilien.
Notabiliter plani et oculata.
3.

Zeus.

135.

24. Psallisostomus.

la eqiuiliter rostrata

Cottus.

34..

20. Accipenser.

.

dentibus horridis
.
21. Lathargus.
** Mandibula superiore C
in rostrum notabile ) 22. Xiphias.

26. Mugil.

>

ore prono capite in soli-

dum

• et labrace, rostro retuso

25. Scomber.

36. Cliaetodon.
37. Gasterosteus.

c.

a. liranchjis osseis destitutis.
1.

38. Balistes.
t

Branchiostegi

39. Ostracion.
iO. Cyclopterus.

2.

41. Lophius.

3.

I

B. Pinnarum radiis cartilagineis vix a

membrana

In dextro latere oculati 4 „„ n

\28.
In sinistro latere oculatus 29.
rSO.
Utrinque oculati
J 31.
.

dis*

44. Squalus.
45. Raja.

e,

Klein

made an attempt

toria Piscium Naluralis.

to classify fishes in his HiS'

was published in five parts,
the year 1 740, and the last in
It

the first appearing in
1749. As this naturalist appeared as the rival of Linnaeus, he has too often been condemned by the admirers of the professor of Upsal without sufficient exaraination.
It is true that in the construction of his generic and specific characters, he falls short of the excellence of Artedi or Linnaeus, but in the formation of the
higher divisions of his system, he exhibits an intimate
acquaintance with the external characters of fishes.
The following synoptical view will convey an idea of
the principles of his system.
have omitted his
first division, which contains the cetaceous animals,

ar-

34. Ceristion.

_35. Centriscus.

Vel stemo vel capite notati
instar ricini omnibus corporibussibiqueinvicemad-

Pisces Cauda hohizontali, including the whales,
Kleia.

notabiliter

mati

43. Acipenser.

Chondropterigii

C
j 37.

hserentes

Corpore spisso vel

II.

„r,

j

la>adspectumhabentes

B. Series

II.

Kicin.

A.

Ad

lati,

a.
b.
c.

Tripterus
.
Pseudotripterus
Dipterus.
1.

.39.

.
,

Pinna secunda cutacea
1

I-

vel adiposa

5.

Spiraculo unico.
septem.
B. In Thorace.

Cynocephalus.

Galeus.
7. Cestracion.
8. Rhina.
9. Batrachus.
10. Crayracion.
11. Capriscus,

1 12. Conger.

1.

13. Mura:na.

2. Spiraculis

14.

Spiraculis constanter quinque.

vel carinati et casCallarias.

f .,

-r

^x

^ 41. Irutta.
* u «..
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

Mullus.
Cestreus.

Labrax.
Sphyraena.
Gobio.
47. Asperulus.

ambabus radiatis

Pseudodipterus.
1.

6.

{

1.

2. Pinnis

d.

Spiraculis quinque.

Apennia.

i

48. Trichidion.

a. Pinnata.

t.

l

40. Pelamys.

.

PxscBS Brancriis occultis.

2, Spiraculo unico.

t

38. Enchelyopus.

tigati.

latera,

1,

Echeneis.

(_

/]Corporeteretiusculoanguil-7

^

36. Ocontion.

J

We

System of

Rhombotides.
Tetragonopterus.

33. Cataphractus.

"

Petromyzon.

42.

Passer.

Rhombus.

t32. Platiglossus.

tinctis.

d. Thoracici

Pro prima pinna

Dasybatus.

_

Glaucus.

pinnam longam,

si
e.

cristatus

Monopterus.
1. Pinna longa unica.
* Interrupta

.

** Sinuosa
.
**• Coaequata.

.

.

51. Perca.
52. Percis.

.

.

Petromyzon.

17. Legobatus.

J
\

processibus in capite qua. )50. BlennuSx

53.

Maenas.

54. Cicla.
55. Synagvis.

Dentibus acutis

15. Narcacion.
16. Rhinobatus.
18.

dorsali

aculeis discretes
2. Prseter

56. Hippurus.
fi.

"*——<'—'

Syitem of
partibus notabilibus et corpore anguil- kUui.

liformi.

thoplerigii.

• Capite glabro

A

I.

PlSCES BlIAKeHIlS APERTIS.

Dentibus
obtusis

latis

et

57. Sargus.
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f58. Cyprinus.
159. Prochilus.

y. Et1«fltuli

I ;^.

Pinna brevi.
* Ad medium dorti.
m. Corpore Uto spisso
0. Corpore castigato.
t BarlMUus

S.

61. Mystus.

f 6*2. I^uciscu».

ft Imberbes

Harengus.

"j6'3.

•• Cauda? proxima
y! Pteumonopterus
.

.

.

sile

.

64. Lucius.
65. P«eudopteni8.

.

to consider the system of the celebraAt first this eminent naturalist adopted

ted LinDieus.
the views and arrangements of his friend Arte<li.
By
degrees, however, he unfolded the principles of a new
method, which appeared in its most perfect form in the
12th edition of the Stf sterna Nalitrct, ilGH, as follows.

.37. Fistularia.

nore

AroDES<

I.

Pinn»

38. Esox.

.

...

.

Anus caudx
Fascia

vicinus
lungitudinalis
lateralis
.

.

Mandibula

.

39. Elops.

40. Argentina.

.

ar-

41. Atherina.

.

42. Mugil.

inferior jntus carinata

Apertura branch. linearis absque
43. Mormyrns.

operculis
,
.
Pinnte pectorales longitudine corporis

.

.

.

44. Exocetus.

.

Digiti distinct! juxta pinnas pectorales

9yi^9n OT

45. Polynemus.

.

Abdomen cartnatum serratum
Membrana branchiostega triradiata

rentrales null*.

....

lliaMr^.

punc-

.

.

54. Teuthis.
35. Loricaria.
36. Salrao.

branch, duplex, exteriore mi-

gentea

We come now

,

.

inferior longior,

tata

Mem.

.

.

Mandibula

.

.

Brama.

60.
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Caput antice truncatura
.
Corpus cataphractuni
Pinna dorsalis postica adiposa
Rostrum cylindricum operculo clan-

46. Clupea.
47< Cyprinus.

Apertura brancfaiarum ad latera thoracis

1.

Mursna.
Gymnotus.

Dorsum apterygium

2.

Cauda aptera

3.

Dmtea

4.

Trichiurus.
Anarhichas.

Capot

rotundati
ccrpute angustius

Cwyi aMifome
CoqMia ovatum
Boatnun ensiferum
II.

5.

Aramodytes.

6.

Ophidium.

7.

8.

Stromateus.
Xiphias.

9.

Callkmymus.

JUOVI.ARZS.

....

Apattam branckianim ad nucham
Oa tiuuui

Amu prope pectus

10. Uranoaoopus.
II. Trachinas.

Pion« pcctoraleselongatK in acumen
Pinme vantrale* didactyls motica

19. Blenniuj.

IS.

Gadus.

HI. TllORACICt.

Os simum,

corpus ensiforme
14. Cepola.
Capitis dorsum planum transversim
sulcatum
15. Echeneis.
Caput aniicc truncato-obtufum
16. Corypluena.
Finme ventrales coadunatap inpinnam
oratam
.
17. Oobiua.
Capat corpore latins
18. Cottus.
Caput drris adapenum
19. Scorpvna.

Labium
versa

superius

membrana

trant-

fomicatum

SO. Zeus.

Oculi ambo in latere altero capitis 21. Pleuronectes.
Denies setacei confertissimi, flcxilaa 8S. Chatodon.
Dentea validi inctsores s. molarea
SS. Spams,
llnna dorsalis raroento poat spinM
DotaU
2«.Labru*.
Pinna donalis in fuasula recondenda 25. Scisna.
Opercula branchiaruro serrau
26. Perca.
Cauda latrrilius carinaia
spine
dutaalaa diaancUf
S7. Gasterostens.
Cauda ktaribaa carinau Pinnulv
•pomtpiaraa
28. Scomber.

....
;

:

S<^ii—, atim

capitis, lazse

29. Mullus.

remarliable change which we witness in
removal of the cctacei and cartilaginei of Ray from the class of fishes. The former he has
inserted in the class Mammalia, while he has placed
the latter among the .\mphibia, under the order Nantes.
He was induced to assign to these last such a position
in his system, in consequence of trusting to the inaccurate obaervationa of l)r Garden of .South Carolina,
who, from a dissection of the fish called dioJon, concluded that it possessed both lungs and branchiae. Subsequent systematic writers have in general restored them
to their true place among fishes.
The ichthyologists who preceded Linnaeus, invariably endeavoured to employ those characters in the formation of their primary divisions, which indicate some
peculiarity of organization, connected with the vital
functions.
In other words, they attempted to discover
Linnaeus assumed,
a natural method in ichthyology.
as the foundation of his system, the relation of the ventral to the pectoral fins, without attempting to point
out the influence exercise<I on the animal economy, by
a change of position in these organs. Hence his Orders
are all arbitrary and artificial. In the construction of
his Genera, he was singularly happy in the choice
which he made of characters. Those which are estenliai have been given in the Table ; the natural character
the system itself.
He introiluced the
was employed
nse of trivial names, and corrected the specific characters.
His terras were classical and expressive, and the
whole system bears the stamp of a mighty genius. His
genera, it is true, have been divided, in order to form
new ones ; but how few have equalled this naturalist
in the luminous brevity of his characters.
Gronovius, the cotemporary and friend of Linnaeus, Gronotiiu.
published his Museum Icluhiplogicum, in 2 vols, folio,
In this work be attempted the
in the year 1754-6.
following systematic arrangements.

The most

this system, is the

m

I.

Cauda Horizontali.

Digiti diadocti juxta pinoas pect»>

nka

SO. Trigla.

rV. AaOOMINALKS.

Corpus viz ad caudam angusutam
Caput nudum, osaeum acunim
Radius

pinnsr donalia pector»liutoque dcotatus
.

Sjtteni of
CroooTiui.

WhaleM.

.'^1.

Cohitis.

32.

Amia.

1.

n. Cauda Percendiculari.
A. Radiis pinnaruni cartilagineis.
ClIONDROPTEnVOII.
a, Pinnio ventralibus pne<

"5. Acipcnser.
6.
I

7-

•entibiis

Calloryncbus.
Squalus.

I

93.SilanH>

Raja.
1
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Pinnis ventralibus nullis

b.

9.

'67. Callicbthys.

Petromyzon.

68. Plecostomus.
69. Centriscus.

B. Radiis pinnarum osseis.
System of
VroiMviai.

I.

•*• Pinnis dorsalibus
veris seu radiatis

Branchiarum aperturis, foramine exiguo tantum
apertis.

70. Mugil.
71. Polynemus.

Branchiosteoi.

lis

ri4. Batistes.
J 15 Cyclopterus.

Pinnis ventralibus spuriis

he.
17-

praesentibus

Branchiarum

19.
IS

laxe apertis.

bus.
'21. Sciaena.

22.
23.
24.
25.

Cynsedus.
Sparus.
Holocentrus.
Coracinus.

26. Scarus.
dorsi solitaria

<

27. Chaetodon.
28. Labrus.
29. Callyodon.

30. Pleuronectes.
31. Echeneis.
32. Blennius.
33. Erichelyopus.
34. Pholis.

f 35. Cottns.
36. Amia.

Pinna dorsi

•

lUia

pluribus

79.
80.
81.
82.

Uranoscopus.

20.
2( Lophius.
aperturis subter atque in lateribus

37. Trachinus.
38. Gobius.
39. Eleotris.

40. Trigla.
41. Mullus.
42. Perca.
43. Scomber.
44. Zeus.

this

characters are similar to those employed by that illusThose of a subordinate rank are in
part derived from the same source, and from Artedi
and Linnaeus. As a system, it is inferior to that of
Linnaeus, since the subordinate characters are liable to
Like that naturalist, he employs the num«
exceptions.
ber of the fins, as a character subordinate to those furtrious zoologist.

nished by their position.
Brunich attempted another system of fishes, which Bmnick.
he published in his Zoologiw Fundamenia, (Hafniae,
177 1). It is an attempt to unite the natural method
of Ray and his numerous followers, with the artificial
system of Linnaeus. It appeared at the time when the
professor of Upsal was in the meridian of his glory,
and was treated with neglect by the admirers of that
To us, whose opinions on the merits of
great man.
these systems are not likely to be influenced by party
feelings, the method of Brunich appears equally simple
as that of Linnaeus, and, in the first tribes, is certainly
superior.
We add it here, that the reader may judge
for himself.

Tribus

I.

Spiraculis thoracis laterali- Systeni of
Branchiis incompletis.
Aurium foraminibus pone oculos. Pinnis carti- Brunich,
bus.

lagineis.— Chondhoptehigii.
Raja.
Squalus.
4. Chimaera.
3.

1

47. Silurus.
48. Aspredo.

52. Argentina.
53.
'

Pinna dorsi

solitaria

54.

Tribvs.

Branchiis incompletis. Apertura thoracis linearis.
Pinnis membranaceis radiatis. Corpore saepius caUphracto vel muricato. Branchiostegi.
6.

A. Pinnis ventralibus

9.

1 10.
1

B. Pinnis ventralibus presentibus.

S

65. Charax.

I66. Mystus.

13. Centriscus.

{ 14. Pegasus.

62. Belone.
(

duobus, posteriore
spuria seu adiposa

1

Tetrodon.
DioJon.
Lophius.

12. Cyclopterus.

61. Solenostomus.
63. Salmo.
64. Anostomes.

8. Balistes.

nullis.

59. Anableps.

Pinnis dorsalibus

Syngnathus.

7. Ostracion.

Umbra.

60. Esox.

Acipenser.

II.

57. Cataphractus.
58. Exocaetus.

«•

5.

Synodus.
Hepatus.

55. Erythrinus,

56.

Petromyzon.

2.

"46. Clarius.

51. Clupea.

1.

f

sitis.

49. Albula.
50. Cyprinus,

GasteropelecUs.
Xiphias.
Leptocephalus.

Gynogaster.
system Gronovius has brought back the cetaceous and cartilaginous divisions of Ray. His primary

In

45. Gadus.
b Pinnis ventralibus inter pinnas pectorales et

analem

74. Ophidion.
75. Mastacembalus.
76. Amraodytes.
77. Gasterosteus.
78. Channa.

ris nullis.

Gonorynchus.

Branchiales.
a Pinnis ventralibus in pectore sub pectorali-

* Pinna

Pinnis ventralibus ve-

Cyclogaster.

18. Cobitis.

Pinnis ventralibus veris

k

System of
Gienoviub

72. Atherina.
'73. Anarhichas.

Pinnis ventralibus nul-

,

History.

TniBus in.
Apertura thoracis hitote. PinvenUalibus nullis ; corpore
;
Apobes.

Branchiis completis.
nis

membranaceis

sepius ttlepedoto.

radiatis

ICHTHYOLOGY.
15. Xiphias.

Htttof^*

16. Anarhichas.

Ammotlytes.

17-

18. Trichiurus.
19. Stromateus.

20. Muraeiia.
21. Ophidion.
5^. Gymnotus.

Trtbcs IV.
Apcrtura thoracis hiante ; pinventralibus 8ub jugulo ; corminutu tecto vel audo. Juoulabls.

Branchiit completis.
ni*

membnmmceU raJiatis

pore

qnamu

;

S3.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

Lepadogaster.
Blennius.

Gadus.
Uranoscopus.
Callionymus.
Trachinus.

Branchiis completis.

membranaceu

Apertura thoracis hiante

radiatis

pore wpiua tqiuuiMMO

A. IfaUeepUrigii.

;

quam

pin;
ventralibus in thorace ; cor<
alepidoto.
Tiioracicl
f 29. Cepola.
30. Corypha>na.
31. Pleuronectes.
_S2. Echeneis.
'33. Gobius.

34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.

B. Acanthopterigii.

Sparus.
Labnis,

MuUu*.
Scomber.
Trigla.

Chirtodon.
Perc*.
Gasterosteus.

Scorpana.
Cottiu.

.44.ZCIU.

Tbibub VI.
Branduis completis. Apertura thoracis hiante ; pinmcmbranaceis radiatis, ventralibus in abdomine;
•orporeiquamatoloricatovel al«pid(Ao.^ABDOMi!fALEi.
r 45. Salmo.
oil

from Ray. We must, however, observe, that
fishes whose fins have soft articulated rays, or
are malacopterigious, several species have been inserted
by ichthyolt^U, which were entitled to a place among
those with spinous rays, termed Acanthopterigious.
Thus many species of the genus Pleuronectes (but not
all of them) have a strong spine in front of the anal fin
;
and in the genus Cyprinus, both the carpio and barbus
have one serrated spinous ray in the dorsal fin. The

History,

^""Y""^

racter

among

species of these two genera are still retained among the
raalncopterigious fishes, and could not be far removed

from their present situation, without destroying the natural links of the species.
Such inconsistencies will be
found in all systems, where characters are employed

which exercise but a feeble influence on the animal
functions.

Professor

Gouan of Montpellier, made another attempt

Gouan.

56. Silams.

I

[61.

Blocli.

tine pari.

systematic enquirer.

54 Mormjrrus.
55. Athenna.

B. AauMhoptcrigii

nera in his system, namely Trachinus and Argentina.
But Scopoli elevated it to the rank of a primary character, and divided fishes into the three following classes.
1. Ano inferiere sive caudee plus minus approximato.
2. Ano superiore, capite plus, minus approximato.
3.
Ano medio. The subordinate characters are those which
had been employed by former authors. The eftbrts of
these two naturalists to produce systems, were never
treated with much attention.
In the year 1785, the splendid work of Bloch on
fishes, made its appearance both in German and French.
The system is professedly that of Linnaeus, with additions to the number of genera warrantetl by tlie researches of the author.
The descriptions and figures,
which are in general of the real size, are from nature,
and the economical history of the species is given in detail.
Walbaum with propriety styles this work. Opus

MngU.

51. Cyprinus.
52. Esocartus.
53. Clupea.

57.
58.
59.
60.

turalem, (1777.) attempted a new system, founded on
the position of the anus.
Linnaeus had previously employed the same character in the formation of two ge-

Polynemns.

49. Eiox.
50. Cobitis.

.

slight alterations in the genera in the branchiostigous
divisions.
Scopoli in his Introductio ad Historiam Na- Scopoli.

The icvithyological department of the Encyclopcdie Bonnaterre.
Melhodique was undertaken by Bonnaterre, and pubThis author, in the systemalished in the year 1788.
tic part of the subject, followed the method of Linnaius.
His introductory matter, however, is more valuable than
the systematic part.
He has collected with care, the
principal facts respecting the anatomy and functions of
fishes, and baa arranged and defined the characters
which he employs. He has added a number of good
figures of fishes, chiefly copies from other works.
In the year 1800, the " Lectures on Comparative A- CuvUr,
natomy," by Cuvier made their appearance. Independent of the important contributions to tlie physiology
of fishes, this author has attempted a classification of
those animals, which merits the oonsideration of naturaliats.
The following outline, in which the genera
are omitted for want of room, may be acceptable to the

46. Argentina.
47. Amia.
48. Fistnbria.

A. NUlacsptmgii.

four last tribes of this system arc obviously those
of Linnseus, with the introduction of a subordinate cha-

on the classification of fishes, in his Histoire des Poksons.
It is essentially the same as that of Brunich, with some

Tbibus V.
nil

^68

The

Lxiricaria.

Theutis.
Elopa.
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Fixed Branchiae, Chondropterigii
.

Sjniem of
Cuvier.

Round mouth at the end Of the nose or snout.
Transverse mouth under the snout.
Transverse mouth under the snout; teeth.

^_-____^_____

Cartilaoimous
Fishes . . .

Mouth

Free Branchiae, Branchiostegi

end of the nose

at the

;

no

no

HUtoijr.

System sf
Cuyier.

teeth.

teeth.

«!

teeth.

The bones of the jaws answering instead of
Mouth very wide a number of small teetli.
Mouth at the end of the nose.
Mouth under the nose.
f Head unarmed
I Head armed.

teeth.

;

.

"

Apodes

11
°

partly spinous ; head armed.
partly spinous; head ("Two dorSkl fins.
unarmed
(^ One dorsal fin.
i Bonesofthe jaws naked, and answering instead of teeth.
'

Thoracic!

Dorsal
Dorsal

Two

OssEotrs FiBHES i

fins
fin?

eyes on the same
very long.

side.

The body
_

A

furrowed discus on the head.
operculum to the branchias.

iNo
No teeth.
no

Shar^, teeth;

cirri.

Head

depressed ; cirri,
Spines free on the back.
j
Mouth at the end of the nose.
j_
.

Several natural families are
tion of his work.

De

la

Ce-

pcde.

this autlior,

and we hope he

In the year 1803, De la Cepede completed his Histoire
Naturetle ties Poissons, in five volumes. The opportunities of investigating the subject of ichthyology enjoyed by this author were valuable, and he has availed himself of these with very great diligence and success. He
had access to the best furnished museum in Europe,

Le sang

System of

De

formed by

will

add

to the

number

formed from the spoils of the collections of those coun«
Before giving our
tries which France had subjugated.
opinion of the execution of the systematic part of the
author's plan, we shall lay a sketch of it before our
readers.

Divisions.

Sous-Classes.

I.

1.

Poissons Cartilagine.\ux.
I

.

System ol

rouge, des vertebres, des branchies au lieu de poumons.

1» Ce-

pede.

in the second edi-

2.

1.

2.

Point d'opercule, ne de
brane branchiale

Point d'opercule, une
brane branchiale

o

mem-

mem-

L'epine dorsale composee de vertebres
3.

Un

opercule, point de
brane branchiale

mem-

4.

5.

1.

Un

opercule, et une
branchiale

Un

opercule, et
branchiale

membrane-J
J

Thoracins.

Abdominaux.

5.

Apodes.

6.
7.

Jugulaires.
Thoracins.

8.

Abdominaux.
Apodes.

11.

Jugulaires.
Thoracins.

12.

Abdominaux.

1

3.

^
14.

} 15.
(.16.

ri7.
une membrane 118.
"l

Jugulaires.

4.

10.

f

Ohdbes.
Apodes.

3.

9-

cartilagineuses

De

19.

(_20.

Apodes.
Jugulaires,

Thoracins.

Abdominaux.
Apodes.
Jugulaires.

Thoracins.

Abdominaux.
Apodes.

Poissons Osseux.
'i.

6.

2.

Un

opercule, point de
brane branchiale

mem-

Jugulaires.
Thoracins.

Abdominaux.

L'epine dorsale composee de vertebres ^

Apodes.

osseuses
3.

Point d'opercule, une
brane branchiale

mem-

Jugulaires.
Thoracins.

Abdominaux.
Apodes.
4.

Point d'opercule
brane branchiale

129.
30.
31.

Jugulaires.
Thoracins.

32.

Abdominaux.

la

pede.

Ce-
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primary characters
•—'-'•^ are tboee of Ray. The secondary characters, depending on the structure of the appendages of the gills, may
be considered as in a great measure his own ; while
tho«e of a third rank belong to the Linnaean system.
It
may perhaps surprise an English reader to be informed,
that of the thirty orders which are here constitute!!,
only aerenteen can be employed at present, the remaining fifteen having no examples in nature. To these
iMt orders, I have add^ a cypher in the synoptical
Tiew.
llij«M7>

will perceive, that the

Every ichthyologist
exist in nature which
tion of the naturalist

will allow that

many

must

fishes

have never come under the inspec-

many links in the chain are still
;
so that our systems, for the present, must be
imperfect. But we can assign no other motive, in thus
constructing orders which have no ascertained existence, than a desire to anticipate discover}', and to exhibit a confident reliance on the perfection of the systematic principles employed.
The oiancters which he uses in the construction of
hi* gcnen, tn derircd finn various sources.
Thus,
his genua Prioaotna, it aaparated from that of Trigia,
by the serrated spines between the dorsal fins of the
former.
Serraaafanus, is separated from Salmo, in conMqnence of a serrated abdomen. The number of the
dorsal fins separates Lutanus from Centropomus. The
siae of the dorsal fins forms the distinction between
Bodkmua and Tcnianotus. It is rather singular that
Ikit arilMr takaa no notiea of the number of rays in the
gfll l^p at a generic diaracter, while the presence of
that otgan fumi^es him with one of his primary chawanting

;

i

Tha naiBia

of his genera are in

many

instances ex-

ami appear to have been constructed in
open violation of the acknowledged rules of the science
St loofagy. The following maxim of Artedi, Somina
ex mmo momitu gnerieo fraeto el lUtero inlegro
oqitionabie,

,

I

exulent, ia oreriooked

in the following ex-

of hybrid naiaaa, among many which might be
proiduoed : Gobicaos, Soomberesox, and MunenoblenThe propr iety of adhering to this rule of Artedi,
na.
must appear evident, when we consider, that such
luuDcs mdicate ambiguity or doubt with respect to
tbair cfaanctars, " innuunt eoim aabigaitatcm quaniooatum sit ad qnodnam ganna piicis proprie
Another rule in ichthyology, " Nomina
I

t

gentrica detimicntia in oides ticn prcbari debeni," h
cqaally dcapiaad. althoogh Artedi justifies its value
by saying, " ipiia afiwi onus innuunt vrl aliud alludunt, cui hoc
ouifi dcaaana^ aioiila erit, et nullam
ulterionm ortginem vel caMaaa sue denominationis
habaoL** Ima, Laeepede haa the following genera
Magfl MagiWiVa, Gobiiu Gobioides, Corypbama Cory.
plMrnoidaa, Scouibe i .Scorn bcroidei, Murxna Muraw
There is a third rule given by Artedi, and
noidea.
eaaally entitled to the attention of the ichthyologist,
which La Cepede likewise overlooks.—" Nomma gene-

m

riea, ijnm moh tunl originit iMiintr vel Graca prottri'
hanlur," Tfaos we have the following barbarous names,
Mu^mrmmt, famed from Misgume, the Bavarian provincial name vi Cobitia fosailis of Linncrus, and the
only known spcciea of the genus Makaira, the name
of a fish known at Rochelle. There is likewise a genaa OapoAr, a name attached to a dried fish in the
Dntcfa collection, and provincial.
The similarity in
the aomid, between many of the genera of this author,
will inevitably lead to canfnsioiL
Thua we have llolocentnis and Holocanlfaoa, PoaaMBtriM and I'omao
VOL. XI. r.lRT II.
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canthus, Callionymus and Calliomorus, Acanthurus and History.
Acanthopodus, and a host of other genera with names ,*"'^Y"~T'
"'
so nearly alike, that we might be led to suppose the j'S'^'f"'
^
author formed them purposely to perplex.
cannot
close our observations on the genera of tliis author,
without adding, that all generic names taken from objects in the other classes of nature, ought to have been
rejected ; such, for example, as Eques, Galius, Hydrargirus.
In the construction of his species, there is perhaps
too strong a desire to increase their number, in the absence of all prominent cliaracters. This, we fear, has
been the case in the genus Salmo, Labrus, and some
others, where the limits of the species aie ill defined.
He has been too liberal in employing the names of in-

We

Thus we
dividuals, as trivial names to his species.
have three different species in the system named in
honour of his wife, who does not appear to have been
particularly attached to any branch of natural history.
can have no objections to an author detlicating his

We

to his wife, as La Cepede has done ; but we object to the naming of species, ascertained by the laIn
bours ot others, in honour of any female friend.
France, an author may gain credit for liis sensibility

work

love, by so doing, but to our colder temperament,
seems to be affectation. In many instances, our author changes the received trivial names, bestowing upon
them new ones of his own, without even assigning any
reason for doing so. This takes place in almost every
extensive genus of the system, and merits the seThe French naturalists, it iS true,
verest censure.
have not scrupled to violate established maxims in science, in order to form a French system.
This seems to
have been the reason why LaCepeue abandoned the principles of Artedi in the construction ofhis genera, and disregarded the dogmas of the Linneean school. But the
French systems, like all others, must submit to the test
of sound principles; and when tried by these, whoever
shall attempt to restore to its Linnaean ])urity this department of zoology, must cancel multitudes of the
names of La Cepede. We may add, that the descriptions
are often swelled by vague analogies, and are
too
many instances destitute of precision.
I'hese remarks have extended perhaps too far; but
as the system is at present the most popular in Europe,
we have judged it expedient to state our undisguised
It abounds in faults, but it
sentiments as to its merits.
is not destitute of excellence.
A vast mass of facts is

and
it

m

many

species are for the first time described,
characters are unfolded, and the work upon
the whole is the raort complete view of ichthyology extant.
Figures of the new or rarer species are given.
These, however, are inferior in every respect to those
of Bloch.
The ichthyological part of the Griiei nl Zoolngi/ by sbaw.
Dr Shaw, appeared in two volumes, in the years
sincerely regret that it is not in our
1803-4.
power to bestow any praise on this work. The text
IS a very meagre compilation, chiefly from the writings
of Bloch and I .a Cepede; and the figures which accompany the work, are principally copied from the same
collected,

many new

We

sources.

In the preceiling historical review of ichthyological
which we have endeavoured to mark the progress of the science, the reader must have perceivetf the
great difference of opinion, with respect to the value of
the characters employed in classification. The organs of
motion are regarded by some as holding the first rank,
while those of respiration are preferred by others.
writers, in

4P

'
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These circumstances indicate the infant state of the
science, and point out the propriety of an anatomical
investigation of the whole tribe.
We are still in want of accurate representations
of many species of fishes. The figures which we
meet with, often bear but a remote resemblance to
the objects themselves.
When a painter, ignorant of
natural history, is employed to delineate a fish, (or
any other animal), he is apt to overlook the most
important characters, unless these are very obvious.
He rests satisfied if he produces a general resemblance.
Hence the peculiar shape of the fins is often
sacrificed to the desire of avoiding sharp angles, and
spots, punctures, or streaks, are omitted as useless, or
as spoiling the beauty of the drawing.
These figures,
in passing afterwards through the hands of the engraver, are still farther altered to suit professional taste,
so that the figures in works on natural history are often imperfect representations. Hence naturalists should
study the art of drawing, and carefully inspect the
strokes of the engraver, if fidelity in representation be
the object in view.

Writers on
British ich-

thyology.

History.
157 species, and arranged according to the Linnaean
method. The specific characters are short, but judici- ^~

ously selected.
In the year 1802, Mr Stewart of Edinburgh published his Elements of Natural History, in which he
enumerates the British species of fishes. This work
has lately been revised by the author, and several new
species have been added to his

list.

Mr Donovan

completed, in 1808, five volumes of
his Natural History of British Fishes. This work contains coloured representations of II9 species.
Ths
figures are faithful representations, and the descripabound in sound criticisms and important illus-

tions

Before closing these short notices of the principal
writers on fislies, we propose to add a few observations
pj, tjjg labours of those who have contributed to the
advancement of British ichthyology. This branch of
natural history has never been very popular in Britain,
and at present is in a great measure neglected. Mer-

He is perhaps deficient in his account of the
external characters of the species.
This production is
a valuable book of reference, and ought to be frequently consulted by the student.
may add that he has
swelled tlie list of British fishes by the discovery of
many new and curious species.
The British Fauna, by Turton, was published in
1807, previous to the completion of the preceding
work. In this small volume 168 species are described.
It is a very usefiU compilation, chiefly on account of
its convenient size for the pocket.
Besides these systematic writers on British ichthyology, several naturalists, by describing the fishes ofparticular districts, have reivdered important service to
the science.
In the work of T. Caius De Canibus Britannicis,

in his Pivax rerum Naluralium Britannicarum,
London, l667i is the first who arranged systematically

cies

ret,

our native fishes. He distributed them into the following classes I.Pisces pelagii squamosi. 11. Pelagii Iffives.
III. Marini saxatiles.
IV, Squamosi in mariet in fluminibus. V. Fluviatiles squamosi.
VI. Fluviatiles Iebvcs.
He has enumerated about 76 species.
He acknowledges the assistance which he derived from
Turner in his letter to Gesner. His references are
chiefly to the works of Gesner and Aldrovandus ; and
he has added a number of provincial names. Taking
:

circumstances into consideration, this little work deserves great praise.
The labours of Willoughby and Ray, which we have
already mentioned with respect, contributed to advance
the science of ichthyology in this country, by the introduction of a more determinate nomenclature, and a
more accurate definition of species.
all

trations.

We

(Lond. 1570,) contains notices respecting a few speof British

rus, the acus,

In

fishes,

suc|j as the xiphias, the trachu-

and a few

others.

Robert Sibbald published his Frodromus Histories Naturalis, sive Scotia Illustrala. In this
work the fishes of Scotland are described and enumerated ; and, considering the state of the science at the
time, the catalogue is an extensive one.
The same author enlarges on the fishes of the Frith of Forth in his
History of Fife and Kinross.
The topographical labours of Plott merit respectful
1684', Sir

mention ; and in his Histories of Oxfordshire and Staffordshire, he has not overlooked the fishes of these districts.
The history of the former county appeared in
1676, and that of the latter in 1686.

In 1698, Martin published his Description of the
Western Islands of Scotland, in which he notices the
ichthyological productions of those seas, but in a very
From the days of Ray until the appearance of Pen- cursory manner.
nant, no systematic British ichthyologist had appeared.
Wallace, in 1700, published his Account of the OrkIn the year 1776, that naturalist published his British ney Islands, in which he noticed a few of the more
Zoology. The third volume of this work treats of our common fishes of that country.
native fishes, amounting to one hundred and fifty-two
The British student of zoology must be familiar
species, exclusive of the cetacea.
The system which with the name of Borlase. His Natural History of
he follows is the Linntean, with the addition of the car- Cornwall, published in 1758, is generally quoted as a
tilaginei of Ray.
He does not confine himself to mere book of reference, and contributed to advance our
descriptions ; he notices the habits and uses of the parknowledge of British fishes. Several new species were
ticular species.
The figures are upon the whole re- published for the first tune from the drawings of the
spectable.
This work contributed to diffuse a taste for Rev. Mr lago, minister of Loo.
the study of zoology in this country, and still contiSeveral remarks, illustrative of Irish ichthyology,
nues to maintain that reputation which its general ac- appear in Rutty's Natural History of the County of
curacy, and pleasing style, deservedly procured.
Dublin, 1772. Smith, in his county histories of Kersecond edition made its appearance two years ago, edit- ry, 'Waterford, Cork, and Down, had communicated
ed by a son of the author's. It contains a few addi- previously a few imperfect notices regarding the fishes
tions, compiled from authentic sources.
of those districts.
The Synopsis of the Natural History of Great Bri.
In the year 1811, the first volume of the Memoirs
tain and Ireland, by Berkenhout, merits a place in this
of the IVernerian Natural History Society of Edinburgh
catalogue.
The first edition appeared in the year appeared before the public, containing two papers il1769, and the second in the year 1795. In the first lustrative of British ichthyology.
The first is the provolume the British fishes are enumerated, amountuig to duction of the late eminent zoologist Montagu, in which
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he gives an account of five rare species of British

fish-

The second

pa-

tilage the vertebrae are united,

form

6G7
and upon

it

tliey per-

movements.

Strucimc

""^
In the cartilaginous fijhes
°'' *^^ secretary, Mr NeilL
'""'™ *''*
It
all the vertebrae are consolidated together, so tliat the
^^ kisi'ci.
•?Kuh»' P"^ '*
P*"
.^
^_
_ contains a list of the fishes of the Forth, and the lakes spinous processes can only be distinguished.
The vertebrae may be divided into the cervical, dor•ml rivers in the neighbourhood of Edinburgh, which
have been observed by the author. The species amount sal, and caudal. In osseous fishes, the cervical vertebra:
to 76 in number, and among these there is one new Bri- are in general wanting, although in some cases they ex.ist, as in the herring, to the number of four.
-tish species.
In the
The last author whom we shall mention as having cartilaginous kinds, they are ossified into one piece.
contributed to extend our knowled;;e of the distribution The dorsal vertebrce are easily recognised, by wanting
of British fishes, is the late Kev. George Low, minister processes on die interior part. These have generally
of Birsa and Hara. The Fauna Orcadentit, which he on the sides transverse processes, to which the ribs are
left behind him in MS. was published in the year \&\S,
attached.
The caudnl -^erlebrte are possessed of spinous
and contains an extensive list of tlie fishes which the processes, both on the superior and inferior surfaces.
author observed in the seas around the islands of Ork* In those fish which are flat these are very long, as in
4iey.
the flounders. The first caudal vertebra is in general
of a peculiar shape. The cavity of the trunk is termiIn the fiouiiders it is
nated by its inferior process.
CHAP. n.
large, round in the fore part, and terminated below by
a sort of spine. The last caudal vertebra is however
STBCCTt7RK AND FUNCTIONS OF FiSHES.
more remarkable than tlie first. It is almost always of
As iishes are destined to live in water, we may ex- a triangular form, flat, and placed vertically. Upon its
aailAucposterior extremity it bears articular impressions, which
pect to find all their organs constructed in such a raan"*"*
ner, as to accommodate themselves to the properties of correspond to tlie small and delicate bones of the fin of
propose to examine these organs in the tail.
that element.
The number of the bones of the vertebral column in
succession, and to bestow attention at the same time to
the functions which they perform. By treating the different speeies being exceedingly various, suggested
to Artedi the use of this character in the separation of
subject in this manner, repetitions will l>e avoided, and
Amon^; the species of tlie genus
the gcnanl reader assist fd in comprehending the eco> nearly allied species
Cyprinus, for example, a difference in the number of
uamj of this inportaDt dasa of aoimated beings.
vertebra; has been observed to the amount of fourteen.
In ascertaining this character, Artedi recommends the
Sect. I. Organs of Suftport.
greatest circumspection.
The fish should be boiled, the
'^**' bones of fishes vary in form, proportion, and
fleshy psrts separated, and the vertebrae detache<l from
Aro- '^r
«:(>{.iii.
number, according to the species. The skeleton is more one andther, and these counted two or three times in
complicated than that of man, and is difficult to prepare succession to prevent mistakes. This character is of
and preserve. Hence the osteology of fishes is a sub- great use, as it is not liable to variation, individuals of
Avoiding all the same species exhibiting the same number of verteject but little attended to by naturalists.
minute details, we propose to consider the skeleton, as brae in all the stages of their growth.
The number and size of the ribt are likewise extremecooaiiling of a cranium, spine, and ribs.
As Ao'Craiiium of fishes is covered with skin only, its ly various. The cartilaginous fishes may be considered
as destitute of true ribs.
Where they exist, as in the
ia easily ascertained, and it exhibits remarkable
osseous fishes, they are articulated to the body of the
in shape according to the species. In all the
mcies it is large in proportion to the size of the body. vertebrae, or to the spinous processes. They are forked
The cranium of osseous fishes consists of a great num- in some fishes, and in others double ; that is, two ribs
ber of separate pieces. These amoont to eighty in the proceed from each side of every vertebra. In the genus
perch. Bat as these bones are soon ossified together, Cyprinus they are of a compressed shape ; in the cod
n tmiWT** * very difficult to trace the oiiainal lines of they are round ; and in the herring like bristles.
The number of the ribs likewise furnishes a characrparrtian in aged individuals. The occiput appears
ter in the discrimination of species, which may be safelike a vertical truncation of the cranium, and is united
ly relied on in the absence of more obvious characters.
to the spine by a single tuberde placed below the foraBesides these bones which we have enumerated, there
nKn. The motion of the head is very limited in every
In some of the cartilaginous fishes, the head are many more osseous spicula-, which serve to support
Erection.
tlie fins, and to strengthen the muscles.
Indeed the exis ioOMd ta the vertebral column oy two condyles ; but
istence of numerous bones, unconnected with the skelethis articulation is equally incapable of extensive moton, ia a distinguishing character of the osteology of
tion as the former.
The wtittbral column is either cylindrical, angular, or fishes, and these we shall afterwards consider in our
canpresscd. The vcrtebne may readily be distinguish- account of the different purposes to which they are subed from those belonging to the higher cla ss es , by the servient
The body of the
The composition of the bones of fishes has never been
peculiar form which they exhibit.
vertebra is of a crUndrical figure, with a funnel-shaped investigated with sufficient care. It is well known, that
It consists of concentric rin^s,
they never acquire so great a degree of hardness and
ileprasiaa at each end.
which are supposed by some to increase in number with rigidity as the bones of the mammalia or birds hence
the age of the animal. The vertebrte are destitute of we may safely conclude from the facta connected with
the process of^ossification in other animals, that the bones
articular proce sses, snd when in union, form throughout the whole column cavities composed of two cones, «f fishes abound in gelatinous and cartilaginous matter,
joined at the base. These cones contain a cartilaginous while the portion of eartJiy or saline matter is small.
•obstance formed of concentric fibres, of which those The earthy salts are phosphate and carbonate of lime,
next the centre are the softest. By means of this car. and the phosphate of magnesia, the former predomina3
es, to

be afterwards taken notice

of.

all

their

^^

We

:

,

>
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ting in quantity. In one division of fishes, termed the
carfilaginoiis, the proportion of earthy matter is so small,
that the bones never become indurated, but continue
in all the periods of the life of the fish soft and flexible.
These animals are therefore supposed to grov? during
the whole course of their existence.
When the bones of some fishes are boiled in water,
they undergo a change of colour. This circumstance
is well illustrated in the case of the gar-fish, or sea pike,
{Esox hclonc,) whose bones by boiling become of a grass
green colour; and in the bones of the viviparous blenny,
which experience a similar change. This alteration of
colour has fostered some of the prejudices of the vulgar,
but has failed to arrest the attention of the chemist.
The bones of fishes when reduced to powder, are
mixed up with farinaceous substances, and used instead
of bread by some of the northern nations. In Norway,
and even in some of the remote districts of our own
country, fish bones are given as fowl for cows, and are
greedily devoured by them.

Sect.
Organs of
protection,

Unper

II.

Organs of Protection.

this head, it is our intention to consider the

skin, the scales,

fishes.
The skin of
in the other vertebral animals, of a

and the spines of

fishes consists, as

true skin, a rete mucosum, and a cuticle.
The aitis,
or true skin of fishes, is remarkably thick in those species which have small scales ; while in those which
liave large scales, it frequently assumes the appearance
of a thin membrane.
It is much more closely attached
to the muscles in this tribe than in any of the other vertebral animals.
This organ in the gadi, for example,
consists almost entirely of gelatine, and hence is much
esteemed as an article of food, and is used also in fining,
as a substitute for isinglass.
Eel skins are likewise
used in the manufacture of size, in consequence of the
gelatine which they contain.
In the higher classes of vertebral animals, there is an
organ termed the corpus papillare, or the villous surface of the skin, in which the sense of touch is supposed
more particularly to reside. Fishes, however, are destitute of this organ ; and hence anatomists have concluded, that these animals are possessed of this sense
in a very imperfect degree.
Intermediate between the true skin and the cuticle,
is situated the rele mucosum.
It consists of a mucous
layer, in which the colouring matter of the skin resides.
In the animals which we are now considering, this layer
is remarkable for the brilliant tints which it exhibits,
communicating to the scales all their metallic lustre.
The cuticle, or external layer of the skin, appears in
fishes in a soft state, and, in many instances, is a simple
mucous substance enveloping the body. It is detached
at certain seasons of the year in large pieces.
The scales are implanted in the cuticle, and in their
position and use resemble the hairs on the bodies of
quadrupeds. They cover the body of fishes like tiles
on the roof of a house, pointing backwards. The posterior edge, which in general is free, is usually crescentshaped, fringed in some species, and smooth in others.
By means of a lens, longitudinal ribs may be perceived
finely decussated by transverse strise. These ribs sometimes radiate from the centre, and the crossing striae are
concentric.
When macerated in weak acids, they are
found to consist of alternate layers of membrane and
phosphate of lime, and hence are supposed to increase in
every direction by the addition of new layers.
Instead of imbricated scales, some fishes are protect-

ed by osseous plates, covered, like the
and presenting an even surface.

scales,

by the cu-

Among some

of
the sharks, as the Sqiinlus acanlkias, instead of scales
there are flat bent bristly lamina; ; and in the remora
there are hard rough tubercles. These osseous plates
in the sturgeon, resemble in shape the shell of a limpet.
These scales may be considered as the ordinai'y armature of fishes. They guard their bodies from external injury, and, when rubbed off by accident, they
are reproduced.
The naturalist employs the appearances exhibited by
the scales, as a character in the discrimination of nearly
allied species.
The form, the surface, and the size of
the scales, are chiefly used for this purpose, although
the disposition of the longitudinal and the transverse
rays, together with the condition of the margin, would
furnish more permanent marks. The scales in the description of a fish, are likewise considered in regard to
Thus some scales, which
their adhesion to the skin.
adhere but slightly, are said to be deciduous ; while
others, which cannot be rubbed off but with difficulty,
are termed tenacious or adhesive.
Besides the scales, many fishes are furnished with
spinous processes.
These sometimes accompany the
fins ; while in other instances they appear as the armaThey appear to be of the
ture of the head and cheeks.
same consistence and composition as horn. Those found
on the head are in general fixed ; but those connected
with the fins are moved by peculiar muscles. These
organs may be considered as defensive weapons, and
act, in some instances, not merely by their form and
ticle,

consistence, but by some venomous secretion by which
they are covered. Thus the common weever ( Trachinus draco) inflicts a wound with the spines of the first
dorsal fin, oflen followed by violent burning pains, inflammation, and swellings ; so that the fishermen are
in the practice of cutting off the offensive organ before
they bring the fish to market. The spines of the Squalus
acanthias, or piked dog-fish, is likewise considered by
fishermen as capable of inflicting a dangerous wound.
The fishes furnished with spinous rays in the fins,
were, at a very early period, separated from those with
soft rays. They were termed Acanthoplcrygii by Artedi.
The fishes furnished with spines on the head or
cheeks, have been subdivided by La Cepede into several
genera, from the characters furnished by these organs.

Organs of Sensation.

Sect. III.

In attending to the organs of sensation in fishes, the Organs of
condition of the hrain demands our first consideration, sensation.
have already stated, that the head is large in proportion to the size of the body ; but with regard to the
It
brain, the reverse of this appears to be the case.
does not completely fill the cavity of the cranium destined for its reception, the surrounding space being occupied by a salt fluid. It bears a much smaller proportion to the size of the body, than we find in the
higher dasses of animals. The following Table of these
proportions in a few fishes is given by Cuvier.

We

White shark

(

Squalus carcharias)

Great dog-fish [Squalus canicula)

Tunny

^^^

Tike

TTiTT

Carp

^^^
tttt

Silurus glanis

The

brain of fishes

tt5t
ttVi

is

of a less compact texture than

that of the superior animals,

and in some species

is al-
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fluid. In structure, however, it is nearly the same,
although characterisetl by a few constant marks. The
subdivisions of the brain and cerel>ellum, or their tubercles and lobes, are more numerous than in tlie mammalia and birds.
In one penus of fishes, the Gaclus,
Dr Monro { Structure and Phi/tidogy of Fishe*, Edin.
178-5, P- *•) found splieroidal bodies between the dura
pia nuter, and covering the greater part of their
Ill, like a coat of mail, in their course towards the
ta^KOM to which they are destined. He was unable to

most

ad

—

MTfitiiii their use.

The tpimal marrom in fishes, instead of being conveyed in • vertebral canal, as in the mammalia, passes
through the space formed by the superior processes of
the vertebra.
Like the other nerves of fishes, the size
of the spinal marrow is in proportion to the sixc of the
body, not to the brain from which it proceeds.
Having oSiered these tew observations on the brain,
we now proceed to consider the organs of the five
•enses, adverting to their structure, their functions, and
their importance in the classification of fishes.
I. Organg of tmell.
The external organs of smell
PC ewnt several remarkable differences, according to the
•fade*, varying in number, shape, and position. In
Tiumy fishes the nostrils are single, while in others they
are divided at the surface by a transverse membrane,
and thua exhibit the appearance of being double on
each aids. They likewise vary in shape, being round
in the cod-fish, oval in the conger-eel, an<l oblong in
others.
They are placed in the snout in many fishen,
near the eyes in aooi*, and between the eyes an<l the
mout in others. Where the openings are double on
•eh aide, these are either placed contiguous to each
other,
in the carp, or at a little distance, as in the
perch. The nottrila in ioine instances appear like short
tubes.
The nasal openinga ara {amiahed with a few muscular fibres, whidi are capable of executing a limited contractile motion. This motion, however, in living ftshn,
can seldom be perceived.
Proceeding to the examination of the inside of the
nostril, we may observe, that in the sharks and skates
tha aaaal laminse are placed parallel to each other on
both eidea of a large lamina, which extends from one
end of the fossa to the other, and consist of folds of the
pituitary membrane.
In the other fishes, whether cartilagiBoaaor oaseous, the lamin* proceed like radii from

•

an «lawlad and round
brane in
reticular

er

number at

tubercle.

The

pituitary

mem-

furnished with
of black vessels, but in the greataweb are red. Between
nail papilhE, which pour out

atUck madlaga.
The olfitdUny nenet,

in the pike,

is

at their origin, form swellings
oe knots, so large as firequently to have been mistaken
for the real brain. Theae tubercles in skates and sharks
are united into one hoatqgeneous medullary mass, from
each of tha lateral parts of which the olfactory nerves
ariw. In tlM apedea of the genera Pleuronectes, Clupea, Eaoz, Perca, and Salmo, there are two pair of tnoerclea, the anterior of which is smaller than the other.
In the cartilaginous fiahea, as the skate and shark,
the ol&ctory nerve is vary soft. It is, in them, a bulb
which paase a obliquely forward towards the nares,
whidi are at a greater or less distance from the brain
accardiBg to the apedea. The spinous fishes have the
oliactorjr narva very long and slender.
In those which
tha aMot akngataa, this nerve is received into a
In tlioae with short snouts, the
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nerve is surrounded by a fine membrane only, which Structare
'"'"?
appears to be the same as that which contains the (at or
oily humour that covers the brain.
In tlie haddock,
^f"J,'X°'
and some otiier fishes, Ihe olfactory nerve, in its course
_
from the brain to the nose, passes through a cineritious
ball, which resembles the cineritious matter connected
in our body to the olfactory nerve within tlie cranium.
When the olfactory nerve arrives behind the fbldetl
membrane which we liave described, it is dilated to be
applied to the whole of its internal and convex surface.
In some fishes no previous enlargement takes place,
while in others the nerve swells into a real ganglion.
When expanded, it has been compared to the retina, but
the filaments of which it is composed are more dis,

tinct.

sense of smell in fishes is supposed by many to
them with the most delicate tests, for searching
after and distinguishing their food. Dr Shaw {Genera/

The

furnish

iii. p. 9-) states, that " if you throw afresh
into the water, a fish shall distinguish it at a considerable distance ; and that this is not done by the eye
is plain from observing, that after the same worm has
been a considerable time in tlie water, and lost its smell,

Zoolofry, vol.

worm

come near it but if you take out the
and make several little incisions into it, so as to
let out more of the odoriferous effluvia, it shall have
the same effect as formerly. Now it is certain, that had

no

fishes will

;

bait,

the animals ilisCovered this bait witli their eyes, they
would have come equally to it in both cases. In consequence of their smell being the principal means they
have of discovering their food, we may frequently observe them allowing themseUes to be carried down
with the stream, that they may ascend again leisurely
against the current of tlic water; thus the odoriferous
particles swimming in that medium, being applied
more forcibly to their organs of smell, produce a strongWe do not presume to dispute the acer sensation.''
curacy of these observations, but we may observe,
that the well known voraciousness of fishes, the eag eincas with which they will seize a metal button,
or any glittering object, the whole art of artificial
bait and fly-fishing, all seem to point out the organ of sight as the principal instrument by whicli they
Besides, the organs of smelling are
(liscover their food.
by no means favourably situated for receiving quickly
the impressions new objects are calculated to produce.
In the chondropterygii the nares communicate by a
groove with the angles of the mouth, but in general
the organs of smell have no communication with those
of mastication or respiration ; anil as the external openings are narrow, and but ill supplied with muscles, we
are at a loss toconceive in what manner the water impregnated with odoriferous particles is thus rapidly
appKed to the extremities of the olfactory nerve. Alternate absorption and ejection of the water have never
been observed. The same water we know must pass
through the mouth, and be spread over the extended
surface of the gills ; so that we may presume, until farther light be thrown on the subject, that these latter organs may likewise contribute to warn the fish of the
presence or absence of salutary or noxious impregna-

i

tions.

The organs

of smell furnish the ichthyologist with

aome important characters in the description of the
pedes. These have hitherto been too much neglected,
as they have the advantage of being permanent.
The eyes of fishes, like all other
2. Organs of sight.
red-blooded animals, are two in number. They vary
greatly in position, both being, in some species, on the

Setiiijs.
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side of. the head, as in flotinders, while in others
they are nearly vertical. In p;eneral, however, they
'"'*' p'<'>c«J of"2 on each side of the head.
The eyes of
of Pishes.
\^m^/-,^ fishes are larger in proportion to the size of their
bodies than in quadrupeds, as we find the eye of the
cod-fish equal in size to that of an ox.
Fishes in general are destitute of ei/e-&V/f, and are seldom even furnished with projections in place of eyebrows. In the moon-fish, (Tetraodon mola) however,
the eye may be entirely covered with an eye-lid, perIn the greater number of fishes,
forated circularly.
the skin passes directly over the eye without forming
any fold, and in some cases it does not adhere very
closely to the eye.
Thus the common eel may be
skinned without producing any hole in the situation of
the eye, the skin only exhibits at that place a round
transparent spot.
In the trunk-fish, (Ostracion,) the
conjunctiva, or external covering of the eye, is so similar to the rest of the skin, that we observe lines upon
it, which form the same compartments as on the body
Some fishes may be considered as blind,
of the fish.
as the Gastrobranchus coecus, in consequence of the uniform opacity of the skin in passing over the eye.
The form of the eye in this tribe of animals is nearly
that of a hemisphere, the plane part of which is directed
forward, and the convex backward.
In the Ray, the
superior p;;rt is also flattened, so that the vertical diameter is to the transverse as 1 to 2. This flatness of the
anterior part of the eye is compensated by the spherical form of the cryslalline lens.
This body is more
dense in fishes than in land animals. Monro found the
crystalline lens of an ox to be 1104, while that of a cod
was 1165, water being reckoned at 1000. The crystalline lens projects through the pupil, and leaves scarce
any space for the aqueous humour. The vitreous huThe portion of the axis
motir is proportionally small.
occupied by each of the three humours of the eye, in
the herring, for instance, may be expressed in fractions
aqueous humour i^, crystalline lens 4, and
as follows
the vitreous humour J^. The spherical form of the
crystalline lens has been already stated ; but the following Table, from the observations of Petit and Cuvier,
will exhibit more clearly the proportion between tlie
axis and the diameter in a few species.

„ '~.
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The
Salmon

axis is to the diameter in the
as

10

:

26

which is itself articulated in the
bottom of the orbit. In this manner the muscles act on
a long lever, and have therefore great power in moving

:

11

the eye.

cartilaginous stalk,

Sword-fish

Shad

10

Pike
Barbel
Carp
Mackrel

1^:15
11:12

Whiting
Shark

I*
12
14
21

Ray

21:22

Herring

10
7

The

:

22

:

11

:

8

9:10

sclerotic coal

and dense than

:

15
13
15

:

:

11:12

Eel
Conger
of the eye of fishes

in the higher animals.

tilaginous, semitransparent,
solid to preserve its

and

elastic,

form of itself.

covered everywhere by mucous substance.
In the
however, it is transparent. Between these two
membranes of the choroid coat there is a body of a
brilliant red colour.
Its form is usually that of a thin
cylinder, formed like a ring round the optic nerve; the
ring, however, is not complete, a segment of a certain
length being always wanting.
Sometimes, as in the
Perca /nirffa:,. it consists of two pieces, one on each side
the optic nerve. It is considered by some as muscular, and enabling the eye to accommodate its figure
to the distance of the objects ; while others regard it as
glandular, and destined to secrete some of the humours
of the eye.
This gland, we may add, does not exist in
the Chondroptcrygii, as the rays and sharks.
The iris is in general distinguished by its golden and
silvery brilliancy.
This arises from its transparency,
allowing the natural colour of the choroid coat to be
discerned.
The pupil is different in form in the different species, but in general it approaches to circular or
oval ; in some genera, as the salmon, it projects into an
acute angle at the anterior part.
In the Gobitis ana»
i/e/w of Linnaeus, the cornea is divided into two portions, and there is a double pupil with a single lens. In
the ray, the superior edge of its pupil is prolonged into
several narrow stripes disposed in radii, gilded externally, and black internally.
In their ordinary state
they are folded between the superior edge of the pupil
and the vitreous humours: but when we press the superior part of the eye with the finger, they unfold themselves, and cover the pupil like a window-blind.
In
the torpedo, the pupil can be completely closed by
means of this veil. No other fishes possess any thing
similar to this conformation, although in most osseous
fishes, there is at each corner of the orbit a vertical veil
v/hich covers a small part of the eye.
In general, the eyes of fishes are placed in a conical
cup, and repose on a mass of gelatinous matter contained in a loose cellular substance. This trembling elastic
mass affords the eye a point of support in all its motions.
In the Chondropterygii, however, as the rays
and sharks, the eye is joined to the extremity of a
ray,

to

9
25

Tench

The outer layer of the choroid coal is either white, silvery, or golcl-coloured, and is very thin and little vascular.
The inrier coat, to which the term membrana
Jtui/schiana has been applied, is in general black, and

more firm

is

It is

and

here car-

sufliciently

In the salmon it is
of the thickness of a line posteriorly, and of an almost
bony hardness before. This is frequently the case in
other fishes, especially near its junction with the corjiea, where it sometimes appears like an osseous ring,

The oplic nerves arise under the cerebrum, and are
very large. They are composed either of distinct filaments, or of a single flat band, which is sometimes folded longitudinally on itself, and contracted into the figure of a cord. They cross each other without being
confounded, and we plainly see that the nerve of the
left side proceeds to the right eye, and that of the right
side to the left eye.
This crossing is less apparent in
the cartilaginous fishes, although in the ray the right
nerve passes through an opening in the left. These
nerves pass directly through the membranes of the eye
by a round hole. Internally they form a tubercle.
which is papillated in the ray, sharks, and carps. The
radiating fibres which arise from the edges of these tubercles to form the retina, are very obvious.
In other
genera the retina is formed from the edges of two long
white caudse, in the same manner as it arises in birds
from the single white line.
The eye is one of the most important organs which
fishes are known to possess.
It enables them to per-
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oenre the approach of their foes, and it is the principal
instrument by which they obtain their foo<l. The ainateur in artificial fly.fishing often tempts the fish with
one kind of fly, but in vain ; and upon substituting auother in its place of a ditVercut form or colour, he succeeds in the capture. 1'bcse motions of the fish are all
regulated by the eye ; hence some fish will bite as readily at a bit of red cloth as at a piece of flesh.
As this organ exercises a very powerful influence on
the habits of fishes, it should be carefuUy attended to
by the systematic ichlhyoU^ist. The ciiaracters which
are fumuhed by its form and jiosition are nut liable to
variations, and they hre suthciently obvious.
Those
furnished by the colours of the different parts hold a secondaury rank.
They are not very liable to vary, but
they experience great changes after death, and should
be oaeti with very great caution.
S. Organt of hearing.
It was long known to na«
turaliats, that fishes possessed some means of distinguishing the vibrations of sonorous bodies. Trouts and carp
have been taught to come to a particnilar place of the
pond for food upon a bell being rung ; and a drum has
•amctimcs been employed to drive fishes into a net. In
general, however, it was supposed that the vibrations
communicated to the water, became sensible to the fi^h,
through the medium of the organs of touch.
The Abbe N'ullet (in the Hi^t. de FAcad. R. dtt ScieU'
eet, 1743, p. 26.) ascertained by conclunve esperinaiU, that the hunoan ear was susceptible to the im*
io oi of aoond, even when immeraed in water. This
OMCovery ezcitad tiw attention of anatomists to the
atmcture of the organs of bearing, and Camper, Geoffrot, and Vicq d'Asyr, SBCceeded in pointing out the
nature of the different parts. Our illustrious country*
man Dr Monro, in his work on the structure and pbyuaiogf of fishes, contributed to enlarge our knowledge
of the organs of hearing by numerous accurate dissec-

uMw

tions.

In the osseous fishes,

no external ear has

hitherto

been detected, and the same remark is applicable to
those cartilaginous fishes which have free branchiie. But
in the cartilaginous fishes with fixed branchiie, small
apartwcs have been discovered leading tu auditory orgaas. These were first observed by Monro in the skate
and the angel shark. In the former fish they occur in
the back part of the occiput, near the joining of the
baad with the spine. They are two in number, not larCtfaan to admit the head of a small pin and in a large
anfbond at the distance of an inch from each other.
Ib Mms that have free branchise, the internal organs
of hearing are situated in the sides of the cavity oi the
cranium, and fixed there by a cellular tissue, consisting
of vessels, and osseous or cartilaginous frvna. In the
fishes with fixed branchia>, those organs are inclosed in
a particular cavity formed in the substance of the cranium. This cavity is situated on the side and posterior
part of that which containa the brain, with which it
;

not cooununicate, except by the holes that aiford
for the nerves.
Toe sac exhibits many difieras to sise and fom in the different species, fiethe ordinary viscid fluid, there are some soiall oretaceooa bodies suspended by a beautiful plexus of
nerrcsL
These, in the osstous fishes, are three in number, and are hard ami white like porcelain.
In the
cartilaginoos fishes with free branchise, these bodies are
in general fewer in number, and of a softer consistence,
being scldoin harder than moistened starch. It is suppoaea that these bodies assist in communicating to tlic
tiM Tibntkn* produced in the water by sound.
I
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With the

sac are connected three semicireular canals,
filled with a viscid fluid similar to that in the large sac.
The audilorif nerves arise so near to the origin of
the fifth pair, that they have been considered as the
same. In the genus Raja these pass into the cavity of
the ear by a particular foramen ; in the osseous fishes,
they are distributed directly into that organ.
As the ear of fishes is much less complicated in its
structure than in the higher orders of animals, we may
conclude that the sense of hearing is weak in proportion.
Indeed the difficulty of detecting any natural
movements of fishes, occasioned by sound, led the ancients to conclude that they did not enjoy this sense.
have, however, demonstrated its existence, but we
are unable to ascertain the advantages which these animals derive from it, or the influence which it exerts
on their habits and economy. In systematic ichthyology, the characters of the organs of hearing are too

We

difficult of detection, ever to be employed.
Tliey vary in different species, it is true, and may be
resorted to in cases of difficulty; but for their investigation they require a dexterous hand and an experienced
eye.
4. Organs of Taste.
As the tongue of fishes (the Tasting,
organ in which the sense of taste resides in the higiier
orders of animals) is but imperfectly developed, naturalists are in general disposed to conclude, that the
sense of taste cart scarcely be said to belong to this claims
of beings.
It presents no visible distinct papilla?, and
its skin is analogous to the common integuments of the
mouth. The nerves which supply it, are branches of
In
the same nerves which proceed to the branchiae.
the present state of our knowledge it is impossible for
us to assign the precise influence which the sense of
taste exercises on the economy of fishes.
If noxious ingredients exist in the water, it appears probable, that
some warning will be given the animal of their presence, either by the nerves of the mouth during the
passage of the water to the gills, or by the latter organs.
It doej not appear that this sense is ever u&cd
in the discrimination of food, and does not furnish any
characters, as such, to the systematic ichthyologist.
have already observed
5. Organ* of Touch.
that the skin of fuhes is destitute of the corpus papillare, and hence anatomists have concluded, that they
possess the sense of touch in a very limited degree.
Besides, few nerves have hidierto been traced to the
>
skin ; and as its surface is in general coated with scales,
it appears but ill adapted for receiving very delicate
impressions.
In some species, such as the common
trout, { Salmo fario,) the sense of touch is well displayed, if, under a stone or bank, the hand be moved gently towards it, and its sides titilUted. It will
exhibit the pleasure it derives by leaning on the hand,
and if the operation be performed with care, every
part of the body may be gently stroked, and the fearless fish in part raised above the water.
From these observations on the organs of sensation,
the reader will readily perceive that fishes hold a much
lower place in the cham of being than quadrupeds or
Tho organs of smell and sight, appear to be
birds.
more completely developed tlian those of hearing, taste,
or touch, and therefore claim the attentive consideration of the student in his enquiries aiYer a natural me-

minute and
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in ichthyology.
Fishes possess no voice by which they can commuSome species utter
nicate their sensations to others.
sounds when raised above the water, by expelling the air
through the gill opening when the flap is nearly dosed.
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even under M'ater, as the salmon, utter
certain sountls while in the act of depositing their
^p^^y,, i,„t for what purpose these sounds are uttcretl,
""^ by what organs they are produced, we are still ig-

While

Others,

.

norant.

Sect. IV.
Organs of
uiotiou.

Organa of Motion.

we

attend to the vast variety of forms, exhibited
by tlifl'erent kinds of fish, we shall be disposed to concfiule that shape exercises but little influence on their
movements. While some are cylindrical and lengthened, others are nearly globular: some are depressed,
while others are compressed. The general form, however, approaches to ovate, the body being thickest at
the thorax, and tapering a little towards the head and
If

tail.

The fins of fishes, correspond with the wings of birds,
the former being calculated to give the motion to the
body in the water, the latter in the air. These organs
vary in number, size, situation, and structure, in different species.

The number of fins varies according to the genera,
and even according to the species. It is difficult to fix
on those fins which exercise the greatest influence on
the habits of the animal, as there is not any one fin
common to all fishes, although all fishes have at least
one of these organs. The size of the fins is equally various in the different species, as it bears no constant
proportion to the figure or magnitude of the fish, nor to
its

habits or instincts.

The

silualinn of the fins furnishes the ichthyologist

with some of the most obvious and useful characters.
Those fins which are situated on the back are termed
The
dorsal, and vary greatly in number and shape.
fin which surrounds the extremity of the tail, is termed
the caudal fin, and is always placed perpendicularly.
BeIt is forked in some, even, or rounded in others.
tween the caudal fin and the anus are situated the anal
fins, which vary in number and shape according to the
Between the anus and throat are placed the
species.
ventral fins.
When they do exist, they never exceed
two in number, and are parallel to each other. The
pectoral Jills are usually two in number, and are placed
on each side, a short way behind the gill opening. By

and others, the ventral fins are considered as
analogous to the feet of quadrupeds, and the characters
furnished by their position are employed as the basis
of his classification. Those fishes which are destitute
of ventral fins, are termed, in his system, apodal;]those
which have the ventral fins placed nearer to the anterior extremity than the pectoral fins, are termed Jugular ; those having the ventral fins beneath the pectoral,
he calls thoracic, and when the ventral fins are placed
behind the pectoral fins they are termed abdominal.
These distinctions are of great importance in an artificial system, and may be employed with success in the
inferior divisions of a natural one.
The structure of the fins of fishes has long occupied
the attention of naturalists.
In general these organs
consist of numerous jointed rays, which are subdivided
at their extremities.
These are covered on each side
by the common integuments, which form in some instances soft fibres projecting beyond the rays.
These
fins, with articulated rays, were considered by the older
ichthyologists as furnishing characters for arrangement
of great importance. Fishes possessing these were
termed vialacoptert/gii. Besides these articulated rays,
there exist in the fins of some fishes, one or more rays
Linnffius

»

5

made up of a single bony piece, enveloped like the former by a common membrane. Some fishes have one
or more fins consisting entirely of these bony rays.
Fishes with such rays are termed acctnthopterygii.
In
a few genera the posterior dorsal fin is destitute of raj-s,
and has obtained the name of pinna adiposa or fleshfin.

As these rays serve to support the fins, and are
capable of approaching or separating like the sticks of
a fan, we may conclude that they move upon some
more solid body as a fulcrum. Accordingly we find in
the sharks, for example, that the rays of the pectoral
fins are connected by a cartilage to the spine.
In the
osseous fishes the pectoral fins are attached to an osseous
girdle which surrounds the body behind the branchiae,
and which supports the posterior edge of their aperture.
This osseous girdle is formed of one bone from each
side, articulated at the posterior superior angle of the
cranium, and descending under the neck, where it unites
with the corresponding bone. Between the rays of the
fin and this bone, which resembles the scapula, there is
a range of small flat bones separated by cartilaginous
intervals, which may be compared to the bones of the
The rays of the ventral fins are articulated to
carpus.
bones which correspond to the pelvis in the higher
classes of animals. The pelvis is never articulated with
the spine, nor does it ever form an osseous girdle round
the abdomen.
In the jugular and thoracic fishes it is
articulated to the base of the osseous girdle which supports the pectoral fins.
In the abdominal fishes, the
bones of the pelvis are never articulated to the osseous
girdle, and are seldom connected with each other.
They are preserved in their situation by means of cerThe rays of the caudal fin are articutain ligaments.
lated with the last of the caudal vertebrae, which is in
general of a triangular form and flat. The rays of the
dorsal fin are supported by little bones, which have the
same direction as the spinous processes, and to which
they are attached by ligaments.
As connected with the fins, we may here take notice
of those organs which are termed cirri or tentacula, according as they are placed about the mouth, or on the
upper part of the head. They are in general soft, but
often contain one jointed ray.
They do not differ in
structure from the fins, and are so closely connected
with them, that it is difficult to point out their use. It
is not probable that they are organs of touch, but rather peculiar modifications of fins.
The muscles which move the fins, and all the other
organs of the body, are of a paler colour than in the animals of a higher order. They are also more uniform in
their substance, being in general destitute of tendinous
In the greater number of fishes there are no
fibres.
muscles peculiar to the head. The sides are furfiished with the most powerful ones, to execute the lateral
movements of the animal. These muscles are disposed
in layers or arches, with the convexity towards the
head.
The different muscles are strengthened by small
detached spines, imbedded among the fibres of the
muscle, and giving them additional strength. Between
the layers there is in general a quantity of viscid albuminous matter interposed. After death this fluid speedily undergoes a change, and can seldom be observed in
But in refishes which have been kept a few days.
cent fish, when boiled, the albumen appears coagulated
in the form of white curd between the layers of the
lateral muscles.
The motions of a fish are performed by means of its
fins.
The caudal fin is the principal organ of progres-
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has not been ascertained, nor has even a
conjecture been offered on the subject.
The organs of motion, we have already hinted, are
tion resembling, in its manner and effects, the well extensively employed by the systematic ichthyologist in
known operation of the sailor termed tkuUin^. The the formation of his divisions. It does not appear, howventral and pectoral fins assist the fish in correcting ever, that naturalists have determined the exact value
the errors of its progressive motions, and in maintain- of the characters wliidi they furnish, either for generic
ing the body steady in its position. BorcUi cut off or specific distinctions. La Cepede, in some instances,
with a pair of scissars both the pectoral and ventral has formed genera from a difference in the number of
fns of Dsbes, and found, in consequence, that all its the dorsal fins ; while into the genus Gadus, species with
Mtioot were unsteady, that it reeled from right to one, two, and even three fins, are admitted. As the
number of the fins is invariably the same in the same
left, and up and down, in a very irregular manner.
The dorsal and anal fins serve to maintain the body in species, and as these organs may be supposed to exerits vertical pofition.
But from the circumstance of cise considerable influence on the habits of fishes, the
some of these fins being wanting, and others evidently character thus exhibited may be safely employed in
too small to produce the desired effects, thone fins generic distinctions.
The characters furnished by the
which do exist appear to be capable of executing all structure of the fins have not been overlooked, especialthe movements for which the others, when present, are ly the rays. The circumstance of being bony or jointed, is otlen noticed in specific distinctions, although
designed.
The medium in which fishes reside prevent us from well entitled to regulate divisions of a higher kind, as
making any accurate observations on the velocity of the character furnished is permanent. Those characheir motion.
Mackrel, and some other marine fishes, ters furnished by the fins, which are employed exclusively in the construction of species, are derived from
will seixe a bait moving at the rate of six or eight miles
an hour ; and some of the voracious sharks will keep their form, and the number of their rays. But as these
np with a vcaael in her voyage across the Atlantic. characters are liable to vary in different individuals of
The darting of a salmon or trout in the water resembles the same species, they should be employed with great
the rapidity of an arrow, but such motion cannot be caution. In many fishes there are numerous rays on
kept up fur any length of time. This the angler is well each side the different fins so concealed under the skin,
aware of, who, with his hook fixed on very slender gut, that it is impossible to count them, while others do not
will kill by fatigue the strongest salmon in the course of reach the extremity of the organ.
Hence the number
an boar at two, and a Urge trout in the course of two of rays must vary with the mode of enumerating, and
or throe minutes. These facts seem to indicate, that perhaps with the age of the animal. The extent of vahowever aiuneroiu and powerful the muscles of a fish riation occasioned by the last cause has not been samay be, they are incapable of supporting a continued tisfactorily determined.
•urtioD.
Beaidea the action of swimming, fishes are likewise
Sect. V. Organ of Adhesion.
capable cfleapittg. They accomplish this by a violent
cBort of the cautbl fin, or, according to some, by bendThe organ here referred to, generally termed sucker. Organ of
iap the bod^ strongly, and aiWward* unbending it is only found on a few fishes. In some of these it is adhe«ion.
situated on the upper part of the head, while in others
mth an dastic ^ring.
A few sneeiea are capable of sustaining themselves it is placed on the thorax. In the celebrated fish callin the air rav a short interval, and are termed Fli/ing- ed the Remora, it is of an oval form, and consists of
transverse rows of cartilaginous plates, connected by
Jith. .Such fish have the air bag, an organ to be noticed
hereafter, of uncommonly large dimensions ; hence the one edge to the surface of the head, and in the other
body has great buoyancy. Toe pectoral fiiu are like- edge free, and finely pectinated. .\ longitudinal parwise of an extraordinary sise. Having by a leap raised tition divides the plates in the middle of the head. In
themselves above the surface of the water, they conti- the spaces between the plates, and on each side of the
Doe in the air and move forwartU, seldom farther than partition, a row of fleshy tubercles may be observed. In
A hundred yards, by the action tit tlieir pectoral fins. the cyclopteri this organ is of a circular form, and conThe eosttinaaaoe li their flight is interrupted by the sists of numerous toft papilla;. It is situated on the
drriqg' of the membrane of these fins, when they again thorax.
Instead of a separate organ of adhesion, the
£jl mto the water.
ventral fins in the goby are united, and are capable of
There ia one (pedes of fish ( Perca acandens of Un. adhering to rocks and stones, while in the laropry theTramt. vol. iii. p. 62.) which appears capable of climb- mouih contracts and acts as a sucker.
The existence of a sucker is equally common to some
mt. By this motion, according to Lieutenant Daldorff
Tranquebar, it sometimes raises itself five feet above cartilaginous and osseous fishes. Its use to the fish is
the aormce of the water, mounting up the crevices of difficult to ascertain. V\Tien, by means of this organ,
trees.
The spines of its gill-cover retain it in its posi- the fish attaches itself to the sides of other fishes, or totion : and when the body
bent to one side, the spines the bottom of ships, it is carried forward without any
«f the anal fin fix themselves in the bark ; and when exertion of its own ; and, during storms, adhesion to
the bodv is then brought back to its ordinary shape, rocks by means of it, may save a weak fish from being
the head baa reached a higher elevation. The spines tossed about by the fury of the waves ; but there may
of the expapded giU-covers again keep a firm hold, and perhaps be other purposes to which it is subservient,,
a similar twiatin^ of the bodv takes place in another di- which .still remain to be discovered.
nction. The Vpmes of the dcn-sal fin contribute likewise
I'he sucker furnishes to the ichthyologist charactersto this extTMrdmary progression. The flying- fi^h leave for the discrimination of the species which are obvious
the water to escape
other fishes which prey upon and permanent ; but these have seldom been described*
tham ; bat the object to be gained by these movements with accuracy or minuteness.
VOL. JU. tAMT U.
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is a simple aperture behind the gills on each.
It is
sometimes round, or semi-lunar, and in relative position it differs according to the species or genera.
In
the cartilaginous fishes, the opening on each side is
subdivided into as many apertures as there are gills,
the gills in this tribe being fixed to the membranes
which act as partitions in the opening. In such fishes,
these openings are on the summit, at the sides, or underneath, according to the genera.
In the fishes with gills or branchiae, these
4. Gills.
organs are in general eight in number, four on each
side.
Each gill consists of three parts, a cartilaginous
or bony support, and its convex and concave sides.
The support of each gill consists of a crooked bone or
cartilage, in general furnished with a joint.
At its
base, it is united with the bones of the tongue, and
above with those of the head. At both extremities it
is moveable, and throughout is flexible like a rib.
Its

ing

Sect. VI.

Orjjans of
rf^piration.

Organs of Respiration.

As the orjrans of respiration appear in fishes under
a new fonn, very different from the lungs of the higher
order of animals, they demand our attentive consideration.

Many

quadrupeds, birds, and

reptiles, reside in

water, but are obliged to come to the surface frequently in order to respire.
But as fishes live immersed in
the water, they are furnished with certain organs called
Gills, instead of lungs, to enable them to exercise the
functions of respiration in the fluid in which they reside.
In many of the inferior animals, respiration is
performed by the same apparatus ; but as it appears in
its most perfect form in fishes, its examination will be
the more interesting.
These organs of respiration in fishes consist of four
parts, a gill-lid, a gill-flap, the gill-opening, and the
gills themselves.
The two last are always present, but
one, and sometimes both, of the two first are wanting.
propose to examine these parts in succession, beginning with those which are exterior.
1. Gill-lid.
The gill-lid, or as it is also termed, opercttlum, is situated behind the eye on each side.
It is
scaly, membranaceous, or bony, and is ai-ticulated to the
bones of the head.
It consists sometimes of one piece,
or of two or more, and is therefore termed monophylThe surface in some
lous, diphyllous, or triphyllous.
is smooth, in others rough, or tuberculated, or striated,
or spinous.
Its use is to give support to the gill-flap,
and act as a cover to the opening of the gills. It is absent in fishes which have fixed branchis, and in a few
with free branchise. When it does exist, the characters
which it exhibits in its structure are subject to little
variation, and have been employed by La Cepede in the
construction of his orders.
This is the membrana hranchioslega of
2. Gill-Jlap.
Linna;us, and was considered by him as a true fin.
It
consists of a definite number of curved bones or cartiIts posterior edge is generallages, with a membrane.
ly free, and its anterior edge or base is united with the
gill-lid.
It is capable of extension and contraction, and
when at rest it is generally folded up under the gill-lid.
It is wanting in the chondropterygii, and likewise in
a few genera of osseous fishes. When present, it appears to assist the mouth in promoting the current of
water through the gills, or perhaps forms a current
over the gills when the mouth is occupied in seizing prey.
The gill-flap furnishes to the systematic ichthyologist

We

GUI-Ud.

.Gill-flap.

some of

his

most useful characters.

He

seldom pays

form, but its rays are eagerly counted,
Speas he finds that they are not subject to vary.
cies of the same genus have, in general, the same number of rays, and many of the Linnaean genera depend
on this circumstance for their character. Artedi, on
" Quod
this subject, draws the following conclusion
Humerus ossiculorum in membrana branchiostega priniuni et prtecipuum characterem in distinguendis generibus piscium eatheturorum et osteopterygiorum suppeditet."
But in counting their number, care must be
taken to examine the structure of the gill-lid at the
same time, as the student sometimes enumerates among
the rays of the gill-flap the posterior divisions of that
organ, when present, and hence finds his observations
at variance with the descriptions of authors.
This division of the organs of re3. Gill-opening.
spiration presents many remarkable differences. In the
osseous fishes, and among the branchiostegi, this open-

attention to

its

:

Gill-open-

5

position

vex

is

nearly vertical.
From its exterior or conmultitude of fleshy leaves, or fringed

side, issue a

vascular fibrils, resembling plumes, and closely connected at the base. These are of a red colour in almost all fishes in a healthy state. The internal or convex side of the support next the mouth exhibits many
singular differences.
U is always more or less furnished with tubercles. These in the genus Cyprinus are
smooth in the Cottus rough. They are lengthened
into slender spines in the herring and smelt, but in the
former these are serrated, while in the latter they are
This concave part of the gill is of a white
smooth.
colour, and forms a striking contrast with the colour
of the convex side.
In some osseous fishes, the number of gills exceeds
four on each.
In the herring, for example, there is a
small imperfect gill on each side attached to the inner
side of the gill-lid, on which all its motions depend.
It has no bony arch nor concave side.
At the entrance
to the gullet, there is a cartilage on each side, studded
with tubercles, resembling in appearance the concave
side of the last gill.
In the plaise, a similar gill may
be observed on the inside of the gill-lid, but no distinct
appearance of a sixth gill at the entrance to the oesophagus.
In the chondropterygii, the gills are far from being

—

They are fixed to partitions which serve
the purposes of the bony arches in the osseous fishes.
These partitions extend from the mouth to the gillopening, and vary in number according to the genera.
They are destitute of the inner or concave white side,
but the fleshy leaflets are of the same structure with
those on the convex part of the gills in osseous fishes.
are indebted to that acute anatomist. Sir Everard
Home, for some important observations on the respiratory organs of the lamprey and myxine, the apodal
chonropterygious fishes, and the least perfect in the
system.
"In the lamprey, (he says), the organs of
respiration have seven external openings on each side
of the animal ; these lead into the same number of separate oval bags, placed horizontally, the inner membrane of which is constructed like that of the gills in
fishes.
There is an equal number of internal openings
leading into a tube, the lower end of which is closed,
and the upper terminates by a fringed edge in the cesophagus. These bags are contained in separate cavities,
and enclosed in a thorax resembling that of land animals, only composed of cartilages instead of ribs, and
the pericardium, which is also cartilaginous, is fitted to
its lower e.\treniity like a diaphragm."
In the myxine,
so perfect.
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the rxtenul opoiingi >re two in number, but there are
»ix Iftteral bags on each side, placed perpendicularly,
to which there are six tubes from each of the openings,
and close to the left external opening, there is one which
passes directly into the oesophagus. (P/uL Tram. 181 5,
Part II. p.2J6.)
The characters furnished by the gills arc of the first
importance in arranging the species. They are easily
examined, and the distinctions are obvious. But by
iotne strange conceit, ichthyologists seldom look into
the gills, or point out to us the peculiarities which
they exhibiU Indeed the characters furnished by the
origans of respiration should be regarded as occupying
Um higbeat rank. Without the aid of any other charaetara, fishes might be classified with ease, and even
spedcs might be determined with certainty.
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from thence either passes into the other bags, or oHt at
the upper end into the oesophagus.
There is a comraon opinion that the water is thrown out of the nostril:

this,

however,

is

Stnictiite
*"'!
'^-""5'!""^

^~

unfounded, as the nostril has

—

no communication with the mouth." " In the myxine,
the elasticity of the two tubes, and the bags into which
they open, admits of the water being received ; and the
pressure produced by the action of the external muscles forces it into the oesophagus, from whence it is
thrown out by the opening at the lower end of that
tube."
If tlie ejection of the water from the gills of a fish
be prevented, by the gill cover being tied down with a
string, it soon expires in convulsions. Similar fatal consequences follow, when fish are placed in water previously deprived of its atmospheric air by boiling or
freezing
and when fish are kept in a small pond, whose
surface is frozen over, and where the water in that case
cannot obtain a fresh supply of air, they speedily peIf a small opening be made in the ice, before it
rish.
be too late, the fishes will come near it for a fresh supply.
In this manner, fishes are frequently taken during winter in ponds and lakes.
The extent of surface presented by the gills of a fish,
to enable the blood to come in contact with the air in
the water, is much greater than one would, without
attentive consideration, be led to suppose.
Dr Monru
calculated, that the whole gills of a large skate presented a surface equal to 2250 square inches, or equal to
the whole external surface of the human body.
The process of respiration for the supply of the gills
is carried on even during sleep.
The number of respirations in a minute is seldom above thirty, or below twenty.
In the same individual it is liable to considerable variiition, depending on the will of the animal.
The blood, after being renovated in the gills, is reabsorbed by a multitude of minute vessels, which unite
together ; but, instead of returning the blood to the
heart again, to be afterwards distributed through the
body, this aorta exercises that function, and descends
along the inferior side of the spine, in a canal fitted
for its reception, giving off arteries, during its course,
The blood is absorbed again by.
to the adjacent parts.

"'"'^
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S«CT.

Omm of

V'll.

Organt of Circulation.

The organs of circulation

are not so obvious as those

which we have been considering, and are seldom attended to by the mere ichthyologisL Without entering
into tlie minute details of comparative anatomy, we
trust the following observations may not prove unintenstiiig to the general reader.
Tfaie heart of fishes is
aitoated in the ffirepart of the body,
cavity between

ma

the giUi and a

little

behind.

The pericardium

or

mem.

braoe which lines this cavity, is similar to the covering
(/ tiie carity of the abdomen, and like i«, is often spou
tad or silvwy.
In the skate, Dr Monro found the bottflBi of the pericardium lengthened into the shape of a
ftonalt which divide* into two branchca.
These are
clwely to tlie k>w«r part of the cesophagus, and
the cavity of the abdomen.
Into this cavity
is swretcd a liquor, afterwards to be taken notice
of.
The heart itself is small in proportion to the body
Itf the animal, and varies greatly in figure in the diffeIt is quadrilateral in some, and semit spar J
MCulMr in others. It ooniisU, as we have already men.
*'
il, of
aiagie auricle and a single ventricle, corliag k> the right side of the heart of warm*
aaiadUi The auricle is in general larger than
VMMricfe. and t£ a thinner texture in iu coats.
It
Mceiwa tha blood from the body, and transmits it to
||m
nto iaUi
TUa lart division of the heart has walls

tW
Kialo

—

M

i

i

Um

w

tttmmimitim tWtk ui m

It sends forth an arterv.
wkfali. at its
from the heart, forms a bulb
in shapa aeoeiding to the spades.
This ar.
ivnim and proceeds directly to the gills, over

mgmnAm

!

I

it is

saiaad in the most minute ramifica.

The bhwd, in paaaing through the gills of fishes, un>
da^OMMailar cbaqges as the blood of (quadrupeds in
paasiny throosh their lungs.
It is likewise now well
•alabltshed, that the atmospheric air contained in the
water fitmisbes to the blood those materials which are
iMcasaarjr for its purification, and a continuance of the
lifc

of tM animal.

The water

psrpaaa is taken in at tb* moutb,
sea* to the gills, where, after being in a great nieaJspwaedatftha esivgen of iu atmaphenc air, the
walae ia a|aetad tliraagfa the ^11 opening.
fur this

sad

mn

" In thi Lunprey," accordmg to Home, •' the water
i* raceivad b^ the lateral ofMOings of the animal into
the b^ga whioh fmSarm the office of gills, and passes
oat
ing

bjr

tiw aaaoe opamng

;

the form of the cavities be-

mad to allaw tba water to

MBd

go

in at

one

tide, pass

A

tba pnjaeting parts, and out at tiie other.
part of tba water escapes into the middle tube, and

veins,

which have extremely

tliin

coats.

These ara

-

-

-

much

larger in their course than in tlieir termination ;
and besides form, in different |)arts of their course, considerable receptacles for blood.
Any injury received by the gills of fishes is attended
with much pain, and a considerable effusion of blood.
Some fishermen seem to be well aware of this last circumstance, and cut the gills with a knife as soon as tlie fish
copious bleeding takes place ; and they
is taken.
find that a fish so killed will keep much longer in a

A

fresh state, than one

on

whom

tliis

operation of bleed-

ing baa net been performed.

Sect. VIII.

Organ* of Nourithment.

In attending to the organs of nutrition, it will be ne- Organs of
cessary to consider the structure of the moutli, and af- »<>"''»'•terwards

tlie

gullet, stomach,

and

"'""'

intestines.

The iHoulk of fishes exhibits many remarkable
<ercnces, according to the species, in regard to position,
figure, and size.
In general, it is situated at the extremity of the head, and is then said to be terminal.

dif- Mouih.

In some species, and even genera, it is placed beneath
a snout, or on the under side of the head. Wherever
vtuated, it is always transverse with respect to the body, unless in the genus ricuroncctei«, in which it oc-'
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cupies an oblique position. When the mouth is openand
ed, it is in general of an oblong or oval shape. In some
Functions
fishes, its capacity is less than the size of the head ;
of Kiihes.
but, in general, it is capable of opening to a great width,
sometimes superior to the thickness of the body.
The lips of fishes are seldom regularly formed. In
Lipii
a few species, however, these surround the mouth, and
In other instances,
are of a firm, fleshy consistence.
the lips are of an osseous texture, divide<l into plates
which fold over one another. Such kind of lips give
to the mouth increased dimensions, as they are capable
of being exserted or folded up at the pleasure of the
Stnictttre

animal.
^nra.

Teetb.

The jams are moveable, and both are attached to the
bones of the palate. They are seldom equal, the one
exceeding the other in length. They furnish, by their
position and mode of union, many impoi-tant characters
These characters have
in the classification of fishes.
been lately investigated by Cuvier with his usual success ; and he is of opinion, that the maxillary and intermaxillary bones will furnish characters not for genera merely, but likewise for orders.
The teeth of fishes exhibit remarkable differences,
with regard to number, situation, and structure. In
the higher orders of animals, the number of teeth in

the mouth is almost always constant in the same genera and species. But among fish, the teeth are often so

numerous that it is difficult to count them, especially
The jaws
as they occupy so many different positions.
are not exclusively employed to support these organs,
as in quadrupeds ; the tongue, the palate, the throat,
being often furnished with them. In the saw-fish, the
teeth are inserted on each side of its flattened and proIn the genus Sparus, the front teeth rejecting snout.
semble those of the human species. They are provided
with fangs, which are contained in alveoli. In many
fishes, the teeth are formed of processes of the jaw
bones covered with enamel. Those of the shark tribe
adhere merely to the gums, or at least to a firm cartilaginous substance which covers the jaw. They are not
formed, as in the mammalia, by the addition of new
layers, one within the other, but apparently in a manner resembling the formation of bone. They are at
first soft and cartilaginous, and pass, by successive gradations, into a state of hardness and density not inferior
In the skate, the teeth consist of an
to that of ivory.

Gullet.

assemblage of tubes, covered externally by enamel, and
connected to the jaw by a softer substance, which probably sends processes or vessels into those bony tubes.
The teeth of fishes are in general bent inwards, to
enable them to retain their prey. As few fishes masticate, they have seldom any teeth which resemble grindersj although those which live on the harder shell-fish
have teeth fitted for triturating these.
In the classification of fishes, the teeth furnish several important characters, which are little liable to variation.
In the genus Squalus, in particular, the teeth
exhibit many remarkable differences in form, sufficient,
in the absence of other characters, for the discrimination of the species.
The ^uUet or oesophagus, on account of the absence
of a neck, is in fishes remarkably short. In some, indeed, the stomach seems to open directly into the

mouth. Where it exists, it exhibits few peculiarities
of structure. In some of the branchiostegi it is beset
with tufts of hair resembling a fine net-work. It is in
general capable of great dilation, and when the stomach is unable to hold the whole of the prey which

has been seized, a part remains in the gullet until the Stnidure
inferior portion gives way.
"""f
"p"'"""
The stomach of fishes is in general thin and membranaceous, differing little in its structure and appearance
_'
_
from the gullet. It frequently contains the remains of stomacU.
crustaceous animals, still retaining their form, but greatHence naturalists have conly altered in consistency.
cluded, that the food is reduced by solution, and not by
^

But

trituration.

in

some

fishes, particularly

those

which

on shell-fish, the stomach has thick
muscular coats. Its shape is considerably different in
the different species, but the characters furnished by this
organ are seldom regarded.
The intestines exhibit many remarkable peculiarities,
Sometimes they proceed directly from the stomach to
the anus in nearly a straight line. In other instances,
they form in their course one or more flexures. In some
instances, the gut is widest towards the stomach, and
gradually becomes smaller as it approaches the anus,
while in others the reverse of this is the case. It ia
furnished internally in some species with spiral valves,
in others with lozen-shaped hollows, while in a few it
has numerous fringed laminae. Between the great and
small intestines, in the chondropterygii, there is a kind
of coecum or appendix vermiformis ; but in osseous
fishes, there is no appearance of any such organ.
In
the last division, however, there are bodies which have
been termed Appendices, or Intestinula-cceca. These
are situated at the origin of the gut, in a double or single row.
They vary in number, shape, or size, according to the species ; but continue the same in all the insubsist principally

intestines.

In place of these in the
dividuals of the same species.
chondropterygii, there is a glandular body, which has
been compared to the pancreas of warm-blooded aniThe character for the discrimination of the spemals.
cies furnished by the appendages is of importance, as
being easily investigated and permanent.
These intestines, and the rest of the viscera situated
in the cavity of the abdomen, are contained in a membranaceous sac or peritonceum. This is silvery in some
are informed
fishes, black or spotted in others.
by Willoughby, that this sac opens externally near the
anus by means of two small holes. These openings

We

were afterwards examined by Monro, who found in
each of these passages a semilunar membrane or valve,
so placed as to allow liquors to get out from the abdomen readily, but to resist somewhat their entry into it.
The anus in fishes, occupies many different positions
according to the species. This circumstance was seized upon by Scopoli, in the system which we have noticed above, and was raised to the dignity of a primary
This orifice is not merely the
character in his system.
opening whence issue the faeces, but in general the

spawn also.
Sect. IX. Organs of Absorption.

The vessels of the absorbent system of fishes are ana- Organs of
logous to those of quadrupeds. They are, however, des- absorption.
titute of valves, unless at their termination in the red
veins, and do not appear to possess conglobat« glands.
Dr Monro, to whom we are indebted for the first illustration of this class of vessels, gives the following view
of their arrangement in the cod and the salmon. " The
chief branches," he says, " of the lacteal vessels of the
great and small intestines, and which are smaller in
proportion to the blood vessels than in the nantes pinnati of Linnaeus, run upwards in the mesentery, almost
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parallel to each other, and near the mesenteric arteries.
In their whole course, they commnnicate by a vast num-

ber of small transverse canals. At the top of the abdonear the gall bladder, the lacteals of the stomach,
and lymphatics of the spleen, liver, and intestinula coeca
are added. The chyle, mixed with the lymph of the
uaiatant chylopoietic viscera, passes upwards and towards the right side into a large receptacle contiguous
to the gall bladder, and between it and the right side
and back part of the lower end of the oesophagus. From
the receptacle of the chyle, large canals pass upwards
to the right and left, receiving in this course the lymph
from the organs of urine and generation. Those on the
left fide are chiefly behind the oesophagus.
The chyle, mixed with the abdominal lymph, having
Momded above the bones, which resemble our clavicles,

men

poored into large cellular receptacles, situated chiefly
between the claviclea and the undermost of the gills,
and whidi alto receive the lymph from all the other

ia

parts of the body.

Four lymphatic vessels, which terminate in these reand which have their extremities contracted
by a doubling of their internal membranes, chiefly
merit attention. The first conveys the lymph from the
middle of the belly, from the ventral and pectoral fins,
and from the heart. I'he second runs up the side of
the fish, parallel to the great mucous duct, and brings the
lymph from the principal muscles of the tail and body.
The third is deep seated, and conveys the lymph from
the spine, spinal marrow, and upper part of the head.
ceptacles,

The

fourth Ijrrophatic vessel, or ratFier plexus of vessels,
brings the lymph from the l>rain and organs of the senMS, and from the mouth, jaws, and gills.
These receptacles may therefore be called the commoa receptacles of the chyle and lymph. The right
receptacle communicates freely with the left by large
caosJs, which past chiefly behind the heart and oeso-

rram each of these reoeptadet in the sahnon, a canal
roiM downwarda and inwards, and opens into the upper end of its corresponding vena cava inferior, contiKous to, and on the fore and outer side of the internal

(alar vein.
The termination of these canals are contracted, and their internal membrane* are doubled, so

to iCTve the purpose of valves, in preventing the pasof the blood from the ven«
into the receptacles,
in the cod kind, the receptacles are proportionaJly larger than in the talroon
and, besides transmittinft the muxcles of the gilk, and their several nerves,
contain the upper cormia at the air bladder." ( Monro,
Arwc/ atui Phyt. of Fuhes, p. .^1.)

caw

aafpe

,-

The termination of the lymphatic veins in the skin,
may be readily ascertained in this class. Coloured liquors injected into them, are diacharged by numerous
porca, chiefly situated on the upper paru of the body.
Thcae orifices are placed at regular mtervals. Ai Dr
Monro did not observe any appearance of extravasation
in tiie cdlular substance, he considered that these orifiCM wtrt the natural beginnings of the lymphatic veins.

SicT. X.
tkpma sf

Organs of Secrttion.

Ik oonaidering the organs of this class, we propose
to examine the structure of the liver, pancreas, kidneys,
air, and mucous ducta.
This organ in fishes, is remarkable on ac1. LiiwT
count of its sise in proportion to the rest of the Ixxly.
It commonly lies almost wholly on the leA side.
Its
calowr cxhibiti various shades of brown frequently mixi

ed with yellow.
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It is entire in

some

the lamsalmon; or divided into two or
fishes, as

Structure

and
prey, flaunder, and
more lobes, as in the perch and carp. These varieties Functions
of Fishes.
of form are constant in all the individuals of the same
'"^''^
species, but frequently differ somewhat in the species
of the same genus.
*
The gall bladder is present in the greater number of
fishes ; but in a few species, as the lamprey, its presence
has not been detected. The bile varies greatly in colour according to the species.
In the thomback and
salmon it is yellowish white, and, when evaporated,
leaves a matter which has a very sweet and slightly
acrid taste, containing no resin.
The bile of the carp
and eel is very green and very bitter, contains little or
no albumen, but yields soda, resin, and a sweet acrid
matter similar to that which may be obtained from salmon bile. The biliary ducts open separately into the
intestine.

The liver appears to be the only organ of the body
of fishes which contains oil in abundance, or is sought
after on that account.
This oil is lodged in cells, and
cannot be completely obtained by the bailing of the liver.
To accomplish the extraction of the whole oil,
fishermen in general allow the livers to putrefy a little,
and in this manner the cells are ruptured, and a greater
quantity of oil obtained.
But gelatinous matter and
bile are likewise among the products, and as these afterwards putrefy, they communicate a foetid smell to
the oil.
This disagreeable smell is common to all kinds
of fish oil thus prepared ; but it may be removed by
various processes.
Perhaps the best are those which
were communicated to the Society for the encouragement of arts, manufactures, and commerce in the year
1761, and published in the twentieth volume of their
Transactions, to which we refer the reader.
The liver
of the cod, cut into small pieces, l>oiled in the stomach
of the same animal, aiid eaten with vinegar and pepper,
is a favourite dish in the northern islands of Scotland.
In thechondropterygii, there is a pan- PancRas;
2 Pancreas.
creas resembling that in the higher classes of animals,
of an irregular form, and pluced at the origin of the
intestines.
The substance appears compact, hut gelatinous when cut.
In the osseous fishes, the intestinula
cteca already descril)ed, appear to serve instead of a
pancreas.
They send two large canals into the intes«
tines
and when these are wanting, as is the case in
the carp, the walls of the intestines discharge abundance of humour from glands placed upon their inner
surface.
In the sturgeon, an organ is found, in its internal structure similar to these intestinula ; but in its
outward form resembling the pancreas of the skate. It
is inclosed in a muscle, evidently intended to express
its contents.
It opens into the intestine by three large
orifices, and has internally a singular reticular appearance, as exhibited by Monro in the work on fishes so
;

often referred to, page 84. tab. ix.
This organ varies greatly in its form and spleen,
3. Spleen.
In some it is
position in the animals of this class.
nearly triangular, while in others it approaches to a spherical figure.
It is in general entire ; in some instances,
however, it is divided into lobes, which adhere by very
slender filaments.
In the sturgeon, these lobes are iieven in number. It is place<l in some species on the
stomach, or to the first part of the intestines ; in others

between the stomach and liver ; and in a great number
it is under the air bag, and above the other bowels.
It is always of a darker colour than the liver.
4. Kidneys.
It was the opinion of Rondeletius and
otbexs, that fishes were destitute of kidneys and the

Kidacvt.
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but the observations of Willoughby
»n<l
and others liave demonstrated their existence. The
J'"""^™' kidneys of fishes are uniform in their substance, and
of a reddish brown colour. They are in general long
_,
~ and narrow, and apparently united into one mass,
The peritoneum covers their under surface, and they
•
The ureare placed longitudinally under tlie spine.
tcrs begin by numerous roots, and run along the under
fckroeturt

_

bladder of urine

;

'

'

tlie

kidney.

sica urinaria, or

Aii-bag.

They terminate

either in a veor unite together to form tt
dilation, which supplies the pkce of a bladder of urine,
In the chondropterygii, the ureters terminate in the
cloaca, but in the other cartilaginous fishes the bladder
of urine is present, although very small and thin in its
coats.
The urethra in roost fishes is short, and commonly opens behind the anus by an orifice which also
gives issue to the sexual evacuations. Renal glands
are wanting in this class.
This organ is called by some the swim5. Air-hag.
ming bladder, by others the air bladder. It is the vesica natatoria of Willoughby, and the vesica aerea of
Artedi.
In this country it is called the sound. When
present, it is situated in the anterior part of the abdominal cavity, and adheres to the spine. It is wanting
in the chondropterygii, and even in some of the osseous
fishes, as the flounder and mackrel.
It is very different in shape according to the species,
In the herring and some other fishes it is oblong and
pointed at both ends.
In the salmon it is obtuse at
both ends. In the burbot it is obtuse in the lower end,
and bifid at its superior extremity. In the carp it is
divided transversely, and in the silurus longitudinally,
into two lobes.
in general there is a duct (ductus pneumalicus), by
means of which this air bag communicates with the
oesophagus, or the stomach.
In the sturgeon there is a
round hole, nearly one inch in diameter, in the upper
and back part of the stomach, communicating with the
air bag.
The hole is surrounded by thin muscular fibres placed between the membranes of the stomach and
air bag, which decussate at opposite sides of the hole,
These are considered by Monro as having the effect of
a sphincter muscle. In the salmon, the last quoted author found a hole so large as to admit readily the largest
sized goose quill, leading directly through the coats of
the CBSophagus into the air bag.
The oesophagus in
this fish has a thick muscular coat, but the fibres of
that coat do not seem to form a distinct sphincter
around the hole. In other fishes the duct of .communication is of considerable length. In the common herring the under part of the stomach has the shape of a
funnel ; and from the bottom of the funnel a small duct
is produced, which runs between the two milts, or the
two roes, to its termination in tlie middle of the air bag.
In some fishes, as the cod and haddock, Monro could
not perceive any ductus pneumaticus, or opening into
any of the abdominal viscera. The air bag was not

surface of

a cloaca

;

Naturalists, in general, are disposed to regard the
bag as accessory to the organs of motion. Having

air

observed

tliat flat fish,

which reside always

and carp.

""d
''""!^''*""

of this organ, they have ^^^^i^J^
"~
assigned to it the office of accommodating the specific
'
fishes
to
the
of
density
gravity
of the surrounding element, and thus enabling them to suspend themselves
at any depth.
A very simple experiment has likewise
countenanced the opinion. When the air bag of a fish
is punctured, the animal immediately falls to the bottorn, nor is it able, by any exertion of its fins, to elevate
itself again.
When in a sound state, the external skin
of the air bag (regarded as possessing strong muscular
power) is supposed capable of contraction, so as to
condense the air, and enable the animal to sink, or of
extension, so as to allow the air to expand, and aid the
animal in risuig in the water.
The air bag of some fishes soon loses its muscular
power, in consequence of the air being expanded by
the action of the sun, when the fish has remained too
long at the surface. In this situation the fish continues
AVhen some fish are suddenly brought
at the surface.
up from deep water, the diminished pressure occasions
the expansion of the air contained in the bag. The organ sometimes bursts in such cases, and the contents,
rushing into the abdomen, push the gullet sometimes
have witnessed this
out of the mouth of the fish.
effect produced in the cod fish.
The above theory fails in explaining all the phenomena. The eel, whicJi resides alwaj's at the bottom,
is yet possessed of an air bag ; while the sharks, wluch
roam about in all depths, and the mackrel, which pursues its prey at the surface, are destitute of thi* reputed organ of equilibrium,
Various opinions have been advanced witli regard to
By some it
the manner in which this air bag is filled.
has been supposed, that a portion of the air, which
fishes are capable of abstracting from the water, is
transmitted through the gullet and stomach into the air
bag when necessary, and expelled and renewed at the
pleasure of the animal.
Needham long ago considered
that the air, or, as he termed it, a vaporous exhalation
contained in the air bag, was generated in the blood,
secreted into this organ, to be afterwards thrown into
the stomach or intestines, to promote the. digestioa ef
the food.
The nature of the air contained in the air-bag, was
never investigated until pneumatic chemistry had opened up new fields of discovery. In 1774', Dr Priestley
turned his attention for a short time to the subject;
and in the air-bag of the roach he found azote in one
instance unmixed, and in another in company with oxyFourcroy afterwards examined the gaseous congen.
tents of the air-bag of the carp, and found them to
consist of almost pure azote.
The most accurate and extended experiments on this
subject are those of M. Biot, published in the Mem,
He found the proportion
d'Arcueil, i. SJ52. and ii. 8.
between the oxygen and the azote (for he was une^le
to detect the presence of hydrogen, or any sensible
quantity of carbonic acid) to vary according to the species, as may be seen in the following table,

torn, are in general destitute

We

enlarged by blowing into the alimentary canal, nor
could he empty the air bag without bursting it.
In the air bag of the cod and haddock, the same
acute observer examined the red coloured organ noticed
hy Willoughby, and considered by him as a muscle, the
surface of which is very extensive, as it is composed of
avast number of leaves or membranes doubled. In
Names of the Fish.
those fishes, however, in which the air bag communi- Mugil cephalus
Gates with the alimentary canal, this red body is either
Ditto
very small and simple in its structure, as in the conger Mura;nophis helena
eel, or entirely wanting, as in the sturgeon, salmon,
Sparus annularis, female
IierrJng,

at the hot-

Structure

Ditto,

male

Proportion of Oxygen.

quantity insensible.
ditto.
.

very
0.09
0.08

little.
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Kane* of lh« thh.
SpartM sargiM,

^rrwiM.

female

male
Holocentrus marinus
Labrus turdus
Sparus melanurus
Librus turdus var.
Ditto,

_

0.09
O.iaO

0.12
0.16
0.20
0.24
Sdama nigra, female
0.27
male
0.25
Labrtis turdus, female .
0.24
—^-^—
male
0.28
Spams dentex, female
0.40
8phy i «nia«pet(E80»gphyrgna,Lin.) 0.44
Sparm argenteua
0.50
H<4oeentrus gins
0.69
Gadus merlucaus
0.79
Trigla lyra
0.87
The depth at which the fishes had been caught inCT WI from the beginning to the end of the table, and
the proportion of oxygen observes the same rule. This
la^t circumstance induced Biot and his friend De Laroche
to endeavour to ascertain the proportion of oxygen contained in sea water at different depths. They were un-

,

'

—^—

——

—

—

EUmentorum Myologice Specimen, I6'69, 8vo. p. 72.
The subject was afterwards investigated by Perrault,
Lorenzini, and Revinus, and more recently by Monro.

.

M

•ble to perceive any difference. M. Configliachi has
niore lately repeated these experiments, and found that
the proportion of oxygen in sea water bore no relation
to the depth from which the water had been obtained,
These experiments lead to the conclusion, that the
ir contained in this sac is a secretion of the organ ;
that in fishes which live near the surface asote ia aecreted ; but in (iahe* which live at great depths, the
quantity of oxygen ia proportional ly incrcaaed.
The
porpeaea acco pl iriKd by tnia ammgeinent have never
ttean explained in a aatianctonr manner.
The red or|pui which we have already taken notice of as existing
in •ome fiihea, is now generally considered aa the part
which sepaiatet this air from the blood. But as this
or|^ is no« always present when there is an air-bag,
we are still left in doubt on the subject.
To the systematic ichthyologist, tlie characters furniahcil by the air-bag are of considerable importance,
although seldom sufficiently attended to. They are
^eaaily traced, ami they are not subject to variation.
To the economist, the air-bag or sound is considered
as an article of value. This organ in the cod or ling,
when sahrd, forms a nourishing and palatable article
of food, held
high eatimation in the northern islands
of this eoontry. But it is chiefly in *the manufacture
of the substanoe called Isinolaks that the sotaids of
fishes are extensively craploTed.
The sounds of v».
rieva kinds of sturgeon are chiefly made use of for this
purpose. The external membrane is removed, and the
remaimng part is cut lengthwise, antl formed into rolls,
and then ilried in the open air. The sounds of cod
and ling are fi-equently employed aa a substitute for
thoae at the sturgeon.
They require some dexterity
to separate them from the back-bone.
But when the
iii cnib i aii es are well scraped on both sides, steeped for a
few minotes in lime water to absotfe the oil, and then
washed in dean water and dried, they form an isinglass
of considerable value.
Isinglass eo ists almost emhrly of gelatine, and is
nsed ertberaafood, or for the purpose of fining liquors,
grama of it yielded to Hatchet by incineration 1.5
gtahuofphoaphat of soda, mixed with a little phosphat
af Kaae. An inferior kind is mano&ctured from the
bones, fins, and useless parts of fishes.
These materada are bailed in water, the fluid skimmed and filtered,
aad aftctw ai ds coneentrated, until it readily gelatinises

m

m

m
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on cooling. This kind is much used in various manu- Structure
factures, and might be obtained in considerable quan"""^
tity at all the fishing stations in this country where
of^prh""'
the materials abound, but which are at present left as ^_ * ^""
« nuisance on the adjoining beach.
6. Mucous Ducts.
The surface of the skin of Mucous
fishes is almost always covered with a slimy fluid, to ducts.
protect them from the penetrating influence of the
surrounding element. This mucus is poured out from
small pores, situated under the scales in every part of
the body of some fishes, while in others these excretory
ducts are arranged in a determinate order.
These
ducts were first observed and described by Steno, in
his works, " De Muscttlis el GlanduUs, p. 42. and

Proportion of OxTgen.

•

To this last author we are indebted for many excellent
observations and sketches. " In the skate," (he says.
Struct, anrf PA_yj. p. 2 1 ) " numerous orifices, placed
.
pretty regularly over the surface, have been observed by
Steno to discharge this slimy matter. With respect to
these last, I have remarked some memorable circumstances.
First, I have discoveretl one very elegant serpentine canal between the skin and muscles, at the sides
of the five apertures into the gills. Farther forwards it
surrounds the nostrils ; then»it passes from the under
to the upper *part of the upper jaw, where it runs
backwards as far as the eyes. From the principal part
of this duct, in the under side or belly of the fish, there
are not above six or eight outlets ; but from the upper
part near the eyes there are upwards of thirty small
ducta sent off, which open upon the surface of the
akin.
The liquor discharged from these has nearly
the same degree of viscidity as the synovia in man.
But besides the very picturesque duct I have been de.
scribing, I have remarked on each .«ide of the fish, a
little farther forwards than the five breathing holes, a
central part ftom which a prodigious number of ducts
iseues, to terminate on almost the whole surface of tlie
«kin, excepting only the snout or upper jaw.
At
these centres all the ducts are shut ; and in their
course they liave no communication with each other.
In these two central parts, or on the beginning of the
mucous ducts, a |)air of nerves nearly as large as the
optic, tenninate ; and, which is a curious circumstance
with respect to them, thry are white andopake in their
course, between the brain and their ducts
but when
;

they divide, they become suddenly so pellucid, that

it

impossible to trace them fortlier, or to distinguish
them from the coats of the ducts."
In the osseous fishes, the openings of the mucous Lntoral line,
ducts are chiefly observable in the fore part of the
head, and in the lateral line.
This line extends from
the head to the tail, along each side of the fish, and
It is not obexhibits several striking peculiarities.
servable in the lampry ; in general it is single, but in
It
the sandeel it has the appearance of being double.
is usually of a different colour from that of the sides,
and varies according to the species in position and di\i\er death it sometimes disappears, and
rection.
hence some difliculties have arisen with regard to the
discriminating marks which it furnishes.
The mucus which is poured out upon the skin by
these ducts, in some cases appears to be the liquid
known by chemists under that name, while in other
instances it appears to be of the nature of albumen.
Chemists, however, have not turned their attention to
the subject.
is
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Besides this liqukl, secreted on the external surface
of the body, many physiologists have detected liquors
Functiang
in the cavity of the brain, the pericardium, and the abof Kishes.
domen, which we may take notice of in this place. Dr
Monro found the liquor surrounding the brain of a
skate to be of a saltish taste ; and his friend Dr Rutherford found that it contained one sixty-fifth part of
Tlie liquor in the
its weight of sea salt dissolved in it.
cavity of the abdomen contained only on6 seventyeighth part.
Structure

sod

In some of the oviparous abdominal fishes, there are
two cartilaginous fins situated between the ventral fins,
and supposed by La Cepede to be the external openings
of the sexual organs. They are termed by him Appen-

the testes.
In the females of this division, the ovary, usually
termed the roe, is double in the greater number of fishes,
but in a few it appears to be single. It occupies nearly the same position as the milt in the males.
It consists of a thin delicate membrane inclosing the ova.
These are generally disposed in transverse layers, connected by means of blood vessels. There is no distinct
oviduct. The external openings are similar to those in
the male.
Previous to the deposition or ejection of the roe or
eggs by the female, a union has been formed with a
male.
But this connection is merely temporary, and is
dissolved immediately after the impregnation of the
egg has taken place. In the Cyclopterus lumpus, however, it is stated that this connection is of longer duration, that they continue to watch over the eggs with tender solicitude, and defend them from the rapacity of
The pleasure derived from the belief in
other fishes.
this singular example of parental care, is in a great
measure destroyed by the hint which has been throws
out, that they defend the eggs from the attack of other
fishes, that they may appropriate them as a feast ts
themselves.
The ova are first deposited by the female, and then
the male pours upon them the impregnating semen. In
many instances, they form a hole in the sand, by their
mutual assistance, and place therein the roe ; in other
instances, the roe is deposited in the crevices of rocks, or
on sea weeds or aquatic plants. But it would be endless
to detail the various ways (even were we better acquainted with them than we profess to be) in which
fishes perform this curious function of their nature.
The eggs of fishes are very various with respect to
colour, but agree in being of a spherical form.
The
integument is more or less firm according to the species.
The yolk, instead of occupying the centre, as in the
eggs of birds, is placed laterally, and is surrounded by
Between the yolk
the glaire or albuminous matter.
and the glaire, is situated the germ or embyro. The
germ becomes ready for exclusion at very different peThus the egg of the
riods, according to the species.
carp is said to be perfected in the course of three weeks,
while that of the salmon requires as many months. But
in the eggs of the same species, a great deal depends
on the temperature to which they are exposed. In the
same pond, those eggs are soonest hatched which have
been deposited in the shallowest water.
As the embryo is developed, the heart first appears,
The organs
afterwards the spine, eyes, and tail.
motion are evolved in the following order. The pectoral
fins first make their appearance, and afterwards those
of the tail ; the dorsal fins follow, and then the ventral

dices genitals

and anal

Sect. Kl.

Organs of Reproduction.

The reproduction of fishes is a subject involved in
great obscurity.
The element in which they reside
conceals from us the actions wliich they perform, and
hence we are unable to point out with certainty the
uses of the different organs, or the functions which they
exercise.
Even in the days of Aristotle the difference
in the mode of reproduction between the cartilaginous

Organs of
rcproduc•"">•

osseous fishes had been observed ; and although
accurate observations have been made by modern
zootoraists, much still remains to be done both in the
field of observation and dissection.
In the general view which we propose to give of this
subject, fishes may be divided into two classes, distinguished by their reproductive organs. Thus, some
have the sexes distinct, while in others they are united.
Those with the sexes distinct may be subdivided into
the oviparous and the false viviparous, or ovovivipa-

and

tlie

many

rous.
Sexes

(lis-

tinct.

fiuvus.

Ovi-

Fourcroy and Vauquelin. In aH these examples, however, the seminal fluid was mixed with the substance of

!• Oviparous Ji$hes,nUh the sexes distinct. The fishes
included under this division are by far the most numeSome of them
rous.
They have all free branchiae
possess a cartilaginous skeleton, while others belong to
the division termed osseous. In all, the egg is impregnated externally, and arrives at maturity without the
aid of the mother.
In the mates of this division, the testes, known by
the name of milts, are two in number, of a white colour,
and lengtliened form. The surface is usually irregularThey are situated on each side of the
ly tuberculated.
'abdomen, and consist of glandulous sacs destined for
Through
the preparation of the impregnating fluid.
the middle of each milt there passes a ductus deferens,
uniting with each otlier at the posterior part of the abdomen, and forming a kind of vesicula seminalis. The
external opening for the issue of the semen is in some
in the cloaca, while in others there is a small orifice situated behind the anus, which gives vent to the sexual

evacuations.

We

possess few accurate experiments on the chemi-

cal composition of the seminal fluid of fishes. Fourcroy
published in the Annates de Chiin. vol. Ixiv. p. 3. some
experiments on the milt of the carp.
It was neither
acid nor alkaline.
It appears to consist of albiunen,
gelatine, phosphorus, phosphat of lime, phosphat of
magnesia, and muriat of ammonia. More recently, Dr
.John subjected the milt of a tench to a chemical analysis, and obtained the ibllowing ingredients
water, irs
soluble albumen^ gelatine, phospliat of ammonia, phosphat of lime, phosphat of magnesia, and alkaline phosphat.
He could not detect the presence of any phosphorus, which had been given as a constituent by
:

1

^

~
_

d

fins.

In Sexes disOvoviviparous Jishes, tvith the sexes distinct.
this division are included the chondropterygii, and like- ''"'''• ^^'r
Sexual intercourse takes ^•^'P*'""^
wise a few osseous fishes
place, and the eggs are hatched in the uterus, and est.
eluded along with the fry.
In the males of this division, at least in those of the
chondropterygii, the testes are two in number, flat, of
great extent, and situated between the spine and the
stomach and intestines. Each is divided into two portions ; the first resembles the soft milt of oviparous
fishes, and the second consists of small spherical glandular bodies. From these an epididymis is produced,
chiefly composed of convoluted tubes, which terminate
2.
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in a vas deferens; the underpart of which is greatly dilated, and forms, as in birds, a considerable receptacle,

or vesicula seminalis. Contiguous to the outer side of
the dilated end of the vas deferens, there is a bag of
coosiderable size, filled with a green liquor, which is
diacfaarged into the same funnel with the semen, and
probably at the same time with it. By some, this is
coaaidered as a vesicula seminalis, while by others it is
regarded as supplying the place of a prostate gland.
The funnel through which the seminal fluid is poured,
opens near the cloaca.
In the males of the chondropter^'gii, there are certain organs situated near the anus, consisting of bone,
These were long regarded as
cartilage, and moacjes.
the externa] organs of reproduction. But Rondeletius
was at opinion that these were only accessory organs,
and enabled the males to retain the females more dose*
ly during coition.
The celebrated ichthyologist Bloch,
from disaections, arrived at the same conclusion.
The late Mr Montagu has observed some peculiaritie* in the sexes of the skate, which deserve to be noThese are enumerated in the Memoirs of the
ticed.
Wemeriam Natural Hitlory Socitlu, vol. ii. p. 414. After
speaking of the appendages at the base of the tail, he
says, " Acoompanjring Uiis truly mascuhne distinction, are series of large reclined hooked spines, never
to be (bond on the other sex, and which begin to shew
thenielTM early in all the species hitherto examined ;
tbCM are placed in four distinct series, one on each
honlder or fore-part of the wing, or pectoral fin, and
one oo MCh angle of tlie wing. Theae spines are complete hooka naembling those used for fishing, and lie
with their points reclined inwards in two or three, and
aomctiniet four parallel lines, but the number of rows,

nmber

in each row, depends on age ; for in very
•podmens, 1 have noticed only four or five
For what purpose this formiin a ain^ row.
anBonry is given exclusively to the males, is not
known, bat as the hooks are extremely sharp, and lie

and

I

»

psvtly concealed, with their points a trifle reflected, the
fiaharaMB'a hands aio firequently lacerated by incauThese formidable spmes, petiooiljr hiMJKng the fish.
culiar to the masculine gender, have occasionally been
fixed on as a specific character ; and as it does not appear to be generally known that it is only a sexiu 1
distinction, it has been thought proper to notice it for
the advantage of others who may be pursuing; the same
There ia another circumst.ince, which perhaps,
track.
in the discrimination of species, requires more attention
than nsual ; that b, the teeth eX^ both sexes of each
The neoeasity of this is particularly evinced
spaciai.
uy the great difference observable in the teeth of the
two sexes of the thomback. Rain clavala.
" In search of both sexes of this species, I was naturally led by the usually described esaential character of
the teeth being blunt, and I was not a little surprised
when, amongst several hundreds examined, not one
male could be found ; iMit I noticed a ray, not unfirequently taken with the thomback, that was in every
other respect similar, except that the wings were generally not so rough, and sometimes quite smootii about
variety also of this nsh had an oblong
the middle.
dusky spot, surrounded with white, in the middle of
each wing. The teeth of these fishes were not above
half the sue of those of the female thomback, and, except a few of the outer series on the lips, were sharp-

A

For a long time I was puzzled to di-tcovcr to
pointed.
what species of Raia these belonged, till, ailer an exaTOL. XI.
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mination of a great number, 1 began to be as much
surprised at not finding a female amongst such a quantity of these, as I was at not finding a male amongst
those with blunt teeth.
These circumstances naturdly
induced me to conclude, that the sexes of clavata had
not l)een accurately defined, and that the leading character of blunt teeth might have been drawn from the
female only. The fishermen had not noticed the distinction of the teeth in these fishes, and had considered
all of them to be thornbacks.
After much attention
to the subject, and after having offered a premium for
a male thomback with blunt teeth, an intelligent fisherman assured me, he had examined a vast number
since I pointed out the distinction of the teeth, and
that he could not find one instance of a male with blunt
It may therefore
teeth, nor a female with sharp teeth.
be fairiy inferred, that the sexes of the thomback actually differ in this particular, and that the male had
probably been described as a different species, but under what title it is diflicult to ascertain, unless it be
Raja fuUonica of some authors."
The male organs of the sharks and rays are such as we
have now described ; but few accurate observations have
been made on the male organs of those ovoviviparous
fishes, which belong to the branchiostegous and osseous
tribes, such as tlie syngnathns, blennius, and muraena.
In the Jemales of the sharks and rays, the ovaria,
two in number,* are situated at the sides of the spine,
and contain ova of different sizes. From each of these
proceeds an oviduct, the anterior extremities of which
Internally,
are united to the diaphragm and spine.
these ducts are covered with glandular papilla?, and pasfe
through a large glandular body. After passing this
body, they dilate into a large sac, which is the uterus.'
When the ova pass into the oviduct, they are carried
to this glandular body, which is supposed to secrete the
glaire or albuminous part, and afterwards conveyed to
the uterus, where they receive the shell. At what perio<l the egg becomes impregnated, or in what manner
the operation is performed, are questions to which no
satisfactory answers can be returned.
The eggs are of a quadrangular form, with processes
By some they are called sea-mice,
at the four comers.
but by our fishermen they arc known by the name of
The shell has a homy consistskate or Mhark-purtes.
ence, and may often be observed, at certain seasons,
among the rejectamenta of the sea.
When the young fish have been perfected in the uterus, where they derive their nourishment exclusively
from the egg, and not from the mother, they are ejected through the openings of each uterus, at the sides of
the cloaca ; and upon escaping from the shell, enjoy
immediately an intlcpendent existence, and begin to

new nourishment.
OviparoHt fiihfs which are hermaphrodile.
stances of hermapbrotlitism among fishes, were for a
period considered rare, and alwa3's as accidental.
ter detecte«l such an arrangement in the whiting,
search after
3.

In- Hcmis-

long
Ras-

and

But it was reob«erve<l the same in;thc carp.
served for that able anatomist. Sir Evcrard Home, to
point out a particular trilje of fishes in which the organs
of lx>th sexes are always present in the same individual.

Duhamel

Having been nnsuccessful in obtaining any male lamprya, although he got what were considereil as fcm.iles
in abundance. Sir Everard l>egan to suspect that the
individuals of the species were hemiaphriMlilcs,^ and
his observation on these fieh at diirerent periods justi*
fied his conjectures.

4ii

phnxlitcs.
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"

found, (says he, Phil. Trans. A.D. 1815, Part II.
upon examination, that the two glandular bodies projecting into the belly, one on each side of the
ovarium, which have always been supposed to be the
kidneys, varied very much in size and appearance at the
beginning and end of the season. When the ova ai-e
so small that the animal is reputed to be a male, these
glandular bodies, and the black substance upon which
they lie, appeal- to form one mass, and the duct upon
the anterior part is thin and almost transparent, containing a fluid equally so; but in the end of May, when
the ova increase in size, these glandular bodies become
larger, more turgid, and have a distinct line of separation between them and the black substance behind
their structure is more developed, being evidently
composed of tubuli running in a transverse direction,
and the ducts leading from them are thicker in their
I

p. 266),

coats,

and larger

company, the carp sometimes impregnates the eggs of

Weight.

Fish.

in size.

Weight

of

spawn.

Number

of

Season.

eggs.

"

Castratioo.

On the 5th of June, the ova were found to be of
the full size ; and a small transparent speck, not before
to be observed, was seen in each ; at this time the tubular structure had an increased breadth, and the duct
going from it contained a ropy fluid, which, when examined in the field of the microscope, was found to be
composed of small globules in a transparent fluid. On
the 9th of June, neither the ova nor the tubular structure had undergone any change. On the 11th of June,
the ova were of the same size, but the slightest force
detached them from the ovarium ; the tubular structure had increased still more in size, the fluid in the
ducts was thicker, more ropy, and when water was added to it in the field of the microscope, it coagulated,
and what was before made up of globules, had now the
appearance of flakes. The ova do not pass out at an
excretory duct as in fishes, but drop from the cells in
the ovarium in which they were formed, into the cavity of the abdomen, and escape by two small apertures
at the lower part of that cavity, into a tube common to
them and to the semen in which they are impregnated."
In the lampern or pride, and in the gastrobranchus coecus, a similar structure is observable."
Although these observations leave little room to doubt
that the animals in question are hermaphrodites, still it
remains to be determined at what precise period, or in
what position, the eggs are impregnated.
Although the sexual organs of fishes had been long
known, it was not until the middle of the 18th century that any experiments were performed to ascertain
the effect of their abstraction. Tully appears to have
been the first person who performed the operation, and
an account of his experiments has been published in
the Gent. Mag. vol. xxv. p. 416, and in Phil. Trans.
vol. xlviii.
When the abdomen of the fish is laid open,
and the milt or roe carefully separated, and the wound
sewed up again, the fish appears to experience but little pain, and the wound heals in a few weeks.
These
experiments have frequently been performed on the
carp, and they are attended with little risk.
The fish
grows to a larger size, and its flesh is said to have a more
delicate flavour.

general use

But

among

castration has never come into
the proprietors of fish ponds, being

seldom performed but from motives of curiosity or
science.

Hybrkl
fishes.

We have already stated, that the impregnation of the
egg takes place without the body of the female, and
the experiments which have been conducted to establish this point, have likewise made us acquainted with
the existence of hybrid Jishes. Even in a common fish
pond, where carp and trout are permitted to live in

Structure

"""^
The limits,
the trout, or the trout those of the carp.
however, within which this irregularity is confined, y'p'^H"'"
have never been investigated with care.
_„ _'Fishes exliibit very remarkable differences in regard
of
The rays Number
to the number of eggs which they produce.
egg«.
prepare
but
to
a
very
limited
number.
and sharks seem
Rondeletius states the number in the Squalus acanthias
at six ; other observers have found in other species 26
and even 30. But the number of eggs in other kinds
of oviparous fish, exceeds almost our powers of reckoning. The following Table (Phil. Trans. 1767),
may convey to the general reader some idea of their
prolific powers.

Oz. Dr.

Carp

....

Cod-fish

.

.

25

.

Flounder . . 24
Herring
5
Mackrel
18
Perch ....
8
Pike
56
Roach .... 10
Smelt ....
2
14
Sole
.

.

.

.

.

.

Tench .... 40

Grains.

203109 April 4.
2571
12540 3686760 Dec. 23.
1357400 March 14.
2200
4
480
36960 October 25.
10
1223^ 546681 June 18.
28323 April 5.
765^
9
25.
49304
4
5100|
81586 May 2.
361
6|
38278 March 21.
149^
542i 100362 June 13.
8
383252 May 28.
5

—

It appears evident, from this Table, that there is no
regular proportion between the weight of the fish and
Nor is there
the weight or number of eggs produced.
any estimated proportion between the number of eggs
deposited, and the number of fish which arrive at maturity.
The eggs are eagerly sought after by other
In the young
fishes, by aquatic birds and reptiles.

they are pursued even by their own species, as
well as by beings belonging to other classes. But for
the numbers of eggs thus produced, the very race of
fishes would soon be extinguished by enemies while
young ; and we may add, that the diminution of the
number of eggs would cut off a large supply of food,
and destroy that dependence which we observe in the
polity of nature, of the different races of animals on
one another.
The season in which fish deposit their eggs varies
according to the species, and even the habit of the individual.
It is well known that among salmon, even
in the same river, a difference of some months is observable, and we believe that the same remark is apIn general, before
plicable to all other kinds of fish.
spawning, fish forsake the deep water, and approach
the shore, that the roe being placed in shallow waAt
ter, the influence of the solar rays may vivify it.
that season, some fish forsake the salt water, and ascend rivers, and after spawning, retreat again to the
state,

ocean.

The eggs of various species of fish belonging to the
oviparous order, with distinct sexes, are used as articles
of food. Where circumstances permit, they are consumed while in a recent state. In other situations they
are salted, and form the well-known article of trade
caviar.

The characters which the organs of reproduction furnish, in the discrimination of species, have been hitherto
1
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too much n^lected. Connected as they are with the
existence of the animal, and exercising a powerful con>
troul over

and

care,

its

habits, they

Sect. XII.

•kctrieiir.

ought to be examined with

their jqppearances recorded in detail.

Organs of Electricity.

Fbom the remotest periods, the benumbins; powers
of the toqiedo have been the subject of popular admiration.
Ill the days of Aristotle and Pliny, some of its
curious properties were ascertained
but it was not
until the year 1 772, that any accurate observations were
Hde oo the animal, conducted on scientitic prin;

dplea.
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distinguish between the liveliness or activity of either. Slmcture
and
Of other two of these animals, the nerves of the elecFunctiont
trical organs of one of them were divided.
Being plaof Fishes.
ced each in separate buckets of sea water, they were
both irritated as nearly alike as possible. From the
perfect animal, shocks were received ; after frequent repetition, it became weak and incapable of discharging
the shock, and soon died. The last shocks were not
perceptible above the second joint of the thumb, and
so weak as to require much attention to observe them.
From the other, no shocks could be received ; it ap«
peared as vivacious as before, and lived until the second day. This experiment was frequently repeated

same results. The nerves of one elecorgan only being divided in a lively torpedo, from
which shocks had been previously received, on irritating the animal, it was still found capable of communiwitli nearly the

The resemblance between

the sensation produced by
the torpcclo, and that occasioned by the discharge of a
jar cfaai^ged with dectricity, was first pointed out by
John Walsh, Esq. who determined, at the same time,
many of the phenomena which accompany this action
of the animaL Nearly about the same time, and in

oofueqaenoe of examples fumiahed by Walsh, Mr Huntcr dimcted this anmal with care, observed the ap>
pcarancn of its electrical organs, and pointed out their
relation to one another. Previous to these observations
of Walsh and Hunter, Borrelli, Lorenzini, and Reaumur, had each of them examined the fish, and arrived
at aone aocuiate general conclusions.
Since that time
the eubjeet ha* attracted the attention of other invest!pMrs, aod may now be oooaidered as having received
nan —pin illmialioa than any other branch of the
pimioiofy of fidm.
The sti«ctBr»«f thcelMlnoal omnaof the torpedo
and the other fishes whieii poiseis Uiem, has been already fully explained under the article Elkctricity,
to which we refer our readers. Since the publication
of that article, Mr Tod {PhiL Trant. 1816, Part I.
p. 120,) ha* inv est gated the influence of the nerves in
the productioo of the electricity which these organs
•dded some new (acu to those which had
(ivcn to the public by preceding writers. He
v« that the oolumna, when separate and uninbv estenel pressure, appear to be of the
tatm of cyoBdan, as w shown as nearly aa possible
The
bjr aospending then bjr one of their extremities.
diferent fom* which they exhibit in a horizontal sec.
tioo of the whole organ, are produced by their unt to one another, by the intanaediate re.
He adds, that the dactrical organs
in the curvature of the aemilunar
cntiliccs of the !»• lateral fins, a* to be entirely
under the niMDoe or the muscles, which are inserted
i

I

into these otfan^
share which the nerves have
In order to asMrtain
in prododng the phenome na, he made an incision on
radt side ofthe craninm and gills of a lively torpedo,
and poshed aside the eleetricu organs so as to expose
aod diride their aorras. The anmial was then placed
in a bucket of en water.
On examining it in about
two hoars afterwards, he found it impoasible to elicit
ahocks from it by any irritation ; but it seemed to posnuch activity and livelinesa as before, and lived
sen
aa long as those animals from which shocks had not
been received, and whichhad not undergone this change.
Two of then animals being procured, the nerves of the
electrical organs of one of them were divided after the
nsBBer above described. They were placed each in
sepanle buckets of sea water, and allowed to remain
umliatttrbed.
This was performed in the moming, and
when cjumiacd in the evening, it
impossible to

dw

M

wh

tric

Whether there was any difference
cating the shock.
in the degree of intensity could not be distinctly observed. One electrical organ being altogether removed,
the animal still continued capable of discharging the
electric shock, and the same circumstance took place
when only one ofthe nerves of each electrical organ was
divided. W"hen a wire was introduced through the cranium of a torpedo, which had been communicating
shocks very freely, all motion immediately ceased, ana
no irritation could excite the electrical shock.
The shock is communicated through the same conductors as common electricity, and intercepted by the
same non-conductors. The sensation may be communicated to several persons at the same instant ; and it
is of no consequence whether the animal be insulated or
not. The shock, however, is much stronger in air than
in water; in summer than in winter; when the animal
The
is in vigour, than when in an exhausted state.
shocks generally follow simple contact or irritation ;
but, in some instances, when caught by the hand, no
shock is discharged until muscular energy has been
exerted in vain to extricate itself.
This electrical discharge is in general accompanied
by an evident muscular action. 1 here appears a swel«
ling of the superior surface of the electrical organs,
particularly towards the anterior part opposite to the
cranium. The eyes also appear at the time somewhat
If this action of the fish be too much exretracted.
cite<l, the animal becomes debilitated, and soon expires.
Spallanzani, while prosecuting his experiments on
this subject, ascertained, that the young fish as well as
the old possessed this power ; and, what appears still
more surprizing, even thoee still in the egg in the ute«
rus were able to communicate a sensible shock.
Besides the torpedo, there are other fish which possen the same apjMrntus, and exhibit the same singular
phenonena. One of these, the f^ymnotus eleclricut, has
been carefully examined by Hunter ; and the result of
his observations, communicated in the 65th volume of
the PhiL Tram. A third fish, the Silurus electricus,
possesses the same property ; and probably many more
with which we are as yet unacquainted ; although to
this list there can only be adde<l at present the Trichiurut
Indians and Telraodrm electricus.
The use of this singular faculty has often been point*
As an
e<l out both by ancient and modem naturalists.
instrument ot defence, the exercise of such a power

from many of ita foes ; and when
used in the offensive, it will be equally formidable.
Such animals may be able to benumb their smaller and
will protect the fish

defenceless prey,
proctiring food.

and employ

their electrical energies in
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characters furnished by the organs of electricity
were for a long time overlooked, and were not even
permitted to constitute a generic distinction. The torpedo was long classed with the rays ; and in many sys-

rivage,

tems

tiies,

les Uranoscopes, les Vives, les Scorpenes, les
Periste^
dions, les Labres, les Sj^ares, les Luljavs, les
Esoces,
les

with electrical organs, and such as are desthem, still belong to the same genus.

fishes

titute of

Murenophis, &c. Viennent ensuite les rochers du
ou les Syngmthes, les Cenlresques, les Blen.

les

Ammodytes,

nctras,

les Callionymes, les Lepidopes, les
G'ynjOsmcres, les Scombrcsoces, les Argentines

les

les Atkerines, les

CONBITION OF FlSUKS.

These

subjects which we prc^ose to discuss in this
Chapter are rather of a miscellaneous nature, and embrace a variety of circumstances connected with the
natural and economical history of fishes.
shall divide the whole into eight sections, and in these treat of

We

the distribution, migrations, education, naturalization,
and diseases of fish ; and conclude with
some observations on the geological data which they
furnish, and the various methods which have been employed to preserve them in a museum.
dietetical uses,

Sect.

We have already

Distribution of
iishcs.

in the

water

Distribution of Fishes.
stated, that fishes naturally reside

but as this element is found to differ in
its constitution and temperature according
to its situation, we may expect to find the finny tribes that dwell
in it influenced by these circumstances.
At a very early period, the diversity in the distribution of fishes attracted the attention of observers.
Rondeletius at last
.-ittempted a division of this class of animals, from the
different situations in which they are found, into manne, fluviatile, lake, and pond fish.
It will be more
suitable to our present purpose, to consider tliem as inhabitants of the sea or of fresh water.

The

Palt water
li.ihes.

I.

;

salt-water fishes

are

much more numerous

than those which reside in fresh water. They cannot be distinguished from fresh water fishes by any
peculiarity of structure, or external form.
They are
always found in the greatest numbers in tideways,
and on thqse banks which are formed at the junction of opposite currents.
They in general resort to
a certem kind of bottom, in which we may suppose they find a plentiful supply of food. Some arc
always found near rocky shores, while others prefer the
sandy bays. Some are found only in the open ocean,
and are termed pelagic ; others keep within a short distance of the coast, and are termed lilloral.
U. Risso,
in the mtroduction to his Jchthyologie de
Nice, (8vo.
Paris 1810, p. xiv.) has the following interesting
notices respecting the distribution of the fishes
of tlie Mediterranean, which v,e shall give in his own
words.
" Ces grandes profondeurs sont herissees de rochers
et ne sont frequentees que par les Sqiiales,
les Balistes,
les

Chiivcres,

les Centronotes,

les

Ziphias, les
les Lepidoleptres,

Gades,
les

les

Caranx

Trigles, les Cen.

tropomes, les Holocentres, les Bodians, les
Telragonu.
res, les Pomatomes.
cent metres des profondeur
en avangant vers la terre, les fond de la mer
est reconvert de fange et de Irnion, sejour impur
de Raies, des
i'Oplaes, des Cepoles, des Zees, des
Pleuronectcs, des
Oltgopodes, enfin de tous les poissons
a chair molle et
baveuse. En continuant de s'elever

A

metres deprofondeur, a peu pres,

i cent cinquante

la vegetation se

ma-

nifeste: les algues, les caulinies, les
ulves, les conferves, les varccs, et les zoophytes qui
tapissent ce sejour,

y

Stolephores, les Mugil,

et les Serpes."

The

appellent les Ophiclies, les Stromatees,
les Murenes,

^-"Y—

les Balrachoides, les Gobies, les Notopteres
font
leur demure accoutomee.
Enfin les belles plaines de
galets et de sable ou se nourrissent les
Lepadonastcres

CHAP. in.

Condition
of fishes.

Condition
of '•'shcs.

les CUtpees
'

which fishes reside in the
regulated by the presence of suitable food
in those places.
When fishes live at a great depth, the
air-bag secretes more oxygen than when residing
near
the surface ; but this is a circumstance over which
the
fish perhaps can exercise controul ; and although
the
pressure upon the body must increase with the depth in
the water, we are ignorant of the effect produced
on
the sensations of the animal by the change. Even many
pelagic fish become littoral during the breeding season,
and the littoral fish retreat to the deep on the approach
of a storm.
The fresh-malcr fshes are not so important, in an Fresh ira.
economical point of view, as those which inhabit the ter fishes.
ocean.
Some species frequent rivers, and seem to require, for the preservation of their health, a continued
cun-ent of water.
Others live in lakes, and seem contented to spend their days where the water is still.
sea,

different depths at

may be

Like salt-water fishes, they appear to prefer particular
altitudes; and in ascending mountains, we may
observe that the fish in the lakes and rivers have their
boundaries, as well as the vegetables which cover their
surface.
Thus Wahlenberg found, that the pike

and

perch disappeared from tlie rivers of the Lapland Alps
along with the spruce fir, and when 3200 feet below the
line of perpetual snow.
Ascending 200 feet higher, the
gwiniad and the grayling are no longer to be found in
the lakes.
Higher up still, or about 2C00 feet below
the line of perpetual snow, the char disappears ; and

beyond

this

boundary

all

fishing ceases.

When

a salt water fish is put into fresh water, its motions speedily become irregular, its respiration appears
to be affected, and unless released it soon dies.
The
same consequences follow when a fresh water fish is
suddenly immersed in salt water. In what manner
they are influenced by the change, has never been satisfactorily determined.
There are not a few fish which may be said to be amphibious, or capable of living either in fresh or
salt

water at pleasure. Such fish, in an economical point
of view, are extremely valuable, as they furnish to
the
inhabitants of this and other countries an immense
supof
ply
food.
The salmon may be given as an instance
this country, where, from one river, (Tay)
50,000
head of full sized fish have been obtained. To' the

m

Greenlanders, their Angraarsoet, or Salmo arcticus,
perhaps more valuable, as it is formed into bread,

is

as

well as consumed in a fresh or salted state.
All these fishes seem to reside chiefly in the
sea.
There they grow and fatten ; but when the time of
spawning approaches, they forsake the salt water, and
return to rivers and lakes. But this desertion of
the
ocean is only temporary, and regulated by the circumstances connected with reproduction.
The instant the
is finished, they repair with equal
rapidity
to the ocean, to repair their exhausted strength, and

spawning

fit

them

Some

for obeying again the laws of their existence.
of these fishes appear to be capable of living ex.
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dusirely in fresh w«tcr, when confined in a lake or riTer.
We «re informed in the statistical account of the
parish of Lismore, when speaking of the fresh water
lakes of that island, {Stat. Ace. vol. i. p. 485.) " That,
about
or 60 year* ago, there were some sea trouts
carried to these lakes, Ae breed of which preserve their

M

distinction perfectly clear to this day.
They retain
their shining silver scales, though they have no commanication with the sea ; their flesh is as red as any
aaJmon, and their taste is totally different from that of
the yellow trouts."

The circumstance of some fish being capable of living
either in fresh or salt water, has suggested the idea of
attempting to modify the constitution of salt water
SAm, to as to enable them to subsist in fresh water.
If th« change
fish

is attempted to be produced in young
by degree*, and with caution, the experiment may

prove tueotmtai, e^>ecially with those
ohicflT

fish that reside

pew

the aea shore. But in the case of fishes
which live in deep water, a change not only in the respiratory organs mast be produced, but likewise in
those of digestion, as they must subsist on a new kind
of food. We regard such experiments as curious, but
can scarcely bring oarselves to believe, that they will
be productive of advantage to society. In attempting
to improve our fisheries, we iboald prefer the prudent
advice of Virgil to the dreams of the theorist et quid
qn^tefml rtrio, et quid qutrque recuiel.
W* poaiaH but few accurate observations on the

of fillies, with respect to lemperalure.
Living in an element subject to little variauon from
the change of the i ien s, &het, like se^-weeds, have an
extensive range of latitude as well as lengitude through
which they roam. But they appear to abound in the
greater variety of species in the equatorial regions,
and to diminish in numbers with regard to species as
distribution

f

we iqipraach

the poles.

In this ooontry

we may

ob<

crve a oertun arrangement of lome of the species with
napect to htitiide. Thns the fresh water fishes of

fayid are mach
land.

In the

more numeraos than those

in .Scot-

wa at

the south of England, the pilchard
is foumi in abundance, while it is rare in Scotland.
In
the seas in the north of Scotland, the tusk IGadut
hrotme) abounds, in the south of Scothmd it is very

and in Eiwiand it is unknown.
While soma nfaea hirinc in the northern seas, or in
alpine lakca, accm to prefer cold water, there are fish
rare,

dweD even

yiy-tf*
t* CepWe informs us that DesfonUines found
^Pjcfa

to

in the waters of tepid

Sfmnu Dimontatna in the warm waters of the two
foontains whidi supply the town of Cassa in the king.
dam of Tunis. The waters raised Reaumur's thermo.
tSffi above the fteeaing point, or about 00" of FahJt.
The waters contained no mineral impregnatmis, and when cooled, were oaed by the inhabitanu.
tba

1

SccT.

11.

Migration of Fiihes.

Tnosb fishea which
pawning,

enter rivers for the purpose of
perfigm their migrations annually, but do

not appear at any *a*T pracwe period. I'heir motions
appear t» be regulated by the condition of their ((ene.
ntife mf^am, and these are in their turn controulvd by
the inipsialMiof the water in which the fishes remain,
«« the npply of fcod. In rivers where salmon spawn,
it ia obeanrad that these fish continue entering the river
far the apace of seven or eight months.
Those marine
Mms, s«iGh aa the herring, pilchard, and many others
which leave the deep water, and approach the shores
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for the

purposes of spawning, are equally irregular Condition
with respect to their periods of appearing and disap- "^ '^'*'^
pearing.
Besides these movements, which depend on the generative impulse, many marine fishes appear to migrate from one shore to another, influenced by laws

'*"'V~^

which have never been satisfactorily explained. Thus
haddocks have been known to visit a coast for many years
in succession, and then suddenly to disappear, and at
the same time aU those predaceous fish which fed upon
them.
Perhaps these movements may depend upon the
supply of food, and be regulated by circumstances over
which we can exercise no controul. Accurate observations, however, would probably ascertain the limits of
these migrations, and enable us to derive advantage
from motions which at present we regard as calamitous.

In the

summer

season,

all

the fresh water fish are ac-

and lively but during the winter, many species
bury themselves in the mud, and, in a state of quiestive

;

cence similar to natural sleep, outlive the vicissitudes of
that variable season.
While active they require a copious supply of food i but in this state' of hybernation
they contmue fasting, and without inconvenience.

Sect. III.

Education of Fishes.

The

element in which fishes reside, removes them so Education
far from our influence and observation, that it is difli- "'' ^'hcs.
cult to estimate the amount, or the qualities of the immaterial principle which they possess.
We witness
them fly from clanger, obey the impulse of appetite, and
provide a suitable place for the eggs of their future ofT'•pring.
These, however, are in general regarded as
the lowest marks of mind, or as mere blind instinctive
motions.
Fishes, we have seen, possess in a greater or less degree of perfection all those external senses, by means
of which the other animals acquire a knowledge of external objects.
Hence we find that they speedily become acquainted with the hand that fcetls them, and
know the face of a stranger. They may ho taught to
come to the edge of a pond when called by their usual
name, or to assemble at the sound of a bell. Raster
even informs us of a trout, which had been kept fourteen years and seven months, which would come and
repose on the hand of its master while he removed the
water of the vessel in which it was kept.
That they possess some powers of deliberation, ap.
pears evident from the artifices which tlicy employ to
escape from the nets in which they have been inclosed, or
from the hook which they have incautiously swallowed.
Salmon have been known to lie close on the ground in
some hollow place, to permit the net to pass over them,
or by a sudden spring to leap out of the net. I'he fishing
frog, or angler, as it is also called, (Lophitis piscalorius,)
has two long tentacula on the head, resembling in appearance small worms.
Having buried its body in the
sand, leaving only these tentacula exposed, it moves
them backwards and forwards, until the eye of some
young fish is attracted by the deceitful appearance, and
falls a prey to iu lurking foe.
With regard to their social instincts, fishes present
very remarkable diflcrences. Some are gregarious at
all seasons, while others are solitary unless during the
breeding season. The sexual union is merely tcni])orary, and no feelings of affection subsist between tlie
parent and the offspring. Indeed the life of a fish is one
continued scene of suspicion and fear, no leisure being
left for the improvement of its faculties.
Hence we are
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Cond'mon disposed to raiik fish as the lowest link of the chain of
of Kishes. vertebral animals,
to regard thepowersof theiriniitiate'"^'""^
rial principle, as controuled by the dangers to which
they are exposed, and as almost exclusively occupied in
supplying the wants which are connected with the first

—

laws of existence.

Sect. IV.
Natural!^ion of
**'

Fresh water
fish.

Naturalization of Fishes.

j^ tracing the history of those attempts which have
Yieen made to subject this portion of the creation to our
controul, we trace at the same time the progress of civilization and luxury. In Egypt, they had their sluices and
their fish ponds in the days of Isaiah, (chap.xix. 10,) and
from this early seat of the arts and sciences the Romans
probal)Iy acquired the knowledge of rearing and feeding
fish.
During the more prosperous days of that refined
people, almost every wealthy citizen had his fish ponds.
In modern times, the Chinese bestow more attention on
the cultivation of fish than perhaps any other nation.
And in Europe, the importance of the subject has been
duly appreciated by the Swedes, Prussians, and Germans. In the latter countries, a considerable part of
the revenue from property is derived from the carp
ponds.
In general, the rearing of fresh water fish in artificial
ponds has hitherto been chiefly attempted, few trials
having been made to rear the salt water fish in confinement. In the construction of a pond for fresh water fish,
care should be taken to have a regular supply of water
free from mineral impregnations, to cover the deepest
The more extenparts of the pond at least six feet.
sive the shallow ground at the sides is, especially if it
be covered with marsh plants, so much more abundant
is the supply of those minute animals, on which many
Care should likewise be taken to
fish chiefly subsist.
introduce those small fish, which, by multiplying, may
furnish a constant supply of food.
When fish ponds are formed, it is in general the wish
of the proprietor to have a certain number of his stock
in good condition, that he may have a regular supply
For the accomplishment of this object,
for his table.
there is usually one pond set apart for the purpose,
into which are introduced those full grown fish which
he wishes to feed. During the winter season little
food is required, but along with the heat of spring,
fishes acquire a keen appetite, and at that period a
constant supply of food should be given them. They
should be fed morning and evening at a stated time,
and always at the same place in the pond. The food
should consist of any kind of corn, boiled or steeped
in water for some time until it swells.
Malt is esteemed a very fattening food, and the crumbs of bread steeped in ale ; but peas are considered as little inferior to
either.
Pikes must have an abundant supply of eels,
otherwise they require a long time to fatten. Some recommend the laying of dead carrion upon stakes in the
middle of the water, that it may breed maggots, which
falling into the water, furnish an abundant supply of
very acceptable food.
In the construction and management of fish ponds,
there are many circumstances of a local nature which
impossible to specify.
The methods employed to
stock these ponds are at present more deserving of our
attention.
The first, and certainly the most obvious
method, is to obtain living fish from similar situations.
In catching these, the utmost care should be taken not
• to bruise them,
or to rub off their scales, and to keep
them as short a time out of the water as possible. The
vessels in which they are to be carried should be full of
it is

water, as when the barrel is not entirely full, the fish
are liable to be driven by the currents against the lid of KUhes,
or sides.
This transportation should take place only in
cold weather, and in the winter season, (as fishes can
bear cold better than heat,) and should be performed
with as much expedition as circumstances will permit.
The second method of stocking fish ponds, is in some
respects preferable to the preceding, especially when the
waters are at a distance from whicli the supply is to be
obtained.
This consists in ascertaining those places in
which the spawn of the wished for species is deposited,
and conveying the impregnated eggs to a similar situation in the new ponds.
In this manner a vast number
of individuals may be obtained at once, and with great
certainty of success, provided they are supplied during the journey with fresh water, and but little agitated.
The impregnated eggs may be known by a small
aperture, which may be detected on one side by means
of a good microscope, and which is scarcely perceptible
previous to impregnation. By means of this method,
however, a much longer period must elapse ere fish
are obtained for the table than by the former, although
this objection is in a great measure obviated, by obtaining from the eggs a race of fish with constitutions
accommodated to your waters.
The last method, which has been rather absurdly
termed artificial fecundation, we owe to the ingenuity
of M. Jacobi, {Mem. de I' Acad, de Berlin. 1 764, p. 55.)
It is founded on a knowledge of the mode of reproduction in oviparous fishes, and in its turn serves to
illustrate tlie function of generation in fishes.
In
those places where the fish are easily procured, a fe«
male is obtained, whose roe is nearly ready for exclusion
and having prepared a proper box with water, the fish
is held by the head, with its tail downwards, and gently squeezed on the belly.
The eggs which are perfect, readily run out into the vessel.
male fish is
next obtained, and being held in a similar situation,
the milt is poured upon the eggs.
The eggs thus impregnated are conveyed to a proper situation as in the
second method, and protected from those enemies
which we have already enumerated.
The advantages which result from the translation
and feeding of fishes have been felt and appreciated in
other countries, but in our kingdom they have been
in a great measure overlooked.
In Scotland and Ireland, and we may likewise include England, there are
multitudes of ponds and lakes, which are at present
mere useless wastes, but which, if properly stocked
with fish, would greatly contribute to the prosperity
of the country, by furnishing an additional supply of
food.
To our forefathers we owe the introduction of
two useful species of fish into the country, namely,
the carp, which was translated (probably from France
or Spain) into England about the year 1496, and the
pike, which was naturalized about the beginning of the
fifteenth century.
The gold and silver fishes of China
have likewise been naturalized in England, as objects
of beauty.
wish this catalogue had been more extensive ; we fondly hope that it will soon increase.
The formation of ponds for salt water fish, has often Salt water
been the subject of speculation, but in few instances fish,
Indeed the mohas it ever been reduced to practice.
tives for constructing such a pond must originate
chiefly in curiosity, as those who are situated on a seacoast, where such ponds can only be constructed, have
access to that great storehouse of life, and may at all
Beseasons derive from it an inexhaustible supply.
sides, there are few situations favourable for the con«

A

^

We
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•truction of such a pond, and even where most favourable, an expensive barrier must be constructed to
Some ponds of this kind
separate it from the sea.
have been constructed in Scotland. These are well de>
scribed in the ScoU Magazine for June 1816, p. 412.
"
good many years ago, a small fish pond, into

A

8e»>water could be easily introduced, was con.
atnicted by an enterprising individual at Peterhead, in
Aberdeenshire, (Mr Arbuthnot).
few sea fish were
occasionally kept in it ; but it soon fell into di^^use,
and it has of late been neglected. This however was,
as far aa we know, the first attempt of the kind in this
ivhicfa

A

country.

time two aea-fish ponds, of greater dihave been formed by private gentlemen in
Scotland, for the conveniency of supplying their fami>
One of these is at Valleyfield, the seat of Sir
lies.
Robert Preston, Bart, on the shore of the Frith of
Forth the other is situated in Wigton-shire, in an inlet called Portneasock, on the peninsular ridge of coun.

SinM

tiiat

iiiliiMinni.

;

try called the Rins of Ga'loway, nine or ten miles
Portpatrick, and is the property of Mr

oath from

Macdowall of Logan.
At the spot where it is formed, there hatl originally
been a small natural basin, communicating with the
aea by means of a narrow sinuous fissure, or perhaps
an empty vein in the rock. This basin has been enlar^^ and deepened, by working away the solid rock,
which ia grey wacke siate. At flood-tide, the water
conn, to the depth of two or three feet, a ledge or
walk which pasMS round an interior or deeper pond,
and, at thia tmie, allows tolerably ample space for the
rapid motions of the fish.
The pond ia replenished with fishea by the keeper,
whose house is hard by. In easy weather, this man
rows out in his fishing coble, to the mouth of Logan
Bay, in which the inlet of Portneasock is situated.
For catching the fish, he uaca the common hand line,
and the usual baits. He is provided with a wide tub,
into which be puts a convenient quantity of sea water:
to thia tub he immediately commits such part of bis
CBptore aa happen to be little hurt by tlie nook. He
finda it necessary, during summer, to cover the tub
with a doth ; and in sultry weather he experiences
diiScnhv in keeping the fishes alive in the tub till he
reach the shore. This, it seems evident, cannot be
ascribed either to mere heat, or to the exhaastinj; of
the air eontained in the water, by the retpirmtion of the
Mms. In all probabilitT, it depends <m the influence
of the electric fluid of the atmosphere. De la Cepedo,
in his tmmj on the culture of frsHWWatcr fishes, particularly menticns the powerful eftct of tliis fluid on
them, when confined in small portions of water, in the
coorte of their transference from one place to another.
As micht naturally be supposed, the fisheman prefers (or the pond young fish, or at most those of middle
SIM to those of large growth. In selecting cod-fish, for
cunple, he rejects all that exceed 61b. giving the preference to what he styles lumpt, or young cod-fish,
weighing 4lb. or 5 lb. In the pond, the fish are not
only preserved alive till wanted for use, but, being remtMnj ftd, arc found to be fattened. They are taken

Mr

oae, however, merely by the line and hook ; and it
that the fish in best condition will not albe the first to catdi at the bait.

b probable,

wm

The

fidws

we observed

in the

pond were the follow.

tag:
I.

Cod (GoJw

mor/iHa),

They were

caught greedily at sheU-fisb, which

lively,

we threw

and

into the

pond.
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They kept

however, in the deep water,
and, after approaching with a circular sweep, and
making a snatch at the prey, descended out of sight to
devour it. It has often been doubted, whether the red
ware codling of Scotland was the young merely of the
common cod, or a distinct species, Gadus callarias.
Here one would think the Question might easily be deUpon describing this red ware codling, we
cided.
were assured that it occurs on the coast of Galloway,
and that it had sometimes been caught and placed in
the pond ; but that, after a year, it became as large and
This accords
as pale in colour as a common grey cod.
with our own observations, made in less favourable
chiefly,

circumstances.

Hadock (G.

These, contrary to exbe the tamest fishes in the pond.
At ebb tide, they come to the inner margin, and eat limpets from the hand of a little boy, the son of the keepThey appeared white, and rather sickly. One
er.
was disea.<;ed about the eyes.
Some of these were of
3. Coalfish (G. carbonariusY
a large size, exceeding in dimensions the largest cod
No fish has received so many different
in the pond.
names as the coalfish. When young, it is called at
Edinburgh, podley ; in the northern islands, sillock
When a year old, it is styled
in f Jalloway, blochan.
2.

pectations,

teglefiniu).

we found

to

cooth, or piltock, in the north ; and glasson in the
south-west of Scotland. When full grown, it is named
sethe in the north ; and stenlock in the south-west.
Accordingly we were now told, that " these stenlocks
were mere blochans when they were put in." They
were become of a fine dark purple colour. They were
bold and familiar, floating about slowly and majesticalthis they seized
ly, till some food was thrown to them
voraciously, whether it consisted of shell-fish, or ship
We were informed, that they too occasionally
biscuit.
approach the margin, and take their food from the
keeper's hand.
These were scarce in
4. Whiting (G. merlangus).
the pond, and very shy.
This was pretty com5. Pollack (G. pollachius).
mon, and has been found to answer very well as a pond
It is generally called layde or lythe.
fish.
Besides these five species of gadus, we were told that
the ling (G. molva) had occasionally been kept in the
pond.
This was the wildest
6. Salmon (Salmo talar).
and the quickest in its motions nf all the inhabitants.
When a mussel or limpet, freed from the shell, was
thrown on the surface of the water, the salmon very
often darted forward and took the jjrey from all competitors, disappearing with a sudden jerk and turn of the
body. I suspected this to be the salmon-trout {S. tnil/a) but was assured that it was the real salmon, which
is occasionally taken in the bay.
7. Flat-fi:th, or flounders, of two sorts, were also in
the pond ; but they naturally kept at the bottom, and
we did not see them. From the descriptioti given by
the people, we concluded that they were dab and young
:

;

plaise.

food given to the fishes consists chiefly of sandshell-fish, particularly limpets and mussels.
In the herring-fishery season, they cut herrings in pieces
for this purpose.
It is remarkable, that all the kinds of sea-fish above
enumerated, seem to agree very well together. No
fighting had ever been observed by the keeper, and seldom any chasing of one species by another.
None of the fish have ever bred indeed, no oppor-

The

eels

and of

:

rordition
of Kishff.
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A

afforded to them.
warm and
gljallow retreat, laid with sand and gravel, would have
to be prepared for some species ; and large stones, with
gea-wced growing on them, would have to be transferred to the pond, and placed so as to be constantly imwersed in the water tor the use of others. The dimensions of the present pond, however, are too cir-

tunity of breeding

is

ciunscribedto admit of

its being used as a breeding
addition for this purpose might, without
much difficulty, be formed, and here some curious observations might be made.
Tlie spawn of various seaHshes is frequently accidentally dredged up by fishermen, and could therefore no doubt be procured by
using a dredge : its degree of transparency indicates

place.

An

whether

it

will prove prolific.

This might be placed
pond, and its
this branch of the natural his-

in a protected corner of the breeding

progress watched. On
tory of sea fishes, little is known."

Sect. V.

FiSH, considered as an article of food,

Dieteticsl
uses.

Dieletical Uses.

and

is

regarded as

and therefore well suited for
the young, the weak, and the sedentarj'.
But for the
same reason it is unsuitable food for those engaged in
laborious occupations.
Among the Romans, he who
fed on fish was regarded as effeminate.
It has often
been considered, though perhaps without cause, as
promoting the fertility of the human species ; and the
immense population of China has been ascribed to the
abundant use of this kind of nourishment. Its tendency to encourage diseases of the skin appear to be
universally acknowledged, and is indeed very evident
light,

easily digested,

in the remote islands of this country, of Faroe, of Iceland, and of Norway, where fish forms so great a proportion of the food of the inhabitants.

Previous to using

as food, they

have frequently
varying according
ta the situation, the necessities, or the taste of the consumers. Where circumstances permit, they are in general used in afresh state j and even in large cities,
where the supply must be brought from a distance,
various expedients are resorted to, to prevent the progress of putrefaction.
By far the best contrivance for
this purpose is the well-boat, in which fish may be
brought to the place of sale even in a living state.
Placing the fish in boxes, and packing them with ice,
is another method, and has been extensively employed,
particularly in the supply of the capital with salmon.
In many maritime districts, where fish can be got in
abundance, a species of refinement in taste, at least a
departure from the simplicity of nature, prevails, to
gratify which, the fish are kept for some days, until
they begin to putrefy. When used in this state, they
are far from being disagreeable, unless to the organs of
smell.
Such fish are termed by the Zetlanders 6/aw».
to

undergo some

fisli

sort of preparation,

fish.

Where fish are to be found only at certain seasons
of the year, various methods have been devised, in order to preserve them during the periods of scarcity.

The

simplest of these processes is to dry them in the
They are then use<l either raw or boiled, and
not unfrequently in some of the poorer districts of the
sun.

north of Europe, they are ground into powder, to be
afterwards formed into bread.

But by far the most successful method of preserving
and the one in daily use, is by means of salt.
For this purpose they are packed with salt in barrels,

fish,

as soon after being taken as possible.

When

boiling

them

for the table, if the water be repeatedly changed. Condition
a great portion of the salt will be abstracted, and the "^ Wishes.
fish rendered more palatable.
In this manner are pre- '"""Y^'^
served herrings, pilchards, cod, salmon, and many
other kinds of esculent fish.
In many instances, after the fish have been salted in
vessels constructed for the purpose, they are exposed
to the air on a gravelly beach, or in a house, and dried.
Cod, ling, and tusk, so prepared, are termed in Scotland sail-fish. Salmon in this state is called kipper,
and haddocks are called by the name of the place
where they have been cured.
After being steepe<l in salt, herrings are in many
places hung up in houses made for the purpose, and
dried with the smoke of wood. In this state they are
sent to market, under the name of red-herrings.
Although salt is in general employed in the preservation of iish, whether intended to be kept moist or
to be dried, vinegar in certain cases is added.
This is
practised in this country, at least chiefly with the salmon sent from the remote districts to the London
market.
It can only be employed in the preservation
of those fish, to which this acid is served as a sauce.
The flesh of fish is always in the highest perfection,
or in season as it is called, during the period of the ripening of the milt and the roe. After the fish have
deposited their spawn, the flesh becomes soft, and
loses a great deal of its peculiar flavour.
This is owing to the disappearance of the oil or fat from the
flesh, it having been expended in the function of reproduction. When in season, the thick muscular part
of the back, as it contains the smallest quantity of oil,
is inferior in flavour, or richness, to the thinner parts
about the belly, which are esteemed by epicures as the
most savoury Hiorsels.
There are some kinds of fishes, especially those which
inhabit the shores of warmer countries, which are reputed poisonous. These are, the Tetraodon ocellatus,
sceleratus, and lineatus, and the Sparus pagurus, and a
few more. It is generally supposed, and with some
probability, that the poisonous quality of these fish proceeds from the food on which they have subsisted.
This conjecture is supported by the history of the mussel and the oyster, which owe their occasional noxious
qualities to the zoophytes on which they feed. Perhaps
the poisonous quality of these fishes might be considerably diminished, if not entirely removed, were the intestines carefully taken away, and the fish placed for a
short time in salt brine.

Sect. VI,

Diseases of Fishes.

Fishes, in a domesticated state, are subject to various diseases, the cause and cure of which are not saTrouts, carps, and perches,
are subject to various cutaneous diseases.
During severe winters, when the surface of the ponds in which
they are kept are frozen over, the various kind of fish
seem to contract diseases, and, in such cases, great morThis seems to arise from want of
tality often prevails.
air in the water, and can only be prevented by removing the fish to a deeper pond, through which there is
a constant current. In some rigorous seasons, the extent of this mortality is most alarming, as, between
1788 and 1789, in some districts of France the inhabitants lost nearly all their stock of carp, pike, and tench.
Journal de Physique, November 1 789-

tisfactorily ascertained.

In the very same year, an epidemic distemper

affect<

r>'scas
ggi,,

f
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ed even tboae fith which live in the sea, as the follow._^'*~_. ing fact, oanununicateti by the late Mr Creech of Edin'
burgh,
the Appendix to the sixth volume of the Sla.
Ii'ticai Account of Scotland, Mtist'aclonU proves: "On
Friday, 4th December 1789, the Ship' Brotliers, CapUin Stewart, arrived at Leith from Archangel. The
captain reported, that on the coast of Lapland and
Norway he sailed many leagues through immense quantities of dead haddocks floating in the sea.
He spoke
aereral English ships, who reported the same fact."
Fishes are greatly tormented with intestinal worms.
The oommoa stickeback may be quoted a£ a remarkable instance.
It.^ death is often occasioned by the increase of the Tcaua toUdtt of Cnnelin ; and it is even
supposed, that the extinction of its existence by this parasite follows the function of reproduction with regu-

'•"•jj"" •*

~

m

AnmaU of P/iilotophi/, rebruary 1816.
Fishes exhibit remarkable differences with respect to
their vivaciomneu. Thus some fishes expire almost the
instant they are taken out of the water, as the herring,
the smelt, &c.
Others are capable of surviving hours
aiid even days, when removed from their native element, as the eel, carp, and some others. It sometimes
happens that vivacious fishes are conveyed to a distance
by birds, and leA, without being killed, on rocks or
6clds.
I'his has given rise to many of the absurd stories which have been told of showers of fishes.
RodddctiM obs« i
with praptisftjr, that those fishes whose
gill opening* mn bat fanpwfcctly oovcred expire soancst
when taken ftaa the water; and those fish whose
branchia are protected by • gill-lid which shuU dose,
or by a narrow opening, are roost rivactous. The air
soon dries the fine plumes of the braocfais, and obstructo the prootss of respretian and of circulation.
Few aecunrte abacrrttuwa here been made to determine the age of fiabn. The eksnent in which they reside ia
ppoaed to preairve them from the pernicious
ioAwmtet at imMcn ckan^es of temperature ; the slowBcse of the process of ossification; the coldness of their
blood ; and the tardiness of all their primary movements, are considered as indicating a lengthened exi Heace .
Accordingly we find, the age of tne carp has
been known to reaoi to 200 yean, and the pike to ViO.
The marks by which the age of fi.'<hes may be determined, have never been pointed out in a satis&c-tory
manner. At the a|(e of trees mar be guess td at by the
nvmber of eoneentric drdcs in the wood, so it has been
Mppoaed that the age of fiabca may be asccruined by
the number of ooocantric cirdM in the scales or
the
vertebr*. Sach analogicml rMaooingt are hurtful to
science, as tbe^ occupy the place of observation. They
have done to in this iniunce at least.
It i» seMooi that a fiah it permitted to die a natural
death, (ram old age.
During every period of its existence it is surrounded by foes : and when no longer able
to cxerdtc it* wonted watchnilncas, or exert its powers
of diifiBf s, it falls an eas^ prey to its more powerfal advecMrie«i
In a domesticated state, previous to death,
the dorsal fins lose the power of maintaining the body
in a vertical poaitkin, the levity of the belly, and the extraordiiiary oistansion of the air bag, reverse the natural
position, so that the badt becomes undermost, and tlie
animal floata on the snrftoe. Similar appearances present theniislves, when the wsters are contaminatcu by
noxious liacTBl or vegetable impregiMtions.
larity.

w

m

^

m
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place in the race of fishes since the formation of the
'^"J.^ljf"""'
'_j
globe, is attended with peculiar difficulty. The exter- ._ ;
is
distinction
nal form, on which in general the specific
founded, is destroyed by pressure. All distinct traces
of the softer parts have disappeared, and the geognost
is loft to draw his conclusions from the form of the teeth,
or the outline and structure of the skeleton. Hence the
conclusions wliich have been drawn respecting the parIn the
ticular species should be received with caution.

newer rock formations, which have been termed locaf,
such as the strata at Eningen, the remains of fishes have
been observed, belonging to existing races, and still naBut in the rocks of
tives of the neighbouring lakes.
those formations which are called universal, the skeletons

of fishes which have been found, in all probability beIn examining the organic
long to sjieries now extinct.
remains which we consider of this sort, it would appear
that the teeth of unknown sharks are more numerous
than Uhose of any other ilescription of fish. They are
found ui all the fioetz limestones of this country, in
company with the ancient camerated shells. Vertebra;
of osseous fishes are chiefly founil in the strata connected witli the chalk formation, seklom in those of an
older date.

Before concluding this chapter, it may not be unacceptable to tl\p reader to be presented with a few observations on the pretervalion ofjithes for a museum.
The simplest method consists in dividing the fish Meiliod of
vertically and longitudinally, taking care to preserve ^[^"^"^j,
attached to one side the anal, dorsal, and caudal fins, gju^eum.
From this side the flesh is then to be scraped off, the
bones of the head reduced in size, the base of the fins
m.'ule thinner, and the specimen then stretched out on
pasteboard and dried. By this means a Literal view of
the fish is preserved, and if the fins and gill-flap are
cautiously spread out, the specimen will furnish siiflicollection
cient marks for recognising the species.
of such fishes may be kept in a portfolio, similar to an

A

herbarium.

Many species may be well preserved, by extracting
the contents of the body at the mouth, or skinning the
fith witli the skin entire from the mouth towards the
tail, in the same way as eels are prepared fur cooking.
Let it then be restored to its former position, fill the
whole with fine sand, and having spread out the fins,
let it be dric<l witli care. Almost all wide-mouthed cylindrical or tapering fishes may be preserved in ihis
m.inner. Seme recommend filling the skin with plaster
of I'aris, while others employ cotton. Preserved fishes
are usually covered with a coat of varnish, to restore in
But no means of this sort can
part the original lustre.
retain many of the brilliant colours which the animals
of this clasa possess s and even the form of some of the
soft parts cannot be preserved. Hence fishes are in geIn this
neral preserved in bottles of spirits of wine.
way. It is true, they take up much room, but they can
be subjected to examination at pleasure, and all their
characters satisfactorily exhibited.

CHAP.

IV.

Classification op Fishis.

Ik the last chapter, when treating of the structure CI**^'?'"*and function of fishes, we endeavoured to point out the """ *"
relative value of those diaracters which systematic
ichthyologists have hitherto employed. We there gave
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Classificait as our opinion, that the organs of respiration furnisli
tion of
characters which are obvious, permanent, and natural.
Fishes.
By means of these characters, fislies may be divided in"^ """^
to two great classes, viz. tljose with Juxed and those with
free gills ; and the inferior divisions might depend on

circumstances connected with the number, position,
and structure of the accessory organs. But instead of
attempting, in this place, to give a new system of ichthyology, we projpose to lay before our readers a condensed view of the genera according to the system of
La Cepcde, the outlines of which have been already
propose
given in the historical part of this article.
to add occasional observations on the characters of these
genera, and on the history of rare or useful species. In
the account of species it is necessary to be concise, as
an enumeration of all the known species of fishes,
amounting to upwards of 1470, would swell the article
to an inconvenient length.

We

SuB-CiAS9
Cartilagi-

nous

fishes,

I.

CARTILAGINOUS FISHES.

In the fishes belonging to this sub-class, the skeleton
never becomes so much indurated as to deserve the
name of bone, but continues in the form of captilage
more or less compact. As this internal character cannot be discovered without the use of the dissecting
knife, its employment in the formation of the primary divisions of a systematic arrangement has been
justly condemned by many naturalists, and ought to be
relinquished. The genera which are included under this
division, exhibit great differences in the structure of
their organs of respiration and reproduction.
Division

The
of a

I.

cartilaginous fishes of this division are destitute
and gill flap. The gills are likewise fixed.

gill lid

Order

I.

APODAL. No

ventral Fins.

Vermes intestina ; and the former, upon restoring it
to its proper place among fishes, bestowed upon it a
new name. Only two species are known.
his

Order
This

is

viparous,

transition to the molluscous animals.

Genus
I^amprey.

I.

Pethomyzon.

Lamprey.

Seven gill-openings on each side of the neck, and
an aperture on the top of the head.
The species of this genus possess an organ of adhesion on the lips, by which they attach themselves to
hence the name Petromyzon, from ttetjs;, lapis,
stones
and fiv%*u, siigo. Lacepede enumerates nine species,
They are distinguished by
three of which are British.
characters drawn from the form of the dorsal and caudal fins. All the species are vivacious, and may be kept
in life for a considerable time when out of the water.
The P. Planeri, found in the rivulets of Thuringia,
when plunged into diluted alcohol, will survive upwards of a quarter of an hour but it indicates, by its
convulsive movements, the painful effects produced by
the fluid on its organs of respiration. Some of the species are used as food, but principally for baits.
;

;

Genus
Hag.

II.

GASTnoBRAXcnus.

Hng.

Gill-openings, two in number, situated under the belly.

This genus was formed by Bloch from the Myxine
glutinosa of Linneeus. Tiiis last author placed it among

•'O'* "''

'^

''

'

ABDOMINAL.
The

a very natural order.

species are ovovi-

and are distributed by Lacepede into

tliree

genera.

Genus

III.

Raia.

Rai/.

Body depressed, five gill-openings on each side placed
beneath, mouth under the snout.
This
to

is

Rn-y-

a very extensive genus, including, according

La Cepede,

thirty-six

species.

Some

naturalists

however, are disposed to regard a few of these as hybrid animals. Several new genera have been separated
from it, particularly the genus Cephalopterus, which
includes those species with a divided snout, and the
torpedo, the characters of which we shall shortly notice.
The species have been divided into several sections,
from the form of the teeth, and the spines on the body;
but the observations of Montagu appear to indicate
these characters, as pointing out the differences of the
sexes, not as sure marks by which the species may be
distinguished.
His remarks on this subject we have
Many
already stated under the head of reproduction.
of the animals of this genus grow to a large size. They
furnish a wholesome and palatable food, and are used
either when fresh, salted, or di-ied. The spines of some
are considered by the fishermen as venomous. One
species, the R. Sephen of La Cepede furnishes, according to this author, the well known article of commerce
termed shark's skin, or shiigreen. This skin is covered
with round hard tubercles, and, when dressed, is used
to cover boxes or cases. The squalus canicula furnishes
an inferior sort of skin, which is often used as a substitute, but the tubercles are smaller, and not so regular
in shape.

Genus

The

structure of the animals of this very natural order has been ably investigated by Sir Everard Home,
as we have already pointed out, while describing the
organs of respiration and reproduction. They constitute the last link in the chain of fishes, and form the

IV.

ClajsifiM,

IV. Torpedo.

Cramp-Fisk.

Body smooth, depressed, and obtuse before ; five Cramp-6sh.
gill-openings on each side, placed beneath ; electrical
organs single on each side.
This genus, which has been lately revived, contains
at present four species according to Ilisso ; but the characters which separate them are far from being determinate.
The best known species is the Raia torpedo
of Linnaeus, whose electrical organs have been already
described under the article Electricity of tliis work.

Genus V. Squalus.

Shark.

Body round, tapering ; gill openings from five to Sharks.
seven on each side of the neck.
This genus contains upwards of thirty species, whose
characters and organs have not been described with
They exhibit very obvious differ,
sufficient attention.
enoes in the structvire of their organs of respiration,
and on that account ought to be separated into several
The characters furnished by the organs of
genera.
motion should be employed in forming the genera into
sections.

The

sharks are voracious and formidable

;

they pos-

wth

considerable velocisess great strength, and swim
The smaller species are salted and dried, and used
ty.
as food.

The

liver yields a considerable quantity of

species is used, on account of
roughness, to polish wood, brass, or ivory. It is
likewise employed to make thongs and tackle for caroil,

its

and the skin of some

ICHTHYOLOGY.
te«th are employeU by savages to point
their arrows, and as a substitute instead of knives.
The apccies are all inhabitants of the sea, and are
verv widely distributed. Their teeth are found imbewled in Umcatone rocks of different ages, and seem
to indicate that the sharks of the first ages were of a
much larger sise than those which now exist

Genus VI.
S«w.Ub

Pristes.

:

^ere«. By means of its formidable snout, it attacks
with moGMa rarioas kinds of whales, which it lacerates
in a dreadAil manner with its lateral teeth.

fiih.

Vil.

Squatika.

Body depnaaed, inout

Angel- FuL

rounde<1, moutii terminal.

This Ecnus was long recognised by

Classitii'a-

II.

tioD of

Fishes.

Cartilaginous fishes, destitute of a

nished with a

naturalists.

Lin-

nteus united it to Squalus, and recently it has been re.
vived.
It contains only one species, the Squalus squa>
tina of Linmrus.
This is the mtrmaid-Jitk of Artcdi,
which, according; to some naturalists, has given ri&e to

gill-lid^

but fur-

Order VI.

One gill opening on

each side

Angler.

mouth large and

;

ter< Asgler.

minal.

This genus contains about eight species. Some naappear disposed to leave in this genus those

turalists

which the mouth is somewhat contracted, and
to form another genus ( Batrachus) of the wide-mouthed species. The L. histrio might in that case be conspecies in

sidered as the type of the former, and the common
fishing frog (L. piscatorius) as the representative of
The nesh of the different species is soft,
the latter.
and seldom used as an article of food. Pliny remarks
of the common angler, " that it puts forth the slender
horns it has beneath its eyes, enticing by that means
the little fish to play round, till they come within reach,
when it springs on them." The skin of this animal,
rendered transparent by oil, is sometimes used as a
mask, with a candle burning in it, to represent the
devil.

Order

VII.

THORACIC.

stories

gazine for the year

1

is

809, p- 734.

GilUopenings, five en each side

;

mouth

Order VIII.
destitute of

ABDOMINAL.

Genus XI. Chimera.

teeth.

La Cepede

Filc-&>b.

considered as poisonous.

GcMvs Vin. AODON.

8«s muXt.

_

JUGULAR.

Gbnub X. Balistes. File-Fish.
which we read and hear concerning meri
body compressed; about eight teeth in
Head
and
maid*.
It is, however, more probable that tlu-re i* a
each jaw ; gill-openings narrow.
fiah, not yet described by naturalists, of an amphibiIn this genus La Cepetle enumerates twenty-nine
ous nature, which has been occasionally seen on our
touts, and whose appearance, at a distance, bears some species. They chiefly inhabit the seas of warm counicauublance to the numan form. For a description of tries. They are remarkable for the brilliancy of their
one seen on the coast of Caithness, sec the ScoU Ma- colours, which are often gracefully disposed. The flesh
thow

_

gill-flap.

Genus IX. Lofhius.

Snout produced, depressed, and furnished with a
teeth on each side.
This genus, which Latham (Lin. Traits, ii. p. 273 )
separated from Sqaalus, in imitation of the older nattinlists, contains fire species, distinguishable from one
another by the appearances of the teeth in the snout.
The moct remarkable species is the Squalus pristes of
Linnseus, now the P. antiquorum the snout is frequent in collections. This animal grows to the length
of fifteen feet. It is a native of the seas of both hemi-

Gnus

Division

Saw-Fiik,

row of

Anftl
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Th*

ria^ei.

Sea-Monsler.

One

separated this genus from Sqnalus.
It
contains three specie*, whose characters have been but
impeffieetly described.
Two of these were observed by
Fsrskael in the Red Sea, and the third was observed

gill-opening on each side of the neck; tail pro- Sea-raontier.
duced, and ending in a filament.
This genus consists of two species, a southern and a
northern. The last of these has been repeatedly found

by Brunich

in our seas.

at Marseille*.

Division

At the

conclusion of this account of the cartilaginous
with fixed branchiae, we deem it eipedient to
direct the attention of the reader to the sea snake whidi
was cast ashore on Stronsa, one of the islands of Orkney, in Se pUw bei 1808.
The anatomical characters,
fbrnished by the mutilated fragments which were sent
to the Wemerian Society, seem to point out a connectioa widi tbe gemu Sqnalus.
But the articulated fins
oo tbe sides, the form of the dorsal An, and the length.
ened aadt, clearly prove the propriety of the new genua constituted for its reception, and termed Halsy*
Mt;s, or SM snake.
Scou Mag. 809, p. 7The structure of the vertelnv of this animal has been
explained with great precision by th-it celebrated anatoaiist Dr Barclay, and figures of some of the parts have
b«o published firom the accuraU drawings of Mr Syme.
These and the varioua desoriptions of the animal sent
froSB Orimev, have been given to the world in the first
volimw of tbe Mewtoirt of ike fVernerim Natural Hu^
fislies

Cartilaginous fishes, with a gill

lid,

but destitute of a

gfll flap.

Order XII.

i

1

III.

ABDOMINAL.

Genus XII. Polyodon.
jaws and palate.
genus to La Cepede. It contains only
•ne species, found preserved in spirits in the Parisian

Teeth

Ue

in the

owe

this

museum.

Genus XIII. Acipensir.
Mouth bearded

Sturgeon,

before, without teeth, retractile,

and

placed under the head.
This grnus contains only four species, but these are
of considerable importance in an economical point of
view ; the sounds furnish isinglass and the roe caviar.
They live in the sea, and at times ascend the rivers in
Their flesh is excellent and highly prized.
troops.

sturgeon.
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Division IV.

ClMsUicalion of

FithM.

"^^"y"^

Genus XIX. Synqnathus.

Cartilaginous fishes, furnished with a gill-lid and gill-

Pipe-Fish.

Head produced, mouth

small and terminal, furnishgill-openings on the neck.

lid, no teeth ;
species of this genus have never been determined
Even the British species are
in a satisfactory manner.
There are eight species described, and
in confusion.
some varieties ; but it is probable that the characters of
the sexes have been hastily considered as marks of dis-

flap.

ed with a

Pipe-fish.

The

Order XIII.

APODAL.

Genus XIV. Ostramon.
Body covered with an osseous coat of mail ; cutting
teeth in each jaw.
This genus contains fifteen species. They are easily
recognised by the body being covered with an osseous
They are all
plate, somewhat resembling a tortoise.
They feed upon
natives of the seas of warm countries.
the crustaceous animals, and some of the testaceous
The flesh is excellent, but small in quantity.
mollusca.
the O. triquetcr as a fish which
he thinks might easily be naturalized in our seas. The
O cuhictis, a native of the Indian seas and the Isle of
France, is often kept in pools, where it soon becomes so
familiar as to come to the surface and eat from the
hand. Its flesh is esteemed a great delicacy.

tinct species.
It appears from the observations of naturalists, that
the species of this genus belong to the ovoviviparous division of fishes, or those which hatch their eggs
internally. Their bodies are covered with osseous plates
like a coat of mail.

Genus XV. Tetrodon.
Sunfish.

Sun-Fish.

Jaws bony, extending, divided at the
teeth; gill opening linear ; body round.

tip into

two

The fishes of this genus, have obtained their present
name from the double teeth with wTiich their jaws are
furnished. La Cepede describes nineteen species, some
of which are natives with us. They have the singular

THORACIC.

Order XV.

La Cepede recommends

Genus XX. Cyclopterus.

Sucker.

Mouth

furnished with sharp teeth ; ventral fins unibetween these there is an organ of adhesion.
There are upwards of twelve species of this genus
known. They may be distributed into sections from
the union or separation of the caudal, dorsal and anal
fins.
They inhabit the sea, but are occasionally found
Their flesh is soft and
in the mouths of large rivers.
Some of the
oily, and eagerly sought after by seals.
species, in a few hours after dea:th, dissolve into a homogeneous gelatinous mass.
ted

'

Genus XXI. LEPAt)OGASTER.

their abdominal cavity at pleasure.
produced by air sent from the gills, into
The
a sac formed of a duplicature of the peritoneum, and
fVom thence into the abdomen. The inflation aids the
animal in rising in the water, and as the abdomen is in
some species covered with spines, it brings these organs

Tentacula four before the eyes ; organs of adhesion
double.
are indebted to Gouan for a knowledge of the
only species of the genus, which he found in the MediIt has since been observed, in other seas,
terranean.

of defence into a more favourable position for resist-

by many

power of inflating
inflation is

Sucker,

;

We

naturalists.

ance.

at the tip into

teeth, destitute of dorsal, anal or caudal fins.
The single species, for the reception of which

two

Lace-

was found described among the
manuscripts of Commerson. It is an inhabitant of the
pede formed
Indian

this genus,

seas.

Genus XVII. Diodon.
Gltfbe-fish.

having described only six species. They are natives of
warmer seas. They are covered with long and formidable spines, like a hedgehog, and often exhibit a rich
The D. alingn, a native of the trovariety of colours.
pical seas, is one of those fish considered by navigators
According to Pison, the gall is so virulent
as noxious.
as to produce nearly instantaneous death in those that
eat the parts of the fish where any of it has been spilt.
The sound of the same fish, however, produces an isinglass, equal in quality to that which is obtained from
the Acipenser huso.

Body

globular, four teeth or

Spheroides.

more

in the

Macrorinchus.

Snout produced ; jaws furnished with teeth ; scales
>
on the body small.
This genus was formed by La Cepede, and contains
one species discovered by Osbeck in his voyage to
China, and described by him.

Genus XXIII. Pegasus.
Snout produced ; jaws furnished with teeth ; body
covered with large osseous plates.
The first notice of this genus was given by Ruyschius.
These have the pectoral
It now contains three species.
fins uncommonly large, and are capable of supporting
themselves for some time in the atmosphere. They are
all of a diminutive size, and live in the seas of warm
climates.

Genus XXIV.
Jaws without

Centriscxjs.

teeth, snout

Trumpel-Fish.

produced ; botly compres- Trumpet-

ventral fins united.
La Cepede describes three species belonging to this
genus, viz. C. scutatus, velitaris, and scolopax.

sed

fifh.

;

upper jaw,

•no dorsal, anal or caudal fins.

La Cepede formed

Genus XXII.

Glohe-Fisb.

Jaws bony, extended, undivided.
The globe fish are but few in number. La Cepede

Genus XVIII.

ABDOMINAL.

Order XVI.

Genus XVI. OroiDES.
Jaws bony, extended, divided

genus for the reception of a
species drawn by Plumier, and supposed to live in the
•sea on the east coast of America.

Sub-Class IL

OSSEOUS FISHES.

this

All the osseous fishes have free branchiae. With a
few exceptions, they are oviparous. They appear to

Oistous
*''^^^^-

;;

;

ICHTHYOLOGY
be the most numerous as well as the most perfect of
thow an'fp^l* which breathe by means of gills.
Division V.
gill-lid

and a

gill'

APODAL.

Genus XXV.

Vo

Oastrobranchus.

A caudal

MONOPTERUS.

but destitute of all others ; gill openiitiuted between the eyes.
The only specie* of this genus, is described by La
Cepede from the manuacripts of Commerson. It is a
native of the Indian seas.
fin,

mn

Gknvs XXVII.

Leptocepbalus.

being cylindrical, that
long to this genus.

GeSCVS XXVIII.

we

fear

it

doea not be-

Deatitate of dorsal and caudal fins, but furnished with
and anal fin*.
This genus include* six specie*, the most remarkable
of which is the G. electricus, which poaaeaac* the same
benumbing power as the torpedo, and whose history
ha* been given in detail unoer the article ElectriiiTV, vol. viji p. 472.

GbmviXXIX. TaiCHiuaus.
Ko caudal fin body compressed
;

;

BUtde-Fiih.
gill lids

placed near

the eye*.

two species. The first, T. elecby its electrical properties. It
is a native of the Indian seas, and was first described
by Willoagbby under the title Anguilla Indica. The
contains

tricus, is distinguished

sacond apeciea , T. Irpturus, inhabits the fresh waters,
l>e separated from the former, as
it is destitute of electrical organ*.

and probably ought to
Gb!«VS
Pectoral, ana],

bo^

XXX.

and

is

Ophisurus.

Xo caudal fin ; body and tail cylindrical, and long in
proportion to the thickness; head small ; nostrils tubular.

The tliree species of this genus have been called by
fifhermen sea serpents, from their form and motions.
They twist themselves in various directions with astonishing facility, and, when swimming, perform all their
evolutions like the serpents. The O. ophis is a native
of tiie European seas. The second, O. serpens, is found
in greatest abundance in the Mediterranean.

Genus XXXIL
Snout extended like a tube
caudal

fin

Triurus.
;

one tooth in each jaw

very short.

pede, T. Bougainvillianus.
In its general aspect and
size it bears a considerable resemblance to the common
He first observed them in the stomach of
herring.
other Bshes of the genus Scomber, which he bad opened immediately upon being caught. We mention this
fact, for the purpose of intormiiig the inexperiened ichthyologist, that in such situations he may often meet
with some of the rarest objects of his pursuit, and inv
condition still fit for a minute examination.

Genus XXXIII.

Apteuonotus.

Jaws fixed no dorsal fin possessing a caudal fin.
La Cepede formed this genus for the reception of the
Gyqinotus albefrons of Gmelin, whose trivial name he
has cluinge<l for that of Passan, by which it was desigIt presents some peculiarities of
nated by Daubenton.
;

;

which merit an attentive examination. From
the upper part of the body, between the dorsal fin and
the head, tnerc issues a fleshy filament, which, after diminishing somewhat in size, and describing an arch, becomes again united with tjie body near the organ of the
caudal nn. The filament is convex above and concave
below, and is connected throughout its whole length by
twelve short oblique filaments to the subjacent iurrow
structure,

GVMKOTUS.

pectoral

Thb genu*

N. kapirat, of La Ce-

The only known species of this genus was found by
Commerson in the soutli seas, and termed by La Ce-

AjmI and dorsal fin<, but no pectoral or caudal ones
bead small, body greatly compressed.
This goma was institutetl by Gronovius, from an example aent to him by PennanL I'his last author obtained it firoa Holyhead, through the kindness of Mr
Donovan teems disposed to consider this a* a
Xlorrts.
^Mrtous genu*, and to conclude that the Leptocephalus
aaorrisii is nothing more than a young and mutilated example of the Blennius gunnellus. But the late additions
whicfa have been made to the history of the L. morriay
in the new edition of the British Zoology, and by Montagu in the Memoir* of the U'emerian Society, vol. ii.
p. 4S7, have removed all doubta on the subject. M. Risso is iodined to add another specie* to this genus, termed L. Spallaniani ; but the shape of the body is so dissimilar,

species,

Genus XXXI.

;

GbNCS XXVI.

first

NoTOPTEKUS.

dorsal fins present,

no caudal

fin

very short.

The two known qiedaa which

constitute this genus,

into

which

it is

received.

This curious species was first described by the cele«
brated Pallas, from a specimen in the collection of the
Petersburgh Academy. Atlerwards La Cepede ad<U'
ed to its history, having had an opportunity of ex«
amining a more perfect specimen in tiie museum at
Paris.

Genus XXXIV.

Rcgalecus.

With pectoral, dorsal, and caudal fins ; no anal fin,
nor spines in place of it ; body and tail lengthened.
There are two species belonging to this genus. The
one inhabits the northern seas, and in Norway is called
King of Herrings. It was first particularly described
by Ascanius. ft is very nearly related to the genera
Ophisurus and Tricbiurus. The other species, U. lanceolatus, lias been described from a Chinese drawing of
a fish in the Dutch collection.
5

Classifica-

tion of

a sufficiently obvious line of

named Pengay,

C^ecilia.

opening of the eills under the neck.
This genus was instituted by La Cepede, for the reeepUoD of the Mura-na opca of Gmelin. It is destitute
of ejret on the exterior, and its true place in the system
It is probable
has not been satisfactorily determined.
that it has fixed branchite, and is nearly related to the
fins

The

fins is

a native of the seas at Amboyna.
It is there
or Kapirat.
This last has been employed as the trivial name in the system, in defiance of
the established maxims of the science. The second species is the N. squamosus, a native likewise of the Indian seas.
pede,

flap.

Okdbr XVII.

presence of pectoral
distinction.

Otaeoos 6thes furnished with
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were formerly included among the Gymnoti ; but the

Kiihes.
,,

;
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Cl.issilica-

Genus XXXV.

lion of

Fishes.

_
'

On

each side of the upper jaw a long curved jagged
This genus contains only one species, the ().
mucronatus. It was obtained from Cayenne, where it
is known under the name of Sardine.
It lives in salt
water, and is considered as good food.

plate.

Genus XXXVI.
Eel.

Body furnished with

Mur^na.

;

nostrils tubular

Genus XLI.

Launce.

Ammodytes.

Snout produced

and anal

;

Genus XXXVII.

\<i\\,a.n<im\he Memoirs of the IVernerian Society, vo\.i\.
p. 58. In the last work, there is a figure of what is considered as the new species, which will, we hope, create
the curiosity of naturalists to examine the subject.

Eek

pectoral, dorsal, caudal,

eyes covered with the common
integuments ; body serpentine and viscous.
It is a matter of regret, that the history of the species
of this genus should still be involved in obscurity. The
common eel is considered by some as oviparous, by
others as ovoviviparous, and the opinion of ichthyologists
is equally divided with regard to the reproductive organs of the conger. The species are very extensively
distributed, being found in various parts of the new
and old world. Their flesh is used as food, but is considered as difficult to digest.
The skins are employed
in place of ropes.
fins

this subject, we feel ourselves at a loss to offer a Classifiou
tion of
decided opinion. The reader will find some judicious
remarks on the subject in the Scols Magazine for Juhj sjij^jl!^

with

Odontaonathus.

La Cepede formed
fish
it

thrown ashore

Genus XXXVIII. Ophidium.
Head

covered with large scales ; body and tail compressed and covered with small scales ; gill-flap very
large ; dorsal, anal, and caudal fins united.
According to La Cepede, there are three species belonging to this genus, two of which are natives, and
the third was found by Fabricius in Greenland.
He
distributes them into two sections.
In the first is placed tlie 0. barbaium, having a beard ; and, in the second, the 0. imberbe and unernak, which are destitute
of a beard. Risso, in his Ichthyologie de Nice, has described a fourth species which belongs to the first section, which he terms O. vassali.
It differs from the
O. barbatum in the four filaments of the beard being
equal.

tliis

each jaw

;

Anauchicas.

Genus XL.
Sword-fish.

Ziphias.

Upper jaw produced

Srvord-Fish.

; blade-shaped
to one-third of the length of the body.

There are two

;

by La Cepede as begladius and ensis. Some

longing to this genus, viz. Z.
circumstances appear to favour the supposition that a
third species exists, which has been confounded with
the gladius. After having, however, examined the figures and descriptions of several authors, in connection

Wolf-fis!u

Three species of this genus are known

to naturalists.

They

inhabit chiefly the boreal regions, and furnish a
palatable food to the inhabitants.

Genus XLIII.

Comephorus.

Body long and compressed ; head and mouth
rays of the second dorsal

fin

large

furnished with long

fila-

ments.

The only known

species of this

the celebrated Pallas in the

Lake

Genus XLIV.

genus was found by
Baikal.

Stromateus.

Body

greatly compressed and oval.
This genus contains five species, some of which are
found in the Mediterranean, and others in the equatorial
The S. fiatola is the one which has been longest
seas.
known, and is remarkable for the agreeable brilliancy of
its colours. It inhabits the Mediterranean and Red Seas.
The S. paru, which is frequent on the coast of Tranquebar, is esteemed delicate food, its flesh being white
and tender.

Genus XLV.
Body compressed and
mal appears

like a

Rhombus.

short

rhomboid

;

side of the ani; each
rays of the dorsal and

anal fins not articulated.
The only known species of this genus was brought
to Linnaeus from Carolina by Dr Garden, and by him
inserted in the genus chactodon.
The skin appears
to the naked eye to be entirely destitute of scales.

Genus XLVI.

JUGULAR.
MvRiENoiDEs.

Ventral fins consisting of one ray ; gill- flap of three
rays ; body lengthened and compressed.
This genus was formed by La Cepede for the recepIt formsi
tion of the Blennius muraenoides of Gmelin.
a sort of connecting link between the apodal and the
jugular fishes of this division.

Genus XLVII.

equal at least

species described

Wolf-Fish.

upwards of five conic fore-teeth in
grinders flat and round ; one long dorsal

Order XVIII.

considered good.

called

fin.

fin distinct

its flesh is

The fishermen

;

Genus XXXIX. Mackognathus.
tail compressed ;
from the dorsal and anal fins.
La Cepede instituted this genus for the reception of
the Pentophthalmus of Ray, and another fish which
was found in the Dutch collection. The name of Ray
ought to have been employed from its claims to priority.
The M. aculeatus is found in the Indian seas, and

on

genus for the reception of a

at Rochelle.

Genus XLII.
Head rounded

Upper jaw produced ; body and

caudal

lanceolate shields
tail.

Makaira.

We cannot

censure too severely such unnecessary innovations, as they perplex the student, and encumber
the science with a load of useless synonymes.

Makaira.

two osseous

each side of the extremity of the

Launcc.

Head slender ; caudal fin distinct from the dorsal
and anal ones ; upper lip doubled in.
This genus contains only one species, which is a native of the European seas.
Its trivial name tobianus
has been changed by La Cepede into alliciens, from its
being a tempting bait, we presume, to other fishes.

;

~

'

Callionymus.

Dragonet.

larger than the body ; eyes near each other ;
openings on the neck ; ventral fins distant ; scales
minute.
There are five species of dragonets described by nabut it is probable that this number will be
turalists
reduced when the sexual differences are ketter known.
Mr Neill, to whose ichthyological labours we have al-

Head

gill

;

Diagonet.

;

ICHTHYOLOGY.
riaaof

ready alluded, has aacetUined Uiat the Linnaean Cat.
Dracunculus is merely the female of the Cal. Lyra.
" In the course," say* he, " of dissecting and preser^
ving some of each, (viz. the sordid and gemmeous dragonet), it ttruck me, as remarkable, that the gemraeous dragonets were all males, and the sordid dragonets
I now considered it as a fortunate circumall femjuet.
stance that numbers were brought to me, presuming
that if I should find the gemmeous dragonets to be
uniformly millert, and the sordid dragonets to be uniformly rpamners, I might be permitted to conclude that
they are only male and female of one and the same species. I accordingly opened every specimen which I received to the amount of some dozens, and the result
entirely supported that opinion.
Both sorts were
brought to me nearly in equal numbers ; and from the
fiahermen I learned that they were taken promiscuously on the same lines."
Memoirs of the Herxerian NaUral HUlorif Sbciety, vol. i. p. 530.

Gknt;b XLVIII.

Calliomori's.

Gill.openings on the sides

dy

;

ventral fins distant

The Callionymus
known species of the

;

;

head larger than the bo-

scales minute.

Indicus of Gmelin is the only
genus. It it a native of Asia.

Gkncs XLIX. Uranokopvi.

Hmd

Slar.Gazer.

Genus

the fithea of this genus is
ery renurkable, and has procured for them the generic
names which are prefixed. There are two species. The
first specie*, L'. miu of La Cepede, the U. tcabtr of Gmelin, is an inhabitant of the >Iediterranean. It lives near
the shore, and, concealing itself in the mud, moves the
filaments of the beard, ao as to imitate the motions of a
worm, and in this manner entices the small fish to their
(Icstructian. Its flesh is white, but dry and disagreeable.
Its bile waa conaJdered b^ the ancients as useful to heal
wounds. The U. Japonicus, first described by Houttoyn, is found in the seas near Japan.
GcN'tiB L.

Traciiinus.

depressed and large ; opening of the mouth
around and below the under jaw, a beard.
This genus was formed by Lacepcde, for the reception of two species from the genera G.\dus and Blennius.
The first is the Gadus tau of Gmelin. It is
found in the Atlantic ocean, and was first accurately
described by Bloch. The second is the Blennius raninus of Gmelin, the Gadus raninus of Muller.
;

Genus
Body and

Head conipr— cd and spinous ;

GcNus LIV. Oligopodus.
One

dorsal

Gados.

I'allas.

tail

;

It is a native

of

Genus LV. Kuktus.

We

A',

au changed the trivial name
a native of the Indian seas, and
cruttaceous and testaceous animals.
La Cepede

indicus.

on

It is

Genus LVI. Ciirysostbomus.
tail arched ; compressed ; one dorsal fin.
Rondcletius described the only species of this genus
known to naturalists, under the name Fiatola.

Body and

Ormr XIX. THORACIC.
Gkkus LVH. LEPinopus.

Bd

esculent and palatable, ami himish to the human race
a valuable tapply of nourishment Besides tlie flesh,
the liver is used to extract the oil which it contains the
rocs are salted as a kind of caviar ; and tlie air-bladder
They are gregariooa, and ore chiefly
yields isinglass.
to be met with in the temperate and cold climates.
The species exceed twenty in number, and exhibit such
rcmarKabU diflneDCCs in the number and form of tlieir
;

still

finding

Body lengthened, bUde-shaped; ventral and anal
fins consisting of one ray.
Gouan of Montpellicr, formed this genus, and deL.
scribeil for the first time the only known species.
Shaw in his General Zoology, without beargenteus.
ing aware of the previous labours of Gouan, formed
his genus Vandellius for the reception of a species differing in some respects from the fish of Gouan, but of
Montagu, inattentive equally to the
the same genus.
labours of Gouan and Shaw, formed his genus Zipho'
theca for the reception of a species of Lepedopus, simi-

—

lar to tlie

one which Shaw describes.

He

Spotted

Bknny.

Gme-

Body greatly compressed, and carinated above uid
below ; back arched.
are indebted to Bloch for the formation of this
genus, which contains only one species, termed by him

Cod.

Head smooth, cosnpwssed ; gill lid, of many pieces,
margined with a smooth border ; ventral fins slender,
ending in a poinL
This is the most important genus, in an economical
point of view, in the wool* nrstem. All the species are

organs of motion, that we are surprised at
them included in the sasM catcigory.

Blenny.

Spotted Blenny.

extending from the head to the

a fish first described by
the Indian seas.

comiderabic d^grt« ofmflaramation.

LL

fin

lin,

to contain a vmcmotu fluid, as the wounds occasioned
by thrm %tt cxcecdiiwly painful, and attended with a

Gsiivi

head

;

one ray in each ventral fin.
This genus contains the Corf/pha;na velifera of

covers spinous

anus near the breast.
Tliii gmii« rontains three species, two of which are
foand in the Brititli seas. The spines of the dorsal fin
of the conmoii weever are siipposed by our fishermen

Blennx/.

lengthened and compressed

:

feeds
gill

tail

LIII. Blennius.

blunt and steep ventral fins consisting of from two to
four united rays.
This genus contains, according to La Cepede, twentythree species.
Some of the species at least are ovoviviparous, or hatch the eggs internally, and exclude them
along with the young fish, while others appear to be simply oviparous. The genus formed by Artedi was named
from B>.i»«, mucus, to indicate the slimy nature of their
skin. La Cepede distributes them into sections, according to the number of the dorsal fins and the condition
of the head.
Into his last section, or those with one
dorsal fin and no tcntaciila, he has inserted the Gadus
brorme under the title Blennius Torsk, although he had
previously given the species under the cod genus.

into Blochianut.

IVeevcr.

LII. Batrachoides.

Head

wide

dcpccMed; ercs on the head contiguous;

cd«M of Um gilUlid abated.
The position of tl>e eyes in

695

had consi-

dered his fish as belonging to the apodal order, not
supposing that the pair of ventral scales, though destitute of motion) were regarded as the rudimcnU of ven-

;
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ti^r"

We

tral fins.

are disposed to consider this genus as
consisting, at present, of four species.
The L. argenteus of Gouan, termed Gouanianus by La Cepede
L.

—

tetradens, the Ziphotheca tetradens of

No

anal

—

the
L. Pe-

Genus LIX. Cepola.

Band-Fish.
;

first

characterised

whose

by Bloch.

It

con-

specific differences are far

from being distinctly marked. The C. tenea and r«hescens (whose trivial name La Cepede, with his usual
fondness for innovation, has changed into serpentenformis,) are found in the Mediterranean, while the
third species, trachyptera, has been hitherto observed
only in the Adriatic gulf.
Gejsius

An anal

fin

blade-shaped ;
eyes indistinct

;

LX. T^nioides.

pectoral fins disc-shaped ; body long,
belly scarcely the length of the head :

;
no caudal fin.
contains one species, the T. Hermannii,
of whose habits or station nothing is at present known.
The trivial name which La Cepede has bestowed upon
it, is in honour of Professor Hermann of Strasburgh.
The eyes are so very small that they can scarcely be
distinguished.
They appear like black points.

The genus

,

Genus
Goby.

Ventral

LXL

Gobius.

Goby.

united; two dorsal fins.
La Cepede distributes the twenty-two species of
which the genus consists into two sections, from circumstances connected with the attachment of the pectoral fins.
All the species are diminutive in point of
size, and have failed to attract the notice of the epicure.
few species, however, are used as food. The G. Zanveolatus is said to have a very pleasant taste. It lives in
the rivers and streams in Martinique.

«'?" "^
Fishes.

^*—y"™

; one dorsal fin, short, and placed
near the caudal fin ; head larger than the

The G. cephalus, of which the genus consists, is a
native of the American rivers, and was first described
by Plumier.

Genus LXVI.

fins

Genus LXII. Gobioides.
united ; one dorsal fin j head small ; the
gill-lid attached nearly throughout its margin.
La Cepede has constructed this genus from species
which formerly belonged to the genus gobius. The
first species which he describes is the gobius anguillaris of Gmelin, a native of the Equatorial seas.
fins

Genus LXIII. Gobiomorus.
Ventral fins distinct ; two dorsal fins ; head small,
eyes approaching ; gill-lid attached nearly throughout
its margin.
The genus contains four species. The first has been
long known to naturalists, and is the Gobius gronovii
of Gmelin.

Genus LXIV. Gobiomouoides.
Ventral fins distinct; one dorsal fin; head small;
the gill-lid attached nearly throughout its margin.
The Gobius Pisonis of Gmelin is the only known

fins

Scombeu.

Mackrel.

spurious fins in front of the tail
sides of the tail carinated on the ends
;

.Maclorcl,

above and below ;
of the lateral line.
This important genus contains fourteen species, two
Many of the species
of which are natives of our seas.
exhibit the greatest variety and beauty of colour, and
furnish wholesome food. The flesh of the comis somewhat greasy ; and from it the Romans expressed a garum or pickle, which was esteemed
not only as an agreeable seasoning, but as a valuable

almost

mon

all

mackrel

medicine.

The Scomber gernio of La Cepede, which is found in
great abundance in the Pacific ocean, proves extremely
palatable and wholesome to sailors.
Commerson observed that the shoals of this species did not approach
indiscriminately all the vessels of the fleet, but chiefly
those which hatl been long at sea, and whose bottoms
were foul. The same observer supposes that fishes often approach ships in the equatorial seas, enticed by
their shadow in the water, which screens them from
the direct influence of the sun beams.
GjiNUS LXVII. SCOJLBEROIDES.

One

with spines in front ; spurious fins
of the caudal fin.
La Cepetle, who formed this genus, has described
dorsal

fin,

above and below

in front

three species.
The S. Noelii has ten spurious fins
above, and fourteen beneath. The S. Commersonianus
has twelve spurious fins above and beneath, while the
S. saltator has only seven above and eight beneath.
The second species is from the shores of Madagascar
but the habitation of the others is unknown.

A

Ventral

Classiiicg

fins distinct

tail

Two dorsal

An anal fin ; more than one ray in each ventral fin
body long and blade<shaped ; belly scarcely the length
tains three species,

described by Piso in

body.
HtAxtJLA.

fin.

of the head.
This genus was

Ventral

on the

The H. Gardeniana of La Cepede, and the only
known species, is the Labrus hiatula of Linnaeus. It
was observed by Dr Garden in South Carolina.
Batid.fijh.

first

Genus LXV. Gobiesox.

MonUgu, and

Vandellius argenteus, caudafurcata of Shaw.
ronii and L. pellucidus of Risso.

Genus LVIII.

species of the germs.
It was
his Natural History
of Brasil.
•'

Genus LXVIIL Caranx.

Two

dorsal fins

;

no spurious

fins

;

Scad.
sides of the tail Scad,

earinated.

This was instituted by Commerson, and so named
from xM^x, caput, in reference to the size, the power,
and the lustre of that part of the body, and the dominion exercised by the species of this genus over their
weaker neighbours. The genus contains twenty species, which La Cepede has distributed into two sections.
In the first are placed those which have no
spines between the dorsal fins ; and in the second, such
Many of
as are furnished with spines in that place.
the species are from the Red sea, and present few particulars worthy of being mentioned.

Genus LXIX. Trachinotus.

Two

dorsal fms, with spines concealed in the front
of these under the skin.

This genus was formed by La Cepede from

r^axtti't,

asper, in reference to its dorsal spines. It contains only
one species, the T. falcatus, first described by Forskael

in his
it

Fauna Arabica.

Commerson

on the shores of Madagascar.

likewise observed

ICHTHYOLOGY.
devrs LXX. Carwxomorcs.
nan of
Ft

One

<!orsal fin

;

no ipurious

fins

;

upper

La Cepede

lip fixed.

This genus is nearly allied to the precedinjf, and conUint 4 species, formerly included in the genus Scomber.

Gtvvs LXXI. Cssio.

One dorsal fin upper lip extensile.
The species contained in this genus

are

two

num-

in

ber ; and might with propriety have been united with
thoae in the preceding genus. The first h termed C.
c»nilescens, and is a natire of the Molucca isles
and
equulus, was described by Forskael.
the Kcood,
;

C

Genus LXXII.

Ccsiomori's.

One

dortal fin ; no lateral ridge ; separate spines in
front of the dorsal fin.
This genus is nearly allied to the preceding, and con*
tains 2 species described from the NlSS. of Commerson.

Genvs LXXIII. Com..
Covering of the head entire

; one dorsal fin; the 1st or
ventral fins twice as long as the others.

2d rays of the

Naturalists are indebted to Commerson fur a know*
ledge of the two species which cooipoce this genus.
Thoe he termed C. aygula and C. angulatus.

Grxus LXXIV. Gomphosis.
in form of a nail ; head destitute of
scales like those of the back.
Commarson likewise instituted this genu*, ctmsisting

Snout produced,

•f two species- the G. czruleus and O. vanus.

Oiwcs LXXV. Naso.
horn or protuberance on the mout ; two plates or
ahMda on eaoi side of the extremity of the tail ; skin
formed this genus, which contains two
one of whidi is the Chartodon unicornis of
found in the Red Sea by Forskael, and at the
of France by Commerson.

GcNus LXXVI.
Back

elctratcd

;

Kyphoses.
a hunch on the shoulder

GiMrS LXXVII.

;

gill lid

OSPHBONKMUS.

Ventral fins, each of five or six rays, the first spinous,
and the sacond tennii'Sted by a long filament.
This grno* contains two species. The first of these,
O. goramy is an inhabitant of the freah waters of HindBMCiD and China. It has been nataniiscd in the Isle
of PiMMW, and ought to be liMHlaMd to Europe. As
The second
food, it is said to be of CEqainte flavour.
It fre>
is the O. ipJItts, the Seaaraa gallus of Forskael.
qaents the coasts of Arabia, and is considered by the
inhilitMits as a noxious species.
,

Giwts LXXVIII.
Ventral
dorsdfin.

fins

TairHoPODb's.
with one ray longer than the body

{

one

The gentu contains two species. One of these is the
Labraa trichootcnis of Gmelin, a native of the Indian
ICM. The otMr is T. mentum, described from a drawing bj Commarson.

LXX

Gkxl's
IX. MoNoDAcrrLvs.
Ventral fins of one short ray. One dorsal fin.
The M. fidcifiannis was first obsenrad by Canm«aan,
and is the only species of the genus.

Gncus LXXX.

Plkctrorinchus.
and marginated; ooe or more of the

Lips plaiteil
of the gill-lid denticulated.
'

I
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II.

fin

tion of

Fishes.

Pooonias.

;

Genus LXXXII.
Body long

serpentine

Bostrychus.
two dorsal fins ; two

tentacula on the upper jaw.
The two species of which the genus consists are but
imperfectly known. They rest on the authority of Chi;

;

nese drawings.

Genus LXXXIII.

One

Bosthyciioides.

In other respects like the preceding.
A Chinese drawing of the only species of this genus
was found in the Dutch collection.
dorsal

fin.

Genus LXXXIV. Echeneis.

Sucking Fish.
depressed, and furnished with an organ of ad- Sucking
hesion, consisting of an oval plate with transverse folds. &>!>•
The name of the genus is derived from i;k«, habeo,
and Mui(, navis ; because the best known species was
supposed to have the property of sticking to ship^, and
retarding tlieir motions. It is the remora of the ancients.

Head

G£nus LXXXV.

Macrourds.

twice as long as the body.
This genus was instituted by Blocn for the reception
of the Coryphama rupestris of Linnseus, which is found
on the coasts of Greenland and Iceland. To the inhabitants of these countries it furnishes a plentiful supply
of nourishing food. In some of the districts where it
is found it is called berg-lax, or rock salmon.
It is the
ingminiiuet of the Greenlanders.
dorsal fins

;

tail

Genus LXXXVI.

Coryph^va.

Head

with sealc* like the body.
This Coumersonian genus contains one species, the
K. I^gibbos.

Classifica-

chin bearded.
This genus, from »-*'/»i», barla, was instituted by
I.a Cepede for the reception of one species, the P. fasciatus, in the collection of the Stadtholder at the Hague.
dorsal

Two

A

Ue

Genus LXXXI.

One

;

697

genus.
The name is from
xXcxr^t,, peclen, and fuyx'i, rostntm. There is but one
species observed by him in the Uutch collection.
institutetl this

truncated, or very obtuse ; one dorsal fin, nearly as long as the body and tail.
This genus contains sixteen species, which La Cepede
has distributed into sections, from the shape of the tail.
The first species which I.a Cepede describes is the C,
hippurut, wtiich is found both in the Atlantic and Paci*
fie ocean.
Its flesh is very agreeable and being a voracious fish, easily taken, and fond of following vessels,
often furnishes the sailor with a grateful repast When
taken out of the water, the beautiful combinations of
colours fade as the fish expires, and the dying coryphene is contemplated by sailors with as much delight
as the ancient Romans are said to have exhibited on
viewing similar changes in the expiring mullet, when
brought to the table before the fca^t began.
;

GbnUS LXXXVI I. FlEMIPTBItONOTUS.
Head truncated ; one dorsal fin, about half the length
of body and

tail.

La Cepede formed
merly included

in the

genus from two species forgenus Corj'phsna. The H. quin-

this

que-maculaluM of La Cepe<le, the I 'oryphitna pcntadaclyla
of other writers, inhabits the rivers of China, the Molucca isles, and other places in the Indian Archipelago.
It is gregarious, appearing in vast shoals, and is eagerly sought alter as an article of food. It is dried or salted,
and forms an article of trade in those countries similar
to the cod fishery of our northern districts.

Genus LXXXVIII.
Head

Corypiienoides.

truncated, or very obtuse ; one dorsal fin ; gill
opening a simple transverse slit.
This genus contains only one species, the C. branchio-

t T
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classifica-

tion of

Fishei.

the seas of Asia, and differs from the
stega.
genus Corjphsena principally in the form of the gill
opening.
It inhabits

Genus LXXXIX. Aspidopiiorus.
Body and

tail

Pogge.
covered with a scaly coat of mail; two

on the back.
This genus was first instituted by Scopoli, and afterwards adopted by La Cepede for the reception of two
species included in the genus Cottus.
The first is the
Coitus cataphractus of Linnaeus, common in the European seas ; and the second is the C.japonicus of Gmeiin, which was first described by Pallas as a native of
the seas about the Kurile islands. It is destitute of the
cirri or beard under the throat, and from that circumstance ought perhaps to be referred to another genus.
fins

Genus XC.
Body and

Aspidopiioroides.

armed with a coat of mail

; one dorsal
rays of the ventral fins fewer than four.
This genus bears a very close resemblance to the preceding, from which it is principally distinguished by
the union of the two dorsal fins.
The only species it
contains is the Cottus monopterygius of Gmelin, a fish
which inhabits the coast of Tranquebar.

fin

Bull-head.

tail

;

Genus XCI. Cottus. Bull head.
larger than the body ; form approaching conical ; two dorsal fins ; spines and tubercles on the head or
gill lid
ventral fins with more than three rays.
La Cepede describes nine species, some of which are
used as food.
The grunting bull-head, Cottus gruniens, a native of
the American and Indian seas, is considered as esculent
food.
The liver, however, is said to possess noxious
When first taken from the water, this fish
qualities.
utters a sound, in some degree resembling the grunting
of a pig, and produced by the sudden expulsion of air from
the internal cavities through the gill covers and mouth.
The Cottus insidiator, a native of the Arabian seas,
is said to bury itself in the sand, and wait the approach
When the small fish have approached sufof its prey.
ficiently near, it then darts out upon them with considerable velocity.
The C. scorpius, which in tiiis country is despised, is eagerly sought after as food by the
inhabitants of Greenland. Prom the liver they likewise
extract an oil.
This animal is very vivacious. It can
close the gill opening so closely, by means of the lid,
as to prevent the atmosphere from drying the gills, and
consequently obstructing respiration.
Head

which

is found in the Atlantic and Mediterranean, is
said to prey not only on the smaller fishes, but on the
aquatic birds as they swim on the surface.
The S. antennata, remarkable for two long tentacula, surrounded

Classifies,

tion of
Kislies.

_
~

*

by several fibrous brown bars seated immediately above
the eyes, is a native of Amboyna, and its flesh is said
In the S. volitans, the pectoral fins
to be exquisite.
are so large, that the fish can fly for a short distance.
It is the Gasterosteus volitans

of Linnaeus.

Genus XCIII.

Scomberomorus.
One dorsal fin ; spurious fins above and below, in
front of the caudal fin ; no separate spines in front of
the dorsal

The

fin.

the only species of the genus, and
It was described by La Cea native of Martinique.
pede from the drawings of Plumier.
S. plumierii is

is

Genus XCIV. Gasterosteus,
One dorsal fin; separate spines in
fin

;

tail

carinated laterally

;

SlicMe-hach.
front of the dorsal Stickleback,
one or more spinous rays

to each ventral fin.
The species of this

genus are natives of Europe. The
G. aculeatus is common in rivers. It is sometimes found
in such plenty as to be employed as manure, an oil
excellent for burning may be expressed from the body.
The other species are natives of the seas. They are
armed with sharp spines on the back, so that few fish
venture to seize them.

;

Genus XCII.

Scorp^ena.
Head covered with spines or protuberances
tute of small scales; one dorsal fin.

;

desti-

The species of this genus, sixteen in number, are distributed into two sections from circumstances connected
with the beard. They have all a very uncouth appearance, and they are armed with formidable spines. The
S. horrida, says Shaw, resembles rather some imaginary
monster of deformity than any regular production of
nature.
The head is very large, perfectly abrupt in
front, and marked by numerous tubercles, depressions,
and spines. On the top is a semilunar cavity; the
mouth opens from the upper part, and is large, and of
a shape resembling a horse shoe.
It is a native of the
Indian seas. The S. porcus is the most common European species. It is found plentifully in the Mediterranean, where it lurks among the seaweeds, and, as
opportunity offers, darts upon its prey.
When seized
by any stronger animal, it twists itself violently, and,
erecting its strong spines, makes a vigorous resistance.

Wine, in which this fish was suffered to die, was esteemed by the ancients as a salutary medicine. The S. scrofa,

Genus XCV.

Centropodus.
one

Two

dorsal fins ; ventral fins with
five or six small articulated rays.

This genus, from

KesT^ov,

aculeus,

and

spine,

and

pes,

was

?r»5,

created by La Cepede for the reception of one species,
C. rhombeus, observed by Forskael in the Red Sea.

Genus XCVI. Centrogaster.
Ventral fins with four spines and six articulated rays.
This genus contains two species which inhabit the
sea of Japan.
They were first described by Houttuyn
in the Act. Haerl. vol. xx. 2. p. SS'i:. No. 22.

Genus XCVII.

Centronotus.

One

dorsal fin ; ventral fins with at least four rays ;
a longitudinal crest on each side of the tail, and two
spines in front of the anal fin.

This genus, formed from K6>Tga», nculeus, and v«t«;,
dorsum, contains eleven species. They are all of a
small size.
The most remarkable among these is the
pilot fish of Willoughby, the C. conductor of La Cepede,
which has often excited the astonishment of observers.
It follows vessels to feed on the substances thrown
overboard ; and is generally seen in company with the
shark, which in the opinion of some itconducts to its prey.

Genus XCVIII.

Lepisacanthus.

Scales of the back large, ciliated, and terminated
a spine; the gill lid denticulated behind.

by

This genus, from Astij, squama, and axatSx, spina, was
by La Cepede. It contains only one species
from Japan, first described by Houttuyn.
instituted

Genus XCIX.

Two

Cephalacanthus.

long denticulated spines on each side of the head

behind.

This genus, formed from

was

instituted

Ks^iaAx, caput,

by La Cepede.

and

»K»tSx,

contains only
one species, the Gasterosteus spinarella of other naturalists. It differs from the Sticklebacks in wanting the spines
on the back. It is a small fish, and a native of India.
spina,

It

Genus C. Dactylofterus.
One small fin, consisting of rays connected by
membrane near each pectoral fin.

a

Pilot

fisli.

;

ICHTHYOLOGY.
L« Cepede formed this genus from htxruXf, digilut,
and imftt, pinna, for the reception of two species of
fishes formerly included in the genus Trigla.
The D.
prtapoda i« one of those fishes capable of flying for a
ahort dktance in the atmosphere.
Hence it has been
termed the sea-swallow, by sailors. It is found principally near the tropics, but is also met with in the MediliiiMiMii.
The other species, D. Japonicus, was first
dMcribed by Houttuyn. It is the Trigla alata of Gmelin.

Oenvs CI. Priokotus.
Soft rays near each pectoral fin separate; serrated
spines between the dorsal fins.
There is but one species belonging to this genus, a
native of the American seas.
It is the Trigla volitans
minor of Brown.

Gekos
Civ

i.d.

Jamaica, 453. tab. 47.
CII.

Tricla.

fig. 3.

Gurnard.

Soft separate rays near each pectoral fin
in the interval between the dorsal fins.

;

no spines

The name of the genus is from T{iyM««, tcrparient. in
reference to the fecundity of the fish.
Many of the
spcciea ha\e the power of raising themselves into the
•nr, when the tea does not afford them a safe asyTheir

lum.

•oogfat after

white and insipid ; .ind
fish can be obtained.

flesh is

when

in

seldom

other

GbNO*

cm.

PCHISTEniON.

Soft aepwale rays near each pectoral fin ; one dorsal fin
one or more bony plate* on the under side of the body.
ThisgciMM waa formed by Lacepede. and contains
two tp tciea. They are readily distinguished from the
•pedM of Um genus Trivia by the osseous plates, which
a eaot of mail on their under side. The P. malariHt 0t Lacepede, the Trigla caUphracU of Gmelin,
{• Iband in tne European and^Indian seas.
It is sought
after aa food, although it* flesh is said to lie dry and insipid.
It swim* with great rapidity, and is very active
The P. chabrontera is found in
in all its movcmenta.
the Mediterranean, and was first described by Osbeck.

nm

OCHUS CIV.

Two dorsal

fins,

the

first

IsTIOPHORirs.
very long elevated and round-

two

ray* to each ventml fin.
gladifer i* the only known species.
It is an
inhabitant of the tropical sea*, and its appearance is considered by sailors aa the prcsai^ of a storm. It resembles
in many rcapects the *word-fish.
It grow* to a great
, ewtm* with great velocity, and poisem* undaunted

ed

;

The T.

~tge. Itaftm«trikesit*«noutagatn*tTeiadawith4uch

•aa to break
ireiTea

When
taaU ;

it

;

and, in consequence of its boldness,

a dangerous enemy to fishes e(|ual to itself in size.
jronng, ha fle»h is considered as agreeable to the
Wrt whan old, it is oily and indigestible.

GiNUS CV. GvHIVETRUS.

Ko anal

one dorsal

fin ; the rays of the ventral
elongated.
Thi* genoa contain* onlv one species, which wa* in«
•titutod Dj Bloch, the G. Hawkenii, a native of the Indian seaa, and occasionally in thoae of Europe.

fin

;

fin*

Gbnos CVI. Mt'LLU*. SttrmuUet.
Scale* large, and easily detached ; summit of the
bead bluntly elevated ; under jaw with a beard.
There are fourteen known species in the genus. The
Bwat remarkable of these i* the Red Surmullet, MuUus
barbatua of Linnaeus. Thia fiah, when alive, present*
aome of the moot brilliant colours exhibited in nature,
and the change* which they experience aa the fish exThe luxurious Romans
pire* are aingularly various.
Drought thia fish alive to table in a glass vessel, and,
Msfcittg the fi*h to expire, contemplated with delight
the woocadve change* of colour. After pleating the
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eye by this fine display, the
ed for the feast.

fish

of
Fishes.

Genus CVII.

The generic name
known species is

Classifiwu
*'<">

Scales large and deciduous
beard on the under jaw.

only

was removed and dress-

\«.— .-—p^

Apogon.
;

head bluntly raised ; no

is from artyui, imberbis.
The
the A. ruber of La Cepede, the

Mullus imberbis of Willoughby. It is found chiefly
on the rocky coast of Malta, and difltrs from the surmullets in wanting the beard or cirrus on the lower
lip.
It is of a fine red colour; the opening of the
mouth is large, and the palate and jaws very rough.

Genus CVI 1 1.

Lonchubus.

Pectoral and caudal fins equal at least to a fourth of
the whole length of the body : dorsal fin long and indented.
Bloch instituted this genus for the reception of a fish
brought from Surinam, which he termctl L. barbatus.
La Cepede changed the trivial name into dianema, instigated apparently by no other feeling than the love of
change. The nose or upper lip is protluced into an
obtuse short snout, so as to cause the mouth to appear
as if placed somewhat beneath.
The head is covered
with scales like those on the back, and the jaws are
furnished with small sharp teeth.

Genus CIX.

Macropodus.

Ventral fins the length of the body, caudal fin forke<l, its length equal to a third part of the body
head
and gill lid covered with scales similar to the back;
opcnmg of the mouth very small.
This genus from fui<iif, lon^ut, and «v<, pes, contains only one species, M. viridiauratus, an inhabitant
of the fresh water lakes of China, but whose history is
:

little

known.

Genus CX.

Labrus.

Wrasse.

Lips thick ; upper lip protrusile ; no teeth in the Wnue.
form of grinders or incisors ; rays of the dorsal fin terminated by a filament.
The name of the genus is expressive of the thick lips
with which the species are furnished, and is a term
used by Ovid. La Cepede describes 130 species. Some
of these, however, rest on very doubtful authority, and
a few may be considered as varieties.
The characters
by which they are separated depend, in a great meaThey are
sure, on the number of the rays of the fins.
all remarkable for the brilliancy of their colours, the
size of their scales, and the strength of their teeth, and

we may add, for their extensive distribution. In all
the seas of the globe some species l>clonging to this
genus have been found. Few of the »|)cciesare esteem*
ed a* food, and although some are rcpute<l poisonous,
the evidence on which the belief rests is unsatisfactory.
Many of the specie* are solitary, while a few appear to
The Labrus julis is said to live in vast
we may credit ./Elian, will attack and
men bathing in the water. The flesh of the La-

be gregarious.
troops; and, if
bite

brus cinaxlus is soft, tender, and easy of digestion, and
suitable for the young and weak.

Genus CXI.

Cheii.inus.
rays of the dorsal fin terminating in a
large scales, with appendage* at the base of

Lips thick
filament
the caudal
:

;

fin.

Cepetle contains two s[)ecies, viz.
The first appears to be the
It inhabits the shores of
true Scarus of the ancients.
the Mediterranean, and has been oflcn examined. It is
of a whitish colour mixed with red. The scales are

This genus of

C. scarus

large

»ud)

I .a

and C. trilobatus.

and transparent This species lives in shoals, and
the attachment which is said to prevail among

is
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them, that according to Appian, when one lias taken
the bait, another will come to its assistance, and bite
This fish was eagerly
the cord to enable it to escape.
sought after by the luxurious Romans, who preferred
the liver, and even the intestines without being empThe second
Its food consists of marine plants.
tied.
•pecies is described by La Cepede from the manuscripts
of Commerson, and is a native of the Indian seas.

Genus CXII.
Upper

lip extensile,

Cheilodipterus.

two dorsal

fins

;

no cutting or

grinding teeth : gill-lid destitute of spines or processes.
This genus contains ten species, divided into two
sections, from the form of the tail. Little more is known
of their history than their systematic characters. They
were formerly included in the genera Sciasna and Labrus.

Genus CXIII.

Ophicephalus.

Scales of the head polygonal, larger than those of the
back ; all the rays of the fins jointed.
The, name of this genus, from cj)i(, serpens, and
xifia>^ti, caput, is sufficiently expressive of the distinguishing character of the species. These are two in
number, which were described by Bloch, and come
from the coast of Coromandel. The scales of these

where exposed, are tuberculated, and feel rough
They inhabit fresh water lakes and rito the touch.
vers, and feed oa aquatic plants. Their flesh is esteemed agreeable and salubrious.

/ishes,

Genus CXIV.

Holooymnosus.

resembling a fleshy
lieard ; tail as if formed of two truncated cones, united
by their summits.
La Cepede formed this genus, from c>^»t, tolti^, and
yvfitci, ntidus, for the reception of the H. fasciatus, a
native of the equatorial seas, where it was first obserScales

invisible;

ventral fins

ved by Commerson.

Genus CXV.

Scarus.

of the

tail.

The

was well known

ing

difficult to heal, it

ous.

has been considered as venom-

It frequents the coasts of Arabia.

Two

dorsal fins ; osseous jaws prominent,
pying the place of teeth.

This genus was instituted by La Cepede, and the
only species of which it consists (discovered by Commerson) has been named by him in honour of M. Fleurieu.

It is

a native of the Equatorial seas.

Gilt-head.

As this fish searches for its food in the mud, in which
there are occasionally small pieces of gold, and as these
have sometimes been found in its stomach, the fishermen have concluded that its food was gold. The flesh
of the D. zingel is equally white, firm, and palatable,
and is found in the same situations. It is so bold and
vigorous, and so well protected by means of scales, that
few fishes will venture to attack it. Hence it multiplies very rapidly.

Genus CXIX. Lutjanus.
dorsal fin ; a process to one or more of the
pieces of the gill- lid ; no spines on these pieces.
This genus contains, according to La Cepede, sevenThe L. anthias is the ii^os i-^ei/i of the
ty-four species.
Greeks, who fancied that no dangerous fish could reside in the waters in which it lived, and that divers
might descend with safety, if they knew that this fish
was an inhabitant of the place. It feeds on small fishes,
and is very common in the Mediten-anean. The L.
johnii, so named by Bloch in honour of his missionary
Its
friend John, is found on the coast of Tranquebar.
The L. plumierii of La
flesh is white and palatable.
Cepede, the Anthias striatus of Bloch, found in the

One

Atlantic ocean,

also

is

The Lutjanus

esteemed safe and agreeable

scandens,
vol.

iii.

first
is

power of creeping up the stems of
the spinous processes of its fins and

tress,

of the

gill-lid

;

Basse.

one or more processes to each piece Base.
no spines on these parts.

dorsal fins

La Cepede

its

by means of

gill-lid.

Genus CXX. Centropomus.

Two

described in the

remarkable for

;

instituted this

genus, vehich contains

Cutting or grinding teeth in several rows ; the height
of the body nearly equal to its length.
Forskael formed this genus, deriving the name from
nrxtnty, palpitnre, on account of the rapid motions of
the fish when taken from the water.
It is a very numerous genus. About a hundred species have been described by ichthyologists.
They are distributed into
three sections, from characters furnished by the form

of

Gill-head.

*"

Genus CXVIII. Dipterodon.

twenty-one species. The name is derived from Kivr^cy,
acukus, and jruux, operculum. The Centropomus san.
dat of La Cepede, the Perca lucioperca of Linnaeus, inhabits the fresh waters of all the countries of
It grows to a great size, and its
the north of Europe
In the
flesh is white, tender, and pleasant to the taste.
form of its head, and the size of its teeth, it bears a
near resemblance to the pike ; while, in the structure

Genus CXVII. Sparus.

tion of

dorsal fins ; mouth with several rows of teeth.
This genus contains six species. The D. asper inhabits the rivers of France and Germany; and, being
very vivacious, might easily be translated into this
country, in the more temperate seasons of the year. Its
flesh is esteemed excellent, and in our rivers and Likes
would prove a valuable addition to our stock of food.

Linnean Transactions,

and occu-

Classifica-

Two

food.

Genus CXVI. Ostorinchus.

Sparus aurata,

and by them dedicat-

ed to the goddess Venus. In spring, this species frequents the shores, and even enters the mouths of riIts flesh is said to improve in fresh water, and
vers.
hence Duhamel and others have recommended its being translated into lakes and rivers. As food, it was
much prized by the ancients, and valuable medical quaWhere common, as in the
lities were ascribed to it.
Mediterranean, it is often salted, and sent inland as an
article of trade. Several species have a remarkable phosphorescent property. Willoughby first observed this in
the S. pagrus, but it is more remarkable in the S. chrysurus. This last fish inhabits the seas of Brazil, and when
a few of them are swimming in company, they emit so
much light, that in the darkest night a person might
This property enables the
see to read by means of it.
fish to pursue its prey with more certainty ; but, on
the other hand, it gives information to its foes. Its flesh
is esteemed excellent, and much sought after.

One

dorsal fin ; jaws osseous, prominent, occupying
the place of teeth.
This genus was instituted by Forskael, and contains
They are remarkable for
at present nineteen species.
the brilliancy of their colours, and the armature of their
fins.
The mouth in the species of this genus is constructed rather in imitation of some of the cartilaginous fishes, as the Diodon, than of any of the osseous
fishes.
The jaws are bony, entire in some species, and
divided in others, and destitute of true teeth, but often
tuberculated or crenulated. They feed on crustaceous
and testaceous animals, and likewise on sea weeds.
The flesh of the Scarus rivulatus is pleasant to the
taste, but the wounds made by the spines of its fins be-

lunulated gilt-head,

to the ancients,

its gill-lid,

the

number and

situation of

its

dorsal
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and

harihiMS or iu tcales, it approaches in
apprarance the perch. Hence, almost all naturalists
have Utui uJ it Indoperca. It is a matter of regret that
thiafirit dies lo quickly upon bt-in^ taken out of the
water : hence it cannot be tran^|K>rtecl alive to any (Us<
tance.
But aa it ia one of those (ishes which, if translated into our Ukes and rivers, would prove a valuable
addition, the fecundated eggt micht be employed with
rase.
In this department of rural economy, how much
rcouins to be done
fin*,

GtSfsCXXr. BODIANCS.
No proceiaea on the gill-hd plates of
;

the gill-lid

one dcnal fin.
The genus contains twenty-four species. The most
rcaiarluible tnedes is the B. polpebrmtus, first accurateIj dcacribed by Pallas.
It has a moveable membranaceoM plate above each eye, supposed to assist the animal in regulating the admission of light to that organ.
It is a native of Amboyna.
The B. pentacanthus,
wboM trivial name La Cepede, with his wonted love of
bariMTuras, has changed into jaguar, is a native of the
cout of the Brasils. It prefers the mouths of lar?e ri>
^••j new which it grows very fat, and its flesh acC|airea an inoMMd d^ree of delicacy and flavour.
It
ia there tensed jaguar.
The B. a va frequents the lakes
of Braail, and u there salted or dried in the sun as an
article of trade.
It multiplies very rapidly, and might
probably, with little difficulty, be traaalated to the fresh
water Ukes of Kurope. Its flesh is esteemed good. The
B. gumue of Bloch, changed by La Cepede into B. jacabi«T*rtHB, the name oT a Dutch sauor, is found at
8t Helena, the East Indies, and Japan. It becomes
vary ftt, and is eagerly sought after by Europeans. The
B. apoa is another of the Braxilian species used as food.
Its flesh ia oily, and of exquisite flavour.
fpinooa

;

Gtrtvt CXXII. TanfiANOTus.
One or man spioce on the gill- lid ; dorsal fin verv long.
Tmb Mna^ fivm r>«>i«, tenia, and tm»t. aorntm.
enljr two apedee, rcnarkable for their length.
cnedahaipa. The vet pcdea, T. Utovittatus, was obaerrad by Gnnaeraon in the I ale of France. He found
Ib ita ataiMok the fragments of corals and of shells. Its
•eelh an vwy imall, and iu tomrue and palate destitute

f atpai itiu

yvt the hardness ofita jaws, the number of
of ita efforts, enables it
im tritiiuUe those bard bodies, for the performance of
which, in other Mmi^ aore powerful grinders are provided. The leeand nedea, T. tnacanthus, has the
tail fowmled, while in the former it is forked.
Its habitat ia onknown, as it was found preserved in spirits in
the Dutch collection, during ita captivity in Paris.

Claseitiuit-

tion of

fin short.

GVMUSCXXIII. SCIAHA.
with spines, but destitute of pro•BMes ; two dorsal fins.
Thia genus contains eleven species, distributed into
Mrtieoa from the form of the tail. They differ from
the geDoa Bodianus chieiy in the number of the dorsal
laa. The Semnm toro is a native of the Brazils, and
ie taken at all seaaona, although its flesh b said to be
dry and indpid. The Sdama umbra, the coracinus of
the ancicuts, is the moat important species of the ge>
MM, and haa been long known. It inhabits the Medi"
aad Adriatic seas, and is found peculiarly
in the Nile.
It lives in troops, ami feeds on
and leataceous animals. It is esteemed excellent food when in season.
Thoae which are found
in frcah water arc reckoned prelcrable to those taken in
Ike sea, and theytHing are couaidered lu more (laliitahlc
thaa the old. The ancients attributed to this &ah the
I

'•

I

extraordinary medical virtues.

Fulies.

This genus contains one species, which La Cepede
has named in honour of Dolomieu. We are ignorant
of the discoverer and the locality of this species it was
found in the museum at Paris.
:

Gbnus CXXV. Holocentbus.

One

; one or more spines, and a process on
each gill-lid.
Bloch formed this genus from species chiefly belonging to the Pcrca of Linnsus. At present, it contains
sixty-five species, divided into sections from characters
furnished by the caudal fin.
The H. schratzer is found
abundantly in the Danube and its tributary streams.
Its flesh is white, firm, and salutary, and of a pleasant

dorsal fin

on small insects and worms, and spawns
So valuable a fish ought to be translated
to other countries.
Although it soon dies when taken
from the water, yet with care it may be conveyed to a'
distance, or the spawn may be used as a substitute.
It feeds
in the spring.
taste.

Genus CXXVI. Pkrca.

Two

dorsal fins

Perch.

one or more spines, and a process

j

to the gill-lid; with or without a beard.
This genus, as it now stands, contains fourteen species.
The common perch of our lakes may be regarded as the most important species of the genus in an eco-

nomical point of view. The P. umbra, the umbra of
the ancients, another valuable species, chiefly resides
in the Mediterranean.
Ita head is compressetl and coverctl with small scales, and it has a thick short cirrus
on the lower jaw. Its flesh is firm, but easy to digest,
and its head was esteemed a favourite morsel by the ancient Romans.
It feeds on sea weeds and small worms.
From the skins of some ot the species an isinglass is pre-

pared, little inferior to that which
air-bag of the sturgeon.

GiNusCXXVIL
Many large strong teeth

is

obtained from the

Hahpe.

in the upper jaw
small compressed teeth in the intervals between the larger
ones ; donal, ventral, and anal fins large and falcated.
This genus was instituted by La Cepede, and contains only one species, H. ca>ruleo-aureus, of which little
is known.
It is described from the drawings of Plumier.
in

each jaw

:

(

Gill- lid furnished

;

Rays of the second dorsal

mA the continuance

ili teeth,
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Genus CXXIV. Micropterus.

Gbnus CXXV'III.

The

Pimeleptekus.

whole, or a great part of the dorsal, anal, and

caudal fins adipose.
This genus, from. iti^mAs, pinquedo, and vn^r, pinna,
contains one species, viz. P. Bos({uii, named in honour
of M. Base, the discoverer.
It is found in the Atlantic
Ocean, and follows vessels, picking up the fragments
of food thrown overboard.
It keeps in the eddy at
the rudder.
It is very difficult to catch, as, with considerable dexterity, it bites off the bait without swallowing ttie hook. According to Boso, it is sought after
as (bod by the French, but neglected by the English. In
its manners it bears a near resemblance to the pdot fish.

Genus CXXIX.
scales

;

gill-lid

Cheilio.

head and gill-hd destitute of small
carved ; under jaw pendant ; dorsal fin

Snout depressed

;

low and long, ventral fins small.
This genus, from ^iiX*<, laoium, contains two species,
first obstrvcd by Commerson at the Mauritius.
The
fir»t is termed C. auratus, on account of its golden yellow colour. The lateral line is spotted with black
The flesh is white, and of a pleasant taste,
points.
but disregarded, as
species

in

it

is

very common.

termed C. fuscus.

Itie colour

is

The second
brown, hav-

ing the ventral fins white, and the dorsal and aual
spotted with white.

fin«

Perch,

;;;
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Genus CXXX.

Clafsifica-

tijn oi

Pomatomus.

notched at its upper posterior margin, and covered with scales like those on the back ; anal fin adipose.
The P. skib of La Cepede is the only known species.
It inhabits the bays and mouths of rivers in Carolina,
and is there called skibjack. It performs its motions
in a remarkably rapid manner, darting suddenly to a
It
Its flesh is reckoned good.
considerable distance.
was observed by Bosc during his residence in the UniGill-lid

Fishes.
I

ted States.

Genus CXXXI. Leiostomus.
Jaws without teeth, and entirely covered with the
lips
the mouth under the snout.
;

the discoverer of L. xanthurus, the only
termed in Carolina t/ellmv-lail. La Cepede formed the genus from >is<e5, Iwvis, and ctoiii, os.
It differs from the perches in the absence of a process

Bosc

is

known

species,

to the gill-lid,

and

in

wanting teeth.

Genus CXXXII.

Centrolophus.

A longitudinal crest, and row of distant spines, in part
; one dorsal fin.
This genus was instituted by La Cepede to include
a fish sent him from Fechamp by M. Noel of Rouen.
It was called by the fishermen Le Negre, and hence
he has termed the species C. niger. It is of a black

concealed in the skin, above the nape

The

eyes are large, and in front of the dorsal
fin there are three spines placed vertically, or pointing
forwards.
colour.

Genus CXXXIII.

Eques.

Two

dorsal fins ; the rays of the first ending in long
filaments ; teeth numerous, rigid, and fixed.
The E. Americanus is the only known species of the
genus, and has hitherto been found only in the seas of
the new continent.
It is the Chaetodon lanceolatus of
Gmelin. In point of brilliancy, and variety, and disposition of colours, this fish has few rivals.
The head
is small and compressed ; the snout rounded.
The genus was formed by Bloch.

Genus CXXXIV.

The Ch. marginatus appears to prefer the mouths of
very common at the Antilles, and its flesh is
good. The flesh of the Ch. macrulepidotus, a native of

teeth ; a strong curved spine on both
sides of each of the soft rays of the dorsal fin ; a long
flattened scaly appendage near each ventral fin ; gilllid carved, and destitute of small scales.
This genus (from Xm^, IcEvis, and ymioi, maxilla ) contains only one species, viz. L. argenleus, a native of Tran-

the East Indies, is said, in point of delicacy, to resemBut the most extraordinary species is
ble the sole.
the Ch. rostratus, a native of the fresh waters of India.
Dr Shaw, after informing us that its prey consists of
the smaller kinds of insects, says, " When it observes
one of these, either hovering over the water, or seated
on some aquatic plant, it shoots against it from its tu«
bular snout a drop of water, with so sure an aim as generally to lay it dead, or at least stupified on the surface.
In shooting at a sitting insect, it is commonly
observed to approach within the distance of from six
When kept
to four feet before it explodes the water.
in a state of confinement in a large vessel of water, it is
said to afford high entertainment by its dexterity in
this exercise ; since, if a fly, or other insect, be fastened to the edge of the vessel, the fish immediately perceives it, and continues to shoot at it with such admirable skill as very rarely to miss the mark."

Genus CXXXVI.

One

two or more

Acanthinion.

teeth small, flexible, and moveable
naked spines in front of the dorsal fins.

dorsal fin

;

The three species, of which this genus consists, were
formerly included in the genus Chaetodon ; but the
spines, placed behind the head, form a sufficient mark
of distinction, and is expressed in the name of the genus from xx-mfx, spina, and itiet, occiput. The first
species, A. rhomboides, is a native of the American
The flesh of the last
seas, as is also the A. glaucus.
species is white and nourishing, and sought after as
food.
It sometimes grows to the length of 18 inches.

The

third species inhabits the rocky shores of Arabia,
It has something
it was observed by Forskael.
of the habit of a flounder, and seldom exceeds a foot iu
length.

where

Genus CXXXVII.
small, flexible
cesses

and

Ch^todipterus.
two dorsal fins ;

compressed
and moveable;

tail

;

gill-lid destitute

teeth

of pro.

spines.

La Cepede

quebar.

instituted this genus for the reception of
C. Plumierii.
This species is nearly as deep as it is
long, and its sides are lozenge shaped.
The general
colour is green, mixed with yellow, crossed by six narrow bands of deep green. It was observed in the West

tle

Indies by Plumier

It was first described by Bloch under the tiScomber edentulus, but it differs from the mackrel in being destitute of teeth.
The head, body, and
tail are also compressed, and the opening of the mouth
is very small.
Its flesh is fat and agreeable to the
taste ; and being found at all seasons, is of great use
to the inhabitants of those shores which it frequents.

Genus CXXXV.

One

dorsal fin
flexible,

;

Ch^todon.

gill-lid destitute

and moveable

;

of processes

,•

teeth

opening of the mouth

small.

This genus has obtained

and

seta,

after

by

oJo«(,

sailors.

dens.

its

present

name from

x*^-

They

are remarkable for their form

and the brilliancy and variety of their colours. The
limits by which the different species are separated are

much confusion prevails in their noThey all inhabit the seas of tropical countries, and were unknown or disregarded by the ancients.
The skeletons of some species have been found
ill

defined, so that

strata at

Mount

Bolca.

La Cepede

particularly

tionsthe remains of the Chaetodon vespertilio and

menteira.

and prefers a stony bottom.

Pomacentkus.

One

dorsal fin ; gill-lid furnished with a process,
but destitute of long spines ; teeth small, flexible and

moveable.
This genus contains seven species. They inhabit the
seas of warmer countries, and in general exhibit a fine
One species has indeed obtained
display of colours.
the name of Peacock, ( P. pavo, ) from the variety and
It is a native of the Indian seas,
lustre of its colours.
and was first described by Bloch.

Genus CXXXIX. Pomadvsis.

Two

dorsal fins

;

teeth small, flexible

and moveable

furnished with a process.
Forskael discovered, in the Arabian sea, the only
species of the genus termed P. argenteus, with whose
habits we are still unacquainted.
gill-lid

Genus CXL.

menclature.

along with other ruins of the animal kingdom, in the

;

Genus CXXXVIIL

La Cepede

has enumerated
forty-two species.
They chiefly inhabit tropical seas.
Their flesh is excellent food, and they are much sought
Tti,

Classifica-

"^

rivers, is

Body and

Leiognathus.

Jaws without

small,

.

One

dorsal fin

;

Pomacanthus.

teeth small, flexible,

and moveable

furnished with long spines, but no process.
The seven species included under this head, were
formerly arranged in the genus Chastodon. The Pecanescens, a native of Arabia, and first described by
gill lid

5

""'J
_'
'-'

'^^^

>

'

~

;

;
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m aooght

after

u food,

and

its flesh is

agrten-

The P. paru, a native of the American seas, is
likewiae much aought after as food, and is taken by the
h\e.

book.

Genus CXLT.

Holacanthus.

One

dorsal fin ; teeth, small, flexible, and moveable ;
gill lid with a process and spines.
This genus contains thirteen species. They inhabit
the tropical seas, and are elegantly ornamented with
curved coloured bands. The species are divided into
sections from circumstances connected with the tail.

The Holacanthus

impeiator is' not only remarkable on
account of the brightness and distribution of its colours,
but of its excellence as food. It is an inhabitnnt of the
Indian ocean, and its flesh is remarkably fat and palatable, reckoned equal in point of flavour and richness to
the Mlmon.
It is considered as superior to any other
It grows to about a
fiah known in that vast ocean.
foot in length, and is of an oval shape.

Genus CXLII.

Enoploscs.

Two

dorsal fins, teeth small, flexible, and moveable
a process and one or more spines on the gill lid.
This genus, from ittcAn, armatus, was instituted by
La Cepede, and includes only one species, named Whitii
See White's Tour, Sew
in honour of the discoverer.
South Wales, p. S54. tab. Sp. It was at first termed
Chctodon albescens. Its colour is white, tinged with
blue,

and

kilvery.

Gknvi CXLIII.

On*

dorsal fin;
indbnltd or canrcd.

Tbk

Gltphirodok.
body and tail compressed;

teeth

fumed from yv^x, incitwa. and «}*vf, a
two species. The G. moucharra of LaCepcd^ Chatodon saxatilis of Bloch, is found on
the ODMt of Arabia, as well as on the shores of the BraIt remains always in deep water, among corals,
tila.
on the polypi of which it subsists. Although its flesh
I'he flesh of the
ia white, ^et it is dry and insipid.
other species G. kakaitui of La Cepede, the Cha-todon
genua,

tooUt, oootains

maculatus uf Bloch, a native of the fresh waters of iiurinam and ConNnandel, is to full of bones, that none but
the negroes make use of it.
,

GtMOt CXLIV. ACANTIIVRCS.
Ob* doraal fin body and tail comprcMed
;

;

one or

more spinca oa e«eh matt of the tail.
The oaBi* of thecenns is derived from muntm,

spina,

ad «Ma, M«dia. iMre are six species, the most re—*-*~"- of which b the A. chimrgua or Lancet fish,
the wounds which it inflicts with its
deep, and accompanied with a
It is found in the sea at the Antilles,
flow of MOod.
where it is much aought after for dietetical uses. The
A. nigricans ia found in the wanner seas of both conIt fecda oo small craba and abeUs, and its
•piaa*,

bemg

im and

palatable.

'.
Genus CXLV.

One

dorsal fin

ihiflii liht platr

;

body and

wi rrft

siHit

oompreaaed

nf thr

:

tail.

ifaara.

Genus CXLVI. Acanthopodus.
One dorsal fin one or two spinet in the
;

each ventral

place of

fln.

This genua contains the chsrtodon argenteus and
Bodacttii of Gmclin, of wboae history little is known.

CIii«gi6ca-

tion

shape

^

almost square.

It is

Genus CXLVIII.

One
The

Argyreiosus.

with spines in front.
zeus vomer of Linnseus is the only species of
this genus.
It is common to the coast of Norway and
the Brazils.
This is a very remarkable circumstance,
indicating a constitution capable of supporting opposite extremes of temperature.
In whatever situation it
is found, it presents the same form, and exhibits the
same beauty of colouring. It arrives at the same size
in the seas of botli continents, and in both its flesh ii
estecmetl as excellent.
The name of the genus is derived from o^yiipitf, argenteus.
dorsal

fin,

Genus CXLIX.

Zeus.

Dorec.

One

dorsal fin, without spines in front, tlie rays ter- Dorec.
minating in long filaments.
This genus, as now restricted, contains only three
species.
The first of these is the Z. ciliaris, so named
from a few of the last rays of the dorsal and anal fins
extending like hairs far beyond the connecting membrane, and even farther tlian the tail itself La Cepede,
in the absence of observation, hazards the conjecture,
that the animal may use these long filaments to entice
its prey to approach, as a few fishes are known to do,
who possess long filaments. He even supposes, tliat
by means of these, twisted round aquatic plants, tlie
fish maintains itself stationary for particular purposes.
These conjectures are supposed to be rendered probable from the facts which are established with regard to the cunning of another species, the Z. insi-

which like the chetodon rostratus, ejects water
through its tubular mouth on flies that alight on aquatic plants, and thus stupifies and secures them ; but the
analogy is here very remote, as the points of resemblance
are so few. The flesh of this last species is rich and
agreeable
a hook baited with a fly is employed in taking it. Both species are natives of the Indian seas.
diator,

;

third species is the Z. faber, or common doree. It
a native of the Northern Atlantic and Mediterranean
seas, and was well known to the ancients.

The
is

Genus CL.

Gallus.

Two
La
Zeus

dorsal fins, witliout spines bietween them.
Cepede formed this genus for ttie reception of the
This species is very
galius of other writers.

widely distributed, being common to Greenland, the
Mediterranean, South America, and the East and West
Its flesh is esteemed good.
It feeds on small
Indies.
fislies.

Genus CLI.

One
tail

dorsal fin

compressed

;

;

Chrysotosus. Opah.
jaws destitute of teeth ; body and

height equal to the length.

The generic name is from ^fviirvK, aurutor. The
Zeus luna of Linnaeus is the only species. It is found
in the Northern and Atlantic seas, and from the inspection of drawings in the Museum at Paris, Lacepede is disposed to consider that it likewise inhabits
the Chinese seas.
Dr Mortimer says, that the Prince
of Anamaboe, on the coast of Alrica, recognised, in an
Fnglish specimen, a fish which he said was common on
bis own shores, and very good to eat.

of

Kwlies.

;

a hard

Tbi* gOMH, tma mwh, cbneut, and nf», cauda, con*
It was first detaina aan oac nwdca, vis. A. sohar.
acribad bj Forwael. who found it in the Arabian gulf.
It Uvea on th« resnains of organised bodies, and reswlea
near the

Selene.
Two dorsal fins, with spines in the space between them.
This genus, from (ri^nm, liina, contains two species,
natives of the West Indies and America.
The first
termed S. argentea, was described by La Cepede from
the drawings of Plumier
and from its shape is termed
by the natives moonfish. The second S. quadrangulatus, is the Faber marinus fere quadratus of Sloane,
and placed in the genus zeus by many naturalists. In

worms and

AiPi
Aipuubus.
tail
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Genus CXLVn.

Op&ii-

'
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GtxusCLII.
Uon of
I'isnca.

Body an(l tail compressed ;
two dorsal tins.
This gemis, from

Caphos.
jaws destitute of teeth

was

instituted

by

I>a

Ccpc<le, and so named from the resemblance the only
species bears to a wild boar.
It is the Zeus
apcr of Linnxus, and has long been known as an inIt is scarcely three
liabitaiit of the Mediterranean.
inches in length, and is of a reddish colour ; the snout
is somewhat produced and sharpish, and protrudes in

known

the act of opening like the
is

said to

With

common

Doree.

Its flesh

be very coarse, and of a rank flavour.

Genus CLIII.
I'lounilcT.

pectoral fins

;

Genus CLVI. Ciieii.odactylus.
Body and tail compressed upper lip double and
;

Pleuronectes. Flounder.
both eyes on the same side of

the head.
This extensive and important genus, containing upwards of forty species, derives its name from TMvfsf,
The genus is divided into
latus, and rjiKTn;, nalator.
two sections, from the position of the eyes, both of
which are always placed on one side of the head.
In the first division are placed those having the eyes
on the right side, and in the second those having the
It sometimes happens, however, that
e3^es on the left.
a species with eyes in general on the right side, has
been found having its eyes on the left, all the other
This circumcharacters of a species 'remaining fixed.
stance points out the propriety of being cautious in relying on the character furnished by the position of the
eyes.

contains at present upwards of thirty
attentive examination of their characters, than has hitherto taken place, would perhaps
point out the propriety of suppressing a few as varieTheir flesh is white, pleaties, and some as hybrids.
sant, and easily digested ; and as the species are of
considerable size, they are much sought after as food.
Several species delight to reside at the mouths of rivers,
and even to live in the fresh water. By a little attention these might be translated into lakes and ponds,
and thus not only the quantity, but the variety of food
furnished might be increased. All the species prefer a
sandy bottom, and they are much more numerous in
cold than in hot countries.

;

in the

Dutch

more

Genus CLIV. Achirus.
Both eyes on the same side of the head ; no pectoral
fins.

This genus, from a. privative and ;(;eip, manus, was
formed for the reception of those species which have
no pectoral fins, formerly included in the genus pleuThere are six species known.
ronectes.
The A.
mamioratus inhabits the sea at the Isle of France,
where it was observed by Commerson. Its flesh is
esteemed excellent. VVe may observe, that Commerson
observed a row of pores at the base of the dorsal and
equal in number to the rays in those fins,
which upon being pressed poured out a milky mucus.

anal

fins,

Cobitis.

scales minute.

This genus contains three species, two of which have
been long known to naturalists. The first, G. barbatula, or common Loch, is common in the waters of the
southern and middle districts of Europe. It pi-efers
rivers which have a gentle current, to those which are
either rapid or dormant.
Its flesh, during autumn and
spring, is esteemed a great delicacy, superior indeed te
all other fresh water fish, especially when it is killed in
wine or in milk. It has been translated into some of
It soon expires
the northern countries of Europe.
when removed from the water, and even when placed
The G. taenia differs
in water in a state of rest.
in external character from the last, chiefly in having a
double spine on each side of the head, a little before the
When taken from the water, it emits a grunteyes.
ing sound like the gurnard, and is more vivacious than
the last. Its flesh is dry and insipid The G. Tricirrkata
was observed by M. Noel in the rivulets near Rouen.
Its beard consists of three filaments.

Genus CLVIII. Misgurnus.
tail

cylindrical

;

one short dorsal

fin;

jaws

with teeth.

The

Cobitis Jossilis of

Linnmus

is

the only

known

marshes and lakes
with a muddy bottom. It is remarkably vivacious, and
is capable of surviving among mud, provided it be
moist.
This is a wise provision of nature, by which
this animal is fitted for those situations in which it resides.
When the pools or ditches in which it lives dry
up, this animal buries itself in the mud, and lives securely until the rain replenishes its pond.
As it is
frequently dug up in this situation, it has been supposed
to search for its food in the ground like an earth-woi-m.
It will remain alive under ice, provided there is a small
portion of unfrozen water around it.
It appears to te
extremely sensible to the changes in the state of the
atmosphere. During calm weather, it remains at rest
on the mud in the bottom of the ditch ; but, at the approach of a stoi'm, or change of weather, it rises to the
surface of the water, and moves about with seeming ur*
easiness. Hence it is often kept in vessels within doors
by the curious, for the purpose of predicting the chanspecies of the genus.

ges in the weather.

mud, and

It inhabits

In winter,

issues forth in spring

it

buries itself in the

when

it

spawns.

It is

found in the marshes and lakes of the midland parts
of Europe.
Its flesh is soft, and but little sought
after.

Order XX.

ABDOMINAL.

Genus CLV. Cirrhitus.
of seven rays,

the last remote; beards
united by a membrane, and placed near the pectoral
Gill-flap

fins.

This genus contains only one species described from
the MSS. of Commerson.
It bears a close resemblance
to the species of the genus Holocentrus and Perca. The
seven filaments of the beard are long, and united by a
membrane, resembling a second pectoral fin. There is
no mention mads of the place where it was found.

4

_

'

Loche.

Head, body, and tail cylindrical ; eyes near the summit of the head ; no teeth ; bearded ; one dorsal fin ;

Body and

V.^u"*
>

collection.

Genus CLVII.

The genus

species, but a

Clu&Mlica-

ex-

head abrupt.
There is only one species belonging to this genus,
from the East Indies ; and described from a specimen

tensile

nper,

x»tj>«!,

;

Genus CLIX. Anableps.
Pupil of the eye double.
The A. surinamensis, the only known species, was
It is a native of the
the cobitis anableps of Linnaus.
We have alrivers of Surinam, near the sea coasts.
ready adverted to the extrawdinary structure of the
eyes in this fish, which appear as if furnished with two
The anal fin in the male is composed of nine
pupils.
The
rays, the last three or four only being distinct.
preceding ones, are in part united with a hollow conical appendix covered with scales, and open at the apex.
This opening communicates with the milt and tke blad-

Loclie.

_

;

ICHTHYOLOGY.
Ciami»n-

dn of

and

urine,

the pauage through whicli ihey

it

The ipedes

etcape.

is

ovoviviparous,

Gekus CLX. FuNDUtcs.
Body and

tail

nearly cylindrical

;

jaws with teeth

;

no beard ; one dorsal ^n.
There are two ipecies in

this genus ; the first of these
the coiitit lieteroc/ila of Linnscus, whose trivial name
is DOW cfaaoeed by La Cepedc into F. ntud-Jith !
It
was obaerred in Carolina by Dr Garden, and was there
named mud-fish. The other species inhabits Japan,
and was first described by Houttuyn in Act. Haarl. xx.
S. p. S57. n. 26. In the former species there are six
nj% in e«cfa of the ventral fins; in the latter, eight
ii

Its

motions are

proach, when it seizes them. The flesh is white, fat,
and pleasant to the taste, but very difficult to digest.
The air-bag furnishes isinglass, which is considered excellent.
The skin dried and rubbed with oil, is sometimes used as a substitute for glass. This species might
be translated with ease into this country ; and there appears to be several favourable situations for its growth.
The S.fotsilis, which is a native of the East Indies, is
sometimes dug out of the mud like the Misgumu?.
which it appears to resemble in habit

r^s.

""^

Genus CLXVII. Macropteronotcs.
GCNOS CLXI.

Head lengthened

;

COLUBKINA.
above covered with

scales,

like

1

Gbnos CLXn.

Amia.

Head

cotered with plates, divided by sutures ; teeth
in tile jaws and palate ; beard on the upper jaw.
The A. calva, the only known species, is a native of
Carolina.
It is a fresh water fish, and was originally
ditcribed by Limueus from specimens sent him by Dr
Garden. It does not appear to have fallen under the
inapcction of any other ichthyologist.

GCNUS CLXIII. Bl'TVBINfS.
Head without scales, and one fourth of the whole
kncth of the aaiaaal ; one dorsal fin.
TIm B. bnamn k the only apecies. of which little
Mtirfactery has been ascertained.
It is described by
La Cnede from the MS. of Comraerson. The tail is
farkcu ; on each siJe of the back there are four longi>
tudinal waved lines, and the lateral line is nearly
straight.

Gkncs CLXIV.

TniPTtRoxoTvs.

Three

dorsal fins, and one anal fin.
The hautin of Itondelctius ; the T. hautin of I^ Cepede is the only known species. It is the only fish of
this order which possesses three dorsal fins ; and, what
is
atnardinary, when the number of the dorsal
fin* ia rnnaWwail, it has only cue anal fin.

man

GtMusCLXV.
Jaws with

a beard

Ompok.

and teeth ; no dorsal

fin

;

anal fin

Tm only known species of this genus

is the O. silnspecimen of this fish was found in the
collection, having the provincial name Ompok

A

attached to iL

GewitbCLXVI.
Head

large, depressed;

Silurvs.

mouth

terminal, bearded;

oneriMftdonal fin.
TUi Mraa, fannerl)r very extensive, contains at present aJtj devnt speciea. They are distributed into
two sectMM, ftom tbe form of the Uil. The S. giants,
at
Wi witim, ia one of tbe largest of the inhabitanta of tha ftcrfl water*.
It grows sometimes to the
lengdi of 15 feet, and to the weight of 300 pounds.
I'be head is depressed ; the snout rounded in front
the lower jaw is longest There are two filaments on
tba apper jaw, and four on the under. The general
colour IS green mixed with black. The eyes are remarkably small. It inhabits the Xtrgtt rivers of Europe,
.Ntia, and Africa, and is seldom found in the open sea.
VOL. XI. FART II.

cwM

fin very long.
species of this genus, four in

Dorsal

tboae of a srrpent; no dorsal fin.
This genus has been constructed for the reception of
a specie* whose existence rests on the authority of a
"*
drawing in the Dutch collection. La Cepede
~
it C. Chinensis.

midn.
Dalch
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slow. It liirks under some root with Classifiiaits body sunk in part in the mud ; and, by moving the
''"" »f
filaments of its beard, it entices the small fishes to ap- ^^''"-•
all

The

number, were

se-

parated by La Cepe<le from the Siluri, from which they
differ in the greater length of the dorsal fin.
If such
a character be admitted as sufficient to constitute a genus, we fear that the science of ichthyology will speedily
revert to that state of confusion and uncertainty which
prevailed in the days of Aristotle and Pliny.
The first
species is the Silitrus anguiUarh of Linnaeus, which La
Copede now names M. charmuth. Geofroy, according
to La Cepede, has discovered a cavity connected with
the gilb, which the animal has the power of closing.
In this cavity^ there is a flat cartilaginous substance, divided luto many branches, having the surface covered
with numerous ramifications of blood-vessels.
This
organ he considers as a supplementary gill, and is disposed to believe that the circulating system is performed by means of tliree separate ventricles. But from
the details which we have seen, it is impossible to form
any distinct conception of such an arrangement. This
species is common in the Nile.
The M. batrachus is a
native of Asia and Africa.
The skin is so transparent
on the sides, that the divisions of the muscles can be
perceived like so manj- transverse lines.
The remaining species of the genus, viz. M. fuscus and hexacicinnus are described on the authority of Chinese drawings
in the Library of tlie Museum at Paris.

Genus CLXVIII. Malaptervrus.
Dorsal fin adipose, and placed near the tail ; furnished with electrical organs.
The Silurui>electricus of Linnsus is the only known
It has been long known as posspecies of the genus.
sessing those benumbing qualities which arc so remarkule in the Torpedo. It is found in many of the
AfHcan rivers. See the article Electbicitt.

Genus CLXIX. PmEumES.

Two

dorsal fins ; the second adipose.
This genus contains twenty-four species, formerly
included in the genus Silurus. They are divided into
two sections from the form of the tail. The P. bagre
is a native of the great rivers on the American continent There are four filaments in the beard, two orifices to each of the nostrils, and a lengthened cavity on
The flesh is held in little estimation. The
the head.
P. ascita exhibits one of the most remarkable examples
of reproduction in the whole system. The eggs, wnile
still in the uterus, gradually increase in size, and distend the skin of the belly until it burst longitudinally.
To Uiis slit, tlie farthest advanced egg approaches, and
its integuments give way, opposite to the head of the
The embryo is left, resting on the yolk, and
animal.
When all the yolk
attached to it by a cord of vessels.
b absorbed, the remains of the egg pass through the
tlit, and the animal, separated from its mother, begins

4 u

,

,

;;;

;
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to enjoy an independent existence.
Other eggs come
forward to the same position ; and when all have been
excluded, the edges of the opening meet, and speedily
grow together, when a fresh rupture takes place in the
This is a curious instance of the
following season.
ovoviviparous mode of reproduction. This species is
found both in the East and West Indies.

It was first described by Forabout half the length of the body,
compressed, and a little recurved at the top. The first
ray of the first dorsal fin is serrated beneath for about
half its length, and extends nearly to the tail. This fin
contains nine rays, the second dorsal fin contains only

Genus CLXX. Doras.

Genus CLXXVI. Cenrtanodon.
Head depressed, and covered with large hard plates
mouth at the extremity of the snout, without teeth or

Two dorsal

the second adipose ; longitudinal
rows of large hard plates on the sides of the body.

Two
to this

fins

;

species; viz. D. carinatus

The

and costatus belong

They were formerly considered

genus.

as

a native of Surinam
India.
Its
Hesh is said to have a very unpleasant taste ; and the
formidable spines with which it is armed, are considered by the fishermen as venomous. For the purpose of
curing the wounds which they receive by accident
from this fish, they anoint them with the oil which
they obtain from its liver, a balm which they frequently
carry about with them.
Siluri.

the second

is

first

of these

common

is

America and

to

Genus CLXXI. Pogonathus.
Dorsal fins two in number, supported by rays ; body
with lateral plates.
This genus differs from the former, in the second
dorsal fin being radiated.
It contains two species, first
observed by Commerson.
The first named P. cowbina, a native of Plate river, has twenty-four filaments
in the beard of the under jaw. It grows to the length of
more than two feet, and weighs upwards of six pounds,
but its flesh is soft and insipid. The P. aitratus has only
one filament in the beard on the under jaw.

Genus CLXXII.

Two dorsal fins

;

Cataphhactus.

the second with one ray

;

body with

lateral plates.

species of the genus.

The

skael.

owe this genus to Bloch. It contains three speThe first of these, named C. callichthys, is found
both in the East and West Indies. It lives in limpid
running fresh water, and

wafrom the rivers, and to
dig holes in the ground, in which it conceals itself.
It
seldom exceeds a foot in length. Its flesh is said to be
palatable. It has four filaments in the beard, and the tail
is rounded.
The C. Americanus has six filaments in the
beard, and has hitherto been observed only in Carohna.
The C. punctatus has four filaments in the beard, and
the tail is in the form of a crescent.
It is found in the
rivers of Surinam.
is

said to creep out of the

ter to a considerable distance

Genus CX.XXIII.

Two

dorsal fins

;

Plotosus,

the second of these, and the anal

united with the caudal.
The P anguilluris is the only known species, and is
a native of the Indian seas. It was inserted by Bloch
in his genus PlalyUachus.
fin,

Genus CLXXIV.

Two

Ageneiosus.

dorsal fins; the second adipose; chin beard-

less.

The two species, A. armatus and inermis, are natives
of the Indian and South American seas, and were formerly included among the Siluri. The first of these
has a remarkable long serrated bony process on each
side of the head near the nostrils.

Genus CLXXV.
Mouth beardless; first

Macuomphosus.

ray of the first dorsal fin
lengthened; strong and notched; second dorsal fin
supported by rays.

The

Silurus

comutus of Gmelin,
X

is

the only

known

is

"

six.

beard ; one or more spines on each gill lid.
This genus contains only one species, formerly termed Silurus imberbis. It was first described by HoutThe body and tail are
tuyn, and is a native of Japan.
lengthened, and covered with distinct scales. The eyes
are large and approaching.

Genus CLXXVII. LoRrcARiA.
Body covered with a coat of mail ; mouth

inferior

one dorsal fin.
The genus contains two species, viz. L. setifera, and
The mouth
maculata, natives of the American seas.
of the first is surrounded by a number of small filaments, which are not observable on the latter. These
fish bear a very close resemblance to the sturgeon in the
armature of the body, the position of the mouth, and
the great size to which they attain.
lips extensile

;

Genus CLXXVIII. Hypostomus.
Body covered with a coat of mail ; mouth inferior j
lips extensile
two dorsal fins.
The presence of the second dorsal fin, is the charac;

genus is distinguished from the preonly known species is the H. guacari of
Lacepede, a native of the American rivers. It is the
Loricaria plecostomus of Linneeus.
The flesh is said
to be good.
ter

by which

ceding.

this

The

We

cies.

snout

Genus CLXXIX.

Corydoras.

Botly and tail covered on the sides with large plates
mouth terminal ; no beard : two dorsal fins, with more
than one ray in each.
specimen of the C. GeofFroy, the only known species, was found in the Dutch collection.
Its native
country is unknown. In the first dorsal fin, there are
two spinous and nine articulated rays. The tail is
forked.

A

Genus CLXXX.

Tachysurus.

Mouth

terminal, bearded ; the first ray of the dorsal
and pectoral fins strong ; dorsal fins two, radiated.
The existence of the T. sinensis, the only known species, rests on the authority of a Chinese drawing in the

Dutch

collection.

Genus CLXXXI.
Mouth terminal head

Salmo.

Salmon.

corapressd ; second dorsal Salmoa.
first dorsal fin as near the head as the
upwards of four rays in the gill-flap ; teeth
;

adipose
ventral fins

fin

;
;

strong and numerous.
The characters of the twenty-nine species which compose this important and extensive genus, have not been
Naturalists, in general, atsatisfactorily determined.
tending to the characters furnished by colour and by
the number of rays in the fins, have, we fear, multi«
At present, indeed, it
plied the species unnecessarily.
is difficult from the characters in ordinary use, to determine the young animals as of the same species with
Recourse must be had to the characters furthe old.
nished by the organs of respiration, and the intestines;
and under the guidance of the marks which they
furnish^ the species may be satisfactorily detern^ined.
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AU

tke siMGiM of this

jB^enns «re

finely Tiriegatod in colour,

in their form,
rapid in their move-

menta. Their flesh is excellent This in some changes
to • fine red upon boiling, in others it continues white.

Gesus CLXXXII.
SmcU.

and

el^ant

Firtt dorsal fin farther
the ventral fins.

OsMERus.

Smelt.

low to MODont for the older naturalists being disposed
to aepaiato them. The genus contains six species. The
O. eperknos, or common smelt, is well known.
other tpecM* are natives of wanner countries.
GtKl7»

Teeth

in the

Genus CLXXXVII.

removed from the head than

The thmtmttn by which this genus is distinguished
from th» pvaceding is so unimportant, that we are at a

CLXXXIII.

The

Eyes large

gill- flap

;

none, or very small
Twenty species are described by La Cepede. They
were included by Linnsus in the genus Salmo. The
C. lavaretut, or gwiniad, is sought after on account of
iu fiesh, which is white and tender. They die very
soon after they are Uken, and hence it is very difficult
totnniiatethem. The C. thymallus, or grayling, is like•mim BMidMr species sought after as food.
Its flesh is
firm, white, and pleasant to the taste, but considered as
difficult to digest.
Tho ccl's. or spawn of the C. mi8T«*''»w*» "re eaten in
ts native country.
The
C. Wvtmanni, a nati V
Swedish lakes, is either
eaten in a fresh state, when it is considered as excellent, or aahed and carried to a distance.
At the age of
three years, it is sometimes seised with a distemper
which give* it a rsd ootoar.
'

Chabacikcs.

GUI-flap condating of four rays, or more.
Generic characters, so vague and trivial as those by
which the three preceding genera are distinguished, indicate the imperfect state of the science.
Sixteen species are deaoUMd by La Cepede.
The first of these is
the
piabaoa, so named from its provincial name in
Braail, although termed by Cimelin and others argentinus.
It is a native of the middle parts of America, inliaMling rivers.
It i« easily uken with a hook.
Iu
ShIi if wbiu and palatable The C. bimaculatus, found
in the ri?ars of Ambojrna and Surinam, it likewise re*
marlulil»4br the whitencsa and delicacy of its flesh.
AU tb« apeeies indeed bear so close a resemblance to
the talBMi, that they might have continue<I under tiic
aad in a separate section, with advanUge

C

Classini.-n'

tion of

Fishes.

~

"^

Megalops.

of at least twenty- four rays.

The

W.JilamentosHs, brought from Madagascar by
is the only species yet discovered.
The
rays in the gill-flap are singularly numerous.
The last
ray of the dorsal fin extends backwards in the form of
a long filament. The species bears a near resemblance
to tlie preceding.

Commerson,

Genus CLXXXVIIL

COBEOONUS.

^wb

GKRoa CLXXXIV.
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and below by a strong spine, forming a first or spiny
ray on each side of the uil.
In the specimen examined by Bloch, no spinous ray in the caudal fin could
be perceived. Dr Shaw, liowever, observed it in a fine
specimen preserved in the British Museum.

Notacanthus.

Body and

Uil lengthened; the nape raised, and anal
and caudal fins united; spines in place of a dorsal fin.
The Acanthonotus of Bloch, is the only known species.
It grows to nearly three feet in length.
It is a
native of the East Indies, and is said to be remarkably
active in all iu motions, and exceedingly voracious.

Genus CLXXXIX. Esox Pike.
Opening of the mouth large; jaws with strong teeth;
snout depressed ; dorsal and anal fins short, neajly equi-

^'^'^

distant trom the head.

This genus conuins nine species, which are divided
according to the form of the Uil into two sections.
The common ])ikc, E. luciiis, now common in the lakes
and rivers of Europe, is a strong active voracious fish,
and is not unfrequently compared to a shark. It preys
indiscriminately on young fish, serpents, frogs, and the
young of aquatic birds. Its flesh is held in some estimation, ana is used either fresh, salted, or smoked.
The eggs or spawn are formed into a sort of caviar,
which is not considered as wholesome. When castrated, pikes are said to become speedily fat.
The E. belone, or gar-fish, is an inhabitant of the sea, and approaches the shore to spawn.
It is considered as the

forerunner of the mackrel. The bones become green
on being boiled. The flesh is dry and insipid. The
£. gladius, which is common to the shores of Asia and
America, ftirnishes a pleasant and wholesome food, and
is

easily obtained,

it multiplies

Geniis CXC.

very rapidly.

Svnodus.

Dorsal and ventral fins nearly equidisUnt from the
head ; body and Uil lengthened and compressed.

This genus conUins five species, distributed into two
from the form of the Uil. The only species
of importance in an economical point of view, is the
S. Malabaricus.
It was inserted in the genus Esox by
Bloch.
It lives in the rivers on the coast of Malabar,
Iu flesh is white and palaUble.
sections,

CkNVS CLXXXV. SCREAtALMUS.
Undar part of the belly carinated, and notched

like a

saw.

The S. rhombeus is the only known species. It is a
aaliv* of (he Hver* of .Surinam, and was first described
by Pallas. It is said to attain to a considerable size.
la shape it bears sone reeenblancc to the Chtetodons.
it is said to be very voracioas, and that it will attack
ducks which happen to be swimming on the water lu
flesh is white, firai, and fat, and held in great eatima
tion.
The fieh is of a reddish tinge with black poinU;
the sirWiai* silvery, and the fins grey.
Gr?«t'9

CLXXXVI.

Etopt,

Gill flap of thirty rays or more ; eyes approaching ;
ono dorsal fin ; a scaly appendage near each ventral

ia

The Saunts maximm of Sloane, now Elops saurus,
the only known species.
It is found in .Jamaica,

where

it is called the Sein Fish, or Sea Gaily Wasp.
In iu ceneral appearance, it approadlca the common
pike,
xbe tail m much forked, and anned both above

Genus CXCI.

Two

dorsal fins

The number of

;

SphyrvENa.
opening of the mouth

the dorsal

fins

large.

furnishes a very ob-

vious character, by which this genus may be distinguished from Esox, with which it was formerly uniFive species are described by La Cepede. The
ted.
first of these, termed by him 5. xpel, the Esox *phyretna of Linna-us, has been known to naturalists since
It is found in the Meiliterraiiean
the days of Aristotle.
The flesh is
sea, and likewise in the Atlantic ocean.
white, easy to digest, and resembles in flavour the coil.

The reIt grows to upwards of two feet in length.
maining species are new, and described from the drawings of Plumier.

Genus CXCII. Lepisosteus. Garfish.
Body covered with osseous scales ; one dorsal
more dbtaat from the bead than the ventral fins.

fin, 0«rfi«h.
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The annature of the species of this genus resembles
a coat of mail, so hard are the scales, and so closely
attached to the body. The L. gavial of La Cepede is the
Esnx oneus of Linnaeus. It is a native of the lakes
and rivers of Europe, Asia, and America, but in the
former country it is rare. The flesh is fimj, white, and
well flavoured, and much sought after.
Genus CXLIIL PoLvi'TEnus.
Gill-flap of

one ray ; two blow holes ; dorsal

fins

nu-

merous.

The P. bichir, the only known species, exhibits many
singular peculiarities of structure. It is found in the Nile,
and was described for the first time by Geoffroy, in the
Bullelin des Sciences, No. 61. The body is nearly cylindrical, long, and serpentiniform; in the anal fin are fifteen
It is known to the Egyprays ; the tail is rounded.
tians by the name of bicfiir, and is considered as a very
It is supposed in general to inhabit the
rare animal.
depths of the Nile, remaining among the soft mud,
which it is thought to quit only at some particular seasons, and is sometimes taken in the fishermen's nt'ts at
It is said to be
the time of the decrease of the river.
one of the best of the Nilotic fishes, Iiaving a white or
savoury flesh ; and as it is hardly possible to open the
skin witfi a knife, the fish is first boiled, and the skin
afterwards drawn

off"

whole.

Genus CXCIV.

Saury,

Scomberesox.

Saun/.
Jaws long ; dorsal fin immediately above the anal
fin ; between the caudal fin and the dorsal and anal
fins a number of spurious fins, as in the mackrel.
This genus, instituted by La Cepede, contains only
one species, with whose history he seems to be very imIt is the Saury pike of the Briperfectly acquainted.
tish Zoology.

Genus CXCV.
Jaws

long,

tubular;

mouth terminal; one

Fishes.

lour silvery.

describes four species. The first of these, Argentine.
A. sphyraena, or Pearly argentine, is found in the Mediterranean Sea, and in the Atlantic Ocean. The skin
of the air bag of this little fish is covered with a silvery powder, or rather shining silvery scales. These
are carefully collected and introduced into small globules of glass, to the inside of which they are fastened
with gum. These beads are termed aitificial pearls,

La Cepede

and are used as articles of dress. The A. glossodonta
of Gmelin, changed by La Cepede into A. bunuk, was
first described by Forskael as a native of the Red Sea,
where he likewise found the A. machnata. The A.
Carolina, so named from the country in which it has
been found, is about the size of a small herring, and

F. petimba of La Cepede is the only known spethe F. tabacaria of Linnteus. It was first described by Marcgrave in his history of the Brazils, under the name of Petimbuaba. The tail is perhaps of
the most singular construction of any species in the sysIt is deeply forked, and from the middle of the
tem.
t'urcature springs a very long and thickish bristle or
process of a substance resembling that of whalebone,
variety has
and gradually tapering to a fine point.
been observed by Dr Bloch, in which this part was
double, and the snout serrated on each side. This species inhabits the equatorial seas, lives chiefly on the
smaller fishes, and its flesh is pooTj and unpleasant to
It is

A

the taste.

lives in the fresh waters.

Genus CXCIX. Atherina.
Gill flap

and ventral

The

Aulostomus.
mouth terminal longitudinal
;

first dorsal, fin.

Fistularia chinensis of

species.

It is

Gmelin

is

the only

a native of the equatorial sea.

known

Mount

fish in

the strata of

Bolca.

Genus CXCVII. Solenostomus.
Jaws long and tubular

;

mouth

terminal

;

two

dor-

sal fins.

Its flesh is
pearance, it much resembles the smelt.
considered as uncommonly delicious. About the Greek
Islands, according to Sonini, where it is seen in va.st
shoals, it is easily taken by trailing in the water a
horse's tail, or a piece of black cloth fastened to the endof a pole ; the fishes following all its motions, and suffering themselves to be drawn into some deep cavity
formed by the rocks, are readily secured by means of

a net.

Gill flap and ventral fins with fewer than eight rays ;.
no teeth in the palate ; one dorsal fin ; lateral silvery

band.

Bosc discovered in Carolina the only known speciesof the genus, named H. sroampina, because it is found
The head is depressed, the
in the swamps or lagunes.
'This species
lips are extensile, the under jaw longest.
inhabits the fresh water marshes, and as these are sometimes nearly dried up, it is compelled to shift its haunts
to deeper water, which it accomplishes by a series of
The flesh is unsavoury, and little sought after,
leaps.
but it furnishes a grateful repast to the aquatic birdswhich frequent its haunts.

Genus CCI.

Stolephorus.

Fewer than nine rays in the ventral fins and gill flap;,
one dorsal fin no teeth lateral silvery band.
La Cepede describes two species, viz. S. Japonicus and
The former of these was first descriS. Comniersonii.
;

bed by Houttuyn.

It has
while the latter species has

five rays in

Fistularia paradoxa of Pallas, is the only known
It is a native of Amboyna, and in its general
species.

form appears to bear a close resemblance to the Syngnaor Pipe-fish.

Genus CXCVJII.

ARtsiNxiKA.

the dorsal

fin,

fifteen.

Genus ecu. Mugil. Mullet.
Lower jaw carinate within ; scales striated

Argentine.

;

two

fins UwWtt.

on the back.
There are seven species belonging to this genus. The
most common is the M. cephalus, or common mullet, a
It is to be found in
fish well known to the ancients.
This ascends rivers, like the salalmost all seas.
mon, to spawn and at that time they congregate in
At this time the fishermen endeavour to
vast shoals.
surround them with the net. They are said to grow
very fat in rivers and lakes with a sandy bottom.
They are esteemed excellent food when fresh, and are
likewise often used salted. The spawn salted and dried
;

The

thi,

Atherir:.

It feeds

on small worms, and the spawn of fishes. Its flesh is
M, Gazola supposes, that
said to be dry and insipid.
he has observed the remains of this

Alherine.

with fewer than eight rays;
two dorsal fins ; a longitudinal

fins,

no teeth in the palate ;
silvery band on each side.
There are four species of Atherine described by naThe A. hepsetus, or European Atherine, is
turalists.
by far the most common, being found in the North Sea,
In general apthe Atlantic, and the Mediterranean.

;

Gencs CXCVI.
;

.

Genus CC. HvDnAnoiRA.
dorsal

The

Jaws long, tubular
row of spines in.stead of the

Oassitica.
tion of

;

Fistularia.

fin.

cies.

Fewer than thirty rays to the gill membrane more
than nine rays in each ventral fin ; one dorsal fin ; co-

3
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liaa of

ftbbca.

forms a kind of caviar nained botargo, -which
in Italy and the midland districts of France.

is

used

The M.

jJbuia, a native of the American seas, is likewise esteemcd an excellent dish for the table. In the M. crenilabis, a native of the Red Sea, both lips are curiously

The M. tan^, whose iiesh is
crenulated on the ed;^.
The
fat and aaToury, inhabits the rivers of Guinea.
hiatory of the remaining species requires farther eluci-

species, E. comerwiiii, has twelve rays in the dorsal
fin, ten in the anal, and thirteen in each of the ventral
fins.
These last are sufficiently long to reach to the
middle of the dorsal fin, and are situated beyond the

dstioB.

middle of the body towards the anal

GenwsCCIIF.
Lower jaw

carinate within

fin is

Mcgiloides.
;

scales striated

;

one dor-

blue spot.

was

first

The only known species, M. Chilensis, was found by
It inhabits the fresh water rivers, and'
Molini at Chili.
growf to about a foot in length.
GcNt-s CCIV.

Cbanoi.

Lower jaw
tad

carinate within ; no teeth ; scales striaone dorsal fin ; a membranaceous wing on each

;

aide

tail

tlic

The

Akabicus was first described by Forskael,
known. It is a native of the
of Arabia, and was formerly inserted in the genus
Mn^il. The scales are large and rounded, and of a
briUiant silvery colour
the bead is more narrow than
C.

ad it the only species

M

;

iIm body, de«titute of scales, and of a j^reen colour
the upper lip is grooved, and longer
than the lower; the latter line is curved at its comHMncetnent, and then proceeds in a straight line to the
tail.
Ita otdinarT length is about four feet, but one
variKy, named A»g*d, growt to nearly twelve feet.

Mixed with blue

;

Gc.NCs CCV.

Ml'cilomorus.

Lower jaw

carinated within; no teeth, but protutheir stead ; more thm thirty rays
the
berancea
gill flap; one dorsal fin, with an appendage to the

m

m

The onlv known

species of this genus is the Mugil
appendicuUtus of Bosc, the description of which was
Communicated by that naturalist to La Cepede. The
tririal name imposed by the discoverer, was changed by
tlie last

author into Ansa- Carolina, in honour of hu

own

wife.

OiRrtOCVI. ExocKTVs. Fli/ing Fuh.
Haad tatinif covered with small scales pectoral
;

very larga, mcfaing to the caudal fin ; gilUflap of
one donal fin atuatcd above the anal fin.
;
The wftam of thia genos, whicl> are four in number,
ha«a tha power at laapinc out of the water, and flying
for a ibott diataaae, by we aid of their long pectoral

The

fint apaciea

the E. vokiatu, or

ia

common

Hyiiy Aah, nd na been long known to naturalists. It
ia nwj aat emi ee ly distributed, being found in the European, Ancrican, and Indian seas. In the dorsal and
anal fas there are fourteen rayr; fifteen or sixteen in
eadi of the pectoral fins ventrals small, and placed
nearer the head than the miJdlo of the whole length of
the fiah. The stomach can scarcely be distinguished
from the intestinal canal, and the air bag is uncommonAccording to the observations nf Plumier, as
ly large.
ciuolcd by Bloch, the spawn of this species (found near
;

the Antilles} corrodes the skin of the palate or tongue.
The scoood species, E. metrgnsler, has twelve rays on
the donal and anal fins ; thirteen in the pectoral fins ;
ventral fins placed nrir thr middle of the animal. This
cr in the sea near the
species was ob*«.
dorsal fin has eleven or
Antilles.
The 1.
I waive rays;
the anal dm twelve ; eighteen in each of
(be pectoral fins ; tlic ventral fins long, reaching to the
extremity of the dorsal fin, and sitoatcd a little beyond
the middle of the body towards the taiL
This opecies
<

dorsal

with a large

a native of the Indian seas, where

it

Genus CCVII. Polynkmus.
Free rays near each ventral
small scales

;

fin

;

head covered with

two

dorsal fins.
describes six species,

La Cepede
known to former

He

all

of which were

them into
They are chiefly
the inhabitants of warmer countries.
The P. plebeius
of Broussonet is termed P. emoi by La Cepede ; the
trivial name here adopted being the appellation by
which this fish is known to the natives of Otaheite.
sections,

naturalists.

from the form of the

divides

tail.

of the American, Indian, and Southern
considered excellent, and hence in
India this species is known by the name of rot/aljisfi.
The inhabitants of the coast of Malabar prefer the head
of the fish as a .delicious morsel.
In these countries it
is salted and dried.
M. Gazola supposes that he has
found the remains of this fish in the strata of Mount
Bolca.
The P. paradisus, or Mango fish, is reckoned
one of the best esculent fishes found at Calcutta. It is
known to the natives by the name of tuptee mulchetf..
It feeds on young fishes and the crustacea.
It is a native

seas.

The

flesh is

Genus CCVIII.
two

Folydactylus.
fin;

bead without

scales

;

.

dorsal fins.

The P. plumierii is the only known species. It bears
a close resemblance to the species of the preceding genus.
It is of a silvery colour ; the nose is protuberant and long ; the upper jaw longer than the under ;
the six free rays which are near the pectoral fins, resemble long threads the second dorsal fin and the anal
fin arc of rijual extent, placed opposite, and falcated.
;

fina

ten rays

tail

found by Commerson.

Free ravs near each pectoral

rays.

Itm.

It is

The

fin.

marked on the part nearest the

sal fin.

"« &.K
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frequenu the same seas as the E. volitans. It is likewise found in the Mediterranean, smneliines single,
sometimes in small shoals. In shape it greatly resembles a herring ; iu flesh is fat and delicate.
The last

A

GKNLIi CCIX. Bl-RO.
double process between the ventral fins; one long'

dorsal fin ; scales small and difficult to perceive ; five
rays in the gill flap.
The B. brunneus is the only known species, and was

described by La Cepede from tlie MSS. of Commerson.
Over the surface, there are numerous scattered small
spots of a white colour ; the iris is golden and silvery ;
head small ; nose a little pointed ; upper jaw moveable,
and, together with the lower jaw, furnished witli one
row of small pointed teeth ; the back and belly are carinated, and the body and tail are compressed.

Genus CCX. Clopea.
Jaws furnished "with
the

gill flap

;

teeth

one dorsal

fin

;

;

Herring.

more than three rays

belly carinated,

in lierties.

and notch-

ed or very sharp.
I..a Cepede describes seventeen species of herrings,
which he distributes into two sections from the shape
of the taiL The most common species, C. harengus,
is one of the most important to the human race in
an economical and a commercial point of view. This
In Europe
fish is an inhabiunt of the northern seas.
fiftieth deit is seldom found farther south than the
gree of latitude, nor farther north than the sixtieth.
On the caists of America, however, it reaches farther

•

^

;;
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Tlie migrations of this fish have long attracted
south.
the attention of naturalists; lengthened descriptions
have been given of their marvellous journies from
the arctic regions, of the course which they pursue,
and the obstructions which they meet with. But

these descriptions have been given from a very imIt
perfect acquaintance with the habits of the animal
is now clearly established, that the herrings, like all
the other fishes that reside in deep water, approach the
neighbouring shore at the season when they are ready
to spawn, and return to their favourite haunts when the
The food of the
process of reproduction is finished

herring consists of the smaller crui/flcea of young fishes,
even those of their own species. At the season when they
are ready to spawn, their stomachs are found empty.
This fish is salted as an article of trade, the process (it is
said) being first tried by William Beukelen of Biervlet
near Sluys. The smoking of herrings, according to La
Cepede, was first practised by the inhabitants of Dieppe.
In some of the northern countries, when the herrings
are in abundance, they boil them in large cauldrons,
and obtain oil for their lamps ; the refuse they employ
The sprat, C. spratlus, difas manure to the ground.
fers from the herring in having nine rays in each ventral fin, while the herring has only six ; and according
to Mr Neill, " if a straight line be dropped from the
fore part of the dorsal fin perpendicularly downwards,
it will, in the true herring, fall a little in front of the
ventral fins, but in the garvie (sprat) it will fall a litThis species is found in
tle behind the same fins."
the northern countries, and also in the Mediterranean.
It is used for all the purposes to which the herring is
The
applied, and is prepared after the same manner.
alosa or shad, termed also from its size, mother of
herrings, migrates from the sea into the fresh water rivers, like the salmon.
The fry are called ivhite bail.
The flesh has rather a disagreeable taste. The C. encrassicolus, or anchovy, is another species of this genus
held in high estimation. It inhabits the sea, and, like
the herring, it approaches the shores for the purpose of
spawning. The Romans expressed a pickle from this
fish, which they termed a garum.
The moderns pickle
them, and as the bones dissolve entirely in boiling, the
sauce is of equal value.
The remaining species are
chiefly the inhabitants of the seas of warmer countries.
They are esculent, and possess in a greater or less degree the peculiar flavour of the herring.

C

Genus CCXI.

Mystus.

More than

three rays in the gill flap ; belly carinated ;
anal fin very long, and united with the caudal fin. One
dorsal fin.

The Clupea mystus of Osbeck

is

the only

known

of the Indian seas. In its geresembles the blade of a sword, the body
and tail being greatly compressed. Upper jaw longer
than the under, and furnished on each side with a flat
narrow denticulated bone, which reaches to the ventral

species.

It is a native

neral form

it

fins.

Genus CCXII.

Clupanodon.

Pilchard.

quantities by the Cornish fishermen.
The C. thrissa
is a native of the Indian and American seas, and ascends the fresh water rivers to spawn. The flesh is

considered as fat and agreeable, but in certain circumstances it has been found to be hurtful. The C. sinen<
sis frequents the shores and rivers of Asia and America, where it is taken in such quantities that the inha*
bitants manure their fields of rice with them.

Genus CCXIII. Gasteropelecus.
Head, body, and tail, compressed; belly carinated
and semicircular ; two dorsal fins ; ventral fins very
small.

This genus was instituted by Gronovius, and afterwards adopted by Bloch, for the reception of the Clupea simia of Linn»us. It has been inserted by Graelin and some others in the genus Salmo.
The two
dorsal fins separate it from the herring, while the circumstance of the second dorsal fin being radiated, inits want of connection with the salmon.
It is a
native of the equatorial seas, and is said to swim very
ill, on account of die peculiar shape of its body, which

dicate

renders

it difficult

to maintain its vertical position.

Genus CCXIV.

;

;

form.

Genus CCXV.

Dorsuarius.
back furnished with a compressed hunch, terminated above by a thin edge ; one

The

dorsal

anterior part of the

fin.

This genus contains at present only one species,
termed D. nigrican.9. It is described by La Cepede
from the manuscripts of Commerson. It was found
near fort Dauphin, in Madagascar.

Genus CCXVI. Xyster.
Head, body, and tail, compressed ; belly carrinated
and semicircular ; back elevated ; gill flap of seven rays
a depression below each ventral fin.
Xyster /iiscus, the only species which has been described, was observed by Commerson.
It is of a uniform brown colour. The two jaws are rounded, and
the caudal, dorsal, and anal
nearly of equal length
the tongue is short,
fins, have small scales at the base
The nostrils have two
large, and semicartilaginous.
;

;

openings each.

Genus CCXVII. Cvprinodon.
Head, body, and tail, of an ovate form ; three rays in
the gill flap ; jaws with teeth.
The C. variegatus is from Carolina, and was first obThe opening of the mouth is very
served by Bosc.
the teeth are short
small
the under jaw is longest
the gill lids rounded ; the lateral line indistinct ; iris of
;

;

Pilehanl.

More than
ted

;

three rays in the gill flap ; belly carinaanal and caudal fins separate ; one dorsal fin ; jaws

without teeth.
The absence of teeth in the jaws of the Pilchard, is
the mark by which, as a genus, it is distinguished from
Clupea. Six species are known.
The C. pitchardus,
or common pilchard, is the most important species of
the genus.
It is found in great abundance on the
shores of Cornwall.
The flesh is considered excellent,
and is eaten either fresh or salted. It contains a great
deal of oil, which is extracted from it in considerable

Mene.

Head, body, and tail, compressed belly carinated
and semicircular ; back elevated ; one low, lengthened
ventral fins narrow and produced.
dorsal fin
The only species which has been taken notice of,
rests on the authority of a Chinese drawing in the
Dutch collection, and is termed by La Cepede, M.
Anna-carolina, in honour of his wife Anne Caroline
Hubert Jube La Cepede.
The generic name is indicative of its moon-shaped

a golden colour.

It scarcely reaches the

length of four

inches.

Genus CCXVIIL Cyprinus Carp.
Gill flap with four rays or
one dorsal fin.

more ; jaws without

teeth

;

This very extensive genus, containing seventy spehas been subdivided into sections, from the presence or absence of the beard, and the form of the tail.
cies,

These
racters

we may add, are distinguished by chamore obvious and important than many of those

sections,

;

ICHTHYOLOGY.
•nplojred by

L* Cepede

M that we are surprued

in the construction of genera,
to find them still remaining in

many

oompwijr, »fler witnessing so

other genera dismembered. The species are esteemcKl excellent food,
and much sought after. The carp, which stands at the
.head of ficah water fishes, is well known in this country as a valuable and useful pond fish, but it is more
particularly etteemed on the continent.
The breeding
«nd feeding of this fish, is there to many a source of
T«y considerable profit. The flesh of the Barbel, C.
harbui, is white and good, but the spawn is considered
by many as hurtful. Bloch, however, is disposed to
call the truth of this opinion in question, and states,
that be has eaten the eggs, with all his family, without
miering any inconvenience. The scales of the C. albonius, or bleak, are empWe<l similar to those of the
dierine, in tlie formation of artificial pearls. For this
purpose the scales are carefully removed, and frequently rubbed against one another in water.
The silverylooking substance is then introduced, along with a soluisinglass, into glass balls prepared for the purtion
pose.
Almost all the species may be kept in ponds,
where tbey increase rapidly in size. They soon become acquainted with the person who feeds them, and
will readily eat meat from his hand.
They likewise,
by habit, obey the call of a bell. When in this naturaliseil or domesticatet! state, their fins sometimes change
in form and even structure, as may frequently be observed in the gold and silver fishes of China.

M
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La Cepede has described nine

Mormyri,

species of

principally from the notes and observations of Geoffroy.
They are chiefly inhabitants of the Nile.

Division

Osseous

VIIL

fishes destitute of a gill-lid

and

gill-flap.

Order XX.

APODAL.

Genus CCXXI.

Mur.^^kophis.

No

pectoral fins ;. one gill opening on each side ; body
and tail nearly cylindrical; dorsal, caudal, and anal
fins united.
This genus, the gymolhorax of Bloch, contains twelve
They were included by Linnaeus in the gespecies.
nus Munena. The first species described La Cepede
This is the Murcena of the ancients.
is the M. helena.
It is found in the seas of the temperate and warmer
regions of the earth. It lives with equal comfort in fresh

The Romans constructed ponds for feeding fishes
of this kind, and esteemed them as an excellent dish for
the table.
The memory of one Vedius PoUio is trans«
mitted to posterity by Pliny as execrable, since he was
in the practice of feeding his Muraente with his condemned slaves. In ponds they become very familiar, and
will eat food from the hand.
They are cunning, and
when they hav^ swallowed the hook, make the utmost
exertions to bite the line.
water.

GiNvs CCXXII. GvmnomuhjEna.

No

Division VI.

Omcom Sabca

with a

gill-lid,

body and

but destituU of a

gill-

flap.

APODAL.

Ordbr XXI.
C£!«us

CCXIX.

pectoral fins

Stehnoftyx.

anal

tail

;

one

gill

opening on each side
;
no distinct dorsal or

nearly cylinilrical

fin.

There are two species described by La Cepede ; the
G. doUala and marmorala, from the notes of CommerIn the former, the anus is situated nearer the
head than the middle of the fish ; in the latter, it ia
son.

than the head.

Body and tail compressed under part of the body
and transparent one dorsal fin.
The 5. diaphnna, an inhabitant of the West Indies,
La Cepede has changed
is th* only known specie*.
the trivial name into Hermann, in honour of Professor

nearer the

Hermann of Pan*, who

Commerson in the Straits of Magellan. Its body is
more completely enveloped in mucus than any other

tail

;

carinated

first described the species. The
apparently destitute <^ scales, and there is no
There are nine rays in the dorsal fin, of
lateral line.
which on« is spinous. It is a native of the island of
Jamaica.

skin

Genus CCXXIII. Mciugno-blenna.

;

is

with a

gill-flap,

but destitute of a gilU

lid.

OiDER XXV.
GiNns CCXX.

ArODAK
.STVLEriioHUS.

snout produced, looking upEyes peduculated
between which and the head there is a flexible
i
mouth terminal ; gills three on
hialhllj daplicatnre

WW

fish.

for

An

individual of this s]>ecies, kept in alcohol

two months, was found nearly reduced

to a muci«

laginous oily pulp.

Gencs CCXXIV. Sphaoebranchds.

Division VII.
fishes

No distinct fins ; body and tail nearly cylindrical |
surface viscous.
The M. Olivacea, the only species, was found by

;

;

aach iiM ; piectoral fins small dorsal fin extending from
caudal fin short, radiated with
the hoKl to the tail
spines; body loog, oompreased.
This genus waa iastitated by Dr. Shaw for the recaption of the S. chordatu* from the West Indies. See
Im. Trant. vol. i. p. 90. Tab. 6. La Cepede has changed the trivial name imposed upon it by Shaw, and has
ubstitutcd argentem in its place.
:

Destitute of fins ; gill-openings two, under the neck;
body and tail nearly cylindrical.
The S. rotlrniu* of Bloch, and the only species of
It has four
the genus, is a native of the Cast Indies.
gills on each side ; the mouth is furnished with teeth ;
the skin has no visible scales ; the snout terminates in
a point ; the upper jaw is longest

Genus CCXXV. Unibranchapertura.

No

; body and tail serpentine ; one gilU
opening under the neck ; dorsal, anal, and caudal fins

pectoral fins

;

0«DE» XXVIII. ABDOMINAL.
fiXNVS CCXX. MoRMYRUS.
RMtpradiuccd ; mouth

tenniiial

;

jaws with teeth ;

united.

This genus, tlie last in the system of La Cepede,
It was termed Symbranche by
contains five species.
The U. marmorata is a native of the fresh waBloch.
Its flesh u fat, but unpleasant to the
ters of Surinam.
taste.

an outline of the system of ichthyology as
In our descriptions of the genera, we have stated the more essential characters only,
as we wished to prevent the article from swelling to an

Such

is

given. by La Cepede.

inconvenient length. The reader will reafiily perceive
thai the number of genera has been greatly increased

Classifira-

tion of

Fishes.
v
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tion of

since the tlays of Linnaeus.
The Swedish naturalist
included all the species known to him in sixty-one ge-

nera

;

we have enumerated two-hundred and

twenty-

We

are persuaded, however, that the characters
in the formation of not a few of the modem
genera, ought to have been confined to the definition of
species merely.
Many of the names employed to designate the genera and species by foimer authors, have

five.

employed

been suppressed by La Cepede, and new terms employed in their place, in many cases without any apology for the change being offered. We would earnestly

to those who cultivate this branch of Zoology, to respect and follow the excellent and judicious
rules laid down by Artedi ; otherwise ichthyology will
continue a mere heap of rubbish, destitute of fixed
principles, and a determinate nomenclature.
The reader, in perusing our account of the genera,

recommend

ciMsific*-

t'onot
'2!''""

'"^

must have been struck with the occurrence of the same
genera in the same relation to other genera, in the systems of Linnaeus and La Cepede, although the principles employed in the construction of the primary divisions of these two systems differ widely from eachother.

BRITISH FISHES.
Britith
fisbet.

As many of our readers are probably anxious to becomc acquainted with the number of fishes which are
natives of the seas, lakes, and rivers of the British
we subjoin a synoptical view of the present state
of our native ichthyology. The addition of the characters by which the species are distinguished, would have
augmented the list to an inconvenient length, so that
we have confined our short observations, annexed to
each species, to a notice of the more common provincial names and places of residence.
The reader who
wishes more extensive information on the subject may
consult those works already enumerated in the historical part of this article, which treat of British fishes.
isles,

CARTILAGLVOUS FISHES.
Genus L
Laatptej,

1.

P. tnarinus.

The Lamprey

Petromyzon.

Lamprey.

Sea Lamprey.

common

in the greater rivers of the
three kingdoms, into which it enters for tlie purpose of
spawning. In Scotland it is called lamjter eel.
2. P.fluviatilis.
Lesser lamprey.

Equally

is

Genus-

II.

Genus
K*r.

Gasthobranchus,

Hag.

G. glutinosus.

Glutinous hag.
The hag is perhaps no where common on our coasts,
although It has been met with at various places.
4.

R.

III.

Raia.

Ray

or Skate.

Skate or Flaire.
parts of the coast.
Mr Neill informs
us, that in the Firth of Forth it is called blue skate,
grey skate, or Dinnen skate.
6. R. oxyrinchus.
Sharp-nosed ray.
This is equally common as the skate, and sometimes
confounded with it. In the Forth it is called rvliile
skate, friar skate. May skate, or mavis skate.
5.

halts.

Common on

where it is called dtin-cotv.
R. rubus. Land ray, or French ray.
Montagu, to whom we are indebted for much valuable information with regard to the species of rays, considers the R. rubus and miraletus of Donovan as synomous, and females, while he regards the Fuller's ray of
Pennant as the male. The opinion of such an eminent
zoologist will always be received with respect, but we
do not see the propriety of the new trivial name macuJata, by M'hich he has proposed to designate the species.
11. iJ marginata.
Bordered ray.
'This species is described by La Cepede from the manuscripts of M. Noel, as having been seen by him at
Liverpool and Brighton. See Hist. Nat- des Poissoits,

R. ctavata. Thomback.
Very common on all parts of the coast. Montagu
considered the R. fullonica of some authors as the male

The teeth in the males of this species are
in the females blunt.

8.R.

Aspera. Rough ray of Pennant.
This species was found by Pennant in Loch
Broom.
Montagu is inclined to consider it as a variety of the
thornback whUe Donovan regards it as the
same with
his R rubus.
The description left us by Pennant,
would lead us to conwder it as different
from any of

itnese species.

coast,

10.

vol. V. p. C63. tab. 20. f. 2.
12. R. pastinaca.
Stinging ray.

to be common in the English seas, but
very rare in Scotland. It is however mentioned bv

This appears
it is

Sibbald.

a-

13.

R. Cuvieri.

Mr

Neil

is

Cuvierian ray.
the only British naturalist

specimen found on our

coasts.

It

who

has seen
in a
1808.

was taken

summer

traul net in the Frith of Forth, in
H. R. radiata. Starry ray.

This species is figured by Donovan in his British
Fishes, tab. cxiv. where he says " it was caught on the
north coast of Britain, and obligingly communicated to
us by Mr Statchbury of the Old Jewry, London."
15. R. microcellata.
Small-eyed ray.
This species is found on thcTvest coast of England,
and is confounded by the fishermen with the shagreen

ray,

and called duncow. It is described by Montagu
Memoirs of the Wernerian, Natural History Socie-

in the

ty, vol.

ii.

all

1.

thomback.
sharp, and

von

common with

the preceding species in the
same situations. It is however found in the lesser
streams and rivulets into which the sea lamprey does
not enter. It is the nine eyed eel of the Scotch.
3. P. branchialis.
Pride or lampcrn.
This species is not so common as the two which we
have noticed. It is found, however, in several of the
sEnglish rivers.

H»g.

R- tuberculala. Shagreen ray.
This species was first observed by Pennant at Scarborough. It has since occurred to Montagu on the De9.

p. 436.

Genus

IV.

Torpedo.

Cramp

Fish.

T. vulgaris.
Common cramp fish.
Cramp
This celebrated fish has been taken at various places
on the southern coasts of England and Ireland.
1

6.

Genus V. Squalus. Shark.
A. With temporal orifices.
1. With an anal fin.
17. S. catulus.
Rough hound.
The rough hound is found sparingly on all parts of
the coast.
It is now generally admitted by ichthyologists that the
canicula, or spotted dog-fish, is merely
,!>'.

the female.
1

8.

<S'.

galeus.

Tope.

Occasionally found in the English seas, rarely off the
coast of Scotland.
19- S. muslelus.

Found on

Smooth hound.

parts of the coast.
the Frith of Forth.
all

It is

the murloch of

Shark.

fis*
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20. S. mlpe*.

shark.
Soraetitnes
the English seas.
^
2. Destitute of an anal fin.
21. S. acanlhiut.
Piked dog-fish.
This species swarms on the east coast of Scotland,
whence « b called dog-fish. It follows the shoals of
herring, and appears to be gregarious.
22. S. Lelanoniws.
Lochfine shark.
Thi* species is figured and described by Dr Leach in
the second volume of the Mem. IVemerian Soc.
p. 64-.
tab. 2. fig. 2.

W alker from

from s specimen obuined by the

He

Lochfine.

considers

it

late

as the

Dr

same

with the bMking shark of Pennant found at Loch
Ransa.
Stewart however inserts it in the section furnished with
a temporal orifice.
B. DeiiUtute of temporal orifices.
2S.

White shark.

carckariot.

.V.

This formidable monster is occasionally found in
our
*•*•. The jaws of one taken in the Pentland Frith are

aow before
24.

maximut.

.v.

This

us.

is

•o^ It tt called
M]r

u

tt

Basking

common

called

tail-fith,

seas.

On

tun-fth, or cairban

Homer, and

25. S. glauciu.
ly

i>hark.

in the Scottish

the west
;

in

Ork-

in Zetland brisdie.

chief-

26. a. comnbicut.
Porbeagle shark.
Occasiooallv found in the sea at different parts
of the
ooMt. It is the aasne as tfa* Beaumaris thark.

GcirrsVIL Soiatiwa.
A«gtl a>h.

S«*

nuke

Halsydbuk. Sea Snale.
S8. R. pemtoppUum. Sea snake.
This u the great sea snake of the Orkney UUnds,
alreadv taken notice of.
Gexl-8 IX. LopHios. Angler.
99- L. pucaloriiu.
Common angler, or fishing frog.
CeauBoa on all parts of the coast. In Scotland it is
called mide-gab, or wmirrin.
SO. L. commbiau.
Mouots-bay angler.
spedck

is

described by Boriase in his History

Tab. 87. fig. 6. Donovan seems A\L
posed to conclude, but apparently without sufficient
reason, that the description of this fish most have been
taken from a drietl specimen of the itwntruw^ angler.
'.>\.
L. Fergmtonu,
1 his spedea is described in PhiL Trout, vol. liii.
I

TO.

ear

ami figured Ub.

Bristol.

7". slellatus.
Starry suu fish.
This is the globe Diodon of Pennant.
occurrence on the English shores, although

the seas of

It is

Gkrus

more southern

ActpcKsiR.

Sturgeon.

A. tiurio. Common sturgeon.
Frequently found in the salmon nets in the large

H!t.

ri.

Obwi^ XV, TrrnoDow. Sun FUh.
mill.
Common sun fuh.

fish

has been frequently taken in the frith of
was coaiinon on the Comitb coast in the

Feeth.
It
days of Boriase.
01* ai. PART.

Pipe

Fisli.
fish.

species.

39. S. pelagian.

This

Pelagic pipe

fish.

caught in the winter season among the sprats
on the English coast, and was first described as British
by Donovan.
40. iS. eqiiorevs.
Equoreal pipe fish.
We owe the knowledge of the occurrence of this species on the English shores to the late Mr Montagu.
is

41.

.v.

Long pipe

liarbanis.

fish.

This has been found on different parts of the coasts
of England and Scotland.
42. S. ophiSiom.
Snake pipe fish.
This is a species of frequent occurrence.
like its congeners, said to be oviparous.

Gbnus XX. CvTLopTEHus.
43. C. lumpu*.

It

is,

un-

Sucker.

Lump

sucker.
all the coasts,

Sucker.

This is frequent on
and is sometimes
brought to market.
44. C. liparit.
Unctuous sucker.
This species is taken on our coasts, but it is a fish
rather of rare occurrence.
4.5. C. bimaculaluj.
Bimaculated sucker.
First described and figured by Pennant, from the
communications oftheDuchess Dowager of Portland. It
has been found at several places on the English coast.
46. C. Monlagui.
Montagu sucker.
This snedes was first observetl by the late Mr Montagu, and named in honour of him by Mr Donovan.
It
was found by him on the coast of Devon.

Genus XXI.

Lepadooastkr.

47. L. gouani.

Lesser su(J<ing fish.
This is the Jura sucker of Pennant. It has been Sacking
found in the sea at the island of Jura, and on the coasts fisb.
of Cornwall and Devon.

Genus XXIV.

CENrniscus. Trumpet Fish.
Snipe trumpet fish.
Tnimpet
This fish has been taken on the coa.<:ts of Devon and fish.
Cornwall according to Donovan, who first introduced
it into the list of the British species.
48.

C. tcolopax.

XI. Chimjira.

G«m^ XIII.

This

in

Short pipe fish.
Pipe
Found on all the British shores^ lurking among the
sea weeds in shallow water.
38. S. acvs.
Needle pipe fish.
7"hii is so nearly allied to the preceding in character
and habit, that doulits are entertained by many naturalists as to the propriety of continuing it as a distinct

Sea Montler.
Arctic sea monster.
OocasMoaliy found in the Scottish seas, rarely on the
English shores.

T

common

S. typhle.

S2. C. mimUrosa.

^\.

of rare

It is

la.titudes.

Genus XIX. Syn'gnathus.
.''7.

26ti.

1 8.
It was taken in King Road
quoted by Pennant as synonymous
with the L comubicus, although its characters are sufficiently obvious to point out a specific difference.

p.

Fishes.

hundred pounds in

36.

Angel F'uh.

angel fis^i.
Fouwl on many iiarta of the coast. In some places
in England it is called fiddle-fish or puppy.fish.
It has
been repeatedly taken in the frith of Forth.

ThU

five

weight.

Common

27. S. tuIgarU.

oT^rawall,

where they have been taken of

Britiih

_

Blue shark.

The blue shark frequents the coMts of Cornwall
dnnog the pilchard seuon.
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35. T. triincatus.
Oblong sun fish.
This species is occasionally found in the English seas,

II.

OSSEOUS FISHES.
Genus XXVII.

Leptocephalus.

49. L. morrisii.
This species was first observed by Mr WiUiam Morris in the sea near Holyhead, and has since been found
by several English naturalists.

XXIX
50.

A

Genus Tricuiurus.

Blade Fish.

T. lepturus.

was cast ashore in the Moray
which was about 12^ feet in
length without the head. An account of it by Mr Hoy
specimen of this

Frith, near

Gordon

fish

Ca.stle,

4 X

Blade lish.
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Fithet.

Sea serpent.

is

published in the Linntran Transactions, vol.

xi.

Not uncommon on the English

part

Genus XXXI.

Opiiisurus. Sea Serpent.
Spotted 808 serpent.
This species was first described as British by Merret
in his Pinax, page 1 85, under the title Serpens Mariniis.
It was omitted by Pennant in his British Zoology, but
continued by Berkenhout and others.

Genus

51. O. ophis.

Genus XXXVI.
Eel.

M.

52.

Found

MuBiENA.

Common

aneuiUa.

in lakes, ditches,

M.

conger.
Conger eel.
in the sea.

5*. M. myrus.
This species inhabits the Mediterranean, and is inserted in the list of British fishes on
the authority of Berkenhout.

Genus XXXVII.

Ammodytes.

XLL

Gaous.

64. G, morhiia.

Common

Ood.

cod.

This is found in the sea in all parts of the island, but
the greatest fisheries arc on the Scottish coasts. Their
capture gives employment to a gieat number of sea-

common

Equally

Haddock.

but more capricious in
migrations. Haddocks have appeared in the Frith
of Forth in the month of June this year, in great numbers, after a partial absence of several years.
66. G. callarias.
Dorse.
Inserted on the authority of Willoughby.
It is fiot
mentioned by Pennant or Donovan.
67< G. luscus.
Bib.
I'his species is nowhere found in any numbers, and
as the cod,

its

is

seldom sought after.
68. G. harbatus.
The pout.
It is not

Launce.

a

common species. By

the Scarborough fishconsidered de-

ermen

island.

This species, common in the Mediterranean, was observed on the Cornish coast by the Rev. Mr. Jago.
70. G. puvctafns.
Speckled cod.
This species, which is said to be frequently taken in
the weirs at Swansea, is described by Dr. Turton in
his British Fauna, p. 90.

Sand

Genus XXXVIII.

Opiudium.

58.

VVilloughby
cies

a

m

fish

ZiPHiAS.

states, that

England

sword

fish.

he has seen a

fifteen feet in length.

fish

of this spe-

is,

however,

of rare occurrence.

We

Genus XLIL Anarchichas.
60. A. lupus.

Common

Wolf-Fish.

wolf.fish.

Genus XLVII. Callionymus.
6l. C. lyra. Gemmeous dragonet.

Common
13

in the Frith of Forth,

The female,

Ootvdy

called i>ttng-_fish

Genus
62. T. major.

Pennant

is

the

Bragonet.

where

it

is

first

naturalist

who

IVeever.

describes this speis oc-

mhabits the sea near Scarborough, and
^wnally brought in the spring to the
cies.

called

or sordid dragonet of naturalists,
on the coast of Devon.

IV. Tbachinus.
Greater weever.

It

London mar-

63. T. draco,

C6n«non weever.

its

flesh is

71.

Poor.

With three dorsal Jins ; chin beardless.

II.

Coal

G. carbonarius.

fish.

Very common,

especially in the tideways in the
northern islands. When young they are good to eat,
but when full grown they are very coarse and unpalatable.
7/ierlatigt(s.

Whiting.

all

in considerable numbers,

the coasts of the island.

G. poltachias. Pollack.
on the English coast, and on the west coast
of Scotland, but seldom found on the east. At Scarborough they are called Leets, with us Li/lhes.
74'. G. virens.
Green cod.
This species is not uncommon in the northern seas.
It was first described as British by Pennant, from the
observations of Sir John Callum.
73.

Common

Section

III.

75. G. molva.

Common

on

Wit h two dorsalJtns
Ling.

all parts

of the coast.

;

chin bearded,

In the northern

islands, the salting of these fish for exportation is a
considerable article of trade.

Frequent on the coast, especially in the northern
parts of the island, where it is called
Catfish.
Dragonet.

Section

on
It

and

Taken in the spring months

59- Z. rondelalii.
This species is described by Dr Leach in the Memoirs of the JVernerian Society, vol. ii.
He conp. 58.
siders it the Ziphias or Gladius of
Rondeletius, although It has a second "anal fin, of which that author
takes no notice.
are inclined to consider these as
belongmg to one species, and to attribute the differences in the accounts which have been given
of them
to the imperfection of the specimens
described.

ft-ncu
Wolt&ih.

6y. G. niinutus.

Sivord Fish.

Common

Z. gladius.

called Fleg,

licate.

72. G.

XL.
fish.

it is

Burbot.
76. G. lota.
This species lives in the fresh water, and prefers clear
waters, where the current
Scotland, and in England

is

slow.

It is

unknown

in

found only in a few riIts flesh is excellent, and eagerly sought after.
vers.
Five bearded cotl.
77. G. mustela.
Not uncommon on the English shores. First accurately discriminated by Pennant.
78. G. argenteolus.
This is a new species, described by Montagu in the
2d volume of the Memoirs of the Weriierian Nat. Hist.
Society, p. 44-9.
It is common on the western coast of
England, and is more nearly allied to the three bearded
cod than to any other of the genus.
Three bearded cod.
79. G. triarralus.
This is a common species, frequenting the rocky
it

is

Britiih
Fishei.

Cod.

With three dorsal Jtns, chin bearded.

launce, or sand eel.
Found in the sea on the sandy shores. Is less common in the northern than in the southern parts of the

55. A. Tohianus.

5%. O. barbatum.
This species is well known as a native of the Mediterranean and Red Seas.
It is inserted in the British
list on the authority of Berkenhout.
.57. O. imberbe.
First described as British by Pennant, who obtained
it from the sea near Weymouth.
Montagu found it on
tlie south coast of Devon, and has published
a minute
description of it in the Memoirs of the Werncrian Nat.
Hist. Soc. vol. i. p. 95. t. iv. f. 2.

Weever.

II.

65. G. ccglifinus.

and

Common

Sword

Rare in the

men.

Eel.

In many
sea during the winter, from whence in spring they migrate to the fresh waters. They return again in harvest, and at that season are considered as in the best
state for the table.
53.

Section

eel.

rivers throughout the
places, they appear to live in the

kingdom.

LaiincK

coasts.

Scottish seas.

2d.
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parts of the coast. Bjr aome it has been injudiciously
coBsidercd as a variety of the five bearded cod.

Section IV. With

tttc

80. G. merluccius.

This fish

is

dorsal Jins

;

chin beardless.

Hake.

unknown

in .Scotland,

and

is

seldom seen

east coast of England ; but in the south-west
ahorea of that kingdom, and on the south-east shores
of Ireland, it is found in great shoals, and caught for
It is not held in high estimation, as its
the market.

on the

flcah is soft

and

insipid.

We

Gbrus LIII. Blckkiv*. Blenny.
I. Two dormi Jins ; head toitk teniacula.

83. B ehtfteis. Forked Blenny.
First oDscrred by Mr Ja^ on the Cornish coast
the Forkad Hake of the British Zoology.

Stcnoji

It

; head nilk tenlacula.
Ocellated Blenny.

This well known
1814 by
Devonshire, and is
the second rolume
Ntt. Hitl. Soettly

in the year

Scale-foot.

Four-toothed Scale-foot
The late Mr Montagu described and figured this spe- Scale fooL
cies for the first time as a British fish, in the Memoirs
of
the Werncrian fiat. Hist. Sociely, vol. i. p. 81. Tab. 2.
It was taken in Salcomb harbour on the coast of South
Devon in 1808. A smaller specimen occurred near the
same place two years afterwards.

LIX

Geni's

Cepola.

Band-fsh.

91. C. rubescens.
Re<l Band- fish.
The only British specimen of this fish which has oc- Buid
curred, was caught in Salcomb bay on the 25th of Feb-

ash.

ruary 1803 ; and figured and described by Montagu in
the seventh volume of the Linncean Transactions, p.
219. Tab. 17.

Goby.
Black Goby.
Goby.
Not uncommon on the English coast, where it is
terme<l liock-Jish.
Sometimes found on the west coast
of Scotland.
y.1. G. minutiit.
Spotted Goby.
This species, which is frequent on the English shores,
is likewise found on those of Scotland.
1 1 is chiefly
obtaineii from the shrimp nets.
92. G. luger.

Ome iortalJiH

11.

89. B. oceOarit.

Fishes.

Genus LXI. Gobius.

Section

is

Genus LVII. Lepidopus.

British

90. L. telradens.

Section V. WUh one doTsalJiti; chin bearded.
Tusk.
81. G. brotme.
This species is chiefly found in the seas around the
Zetland ulands. It is rare in Orkney, and very seU
dom found to the south of the Pentland Frith. Considerable confusion has arisen in the determination of
the synonymes of this fish, in consequence of calling
our rah torik instead of tutk, as the former name on the
continent designates a \ny different species.
are aware that several other species of cod have
been described by naturalists as natives of our seas, but
their claims to rank as distinct species have not been
latiaGKtorily ascertained.
VUamy.
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likewise wants the spots on the back, the other has
;
instead of eleven in the former, this has only a single
one, and that placed near the beginning of the back
fin.
In other circumstances, both of its shape and way
of life, it agrees altogether with the former." Fabricius and other naturalists have described several
varieties of the gunnel blenny, differing chiefly in
the
number and colour of the spots.

Mediterranean species, was found
the late Mr Montagu, at Torcross,
figured and described by him in
of the Memoirs nf the nemerian
La Cepede has erroneously pUced

this in his first section, as if it had two dorsal fins, and
has, without sufficient reason, changed the trivial name

intolapoa.
84. B. gatloruminea.

Gattorugine Blenny.
Described by Pennant as having been found on the
Montagu has likewise met with it
ooast of Aogleaea.
•n dM ontn ooast of Devon.
Crested Blenny.
85. B. gakrita.
It is found on the rocky shores of the English coast,
bat is bjr no meant a common species.

Genus LXVI.

Scombbii. Mackrel.
Mackrel.
Mackrel.
parts of the coast, principjilly during
the autumn months.
The Coly Mackrel of some au.
thors appears to be only a variety.
95. S. thynnns.
Tunny Mackrel.
Not uncommon on the west coast of Scotland. They
appear to be rare on the English coast.

S scomber.
Common on all

Common

9*.

96.

S

We

insert this in the British list

97.

C

petamis.

Bonito.

on the authority of
Stewart, who, in his Elements of Natural Hixtorij, 2d
edit vol. i. p. 3fi3, says, " It has been taken, though
rarely, in the Frith of Forth."

86 BMcmlmgni.
at length, and figured by
flnt vohnne of the Memoir i of the Wernerianlfat. Hitt. Sodr/y. He entertains doubts as to its
claims to rank as a species distinct from the preceding,
although its characters are sufficiently well marked.

This tpccica

Montaga io

Section

is tiaacrib«d

tiie

III.

One

dorsal fin

;

no

tenlacxila

Smooth Blenny.
87. B. pkoiis.
Tliis apedes is found plentifidly

K
I

on the head,

on the south coast

of England under stones.
Viviparous Blenny.
88. B. viwipanu.
This is the most common spcdes, being found near
the shore under stooet, and among the sea-weed at all
parts of the coast.
Spotted Blenny.
89. B. gunmeUtu.
This is equally common with the last in the same si>
Uutkns. Mr Low, in his Natural History of Orkneu,
notiees a fi^h allied to this species, which he calls
Purple Blenny. He savs, •' I should almost take it for
a variety, (of B. gunnellus^ were it not the colour is
tfak rcodiah purple ; the fins lightdiSerant; Dciog
Mtf aid of tbataaeilMipt and size of the former. It

m

Genus LXVIII. Caranx.

Common

trachurus.

Scad.

Scad.

«

j

This is a rare fish on our coasts. It has occurred to
Pennant and Donovan, but few other British naturalists
have met with it

Genus LXXXIV.
98. E. reinora.
This fish holds

Echineis.

Sucking Fish.

European sucking

fish.

place in the British list on the au>
thority of Turton, who says, in his British Fauna,
»« taken by the author,
in Swansea, from the
p. 94,
back of a cod fish, in the summer of 1806.
its

Genus LXXXIX.

Aspidophorus.

Pogge,

Mailed pogge.
Pogga
go. A. cataphractus.
Common on all parts of the coast. It ascends the
large rivers as far as the water is brackish.

Genus XCI. Cottcs. Bw« Head.
100 C. gobio. River bull head.
Frequent in England in the clear brooks.
101. C. Scorpio.

This

is

a very

Bull hew).

Father lasher.

common
6

species.

It is

found in

all

:
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parts of the coast, and sometimes ascends the larger
rivers, into brackish 'water.

Genus XCIV.

Casterosteus. Slicilc Back.
Three spined stickle back.
Common in rivers and ditches. During floods it is
sometimes swept into the sea, where it attains a great102. G. aculeatus.

Gurnard.

;

er size than in fresh water.
103. G.pungiliiis.
Ten spined stickle back.
Chiefly found on the coast.
Is rare in Scotland.
104. G. spinachia.
Fifteen spined stickle back.
Inhabits the sea.
It appears to be a weak fish, as it
is frequently cast ashore by the tide.
Genus CII. Thigla. Gurnard.
Grey gurnard.
105. T. gurnardus.
This is very common on all parts of the coast. Being easily taken, it is much used as food by the crews
of our coasting vessels.
106. T. cuculiis.
Red gurnard.
Common on the English coast. Unknown in Scotland.
Tiper.
107. T. Lyra.
Found on the western coasts of England, where it is
held in some estimation.
108. T. hinmdo.
Sapphirine gurnard.
This remarkably beautiful fish is found on the coast

of Wales and Devonshire.
Streaked gurnard.
109. T. laslovizH.
The species described by Donovan as the streaked
gurnard, Trigla lineala, tab. iv. appears referable to
this species of La Cepede, from the coincidence of the
numbers of the rays of the fins. The last author, however, is silent with respect to the branching of the threadlike ridges on the belly.
The specimen which Donovan figures, was taken on the eastern coast of England.
110. T. linen/a.,
Lineated gurnard.
This is the species originally described by Mr Jago,
and introduced into the British Zoology by Mr Pennant.
It has been taken on the coast of Devon in
great abundance, by the late Mr Montagu.
In this
species the ridges are not branched, and do not reach
the length of the belly.
111. T.leevis.
Smooth gurnard.
This is a new species, found on the coast of Devon,
described by Montagu in the second volume of the
Memoirs of the Wernerian Natural History Society,
" It is taken," he says, " by the shore nets as
p. 455.
well as by hook, the finest when fishing for whiting,
by a bait of Launce. It is sometimes called Yeliock,
at Torcross, by the fishermen, but generally confounded
with the Sapphirine, the Red and the Streaked (lineated) gurnards, under the denomination of Tub."

had no opportunity of examining
BiitUh
Va^es.
and whether it is found on the west of England
with the other species or variety, we are not at tiiis ^"^'"^
time informed."

coast of Scotland, but
it

;

114.

M.

surmulelus.

Striped surmullet.

This species is not uncommon on the English coast,
and has been considered by some as merely a variety of
the former species, an opin'on with which we are disposed to agree.

Genus CX. Labrus. Wrasse,
Wrasse.
Gibbous wrasse.
L. gibbus.
Inhabits the coast of Anglesea, and first described by
Pennant as a British species.
116. L. trimaculalits.
Trimaculated wrasse.
First observed by Pennant on the coast of Anglesea,
and afterwards on the coast of Devon. In the Frith of
Forth it is called the S''a Perch.
117- L. cornubiciis.
Coldfinny.
This appears to be a common species, and was first
observed by Mr Jago in Cornwall. In the Frith of
Forth, according to Mr Neill, it is called the Brassy.
118. L.jutis.
Indented striped wrasse.
This species was observed by Miss Pocock on the
coast of Cornwall in the year 1802, and is figured by
1 1

5.

Donovan

in his British Fishes, tab. 96.
Ancient wrasse.
119. L. tinea.
Not uncommon on the English shores.

It has likewise been found in the Frith of Clyde.
Bimaculated wrasse.
120. L. bimacuhitiis.
Brunich observed this species at Penzance, on whose
authority it was inserted in the British Zoology.
Striped wrasse.
121. L. variegaliis.
Pennant obtauied this species off the Skerry isles, on
the coast of Anglesea, from which place Donovan likewise obtained specimens.
Cook wrasse.
122. L. coquus.
This is rather a doubtful species, as no naturalist has
found it since the time of Mr Jago.
.Streaked wrasse.
123. L. lineatus,

Tills

species

Fishes, tab.

74',

is

figured by

as a

new

Donovan in his British
It was taken on the

species.

Cornish coast, where it is called greetijish.
Comber wrasse.
124. L. comber.
This species is but little known. Pennant says, " I
received this fish from Cornwall, and suppose it to be
the comber of Mr Jago.'

Genus CXVII.

Sparus.

Gilt

Head.

Gilihead.
Lunulated gilt head.
125. S. auraia.
This species is not uncommon on the coast of Wales
in other parts of this country it may be considered as

rare.

Genus CV.

Gymnetrus.

112. G. Hanikenii.

Dr Shaw,

General Zoology, vol. iv. p. 1 98, after describing this species, says, " it appears from a
print published in the year 1798, that a specimen of
this fish was thrown on the coast of Cornwall in the
month of February in the same y^ar Its length was
eight feet six inches, its breadth in the widest part
ten inches and a half, and its thickness only two inches
and three quarters. The tail in this specimen was
wanting. The colours the same as in the specimen figured by Dr Bloch."
in his

Genus CVI.
Surmullet.

1^3.

M.

barbatui.

Mullus.

Red

Surmullet.

surmullet.
The only evidence of this species being found in our
seas, is the following passage in the British Zoology
"
have heard of this species being taken on the

We

Red gilt head.
126. S. pagrus.
Not uncornmon on the coast of Devon, where
taken near the shore by the hook, and in nets.

it is

Black gilt head.
127.
S. lineatus.
This species, which Montagu considered a non-descript, and which he has figured and described in the
Memoirs of the Wernerian Natural History Society,
vol. ii. p. 451, tab. xxiii. is frequent on the coast of
Devon, in company with the preceding species.
128.

S

dentex.

Four toothed

gilt

head.

This species has been added to the list of British
It is figured at tab. Ixxiii. of
fishes by Mr Donovan.
his British Fishes, from a specimen caught in the sea
off the coast of Hastings in Sussex.
Ray an gilt head.
129. S. Rait.
This species was first observed by Mr Johnston,
who communicated it to Ray. By this author it was
described under the title, " Brara'a marina cauda for*
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"
opata.
ita."
Pennant descnoes
Fennant
describes it as the toothed
loolhed ailt
head.
Bloth aAerwards pave a fiffure of it under tlie name
of S. Raii. La Cepede rejects the name which Bloch
had bestowed on it, substitutes a French provincial

name

in its place,

and named

it

Shaw,

S. castaneola.

to increase the difiiculty, describes two spari, S. Raii
and S. castancola, as if they were distinct species.

Amidat so many
has done justice

chanf^es,

it is

no one

surprising that

to Johnston, to whom we owe its disa rare species in England, but it has

covery. This is
frequently occurred on the east coast of Scotland.

Gexus CXX. CcNTBopoMus.
B^itCi

ISO. C. juHctatut.
This is the I'erca labrax of I.innseus.

Basse.
It

frequent
in the

is

on the English

coast,

Frith of Forth.

Its flesh is prized as excellent food.

131.

and

is

sometimes taken

CexisCXXVI. Perca. Perch.
Common Perch.

133. P.Jlutiatilis.

common

I'his is

in

many

In the north of Scotland

parts of our island in lakes.
a rare fish.

it is

GcMtrsCXLIX. ZcLS.

GcNvs CLI. CiinvtoTosfB.

Fkmte.

C luna.

Opah.

(ofnmon Opah.
Varioua instance* are on record of this
been cMt Mhora on the Scottish shores.
wise been oUenred on the English comL
135.

fish

It

having

has like<

GcNtrs CLIII. Plcurokcctes. Floumler.
Skctio.h I.
£yef on the righl tide.
136. P. kippogloutu.
HolibuL
Common on aU parU of the coast. In tlie Scottisli
nurketa it goe* by the name of Turbol.
137. P limanda.
Dab.
This species i* equally common as the last on all our
•bona. In the Edinburgh market it is termed Saltie
at Sail Water Fleuk.
138. P. SoUa.
.Sole,
The principal fisheries are on the western coasts of
Encland. In Scotland thev are in a great measure
neglected.

They

occasionally enter our large rivers,
in brakish water.
139. P. plateua.
Plaisc
Very coounon on all parts of the coast
140. P. /Usyt.
Common Flounder
Common, subject to variations in colour. The P.
roi€m$ of Shaw's General Zoology, vol. iv. p. 308. tab.
43.* is a rase- coloured variery.
The P. passer of Lin-

and seem capable of b'ving

B«u ia a iCTCTsed
tint.

by Donovan

variety, having the eyes

on the

left

British
Kisliet.

^^''^

in his British Fishes, tab. 42.

Variegated Sole.
another species, for the discovery of which
are indebted to Donovan.
He has figured and de-

142. P. variegaliis.

This

we

is

it in his British Fishes, tab. K)?.
It was found
along with other flat fish in the Billingsgate market.
Smooth Dab.
143. P. limandula.
This is the Smear Dab of Pennant, and is sometimes
found on the English stalls.
in. P. anioglossiif. Lantern fish.
This is the smooth sole of Pennant. It was described by Ray, but has not been observed by any na-

scribed

turalist sinee his time.
II.

Eyes on the

left side.

Turbot.
145. P. maximus.
Common on all parts of the coast, and highly prized.
Brill or Pearl.
1 46. P. rhombus.
Common on the English coast. Mr Neill says that
it is found in Aberlady bay, and is called Bonnet Fleuk.
Whiff.
me^astoma.
147This is the Whiff of R.iy, and has been confounded
with the Brill and the Spotted Flounder by the contiIt is nut uncommon on the
nental ichthyologists.
English shores.
Spotted Flounder.
148. P.punctalus.
This species has been observed among the Zetland
isles, and likewise on the English coast.
It is described
in the Wemerian Mem. vol. ii. p. 241.
Cyclops Flounder.
149. P. ci/clops.
This new species of flounder was discovered by Captain Merrick of Aberfraw in .Anglesra, and has been
described and figured by Donovan in his British Fishes,

P

tab.

^.

Done.

154. Z.J'abtT.
Common Doree.
Found on the English coast, and brought to market.
It is rare on the coast of Scotland.

Opdt.

141. P. microceplialus.
Smear Dab.
This species is found on the southern and western
coasts of England, and was first figured and described

Section

Genus CXXV. Holocentrus.
H. crmua. Ruffe.

Thi» u found in several of the English streams, but
appears to be unknown in Scotland. It is tJie I'erca
cernuca of LinnKUS.
\3i. H. Sonxgicus.
Sea Perch.
This specie* has generally been confounded with
the PerCa lineis utrinque septem transversis of Arte<li,
the Pcrca marina of Rondelttius, Willoughhy, Belo>
nius, and Salvianus.
This Inst, however, has ten spi<
nous rays and fiAeen branched ones in the dorsal fin,
while our species has fifteen spinous and fourteen
branchetl rays in the same fin.
The H. Norvegicus is
rather a rare species on our coasts.
In the northern
islands of Scotland it is called Bergylt.
FfTtil.
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Genus CLVII.

Cobitis.

Loche.

r. barbatula. Common loche.
Locht
This is a very common fish in our small rivers and
In England it is frequently called ihe ground.
streams.
ling, in Scotland the li/ing loclie.
Armed loche or groundling.
151. C. tccnia.
This species, which is not mentioned by Pennant, is
found in the Trent, according to Berkcnhout, and is said
by Turton to inhabit the clear streams of Wiltshire.
l.'O.

Genus CLXXX. Salmo.
152.

.S.

talar.

Common

Salmon.

s:dmon.
_

Common

in all the large rivers,

and a species of vast

commercial importance. The fisheries are regulated by
laws which should be rcvisetl, as they are founded, in
some instances, on mistaken notions with respect to the
habiu of the fish, and are exceedingly partial in their
operation.

Grey.
1 53.
A", eriox.
This species was first described by R.iy. They are
found in several of the rivers of England and Scotland.
The tail is even at the end, the spots on the body are
The flesli when boiled is
large, round, and purplish.
pale pink coloured.
Salmon trout
154. S. trutta.
This species, like the preceding, migrates from tlie
It
sea into the rivers to spawn, and is very common.
is often termed the seO'troul, or the bull-trout
River trout
155. S.J'ario.
This is the most common species, and is found in all
our rivers and streams. It varie.^ in colour according to
the qualities of the water in which it resides.

6

Salmon.
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Red-belly.
5. salvelinus.
is an alpine species, and appears to be common
to the lakes of Wales and Scotland.
It was first tlistinctly pointed out as a British fish by Donovan in his

This

Brilish Fishes, tab. 112.

157.

alpiiius.

«S'.

Frequent

Char.

in the larger lakes in the

middle and south-

tern piirts of the kingdom.
158. S. Cambricus.
Sewin.
This fish is figured and described by Donovan in his
Jiiilish Fishes, tab. 91.
It is very common in Wales.
It appears to have been confounded with the S. eriox,
and even •frith the Sheiffer mulleri of Bloth, but the
form of the tail and of the spots furnish sudicicut
characters of distinction.
White.
159. -S. albvs.
This species is described by Pennant in his British
Zoology, as inhabiting the Esk in Cumberland.
He
considers it as the Phinock of the Scots.
Is the S.

Cumberland of La Cepede

SmAu

specifically distinct

?

Genus CLXXXI. Osmerus. Smelt.
O. cparlamts.
Smelt or Spirling.
This species frequents many of the larger rivers, and
gregarious.
It feeds upon the smaller Crustacea.
1

is

60.

Genus CLXXXII.
161.

common

is

in

lakes,

is

likewise found in those of Scotland.
162. C. tlit/mal/iis.
Grayling.
Common in many of the English rivers. Mr Low, in
)iis Natural History of Orkney, p. 22i, informs us that
it is very common in that country.
163. C. albula.
Juvangis.
Stewart, in his Elements of Natural History, vol. i.
p. 373, refers the Juvangis of Lochmaben to this speMr Pennant considered it as the Gwiniad. In
cies.
the Statistical Account of the Parish of Lochmaben, vol.
vii. p. 236, it is said that " they have a mark of a heart
on the head."
164'. C. clupeoides.
This species, described by La Cepede from the communications of M. Noel, is the fresh water herring of
Loch Lomond. According to the observations of Dr
Stewart of Luss, however, it is the gwiniad, and is also
called

powan and

pollag.

Genus CLXXXVIII.

Esox.

Pike.

Common Pike.
which is now found in many

165. E. Indus.

This

fish,

of the lakes

south of Scotland
166. E- belone.

it is

called ged.
pike.

Gar

The gar pike

is taken on all our coasts, and in geneappearance with the mackrel. We have
seen specimens thrown ashore in the winter season in
the northern islands.

ral

G»r.fish.

makes

its

Genus CXCI. Lepisosteus. Gar-Jlsh.
167- L. Osseus.
Common gar-fish.
This species was first described as British by Berkenhout, as having been found on the Sussex coast.
Mr
Stewart, in his Elements of Natural History, 2d edit,
vol.

i.

p. 374,

of Forth.

adds that

it

has been taken in the Frith

j;

u^/"^

Atherina, Atheriue.
European Atherine.

Atherinc.

According to Pennant, this fish is very common in
the sea, about Southampton, and Donovan obtained
them from the coast of Devon.
In Scotland, according to Mr Neill, they are found washed ashore in
the Frith of Forth, and we have observed young specimens in the Tay.

M.

171.

cephalns.

Mugil.

Common

Mullet.
Mullet.

Mullet,

found on many of our shores, near the
mouths of rivers, both in Scotland and England.

This

fish is

Genus CCV.

Flying Fish.
Flying Fish.
There is but one instance on record of this fish having been found on our shores. In June 1765 one was
caught at a small distance below Caerraarthen, in the
river Towy, being brought up by the tide, which flows
An account of it was communias far as the town.
cated to Pennant, by John Strange, Esquire, at Caermarthen, who saw the fish.
172. E.volilans.

ExocffiTUS.

Common

Genus CCIX.

174'.

C harengus.

C

spratlus.

„.

-,

.

'

^

Clupea.

Herring.
Herring.
Very common on the coasts of Scotland and the
north of England. Those which are caught on the
west coast of Scotland, are preferred to those taken on
the east, as being larger and fatter, from their living in
deeper water.
173.

Common

Heirine.

Sprat.

frequently confounded with the herring frj'.
It is much more frequent in England than in Scotland.
With us it is called garvy.
Shad.
175. C. alosa.
This fish is not uncommon in the great rivers, into
which it enters to spawn. It feeds on young herring
and other small fishes. Above and below the forked
division of the tail on both sides, we have observed
subsidiary finlets or plaits, which do not appear to be
taken notice of by authors.
Anchovy.
176. C. encrassicolus.
This species has hitherto been met with but sparingRay observed it in the estuary of
ly on our shores.
Pennant obtained it in Flintshire, and Dothe Dee.
novan from the coast of Hampshire.

This

and rivers of this kingdom, is said to have been introduced into England in the reign of Henry VIII. in
But as pykes and breams are stated to have been
1537.
served up in plenty, at the feast given by the Archbishop of York in 1 466, it is probable that even at that
time pikes were not uncommon in the country. In the

British

FisheR.

Genus CXCVIII.
170. A. hepsetus.

Genus CCI.
and

Saury.

Genus CXCVII. Argentina. Argentine.
Argent! r.c.
Pearly Argentine.
169. A. sphyrmia.
First described as British by Pennant.
It is a rare
species, and has seldom come under the observation of
Mr Low in his Nat. Hist, of
British ichthyologists.
Orkney, p. 225. examined one found on the shores of
that country.

Coreoonus.

some of the Welch

Scomberesox.

168. S. saurus.
Common saury.
Ray was the first who described this species as British under the name skobster or skipper, and as inhabiting the coasts of Cornwall. Pennant afterwards contributed to make it more generally known.
It has
since been found by several naturalists on various parts
of the coast. In the Frith of Forth it is called gondnook, or gaiifnook, and sometimes Egyptian herring.

Gwiniad.

C. lavarelns,

This

Pike.

Genus CXCIII.

15fi.

is

Genus CCXI. Clupanodon. Pilchard.
FUcbatd.
Common Pilchard.
177. C. pilchardus.
This fish is occasionally seen in the Scottish seas,
but it appears to be very common on the Cornish
It is very distinct from the herring, with
shores.
which, however, it has been often confounded.
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Cyprincs.

Carp.

C. Lancastriensis of
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Shaw.

General Zoology, vol, v.

p. 234.

British
Fishes.

Bearded.
184. C.n</i7u«.
Roach.
This is found in many of our deep rivers and lakes.
Carp.
This fiah is a native of the wanner countries of Eu- It is rare in the eastern parts of Scotland ; but on the
west it is common, and known by the name of Braise
rupe, but on account of the excellence of its flesh it has
bf«n natnralized in muny of the northern kinfrdotns. or Gill-head.
185. C. idus.
It is generally said to have been introdiii-cd
into
This species is inserted as British on the authority of
England about the year 1514 by Leonard Maschal.
But Mr I3onovan nroves, from a pa:isage in the Boie of Mr Stewart in his Elements of Natural History, 2d edit,
vol. i. p. 382, who says, " Found in the Nith by Dr.
St Alban's, by Wynktn de fVorde, published in the
year 1 V.fi, that it wa* known in England at that pe- Walker."
186. C. orfus.
Rudd, or Finscale.
riod, although considered as rare.
few unsuccessful
This Linntean species is unquestionably the Rutilus
attempts have been made to translate them into Scotlatior of Willoughby, and minutely described by him
land, where it b said they will not breed in the ponds.
as a native of the English Lakes.
179 C. barbut. Barbel.
187. C. erylhropthalmus.
Red Eye.
This is common in the still, deep parts of the English
This species is figured by Donovan, tab. xl.
rivers.
It is not known as an inhabitant of Scotland,
may observe that disputes have arisen about our Enginto which, however, it might easily be translated.
lish Rudd ; some supposing it the orfus of Linnaeus,
C. fobio.
Gudgeon.
This is a very common fish in England, being found while others regard it as the erylhropthalmus. To us
it appears extremely probable, that both species are
in afanoct ail the streams and pools of fresh water.
It
found in our lakes ; and had the descriptions of Penis unknown in Scotland.
nant and Donovan been as copious and minute as that
180. C. lenca. Tench.
of Willoughby, all doubts upon the subject would easily
It inhabits tranquil waters, and is common in the
lakes and rivers of England.
The only evidence of iu have been removed.
188. C.7Me*.
Chub.
being found in Scotland is in the Sutistical Account of
The chub i»common in the deep holes of rivers in
the parish of Inch in Galloway, by the Rev. PeUr Fergiuon. Speaking of the lakes in the parish, he says jBngland in Scotland, according to Pennant, it is found
" they abound in pike, perch, carp, tench, roach, white in the Annan.
189. C. atbumui.
Blenk.
and red trout." SUrt. Ac. Scot. voL iii. p. 137.
Very common in some of the English rivers ; unknown in Scotland.
Sect. II. Beardleu.
190. C. brama.
Bream,
181. C. earoMvu. Crusian.
The bream is common in the lakes and deep parts of
According to Pennant, this species is common in rivers in England and Ireland : in Scotland it is found
nany of the fish ponds about London, and other parts in Lochmaben.
at the HMtb of England.
He believes that that is not
1 01.
C. auratus.
Gold fish.
a Hftiire fiih.
It is not however axoertaincd by whom,
This species was introduced into England about the
or at wbat period it was introduced.
year 1691. It breeds freely in the open waters: in
IK.
fdkeumnu. Minnow.
Scotland it does not increase.
This gregarious species is found in almost every graIn the preceding list of our native fishes, wc have
velly alteflaB.
purposely omitted a few spurious species which have a
18S. CkmctMMt.
Dace.
place in some of the works on British zoology. Perhaps
The daoe is very common in the early part of sum- one or two in the present list may, upon farther inquiia MaaTof the English rivers.
ry, be found mere varieties.
It is unknown in
This, we suspect, will
SaMland. Thegramiiig of Pennant, found in the Mer- prove to be the case with some of the species of the genera Squalus, Raja, Salmo, and perhaps Cyprinus.
tvf, appcan to be a variety of this species ; it i* the
1

78. C. earptb.

I.

Common

A

We

:

C

Mr

(J.F.)

f

c

o

ICOLMRILL, or
ItOSANDRIA.

I-coLCMa-uix. See Iona.
See Botant.
IDA. .Sec TaoY and Thoad.
IDAAN, a race of mankind dispersed through seve*
ral ialandi «t tbc Eaatem seas, and principally cluirac-

by the angnlarity oftbcir customs. M r Dairy mplafamlyolMimi that " the Idaan of different places go
teriscd

nBMr dAvaat denooaiiiations, and have different Ianguafes," and accordingly we find them under the name
uf Irtaan. Mamet, Alforcse, Huraforas, Dejakkese, Biadjoos, and Oraa- Abinr. All these seem to constitute but
a single race of people, but theappelhttion Idaan is more
specially aoplioible to those in the northern parts of
Borneo; Auorcse to those of the Molucca ivland*, now
nearly extirpated from some of them ; and Horaforasto
those of the eastern islands' in general See Borneo,
Vol

III. p. 789.

I

C

O

See Logic and Moral Philosophy,
IDEAL Beauty. See Taste.
IDEVTITY. See Logic
IDOLATRY. See Polytheism.
IDUIA, is a district of Carniola, dependent on the
circle of Adierberg, in the dominions of the emperor of
Having been wrested from that monarch by
Austria.
the French in I8O9, it was constituted a canton and
mayoralty, extending over eleven miles square, and
furn\\nfr |)art of thelUyrian provinces. It was furthersubdividcdinto the town of Idria, the village of Lower Idria,

IDEA.

and eight hamlets. The whole of this territory is mountainous, and interspersed with narrow valLes, which
The
are copiously watered by torrents from the hills.
river Idrixa rises in the Julian Alps, about three leagues

from the town of Idria, and after receiving the Canomla, Zalla, and several subterraneous streams, it falls into

JJea
Idfla.

;
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the Isonzo, 19 leagues lower ilown. This river abounds
with fish, among which are fine trout of remarkable
Several sluices anil canals are formed in the valsize.
ley where it runs, one of which, of superior construction, was executed by tiie French in 1813, on the torrent Woitschaik, for the purpose of floating wood.
Climate.
Tliunder storms prevail in summer, and there are
the heat is then opsometimes two or three in a day
pressive, owing to the reflexion of the sun from the
surrounding hills : autumn is rainy, and winter is of
long duration. The thermometer in the most severe
Two chains of
cold falls a few degrees below zero.
mountains 17J2S feet high, bounding the valley of tlie
Idria, are covered with snow nearly six months of the
year : and 300 or tOO men are employed while storms
The meprevail, clearing the great road to Laybach.
dium height of the barometer is S7 inches 5 lines
its variations are neither frequent nor considerable.
strong prejudice subsists in the country regarding
the insalubrity of the climate, which of late has been
But although two thirds of the district
controverted.
are forests, vegetable life is languid in the immediate
vicinity of the town of Idria ; fruits and grain seldom
Tooth-ach is univerripen, and cattle always decline.
sal among the inhabitants, few persons have good teeth,
and they are lost by all at an early age. As the inhabitants are principally divided into miners and forresters,
llie one class enjoys vigorous health, while the other is
subjected to disease and the consequences are beheld
even in their respective offspring. Liie is here of short
duration
many die young, and forty is an age beyond which great expectations of survivance are not
entertained.
The unusual insalubrity of Idria is traced
to the mines and metallurgic operations, by those who
consider the atmosphere of the same cojistitution as in
other places.
The minerals of Idria are in considerable number
Mineralogy,
and variety, and also of uncommon value compared
with their narrow bounds. Among these are white
marble, found in the valley cf the Canomla; thick beds
of different coloured jasper in the country of VVoiska;
fine and coarse free stone ; sulphuretted iron and indications of coal.
But the chief riches of Idria are its
Quicksilver
quicksilver mines, the largest, most magnificent, and
mines.
most productive in the world. The metallic stratum
is situated about 210 yards deep ; it extends 800 yards
in one direction by 1000 in another: and lies in a valley, whose surface is 507 feet above the level of the
sea.
Six shafts penetrate the mine, four of which are
Idiia.

:

A

:

;

vertical,

and two have an

The former

inclination.

named St Barba, St Tljcresa,
Emperor Joseph three of them

St Francis, and the
are appropriated for
;
the extraction of the mineral substances, or discharging
water, which is accomplished by 15 pumps, worked by
a h3'draulic wheel So feet in diameter
while the
fourth is reserved for introducing the materials necessary for the operations below.
Access is gained from
within a spacious building, situated in the town of
Idria, leading almost horizontally under a lofty vault
to a staircase, always kept in excellent repair, constructed mostly of stone steps, but partly of wood.
It
reaches to the depth of 150 yards, after which the remainder of the descent is accomplished by wooden ladders, which are sometimes damp, and on that account
less convenient and agreeable.
Dr Brown observes,
that in leaving the mine, he ascended by a ladder of
639 staves. There are several landing places paved
with flag stones in the course of the descent, and
benches to rest upon : and the whole mine is kept re«

are

;

A.

in good order. The subterraneous
Idria.
excavations are occupied by nine horizontal galleries, ^"^ 7^^
including intermediate ones, with their numerous ra- Q»'<=l"2TEr
°"°"'
mificitions, about seven feet high, and as much in
width. Tl'.ey are .irched over by artificial building, unless where they penetrate the solid rock, which requires
no support, and are in general well aired from currents
being established between them. According to Jars,
by whom the mine was visited about the year 1759,
the entrance to tlie principal gallery is covered by an
iron grating, at the moment the workmen descend,
which is kept down until their return. At the distance of 260 yards from the mouth of the same gallerj-,
there is a chapel wliere mass is performed on all festival days, and the images of saints, protected by a
grating, stand in niches.
Kuttner says the principal
shaft is 86 fathoms in depth, and Keysler, that the
lowest part of the mine lies 840 below the surface of the
earth.
The temperature of some parts is such as to
cause profuse perspiration in the workmen
numerous
thermometrical observations prove, that among great
beds of rich ores, the heat is from SOP to 95". Every
thing within seems to announce disorder and chaotic
the whole mineral kingdom apparently has
confusion
been confounded by some catastrophe, to constitute the
treasures which this spacious cavern contains.
Enormo\is heaps of shells are intermixed with mercury,
bitumen, and sulphur, and the ores are disseminated
in tlie most unequal manner. On account of its uncommon arrangement, the mine of Idria bears no resemblance to any other, and presents none of those facilities in the working which are found in mines witli

markably clean and

:

:

veins.

Considerable misapprehension seems to have prevailed concerning tiie quality of the ores of Idria. Some
authors have affirmed, that it contains 50 per cent, of
metal at an average, and that portions afford even 80
per cent. But the mean produce of 99O8 tons was only 8.616 per cent, by exact observation. Virgin mercury, as we have seen in the preceding list of combinations, exists in various situations, elaborated exclusive-

by the hand of nature. It appears in pure globules,
and has been known to issue in a slender stream from
some narrow fissure in the rocks. A miner is said to
have collected 36 pounds of mercury in this manner in
The quantity of virgin mercury procured
six hours.
When Dr Pope visited the
annually is very vmequal.
mines in 1663, it amounted to 11,862 pounds, which
nearly doubletl the product of IG61, and somewhat exceeds the statement of Keysler and Jars, at 100 quinProbably it is more rare at pretals, or 10,000 lib.
ly

A

small portion is always presented in a leathern purse to foreigners of distinction who inspect the
mines.
The ores being separated, according to their quality, Extractioi
by the miners, are drawn up in strong square boxes, of the
each capable of containing 700 or 800 lib. by means of '^^^•
a hydraulic wheel put in motion by the water of a caAll are then conveyed to the
nal led from the Idrixa.
lavatories, or washing rooms, where they undergo a
new assorting, and the richer kinds are set apart by
themselves.
The object of washing is to disengage all
the earth which contains no mercury ; and for this purpose seven wire sieves are first employed, and the result then transferred to another set of very expert workmen. Sieves suspended in a cistern, and, while immersed, kept in constant^ motion, are now used, that
the heaviest particles may fall to the bottom ; and great
sent.

care

is

taken to preserve those of a red colour, as they

•

IDR
conUin ciniulMr. After thes« two levigations the ores
are pouncle<l, and again carried to the lavatories to under^'o a third on inclined |)laiie$.
From the lavatories
tbey are conveyed to furnaces to be subjected to distillation

;

but, before being exposed to the action of the
whole are rigorously assayed, in order to anti-

Gre, the

cipate what product may reasonably be expected. As
there are two kinds of ore, one in large pieces and the
other in powder, there is a furnace for each. The fur.
aace destined to receive the first has two fire-places and
four chainben or ovens, which communicate by lateral
conduits with two rows of reservoirs, or very high
chambers of maaon work, separated by intermediate
walls, but mutually communicating by means of alter>
nate apertures a foot square. Of these reservoirs or
oonJensers there are twenty-eight. The second furnace, appropriated for burning the ores in powder, has
sis furnaces and twenty-four chambers, instead of twenW-eight. The area in both is inclined to facilitate the
flowing of the mercury, and a conduit common to the
whole condensers brings the mercury into another great
The charge of
Raenroir, where it is collected for use.
the first furnace is 30,000 lib. of ore, that of the second
60,000. When the furnaces are charged, all their aperttirea, and those of the condensing chambers, are carefully luted with clay and slacked Time. The fire is then
procreaaively augmented during nine hours, until the
•arucn clo<u, wherein pieces of ore or the powder have
been mit, bocoroe rsd hot, and the ores bum vehementThe whole is then allowed to cool for kix days, and
ly.
the mercury, completely disengaged, is collected in the
Eneral rcMrvolr. As the beat i^ the furnace, particu'ly of that which bums the larger pieces, is retained a
long time, it would be difficult to collect the metal
sooner.
A single charge of the furnaces will frequentThe mercury
ly produce 8000 pounds of quicksilver.
is taken out of the common reservoir, and packed in
white sheep-skin bags, which have been tanned with
•luro, in quantities of £5, 50, or 100 pounds. The bags
are then conveyed to a magaaine, where each is covered bjr a second skin, and packed up in casks, which are
cxpoctad to the various places where they are required.
But, independent of tne pure mercury thus obtained,
and exported from Idria, tiierc are mercurial preparatians to a very great extent of all the different kinds
which are known in commerce. With the exception
•f Chinese vermilion, the products seem scarcely sus.
For these purpose* there is
oeptibic of improvement.
apaciaas building, dividc<l into three great laboratoriaa.
Tbe first is appropriated for amalgamation of
sulphur and mercury, which is then converted to cinnabar : the second is consecrated to the pre|>aration of
verailion, wherein eight mills are cmpluyed in grind.
ing the cinnabar ; and in the third there are twenty- two.
furnaces, each provi<led with six lar^ iron capsules.
Macfa accessory apparatus is used besides^
In addition, and subsidiary to the mining establish
ment, and that for mercurial preparations at Idria, there
These
are several brancbca of arts and manufactures.
consist chiefly of a glass work, fur providing the bottles
a;i<l H'iniluw glass ; a pottery for all the earthen ware
refill irrd ; a tannery for preparing the leather packages ;
and a rope work which iumiilies cordage. Numerous
mechanics, and artisans of all descriptions, are also
ready to provide the necessary apparatus for the various

operationa.
As the mine^ of Idria are the most productive which
are known, it may not be uninteresting to learn thequantity

of metal olitainefl from them. It has been different
which u not surprizing, considering

at different periods,
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the uncertainty which attend subterraneous researches.
M"*
In the year 1663, they produced 255,981 pounds. '"""•"V"^
About the year 1730, the quantity seems to have been «'"':'''"'«»
''"^"'
360,000; twenty years later it was calculated at 300,000;
and in the year 1799, Kuttner was informed that the
product has been known to amount to 1,000,000 or
1,200,000 pounds, which is probably erroneous. But
by an accurate computation made by the director of the
mines under the French regime netween the years
1809 and 181 S, we learn that the average quantity obtained yearly in that time amounted to about 365,928
pounds. Of the total product, there were delivered
into the magazines the following proportions in quintals of 100 pounds each.

Mercury
Cinnabar
Vermilion

14,194 quintals

......

Corrosive sublimate

Calomel

Red

precipitate

.

702
2,700

£9
50

24
64
38

.

....

25 lib.
25

—
67

17,713
96
was obtained in 56 months. Thus
the profits of the mines, which are the property of the
Emperor of Austria, and carried on at his expense, are

The whole of

this

very considerable ; being at a medium about 800,000
£ 35,000 Sterling yearly. To render the
average nearly the same, the rich and poor ores are
francs, or

worked at once.

A great quantity of the quicksilver was formerly exported to Spain, and from thence to South America,
where it was employed in the separation of the metal in
the silver mines. The Dutch were accustomed to purchase 100.000 lib. yearly. Most part of it is now carried to Vienna, and a large proportion to England.
In the year 1663, there were V80 miners, but at present 7(0 are employed, besides 300 woo<l cutters, who
are under an inspector general ; and there are nearly
600 pensioners, including women and children. The
whole of this great establishment is under tbe most
admirable system of administration.
All the workmen are divided into companies; they assemble at three
in the morning, when their names are called over, and
thry descend into the mine, each with a lamp in his
hand. Owing to the high temperature of the galleries,
the rarefaction of the air, and evolution of certain gasses
in the combustion of the lamps, as well as the deleterious effluvia escaping from tlie metals, their health suffers severely.
Those who are occupied where native
mercury is found, inhale small particles of it, and very
soon lose their teeth ; those employed in sweeping the
chambers of condensation also inspire a considerable
auantity of metal while detaching it from the sides of
le condensers.
Thus they undergo a copious salivation. " We saw there," says Dr Vopc, " a man who had
not been in the mines above half a year before, so full of
mercury, that putting a piece of brass in his mouth, or
rubbing it in his fingers, it immediately became white
like silver.
I mean it had the same effect as if he had
rublted mercury

upon

it.

And

so p.iral}

tic,

that he

could not, with botn his hands, convey a glass half full
of wine to his mouth, without spilling it, though he
loved it too well to throw it away." Some observers
affirm, tliat the quicksilver insinuates itself into the bodies of those who work the virgiii mercury, so that when
they go into the warm bath, or are put into a profuse
sweat by steam, drops of pure mercury have been known
to issue through the pores from all parts of their bodies.
This much is certain, however, that the workmen who
have been occupied several years in the furnaces, become.

4Y

;
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subject to shiverinpfS, convulsions, decrepitude, and a premature old age. Their wages, partly in grain, and partly in money, are exceedingly moderate ; but by the paternal care of government, all are provided with a competency when they are unable to continue their labours.
The quicksilver mine of Idria was accidentally discovered in the year 1497, by a peasant, while receiving
the water of a spring into a tub for the purpose of trying
He was astonished on emptying its conif it was tight.
tents to find some metallic globules at the bottom, which
he immediately ascribed to witchcraft. But having
conquered his apprehensions, he collected them together for the inspection of a goldsmith in the small town

of Bischoflaach, about four leagues distant. Neither
promises nor presents, however, could induce him to
point out the spot and he engaged another peasant,
Cazian Anderlin, to assist him in working the mine.
But soon ceasing to find native mercury, their labours
were abandoned. Other peasants followed in their foot;

steps,

and were equally disappointed.

A

company of

In 1525, the
miners nevertheless had better success.
works were interrupted, and the miners totally ruined by
an earthquake ; nor was the pursuit resumed with activity until 1572.
The Archduke Charles of Austria
having taken possession of the mines, established a regular system for their management. Vast quantities of
mercury were extracted from them and their riches,
together with their great extent, attracted the notice of
the curious from all parts of the world.
In 1 803, a fire
broke out in the mine, which did great damage, and occasioned the loss of several lives ; but it was observed,
that the subterraneous temperature was lower, and that
the air of certain galleries was less easily vitiated than
before.
The French extorted the cession of Idria in
1 809, and worked the mine for behoof of the order of
Numerous and important imthe three golden Jleeces.
provements were made by them, until the Emperor of
Austria regained possession of it in 1813.
Immediately above the site of the mines the town of
Idria is built, spreading over the valley, and up the sides
of the hills. All the houses are detached ; they are small;
but each is inhabited by two or three families, and has a
piece of ground from which the owners endeavour to
;

Town
Idiia.

of

few vegetables. Though irregularly built, its aspect is not unpleasant to the eye, and it exhibits none of
that black and dismal appearance which is common to
towns in the vicinity of mines. Its principal public buildings are, a handsome parish church ; a very fine hospital,
to which two physicians and a surgeon are attached ; and
a dispensaiy for supplying medicines to the sick. There
is a public school for the education of youth, with six
masters, and a female to superintend that of girls.
An
raise a

old castle contains the treasure for the necessary expenditure, and a magazine for storing up the products of
the mine ; also one for provisicns to the inhabitants
several public offices, as a hall for the council of administration, and accommodation for its chief director.
Some of the edifices devoted to public purposes
were erected here during the occupation of Idria by
the French.
In the year 1812, the population of the
town amounted to 4095, and that of the whole district
to 7060.
Lat. 46° 16' W.; Long. 33° S3' E.
Distant
18 miles from Upper Laybach.
See Philosophical
Transactions, vol. i iv. ; Brown's Travels, p. 83 ; Kuttner's Travels ; Jar's Voyages Metallurgiques, tom. ii. ;
Keysler's Travels, vol. n'.
(c)

JEDBURGH,

a burgh town of Scotland, and the

JED

principal town of the county of Roxburgh, is pleasant- Jedbutgh.
ly situated on a declivity on the north side of the river ^—-y^""
Jed.
From historical evidence, it appears that a vil.
lage, castle and church, had been founded at New Jedworth, now called Jedburgh, before the middle of the
ninth century.* As Roxburgh, originally the principal
town of the county, was often possessed by the Eng.
lish, and the village reduced to ruins by the frequent
sieges of the castle, the seat of the judicatories was
transferred to Jedburgh after the reign of David the
First.
The natural beauty of its situation, as well as
its vicinity to the borders, attracted the frequent residence of some of the princes and persons of high distinction in both nations, as the town occasionally fell
into the hands of the English or the Scots.
Here
the pious David founded, or, according to the opinion
of some historians, rebuilt, A. D. 1138, a monastery,
which he dedicated to the holy Virgin, and appropriated to canons regidar of the order of St Augustin,
imported from Beauvais in France. A church had been
erected at Jedburgh during the Saxon period, in the
ninth century ; and, as the lower storey and gable wall
of the monastery still remaining, exhibit beautiful specimens of the Saxon architecture, it affords a strong
presumption of their remote antiquity, f Great additions, during successive ages, were made to the revenue of the abbots and monks, by the liberal donations
of the heirs of the throne, and of opulent barons and
individuals belonging to both kingdoms.
Before the
expiration of the 12th century, the churches of An«
crum, Longnewton, Oxnam, Eckford, Crailing, Nisbet, Hobkirk, Liddel or Castleton, had all become the
property of the abbey of Jedburgh ; and various accommodations of fuel, fish, &c. were also acquired in
distant districts of the country.
The increasing emoluments of the monastery of Jedburgh were beheld
with a jealous eye by the bishops of Glasgow, to whose
diocese it belonged, and occasioned frequent disputes
and litigation between them and the abbots, which
were at length terminated by the interposition of royal
authority. J
A convent of Carmelites was founded
at Jedburgh by the donations of the citizens and
neighbouring inhabitants in 1513, which gives colour
to a conjecture, that the constant rage of hostile incursions from the neighbouring kingdom did not intrude upon the tranquillity of religious communities,
and that even the savage spirit of the border warriors
was overawed by a reverence for superstitious pageantry, and the display of consecrated grandeur. The names
oSf all the streets and closes in the town of .ledburgh,
and of the adjacent fields, denote the ancient occupancy and predominance of the ecclesiastical orders ; Canongate. Abbot's Tower, Abbey Close, Dean's Close,
Friars, Prior Meadow, Monklaw, Virgin, Ladysyards,
&c. A part of the ruins of the Abbot's Tower, at the
head of the Abbey Close, and of the castle, on the hill
at the west entrance to the town, have been lately removed. The only building of antiquity now remain*
ing, with the exception of the abbey, is a house at
the bottom of the town, celebrated on account of its
having been the residence of Queen Mary, October
1566, when she held a justice court at Jedburgh, and
from whence she made a visit to Bothwell at his house
in Liddisdale, distant from Jedburgh 17 Scots miles,
and returned tlie same day.
All the lands, baronies, and estates, vested in the
Abbey of Jedburgh, were conferred by James VI.

* It was called New Jedworth, as distinguished from Old Jedworth, five miles south, and nearer the I!^glisb border.
•f See Civil Akchitecture, Plate CI.XVII.
t The bishop of Durham claimed a right to fioxburghshire as » part of hJs diocese, ascertained and acknowledged by ancient treaties
between the kings of England and Scotland.

•

JEDBURGH.
106St on Sir Andrew Kerr of Faimieberst, and con>
with the title
of Lord Jedburgk*
It is to be regretted, that the superstitious veneration,
which in b*rb«roas ages had protected the religious
edifice*, io«t all its influence on the Protestant reformers, whether of warlike or ecclesiastical characters.
The abbey, as weU as the town of Jedburgh, -was burnt
dcnwiisbed by Lord Surrey, 1523, on his second
iacanion into Scotland. But, as has been observed,
the gnand or lower parts of the monastery escaped
darartation at that time, nor did it at\erwards sustain
any damage from the fanatical rancour of domestic refanaait. Jedburgh has the honour of parochial precedannr. being the oldest parish in Scotland of which
aay nistorical record has been transmitted to posterity.
As Jedburgh was exposed to frequent depredations
from the incursions of the English, and the greatest
proportion of the property and all authority were engr aaitd by the ccdcsiaatical dignitaries, it does not appear to have made any piogren in the manufactures
and ocaamerce, which, previous to the Reformation,
bflgBB to be cultivated, iu a limited degree, by several
of the towns and burghs removed from the scene of
nptnc. In the estimate of the revenue of the burghs
far fixing the atMatment of tax for the defence of the
bordcza, in tha mioority of Queen Mary, Jedburgh
staada parlMpa lower in tke list than any one of the
'*«r1«d into a tetoporal lordship, together

id
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Their success roused the emulation of their fellow- Jedburgh.
citizens.
A spirit of industry pervaded all ranks; and '""'Y'"'
a great variety of woollen manufactures' were pm-sued with dexterity and profit. During tliis period of
industry, the wages of labourers have been doubled.
There has been no want of employment for any class
of men. Shops have been multiplied, and better furnished ; and the surrounding fields brought to the most
perfert state of culture. In the course of ten years preceding the year 1816, several hundreds have been added

town of Jedburgh, and more
has been expended in building and improvements of every kind than for forty years preceding, J
Land in the vicinity of Jedburgh was then seldom
purchasefl at more than £20 pounds per acre, and a
few years ago it has been sold for
1 00, and £ ] 50
per acre. The rent of the surrounding inclosures has
been raised from 10s. and 20s. to £5, and, in some
instances, to £6 or £7 per acre.
This description
of the prosperity of Jedburgh must, however, be understood to refer to a period preceding the year 1816,
when, from obvious reasons, which need not be mentioned, every species of manufacture and labour began
gradually to slacken, and more than two-thirds of the
persons employed are now laid aside from work.
great proportion of the fields, surrounding the town,
had been purchased by the successive heirs of the
Lothian family ; but, att these made no part of the entailed estate, they were sold in separate lots, about
am* popwlatiflo and extent.
After the anion of the crowns, when free intercourse twenty years ago, to private individuals, who are inhawas opened between England and Scotland, the town of bitants of the town.
After the Reformation, Roxburghshire was consigned
Jadburgb derived great profit, and attained a considerable ilapae of oommerdal proaperity, from the exporto the diocese of the bishop of GUsgow, and Jedburgh
aalt, skins, and malt, into the neighbouring
was then, and still continues to be, the seat of the prestatioa
flomty of Nortbmnbcrland, and carrying wool to the bytery. The parish is of great extent, reaching from
the river Teviot to the borders of Northumberland.
ooaat towna, to be thence exported to the continent.
The total population of the parish was found, upon
Tbia contraband traffic continued for many years after
tlw aoon of tbc lesisiatnres, till it was checked by the the late survey in 1813, to amount to 4927. of which
«— of the nult tax i7S8, and the more unrelaxed 2827 reside within the royalty of the burgh. The
vigOaDoe of excise officers on the English borders. males in the town 1354. Femdes 1473.
There are, besides the parochial church, three disFran tbia period, the population and industry of the
town of Jedburgh underwent a rapid decline. Efforts senting meeting houses, all attended by large congrewara mada, from time to time, by some of the neigh- gations. The parish church, consisting of the western
bouring gantlcoMD, and by the wiser citizens, to set on division of the abbey, was repaired in 1792, and adaptA linen com- ed, with great taste and propriety, to the style of the
foot dilfereat hrirhwi of manufacture.
pasy was aatabliabcd. The manufacture of coarse wools ancient edifice; and may be considered as one of the most
vaa also attempted, but, from the discontinuance of elegant churches in the kingdom. The grammar and
^'^'^ disappointed
English schools, the former in the patronage of the he*
thaaa apaeolatioaa, thc^ PP'*'
Aa aspaotatiena of tbev patrons. The delusive b<^ ritors, the latter in the patronage of the magistrates,
of acquiring indolent indapandenoe, as the price of po- are now united, and conducted with great success by
the present incumbent Mr Robison.
litical service, and party conteata and divisions, repeatThe set of the burgh is nearly the same as that of
ad^ iif I aaiiami by tha ratnm of elections af^r the
of the kfpslatiuta, deadened the spirit of enter- Edinburgh, consisting of a provost, four bailies, dean
of guild, and treasurer ; eight deacons of the trades ;
ftitm, mad retarded the occupation and improvement
at thoa* local advantages, which, in later years, have so and fourteen merchant councillors. The revenue of
mach rcdoandcd to the credit and melioration of the the burgh arises entirely from the rent of the mills, to
which the inhabitants of the town are thirled, and
coaamanity.f
About fifty jreara ago, a few antarprising indivi- from the customs upon meal, barley, &c. imported
The magistrates of Jetlburgh
duala began to carry on a oooaidarable manufacture into the town fur sale.
of iaanala, Uankets, and ooancr woollen fabrics. preside, together with the chamberlain of the Duke of
to the population of the

money

£

A

«
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^
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(or the msBufieturing of wooUen goods, being aituated on a river, aflbrding a variety of
iIm vidahy of Cheviot fulli, say qnamity of Cneriot wool may be procured and laid down
If tkc mmntuKam <a aeiited fwd* or riagMil» blankets is preferred, an abundant supply
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asylum i> ahw provided for tlw.
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Roxburgh, at St James's fair in the vicinity of Kelso,
and enjoy the half of the customs ; privileges which
•ctlo""'! more to their honour than profit, as they
are supposed to have been conferred as a reward for
meritorious services during the period of the Border
wars, but are not productive of any solid emolument.
There are four fairs held annually in the town of Jedburgh
The whole revenue of the town does not exceed S, 500 per annum, of which a large part is expended annually for the interest of debt. The mills were
formerly included in the lordship of Jedburgh, confer
red on Sir Andrew Kerr ; but were afterwards transferred, either gratuitously or for a small sum, to the burgh,
and confirmed by a charter of James the First.
The poor of the town are maintained by an assessment, laid upon the inhabitants in proportion to the value
of tlieir houses and landed property within the royalty.
The number of poor now in the list of supply amounts to
67, and the assessment granted forthe last half year, (July

1817)tothesumof JE135. The annual rent of the houses
and gardens within the royalty is estimated at ± 4000. A
parish bank was established July 1815 in the town of
Jedburgh, in partnership with the country parish, and six
neighbouring parishes, which has fully answered the
hopes of its patrons ; the small sums deposited now
amounting, July 1817, to £1996. An auxiliary bible
society was established two years ago, under the direction of the most respectable, neighbouring gentlemen,
and the ministers of the town. A branch of the British Linen Company was established at Jedburgh in the
year 1791, and carries on business to a great extent.
There is a good butcher market in the town of Jedburgh ; the bread has been long excellent and in the
summer months, and in winter when the weather is mild,
the town is well supplied with fish, brought from the
A stage-coach runs from Jeddistance of thirty miles
bui'gh three days in the week, and returns in the alternate days. A coach also runs from Hawick to Berwick,
which passes through Jedburgh and returns the same
day. The greatest grievanceto which the town and neighbourhood are subjected arises from the deamess of fuel,
consisting chiefly of coals brought from Northumberland.
The average price may be stated at 1 s, 7d. per cwt.
The diversity of surface, and the adjacent woods and
;

brooks, afford a variety of beautiful picturesque scenes.
soil is deep and fertile even to the top of the hills,
and peculiarly favourable to horticulture and orchards,
for which Jedburgh has been long celebrated.
Some
of the pear-trees, which bear the marks of great antiquity, are supposed to have been planted by the hands
of ecclesiastical proprietors before the Reformation.*
JEDO. See Jidda.
JEJURRY is the name of a pretty large Mahratta
town in India in the province of Bejapoor. It is principally celebrated for its temple, dedicated to an incarnation of Mahadeva, or Siva.
It is built of fine stone,
and has a very majestic appearance and situation, on a
high hill, in a beautiful country. The ascent to the
temple is by a handsome flight of broad stone steps,
arches being in many places thrown across over the
stairs.
The inner temple where the deity is placed is
ancient and not very handsome.
The establishment of
dancing girls attached to it, amounted in 1792 to 250.
The revenues of the temple are derived from offerings,
and from houses and lands ^jiven by pious persons. The
annual expenditure on account of the idol is £6000.
The idol has horses and elephants kept for him, and
along with his spouse, is bathed daily in rice and Ganges
water, the last of which is brought from a distance of
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1000 miles. At the annual fair which is held in Januno fewer than 100,000 persons visit .Jejnrry. East
Long. 74" 17', and North Lat. 30" 54'. See Moor's
Hindoo Pantheon.
JELLY. See Chemistry, Vol. VI. p. 130.
JEROM, or HiERONYMUs, was bom about the year
329 at Strido, a town on the confines of Pannonia and
Dalmatia.
His father, who was a person of rank and
property, took great care of his education ; and sent
him at a proper age to study at Rome, under the best
masters of those times.
Under the celebrated Donatus,
he made great progress in the belles lettres, and all the
learned languages ; and was particularly careful to accomplish himself in the art of oratory, that he might

Jelljr.

Jerom.

ary,

Having fithe better recommend the Christian tenets.
nished his education at Rome, he travelled into various
countries in pursuit of knowledge, examining all the
public libraries, and conversing with all the men of
learning in his way.
Upon his return to Rome, he resolved to devote his future life to study, and to withdraw himself entirely to some remote region, at a disTaking with
tance from large towns and civilized life.
him only his books, and money sufficient to defray the
expense of his journey, he proceeded through Asia Minor to Jerusalem ; thence to Antioch, where he had a
dangerous illness; and finally settled in a frightful desert
of Syria, where he entered upon a strict monastic course
of life, in the Slst year of his age. He applied himself
especially with the utmost assiduity to the study of the
sacred scriptures, .^nd of the oriental languages ; but,
after four years of laborious application, his health became so much impaired, that he found it necessary to
By Paulinus, bishop of that city,
return to Antioch.
he was ordained a priest in the year 378 ; but with the
express stipulation on his part, that he should not be
In 381, he went to
confined to any particular cure.
Constantinople, where he acknowledges himself to have
received much valuable instruction relating to the Scriptures from Gregory Nazianzen ; and, in the following
year, he accompanied Paulinus of Antioch to Rome,
where he became secretary to Pope Damasus. After
the death of that pontiff in 385, and in consequence of
the vexations which he experienced from the followers
of Origen, he again removed from the city of Rome, and
took up his abode at Bethlehem in Judea.* Thither he
was followed by many persons of both sexes from various parts, who had resolved to embrace the monastic
life, and who were attracted by his fame for learning
and piety to put themselves under his superintendence.
Here he enjoyed all that repose in which he so much
delighted, and employed the remainder of his life in
Composing a variety of learned works, and in diligently
attending to the religious instruction of those who had
around him as their pastor. He was much
engaged particularly in writing against the prevailing
collected

heresies of his time, especially against the errors of Origen, and those who supported the tenets of that rival
father.
He lived to the age of 90 years, retaining his
vigour of mind to the last ; and died on the 30th of

September, A. D. 420. He has been pronounced by
Erasmus, " the greatest scholar, the greatest orator, and
the greatest divine, that Christianity had then produced ;" but Le Clerc profe^res to shew, that his eloquence
is often the most hyperbolical declamation, his acquaintance with the learned languages far from accurate, and
His
his reasonings generally obscure and inconsistent.
style as a writer, is nevertheless acknowledged to be in
no small degree both elegant and animated ; and his
judgment and learning to have been upon the whole

indebted for this artide to
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fuperior to those of any of the fathers who preceded him.
Hi'« talents wt r«- i>etter than his teinp«"r ; an'J lie made
{(Tester attainment* in the knowledKc than in the spiHe wasa man of the most choleric
rit of Christ! 'irity.
ditposition, and ready to burst into the most otitragt-ous
•bme upon the sliigrhtest provocation insatiably greedy
of fame, and bitterly cenvirious of his roost respectable
rival* and opponent*.
The first edition of hi.s wurks
waa published \<\ Erasmus at Basle in 1 526, with an
account of his life prefixed but the latest and fullest
was publUted at Verona by Vallcrsius, in 1 1 voU. folio.
They consist chiefly of hi* Latin version of the scripture, distingwshed by the name of the \'ulgate, commentarics on different books of scripture, polemical treatiMs, letters, and biographical accounts of preceding
etdtwostiial authors. Of these, the commentaries and
letters are accounted the most useful, and the chief adaataiieor hi* writings consists in the information which
they sJord reepecting the opinions of the learned Jews
in bibheal literature, and the fragments which they
contam of the ancient Greek translations of the Bible.
See Moabeim'* Ci. HUt. vol. i. ; Lardner's fVorit, vol.
B.; MUmt's CA. Hisi. roL iii. ; Cave's Hul. LUer. vol.
;

;

ii.

;

Le Clerc'*

Kttmmkt on

QuetHomet Hieromymiante

Eecl. Hiit.

;

and
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JERSEY,

ii an island in the English Channel, subdominion of Great Britain, I\ ing off the coast
of Normanrly in France. Ita form is an irregular parallelogram, th<- extreme length of which is 12 miles, tne extreme breailth 7, and the superficial area 6'1\ squaremiles,
or 4O,000 acres. The climate i« so mild, tliat frost i* rarely
of Miy doaticn, and snow sekkm lies ai>ove two or three
wiMcr. Sbmbs r eqiiifiag shelter in the southdays
ern parts of England, sustain no injury here from exand spring flowers blow in the open air of the
HSOO. Fop are not uncommon, and there are
galea, together with keen and penetrating
ttom the east, which are severe on delicate conPntanorwry afiection* are often fatal, and
there av numerous caseaofscrophula, which aooie have

ject to the

{

asariied to the habitual use of salted proviaiaas.
mrflwe of Jersey is an inclined plane, rising
beapdy ftoa the sea on the north, where its lofty
dift are in general 100, or freqaentlv 200 feet high,
It*
and dadiBinc gradually to the suuthem coast
ia Jaapy indented by many fine bays, of which
8t Aabin, Brnade, de I.ecq, and Buulay, are the most
Rut tliey are not well sheltered from
imponant.
ituiii, and the port* of St Helier and St Aubin are

TW

dMM

at low water.
A chain of raefca nuis out from
the north and north east, dangeswis to mariners, as are
the ahallows in other parta ; and the tides, which rise

bodh dry

to 50 feet, exhibit sonie singular phenomena.
island is watered by nnmerona streams, and so
oopioMlv, that it has been obserrcd, there is scarcely a
honae «Wdl baa not a spring or a brook near it. All
tiw auneral waters hitbwto discovered are dialybeate ;
bat only two have attracted any notice on account of
fttan

40

The

their nwdirinal propertic*—one in the parish of St

dw other in that of St .Saviour.
A larga portian of Jersey consisU of sienite,
daDjr tM northern coast, whan dMre are rocks

M»>

17,

espeof varioas elevation, generally exhibiting broad and perpendicnlar freca to the sea, and every where intersected
vfina abo perpendicnlar running north and south.
Sr
isaailuble caverns have been formed in them
by the action «f the waves. What approaches nearest
to gnmite ia (|narricd at Mont Mado, of which ample
mm ia ndafor architectural purposes. Varieties equalHr hard and compact are obtained at St. Brelade's
Btiy aod Fknoot.
Than of sienite appear in some

mn

J
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places to pass into porphyry, in others into a kind of
green stone in a state of partial or entire decoraposition.
No metallic traces, except of iron and mangaare seen in v.\y part of Jersey.
It has been
said that copper orv is found.
Ochre of different colours is obtained in various places, and there are some

Jersfv.
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n^,

specimens of

tripoli.

The

surface of the island is extremely irregular, VtRetable
consisting of numerous small vallies running across produce.
the island ; and the soil, which is principally a light

and

has been compared to that of GuernConsiderable variety of vegetables is produced
here.
Madder grows wild, also the luteola, single
chamomile, and a number of aromatic herbs.
La«
ver and samphire grow on the coast, and chiefly to
the north.
Fine fruits of the highest flavour come
to maturity in the orchartls.
A kind of pear called chaumeulrUe is particularly celebrated, some attaining a pound in weight.
It sells for a high price
at all times, and is sent in presents to England.
From
the profusion of apples a great quantity of cider is obtained yearly.
There are no woods of forest trees
throughout the island ; but one of the most important
vegetables is sea weed, or vraic, which grows all around
the rocky shore, and is used, either in a recent state
for manuring the land, or when dried, as fuel.
Only
two seasons in the year, which are proclaimed by order
of the roagistr^es, being appointed for cutting it, whole
families watch the perio<l when it is torn off the rod(s
by tempests, to rake it together. The ordinary farinaceous grain of England is cultivated
also bearded
wheat, called f'romcnl iremais in Jersey, which is reaped
in three months, and the various edible roots.
Lucem
and clover are in general cultivation, but hops have
not succeeded.
Instead of reserving a field fur each
kind of grain, it is common to sow several in patches
in those of very small .<ize.
The vegetable prciluce of
the island is considerably less than its consumption ;
and there is sometimes a temporary scarcity
the
town of St, Helier, extending both to bread and meat.
Many species of fish frequent the shores, but the in- Animals.
habitants do not seem to avail themselves oi' the great
advantage to be derived from them. Kays, turbot, plaise,
" But,''
soles, and mullet are caught, besides others.
in the wonis of an old author, " the sea about Jersey
may be (tiled the kingdom of congers," which are seen
among the rocks at all seasons ; some six feet long,
and weighing 54 pounds. Oysters, lobsters, and crabs,
Numbers of small snakes, all harmless,
are plentiful.
and also beautiful lizards, are seen on the island. It is
infested by toads of monstrous sise, though none are
found on Guernsey. The red legged jiartridge was <mce
common, but is now nearly extirpatetl. There are three
species of field mice, one of which, in as far as we can
leam.is the mut typblus, or blind mole, hitherto ascribed
It approaches to the size of a rat,
to southern Kussia.
and is of a grey colour, with long hair the eyes are so
small as to be scarcely discernible; and under the fiir
there are in the site of the ears two bare vesicles. The
horses of the island are small, strong, and hardy ; and
the cows are of that breed known in England by the
name of Alderney cows. Sheep are diminutive in size,
and mostly black. Another species is alluiled to by
authors of the seventeenth century, as " those faniiius
sheep with six horns, three of each side ; one whereof
bent towards the' nose, another backwards towards the
neck, and Uie third stood erected upwards in the midst
of the other two, mentioned by writers as one of the
singularities of this isUnd, are become very rare."
Some goats are bred ; and hares are scarce.
fertile earth,
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from those of the

rest of the British dominions, ex.

^"""Y"'™^ cept in their language, which is French.
This is the
vernacular tongue ; divine service, pleadings in court,
and the public acts, are all in good French, which is understootl, and occasionally spoken, by the upper ranks ;
but, in compliance with custom, they frequently converse
in the provincial language, wliich is described as consisting of more dialects than those of ancient Greece. But
English is becoming more prevalent daily, and, if it received greater encouragement, would soon be universal.
In the year 1 806, the total population of Jersey amounted to 4-363 families, consisting of 10,284 males
and 12,571 females, being 22,855 souls, which is at the
rate of 365 persons to each square mile.
These are
dispersed in twelve parishes, containing two towns, seTowns.
veral villages, and several fortresses.
The town of St.
Helier is the capital, situated on the east side of St.
Aubin's Bay, and consisting of about 1000 houses,
wherein between a third and a fourth of the whole poIn the
pulation, or above 6000 individuals, reside.
year 1693, it seems to have consisted of only 210 houses.

Their antique appearance is now modernized ; many of
the streets have footpaths, but they are liable to be over»
flowed by the channels of a stream from the north, and
the town is not yet lighted ; consequently, a great number of small lanterns are seen in motion at night. There
is a square, wherein stands a gilt statue of King George
II. in Roman costume, surrounded by a neat iron railing.
The parish churcii, which is the most motlern
in the island, was built in IStl ; but, since that time,
it has undergone considerable alterations.
It contains
a neat organ, and some handsome mural monuments.
There are also chapels for Presbyterians and Wesleyan
Methodists, both of which are neat and spacious build*
ings of recent erection. The Roman Catholics perform
divine worship in a private apartment, not being sufficiently affluent to erect an edifice exclusively devoted to
There are a workhouse
the exercise of their religion.
and a public hospital here for the use of the whole island.
The latter was rebuilt in 1783, in consequence of another being damaged by an explosion of gunpowder. It
has commonly about 100 patients, of whom not above
two-thirds are natives of Jersey, and about a tenth part
of the whole labour under mental derangement.
On
one side of the square is the court-house, a plain but
solid structure, wherein are held the assembly of the
states and the courts of judicature ; and the governor of
the island has a house and garden belonging to the
town,
new prison, situated at the west extremity of St.
Heliers, on the sea shore, was completed in 1815. The
basement of this edifice has a squared front of sienite
from Mont Mado, and is separated from the upper story by a fascia of dark grey granite from Sorel, a rocky
promontory in the northern quarter of the island. Above
this the sienite is resumed ; and the imiformity being
relieved by pilasters between every window, the whole
is completed with an elegant cornice of Portland stone.
The front stands on an arcade extending 120 feet in
length by 8 in width ; and the intercolumnations are
grated to the crown of the arches. The space within
the arcade is for the accommodation of the male prisoners, when they leave their dormitories.
Water is
raised to a capacious cistern in the roof, by means of a
forcing pump, and the prisoners of every description
have access to a constant and ample supply. The centre
of the upper floor forms a chapel, divided by partitions
of sufficient height, to prevent any communication whatever, whither the prisoners of the several classes are
conducted by different doors. An unfinished house
in the town was converted to a theatre, where some

A

comedians occasionally repair from England to perform
during a few months of the year, and there are regular

A

Jersey-
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public library was established
assemblies in winter.
by the Rev. Mr Falle in the 17th century, which since
that time has received considerable accessions. There are
three gazettes in French published here on Wednesday,
weekly market is
and one in English on Saturday.
held for fish and provisions, which is well supplied, especially from the coast of France since the late peace; most
of the flour is brought from that country and England.
Several packets are established between St. Heller's and
Weymouth, and there are regular traders to Southampton, whither the voyage is usually made in between 16
and 24 hours. The town of St. Aubin's stands on the
opposite side of the bay, to which it gives name, about
four miles from St Helier's. It is a small place, situated
under a long range of cliffs, and consists principally of
one street, well sheltered from the prevalent winds, and
commanding a fine and interesting prospect of the bay.
Being distant from the church of St Brelade, to which
parish it belongs, a neat chapel has been erected by
This town is protected by a fort
private subscription.
mounting 14 guns, which has been erected on a rock
dry at low water, but insulated with the rise of the
tide.
strong pier projects from the fort, within
which there are 30 feet water at new and full moon,
and altliough this is merely a tide harbour, St Aubin's,
on account of it, enjoys some portion of foreign trade.
Jersey, from its peculiar situation, has been strength- Forti&ca.
ened by more than an ordinary portion of military archi- lions.
Elizabetli Castle, which is the proper residence
tecture.
of the governor, is a strong fortress in St Aubin's Bay,
defending the approach to St Helier's, from which it is
distant 663 geometrical paces, and is accessible by a
sandy beach during five or six hours while the tide
fortification,
ebbs, but is insulated with its flow.
which was recently constructing on the town hill overhanging St Helier's, is designed to contain 2000 or 3000
men. Here a well has been sunk 233 feet through the
solid rock, which has from 80 to 100 feet of fine water.
Besides these, may be named other strong places, as
Mont Orgueil, Fort Henry, La Rocco, Seymour Tower,
a fort at Noirmont Point, and Ich-Ho ; as also a chain
of Martello towers, redoubts, and batteries in every
maritime part of the island. Barracks for the accom«
modation of regulars are erected in various quarters.
In the time of war there were, belonging to the island,
a troop of cavalry, six battalions of militia, consisting of above 2000 men, and a company of artillery
amounting to 600 or 700.
Few manufactures are conducted on a large scale in ManufacJersey. About 24,000 hogsheads of cider, however, tures, cornwhich is the common beverage of the island, are made an- '"s'**'
nually; and a plentiful year will yield 36,000. Tanning,
soapmaking, candlemaking, and other works, are among
the manufactures for supplying the inhabitants. Great
quantities of worsted stockings are spun and knit in the
island. The principal exports are cider, of which 1800 Exports
hogsheads are sent to England; fruit, potatoes, cattle, and "'"i »*worsted stockings. During the five years preceding P"**
1813, the exports were at an average 7fc)8 cows, 1 3 bulls,
900 pipes of cider, 1228 tons of potatoes. From England are imported corn, flour, seeds, live and dead stock,
cloth, linen, crockery and glass ware, paving stone, and
in general all articles necessary for subsistence, apparel,
and furniture. Salt fish to a large extent is imported from Newfoundland. The commercial relations of
Jersey were formerly restricted for the most part to
England and France, after whicli another field was
opened to that island, where about 80 fishing vessels
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and now
Europe, and

were employeil daring peace;

^^i"™^ with

trades

it

almust every country in
also with
America. During the year 1813, there entered inwards
7S4 Tcneis, and 81S cleared outwards, of which +40
were in ballast Those constituting the difference, 79,

were ve«eb from England

for oysters,

which make no

entry inward*, but clear outwards.

Fifty<nine vessels,
whoae united burden amounted to 6003 tons, and navigated by 5(9 men, belonged to the island in the year
1812. Until lately, the currency of the island was principally French, with a small proportion ofSpanish money ; ami the amoimt of specie was about jf 80,000 Sterling. After the French Revolution, the coin of England
came into more gradual use, until, by the gradual rise
of gold and silver, almost the whole specie of the island
withdrawn. The established banking-houses, of
whfdl there were three, became obliged to issue notes
flffrvand ten ihillinsrs value. Others soon adopted
plan ; and at Tengtli no fewer than 80 bankers
the
were drcaktin^ notes, from the value of one pound
down to one shilling. From the want of coinage of
low daaMBBiaAian, they were readily taken but the
tascpflrsble from such an inundation of paper
was diminished by the introduction of £10,00 J

VM

mne

paganism.

We

call them poquelays : they are great
stones, of vast bigness and weight, "some oval,
some quadrangular, raised three or four feet from the

ments here alluded to are cromlechs, which the author,
from the quantity of ashes found around them, and
their position on eminences near the sea, supposes
were altars dedicated to its divinities. Only four of a
decided character now remain, one of which is broken
down. Jersey had formerly an abbey, dedicated to St.
Helier, four priories, above twenty chapels, and twelve
parish churches.
All the last, which were consecrated
between 1111 and 1341, are still preserved, and some
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Conqueror subdued England
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hut probably the whole is not
;
worth above £%fiOOjOOO at toe highest calculation.
Jeraey is ander a peculiar form of government, which
soBoe have sappoeeil to be exactly similar to that of

;

and

it

was annexed

to

the crown, along with those in the neighbourhoocl, by
Henry I. However, the French made frequent endea*
vours to recover what they conceivtd pertained more
It ctmsiits of a court of judinaturally to their kingdom, from geographical posi>
the British islands.
cature, and an ecclesiastical body separately exercising tion, and in the course of the civil wars between the
houses of York and Lancaster, they reduced about one
their napeethre jorisdiction, but which, tc^^her with
twelve tenefblee, and a military governor, are com- half of the island. In the year 1518, it was visited by the
The court of plague, which became so destructive in the town of St
bined into an
eit fc tf the atmlet.
judicature b coapoaed of a baililT, who presides, and Helier, a.s to occasion the removal of the courts of justice
twalv* JHVts ; together with an attorney and soli- and the market. About this time the superficies was
partitioned among a number of petty owners, whose
cilarwgeneral, a high sheriff, two under sheriffs, six
The bailiff is appointed by oppressions and dissensions were such, that Henry VII.
pleader*, and sn usher.
the king, and the jurats are choeen by tne masters instead of himself applying the sword of justice, which
of toiflna: he keeps the pablic seal, which how- might have produced extermination, obtained a papal
ever he carmot a*e without the consent of three ju- bull, excommunicating those guilty of intestine com<
In the reign of Queen Mary, the island was
lite clergy consist of eleven rectors and a dean, motions.
rats,
coneapomhag to the twelve parishes in the island, and surprised by a company of Flemings, who probably did
fbeming a rigalar ipiniual court, of which the dean is not retain it long ; and it participated deeply in the civil
tiw head. In the s«Mtnbly ot the States, the attorney- wars of Charles I. and his son. From that period Jer*
gamnl and high sheriff are admittnl ex officio, but •ev seems to have enjoyed profound repose until 1 779,
Save no vote. No asaembly can be held without the when an unsuccessful attempt to take it was made by a
Mvemor's pcnniasion, who has a negative voice. Rut IhxIv of French troops. In January 1781. the Baron
Sy an order of James V(. in council, he must summon Vtc Rullecourt endeavoured to capture it by a coup-deBut part of his force being
the Staica within 1 5 day* if the bailiffs or jurats re- main, with 1200 men
wrecketl, only 700 gained the shore, who surprised the
<|b1i« it Likewise he is ilirected to abstain from using
town of St Helier, took the lieutenant governor prisonhis noHftiva voice, except in such points as shall concrratEeldqg'a snedal interest. Seven of each class of er, and compelleil him to sign articles of capitulation,
and likewise to direct the troops and fortresses to sur«
larat*, deriur, tarn conatables, must be present to constitute an awi aihlr of the states, whose buiiness is chiefly render. But the officers who held the fortresses, having
There are *eve- leariied that these orders were given by the lieutenant
raising money far the public service.
•' •
laws of Jersey, of which a code governor while under restraint, refuseil obedience ; and
nl pecaUari'
a body of military, having collected under Major Pier.States in 1771. and sanctioned
Was eompiK
by the kmg. Leuitunation by subsequent marriage is son, 8pee<lily expelled the enemy, though with the loss
HI iwniaai l and tiie ctttio bonorum of the .Scottish law. of their own brave commander Distant 1 7 miles from
The pmnahaaent of death is seldom inflicted but Carteret and Bail on the coast of Normandy; 21 from
A criminal convii-teil of Guernsey ; 75 from Weymouth ; and 120 from Southmutilations are practised
2«
fvgery, which is not a capital crime, was sentenced in ampton. Lat. of St Aubin 49" !«' 59" N, Long.
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ground, and supported by others of a less size. At
ten or twelve feet distant is a smaller stone set up on
end, in manner of a desk, where it is supposed the
priest kneeled and performed some ceremonies while
the sacrifice was burning on the altar." The monu-

issuing notes of lower value than
in his work on the Wealth
Grtml BriUtitt, oompute*, that the total worth of the isUnd. as property, m £2,610,030. In
thia elinistf are included the value of the soil, of the
and private buildings, farm tsocking, shipping,

I

Jeriey.

^"TY*"^

flat

of the chaiiels.
Jersey is supposed to be the island mentioned under
the name of Cvsarea, in the itinerary of Antoninus,
and to have thence derived its present name. It is said
to have been afterwards called Anijia, in a grant by Childebert king of France in the sixth century. About the
year 857, it is aflirmed that a certain St. Helier suffered
martyrdom here, but how, or for what cause, or wherein his sanctity consisted, we are not informed.
Indeed
these early notices arc extremely obscure and indefinite.
Having belonged to Normandy of old, Jersey became
an appendage of the British isles, when William the

;
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Falle, the historian of Jersey, observes, that there are
yet remaining in this island, some old monuments of

10'44"W.
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JERSEY, New,

one of the United States of North
America, is situated between 39" and ^l" of North Lat.
and 74" and 75° 29' of West Long. Its length from
north to south is 16'0 miles. Its least breadth in the
Its greatest breadth in the north 70
centre 42 miles.
It contains nearly 8320
miles, and in the south 75.
square miles, and 5,824,000 acres. It is bountled on
the north by New York, on the east and south-east
by Hudson's River, New York Bay, and the Atlantic
Ocean ; and by Delaware Bay and River on the southwest and west, by which it is separated from the states
of Delaware and Pennsylvania. The state is divided
into 13 counties, which contain 116 towns, viz.
No. of Counties.

No. of
Towns.

Popul atioB.

1800.

1810.

8

3,066
9,529

.

9

11,371

3,6')2 Bridgetown.
12,670
12,761 Salem.

.

10

16,115

19,744

12

21,521

24,979

Cape Mary
Cumberland
Salem . .
Gloucester

Chief Towns.

3

f

Woodbury

(.Gloucester
f liurlington

21,261

.

10
15
7

15,1.56

Bordentown.
24,553 Trenton.
25.549 Newtown.
16,603 Hackinsac.

.

.

10

22,269

25,984

Middlesex

,

8

17,890
19,872
12,815
17,750

20,381
22,150
14,728
21,828

211,119

245,562

Burlington

1

[

Hunterdon
Sussex

.

Bergen

.

.

.

22,5:il

f

Essex

.

Newark.
Elizabeth-

town.

Monmouth

7

Somerset
Morris .

.

.

.

.

7
10

Total

13

116

.

.

Amboy.
Freehold.

Boundbrook
Modesttown

three northern counties of this state are mounand the next four are agreeably diversified
with hills and vallies. The south mountain, which is
one great ridge of the Alleghany range, crosses the state
in Lat. 41°, and the Kittatinny ridge passes a little to
The highlands of
the north of the south mountain.
Navesink, on the coast, near Sandyhook, are about 600
feet above the sea.
The greater part of the six southern counties are occupied with that long range of flat
land, which commences at Sandyhook, and lines the
Nearly fourcoast of tlie middle and southern states.
Soil and
fifths of the six southern counties, or two-fifths of the
ague uie,
.^j^^ig gjate, are entirely barren, producing only shrub
oaks, and yellow pines; but the rest of the state contains
good soil, and excellent pasturage. Great numbers of
cattle are raised in the mountainous parts for the markets of New York and Philadelphia, and wheat, rye,
maize, buckwheat, potatoes, oats and barley, are raised for home consumption. Large dairies are also kept,
and great quantities of butter and cheese made.
Great quantities of leather are manufactured at the vaManufacluable tanneries ofTrentoii, Newark, and Elizabeth- town.
tuies<
There is a conKiderable shoe manufactory at New i;rk,
a glass house in Gloucester county, and paper mills and
nail manufactories aie erected and wrought to advantage in several parts of the state. The iron woiks,
which are a s^reat source of wealth, are erected in Gloucester, Burlington, Sussex, Morris, and other counties.
There are no fewer than seven rich iron mines in Morris county, two furnaces, two rolling and slitting mills,

General
pcct.

as<

The

tainous,

and about 30

with from two to four fires each.
The annual produce of these works is about 540 tons
forges,

I

of bar iron, 800 tons of pigs, besides large quantities of Jersey,
New.
In the whole
hollow ware, sheet iron, and nail rods.
'~
•
state, the annual produce, is computed at 1200 tons of
exclubar iron, 1200 tons of pigs, and 80 tons of nails,
sive of small articles.
The annual amount of articles exported from the sea- Commerce,
ports of New Jersey, was, in 1810, 430,267 dollars.
The aggregate tonnage of the state for 1807, was 22,958.
The exports through New York and Philadelphia are
very great. The exports are flour, wheat, horses, cattle, hams, cider, lumber, flax seed, leather, and iron.
The principal rivers in New Jersey, are the Delaware Rivers,
and Hudson rivers ; the Passaic, which is navigable
for 10 miles, and has very interesting cataracts at Patterson
the Hackinsac, which is navigable 1 5 miles
the Great Egg Harbour river, which is navigable 20
miles for boats of 200 tons burthen ; the Maurice, which
is navigable for 20 miles by sloopsof 100 tons; and the
Muscoiiecunk, which runs into the Delaware.
The principal towns of the state are Neivark, a flou- Towns,
rishing well built town, with a population of 8008 in
1810; Trenton, the seat of government, with a population of 3002 ; Perth Amboy, so called from James
Drummond, Earl of Perth and Ambo, with a population of 815; Burlington, with a population of 2419;
New Brunswick, where there is a college, founded in
1770, and a population of 6312 ; Princelorvn, a village
with 80 houses, where there is a celebrated college called
Nassau Hall, founded in 1738 ; and Elizabetli Torvit,
with a population of ii977.
Besides 15 incorporated academies, this state has two Literature
colleges, viz. the college at Princetown, and Queen's
The college edifice at
College at New Brunswick.
Princetown is of stone, and is 180 feet in length, 54 in
breadth, and 4 stories high, and divided into 42 convenient chambers for the accommodation of the students,
besides a chapel, dining hall, and room for the library.
theological seminary with two professors, has lately
been added to this establishment. In w^inter, there are
from 70 to 80 students in the five classes of the college,
exclusive of the grammar school; and in the summer
from 80 to 90. The college at New Brunswick was
founded by ministers of the Dutch church for the education of their clergy, and was incorporated in 1770.
There are a number of different religious denomina- ReUgjous
_

;

A

New

tions in

Jersey.

The

Presbyterians,

who

are the

most numerous, had, in 181 1, 64 churches, and 42 clergymen ; the Dutch reformed churches 64, and 42 clergymen ; the Episcopal church 24 churches, and 10 clergymen ; the Baptist church 30 chiu"ches, and 23 clergymen the Congregational churches 9 churches, and
The Methodists are very numerous;
5 clergymen.
the number of their communicants was about 6739 in
1811. The Quakers have 44 meeting houses in the state.
This state was included, in 1664, in the patent of
Charles II. to his brother the Duke of York and Albany, who soon at\er conveyed it to Berkely and Carteret.
In the same year, three inhabitants af Long Island purcha.sed from the Indians a tract of land, and called it
Elizabeth Town ; and in the year following, the colony
received its own governor Sir, G. Carteret, and became

5tate»

;

History,

a distinct province.

The inhabitants are a collection of Low Dutch, Germans, English, Scotch, Irish, and New Englanders, or
In 1810, the population was.
their, descendants.
Mail's

Females

115,357
111,511

Total population in 1810, 226,868
1810, amounted, to 33,710 men.
Morse's American Geographi/.

The

militia in

See

Inhabitants,

Population.

.
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JERUSALEM, a city

of Palestine, in the pachalic of
The mode of life among the inhabitants is dull and mo- Jerusalem,
Dainaicus, «nd the capital of the ancient kingdom of the
notonous.
They have little to interest them : no active ^"""V*^
pursuit of manufactures, arts, or sciences ; no general
Jews.
It occupies tne declivity of a barren basaltic
mountain, at the extremity of an extensive plain, in a bond of union; no object of common interest in view.
dinwte comparatively cold, from its elevated situation, They labour under the oppression of a despotic governwhere much mow falls, together with copious rains. ment, w hich exercises incessant extortions, without enThe plan of the city is irregular ; but excluding the ci- couraging the means whicli would enable the people to
tadel at the west end, it approaches to a quadrangular
satisfy its avarice ; and so obnoxious is tlie pasha, that
on his approach the inhabitants desert the city. Alform.
It is surrounded by crenelated walls of reddish
fitcotone of considerable height, strengthened by square
most all the Christians entertain a decided antipathy to
Xawtn, and mounting a few old 24-pounder8, on car- each other, independent of which a strong aversion
liagn without wheels. The walls are modern, having subsists between them and the Mahometans. All the
bwB built by Soliman, the son of Selim, as appears different sects reciprocally consider the rest as schismattam nncriptions upon them. They are too thin to tics and infidels. Those of each persuasion believing
•dnit of defence, and Jerusalem is not tenable as a mi- that they alone possess the true light of heaven, and an
litary post, being commanded by neighl>ouring heights
exclusive right to enter paradise, consign the rest
on ail sides. There are six gateo, whose names arc without distinction to the infernal regions. NeverThe total circuit of the city theless, this apparently goes no farther than words
partly of Hebrew origin.
docanoC exceed two miles and a half. Some authors es- for there is more unrestrained intercourse among the
ggante it« andeni limits to a great extent, while others- inhabitants of Jerusalem, than of any other ])lacc under
wndtlt that it has acarcely ever exceeded its present the sway of Mahometans, which is supposed to arise
boondarics. The (treets are narrow, as is usual in the from the predominant number of Christians. Some sociality is practised among them ; and even Christians
a^pt, but straigfat and well paved. Several of them liare
foot-paths, and ibey arc kept cleaner than is common in
and Mahometans mix indiscriminately together. All
Vacant spaces, anil &ome covered by ruins, the former, of whatever sect or denomination, devoutly
Palcktioe.
aaa towards the west, but no o|)on square has been implore the downfal of the Turks; and certainly with
sufficient reason, for one leading feature in the political
ly left within the walls. In general, the houses
economy of'Mahometans i^ extortion from those who
wall built of free-stone, and for the most part two
or tbrae itoriet high, with a plain simple front, without are incapable of resistance.
The sciences have entirely disappeared from Jerusawiadowa in the lower ttoriea, to that it has been Mid
lem.
Formerly, there existed large schools belonging
that a paaangar walking the streets of Jerusalem may
ooncai
hinMeif in the corridor of a vast prison : the to a Mussulman temple, but at present hardly any traces of them remain, and only a few subsist where childoor, bcddea, i* so low, that a person must bend almost
double to gain admissioa. The roofs are either terraced, dren of every sect learn to read and write the tenets of
their respective religion.
or riac in domes, and the dull uniformity of the whole
Tlie grossest ignorance is
found to prevail among persons of the highest rank,
ia interrupted by the steeples of the moaques and
wtio, on the first interview, seem to have received a licharcfaca, and the tops of a few cypress trees, and tuils
beral education.
The arts are nearly in a state of equal
of nopal*. Soma bouse* have Mnall gardens.
degradation : a late traveller affinns that he did not
The tola] popuhrtion of Jerusalem amounU to S0,000
bat from having been peopled by Jews originally, this see a single lock or key of iron during his abode in thedty exhibits a great mixture of other nations, whose city. There are some weaving looms, and very hand-appearance, habits, and sentiments, are at considerable some yellow slippers are made, but the other manufac-Of these it is computed that 20,000 arc tures are apparently inconsiderable. An immense quanvariance.
tity of relics was wont to be made for the convents, as
Chriatians of diffcrrnt sects and denominations ; 7000
it is not evident that these were fabricated within
M«bwiiii<iiia. Turks, or Arab* i and only a few Jews>
Jdtamt 9000 of the Mahometan* are fit to carry am*. their walls; which was either for export to Catholic
countries, or to supply those whose devotion led them
ara di^ingn'*'^ bj no peculiar character,
TItt
hither in pilgrimages.
The traffic is not yet abandonaft raraly seen they are in general
•r a melancfaoly diapootton ; of a pale dcwlly white ed. Jerusalem forms a kind of central point betweenooaplesion, and uugi aeaftd mien. The circumstance Arabia, Egj-pt, and Syria, and is a rendezvous for th&
of wearing a white veil or a fillet round their faces, Arabs of these three countries, who come for the purpose of commercial concerns. But the chief trade of all
Biakca thorn resemble so many walking corpses ; but the
bees of the Chrittian female* are exposed a* in Europe. Palestine consists in exporting oil and importing rice by
Mncb variety of oottmne is beheld in the streets; every the way of Acre. However, little benefit seems to be <le-i
mtt, whether Jew, Arab, Syrian, or Turk, adopting what rived from it by Jerusalem. Possibly those whohave con«
templated its former grandeur in histM-y draw a contrast
htpraforiL The lower orders, however, usually wear a
with its. present state, which is scarcely warranted by
shirt of white or black, or one of broad stri|>ed brown, as
( hri>tian«an<l Jews wear a blue turban as a
the reolity ; for the activity required by the very sup.
in Arabix
:i, though a few diversify the colour;
plies which a city of S0,000 inhabitants demands, ia
mark of
inconsistent with the picture of desolation which
ihe neighbourhood have theirs white
and sbc]).
«r attipcd lik« the Mahometans. It ought not to escapo some travellers, sucK as Chateaubriand, give of the
" Enter the city ; nothing will console you
streets.
•faamration, that blue is in many parU of the East a
you wander over, an unequal surfor its s*«l exterior
characteristic ci Christianity ; ana it is not unlikely
that it* frcqociicjr among the lower clashes in soma face in narrow unpaved streets, walking amidst clouds
Persons in casv, of dust) or among rolling flints. The darkness of this
part* of Eorapa has a similar origin.
circaaMance* adopt the Turkish costume, with a high labyrinth is heightened by cloths stretched between
Both the Turkish and Arabic ikngpag^ are the bouses, ^'aulted bazars, replete with infection, detinfaf.
prive the desolate city of the remaining light- Sumo
ciiaaiianni in Jerusalem.
4z
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Jeriiialctn. mean shops display nothing but misery to the sight
'^^"Y'^^ and they are frequently shut up from the dread of a
No one appears in the streets
cadi passing near them.
—no one stands at the gates of the city. Sometimes
only a peasant glides along in the shade concealing the
fruit of his labour under his vestments, in the apprehension that a soldier may despoil him of it. All
the noise which is heard in the city is the galloping of
a horse in the desert bearing a janisary out on his way
to pillage, or carrying him home with the head of a
Bedouin Arab." Jerusalem is abundantly supplied with
game: provisions of all kinds are cheap, and the wine
The shops and markets are, in the ordinary
is good.
streets, not restricted to a separate bazar, as is usual
.

rilgtims.

elsewhere.

Independent of the stationary inhabitants and the
other subjects of the Turkish government, Jerusalem
is a great resort of pilgrims, among whom were many
Europeans in former times. But though the zeal for
pilgrimage has greatly declined, yet it is still very considerable. In 180(), the number amounted to 1500, which
was thought small ; but there were only two EuropeIt has been believed
ans, of whom one was a traveller.
that the visits of Catholic pilgrims were the source of
great riches to the convents of Jerusalem a point disputed by Chateaubriand, who quotes various instances
The city swarms with mento confute the assertion.
dicants, allured thither in expectation of alms from the

—

pilgrims.

PubU«
officers.

Edifices.

Jerusalem has a governor, who lives in state, and receives strangers in a dignified manner ; a cadi, or civil
judge, who is sent annually from Constantinople ; a
governor of the citadel ; a sheik el haram, or chief of the
Mahometan temple ; and a mufti, or chief of the law.
This city is particularly interesting to Europeans, in

having been the capital of a people from

whom

all their

religious opinions are derived, and from being the theatre of some events, which not only excited great sensation at the time, but have been carefully transmitted
Its public edifices are still numerous
to posterity.
the spots which are mentioned in Scripture in the environs are yet pointed out with pious anxiety ; but it
must not be disguised, that some recent travellers,
leaning more to ancient history than the affirmation of
the modems, begin to question the identity of the lo-

which have remained undisputed for ages. The
present citadel, which is supposed to occupy the site of

calities
Citadel.

a Gothic edifice throughout, with inteand covered ways. No cannon are
seen on its walls ; and in one deserted apartment, full
of old helmets, lie numbers of weapons resembling musket barrels, of which the use is now unknown. This
structure is also called the Pisan's Tower, having been
built, according to Doubdan, by the republic of Pisa,
when the Christians were in possession of the Holy
Land. But the religious edifices are more important
and interesting. There are several convents of Christian monks, whose total number in 1807 amounted to
61 ; and of these no less than 43 were natives of Spain.
The Franciscan convent of St Salvador is a spacious
structure like a fortress, which, with all its conveniences in relation to the usual accommodations of Palestine, has been compared to " a sumptuous and well furnished hotel, open to all comers who may be attracted
hither by curiosity or devotion.
Meals are served up
in an apartment called the Pilgrim's Chamber, consist-

David's palace,

is

rior courts, fosses,

Convents,

ing of
taAe.

sufficient variety,

Even

and adapted

the beverage of tea

is

to every national
copiously supplied

Dutch and English, and abundance of

to the

may be

obtained.''

liqueurs Jermalem'

All pilgrims are received here

:

on """"V"^

they undergo some ceremonies, and the
feet of Europeans are washed by the superior of the
convent.
They are lodged and supplied with whatever
they require, and conducted to every sanctified place;
but the duration of their residence is limited to a month.
It is common for persons of condition to make a present to the convent on their departure, which, in Po«
Cocke's time, amounted to about £Q sterling.
At present, however, their table is apart from that of the fathers: they bear their own expences, and the convent derives no advantage from their residence. Only
the poor are gratuitously maintained.
Tlie funds of
the convent are ample, being the result of donations
from Catholics of all ranks, and especially Catholic
princes, either in money or in goods and mercliandise.
But the monks were lately reduced to great distress from
the interruption of their European supplies by the war;
and they are also occasionally harassed by the exactions of the Turkish officers.
In eight years of the
present century, they were compelled to pay 40,000
piastres, or about £6'000.
Nevertheless, they have obtained the esteem of the people among whom they

tlieir arrival,

dwell,

by

their excellent organization

and the regula-

rity of their conduct.

The Armenian convent

largest in Jerusalem.

It is

is the
maintained in a degree of

splendour, attended with neatness, cleanliness, and
good order unexampled in Palestine. " Every thing
pertaining to it is oriental.
The patriarch appears in
a flowing vest of silk instead of a monkish habit, and
all around him bears the character of eastern magnificence.
Fie receives his visitors in regal staieiiness,
sitting amidst clouds of incense, and regaling them
with all the luxuries of a Persian court.''
The church of the Holy Sepulchre has been cele- Sepulchre
brated for ages as containing within its precincts a °^ tlhrist.
tomb believed to be that in which the body of Jesus
Christ was deposited.
This structure stood on Mount
Calvary. It consisted of several churches united ; and,
besides the tomb, covered about twelve places consecrated as the scenes of remarkable transactions.
The
tomb itself, a white marble sarcophagus of ordinary dimensions, occupies a subterraneous chamber highly decorated.
Its sanctity, however, is denied by Maliometans and the later travellers, though they rest their opinions on very different principles, have called its iden*
tity in question.
The former deny its sanctity, because Christ ascended to heaven after imparting his
likeness to Judas, who was crucified in his stead ; and
the latter doubt its identity, because there is no evidence that the tomb attracted any notice until centuries subsequent to the event.
Nay, they are disposed
;

go much

farther, and to question the identity of
the localities pointed out as those of scripture,
partly because the topography of the moderns is inconsistent with ancient descriptions, and partly from the
cause above assigned, that such points were not determined until the age of the Empress Helena, who
lived some centuries after the death of Christ.
Under
this impression, the real sepulchre has been sought for
among the neighbouring catacombs of a hill facing

to

all

Mount Sion. The empress now named is said to have
founded the church of the Holy Sepulchre from the real
cross on which Christ suffered being discovered on the
spot; and the tomb was covered by a superb rotunda forming one end of that structure, which has been lately destroyed by fire. This conflagration is ascribed to the Ar<

;
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menians, who sought, by these means, to ^in iKjssession
~~^ "~^ of
the whole ediQce, which was partitioned into churches
and cbapeU belonging to various sects profebing the
The monks who superintended the
Chriatian religion.
•epulcfare were particularly the objects of Turkish oppres»<oa, which the sincerity of their devotion alone
could enable them to support.
They not only suffered
grievoui exactions, but were repeatedly exposed to personal insult and danger. The Mussulmen of Jerusalem
tbemselve* revere the tombs of many saints, which afford a profitable speculation to individuals, either from
the pious endowments annexed to them, or the colleotioB oTahns.
Jtmitk ly.
At preaent the Jewish synagogue is a miserable
•tructtire, consisting of three or four apartments, with
roof* ao low that they may be reached by the hand the
whole is covered with fdth and cobwebs, and disgustingly dirty.
The Jews of Jerusalem are restricte<l to
a certain quarter, and are represented as living in a very
miserable condition.
This city is equally sanctified in the eyes of Maho•"f**
metans as of Christiana. They call it el Kods, or the
holjr, and have a magnificent temple here, whose interior has been anxiously veiled from the latter.
Their
BPaMUit would be deemed profanation and although
Dr Clarke was furnished with the most powerfid of all
recommendation*, the governor of Jerusalem declared,
that the forfeiture of his own life would follow his consent to give him access. But we are now in possession
of a detailed description of it from an enterprising traveller, who more recently traversed much of the east
under the ^uiae of a Mahometan.
The disaples of the pra|dMt acknowledge two sanetifted twipirs, that of Vfecca, and that ot Jerusalem ;
both an named tl Haram by way of distinction, and
ra alike prohibited to Jews, Christians, and all who do
Dot profass the Mussulman faith. Mosques are merely
named the place of asaembly and although the entnaoe of in6del* is not speciallv prohibit^, it is unvaloome, and must be sanctioned by an order of some
" But no Mussulman governor dares
pablic authority.
to allow an infidel to pass into the territory of Mecca,
or into the temple of Jerusalem.
Such a permission
woold be deemed a horrid sacrilege it would not be
respected bj the people, and the infidel would become
the victim of his own temerity." Solomon's temple,
which has so often been held up to admiration, while
superior works have passed unnoticed, was totail/ destroyed when the city was sacked t^ the RoUBM. An Arabian historian relates, that, on being
taken by the Caliph Omar, he enquired, what would be
the aoat suitable place for erecting a mosque, of the
patriarch Sophronius, who led hiro to the ruins of the
tanple. A new edifice was raised upon their site,
which coosista of a court, or enclosed square, 1369 feet
Im^ bjr 8f5 broad. The whole has not been construct•d at oaea, howerer, as it is a group of mosques erected
dUhnaH timca. Access is gained by nine gates, entering on the north and west sides. The principal part
of the structure is compaaadbf two piles of magnificent
bntldin^, called e/ Akta and et Sahara, which, in their
napective situation, may be considered as two distinct
lamples, but tcwethcr form one consistent and symmeEi Akta is composed of seven naves suptrical whole.
ported bj oalnnma, and the centre nave is surmounted
by a fine spherical cupola, with two rows of windows,
and richly onumented with arabesque painting* and
giidu^ of exquisite beautjr. This cupola it 38 feet
'

;

;

;

;
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in diameter,

and
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sustained by four arches, reposing Jeruealero.
on four square pillars, the different sides of which are '"nc™'
enlarged with handsome columns of brown marble.
Each side of the nave which it crowns rests on seven
arches slightly pointed, springing from cylindrical pillars above two feet and a half in diameter, and sixteen
high.
The walls rise thirteen feet above the tops of
the arches, and each contains two rows of windows.
frontispiece, inlaid with pieces of beautiful marble,
ornaments the niche from whence the Imam directs the
prayer, with six small columns of white and green decorating the entrance.
In a vault at one side the Caliph Omar was accustomed to pray.
causeway, 284
feet long, fronts the principal gate of the temple, in the
middle of which is a fine marble bason, with a fountain in form of a shell that formerly supplied the water ; and at the end of the causeway is a fine staircase
leading to the other temple Sahara, which takes its
name from a rock greatly revered in the centre of the
edifice.
This temple is octagonal, 61 feet of a side,
and 159 in diameter. Jt occupies a platform 4-60 feet
long, 399 broad, raised 1 6 feet from the ground, which
is ascended by eight staircases.
The exterior is encrusted to half its height with various kinds of marble,
and the remainder covered with small bricks, or squares
of different colours. On each side of the octagon are
five large windows filled with glass finely painted in
arabesques.' The temple is entered by four gates, on
the north, east, west, and south, and is surmoimted by
a cupola also, elevated 93 feet above the surface below,
which is a superb spherical segment, with two rows of
large windows, and is supported by four large pillars,
together with 12 magnificent columns ranged in a cir«
cle.
The rock of Sahara approaches the segment of a
sphere 33 feet in diameter ; it is of its natural shape
the surface nigged and uneven. Here the Mahometans exhibit the print of their prophet's foot when he
came to pray ; and they believe, that, next to the temple of Mecca, the prayers of mankind offered up at the
rock of Sahara are the most acceptable to heaven. It
is surrounded by a high gilt railing, and the sacred
impression itself is protected by a cage of gilt wire.
The Mahometans are taught that it is surrounded by an
ordinary guard of 70,000 angels, which is daily relieved,
and that other invisible troops of angels and prophets
resort hither to offer up their prayers.
In the pavement near the rock is a piece of waved green marble or
jasper, fastened tlown by four or five gilt nails, which.
However uninviting, they affirm is the gate to paradise.
.Some of the nails they relate to have been removed by
the devil attempting to pass, but he was overheard in
time, and beaten back for ever.
In this temple there
is preserved a koran of enormous size, being four feet
long, and above two and a half broad, which was used
by the Caliph Omar. Every night 180 lamps are lighted up here, and 175 in the mos({ue Aksa. Besides
these two structures, there are several others, and also
platforms for oratories, within the spacious limits of
the Mahometan temple, on one of which tiie throne of
Solomon is 8up]x>sea to have stood. Not tar from the Hospital.
centre of the city is a magnificent building called the
hospital of St Helena, whicli is still devoted to charitable purposes.
Every Mahometan presenting himself
at the gate formerly re.:eived a supply of food, but the
extent of the charity has declined.
It must not be conceived, that the few edifices hi- Environs of
therto named exhaust the curious and venerable remams Jerusalem.
is
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so numerous, that authors divide them into six difFerciU
classes 1. Tliose purely Jewish ; 2. Greek and Roman
monuments in the time of the Pagans ; 3. Greek and
Roman monuments under Cliristianity ; 4. Arabian or
Morisco monuments ; 5. Gothic monuments under the
kings of France ; 6. Turkish monuments. Many pla-

attempt to rebuild tlie temple by the mild and phllosoJesso.
phic Emperor Julian, about 37 years later, is recorded ~<—-y"—
to have proved abortive, from fiery eruptions escaping
out of the earth and dispersing the workmen. Jerusalem was taken by Chosroes, King of Persia, in 6" 1 3,
but recaptured by Heraclius in 6^7. Nine years later,
ces without the walls of the city are ahke interesting, it fell into the power of tlie Caliph Omar, the third in
as the brook Kedron, the pool of Siloe, tlie valley of Je- succession from Mahomet, after a siege of four months;
hosaphat, and the mount of Olives. On this last, which and having undergone still farther revolutions, suddenly became an object of ambition among European pa.
is called Djebel Tor by Maiiometans, tlie Christians astentates, who, notwithstanding their reciprocal contensert 7200 prophets have been buried ; and here also is
a Christian church, containing a marble slab with an tions, united in disturbing the peaceful possessors of
impression of the foot of Christ left as he ascended to Palestine. During the crusades of 1099, they conquerheaven. The city occupies a portion of mount Sion. ed Jerusalem, and established a sovereignty in Syria,
In the neighbourhood there are numerous ancient cata- which continued with some interruption until the year
•combs excavated in the sides of the hills, where brief 1291, when they were totally expelled, Selim, empeGreek inscriptions are seen on some of the tombs, and ror of the Turks, early in the sixteenth century, finally
oncient paintings on the walls, executed after the man- annexed all Syria to the Ottoman empire, under which
(c)
ner of those discovered in the subterraneous cities of it still remains,
JESSO, a large island of Asia, the situation, extent,
Herculaneum and Pompeii.
According to the Jewish chronology, Jerusalem was and description of whicli, have presented the most emfounded by their high priest Melchisedeck in the year barrassing problems to modern geographers. Some have
of the world 2032, and was originally named Salem, supposed it to be a continent little inferior to Europe
which signifies peace. But its principal glory was re- in dimensions ; others reduce it to an inconsiderable
served for Solomon, a wise and politic prince, who li- island ; and it has also been conceived to be a portion
ved a thousand years later, and founded the celebra- of eastern Asia, very nearly iniited to the western
ted temple, whose riches are the admiration of posteri- shores of America. Later observations, however, comty.
The history of the temple is thenceforward in a bined with those of older date forgotten and neglect^eat measure to be considered as the history of Jerusa- ed, have dispelled these obscurities, and satisfactory
lem. It was destroyed 600 years anterior to the Chris- illustrations can now be given of tliis particular porThe figure of Jesso approaclies to Parm and
tion of the globe.
tian era, but afterwards rebuilt ; and Alexander the
Great is said to have offered a sacrifice in it to the deity that of an irregular triangle, extending about 300 miles extent.
worshipped by the Jews. Jerusalem frequently be- in length from north to south, and little less in extreme
came an object of contention among surrounding na- breadth. It stretches from Cape Nadeshda, in il''
25' 10" north latitude, to Cape RomanzoiF, in latitude
tions, and suffered all the vicissitudes common to eastern cities. It was repeatedly pillaged ; its inhabitants 45" 25' 50", the most southern and northern points
and the conquerors erected and the centre of the island lies in about 217° of east
slain or led into captivity
At longitude. This island is washed on the west by the
statues of their own divinities in the temple.
length Judtea became a Roman province, andourSaviour Gulf of Tartary on the east by the North Pacific
was soon after put to death by order of the governor, Ocean; it is divided from Japan by the Straits of Sangar,
for declaring that he was king of the Jews.
Probably which are of dangerous and intricate navigation ; and
the governor thought the punishment too severe ; but separated from the island or peninsula of Saghalin on
being viewed as a political offence, he found it expe- the north by Perouse's Channel. Its whole circumfedient to yield to the voice of the people. Judaea being rence is indented by deep bays and inlets, in many
treated as a conquered country, the inhabitants revolted
places forming secure harbours, by the numerous capes
which led to the celebrated siege of Jerusalem by Titus, and promontories projecting around them. One of
in the year 71. All the sufferings induced by famine were those best known to Europeans is Volcano Bay, towards
endured ; the vilest substances were welcwne food ; and the south-east, secure and spacious, and containing Enparents even devoured their own children. The city dermo harbour, which is completely sheltered by the
was stormed, after a brave and vigorous defence ; and land. Two lakes are said to be in the centre of the
the miserable citizens inhumanly tortured to death and island, each the source of a river flowing into the sea
butchered by the ferocious Roman soldiery. Not less but none of the estuaries have been surveyed by recent
than 200,000 were computed to have died of hunger, navigators. The general aspect of Jesso is wild and General asand 1,100,000 perished in the assault. In a new re- mountainous a barren and rugged chain traverses it pecu
volt of the Jews, Adrian, in the year 118, completed from north to south, parallel to which it is conjectured
the destruction of what had been spared by Titus but that another ranges at some distance. Several of the
a new city called iElia Capitolina was immediately mountains exhibit active volcanoes, and some of them
built, where the presence of the Jews was absolutely
are extinct volcanoes ; three of the former, separated
prohibited.
The name of Jerusalem at length became by short intervals, stand on the shore of Volcano Bay. Productions.
so utterly obliterated, that during the persecution of The mineral and vegetable productions are imperfectly
Dioclesian, a martyr having said he belonged to it, the described. Gold and silver mines are reported to have
governor who heard him supposed it some factious city been wrought in the eastern parts of the island by the
secretly erected by the Jews.
Towards the close of Japaiuise during the seventeenth century; but they
the seventh century, its new name of iElia Capitolina seem to be now abandoned. Neither of these metals,
was still retained. The Christian religion at length nor precious stones, are valued by the inhabitants. Thje
found a protector in the Empress Helena, and her son soil is of unequal quality, and much of the surface is
Constantine, who demolished the images of heathen uncultivated.
Perhaps also the climate is unfavourable
make w^y for the erection oj' crucifixes. An for agriculture.
Alf itiesj
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extrctnitv of Jesso

many advantages over the southern.
x^v^rthefaa* about Endenno harbour, the soil is ^ood,
and the produce luxuriant. Wild grapes are abundant.
The wood* contain elm, oak, ash, and all the common
tree* of Ensland ; while the gardens exhibit the orMillet and other erain are
.diminr eacnlent plants.
pintilul ; but the natives are very little addicted to
agriculture, aa they sub«iit principally on wild fruits
or rooO. as the taranna, and by hunting and fishing,
akhoMgh the houaea of the Jap.-it)ese are environed
by gaidcna and plantatiooa. Fish is found in great
variety in the surroonding teas.
particular species
of anchovies, called nising, of delicious flavour, appears in vast aiiaals on the surface, driven towards
the coast by whales ; and quantities of salmon are
caught, either for immediate use or winter store.
Wbmlea, poqxMses, and turtle, are also numerous ; but
it baa b«en affinned that the first are unmolested, on
account of their services in pursuing the nising. Tripang, or bicbe ile mar, a kind of holotlmria prized
easUm repasts, ia obtained by diving among the
rodia, aa also various other animals of the mollusca
tribes, whoae names are not yet recognised in the works

'-^^Z Menu to poMeu

rrodDctMoa.

A

m

«f naturalists and many Crustacea.
;

Of birds,

munerous aquatic species reaembling those of
FagWi

there are

Europe

kept tame in ca^s, and supposed to
be an artide of food, though it is more probably on accoont of their faatitcrsibr arrows; two kinds ot' hawk,
ooeofaycOow ooloar; crows, pigeons, and a yellow
btfd Msimhling a linnet The aiudrupeds are horses,
wUcfa have pcrnaps been introducctl within a century
by the Japanese { wolves, foxes, dogs, bears, deer, and
nbbita. Deer cimI bears inhabit the mounlaina. The
Jitter are seen in considerable numlters among the natives, bjr whom tlicv are taken young, domesticated,
jmd thai killed, and ate as dainties at a certain season,
while a portion is used m* a medicine. The dogs resentItlc those of Kamtachatka, but are of a smaller breed.
They are trained for draught, and harnessed to sledges
in winter, which would indicate, that during a portion
of the year the ground is covered with snow. These,
bewarver, it is likely, do not exhaust the list of the'quaare

dnncdson this

island.

Jasao ia inhabited by two distinct races of mankind
the aborigines who call themselves Ainos, and the JajMWse, who have wrested the island from their posaes.00, and now bold tbent in subservience. The opinions
entertained regarding the former, who also inhabit the
.island or peninsula of Saghalin, are so singular and dis*—^ as to OMTtt a brief investigation. They have
bwa cwBmctily denominated wild Ruriles, and are supposed to be covered with hair in unnatural profusion—
a pecnliarity at thia day ascribed to the inhabitanU of
Nor is thi:* opinion more prevathe Kniile lilamis
tbe natives of the neighbouring countries
Earopeana who have visited the country.
Moeiot a name iormerly given to the island by the
tuMocae, aignifica the land of hairy people ; and KanmtiUigent interpreter of that nation, by
it was viaitcd in 1052, says the beards of the
two feet long ; tliat tlie whole face,
cBCsptin^ tbe eyes and noae, is covere<l by it ; and that
the poctMm depending from the upper lip is raised
vImb they dnnk. Froes, a Portuguese missionary, who
vasatMuco in Japan in 156J, had previously been
M^HJntad with thu latter fact, aa also that the people
wtnrmj hairy all over the body ; and Saris, au Eng-
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lish navigator, learned at

Jedo in

/es^n.
613, that they were
as hairy as monkeys.
-In the fragment which is preIuhat>ttanis
served of the journal of the Castricum in 1643, the l:airiness of the whole body, and the size of the beard almost totally covering the face, were both the subjects
of observation. It was likewise remarked from her consort the Breskens, a Dutch vessel, which navigated the
coasts of Jesso in the same year, that the people leaving the south part in a boat, had long stiff black beards ;
and in 1738, Captain Spanberg, a Russian, landed on a
large island in 43^ 50' north latitude, which if not Jesso
itself, as there is some reason to believe, is in its immediate vicinity, where the bodies of the men were wholly
covered with long hair. Further, the lastEnglish navigator who visited Jesso towards the close of the preceding centurj', employs these words in describing tlie
" Their beards
natives of the southern extremity.
were thick and large, covering the greatest part
of the face, and inclining to curl. Tlie hair of the
head was very bushy, which they cut short before
on the forehead, and behind the ears ; behind it was
cut straight. Their bodies u-ere almost univenaUy covered Ttiih long black hair, and even in some young children
tve ol/sen-ea the same appearance."
This combination of
testimony would assuredly seem conclusive, did not
the still more recent visitors of the Ainos, in the present century, deny that any such characteristic is common among them. Their uitercourse, indeed, was more
with the northern inhabitants. But in Saghaliii they
admit that a child cf this description was seen, though
its parents were distinguished by nothing of the same
are induced to conclude, upon the whole,
kind.
that the aborigines of Jesso are more hairy than the generahty of mankind. They are somewhat below tfte
middle size, strong and swift, of a dark brown complexion, almost black, with black eyes, and an agreeable physiognomy, and resemble the Kamtschadales, but
have more regular features ; however, new bom children are perfectly white. The women have rather pleasant countenances to the south, while to the nortli they
are ugly, and ore scarcely any fairer than the men.
The long rough black hair of the latter hangs down
from the head behind, and tliat of the women of the
same colour is frequently tied above in a knot, or combed over the face. It is not said that the men lacerate
their bodies in any fashion for the purpose of ornament but the women are tattooed on the hands, face,
and feet, and in some parts of tlie island around the
mouth, in flowers or other figures, which are executed
by the mother during the earlier age of her offspring.
Children go entirely naked. 1 here is little difference
between the dress of adults of either sex, but the feet
tobacco box, pipe, and knife, are
are usually bare.
carried in a belt girding their vestments around the
waist.
The men wear large ear-rings of gold, silver,
or baser metals, according to their rank ; the women
an ornament ot' the same kind, consisting of a short
chain of two or three silver rings of still greater
dimensions. Besides strings of glass beads, and other
ornaments, a small shining silver plate or mirror hangs
from the neck. Their fashions seem to have undergone little alteration since the earliest visits of EuThe Ainos testify a remarkably quiet and
ropeans.
Clacid disposition, intermixed with a large portion of
They freely part witli their
berality and benevolence.
projierty without any expectations of return, and are
always ready to be serviceable. The women are exceedingly timid and reserved, but preserving less gra-
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men, who seem tinctured with jealousy,
inferred by their withdrawing them from
the view of strangers, and never quitting them for a movity than the

if this

may be

ment while
scribe them

Their oldest

in their presence.

as very jealous of strangers

visitors de-

when approach-

ing their wives and daughters. Their salutations are exceedingly humble, approaching the strangers who visit
their snores in an attitude of abject submission, sitting

down

cross-legged, stroking their beards, often stretch-

ing forth their hands, and bowing almost to the ground.
They speak in a slow and timid accent and their
language, which is peculiar, is intermixed with many
Japanese words. They call themselves Ainos, but the
real import of this word is not fully understood, whether simply meaning people, or distinguishing a parti;

cular race.

The Ainos around Endermo harbour, and indeed
throughout the island, subsist principally on dried fish,
They have
boiletl with sea-weed, and mixed with oil.
also some fruits and vegetables, but excepting about
Matzumay, their cidtivation of the earth extends no
and subsistence, on the
farther than to scanty patches
whole, seems precarious. According to the older Eastern authors, all the tame bears are killed in winter,
;

the flesh ate, and the liver reserved as medicinal
against poison, and various diseases.
But they have
and in cases of small-pox, or any
little skill in medicine
contagious disorder, they are said to send the sick person
to the top of a lofty mountain, or to some remote place.
Their houses are built of wood, thatched with reeds,
and are generally of an oblong foi-m The whole family
sleep on mats or skins, on a platform around the fireSmall openings to carplace, which is in the middle.
ry «ff the smoke are made at ^ach end of the roof.
Both sexes are very fond of smoking tobacco, yet that
plant is not cultivated among them.
The men occupy themselves in the more laborious pursuits of hunting an<l fishing, while the women are engaged in domestic duties, making cloth of the bark of trees,
and sewing and embroidering, which they do very neatly. However, the arts are but in a low state, as is seen in
their arms, their boats, and habitations. All articles whose
fabrication requires any portion of ingenuity, are supThe men are most expert
plied by the Japanese.
archers, discharging their arrows with remarkable force
and precision. The bow is only 37 inches long, the arrow 12 inches; feathered, barbed, and poisoned with
so deleterious a substance for killing wild animals, that
blood immediately gushes from the mouth and nose,
and they die in a few miimtes. Their other arms are
swords, pikes pointed with iron, and a weapon once
known in Europe, which consists of a ball attached by
a chain to a handle, somewhat resembling a flail. Their
They are ignoshields are made of seal skin, tripled.
The boats of these peorant of the use of fire arms.
ple are principally built of fir, sewed together with
In rowing,
twisted willows, and sharp at both ends.
each oar or skuller is moved alternately, which prevents
the boat from advancing in a straight line.
'^^^ transient visits of Europeans to Jesso scarcely
enable us to speak of the manners and customs of the
inhabitants with any degree of certainty, unless in what
has casually been the subject of observation ; and there
is considerable risk of error in misinterpreting what
the natives of Japan have written regarding them.
Polygamy is said to be practised here without any
regard to consanguinity : a brother marries his sister,
and the men have from four to eight wives, accords
;

:

Manners
and cus.
tomi,

Jesso.
ing to their circumstances. Adultery is punished by
cutting the hair off the offender.
The infringement of '*""'Y""'^
ordinary contracts is attended with the forfeiture of
something exceeding the value of the engagement.
tree is planted on the graves of their dead, and blood
is then spilled either by mutual encounters somewhat
similar to the practice of the savages of New Holland,
or by voluntary lacerations, as are frequent in other
parts of the world. No external demonstrations of religion have been observed among the Ainos, in temples
or places of public worship ; neither does it appear that
they adore supreme or intermediate deities, though before eating and drinking they offer up a pra3'er, and
likewise pray during sickness.
In regard to the political state of this island, the Ja- Political
panese seem to be masters of the whole, and to employ *'*'*•
It is dithe natives exclusively for their own benefit.
vided into five districts, and the government is committed to the prince of Matzumay, but whether he is resident here, or on a neighbouring island, or in Japan, is
not explained. We should rather infer that the executive is committed to a viceroy, who lives in the town of
Matzumay. It is certain that the Ainos are tributary
to the Japanese, and among themselves they have no
form of government. Each district is under a chief,
,
whose consideration is proportioned to its extent and
population.
The inhabitants always add the name of
their district to their own name; another peculiarity
coinciding with the practice of the New Hollanders.
Probably they are collected chiefly towards the coast,
where a number of their villages appear ; but it is not
likely that the island is populous.
It is difficult to form any precise opinion regarding
the degree of civilization which has been attained by the
Ainos.
They are considerably removed from the state
of savages, not only in the absence of ferocity, a geneYet they
ral attribute, but both in food and clothing.
seem to have undergone only the slightest changes
since they are first mentioned in history.
Japanese
author of 1 720 compares the condition of the Ainos to
that of his countrymen 660 years before Christ : " They
are ignorant of all ceremonies and social ties, and differ
but little from brutes: they eat raw flesh, and drink the
blood of animals, nor are they aware that viands cooked are more savoury than raw. Nevertheless, at different places on the east coast they have for some time
learned the cultivation of the earth, and to sow grain,
from the Japanese; but they are unacquainted with the
two seasons for planting rice."
Besides the aborigines, it rather appears that there is a
different race dispersed in scanty numbers in the island,
of which no correct intelligence is yet obtained. But
the Japanese have been long settled here in different
establishments on the coast, the principal of which is
Matzumay, said to signify the town of firs. It is situ- Matzumay.
ated towards the south-west extremity of the island in
Lat. 41" 32' north, and Long. 219" 56' east, extending
along the margin of an open bay about four miles wide
at the entrance, and ascending the rising grounds behind, interspersed with trees and gardens. This town,
which has not been visited by modem Europeans, is of
considerable magnitude, built of wood and iortified.
There are a light-house or observatory on the west side
of the bay, which is much frequented by shipping, and
two small islands opposite to the town. Between Matzumay and Japan constant and regular intercourse is carried on, but it would seem that the Ainos have always
had some channel of communication with Corea or
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T«rtary. Thejr p«y a tribute to the prince of Mataummj, which for those on the coast consists of fish, and
for tbow in the interior of game : and this prince acknowledges the supremacy of Japan by presents and
other acknowletlgments to the sovereign.
During the greater independence of the Ainos, they
iCMMted to the northern parts of Japan for the purpo•• tt traffic with peltry and the skin of a kind of seal
called rakko, a certain marine plant, eagles feathers for
arrows, and other commodities ; and at present, though
ubaervient to that nation, it b probable some trade is
carried on with them.
To trace the history of an island which has been en«
vcIobmI in ao much obscurity, doubt, and perplexity,
wonld be no easy matter. In the words of a learned

geographer, who wrote in the middle of die preceding
century, " no country- of the terrestrial globe has
been ao differently represented for these last 150 years
aa the boxl of Jrao, Jezo, Ye^o, Eso, Jedao, Jesso,
Yaaao^' namea by which, as well as Insu, it was known.
Th* Japaneae aecni to carry back the history of this
Uaid to period ooRcapoading with the second year
of tho Chriatian «ra, at which time it wa« probably call«d Moain: and according to the Chinese histories, it
was divided into 55 provinces or districts. In 658, the
sovereign of Japan sent a fleet hither with troops, who
ConqMarad part of the inhabitants, then divided into three
laeci, one of which was characterised as savage.
The
Japanmhadoecaaioa to reprca* the native* in 762, when
agraatatooo inaeribad wtth their respective boundariaawaacnetcd, which ttill aubaisted in 1720. But the
prapar hiatary of Jeaao ia oonaidered aa commencing in
1449. when Fakeda Noboe Firo cro«aing the straits,
aubdocd one half of the island, while the other half submitted to him ; and hia dcacendants still inherit the
On occaaion of a revolt previous to
govemroent of it
IfiAS, which Japanaao foraea were employed to quell,
that nation perhapa firat i^iied a correct knowledge of
the raantry and it* inhabitants, who are now driven towarda the coast. Before this period, however, Eiiropeana,anin>ate<l by the deaire of propagating their religious
bad reached that remote territory. Whether
the Portngncae Rii«ionarT, who gives the earliest
«f the nativea in 1 565, had been in the island.
{a Bot ffvidant ; but other two miaaionariea of the same
J. CaravagUo, and Jerome de Angel is, were
in l6S0and 16S1. The people
than repreat n ted nearly the same aa at present,
only very warlike, and much dreaded by the Japanese.
Tha Hintde r of thcae two miasionarica soon after, upon
the praacriptioB of the Christian doctrinea in Japan, ter1 a ioaroa of infomation, which added so much
geographical knowledge of different Asiatic
ra The loaa waa ni aome reapecta indemnified
bjr iIh transient ohaei v ationa of anoceasive mariners,
which, oonjoined to the writings of the Japanese, have
1 the nature of Jeaao, and the manners of ita
ia aingular, however, and ought not to
, tkal Sana, an KngIi^h navigator of the
bagaaiag «f dia 17th century, was sufficiently aware of
Ik* iaadbr natara of Jrsso, its distance from Japan, the
ftnitaaf Sangar, and the position of Matzumay, from
IIm iaCviMtion of the Japanese, which were all the sub}mIb of 4aiBIL in Britain nearly 200 yeara later. Indaad. tha awracy of aome early navigator* is surprising,
there is a general coipcidcnea ba t wee u their narrativca reganling the nativea of Jeaao, and those which the
Japaacaa obtaowd Moewhat more recently, (c)
1
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JESSOP, William. This able engineer and excelman was born January 12, O.S. 1745, at Ply-

lent

Jessop.
''

mouth dock, where he was educated. After making some
progress in the classics, he acquired a perfect knowledge
of the French language, and a considerable share of
mathematical science. He early discovered a propensity to mechanical pursuits, and possessing a dexterity
of working in wood and metals, he constructed with
facility such articles as juvenile projects occasionally
required ; and his family are now in possession of a
tolerably good violoncello of his workmanship when a
boy.
These early dispositions reconomended him to the
notice of Mr Smeaton, then employed in rebuilding the
Eddystone light-house, who confirmed his desire of
learning the profession of a civil engineer ; and he ac*
cordingly entered regularly into Mr Smeaton 's service,
under articles for seven years. This event not only af«
forded op]X]rtunities of employing his talents in a way
suited to bis natural inclination, but was the means of
acquiring the friendship of an able and judicious man,
who was well qualified to form his judgment and direct
his labours.

Mr Smeaton having, after the completion of the Ed'*
dystone light-house, full employment as a civil engi«
neer, his pupil of course benefited by the surveying,
investigating, and executing the various works com*
prehended in such extensive practice. The construction
of mills, drainages, harbours, and bridges, and the improvement of river navigations, (as may be seen in Mr
Smeaton's reports,) during his seven years regular service, afforded an ample field for acquiring useful knowledge and practical skill. Even in canal making, the repeated surveys, discussions, and progressive practical
operations during the execution of the inland navigation
between the rivers Forth and Clyde in Scotland, which
was under Mr Smeaton's direction, enabled him to obtain, at an early period of life, competent information
upon ar important part of his profession, viiich was at
that time almost new in British engineering.
The advantages which Mr Jessop thus derived from
Mr Smeaton were certainly great yet there is reason
to believe, that hia early and constant connection with
this eminent engineer, created a degree of timidity in
the exercise of his own talents ; for we have good au;

thority for stating, that, for some years after the expiration of his articled service, he was almost unwilling
He thereto undertake business on his own account.
fore continued to live with Mr Smeaton, and to act un-

der his immediate direction, and, even when occasionally
engaged in business for himself, he took no step without
consulting his preceptor. This conduct may, no doubt,
be partly attributed to his having become necessary
to Mr Smeaton, and to the uninterrupted mutual confidence and esteem which always subsisted between
them.
In 1773, he was appointed engineer to the Aire and
Calder River navigation in Yorkshire, which, (according to a memorandum in our possession ) he states aa
having found with an income of only £5000 a year,
whereas twenty-five years afterwards he left it in tha
For several years the
receipt of £30,000 per annum.
improvement of river navigations and drainages consti>

tuted his chief employment, though he was also on
several occasions consulted in regard to bridges and
In the year 1783 he was appointed engiharbours.
neer for directing the improvements upon the riv-er
Trent, in whi(i capacity he continued to act during
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life.
He made several surveys and
reports for improving the rivers Sevcrnc, Mersey, and
Irwell ; and also the upper part of the Thames.
After Mr Smeaton withdrew from business, Mr Jessop stood at the head of his profession ; In the prime

the rest of his

Jtisop.

"^V"™^

of life, and with a suflicient fund of knowledge and experience, his talents became enunently useful during the rapid progress which, at this time, inland navigation made
in England.
To enumerate the objects of his labours,
from the year 1780 to 1800, would be to give a list of
nearly all the improvements, of this kind, which were
projected and executed during that period
But as this
would exceed our prescribed limits, we shall here only
observe that the map of the canals in the counties of Derby, Nottingham, Leicester, and Lincoln, were planned
and executed under his direction, as was likewise the
grand junction canal which connects the midland counties with the metropolis.
Besides these, he was occasionally consulted in regard to most of the other canals
which were then carrying on in other parts of the kingdom. For several years, previous to his death, he acted
jointly with Mr Telford in conducting the great Caledonian canal in the north of Scotland, and that engineer embraced every opportunity of acknowledging,
in the warmest manner, the advantages and satisfaction which he derived from the able, upright, and liberal
conduct of his enlightened colleague and friend.
In consequence of Mr Jessop's merited reputation, he
was consulted respecting the inland navigation of the sister kingdom, which was for many years conducted solely
under his direction. The leading arrangements were
then made, in order to establish a water communication
from the city of Dublin on the east, to the river Shannon in the interior, and by it to Limerick on the west;
besides various collateral branches to the southern and
northern parts of that fine island. The principal and
most difficult operations required to accomplish these
:

desirable objects, were performed under his direction,
and the whole put into a state of progress, which afterwards only required to be regulated by the financial resources and growing demands of that rising

country.
In regard to harbours, besides many of comparatively inferior importance, which we have not room to
enumerate, the great canal and magnificent West India
docks in the Isle of Dogs; the extensive improvements in the ports of Bristol, Hull, and Dublin, were

planned and executed under his direction.
dertakings,

upon an unexampled

scale of

These unmagnitude

and perfection, afford unequivocal evidence of his abilities as an engineer, and at the same time formed a vahiable school for others who had occasion to construct
similar v^ovks.

From being scarcely of sufficient
stitute a sep.irate profession when

importance to con-

he entered into

works requiring the attention of a

it,

engineer,
were, in a sho- 1 time, so greatly increased, that Mr
Jessop found that the most unremitting exertions were
unequal to the demands upon his services ; he, therefore, in the year 1 78.'5, introduced Mr Rennie as engineer to tlie Lancaster canal. This selection is a striking
evidence of his discernment of human character, and
although as the demand about that time became urgent,
such natural talents and assiduity must ultimately have
acquired distinction, yet their progress was not a little
civil

facilitated by the long continued aid of so experienced
and enlightened a friend.

The preceding

narrative contains only a rapid sketch

O

P.

of the professional career of this valuable man, who dcparted this life on the 18th Nov. 1814.
It will be evident to the reader, that in the course
of discussing the important article Inland Navigation,
we shall have frequent opportunities of stating more at
length the share that Mr Jessop had in the public works
which are here only slightly alluded to, and also the peculiarities in his mode of practice, as well as the particular
benefits for which his profession was indebted to him.
His mind was comprehensive, inventive, and sincere. At the age of threescore his mental energies
were unabated. Unshackled by prejudices, he retained
a youthful ardour for professional improvements ; and
he would even then not unfrequently display a degree of
jealousy, lest a more perfect mode was possible.
Kb
constantly devoted his whole mind to the subject before him, and from which all personal considerations
seemed excluded. Under these impressions his uniform aim was to accomplish his purposes by the simplest and most economical means : these he sometimes
carried to a length to which the average talents of
mankind could not always do justice in the execution :
but he invariably disdained to screen personal responsibihty by unnecessary expenditure, upon the grounds,
that it was the business of an engineer, and what
ought chiefly to distinguish him from the common
workman, to effect his purposes rather by ingenuity
of construction, than quantity of materials : that it was
an imperative duty rather to risk occasional partial
failures from imperfect workmanship, than uniformly to persevere in an unpardonable waste of capital;
and that no clamour of ignorance, or prejudice, or
consideration of personal interest, should for a moment
deter him from this conduct.
His discerning and ingenious mind led him to found
his practice upon observation and just principles rather
than precedent. In the important articles of Locks,
Wharfs, and Retaining Walls, he introduced an entirely new form, composed of nearly one half the quantity
of materials employed by the French and early Enghsh engineers; he contrived an excellent method of
draining morasses and boggy land, more especially for
the purpose of constructing a navigable canal through
it; he communicated very judicious views respecting
the management of flood waters ; he seized with eagerness the idea of acquiring an expeditious mode of
conveying heavy materials by iron rail roads; andwas particularly zealous for the general use of cylindrical broad wheels upon roads composed of gravel.'
But all tliese matters, as has been already observed,
will be discussed under their proper heads ; our intention in mentioning them at present being merely to exhibit the general tenor of Mr Jessop's mind and conduct.
Besides these extensive pursuits in the British islands,
his reputation as an engineer led to his being consulted respecting a proposed canal in Spain. VVhat the
practical result was, in that distracted and feeble kingdom, it is easy to conjecture. He was also applied to
by the American states, to select a properly qualified
person for investigating and arranging several proposed inland navigations in that extensive region. In
consequence of this, Mr Weston, a very ingenious and
well-informed person, was for several years employed
in North America ; but we suspect that some centuries
must yet elapse, before the introduction of this expensive improvement can, with propriety become general
in that infant country.
Like most men of truly great minds, his manners
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simple

;
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business,

and in

company of intimate friends, he not unfrcquently
displayetl a playfulness of di.'^posiUon, and a fund of
the

entertaining anecdote?. Totally free of all envy and
icaloosy or professional riralship, his proceedings in
business were free from all pomp anil mysticism, and
penoRfl of merit never failed in obtaininir his friendship and encouragement.
Although indefatigable in
performing all the duties of an active life, the writer

of thi< article, who for more than twenty years enjoy.
ed his uninterrupted intimanr, has heard it said that he
had a natural tendency to indolence ; no symptom of it,
however, could ever be discovered in his conduct, but
rather, as has already been noticed, a degree of anxiety
to be of the utmost service to his employers, and to
render as perfect as possible the works under his conndention.

A

mind thus constituted, and exercising the profession of a civil engineer, was, as might be expected,
never behind in regard to physical knowledge and experimental philos^>hy:

His acquirements in these
joined to his well-earned repotation, led to intimacy with eminent persons of similar characters, such as the celebrated Mr Watt and
Dr Franklin. For an acquaintance with the latter he
was indebted to an accidental discovery, made as early
the year 177'.?, with regard to the repelling property
of oil on water, and which the Doctor mentions
his
works as having been communicated to him by an ingenious pupil of Mr Smeatan.
Mr Jes'op has not appeared before the public in the
character of an author for although many of his reports
were printed, yet as this was done at the espence of private companies, and as they were not exposed to sale,
they are f^coune in the hands of few. As he was always
perfectly master of the subject, his mode of treating it
was singularly distinct, comprehensive, and laconic.
JESL ITS, or the Society of Jr«vN,one of the most
eetebratcd monastic orders of the Romish church, was
foufMled in the year 1540 by Ignatius Loyola.
This
extraordinary person was a native of Biscay ; and while
•erring as an officer in the army of Ferdinand V. of
Spain, was dangcroutly wounded in the defence of
Fnq>eluna in 1581. During the progress of a lingering
cure, he happened to have no other amusement than
what he found in reading the lives of the saints. The
inspired his enthusiastic and
l of their history
iWbhioMS mind with an ardent desire of emulating their
fcboloiis exploits.
Forsaking the military for the ecclMiMtical innftssiiw, be sagged himself
the wildest
sod iMst extravagant adventures, as the knight of the
blsssad Vbgfai. After performing a pilgrimage to the
Holy Land, ami pursuing a multitude of visionary
sdMiaM, be returned to prosecute his theological stiidba in the universities of Spain, when he was about
He next went to Paris,
|ilir^>three years of age.
whwv ha callacted a smul number of associates ; and,
praanlMl bjr his fanatical spirit or the love of diittinctioi, Mgan toconceive the establishment of a new religiooa order. He produced a plan of its constitutions
and laws, which he affirmed to have been suggested by
die immediate inspiration of heaven, and applied to the
BflHHi pontiff (Paul III.) for the sanction of his audWRty to confirm the institution. The Pope referred
tba petition to a committse of canlinais ; and, upon
their Hfrssiting the propoaed establishment to be unaaosaaary and dangerous, refused to gnnt his approbaLoyola, bowerer, soon fbund meatu to remove
n>u XL PAXT n.

mndiet of Knowledge,
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the scniples of the court of Rome.
He proposed, that Jesmts.
the members of his society, besides the usual vows of """'Y'"'
poverty, chastity, and monastic obedience, should take
a fourth vow of subserviency to the Pope, binding
themselves, without requiring reward or support, to go
wherever he should direct for the service of the church,
and to obey his mandate in every part of the globe.
At a time when the papal authority had received so severe a shock from the progress of the Reformation, and
was still exposed to the most powerful attacks in every
quarter, this was an offer too tempting to be resisted.
The reigning pontiff, though naturally cautious, and
though scarcely capable, without the spirit of prophecy, of foreseeing all the advantages to be derived from
the services of this nascent order, yet clearly perceiving
the benefit of multiplying the number of his devoted
servants, instantly confirmed by his bull the institution
of the Jesuits, granted the most ample privileges to the
members of the society, and appointed Loyola to be the
first general of the order.
The simple and primary object of the society was to Object of
establish a spiritual dominion over the minds of men, the Society.
of which the Pope should a|)pear as the ostensible head,
while the real power should reside with themselves.
To accomplish this object, the whole constitution and
policy of the order were singularly adapted, and exhibited various peculiarities which distinguished it from
all other mcftiastic orders.
The immediate design of
every other religious society was to separate its members from the world ; that of the Jesuits to render them
masters of the world. The inmate of the convent devoted himself to work out his own salvation by extraordinary acts of devotion and self-denial ; the follower
of Loyola considered himself as plunging into all the
bustle of secular affairs, to maintain the interests of the
Romish church. The monk was a retired devotee of
heaven ; the Jesuit a chosen soldier of the Pope. That
the members of the new order might have full leisure
for this active service, they were exempted from the
usual functions of other monks. They were not reQuired to spend their time in the long ceremonial ofnces and numberless mummeries of the Romish worship.
They attended no processions, and practised no
austerities. They neither chaunted nor prayed. " They
cannot sing," said their enemies, " for birds of prey
never do."' They were sent forth to watch every transaction of the world which might appear to affect the interests of religion, and were especially enjoined to study the dispositions and cultivate the iHendship of perNothing could be imagined
sons in the higher ranks.
more open and liberal than the external aspect of the
institution, yet nothing could be more strict and secret
than its internal organization. The gates of the society were thrown open to the whole world, as if there
were nothing in its nature to dread disclosure. Men
of every description were invited to enter, and talents
of every kind were drawn together. It was a company,
such as had never yet appeared, of which all mankind
might be free at pleasure, but of which every member
became in reality an irredeemable slave. Other religious orders were in a manner voluntary associations,
of which the .executive authority might be vested in
certain heads ; but whatever affected the whole body as
an act of legislation, was regulated by the common suffrage of all Its members.
Loyola, however, influenced Form and
pernaps by the notions of implicit obedience which he constitution
had derived from his military profession, resolved that °^'^* order.
the government of the Jesuits should be absolutely m0'<
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Jesuits
narchical.
A general, cliosen for life by deputies from
*~v~'"^ the several provinces, possessed supreme and independent power, extending to every person, and applying
By his sole authority he nominated or
to every case.
removed every officer employed in the government of
the society. He administered at pleasure the revenues
of the order and disposed of every member by his
uncontroulable mandate, assigning whatever service,
and imposing whatever task he pleased. To his commands they were required not only to yield outward
obedience, but to resign to his direction tlie inclinations
of their wills, and the sentiments of their understandings.
Every member of the order, the instant that he
entered its pale, surrendered all freedom of thought
and action ; and every personal feeling was superseded
by the interests of that body to which he had attached
himself.
He went wherever he was ordered; he performed whatever he was commanded; he suffered
whatever he was enjoined ; he became a mere passive
instrument, incapable of resistance.
The gradation of
ranks was only a gradation in slavery ; and so perfect
a despotism over a large body of men, dispersed over
the face of the earth, was never before realised.
To
render the subordination more complete, and to enable
the general to avail himself to the utmost of his absolute dominion, he was provided with effectual means
of perfectly ascertaining the characters and abilities of
the agents under his controul.
Every novice, who offered himself as a candidate for admission into the or;

der,

was required

to manifest his conscience to the supeperson of his appointment ; and not only
to confess his defects and vices, but to discover the inclinations, passions, and bent of his soul.
This manifestation was renewed every sixth month during the
novitiate, which was of considerable length ; and every
member was also constituted a spy upon the candidates, whose words and actions, and every thing of importance concerning them, he was bound to disclose to
the superior. They were required, under this scrutiny,
to pass through several gi-adations of rank, and to have
attained the full age of thirty-three years, before they
were permitted to take the final vows, and to become
rior, or to a

professed members.
The superiors, under whose immediate inspection they were placed, were tiius thoroughly acquainted with their dispositions and talents
and the most minute details of every one's character
and capabilities were regularly transmitted to the head
office at Rome.
These reports were digested and entered into registers, where the general could survey at
one view the state of the society in every quarter of
the world ; the qualifications and talents of its members ; and the kind of instruments awaiting his selection for any department in the service.
The number
of these reports, from the whole thirty-seven provinces
of the order, have been calculated at 65s4- annually.
Besides these, there may be " extraordinary letters,"
or such as are sent by the monitors or spies in each
house ; and the provinces were farther bound to state
the civil and political circumstances of the various
countries where they had their residence. These statements, when relating to matters of importance, were
conveyed by a particular cypher known only to the general. The situation and interests of every department
were thus intimately known by the head of the whole
body ; and the employment of every individual member was precisely adapted to his faculties. The meanest talents were in requisition ; and, according to their

own

expression, " the Jesuits

villages,

and martyrs

had missionaries for the
There was thus a

for theindians."

peculiar energy imparted to the operations of this singular
society ; which has been compared to a system of mechanism, containing the greatest possible quantity of
power distributed to the greatest possible advantage.
" The Jesuits,"' it was said with justice, " are a naked

.lesnits.

^""V"^

sword, whose hilt is at Rome."
The maxims of policy adopted by this celebrated so- its maxiin*
ciety were, like its constitution, remarkable for their and spirit,
union of laxity and rigour. Nothing could divert them
from their original object ; and no means were ever
scrupled, which promised to aid its accomplishment.
They were in no degree shackled by prejudice, super*
stition, or real religion.
Expediency, in its most simple
and licentious form, was the basis of their morals, and
their principles and practices were uniformly accommo«
dated to the circumstances in which they were placed ;
and even their bigotry, obdurate as it was, never appears
to have interfered with their interests.
The paramount
and characteristic principle of the order, from which
none of its members ever swerved, was simply this,
that its interests were to be promoted by all possible
means, at all possible expences. In order to acquire
more easily an ascendancy over persons of rank and
power, they propagated a system of the most relaxed morality, which accommodated itself to the passions of men, justified their vices, tolerated their imperfections, and authorised almost every action, which
the most audacious or crafty politician would wish
to perpetrate.
To persons of stricter principles they
studied to recommend themselves by the purity of their
lives, and sometimes by the austerity of their doctrines.
While sufficiently compliant in the treatment of immoral practices, they were generally rigidly severe in
" They are a
exacting a strict orthodoxy in opinions.
sort of people," said the Abbe Boileau, " who lengthen
the creed and shorten the decalogue."
They adopted the same spirit of accommodation in Missions,
their missionary undertakings
and their Christianity,
cameleon-like, readily assumed the colour of every region, where it happened to be introduced. They freely
permitted their converts to retain a full proportion
of the old superstitions, and suppressed without hesitation any point in the new faitli, which was likely
to bear hard on their prejudices, or propensities. They
proceeded to still greater lengths; and, besides suppressing the truths of revelation, devised the most absurd falsehoods, to be used for attracting disciples, or
even to be taught as parts of Christianity. One of
them, in India, produced a pedigree to prove his own
descent from Brama ; and another in America assured
a native chief that Christ had been a valiant and victorious warrior, who, in the space of three years, had
scalped an incredible number of men, women, and children. It was in fact their own authority, not the authority of true religion, wlrch they wished to establish and
Christianity was generally as little known, when they
quitted the foreign scenes of their labours as when
they entered them.
But the most singular regulations, which principal- g^j.^^^ jjj^j^
ly contributed to extend the power of the Jesuits, and
;

;

to form that enterprising and intriguing spirit by which
they were distinguished, were long unknown to the

mankind, and were concealed with a degree of
which might alone have excited the worst suspicions of their nature.
It was their favourite maxim,
from their first institution, never to publish even the
ordinary rules and registers of the order. These were
preserved, as an impenetrable mystery, not only from
strangers, but even from the greater part of their own
3
rest of

care,

.
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member*. They refused to produce them, when reauired by courtu (^pustice ; and it was nut till the pubbe peoMcatioiM agamst them in Portu^I and France,
which terminated in their overthrow, had commenced,
that the myttcrious volumes of the institute were unveiled to the world.
But the " Secreta Manila,"* or
hidden nile« of the society, which were not discovered till nearly fifty years alter the abolition of the order,
and which most unequivocally unfold the detestable
Mtnre of the institution, were most anxiously withheld
ftwn every eye, except those of the most thoroughly
They were directed to be communicated,
I to Df ofwat d members, with the utmost caution, and

of purgatory.— That tlie widow may dispose of her property
to the society, she must be told of those who have devoted themselves to the service oi' God, and be led to
expect canonization from the court of Rome. Confessors must also enquire of their penitents what family,
relations, friends, and estates they possess, and what
they have in expectancy, as also their intentions, which
they must endeavour to mould in favour of the society.
Such members as make a scruple of acquiring riches for
the society must be dismissed ; and if they appeal to
the provincials, they must not be heard, but pressed
with the statute, which commands implicit obedience

the result of personal experience, not as
\j
tlw neoraed mlea of the institution. In the event alo«f theb fiiUinK into the hands of strangers, it was
aaptaatjr enioinea, that they must be positively denied
to be the rue* ef the society. A few extracts from
thwB hidden precept* will furnish the reader with the
hot apaanre of toe apsrit and tendency of Jesuitism.
** PlincM
diatiqraHhed perwu must by all means
be so managed ^by
members <^ the society), that
they BMj gain taeir ear, which will eaaily secure their
t; aa that aD pcnons will become dependent up"~1 ep eaiti on be prevented. Smce ecdesip
thie greatest favour by winking at the
af the great, as in the case of incestuous marm, Ac aoeh
aaaat be led to hope, that,
^f^ $hm dUI, a dinmialiaii may be obtained from
tha^BqMw wlHeb he will bo doubt rea<lily grant. It

from
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but especially in
to the Pope.— Favour moat, above all, be obtained with tho dapaMUMa and daoMitiei «i princes and
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liMir direct, if their
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plami'aiDcliaotiaos aad mtwitiona

ana of rank mmj be gained

— Prinenses and

by women of

fe-

their bed-

^bmAmn, who moat tnai ohia be particularly addresaad» viMokjr fttmrn will be do secreta concealed fiam
tiliir Maabert.— Their awiftiinfa niut allow greater
order that their
Ulilada than thaae of dlha mimn,
wmritmta, baiBf aUnod with aodi freedom, may re-
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nqahh otkan^

and

depend on their direction
be engi^god to employ the
id odviHra. Care must be
ihtaa 4b«ad oithcr ooUegea
that'tlw ritly aiw ofi hare the
and that the superior of the Jeealifely

sing be appointed to the cure, so
\ of that church and its pa>
_

mdaat on the society.—

the go iaiuora of ara Jbiioi s thwart their de.
ripa^ or the Cotholica or beretiea oppoee their foundatiana, ther moat endeavour, by the pnlataa, to secure
<Im pt iiicipal pulpita.—Their member*, in directing
Ae great, must aeem to havenothing in view but Ciod's
glory ; and net immediately, but by degree*, interfere
poUllad
aecular mattan, aalesnnly affirming,
dmimatntiaii of public aCiir* is what they
with reluctance, and only as compelled by a
of doty. In order to induce rich widows to be
\ to the society, they must be provided with conwho may urge their remaining unmarried, by
that they will thereby infallibly secure
•

ad

I

—

their salvation,

and

effectually escape the pains

—

Such as retain a love for other orders, for
all.
the poor, or their relations, must be dismissed, since
they are likely to prove of little service.— All, before
dismission, must be prevailed upon to subscribe and
make an oath, that they will never, directly or indirectly, either write or speak any thing to the disadvan^
tage of the order,- and the superiors must keep an account of the sins, failings, and vices, which they formerly confessed, to be used against them, if occasion
requires, in order to prevent their future advancement

and noblemen and prelates, with whom they
credit, must be prevailed upon to deny them
protection.
All must be caressed, who are dis-

in life

;

may have
their

—

tinguished either for their talents, rank, or wealth,
especially if they have friends attached to the society,
or possessed of power ; such must be sent to Rome, or
some celebrated university, for study ; but, if they prefer the provinces, the professors must inveigle them
into a surrender of their effects to the society, and the
superiors must shew a particular regard to such as have
allured any promising youths into the society.
The
preceptors must not chastise or keep in subjection young
men of good genius, agreeable persons, and noble families, like their other pupils
they must be won by
presents, and the indulgence of liberties peculiar to
their age ; but on other occasions, especially in exhortations, they must be terrified with threats of eternal
punishment, unless they obey the heavenly invitation
of joining the society, if any member expects a bishopric or other dignity, he must take an additional
vow always to think and speak honourably of the society ; never to have a coniessor who is nut a Jesuit
nor determine any affair of moment, without first consulting the society.
The society will contribute much
to its own advantage, by fomenting and heightening
(but with caution and secrecy ) the animosities that arise
among princes and great men, in order that they may
:

weaken each otber."
Theae detestable

objects and principles, however,
were long an impenetrable secret ; and the professed
intention of tlie new order, was to promote with unequailed and unfettered zeal the salvation of mankind.
Its progress, nevertheless, was at first remarkably slow.
Chitflcs V.

who

is

supposed, with his usual sagacity, to

have discerned its dangerous tendency, rather checked
than encouraged its advancement ; and the universities
of France resisted its introduction into that kingdom.
Thus, roused by obstacles, and obliged to find resources
within themselves, the Jesuits brought all their talents

and devices into action. They applied themselves to
every useful function and curious art ; and neither neglected nor despised any mode, however humble, of

* Tkor sod o»b«r InitlTuiloiK, whIA contributed most ountially to the power and permanence of the iociety, are attributed to
ana A<|iM*<*m, Ihr \<mo gmeralt who succeeded Loyola, and who were far superior to their faoatical master in
tks gmtua «(
l th»
a »>fcdgc-cf tuumn nsturc.
l«< ai»wa wi* <
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gaining employment or reputation. The satirist's description of the Greeks in Rome, has been aptly chosen
to describe their indefatigable

and universal industry.

Grajnmaticus, rhetor, geometres, pictor, aliptes.
Augur, schciwbates, mcdicut, magus, omnia novU
Graculiu.

They laboured with

the greatest assiduity to qualify
themselves as the instructors of youth ; and succeeded,
at length, in supplanting their opponents in every Catholic kingdom. They aimed, in the next place, to become the spiritual directors of the higher ranks ; and
soon established themselves in most of the courts which
•were attached to the Papal faith, not only as the confessors, but frequently also as the guides and ministers of superstitious princes.
The governors of the society, pursuing one uniform system with unwearied perseverance, became entirely successful ; and, in the space
ef half a century, had in a wonderful degree extended
the reputation, the number, and influence of the order.
When Loyola, in 1540, petitioned the Pope to authorize the institution of the Jesuits, he had only ten disciples ; but in Ib'OS, the number amounted to 10,581.
Before the expiration of the sixteenth century, they had
obtained the chief direction of the education of youth
in every Catholic country in Europe, and had become
the confessors of almost all its noblest monarchs. They
thus formed the minds of men in their youth, and retained the ascendancy over them in their advanced
5'ears.
They took part in every public measure, and
possessed at different periods the direction of the principal courts in Europe.
They preserved the highest
degree of influence with the Roman pontiffs, as the
most zealous champions of their authority ; and were
equally celebrated by the friends, and dreaded by the
adversaries of the Catholic faith, as the ablest and most
enterprising order in the church.
In 1710, they possessed 24 professed houses, 59 houses of probation, 340
residences, 612 colleges,

200 missions, 150 seminaries,

and 19,998 members,
In spite of their vow of poverty, their wealth increaand wealth, ggd with their power ; and they soon rivalled, in the
extent and value of then- possessions, the most opulent
monastic fraternities. Besides the sources of wealth
common to all the regular clergy, they possessed one
peculiar to themselves.
Under the specious pretext of
facilitating the success and support of their mi.-ision,
they obtained a special license from the court of Rome
to trade with the nations whom they laboured to convert ; and though these mercantile schemes tended ultimately to accelerate their ruin, they proved, during a
century and a half, a most lucrative source of property
^
and influence. Besides carrying on an extensive commerce both in the East and West Indies, and opening
>varehouses in different parts of Europe for the purpose
of vending their commodities, they aimed at obtaining
settlements, and reigning as sovereigns.
It was in this
latter capacity, unsuitable as it may seem to their whole
character, that they exhibited the most wonderful display of their abilities, and contributed most essentially
**? ^^^ benefit of the human species.
About the beginIts
lu power

esta-

blishmenu
in South
/.merica.

ning of the 17th century, they obtained from the court
of Madrid the grant of the large and fertile province of
Paraguay, which stretches across the southern continent of America, from the mountains of Potosi to the
banks of the river La Plata ; and, after every deduction which can reasonably be made from their own accounts of their establishment, enough will remain to excite the astonishment and applause of mankind,
They

found the inhabitants

Jesuits,
in the first stage of society, igno*
rant of the arts of life, and unacquainted with the first '""^iT""^
principles of subordination.
They applied themselves
to instruct and civilize these savage tribes.
They commenced their labours, by collecting about fifty families
of wandering Indians, whom they converted and settled
in a small township. They taught them to build houses,
to cultivate the ground, and to rear tame animals;
trained them to arts and manufactures, and brought
them to relish the blessings of security and order. I5y

a wise and

humane

policy, they gradually attracted

and converts;

new

formed a powerful and well organized state of 300,000 families. Over
these they exercised a mild and patriarchal government, and their subjects, docile and grateful, revered
The country was divitheir benefactors as divinities.
ded into 47 districts, over each of which a Jesuit pre.
sided.
A few magistrates, chosen by the Indians themsubjects

till

at last they

every town to secure obedience to the
In other respects all the members of the community were, as one family, on a footing of perfect
selves, assisted in

laws.

Every
equality, and possessed all things in common.
individual was obliged to labour for the public, and the
fruits of their industry were deposited in common-store
houses, from which every person received whatever was
Punishments
necessary for the supply of his wants.
were rare, and always of the mildest description, such
as an admonition from the Jesuit, a slight mark of disIndustry
grace, or at most a few lashes with a whip.
was universal, but wealth and want were equally unknown ; and most of those passions, which disturb the
peace of society, were deprived of every opportunity to
Even the elegant arts began by degrees to
operate.
appear, and full protection was provided against every

An army of 60,000 men was completely
armed and regularly disciplined, consisting of cavalry,
infantry, artillery, and well provided with magazines
invader.

the implements of war. The Indians of Paraguay,
under the government of the Jesuits, were an
innocent and happy people, civilized without being
corrupted, and yielding with entire contentment the
most perfect submission to an absolute but equitable
government. Yet, even in this most meritorious effort
for the welfare of mankind, the peculiar spirit of the
order was sufliiciently discernible. In order to preserve
their influence, they found it necessary to keep their
subjects in a state of comparative ignorance ; and, besides prohibiting all intercourse with the adjacent set.
tlements of the Spaniards and Portuguese, they endeavoured to inspire them with a hatred and contempt of
those nations. They prevented their subjects from learning any language, except a native dialect, (the Guarani,) which they endeavoured to improve as a general

of

all

in short,

standard, and plainly aimed at establishing an independent empire, subject only to their order, which could
scarcely have failed, from its excellent constitution and
police, to have extended its dominion over all the

southern continent of America.
Though the power of the Jesuits had become so ex- Reverses
tensive, and though their interests generally prospered and overduring a period of more than two centuries, their pro- throw of the
society.
gress was by no means uninterrupted ; and, by their
excited
the
most
formidaown misconduct, they soon
Scarcely had they effected their
ble counteractions.
establishment in France, in defiance of the parliaments

and universities, when their existence was endangered
by the fanaticism of their own members. John Chaslife
tel, one of their pupils, made an attempt upon the
of Henry IV,; and Father Guiscard, another of the or-
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der,
convictetl of composing writings favourable to
regicide.
The parliaments seized the moment of their

ditgrmce,

and procured

their

banishment trom every

part of the kingdom, except the provinces of Bourdeaus
and Toulouse. From these rallying points, they speed>
ily

extended their intrigues in every quarter, and

few years obtained

their re-establishment.

in

a

Even Hen-

ry, either dreading their power, or pleased with tlie
exculpation of his licentious habits, which he found in
their flexible system of morality, became their patron,
and aalected one of their number as his confessor.
They were favoured by Louis XIII. and his minister
nichelieu, on account of their literary exertions ; but it
was in the succeeding reign of Louis XIV. that they
reached the summit of their prosperity. The Fathers
La Chaise aad Le Teltier, were successively confessors
to the king ; and did not fail to employ their influence
tar the interest of their order ; but the latter carried on
bis projects with so blind and fiery a zeal, that one of
the Jesuits is reported to have said of him, " he drives
at such a rate, that he will overturn us all."
The Janacnista were peculiarly the objects of his machinations,
and be rested not till he had accomplished the destruction of their celebrated college and convent at Port
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upon being indemnified ftom the funds of the order.
Jesuits.
The claim was resisted, and a law suit commenced, "~^'T"
which the Jesuits, by virtue of their privilege, removed
from the provincial parliament to the great chamber at
Paris.
This measure rendered the dispute and their
defeat subjects of more general notoriety.
They were
condemned to pay large sums to the adverse party, and
prohibited thenceforth from meddling in commercial
concerns.
The sources of their wealth vi-ere thus diminished, and their enemies encouraged to renewed attacks.
The questions at issue in the commercial dispute, had given the magistrates a plausible occasion for
demanding to inspect the constitutions of the society ;
and, in a luckless hour for themselves, they consented
to produce their books.
The parliament instantly saw
and seized the advantage which they had gained, and
resolved to effect the destruction of the order.
By an
arret of the 11th August 1761, the Jesuits were required to appear at the end of a year to receive judgment
on their constitution, which, it was now discovered, had
never been approved with the requisite forms. In the
mean time the king of Portugal was assassinated ; and
Carvalho, the minister, who detested the Jesuits, found
means to load them with the odium of the crime. Malagrida, and a few more of these fathers, were charged
with advising and absolving the assassins, and having
been found guilty, were condemned to the stake. The
rest were banished with every brand of infamy, and
were treatetl with the most iniquitous cruelty. They
were persecuted without discrimination, robbed of their
property without pity, and embarked for Italy without
previous preparation so that no provision having been
made for their reception, they were literally left to pe.
riih with hunger in their vessels.
These incidents prepared the way for a similar catastrophe in France. During the year allotted for the investigation of their rules
and records, the court evinced a disposition to protect
them, and the bishops declared unanimously in their favour ; but an unforeseen public calamity rendered it necessary to appease the nation by some acceptable measure; and the Jesuits, after all, are supposed to have
been sacrificed more as a trick of state than as an act of

BojraL Before the fall, however, of this honoured seminary, a shaft from iu bow had reached the heart of
it* proud oppnoaor. The " Provincial Letters of Pascal"
in which the quibbling morality
Baetaphysics of the Jesuits were ex_
posed io a attain of inimitable humour, and a style of
MBmaDad alaya nca * The impreuion which they prodaoad waa wida and deep, and gradually sapp^ the
fowndalion of noblic opinion, on which the power of
the order bad nithcrto rested. Under the regency of
tba Dake of Orlaana, the Jesuits, and all theological
naraonagaa and priadplea were disregarded with ntheMlical wparriKonMaaa; but under Louu XV. they parteon d Omw inMaanca at court, which, even' under
hr
Cardinal Flmrjr, thtf ralained in a considerable degree.
Bat they aoon levired the odium of the public by their
of the Jansenists, and probably acmin by refusing, from political rather
la^rioaa acmples, to undertake the spiritual gui- justice.
In March 1762, the French court received intellilt fliMadame de la PomiMdoar, as well as by imoradaBtljr stacking the aatnora of the Enci/clopcdie.
gence of the capture of Martinico by the British ; and
V'ohajre directed against them all the powers of his ridreading a storm of public indignation, resolved to
dicule, and finished the piece which Pascal had sketchdivert the exasperated ieelings of the nation, by yielded. Tbeir power was brought to a \'ery low ebb, when ing the Jesuits to their impending fate. On the Gth
the war of 1 756 broke out, which occasioned the fa- of August 1762, their institute was condemned by the
OMNU lawsuit that led to their final overthrow. By parliament, as contrary to the laws of the state, to the
that time the society had indicated many symptoms of obedience due to the sovereign, and to the welfare of
decay, both in point of talenU and activity, and had the kingdom. The order was dissolved, and their efnndcfed theaaselves at once contemptible and odious. fects alienated. But still the members, though no longThej bad disgusted the court by their scruples, irrita- er dressed in their religious habit, continued to hover
ted the philoaophers by their clamours, exasperated the about the court ; and, had they preserved their origiodiar religious orders by their persecutions, and aliena- nal cautions and patient policy, might have succeeded
But former successes
ted the public by their long and insolent domination.
in recovering their privileges.
A reasonable pretext was all that was wanted to put inspired them with a fatal confidence. One of the arch<Iown a sect, which had long ceased to be either popu- bishops, indignant that the parliament should presume
lar or formidable.
The opportunity was soon furnish- to dispense with ecclesiastical vows, issued a mandate
ed by their own impudent obstinacy. The war recent- in favour of the Jesuits, and the fathers were accused
ly commenced, had occasioned great losses in their
of having employed themselves too industriously in the
with Martinico, the weight of which would have circulation of this paper. The parliament took the
in part upon the society's correspondents at
alarm, and pronounced a decree, that every Jesuit, wheLyona and ManeiUe*. These merchants, however, al- ther professor or novice, should, within eight days,
leged that the Jeaoits in France were responsible for make oath that he renounced the institution, or quit the
the drtito of tbwr wiwinniries in America, and insisted kingdom. In a body, whose moral principles were so
,
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and whose members, while it existed, scrupled
no subtilties in promoting its interests, it is a remarkrelaxed,

able circumstance, that, as secularized individuals, they
acted in this instance with strict integrity, and refused
the alternative of the oath.
They were therefore ordered to quit the kingdom, and this judgment was executed witli the utmost rigour. The poor, the aged,
the sick, were included in the general prescription.
But in certain quarters, where the provincial parliaments had not decided against them, Jesuits still subsisted ; and a royal edict was afterwards promulgated,
which formally abolished the society in France, but
permitted its members to reside within the kingdom
under certain restrictions. *

In Spain, where they conceived their establishment
to be perfectly secure, they experienced an overthrow

and much more unexpected. The
necessary measures were concerted under the direction
of l)e Choiseul, by the Marquis D'Ossun, the French
ambassador at Madrid, with Charles III. King of Spain,
and Iiis prime minister the Count D'Aranda. The execution of their purpose was as sudden as their plans
had been secret. At midnight, (March 31st 1767),
large bodies of military surrounded the six colleges of
the Jesuits in Madrid, forced the gates, secured the
bells, collected the fathers in the refectory, and read
to them the king's order for their instant transportation.
They were immediately put into carriages, previously
placed at proper stations ; and were on their way to
Carthagena befoi-e the inhabitants of the city had any
intelligence of the transaction.
Three days afterwards,
the same measures were adopted with regard to every
other college of the order in the kingdom, and ships
having been provided at the different sea-ports, they
were all embarked for the ecclesiastical states in Italy.
All their property was confiscated, and a small pension
assigned to each individual as long as he should reside
in a place appointed, and satisfy the Spanish court as
to his peaceable demeanour.
All correspondence with
the Jesuits was prohibited, and the strictest silence on
the subject of their expulsion was enjoined under penalties of high treason.
similar seizure and deportation took place in the Indies, and an immense property was acquired by the government. Many crimes
and plots were laid to the charge of the order ; but
whatever may have been their demerit, the punishment
was too summary to admit of justification ; and many
innocent individuals were subjected to sufferings beyond
the deserts even of the guilty.
Pope Clement III. prohibited their landing in his dominions ; and, after enduring extreme miseries in crowded transports, the
survivors, to the number of 2300, were put ashore on
Corsica.
The example of the King of Spain was imequallj- cumplete,

A

Jesuits,
mediately followed by Ferdinand VI. of Naples, and
soon after by the Prince of Parma. They had been "^^"Y"^^
expelled from England in 16'04; from Venice in 1606';
and from Portugal in 1759, upon the charge of having instigated the families of Tavora and D'Aveiro to
assassinate King Joseph I.
Frederick the Great of
Prussia was the only monarch who shewed a dis|)0gition to afford them protection ; but, in 1773, the order
was entirely suppressed by Pope Clement XIV. who
is supposed to have fallen a victim to their vcngeance.t
In 1801, the society was restored in Russia by the Emperor Paul ; and in ISOl', by King Ferdinand in Sardinia.
In August 1814, a bull was issued by the present Pope, Pius VII. restoring the order to all their former privileges, and calling upon all Catholic princes to
afford them protection and encouragement.
This act
of their revival is expressed in all the solemnity of Papal authority ; and even affirmed to be above the recal
or revision of any judge with whatever power he may
be clothed ; but to every enlightened mind it cannot
fail to appear as a measure altogether incapable of justification, from any thing either in the history of Jesuit*
ism or in the character of the present times.
It would be in vain to deny, that many considerable General
advantages were derived by mankind from the labours cliaracter of
of the Jesuits. Their ardour in the study of ancient the Jesuits,
literature, and their labours in the instruction of youth,
greatly contributed to the progress of polite learning.
They have produced a greater number of ingenious
authors than all the other religious fraternities taken to«
gether; and though there never was known among
their order one person who could be said to possess an
enlarged philosophical mind, they can boast of many
eminent masters in the separate branches of science,
many distinguished mathematicians, antiquarians, critics, and even some orators of high reputation.
They
were in general, also, as individuals, superior in decency, and even purity of manners, to any other class
of regular clergy in the church of Rome. Their active and literary spirit furnished, likewise, a most beneficial counteraction to the deadening influence of their
contemporary monastic institutions. Even the debased
species of Christianity, which they introduced among
the savage tribes of America, and the more civilized
nations of the East, was infinitely superior, both in its
consolations and morals, to the bloody and licentious
But all these benefits by no means
rites of idolatry.
counterbalanced the pernicious effects of their influence
and intrigues on the best interests of society.
The essential principles of the institution, viz. that
their orders is to be maintained at the expence.'of society at large, and that the end sanctifies the means,
are utterly incompatible with the welfare of any com-

* The Duke de Choiseul, the French minister, was a principal agent in procuring their final suppression, and the follewing origin
has been assigned to be the hostility with which he pursued the whole order in every quarter of Europe.
The Duke having no employment in the government of France, happened one evening at supper to say something very strong against the Jesuits. Some
years afterwards, he was sent ambassador to Rome, where, in the usual routine of his visits in that situation, he called upon the Ge" Your Excellence did not always, 1 fear, think to well
neral of the Jesuits, for whose order he professed the highest veneration.
of us," replied the General.
The Duke, much surprised at this observation, begged to know what reasons he had for thinking so, as
he was not conscious that he had ever mentioned the order but in terms of the highest respect. The General, to convince him of the
contrary, shewed him an extract from a large register book belonging to the sooicty, in which the particular conversation alluded to,
and the day and the year in which it happened, were minuted down. The ambassador blushed, and excused himself as well as he
could, and soon went away, resolving within himself, whenever he should become prime minister, to destroy a society that kept up
such particular and detailed correspondences, of which it might make use to the detriment of administration and government."—
Seward's Biographiana.
•f It was long a current story at Rome, that this pontiflf was accustomed to withdraw in the course of the grand mass to take some
refreshmt;nt ; that a young priest, on one of these occasions, brought chocolate to his Holiness, and immediately withdrew; that the
proper officiating priest soon after appeared with another cup, the pope shook his head, as conscious of having received a fatal potion ;
that he pined from that day of a lingering disease, which reduced his body to the appearance of a skeleton; and that he was known
to have said, in allusion to the secret cause of his death, •* I am going to eternity, and I know for what."
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Their system of lax and pliant mo"^^("^^ rality, justifying every vice, ant! authorizing: every
atrocity, has left deep and lasting ravages on the face
of the moral world. Their zeal to extend the jurisdiction of the court of Rome over every civil government, gave currency to tenets respecting the duty of
opposing princes who wtre hostile to the Catholic
faith, which shook the basis of all political allegiance,
and loosened the obl'gations of every human law. Their
indefatigable industry, and countless artifices in resisting th* pragreaa of reformed religion, perpetuated the
most pernicious errors of Popery, and postponed the
triumph of tolerant nnd Christian principles. Whence,
then, it may well be asked, whence the recent restoration ?
What long latent proof has been discovered of
the excellence or even the expedience of such an instilauia.

mnnity of men:

tution i
The sentence of their abolition was pa>sed by
the lenatea, and monarchs, and statesmen, and divines,
of all religions, and of almost every civilized country
in the world.
Alinost every land has been stained and
torn by their crimes ; and almost every land bears on
ita public records the roost solemn protects against their
exigence.
Even they who loved popery, but dreaded
the atradties and ambition of Jesuitism ; even an infallible poBtiff, in his cool judicial capacity, after a most
olemn oearing, and in the face of its most powerful
advocatea, pronounced its condemnation.
What new
wifmaa hiu appcved to testify its virtues \ What adequate canae Men made out for ita revival ? If an instrument ia wanted, (says an able opponent of Jesuitism*),
whicb may at once quench the name of charity throw
ua back in the career of agea—«ow the seeda of ever-

—
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lasting division
lay a train which is to explode in the
citadel of truth, and overturn her sacred towers
we

—

venture confidently to affirm that Jesuitism is that instrument.
But, as for any other advantages either to
Protestantism or Popery, it is for the Pope, or any other
infallible reasoner, to shew.
Till some such superior
being shall stoop down to instruct us on this point, and
to establish a fact which the Jesuits themselves for two
centuries, and by a whole regiment of folios, endeavoured to establish in vain, we must venture to conclude, with our forefathers, with the kings, and queens,
and parliaments, and judges, and churches of Europe,
and with the infallilile Pope Clement XIV. that Jesuitism is & public nuisance ; and that he who endeavours
to let it loose upon society, is chargeable with high
treason against the common interests and happiness of
See Robertson's History of Charles V.
his species."
vol. li. and lite authorities there cited; D'Alembert's
Narrative of the destruction of the Jesuits ; A short Vietv
of the Politi/ of the Jesuits in Paraguay, attributed to
Uie pen of Mr Burke, and to be found in the 1st vol. of
The European Settlements in America ; Southey's History of Brazil ; Adolphus' History of England, vol. i. ;

Mosheim's

Ecclesiastical History,

Observer, vol.

vi.

;

and

A

vol.

iv.

;
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Jewell.
,

Christian

Brief Account qf the Jesuits,

London, 1815. {q)
See Chbistianitv, Ecclesiastical History, vol. vifi. p. 302, and Theolooy.
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we prapoae to lay before our
plaee, a brief iketcfa of the hisfrom the period of their return to .Te-

the finaait artide,

rvadera, in Uie

6nt

Jew*
nMalcn ftooi Babjrlon, and the rebuilding of their city
and temiila nndar ura and Ndwmiah, wnen the acriptorca leare e(f any frrther aooounta, and when profane
tory of the

ht«torian« begin to take notiee of them, till the destruction of Jemaalem under Titu* ;— in the second pl.nce,
I

of Ifacir hiitary since that event, especially such
to their history in England ; and lastly, a
view of their opinions, traditions, rites, and ca-

ta

L In the year 5S4 B. C. the foundations of the tempie at Jeriisalsai were laid and afler a great many obNcbcaualk.
ddns, it was finished, as related in thetbooks
«arks
cf Ena and Ndiemiah. The last of these chieft died
about the year 409 B. C. He justly may be ranked
maaog the great characters of ancient history. He forsook a place of influence at the most splendid court of
Asia to encounter every hardship, actuated by tlie patriotic and banafacnt wish of bestowing independence
tiiutry.

JOt B C.

;

Md

npon Ihs poor, ignorant, and wretched
ana of raising them, by moral and reli)

I,

rank of a brave, industrious,
dvehr irtuovs natien. Before Nchemiah,
the Jewa were addicted to idolatry, and toully ignorant of a future state ; he however succeecled, by a
wiaeand judicious ideelMa of their laws and traditions.
tion, to the

,

*

Jcw<.
their attention more to practice than
^""^^/"""
to disputation, in rendering them austerely moral, and
brave defenders of their independence.
Still tiiere existed sources of calamity and distress

and by directing

among them

;

their

country was only a province

of

The Syrian
subject to the kings of Persia.
governors,
order to secure and extend their influence
and power, conferre<l the administration of affairs upon
Syria,

m

The bad effects of this measure soon
the high-priests.
became apparent, in creating jealousies among those
who thought they had a claim to this office. The first
public calamity that befel the Jewish nation after their 051 » r
^' '
return from Babylon occurred in the year 351 B. C.;
when, in consequence of their having offended the king
of Persia, he took Jericho, and carried off all the inha-

When Alexander invaded Persia,
bitants captives.
they seem to have pursued commerce with such great
success, that it ap])eared to that monarch an object to
obtain the settlement of Jewish colonies in his sea
•
ports. He also favoured them in many other respects
high-priest
with
the
interview
his
of
story
the
but
seems of very doubtful credit. On the death of Alexander, Judea, from its locality, lying between Syria and
EgyjH, was exposed to all the revolutions and wars
which his successors waged with each other. After Jerusalem
Ptolemy had succeeded in wresting Syria and Phoeni- p^'^t^^J''
The ^^
cia from Leomedon, he laid siege to Jerusalem.
resistance
obstinate
and
Jews were prepared for a long
but Ptolemy being informed that they would not fight

Ckriitiui Obttrvtr, to), xiv.
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on their Sabbatli, assaulted the city on that day, and
When this monarch, five years aftereasily took it.
wards, .was obliged to yield Judea to Antigonus, the
latter behaved to the Jews in such a tyrannical manner,
that great numbers of them fled into Egypt and Syria,
and Judea seemed in danger of being entirely depopulated till it was recovered by Ptolemy in the year 292
In the reign of Ptolemy Philopater, a dreadful
B. C.
persecution was carried on against them, in consequence of their attempting to prevent that monarch
from profaning the temple, by entering into the sanctuary.

Jews

fa-

voured by
Antiochus,

8U4 B. C.

CivB

dis-

cords,

176 B. C.

On their ready submission, in the year 204' B. C. to
Antiochus the Great, they gained such a strong hold on
his favour, that he promised to restore Jerusalem to its
former splendour, to recall the Jews, and to replace
them, as far as posiible, in their ancient privileges.
He actually granted an exemption of taxes to all the
dispersed Jews that would come, within a limited time,
to settle in Jerusalem; and he ordered all who were slaves
in his dominions to be set free.
But the Jews were
not long to enjoy this prosperity. About the year 176
B. C, a quarrel happened between the high-priest and
the governor of the temple, which was attended with
the most fatal consequences, a civil war ensuing, in
which many fell on both sides. When Antiochus Epiphanes ascended the throne of Syria, Jason, the highpriest's brother, purchased from that monarch the highpriesthood; and afterwards introduced Grecian customs, and the ceremonies of paganism among the Jews.
From this time the service of the temple was neglected,
and a general apostacy took place. The power of Jason, however, was not of long continuance for his
brother Menelaus having offered to the Syrian monarch
a higher price than Jason gave for the priesthood, and
having moreover promised to renounce Judaism, and
;

embrace the religion of the Greeks in all respects, that
monarch gave Menelaus a force sufficient to drive Jason out of Jerusalem. Menelaus conducted himself
with great tyranny towards the Jews, who complained
of him to Antiochus ; but that monarch paid no atteiition to their com))laints so long as Menelaus could procure money to bribe him.
About the year 170 B. C.
Antiochus marched against Jerusalem, in consequence
of the Jews having rebelled, and made great rejoicings
on the report that he had been killed at the siege of

He

soon made himself master of the city,
that it is supposed,
in the course of three days, 40,000 Jews were killed,
Alexandria.

where he behaved with such cruelty,

and as many sold for slaves. Menelaus still retained
the protection and favour of the Syrian monarch, and
if possible exceeded his former acts of tyranny and
cruelty.
But the Jews were reserved for yet greater
calamities; for, about the year 168 B.C. Antiochus,
Jtudea rahaving been most severely mortified by the Romans,
vaged by
He acAmiochuf, resolved to wreak his vengeance on the Jews.
168 B. C. cordingly dispatched an army of 22,000 men to plunder all their cities, to murder all the men, and to sell
the women and children for slaves.
The Jews, incapable of resistance, beheld their city taken, their temple
profaned, and their religion abolished.
About 10,000
of them, who escaped the slaughter, were carried away
captive.
In order still more effectually to accomplish
his purpose, the Syrian monarch ordered the temple to
be dedicated to Jupiter Olympius, and his statue to be
set up on the altar of burnt-offering.
All who refused
to come and worship were massacred, or tortured till

Jewj.
they complied. Altars, groves, and statues were raised
throughout Judea, at which the inhabitants were compelled to worship, while it was instant depth to observe
the Sabbath, circumcision, or any other of the rites and
ceremonies instituted by Moses.
The Jews now yielded to despair, when an eminent Jews roused
priest, named Mattathias, had the courage to oppose by Malta,
thias.
the orders of the king, and, by his example and exhor16T B. C.
tations, roused the spirits and the zeal ol his countrymen. In the year 167 B. C. Mattathias, finding that
his followers daily increased in number, attacked the
Syrians and apostate Jews, marching from city to city,
overturning the idolatrous altars, and opening the synaHe was so successful, that in the space of a
gogues.
year he had extended his reformation throughout a considerable part of Judea, and he could probably have
completed it had he not died.
He was succeeded by the famous Judas Maccabeus, Judas Macwho, at the head of 6000 men. made himself master of cabeus,
some of the strongest fortresses in Judea, and after de- 163 B. C.
feating the Syrians in five pitched battles, drove them
entirely out of the country, except from a strong fort
In the year 163 B. C.
built over against the temple.
after the death of Antiochus, a peace was concluded
upon terms very advantageous to the Jewish nation ;
but it was not of long continuance. Judas was again
successful in five engagements ; in the sixth, however,
having been abandoned by all his troops except 800,
he, together with this gallant band, was slain in the
year Ib'l B. C. Jonathan and Simon, his brothers, succeeded him. The latter drove the Syrian garrion
from the fortress of Jerusalem, but was at last treacherously murdered by his son-in-law about 135 B. C.
Simon was succeeded by his son Hyrcan, who made
himself master of all Palestine, as well as of Samaria

and

Galilee.

He was

successful

and happy

till

the last

year of his life, when he became involved in a quarrel
with the Pharisees, which is supposed to have shortened his days. The factious and turbulent spirit of this Alexander
sect also proved very troublesome to Alexander Jan- JannsuB,
naeus, who obtained the royal power in the year 105 105 B. C.
B. C. and who seems to have been a monarch of great
activity, enterprise,

and

talent.

While he was engaged

in subduing his foreign enemies, the Pharisees raised a
rebellion at home, but this he quashed in the year 80'
B. C. ; and, by treating them with very great severity,
not to say cruelty, he prevented them from again disturbing his reign. Alexander having made several con«
He left two sons,
quests in Syria, died about 79 B. C.
Hyrcanus and Aristobulus, but bequeathed the government to his wife as long as she lived. The Pharisees Rebellion
by this time had again put forth their power, and be- of the
came so turbulent as to render the situation of the Pharisees.
queen very unpleasant : they even compelled her to
persecute the Sadducees in a most cruel manner.
On
her death, contests began between her sons the Pharisees supported Hyrcanus, but his army deserting to
Aristobulus, the former was obliged to abandon all tiHis party,
tle both to the royal and pontifical dignity.
notwithstanding, still existed and were active ; and
having obtained the assistance of the King of Arabia,
invaded Judea, defeated Aristobulus, and closely beIn this situation, the latter
sieged him in Jerusalem.
called in the Romans, and by their means drove the
Arabians out of the country.
After this, both the brothers agreed to constitute
Pompey, at that time commander in chief of all the
:
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forces in the east, the arbitrator of their difierPonipey had resolved to take the part of Hyr-

and Aristobulus, suspecting this, prepared to
himself against the Romans. On this, the Ro^
gaBcral sumnioned him to appear before him,

reluctantly did.
Pompey insisted that he
•hould deliver np all the fortified places he possessed.
Upon this he fled to Jerusalem, but being quickly fol.
lowed by I'ompey, to prevent hostilities, he promised to
pay him a large sum of money. Some troops were accordingly sent to receive the stipulate<l sum, but they
were repulaed by the garrison of Jerusalem. This exasperated Pompey to much, that he immediately marched
Mainak that city. The Jews were still so scrupulous,

which h«

asB.c.

tbtt thejr would not do any thing on the Sabbath to
prevent the besiegers from carr)'ing on their works.
The city was therefore taken in the year 63 B. C.
Twelve thousand of the inhabitants were slaughtered,

and many more put an end to their own lives. Hyreanua was restored to the dignity of high priest, with
the title of prince, but forbidden to assume the title of
The
kinc, or to extend his territories beyond Judea.
waUa of Jerusalem were destroyed, and a Roman goTdiMr and garriaon were left in it. Aristobulus, and
his two aona Alexander and Antigonus, were carried
by Poamey to Rome ; but Alexander escaped into Judee, ana reiied «n army of 1 1,600 men. Hyrcanus on
thu applied to the Romans for assistance Alexander
ventured a battle, but was defeated with considerable
After this, his mother oootrived to make his
loss.
paeee with the Homans. Judea was at this period divided into five districts, in each of which a separate
The first of these was
eoort ef judicature was erected.
the second at Gadara the third at Aat Jeraaalem
Mth ; the fourth at Jericho ; and the fifth at Sephoris
:

;

;

inOaiilae.

J#nk.

STB

Hired

C.

r»-

t3B.C

The Jews having
during the

civil

timaelTes with Csesar,
Pompey, were

io highly favoured while be lived, that they could
•OHWy be said to feel the Roman yoke. After his
dceth, however, great oommotions prevailed among
them, which were not pot down till Herod, who was
created King of Judea oy Marc Anthony in the year
40 B. C. waa tntlj (published on the throne by
the taking of Jeroaalem by the Romans in 37 B. C.
But the Jews sooo found that they had only changed
The
civil coaHMlioBs for the most dreadful tyranny.
wbola rwrfwf^ of Herod was so cruel, that an attempt
ide to dialiuy him. This, however, did not aucaad Herod, Having discovered the authors of the
nlol, eanaod tfaaaa and their families to be put to death.
HMftly after tfaia» however, he regained, in some degree,
the eooMaDceatd attachment ofnis subjects, by his genet oeity to them doriBg a famine. About the year 23
B. C. he rebuilt the temple with great splendour and
These, however, were only intervals of
Biagnificence.
Vm uelt^ and tyranny. At length, be was seized with
a moat loathsome and incurable disease, of which he
He divided his kingilom among his sons in the
died.
foUowinc manner: To Archelaus, he allotted Judea;
to Herou, or Antipas, Oalilee and Pirea ; and to Phi-

a

lip, Tracfaonitis,

AaoMai

iagintialed

was CefMU him ead

Gaulon, liatanea, and Panias.
his death known, thsn tumults, sedi-

No aooner was

An appeal was made
tions, and insurrections arose.
to Augaaaie, who made the fblk>wing division of the
kingdom : Airhelaus had one half, with the title of
Ethnarch. His portion contained Judea Pro|)er, Idumcs, and Samana. The remainder was divided be«
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tween Philip and Herod; the former of whom had
Jews.
Trachonitis, Batanea, and Auranitis, together with a '""^r^
small part of Galilee; the latter had the- rest of Galilee, and the countries beyond the Jordan.
A few years after this division, Archelaus was sumj-,"
moned to Rome by the Emperor, in consequence of
complaints against his tyranny. His effects were confiscated, himself banished, and a Roman governor appointed over Judea, which was declared a Roman proDeclared a
vince.
The Jews, dissatisfied at this arrangement, and Roman
moreover, excitetl to tumult by the taxes imposed upon province,
them by their new masters, were seldom quiet; their restlessness was increased by their expectation at this time
'

of their Messiah ; and, as they anticipated in him a
temporal prince, they looked forward to his coming as
the era of their emancipation from the Roman yoke,

and their restoration to national independance and
power. The governors appointed by the Romans were
frequently changed, but seldom was the change beneficial to the Jews.
About the l6tli year of Christ, Pon- Pontius Pitius Pilate was appointed governor
his administration laieappointwas one continued scene of rapine, tyranny, and cruel- ^ gov""'""
ty. Seven years after his condemnation of our Saviour,
^H
he was removed from the government, and Agrippa, a. D. le.
the grrandson of Herod, was raised' to the royal dignity.
His character and conduct were similar to those of his
grandfather, and his death was equally dreadful and
singular.
On his death, Judea was again declared a
:

Roman

province.

The governors appointed

to

rule

were distinguished for every species of vice
and from them the Jews suffered so much, that many
of the inhabitants emigrated. About this time it was
computed that there were in Jerusalem between
2,500,000 and 3,000,000 Jews.
In the year 67 A. D. that fatal war between the WAr beJews and the Romans commenced, which ended in the tween the
destruction of Jerusalem and the dispersion of the Jews. •'"" *"^
The immediate cause of this war was a dispute between i'"r)*°6T
the Jews and the Syrians respecting the city of Csesarea.
Nero decided the question against the former,
over

it

who

immediately took up arms.

Dreadful cruelties

were committed by both parties, but the Jews suffered
most 20,000 of them were massacred by the Syrians
and Romans at Ctesarea 50,000 at Alexandria ; 2000
at Ptolemais, and 3500 at Jerusalem.
Soon after these
massacres, the Jews obtained some partial and temporary successes, in contequence of which Vespasian was
sent into Judea with an army of 60,000 men in the
year 68 A. D. His success was great and rapid, while
the Jews, instead of uniting to oppose him, and save
their country, were divided into two parties one were
for submitting to the Romans, the other opposed all
This dissension was not confined
peaceable measures.
:

;

:

to Jerusalem, but spread through

all

the

cities,

towns,

even houses and families were
divided against each other. Jerusalem was the scene
of their contentions. The city was filled with butchTwelve thousand pereries of the most horrid kind.

and

villages of

Judea

:

sons of noble extraction, and in the flower of their age,
were put to death by the Zealots, for so that party
who were for war with the Romans were called. The
Zealots, after having massacred or driven away the opposite party, turned their arms against themselves, till,
the year 72 A. D. Titus advanced at the head of a
powerful army against Jerusalem. This for a while Jerusalem
suspended their mutual animosities ; but they soon re- besieged by
turned to them, and thus facilitated the triumph of the ^']^-

m

^^^

Romans.

5b
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As Titus wished, if possible, to preserve the city, he
""Y"^ sent the besieged offers of peace, but they were rejected ; upon which he resolved to carry on the siege with
vigour a fortnight after it commenced ; a breach was
made in the outer wall, by which the Romans entered,
Five days
--the Jews retiring behind the next inclosure.
after gaining this advantage, the Romans entered into
Famine and pestilence now rathe second inclosure.
ged in the city to a dreadful degree ; and these scourAs soon as
ges were increased by intestine feuds.
Titus learned their condition, he again offered them
peace ; but his offer was rejected. Upon this, he caused the city to be surrounded with a strong wall, which,
though nearly five miles in circuit, was finished in
three days.
By means of it, the besieged could not esNothing could
cape, nor receive provisions or succour.
be more dreadful than the famished condition to which
they were now reduced. It was at this juncture, according to Josephus, that a mother butchered and ate
her own child. When Titus heard of this horrid deed,
he swore he would effect the total extirpation of the
city and people.
About the end of July, the Romans
giiined possession of the fortress Antonia, which obliged the Jews to set fire to the galleries which joined it
to the temple.
The factious in the city, instead of mutually yielding and opposing the «nemy, grew more
embittered against each other ; and one of them actually
plundf'i'ed the temple. On the 8th of August, Titus having in vain endeavoured to save that edifice, ordered the
gates of it to be set on fire ; but he afterwards caused the
fire to be extinguished before the temple itself was destroyed.
On the 10th of that month, fie determined on
a general assault ; but before this took place, the temple
Temple
was set on fire, whether by the Jews or the Roman solburnt.
diers is uncertain.
Titus in vain endeavoured to extinguish the flames his soldiers would not obey his
orders for that purpose.
dreadful massacre followed soon afterwards, in which many thousands perished.
In the meantime, great preparations were making for
an attack on the palace, which took place on the 8th,
when the city was entered by Titus. The whole number of Jews who perished during this war is computed at
nearly 1,500,000. Three castles were still untaken,
two of which soon capitulated ; but the third, Massador, made a desperate resistance.
It was extremely
strong ; and the Roman general, having in vain tried his
engines and battering rams against it, ordered it to be
surrounded with a high wall, and the gates to be then set
'^^ ^re.
In this dreadful situation, the commander perJerusalem
suaded the Jews to kill their wives and children, and
taken.
afterwards to choose ten men by lot which should kill
all the rest, and, lastly, one out of these ten to dispatch
them and himself, having previously to his own destruction set fire to the place.
This was accordingly
done.
Two women, however, who had concealed
themselves, came out, when the Romans were preparing to scale the walls, and acquainted them with the
fate of their town's people. Thus ended the Jewish nation and worship in their own country.

^
^

:

A

H- It is uncertain at what period the Jews first setHistory of
tied in England. From the preface to Leland's ColleC'
the Jews
in England, tions, it appears that
Richard Waller believed them

Mr

to have settled here during the

government of the Romans. This opinion was founded on the circumstance
of a Roman brick having been found at London, having
on one side a bas-relief, representing Sampson driving
the foxes into a field of corn. From the elegance of the
sculpture, and other circvunstances,

it

was inferred that

be the work of later ages and if
Jew^s.
Roman, of Roman Jews, from the subject. However this **"nr^
may be, it is certain that the Jews were numerous in Eng- *' ^' ^*''
this brick could not

j

land, so early as the year 710, since the 2tth paragraph

of the Canonical Excerptions, published by Egbright,
Archbishop of York, in that year, forbids any Christians to be present at the Jewish feasts.
In a charter
of Witglaff, King of Mercia, made to the monks of
Croyland, there are confirmed to them not only such
lands as had been given to the monastery by the kings
of Mercia, but all their possessions whatever, whether
they were originally bestowed on them by Christians
or Jews. During the feudal ages, the Jews, from their
aversion to war, and their love of gain, seem to have
been the most opulent, as well as the most polished and
enlightened portion of the laity. They were the only
bankers of the period. They conducted foreign trade,
and in the course of it often visited the countries of
southern Europe. Most of the gold and silver ornaments for altars were wrought by them. William Ru- Faroured
fus encouraged them to enter into solemn contests with by Wuiiar
his bishops concerning the true faith ; swearing by the Riifus.
faith of St Luke, his favourite oath, that, if the Jews
were victorious in the dispute, he would turn Jew himself.
Accordingly during his reign there was a public
meeting for this disputation, at which the Jews opposed the Christians with so much vigour, promptitude,
and acuteness, that the clergy felt considerable anxiety
respecting the issue.
Henry II. in the 24th year of his reign, granted a Numbers
burial-place to the Jews on the outside of every city and wealth
where they dwelt. At this period, one Joshua, a Jew, in 'he reig
furnished the rebels in Ireland with great sums of mo- of Henry II
ney ; and another Jew of Bury St Edmunds took in
pledge certain vessels appropriated to the service of the
altar.
Such was the confidence they felt either in their
numbers or their wealth, that at this time they under>
rated the highest dignitaries of the church.
In the
year 1188, the parliament of Northampton proposed to
assess the Jews at £60,000, and the Christians at
£70,000, towards carrying on a projected war. In the
reign of Richard I. the prejudices of the people of England seem to have been for the first time generally and
strongly excited against them. A crusade had been re- plundered
solved on ; the populace, roused by the declamations of in the reign
the clergy, easily turned their zeal against the Jews.' of Richard I.
In London, their houses were broken open and plundered.
On this occasion, three persons only were punished, who through mistake had damaged the houses
of Christians. In the space of six months, the persecution of the Jews became general throughout the kingdom. The most dreadful outrage against them was
at Stamford fair.
Here were collected an
immense number of the populace, who were preparing
to go with the king to the Holy Land. As for this enterprise they had already expended the little property
they possessed they resolved to force the Jews also to
With this intention, they atcontribute their share.
tacked them when assembled in great numbers at this
fair, and quickly made themselves masters both of their
persons and fortunes the former of which they treated
with all kinds of barbarity. A few of them were so fortunate as to obtain shelter in the castle. The king did

committed

;

;

not endeavour to prevent this outrage, nor did he punish it. At this period, it is supposed by some writers
that they invented bills of exchange, since mention
seems to be made of them by the name of Starra, (from
the Hebrew Shelar,) in certain Latin documents of this
By an edict of Richard I. for registering their
era.

\
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propwty,

appears

they were

permitted to
exercise the liberal protte&iions ; this edict ordering that
their contracts should be made in the presence of two
aangned lawyers who were Jews, two who were Christiaaa, and two public notaries. This king also appointed Jutticert of the Jews, whose business it was to collect and pay into the exchequer the taxe^ assessed upMM7«Bt- OQ them. The Jews found their situation under RicnuA to intolerable, that nearly all the wealthier of them
MUgrated, and there was a consequent defalcation of
the revenue. This was so considerable in the reign of
John, that that monarch, in the year 1 199, used his utmoat endeavours to tempt them back to England ; not
only confirming their ancient privileges, but granting
them new ones, particularly that of appointing a highpriait Upon this, many of them returned but they
wan more cruelly plundered than ever. It has been
it

tiftt

.

still

;

iHMiked, that Magna Ciiarta sanctions an injustice to
Itm iU-uaed race, by enacting, that " if any persons
hmrc borrowed moacy of the Jews, more or less, and
di* befare they have paid the debt, the debt shall not
while the heir is under age ;" but, in our opithis clause had po reference to the Jews as Jetvt,
Mttiy as money-lenders, and as they were the only
Mjr>l«nders of that period, they alone are mentioned.
As lone at the rage for crusading lasted, the Jews
wtim How wen Uabie to great indignities and oppression, particuT 111*
krijr tnm those who had performed a pilgrimage to Jenmitmm. Againat theae, Henry III. ordered them to
hi pralMlMl; ht alio Ubamed such as were in prison.
In Older to diattefBMh them, be directed them to wear
Mpon the fofc part of their upper garment two broad
It was in this
Btripai of white linen or parchment.
nigD that the Archbiabop of Canterbury, and the BialM|M of Lincoln and Norwich, published injunctions
thfoochoat their respective dioceioa, that no Christian
•ImwIS proaume to oave any oonnnnnication with the
J«w^ or atO tlMB any proriaiaas, under pain of excommunicatian. The hias. ho we^ei. interfered in tlieir behalf i and thus r aa aa them Irani atanrinf. The prior
li
«f Dunatable was
1 than his saperiors ; for,
thia time, be gattuk to several Jews liberty to
. and lo enjoy all the pnTilegea which
a^jograd, in coniideratioo of the annaal paywaut of two silver spoans.
In the year 12:K), the Jew* took advantage of the
SjBMgu*
Mna
Holaclian and frvoor of Henry, and erected a very
ad aMgnifioant a3magog«e in London; but the
A.aia&
petitiooed the kmg to take it from them, and
it iMiiaciaUiil, which was accordingly done.
In
the iMi jeer of hia reign, on a petition of the inhabitanta of NewcMtk, he granted tnem the privilege that
Jew ilwM ever raaide among them. It was during
tke nign of Henrv that the Lombards settled in Enghad, aad by gradaaUr aaparaading the Jews in tM
of money, and thna KBdchng them less necea'
the way (or worse treatment than they had
experienced. To such a pitch of hatred was
diee which had been gradually instilled into
the peonle agmiaat the Jews arrived, that in 12(i2, the
barons being then oppeacd to the king, and wishing to
Mrm ^mf bind the dtiacns of London to their cause, ordered 700
<'«*/«*7 Jew* to be slanghtered at once, their bouses to be plun>
"['flj- dered, and their new syna||ague burnt It was nowliwA.
mboilt ; but in 1270 it
I,

w

man

b—

o

a

was taken from them, on
^^^^
the coaplamt of the Friars Penitents, that they were
not able to aaake the body of Christ in quiet, on acoamt of the great bowlings which the Jews made du<
ring their wwship.
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In the third year of Edward I. a law passed the
Commons concerning Judaism, which seemed to pro- ^^^"'(7^
mise them some security. Nevertheless, in the year ^^j^es their
1290, this monarch seized on all their real estates, and property,
banished the whole of them from the kingdom. From A. D. 1200,
15,000 to 16,000 Jews were thus ruined, and then ex- and expels
pelled.
They left behind them several valuable libra- **'"•
ries, particularly at Stamford and Oxford.
The latter
being sold junong the students, most of the Hebrew
books were bought by the famous Roger Bacon, who,
in a short note written in one of them, declares they
were of great service to him in his studies. The expulsion of tlie Jews at this time was so complete, that
no farther traces of them in England occur till long after the Reformation.
Oliver Cromwell made the first attempt to restore to Cromwell
England the industry and wealth of the Jews the in- '"-'stoies
tercourse between them was managed by means of one "'""•
Henry Martin, who persuaded a deputation from the
Jews at Amsterdam to wait upon the English ambassador there : from him they obtained permission to send
a public envoy with proposals to London. Manasseh
.
Ben Israel, who stiled hinuelf a divine and doctor of
physic, but who was in reality a printer and booksel90
ler, was selected for this embassy, of which he published a particular account. On his arrival in England, he
presented an address to Cromwell, recognising his auOn the 4th of
thority, and' solicting his protection.
December 1655, the Protector summoned a convention,
consisting of two lawyers, seven citizens, and 14 noted
preachers, to consult upon this request of the Jews
but he found so much prejudice and opposition, that,
after a conference of four days, he dissolved the meeting. While this affair was pending, a Rabbi propagated
the opinion that Cromwell was the expected Messiah.
About this time a few appear to have settled in London, since, in the year 1663, their register of births
contained twelve names ; and during the whole reign Numbers
of Charles II. who introduced the sale of patents of increase un:

denization, their numbers increased. In 168-t, James II. ^" Charles
'
remitted the alien duty upon all goods exported in favour of the Jews. This privilege was opposed by the
English merchants, petitions from the Hamburgh com- _ ...
pany, from the Eastland company, and from 57 of the ceedings rcleacfing merchants of the city, being presented against spcctiDg
it.
Alter the Revolution, this privilege was taken away them,
from the Jews. In the first year of Queen Anne, a J^""
sutute was passed to encourage the conversion of young ^^^ ^™gih
Jews, by emancipating such converts from all depen- of George
dance upon their parents ; and in the 6th year of n,
George II. it was proposed that the Lord Mayor and
Court of Aldermen of London, should apply to Parliament for the suppression of Jew brokers; no public

"

proceeding, however, ensued.
In the 7th year of James I. an act was passed preventing all persons from being naturalized, unless they
first received tlie sacrament of the Lord's supper, according to the rites of the church of England. This
act effectually excluded the Jews from being naturalized.
In the year 1753, a bill was brought into the House of Bin fornaLords, and passed there without opposition, which pro- turalizing
vided that all persons professing the Jewish religion, them, 175.1.
who had resided in Great Britain or Ireland for three
years, might be naturalized without receiving the sacrament of the Lord's supper. On the 16th of April
this bill was sent down to tlie House of Commons, and, Argument*
its second reading, a motion was made for its being
committed. The bill was supported by the petitions of
a few merchants, chiefly dissenters In behalf of it, it

on

:

in support

of

it.
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Against

it.

that it would increase the nurabcrs and
wealth of the people ; that a great portion of the funds
belonging to foreign Jews, it would be highly politic
to induce them to follow their property ; that, connected as the Jews were with the great bankers and monied
interests of Europe, their residence in England would,
in future wars, give the nation a great command of capital, and facilitate loans ; that, even their prejudices as
a sect would operate in our favour, and occasion our
manufactures to be dispersed among the Jew-shopkeepers in Europe, who now had recourse to the Jew
merchants of Holland and other tolerant countries
and lastly, that Poland had never risen to so high a
pitch of prosperity, as when her policy was most liberal
to the Jews ; and that the sect itself had always abandoned its offensive prejudices in proportion to its good
usage.
On the other side it was urged, that by naturalizing the Jews, we should import vagrants and cheats
to burden our rates, and supplant the industry of our
labouring classes ; that the rites of Jews would always
prevent them from incorporating with the nation,
or becoming any real addition to its intrinsic, strength ;
while their early marriages and frequent divorces would
occasion such a rapid increase of their numbers, that
in the end they might become troublesome or even dangerous ; that Jewish nationality would intrigue all the
trade into their own hand ; that tliey were enemies upon
principle to all Christians ; and that it was endeavouring to oppose the plans, and to frustrate the prophecies
of the Almighty, to gather together a sect of which the

was argued,

Bible foretold the dispersion.
Petitiont

against

it.

Repealed.

The

lord mayor, aldermen, and livery of London,
presented a petition to parliament against the proposed naturalization, in which they expressed their apprehension that the bill, if passed into a law, would
tend greatly to the dishonour of the Christian religion,
and endanger the constitution. Alarm and prejudice
spread rapidly and powerfully ; a zeal, the most furious,
vociferated in the pulpits and the corporations against
the bill ; and by the next sessions of parliament, instructions were sent to almost all the members to solicit a
repeal of it ; the minister yielded, and the bill was repealed by an act which received the royal assent the
first

same
Laws re-

session.

By the
Jew shall

lOth of George III. cap. 10, whenever any
present himself to take the oath of abjuration, the words " upon the true faith of a Christian,"
shall be omitted out of the oath.
In courts of justice,
they are sworn according to their peculiar rites. If
Jewish parents refuse to allow their Protestant children a suitable maintenance, the lord chancellor may
make such order as he may think proper.
few years since a society was formed in London
Society
for convert for promoting Christianity among the Jews, and branchlog them.
es of the society have been established in different parts
of the kingdom. They have published several reports;
but the utility of this society has been questioned, and
it has been alleged, we hope without reason, that they
have not been sufficiently attentive to the investigation
of the character and probable motives of their converts.
Our limits will not permit us to dwell long on the
history or present state of the Jews in other countries ;
nor are we in possession of materials sufficient to enable us to enter into detail on these points.
In France,
the prejudices of Voltaire against the Jewish religion,
for a long time prevented the philosophic sect in that
country from extending their liberal ideas of toleration
towards the Jews. In 1788, however, the academy at
garding
them.

A

Metz proposed as a prize question, " Are there means of
Jew«.
rendering the Jews in France usefuller and happier ?" """""Y"™"
A Polish Jew, a counsellor of Nancy, and the celebrated Jews in
Abbe Gregoire, shared the prize. The work of the Fiance.
Abbe on the moral, physical, and political regeneration
of the Jews, is an admirable performance.
In the constituent assembly, Mirabeau, Clermont, Tourere, and
Rabaud, advocated their cause. The attention of the
French government, however, does not seem to have
been directed towards them till the year 1806, when
Bonaparte issued a decree regarding them, in which he
appointed an assembly of deputies from them at Paris
in the month of July
when they met, they were attended by commissioners on the part of Bonaparte.
After assurances of liberty and protection on the one
hand, and of gratitude and obedience on the other, it
was agreed that a grand Sanhedrim should be opened
at Paris, at which should be preserved as much as possible the ancient Jewish forms and usages.
This was
announced to the Jews in France and Italy, in an address, which advised them to choose men known for
their wisdom, in order to give to the Sanhedrim a proper degree of weight and consideration.
The Sanhedrim assembled on the 9th of February 1807: they
drew up 27 articles for the re-organization of the
Mosaic worship ; and passed several regulations on the
subjects of divorce, polygamy, marriage, moral, civil,
:

political relations ; useful professions, loans among
themselves, and loans between Israelites, and those who
are not Israelites.
At their second meeting in March,
a law for the condemnation of usury was passed.
Bonaparte soon found, however, that he was not likely to
accomplish his object of constraining his Jewish subjects to assist in the cultivation of the land, and in furIn March 1 808, he
nishing their quota of conscripts.
issued another decree respecting them, in which he calls
upon them to follow the pursuits of honest industry,
and to purchase landed property. This decree also annuls all obligations for loans made by Jews to minors,
without the sanction of their guardians ; to married
women without the consent of their husbands ; or to
military men without the authority of their officers.
There were also severe regulations respecting usury.
At this period, the following return was made to Bonaparte of the number of Jews in all the different parts
of the habitable globe, viz. in the Turkish empire,
India, on the east
1 ,000,000 ; in Persia, China, and
and west of the Ganges, 300,000 ; and in the west of
Europe, Africa, and America, 1,700,000, making an
It would appear,
aggregate population of 3,000,000.
however, from subsequent enquiries on this subject,
Indeed,'
that this number is very far below the truth.
in Poland alone, recent and well-informed travellers
reckon that there are 2,000,000 Jews. The Prince Primate of Frankfort, following the example of Bonaparte, put an end to every humiliating distinction between the Jewish and Christian inhabitants of that city.
Since the overthrow of Bonaparte, however, the inhabitants of Frankfort are said to have displayed great
illiberality and intolerance against the Jews : and, indeed, this feeling has manifested itself generally throughIn this part of Europe, the popular in Gennaout Germany.
prejudice against Judaism was attacked some years ago ny.
by Lessing in his plays of Nathan the Wise and the
Monk of Lebanon ; and, at the same time, Moses Mendelsolm published an excellent defence of general toleC. W. Dohm, a
ration, under the title of Jerusalem.
Prussian, in the year 1781, published in German, iZe-

and
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called forth several pamphlets on tlie

I

law of Moses

ami Miriarlia

Judaism.

which
o*" which the

best were those of Schlotzer
In Holland, the condition of the Jews
has loi^ bMU favourable. In Italy, the first attempts
wen made to prepare the minds of the people for their
tolnadon. Simone Laaxarato, of Venice, is mentioned as a pleader in their cause ; the friends of the Socini,
aUo. were thought to entertain sentiments favourable
to them } bat the interterence of the inquisition in
1546, to rappresa the club of Vicenza, proved prejudicial to die Jew*, in depriving them of several of their
moat
ow i advocate* or apologists. In Spain, they
obtmned a footing after the Mahomedan conquest of
tlMt eoantnr, bat they were driven out of it by the
decraca of Ferdinand and Isabella. Mr Scrapie, in his
aecotid Journey in Spain, relates, that the Jews of Barbary, Saynu, and Constantinople, generally speak
oorrupted Spaniah, which he considers as a clear proof
of tbo nnasuig namber* of that people that must have
drive* oat of Spain, and ccattered all over the
at th» aditCfniWBn. The laws, both of Spain
atfll moat cruel against them, though
_
tbMr are niot now often strictly enforced.
The Jew* have long been very numeroas and very
favoaraUy treated in Poland : it is said that they owe
pririWea to Esther, a fair Jewess, the favourite
ci Camimir the Great but it is probable that
:fa profctad and encouraged them in his
ratharbaeaMM in hiatime, (A. D. 1370).
tktf were the richeat and moat eommemal individuals
They still carry on the principal retail
in Earope.
trade in all parts of Poland and Lithuania : a poll-tax
i« levied upon than.
Thoogh it waa not till after the Mahomedan conammt that the Jew* obtained a " rmtiag place for their
ncir iB Asa and «wthcm Enrapa, yet
moat of the
MahanadiB italca at the peamat day, they are treated
I
cvait cmrity and mdi^ity. Mr Sample says,
the iaaults to which Clmatian* are exposed in the
of Barbery, are nothing when oompare<l with
The Jews
thoae whieh the Jews must hourly suffer.
h««« kMraattlamants, and more permanent abode* in
Ihay have any where
Europe. In BarIndia,
aavaral thoumnd Jaws, who do not rebary, tlHva
fuaa la caaanmicate with the Mnaaolmans, or to bear
arms. Cashaata also eoolaina a Urge colony, supposed
by Bamier to haf* aaltlad there during the Babylonish
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in the remainder
Jem.
of this article, we propose to confine ourselves to a ^"""^r"—''
brief account of the most important parts of modern

the Jews,

Jtwiia

of mproving

m

mm

m

*

captivity.
III. The Jawiah history is generally divided into two
periods : the tint raachins from Abraham to Christ ;
the Mthsrftom Christ to this ptesent time ; and the Jews
of thasa two periods have ban laspectively distinguished as ancient and modem. The same distinction ought
to ba amde with regard to Judaism, or the opinions,
Ancient
traditiww. rites ana oeNmoniaa, of the Jews.
Jodaisai majr be defined a* tha system of doctrines and
tha Old Testament ; these were rein their most amtiilisl points, though much corraptcd, till the time of Christ modem Judaism comprehends the opinions, traditions, rites and ceremonies,
which began to be receivad bdiore the destruction of
tha seoond temple, were aftenrards systematised and
Talmuclic writingt; and
embodied in tha CahaMatir
ha«« been Ibllowed and profesaed by the great body of
Ancient Judaism is
tha Jtwkh nation ever since.
IhDy dattikd in those parts of the Old Testament
I

:

uU

;

The Jews

divide the books of the Old Testament inTheir divithe law, the prophets, and the hagio- sion of thJ
grapha, or holy writings. They have counted not only Bible,
the large and small sections, the verses and the words,
but even the letters in some of the books ; and they
have likewise reckoned which is the middle letter of
the Pentateuch, which is the middle clause of each
book, and how often each letter of the alphabet occurs
in the Hebrew scriptures.
Besides the scriptures, the
Jews pay great attention to the Targunis, or Chaldee n,
paraphrases of them: it seems probable that these were
written either during the Babylonish captivity, or immediately afterwards, when the Jews had forgotten their
own language, and acquired the Chaldee of the Targums, at present received by the Jewsj the most ancient
are that of Onkelos on the Law, and that of Jonathan
Ben Uzliel on the Prophets : the former is supposed to
be of greater antiquity than the latter, and it approaches
in simplicity and purity of style to the Chald'-e of Daniel and Ezra. 'I'he I'argum on the prophets is believed
to have been written before the birth of Christ, and
though inferior in respect of style to the Targum of
Onkelos, is much superior to any other Targum.
The Jews also regard, with great veneration, what Talmud,
is called the Talmud.
This work consists of two parts;
the Mishna, which signifies a second law; and the Gemara, which means either a supplement or a commen*
tary.
The Jews suppose that God first dictated the
text of the law to Moses, which he commanded to be
put in writing, and which exists in the Pentateuch, and
then gave him an explication of every thing compre*
bended in it, which he ordered to be committed to memory. Hence the former is called the written, and the
These two laws were recited by
latter the oral law.
Moses to Aaron four tiroes, to his sons three times, to
the seventy elders twice, and to the rest of the people
once ; after this the re|)etition was renewed by Aaron,
The last month
his two sons, and the seventy elders.
of Moses' life was spent, according to the Jews, in repeating and explaining the law to the people, and esto three classes

:

A

prophet might
Joshua his successor.
suspend any law, or authorise the violation of any preIf there was any
cept, except those against idolatry.
difference of (pinion resperting the meaning of any
law or precept, it was <letermiued by the majority.
When Joshua died, all the interpretations he had received from Moses, as well as those made in his time,
were transmitted to the elders these conveyed them to
the prophets, and by one prophet thev were delivered to
This law was only oral, till the days of Rabbi
another.
Jehuda, who perceiving that the students of the iaw
pecially to

;

were gradually decreasing, and that the Jews were dispersed over the face of the earth, collected all the traditions, arranged them under distinct heads, and formed them into a methodical cnde of traditional law ;
It is written in a conthus the Mishna was formed.
cise style, chiefly in the form of aphorisms, which admit of a variety of interpretations. On this account,
a gemara or commentary was written by a president of
a school in Palestine, which, together with the mishna,
forms the Jerusalem Talmud. The Jews in Chaldea,
however, not being satisfied with this gemara, one of
their Rabbis compiled another wliich, together with
the mishns, forms the Babylonian Tahnud.
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CabaUi.

Articles of
faith.

One of the

principal branches of

.

r«spe«ting
cluld-biith.

Circumci-

Judaism,

is

the Cabala, the study of which is regarded as the siiblimest of all sciences. By the Cabala, the Jews mean
those mystical interpretations of the scripture, and metaphysical speculations concerning the Deity, angels, &c.
which they regard as having been handed down by a secret tradition from the earliest ages.
The Cabala is of
.two kinds, tlieoretical and practical ; the former relates
to subjects only adapted to speculation ; the latter is, in
fact, a system of magic drawn from a mystical interpreThe Jews believe that Abratation of the Scriptures.
ham, Moses, Solomon, &c. were adepts in this kind of
magic. It was much cultivated in the middle ages
but now the Jews have in a great measure discarded
faith in the practical Cabala.
In the 11th century, the famous Rabbi Maimonides
drew up a summary of the doctrines of Judaism, which
every Jew is required to believe, on pain of excommunication in this world, and condemnation in the next.
This summary consists of 13 articles, which he calls
foundations or roots of the faith. The articles are as
1. That God is the creator and active supfollow:
porter of all things. 2. That God is one, and eternally
unchangeable. 3. That God is incorporeal, and cannot
have any material properties. 4. That God must eternally exist.
5. That God alone is to be worshipped.
6. That whatever has been taught by the prophets is
true.
7. That Moses is the head and father of all contemporary doctors, and of all those who lived before
or shall live after him. 8. That the law was given by
Moses. 9. That the law shall always exist, and never
be altered. 10. That God knows all the thoughts and
That God will reward the obseractions of men.
11
vance, and punish the breach of the laws.
12. That
the Messiah is to come, though he tarry a long time.
1-3. That there shall be a resurrection of the dead when
Go<l shall think fit.
Before the delivery of a Jewess, her husband, or
some friend, describes with chalk a circle on each of
the walls round the bed, and on the outside and inside
of the door ; he also inscribes on tliese, in Hebrew characters, the words, Adam, Chara, Chuts, LiUth; i. e.
Adam, Eve, rejoice; Lilith signifying a wish, that if
the child be a boy he may be like Adam, and blessed
with a wife like Eve ; but if a girl, that she may not, like
Lilith, who, according to Jewish tradition, having been
formed before Eve out of the ground, on that account
deemed herself equal to Adam, and refused to be obedient to him.
Lilith, also, is supposed to have the
power of weakening and destroying young infants, and
therefore the names of three angels are written on the
inside of the chamber in which the pregnant woman
lies.
A Christian midwife must not be employed except in cases of most clear and urgent necessity, and
then she must be surrounded and watched by several
Jewesses.
In order to accelerate the birth, a rabbi recites the 20th, S8th, 92d, and 102d psalms.
On the
evening of the Sabbath after delivery, if a boy is born,
a feast is held called Jeshua Haben, or the safety of the
son. Preparations are next made for circumcision. The
guests must be at least ten in number, and must all
have passed their 13th year. No woman or Christian
is allowed to circumcise, except in cases of necessity.
Where the latter performs the operation, some of the
blood must be drawn afresh from the part by an Israelite.
The regular circuracisers are distinguished by
their very long and sharp nails ; they are taught their
business by operating on the sons of poor Jews, whose
consent is obtained for money. Besides the circumciser,

—

Customs

modem

a person named Baal Berith, or the master of the coveJe*s.
nant, must assist. The operation ought not to take "^m^^fm^
place before the eighth, or later than the twelfth day CircumtiTwo chairs are provided, one for the ^'°"'
after the birth.
circumciser and the other for Elijah, who is supposed
As soon as the circumciser and his atto be present.
tendant have entered the room, some boys make their
appearance bearing twelve wax tapers, bowls of wine,
a knife, a plate of sand, and a platter with olive oil, in
which the linen to be applied to the wound is steeped.
The infant must be bathed before the ceremony. He
is brought to the door by a woman, who is not allowed
If a child die uncircumcised, he is
to enter the room.
circumcised in the burial ground, that the reproach of
uncircumcision may be taken away. No prayers are
i
said on this occasion, but a name is given him, that, at
the resurrection, when every one will be called by his
name, his parents may recognise him. The birth of a
The rabbis have
girl is attended with little feasting.
abolished the distinction made by the Mosaic law between the period of the purification of- a woman after
They have also althe birth of a son and a daughter.
tered the law respecting the mode of redemption of the
According to them, the child can- Redempfirst born, if a son.
not be redeemed before the thirtieth day, nor after the t'O" of »
thirty-first.
On that day the priest asks the father, ""•

whether he would prefer

his child, or the five shekels

? to which the father
rehe prefers his son, and that he wishes the
The priest cannot accept
priest to accept the money.
If the faless ; but he may return what he accepts.
ther dies before the thirty-first day, the mother is not
bound to redeem the child ; but a piece of parchment
is suspended on the child's neck, with an inscription,
that he is a son not redeemed, to teach him, that he
must redeem himself.

required for his redemption
plies, that

The education of the female children of the Jews is Education
very much neglected. They are seldom taught more of females,
than to pronounce the words of a Hebrew prayer-book,
without understanding the meaning of a single senThe sons are taught to read the law, the mish- Of males,
tence.
Very few of
na, the gemara, and the prayer-book.
them learn the Hebrew grammatically. At the age of
13 years and one day, a Jewish youth receives the appellation of Bar Mitsrah, a son of the commandment,
and is required to observe the 6l3 precepts, which, according to the rabbis, comprehend the whole of the
From this time he is deemed liable to punishlaw.
ment if he transgresses them ; whereas the sins he
commits before this age are ascribed to his father, who
is liable to the punishment denounced against them.
At this age the father, in the presence of several Jews,
declares, that he is no longer chargeable for the sins of
Jewish girls are accounted of full age at 12
his son.
years and a day old.

Marriage is reckoned the indispensible duty of eve- Marriages.
Men who live in celibacy long after eighteen
ry Jew.
Polygaare considered by the rabbis as living in sin.
my is sanctioned by the Talmud, but is not practised
by the European Jews. The betrothing sometimes
takes place six months or a year before the marriage.
Ten men at least must be present at the marriage, othervelvet canopy is brought into the
wise it is null.
room where the ceremony is to take place, and extended on four poles. Under this canopy the bride, having
her face covered with a veil, is led by two women, and
the bridegroom by two men ; these are always their
After a short prayer, the
parents, or near relations.

A

bride and bridegroom drink of the wine which

is offer-

JEWS.
by the

rabbi.

A

ring is used, as at Christian
u
The marriage contract is next read ; and,
Mxn the reading is ended, the priest tokes another
gl""»_o'*M>«i »nd repeats seven benedictions ; then the
married couple drink the wine ; after which the empty
glmm i* laid on the floor, and the bridegroom stamping
on it breaks it to pieces, indicating by this the frailty

M

of

M

life.

you

!"

The company next shout, " Good luck to
The ceremony is concluded by a contribution

for the poor in the land of Canaan, and a nuptial feast.
Jew ia at liberty to divorce his wife at any time,

A

•r for any cause ; but, in ortler to counteract the con•eqnencea of this liberty, the synagogue has ordered a
crMt nuny formalitica to be observed, which allow time
Mr tbe partie* to become cool, and to reconsider the
OMtter.

When

the divorce takes place, the parties are
nat allowed to marry again, nor to be together by them>
arivct
if the woman has been divorced for adultery,
•h* cannot marry her paramour. A man at a distance
from his wife, may send her a bill of divorce by a mes•fIf. which is legal, provided the messenger is specially appointed
heard the husband order Uie notary
to write the bill
saw it written and signed received
it from tbe husband in the presence of two subscribing
widiMMa, with a special and formal commission, and
pRnridad he deb vers it to the woman in the presence of
two w iliiMHi.with a prescribed declaration of its nature.
girl batrothed under ten year* of age is entitled to a
dmret any time befora ehe arrirea at tbe age of twelve
jraara and a day, simply bv declaring before two witne*.
ae^ who write out her decLtratiun, that she will not marry tiM aaan ; this is called a divorcement of dislike.
la adi i ny the Jewish prayers fur the sick, it is cus.
Ammtt
in caaca of
and imminent clanger, to
tbe name of tbe sick person, under the belief
tbe acntence of death which may have been
t him in heaven may be averted or evaThere is a particular form in their liturgy for
ig the name, in which it is said to be done with
tbe knowled^ of God, and the approbation of the celaMial Iribimal ; and that his change of name may annal all baid demta, and reverse the sentence which
bev* paiaed aninst him. In this prayer, he is re<
lad
another man, an infant just bom, &c.
a Jew diea, all the water in the same and adjoining houiai ia inatantly thrown away, and no priest
moat, on any account, remain in any of theae houses
till the body ia remoTcd.
Immediately on his deceaae,
the body ia stripped and laid on the floor with clean
•(raw under it, and watched by a Jew till the ceremo*
ny of thaiiiiiH' it with warm water is performed. During tbia eanmaaj great care must be taken that no
Near it are plawater wtai the owth of the oorpae.
eed a Mghtad tap*, abaaonof water, and a clean towel,
that the aool may cleanse itself from the defilements it
flaattaeled in this world.
For this purpose it is suppoacd to return to the place every night for a month,
during which period tne things are kept in the room,
and the water w changed every night In cases where
tbertiaCkina af tbe rlefraard are too poor to defray the
eapaaca of this ceremony, a subecription is made by
tbt richer Jews ; and a few year* ago a society was esInHiahad in Loodon for this purpose—so very sacred
ami haperatire h thia ceremony eeteemed. The Jews
do net aake oae of doae coffins, but only four plain
bMtde loeaely joined together. This is done in order
MdbBTMlU. that the worma may the sooner destroy the body. The
uUeh, or tqoare garment with fringea, is put over the
:

—
—
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At the place of interment, the
opened, and some earth, said to have been

sepulchral garment.
coffin is

Je»s"*"""'V"™

brought from Jerusalem, is placed under the head in a
small bag, or strewed about the body. The relations
and friends of the deceased then take hold, one after
the other, of his great toes, imploring him to pardon
offences against him, and not to report evil
against them in the other world.
The nearest relations
rend their garments.
When the coffin is placed in
the grave, each of the relations throws some earth o«
it.
As soon as the grave is filled, all the attendants
run away lest they should hear the knock of the angel,
who b .supposed to come and knock on the coffin, and
to ask the deceased if he can repeat the passage in
scripture which has an allusion to his name
if he is
not able to repeat it, the angel beats him with a hot
iron till he breaks his bones.
When the relations return from the funeral, they all sit down on the floor,
and eat a small portion of hard boiled eggs, salt, and
bread, in order to break the fast which they are supposed to have kept from the moment of the decease of
their relation.
Morning and evening, ten Jews who
have passed the age of thirteen repeat prayers for the
dead ; and at the close of these prayers, the nearest
male relatives repeat the Kodesh, a prayer which is
supposed to deliver the deceased from hell. The Jews believe in a resurrection, but the rabbis say it will take
place in the land of Canaan, and that Israelites buried
other countries will be rolled thither through subterranean caverns ; hence Jews in neighbouring countries, if rich, are removed into Canaan before they die.
On the decease of a brother, sister, wife, daughter, or
son, the upper garment is cut on the right side, and
then rent about a hand-breadth in length ; but on tiie
death of a father or mother, the rent is made on the
left side in all the garments.
The mourning continues
seven days, during which no business is to be transacted, nor u the house to be left ; but the mourners are
to sit on the ground without shoes, and to give free
access to every visitant : they must not shave their
beards, cut their nails, or wash themselves for 30 days.
There are very particular rules laid down by the Garmenb,
rabbis respecting tne materials, form, and colours of
the garments to be worn by the Jews ; but in general
they conform to the mode of dress in the country where
they reside.
It is, however, deemed unlawful to wear
any garment made of linen and woollen woven together,
or made with either of these and sewed with the other.
ETerr male is required to have a quadrangular garment,
It consists of two quadrangular pieces of
called talleh.
woollen or silk joined together at the upper edge bytwo fillets. These rest on the shoulders, and the pieces hang down, one on the back, and the other over the
breast.
This is constantlv worn as an inner garment.
From each of the comers hangs a fringe, consisting of
eight threads, and tied with five knots. The sanctity a(
this garment is supposed to depend upon these fringes.
The threads composing them must be of wool that has
been shorn, not pulled, and spun by a Jewess for the
express purpose. There are also minute and very particular regulations regarding the colour and the folding
of the threads. The talleh is not required to be worn
at night, nor is the wearing of it obligatory on women,
It is never to be sold or
servants, or young children.
pledged to a Christian. Other appetiJages of Jewish
devotion are the phylacteries, one for the head, and one
The former is made of skin or leather
for the arm.
stretched on a block, and sewed so as to form a leathern
all their

:
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box, divided into four compartments, having impressed
on one side of it the letter Shin, and on the other a
character resembling that letter, only with four points
In the compartments are inclosed
instead of three.
four passages of the law, written on parchment, which
is bound round with hair pulled from the tail of a cow,
and well washed. The strap which fastens the phylactery to the head ought to be black on the outside,
and any colour except red on the inside. It is fastened in such a manner, that the little box including the
parchments rests on the forehead below the hair, so that
The
the divine precepts may be fixed in the brain.
phylactery for the arm is nearly similar, except that it
has only one cavity, and is without the impression of
the letter Shin.
It is fastened to the naked skin, on
the inner part of the left arm, so as to be near the heart.
It would be tiresome to enumerate the directions for
tying on these phylacteries, which are excessively minute and multifarious. Besides phylacteries, there are
schedules for door-posts, which are generally placed on
the right hand of the entrance, and touched or kissed
by such of the Jews as wish to be deemed very devout.
No synagogue can be instituted except there be at
least ten men who have passed the age of thirteen.
The
highest ground is chosen, and no Jew is permitted to
build a house of superior or even equal height. In prayer, their faces are always turned towards the land of
Canaan ; the door of the synagogue, therefore, is always
placed at the opposite point of the compass.
closet
or chest called the Ark, in which the book of the law
is deposited, is opposite to the entrance into the synagogue. Every copy of the pentateuch must be in manuscript. The rabbis have laid down rules for transcribing it, which must on no account be omitted or infringed. The ink employed is to be made of prescribed
ingredients.
The book itself is to be in the form of a
roll.
Near the middle of the synagogue is a desk or
altar where the law is read, and sermons delivered. No
seats are admitted between the altar and the ark.
The
women are not allowed to sit with the men, and they
are even screened from their notice by a wooden lattice.
In each synagogue there is a reader or chanter,
clerks for the management of pecuniary matters, besides inferior attendants.
The general business of the
congregation is superintended by wardens or elders.
The privilege of folding and unfolding the law, and of
performing other public services, is accounted a high
honour, and, as such, is put up to public auction. The
money arising from these sales is paid into the general
stock of the synagogue.
In every country there is a chief, or presiduig rabbi,
who exercises not only a spiritual, but also a civil, jurisdiction
his authority is kept up by ecclesiastical
censures, excommunications, &c.
The title of rabbi is

A

:

little

more than an honorary

distinction,

and

is

easily

obtained by any individual well versed in the Tal-

mud.
Keligion,
ceremonies,

The Jewish religion is, perhaps, more a religion of
minute and trifling rites and ceremonies, than even the

flayers, Six.

Catholic religion. The minutest circumstances in dressing and undressing, washing and wiping the face and
hands, and other necessary actions of common and daily
life, are enjoined by the rabbis to be performed exactly
according to the prescribed regulations. Their prayers
also are numerous, and some of them relate to the most
trifling circumstances.
Those esteemed the most soand important are called Shemoneh Esreh, or the
Eighteen prayers^ though they actually consist of nine-

kmn

Jews,
teen, the last having been added against heretics and
They are enjoined to be said by all Jews '^"'Y'""
above the age of thirteen, wherever they may be, three

apostates.

times a-day. The members of the synagogue are required to repeat at least a hundred benedictions every
day.
son who survives his father is enjoined to attend the nocturnal service in the synagogue every evening for a year, and to repeat the Kodesh, in order that
This service
his father may be delivered from hell.
may be suspended by any person going up to the desk
'
and closing the book. This is not unfrequently done
and
the
prayers
cannot
be
renewed
in case of quarrels ;
till a reconciliation takes place.
Nothing is to be undertaken on a Friday which can- Sabbath.
not be finished before the evening. In the afternoon
they wash and clean themselves, trim their hair, and
pare their nails. They begin with the left hand, but
think it wrong to cut the nails on two adjoining fingers
Even the parings are directed by the
in succession.
Talmud to be disposed of in a particular manner ; for it
says, " he that throws them on the ground is an impious man ; he that buries them is a just man ; he that
throws them into the fire is a pious and perfect man."
Every Jew, of whatever rank, must assist in the preparation for the Sabbath. Two loaves, baked on the Friday, are set on a table. This is done in memory of the
manna, of which a double portion fell on the sixth day
of the week. The table remains spread all the Sabbath. Before the sun is set, the candles are to be lighted ; one at least with seven wicks, in allusion to the
number of days in a week, is to be lighted in each
house. The Talmudical directions respecting the wicks
and oil form part of the Sabbath evening service ; they
The lesare most ridiculously and childishly minute.
son appointed for the Sabbath is divided into seven
parts, and read to seven persons at the altar. The first
called up to hear it, is a descendant of Aaron, the second of Levi, the third an Israelite of any tribe ; the
same order is then repeated ; the seventh may be of any
The portion read from the law is followed by a
tribe.
There are three services,
portion from the prophets.
On their return
morning, afternoon, and evening.
from the last, a wax candle, or a lamp with two wicks,
The master then takes
is lighted, and held by a child.
a glass of wine in his right hand, and a box of spices in
After a prayer, a little of the wine is spilled
his left.
on the floor ; and the wine being taken in the left,
and the spices in the right hand, after another prayer,
he and all the family smell to the spices, and taste the
wine. This ceremony is called Habdala, or the separation, because it separates the Sabbath from other days.
The works forbidden on the Sabbath, according to the
rabbis, may be reduced under thirty-nine general heads;
of which writing, blotting out, ruling paper, kindling a
Other forbidden acfire or quenching it, form some.
tions are brought under these heads by a very forced analogy. Thus, curdling milk is included under the forbidden head of building, because a whole is formed by the
composition of different bodies. Filling ditches is deemed unlawful, and therefore some rabbis have forbidden
the sweeping of a room on the Sabbath, lest any furrow
or chink in the floor should be filled by the operation.
Walking over new ploughed ground is also forbidden,
A tailor must not
lest a hole should thus be filled up.
go out of doors with a needle stuck in any of his clothes.
The use of stilts is prohibited, because, though the
stilts seem to carry the man, yet in fact the man carries
the stilts, and to bear a burden on the Sabbath is unDirt on the coat, &c. may be scraped off" with
lawful.
3
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the n«!b whtle it is moist, but not if it is dr^, because
that it would nu«e some dust, and that would resemble
grinding or breaking to pieces.

The vulgar Jewish chronology reckons only 1948
Ckrooslogj.
jears to the birth of Abraham, and in several other
particulars it is at variance with the Bible.
The modem Jews follow the prnrtice of their ancestors, while
in Egypt, of commencing tlie year at the autumnnl
equinox. The present Jewish calendar was sett'ed by
Rabbi Hittel, alxMit the middle of the 4th century of
the Christian era, and is constructed with great ingenuity and aatronmnical exactness, not equalle<i by Christiana till the improvement of the Julian calendar by
Pope Gregory.
FaiitsU.

Of the festivals of the Jews we can mention only a few,
and thoae merely in a cursory manner. The principal
re those at the new moon, of the Passover, of PenteOOft, at the new year, the fast of atonement, and the
ftMtoC tabernacles. That the festival of the new moon
aiglit be celebrated as nearly as poasible on the day of
the BooD'a canonction with the sun, most of the
imtht ccntam aKeraately twenty-nine and thirty days
aad the fcMt of the new moon ia held on the ^rst, or
oa the first and ateoud days of the month ; the woBCB vc net •Oowed to work, the men may. Good
Mtiaf and drinkinc particularly distinguish this festiraL The fcut of tne Paaaover commences on the 1 5th
day of the month Niaan, and continues among Jews
who live in or near Jerusalnn seven days, and eUewh«T« Mfht d*jr*- The Stfbbaith |>fc»:diug is Called
tha Great Sabhalh, and is kept with most scrupulous
atridaaa. Tha node and materials for making the
onlaaTaned eakaa tot tha Paasover, are most minutely

—

diacribed

of
it

by the

this ftaat.

labbia, aa well as all the cerenionies
CMtoaaty for every Jew to honour

It ia

by an eshibitiaa of the moat Mnnptiioas fnniiture he

The

table for the feast is covered with a
dean linen doth, on which are placed several dishes
en one ia the shank bone of a shoulder of lamb or kid,

can

aflord.

and aa tgg on another, three cakes, wrapped in two
napkins; on a third, some lettuce, parsley, celery, or
oCncr htsba these are their bitter herbs. Near the
•atlad ia a cmct of vinegar, and some salt snd water.
There ia alao a dish, representing the bricks which tlieir
forefathers wen required to ouka in Egrpt
tliis is
eonpoacd of apples, almonds, nuts, and ngs, formed
into a pasta, drrsard in wine and cinnamon.
The first
two davs, and the last two, are kept with particular
olanaity and strictocaa. Contracts of marriage may
be SMde, but no marriage is to be solemnized during
thk ftatival. The feast of Pentecost, on the 6lh day
of the month Siran. continues two days, and is kept
srith the aanc strictness as the first two days of the
;

;

:

It is a received opinion of the Jews, that
PasaoTfT
the worM was created on the day of their new year
and they therefore celebrate the festival of the new
year by a diacontinuancc uf all labour, and by repeat*
•d acrviota in the synagogue. The fast of atonement
b on the 10th day of Tisn the first ten days of the
month are called days of penitence, during which the
Jews believe that Cod examines the actions of manOn
kind, but be dcfera passiog sentence till the tenth.
the eve of the fast, a eercmony, evidently designed as
C iubatitata for their ancient sacrifices, is performed ;
thiaoonasta in killing a cock, with great formality.
The eodu must on no account be red ; white ii the
;

Before the fast begins, they endeapreferable colour.
vour to settle all their disputes. In the aAeraoon they

vol

ai.

pAar

ii.
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make a

hearty meal to prepare for the fast, which is of
Jews
the most rigid kind. The feast of tabernacles commences on the 15th of Tisri, and is kept nine days. ^'^ ^^
Every Jew who has a court or garden is required to ~ ^^"^
erect a tabernacle on this occasion, respecting the raaterials and erection of which the rabbis have given special directions.
The eighth and ninth are high days,
particularly the last, which is called the day of the
rejoicing of the land.
The Jews are not permitted to taste the flesh of any Food.
four-footed animals, except those which both chew the
cud and part the hoof; nor any fish except such as
have both scales and fins they are not to eat the blood
of any beast or bird. Cattle for their use must be
slaughtered by a Jew, duly qualified, and especially
appointed for that puqiose. If the carcase has the least
blemish, it cannot be eaten ; if it is perfectly sound,
he affixes to it a leaden seal, with the word cosher,
right, and the day of the week.
If there be no Jew
butcher, a Jew appointed by the synagogue is stationed at the Christian butcher's to superintend tlie cutting
up of the carcase, and to affix the seal. The hind quarters are not to be eaten unless the sinew of the thigh is
taken out. A cow and her calf, an ewe and her lamb,
a she goat and her kid, must not be killed in the same
day.
The knife used for slaughter must be very sharp
and free from Hiotches. Meat and butter must not be
eaten together, on account of the law, " not to seethe
a kid in his mother's milk." For this reason, also, they
make their cheese without rennet. No knife, fork,
spoon, or culinary vessel, used for meat, u to be used
for milk.
Such are the opinions, traditions, rites and ceremo- Caraitea.
nies, of the great majority of the modern Jews ; but
besides these, there is a small sect denominated Ca«
raites, that is textualists
persons attached to the text
of the Scriptures. They reside chiefly in the Crimea,
Lithuania, and Persia ; and at Damascus, Constantinople, and Cairo ; their whole number is very inconsiderable.
They agree with other Jews in denying the
advent of the Messiah. The principal difference between them comtsts in their adherence to the letter of
the Scripture, and in their rejection of all paraphrases
and inter|>retations of the rabbis. They also differ frwn
the rabbis in various particulars respecting the feasts of
the Passover, Pentecost, and Tabernacles. They observe
the Sabbath witli far greater strictness; they extend
the degrees of affinity within which marriage is prohibited, but they arc more strict in matters of diII

,

;

—

vorce.

See Josephus' Jeivith AntiquUkt, and hit Omn Life;
Ilutoire de la Religion des Juijs pour trrvir de continuation a I'Hiitoire de Josephe, par Basnage; Tovey's
Anglia Judaica ; Monthli/ Magazine, vol. i. for the year
1796; Gentleman' t Magazine for 1810 and 1811; Afo«
dem Judaism, bif John Allen, (w. s.

IGNATIUS

LovoLA.

See Loyola.

IGNIS Fatuus, commonly

called Will Clhe Wisp,
or Jack and llie Lanthom, is a meteor which is commonly seen in dark nights, in marshy grounds and other
full account of it will be given under
damp places.
the article Meteors.

A

IGUANA. See HKnPEToioGV,
JHANSU-JEUNG. See Thibet.
JIDDA, Jedoa, Jodda, Zitta, or Dscheda, is a
small trading town of Arabia Felix, situated in the district of Tahamah, about 40 miles distant from Mecca,
north latitude iO" 28' 1" , and east longitude from

J
Ji.Ula.

""V"^
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Greenwich 39" 16' 45". It is defended by a fort, and
surrounded by a ruinous wall, built in the year 1514.
Its harbour is very extensive, formed by numberless
reefs of Madrapore, extending about four miles from
the shore, and full of small islands and sunken rocks.
The entrance is sufficiently dangerous, but the pilots
are expert, steering safely by the eye alone, and easily
perceiving the rocks below the smooth surface, espeBetween
cially when the sun is behind the vessel.
these shoals and islands are deep channels, with a good
bottom, where ships may lie at anchorage in six or
twelve fathoms, and where the water is as smooth as
The surrounding country
glass, in the heaviest gales.
is sandy, barren, and destitute of water, and the town
desert plain to
is very ill supplied with provisions.
tlie eastward is occupied by Bedouins, or country Arabs, who live in huts made of long bundles of bent
grass, or spartum, and who supply the inhabitants of

A

Jidda with milk and butter. The situation is as unwholesome as it is unproductive; and, besides several
stagnant pools in tlie vicinity, the north-west wind
which chiefly prevails, blowing along the direction of
the gulf, brings a great dampness through the greater
The highest degree of the thermopart of the year.
meter observed by Mr Bruce in July was 97", and the
lowest 78°. The barometer in June was between 26"
6', and 25" 7' ; wind north-west.
The town of Jidda
derives all its celebrity, and even its existence, from its
vicinity to the city of Mecca, to which it is the nearest
sea-port, and the great receptacle of the India trade,
which arrives once a-year. The inhabitants of the
place, indeed, derive little advantage from this rich
traffic, which passes on to Mecca, and for which the
payments return to the ships, without leaving much
The influx of
profit by the way to the townsmen.
strangers, on the contrary, raises the price of provisions ; and the native traders, afler the market is over,
which does not last above six weeks, retire to Yemen
and the neighbouring countries, where every article of

found

abundance. Jidda, however, is
merchandize intended to be
carried to Suez for the demands of Egypt ; and great
multitudes of the inhabitants find employment in landing and reshipping these goods, in providing warehousubsistence

•

is

in

also the great depot of all

and in acting as factors in receiving and disposing of them.
The English traders,
in 1777, made an attempt to carry their cargoes directly to Suez, without passing them through Jidda into
native vessels ; and this trade, which continued about
three years, was encouraged by the Egyptian Beys, as
the English merchants paid them twice as much impost
as the Jidda importers. But the SherifFe of Mecca, who
draws the customs of the port of Jidda, procured an orses for their safe deposit,

I

L A

der from the Grand Seignior, that all vessels bound for
Egypt should stop at Jidda, and pay duty there; and
obliged the merchants, when once in liis harbour, to
unship their goods, and send them forward to Suez in
other vessels. The Sultan secured a share of these profits, and regularly appointed a pasha, who resided
ip
the citadel of Jidda, and divided the receipts of the
custom-house with the SherifFe's Vizier. During the
convulsions of Egypt, and the insurrections of the Wachabees, the Sheriffe contriv-cl to expel the representa-.
tive of the Sultan, and to appropriate the whole duties
to himself.
His extortions, however, in the name of
presents to himself and his servants, have caused a great
diminution of the trade formerly carried on by the English with Jidda; and many of the richest merchants
have retired from the place. The Sheriffe, made aware
of his folly by the reduction of his revenues, has be-

come more moderate in his demands. The
cently proposed, amount to about eight per

duties recent,

and

the presents to about half as much ; but a merchant,
when once in the harbour, from which he could scarcely escape without a native pilot, could never be secure
against further demands.
See Bruce's Travels, vol.
ii. ; Parson's Travels; and Valentia's
Travels, vol. iii.
il)

ILANTZ,

in the Rhetian language Ilan or Hon, a

town of Switzerland, in the territory of the Orisons,
and the capital of the division of the Grey League. The
town is situated in the widest part of the valley of the
same name, at the foot of tlie mountain Mundaun, or
It is the first town that we meet with on
Karlisberg.
the Rhine, and is the only town in the world where the
Rhetian language is still spoken. It has two fauxbourgs,
viz. that of St Nicholas, and that of Portasura.
The
bridge built over the Rhine is remarkable. The inhabitants profess the reformed religion.
The women in
the neighbourhood are very much subject to the Goitre
necks.
The tribunal of the Grey League meets at Ilantz,
Thousis, and Trons, in rotation ; but it is at Ilantz
that the archives of the League are preserved. A great
fair for cattle is held at Ilantz.
Excellent fish, about
22 pounds weight, are caught in the Rhine.
At Rouvis, above Ilantz, on the left bank of the
Rhine, a mine of galasna, containing silver, has been
wrought. The mineral is contained in nests in the
gneiss. The mine of Rouvis, and one of yellow copper
at Ober-Sax, have been wrought since the year 1 806
by M. Demengha. In descending the valley of Ilantz,
the rocks are composed of argUlaceous schistus as far
as Tamino. See Ebel's Manuel d'une Voyageur en Suisse,
torn. iii. p. 227.
ILAY. See Islay.
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